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PREFACE

This 3volume compilation contains historical documents pertaining to P.L. 1O42O8,
the "Omnibus Consolidated Appropriations Act of 1997." The books contain
congressional debates, a chronological compilation of documents—pertinent to the
legislative history of the public law and listings of relevant reference materials.

Pertinent documents include:

o Differing versions of key bills
o Committee reports
o Excerpts from the Congressional Record
o The Public Law

This history is prepared by the Office of the Deputy Commissioner for Legislation and
Congressional Affairs and is designed to serve as a helpful resource tool for those
charged with interpreting laws administered by the Social Security Administration.
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104'rii CONGRESS
1ST SESSION

To amend the Immigration and Nationality Act to improve deterrence of
illegal immigration to the United States by increasing border patrol
and investigative personnel, by increasing penalties for alien smuggling
and for document fraud, by reforming exclusion and deportation law
and procedures, by improving the verification system for eligibility for
employment, and through other measures, to reform the legal immigra-
tion system and facilitate legal entries into the United States, and
for other purposes:

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

AuGUST 4, 1995

Mr. SMITH of Texas (for himself, Mr. BRYANT of Texas, Mr. GALLEGLY, Mr.
M0ORHEAD, Mr. MCCOLLUM, Mr. BRYANT of Tennessee, Mr. BoNo, Mr.
HEINEMAX, Mr. SENSENBRENNER, Mr. GEKAS, Mr. C0BLE, Mr. CANDY
of Florida, Mr. Ix&us of South Carolina, Mr. GOODLATTE, Mr. B,
Mr. BOUCR, Mr. BAiER of Câliornia, Mr. BALLENGER, Mr. BEILEN-
SON, Mr. Bu.BRY, Mr. BoNuL.. Mr. BREWSTER, Mr. C.ALVERT, Mr.
C0NDIT, Mr. Cu NGHAM, Mr. DEAL of Georgia, Mr. DREIER, Mr.
DUNCAN, Mr. FOLEY, Mr. Hrzs, Mr. HERGER, Mr. HUNTER, Mr. SAM
JoHNsoN of Texas, Mrs. METERS of Kansas, Mr. PAcKD, Mr.
ROIUtABACHER, Mrs. RouiEMA, Mr. Sa&ys, Mr. STENHOLM, Mr. TAU-
ZIN, Mrs. VTJCANOVICH, Mr. MCKEON, Mr. BARTON of Texas, Mr.
HLTTCHINSON, Mr. THORNBERRY, Mr. LAUGHLIN, Mr. TRAFICANT, Mr.
KASICH, Mrs. SEASTEAND, Mr. PETE GEREN of Texas, Mr. WILSoN, Mr.
STocIiAX, Mr. H.ASTINGS of Washington, Mr. BEREUTER, Mr. Coii-
BEST, Mr. BARTLETT of Maryland, Mr. BARRETT of Nebraska, Mr.
Saw, Mr. PIC1TT, Mr. SiEx, Mr. GUTIQcECHT, Mr. KINGSTON, Mr.
TAYLOR of North Carolina, Mr. ROGERS, Mr. SOLOMON, Mr. ROBERTS,
Mr. EVERETT, Mr. DOOLITTLE, Mr. HEFLEY, Mr. SCHAEFER, Mr. Goss,
Mr. BTJNNING of Kentucky, Mr. PARIR, Mr. TAYLOR of Mississippi, Mr.
EMERSON, Mr. SHTJsTER, Mr. FIELDS of Te*as, Mr. QuuLEN, Mr.
hALL of Texas, Mr. HOEKSTRA, Mr. MCCRERY. Mr. STEARNS, Mr. BUR-
TON of Indiana, Mr. LEWIS of Kentucky, Mr. BAXER of Louisiana, Mr.
BACHUS, Mr. LIGHTFOOT, Mr. COLLINS of Georgia, Mr. HANSEN, Mr.
HORN, Mr. PAXON, Ms. MOLINARI, Mr. LncDER, Mr. HASTERT, Mr.
ROYCE, Mr. Ki, Mr. CAMP, Mr. ILtxcociç Mr. SPENcE, Mr. JONEs,
Mr. LIVINGSTON. Mr. REGULA, Mr. EWING, Mr. SALMoN. Ms. ILr.AX,
Mr. ZELIFF, Mr. SH.ADEGG, Mr. POMBO, Mr. DORNAN, and Mr.
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RADANOVICH) introduced the following bill; which was referred to the
Committee on the Judiciary, and in addition to the Committees on Na-
tional Security, Government &form and Oversight, Ways and Means,
and Banking and Financial Services, for a period to be subsequently de-
termined by the Speaker, in each case for consideration of such provisions
as fail within the jurisdiction of the committee concerned

A BILL
To amend the Immigration and Nationality Act to improve

deterrence of illegal immigration to the United States
by increasing border patrol and investigative personnel,
by increasing penalties for alien smuggling and for docu-
ment fraud, by reforming exclusion and deportation law
and procedures, by improving the verification system for
eligibility for employment, and through other measures,
to reform the legal irmuigration system and facilitate
legal entries into the _United States, and for other pur-
poses.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE; AMENDMENTS TO IMMIGRATION

4 AND NATIONALITY ACT; TABLE OF CON-

5 TENTS.

6 (a) SHORT TITLE.—This Act may be cited as the

7 "Immigration in the National Interest Act of 1995".

8 (b) AMENDMENTS TO hThUGRATION AND NATIONAL-

9 ITY ACT.—Except as otherwise specifically provided—

10 (1) whenever in this Act an amendment or re-

11 - peal is expressed as the amendment or repeal of a

.HR 2202 m
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1 section or other provision, the reference shall be eon-
2 sidered to be made to that section or provision in the
3 Immigration and Nationality Act, and

4 (2) amendments to a section or other provision

5 are to such section or other provision as in effect on

6 the date of the enactment of this Act and before any
7 amendment made to such section or other provision
8 elsewhere in this Act.

9 (c) Tii oi' CONTENTS.—The table of contents for

10 this Act is as follows:

Sec. 1. Short title; amendments to Immigration and Nationality Act; table of
contents.

TITLE I—DETERRENCE OF ILLEGAL ThThflGRATION TBBOUGH Thy-
PROVED BORDER ENFORCEMENT, PILOT PROGRAMS, AND IN-TERIOR ENFORCEMN'r

Subtitle A—ImprovejEnforcement at Border

Sec. 101. Border patrol agents and support personnel.
Sec. 102. Improvement of barriers at border.
Sec. 103. Improved border equipment and thcbnolo.
Sec. 104. Improvement in border crossing identification card.
Sec. 105. Civil penalties for illegal entry.
Sec. 106. Prosecution of aliens repeatedly reentering the United States unlaw-

Sec. 107. Inservice training for the Border Patrol.

Subtitle B—Pilot Programs

Sec. 111. Pilot program on interior repatriation of inadmissible or deportable
aliens.

Sec. 112. Pilot program on use of closed military bases for the detention of in-
admissible or deportable aliens.

Sec. 113. Pilot program to collect records of departing passengers.

Subtitle C—Interior Enforcement

Sec. 121. Increase in personnel for interior enforcement.

TITLE 11—ENHANCED ENFORCEMENT AND PENALTIES AGAINST
ALLEN SMtJGGLING. DOCUMENT FRAUD

Subtitle A—Enhanced Enforcement and Penalties Against Alien Smuggling

Sec. 201. Wiretap authority for alien smuggling investigations.
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Sec. 202. Racketeering offenses relating to alien smuggling.

Sec. 203. Increased crcminsl penalties for alien smuggling.
Sec. 204. Increased number of assistant United States attorneys.
Sec. 205. Undercover investigation authority.

Subtitle B—Deterrence of Document Fraud

Sec. 211. Increased criminal penalties for fraudulent use of government-issued
documents.

Sec. 212. New civil penalties for document frau&
Sec. 213. New civil penalty for failure to present documents.
Sec. 214. New criminal penalties for failure to disclose role as preparer of false

application for asylum and for preparing certain post-convic-
tion applications.

Sec. 215. Criminal penalty for knowingly presenting document which fails to
contain reasonable basis in law or fact

Sec. 216. Criminal penalties for false claim to citizenship.

Subtitle C—Asset Forfeiture for Passport and Visa Offenses

Sec. 221. Criminal forfeiture for passport and visa related offenses.
Sec. 222. Subpoenas for bank records.
Sec. 223. Effective date.

TITLE rn—INSPECTION, APPREI[ENSION, DETENTION, ADJtJDICA-
TION, AND REMOVAL OF INADIflSStBLE AND DEPORTABLE
AT1TN5

Subtitle A—Revision of Procedures for Removal of Aliens

Sec. 300. Overview of changes-in removal procedures.
Sec. 301. Treating persons present in the United States without authorization

as not adnñtted.
Sec. 302. hispection of aliens; expedited removal of inadmissible arriving aliens;

referral for hearing (revised section 235).
Sec. 303. Apprehension and detention of aliens not lawfully in the United

States (revised section 236).
Sec. 304. Removal proceedings; cancellation of removal and adjustment of sta-

tus; voluntary departure (revised and new sections 239 to
240C).

Sec. 305. Detention. and removal of aliens ordered removed (new section 241).
Sec. 306. Appeals from orders of removal (new section 242).
Sec. 307. Penalties relating to removal (revised section 243).
Sec. 308. Redesignation and reorganization of other provisions; additional con-S

forming amendments.
Sec. 309. Effective dates; transition.

Subtitle B—Removal of Alien Terrorists

PART 1—REMOVAL PBOCEDURES FOR ALIEN TERRORISTS

Sec. 321. Removal procedures for alien terrorists.

"TITLE V—SPECIAL REMOVAL PROCEDURES FOR ALTPN
TERRORISTS

"Sec. 501. Definitions.

.HR 2202 IH
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"Sec. 502. Establishment of special removal court; panel of attorneys to
assist with classified information.

"Sec. 503. Application for initiation of special removal proceeding.
"Sec. 504. Consideration of application.
"Sec. 505. Special removal hearings.
"Sec. 506. Consideration of classified information.
"Sec. 507. Appeals.
"Sec. 508. Detention and custody.". —

Sec. 322. Funding for detention and removal of alien terrorists.

PART 2—INADMISSIBILITy DENIAL OF RELIEF FOR ALIEN TERRORISTS

Sec. 331. Membership in terrorist organization as ground of inadmissibility.
Sec. 332. Denial of relief for alien terrorists.

Subtitle C—Deterring Transportation of Unlawful Aliens to the United States

Sec. 341. Definition of stowaway.
Sec. 342. List of alien and citizen passengers arriving.
Sec. 343. Transportation line responsibility for transit without visa aliens.
Sec. 344. Civil penalties for bringing inadmissible aliens from contiguous terri-

tories.

Subtitle D—Addjtjonal Provisions

Sec. 351. Definition of conviction.
Sec. 352. Use of term "immigration judge".
Sec. 353. Rescission of lawful permanent resident status.
Sec. 354. Civil penalties for failure to depart.
Sec. 355. Clarification of district couftjurisdiction.
Sec. 356. Use of retired Federal employees for institutiona' hearing program.
Sec. 357. Enhanced penalties for failure to depart, illegal reentry, and passport

and visa fraud.
Sec. 358. nthorization of additional funds for removal of aliens.
Sec. 359. Application of additional civil penalties to enforcement.
Sec. 360. Prisoner transfer treaties.
Sec. 361. Criminal alien identification system.
Sec. 362. Waiver of exclusion and deportation ground for certain section 274C

violators.
Sec. 363. Authorizing registration of aliens on criminal probation or criminal

parole.

TITLE ni—ENFORCEMENT OF RESTRICTIONS AGAINST
EMPLOYMENT

Sec. 401. Strengthened enforcement of the employer sanctions provisions.
Sec. 402. Strengthened enforcement of wage and hour laws.
Sec. 403. Changes in the employer sanctions program.
Sec. 404. Reports on earnings of aliens not authorized to work.
Sec. 405. Authorizing maintenance of certain information on aliens.
Sec. 406. Limiting liability for certain technical violations of paperwork require-

ments.
Sec. 407. Remedies in unfair immigration-related discrimination orders.

TITLE V—REFO&M OF LEGAL LMMrGRATION SYSTEM

Sec. 500. Overview of new legal immigration system.

.HR 2202 IH
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Subtitle A—Worldwide Numerical Limits

Sec. 501. Worldwide numerical linutation on family-sponsored immigrants.
Sec. 502. Worldwide numerical limitation on employment-based immigrants.
Sec. 503. Establishment of numerical limitation on hnmsinithrian immigrants.
Sec. 504. Requiring congressional review and reauthorization of worldwide 1ev.

els evely 5 years.

Subtitle B—Changes in Preference System —

Sec. 511. Limitation of immediate relatives to spouses and children.
Sec. 512. Change in family-sponsored classification.
Sec. 513. Change in employment-based classification.
Sec. 514. Authorization to require periodic confirmation of lication peti-

tions.
Sec. 515. Changes in special immigrant status.
Sec. 516. Requirements for removal of conditional status of entrepreneurs.
Sec. 517. Miscellaneous conforming amendments.

Subtitle C—Refugees, Asylees, Parole, and Hmnfinitarian Admiions

Sec. 521. Changes in refugee annual admissions.
Sec. 522. Fixing numerical a4justments for asylees at 10,000 each year.
Sec. 523. Increased resources for reducing asylum application backlogs.
Sec. 524. Parole available only on a case-by-case basis for hnmrntarian rea-

sons or significant public benefit.
Sec. 525. Aimiion of humanitarian immigrants.
Sec. 526. Asylum reform.

Subtitle D—General Effective Date; Transition Provisions

Sec. 551. General effective date.
Sec. 552. General transition for current classification petitions.
Sec. 553. Special transition for certain backlogged spouses and children of law-

ful permanent resident aliens.
Sec. 554. Special treatment of certain disadvantaged family first preference im-

migrants.

TITLE VI—RESTRICTIONS ON BENEFITS FOR AT1TNS

Sec. 600. Statements of national policy concerning welfare and immigration.

Subtitle A—Eligibility of Illegal Aliens for Public Beneüts

PART 1—Pimuc BEFITs GENERALLY

Sec. 601. Making illegal aliens ineligible for public assistance, contracts, and li-
censes.

Sec. 602. Making unauthorized aliens ineligible for unemployment beneüts.
Sec. 603. General exceptions.
Sec. 604. Treatment of expenses subject to emergency medical services excep-

tion.
Sec. 605. Report on disqualification of illegal aliens from housing assistance

programs.
Sec. 606. Definitions.
Sec. 607. Regulations and effective dates.

PART 2—ED INCoME T&x CR.EDrr

'HR 2202 lB
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Sec. 611. Earned income tax credit denied to individuals not authorized to be
employed in the United States.

Subtitle B—Expansion of Disqualification from Immigration Benefits on the
Basis of Public Charge

Sec. 621. Ground for inadmissibility.
Sec. 622. Ground for deportability.

Subtitle C—Attribution of Income and Affidavits of Support

Sec. 631. Attribution of sponsor's income and resources to family-sponsored im-
migrants.

Sec. 632. Requirements for sponsor's affidavit of support.

TITLE VU—FACILITATION OF LEGAL ENTRY

Sec. 701. Additional land border inspectors; infrastructure improvements.
Sec. 702. Commuter lane pilot programs.
Sec. 703. Preinspeetion at foreign airports.
Sec. 704. Training of airline personnel in detection of fraudulent documents.

TITLE V]II—IUSCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

Sec. 801. Amended denition of aggravated felony.
Sec. 802. Amended defithtions of "child" and "parent" to facilitate adoption of

children born out-of-wedlock.
Sec. 803. Authority to determine visa processing procedures.
Sec. 804. Waiver authority concerning notice of denial of application for visas.
Sec. 805. Treatment of Canadian landed immigrants.
Sec. 806. Changes relating to H-lB noniinnigrants.
Sec. 807. Validity of period of visas.
Sec. 808. Limitation on adjustment of status of indiiduals not lawfully present

in the United States.
Sec. 809. Limited access to certain conffidential INS ies.
Sec. 810. Noniinnicgrant status for spouses and children of members of the

Armed Services.
Sec. 811. Coiiixnission report on fraud associated with birth certificates.
Sec. 812. Uniform vital statistics.
Sec. 813. Coinniuthcation between State and local government agencies, and

the Immigration and Naturalization Service.
Sec. 814. Criminal alien reimbursement costs.
Sec. 815. Miscellaneous technical corrections.

20

1 TITLE 11—ENHANCED ENFORCE-
2 MENT AND PENALTIES
3 AGAINST ALIEN SMUGGLING;
4 DOCUMENT FRAUD

.BR 2202 ifi



Title II, Subtitle B

28

1 Subtitle B—Deterrence of
2 Document Fraud
3 SEC. 211. INCREASED CRIMINAL PENALTIES FOR FRAUDU.

4 LENT USE OF GOVERNMENT-ISSUED DOCU-

5 iiiwrs.

6 (a) FRAXJD AND MISUSE OF GOVERNMENT-ISSUED

7 IDENTIFICATION DOCUMENTS.—SeCtiOn 1028(b)(1) of

8 title 18, United States Code, is amended—.

9 (1) in paragraph (1), by inserting "except as

10 provided in paragraphs (3) and (4)," after "(1)"

11 and by striking "five years" and inserting "15

12 years";

13 (2) in paragraph (2), by inserting "except as

14 provided in paragraphs (3) and (4)," after "(2)'
15 and by striking "and" at the end;

16 (3) by redesignating paragraph (3) as para-
17 graph (5); and

18 (4) by inserting after paragraph (2) the follow-

19 ing new paragraphs:

20 "(3) a fine under this title or imprisonment for

21 not more than 20 years, or both, if the offense is

22 committed to facilitate a drag trafficking crime (as

23 defined in section 929(a)(2) of this title);

24 "(4) a fine under this title or imprisonment for

25 not more than 25 years, or both, if the offense is

.BR 2202 lB
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1 committed to facilitate an act of international terror-

2 ism (as defined in section 2331(1) of this title); or".

3 (b) CHANGES TO TIlE SENTENCING LEVELS.—PUr-

4 suant to section 944 of title 28, United States Code, and

5 section 21 of the Sentencing Act of 1987, the United

6 States Sentencing Commission shall promulgate guide-

7 lines, or amend existing guidelines, relating to defendants

8 convicted of violating, or conspiring to violate, sections

9 1546(a) and 1028(a) of title 18, United States Code. The

10 basic offense level under section 2L2.1 of the United

11 States Sentencing Guidelines shall be increased to—

12 (1) not less than offense level 15 if the offense

13 involved 100 or more documents;

14 (2) not less thanOffense level 20 if the offense

15 involved 1,000 or more documents, or if the docu-

16 ments were used to facilitate any other criminal ac-

17 tivity described in section 212(a)(2)(A)(i)(ll) of the

18 Immigration and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C.

19 1182(a)(A)(i)(ll)) or in section 101(a)(43) of such

20 Act; and

21 (3) not less than offense level 25 if the offense

22 involved—

23 (A) the provision of documents to a person

24 known or suspected of engaging in a terrorist

25 activity (as such terms are defined in section

.HR 2202 IR
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1 212(a)(3)(B) of the Immigration and National-

2 ity Act (8 tJ.S.C. 1182(a)(3)(B));

3 (B) the provision of documents to facilitate

4 a terrorist activity or to assist a person to en-

5 / gage in terrorist activity (as such terms are de-

6 fined in section 212(a)(3)(B) of the Immigra-

7 tion and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C.

8 1182(a)(3)(B)); or

9 (C) the provision of documents to persons

10 involved in racketeering enterprises (as such
11 acts or activities are defined in section 1952 of

12 title 18, United States Code).

13 SEC. 212. NEW CIVIL PENALTIES FOR DOCUMENT FRAUD.

14 (a) ACTIVITrES PROBIBITED.—Section 274C(a) (8

15 U.S.C. 1324c(a)) is amended—

16 (1) by striking "or' at the end of paragraph

17 (3);

18 (2) by striking the period at the end of para-
19 graph (4) and inserting ", or"; and

20 (3) by adding at the end the following:

21 "(5) in reckless disregard of the fact that the
22 information is false or does not relate to the appli-
23 cant, to prepare, to fi'e, or to assist another in pre-

24 paring or filing, documents which are falsely made
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1 for the purpose of satisLying a requirement of this

2 Act.

3 For purposes of this section, the term 'falsely made' in-

4 cludes, with respect to a document or application, the

5 preparation or provision of the document or application

6 with knowledge or in reckless disregard of the fact that

7 such document contains a false, fictitious, or fraudulent

8 statement or material representation, or has no basis in

9 law or faet, or otherwise fails to state a material fact per-

10 taiiiing to the document or application.".

11 (b) Coo1iING AMENDMENTS FOR Clvii PEN-

12 ALTrES.—Section 274C(d)(3) (8 U.S.C. 1324c(d)(3)) is

13 amended by striking "each document used, accepted, or

14 created and each instance of use, acceptance, or creation"

15 both places it appears and inserting "each instance of a

16 violation under subsection (a)".

17 (c) EFFECTIVE DATEs.—(1) The amendments made

18 by subsection (a) shall apply to the preparation or filing

19 of documents, and assistance in such preparation or 1ing,

20 occurring on or after the date of the enaetment of this

21 Act.

22 (2) The amendment made by subsection (b) shall

23 apply to violations occurring on or after the date of the

24 enactment of this Act.
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1 TITLE W—ENFORCEMENT OF
2 RESTRICTIONS AGAINST EM
3 PLOYMENT
4 SEC. 401. SThENGTHENED ENFORCEMENT OF THE EM.

5 PLOYER SANCTIONS PROVISIONS.

6 (a) IN GENERAL.—The number of full-time equiva-

7 lent positions in the Investigations Division within the Tm-

8 migration and Naturalization Service of the Department

9 of Justice beginning in fiscal year 1996 shall be increased

10 by 350 positions above the number of full-time equivalent

11 positions available to such Division as of September 30,

12 1994.

13 (b) ASSIGN1ENT.—Individuals employed to fill the

14 additional positions deicribed in subsection (a) shall be as-

15 signed to investigate violations of the employer sanctions

16 provisions contained in section 274A of the Immigration

17 and Nationality Act, including investigating reports of vio-

18 lations received from officers of the Employment Stand-

19 ards Administration of the Department of Labor.

20 SEC. 402. STRENGTHENED ENFORCEMENT OF WAGE AND

21 HOUR LAWS.

22 (a) IN GENERAL.—The number of full-time equiva-

23 lent positions in the Wage and Hour Division with the

24 Employment Standards Administration of the Department

25 of Labor beginning in fiscal year 1996 shall be increased
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1 by 150 positions above the number of full-time equivalent

2 positions available to the Wage and Hour Division as of

3 September 30, 1994.

4 (b) SSIGThNT.—Indivjduals employed to fill the

5 additional positions described in subsection (a) shall be as-

6 signed to investigate violations of wage and hour laws in

7 areas where the Attorney General has notified the Sec-

8 retary of Labor that there are high concentrations of un-

9 documented aliens.

10 SEC. 403. CHANGES IN THE EMPLOYER SANCTIONS PRO-

11 GRAM.

12 (a) REDUCING THE NUMBER OF DOCUMENTS Ac-

13 CEPTED FOR EMPLOYMENT VERIFICATION._—Section

14 274A(b) (8 U.S.C. 1324a(b))j amended—

15 (1) in paragraph (1)(B)—

16 (A) by adding "or" at the end of clause (i),

17 (B) by striking clauses (ii) through (iv),

18 and

19 (C) in clause (v), by striking "or other

20 alien registration card, if the card" and insert-

21 ing ", alien registration card, or other docu-

22 ment designated by regulation by the Attorney

23 General, if the document" and redesignating

24 such clause as clause (ii);
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1 (2) by amending subparagraph (C) of para-

2 graph (1) to read as follows:

3 "(C) Socr SECURITY ACCOUNT NUMBER

4 CARD AS EVIDENCE OF EM2LOYMENT AtITHOR-

5 IZATION.—A document described in this sub-

6 paragraph is an individual's social security ac-

7 count number card (other than such a card

8 which specifies on the face that the issuance of

9 the card does not authorize employment in the

10 United States)."; and

11 (3) by amending paragraph (2) to read as fol-

12 lows:

13 "(2) INDIVIDUAL ATTESTATION OF EMPLOY-

14 MENT AUTHORIZATION AND PROVISION OF SOCIAL

15 SECURITY ACCOTJNT NTJMBER.—The individual

16 must—

17 "(A) attest, under penalty of perjury on

18 the form designated or established for purposes

19 of paragraph (1), that the individual is a citizen

20 or national of the United States, an alien law-

21 fully admitted for permanent residence, or an

22 alien who is authorized under this Act or by the

23 Attorney General to be hired, recruited, or re-

24 ferred for such employment; and
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1 "(B) provide on such form the individual's

2 social security account number.".

3 (b) EMPLOYMENT ELIGIBILITY CONFIRMATION

4 PR0cESS.—Section 274A (8 U.S.C. 1324a) is amended—

5 (1) in subsection (a)(3), by inerting "(A)"

6 after "DEFENSE.—", and by adding at the end the

7 following:

8 "(B) FAILURE TO SEEK AND OBTAIN CON-

9 FIRMATION.—In the case of a hiring of an individual

10 for employment in the United States, if such a per-

11 son or entity—

12 "(i) has not made an inquiry, under the

13 mechanism established under subsection (b) (6),

14 seeking confirmation of the identity, social secu-

15 rity number, and work eligibility of the individ-

16 ual, by not later than the end of 2 working days

17 (as specified by the Attorney General) after the

18 date of the hiring, the defense under subpara-

19 graph (A) shall not be considered to apply with

20 respect to any employment after such 2 working

21 days, and

22 "(ii) has made the inquiry described in

23 clause (i) but has not received an appropriate

24 confirmation of such identity, number, and

25 work eligibility under such mechanism within
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1 the time period specified under subsection

2 (b)(6)(D)(iii) after the time the confirmation

3 inquiry was received, the defense under sub-

4 paragraph (A) shall not be considered to apply

5 with respect to any employment after the end of

6 such time period.";

7 (2) by amending paragraph (3) of subsection

8 (b) to read as follows:

9 "(3) RETENTION OF VERIFICATION FORM AND

10 CONFIRMATION.—After completion of such form in

11 accordance with paragraphs (1) and (2), the person

12 or entity must—

13 "(A) retain the form and make it available

14 for inspeëtion by officers of the Service, the

15 Special Counsel for Immigration-Related Unfair

16 Employment Practices, or the Department of
17 Labor during a period beginning on the date of
18 the hiring, recruiting, or referral of the individ-

19 ual and ending—

20 "(i) in the case of the recruiting or re-

21 ferral for a fee (without hiring) of an mdi-

22 vidual, three years after the date of the re-
23 cruiting or referral, and

24 "(ii) in the case of the hiring of an in-

25 dividual—
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1 "(I) three years after the date of

2 such hiring, or

3 "(II) one year after the date the

4 individual's employment is terminated,

5 whichever is later; and

6 "(B) for individuals hired on or after Octo-

7 ber 1, 1999 (or, in a State with respect to

8 which a pilot program described in section

9 403(e)(2)(B) of the Immigration in the Na-

10 tional Interest Act of 1995 is in effect, on or

11 after such earlier date as the Attorney General

12 specifies), seek (within 2 working days of the

13 date of hiring) and have (within the time period

14 specified under paragraph (6)(D)(iii)) the iden-

15 tity, social security number, and work eligibility

16 of the individual confirmed in accordance with

17 the procedures established under paragraph

18 (6)."; and

19 (3) by adding at the end of subsection (b) the

20 following new paragraph:

21 "(6) EMPLOYMENT ELIGIBILITY CONFIRMATION

22 PROCESS.—

23 "(A) IN GENERAL.—The Attorney General

24 shall establish a confirmation mechanism
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1 through which the Attorney General (or a des-

2 ignee of the Attorney General)—

3 "(i) responds to inquiries by employ-

4 ers, made through a toll-free telephone line

5 or other electronic media in the form of an

6 appropriate confirmation code or other-

7 wise, on whether an individual is author-

8 ized to be employed by that employer, and

9 "(ii) maintains a record that such an

10 inquiry was made and the confirmation

11 provided (or not provided).

12 "(B) EXPEDITED PROCEDTJRE IN CASE OF

13 NO CONFIRMATION.—Jn connection with sub-

14 paragraph , the Attorney. General shall es-

15 tablish, in consultation with the Commissioner

16 of Social Security and the Commissioner of the

17 Service, expedited procedures that shall be used

18 to confirm the validity of information used

19 under the confirmation mechanism in cases in

20 which the confirmation is sought but is not pro-

21 vided through the confirmation mechanism.

22 "(C) DESIGN AND OPERATION OF MECHA-

23 NISM.—The confirmation mechanism shall be

24 designed and operated to maximize—
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1 "(i) the reliability of the confirmation

2 process, and

3 "(ii) the ease of use by employers, re-

4 cruiters, and referrers,

5 consistent with insulating and protecting the

6 privacy and security of the underlying informa-

7 tion.

8 "(D) CoNFIRMATIoN PROCESS.—(i) As

9 part of the confrmation mechanism, the Corn-

10 missioner of Social Security shall establish a re-

11 liable, secure method, which within the time pe-

12 nod specified under clause (iii), compares the

13 name and social security account number pro-

14 vided againt such information maintained by

15 the Commissioner in order to confirm (or not

16 confrm) the validity of the information pro-

17 vided and whether the account number mdi-

18 cates that the individual is authorized to be em-

19 ployed in the United States. The Commissioner

20 shall not disclose or release social security infor-

21 mation.

22 "(ii) As part of the confirmation mecha-

23 nism, the Commissioner of the Service shall es-

24 tablish a reliable, secure method, which, within

25 the time period specified under clause (iii),
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1 compares the name and alien identification

2 number (if any) provided against such informa-

3 tion maintained by the Commissioner in order

4 to confirm (or not confirm) the validity of the

5 information provided and whether the alien is

6 authorized to be employed in the United States.

7 "(iii) For purposes of this section, the At-

8 torney General shall specify, in consultation

9 with the Commissioner of Social Security and

10 the Commissioner of the Service, an expedited

11 time period within which confirmation is to be

12 provided through the confirmation mechanism.

13 "(iv) The Commissioners shall update their

14 informatiori in a manner that promotes the

15 maximum accuracy and shall provide a process

16 for the prompt correction of erroneous informa-

17 tion.

18 "(E) PROTECTIONS.—(i) In no case shall

19 an individual be denied employment because of

20 inaccurate or inaccessible data under the con-

21 firmation mechanism.

22 "(ii) The Attorney General shall assure

23 that there is a timely and accessible process to

24 challenge nonconfirmations made through the

25 mechanism.
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1 "(F) TESTER PROGRAM.—As part of the

2 confirmation mechanism, the Attorney General

3 shall implement a program of testers and inves-

4 tigative activities (similar to testing and other

5 investigative activities assisted under the fair

6 housing initiatives program under section 561

7 of the Housing and Community Development

8 Act of 1987 to enforce rights under the Fair

9 Housing Act) in order to monitor and prevent

10 uülawful discrimination under the mechanism.".

11 (c) REDUCTION OF PAPERwORIC FOR CERTAIN EM-

12 PLOYEES.—Section 274A(a) (8 U.S.C. 1324a(a)) is

13 amended by adding at the end the following new para-

14 graph:

15 "(6) TREATMENT OF DOCUMENTATION FOR

16 CERTAIN EMPLOYEES.—

17 "(A) IN GENERAL.—For purposes of para-

18 graphs (1)(B) and (3), if—

19 "(i) an individual is a member of a

20 collective-bargaining unit and is employed,

21 under a collective bargaining agreement

22 entered into between one or more employee

23 organizations and an association of two or

24 more employers, by an employer that is a

25 member of such association, and
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1 "(ii) within the period specified in

2 subparagraph (B), another employer that

3 is a member of the association (Or an

4 agent of such association on behalf of the

5 employer) has complied with the require-

6 ments of subsection (b) with respect to the

7 employment of the individual,

8 the subsequent employer shall be deemed to

9 have complied with the requirements of sub-

10 section (b) with respect to the hiring of the em-

11 ployee and shall not be liable for civil penalties

12 described in subsection (e)(5).

13 "(B) PERIOD.—The period described in

14 this subpaigraph is—

15 "(i) up to 5 years in the case of an in-

16 dividual who has presented documentation

17 identifying the individual as a national of

18 the United States or as an alien lawfully

19 admitted for permanent residence; or

20 "(ii) up to 3 years (or, if less, the pe-

21 Hod of time that the individual is author-

22 ized to be employed in the United States)

23 in the case of another individual.

24 "(C) LLBuITY.—
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1 "(i) IN GENERAL.—If any employer

2 that is a member of an association hires

3 for employment in the United States an in-

4 dividual and relies upon the provisions of

5 subparagraph (A) to comply with the re-

6 quirements of subsection (b) and the mdi-

7 vidual is an unauthorized alien, then for

8 the purposes of paragraph (1) (A), subject

9 to clause (ii), the employer shall be pre-

10 sumed to have known at the time of hiring

11 or afterward that the individual was an Un-

12 authorized alien.

13 "(ii) REBUTTAL OF PRESUMPTION.—

14 The presumption established by clause (i)

15 may be rebutted by the employer only

16 through the presentation of clear and con-

17 vincing evidence that the employer did not

18 know (and could not reasonably have

19 known) that the individual at the time of

20 hiring or afterward was an unauthorized

21 alien."..

22 (d) ELIMINATION OF DATED PROvISI0NS.—Section

23 274A (8 U.S.C. 1324a) is amended by striking subsections

24 (i) through (n).

25 (e) EFFECTIVE DATES.—
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1 (1) Except as provided in this subsection, the

2 amendments made by this section shall apply with

3 respect to hiring (or recruiting or referring) occur-

4 ring on or after such date (not later than 180 days

5 after the date of the enactment of this Act) as the

6 Attorney General shall designate.

7 (2) (A) The Attorney General shall establish the

8 employment eligibility confirmation mechanism (de-

9 scribed in section 274A(b)(6) of the Immigration

10. and Nationality Act, as added by subsection (b)) by

11 not later than October 1, 1999.

12 (B) Before establishing the mechanism, the At-

13 torney General shall undertake such pilot projects

14 for all empIoye, in at least 5 o the 7 States with

15 the highest estimated population of unauthorized

16 aliens, as will test and assure that the mechanism

17 implemented is reliable and easy to use. Such

18 projects shall be initiated not later than 6 months
19 after the date of the enactment of this Act.

20 (C) The Attorney General shall submit to the
21 Congress, beginning in 1997, annual reports on the
22 development and implementation of the mechanism.

23 (3) The amendment made by subsection (c)

24 shall apply to individuals hired on or after 60 days

25 after the date of the enactment of this Act.
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1 (4) The amendment made by subsection (d)

2 shall take effect on the date of the enactment of this

3 Act.

4 SEC. 404. REPORTS ON EARNINGS OF ALIENS NOT AUTHOR.

5 IZED TO WORK. -

6 Subsection (c) of section 290 (8 U.S.C. 1360) is

7 amended to read as follows:

8 "(c)(1) Not later than 3 months after the end of each

9 fiscal year (beginning with fiscal year 1995), the Cominis-

10 sioner of Social Security shall report to the Committees

11 on the Judiciary of the House of Representatives and the

12 Senate on the aggregate number of social security account

13 numbers issued to aliens not authorized to be employed

14 to which earnings were reported to the Social Security Ad-

15 ministration in such fiscal year.

16 "(2) If earnings are reported on or after January 1,

17 1996, to the Social Security Administration on a social

18 security account number issued to an alien not authorized

19 to work in the United States, the Commissioner of Social

20 Security shall provide the Attorney General with informa-

21 tion regarding the name and address of the alien, the

22 name and address of the person reporting the earnings,

23 and the amount of the earnings. The information shall be

24 provided in an electronic form agreed upon by the Com-

25 missioner and the Attorney General.".
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1 SEC. 405. AUTHORIZING MAINTENANCE OF CERTAIN IN-

2 FORMATION ON ALLENS.

3 Section 264 (8 U.S.C. 1304) is amended by adding

4 at the end the following new subsection:

5 "(f) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the

6 Attorney General is authorized to require any alien to pro-

7 vide the alien's social security account number for pur-

8 poses of inclusion in any record of the alien maintained

9 by the Attorney General or the Service.".
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19 TITLE VI—RESTRICTIONS ON
20 BENEFITS FOR ALIENS
21 SEC. 600. STATEMENTS OF NATIONAL POLICY CONCERNING

22 WELFARE AND IMMIGRATION.

23 The Congress makes the following statements con-

24 cerning national policy with respect to welfare and mimi-

25 gration:
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1 (1) Self-sufficiency has been a basic principle of

2 United States immigration law since this country's

3 earliest immigration statutes.

4 (2) It continues to be the immigration policy of

5 the United States that—

6 (A) aliens within the nation's borders not

7 depend on public resources to meet their needs,

8 but rather rely on their own capabilities and the

9 resources of their families, their sponsors, and

10 private organizations, and.

11 (B) the availability of public benefits not

12 constitute an incentive for immigration to the

13 United States.

14 (3) Depite the principle of self-sufficiency,

15 aliens have been applying for and receiving public

16 benefits from Federal, State, and local governments

17 at increasing rates.

18 (4) Current eligibility rules for public assistance

19 and unenforceable financial support agreements have

20 proved wholly incapable of assuring that individual

21 aliens not burden the public benefits system.

22 (5) It is a compelling government interest to

23 enact new rules for eligibility and sponsorship agree-

24 ments in order to assure that aliens be self-reliant

25 in accordance with national immigration policy.
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1 (6) It is a compelling government interest to re-

2 move the incentive for ifiegal immigration provided

3 by the availability of public benefits.

4 (7) Where States are authorized to follow Fed-

5 eral eligibility niles for public assistance programs,

6 the Congress strongly encourages the States to
7 adopt the Federal eligibility rules.

8 Subtitle A—Eligibility of illegal
9 Aliens for Public Benefits

10 PART 1—PUBLIC BENEFITS GENERALLy

11 SEC. 601. MAKING TLLRGAL ALIENS INELIGiBLE FOR PUB-

12 uc ASSISTANCE, CONTRACTS, AND LI-

13 CENSES.

14 (a) FEDERAL POGRAMS.—Notwithstanding any

15 other provision of law, except as provided in section 603,

16 any alien who is not lawfully present in the United States

17 shall not be eligible for any of the following:

18 (1) FEDERAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS.—To re-

19 ceive any benefits under any program of assistance

20 provided or funded, in whole or in part, by the Fed-

21 era! Government for which eligibility (or the amount

22 of assistance) is based on financial need.

23 (2) FEDERAL CONTRACTS OR LICENSES.—To

24 receive any grant, to enter into any contract or loan

25 - agreement, or to be issued (or have renewed) any
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1 professional or commercial license, if the grant, con-

2 tract, loan, or license is provided or funded by any

3 Federal agency.

4 (b) STATE PROGRAMS.—Notwithstanding any other

5 provision of law, except as provided in section 603, any

6 alien who is not lawfully present in the United States shall

7 riot be eligible for any of the following:

8 (1) STATE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS.—To receive

9 any benefits under any program of assistance (not

10 described in subsection (a)(1)) provided or funded,

11 in whole or in part, by a State or political subdivi-

12 sion of a State for which eligibility (or the amount

13 of assistance) is based on financial need.

14 (2) STXTE CONTRACTS OR LICENSES.—To re-

15 ceive any grant, to enter into any contract or loan

16 agreement, or to be issued (or have renewed) any

17 professional or commercial license, if the grant, con-

18 tract, loan, or license is provided or funded by any

19 State agency.

20 (c) REQunING PROOF OF IDENTITY FOR FEDERAL

21 CONTRACTS, GRA.NTS, LOANS, LICENSES, AND PUBLIC

22 ASSISTANCE.—

23 (1) IN GENERAL.—In considering an applica-

24 tion for a Federal contract, grant, loan, or license,

25 or for public assistance under a program described
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1 in paragraph (2), a Federal agency shall require the

2 applicant to provide proof of identity under para-

3 graph (3) to be considered for such Federal con-

4 tract, grant, loan, license, or public assistance.

5 (2) PUBLIC ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS COy-

6 ERED.—The requirement of proof of identity under

7 paragraph (1) shall apply to the following Federal

8 public assistance programs:

9 (A) SSI.—The supplemental security in-

10 come program under title XVI of the Social Se-

11 curity Act, including State supplementary bene-

12 fits programs referred to in such title.

13 (B) AFDC.—The program of aid to fami-

14 lies with dependent children under part A or E

15 of title IV of the Social Security Act.

16 (C) SOCLA.L SERVICES BLOCK GRANT.—The

17 program of block grants to States for social

18 services under title XX of the Social Security

19 Act.

20 (D) MEDICAn.—The program of medical

21 assistance under title XIX of the Social Secu-

22 rity Act.

23 (E) FOOD STAMPS.—The program under

24 the Food Stamp Act of 1977.
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1 (F) HOUSING ASSISTANCE.—Financial as-

2 sistance as defined in section 214(b) of the

3 Housing and Community Development Act of

4 1980.

5 (3) DOCUMENTS THAT SHOW PROOF OF IDEN-

6 TITY.—Any one of the documents listed under this

7 paragraph may be used as proof of identity under

8 this subsection. Any such document shall be current

9 and valid. No other document or documents shall be

10 sufficient to prove identity.

11 (A) United States passport (either current

12 or expired if issued both within the previous 20

13 years and after the individual attained 18 years

14 ofage
15 (B) Resident alien card.

16 (C) State driver's license, if presented with

17 the individual's social security account number

18 card.

19 (D) State identity card, if presented with

20 the individual's social security account number

21 card.

22 (d) AUTHORIZATION FOR STATES To REQUIRE

23 PROOF OF ELIGIBILITY FOR STATE PROGRAMS.—In con-

24 sidering an application for contracts, grants, loans, li-

25 censes, or public assistance under any State program, a
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1 State is authorized to require the applicant to provide

2 proof of eligibility to be considered for such State con-

3 tracts, grants, loans, licenses, or public assistance.

4 SEC. 602. MAKING UNAUTHORIZED ALIENS INELIGIBLE

5 FOR UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFITS.

6 (a) IN GENERAL.—Notwithstanding any other provi-

7 sion of law, no unemployment benefits shall be payable

8 (in whole or in part) out of Federal funds to the extent

9 the benefits are attributable to any employment of the

10 alien in the United States for which the alien was not
11 granted employment authorization pursuant to Federal
12 law.

13 (b) PROCEDURES.—Entities responsible for providing

14 unemployment benefi subject to the restrictions of this

15 section shall make such inquiries as may be necessary to

16 assure that applicants for such benefits are eligible con-

17 sistent with this section.
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21 SEC. 606. DEFINITIONS.

22 For purposes of this part:

23 (1) LAWFUL PRESENCE.—The determination of
24 whether an alien is lawfully present in the United
25 States shall be made in accordance with regulations
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1 of the Attorney General. An alien shall not be con-

2 sidered to be lawfully present in the United States

3 for purposes of this title merely because the alien

4 may be considered to be permanently residing in the

5 United States under color of law for purposes of any

6 particular program.

7 (2) STATE.—The term "State" includes the

8 District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, the Virgin Is-

9 lands, Guam, the Northern Mariana Islands, and

10 American Samoa.

11 SEC. 607. REGULATIONS AND EFFECTiVE DATES.

12 (a) REGULATIONS.—The Attorney General shall first

13 issue regulations to carry out this part (other than section

14 605) by not later than 60 days after the date of the enact-

15 ment of this Act. Such regulations shall take effect on an

16 interim basis, pending changes based on public comment.

17 (b) EFFECTWE DATE FOR RESTRICTIONS ON ELIGI-

18 BILITY FOR PUBLIC BENEFITS.—(1) Except as. provided

19 in this subsection, section 601 shall apply to benefits pro-

20 vided, contracts or loan agreements entered into, and pro-

21 fessional and commercial licenses issued (or renewed) on

22 or after such date as the Attorney General specifies in reg-

23 ulations under subsection (a). Such date shall be at least

24 30 days, and not more than 60 days, after the date the

25 Attorney General first issues such regulations.
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1 (2) The Attorney General, in carrying out section

2 601(a)(2), may permit such section to be waived in the

3 case of individuals for whom an application for the grant,

4 contract, loan, or license is pending (or approved) as of
5 a date that is on or before the effective date specified

6 under paragraph (1).

7 (c) EFFECTIVE DATE FOR RESTRICTIONS ON ELIGI-

8 BILITY FOR UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFITS.—(1) Except as

9 provided in this subsection, section 602 shall apply to Un-

10 employment benefits provided on or after such date as the

11 Attorney General specifies in regulations under subsection

12 (a). Such date shall be at least 30 days, and not more

13 than 60 days, after the date the Attorney General first

14 issues such regulatioii

15 (2) The Attorney General, in carrying out section

16 602, may permit such section to be waived in the case

17 of an individual during a continuous period of unemploy-

18 ment for whom an application for unemployment benefits

19 is pending as of a date that is on or before the effective

20 date specified under paragraph (1).

21 (d) BROu DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION.-_--Be-

22 fore the effective dates specified in subsections (b) and (c),

23 the Attorney General shall broadly disseminate informa-

24 tion regarding the restrictions on eligibility established

25 under this part.
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1 PART 2—EARNED INCOME TAX CREDIT

2 SEC. 611. EARNED INCOME TAX CREDIT DENIED TO 11W!-

3 VDUALS NOT AUThORIZED TO BE EM.

4 PLOYED IN THE UNITED STATES.

5 (a) IN GENEIu.—Section 32(c)(1) of the Internal

6 Revenue Code of 1986 (relating to individuals eligible to

7 claim the earned income tax credit) is amended by adding

8 at the end the following new subparagraph:

9 "(F) IDENTIFICATION NUMBER REQUIRE-

10 MENT.—The term 'eligible individual' does not

11 include any individual who does not include on

12 the return of tax for the taxable year—

13
S "(i) such individual's taxpayer identi-

14 fiätion number, and

15 "(ii) if the individual is married (with-

16 ill the meaning of section 7703), the tax-

17 payer identification number of such mdi-

18 vidual's spouse."

19 (b) SPECIAL IDENTIFICATION NUMBER.—Sectjon 32

20 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (relating to earned

21 income) is amended by adding at the end the following

22 new subsection:

23 "(k) IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS.—For purposes of

24 subsections (c)(1)(F) and (c)(3)(D), a taxpayer identifica-

25 tion number means a social security number issued to an

26 individual by the Social Security Administration (other
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1 than a social security number issued pursuant to clause
2 (II) (or that portion of clause (Ill) that relates to clause
3 (II)) of section 205(c)(2)(B)(i) of the Social Security
4 Act)."

5 (c) EXTENSION OF PROCEDURES APPLICABLE TO

6 MATHEMATICAL OR CLERICAL ERRORS.—Sectjon

7 6213(g)(2) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (relating
8 to the definition of mathematical or clerical errors) is
9 amended by striking "and" at the end of subparagraph

10 (D), by striking the period at the end of subparagraph
11 (E) and inserting ", and", and by inserting after subpara-

12 graph (E) the following new subparagraph:

13 "(F) an omission of a correct taxpayer
14 identificati number required under section 23
15 (relating to credit for families with younger
16 children) or section 32 (relating to the earned
17 income tax credit) to be included on a return.".
18 (d) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by
19 this section shall apply to taxable years beginning after
20 December 31, 1995.
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1 Subtitle B—Expansion of Disquali-
2 fication From Immigration Ben-
3 efits on the Basis of Public
4 Charge
5 SEC. 621. GROUND FOR INADMISSIBILITY.

6 (a) IN GENEI.L.—Paragraph (4) of section 212(a)

7 (8 U.S.C. 1182(a)) is amended to read as follows:

8 "(4) PUBLIC CHARGE.—

9 "(A) FAMILY-SPONSORED IMMIGRANTS.—

10 Any alien who seeks admission or adjustment of

11 status under a visa number issued under sec-

12 tion 203(a), who cannot demonstrate to the

13 consular officer at the time of application for a

14 visa; or to the Attorney General at the time of

15 application for admission or adjustment of sta-

16 tris, that the alien's age, health, family status,

17 assets, resources, financial status, education,

18 skills, or a combination thereof, or an affidavit

19 of support described in section 213A, or both,

20 make it unlikely that the alien will become a

21 public charge (as determined under section

22 241.(a)(5)(B)) is inadmissible.

23 "(B) NONIMMIGRANTS.—Any alien who

24 seeks admission under a visa number issued

25 under section 214, who cannot demonstrate to
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1 the consular officer at the time of application

2 for the visa that the alien's age, health, family

3 status, assets, resources, financial status, edu-

4 cation, skills or a combination thereof, or an af-

5 fidavit of support described in section 213A, or

6 both, make it unlikely that the alien will become

7 a public charge (as determined under section

8 241(a)(B)(5)) is inadmissible.

9
S "(C) EMPLOYMENT-BASED ThflIIGRANTS.—

10 "(i) IN GENEEAL._Any alien who

11 seeks admission or adjustment of status

12 under a visa number issued under para-

13 graph (2) or (3) of section 203(b) who

14 cannotdernonstrate to the consular officer

15 at the time of application for a visa, or to

16 the Attorney General at the time of appli-

17 cation for admission or adjustment of sta-

18 tus, that the immigrant has a valid offer of

19 employment is inadmissible.

20 "(ii) CERTAIN EMPLOYMENT-BASED

21 IMMIGRANTS.—Any alien who seeks admis-

22 sion or adjustment of status under a visa
23 number issued under section 203(b) by vir-

24 tue of a classification petition filed by a

25 relative of the alien (or by an entity in
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1 which such relative has a significant own-

2 ership interest) is inadmissible unless such

3 relative has executed an affidavit of sup-

4 port described in section 213A with respect

5 to such alien.".

6 (b) EFFECTrVE DATE.—(1) Subject to paragraph

7 (2), the amendment made by subsection (a) shall apply

8 to applications submitted on or after such date, not earlier

9 than 30 days and not later than 60 days after the date

10 the Attorney General promulgates under section 632(f) a

11 standard form for an affidavit of support, as the Attorney

12 General shall specify.

13 (2) Section 212(a) (4) (C) (i) of the Immigration and

14 Nationality Act,is amended by subsection (a), shall apply

15 only to aliens seeking admission or adjustment of status

16 under a visa number issued on or after October 1, 1996.

17.. SEC. 622. GROUND FOR DEPORTABILITY.

18 (a) IN GENERAL.—Paragraph (5) of section 241(a)

19 (8 U.S.C. 1251(a)) is amended to read as follows:

20 "(5) PJBLIC CHARGE.—

21 "(A) IN GENERAL.—Any alien who, within

22 7 years after the date of entry or admission, be-

23 comes a public charge is deportable.

24 "(B) EXCEPTIONS.—(i) Subparagraph (A)

25 shall not apply if the alien establishes that the
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1 alien has become a public charge from causes

2 that arose after entry or admission. A condition

3 that the alien knew (or had reason to know)

4 existed at the time of entry or admission shall

5 be deemed to be a cause that arose before entry

6 or admission.

7 "(ii) The Attorney General, in the discre-

8 tion of the Attorney General, may waive the ap-

9 plication of subparagraph (A) in the case of an

10 alien who is admitted as a refugee under sec-

11 tion 207 or granted asylum under section 208.

12 "(C) INDiVIDUALS TREATED AS PUBLIC

13 HARGE.—For purposes of this title, an alien is

14 deemed to be i 'public charge' if the alien re-

15 ceives benefits (other than benefits described in

16 subparagraph (E)) under one or more of the

17 public assistance programs described in sub-

18 paragraph (D) for an aggregate period of at

19 least 12 months within 7 years after the date

20 of entry. The previous sentence shall not be

21 construed as excluding any other bases for con-

22 sidering an alien to be a public charge, includ-

23 ing bases in effect on the day before the date

24 of the enactment of the Immigration in the Na-

25 tional Interest Act of 1995. The Attorney Gen-
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1 eral, in consultation with the Secretary of

2 Health and Human Services, shall establish

3 rules regarding the counting of health benefits

4 described in subparagraph (D)(iv) for purposes

5 of this subparagraph.

6 "(D) PUBLIC ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS.—

7 For purposes of subparagraph (B), the public

8 assistance programs described in this subpara-

9 graph are the following (and include any suc-

10 cessor to such a program as identified by the

11 Attorney General in consultation with other ap-

12 propriate officials):

13 "(i) SSI.—The supplemental security

14 - incme program under title X\71 of the So-

15 cial Security Act, including State supple-

16 mentary benefits programs referred to in

17 such title.

18 "(ii) AFDC.—The program of aid to

19 families with dependent children under

20 part A or E of title IV of the Social Secu-

21 rityAct.

22 "(iii) SoCIAL SERVICES BLOCK

23 GRANT.—The program of block grants to

24 States for social services under title XX of

25 the Social Security Act.
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1 "(iv) MEDICAm.—The program of

2 medical assistance under title XIX of the

3 Social Security Act.

4 "(v) FOOD STAJEPS.—The program

5 under the Food Stamp Act of 1977.

6 "(vi) STATE GENERAL CASH ASSIST-

7 ANCE.—A program of general cash assist-

8 ance of any State or political subdivision of

9 a State.

10 "(vii) HOUSING ASSISTANCE.—Fjnan-

11 cial assistance as defined in section 2 14(b)

12 of the Housing and Community Develop-

13 ment Act of 1980.

14 "(E) CERTAIN ASSISTANCE EXCEPTED.—

15 For purposes of subparagraph (B), an alien

16 shall not be considered to be a public charge on

17 the basis of receipt of any of the following bene-

18 fits:

19 "(i) EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERV-

20 ICES.—The provision of emergency medical

21 services (as defined by the Attorney Gen-

22 eral in consultation with the Secretary of

23 Health and Human Services).

24 "(ii) PUBLIC HEALTH I1Th!UNIZA-

25 TIONS.—Public health assistance for un-
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1 munizations with respect to immunizable

2 diseases and for testing and treatment for

3 communicable diseases.

4 "(iii) SHORT-TERM EMERGENCY DIS-

5 ASTER RELIEF.—The provision of non-

6 cash, in-kind, short-term emergency disas-

7 ter relief.".

8 (b) EFFECTIVE DATE.—(1) The amendment made by

9 subsection (a) shall take effect as of the first day of the

10 first month beginning at least 30 days after the date of

11 the enactment of this Act.

12 (2) In applying section 241(a)(5)(C) of.the Imniigra-

13 tion and Nationality Act, as amended by subsection (a),

14 no receipt of benfits under a public assistance program

15 before the effective date described in paragraph (1) shall

16 be taken into account.

17 Subtitle C—Attribution of Income
18 and Affidavits of Support
19 SEC. 631. ATTRIBUTION OF SPONSOR'S INCOME AND RE-

20 SOURCES TO FAMILY-SPONSORED 1MM!-

21 GRANTS.

22 (a) FEDERAL PROGRAMs.—Notwlthstandlng any

23 other provision of law, in determining the eligibility and

24 the amount of benefits of an alien for aiy Federal means-

25 tested public benefits program (as defined in subsection
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1 (d)) the income and resources of the alien shall be deemed

2 to include—

3 (1) the income and resources of any individual

4 who executed an affidavit of support pursuant to

5 section 21 3A of the Immigration and Nationality

6 Act (as inserted by section 632(a)) in behalf of such

7 alien, and

8 (2) the income and resources of the spouse (if

9 any) of the individual.

10 (b) PERIOD OF ATTRIBUTION.—

11 (1) PARENTS OF UNITED STATES CITIZENS.—

12 Subsection (a) shall apply with respect to an alien

13 who is admitted to the United States as the parent

14 of a United Stats citizen under section 512 until

15 the alien is naturalized as a citizen of the United

16 States.

17 (2) SPOUSES OF UNITED STATES CITIZENS AND

18 LAWFUL PERMANENT RESIDENTS.—Subsection (a)

19 shall apply with respect to an alien who is admitted

20 to the United States as the spouse of a United

21 States citizen or lawful permanent resident under

22 section 511 or section 512 until—

23 (A) 7 years after the date the alien is law-

24 fully admitted to the United States for perma-

25 nent residence, or
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1 (B) the alien is naturalized as a citizen of

2 the United States,

3 whichever occurs first.

4 (3) MINOR CHILDREN OF UNITED STATES CITI-

5 ZENS AND LAWFUL PERMANENT RESrDENTS.—Sub-

6 section (a) shall apply with respect to an alien who

7 is admitted to the United States as the minor child

8 of a United States citizen or lawful permanent resi-

9 dent under section 511 or section 512 until the child

10 attains the age of 21 years or, if earlier, the date

11 the child is naturalized as a citizen of the United

12 States.

13 (4) ATTRiBUTION OF SPONSOR'S INCOI!E AND

14 RESOURCES ENDED IF SPONSORED ALIEN BECO[ES

15 ELIGIBLE FOR OLD-AGE BENEFITS UNDER TITLE II

16 OF TIE SOCIAL SECURITY ACT.—

17 (A) Notwithstanding any other provision of

18 this section, subsection (a) shall not apply and

19 the period of attribution of a sponsor's income

20 and resources under this subsection shall termi-

21 nate if the alien is employed for a period suffi-

22 cient to qualify for old age benefits under title

23 II of the Social Security Act and the alien is

24 able to prove to the satisfaction of the Attorney

25 General that the alien qualifies.
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1 (B) The Attorney General shall ensure
2 that appropriate information pursuant to sub-
3 paragraph (A) is provided to the System for
4 Alien Verification of Eligibility (SAVE).

5 (c) OPTIONAL APPLICATION TO STATE PROGRAMS.

6 (1) AUTHORITY._Notwithstanding any other
7 provision of law, in determining the eligibility and
8 the amount of benefits of an alien for any State
9 means-tested public benefits program, the State or

10 political subdivision that offers the program is au-
11 thorized to provide that the income and resources of
12 the alien shall be deemed to include—

13 (A) the income and resources of any mdi-
14 vidual whQ exéuted an affidavit, of support pur-
15 suant to section 213A of the Inunigration and
16 Nationality Act (as inserted by section 632(a))
17 in behalf of such alien, and

18 (B) the income and resources of the spouse
19 (if any) of the individual.

20 (2) PERIOD OF ATTRIBUTION.__The period of

21 attribution of a sponsor's income and resources in
22 determining the eligibility and amount of benefits
23 for an alien under any State means-tested public
24 benefits program pursuant to paragraph (1) may not
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1 exceed the Federal period of attribution with respect

2 to the alien.

3 (d) MEANS-TESTED PROGRAM DEFINED.—In this

4 section:

5 (1) The term "means-tested public benefits pro-

6 gram" means a program of public benefits (includ-

7 ing cash, medical, housing, and food assistance and

8 social services) of the Federal Government or of a

9 State or political subdivision of a State in which the

10 eligibility of an individual, household, or family eligi-

11 bility unit for benefits under the program, or the

12 amount of such benefits, or both are determined on

13 the basis of income, resources, or financial need of

14 the individüàl, household, or unit.

15 (2) The term "Federal means-tested public ben-

16 efits program" means a means-tested public benefits

17 program of (or contributed to by) the Federal Gov-

18 ernment.

19 (3) The term "State means-tested public bene-

20 fits program" means a means-tested public benefits

21 program that is not a Federal means-tested pro-

22 gram.
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1 SEC. 632. REQUIREMENTS FOR SPONSOR'S AFFIDAVIT OF

2 SUPPORT.

3 (a) IN GENERAL.—Title II is amended by inserting

4 after section 213 the following new section:

5 "REQUIREMENTS FOR SPONSOR'S AFFIDAVIT OF SUPPORT

6 "SEc. 213A. (a) ENFORcEABiuTY.—(1) No affidavit

7 of support may be accepted by the Attorney General or

8 by any consular officer to establish that an alien is not

9 inadmissible as a public charge under section 212(a) (4)

10 unless such affidavit is executed by a sponsor of the alien

11 as a contract—

12 "(A) that is legally enforceable against the

13 sponsor by the Federal Government and by any

14 State (or any political subdivision of such State)

15 that provides any means-tested public benefits pro-

16 gram, until the expiration of the 10-year period de-

17 scribed in subsection (b)(4); and

18 "(B) in which the sponsor agrees to submit to

19 the jurisdiction of any Federal or State court for the

20 purpose of actions brought under subsection (b)(2).

21 "(2)(A) An affidavit of support shall be enforceable

22 with respect to benefits provided under any means-tested

23 public benefits program for an alien who is admitted to

24 the United States as the parent of a United States citizen

25 under section 512 until the alien is naturalized as a citizen

26 of the United States.
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1 "(B) An affidavit of support shall be enforceable with

2 respect to benefits provided under any means-tested public

3 benefits program for an alien who is admitted to the Unit-

4 ed States as the spouse of a United States citizen or lawful

5 permanent resident under section 511 or section 512

6 until—

7 "(i) 7 years after the date the alien is lawfully

8 admitted to the United States for permanent resi-

9 dence, or

10 "(ii) such time as the alien is naturalized as a

11 citizen of the United States,

12 whichever occurs first.

13 "(C) An affidavit of support shall be enforceable with

14 respect to benefits provided under aiy means-tested public

15 benefits program for an alien who is admitted to the Unit-

16 ed States as the minor child of a United States citizen

17 or lawful permanent resident under section 511 or section

18 512 until the child attains the age of 21 years.

19 "(D)(i) Notwithstanding any other provision of this

20 subparagraph, a sponsor shall be relieved of any liability

21 under an affidavit of support if the sponsored alien is em-

22 ployed for a period sufficient to qualify for old age benefits

23 under title II of the Social Security Act and the sponsor

24 or alien is able to prove to the satisfaction of the Attorney

25 General that the alien qualifies.
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1 "(ii) The Attorney General shall ensure that appro-

2 priate information pursuant to clause (i) is provided to

3 the System for Alien Verification of Eligibility (SAVE).

4 "(b) REIMBURSEMENT OF GOVERNMENT Ex-

5 PENSES.—(1)(A) Upon notification that a sponsored alien

6 has received any benefit under any means-tested public

7 benefits program, the appropriate Federal, State, or local

8 official shall request reimbursement by the sponsor in the

9 amount of such assistance.

10 "(B) The Attorney General, in consultation with the

11 Secretary of Health and Human Services, shall prescribe

12 such regulations as may be necessary to carry out sub-

13 paragraph (A).

14 "(2) If within 45 days after requesting reimburse-

15 ment, the appropriate Federal, State, or local agency has

16 not received a response from the sponsor indicating a will-

17 ingness to commence payments, an action may be brought

18 against the sponsor pursuant to the affidavit of support.

19 "(3) If the sponsor fails to abide by the repayment

20 terms established by such agency, the agency may, within

21 60 days of such failure, bring an action against the spon-

22 sor pursuant to the affidavit of support.

23 "(4) No cause of action may be brought under this

24 subsection later than 10 years after the alien last received
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1 any benefit under any means-tested public benefits pro-

2 gTam.

3 "(5) If, pursuant to the terms of this subsection, a

4 Federal, State, or local agency requests reimbursement

5 from the sponsor in the amount of assistance provided,

6 or brings an action against the sponsor pursuant to the

7 affidavit of support, the appropriate agency may appoint

8 or hire an individual or other person to act on behalf of

9 such agency acting under the authority of law for purposes

10 of collecting any moneys owed. Nothing in this subsection

11 shall preclude any appropriate Federal, State, or loca'

12 agency from directly requesting reimbursement from a

13 sponsor for the amount of assistance provided, or from

14 bringing an actIoii against a spoisor pursuant to an affi-

15 davitofsupport.

16 "(c) REMEDIES.—Remedies available to enforce an

17 affidavit of support under this section include any or all

18 of the remedies described in section 3201, 3203, 3204,

19 or 3205 of title 28, United States Code, as well as an

20 order for specific performance and payment of legal fees

21 and other costs of collection, and include corresponding

22 remedies available under State law. A Federal agency may

23 seek to collect amounts owed under this section in accord-

24 ance with the provisions of subchapter II of chapter 37

25 of title 31, United States Code.
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1 "(d) NOTIFIcATION OF CI-rGE OF ADDRESS.—(1)

2 The sponsor of an alien shall notiy the Federal Govern-

3 ment and the State in which the sponsored alien is cur-

4 rently residing within 30 days of any change .of address

5 of the sponsor during the peiod specified in subsection

6 (a)(1).

7 "(2) Any person subject to the requirement of para-

8 graph (1) who fails to satisr such requirement shall be

9 subject to a civil penalty of—

10 "(A) not less than $250 or more than $2,000,

11 or

12 "(B) if such failure occurs with knowledge that

13 the sponsored alien has received any benefit under

14 any means-tested public benefits program, not less

15 than $2,000 or more than $5,000.

16 "(e) DEFINITIONS.—For the purposes of this sec-

17 tion—

18 "(1) SPONSOR.—The term 'sponsor' means,

19 with respect to an alien, an individual who—

20 "(A) is a citizen or national of the United

21 States or an alien who is lawfully admitted to

22 the United States for permanent residence;

23 "(B) is 18 years of age or over;

24 "(C) is domiciled in any State;
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1 "(D) demonstrates, through presentation

2 of a certified copy of a tax return or otherwise,

3 the means to maintain an annual income equal

4 to at least 200 percent of the poverty level for

5 the individual and the individual's family (in-

6 cluding the alien and any other aliens with re-

7 spect to whom the individual is a sponsor); and

8 "(E) is petitioning for the admission of the

9 alien under section 204.

10 "(2) FEDERAL POVERTY LINE.—The term

11 'Federal poverty line' means the income official pov-

12 erty line (as defined by the Office of Management

13 and Budget and revised annually in accordance with

14 section -673(2) of the Omnibus Budget Reconcili-

15 ation Act of 1981) that is applicable to a family of

16 the size involved.

17 "(3) MEANS-TESTED PUBLIC BENEFITS PRO-

18 GRAM.—The term 'means-tested public benets pro-

19 gram' means a progTam of public benefits (including

20 cash, medical, housing, and food assistance and so-

21 cial services) of the Federal Government or of a

22 State or political subdivision of a State in which the

23 eligibility of an individual, household, or family eligi-

24 bility unit for benefits under the program, or the

25 amount of such benefits, or both are determined on
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1 the basis of income, resources, or financial need of

2 the individual, household, or unit.".

3 (b) REQUIREMENT OF AFFIDAVIT OF SUPPORT

4 FROM EMPLOYMENT SPONSORS.—FOr requirement for af-

5 fidavit of support from individuals who file classification

6 petitions for a relative as an employment-based immi-

7 grant, see the amendment made by section 621(a).

8 (c) SETTLEMENT OF CLAIMS PRIOR TO NAT'URALIZA-

9 TION.—Section 316(a) (8 U.S.C. 1427(a)) is amended—

10 (1) by striking "and" before "(3)", and

11 (2) by inserting before the period at the end the

12 following: ", and (4) in the case of an applicant that

13 has received assistance under a means-tested public

14 benefits program (as defined in subsection (f)(3) of

15 section 213A) administered by a Federal, State, or

16 local agency and with respect to which amounts may

17 be owing under an affidavit of support executed

18 under such section, provides satisfactory evidence

19 that there are no outstanding amounts that may be

20 owed to any such Federal, State, or local agency

21 pursuant to such affidavit by the sponsor who exe-

22 cuted such affidavit".

23 (d) CLERICAL AMENDMENT.—The table of contents

24 of such Act is amended by inserting after the item relating

25 to section 213 the following:

"Sec. 213A. Requirements for sponsor's affidavit of support.".
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1 (e) EFFECTIVE DATE.—Subsection (a) of section

2 2 13A of the Immigration and Nationality Act, as inserted

3 by subsection (a) of this section, shall apply to affidavits

4 of support executed on or after a date specified by the

5 Attorney General, which date shall be not earlier than 60

6 days (and not later than 90 days) after the date the Attor-

7 ney General formulates the form for such affidavits under

8 subsection (f) of this section.

9 (f) PROMTrLGATION OF FORM.—Not later than 90

10 days after the date of the enactment of this Act, the Attor-

11 ney General, in consultation with the Secretary of State

12 and the Secretary of Health and Human Services, shall

13 promulgate a standard form for an affidavit of support

14 consistent with the provisions of section 21 3A of the Im-

15 migration and Nationality Act.
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10 TITLE VIll—MESCELLANEOIJS
11 PROVISIONS

353

8 SEC. 811. COMMISSION REPORT ON FRAUD ASSOCIATED

9 wim BIRTH CERrIFICATES.

10 Section 141 of the Immigration Act of 1990 is

ii amended—

12 (1) in subsection (b)—

13 (A) by striking "and" at the end of para-

14 graph (1),

15 (B) by striking the period at the end of

16 paragraph (2) and inserting "; and", and

17 (C) by adding at the end the following new

18 paragraph:

19 "(3) transmit to Congress, not later than Janu-

20 ary 1, 1997, a report containing recommendations

21 (consistent with subsection (c)(3)) of methods of re-

22 ducing or eliminating the fraudulent use of birth

23 certificates for the purpose of obtaining other iden-

24 tity documents that may be used in securing imrni-

25 gration, employment, or other benefits."; and
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1 (2) by adding at the end of subsection (c) the

2 following new paragraph:

3 "(3) FOR REPORT ON REDUCING BIRTH CER-

4 TIFICATE FRAUD.—In the report described in sub-

5 section (b)(3), the Commission shall consider and

6 analyze the feasibility of—

7 "(A) establishing national standards for

8 counterfeit-resistant birth certificates, and

9 "(B) limiting the issuance of official copies

10 of a birth certificate of an individual to anyone

11 other than the individual or others acting on

12 behalf of the individual.".

13 SEC. 812. UNIFORM VITAL STATISTICS.

14 (a) PILoT PRt)GRAM.—The Secretary of Health and

15 Human Services shall consult with the State agency re-

16 sponsible for registration and certification of births and

17 deaths and, within 3 years of the date of enactment of

18 this Act, shall establish a pilot program for 3 of the 5

19 States with the largest number of undocumented aliens

20 of an electronic network linking the vital statistics records

21 of such States. The network shall provide, where practical,

22 for the matching of deaths with births and shall enable

23 the confirmation of births and deaths of citizens of such

24 States, or of aliens within such States, by any Federal

25 or State agency or official in the performance of official

.HR 2202 lB
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1 duties. The Secretary and participating State agencies

2 shall institute measures to achieve uniform and accurate

3 reporting of vital statistics into the pilot program network,

4 to protect the integrity of the registration andi certification

5 process, and to prevent fraud against the Government and

6 other persons through the use of false birth or death cer-

7 tificates.

8 (b) REPORT.—Not later than 180 days after the es-

9 tablishment of the pilot program under subsection (a), the

10 Secretary shall issue a written report to Congress with rec-

11 ornmendations on how the pilot program could effectively

12 be instituted as a national network for the United States.

13 (c) AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS.—There

14 are authorized tobe appropriated for fiscal year 1996 and

15 for subsequent fiscal years such sums as may be necessary

16 to carry out this section.

.HR 2202 ifi
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104TH CONGRESS 'I F REFr. 104—469

2d Session J
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATWES p 1

IMMIGRATION IN THE NATIONAL INTEREST ACT OF 1995

MARCH 4, 1996.—Ordered to be printed

Mr. HYDE, from the Committee on the Judiciary,
submitted the following

REPORT
together with

ADDITIONAL AND DISSENTING VIEWS

[To accompany H.R. 2202]

[Including cost estimate of the Congressional Budget Office]

The Committee on the Judiciary, to whom was referred the bill
(H.R. 2202) to amend the Immigration and Nationality Act to im-
prove deterrence of illegal immigration to he United States by in-
creasing border patrol and investigative personnel, by increasing
penalties for alien smuggling and for document fraud, by reforming
exclusion and deportation law and procedures, by improving the
verification system for eligibility for employment, and through
other measures, to reform the legal immigration system and facili-
tate legal entries into the United States, and for other purposes,
having considered the same, report favorably thereon with an
amendment and recommend that the bifi as amended do pass.

The amendment is as follows:
Strike out all after the enacting clause and insert in lieu thereof

the following:
SECTION 1. SflO1T TITLE; AMEND1'N1S TO IMMIGRATION AND NATIONALrIY ACT TABLE OF

CONIENTS.
(a) SHORT TImE.—This Act ay be cited as the 'Immigration in the National In-

terest Act of 1995".
(b) AMENDMENTS TO IMMIGRATION AND NAflONALrTY ACT.—ExCept as otherwise

specifically provided—
(1) whenever in this Act an amendment or repeal is expressed as the amend-

ment or repeal of a section or other provision, the reference shall be considered

(1)
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to be made to that section or provision in the Immigration and Nationality Act,
and

(2) amendments to a section or other provision are to such section or other
provision as in effect on the date of the enactment of this Act and before any
amendment made to such section or other provision elsewhere in this Act.

(c) TABLE op COWrENTS—The table of contents for this Act is as follows:
Sec. 1. Short title; amendments to Immigr2tion and Nationality Act; table ofntents.

TITLE I—DETERRENCE OF ILLEGAL ThIMIGRATION TUROUGE ThIPROVED BORDER
ENFORCEMENT, PILOT PROGRAMS AND INTERIOR ENFORCEMENT

Subtitle A—Improved Enforcement at Border
Sec. 101. Border patrol agenta and support perBonnel.
Sec. 102. Iinpmvenient of barriers at border.
Sec. 103. Imprvved border equipment and tecIuio1or.
Sec. 104. Improvement in border croesing identifition card.
Sec. 105. Civil penalties for illegal entry.
Sec. 106. Prosecution of aliens repeatedly reentering the United States unlawfully.
Sec. 107. Inservice training for the border patrol.

Subtitle B—PUot Programs
Sec. 111. Pilot ptgmm on inteiorrepatiation.
Sec. 112. Pilot progrzn on use of closed military bases for the detention of inadmissible or deportable aliens.
Sec. 113. Pilot pvgm to llect records of depazting passengr.

Subtitle C—Interior Enforcement
Sec. 121. Inease in personnel for interior enforment.

TflLE II—ENEA1CED ENFORCEMENT AND PALTIES AGAINST ALIEN SMUGGL(G;oocur FRAUD
Subtitle A—Enhanced Enforcr,nent and PeDalties Against Alien Smuggling

Sec. 201. Wiretap authoity for alien smuling inviatioxis.
Sec. 202. Racketeering offenses relating to alien smuling.
Sec. 203. Increased criminal penalties for alien srnugØing
Sec. 204. Increased number of Assistant United States Attorneys.
Sec. 205. Undercover investigation authoity.

Subtitle B—Deterrence of Document Fraud
Sec. 211. Incyease criminal penalties for fiudu1ent use of govement-issued documents.
Sec. 212. New civil penalties for document fraud.
Sec. 213. New dvil penalty for failure to present documents and for prepanng immigr2tion documents without

authorization.
Sec. 214. New criminal penaltes for fafle to disclose role as prepaxr of false applition for asyhm. and for

preparing certain post-conviction applications.
Sec. 215. Criniinal penalty for knowingly pTesentang document which fails to ntam reasonable basi8 in law

or fact.
Sec. 216. Crimina' penalties for false claim top.

Subtitle C—As5et Forfeiture for Passport and Visa Offeuses
Sec. 221. Crimina' forfeiture for passport and visa related offenses
Sec. 222. Subpoenas for bank records
Sec. 223. Effective date.

TITLE rn—INSPECTION, APPREHENSION, DETENTION, ADJUDICATION, AND REMOVAL OF
INADMISSIBLE AND DEPORTABLE ALIENS

Subtitle A—Rev,ion of Procedurrs for Removal of Aliens
Sec. 300. Overview of thanges in tnioval procedures.
Sec. 301. Treating persons present in the Umted States wdhout authorization as not admitted.
Sec. 302. In8pection of aliens; expedited removaj of inadmiasible arriving iJiens; referral for bearing (revised

Section 235).
Sec. 303. Apprehension and detention of aliens not lawfully in the United States (revised section 236).
Sec. 304. Removal proceedings cancellation of removal and adjustment of status voluntary departure (revised

and new sections 239 to 240C).
Sec. 305. Detention and removal of aliens ordered removed (new section 241).
Sec. 306. Appeala from orders of removal (new section 242).
Sec. 307. Penalties relating to removal (revised sed4on 243).
Sec. 30& Redesignation and organization of other prDvisions additional nforming amendments.
Sec. 309. Effect.ive dates; transition.

Subtitle B—Removal of Mien Terrorzsts

PAIr 1—Rov. PROCEDURES FOR Az. TEmoIusTs
Sec. 321. Removal procedures for alien terrorists.

FITLE V—SPECIAL REMOVAL PROCEDURES FOR AIJEN TERRORISTS

Sec. 501. Defmitions.
Se 502. Establishment of special removal urt panel of attorneys to assist with classified information.
Se 503. AppIition for inthation of special rvznovaj proceeding.
Sec. 504. Consideration of applition.
Se 505. Special removal bearings.
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'Sec. 506. Consideration of classified information.
'Sec. 507. Appeals.
'Sec. 508. etention and custody.

Sec. 322. Funding for detention and removal of alien terrorists.

PARr 2—INADMISSIBILITY ARD DENtaL OF ItaLIEP FOR ALIEN TERRORISTS

Sec. 331. Membership in terrorist organization as ground of inadmissibility.
Sec. 332. Denial of relief for alien terrorists.

Subtitle C—DetesTing Transportation of Unlawful Miens to the United States

Sec. 341. Definition of stowaway. —
Sec. 342. List of alien and citizen passengers arriving.

Subtitle D—Additional Provisions

Sec. 351. Definition of conviction.
Sec. 352. Immigration judges and compensation.
Sec. 353. Rescission of lawful permanent resident status.
Sec. 354. Civil penalties for failure to depart.
Sec. 355. Clarification of district court jurisdiction.
Sec. 356. Use of retired Federal employees for institutional hearing program.
Sec. 357. Enhanced penalties for failure to depart, illegal reentry, and passport and visa fraud.
Sec. 358. Authorization of additional funds for removal of aliens.
Sec. 359. Application of additional civil penalties to enforcement.
Sec. 360. Prisoner transfer treaties.
Sec. 361. Criminal alien identification system.
Sec. 362. Waiver of exclusion and deportation ground for certain section 274C violators.
Sec. 363. Authorizing registration of aliens on criminal probation or criminal parole.
Sec. 364. Confidentiality provision for certain alien battered spouses and children.

TITLE lV—EN}'OECE?.NT OF RESTRICTIONS AGAST ELOYMENT
Sec. 401. Strengthened enforcement of the employer sanctions provisions.
Sec. 402. Strengthened enforcement of wage and hour laws.
Sec. 403. Changes in the employer sanctions program.
Sec. 404. Reports on earnings of aliens not authorized to work.
Sec. 405. Authorizing maintenance of certain information on aliens.
Sec. 406. Limiting liability for certain technical violations of paperwork requirements.
Sec. 407. Unfair immigration-related employment practices.

TITLE V—REFORM OF LEGAL E4sflGRA'I'ION SYSTEM

Sec. 500. Overview of new legal immigration system.

Subtitle A—Worldwide Numerical Limits

Sec. 501. Worldwide numerical limitation on family.sponaored immigrants.
Sec. 502. Woridedde numerical limitation on employment-based immigrants.
Sec. 503. Worldwide numerical limitation on diversity immigrants.
Sec. 504. Establishment of numerical limitation on humanitarian immigrants,
Sec. 505. Requiring congressional review and reauthorization of worldwide levels every 5 years.

Subtitle B—Changes in Preference System

Sec. 511. Limitation of immediate relatives to spouses and children.
Sec. 512. Change in family-sponsored classification.
Sec. 513. Change in employment-based classification.
Sec. 514. Changes in diversity immigrant program.
Sec. 515. Authorization to require periodic confirmation of classification petitions.
Sec. 516. Changes in special immigrant status.
Sec. 517. Requirements for removal of conditional status of entrepreneurs.
Sec. 518. Malt disabled children.
Sec. 519. Miscellaneous conforming amendments.

Subtitle C—Refugees, Parole, and Humanitarian Admissions

Sec. 521. Changes in refugee annual admissions.
Sec. 522. Persecution for resistance to coercive population control methods.
Sec. 523. Parole available only on a case-by-case basis for humanitarian reasons or significant public benefit.
Sec. 524. Admission of humanitarian immigrants.

Subtitle D—Asylum Reform

Sec. 531. Asylum reform.
Sec. 532. Fming numerical adjustments for asylees at 10,000 each year.
Sec. 533. Increased resouiam for reducing asylum application backlogs.

Subtitle B—General Effective Date; Transition Provisions

Sec. 551. General effective date.
Sec. 552. General transition for current classification petitions.
Sec. 553. Special transition for certain backlogged spouses and children of lawful permanent resident aliens.
Sec. 55.4. Special treatment of certain disadvantaged family first preference immigrants.
Sec. 555. Authorization of reimbursement of petitioners for eliminated family-sponsored categories.

TITLE VI—RESTRICTIONS ON BENEFITS FOR ALIENS

Sec. 600. Statements of national policy concerning welfare and immigration.

Subtitle A—EligibIlity of Ulegal Miens for Public Benefits

PART 1—Pusuc Bescerns GENERAI.LY

Sec. 601. Making illegal aliens ineligible for public assistance, contracts, and licenses.
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Sec. 602. Making unauthonzed aliens ineligible for unemployment benefits.
Sec. 603. General exceptions.
Sec. 604. Treatment of expens Bub3ect to emergency medical services ezception.
Sec. 605. Report on disqualification of illegal aliens from houin assiet8nce prcgrama
Sec. 606. Verification of student eligibthty for potaenda2)' Federal student financial assistance.
Sec. 607. Payment of public as8istance benefits.
Sec. 608. Deflnitaons.
Sec. 609. Regu'ations and effective dates.

PART 2—E.uu IN00M2 Tc CRCDn,

Sec. 611. E8rned income tax credit denied to individua1 not authorized to be employed in the United Stases.

Subtitle B—Expansion of Disqualification From lmigration Benefits on the Basis of Public Charge
Sec. 621. Ground for inadmissibility.
Sec. 622. Ground for deportability. —

Subtitle C—Atfribution of Income and Affidavits of Support
Sec. 631. Attribution of sponsor's inme and rous to family-sponsored immigrants.
Sec. 632. Requirements for sponsor'B affidavit o(Buppoxt.

TITLE VIT—FACILTrATION OF LEGAL ENTRY

Sec. 701. A4ditional land border inspectors: infrastruure improvements.
Sec. 702. Commuter lane pilot programs.
Sec. 703. Preinspection at foreign airports.
Sec. 704. Txining of airline personnel in detethon of fraudulent documents.

flTLE Vm—rtnSCEuJ.NEOUS PROVISIONS

Subtitle A—Amendments to the Iinigrtion and Natiojiality Act
Sec. 801. Nonimrnigrant status for Spouses and thildxn of membex of the Armed Services.
Sec. 802. Amended definition of aggravated felony.
Sec. 803. Authority to determine sa prveessing pivdurs.
Sec. 804. Waiver authority ncerning notice of denial of apphtzcn for visas.
Sec. 805. Treatment of Canadian landed immigmnta.
Sec. 806. Changes relating to H-lB nonimmigrants.
Sec. 807. Validity of period of visas.
Sec. 808. Limitation on adjustment of status of individualB not lawfully present in the United States.
Sec. 809. Limited accs to certain nfidentia1 INS 1es.
Sec. 810. Change of nonimxnigrant c1assilicataon.

Subtitle B—Other Provisions
Sec. 831. Commission report on fraud associated with birth certificates.
Sec. 832. Uniform vital statisti.
Sec. 833. Communicataon between State and local government agene. and the Immigration and Naturaliza-

tion Service.
Sec. 834. Criminal aIiei reimbursement sts.
Sec. 835. Female genital mutilation.
Sec. 836. Designation of Portugal as a visa waiver pilot program tintzy with probationaxy status.

Subtitle C—Tecbncai Corrections
Sec. 851. Miscellaneous technicaFE5rrections.

8

TITLE 11—ENHANCED ENFORCEMENT AND
PENALTIES AGAINST ALIEN SMUGGLING;
DOCUMENT FRAUD
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Subtitle B—Deterrence of Document Fraud
SEC. 21L INCREASED CRThAL PENALTIES FOR FRAUDULENT USE OF GOVERNMENT-ISSUEDDoc

(a) FRAUD iw MISUSE OF GOVERNMENT-ISSUED IDENTIFICATION DOCUMEN1S.—
Section 1028(b) of title 18, United States Code, is amended—

(1) in paragraph (1), by inserting "except as provided in paragraphs (3) and
(4)," after "(1)" and by striking "five years" and inserting "15 years";

(2) in paragraph (2), by inserting "except as provided in paragraphs (3) and
(4)," after "(2)" and by striking "and" at the end; —

(3) by redesignating paragraph (3) as paragraph (5); and
(4) by inserting after paragraph (2) the following new paragraphs:
"(3) a fine under this title or imprisonment for not more than 20 years, or

both, if the offense is committed to facilitate a drug trafficking crime (as defined
in section 929(a)(2) of this title);

"(4) a fine under this title or imprisonment for not more than 25 years, or
both, if the offense is committed to facilitate an act of international terrorism
(as defined in section 2331(1) of this title); and".

(b) CHANGES TO THE SENTENCING LEvELS.—Pursuant to section 944 of title 28,
United States Code, and section 21 of the Sentencing Act of 1987, the United States
Sentencing Commission shall promulgate guidelines, or amend eásting guidelines,
relating to defendants convicted of violating, or conspiring to violate, sections
1546(a) and 1028(a) of title 18, United States Code. The basic offense level under
section 2L2. 1 of the United States Sentencing Guidelines shall be increased to—

(1) not less than offense level 15 if the offense involves 100 or more docu-
inents

(2) not less than offense level 20 if the offense involves 1,000 or more docu-
inents, or if the documents were used to facilitate any other crimingi activity
described in section 212(aX2XA)(jXII) of the Immigration and Nationality Act (8
U.S.C. 1182(aXA)(iXII)) or in section 101(aX43) of such Act; and

(3) not less than offense level 25 if the offense involves—
(A) the provision of documents to a person known or suspected of engag-

ing in a terrorist activitf(as such terms are defined in section 212(a)(3)(B)
of the Immigration and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1182(aX3XB));

(B) the provision of documents to facilitate a terrorist activity or to assist
a person to engage in terrorist activity (as such terms are defined in section
212(aX3)(B) of the Immigration and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C.
1182(aX3)(B)); or

(C) the provision of documents to persons involved in racketeering enter-
prises (described in section 1952(a) of title 18, United States Code).

SEC. 212. NEW CVU. PENALTS FOR DOCV1NT FRAUD.
(a) AcrivrrIES PR0rnBrFED.—Secljon 274C(a) (8 U.S.C. 1324c(a)) is amended—

(1) by striking "or" at the end of paragraph (3);
(2) by striking the period at the end of paragraph (4) and inserting", or"; and
(3) by adding at the end the following:
"(5) in reckless disregard of the fact that the information is false or does not

relate to the applicant, to prepare, to file, or to assist another in preparing or
filing, documents which are falsely made for the purpose of satisfying a require-
ment of this Act.

For purposes of this section, the term lalsely made' includes, with respect to a docu-
ment or application, the preparation or provision of the docwnent or application
with knowledge or in reckless disregard of the fact that such docnment contains a
false, fictitious, or fraudulent statement or material representation, or has no basis
in law or fact, or otherwise fails to state a material fact pertaining to the document
or application.".

(b) Cooin.G AMENDMENTS FOR Clvii. PENALTIES.—Section 274C(d)(3) (8
U.S.C. 1324c(dX3)) is amended by striking "each document used, accepted, or cre-
ated and each instance of use, acceptance, or creation" both places it appears and
inserting "each instance of a violation under subsection (a)".

11

(c) EFFECTIVE DATEs.—(1) The amendments made by subsection (a) shall apply to
the preparation or filing of documents, and assistance in such preparation or filing,
occurring on or after the date of the enactment of this Act

(2) The amendment made by subsection (b) shall apply to violations occurring onor after the date of the enactment of this Act.
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TITLE TV—ENFORCEMENT OF RESTRICTIONS
AGAINST EMPLOYMENT

SEC. 401. STRENGTHENED ENFORCEMENT OF THE EMPLOR SANCTIONS PROVISIONS.

(a) IN GENERL.—The number of full-time equivalent positions in the Investiga-
tions Division within the Immigration and Naturalization Service-of the Department
of Justice begthnin in fiscal year 1996 shall be increased by 350 positions above
the number of full-tune equivalent positions available to such Division as of Septem-
ber 30, 1994.

(b) ASSIGNMENT.—Indivlduals employed to fill the additional positions described
in sui,section (a) shall be assigned to investigate violations of the employer sanctions
provisions contained in section 274A of the immigration and Nationality Act, includ-
mg investigating reports of violations received from officers of the Employment
Standards Administration of the Deparbnent of Labor.
SEC. 402. STRNGTNED ENFORCENT OF WAGE AND SOUR LAWS.

(a) IN GENERAL.—The number of full-time equivalent positions in the Wage and
Hour Div3sion with the Employment Standards Administration of the Department
of Labor beginning in fiscal year 1996 shall be mcreased by 150 positions above the
number of ftll-time equivalent positions available to the Wage and Hour Division
as of September 30, 1994.

(b) ASSIGNMENT.—IndiVidUalS employed to fill the additional positions described
in subsection (a) shafl be assijgned to investigate violations of wage and hour laws
in areas where the Attorney General has notified the Secretary of Labor that there
are high concentrations of undocumented aliens.
SEC. 403. CANGES IN THE EMPLOR SANCTIONS PROGRAM.

(a) REDUCING ThE NUMBER OF DOCUMENTS ACCEPTED FOR EMPLOThIENT VERIFICA-
TION.—Section 274A(b) (8 U.S.C. 1324a(b)) is amended—

(1) in paragraph (1XB)—
(A) by adding "or" at the end of clause (i),
(B) by striking clauses (ii) through (iv), and
(C) in clause (v), by sfriking or other alien registration card, if the card"

and inserting , alien registration card, or other document designated by
regulation by the Attorney General, if the document" and redesignting
such clause as clause (ii);

(2) by amending subparagraph (C) of paragraph (1) to read as follows:
"(C) SOCIAL SECURITY ACCOUNT NUMBER CARD AS EVIDENCE OF EMPLOY-

1ENT AUTHORIZATION.—A document described in this subparagraph is an
individual's social security account number card (other than such a card
which specifies on the face that the issuance of the card does not authorize
employment in the United States)."; and

(3) by amending paragraph (2) to read as follows:
"(2) INDIVIDUAL ATrESTATION OF EMPLOYMENT AUTHORIZATION AND PROVISION

OF SOCIAL SECURITY ACCOUNT NUMBER.—The individual must—
(A) attest, under penalty of perjw7 on the form designated or estab-

lished for purposes of paragraph (1), that the individual is a citizen or na-
tional of the United States, an alien lawfully admitted for permanent resi-
dence, or an alien who is authorized under this Act or by the Attorney Gen-
eral to be hired, recruited, or referred for such employment; and

"(B) provide on such form the individual's social security account num-
ber.".

(b) EMPLOYMENT ELIGIBILITY CONFIBMATION PROCESS.—Section 274A (8 U.S.C.
1324a) is amended—

(1) in subsection (a)(3), by inserting "(A)" after "DEFENSE.—", and by adding
at the end the following:

"(B) FA11.t.m TO SEE} AND OBTAIN CONFIRMATION.—SubieCt to subsection
(bX7), in the case of a hiring of an individual for employment in the United
States by a person or entity that employs more than 3 employees, the following
rules apply:

(i) FAILURE TO SEE} CONFIRMATION.—
"(I) IN GENERAL.—If the person or entity has not made an inquiry,

under the mechanism established under subsection (bX6), seeking con-
firmation of the identity, social security number, and work eligibility of
the individual, by not later than the end of 3 working days (as specified
by the Attorney General) after the date of the hirirg, the defense under
subparagraph (A) shall not be considered to apply with respect to any
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employment after such 3 working days, except as provided in subclause
(II).

"(II) SPECIAL RULE FOR FAILURE OF CONFIRMATION MECHANISM.—If
such a person or entity in good faith attempts to make an inquiry dur-
ing such 3 working days in order to qualify for the defense under sub-
paragraph (A) and the confirmation mechanism has registered that not
all inquiries were responded to during such time, the person or entity
can make an inquiry in the first subsequent working day in which the
confirmation mechanism registers no nonresponses and qualily for the
defense. -

"(ii) FAILURE TO OBTAIN CONFIRMATION.—If the person or entity has made
the inquiry described in clause (iXI) but has not received an appropriate
confirmation of such identity, number, and work eligibility under such
mecl2arnsm within the time period specified under subsection (bX6)(D)(iii)
after the time the confirmation inquiry was received, the defense uDder
subparagraph (A) shall not be considered to apply with respect to any em-
ployment after the end of such time period.";

(2) by amending paragraph (3) of subsection (b) to read as follows:
"(3) RETENTiON OF VERIFICATION FORM AND CONFIRMATION.—After completion

of such form in accordance with paragraphs (1) and (2), the person or entity
musts—

"(A) retain the form and make it available for inspection by officers of the
Service, the Special Counsel for Immigration-Related Unfair Employment
Practices, or the Department of Labor during a period beginning on the
date of the hiiing, recruiting, or referral of the individual äènding—

"(1) in the case of the reuiting or referral for a fee (without hiring)
of an individual, three years after the date of the recruiting or referral,
and

"(ii) in the case of the hiring of an individual—
"(I) three years after the date of such hiring, or
"(II) one year after the date the individual's employment is ter-

minated,
whichever is later, and

"(B) subject to paragraph (7), if the person employs more than 3 employ-
ees, seek to have (within 3 working days of the date of hiring) and have
(within the time period specified under paragraph (6XDXiii)) the identity,
social security number, and work eligibility of the individual confirmed in
accordance with_the procedures established under paragraph (6), except
that if the persolror entity in good faith attempts to make an inquiry in
accordance with the procedures established under paragraph (6) during
such 3 working days in order to fulfill the requirements under this subpara-
graph, and the confirmation mechanism has registered that not all inquir-
ies were responded to during such time, the person or entity shall make an
inquiry in the t subsequent working day in which the confrmation
mechanism registers no nonresponses."; and

(3) by adding at the end of subsection (b) the following new paragraphs:
"(6) EMPLOYMENT ELIGIBILI'IY CONFIRMATION PROCESS.—

"(A) IN GENERAL.—Subject to paragraph (7), the Attorney General shall
establish a confirmation mechanism through which the Attorney General
(or a designee of the Attorney General which may include a nongovern-
mental entity)—

"(i) responds to inquiries by employers, made through a toll-free tele-
phone line or other electronic media in the form of an appropriate con-
firmation code or otherwise, on whether an individual is authorized to
be employed by that employer, and

"(ii) maintaiDs a record that such an inquiry was made and the con-
firmation provided (or not provided).

"(B) EXPEDITED PROCEDURE IN CASE OF NO CONFmMATION.—In connection
with subparagraph (A), the Attorney General shall establish, in consulta-
tion with the Commissioner of Social Security and the Commissioner of the
Service, expedited procedures that shall be used to confirm the validity of
information used under the confirmation mechanism in cases in which the
confirmation is sought but is not provided through the confrmation mecha-
nism.

"(C) DESIGN A1D OPERATION OF MECHNISM.—The conrmation mecha-
nism shall be designed and operated—

"(i) to maximize the reliability of the confrmation process, and the
ease of use by employers, recruiters, and referrers, consistent with in-
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sulating and protecting the privacy and security of the underlying in-
formation, and

"(ii) to respond to all inquiries made by employers on whether mdi-
viduals are authorized to be employed by those employers, recruiters,
or refez-rers registering all times when such response is not possible.

"(D) CONFIRMATION PROCESS.—(i) As part of the confirmation mechanism,
the Commissioner of Social Security shall establish a reliable, secure meth-
od, which within the time period specified under clause (iii), compares the
name and social security account number provided against such informa-
tion maintained by the Commissioner in order to confirm (or not confirm)
the validity of the information provided and whether the individual has
presented a social security account number that is not valid for employ-
ment. The Commissioner shall not disclose or release social security infor-
mation.

"(ii) As part of the confirmation mechanism, the Commissioner of the
Service shall establish a reliable, secure method, which, within the time pe-
nod specified under clause (iii), compares the name and alien identification
number (if any) provided against such information maiitained by the Com-
missioner in order to confirm (or not confirm) the validity of the information
provided and whether the alien is authorized to be employed in the United
States.

(iii) For purposes of this section, the Attorney General (or a designee of
the Attorney General) shall provide through the confirmation mechanism
confirmation or a tentative nonconfirmation of an individual's employment
eligibility within 3 working days of the initial lnqulxy. In cases of tentative
nonconfirmation, the Attorney General shall speciiSr, in consultation with
the Commissioner of Social Security and the Commissioner of the Service,
an expedited time period not to exceed 10 working days within which final
confirmation or denial must be provided through the confirmation media-
nism in accordance with the procedures under subparagraph (B).

(iv) The Commissioners shall update their information in a manner that
promotes the maximum accuracy and shall provide a process for the prompt
correction of erroneous information.

(E) PROmcioNs.—(i) In no case shall an individual be denied employ-
ment because of inaccurate or inaccessible data under the confirmation
mechanism.

(ii) The Attorney General shall assure that there is a timely and acces-
sible process to challenge nonconflrmations made through the mechanism.

"(iii) If an individuil would not have been dismissed from a job but for
an error of the confirmation mechanism, the individual will be entitled to
compensation through the mechanism of the Federal Tort Claims Act.

(F) TESTER PROGRAM.—As part of the confirmation mechanism, the At-
torney General shall implement a program of testers and investigative ac-
tivities (similar to testing and other investigative activities assisted under
the fair housing ithtiatives program under section 561 of the Housing and
Community Development Act of 1987 to enforce rights under the Fair Hous-
ing Act) in order to monitor and prevent unlawful discrimination under the
mechanism.

"(G) PROTECTION FROM LIABILITY FOR ACTIONS TAEEN ON THE BASIS OF IN-
FORMATION PROVIDED BY THE EMPLOYMENT ELIGIBILITY CONFIRMATION
MECHANISM.—No person shall be civilly or criminally liable for any action
taken in good faith reliance on information provided through the employ-
ment eligibility confirmation mechanism established under this paragraph
(including any pilot program established under paragraph (7)).

"(7) APPLICATION OF CONFIRMATION MECHANISM THROUGH PILOT PROJECTS.—
(A) IN GENE.—Subsection (a)(3)(B) and paragraph (3) shall only apply

to individuals hired if they are covered under a pilot project established
under this paragraph.

"(B) UNDERTAKING Pn.or PROJECTS.—FOr purposes of this paragraph, the
Attorney General shall undertake pilot projects for all employers in at least
5 of the 7 States with the highest estimated population of unauthorized
aliens, in order to test and assure that the confirmation mechanism de-
scribed in paragraph (6) is reliable and easy to use. Such projects shall be
initiated not later than 6 months after the date of the enactment of this
paragraph. The Attorney General, however, shall not establish such mecha-
thsrn in other States unless Congress so provides by law. The pilot projects
shall terminate on such dates, not later than October 1, 1999, as the Attor-
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ney General determines. At least one such pilot project shall be carried out
through a nongovernmental entity as the confirmation mechanism.

"(C) REPORT.—The Attorney General shall submit to the Congress annual re-
ports in 1997, 1998, and 1999 on the development and implementation of the
confirmation mechanism under this paragraph. Such reports may include an
analysis of whether the mechanism implemented—

"(i) is reliable and easy to use;
"(ü) lixuits job losses due to inaccurate or unavailable data to less than

1 percent;
"(iii) increases or decreases discrimination;
"(iv) protects individual privacy with appropriate policy and technological

mechanisms; and
"(v) burdens individual employers with costs or additional adminisfrative

requirements.".
(c) REDUCTION OF PAPERWORK FOR CERTAIN EMPLOYEES.—Section 274A(a) (8

U.S.C. 1324a(a)) is amended by adding at the end the following new paragraph:
"(6) TREATMENT OF DOCUMENTATION FOR CERTAIN EMPLOYEES.—

'(A) IN GENERAL—For purposes of paragraphs (1)(B) and (3), if—
an individual is a member of a collective-bargaining unit and is

employed, under a collective bargaining agreement entered into be-
tween one or more employee organizations and an association of two or
more employers, by an employer that is a member of such association,
and

'(ü) within the period specified in subparagraph (B), another em-
ployer that is a member of the association (or an agent of such associa-
tion on behalf of the employer) has complied with the requirements of
subsection (b) with respect to the employment of the individual,

the subsequent employer shall be deemed to have complied with the re-
quirements of subsection (b) with respect to the hiring of the employee and
shall not be liable for civil penalties described in subsection (e)(5).

"(B) PERIOD.—The period described in this subparagraph is—
'(i) up to 5 years in the case of an individual who has presented doc-

umentation identifying the individual as a national of the United
States or as an alien lawfully admitted for permanent residence; or

'(ii) up to 3 years (or, if less, the period of time that the individual
is authorized to be employed in the United States) in the case of an-
other individuaL

"(C) Lnn'.-
'(i) IN GENERAL—If any employer that is a member of an association

hires for employment in the United States an individual and relies
upon the provisions of subparagraph (A) to comply with the require-
ments of subsection (b) and the individual is an unauthorized alien,
then for the purposes of paragraph (1XA), subject to clause (ii), the em-
ployer shall be presumed to have known at the time of hiring or after-
ward that the individual was an unauthorized alien.

'(ii) REBUrFAL OF PRESUMPTION.—The presumption established by
clause (i) may be rebutted by the employer only through the presen-
tation of clear and convincing evidence that the employer did not know
(and could not reasonably have known) that the individual at the time
of hiring or afterward was an unauthorized alien.".

(d) ELiMINATION OF DATED PROvISIONS—Section 274A (8 U.S.C. 1324a) is amend-
ed by striking subsections (i) through (xi).

(e) EFFECTIVE DATES.—
(1) Except as provided in this subsection, the amendments made by this sec-

tion shall apply with respect to hiring (or recruiting or referring) occurring on
or after such date (not later than 180 days after the date of the enactment of
this Act) as the Attorney General shall designate.

(2) The amendments made by subsections (a)(1) and (a)(2) shall apply with
respect to the hiring (or recruiting or referring) occurring on or after such date
(not later than 18 months after the date of the enactment of this Act) as the
Attorney General shall designate.

(3) The amendment made by subsection (c) shall apply to individuals hired
on or after 60 days after the date of the enactment of this Act.

(4) The amendment made by subsection (d) shall take effect on the date of
the enactment of this Act.

(5) Not later than 180 days after the date of the enactment of this Act, the
Attorney General shall issue regulations which shall provide for the electronic

22-948 96—3
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storage of forms 1-9, in satisfaction of the requirements of section 274A(b)(3) of
the Immigration and Nationality Act as amended by this Act.

SEC. 404. REPORTS ON EARNINGS OF ALIENS NOT AUTHORIZED TO WORK

Subsection (c) of section 290 (8 U.S.C. 1360) is amended to read as follows:
"(c)(1) Not later than 3 months after the end of each fiscal year (beginning with

fiscal year 1995), the Commissioner of Social Security shall report to the Commit-
tees on the Judiciary of the House of Representatives and the Senate on the aggre-
gate number of social security account numbers issued to aliens not authorized to
be employed to which earnings were reported to the Social Security Administration
in such fiscal year.

(2) If earnings are reported on or after January 1, 1996, to the Social Security
Administration on a social security account number issued to an alien not author-
ized to work in the United States, the Commissioner of Social Security shall provide
the Attorney General with information regarding the name and address of the alien,
the name and address of the person reporting the earnings, and the amount of the
earnings. The information shall be provided in an electronic form agreed upon by
the Commissioner and the Attorney General.".
SEC. 405. AUTHORIZUJG MANTENANCE OF CERFAfl INFORMATION ON ALIENS.

Section 264 (8 U.S.C. 1304) is amended by adding at the end the following new
subsection:

'(f) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the Attorney General s author..
ized to require any alien to provide the alien's social security account number for
purposes of inclusion in any record of the alien maintained by the Attorney General
or the Service.".
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TITLE VI—RESTRICTIONS ON BENEFITS FOR
ALIENS

SEC. 600. STATEMErrS OF NATIONAL POLICY CONCERNING WELFARE A1D ThThflGRATION.
The Congress makes the following statements concerning national policy with re-

spect to welfare and immigration:
(1) Seif-sumciency has been a basic principle of United States immigration

law since this country's earliest immigration statutes.
(2) It continues to be the immigration policy of the United States that—

(A) aliens within the nation's borders not depend on public resources to
meet their needs, b-.t rather rely on their own capabilities and the re-
sources of their families, their sponsors, and private organizations, and

(B) the availability of public benefits not constitute an incentive for imxni-
gration to the United States.

(3) Despite the principle of self.sumciency, aliens have been applying for and
receiving public benefits from Federal, State, and local governments at increas-ing rates.

(4) Current eligibility rules for public assistance and unenforceable fiDancial
support agreements have proved wholly incapable of assuring that individual
aliens not burden the public benefits system.

(5) It is a compelling government interest to enact new rules for eligibility
and sponsorship agreements in order to assure that aliens be self-reliant in ac-
cordance with national immigration policy.

(6) It is a compelling governnient interest to remove the incentive for illegal
immigration provided by the availability of public benefits.

(7) Where States are authorized to follow Federal eligibility rules for public
assistance programs, the Congress strongly encourages the States to adopt the
Federal eligibility rules.
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Subtitle A—Eligibility of Illegal Aliens for Public
Benefits

PART i—PUBUC BENEFITS GENERALLY

SEC. 601. MAKING ULEGAL ALIENS INELIGIBLE FOR PUBLIC ASSISTANCE, CONTRACTS, AND
LICENSES.

(a) FEDERAL PRoGRAMS.—-Notwithstandiflg any other provision of law, except as
provided in section 603, any alien who is not lawfully present in the United States
shall not be eligible for any of the following

(1) FEDERAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS.—To receive any benefits under any pro-
gram of assistance provided or funded, in whole or in part, by the Federal Gov-
ernment for which eligibility (or the amount of assistance) is based on financial
need.

(2) FEDERAL CONTRACTS OR LICENSES.—TO receive any grant, to enter into any
confract or loan agreement, or to be issued (or have renewed) any professional
or commercial license, if the grant, contract, loax, or license is provided or fund-
ed by any Federal agency.

(b) STATE pRoGRAMS.—Notwithstanding any other provision of law, except as pro-
vided in section 603, any alien who s not lawfully present in the United States
shall not be eligible for any of the following

(1) STATE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS.—To receive any benefits under any program
of assistance (not described in subsection (a)( 1)) provided or funded, in whole
or in part, by a State or political subdivision of a State for which eligibility (or
the amount of assistance) is based on financial need.

(2) STATE CONTRACTS OR LICENSES.—To receive any grant, to enter into any
confract or loan agreement, or to be issued (or have renewed) any professional
or commercial license, if the grant, contract, loan, or license is provided or fund-
ed by any State agency.

(c) REQUIRING PROOF OF IDENTITY FOR FEDERAL CONTRACTS, LOANS, LI-
CENSES, AND PUBLIC ASSISTANCE.—

(1) IN GENERAL—In considering an application for a Federal contract, grant,
loan, or license, or for public assistance under a program described in para-
graph (2), a Federal agency shall require the applicant to provide proof of iden-
tity under oaragraph (3) to be considered for such Federal contract, grant, loan,
license, or public assistance.

(2) PUBLIC ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS COVERED.—The reqnirement of proof of
identity under paragrapIiii) shall apply to the following Federal public assist-
ance programs:

(A) SSI.—The supplemental security income program wider title XVI of
the Social Security Act, including State supplementary benefits programs
referred to in such title.

(B) AFDC.—The program of aid to families with dependent children
under part A or E of title W of the Social Security Act

(C) SOCIAL SERVICES BLOCK GRANT.—The progran of block grants to
States for social services under title XX of the Social Security Act

(D) MEDICAID.—The program of medical assistance under title XIX of the
Social Security Act

(E) FOOD smxs.—The program under the Food Stamp Act of 1977.
(F) HOUSING ASSISTANCE.—Fiflaflclal assistance as defined in section

214(b) of the Housing and Community Development Act of 1980.
(3) DOCUMENTS THAT SHOW PROOF OF IDENTITY.—

(A) IN GENERAL.—Any one of the documents described in subparagraph
(B) may be used as proof of identity under this subsection if the document
is current and valid. No other document or documents shall be sufficient
to prove identity.

(B) DOCUMENTS DESCRJBED.—The documents described in this subpara-
graph are the following:

(i) A United States passport (either current or expired if issued both
within the previous 20 years and after the individual attained 18 years
of age)

(ii) A resident alien card.
(iii) A State driver's license, if presented with the individual's social

security account number card.
(iv) A State identity card, if presented with the individual's social se-

curity account number card.
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(d) AumOiu2rIoN FOR STATE To REQUIRE PROOF OF EUGIBILrrY FOR STATE
PRoS.—In considering an application for contracts, grants, loans, licenses, or
public assistance under any State program, a State is authorized to require the ap-
plicant to provide proof of eligibility to be considered for such State confracts,
grants, loans, licenses, or public assistance.

(e) EXCEPTION FOR BATrERED ALIENS.—
(1) EXCEPTION.—The limitations on eligibility for benefits under subsection (a)

or (b) shall not apply to an alien if—
(A)(i) the alien has been battezed or subject to exfreme cruelty in the

United States by a spouse or parent, or by a member of the spouse or par-
ents family residing in the same household as the alien and the spouse or
parent consented or acquiesced to such battery or cruelty, or

(ii) the alien's child has been battered or subject to extreme cruelty in the
United States by a spouse or pareit of the alien (without the active partici-
pation of the alien in the battery or extreme cruelty) or by a member of
the spouse or parent's family residing in the same household as the alien
when the spouse or parent consented or acquiesced to, and the alien did not
actively participate in, such battery or cruelty and

(BXi) the alien has petitioned (or petitions within 45 days after the first
application for assistance subject to the limitations under subsection (a) or
(b)) for— —.

(I) status as a spouse or child of a United States citizen pursuant to
clause (ii), (iii), or (iv) of section 204(aX1XA) of the Immigration and
Nationality Act,

(II) classification pursuant to clauses (ii) or (iii) of seclon 204(a)(1XB)
of such Act, or

(III) canceilation of removal and adjustment of status pursuant to
secifon 240A(b)(2) of such Act ; or

(ii) the alien is the beneflciaiy of a petition filed for status as a spouse
or child of a United States citizen pursuant to clause (i) of section
204(a)(1XA) of the Immigration and Nationality Act, or of a petition filed
for classification pursuant to clause (i) of section 204(aXl)(B) of such Act.

(2) TERMINATION OF EXCEPTION.—The exception under paragraph (1) shall ter-
minate if no complete petition which sets forth a prima fade case is filed pursu-
ant to the requirement of paragraph (1XB) or (1XC) or when an petition is de-
nied.

SEC. 602. MAKING UNAUTHORIZED AlIENS INELIGIBLE FOR UNEMPLOYNT BENFrrS.
(a) IN GENERAL.—Notwithstanding any other provision of law, no unemployment

benefits shall be payable (inwhole or in part) out of Federal funds to the extent
the benefits are atibutable to any employment of the alien in the United States
for which the alien was not granted employment authorization pursuant to Federal
law.

(b) PROCEDURES.—Entities responsible for providing unemployment benefits sub-
ject to the restrictions of this section shall make such inquiries as may be necessary
to assure that recipients of such benefits are eligible consistent with this section.
SEC. 603. GENERAL EXCEPTIONS.

Sections 601 and 602 shall not apply to the following:
(1) EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES.—The provision of emergency medical serv-

ices (as defined by the Attorney General in consultation with the Secretary of
Health and Human Services).

(2) PUBLIC HEALTh IMMUNIZATIONS.—PUb1ic health assistance for immuniza-
tions with respect to immunizable diseases and for testing and treaInent for
communicable diseases.

(3) Soir-ri EMERGENCY RELIEF.—The provision of non-cash, in-kind,
short-term emergency relieL

(4) Fimy VIOLENCE SERVICES.—The provision of any services directly related
to assisting the victims of domestic violence or child abuse.

(5) SCHOOL LUNCH ACT.—Programs carried out under the National School
Lunch Act

(6) CHILD NUTRITION ACT.—Programs of assistance under the Child Nutrition
Act of 1966.

SEC. 604. TREATMENT OF ENSES SUBJECT TO EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES EXCEP-
TION.

(a) IN GENERAL.—Subject to such amounts as are provided in advance in appro-
priation Acts, each State or local government that provides emergency medical serv-
ices (as defined for purposes of section 603(1)) through a public hospital or other
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public facility (including a nonprofit hospital that is eligible for an additional pay-
ment adjustment under section 1886 of the Social Security Act) or through contract
with another hospital or facility to an individual who is an alien not lawfully
present in the United States is entitled to receive payment from the Federal Gov-
ernment of its costs of providing such services, but only to the extent that such costs
are not otherwise reimbursed through any other Federal program and cannot be re-
covered from the alien or another person.

(b) CONFIRMATION OF IMMIGRATION STATUS REQUIRED.—No payment shall be
made under this section with respect to services furnished to an individual unless
the identity and immigration status of the individual has been verified with the Im-
migration and Naturalization Service in accordance with procedures established by
the Attorney General.

(c) ADMINISTRATION.—This section shaU be administered by the Attorney General,
in consultation with the Secretary of Health and Human Services.

(d) EFFECTrVE DArE.—Subsection (a) shall not apply to emergency medical sei-v-
ices furnished before October 1, 1995.
SEC. 605. REPORT ON DISQUALIFICATION OF ULEGAL ALIENS FROM HOUSING ASSISTANCE

PROGRAMS

Not later than 90 days after the date of the enactment of this Act, the Secretary
of Housing and Urban Development shafl submit a report to the Committees on the
Judiciary of the House of Representatives and of the Senate, the Committee on
Banking of the House of Representatives, and the Committee on Banking, Housing,
and Urban Affairs of the Senate, describing the manner in which the Secretary is
enforcing section 214 of the Housing and Community Development Act of 1980. The
report shall contain statistics with respect to the number of aliens denied financial
assistance under such section.
SEC. 606. VERIFICATION OF SI1JDE1T ELIGIBILITY FOR POSTSECONDARY FEDERAL STUDENT

FDANCIAL ASSISTANCE.

No student shall be eligible for postsecondary Federal student financial assistance
unless the student has ce±fled that the student is a citizen or national of the Unit-
ed States or an alien lawfully admitted for permanent residence and the Secretary
of Education has verified such certification through an appropriate procedure deter-
mined by the Attorney GeneraL
SEC. 601. PAYMENT OF PUBUC ASSISTANCE BENEFITS.

In carrying out this part, the payment or provision of benefits (other than those
described in section 603 under a program of assistance described in section
601(a)(1)) shall be made only through an individual or person who is not ineligible
to receive such benefits under such program on the basis of immigration status pur-
suant to the requirements an&'limitations of this part.
SEC. 608. DEFV41flON&

For purposes of this part:
(1) LAWFUL PRESENCE.—The determination of whether an alien is lawfully

present in the United States shall be made in accordance with regulations of
the Attorney General. An alien shaU not be considered to be lawfully present
in the United States for purposes of this title merely because the alien may be
considered to be permanently residing in the United States under color of law
for purposes of any particular program.

(2) STATE.—The term "State" includes the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico,
the Virgin Islands, Guam, the Northern Mariana Islands, and American Samoa.

SEC. 609. REGULATIONS AND EFFECFIVE DATES.
(a) REGULATIONS.—The Attorney General shaU first issue regulations to carry out

this part (other than section 605) by not later than 60 days after the date of the
enactment of this Act. Such regulations shall take effect on an interim basis, pend-
ing change after opportunity for public comment

(b) EFFECTIVE DATE FOR RSTRICT1ONS ON ELIGr&LITY FOR PUBLIC BEFris.—(1)
Except as provided in this subsection, section 601 shall apply to benefits provided,
contracts or loan agreements entered into, and professional and commercial licenses
issued (or renewed) on or after such date as the Attorney General specifies in regu-
lations under subsection (a). Such date shall be at least 30 days, and not more than
60 days, after the date the Attorney General first issues such regulations.

(2) The Attorney General, in carrying out section 601(aX2), may permit such sec-
tion to be waived in the case of individuals for whom an application for the grant,
contract, loan, or license is pending (or approved) as of a date that is on or before
the effective date specified under paragraph (1).
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(c) EFFECTIVE DATE FOR RESTRICTIONS ON EuGmmnY FOR UNEMPLOYMENT BENE-
FITS.—(1) Except as provided in this subsection, section 602 shall apply to unem-
ployment benefits provided on or after such date as the Attorney General specifies
in regulations under subsection (a). Such date shall be at least 30 days, and not
more than 60 days, after the date the Attorney General first issues such regulations.

(2) The Attorney General, in carrying out section 602, may permit such section
to be waived in the case of an individual during a continuous period of unexnploy-
ment for whom an application for unemployment benefits is pending as of a date
that is on or before the effective date specified under paragraph (1).

(d) BROAi DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION.—Before the-effective dates specified
in subsections (b) and (c), the Attorney General shall broadly disseminate informa-
tion regarding the restrictions on eligibility established under this part.

PART 2—EARIED iNCOME TAX CREDIT

SEC. 611. EARNED INCO TAX CREDIT DEND TO INDIVIDUALS NOT AUThORIZED TO BE
EMPLO'ED IN T UNITED STATES.

(a) IN GENER.—Section 32(cXl) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (relating
to individuals eligible to claim the earned income tax credit) is amended by adding
at the end the foliownig new subparagraph:

"(F) IDENTIFICATION NUMBER REQUIREMENT.—The term 'eligible individ-
ual' does not include any individual who does not include on the return of
tax for the taxable year—

"(i) such individual's taxpayer identification number, and
"(ii) if the individual is married (within the mearnng of section 7703),

the taxpayer identification number of such individual's spouse."
(b) SPECIAL IDENTIFICATION NUMBER—Section 32 of the Internal Revenue Code

of 1986 (relating to earned income) is amended by adding at the end the following
new subsection:

"(k) IDENTIFICATION NUMBEIs—For purposes of subsections (cX1XF) and (cX3)(D),
a taxpayer identification number means a social security number issued to an indi-
vidual by the Social Security Adrninitration (other than a social security number
issued pursuant to clause (II) (or that pothon of clause (III) that relates to clause
(II)) of section 205(cX2XBXi) of the Social Security Act)."

(c) EXTENSION OF PROCEDURES APPLICABLE TO MATHEMATICAL OR CLERICAL ER-
RORS.—Section 6213(gX2) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (relating to the defi-
nition of mathematical or clerical errors) is amended by striking "and" at the end
of subparagraph (D), by striking the period at the end of subparagraph (E) and in-
serting", and", and by_inserting after subparagraph (E) the following new subpara-
graph:

"(F) an omission of a correct taxpayei identification number required
under section 23 (relating to edit for families with younger children) or
section 32 (relating to the earned income tax edit) to be included on a re-
turn.".

(d) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by this section shall apply to tax-
able years beginning after December 31, 1995.

Subtitle B—Expansion of Disqualification From
Immigration Benefits on the Basis of Public
Charge

SEC. 1. GROUND FOR INADMISSmUJTY.
(a) IN GENERAL.—Paragraph (4) of section 212(a) (8 U.S.C. 1182(a)) is amended

to read as follows:
"(4) PUBLIC CHARGE.—

"(A) FAMILY-SPONSORED IMMIGRArS.—Any alien who seeks admission or
adjustment of status under a visa number issued under section 203(a), who
cannot demonstrate to the consular officer at the time of application for a
visa, or to the Attorney Generai at the time of application for admission or
adjustment of status, that the alien's age, health, family status, assets, re-
sources, financial status, education, skills, or a combination thereof, or an
affidavit of support described in section 213A, or both, n3ake it unlikely that
the alien will become a public charge (as determined under section
241(aX5XB)) is inadmissible.
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"(B) NONIMMJGRANTS.—AnY alien who seeks admission under a visa nwn-
ber issued under section 214, who cannot demonstrate to the consular offi-
cer at the time of application for the visa that the alien's age, health, family
status, assets, resources, financial status, education, skills or a combination
thereof, or an affidavit of support described in section 213A, or both, make
it unlikely that the alien will become a public charge (as determined under
section 241(aX5)(B)) is inadmissible.

"(C) EMPLOYMENT-BASED IMMIGRANTS.—
"(1) IN GENERAL.—Any alien who seeks admission or adjusthient of

status under a visa number issued under paragraph (2) or (3) of section
203(b) who cannot demonstrate to the consular officer at the time of ap-
plication for a visa, or to the Attorney General at the time of applica-
tion for admission or adjustment of status, that the immigrant has a
valid offer of employment is inadmissible.

"(ii) CEftTAIN EMPLOYMENT-BASED IMMIGRANTS.—Any alien who seeks
admission or adjustment of status under a visa number issued under
section 203(b) by virtue of a classification petition filed by a relative of
the alien (or by an entity in which such relative has a significant own-
ersip interest) is inadmissible un'ess such relative has executed an af-
fidavit of support described in section 213A with respect to such alien?.

(b) EFtc'rivE DA'rE.—(l) Subject to paragraph (2), the amendment made by sub-
section (a) shall apply to applications submitted on or after such date, not earlier
than 30 days and not later than 60 days after the date the Attorney General pro-
mulgates under section 632(f) a standard form for an affidavit of support, as the At-
torney General shall specify.

(2) Sec1on 212(aX4XCXi) of the Immigration and Nationality Act, as amended by
subsection (a), shall apply only to aliens seeking admission or adjustment of status
under a visa number issued on or after October 1, 1996.
SEC. . GROUND FOR DEPORTABU.flY.

(a) IN GENERAL.—Paragraph (5) of subsection (a) of section 241 (8 U.S.C. 1251(a)),
before redesignation as section 237 by section 305(aX2), is amended to read as fol-
lows:

"(5) PuBLic CHARGE.—
"(A) IN GENERAL—Any alien who, within 7 years after the date of entry

or admission, becomes a public charge is deportable.
"(B) ExcEPTIONS.—(i) Subparagraph (A) shall not apply if the alien estab-

lishes that the alien has become a public charge from causes that arose
after entry or admission. A condition that the alien knew (or had reason
to know) existed at the time of entry or admission shall be deemed to be
a cause that arose before entry or admission.

"(ii) The Attorney (ereral, in the discretion of the Attorney General, may
waive the application of subparagraph (A) in the case of an alien who is
admitted as a refugee under section 207 or granted asylum under section
208.

"(C) IwmuALS TREATED AS PU3LIC CHARGE.—
"(i) IN GENERAL.—For purposes of this title, an alien is deemed to be

a public charge' if the alien receives benefits (other than benefits de-
scribed in subparagraph (E)) under one or more of the public assistance
programs described in subparagraph (D) for an aggregate period, except
as provided in clauses (ii) and (iii), of at least 12 months within 7 years
after the date of entry. The previous sentence shall not be construed
as excluding any other bases for considering an alien to be a public
charge, including bases in effect on the day before the date of the enact-
ment of the Immigration in the National Interest Act of 1995. The At-
torney General, in consultation with the Secretary of Health and
Human Services, shall establish rules regarding the counting of health
benefits described in subparagraph (DXiv) for purposes of this subpara-
graph.

"(ii) DETERMINATION WITH RESPECT TO BATTERED WOMEN AND CHfl.-
DREN.—For purposes of a deterniination under clause (i) and except as
provided in clause (iii), the aggregate period shall be 48 months within
7 years after the date of entry if the alien can demonstrate that (I) the
alien has been battered or subject to extreme cruelty in the United
States by a spouse or parent, or by a member of the spouse or parent's
family residing in the same household as the alien and the spouse or
parent consented or acquiesced to such battery or cruelty, or (II) the
alien's child has been battered or subject to exeme cruelty in the
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United States by a spouse or parent of the alien (without the active
participation of the alien in the battery or extreme cruelty), or by a
member of the spouse or parent's family residing in the same house-
hold as the alien when the spouse or parent consented or acquiesced
to and the alien did not actively participate in such battery or cruelty,
and the need for the public benefits received has a substantial connec-
tion to the battery or cruelty described in subdause (I) or (II).

"(iii) SPECIAL RULE FOR ONGOING BATFERY OR CRUELTI —For pur-
poses of a determination under clause (i), the aggregate period may ex-
ceed 48 months within 7 years after the date of entry if the alien can
demonstrate that any battery or cruelty under clause (ii) is ongoing,
has led to the issuance of an order of a judge or an administrative law
judge or a prior determination of the Service, and that the need for the
benefits received has a substantial connection to such battery or u-
elty.

"(D) PUBUC ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS.—FOr purposes of subparagraph (B),
the public assistance programs described in this subparagraph are the fol-
lowing (and include any successor to such a program as identified by the
Attorney General in consultation with other appropriate officials):

"(i) 551.—The supplemental security income program under title XVI
of the Social Security Act, including State supplementary benefits pro-
grams referred to in such title.

"(ii) AFDC.—The program of aid to families with dependent children
under part A or E of title IV of the Social Security Act.

'(iii) MEDICAID.—The program of medical assistance under title XIX
of the Social Security Act.

'(iv) FooD STAMPS.—The program under the Food Stamp Act of 1977.
'(v) STATE GENERAL CASH ASSISTANCE.—A program of general cash

assistance of any State or political subdivision of a State.
'(vi) HOUSING ASSISTANCE.—Fiflaflcial assistance as defined in sec..

tion 214(b) of the Housing and Community Development Act of 1980.
"(E) CERTAIN ASSISTANCE EXCEPTED.—FOr purposes of subparagraph (B),

an alien shall not be considered to be a public charge on the basis of receipt
of any of the foilowing benefits:

"(i) EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES.—The provision of emergency
medical services (as defined by the Attorney General in consultation
with the Secretary of Health and Human Services).

"(ii) PUBLIC HEALTH IMMUNIZATIONS.—Puhlic health assistance for
immunizations with respect to immunizable diseases and for testing
and treatment for communicable diseases.

"(iii) SHORT-TEEM EMERGENCY RELIEF.—The provision of non-cash, in-
kind, short-term emergency relief?.

(b)Ec'rivE DATE.—(1) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall take effect
as of the first day of the first month beginning at least 30 days after the date of
the enacent of this Act.

(2) In applying section 241(a)(5XC) of the Immigration and Nationality Act (which
is subsequently redesignated as section 237(aX5XC) of such Act), as amended by
subsection (a), no receipt of benefits under a public assistance program before the
effective date described in paragraph (1) shall be taken into account.

Subtitle C—Attribution of Income and Affidavits
of Support

SEC. 631. ATTRIBUTION OF SPONSOR'S INCOME AND RESOURCES TO FAY-SPONSORED Jib!-
MIGRAN'IS.

(a) FEDERAL PRoGRMs.—Notwithstanding any other provision of law, in deter-
mining the eligibility and the amount of benefits of an alien for any Federal means-
tested public benefits program (as defined in subsection (d)) the income and re-
sources of the alien shall be deemed to include—

(1) the income and resources of any individual who executed an affidavit of
support pursuant to seclion 213A of the Immigration and Nationality Act (as
inserted by section 632(a)) in behalf of such alien, and

(2) the income and resources of the spouse (if any) of the individuaL
(b) PERIOD OF ATIRIBUTION.—

(1) PARENTS OF UNITED STATES CrFIzENS.—Subsection (a) shall apply with re-
spect to an alien who is admitted to the United States as the parent of a United
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States citizen under section 203(a)(2) of the Immigration and Nationality Act,
as amended by section 512(a), until the alien is naturalized as a citizen of the
United States.

(2) SPOUSES OF UNITED STATES CITIZENS AND LAWFUL PERMANENT RESI-
DENTS.—SubSeCtion (a) shall apply with respect to an alien who is admitted to
the United States as the spouse of a United States citizen or lawful permanent
resident under section 201(b)(2) of 203(a)(1) of the Immigration and Nationality
Act until—

(A) 7 years after the date the alien is lawfully admitted to the United
States for permanent residence, or

(B) the alien is naturalized as a citizen of the United States,
whichever occurs first.

(3) MINOR CHILDREN OF UNITED STATES CITIZENS AND LAWFUL PERMANENT
RESIDEN1S.—SubseCton (a) shall apply with respect to an alien who is admitted
to the United States as the minor child of a United States citizen or lawful per-
manent resident under section 201(b)(2) of 203(a)( 1) of the Immigration and Na-
tionality Act until the child attains the age of 21 years or, if earlier, the date
the child is naturalized as a citizen of the United States.

(4) ATrRIBUTION OF SPONSOR'S INCOME AND RESOURCES EMDED IF SPONSORED
ALIEN BECOMES ELIGIBLE FOR OLD-AGE BENEFITS UNDER TITLE Ii OF THE SOCIAL
SECIJRITY ACT.—

(A) Notwithstanding any other provision of this section, subsection (a)
shall not apply and the period of atfribution of a sponsor's income and re-
sources under this subsection shall terminate if the alien is employed for
a period sufficient to qua1ify for old age benefits under title II of the Social
Security Act and the alien is able to prove to the satisfaction of the Attor-
ney General that the alien so qualifies.

(B) The Attorney General shall ensure that appropriate information pur-
suant to subparagraph (A) is provided to the System for Alien Verification
of Eligibility (SAVE).

(5) BATrERED WOMEN AN]) CmLDREN.—NotWlthstandlng any other provision of
this section, subsections (a) and (c) shall not apply and the period of attribution
of the income and resources of any individual under paragraphs (1) or (2) of
subsection (a) or paragraph (1) shall not apply—

(A) for up to 48 months if the alien can demonstrate that (i) the alien
has been battered or subject to extreme cruelty in the United States by a
spouse or parent, or by a member of the spouse or parent's family residing
in the same household as the alien and the spouse or parent consented or
acquiesced to such battery or cruelty, or (ii) the alien's child has been bat-
tered or subject to extreme cruelty in the United States by a spouse or par-
ent of the alien (without the active participation of the alien in the battery
or extreme cruelty), or by a member of the spouse or parents family resid-
ing in the same household as the alien when the spouse or parent con-
sented or acquiesced to and the alien did not actively participate in such
battery or cruelty, and need for the public benefits applied for has a sub-
stantial connection to the battery or cruelty described in clause (i) or (ii);
and

(B) for more than 48 months if the alien can demonsfrate that any bat-
tery or cruelty under subparagraph (A) s ongoing, has led to the issuance
of an order of a judge or an administrative law judge or a prior determina-
tionof the Service, and that need for such benefits has a substantial con-
nection to such battery or cruelty.

(c) OFrIONAL APPLICATION TO STATE PROGRAMS.—
(1) AuTHORITY.—Notwithstanding any other provision of law, in determining

the eligibility and the amount of benefits of an alien for any State means-tested
public benefits program, the State or political subdivision that offers the pro-
gram is authorized to provide that the income and resources of the alien shall
be deemed to include—

(A) the income and resources of any individual who executed an affidavit
of support pursuant to section 213A of the Immigration and Nationality Act
(as inserted by section 632(a)) in behalf of such alien, and

(B) the income and resources of the spouse (if any) of the individuaL
(2) PERIOD OF ATrfUBUTION.—The period of attribution of a sponsor's income

and resources in determining the eligibility and amount of benefits for an alien
under any State means-tested public benefits program pursuant to paragraph
(1) may not exceed the Federal period of attribution with respect to the alien.

(d) MWS-TESTED PROGRAM DEFINED.—In this section:
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(1) The term means-tested public benefits program" means a program of pub-
lic benefits (including cash, medical, housing, and food assistance and social
services) of the Federal Government or of a State or political subdivision of a
State in which the eligibility of an individual, household, or family eligibility
unit for benefits under the program, or the amount of such benefits, or both are
determined on the basis of income, resources, or financial need of the individual,
household, or unit.

(2) The term "Federal means-tested public benefits program" means a means-
tested public benefits program of (or contributed to by) the Federal Government

(3) The term "State means-tested public benefits program" means a means-
tested public benefits program that is not a Federal means-tested program.

SEC. 632. REQUIBEMENIS FOR SPONSOR'S AFFIDAVIT OF SUPPORT.

(a) IN GENRAL.—Title U is amended by znserting after seclon 213 the following
new secfion:

"REQUIREMENTS FOR SPONSOR'S AFFIDAVIT OF SUPPORT -

"SEC. 213A. (a) ENFOacBu.n'.—(1) No affidavit of support may be accepted by
the Attorney General or by any consular officer to establish that an alien is not in-
adlnkcible as a public charge under section 212(aX4) unless such adavit is exe-
cuted by a sponsor of the alien as a confract—

"(A) that is legally enforceable against the sponsor by the Federal Govern-
ment and by any State (or any political subdivision of such State) that provides
any means-tested public benefits program, subject to subsection (bX4); and

"(B) in which the sponsor agrees to submit to the jurisdiction of any Federal
or State court for the purpose of actions brought under subseclon (bX2).

"(2XA) An affidavit of support shall be enforceable with respect to benefits pro-
vided under any means-tested public benefits program for an alien who is admitted
to the United States as the parent of a United States citizen under section 203(aX2)
until the alien is naturalized as a citizen of the United States.

"(B) An affidavit of support shall be enforceable with respect to benefits provided
under any means-tested public benefits program for an alien who is admitted to the
United States as the spouse of a United States citizen or lawful permanent resident
under section 201(bX2) or 203(aX2) until—

'(i) 7 years after the date the alien is lawfully admitted to the United States
for permanent residence, or

"(ii) such time as the alien is naturalized as a citizen of the United States,
whichever occurs first.

"(C) An affidavit of support shall be enforceable with respect to benefits provided
under any means-tested public benefits program for an alien who is admitted to the
United States as the minor child of a United State citizen or lawful permanent
resident under section 201(b)(2) or section 203(aX2) until the child attains the age
of 21 years.

"(DXi) Notwithstanding any other provision of this subparagraph, a sponsor shall
be relieved of any liability under an affidavit of support if the sponsored alien is
employed for a period sufficient to qualify for old age benefits under title II of the
Social Security Act and the sponsor or alien is able to prove to the satisfaction of
the Attorney General that the alien so qualifies.

"(ii) The Attorney General shall ensure that appropriate information pursuant to
clause U) is provided to the System for Alien Verification of Eligibility (SAVE).

"(b) REIMBURSEMENT OF GOVERNMENT EXPENSES.—(1XA) Upon notification that a
sponsored alien has received any benefit under any means-tested public benefits
program, the appropriate Federal, State, or local official shall request reimburse-
ment by the sponsor in the amount of such assistance.

"(B) The Attorney General, in consultation with the Secretary of Health and
Human Services, shall prescribe such regulations as may be necessary to carry out
subparagraph (A).

"(2) If within 45 days after requesting reimbursement, the appropriate Federal,
State, or local agency has not received a response from the sponsor indicating a will-
ingness to commence payments, an action may be brought against the sponsor pur-
suant to the affidavit of support.

"(3) If the sponsor fails to abide by the repayment terms established by such agen-
cy, the agency may, within 60 days of such failure, bring an action against the spon-
sor pursuant to the affidavit of support.

"(4) No cause of action may be brought under this subsection later than 10 years
after the alien last received any benefit under any means-tested public benefits pro-

22-948 96—4
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(5) If, pursuant to the terms of this subsection, a Federal, State, or local agency
requests reimbursement from the sponsor in the amount of assistance provided, or
brings an action against the sponsor pursuant to the affidavit of support, the appro-
priate agency may appoint or hire an individual or other person to act on behalf
of such agency acting under the authority of law for purposes of collecting any mon-
eys owed. Nothing in this subsection shall preclude any appropriate Federal, State,
or local agency from directly requesting reimbursement from a sponsor for the
amount of assistance provided, or from bringing an action against a sponsor pllrsu-
ant to an affidavit of support.

(c) REMED1ES.—Remedies available to enforce an affidavit of support under this
section include any or all of the remedies desczibed in secon 3201, 3203, 3204, or
3205 of title 28, United States Code, as well as an order for seciflc performance
and payment of legal fees and other costs of collection, and include corresponding
remedies available under State law. A Federal agency may seek to collect amounts
owed under this section in accordance with the provisions of subchapter II of chap-
ter 37 of title 31, United States Code.

(d) NOTWICATION O CHANGE OP ADDRESS.—(1) The sponsor of an alien shall no-
tify the Federal Government and the State in which the sponsored alien is cunently
residing within 30 days of any change of address of the sponsor during the period
specified in subsection (aX 1).

(2) Any person subject to the requirement of paragraph (1) who fails to satisfy
such requirement shall be subject to a civil penalty of—

"(A) not less than $250 or more than $2,000, or
"(B) if such failure occurs with knowledge that the sponsored alien has re-

ceived any benefit under any means-tested public benefits progranl, not less
than $2,000 or more than $5,000.

(e) DEPmirrIONS.—For the purposes of this section—
(1) SPONSOR.—The term 'sponsor' means, with respect to an alien, an individ-

ual who—
(A) is a citizen or national of the United States or an alien who is law-

fully admitted to the United States for permanent residence;
(B) is 18 years of age or over;
(C) is domiciled in any State;
(D) demonstrates, through presentation of a certified copy of a tax return

or otherwise, (i) the means to maintain an annual income equal to at least
200 percent of the poverty level for the individual and the individual's fam-
ily (including the alien and any other aliens with respect to whom the indi-
vidual is a sponsor), or (ii) for an individual who is on active duty (other
than active duty for training) in the Armed Forces of the United States, the
means to maintain an annual income equal to at least 100 percent of the
poverty level for the individual and the individual's family including the
alien and any other-aliens with respect to whom the individual is a spon.
sor); and -

(E) is petitioning for the admission of the alien under section 204 (or is
an individual who accepts joint and several liability with the petitioner).

(2) FEDERAL POVERTY u.—The term 'Federal poverty line' means the in-
come official poverty line (as dened in section 673(2) of the Community Serv-
ices Block Grant Act) that is applicable to a family of the size involved

'(3) MEANS-TESrED PUBLIC BENEFflS PROGRAM.—The term 'means-tested pub-
lic benefits program' means a program of public benefits (including cash, medi-
cal, housing, and food assistance and social services) of the Federal Government
or of a State or political subdivision of a State in which the eligibility of an indi-
vidual, household, or family eligibility unit for benefits under the program, or
the amount of such benefits, or both are determined on the basis of income, re-
sources, or financial need of the individual, household, or unit".

(b) REQUIREMENT OP AFFIDAVIT OP SUPPORT FROM EMPLOYMENT SPONSORS.—For
requirement for affidavit of support from individuals who file classification petitions
for a relative as an employment-based inzniigrant, see the amendment made by sec-
tion 621(a).

(c) SETrLEMENT OP CiiMs PRIOR TO NATURALIZATION.—Section 316 (8 U.S.C.
1427) is amended—

(1) in subsection (a), by striking and" before (3)", and by inserting before the
period at the end the following. ", and (4) in the case of an applicant that has
received assistance under a means-tested public benefits program (as dened in
subsection (f)(3) of section 213A) administered by a Federal, State, or local
agency and with respect to which amounts may be owing under an affidavit of
support executed under such section, provides sasfactory evidence that there
are no outstanding amounts that may be owed to any such Federal, State, or
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local agency puisuant to such affidavit by the sponsor who executed such affidà-
vit, except as provided in subsection (g)"; and

(2) by adding at the end the following new subsection:
"(g) Clause (4) of subsection (a) shall not apply to an applicant where the appli-

cant can demonstrate that—
"(A) either—

"(1) the applicant has been battered or subject to extreme cruelty in the
United States by a spouse or parent or by a member of the spouse or par-
ent's family residing in the same household as the applicant and the spouse
or parent consented or acquiesced to such battery or cruelty, or

't(ii) the applicant's child has been battered or subject to extreme cruelty
in the United: States by the applicant's spouse or parent (without the active
participation of the applicant in the battery or exeme cruelty), or by a
member of the spouse or parent's family residing in the same household as
the applicant when the spouse.or parent consented or acquiesced to and the
applicant did not actively participate in such battery or cruelty;

'(B) such battery or cruelty has led to the issuance of an order of a judge or
an administrative law judge or a prior determination of the ServicE; and

"(C) the need for the public benefits received as to which amounts are owing
had a substantial connection to the battery or cruelty described in subpara-

(dEERCAMENDMENT.—The table of contents is amended by inserting after
the item relating to section 213 the following
Sec. 213k Requheinenta for sponsor's &fldavit of Bupport..

(e) Effyrjv DAm.—Subsection (a) of section 213A of the Immigration and Na-
tionality Act as inserted by subsection (a) of this section, shall apply to affidavits
of support executed on or after a date pecified by the Attorney General, which date
shall be not earlier than 60 days (and not later than 90 days) after the date the
Attorney General formulates the form for such affidavits under subsection (f) of this
section.

(0 PROMULGATION OF FORM.—Not later than 90 days after the date of the enact-
ment of this Act, the Attorney Genez1, in consultation with the Secretary of State
and the Secretary of Health and Human Services, shall promulgate a standard form
for an adavit of support consistent with the provisions of section 213A of the Im-
migration and Nationality Act.

TITLE Vifi—MISCELLANIEOUS PROVISIONS
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Subtitle B—Other Provisions
SEC. 831. COMMISSION REPORT ON FRAUD ASSOCIATED WITH BIRTH CERrThICATES.

Section 141 of the Immigration Act of 1990 is amended—
(1) in subsection (b)—

(A) by striking "and" at the end of paragraph (1),
(B) by striking the period at the end of paragraph (2) and inserting";

and", and
(C) by adding at the end the following new paragraph:

"(3) fransniit To-Congress, not later than January 1, 1997, a report containing
recommendations (consistent with subsection (cX3)) of methods of reducing or
eliminating the fraudulent use of birth certificates for the purpose of obtaining
other identity documents that may be used in securing immigration, employ-
ment, or other benefits."; and

(2) by adding at the end of subsection (c), the following new paragraph:
"(3) FOR REPORT ON RDUC1NG BIRTH CERTIFICATE FRAtJD.—In the report de-

scribed in subsection (bX3), the Commission shall consider and analyze the fea-
sibility of—

"(A) establishing national standards for counterfeit-resistant birth cerfi-
cates, and

'(B) limiting the issuance of official copies of a birth certificate ofan indi-
vidual to anyone other than the individual or others acting on behalf of the
individual.".

SEC. 832. UNIFORM ViTAL STATISTICS.

(a) Pu..o'r PROGRAM.—The Secretary of Health and Human Services shall consult
with the State agency responsible for registration and certification of births and
deaths and, within 2 years of the date of enacent of this Act, shall establish a
pilot program for 3 of the 5 States with the largest number of undocumented aliens
of an electronic network linking the vital statistics records of such States. The net-
work shall provide, where practical, for the matching of deaths with births and shall
enable the confirmation of births and deaths of citizens of such States, or of aliens
within such States, by any Federal or State agency or official in the performance
of official duties. The Secretary and participating State agencies shall institute
measures to achieve uniform and accurate reporting of vital statistics into the pilot
program network, to protect the integrity of the registration and certification px'oc-
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ess, and to prevent fraud against the Government and other persons through the
use of false birth or death certificates.

(b) REpogr.—Not later than 180 days after the establishment of the pilot program
under subsection (a), the Secretary shall issue a written report to Congress with rec-
ommendations on how the pilot program could effectively be instituted as a national
network for the United States.

(c) Aumomzvr1oN OF APPR0PRiT10N5.—There are authorized to be appropr1ated
for fiscal year 1996 and for subsequent fiscal years such sums as may be necessary
to carry out this section.
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EXPLANATION OF AMENDMENT

Because H.R. 2202 was ordered reported with a single amend-
ment in the nature of a substitute, the contents of this report con-
stitute an explanation of that amendment.

PURPOSE AND SUMMARY
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TITLE fl—ENFORCEMENT AGAINST ALIEN SMUGGLING AND DOCUMENT
FRAUD

Illegal immigration is facilitated through criminal activity: alien
smuggling, often carried out by organized criminal elements, and
document fraud, including visa and passport fraud. Federal law en-
forcement should have the same tools to combat immigration
crimes it does to combat other serious crimes that threaten public
safety and national security. Thus, H1. 2202 extends current wire-
tap and undercover investigation authority to the investigation of
alien smuggling, document fraud, and other immigration-related
crimes. It increases crimin1 penalties for alien smuggling and doc-
ument fraud, establishes new civil penalties for document fraud,
and extends coverage of the federal anti-racketeering statute
(RICO) to organized criminal enterprises engaging in such activity.
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TITLE N—PREVENTING EMPLOYMENT OF ILLEGAL ALIENS

The magnet of jobs is a drivirg force behind illegal immigration.
Despite federal laws prohibiting the hiring of illegal aliens, and re-
quiring the verification of eligibility for all employees, an under-
ground market in fraudulent documents permits illegal aliens to
gain employment. Recent INS crackdowns demonstrate that illegal
aliens work in a variety of industries and take jobs that could oth-
erwise be filled by American workers. Enforcement, however, is
hampered by a system that is difficult to implement and invites
document fraud.

H.R. 2202 cuts from 29 to 6 the number of acceptable documents
to establish eligibility to work. It also establishes pilot projects, to
be operated in States with high levels of illegal inirnigration, for
employers to verify through a simple phone call or computer mes-
sage an employee's authorization to work. The system will work
through existing databases, and not require creation of any new
government database. The system also will assure employers that
the employment eligibility information provided to them by employ-
ees is genuine. The system could not be established on a national
basis without prior approval by Congress. H.R. 2202 also estab-
lishes pilot projects to improve the security of birth certificates and
birth/death registries, all of which have been subject to fraudulent
use by illegal irnrn.igrants for giring work, public benefits, and
even, in some cases, voting privileges.
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TITLE V1—Th41vilGRArTS AND PUBLIC BENEFITS

Immigrants should be self-sufficient. Yet, the most reliable stud-
ies show that immigrants receive $25 billion more in direct public
benefits than they contribute in taxes—$16 billion for direct cash
benefits and $9 billion for non-cash benefits such as Food Stamps
and Medicaid. In addition, immigrant participation in Supple-
mental Security Income (SSI) has risen 580 percent during the past
dozen years. H.R. 2202 reinforces prohibitions against receipt of
public benefits by illegal immigrants, makes enforceable the
grounds for denying entry or removing aliens who are or are likely
to become a public charge, and makes those who agree to sponsor
immigrants legally responsible to support them.
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BACKGROUND AND NEED FOR THE LEGISLATION

As a nation of immigrants, the United States has a singular in-
terest that its immigration laws encourage the admission of per-
sons who will enrich our society. President Ronald Reagan aptly
observed that our nation is "an island of freedom," political and
economic, toward which the world has looked as both protector and
exemplar. Unlimited immigratioa, however, is a moral and prac-
tical impossibility. We live in an age where the nations of the world
are called upon to resolve the root causes—political, economic, and
humanitarian—of migration pressures. In this context, the Uthted
States must exercise its national sovereignty to control its borders
and pursue an immigration policy that serves the fundamental
needs of the nation. In the words of the 1981 report of the Select
Commission on Immigration and Refugee Policy ("Select Commis-
sion"), "[o]ur policy—while providing opportunity for a portion of
the world's population—must be guided by the basic natiofiai inter-
ests of the United States."'

During the ensuing 15 years, that basic message has been lost.
Serious immigration reform has been frustrated by our failure to
define the national interests that must be served by U.S. imnugra-
tion policy. A pervasive sense exists among the public that the Fed-
eral Government lacks the will and the means to enforce existing
immigration laws.

The symptoms of this failure are manifest: four million ifiegal
aliens residing in the United States, with an amiual increase in il-
legal immigration of more than 300,000; tens of thousands of over-
seas visitors each year.who overstay their visas and remain in the
United States ifiegally; a deportation process that removes only a
small fraction of illegal aliens; an asylum adjudications backlog of
over 4oO00; a program of employer sanctions that is confusing for
employers, riddled with document fraud, and ineffective in deter-
ring both the hiring of ifiegal aliens and the ifiegal entry of aliens
seeking employment; and a legal immigration system that fails to
unite nuclear families promptly, encourages the "chain migration"
of extended families, and admits a vast majority of immigrants

- without any regard to levels of education or job skills.
H.R. 2202 seeks a fundamental re-orientation of immigration pol-

icy in the direction of the national interest. The Act will curb ille-
gal immigration and establish a legal immigration system that is
generous by historic standards and serves fundamental family, eco-
nomic, and humanitarian needs. The bill is comprehensive because
the crisis is so deep and the challenges presented by legal and ile-.
gal immigration so closely intertwined. All aspects of immigration
law must be reformed to provide clear direction and purpose to
those responsible for their enforcement, and to eliminate to the

'SeIect Comsion on Immigration and Refugee Policy, U.S. Immigration Policy and the Na-
tional Interest," Joint Committee Print No. 8, Committees on the Judiciary of the HQUSe of Rep.
resentatives and the United States Senate, 97th Cong., 1st Sess. 3 (1981) (referred to herein-
after as 1991 Select Commission Report).
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greatest possible extent special provisIons and exceptions that de-
tract from these fundamental purpose. In short, our immigration
laws should enable the prompt admission of those who are entitled
to be admitted, the prompt exclusion or removal of those who are
not so entitled, and the clear distinction between these categories.

To place H.R. 2202 in its proper context, a more detailed assess-
ment of current immigration problems and past efforts and propos-als for reform is appropriate.
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m. EMPLOYER SANCTIONS AND VERIFICATION

The availability of jobs in the U.S. economy is a primary magnet
for illegal immigration. The employment of illegal aliens, in turn,
causes deleterious effects-for U.S. workers.

First, illegal immigrants by and large are 'attracted -to America
by the lure of jobs. As Vernon M. Briggs, Jr., professor of labor eco-
noniics at Cornell University, stated in testimony before the Sub-
committee on Immigration and Claims on April 5, 1995, "It has
long been conceded that the driving force behind illegal iinxnigra-
tion is access to the U.S. labor market."3° The U.S. Commission on
Immigration Reform stated:

Employment opportunity is commonly viewed as the
principal magnet which draws illegal aliens to the United
States. Since the beginning of U.S. history, foreigners have
come to the United States in search of a better life. What-
ever initially motivated them to come here, they often
ended up seeking and finding employment. For years, U.S.
policy tacitly accepted illegal immigration, as it was

Fallo v. Levi, 406 F. Supp. 162 (S.D.N.Y.). affd, 430 US. 787 (1975); Jean v. Nelson, 472
U.S. 846, affg, 727 F.2d 957 (11th Cir. 1984); Kleinthenst v. Mandd, 408 US. 753(1972) (alien's
presence in U.S. is privilege extended by Congress and not fundamental right) See also Alvarez
v. INS, 539 F.2d 1220 (9th Cir.), cert. denied, 430 U.S. 918 (1976) (applying rational basis test
to eiaI protection claim for impermissible classification of aliens).

3° Impact of Illegal Immigration on Public Benefit Programs and the American Labor Force:
Hearing Before the Subcomm. on Immigration and C18i1ns of the House Comni. on the Judici-
aiy," 104th Cong., 1st Sess. (1995) (Statement of Vernon M. Bziggs, Jr.).
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viewed by some to be in the interests of certain employers
and the American public to do so.31

This "tacit acceptance" of i1ega immigration was reflected in the
fact that, until the last decade, no law prohibited the employment
of illegal aliens. The Select Commission on Immigration and Refu-
gee Policy (1981) stated that "[aJs long as the possibility of employ-
ment exists, men and women seeking economic opportunities will
continue to take great risks to come to the United States, and curb-
ing illegal immigration will be extremely difficult."32 The Select
Commission concluded that economic deterrents—specifically, a law
prohibiting the hiring of undocumented or illegal aliens—were nec-
essary to curb illegal immigration.

Second, employment of illegal aliens is having a detrimental ef-
fect on low skilled American workers. Professor Briggs testified fur-
ther that:

Every study of ifiegal immigration of which I am aware
has concluded that it is the low skilled sector of the U.S.
labor force that bears the brunt of the economic burden.
For illegal immigrants are overwhelmingly found in the
secondary labor market of the U.S. economy. This segment
of the labor market is characterized by jobs that require
little in the way of skill to do them and the workers have
little in the way of human capital to offer. The concentra-
tion of illegals in the secondary labor market occurs be-
cause most of the illegal immigrants themselves are un-
skilled, poorly educated, and non-English speaking which
restricts the range of jobs . . they can seek. . . Al-
though occupational definitions vary, it can be crudely esti-
mated that about one quarter to one-third of the U.S. labor
force are employed in jobs that are predominately con-
centrated in the secondary labor market. This high per-
centage certainly belies the claim that U.S. citizens and
resident aliens will not work in these low skilled occupa-
tions.33

Dean Frank Morris of Morgan State University concluded at the
same hearing that "it is time that the labor market effects, espe-
cially the labor market effects of illegal immigration on African
Americans and other low income workers be addressed as a top pri-
ority." ' More recently, a paper from the Bureau of Labor Statis-
tics reported that immigration accounts for as much as 50 percent
of the decline in real wages of high school dropouts, and for ap-
proximately 25 percent of the increase in the wage gap between
low- and high-skilled workers.

311994 Commission Report at 88(1994).
1981 Select Coin3ission Report, supra note 1, at 59.

See Briggs testimony, supra note 30.
Impact of illegal 1mmigraon on Public Benefit Programs and the American Labor Force:

Heaxing Before the subcomm. on Immigraon and Claims of the House Comm. on the Judici-
ary," 104th Cong., 1st Sess. (1995) (5tatement of Frank Morris).

35David A. Jaeger, '5kifl Differences and the Effect of Immigrants on the wages of Natives,"
U.s. Dep't of Labor, Bureau of Labor staustics, office of Employment Research and Program
Development, Working Paper 273 (Dec. 1995).
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The Immigration Reform and Control Act
Laws against the employment of illegal aliens ("employer sanc-

tions") were considered by Congress as early as the 1952 Inunigra-
tion and Nationality Act. The endorsement by the Select Cominis-
sion in 1981 provided a strong impetus for the passage of such
measures, and employer sanctions became a part of the Simpson-
Mazzoli immigration reform bill, eventually enacted as the mimi-
gration Reform and Control Act of 1986 (IRCA).

IRCA's employer sanctions and verification provisions prohibit
employers from knowingly hiring aliens who are not authorized to
work in the United States.36 IRCA also requires that employers
verify the employment eligibility and identity of all new employees
by examining documents provided by new employees, and by com-
pleting the Employment Eligibility Verification Form (INS Form I-
9). IRCA also prohibited discrimination in employment based on
national origin or citizenship status, except with respect to persons
not authorized to work in the United States.37 Enforcement of the
IRCA provisions, however, has been hampered by rampant use of
fraudulent documents, confusion on the part of employers, and con-
tinued access by illegal aliens to jobs and public benefits.38

Work eligibility documents and document fraud
The 29 documents that may be used to establish identification

and eligibility to work are divided by statute and regulation into
three categories:

So-called "A List" documents establish both work eligibility
and identification. An employee producing one of these 12 doc-
uments does not need to produce any other document.39

"B List" documents establish identity only. The most com-
mon document produced from this list is the driver's license.40

Tit1e I of Pub.L 99-603, Nov. 6, 1986, as amended, enacting section 274A of the lmxnigra-
on and Nationality Act dNA). The pena1es include fines from $100 to $1000 per individual
for "paperwork" violations (failure to properly mp1ete the Form 1—9); nes of $250 to $10,000
for knowingly hiring, ntinuing to employ, recruiting, or referring an unauthorized alien to
work; and aiminal penalties for engagmg in a pattern or practice of violating the employer
sanctions provisions.

Generally, those unauthorized to work are illegal aliens and holders of certain noninm1gTant
visas that do not perut employment However, one may be a legal alien" (for example someone
who is present legally in the United States pursuant to a type of nonin3migrant visa that does
not authorize employment) but not be authorized to work. Similarly, one can be an illegal alien,
but be authorized to work. (This latter category woujd include certain asylum applicants and
aliens awaiting complelion of deportation proceedings.) Lawful permanent residents are always
authorized to work.

3'Section 102 of IRCA, adding section 274B of the INA Secbon 274B provides for creation
within the Department of Justice of a Special Counsel for Iinmigralion-Ee]ated Unfair Employ-
ment Practices ("Special Counsel" or 'OSC"). The Special Counsel employs approximately 14 at-
torneys and 3 mvesgators to investigate charges of disimination received from the public.
The Immigration Act of 1990 increased the nes that may be imposed for discrimination viola-
tions to levels equivalent to those imposed for employer sanctions violations.

385ee generally 'Verificalion of Eligibility for Employment and Bene5ts: Hearing Before the
Subcornni. on Immigralion and Claims of the House Comm. on the Judiciary," 104th Cong., 1st
Sess. (March 30, 1995).

39These include a U.S passport, cetiflcate of citizenship, certificate of naturalization, Alien
Registration Receipt Card (1-151) or Resident Alien Card (1-551—"Green Card"), unexpired for-
eign passport stamped by the INS to indicate employment authorization, Temporary Rident
Card (INS Form 688), Employment Authorization Card (Form 1-688A), reeny permit (Form
1—327), Refugee Travel document (Form 1—571), employment authorization document issued by
INS bearing a photograph. See 8 C.F.R 274a.2CbX1XvXA).

40There are 10 such docuxnents, including a state dxivex's license or idenficalion card with
a photograph or identifying information, a school ID card with photograph, a voter regisation
card, and a U.S. military or dependent's ID card. See 8 CFR 274a.2(bXvXB).
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"C List" documents establish employment eligibility only.
The most common documents produced from this list are birth
certificates and the social security card.4'

The employer's responsibffity is limited to determining whether
or not the documents "appear" to be genuine; they are allowed a
good faith defense and are not liable for verifying the validity of
the documents. However, employers are the initial enforcers of the
employment eligibility restrictions.

The number of permissible documents has long been subject to
criticism. The INS published a proposed regulation in 1993 (with
a supplement published on June 22, 1995) to reduce the number
of documents from 29 to 16. This proposal, however, does not re-
flect the consensus of opinion that documents should be reduced
even further, and that documents that are easily counterfeited
should be eliminated entirely.

The problem of document fraud is pervasive. Social security
cards, birth certificates, and the alien registration cards ("green
cards") are the most commonly used employment eligibility docu-
ments. They are also the ones most prone to counterfeit, the inci-
dence of which has increased sharply since the passage of IRCA.
Birth certificates, even if issued by lawful authority, may be fraud-
ulent in that they do not belong to the person who has requested
that one be issued. This problem is exacerbated by the large num-
ber of authorities—numbering in the thousands—that issue birth
certificates.

Enforcement issues
A majority of employers comply with both the employment re-

striction and verification requirements of IRCA. Nevertheless, en-
forcement of employer sanctions has been beset by difficulty from
the start. Among lhe chief problems have been:

The fact that workers may present any of a large number. of
documents, some of which may be obscure or unfamiliar, in
order to establish the worker's identification and eligibffity to
be employed;

A proliferation of fraudulent documents, particularly birth
certificates, social security cards, drivers' licenses, and INS
work authorization cards, that are used to establish identity
and eligibffity to be employed;

Employer confusion regarding the requirements for verifica-
tion of work eligibility;

Allegations that fear of liabffity for hiring unauthorized
workers has led some employers to discriminate against job ap-
plicants who appear to be foreign-born;

Tepid enforcement efforts by the INS on the hiring of unau-
thorized workers and an overemphasis on paperwork violations
(failure to ftilly or correctly complete the 1—9 form).

Employers also report feeling trapped between the work verifica-
tion and anti-cliscrimintion provisions of IRCA. "As a result of in-
consistent and confi.ised government regulations, policies or pro-
' There are 7 such documents, including the social security card, a cethficate of birth abroad

issued by the Department of State, an original or certiñed copy of a birth certincate, or an em-
ployment authorization card issued by the INS, but not included in List A. See 8 CFR
274a.2(bXvXC).
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nouncements, compliance with one of these precepts sometimes in-
evitably means violation of the other."42 As a result, some busi-
nesses take a less aggressive posture in identifying fraudulent doc-
uments, and thus hire (even if uiiknowingly) aliens not authorized
to work.

Hearing before the Subcomm. on Immigration, Refugees, and International Law of the
House Comm. on the Judiciary, 103rd Cong.. 2d Sess. 83-84 (Oct. 3, 1994) (statement of Dazyl
Buffenstein, President-Elect of the American Izninigrataon Lawyers Associaon).
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-C. Reform Proposals
Commission on immigration reform

The Commission on Immigration Reform has recommended a sig-nificant redefinition of priorities and a reallocation of existing ad-
mission numbers to ensure that immigration continues to serve our
national interests. The Commission defined several principles that
should guide immigration policy: the establishment oY clear goals
and priorities; the enforcement of immigration limits; regular peri-
odic review; clarity and efficiency; enforcement of the financial re-
sponsibility of sponsors to prevent immigrants from becoming de-
pendent on public benefits; protection of American workers; coher-
ence; and "Americanizatjon"—the assimilation of inunigrants to be-come effective citizens.

The Commission recommended that there be three major cat-
egories of legal immigration—family-based, skills-based, and refu-
gees. The current category for diversity admissions would be elimi-nated.

Within the family category, the spouses and minor children of
U.S. citizens would be admitted on an unlimited basis, as under

v. Shaughnessy, 342 U.S. 580 (1952); Fiallo v. Bell, 430 U.S. 787 (I77); Plylerv. Doe, 457 US. 202 (1982).
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current law. The parents of citizens could also be admitted, but
with stricter sponsorship requirements than currently exist. Third
priority would be given to the spouses and minor children of lawful
permanent residents. The proposed 400,000 cap for family admis-
sions would accommodate current demand in these categories and
allow for growth in the uniimited category of spouses and children
of citizens. In addition, the Commission would make available
150,000 additional visas during each of the first 5 yes to clear the
backlog of spouses and children ("nuclear family") of lawful perma-
nent residents.

The Commission also proposed the elimination of the following
family categories: adult unmarried sons and daughters of U.S. citi-
zens; adult unmarried sons and daughters of lawful permanent
residents; adult married sons and daughters of citizens; and broth-
ers and sisters of adult U.S. citizens. This was done for several rea-
sons: to focus priority on the admission of nuclear family members;
to reduce the waiting time for nuclear fanily members of lawful
permanent residents without raising overall immigration numbers;
and to eliminate the extraordinary backlogs in these categories
that undermine credibility of the immigration system. Most impor-
tantly, the Commission believes that "[u]nless there is a compelling
national interest to do otherwise, immigrants should be chosen on
the basis of the skills they contribute to the U.S. economy." Admis-

sion of nuclear family members and refugees present such a com-
pelling interest, but admission of more extended family members
solely on the basis of their family relationship is not as compel-

ling.62
The Commission recommended that up to 100,000 skills-based

immigrants be admitted each year in two basic categories: those ex-
empt from labor market testing, and those subject to labor testing.
The exempt category wouid include aliens with extraordinary abil-
ity, multinational -executives and managers; entrepreneurs, and
ministers and religious workers. Others that would be subject to
labor market testing include professionals with advanced degrees
and baccalaureate degrees, and skilled workers with 5 years spe-
cialized experience. The category for uxiskffled workers would be
eliminated. In place of the current labor certification process, those
immigrants subject to labor market testing could only be admitted

if their prospective employer paid a substantial fee and dem-
onstrated appropriate attempts to find qualified U.S. workers. The
fee would be used to support private sector initiatives for the edu-

cation and training of U.S. workers. In addition, such immigrants
would be admitted on a conditional basis that would convert to per-
rnanent status after 2 years if the immigrant was still employed by
the same employer at the attested original wage or higher.

The Commission recommended that 50,000 admission numbers
be allocated each year to refugees, not including the adjustment to
permanent resident status of aliens already present in the U.S.
who are granted asylum. Refugee admissions could exceed 50,000
in the case of an emergency, or through approval by Congress.

1995 Commission Report at 72.
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Administration
The Clinton Administration has not formally submitted to Con-

gress recommended legislation on legal immigration reform. How-
ever, in testimony before the Senate Subcommittee on Immigration
in September 1995, the Commissioner of the INS outlined the Ad-
ministration's proposal on this subject.63 The proposal would call
for a flexible annual admissions ceiling of approximately 500,000,
including family and employment-based admissions, but not refu-
gees. The diversity category would be eliminated.

The Administration would maintain the current unlimited admis-
sions for spouses, minor children, and parents of U.S. citizens, and
also preserve categories for the adult children of U.S. citizens and
lawful permanent residents. The category for brothers and sisters
of citizens would be eliminated. The plan makes no specific provi-
sion for backlog clearance for nuclear family members of lawful
permanent residents. However, the Administration believes that re-
cent increases in applications for naturalization, combined with a
new "Naturalization 2000" program being implemented by the INS,
will result in naturalization of most of the sponsoring aliens who
are currently lawful permanent residents. This will "move" the
backlog into the unlimited category for admission of spouses and
minor children of U.S. citizens. The Administration has estimated
that this may increase the number of admissions in this unlimited
category by as much as 60,000 per year, which would cause a con-
comitant increase in the overall annual admissions figure. The Ad-
ministration would admit 100,000 employment-based irnniigrants
and eliminate the current category for unskilled workers.

On refugees, the Administration would retain cuirent law, which
permits the ceiling to be set by the President on an annual basis
after consultation with Congress. The State Department has pro-
jected that refugee admissions, which are to be 90,000 in FY 1996,
will decrease to 70,000 in FY 1997 and 50,000 thereafter.64

V. PUBLIC BENEIJTS

As a matter of national policy regarding immigration and wel-
fare, self-sufficiency has been a basic principle of United States im-
migration law since this country's earliest immigration statutes. It
continues to be the immigration policy of the United States that
aliens within the nation's borders not depend on taxpayer-funded
public resources to meet their needs, but rather rely on their own
capabilities and the resources of their families, their sponsors, and
private organizations. The availability of taxpayer-funded public
benefits should not constitute an incentive for immigration to the
United States.

Since 1882, aliens have been excludable from admission to the
U.S. if found likely to become zpublic charges."65 Since 1917, aliens
have been subject to deportation from the U.S. for becoming public
charges after entry from causes arising before entry. By regulation
and administrative practice, the State Department and the INS

63"Legal Immigraon Reform: Hearing Before the Subcommittee on Imxnigraon of the Sen-
ate Judiciary Committee", 104th Cong., 1st Sess. (September 13, 1995) (Statement of Doris
Meissner, Commissioner, Immigraon and NaturalizationService).' 1995 Commission Report at 136.

INA 212(aX4), 8 U.S.C. § 1182(aX4)
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permit those immigrants who would otherwise be excluded as pub-
lic charges to overcome exclusion through an affidavit of support,
which is executed by a person who agrees to provide financial sup-
port for the alien (the alien's "sponsor").

Despite the long-standing principle of self-sufficiency, aliens have
been applying for and receiving public benefits from Federal, State
and local governments at increasing rates. Only a negligible num-
ber of aliens are deported on public charge grounds. Further, var-
ious State court decisions and decisions by immigration courts have
held that the affidavits of support, as currently constituted, do not
impose a binding obligation on sponsors to reimburse welfare agen-
cies that provide public benefits to sponsored aliens. As a result,
these provisions have been wholly incapable of assuring that indi-
vidual aliens not burden the public benefits system and, con-

-- sequently, the taxpayer.
Many studies at the national, State, and local levels have exam-

ined .the use of public benefits by non-citizens. One of the better of
these studies was recently conducted by Professor George J. Borjas,
formerly of the University of California at San Diego and presently
at Harvard University. Professor Borjas, a Cuban immigrant to the
U.S. who specializes in economics, concluded in his study "Immi-
gration and Welfare, 1970—1990" that immigrants use public bene-
fits to a greater degree than citizens, and estimated that the an-
nual cost to the American taxpayer of providing means-tested pub-
lic assistance to immigrants, deducting the amount they pay in
taxes, is $16 billion.66 Professor Borjas cites that 9.1 percent of im-
migrant households received cash welfare assistance in 1990, com-
pared with 7.4 percent of native households.67 The average amount
of cash assistance received by an immigrant household was $5,400
annually, compared with $4,000 for a native household.68 Further,
from 1970—1990 the total amount of cash assistance received by im-
migrant households was 56 percent higher than would have been
the case if immigrants used the welfare system to the same extent
as natives.69 In a more recent study, Professor Borjas has found
that 26 percent of immigrant households receive some form of pub-
lic benefits. In the Supplemental Security Income program alone,
immigrant applications increased 580 percent from 1982—1994,
compared to a 49 percent increase for natives.70

Allowing immigrants to become dependent on public assistance
undermines America's historic immigration policy that those who
come to the country be atd remain self-sufficient. Welfare destroys
the recipient's work incentives, encourages the breakdown of the
family unit, and transmits dependency across generations. Further,
it keeps immigrants from becoming productive participants in
American society.

The Committee believes that it is a compelling government inter-
est to enact new rules for eligibility and sponsorship agreements in
order to assure that aliens be self-reliant in accordance with the
longstanding tenets of national immigration policy. It is also a com-

George J. Boxjas, Immigraon and Welfare, 1970-199023 (Nat'l Bur. En Res. Working
Paper No. 4872, Sept. 1994).
'Id. at 4-5.
1d. at 9.
MId. at 20.7O Administration
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pelling government interest to remove the incentive for illegal im-
migration provided by the easy availability of public benefits. Fi-
nally, with respect to the State authority to make determinations
concerning alien eligibility for public benefits in this legislation, a
State that chooses to follow the Federal classification in determin-
ing the eligibility of aliens for public benefits shall be deemed by
any Federal or State court to have chosen the least restrictive
means available for achieving the compelling governmental interest
of assuring that aliens be self-reliant in accordance with national
inunigration policy.
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TITLE 11—ENHANCED ENFORCEMENT AND PENALTIES AGAINST ALIEN
SMUGGLING AND DOCUMENT FRAUD

Sections 201 through 205 permit the INS to seek wiretap author-
ization under 18 U_s.c. 2516(1) in investigations of 2lien smug-gling and document fraud; make document fraud and alien smug-gling crimes indictable as racketeering offenses under the Rack-
eteer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act (RICO); increase
criminal penalties for alien smuggling, particularly where the
smuggling is done for financial gain, involves criminal aliens, ormultiple iUegal entries; increase the number of U.S. attorneys
available for the prosecution of immigration crinies;—and expandthe undercover investigations authority of the INS.

Section 211 through 216 increase civil and criniin1 penalties for
document fraud, and establish new penalties for knowing prepara-
tion or presentation of fraudulent documents, and for making false
claims to citizenship. Section 221 extends asset forfeiture authority
under 18 U.S.C. 982(a) in the case of aliens convicted of passport
or visa fraud, and section 222 permits the issuance of subpoenasfor bank records in investigating such crimes.

166

TITLE IV—EMJ'LOYER SANCTIONS AND VERIFICATION

H.R. 2202 recognizes that the solution to the problems in em-ployer sanctions is twofold. First, the number of employment eligi-bility documents employers are required to review must be re-duced. Currently, employees can submit one or more of 29 different
documents. Title IV reduces this to six: a passport or alien registra-tion card or resident alien card, or a social security card in com-brnation with a driver's license or state ID card.

More importantly, there must be an authoritative check of theveracity of the documents provided by new employees. Such a ver-
931d_
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ification mechanism will be instituted on a pilot basis, using exist-
ing databases of the SSA and the INS. Every person in America
authorized to work receives a social security number. Aliens legally
in this country (and many illegal aliens) have alien identification
numbers issued by the INS. If a verification mechanism could com-
pare the social security (and, for a noncitizen, alien number) pro-
vided by new employees against the existing databases, individuals
presenting fictitious numbers and counterfeit documents, or who
are not authorized to be employed, would beidentified. A verifica-
tion system could "prevent use of never-issued numbers, numbers
restricted to nonwork purposes, and numbers belonging to deceased
people."

Title 1V will institute pilot projects testing this verification mech-
anism in at least five of the seven states with the highest esti-
mated populations of illegal aliens. All employers in such states
having 4 or more employees will be involved. The pilots will termi-
nate no later thaxi October 1, 1999. The mechanism cannot be ex-
panded nationwide without authonzation by Congress.

The verification mechmism would work as follows: As under cur-
rent law, once an applicant has accepted a job offer, he or she will
present certain documents to the employer. The employer, within
three days of the hire, must examine the document(s) to determine
whether they reasonably appear on their face(s) to be genuine and
complete an 1—9 form attesting to this examination.

The employer will also have three days from the date of hire
(which can be before the date the new employee actually reports to
work) to make an inquiry by phone or other electronic means to the
confirmation office established to run the mechanism. Additional
time will be provided in the event the confirmation office cannot re-
spond to all inquiries. If the new hire claims to be a citizen, the
employer will transmit his or her name and social security number.
The confirmation office will compare the name and social security
number providethagainst information contained in the Social Secu-
rity Administration database. If the new hire claims to be a non-
citizen, the employer wili transmit his or her name, social securi
number and alien identification number. The alien number is nee -
ed despite the fact that all work authorized aliens have social secu-
rity numbers because (1) in some instances a social security num-
ber will not have been issued by the time of the verification at-
tempt and (2) the SSA database does not provide information on
changes in work eligibility status occurring after the number is is-
sued. The confirmation office will compare the name and social se-
curity number provided against information contained in the SSA
database and will compare the name and alien number provided
against information contained in the INS database.

When the confirmation office ascertains that the new hire is eli-
gible to work, the operator will within three days so inform the em-
ployer and provide a confirmation number. If the confirmation of-
fice cannot confirm the work eligibility of the new hire, it will with-
in three iays so inform the employer of a tentative
nonconfirmation and provide a tentative nonconflrmation number.

9sociai Security Mmictration, Departhient of Health and Human Services, A Sodal Secu-
rity Number Validation 5ystem: Feasibility, Costs, and Privacy Considerations 2 (1988) (herein-
after cited as Sodal Security Number Validation system).
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If the new hire wishes to contest this finding, "secondary verifica-
tion" will be undertaken. Secondary verification is an expedited
procedure set up to confirm the vaiidity of information contained
in the government databases and provided by the new hire. Under
this process, the new hire will typically contact or visit the SSA
and/or INS to see why the government records disagree with the
information he or she has provided. If the new hire requests sec-
ondary verification, he or she cannot be fired on the basis of the
tentative nonconfirmation. The employee has 10 days to reconcile
the discrepancy. If the discrepancy is reconciled, then confirmation
of work eligibility and a confirmation number is given to the em-
ployer by the end of this period. If the discrepancy is not reconciled
or the employee does not attempt to reconcile the information, then
fmal denial of confirmation and a final nonconfirmatjon number
will be given by the end of this period; the employer must then dis-
miss the new hire as being ineligible to work in the United
States.95

Title W provides protection to both employers and employees.
Employers will be shielded from liability for actions they take in
good faith reliance on information provided by the confirmation
mechanism. Employees who would not have been dismissed from
their jobs but for errors contained in the databases or made by the
verification mechanism will be entitled to compensation through
the Federal Tort Claims Act.

Title ill's verification mechanism will most likely reduce any
temptation to engage in employment discrimination based on con-
siderations of national origin. Currently, employers might be
tempted not to hire job applicants who look or sound "foreign" in
order to protect themselves from being penalized for hiring illegal
aliens. After the verification mechanism is implemented, employers
will receive independent confirmation that their new hires are
work-authorized. The temptation to worry—and to discriminate—
will be greatly reducedAs to any burden secondary verification
may place on employers, it must be rememb'ered that verification
can only take place after an employee is offered a job. Thus, if an
employer were to revoke a job offer because secondary verification
were required, the employee would immediately know that illegal
verification-related discrimination had taken place and could file a
complaint with the Justice Department's Office of Special Counsel.

The verification mechanism also does not present civil liberties
concerns. The system requires no new document, let alone anything
approaching a "national ID" card. It requires no modification of ex-
isting identification documents. It requires no new federal govern-
ment database and entails the collection by the federal government
of no new data. It relies on information that the SSA and the INS
have been recording for years. Employees' privacy is protected since
the information contained in the existing government databases
cannot be disseminated, under penalty of law to employers or any-
one else. Employers will merely be told yes (information provided
by an employee matches information contained in the databases
and the person is eligible to work), or that secondary verification

"The process under which crepancies are investigated and either reconciled or not rec-onciled is called "secondary verification." See notes 100-103 and accompanying text.
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is required (the information indicates that the employee is not au-
thorized to work or that there is a discrepancy) and later, whether
secondary verification was or was not successful in confirming the
identity and work eligibility of the employee.

Verification mechanisms like that proposed by Title IV have in
fact been tested in recent years. In the late 1980's, the Social Secu-
rity Administration tested a system in which about 1,500 volunteer
employers received confirmation of work authorization of prospec-
tive employees and new hires by telephoning Social Security and
transmitting social security numbers.96 Upon evaluation of the
pilot, it was determined that "given sufficient leadtime and re-
sources, a [social security number] validation system using public
telephone lines could be developed."97 Since 1992, the INS has
been testing a "telephone verification system" with first nine and
now 223 volunteer employers who check the eligibility to work of
new hires identi15'ing themselves as aliens by contacting the system
through telephones and "point-of-sale" devices and transmitting
alien numbers.98

Employers who took part in the first phase of the INS' pilot pro-
gram: (1) unanimously recommended that it be implemented as a
permanent program; (2) unanimously indicated that they would be
willing to pay for the service; (3) indicated in 100 percent of the
monthly survey responses that overall procedures were beneficial;
(4) indicated in 100 percent of the monthly survey responses that
primary verification was easy to use; (5) indicated in 99 percent of
the monthly survey responses that primary verification was useful;
and (6) indicated in 99 percent of the monthly survey responses
that secondary verification response was satisfactory.

Questions have been raised about the accuracy of data in the
SSA and INS databases, based on the apparently high rates of sec-
ondary verificatiofrrequired in both the SAVE program (Systematic
Alien Verification for Entitlements) and the INS and Social Secu-
rity pilot projects testing veriflcation.'°° The concern is misplaced.
Secondary verification is ordered whenever an employee or benefits
applicant provided thforination that does not match that in the
database. It typically involves a review of the files by the applicable
government agency and can take from a few days to a few weeks.
Secondary verification does not necessarily mean database error; it
is often the fault of the employee or the applicant for mistakenly

96See Social Security NUmber validation System
'Id at 7.
Oce of Information Resources Management, Records Systems Division, SAVE Program

Branch, 11nTnigration and Naturalization Service, Telephone veri&ation System (TVS) Pilot: Re-
port on the Denioxisation Pilot-Phase 1(1993) (hereinafter cited as Telephone v&tion Sys-
tem).

Id at 9—lO, 16.
'°°The SAVE program. established by section 121 of IRCA, requires state sodal service agen-

cies to check alien eligibility for federal benefits through an INS database. se vi&tion of
Eligibility for Employment and Benefits: Hearing Before the Subcomm. on Immigration and
Cla3ms of the House Comm on the Judiciary. 104th Cong, 1st Sess. 36-37 (March 30, 1995)
(Statement of Robert L. Bach, Executive Associate Commissioner, Policy and Planning, mimi-
gration and Naturalization Service).

In FY 1994, the SAVE system secondary verification rate was 17 percent See 1994 Commis-
sion Report at 74. The INS pilot project registered a 28 pertent sendary verification rate from
April to December 1993 See Telephone verification System at 1L The Social Security
tration pilot project (conducted from January 1987 to October 1988) registered a 17 percent sec-
ondary verification rate. See Social Security Number validation system at 6.
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providing erroneous information or deliberately providing fictitious
information. 101

In cases where the alien has assumed a fictitious identity or is
legally present but not authorized to work, secondary verification
will reveal that the system worked properly in declining to provide
employment eligibility confirmation. In cases where the alien is eli-
gible to work but provided incorrect information or there was an
error in the INS database, secondary verification should result in
confirmation of employment eligibility. In the Social Security Ad-
ministration pilot, only 12 percent of individuals initially denied
confirmation bothered to contact the Adluinistration,102 indicating
the other 88 percent were probably not eligible to work to begin
with. In the first phase of the INS pilot, secondary verification con-
firmed noneligibility to work 43 percent of the time.'°3

The Principal Deputy Commissioner of the Social Security Ad-
ministration testified before the Subcommittee on Immigration and
Claims on June 29, 1995, that "[o]ur information on name, social
security number, and so forth, so far as we know is absolutely accu-
rate." Asked whether he "perceive[d} any problem being able to
identjfr whether there's an individual with a particular social secu-
rity number", he responded in the negative.'04 The Executive Asso-
ciate Commissioner for Policy and Planning of the INS testified be-
fore the Subcommittee on March 30, 1995, that the INS is pursuing
initiatives to "reduce[lj error and creat[e} a capacity for resolving
any errors which might now exist. The goal of these improvements
is to enable INS .to provide timely and accurate responses to ver-
ification requests."105
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TITLE VI—ELIGIBILITY FOR BENEFITS AND SPONSORSHIP

This title is designed to continue the long-standing principle in
U.S. immigration policy that immigrants be self-reliant and not de-
pend on the. American taxpayer for financial support. Current eligi-
bility rules, unenforceable financial support agreements, and poor-
ly-defined public charge provisions have undermined the tradition
of self-sumciency among the immigrant community. As a result,
the cost to the American taxpayer of providing public benefits to
immigrants has been in the tens of billions of dollars every year.
Title VI specifies that illegal aliens are not eligible for most public

- benefits, makes enforceable the grounds for denying entry or re-
moving aliens who are or are likely to become public charges, and
makes those who agree to sponsor immigrants legally responsible
to support them.

Section 601 makes illegal aliens ineligible for means-tested pub-
lic benefits and government contracts. Federal agencies must re-
quire that applicants show one of six documents to prove eligibility
to receive benefits, and State agencies are authorized to require
documentation of eligibility to receive benefits. This section also re-
quires verification of citizenship or legal resident status for the re-
ceipt of any Federal student financial assistance.

Section 621 strengthens the grounds for inadmissibility as a pub-
lic charge by stating that a family-sponsored immigrant or a non-
immigrant is inadmissible if the alien cannot demonstrate that the
alien's age, health, family status, education, skills, affidavit of sup-
port, or a combination thereof make it unlikely that the alien will
become a public charge. An employment-based immigrant, other
than an immigrant of extraordinary ability, is inadmissible unless
the irnniigrant has employment at the time of immigration. An em-
ployment-sponsored immigrant working in a business owned by a
member of his family must obtain a affidavit of support.

Section 622 strengthens the grounds for removal as a public
charge by extending the time period within which such removal
may occur to seven years from the date of admission, provided the
alien's public charge status stems from causes arising before ad-
mission. An alien is considered to be a public charge if the alien
receives benefits under Supplemental Security Income, Aid to Fam-
ilies with Dependent Children, Medicaid, Food Stamps, State gen-
eral assistance or Federal Housing Assistance for an aggregate of
twelve months within the seven-year period. More flexible stand-
ards are established for battered spouses and children.

Section 631 specifies that a sponsor's income and resources are
available to the sponsored alien for the purpose of qualif5ring for
public benefits. A legally binding affidavit of support is created for
those who wish to sponsor immigrants into the U.S. The length of
time for deeming income and for which the sponsorship contract is
enforceable is as follows: for parents of U.S. citizens, through the
time the parent becomes a citizen; for spouses of U.S. citizens and
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lawful permanent residents, until the earlier of seven years after
the date the spouse becomes a permanent resident or the date the
spouse becomes a citizen; and for minor children, until the child
reaches 21 years of age. The deeming period may end earlier if the
alien works long enough to qualify for social security retirement in-
come.

Section 632 requires that a sponsor must be the individual who
is petitioning for the alien's admnission (or an individual who ac-
cepts joint and several liability with the petitioner under the affi-
davit of sponsorship); be a U.S. citizen or permanent resident- be
at least 18 years old; live in the U.S.; and demonstrate the means
to maintain an annual income equal to at least 200 percent of the
poverty level (unless the sponsor is on active-duty status in the
U.S. military, in which case the requirement is 100 percent) for the
individual and the sponsored alien. Certain provisions also were
modified to provide greater flexibility to grant benefits to battered
spouses and children.
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HEARINGS

The Conunittee's Subcommittee on Immigration and Claims held
one day of hearings on H.R 1915 on June 29, 1995. Testimony was
received from 19 witnesses, representing 19 organizations, with ad-
ditional material submitted by 5 individuals and organizations.

COMMITrEE CONSIDERATION

On Juiy 20, 1995, the Subcommittee on Immigration and Claims
met in open session and ordered reported the bill H.R. 1915, as
amended and as a clean bill, by a voice vote, a quorum being
present. The clean bill was introduced on August 4, 1995, as H.R.
2202. On October 24, 1995, the Committee met in open session and
ordered reported the bill H.R. 2202 with an amendment by a re-
corded vote of 23 to 10, a quorum being present.

VOTE OF THE COMM1TrEE

Voice votes

Sixty-four amendments were adopted by a voice vote. These
were: (1) An amendment by Mr. Smith of Texas to extend the effec-
tive date for new border crossing card requirements; (2) an amend-
ment by Mr. Canady to provide specific penalties for making false
claims of citizenship when registering to vote or voting; (3A) an
amendment by Mr. Goodlatte to strike section 212(i) of the Imrni-
gration and Nationality Act, thus eIiminsting waivers of exclusion
for aliens who have previously committed misrepresentations to
immigration officials; (3B) an amendment by Mr. Berman to re-
store a modified version of the waiver under section 212(i) of the
ThTA; (4) an amendment by Mr. Berman to provide an exception for
aliens with work authorization and an exception for aliens under
family unity protection to the 10 year bar on admission for aliens
residing illegally in the United States for greater than 1 year; (5)
an amendment by Mr. Smith of Texas to extend expedited removal

"Id. at 83—176.
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procedures to aliens interdicted at sea and brought' to the United
States; (6) an amendment by Mr. Smith of Texas to preclude any
private right of action arising out of mandates imposed on govern-
ment officials under section 305; (7) an amendment by Mr. Smith
of Texas to specify procedures for the detention and removal of
stowaways; (8) an amendment by Mr. Smith of Texas to provide
that a stowaway's application for asylum shall be considered under
procedures for expedited removal; (9) an amendment by Mr. Bryant
of Tennessee to the definition of a stowaway; (10) 'an amendment
by Mr. Bryant of Tennessee to strike increased penalties on air-
lines; (11) an amendment by Mr. McColluin to the definition of im-
migration judge and to specify compensation for imuiigration
judges; (12) an amendment by Mr. Gallegly to strike amended re-
quirements regarding transit without visa aliens; (13) an amend-
ment by Mr. Gallegly to extend federal reimbursement of state ex-
penses for incarceration to cases involving aliens with two or more
misdemeanor convictions, and to include certain pre-trial detention;
(14) an amendment by Mr. Smith of Texas to exempt alien women
and children who have been battered or subject to extreme cruelty
from being inadmissible to the United States on the ground that
they are present without being lawfully admitted; (15) an amend-
ment by Mrs. Schroeder to protect the confidentiality of claims for
relief by a person who has been battered or subject to extreme cru-
elty, and to prevent the use of information provided solely by an
abusive spouse or family member to make a determination of ad-
missibility or deportability; (16) an amendment by Mr. Goodlatte to
state that a returning lawful permanent resident shall be regarded
as applying for admission if the alien attempts to enter the United
States at a time or place other than as designated by an immigra-
tion officer or has not been admitted after inspection and author-
ization by an immigration officer; (17) an amendment by Mr.
Goodiatte to state that, for purposes of the 10-year exclusion for
aliens who have been unlawfully present for more than one year,
no time in which an alien is under the age of 18 (original text spec-
ified age 21) shall be taken into account in determining the period
of unlawful presence; (18) an amendment by Mr. Gallegly to pro-
vide that prisoner transfer treaties shall allow the Federal Govern-
ment and States to keep original prison sentences in force in the
event that transferred prisoners return to the United States prior
to the completion of their prison terms; to provide that independent
verification shall include the length of time a transferred alien is
actually incarcerated in the foreign country; and to require that
upon the request of a governor, the INS shall assist State courts
in identifring aliens unlawfully present in the United States pend-
ing criminal prosecution; (19) an amendment by Mr. Frarzk to pro-
vide for judicial review of a determination that an alien is a rep-
resentative of a terrorist orgaDization; (20) an amendment by Mr.
Berman to strike the requirement that an alien have been lawfully
admitted to the United States to be eligible for cancellation of re-
moval; to provide, for purposes of meeting the seven-year continu-
ous physical presence requirement for cancellation of removal, that
an alien who has departed the United States for 180 days shall not
be considered to have broken continuous physical presence if the
Attorney General finds that return could not be accomplished due
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to emergent reasons; to provide that the provisions regarding cal-
culation of continuous physical presence shall apply only to notices
to appear far a deportation or removal proceeding filed after the
date of enactment; and to limit to 4,000 in each year the number
of aliens granted cancellation of removal; (21) an amendment by
Mr. Hyde to provide that the amendments reducing the number of
documents that may be presented by employees to establish iden-
tity and eligibility for employment shall take effect on a date des-
ignated by the Attorney General not later than 18 months after the
date of enactment; (22) an amendment offered by M. Goodlatte to
exempt from civil or criminal liability the action of any person
taken in good• faith reliance on information provided through the
employment eligibility confirmation mechanism; (23) an amend-
ment by Mr. Barr, with a perfecting amendment by Mr. Goodlatte,
to state that the confirmation mechanism shall confirm whether an
individual has presented a social security account number or an
alien identification number that is not valid for employment; (24)
an amendment by Mr. Goodlatte to change from 2 days to 3 days
after date of employment the period within which an employer
must make an inquiry into the confirmation mechmism; (25) an en
bloc amendment by Mr. Goodlatte to make a conformiiig change to
require that the employer inquire into the confirmation mechanism
within 3 days of employment; to provide that operation of the con-
firmation mechanism may be carried out by a nongovernmental en-
tity designated by the Attorney General; to require that the con-
firmation mechanism be designed to maximize reliability and ease
of use, to respond to all in.quiries and to register when such re-
sponse is not possible; to provide that if an employer attempts to
make an inquiry within the required 3 days of employment and the
confirmation mechanism has registered that not all inquiries were
responded to during that time, the employer can meet require-
ments for making such inquiries and qualify for the defense from
liability extended to those who use the confirmation mechanism, if
the employer makes thiinquiry on the fIrst subsequent working
day in which the confirmation mechanism registers no
nonresponses; to provide that the confirmation mechanism shall
provide a confirmation or tentative nonconfirmation of an individ-
ual's employment eligibility within 3 days of the initial inquiry and
that in the case of a tentative nonconfirmation, the Attorney Gen-
eral, in consultation with the Commissioner of Social Security and
the Commissioner of the INS, shall provide an expedited time pe-
riod, not more than 10 days, within which final confirmation or
nonconfirmation must be provided; to require that within 180 days
of enactment, the Attorney General shall issue regulations provid-
ing for the electronic storage of 1—9 forms; to conform to current
law the bill's references to "hiring" and "employment" by adding
references to recruitment and referral for employment; (26) an
amendment by Mr. Hoke, with an amendment by Mr. Becerra and
a perfecting amendment by Mr. Hyde, to implement the coniirma-
tion mechanism as a series of pilot projects in 5 of the 7 States
with the highest estimated population of unauthorized aliens, to
terminate not later than October 1, 1999, and to require the Attor-
ney General to submit annual reports on the pilot projects which
may include analysis of whether the mechanism is reliable and
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easy to use, limits job losses due to inaccurate data, increases or-
decreases discrimination, protects individual privacy, and burdens
employers; (27) an amendment by Mr. Goodlatte to state that an
employer's request for more or different documents than are re-
quit-ed under section 274A(b) of the INA shall constitute an unfair
immigration-related employment practice if done for the purpose of
discriminating; (28) an amendment by Mr. Hyde to create a new
second employment-based immigration preference for outstanding
professors and researchers and multinational executives and man-
agers; (29) an amendment by Mr. Hyde to provide a waiver from
the requirement for labor certification for certain aliens who are
members of the professions holding advanced degrees or aliens of
exceptional ability if such waiver is necessary to advance the na-
tional interest in one of several specific areas; (30) an amendment
by Mr. Hyde to strike the requirement that at least 50 percent of
an immigrant's sons and daughters are lawful permanent residents
or citizens residing in the United States in order for the immigrant
to be admitted as the parent of a United States citizen; (31) an
amendment by Mr. Gekas, with an amendment by Mr. Smith of
Texas which was adopted on a roll call vote, to create a category
for the admission as immigrants of the adult sons and daughters
of United States citizens and lawful permanent residents if such
immigrants are under age 26, never-married, childless, and consid-
ered as dependents for Federal income tax purposes, and to set nu-
merical limits for the admission of such immigrants; (32) an
amendment by Mr. Gekas, with an amendment by Mr. Smith of
Texas which was adopted on a roll call vote, to change the experi-
ence requirements for immigrants admitted as professionals and
skilled workers; an amendment by Ms. Lofgren to provide a waiver
of the 10-year exclusion for aliens unlawfully present if the Attor-
ney General determined that such waiver is necessary to substan-
tially benefit the national interest in one of several specified areas;
(33) an amendmentby Mr. Gallegly to provide that work experi-
ence obtained while an alien is unauthori.ed to work in the United
States shall not count to meet the experience requirements for un-
migrants admitted as professionals and skilled workers; (34) an
amendment by Mr. Smith of Texas to provide for the admission as
immigrants of certain adult disabled children of United States na-
tionals and lawful permanent residents; (35) an amendment by Mr.
Hyde to extend refugee protection to aliens who have resisted un-
plementation of coercive population control measures; (36) an
amendment by Mr. Smith of Texas to establish that not less than
25,000 immigrant visas will be available for the parents of United
States citizens; (37) an amendment by Mr. McCollum to strike pro-
visions for the adjustment of visa numbers for professionals and
skilled workers to offset excess family admissions; (38) an amend-
ment by Mr. McColluxn to change deadlines for the filing of asylum
applications, and to make other reforms to the asylum process,
with an amendment by Mr. Frank adopted by a roll call vote to the
provision for return of an alien to a safe third country; (39) an
amendment by Mr. Schiff, with a substitute amendment by Mr.
Hyde, to establish deadlines for the refugee consultation process;
(40) an amendment by Mr. Bryant of Tennessee to permit the use
of parole authority for the prosecution of aliens in U.S. courts; (41)
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an en bloc amendment by Mr. Smith of Texas to exempt family vio-
lence services from the prohibition on receipt of public benefits by
illegal aliens and to, in the case of an alien battered or subject to
extreme cruelty by a spouse or parent (or, under certain conditions,
another family member residing in the household); exempt the
alien from the prohibition on receipt of public benefits if the alien
has applied for a change in immigration status within 45 days of
the first application for such public benefits; lengthen to 48 months
the period of receipt of public benefits which would-render the alien
deportable as a public charge; modify the rules for attribution of a
sponsor's income to the alien; exempt the alien from the require-
ment that public benefits paid to the alien be reimbursed prior to
naturalization of the alien in the event that the battery or cruelty
resulted in issuance of a judicial or administrative order and the
need for the public benefits had a substantial nexus to the battery
or cruelty; (42) an amendment by Mr. Smith of Texas to exempt
school lunch and child nutrition benefits from the prohibition on re-
ceipt of public benefits by ifiegal aliens; (43) an amendment by Mr.
Smith of Texas to provide that active-duty military personnel, in
order to qualify as sponsors, must maintain an income at 100 per-
cent of the poverty level; (44) an amendment by Mr. Smith of Texas
to remove social services block grants from the list of public bene-
fits receipt of which can be used to establish that an alien is a pub-
lic charge; (45) an en bloc amendment by Mr. Smith of Texas to
provisions regarding the protection of American workers from dis-
placement through the H—lB nonimmigrant program, and other

•
conforming dimges; (46) an amendment by Mrs. Schroeder to re-
quire notification to arriving aliens from certain countries regard-
ing female genital mutilation; (47) an amendment by Mr. McCol-
lum offered to require immigrants to submit proof of vaccination
against specified diseases; (48) an amendment by Mr. Gallegly to

provide that reimbursement to hospitals for emergency medical
services may be made br such services provided through a contract
with another hospital or facility; (49) ai amendment by Mr.
Gallegly to require that the pilot project for linking vital statistics
records in certain States be implemented within two years of the
date of enactment; (50) an amendment by Mr. Gallegly to require
verification of student eligibility for post-secondary federal student
financial assistance; (51) an amendment by Mr. Gallegly, with an
amendment by Mr. Hyde, regarding communication between State
and local government agencies and the INS; (52) an amendment by
Mr. Smith of Texas to exempt from limitations on adjustment of
status an alien who has reasonable grounds to fear that he or she
will be subject to battery or extreme cruelty if he or she departs
from the United States; (53) an amendment by Mr. Reed to require
that prior to the construction of new detention facifities for aliens,
that the Commissioner of the INS consider the availability for pur-
chase or lease of existing facilities; (54) an amendment by Ms.
Lofgren to provide that an alien whose status is changed under sec-
tion 248 of the INA may obtain a visa without departing from the
United States; (55) an amendment by Mr. Nadler to provide that
an illegal alien may receive emergency relief not limited to disaster
relief; (56) an amendment by Mr. Reed to designate Portugal as a
country eligible for the visa waiver pilot program; (57) an amend-
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ment by Mr. Berman to strike the limitation on adjustment of sta-
tus under section 245(i) of the INA and increase the charge for ad-
justment of status to $2,500; (58) an amendment by Mr. Becerra,
with an amendment by Mr. Smith of Texas adopted by a voice vote,
to provide reimbursement, subject to available appropriations, of
fees paid by petitioners for eliminated family-sponsored categories;
(59) an amendment by Mr. Berman regarding the confidentiality of
the files of legalization applicants; (60) an en bloc amendment by
Mr. Goodlatte to amend requirements on the liring of H—LB
nonirnmigrants by removing the expanded 30-day period to approve
a labor condition application for an H—lB-dependent employer; in-
creasing the penalties for not fulfilling H—lB attestations; clarii-
ing that firing an employee for poor performance does not violate
the no-layoff provisions; establishing criteria for the determination
of prevailing wages; and making other changes; (61) an amendment
by Mr. Berman to extend civil penalties for document fraud to un-
authorized preparers of forms, petitions, or applications; (62) an
amendment by Mr. Frank to allow relief under the Federal Tort
Claims Act for persons wrongly denied employment through oper-
ation of the employment eligibility verification mechanism; (63) an
amendment by Mr. Berman to permit execution of an affidavit of
support for an immigrant by an individual who will accept joint
and several liability with the petitioner for the immigrant; (64) an
amendment by Mr. Frank to establish criteria under which an em-
ployer may request additional employment eligibility documents
from an employee.

Recorded votes
There were forty recorded votes (thirty-nine on amendments and

one on final passage) during the Committee's consideration of H.R.
2202, as follows:

1. Amendment offered by Mr. Watt to strike the provisions re-
garding construction of fencing in the border area near San Diego.
Defeated 11—17.

AYES NAYS

Mr. Conyers Mr. Hyde
Mrs. Scbroeder Mr. Moorhead
Mr. Berman Mr. Sensenbrenner
Mr. Reed Mr. Coble
Mr. Nadler Mr. Smith (TX)
Mr. Scott Mr. Schiff
Mr. Watt Mr. Gallegly
Mr. Becerra Mr. Canady
Mr. Serrano Mr. Inglis
Ms. Lofgren Mr. Goodlatte
Ms. Jackson Lee Mr. Hoke

Mr. Bono
Mr. Heineman
Mr. Bryant (TN)
Mr. Chabot
Mr. Barr
Mr. Bryant (TX)
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2. Amendment offered by Mr. Becerra to strike the 10-year re-
admission bar for aliens who have been present uniawfully in the
U.S. for more than one year. Defeated 13—19.

AYES NAYS

Mr. Conyers Mr. Hyde
Mrs. Schroeder Mr. Moorhead
Mr. Berman Mr. Sensenbrenner
Mr. Boucher Mr. McCollum
Mr. Bryant (TX) Mr. Coble
Mr. Reed Mr. Smith (TX)
Mr. Nadler Mr. Schiff
Mr. Scott Mr. Gallegly
Mr. Watt Mr. Canady
Mr. Becerra Mr. Inglis
Mr. Serrano Mr. Goodlatte
Ms. Lofgren Mr. Buyer
Ms. Jackson Lee Mr. Hoke

Mr. Bono
Mr. Heineman
Mr. Bryant (TN)
Mr. Chabot
Mr. Flanagan
Mr. Barr

3. Amendment offered by Mr. Goodlatte to permanently exclude
aliens from readmission into the U.S. if convicted of an aggravated
felony. Adopted 148.1

AYES NAYS

Mr. Hyde Mr. Bono
Mr. Moorhead Mr. Conyers
Mr. Sensenbrenner Mrs. Schroeder
Mr. McCollum Mr. Frank
Mr. Coble Mr. Berman
Mr. Smith (TX) Mr. Nadkr
Mr. Schiff Mr. Scott
Mr. Gallegly Mr. Watt
Mr. Canady
Mr. Goodlatte
Mr. Heineman
Mr. Bryant (TN)
Mr. Chabot
Mr. Reed

4. Amendment offered by Mr. Watt to strike the provisions re-
garding the introduction of electronic surveillance information in
special proceedings to remove an alien terrorist from the U.S. De-
feated 1O16.h13

AYES NAYS

Mr. Bono Mr. Hyde
Mr. Conyers Mr. Sensenbrenner

'Ms. Jackson Lee stated for record that, bad she been present, she would bave voted nay"
on this amendment.

"EMS. Jackson Lee stated for record that, bad she been present, she would bave voted "aye"
on this amendment.
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Mrs. Schroeder Mr. McCollurn
Mr. Frank Mr. Gekas
Mr. Berman Mr. Coble
Mr. Nadler Mr. Smith (TX)
Mr. Scott Mr. Schiff
Mr. Watt Mr. Gallegly
Mr. Serrano Mr. Canady
Ms. Lofgren Mr. Inglis

Mr. Goodlatte
Mr. Heineman
Mr. Bryant (TN)
Mr. Chabot
Mr. Boucher
Mr. Reed

5. Amendment offered by Mr. Nadler to limit the introduction of
classified information in special proceedings for the removal, of
alien terrorists. Defeated 11—18.

AYES NAYS

Mr. Conyers Mr. Hyde
Mr. Frank Mr. Moorhead
Mr. Berman Mr. McCollum
Mr. Reed Mr. Coble
Mr. Nadler Mr. Smith CIX)
Mr. Scott Mr. Gallegly
Mr. Watt Mr. Canady
Mr. Becerra Mr. Inglis
Mr. Serrano Mr. Buyer
Ms. Lofgren Mr. Hoke
Ms. Jackson Lee Mr. Bono

Mr. Heinernan
Mr. Bryant (TN)
Mr. Chabot
Mr. Flanagan
Mr. Barr
Mrs. Schroeder
Mr. Schurner

6. Amendment offered by Mr. Watt to require judicial review of
an order to exclude an alien under procedures for expedited re-
moval, including review of an asylum officer's determinption that
an inadmissible alien does not have a credible fear of persecution.
Defeated 9—15.

AYES NAYS

Mr. Conyers Mr. Hyde
Mr. Frank Mr. McCollum
Mr. Berman Mr. Coble
Mr. Reed Mr. Smith (TX)
Mr. Scott Mr. Gallegly
Mr. Watt Mr. Inglis
Mr. Becerra Mr. Buyer
Ms. Lofgren Mr. Hoke
Ms. Jackson Lee Mr. Bono

Mr. Heineman

22-948 96—7
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Mr. Chabot
Mr. Flanagan
Mr. Barr
Mr. Schumer
Mr. Bryant (TX)

7. Amendment offered by Mr. Chabot to strike provisions for an
employment eligibility verification system. Defeated 15—17."

AYES NAYS

Mr. Sensenbrenner Mr. Hyde —

Mr. Inglis Mr. Moorhead
Mr. Buyer Mr. McCollum
Mr. Hoke Mr. Gekas
Mr. Hememan Mr. Coble
Mr. Chabot Mr. Smith (TX)
Mr. Flanagan Mr. Schiif
Mr. Conyers Mr. Gallegly
Mrs. Schroeder Mr. Canady
Mr. Reed Mr. Goodlatte
Mr. Nadler Mr. Bono
Mr. Watt Mr. Bryant (TN)
Mr. Becerra Mr. Barr
Mr. Serrano Mr. Frank
Ms. Lofgren Mr. Schumer

Mr. Berman
Mr. Bryant (TX)

8. Amendment offered by Mr. Berman to expand enforcement au-
thority and penalties against labor standards violations. Defeated
13—18.

AYES NAYS

Mr. Conyers Mr. Hyde
Mrs. Schroeder Mr. Moorhead
Mr. Frank Mr. Sensenbrenner
Mr. Berman Mr. McCollwn
Mr. Boucher Mr. Gekas
Mr. Bryant (TX) Mr. Smith (TX)
Mr. Reed Mr. Schiff
Mr. Nadler Mr. Gallegly
Mr. Watt Mr. Canady
Mr. Becerra Mr. Inglis.
Mr. Serrano Mr. Goodlatte
Ms. Lofgren Mr. Hoke
Ms. Jackson Lee Mr. Bono

Mr. Hememan
Mr. Bryant (TN)
Mr. Chabot
Mr. Flanagan
Mr. Barr

9. Amendment offered by Mr. Barr to exempt employers of three
or less employees from the requirement to verify employment eligi-

114 Ms. Jackson Lee stated for record that, had she been present, she would have voted aye"
on this amendment
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bility through the electronic verification mechanism. Adopted 16—
13.115

AYES NAYS

Mr. Moorhead Mr. Hyde
Mr. Gekas Mr. Sensenbrenner
Mr. Smith (TX) Mr. McCollum
Mr. Gallegly Mr. Schiff
Mr. Canady Mr. Goodlatte
Mr. Inglis Mr. Hoke
Mr. Bono Mr. Bryant (TN)
Mr. Heineman Mr. Frank
Mr. Flanagan Mr. Schuiner
Mr. Barr Mr. Berman
Mr. Conyers Mr. Watt
Mrs. Schroeder Mr. Becerra
Mr. Boucher Mr. Serrano
Mr. Reed
Mr. Nadler
Ms. Jackson Lee

10. A perfecting amendment offered by Mr. Berman to remove
from the substitute amendment offered by Mr. Smith of Texas to
the amendment offered by Mr. Gekas the requirement that, in
order to be eligible for an immigrant visa, the adult unmarried
sons and daughters be claimed as dependents for Federal Income
Tax purposes. Defeated 11—17.

AYES NAYS

Mr. Conyers Mr. Hyde
Mrs. Schroeder Mr. Sensenbrenner
Mr. Frank Mr. McCollum
Mr. Berman Mr. Gekas
Mr. Nadler Mr. Coble
Mr. Scott Mr. Smith (TX)
Mr. Watt Mr. Schiff
Mr. Becerra Mr. Gallegly
Mr. Serrano Mr. Canady
Ms. Lofgren Mr. Goodlatte
Ms. Jackson Lee Mr. Buyer

Mr. Hoke
Mr. Bono
Mr. Heineman
Mr. Chabot
Mr. Flanagan
Mr. Barr

11. A perfecting amendment offered by Mr. Becerra to remove
from the substitute amendment offered by Mr. Smith of Texas to
the amendment offered by Mr. Gekas the requirement that, in
order to be eligible for an immigrant visa, a son or daughter be
"never married" and to insert a requirement that the son or daugh-
ter be "unmarried." Defeated 11—19.

'Ms. Lofgren voted presenf'.
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AYES NAYS
Mr. Conyers Mr. Hyde
Mrs. Schroeder Mr. Sensenbrenner
Mr. Frank Mr. McCollum
Mr. Berman Mr. Gekas
Mr. Nadler Mr. Coble
Mr. Scott Mr. Smith ()
Mr. Watt Mr. Schiff
Mr. Becerra Mr. Gallegly —

Mr. Serrano Mr. Canady
Ms. Lofgren Mr. Inglis
Ms. Jackson Lee Mr. Goodlatte

Mr. Buyer
Mr. Hoke
Mr. Bono
Mr. Heineman
Mr. Chabot
Mr. Flanagan
Mr. Barr
Mr. Boucher

12. A substitute amendment offered by Mr. Smith of Texas to the
amendment offered by Mr. Gekas to create a category for the ad-
mission of certain adult sons and daughters of citizens and perma-
nent resident aliens. Adopted 17—12.

AYES NAYS

Mr. Sensenbrenner Mr. Hyde
Mr. McCollum Mr. Conyers
Mr. Gekas Mrs. Schroeder
Mr. Coble Mr. Frank
Mr. Smith () Mr. Berman
Mr. Schiff Mr. Boucher
Mr. Gallegly Mr. Scott
Mr. Canady Mr. Watt
Mr. Inglis Mr. Becerra
Mr. Goodlatte Mr. Serrano
Mr. Buyer Ms. Lofgren
Mr. Hoke Ms. Jackson Lee
Mr. Bono
Mr. Heineman
Mr. Chabot
Mr. Flanagan
Mr. Barr

1. A substitute amendment offered by Mr. Smith of Texas to an
amendment offered by Mr. Gekas to change the work experience
requirements for aliens admitted as professionals or skilled work-
ers. Adopted 17—9.

AYES NAYS

Mr. Moorhead Mr. Hyde
Mr. McCollum Mr. Gekas
Mr. Coble Mr. Inglis
Mr. Smith (DQ Mr. Bono
Mr. Schiff Mr. Chabot
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Mr. Gallegly Mr. Flanagan
Mr. Buyer Mr. Barr
Mr. Hoke Mr. Frank
Mr. Hememan Ms. Lofgren
Mr. Conyers Mrs. Schroeder
Mr. Schumer
Mr. Berman
Mr. Bryant (TX)
Mr. Reed
Mr. Watt
Ms. Jackson Lee

14. Amendment offered by Mr. Watt to eliminate the investor
visa program. Defeated 8—20.

AYES NAYS

Mr. Conyers Mr. Hyde
Mr. Frank Mr. Moorhead
Mr. Bryant (TX) Mr. McCollum
Mr. Reed Mr. Gekas
Mr. Scott Mr. Coble
Mr. Watt Mr. Smith (TX)
Mr. Becerra Mr. Schiff
Mr. Serrano Mr. Gallegly

Mr. Canady
Mr. Inglis
Mr. Goodlatte
Mr. Buyer
Mr. Hoke
Mr. Bono
Mr. Hememan
Mr. Chabot
Mr. Flanagan
Mr. Barr
Mr. Berman
Ms. Lofgren

15. Amendment offered by Mr. Watt to limit to 2,000 the nuxn-
bers of visas available for investors. Defeated 10—18.

AYES NAYS

Mr. Conyers Mr. Hyde
Mr. Frank Mr. Moorhead
Mr. Bryant (TX) Mr. McCollum
Mr. Reed Mr. Coble
Mr. Nadler Mr. Smith (TX)
Mr. Scott Mr. Schiff
Mr. Watt Mr. Gallegly
Mr. Becerra Mr. Canady
Mr. Serrano Mr. Inglis
Ms. Jackson Lee Mr. Goodlatte

Mr. Buyer
Mr. Bono
Mr. Heineman
Mr. Chabot
Mr. Flanagan
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Mr. Barr
Mr. Berman
Mr. Boucher

16. Amendment offered by Ms. Jackson Lee to extend the asylum
filing deadline from 60 to 1.80 days. Defeated: 9—14.

AYES NAYS
Mr. Conyers Mr. Hyde
Mrs. Schroeder Mr. McCollum
Mr. Frank Mr. Gekas
Mr. Berman Mr. Smith (TX)
Mr. Boucher Mr. Gallegly
Mr. Nadler Mr. Canady
Mr. Serrano Mr. Goodlatte
Ms. Lofgren Mr. Buyer
Ms. Jackson Lee Mr. Bono

Mr. Heineman
Mr. Bryant (TN)
Mr. Chabot
Mr. Flanagan
Mr. Barr

17. Amendment offered by Mr. Berman to strike the provisions
reforming the legal immigration system (sections 500 through 517).
Defeated 14—20.

AYES NAYS
Mr. Chabot Mr. Hyde
Mr. Conyers Mr. Moorhead
Mrs. Schroeder Mr. Sensenbrenner
Mr. Frank Mr. McCollum
Mr. Schumer Mr. Gekas
Mr. Berman Mr. Coble
Mr. Reed Mr. Smith (Di)
Mr. Nadler Mr. Gallegly
Mr. Scott Mr. Canady
Mr. Watt Mr. Inglis
Mr. Becerra Mr. Goodlatte
Mr. Serrano Mr. Buyer
Ms. Lofgren Mr. Hoke
Ms. Jackson Lee Mr. Bono

Mr. Heineman
Mr. Bryant (TN)
Mr. Flanagan
Mr. Barr
Mr. Boucher
Mr. Bryant (TX)

18. Amendment offered by Mr. Frank to the amendment offered
by McCollum to section 526 [now section 531] regarding the eligi-
bility of aliens to apply for asylum. Adopted 18—il.

AYES NAYS
Mr. Hyde Mr. Sensenbrenner
Mr. Moorhead Mr. McColluxn
Mr. Schiff Mr. Coble
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Mr. Canady Mr. Smith (DO
Mr. Bono Mr. Gallegly
Mr. Flanagan Mr. Inglis
Mr. Conyers Mr. Goodlatte
Mrs. Schroeder Mr. Buyer
Mr. Frax1k Mr. Hememan
Mr. Schumer Mr. Bryant (TN)
Mr. Berman Mr. Chabot
Mr. Boucher
Mr. Reed
Mr. Scott
Mr. Watt
Mr. Serrano
Ms. Lofgren
Ms. Jackson Lee

19. Perfecting amendment offered by Mr. Schiff to the substitute
amendment offered by Mr. Hyde to the amendment offered by Mr.
Schiif concerning the refugee consultation process, to permit the es-
tablishment of a higher refugee ceiling through the consultation
process. Defeated 15—16.' 16

AYES NAYS

Mr. Sch.iff Mr. Hyde
Mr. Hoke Mr. Moorhead
Mr. Chabot Mr. Sensenbrenner
Mr. Flanagan Mr. McCoilum
Mr. Conyers Mr. Smith (Th)
Mrs. Schroeder Mr. Gailegly
Mr. Frank Mr. Canady
Mr. Schumer Mr. Inglis
Mr. Berman Mr. Goodlatte
Mr. Reed Mr. Buyer
Mr. Nadler Mr. Bono
Mr. Scott - Mr. Heineman
Mr. Watt Mr. Bryant (TN)
Mr. Becerra Mr. Barr
Ms. Lofgren Mr. Boucher

Mr. Bryant (TX)
21. Amendment offered by Ms. Jackson Lee elimin2ting the cap

on immediate relatives, restoring parents of citizens to the category
of immediate relatives, and elimin2ting borrowing from employ-
ment based visas for family admissions. Defeated 16—16.

AYES NAYS

Mr. Chabot Mr. Hyde
Mr. flanagan Mr. Moorhead
Mr. Conyers Mr. Sensenbrenner
Mrs. Schroeder Mr. McCoilum
Mr. Frank Mr. Coble
Mr. Schumer Mr. Smith (TX)
Mr. Berman Mr. Schiff
Mr. Boucher Mr. Canady

"Ms. Jackson Lee stated for the record that, had she been present, she would have voted
"aye" on this amendment
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Mr. Reed Mr. Inglis
Mr. Nadler Mr. Goodilatte
Mr. Scott Mr. Buyer
Mr. Watt Mr. Hoke
Mr. Becerra Mr. Bono
Mr. Serrano Mr. Heineman
Ms. Lofgren Mr. Bryant (TN)
Ms. Jackson Lee Mr. Bryant TX)

20. Amendment offered by Mr. Berman regardinthe admission
of the spouses and children of aliens admitted as employment-
based immigrants. Defeated 13-18.

AYES NAYS
Mr. Conyers Mr. Hyde
Mrs. Schroeder Mr. Moorhead
Mr. Frank Mr. Sensenbrerxner
Mr. Berman Mr. McCollum
Mr. Boucher Mr. Smith (TX)
Mr. Bryant (TX) Mr. Schiff
Mr. Reed Mr. Canady
Mr. Nadler Mr. Inglis
Mr. Scott Mr. Goodlatte
Mr. Watt Mr. Buyer
Mr. Becerra Mr. Hoke
Mr. Serrano Mr. Bono
Ms. Jackson Lee Mr. Heineman

Mr. Bryant (TN)
Mr. Chabot
Mr. Flanagan
Mr. Barr
Ms. Lofgren

21. Amendment offered by Ms. Jackson Lee eliminating the cap
on immediate relatives, testoring parents of citizens to the category
of immediate relatives, and eliminating borrowing from employ-
ment based visas for family admissions. Defeated 16—16.

AYES NAYS

Mr. Chabot Mr. Hyde
Mr. Flanagan Mr. Moorhead
Mr. Conyers Mr. Sensenbrerxner
Mrs. Schroeder Mr. McCollum
Mr. Frank Mr. Coble
Mr. Schumer Mr. Smith (TX)
Mr. Berman Mr. Schiff
Mr. Boucher Mr. Canady
Mr. Reed Mr. Inglis
Mr. Nadler Mr. Goodlatte
Mr. Scott Mr. Buyer
Mr. Watt Mr. Hoke
Mr. Becerra Mr. Bono
Mr. Serrano Mr. Heineman
Ms. Lofgren Mr. Bryant (TN)
Ms. Jackson Lee Mr. Bryant (TX)
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22. Amendment offered by Mr. Schiff to permit an increase in the
limit on refugee admissions through the refugee consultation proc-
ess. Defeated 14—16."

AYES NAYS

Mr. Schiff Mr. Hyde
Mr. Hoke Mr. Moorhead
Mr. Chabot Mr. Sensenbrenner
Mrs. Schroeder Mr. McCollum
Mr. Frank Mr. Gekas
Mr. Schumer Mr. Smith (TX)
Mr. Berman Mr. Gallegly
Mr. Boucher Mr. CaDady
Mr. Reed Mr. Inglis
Mr. Nadler Mr. Goodlatte
Mr. Scott Mr. Buyer
Mr. Watt Mr. Bono
Mr. Serrano Mr. Heineman
Ms. Lofgren Mr. Bryant (TN)

Mr. Barr
Mr. Bryant (TX)

23. Amendment offered by Mr. Nadler providing that the "public
charge" ground for deportability would not apply in the case of a
refugee or asylee. Defeated 7—14.' 18

AYES NAYS

Mr. Conyers Mr. Hyde
Mr. Berman Mr. Moorhead
Mr. Nadler Mr. Sensenbrenner
Mr. Scott Mr. Smith (TX)
Mr. Watt Mr. Canady
Mr. Becerra Mr. Goodlatte
Ms. Lofgren Mr. Bono

Mr. Heineman
Mr. Bryant (TN)
Mr. Chabot
Mr. Flanagan
Mr. Barr
Mr. Bryant (TX)
Mr. Reed

24. Amendment offered by Mr. Bryant of TN requiring hospitals
to provide that hospitals seeking federal reimbursement for the
emergency treatment of illegal aliens shall promptly provide the
INS with identi1ring information regarding the illegal alien. De-
feated 11—15."

AYES NAYS

Mr. McColluxn Mr. Hyde
Mr. Smith (TX) Mr. Moorhead
Mr. Inglis Mr. Sensenbrenner

'VMs. Jackson Lee stated fo; the record that, had she been present, she would have voted
'aye" on this amendment.

I8M Jackson Lee stated for the record that, had she been present, she would have voted
aye" on this amendment

'VMS. Jackson Lee stated for the record that, had she been present, she would have voted
nay" on this amendment
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Mr. Buyer Mr. Goodlatte
Mr. Hoke Mr. Conyers
Mr. Bono Mrs. Schroeder
Mr. Heineman Mr. Schumer
Mr. Bryant (TN) Mr. Berman
Mr. Chabot Mr. Boucher
Mr. Flanagan Mr. Bryant ('IX)
Mr. Barr Mr. Reed

Mr. Nadler
Mr. Watt
Mr. Becerra
Ms. Lofgren

25. Amendment offered by Mr. Moorhead providing that for pur-
poses of computing prevailing wages in the H—lB program for non-
profit independent research organizations, the calculation shall
take into account only employees at similar institutions and enti-
ties. Adopted 21—10.

AYES NAYS
Mr. Hyde Mr. Conyers
Mr. Moorhead Mr. Frank
Mr. Sensenbrenner Mr. Schumer
Mr. McCollum Mr. Berman
Mr. Coble Mr. Boucher
Mr. Smith (TX) Mr. Bryant (TX)
Mr. Schiff Mr. Reed
Mr. Gallegly Mr. Nadler
Mr. Canady Mr. Becerra
Mr. Inglis Ms. Jackson Lee
Mr. Good.Iatte
Mr. Buyer
Mr. Hoke
Mr. Bono
Mr. Hememan
Mr. Bryant (TN)
Mr. Chabot
Mr. Flanagan
Mr. Barr
Mrs. Schroeder
Ms. Lofgren

26. Amendment offered by Mr. Schuiner limiting to 20 percent
the number of H—lB immigrants that may be employed in any sin-
gle employer's workforce. Defeated 8.—18.---l. I2O

AYES NAYS
Mrs. Schroeder Mr. Hyde
Mr. Frank Mr. Moorhead
Mr. Schumer Mr. Sensenbrenner
Mr. Berman Mr. Smith (TX)
Mr. Bryant (TX) Mr. Gllegly
Mr. Reed Mr. Canady
Mr. Nadler Mr. Inglis

120Mr. Becerra voted 'present".
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Mr. Watt Mr. Goodlatte
Mr. Buyer
Mr. Hoke
Mr. Bono
Mr. Heineman
Mr. Bryant (TN)
Mr. Chabot
Mr. Flanagan
Mr. Barr —

Mr. Serrano
Ms. Lofgren

27. An en bloc amendment offered by Ms. Lofgren to change the
limitations in section 212(e) on the abifity of participants in the Ex-
change Visitor Visa Program to apply for an immigrant visa. De-
feated 10—15.

AYES NAYS

Mr. Goodlatte Mr. Hyde
Mr. Conyers Mr. Moorhead
Mr. Frank Mr. McCollum
Mr. Berman Mr. Gekas
Mr. Bryant (TX) Mr. Coble
Mr. Reed Mr. Smith (TX)
Mr. Watt Mr. Gallegly
Mr. Becerra Mr. Canady
Ms. Lofgren Mr. Inglis
Ms. Jackson Lee Mr. Hoke

Mr. Bono
Mr. Heineman
Mr. Chabot
Mr. Flanagan
Mr. Barr

28. Amendment offered by Mr. Goodlatte to the amendment. of-
fered by Mr. Schumer to restore the diversity immigrant program,
to limit the foreign states whose nationals would be eligible for the
program. Defeated 14—15.

AYES NAYS

Mr. Moorhead Mr. Hyde
Mr. Sensenbrenner Mr. McCollum
Mr. Smith (TX) Mr. Hoke
Mr. Canady Mr. Bono
Mr. Inglis Mr. Chabot
Mr. Goodlatte Mr. Flanagan
Mr. Buyer Mr. Conyers
Mr. Heineman Mrs. Schroeder
Mr. Bryant (TN) Mr. Frank
Mr. Barr Mr. Schumer
Mr. Bryant (TX) Mr. Berman
Mr. Watt Mr. Boucher
Mr. Becerra Mr. Reed
Ms. Lofgren Mr. Nadler

Ms. Jackson Lee
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29. Amendment offered by Mr. Schumer, as amended by an
amendment offered by Mr. Becerra and adopted by unanimous con-
sent, to establish a diversity immigration program. Adopted 18—11.

AYES NAYS
Mr. Hyde Mr. Moorhead
Mr. McCoIlum Mr. Sensenbrenner
Mr. Hoke Mr. Gekas
Mr. Bono Mr. Smith (TX)
Mr. Bryant (TN) Mr. Gallegly
Mr. Flanagan Mr. Canady
Mr. Barr Mr. Inglis
Mr. Conyers Mr. Goodlatte
Mr. Frank Mr. Buyer
Mr. Schumer Mr. Heineman
Mr. Berman Mr. Bryant (TX)
Mr. Boucher
Mr. Reed
Mr. Nadler
Mr. Watt
•Mr. Becerra
Ms. Lofgren
Ms. Jackson Lee

30. Amendment offered by Mr. Becerra to limit actions that may
be taken by an employer pending completion of the secondary ver-
ification process. Defeated 12—18.

AYES NAYS
• Mr. Conyers Mr. Hyde
Mrs. Schroeder Mr. Moorhead
Mr. Frank Mr. Sensenbrenner
Mr. Berman Mr. McCoilum
Mr. Boucher Mr. Gekas
Mr. Bryant (TX) Mr. Coble
Mr. Reed - Mr. Smith (TX)
Mr. Nadler Mr. Schiff
Mr. Watt Mr. Gallegly
Mr. Becerra Mr. Canady
Ms. Lofgren Mr. Inglis
Ms. Jackson Lee Mr. Goodlatte

Mr. Buyer
Mr. Bono
Mr. Heineman
Mr. Bryant (TN)
Mr. Chabot
Mr. Barr

31. Amendment offered by Mr. Goodlatte to change the percent-
age threshold for H—lB dependent employers and to provide a tran-
sitional program for certain H—lB dependent employers to become
H—lB non-dependent employers. Adopted 22—11.

AYES NAYS
Mr. Hyde Mr. Conyers
Mr. Moorhead Mr. Frank
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Mr. Sensenbrenner Mr. Schumer
Mr. McCollum Mr. Berman
Mr. Gekas Mr. Boucher
Mr. Coble Mr. Bryant (TX)
Mr. Smith (TX) Mr. Reed
Mr. Schiff Mr. Nadler
Mr. Gallegly Mr. Watt
Mr. Canady Mr. Becerra
Mr. Inglis Ms. JacksoirLee
Mr. Goodiatte
Mr. Buyer
Mr. Hoke
Mr. Bono
Mr. Heineman
Mr. Bryant (TN)
Mr. Chabot
Mr. Flanagan
Mr. Barr
Mrs. Scbroeder
Ms. Lofgren

32. A perfecting amendment offered by Mr. Smith of Texas to an
amendment offered by Mr. Becerra Amendment regarding reim-
bursement of fees to petitioners for immigrants in the eliminated
family-sponsored categories. Adopted 18—13.

AYES NAYS

Mr. Hyde Mr. Heineman
Mr. Moorhead Mr. Flanagan
Mr. Sensenbrenner Mr. Conyers
Mr. McCoflum Mrs. Schroeder
Mr. Gekas Mr. Schuxner
Mr. Cable Mr. Berman
Mr. Smith (TX) Mr. Boucher
Mr. Gallegly Mr. Reed
Mr. Canady Mr. Nadler
Mr. Inglis Mr. Watt
Mr. Goodiatte Mr. Becerra
Mr. Buyer Ms. Lofgren
Mr. Hoke Ms. Jackson Lee
Mr. Bono
Mr. Bryant (TN)
Mr. Chabot
Mr. Barr
Mr. Bryant (TX)

33. Amendment offered by Mr. Reed excluding from entry per-
sons who renounce U.S. citizenship to avoid paying taxes. Adopted
25—5.

AYES NAYS
Mr. Hyde Mr. Moorhead
Mr. Sensenbrenner Mr. McCollum
Mr. Schiif Mr. Gekas
Mr. Gallegly Mr. Coble
Mr. Canady Mr. Smith (TX)
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Mr. Inglis
Mr. Goodlatte
Mr. Buyer
Mr. Bono
Mr. Hejneman
Mr. Bryant (TN)
Mr. Chabot
Mr. Flanagan
Mr. Barr
Mr. Conyers
Mrs. Scbroeder
Mr. Schumer
Mr. Berman
Mr. Bryant (TX)
Mr. Reed
Mr. Nadler
Mr. Watt
Mr. Becerra
Ms. Lofgren
Ms. Jackson Lee

34. Amendment offered by Mr. Gallegly providing that payments
of public assistance benefits only be made to individuals who are
personally eligible to receive such benefits. Adopted 16—11.

AYES NAYS
Mr. Hyde Mr. Moorhead
Mr. Gekas Mr. Conyers
Mr. Coble Mrs. Schroeder
Mr. Smith (TX) Mr. Berman
Mr. Schiif Mr. Bryant (TX)
Mr. Gallegly Mr. Nadler
Mr. Ca.nady Mr. Scott
Mr. Inglis Mr. Watt
Mr. Good.Iatte Mr. Becerra
Mr. Buyer Ms. Lofgrén
Mr. Bono Ms. Jackson Lee
Mr. Heineman
Mr. Bryant (TN)
Mr. Chabot
Mr. Flanagan
Mr. Barr

35. Amendment offered by Mr. Becerra to provide for a study to
examine the cost to small businesses for participation in the em-
ployment eligibffity verification system. Defeated 11—19.

AYES NAYS
Mr. Inglis Mr. Hyde
Mr. Chabot Mr. Moorhead
Mr. Flanagan Mr. Sensenbrenrier
Mr. Conyers Mr. Gekas
Mr. Reed Mr. Coble
Mr. Nadler Mr. Smith (TX)
Mr. Scott Mr. Schiff
Mr. Watt Mr. Gallegly
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Mr. Becerra Mr. Canady
Ms. Lofgren Mr. Goodlatte
Ms. Jackson Lee Mr. Buyer

Mr. Bono
Mr. Heineman
Mr. Bryant (TN)
Mr. Barr
Mr. Schumer
Mr. Berman—
Mr. Boucher
Mr. Bryant (TX)

36. Amendment offered by Mr. Berman regarding employer re-
sponsibility in case of H—lB employees. Defeated 11—17.

AYES NAYS
Mrs. Schroeder Mr. Hyde
Mr. Frank Mr. Moorhead
Mr. Berman Mr. Sensenbrenner
Mr. Boucher Mr. McCollum
Mr. Bryant (TX) Mr. Coble
Mr. Reed Mr. Smith (TX)
Mr. Nadler Mr. Schiff
Mr. Scott Mr. Gallegly
Mr. Watt Mr. Canady
Mr. Becerra Mr. Inglis
Ms. Jackson Lee Mr. Goodlatte

Mr. Buyer
Mr. Bono
Mr. Heineman
Mr. Bryant (TN)
Mr. Chabot
Mr. Flanagan

37. Au amendment offered by Ms. Jackson Lee providing for an
exemption from expedited removal for persons fleeing a country
where there is civil strife, or other, temporary unsafe conditions, or
where the Secretary of State has not certified that human rights
violations do not occur. Defeated 10—22.

AYES NAYS
Mr. Conyers Mr. Hyde
Mrs. Schroeder Mr. Moorhead
Mr. Frank Mr. Sensenbrenner
Mr. Berman Mr. McCollum
Mr. Nadler Mr. Coble
Mr. Scott Mr. Smith (TX)
Mr. Watt Mr. Schiff
Mr. Becerra Mr. Gallegly
Ms. Lofgren Mr. Canady
Ms. Jackson Lee Mr. inglis

Mr. Goodlatte
Mr. Buyer
Mr. Bono
Mr. Heineman
Mr. Bryant (TN)
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Mr. Chabot
Mr. Flanagan
Mr. Barr
Mr. Schuiner
Mr. Boucher
Mr. Bryant (TX)
Mr. Reed

38. An amendment offered by Mr. Berman to provide visas for
eliminated family preference categories whose priority date fails
within 2 years of the bill's effective date. Defeated 15—18.

AYES NAYS
Mr. Schiff Mr. Hyde
Mr. Chabot Mr. Moorhead
Mr. Flanagan Mr. Sensenbrenner
Mr. Conyers Mr. McCollum
Mrs. Schroeder Mr. Gekas
Mr. Fraxk Mr. Coble
Mr. Schumer Mr. Smith (TX)
Mr. Berman Mr. Gallegly
Mr. Reed Mr. Canady
Mr. Nadler Mr. Inglis
Mr. Scott Mr. Goodlatte
Mr. Watt Mr. Buyer
Mr. Becerra Mr. Bono
Ms. Lofgren Mr. Heineman
Ms. Jackson Lee Mr. Bryant (TN)

Mr. Barr
Mr. Boucher
Mr. Bryant (TX)

39. An amendment offered by Mr. Becerra to decrease the level
of annual income required by a sponsor from 200 percent to 150
percent of the poverty level. Defeated 6—14.

AYES NAYS
Mr. Conyers Mr. Hyde
Mr. Frank Mr. Moorhead
Mr. Berman Mr. Sensenbrenner
Mr. Watt Mr. Gekas
Mr. Becerra Mr. Coble
Ms. Lofgren Mr. Smith (TX)

Mr. Schiff
Mr. Inglis
Mr. Buyer
Mr. Hoke
Mr. Bono
Mr. Heineman
Mr. Bryant (ThT)
Mr. Boucher

40. Vote on Final Passage: Adopted 23—10.
AYES NAYS

Mr. Hyde Mr. Conyers
Mr. Moorhead Mrs. Schroeder
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Mr. Sensenbremier Mr. Frank
Mr. McCollum Mr. Schumer
Mr. Gekas Mr. Berman
Mr. Coble Mr. Nadler
Mr. Smith (TX) Mr. Scott
Mr. Schiff Mr. Watt
Mr. Gallegly Mr. Becerra
Mr. Canady Ms. Lofgren
Mr. Inglis —

Mr. Goodlatte
Mr. Buyer
Mr. Hoke
Mr. Bono
Mr. Heineman
Mr. Bryant (TN)
Mr. Chabot
Mr. Flanagan
Mr. Barr
Mr. Boucher
Mr. Bryant (TX)
Mr. Reed

CoMMIrrE OvsIGHT FINDINGS

In compliance with clause 2(1)(3)(A) of rule XI of the Rules of the
House of Representatives, the Committee reports that the findings
and recommendations of the Committee, based on oversight activi-
ties under clause 2(b)( 1) of rule X of the Rules of the House of Rep-
resentatives, are incorporated in the descriptive portions of this re-
port.

COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT REFORM m OvsIG}rr FINDINGS
No fmdings or recommendations of the Committee on Govern-

ment Reform and Oversight were received as referred to in clause
2(l)(3)(D) of rule XI of the Rules of the House of Representatives.

NEW BUDGET AUTHORrrY ND TAx EXPENDITURES

Clause 2(1)(3)(B) of House Rule XI is inapplicable because this
legislation does not provide new budgetary authority or increased
tax expenditures.

CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFIcE COST ESTIMATE

In compliance with clause 2(l)(3)(C) of rule Xi of the Rules of the
House of Representatives, the Committee sets forth, with respect to
the bill, H.R. 2202, the following estimate and comparison prepared
by the Director of the Congressional Budget Office under section
403 of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974:
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U.S. CONGRESS,
CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE,

Washington, DC, March 4, 1996.
Hon. HErY J. HYDE,
Chairman, Committee on the Judiciary,
House of Representatives, Washington, DC.

.D Mit Cnuri: The Congressional Budget Office has pre-
pared the enclosed cost estimate for H.R. 2202, the Immigration
and the National Interest Act of 1995. Because enactment of the
bill would affect direct spending, pay-as-you-go procedures would
apply.

If you wish further details on this estimate, we will be pleased
to provide them.

Sincerely,
Jur E. O'NEILL, Director.

Enclosure.
CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE COST ESTIMATE

1. Bill number: H.R. 2202.
2. Bill Title: Immigration in the National Interest Act of 1995.
3. Bill status: As ordered reported by the House Committee on

the Judiciary on October 24, 1995.
4. Bill purpose: H.R. 2202 would make many changes and addi-

tions to federal laws relating to immigration. Provisions having a
potentially significant budgetary impact are highlighted below.

Title I would:
specify that the number of Immigration and Naturalization

(INS) border patrol agents would be increased by 1,000 in each
of the fiscal years 1996 through 2000 relative to the number
as of September 30, 1995; in addition, the number of full-time
support positions for border patrol agents would be increased
by 800;

authorize appropriations of $12 million for improvements in
barriers along the U.S.-Mexico border;

require that border crossing identification cards include a bi-
ometric identifier (such as a fingerprint) that is machine-read-
able;

direct the Attorney General to train border patrol personnel
on the rights and various cultural backgrounds of aliens and
U.S. citizens;

establish several pilot programs relating to inadmissible or
deportable aliens; and

• direct the Attorney General to deploy enough INS investiga-
tors and enforcement personnel in the interior of the United
States to properly investigate and enforce iniinigration laws.

Title H would:
increase by 25 the number of Assistant United States Attor-

neys that may be employed by the Department of Justice for
fiscal year 1996; and

provide for new and increased penalties for a number of
crimes related to immigration.

Title ifi would:
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permit the Attorney General to reemploy up to 300 federal
retirees for as long as two years to support the Institutional
Hearing Program;

direct the Attorney General to increase the detention facili-
ties of the INS to at least 9,000 beds by fiscal year 1997;

authorize appropriations of $5 million annually for the INS
and $150 million annually for the Attorney General, beginnirg
in fiscal year 1996, for costs related to detention and removal
of aliens;

provide for an increase in pay for immigration judges;
establish in the general fund of the Treasury an Immigration

Enforcement Account, and
provide for new and increased penalties for a number of

crimes related to immigration.
Title IV would:

direct the INS to increase the number of positions in the In-
vestigations Division by 350 above the number of such posi-
tions available as of September 30, 1994;

direct the Department of Labor (DOL) to increase the num-
ber of full-time equivalent positions in the Wage and Hour Di-
vision of the Employment Standards Administration by 150
above the number of such positions available as of September
30, 1994; and

direct the Attorney General to devise a system, such as a
toll-free telephone line or other electronic media, by which em-
ployers could confirm the eligibility of prospective employees.
This system would be implemented via pilot projects in five
states through the end of fiscal year 1999; continuation of the
projects would be subject to Congressional action.

Title V would:
reduce the number of legal immigrants allowed to enter the

United Stateseach year;
set a statutory cap on the number of refugees admitted into

the United States;
permit the Attorney General to reemploy up to 300 federal

retirees for as long as two years to reduce the backlog in asy-
lum applications;

direct the Attorney General to increase the number of INS
asylum officers to at least 600 by fiscal year 1997; and

require the Attorney General, subject to the availability of
appropriations, to reimburse visa application fees paid by peti-
tioners for family-sponsored immigrant categories that are
eliminated by this bill before the petitioner receives the visa.

Title VI would affect various benefit programs. It would:
curtail the eligibility of non-legal aliens, including those per-

manently residing under color of law (PRUCOL), in the narrow
instances where they are now eligible for federal benefits;

put sponsors of future immigrants on notice that they are ex-
pected to support them for a longer period than current law
provides, by extending the period in which a sponsor's income
is presumed or deemed to be available to the alien and by
making aflidavits of support legally enforceable;

deny the earned income tax credit to individuals not author-
ized to be employed in the United States; and
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change federal coverage of emergency Medicaid services for
illegal aliens.

Title VII would:
direct the Attorney General and the Secretary of the Treas-

ury to increase the number of land border inspectors in fiscal
years 1996 and 1997 to assure full staffing during peak border
crossing hours; and

direct the Attorney General, within two years of enactment
of this bifi, to establish preinspection stations in at least five
of the foreign airports that serve as departure points for the
greatest number of air passengers traveling to the U.S. In ad-
dition, this title would direct the Attorney General, within four
years of enactment, to establish preinspection stations in at
least five foreign airports that would most effectively reduce
the number of aliens who arrive by air without valid docu-
mentation.

5. Estimated cost to the Federal Government: Assuring appro-
priation of the entire amounts authorized, enacting H.R. 2202
would increase discretionary spending over fiscal years 1996
through 2002 by a total of about $5 billion. Several provisions of
H.R. 2202, mainly those in Title VI affecting benefit programs,
would result in changes to mandatory spending and federal reve-
nues. CBO estimates that the changes in mandatory spending
would reduce outlays by about $6 billion over the 1996—2002 pe-
riod, and that revenues would increase by about $80 million over
the same period. The estimated budgetary effects of the legislation
are sunnnarized in Table 1. Table 2 shows projected outlays for di-
rect spending programs under current law, the changes that would
stem from the bill, and the projected outlays for each program if
the bifi were enacted.

TABLE I.—ESTIMATED BUDGETARY EFFECTS OF HR. 2202

---TB, fiaI in miilas oI doflars)

1996 1997 1998 1999 2003 2001 2002

SPENDING SUBJECT TO APPROPRAflONS ACTION

Autbontions
Estimated authwization IeeI ................ 129 699 774

Estimated outlays 0 532 637
856
940

960
994

978

956

996
976

MANDATORY SPENDING AND RECEIPTS

Difect Spending:

Estimated budget authonty ... 0 —230 —428

Estimated outlays ......._ 0 —230 —428

Estimated Revenues ... 0 14 13

—684

—684

12

—1,020

—1.020
13

— 1.397

—1.397
13

—2.057

—2.057

13

The costs of this bifi fall within budget functions 550, 600, 750,
and 950.



Total
. 144,503 162,295 182,116 199,210 211,356 238,945 251,358 214,663

Changes to revenues 0 14 13 12 13 13 13
Net deficit eltect 0 —244 —441 —696 — 1,033 — 1,410 —2.010

I rood Stamps Includes Nutrition Assistance for Puerto Rico. Spending under currant law includes the provisions of the tiscat year 1996 Agriculture appropriations.
'hmity Support Payments includes spending on Aid to tamilles with Dependent Children (AFOC), AtTIC related child care, administrative costs for child support enforcement, net federal aving from child support collections, and the lob

Opportunities and Basic Shills Training program (JOBS).

Notes—Assumes enactment dale of August I, 1996. Estimateg will change with later ettective date. Details may not add to totals because ol rounding.

TABLE 2.—ESTIMATED EFFECTS OF HR. 2202 ON DIRECT SPENDING PROGRAMS
IRy fiscal years, in millions of dollars)

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002

PROJECTED SPENDING UNDER CURRENT lAW

Supplemental Security Income 24,509 24,491 29,894 32,961 36,058 42,6)2 39,281 46,51)
Food Stamps' 25,554 26,935 28,620 30.164 31,706 33,406 35,035 36,603
Family Support Payments2 18,086 18,544 19,048 19,534 20.132 20,193 21,411 22,184
Medicaid 89,010 99,292 1)0,021 122,060 134,821 148.110 162.590 111,186
Earned Income Tao Credit (outlay portion) 15,244 20,392 22,904 23,880 24,938 25.982 26,194 21,546
Receipts of Employer Contributions —21,960 —21,365 —28,081 —28,901 —29,621 —30,938 —32,428 —33,910

Total 144,503 162,295 182,406 199,698 218,040 239,965 252,755 216,120

PROPOSED CHANGES

Supplemental Security Income 0 —10 —80 —160 —260 —310 —610
Food Stamps' 0 0 —15 —45 —100 —110 —250
Family Support Payments7 0 —I —13 —23 —48 —63 —18
Medicaid 0

Earned Income Tao Credit (outlay portion) 0

Receipts of Employer Contributions 0

—5
—216

2

—110
—214

4

—240
—2)8

2

—390
—222

0

—570
—224

0

—830
—229

0

Total 0 —230 —428 —684 —1.020 —1,391 —2,051

PROJECTED SPENDING UNDER HR. 2202

Supplemental Security Income 24,509 24,491 29,884 32,881 35,898 42,352 38.911 45.841
Food Stamps' 22,554 26.935 28,620 30,149 31,661 33,306 34.865 36,353
Family Support Payments° 18,086 18,544 19,041 19,521 20,109 20,745 21,414 22,106
Medicaid 89,010 99,292
Earned Income Tao Credit (outlay portion) 15,244 20,392
Receipls of Employer Contributions —21,960 —21,365

110,016

22,688

—28,019

121,950
23,666

—28,903

134,581

24,120

—29,6)9

141,12O

25,160

—30,938

162.020

26,510
—32.428

116,956

21,311

—33,9)0
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6. Basis of Estimate: For purposes of this estimate, CBO assumes
that H.R. 2202 will be enacted by August 1, 1996.

Spending subject to appropriations
The following estimates assume that all specific a.mounts author-

ized by the bill would be appropriated for each fiscal year. For pro-
grams in the bill for which authorizations are not specified, or for
programs whose specific authorizations do not provide sufficient
funding, CBO estimated the cost based on information from the
agencies involved. We assumed that few of the bill's programs
would be implemented until fiscal year 1997. (Hence, we estimate
that outlays in 1996 would not be affected by enactment.) Esti-
mated outlays, begimiing in 1997, are based on historical rates for
these or similar activities.

The provisions in this bill that affect discretionary spending
would increase costs to the federal government by the amounts
shown in Table 3, assuming appropriation of the necessary funds.
In many. cases, the bifi authorizes funding for programs already au-
thorized in the violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act of
1994 (1994 crime bill) or already funded by fiscal year 1996 appro-
priations action. For example,. the additional border patrol agents
and support personnel in Title I already were authorized in the
1994 crime bifi through fiscal year 1998. For such provisions, the
amounts shown in Table 3 reflect only the cost above funding au-
thorized in current law.

In the most recent continuing resolution enacted for fiscal year
1996, appropriations for the Department of Justice total about $14
billion, of which about $1.7 billion is for the INS.

TABLE 3.—SPENDING SUBJECT TO APPROPRIATiONS ACTiON

(By fiscal year ii miHs of dUar)

199$ 1997 199$ 1999 2000 2001 2002

Estimated authoruaUon Iev1s:
Title L

Additiona' border patrol agents ..._.... 0 ... 116 119 123 127

Banier impoveinents 0 20 ...
Improved iddffication cards ....---.._....__- 0 34 34 34 ........
Border patiul training ....... 0 3 ....

Pitot programs ....... .... 0 1 ... .. ...
lncrased intenor enforcement .._ ..... 0 130 260 390 520 530 540

Title IL

Additional U.& Attorneys ... _....... 0 8 8 8 8 8 8

TtIe Ill:

lnc,eased detention tacilites . _. 0 199 220 50 52 53 55

Detention and removal of aliens' ...... _......... 129 155 155 155 155 155 155

Pay raise for immigration judges . 0 1 1 1 1 1 1

Title l%

Additional INS investigators ..._..._...._. _.._ 0 11 11 11 12 12 12

Additional DOL employees 0 12 12 13 13 14 14

Woit eIigibity pilot progiam .. ...._... 0 (2) (2) (2) _.... .
Title V:

Additional asyfum officers ........-__........-__.-.._..... 0 34 34 35 36 37 38

Visa rmbursement .. . ..... 0 55 ... ...... ....

Title VU:

Additional land border inspectors .. 0 36 39 43 44 45 46

Total .. 129 699 774 856 960 978 996
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TABLE 3.—SPENDING SUBJECT TO APPROPRIATIONS ACTION—Continued

tOy fiscnl years, in millions of dollars)

1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002

Estimated outlays
....... 0 532 637 940 994 956 976

'*rnooots for this provision are specified in the bill. The ameont authorized for fiscal year 1996 was reduced to reflect $26 million in ap-

pmpnatioos already provided.
21005 than $500.000.

Revenues and direct spending
Table 4 details estimated changes in revenueiand direct spend-

ing. The most significant changes in direct spending would result
from provisions contained in Title VI of the bill, in particular, from
the provisions changing benefits conferred through the Supple-
mental Security Income program, Medicaid, and the Earned In-
come Tax Credit.

TABLE 4.—CHANGES IN REVENUES AND DIRECT SPENDING

tOy fiscal years. in millions of dollars)

1996 1997 1998 1999 2080 2001 2002

Revenues:
New Criminal Fines and Forfeiture — 0 (') (') (') (I) (I) (I)

Earned Income Tax Credit ..-..--..... 0 14 13 12 13 13 13

Total Revenus ..._ -.....—

Direct Spending:
New Criminal Fines and Forfeiture
Immigration Enforcement Account

Supptemental Security Income ........

Foud Stamps .._ .. ..

Family Support ..

Medicaid ..... .. ......
Earned Income Tax Credit

Federal Employee Retirement

Total Direct SApending

°fs than 0500.000. -

0 14 13 12 13 13

0

0

(')
(')

(')
('1

(')
(')

(')
('I

(')
(')

(')
(')

0 —10 —80 —160 —260 —370 —670

0 0 —15 —45 —100 —170 —250

0 —1 —13 —23 —48 —63 —78

0 —5 —110 —240 —390 —570 —830

0 -216 -214 -218 -222 -224 -229

0 2 4 2 0 0 0

Fines.—The imposition of new and enhanced civil and criminal
fines in H.R. 2202 could cause governmental receipts to increase,
but CBO estimates that any such increase would be less than
$500,000 annually, civil fines would be deposited into the general
fund of the Treasury. Criminal fines would be deposited in the
Crime Victims Fund and would be spent in the following year.
Thus, direct spending from the fund would match the increase in
revenues with a one-year lag.

Forfeiture.—A new forfeiture provision in H.R. 2202 could lead to
more assets seized and forfeited to the United States, but CBO es-
timates that any such increase would be less than $500,000 annu-
ally in value. Proceeds from the sale of any such assets would be
deposited as revenues into the Assets Forfeiture Fund of the De-
partment of Justice and spent out of that fund in the same year.
Thus, direct spending from the Assets Forfeiture fund would match
any increase in revenues.

Immigration enforcement account.—The creation of an inlinigra-
tion enforcement account in Title III would affect both direct
spending and receipts. Currently, civil fines collected from viola-
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tions of certain immigration laws are classified as revenues for
budgetary purposes and deposited into the general fund of the
Treasury. H.R. 2202 would deposit these collections as offsetting
receipts into the immigration enforcement account and would
spend them out of that fund. Thus, direct spending would increase,
but this increase would be less than $500,000 annually.

Legal immigration reform.—H.R. 2202 would reduce legal iinzni-
gration levels by roughly 100,000 entries annually. By law, the
costs incurred by INS to oversee legal immigration are covered by
fees it charges, so there is no net impact on the federal budget. Re-
ducing legal immigration would decrease the fees collected by INS,
so the agency would have to reduce its costs accordingly, mainly by
cutting personnel. INS would attempt to m2intain a balance be-
tween fee collections and costs, as it does now. Over time, any im-
balance would be corrected to achieve a net budgetary impact of
zero.

Preinspection stations.—Based on information from INS, CBO es-
tiinates that the costs to establish and mintajn the first five
preinspection stations would reach about $40 million annually,
with similar costs for the second five stations. However, as required
by law, costs of this sort would be covered by increased INS user
fees charged to passengers entering the United States. Such fees
would be recorded as offsetting receipts, and additional spending by
the INS would be considered direct spending. Thus, there would be
no net budgetary impact from any additional preinspection sta-
tions.

Supplemental security income.—The SSI program pays benefits
to low-income people with few assets who are aged 65 or older or
disabled. According to tabulations by the Congressional Research
Service (CRS), the SSI program for the aged is the major benefit
program with the sharpest contrast in participation between
noncitizens and citizens. The CRS reported that nearly one-quarter
of aliens over the age..of 65 receive SSI, versus about 4 percent of
citizens. The Social Security Administratjon states that about
700,000 legal aliens collect SSI (although some unknown fraction
of those "aliens" are really naturalized citizens, whose change in
status is not reflected in program records). About three-quarters of
alien SSI recipients are immigrants legally admitted for permanent
residence, who must serve out a waiting period during which their
sponsor's income is "deemed" to them before they can go on the
program. That waiting period was temporarily lengthened to 5
years in 1994 but is slated to return to 3 years in October 1996.
The other one-quarter of alien recipients of SSI are refugees,
asylees, and PRUCOLs.

H.R. 2202 would have little effect on the eligibility for SSI or
other benefits of legal immigrants who are already in the U.S., be-
cause the bifi would not direct the agencies administering these
programs to make any changes in the way they treat aliens who
were legally admitted for permanent residence before the bifi's en-
actment. Any effect on such aliens would be indirect. The bifi
would amend the "public charge" section of the Immigration and
Nationality Act to state that anyone who collected certain benefits
within 7 years of arrival could be deported, and names the pro-
grams in which participation would brand the alien a public
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charge. No benefits received before the date of enactment would
count against the 7-year ban. Nor would benefits paid for certain
reasons arising after entry—such as the death or disability of a
breadwinner—count. A public charge ban (for 5, not 7 years after
the alien's entry) is already on the books, but is hardly ever en-
forced through deportation. The ban apparently has not acted as a
major deterrent to many aliens' participation in public assistance
programs. CBO does not rule out that the proposed "public charge"
language might make some aliens who are already here fearful of
collecting benefits, but views such psychological effects as a tenu-
ous basis for budget estimates.

For future entrants, though, the bill has real teeth. The bill's
principal effect on the SSI program would be the proposed length-
ening of the deeming period for future entrants. H.R. 2202 would
require the government to draft a new affidavit of support explic-
itly telling sponsors that they are liable for any public assistance
benefits provided to the alien. Furthermore, for immigrants covered
by such affidavits, the deeming period would last until naturaliza-
tion (if the immigrant was admitted as a parent of a citizen or legal
resident) or for at least 7 years (if admitted in another category).
CBO assumes that the new forms would be in place by early 1997
and that significant savings would begin in 2000—when that first
group of entrants would otherwise have graduated from the 3-year
deeming period under current law. Small savings would occur be-
fore 2000, because the bill would make two other changes in the
way deeming now operates in the SSI program—specifically, by re-
quiring that all income of the sponsor and spouse be deemed, in-
stead of only a portion of it, and by repealing the exemption from
deeming for aliens who become disabled after their arrival.

Because the stiffer deeming rules would make little difference in
the near term, they account for just half of the estimated savings
of $1.6 billion in SSI over the entire 1996—2000 period; neverthe-
less, they contribute two-thirds of the estimated savings in fiscal
year 2002. H.R. 2202 also proposes to shave the number of overall
immigrant admissions, and would explicitly limit the number of
parents of citizens or legal residents who may enter the country.
Since deeming has proven to be a quite powerful tool in the SSI
program, the proposed cutback in admissions is largely immaterial
to CBO's estimate; from a dollar standpoint, it matters little
whether immigrants can get into the country but are then barred
from SSI, or whether they cannot get into the country in the first
place.

Two other provisions of the bill would generate the remaining
savings in SSI. First, H.R. 2202 would eliminate eligibility for SSI
benefits of aliens permanently residing under color of law. That
label covers such disparate groups as parolees, aliens who are
granted a stay of deportation, and others with various legal
statuses. PRUCOLs currently make up about 5 percent of aliens on
the SSI rolls. CBO assumes that some would successfully seek to
have their classification changed to another category (such as refu-
gee or asylee) that would protect their SSI benefits. The remainder,
though, would be barred from the program, generating savings of
about $0.5 billion over 7 years.
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The second provision would set a statutory ceiling on a number
of refugee admissions, removing that prerogative from the Presi-
dent. The bill would limit refugee admissions to 75,000 in 1997 and
50,000 a year thereafter. It is impossible to say how many refugees
would be admitted if current policy remained unchanged, since the
ceiling is announced by the President annually and is affected by
geopolitical conditions. For this estimate, CBO assumed that,
under current policy, refugee admissions would drop from 90,000 in
fiscal year 1996 (the ceiling announced by the President) to 75,000
in 1997 and beyond. Compared with that path, H.R 2202 would re-
quire a reduction of 25,000 refugee admissions a year after 1997.
Refugees often arrive with little or no money, poor English, and
limited prospects for employment, so it is not surprising that they
tend to rely on welfare at first. Tabulations by the Office of Refugee
Resettlement in the Department of Health and Human Services in-
dicate that, of refugees who arrived in the past 5 years, about 7
percent are on SSI, 24 percent on Aid to Fmi1ies with Dependent
Children (AFDC), and 60 percent on food stamps. Based on that
pattern, CBO estimates that the limits on refugee admissions in
H.R. 2202 would lead to savings in the SSI program of $0.1 billion
over the 1998—2002 period.

Food stamps.—The estimated savings in the Food Stamp pro-
gram—$0.6 billion over 7 years—are considerably smaller than
those in 551 but have essentially the same explanations. The Food
Stamp program imposes a 3-year deeming period. Therefore,
lengthening the deeming period (to at least 7 years for most future
entraiits and even longer for some) would save money in food
stamps beginning in 2000. Restrictions on the number of legal en-
trants and particularly of refugees admitted into the country ac-
count for the rest of the savings. The Food Stamp program already
denies benefits to most PRUCOLs, so no additional savings are es-
timated from that source.

Statistics compiled by- CRS suggest that about 16 percent of
noncitizens live in households that receive food stamps, not so
sharply different from the 12 percent participation rate of citizens.
Other data on them, though, are sketchier than data on aliens in
the SSI program. For example, CBO lacks ixformation on how long
aliens (other than refugees) are in the country before going on food
stamps, why they file for benefits, and how many of them have fi-
nancial sponsors—information that would have helped greatly in
estimating the effects of H.R. 2202.

Family support.—H.R. 2202 would lead to small savings in the
AFDC program—again, from essentially the same provisions that
would generate savings in SSI and food stamps. CRS tabulations
show that noncitizens are only slightly more likely than citizens to
participate in the AFDC program (6 percent of noncitizens, versus
5 percent of citizens). Often, the household consists of a noncitizen
parent and a citizen child or children—in which case H.R. 2202
would directly affect only the parent's eligibility. As for food
stamps, thformation on sponsorship, length of time in the country,
and reason for participation by aliens in AFDC is scanty.

The AFDC program already deems income from sponsors to
aliens for three years after the alien's arrival. H.R. 2202 would
lengthen that period to 7 years in most cases. The $0.2 billion in
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total savings over the 1997—2002 period would stem from lengthen-
ing the deeming period, restricting the number of admissions of im-
migrants and refugees, and ending the eligibility of PRtJCOLs for
AFDC benefits.

Medicaid.—H.R. 2202 would erect several barriers to Medicaid
eligibility for future entrants into this country. In most cases,
AFDC or SSI eligibffity carries Medicaid eligibility along with it.
By restricting aliens' access to those two cash programs, H.R. 2202
would generate savings in Medicaid. Medicaid now has no deeming
requirement at all; that is, program administrators do not consider
a sponsor's income when they gauge the alien's eligibility for bene-
fits. Therefore, it is possible for a sponsored alien to qua1i1 for
Medicaid even before he or she has satisfied the SSI waiting pe-
riod. H.R. 2202 would change that by requiring that every means-
tested program weigh the income of a sponsor who signed one of
the new, legally enforceable affidavits of support. Under current
law, PRUCOLs are specifically eligible for Medicaid; H.R. 2202
would make them ineligible.

Finally, H.R. 2202 would bar immigration by parents of citizens
and legal residents unless a sponsor could document that the par-
ent would be covered by a private insurance policy that provides
coverage similar to Medicare plus long-term care protection equiva-
lent to Medicaid. Such coverage would be extremely expensive if it
even exists. That requirement was not critical to CBO's estimate
of Medicaid savings in H.R. 2202, because CBO judged that the
other SSI provisions and the deeming requirements would effec-
tively bar most elderly entrants from the Medicaid program over
the 1997—2002 period. The estimate assumes that the new, legally
enforceable affidavits will be in place by early 1997. If that as-
sumed timetable were to slip, perhaps because of the sheer dif-
ficulty of crafting acceptable criteria for insurance coverage, esti-
mates of savings inother programs that also hinge on the new affi-
dvits could aaso slip. If enforced stringently, the insurance re-
quirement could effectively forbid immigration of all except the
wealthiest parents of U.S. residents.

CBO estimated the savings in Medicaid by first estimating the
number of aliens who would be barred from the SSI and AFDC pro-
grams by other provisions of H.R. 2202. CBO then added another
group—dubbed "noncash beneficiaries" in Medicaid parlance be-
cause they participate in neither of the two cash programs. CBO
assumed that the noncash participants who would be affected by
H.R. 2202 essentially fall into two groups. One is the group of el-
derly (and less importantly, disabled) aliens who enter in 1997 and
beyond and who could, under current law, seek Medicaid even be-
fore they satisfied the 3-year wait for SSI, the second is poor chil-
dren and pregnant women who could, under current law, qualify
for Medicaid even if they do not get AFDC. CBO then multiplied
the assumed number of aliens affected times an average Medicaid
cost appropriate for their group. That average cost is significantly
higher for an aged or disabled person than for a younger mother
or child. In selecting an average cost, CBO took into account the
fact that relatively few aged or disabled aliens receive expensive
long-term care in Medicaid-covered institutions, but that on the
other hand few are eligible for Medicare as their primary payer.
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The resulting estimate of Medicaid savings was then trimmed by
25 percent to reflect the fact that—if the aliens in question were
barred from regular Medicaid—the federal government would likely
end up paying more in reimbursements for emergency care and for
uncompensated care. The resulting savings in Medicaid would be
negligible at first but would reach an estimated $0.8 billion by
2002, totaling $2.1 billion over the 1997—2002 period.

One of the few benefits for which illegal aliens now qua1i1 is
emergency Medicaid under section 1903(v) of the Social Security
Act. HR. 2202 contains a provision that is apparently intended to
make the federal government responsible for the entire cost of
emergency Medicaid services, instead of splitting the cost with
states as under the current matching requirements. However, the
drafting of the provision leaves several legal and practical issues
dangling. H.R. 2202 would not repeal the current provision in sec-
tion 1903(v). It also orders the Immigration and Naturalization
Service to veri1 the identity of recipients in order for the states to
qualify for the proposed reimbursement. Emergency patients often
show up with no insurance and little other identification; therefore,
if the INS drafted stringent rule for verification, it is possible that
hardly any providers could collect under this section. On the other
hand, if the INS required only minim1 identification, providers
would have an incentive to classi1y as many patients as possible in
this category because that would maximize their federal reimburse-
ment. Also unclear is whether any reimbursement would be subject
to the usual limits on allowable charges in Medicaid, or whether
providers could seek reimbursement for their entire cost.

Earned income tax credit.—H.R. 2202 would deny eligibility for
the Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) to workers who are not au-
thorized to be employed in the U.S. In practice, that provision
would work by requiring valid Social Security numbers to be filed
for the primary and secondary taxpayers on returns that claim the
EITC. A similar- provision was contained 'in President Clinton's
1996 budget proposal and in last fall's reconciliation bill. The Joint
Committee on Taxation estimates that the provision would reduce
the deficit by approximately $0.2 billion a year. Most of this reduc-
tion would appear as lower outlays for the refundable portion of the
credit, but there would also be a small increase in revenues.

Federal employee retirement.—H.R 2202 would have a small ef-
fect on the net outlays of federal retirement programs. Section 533
and 356 of the bill would permit certain civilian and military retir-
ees to collect their full pensions in addition to their salary if they
are reemployed by the Department of Justice to help tackle a back-
log of asylum applications or support the Institutional Hearing Pro-
gram. Under current law, an employing agency must deduct the
annuity amount from the paycheck of a reemployed civil service an-.
nuitant and remit that amount to the retirement trust fund. The
retirement fund, in effect, makes no net annuity payments for the
period of the annuitant's reemployment. (Rules governing the re-
employment of military retirees are slightly more liberal, but still
require forfeiture of part of the armuity.) Under the bill, the salary
reduction requirement would be waived for up to 24 months of re-
employment. CBO estimates that about 200 annuitants would be
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affected, and that net outlays would increase by $2 million to $4
million a year in 1997 through 1999.

Other programs.—Entitleinent or direct spending programs,
other than those already listed, are estimated to incur negligible
costs or savings over the 1997—2002 period as a consequence of
H.R. 2202. The child nutrition program would be specifically ex-
empt from H.R. 2202's ban on benefits to illegal aliens. It is pos-
sible that child nutrition would fall wider the requirement that all
means-tested programs develop sponsor-to-alie deeming provisions
for future entrants; however, the applicability of that section is am-
biguous, and it would take time to craft deeming rules and imple-
ment them in school systems nationwide in any case. The foster
care program does not appear by name on any specific list of ex-
emptions in H.R. 2202, but CBO assumes that it would be exempt
wider provisions protecting battered children. CBO estimates that
the bill would not lead to any significant savings in the student
loan program. The Title XX social services program, an entitlement
program for the states, is funded at a fixed dollar amount set by
the Congress; the eligibility or ineligibility of aliens for services
would not have any direct effect on those dollar amounts.

7. Pay-as-you-go considerations: Section 252 of the Balanced
Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985 sets up pay-as-
you-go procedures for legislation affecting direct spending or re-
ceipts through 1998. Because several sections of this bill would af-
fect receipts and direct spending, pay-as-you-go procedures would
apply. These effects are summarized in the following table.

By 1I yai. in milhan ol doftarsi

Change in outlays .... ......__.... .... 0

0

—230

14

—428

13
Change in receipts ... .........._._..._ .—.........—

8. Estimated imàct on state, local, and tribal governments: CBO
has not completed its review of possible mandates in H.R. 2202.
This section represents a preliminary analysis of the mandates con-
tained in the bill and their likely impacts on the budgets of state,
local, and tribal governments. A comprehensive mandate cost state-
ment will be provided when CBO's analysis is completed.

H.R. 2202 contains a number of mandates on state and local gov-
ernznents. The major mandates would require that state and local
governments:

Deny non-legal aliens, including those permanently residin
under color of law, eligibility for all means-tested state an
local benefit programs except emergency Medicaid, immuniza-
tions, disaster relief, and family violence services;

Distribute means-tested benefits only through individuals
who are themselves eligible for the program, at least on the
basis of their immigration status; and

Impose no restrictions on the exchange of information be-
tween governmental entities or officials and the Immigration
and Naturaiization Service regarding the immigration status of
individuals.

In addition, H.R. 2202 would require employers, including state
and local government personnel offices, in at least five states to
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confirm through a toll-free telephone number (or other electronic
media), the identity, Social Security number, and work eligibility of
all employees within three days of hiring.

CBO's preliminary conclusion is that the total net costs of the
bill's mandates on state and local governments would not exceed
the $50 million annual threshold established in the Unfunded
Mandates Reform Act.

9. Estimated impact on the private sector: H.R. 2202 contains
several private sector mandates. Although CBO has not completed
its analysis of impacts on the private sector, our prliminary analy-
sis indicates that the expected direct costs of private sector man-
dates contained in H.R. 2202 would exceed $100 million a year.

Generally, speaking, the private sector mandates in H.R. 2202 lie
in four areas: (1) provisions that affect aliens within the borders of
the United States, (2) provisions that affect individuals who spon-
sor aliens and execute affidavits of support, (3) provisions that af-
fect the transportation industry, and (4) provisions that affect em-
ployers of aliens. In addition, a few provisions would reduce exist-
ing mandates on employers and offset margiziaiiy some of the costs
imposed by new mandates.

Speciflaily, we expect that the direct costs imposed on sponsors
of aliens who execute affidavits of support to exceed $100 million
a year within the first five years that the mandate is in effect.
Those are costs now borne by the federal government and state and
local governments for the provision of benefits under public assist-
ance prograxns. We also expect that some direct costs would be im-
posed on aliens within U.S. borders, the transportation industry,
and the employers of aliens but that those costs would not be sig-
nificant.

10. Previous CBO estimate: In 1995 CBO prepared many esti-
mates of the effects of restricting aliens' eligibility for public assist-
ance in the context of the debate over welfare reform. Rmples in-
clude CBO's estimates of H.R. 4 (the welfare reform bill) and of
H.R. 2491 (the reconciliation bill), both of, which were eventually
vetoed. In general, however, those proposals did not draw a sharp
distinction between aliens already in the country and future en-
trants. CBO has not previously estimated the effects of restrictions
on public assistance like those in H.R. 2202 that are essentially
targeted at future entrants.

11. Estimate prepared by: Federal Cost Estimate: Mark
Grabowicz, Wayne Boyington, Sheila Dacey, Dorothy Rosenbauin,
Robin Rudowitz, Kathy Rufling, and Stephanie Weiner.

State and Local Government Estimate: Karen McVey and Leo
Lex.

Private Sector Mandate Estimate: Matthew Eyles.
12. Estimate approved by: Paul N. Van de Water, Assistant Di-

rector, for Budget Analysis.

INFLATIONARY IMPACT STATEMENT

Pursuant to clause 2(l)(4) of rule Xl of the Rules of the House
of Representatives, the Committee estimates that H.R. 2202 will
have no significant inflationary impact on prices and costs in the
national economy.
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SECTION BY SECTION ANALYSIS

.221

1TrLE 11—ENHANCED ENFORCEMENT AND PENALTIES AGAINST ALIEN
SMUGGLING; DOCUMENT FRAUD

223

Subtitle B—Deterrence of Document Fraud

Sec. 211—Increased criminal penalties for fraudulent use of Govern-
ment-issued documents

Subsection (a) amends 18 U.S.c. 1028(b)(1), relating to fraud and
misuse of government-issued identification documents, to increase
the maximum term of imprisonment from 5 to 15 years. The sen-
tence is increased 20 years if the offense is committed to facilitate
a drug-trafficking crime, and to 25 years if committed to facilitate
an act of international terrorism.

Subsection (b) directs the Sentencing Commission promptly to in-
crease the basic offense levels for document fraud offenses under
sections 1028(a) and 1546(a) of title 18: offense level 15 if the of-
fense involved 100 or more documents; level 20 if the offense in-
volved 1,000 or more documents or was done to facilitate a drug
offense or aggravated felony, and level 25 if done to provide docu-
ments to persons engaged in terrorist activity or racketeering en-
terprises.
Sec. 212.—New civil penalties for document fraud

Subsection (a) amends section 274C(a) by adding a new para-
graph (5) to make it unlawful for any person knowingly or in reck-
less disregard of the fact that the information is false or does not
relate to the applicant, to prepare, file, or assist another person in
preparing or filing, documents which are falsely made for the pur-
pose of satisfyinga requirement of the ]NA. "Falsely made" shall
include a document submitted with, knowledge or reckless dis-
regard of the fact that the document contains a false, fictitious,
fraudulent statement or material misrepresentation, has no basis
in law or fact, or fails to state a material fact.

Subsection (b) makes conforming amendments to section
274C(d)(3).

Subsection (c) provides that the amendment shall apply to assist-
ance, preparation, or submission of documents or applications oc-
curring on or after the date of enactment.
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TITLE IV—ENFORCEMENT OF RESTRICTIONS AGAINST EMPLOYMENT

Sec. 401—Strengthened enforcement of the employer sanctions pro-
visions

This section requires that the number of full-time INS Investiga-
tors be increased by 350 and that the new agents be assigned to
investigate violations of the employer sanctions provisions of the
INA. -
Sec. 402—Strengthened enforcement of wage and hour laws

This section requires the number of full-time Department of
Labor Wage and Hour Division employees to be increased by 150
and that the new agents be assigned to investigate violations in
areas where there are high concentrations of undocumented aliens.
Sec. 403—Changes in the employer sanctions program

Subsection (a) amends section 274A(b)(1)(B) of the INA to strike
clauses (ii) through (iv). This eliminates three categories of docu-
ments that now can be used to establish both employment author-
ization and identity: certificate of citizenship, certificate of natu-
ralization, and unexpired foreign passport stamped by Attorney
General with employment authorization. After this amendment,
only a United States passport, alien registration card, or other em-
ployment authorization document issued by Attorney General
would be acceptable to establish both identity and work authoriza-
tion.

Subsection (a) also amends section 274A(b)(1)(C) of the INA to
eliminate a birth certificate as a document that can be used to es-
tablish work authorization. Only a social security card would be ac-
ceptable for this purpose. Subsection (a) also amends section
274A(b)(2) to require hat an individual being hired provide his or
her social security nuilber on the employment verification attesta-
tion form.

Subsection (b) ("Employment Eligibility Confirmation Process")
amends subsections (a) and (b) of section 274A to require the devel-
opment and use, on a pilot basis, of an employment eligibility con-
firmation mechanism.

Section 274A(a)(3) currently provides a defense against liability
for hiring an unauthorized alien if the employer has complied in
good faith with the document-based employment verification sys-
tem in section 274A(b). Under this subsection, section 274A(a)(3) is
amended to state that if an employer who (1) employs more than
3 employees and (2) is subject to the pilot program in 274A(b)(7)
does not obtain appropriate confirmation through the new mecha-
nism of the identity, social security number, and work eligibility of
an individual through this process, this defense does not apply. To
preserve the defense, an employer must make an inquiry through
the mechanism within 3 working days after the date of hiring, un-
less the confirmation mechanism has registered that not all inquir-
ies were responded to during that time, in which case the inquiry
can be made on the first subsequent working day in which the con-
firmation mechanism is responding to all inquiries. The employer
also must receive a confirmation within a time to be specified in
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regulations by the Attorney General (but not to exceed 10 working
days), in order to preserve the defense.

Section 274A(b)(3) currently provides that the employer must re-
tain for a period of 3 years the verification form completed by the
employee. This subsection amends section 274A(b)(3) to incorporate
the requirements in amended section 274A(a)(3) regarding use of
the confirmation mechanism to verify the accuracy of information
provided on the form, and to require that the employer retain both
the verification form as well as the receipt of confirmation for at
least 3 years after the date of hiring, recruiting, or referral of the
employee. It will be unlawful for an employer with more than 3
employees to hire an individual without complying with the new
confirmation mechanism set out in section 274A(b)(3).

Section 274A(b)(6) is amended to require the Attorney General
(or a designee that may include a private entity) to respond to in-
quiries by employers, through a toll-free telephone line or other
electronic media, in the form of a confirmation code signifying
whether or not an individual is authorized to be employed. The At-
torney General shall establish expedited procedures to confirm the
validity of information used under the confirmation mechanism in
cases in which confirmation is sought but not provided by the
mechanism. The confirmation mechpnism shall be designed to
maximize the reliability and ease of use of the coiifirmation process
consistent with protecting the privacy and security of the underly-
ing information, and to register all times when the system is not
able to respond to all inquiries on whether individuals are author-
ized to be employed. The methnicm shall compare the name and
social security account number and, in certain instances, the alien
identification nuthber, supplied by the new employee against
records of the Social Security Administration and the flTS to deter-
mine the validity of the information provided and whether or not
the individual has presented a social security number or an alien
number that is notaIid for employment. The Attorney General
shall provide aconflrmation or tentative nonconfirmation within 3.
working days of the initial inquiry. The Attorney General, in con-
sultation with the Commissioner of Social Security and the Com-
missioner of INS, shall designate an expedited time period (not to
exceed 10 days) within which final confirmation or denial must be
provided through the confirmation meh2nicm. No social security
information may be disclosed or released.

No individual shall be denied employment because of inaccurate
or inaccessible data in the confirmation mechanism, and the Attor-
ney General shall provide a timely and accessible process for chal-
lenging failures to confirm eligibility for employment. If an individ-
ual would not have been dismissed from a job but for an error of
the confirmation medimism, the individual is entitled to com-
pensation through the mechanism of the Federal Tort Claims Act.
The Attorney General also shall implement a program of testers
and investigative activities to monitor and prevent unlawful dis-
crimination through use of the mechnim. No person shall be civ-
illy or criminally liable for any action taken in good faith reliance
on information provided through the confirmation meehnism.

A new section 274A(b)(7) is added to require that the new re-
quirements for employers added in subsection (b) shall only be mi-
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plemented (and tested for reliability and ease of use) through pilot
projects in at least 5 of the 7 States with the highest estimated
popuiation of unauthorized aliens. The pilot projects shall be start-
ed within 6 months of the date of enactment, and shall terminate
by no later than October 1, 1999. The confirmation mechanism
shall not be established in other States unless Congress so provides
by law. The Attorney General shall issue annual reports, beginning
in 1997, on the development and implementation of the mechanism
in the pilot states. The reports may include infornation on whether
the mechanism: is reliable and easy to use; limits to less than 1
percent job loss due to inaccurate information; increases or de-
creases discrimination; protects individual privacy; and burdens
employers with costs or administrative requirements.

Subsection (c) amends section 274A(a) by adding a new para-
graph (6), to reduce paperwork requirements for the subsequent
employers of certain employees whose eligibility to work has been
confirmed by a prior employer. This provision applies in the case
of an individual who is employed under a collective bargaining
agreement entered into with an association of two or more employ-
ers, whose prior employer has complied with the employment ver-
ification process, and whose subsequent employer is a member of
the same muiti-employer association. The period during which this
deeming can take place is up to 5 years in the case of a United
States national or an alien lawfully admitted for permanent resi-
dence, and 3 years in the case of any other individual.

If an employer who has taken advantage of this provision is
found to have hired an uxauthorized alien, that hiring shall be pre-
sumed to be a knowing hire in violation of section 274A(a). The em-
ployer may rebut the presumption by presentation of clear and con-
vincing evidence.

Subsection (d) strikes subsection (i) through (n) of section 274A,
which are dated provisions.

Subsection (e) sets—forth effective dates for the amendments
made by this section. In general, the amendments shall be effective
not later than 180 days after the date of enactment. The amend-
ments made in subsections (a)(1) and (a)(2) (regarding reductions
in the number of documents that may be presented by new employ-
ees) shall be effective not later than 18 months after enactment.
The amendments made in subsection (c) (paperwork reduction)
shall apply to all individuals hired on or after 60 days after enact-
ment.

In addition, the Attorney General shall within 180 days of enact-
ment issue regulations which provide for electronic storage of the
1-9 form, in satisfaction of the record retention requirements in sec-
tion 274A(b)(3).

Sec. 404—Reports on earnings of aliens not authorized to work
This section revises section 2 90(c) of the INA to require that the

Social Security Administration (SSA) report to Congress on the
number of social security numbers issued to aliens not authorized
to be employed in the United States for which earnings were re-
ported to the SSA. After January 1, 1996, if earnings are reported
to the SSA for any such social security account number, the SSA
shall report to the Attorney General the name and address of the
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person for whom the earnings were reported and the name and ad-
dress of the person (employer) reporting the earnings.
Sec. 405—Authorizing maintenance of certain information on aliens

This section amends section 264 of the INA to c1arify that the At-
torney General may require any alien to provide his or her social
security number to include in any record of the alien.

Sec. 406—Limiting liability for certain technical violations of paper-
work requirements

This section amends section 274A(e)(1) to provide that an em-
ployer shall not be considered to have been in violation of the ver-
ification requirements based upon a technical or procedural failure
to meet a requirement unless the INS has explained the basis for
the failure and given the employer 10 business days to correct it,
and the employer has not corrected the failure during that period.
Sec. 407—Unfair immigration-related employment practices

Subsection (a) amends section 274B(g)(2) to require that employ-
ers subject to a final order for an immigration-related unfair em-
ployrnent practice be ordered to retain records for each person ap-
plying for employment for a period up to 3 years and be fined not
less than $250 nor more than $2000 for each individual discrimi-
nated against.

Subsection (b) amends section 274B(a)(6) by providing that in the
case of an employee who has presented a time-limited work author-
ization document to satisfr section 274A(b)(1), an employer may re-
quest a document proving that employment authorization has been
renewed. The amendment also provides that if the employer has
reason to believe that an alien who has presented a document valid
on its face is nevertheless an unauthorized alien, the employer may
inform the employee of the questions regarding the document's va-
lidity and the employer's intention to verify its validity. If the ver-
ification confirms that the employee is unauthorized to work, the
employee may be discharged with no benefits or rights accruing on
the basis of the period employed.
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TITLE 171—RESTRICTIONS ON BENEFITS FOR ILLEGAL ALIENS

Sec. 600—Statements on national policry concerning welfare and im-
migration

This section states national policy with respect to welfare and
immigration.

Subtitle A—Eligibility of Illegal Aliens for-Public Benefits

Part 1—Public Benefits Generally

Sec. 601—Making illegal aliens ineligible for public assistance, con-
tracts, and licenses

Subsections (a) and (b) provide that aliens not lawfully present
in the United States are ineligible to receive benefits under any
means-tested program provided or funded, in whole or in part, by
the Federal or State Governments and also are ineligible to receive
any grant, to enter into any contract or loan agreement, or to be
issued or have renewed any professional or commercial license, pro-
vided or funded by the Federal or State Governments.

Subsection Cc) provides that Federal agencies must require appli-
cants to provide sufficient proof of identity to receive a Federal con-
tract, grant, loan, or license, or the following types of public assist-
ance: supplemental security income (SSI); Aid to Families with De-
pendent Children (AFDC); social services block grants; Medicaid;
Food Stamps; or housing assistance. Proof of identity is lirriited to
showing the following documents: a United States passport (either
current or expired if issued within the previous 20 years and after
the individual has reached the age of 18); a resident alien card; or
a State driver's license or identity card, if presented with the indi-
vidual's social security card.

Subsection (d) authorizes State agencies to require proof of eligi-
bffity to receive State assistance.

Subsection (e) provides exceptions to the limitations in sub-
sections (a) and (b) in the case of an alien who (or whose child) has
been battered or subject to extreme cruelty. The alien must have
applied (or apply within 45 days of the initial application for bene-
fits) for family-sponsored immigration status or classification, or
cancellation of removal and adjustment of status, or the alien must
be the beneficiary of a petition for family-sponsored immigration or
classification. The exception terminates if no application setting
forth a prima fade case for such immigration benefits has been
filed or when an application is denied.

The rationale behind this provision is straightforward: aliens
who are in the U.S. illegally should not be entitled to receive any
of the privileges or benefits of membership in American society. It
is unfair to citizens and legal residents to allow illegal aliens to ac-
cess public benefits.

No aspect of illegal immigration angers the American people
more than ifiegal aliens using taxpayer-funded public benefits. Poll
after poll shows that the American people are tired of footing the
bill for those who are in the country illegally. The passage of Prop-
osition 187 in California, and other similar movements in Florida
and Arizona are evidence of this. While the availability of public
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benefits may not be the chief magnet that draws illegal aliens to
the U.S., it is certainly one of the most powerful. As a matter of
national immigration policy, Congress must remove all of the pos-

sible incentives that may lure illegal aliens to either come to or

stay in the U.S. The Committee believes that, to thoroughly combat

illegal immigration, illegal aliens must not be given taxpayer-fund-

ed public benefits at any level—Federal, State or local.

The prohibition on Federal, State and local contracts, grants,
loans, licenses, and welfare assistance as contained in this section

is not intended to address the issue of alien eligibility for a basic
public education as determined by the U.S. Supreme Court in
Plyler v. Doe.'
Sec. 602—Making unauthorized aliens ineligible for unemployment

benefits
This section provides that aliens are ineligible for unemployment

benefits payable in whole or in part out of Federal funds to the ex-

tent such benefits are attributable to any employment for which

the alien had not had authorization. Benefits providers must make
such inquiries as may be necessary to assure that applicants are
eligible.

Sec. 603—General exceptions
This section provides that sections 601 and 602 shall not apply

to the provision of emergency medical services, public health immu-
nizations, short-term emergency relief, school lunch programs,
child nutrition programs, and family violence services.

The allowance for treatment of communicable diseases is very
narrow. The Committee intends that it only apply where absolutely

necessary to prevent the spread of such diseases. This is only a
short term measure until the deportation of an alien who is unlaw-
fully present in the U.S. It is not intended to provide authority for
continued long-term treatment of such diseases as a means for ille-

gal aliens to delay their removal from the country. However, it is

the Committee's intent to give public health providers the ability,
within the scope of their professional judgment, to treat individuals

who might have, or require immunization against, communicable

diseases. So long as that judgment was made in good faith it is in-
tended to fall within the exception for immunizations, testing, and
treatment for communicable diseases. Furthermore, this exception

is also intended to permit health care providers to expmine pa-
tients sufficient to determine whether testing, treatment, or immu-

nization is appropriate.
The allowance for emergency medical services under Medicaid is

very narrow. The Committee intends that it only apply to medical

care that is strictly of an emergency nature, such as medical treat-
ment administered in an emergency room, critical care unit, or in-
tensive care unit. The Committee does not intend that emergency
medical services include pre-natal or delivery care assistance that
is not strictly of an emergency nature as specified herein. The Com-

mittee intends that any provision of services under this exception
for mental health disorders be limited to circumstances in which

12PlyLer v. Doe, 457 U.S. 202, 102 S.Ct. 2382, 72 L.Ed2d 786 (1982).
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the alien's condition is such that he is a danger to himself or to
others and has therefore been judged incompetent by a court of ap-
propriate jurisdiction.

Sec. 604—Treatment of expenses subject to emergency medical serv-
ices exception

Subsection (a) provides that, subject to advance appropriations,
a State or local government that provides emergency medical serv-
ices through a public hospital (including through a contract with
another hospital or facility) to an illegal alien is entitled to receive
payment from the Federal Government for the costs of the services,
but only to the extent that such costs are not reimbursed through
any other Federal program and cannot be recovered from the alien
or another person. Reimbursement also may be made to a hospital
eligible for additional payment adjustment under section 1886(d)(5)
of the Social Security Act.

Subsection (b) provides that no payment shall be made unless
the identity and immigration status of the alien has been verified
with the INS. Subsection (c) provides that the program shall be ad-
ministered by the Attorney General in consultation with the Sec-
retary of Health and Human Services. Subsection (d) provides that
subsection (a) shall not apply to emergency medical services fur-
nished before October 1, 1995.

Sec. 605—Report on disqualification of illegal aliens from housing
assistance programs

This section provides that the Secretary of Housing and Urban
Development shall submit a report within 90 days to certain com-
mittees of Congress describing the manner in which the Secretary
is enforcing sectioxi. 214 of the Housing and Community Develop-
ment Act of 1980.

Sec. 606—Verification of student eligibility for postsecondary federal
student financial assistance

This section provides that no student shall be eligible for post-
secondary Federal student financial assistance unless the student
has certified that he or she is a citizen or national of the United
States, or an alien lawfully admitted for permanent residence, and
the Secretary of Education has verified such status through a pro-
cedure determined by the Attorney General.

Sec. 607—Payment of public assistance benefits
This section provides that in carrying out the provisions of this

part, payment of means-tested benefits identified in section 601
(other than those exempted by section 603) shall be made only
through an individual or person who is not ineligible to receive
such benefits under section 601.
Sec. 608—Definitions

This section provides that for purposes of this title, an alien shall
not be considered lawfully present in the U.S. merely because the
alien may be considered to be permanently residing in the United
States under color of law for purposes of any particular program.
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Sec. 609—Regulations and effective dates
This section requires that the Attorney Generai issue regulations

carrying out this subpart (other than section 605) within 60 days
of enactment. The Attorney General shall apply section 601 to as-
sistance provided, contracts or loan agreements entered into, and
professional and commercial licenses issued or renewed at least 30
and not more than 60 days after the date the regulations are first
issued, but may waive this section in the case of applications which
are pending or approved on or before this date. The Attorney Gen-
eral shall apply section 602 to unemployment benefits provided on
or after a date at least 30 and not more than 60 days after the date
the regulations are first issued, but may waive this section in the
case of applications for benefits pending as of this date. The Attor-
ney General must broadly disseminate information regarding these
restrictions on eligibility before the effective dates.

Part 2—Earned Income Tax Credit
Sec. 611—Earned income tax credit denied to individuals not au-

thorized to be employed in the United States
This section amends section 32(c)( 1) of the Internal Revenue

Code of 1986 by adding a new subparagraph (F), providing that an
individual is not eligible for the earned income tax credit if the in-
dividual does not include a taxpayer identification number on the
tax return. This section also amends section 32 of the Internal Rev-
enue Code to add a new subsection (k), providing that a taxpayer
identification number means a social security account number
other than one that has been issued to an individual not authorized
to work in the U.S.

Subtitle B—Expansion of Disqualification from Immigration
Benefits othe Basis of Public Charge

Sec. 621—Ground for inadmissibility
This section amends paragraph (4) of section 2 12(a) (public

charge exclusion ground) to provide that a.family-sponsored immi-
grant or nonimmigrant is inadmissible if the alien cannot dem-
onstrate that the alien's age, health, family status, education,
skills, or a combination thereof, or an affidavit of support, or both,
make it unlikely that the alien will become a public charge. An em-
ployment-based immigrant is inadmissible, other than an immi-
grant of extraordinary ability, unless the immigrant has a valid job
offer at the time of immigration. An employment-based immigrant
who receives a visa by virtue of a job offer from a business owned
by a relative, or from a business in which a relative has a signifi-
cant ownership interest, is inadmissible (inadmissible) unless the
relative has executed an affidavit of support.
Sec. 622—Ground for deportability

This section amends paragraph (5) of redesignated section 237(a)
(public charge deportation ground) to provide that an alien is de-
portable if the alien becomes a public charge within 7 years of ad-
mission from causes arising before entry or admission. The ground
may be waived in the case of an alien who is admitted as a refugee
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or granted asylum. An alien is considered a public charge if he or
she receives benefits under (1) Supplemental Security Income, (2)
Aid to Families with Dependent Children, (3) Medicaid, (4) Food
Stamps, (5) State General Assistance or (6) certainFederal housing
assistance, for an aggregate period of at least 12 months within 7
years of admission. An alien shall not be considered to be a public
charge on the basis of receipt of emergency mdica1 services, public
health immunizations and short-term emergency relief. In the case
of an alien who (or whose child) has been battered or subject to ex-
treme cruelty, the aggregate period for receipt of benefits shall be
48 months within 7 years, if the need for such benefits has a sub-
stantiai connection to the abuse, and may exceed 48 months if the
alien can demonstrate that the abuse is ongoing and has led to an
issuance of an administrative or judicial order, or there has been
a prior determination of abuse by the INS.

Subtitle C—Attribution of Income and Affidavits of Support
Sec. 631—Attribution of sponsor's income arid resources to family-

sponsored immigrants
This section provides that in determining the eligibility and the

amount of benefits of an alien for any Federal means-tested public
benefits program, the income and resources of the alien shall be
deemed to include those of the person who executed an affidavit of
support on behalf of such alien, and that person's spouse. States
may act siniilarly in determining the eligibility and the amount of
benefits of an alien for any State means-tested public benefits pro-
gram. Such deeming shall end for parents of United States citizens
at the time the parent becomes a citizen; for spouses of citizens and
lawful permanentresidents at the earlier of 7 years after the date
the spouse becomes an aiien lawfully admitted for permanent resi-
dence or the date the spouse becomes a citizen; and for minor chil-
dren at the time the child reaches 21 years of age or, if earlier, the
date the child becomes a citizen. The deeming period may end ear-
lier than specified above if the alien is employed long enough to
qualify for social security retirement income.

In the case of an alien who (or whose child) has been battered
or subject to extreme cruelty, the deeming requirements shall not
apply for 48 months if the need for such benefits has a substantial
connection to the abuse, or for more than 48 months if the alien
can demonstrate that the abuse is ongoing and has led to an issu-
ance of an administrative or judicial order or there has been a prior
determination of abuse by the INS.

For States that choose to follow the Federal model of deeming
that a sponsor's income and resources is available to the sponsored
immigrant for the purpose of qualifying for State or local means-
tested public benefits, those States shall be deemed by any Federal
or State court to have chosen the least restrictive means available
for achieving the compelling government interest of assuring that
aliens be self-reliant in accordance with national immigration pol-
icy.
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Sec. 632—Requirements for sponsor's affidavit of support
Subsection (a) of this section amends title II of the INA by add-

ing a new section 2 13A.
Section 213A(a) provides that an affidavit of support may only be

accepted as establishing that an alien is not inadmissible as a pub-
lic charge if it is executed as a contract legally enforceable against
the sponsor in any Federal or State court by the Federal Govern-
ment, and by any State which provided any means-tested public
benefits, for a period 10 years after the alien last received any ben-
efit. Such contract shall be enforceable with respect to benefits pro-
vided for parents of United States citizens until the time the par-
ent becomes a citizen; for spouses of United States citizens and
lawful permanent residents at the earlier of 7 years after the date
the spouse becomes an alien lawftilly admitted for permanent resi-
dence or the date the spouse becomes a citizen; and for minor chil-
dren at the time the child reaches 21 years of age. The sponsorship
period may end earlier than specified above if the alien is employed
long enough to qualify for social security retirement income.

Section 213A(b) provides that upon notification that a sponsored
alien has received a benefit, the appropriate official shall request
reimbursement from the sponsor. If the sponsor does not indicate
a willingness to reimburse, or fails to abide by repayment terms,
an action may be brought. The appropriate agency may appoint or
hire a person to act on its behaif in collecting moneys owed. Section
213A(c) provides that available remedies include those described in
sections 3201, 3203, 3204, and 3205 of title 28, U.S. Code, as well
as specific performance, reimbursement of legal fees and collection
costs, and corresponding State law remedies. Section 213A(d) pro-
vides that subject to civil penalties, a sponsor shall noti1y the fed-
eral government and the sponsored alien's State of residence of any
change of address of the ffiponsor.

Section 213A(e) 1imiteligibility to sponsor an alien into the
United States to individuals only (not institufions). Sponsors also
must be: the United States citizen or lawful permanent resident
who is petitioning for the alien's admission, or an individual who
will accept joint and several liability with the petitioner; at least
18 years old; and domiciled in a State. Finally, sponsors must dem-
onstrate, through a certified copy of a tax return, the means to
maintain an annual income equal to at least 200 percent of the
poverty level for the individual, the individual's family, and the
sponsored alien and the alien's nuclear family, if any, who arrive
with the alien at the time of the alien's admission. In the case of
an individual who is on active duty in the Armed Forces, the in-
come requirement is 100 percent of the poverty level.

Subsection (b) refers to the requirement for an affidavit of sup-
port from individuals who file petitions for a relative as an employ-
ment-based immigrant.

Subsection (c) amends section 3 16(a) of the INA by adding a new
clause to provide that no person shall be naturalized who has re-
ceived assistance under a federal or State means-tested public ben-
efit program with respect to which amounts may be owing under
an affidavit of support unless he or she provides satisfactory evi-
dence that there are no outstanding amounts owed pursuant to
such affidavit. This subsection also amends section 316 by adding
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a new subsection (g), providing that the amendment made in sec-
tion 316(aX4) shall not apply to a battered alien spouse or child
under specified conditions.

Subsection (d) makes a clerical amendment. Subsections (e) and
(f) provide that the Attorney General shall promulgate within 90
days of enactment a new standard form for the affidavit of support
that complies with new section 213A(a), and that the new section
213A(a) shall apply to affidavits of support executed on a specified
date not less than 60 days nor more than 90 days after promulga-
tion of the new form.
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TITLE VIII—MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

276

Subtitle B—Other Provisions.
Sec. 83l—Commission report on fraud associated with birth certifi-

cates

This section amends section 141(c) of the Immigration Act of
1990 to require that the Commission on Immigration Reform shall
study and submit to Congress, not later than January 1, 1997, a
report containing recommendations of methods to reduce or elimi-
nate the fraudulent use of birth certificates for the purposes of ob-
taining identification documents that may be used to obtain bene-
fits relating to immigration and employment. The Commission
shall consider proposals to adopt national standards for issuing
birth certificates and to limit the issuance of an individual's birth
certificate to any person other than the individual or his or her rep-resentative.

Sec. 832—Uniform vital statistics
This section requires the Secretary of Health and Human Serv-

ices, within 2 years of the date of enactment, to establish a pilot
program for 3 of the 5 States with the largest population of un-
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documented aliens for linking through electronic network the vitalstatistics records of such States. The network shall provide for thematching of deaths and births and shall institute measures to pro-tect the integrity of the records, specifically to prevent fraudagainst the Government through use of false birth and death cer-tificates. The Secretary shall issue a report to Congress not laterthan 180 days after establishment of the pilot program with rec-ommendations on how the pilot program could be implemented asa national network.
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AGENCY VIEws

The Administration has not provided a statement of its views re-
garding H.R. 2202 as reported by the Committee on October 24,
1996. The following is a statement of views received from the At-
torney General regarding H.R. 2202 as introduced on August 4,
1995.

OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY ATrORNEY GENERAL,
Washington, DC, September 15, 1995.

Hon. HENRY J. HDE,
Chairman, Committee on the Judiciary,
House of Representatives, Washington, DC.

DE. CHAIRMAN HYDE: This letter presents the views of the Ad-
ministration concerning H.R. 2202, the "Immigration in the Na-
tion2i Interest Act of 1995," as introduced on August 4, 1995.

Many of the provisions in H.R. 2202 advance the Adniinistra-
tion's four-part strategy to control illegal immigration. This strat-
egy calls for regaining control of our borders; removing the job
magnet through worksite enforcement; aggressively pursuing the
removal of criminal aliens and other illegal aliens; and securing
from Congress the resources to assist states with the costs of illegal
immigration that are a result of failed enforcement policies of the
past. The Administration's legislative proposal to advance that
strategy is H.R.. 1929, the "Immigration Enforcement Improve-
ments Act of 1995," introduced by Representative Howard Berman
on June 27, 1995. We are pleased that the bill before the Commit-
tee follows our policies to a significant extent. Our positions on the
provisions in the bill are summarized in the following discussion.

TITLE I—DETERRENCE OF ILLEGAL IMMIGRATION THROUGH IMPROVED
BORDER ENFORCEMENT AND PILOT PROGRAMS

The Administration has already demonstrated that our borders
can be controlled when there is a commitment to do so by the
President and Congress. With an unprecedented infusion of re-
sources since 1993, we have implemented a multi-year border con-
trol strategy of prevention through deterrence. We have carefully
crafted long range strategic plans tailored to the unique geographic
and demographic characteristics of each border area to restore in-
tegrity to the border.

Border Patrol Agents: We have increased the number of Border
Patrol agents by 40% since 1993 and we support a further increase
of 700 agents per year to reach a total strength of at least 7,281
Border Patrol agents by the end of FY 1998.
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Document Security: We support improved security of Border
Crossing Cards and other documents, using advanced technology,
within a reasonable period of time.

Interior Repatriation: We support pilot programs to deter mu!-
tiple unauthorized entries, including interior and third country re-
patriation.

Penalty for ifiegal entry: We are currently prosecuting more re-
peat criminal alien ifiegal entry offenders than ever. Our increase
in prosecutions is preferable to a burdensome civil penalty.

TITLE Il—ENHANCED ENFORCEMENT AND PENALTIES AGAINST ALIEN
SMUGGLING; DOCTJNENT FRAUD

The Administration is aggressively investigating, apprehending,
and prosecuting alien smugglers. H.R. 2202 and the Administration
bill have a common goal of significantly increasing penalties for
alien smuggling, document fraud, and related crimes. In face, our
bill goes beyond the provisions of H.R. 2202 by making conspiracy
to violate the alien smuggling statutes a RICO predicate and by
providing for civil forfeiture of proceeds of and property used to fa-
cilitate alien smuggling.

Penalty increases: We support increases in the sentences for
aliens who fail to obey a deportation order, illegally re-enter the
U.S. after deportation, or commit passport of visa fraud.

TITLE Ill—INSPECTION, APPREHENSION, DETENTION, ADJUDICATION,
AND REMOVAL OF INADMISSIBLE AND DEPORTABLE ALIENS

Removals of criminal aliens have increased rapidly during this
Administration. More than four times as many criminal aliens
were removed in 1994 than in 1988. We will nearly triple the num-
ber of criminal alien rejiovals from 20, 138 in FY 93 to 58,200 in
FY 96 by streamlining deportation procedures, expending the Insti-
tutional Hearing Program, and enhancing the international pris-
oner transfer treaty program. Immigration and Naturalization
Service (INS) technology enhancements have also played a critical
role in removing criminal aliens, as have iNS alternatives to for-
mal deportation, such as stipulated, judicial, and administrative
deportation.

Special exclusion: We support special exclusion provisions which
allow the Attorney General to order an alien excluded and deported
without a hearing before an immigration judge when extraordinary
situations threaten our ability to process cases and in the case of
irregular boat arrivals.

Removal procedures: We support consolidating exclusion and de-
portation into one removal process and facilitating telephone and
video hearings which save resources.

Authorization for removals: We urge the Committee to increase
the authorization for funding the detention and removal of inad-
missible or deportable aliens to $177.7 million, the amount in the
President's FY 96 budget request, rather than the $150 million in
H.R. 2202.

Relief from deportation: We support consolidating the processes
and restricting the grounds which permit relief from deportation.
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TITLE IV_ENFORCEMENT OF RESTRICTIONS AGAINST EMPLOYMENT

The Administration strongly believes that jobs are the greatest
magnet for illegal immigration and that a comprehensive effort to
deter illegal immigration, particularly visa overstaying, must make
worksite enforcement a top priority. The Administration is con-
cerned by the cautious steps back H.R. 2202 takes with regard to
enforcement of employer sanctions and will continue to work with
the Committee to address this priority enforcement area.

Enforcement personnel: The President's FY budget request calls
for 202 new DOL Wage and Hour personnel while H.R. 2202 calls

for 150. We support the levels of new INS investigations personnel
and new DOL Wage and Hour personnel requested in the Presi-
dent's FY 96 budget. These resources will enhance enforcement of
laws prohibiting employment of illegal aliens and the minimum
labor standards laws.

Employment verification: H.R. 2202, in contrast to the Adrninis-
tration's bill, rejects the principle worksite enforcement rec-
ommendation of the Commission on Immigration Reform which
was to thoroughly test and evaluate verification techniques before
implementing them nationwide. We support continued pilot
projects which will aid in the development of a system for accurate
verification of a potential employee's status. Such a system will

greatly assist employers in meeting their obligation to hire only au-
thorized workers. Testing what works—from business impact, cost
effectiveness, privacy and discrimination perspectives—is a nec-
essary prerequisite for a nationwide verification system.

Employment documents. We strongly support the reduction in
the number of documents that can establish employment authoriza-
tion.

TITLE V—REFORM OF LEGAL IMMIGRATION SYSTEM

The Administration seeks legal immigration reform that pro-
motes family reunification, protects U.S. workers from unfair com-
petition while promoting the global competityeness of our employ-

ers, and encourages naturalization to encourage full participation
in the national community. The Administration supports a reduc-

tion in the overall level of legal immigration consistent with these
principles.

We are proposing to reform legal immigration in ways that are
consistent with the Jordan Commission's recommendations, that
reduce annual levels of legal immigration, and that reach those
lower numbers faster. We are also proposing a few ideas on how

to use naturalization to reduce the second preference backlog num-
bers, which is a priority for the Commission and the Adxninistra-
tion, while maintaining first and third family preferences for reuni-
fication of adult children of U.S. citizens.

Refugee admissions: We do not support a statutory cap on the
number of refugees resettled in the U.S. Refugee admissions, which
have declined in recent years, are better determined through the
established consultation process between the President and the
Congress.
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Asylum proceedings: We do not support extensive changes in the
asylum process which would reverse the significant progress the
Administration has made in the asylum area.

TITLE VI—RESTRICTIONS ON BENEFITS FOR UNAUTHORIZED ALIENS

The Administration supports the denial of benefits to undocu-
mented immigrants. The only exceptions should include matters of
public health and safety—such as emergency medical services, im-
munization and temporary disaster relief assistance—and every
child's right to a public education. In so doing, care must be taken
not to limit or deny benefits or services to eligible individuals or
in instances where denial does not serve the national interest. The
Administration also supports tightening sponsorship and eligibility
rules for non-citizens and requiring sponsors of legal immigrants to
bear greater responsibffity through legally enforceable sponsorship
agreements for those whom they encourage to enter the United
States. The Administration, however, strongly opposes application
of new eligibffity and deeming provisions to current recipients, in-
cluding the disabled who are exempted under current law. The Ad-
ministration also is deeply concerned about the application of
deeming provisions to Medicaid and other programs where deeming
would adversely affect public health and welfare.

TITLE WI—FACILITATION OF LEGAL ENTRY

The Administration is committed to improving services for legal
entrants, and we support the provisions of this bill which enable
us to do so. We are already conducting commuter land pilot pro-
grams on the Northern border to facilitate traflic at the ports of
entry. Revenues from new service charges will enable us to hire ad-
ditional inspectors and to enhance customer service to the traveling
public at land border Orts of entry.

As for air travel, our pre-inspection facilities enable us to expe-
dite inspection at the arrival airports. In addition, we are already
working with the travel industry to deter illegal traftTc and im-
prove customer services. For the past five years we have conducted
a Carrier Consultant program at both United States and foreign lo-
cations in which we train airline employees and foreign govern-
ment officials in the detection of fraudulent travel documents. This
has resulted in a marked reduction of mala fide arrivals at United
States gateway airports.

TITLE WII—MISCELLANEOTJS

Adjustment of status: We do not support limiting the class of
aliens who can adjust status under section 245(i) of the Iminigra-
tion and Nationality Act. This section has eliminated a burdensome
paper process, and ailowed resources to be shifted to anti-fraud and
naturalization efforts.

Mr. Chairman, we want to work with you on bipartisan iminigra-
tion enforcement legislation that is in the national interest. We
look forward to working with you to address the core issues of
worksite enforcement, border control, criminal alien deportation
and comprehensive immigration law enforcement.
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The Office of Management and Budget has advised that there is
no objection to the submission of this letter from the standpoint of
the Administration's program.

Sincerely,
JAMIE S. GORELICK,

Deputy Attorney General.

CHANGES IN EXISTING LAW MADE BY THE BILL, AS REPORTED

In compliance with clause 3 of rule XIII of the Rules- of the House
of Representatives, changes in existing law made by the bill, as re-
ported, are shown as follows (existing law proposed to be omitted
is enclosed in black brackets, new matter is printed in italic, exist-
ing law in which no change is proposed is shown in roman):

IMMIGRATION AND NATIONALiTY ACT

* * * * * * *

TABLE OF CONTENTS

TITLE I—GENERAL

Sec. 101. Definitions.
Sec. 102. Applicability of title II to certain nonimmigrants.

Sec. 103. Powers and duties of the Attorney General and the Commissioner.

* * * * * * *

[Sec. 106. Judicial review of orders of deportation and exclusion.)

TITLE Il—IMMIGRATION

CHAPTER i—SELECTION SYSTEM

Sec. 201. Worldwide level of immigratioii.
Sec. 202. Numerical limitation to any single foreign state.
Sec. 203. Allocation of immigrant visas.

* * * * * *

[Sec. 208. Asylum procedure.)
Sec. 208. Asylum.

* * * * * * *

CHAPTER 2—QUALIFICATION5 FOR ADMISSION OF ALiENs; TRAVEL CONTROL OF CrFIZEN5

AND ALIEN5

Sec. 211. Documentary requirements.
Sec. 212. General classes of aliens ineligible to receive visas and excluded from

admission; waivers of iiadmissibilitY.
Sec. 213. Admission of certain aliens on giving bond.
Sec. 213A. Requirements for sponsor's affidavit of support.

* * * * * * *

Sec. 216B. Conditional permanent resident status for certain foreign language
teachers.

* * * * * *

CHAPTER 3—ISSUANCE OF ENTRY DOCUMEN

Sec. 221. Issuance of visas.
Sec. 222. Applications for visas.
Sec. 223. Reentry permits.
[Sec. 224. Immediate relative and special immigrantvisas.)
Sec. 224. Visas for spouses arid children of czizzens and special immigrants.
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[CHAPTER 4—PROVISIONS RELATING TO ENTRY AND EXCLUSION

[Sec. 231. Lists of alien and citizen passengers arriving or departing; record of
resident aliens and citizens leaving permanently for foreign country.

[Sec. 232. Detention of aliens for observation and examination.
[Sec. 234. Physical and mental examination.
[Sec. 235. Inspection by immigration officers.
[Sec. 236. Exclusion of aliens.
[Sec. 237. Immediate deportation of aliens excluded from admission or entering in

violation of law. —
[Sec. 238. Entry through or from foreign contiguous territory and adjacent is-

lands; landing stations.
[Sec 239. Designation of ports of entry for aliens arriving by civil aircraft.
[Sec. 240. Records of admission.

[CHAPTER 5—DEPORTATION; ADJUSTMENT OF STATUS

[Sec. 241. General classes of deportable aliens.
[Sec. 242. Apprehension and deportation of aliens.
[Sec. 242k Expedited procedures for deportation of aliens convicted of committing

aggravated felonies.
[Sec. 242B. Deportation procedures.
[Sec. 243. Countries to which aliens shall be deported; cost of deportation.
[Sec. 244. Suspension of deportation; voluntary departure.
[Sec. 244A. Temporary protected status.I

CHAPTER 4—INSPECTION, APPREHENSION, EJC4MINATION, EXCLUSION, AND REMOVAL

Sec. 231. Lists of alien and citizen passengers arrivzng or departing; record of
resident aliens and citizens leaving permanently for foreign count,y.

Sec. 232. Detention of aliens for physical and mental examination.
Sec. 233. Entry through or from foreign contiguous territory and adjacent islands;

landing stations.
Sec. 234. Designation of ports of entry for aliens arriving by civil aircraft.
Sec. 235. Inspection by immigration officers; expedited removal of ina4missible ar-

riving aliens; referral for hearing.
Sec. 235A Preinspection at foreign airports.
Sec. 236. Apprehension and detention of aliens not lawfully in the United States.
Sec. 237. General classes of deportable aliens.
Sec. 238. Expedited removal of aliens convicted of committing aggravated felonies.
Sec. 239. Initiation of removal proceedings.
Sec. 240. Removal proceedings.
Sec. 240A. Cancellation of removal; adjustment of status.
Sec. 240B. Voluntary departure.
Sec. 240C. Records of admission.
Sec. 241. Detention and removal of aliens ordered removed.
Sec. 242. Judicial review of orders of removal.
Sec. 243. Penalties relating to removal.
Sec. 244. Temporary pmtected status.

CHAPTER 5—ADJUSTMENT AND CEANGE OF STATUS

* * * * * * *

CHAPTER 8—GENERAL PENALTY PROVISIONS

Sec. 271. Prevention of unauthorized landing of aliens.
Sec. 272. Bringing in aliens subject to [exciusioni denial of admission on a

health-related ground.
Sec. 273. Unlawful bringing of aliens into United States.
Sec. 274. Bringing in and harboring certain aliens.
Sec. 274A. Unlawful employment of aliens.
Sec. 274B. Unfair immigration-related employment practices.
Sec. 274C. Penalties for document fraud.
Sec. 274D. Civil penalties for failure to depart.
Sec. 275. Entry of alien at improper time or place; misrepresentation and conceal-

ment of facts.
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Sec. 276. Reentry of Edeportedi removed alien.
Sec. 277. Aiding or assisting certain aliens to enter the United States.

* * * * * * *

ChAPTER 9—MISCELLANEOUS

Sec. 281. Nonimmigrant visa fees.
Sec. 282. Printing of reentry permits and blank forms of manifests and crew lists.
Sec. 283. Travel expenses and expense of transporting remains of immigration

officers and employees who die outside of the United States.
* * * * * * *

Sec. 293. Deposit of and interest on cash received to secure immigration bonds.
Sec. 294. Undercover investigation authority. —

* * * * * * *

TITLE V—SPECIAL REMOVAL PROCEDURES FOR ALIEN Tppjopjsrs

Sec. 501. Definitions.
Sec. 502. Establishment of special removal court; panel of attorneys to assist with

classified information.
Sec. 503. Application for initiation of special removal proceedzng.
Sec. 504. Consideration of application.
Sec. 505. Special removal heanngs.
Sec. 506. Consideration of classified information.
Sec. 507. Appeals.
Sec. 508. Detention and custody.
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REQUIREMENTS FOR SPONSOR'S AFFIDAVIT OF SUPPORT

SEc. 213A. (a) El'oRcEwLIn'.—(1) No affidavit of support may
be accepted by the Attorney General or by any consular officer to es-
tablish that an alien is not inadmissible as a public charge under
section 212(a)(4) unless such affidavit is executed by a sponsor of
the alien as a contract—

(A) that is legally enforceable against the sponsor by the Fed-
eral Government and by any State (or any political subdivision
of such State) that provides any means-tested pzthlic benefits
program, subject to subsection (bX4); and

(B) in which the sponsor agrees to submit to the jurisdiction
of any Federal or State court for the purpose of actions brought
under subsection (b)(2).

(2)(A) An affidavit of support shall be enforceable with respect to
benefits provided under any means-tested public benefits program
for an alien who is admitted to the United States as the parent of
a United States citizen under section 203(a) (2) until the alien is nat-
uralized as a citizen of the United States.

(B) An affidavit of support shall be enforceable with respect to
benefits provided under any means-tested public benefits program
for an alien who is admitted to the United States as the spouse of
a United States citizen or lawful permanent resident under section
201(b) (2) or 2 03 (a) (2) until—

(i) 7 years after tire-date the alien is lawfully admitted to the
United States for permanent residence, or

(ii) such time as the alien is naturalized as a citizen of the
United States,

whichever occurs first.
(C) An affidavit of support shall be enforceable with respect to

benefits provided under any means-tested public benefits program
for an alien who is admitted to the United States as the minor child
of a United States citizen or lawful permanent reside,'jt under sec-
tion 201(b)(2) or section 203(a)(2) until the child attains the age of
21 years.

(D)(i) Notwithstanding any other provision of this subparagraph,
a sponsor shall be relieved of any liability under an affidavit of sup-
port if the sponsored alien is employed for a period sufficient to
qualify for old age benefits under title LI of the Social Security Act
and the sponsor or alien is able to prove to the satisfaction of the
Attorney General that the alien so qualifies.

(ii) The Attorney General shall ensure that appropriate informa-
tion pursuant to clause (i) is provided to the System for Alien Ver-
ification of Eligibility (SAVE).

(b)REIMBURSEMENT OF GOVERNMENT ExI'ENSES._(l)(A) Upon
notification that a sponsored alien has received any benefit under
any means-tested public benefits program, the appropriate Federal,
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State, or local official shall request reimbursement by the sponsor
in the amount of such assistance.

(B) The Attorney General, in consultation with the Secretarj of
Health and Human Services, shall prescribe such regulations as
may be necessarj to carry out subparagraph (A).

(2) If within 45 days after requesting reimbursement, the appro-
priate Federal, State, or local agency has not received a response
from the sponsor indicating a willingness to c2mmence payments,
an action may be brought against the sponsor pursuant to the affi-
davit of support.

(3) If the sponsor fails to abide by the repayment terms estab-
lished by such agency, the agency may, within 60 days of such fail-
ure, bring an action against the sponsor pursuant to the affidavit
of support.

(4) No cause of action may be brought under this subsection later
than 10 years after the alien last received any benefit under any
means-tested public benefits program.

(5) If, pursuant to the terms of this subsection, a Federal, State,
or local agency requests reimbursement from the sponsor in the
amount of assistance provided, or brings an action against the
sponsor pursuant to the affidavit of support, the appropriate agency
may appoint or hire an individual or other person to act on behalf
of such agency acting under the authority of law for purposes of col-
lecting any moneys owed. Nothing in this subsection shall preclude
any appropriate Federal, State, or local agency from directly re-
questing reimbursement from a sponsor for the amount of assistarzce
provided, or from bringing an action against a sponsor pursuant to
an affidavit of support.

(c) REMEDIES.—Remedies available to enforce an affidavit of sup-
port under this section include any or all of the remedies described
in section 3201, 3203, 3204, or 3205 of title 28, United States Code,
as well as an ordeJor specific performance and payment of legal
fees and other costs of collection, and include corresponding rem-
edies available under State law. A Federal agency may seek to col-
lect amounts owed under this section in accordance with the provi-
sions of subchapter II of chapter 37 of title 31, United States Code.

(d) NOTIFICATION OF CHMJGE OF ADDRESS.—(1) The sponsor of an
alien shall notify the Federal Government and the State in which
the sponsored alien is currently residing within 30 days of any
change of address of the sponsor during the period specified in sub-
section (a)(1).

(2) Any person subject to the requirement of paragraph (1) who
fails to satisfy such requirement shall be subject to a civil penalty
of—

(A) not less than $250 or more than $2,000, or
(B) if such failure occurs with knowledge that the sponsored

alien has received any benefit under any means-tested public
benefits program, iiot less than $2,000 or more than $5,000.

(e) DEFINITIONS.—For the purposes of this section—
(1) SPONSOR.—The term "sponsor" means, with respect to an

alien, an individual who—
(A) is a citizen or national of the United States or an

alien who is lawfully admitted to the United States for per-
manent residence;
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(B) is 18 years of age or ouer;
(C) is domiciled in any State;
(D) demonstrates, through presentation of a certified copy

of a tax return or otherwise, (i) the means to maintain an
annual income equal to at least 200 percent of the pouerty
leuel for the indiuidual and the indiuiduczl's family (includ-
ing the alien and any other aliens with respect to whom the
indiuidual is a sponsor), or (ii) for an indiuidual who is on
actiue duty (other than actiue duty for training) in the
Armed Forces of the United States, the means to maintain
an annual income equal to at least 100 percent of the pou-
erty leuel for the indiuiduczl and the indiuiduczl's family in-
cluding the alien and any other aliens with respect to
whom the indiuidual is a sponsor); and

(E) is petitioning for the admission of the alien under sec-
tion 204 (or is an indiuidual who accepts joint and seueral
liability with the petitioner).

(2) FEDERAL POVERTY uN.—The term "Federal pouerty line"
means the income official pouerty line (as defined in section
673(2) of the Community Seruices Block Grant Act) that is ap-
plicable to a family of the size inuolued.

(3) MEANS-TESTED PUBLIC BEWEFITS PROGRAM.—The term
"means-tested public benefits program" means a program of
public benefits (including cash, medical, housing, and food as-
sistance and social services) of the Fe&ral Gouernment or of a
State or political subdiuision of a State in which the eligibility
of an indiuidual, household, or family eligibility unit for bene-
fits under the program, or the amount of such benefits, or both
are determined on the basis of income, resources, or financial
need of the indiuidual, household, or unit.
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* * * * * * *

UNLAWFUL EMPLOYMENT OF ALIENS

446

(b) EMPLOYMENT VERIFICATION SYSTEM.—The requirements re-
ferred to in paragraphs (1)(B) and (3) of subsection (a) are, in the
case of a person or other entity hiring, recruiting, or referring an
individual for employment in the United States, the requirements
specified in the following three paragraphs:

(1) ATrESTATION AFFER EXAMINATION OF DOCUMENTATION.—
(A) * * *
(B) DOCUMENTS ESTABLISHING BOTH EMPLOYMENT AU-

THORIZATION AND IDENTITY.—A document described in this
subparagraph is an individual's—

(i) United States passport; or
[(ii) certificate of United States citizenship;
[(iii) certificate of naturalization;
[(iv) unexpired foreign passport, if the passport has

an appropriate, unexpired endorsement of the Attor-
ney General authorizing the individual's employment
in the United States; or]

[(v)] (ii) resident alien card [or other alien registra-
tion card, if the card], alien registration card, or other
document designated by regulation by the Attorney
General, if the document—

(I) contains a photograph of the individual or
such other personal identifing information relat-
ing to the individual as the Attorney General
finds, by regulation, sufficient for purposes of this
subsection, and

(II) is evidence of authorization of employment
in the United States.

[(C) DOCUMENTS EVIDENCING EMPLOYMENT AUTHORIZA-
TION.—A document described in this subparagraph is an
individual's—

[(i) social security account number card (other than
such a card which specifies on the face that the issu-
ance of the card does not authorize employment in the
United States);

[(ii) certificate of birth in the United States or es-
tablishing United States nationality at birth, which
certificate the Attorney General fmds, by regulation,
to be acceptable for purposes of this section; or

[(iii) other documentation evidencing authorization
of employment in the United States which the Attor-
ney General finds, by regulation, to be acceptable for
purposes of this section.]

(C) SocLiL SECURITY ACCOUNT NUMBER CARD AS EVI-
DENCE OF EMPLOYMENT AUTHORIZATION.—A document de-
scribed in this subparagraph is an individual's social secu-
rity. account number card (other than such a card which
specifies on the face that the issuance of the card does not
authorize employment in the United States).
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(D) DocuNTs ESTABLISHING IDENTITY OF INDIVID-
uAL.—A document described in this subparagraph is an
individual's—

(i) driver's license or similar document issued for the -
purpose of identification by a State, if it contains a
photograph of the individual or such pther personal
identifying information relating to the individual as
the Attorney General finds, by regilation, sufficient
for purposes of this section; or

(ii) in the case of individuals under 16 years of age
or in a State which does not provide for issuance of an
identification document (other than a driver's license)
referred to in clause Ci), documentation of personal
identity of such other type as the Attorney General
finds, by regulation, provides a reliable means of
identification.

[(2) INDIVIDuAL ATTESTATION OF EMPLOYMENT AUTHORJZA-
TION.—The individual must attest, under penalty of peijury on
the form designated or established for purposes of paragraph
(1), that the individual is a citizen or national of the United
States, an alien lawfully admitted for permanent residence, or
an alien who is authorized under this Act or by the Attorney
General to be hired, recruited, or referred for such employ-
ment.

[(3) RETENTION OF VERIFICATION FORM.—After completion of
such form in accordance with paragraphs (1) and (2), the per-
son or entity must retain the form and make it available for
inspection by officers of the Service, the Special Counsel for
Immigration-Related Unfair Employment Practices, or the De-
partment of Labor during a period beginning on the date of the
hiring, recruitmg, or referral of the individual and ending—

[(A) in th case of the recruiting or referral for a fee
(without hiring) of an individual, three years after the date•
of the recruiting or referral, and

[(B) in the case of the hiring of an individual—
[(i) three years after the date of such hiring, or
[(ii) one year after the date the individual's employ-

ment is terminated,
whichever is later.]

(2) INDIVIDUAL ATTESTATION OF EMPLOYMENT AUTHORIZATION
AND PROVISION OF SOCIAL SECURI2T ACCOUNT NUMBER—The
individual must—

(A) attest, under penalty of perjury on the form des-
ignated or established for purposes of paragraph (1), that
the individual is a citizen or national of the United States,
an alien lawfully admitted for permanent residence, or an
alien who is authorized under this Act or by the Attorney
General to be hired, recruited, or referred for such employ-
ment; and

(B) provide on such form the individual's social security
account number.

(3) RETENTION OF VERIFICATION FORM ARD CONFIRMATION.—
After completion of such form in accordance with paragraphs
(1) and (2), the person or entity must—
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(A) retain the form and make it available for inspection
by officers of the Service, the Special Counsel for Immigra-
tion-Related Unfair Employment Practices, or the Depart-
ment of Labor during a period beginning on the date of the
hiring, recruiting, or referral of the individual and end-
ing—

(i) in the case of the recruiting or referral for a fee
(without hiring) of an individual, three years after the
date of the recruiting or referral, and

(ii) in the case of the hiring of an individual—
(1) three years after the date of such hiring, or
(II) one year after the date the individual's em-

ployment is terminated,
whichever is later; and

(B) subject to paragraph (7), if the person employs more
than 3 employees, seek to have (within 3 working days of
the date of hiring) and have (within the time period speci-
fied under paragraph (6) (D) (iii)) the identity, social security
number, and work eligibility of the individual confirmed in
accordance with the procedures established under para-
graph (6), except that if the person or entity in good faith
attempts to make an inquirf in accordance with the proce-
dures established under paragraph (6) during such 3 work-
ing days in order to fulfill the requirements under this sub-
paragraph, and the confirmation mechanism has registered
that not all inquiries were responded to during such time,
the person or entity shall make an inquiry in the first sub-
sequent working day in which the confirmation mechanism
registers no nonresponses.

(4) CoPYING OF DOCUMENTATION PERMITTED.—NOtWlthStafld
ing any other provision of law, the persons or entity may copy
a document presented by an individual pursuant to this sub-
section and may retain the copy, but only (except as otherwise
permitted under law) for the purpose of complying with the re-
quirements of this subsection.

(5) LIMiTATION ON USE OF ATIESTATION FORM.—A form des-
ignated or established by the Attorney General under this sub-
section and any information contained in or appended to such
form, may not be used for purposes other than for enforcement
of this Act and sections 1001, 1028, 1546, and 1621 of title 18,
United States Code.

(6) EMPLOYMENT ELIGIBIL12T CONFIRMATION PROCESS.—
(A) IN GENERAL.—Subject to paragraph (7), the Attorney

General shall establish a confirmation mechanism through
which the Attorney General (or a designee of the Attorney
General which may include a nongovernmental entity)—

(i) respond.s to inquiries by employers, made through
a toll-free telephone line or other electronic media in
the form of an appropriate confirmation code or other-
wise, on whether an individual is authorized to be em-
ployed by that employer, and

(ii) maintains a record that such an inquiry was
made and the confirmation provided (or not provided).
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(B) EXPEDITED PROCEDURE IN CASE OF NO CONFZRMA-
TION.—In connection with subparagraph (A), the Attorney
General shall establish, in consultation with the Commis-
sioner of Social Security and the Commissioner of the Sen.,-
ice, expedited procedures that shall be used to confirm the
validity of information used under the confirmation mecha-
nism in cases in which the confirmation is sought but is
not provided through the confirmation mechanism.

(C) DESIGN AND OPERATION OF MECHAN1SM.—The con-
firmation mechanism shall be designed and operated—

(i) to maximize the reliability of the confirmation
process, and the ease of use by employers, recruiters,
and referrers, consistent with insulating and protecting
the privacy and security of the underlying information,
and

(ii) to respond to all inquiries made by employers on
whether individuals are authorized to be employed by
those employers, recruiters, or referrers registering all
times when such response is not possible.

(1)) CONFIRMATION PROCESS.—(i) As part of the con firma-
tion mechanism, the Commissioner of Social Security shall
establish a reliable, secure method, which within the time
period specified under clause (iii), compares the name and
social security account number provided against such infor-
mation maintained by the Commissioner in order to con-
firm (or not confirm) the validity of the information pro-
vided and whether the individual has presented a social se-
curity account number that is not valid for employment.
The Commissioner shall not disclose or release social secu-
rity information.

(ii) As part of the confirmation mechanism, the Commis-
sioner of the Service shall establish a reliable, secure meth-
od, which, within the time period specified under clause
(iii), compares the name and alien identification number (if
any) provided against such information maintained by the
Commissioner in order to confirm (or not confirm) the va-
lidity of the information provided and whether the alien is
authorized to be employed in the United States.

(iii) For purposes of this section, the Attorney General (or
a designee of the Attorney General) shall provide through
the confirmation mechanism confirmation or a tentative
nonconfirmation of an individual's employment eligibility
within 3 working days of the initial inquiry. In cases of ten-
tative nonconfirmation, the Attorney General shall specify,
in consultation with the Commissioner of Social Security
and the Commissioner of the Service, an expedited time pe-
riod not to exceed 10 working days within which final con-
firmation or denial must be provided through the con firma-
tion mechanism in accordance with the procedures under
subparagraph (B).

(iv) The Commissioners shall update their information in
a manner that promotes the maximum accuracy and shall
provide a process for the prompt correction of erroneous in-
formation.
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(E) PROTECTIONS.—(i) In no case shall an individual be
denied employment because of inaccurate or inaccessible
data under the confirmation mechanism.

(ii) The Attorney General shall assure that there is a
timely and accessible process to challenge nonconfirmations
made through the mechanism.

(iii) If an individual would not have beendismissed from
a job but for an error of the confirmation mechanism, the
individual will be entitled to compensation through the
mechanism of the Federal Tort Claims Act.

(F) TESTER PROGRAM-—As part of the confirmation mech-
anism, the Attorney General shall implement a program of
testers and investigative activities (similar to testing and
other investigative activities assisted under the fair housing
initiatives program under section 561 of the Housing and
Community Development Act of 1987 to enforce rights
under the Fair Housing Act) in order to monitor and pre-
vent unlawful discrimination under the mechanism.

(G) PROTECTION FROM LIABILITY FOR ACTIONS TAKEN ON
THE BASIS OF INFORMATION PROVIDED BY THE EMPLOYMENT
ELIGIBILITY CONFIRMATION MECHANISM.—No person shall
be civilly or criminally liable for any action taken in good
faith reliance on information provided through the employ-
ment eligibility confirmation mechanism established under
this paragraph (including any pilot program established
under paragraph (7)).

(7) APPLICATION OF CONFIRMATION MECHANISM THROUGH

PILOT PROJECTS.—
(A) IN GENERAL—Subsection (a)(3)(B) and paragraph (3)

shall only appjy to individuals hired if they are covered
under a pilot project established undçr this paragraph.

(B) UNDERTAKING PILOT PROJECTS.—For purposes of this
paragraph, the Attorney General shall undertake pilot
projects for all employers in at least 5 of the 7 States with
the highest estimated population of unauthorized aliens, in
order to test and assure that the confirmation mechanism
described in paragraph (6) is reliable and easy to use. Such
projects shall be initiated not later than 6 months after the
date of the enactment of this paragraph. The Attorney Gen-
eral, however, shall not establish such mechanism in other
States unless Congress so provides by law. The pilot
projects shall terminate on such dates, not later than Octo-
ber 1, 1999, as the Attorney General determines. At least
one such pilot project shall be carried out through a non-
governmental entity as the confirmation mechanism.

(C) REPORT.—The Attorney General shall submit to the Con-
gress annual reports in 1997, 1998, and 1999 on the develop-
ment and implementation of the confirmation mechanism under
this paragraph. Such reports may include an analysis of wheth-
er the mechanism implemented—

(i) is reliable and easy to use;
(ii) limits job losses due to inaccurate or unavailable

data to less than 1 percent;
(iii) increases or decreases discrimination
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(iv) protects individual privacy with appropriate policy
and technological mechanisms; and

(v) burdens individual employers with costs or additional
administrative requirements.

* * * * * * *
(e) COMPLIANCE.—

(1) Coirnrrs AND INVESTIGATIONS.—The.Attorney General
shall establish procedures—

(A) for individuals and entities to file written, signed
complaints respecting potential violations of subsection (a)
or(g)(1),

(B) for the investigation of those complaints which, on
their face, have a substantial probability of validity,

(C) for the investigation of such other violations of sub-
section (a) or (g)( 1) as the Attorney General determines to
be appropriate, [and]

(D) for the designation in the Service of a unit which
has, as its primary duty, the prosecution of cases of viola-
tions of subsection (a) or (g)(1) under this subsection[.],
and

(E) under which a person or entity shall not be consid-
ered to have failed to comply with the requirements of sub-
section (b) based upon a technical or procedural failure to
meet a requirement of such subsection in which there was
a good faith attempt to comply with the requirement unless
(i) the Service (or another enforcement agency) has ex-
plained to the person or entity the basis for the failure, (ii)
the person or entity has been provided a period of not less
than 10 business days (beginning after the date of the ex-
planation) within which to correct the failure, and (iii) the
person or entity has not corrected the failure voluntarily
within such period, except that this subparagraph shall not
apply with respect to the engaging by any person or entity
of a pattern or practice of violations of subsection (a)(1)(A)
'or (a)(2).

* * * * * * *
[Ci) EFFECTIVE DATES.—

[(1) 6-MoNTH PUBLIC INFORMATION PERIOD.—.During the six-
month period beginning on the first day of the first month
after the date of the enactment of this section—

[(A) the Attorney General, in cooperation with the Sec-
retaries of Agriculture, Commerce, Health and Human
Services, Labor, and the Treasury and the Administrator
of the Small Business Administration, shall disseminate
forms and information to employers, employment agencies,
and organizations representing employees and provide for
public education respecting the requirements of this sec-
tion, and

[(B) the Attorney General shall not conduct any proceed-
ing, nor issue any order, under this section on the basis of
any violation alleged to have occurred during the period.

[(2) 12-MONTH FIRST CITATION PERIOD.—In the case of a per-
son or entity, in the first instance in which the Attorney Gen-
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era! has reason to believe that the person or entity may have
vio!ated subsection (a) during the subsequent 12-month period,
the Attorney General shall provide a citation to the person or
entity indicating that such a vio!ation or violations may have
occurred and shall not conduct any proceeding, nor issue any
order, under this section on the basis of such a!leged vio!ation
or vio!ations.

[(3) DEFERRAL OF ENFORCEMENT WITH RESPECT TO SEASONAL
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES.— —

[(A) IN GENERAL.—Except as provided in subparagraph
(B), before the end of the app!ication period (as defined in
subparagraph (C)(i)), the Attorney General, shall not con-
duct any proceeding, nor impose any penalty, under this
section on the basis of any vio!ation alleged to have
occurred with respect to employment of an individual in
seasonal agricultural services.

[(B) PROHIBITION OF RECRUITMENT OUTSIDE THE UNITED
STATES.—

[(i) IN GENERAL.—DUrlng the application period, it
is unlawful for a person or entity (including a farm
!abor contractor) or an agent of such a person or en-
tity, to recruit an unauthorized alien (other than an
alien described in c!ause (ii)) who is outside the United
States to enter the United States to perform seasonal
agricu!tural services.

[(ii) EXCEVrION.—C!ause (i) shall not app!y to an
alien who the person or entity reasonab!y believes
meets the requirements of section 2 1O(a)(2) of this Act
(relating to performance of seasonal agricultural
services).

[(iii) PENALTY FOR VIOLATION.—A person, entity, or
agent that violates c!ause (i) shall be deemed to be
subject to an der under this section in the same
manner as if it had violated subsection (a)(1)(A), with-
out regard to paragraph (2) of this subsection.

[(C) DEFINITIONS.—In this paragraph:
[(i) APPLICATION PERIOD.—The term "application pe-

riod" means the period described in section 210(a)(1).
[(ii) SEASONAL AGRICULTURAL SERVICES.—The term

"seasonal agricultural services" has the meaning given
such term in section 210(h).

[(j) GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE REPORTS.—
[(1) IN GENERAL.—Begmmng one year after the date of en-

actment of this section, and at intervals of one year thereafter
for a period of three years after such date, the Comptroller
General sha!l prepare and transmit to the Congress and to the
taskforce estab!ished under subsection (k) a report describing
the results of a review of the imp!ementation and enforcement
of this section during the preceding twelve-month period, for
the purpose of determining if—

[(A) such provisions have been carried out satisfactorily;
[(B) a pattern of discrimination has resulted against

citizens or nationals of the United States or against eligi-
b!e workers seeking employment; and
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[(C) an unnecessary regulatory burden has been created
for employers hiring such workers.

[(2) DETERMINATION ON DISCRIMINATION.—Jn each report,
the Comptroller General shall make a specific determination as
to whether the implementation of this section has resulted in
a pattern of discrimination in employment (against other than
unauthorized aliens) on the basis of national orign.

[(3) RECOMMENDATIONS.—If the Comptroller General has de-
termiried that such a pattern of discrimination has resulted,
the report—

[(A) shall include a description of the scope of that dis-
crimination, and

[(B) may include recommendations for such legislation
as may be appropriate to deter or remedy such discrim-
ination.

[(k) REviEw BY TASKFORCE.—
[(1) ESTABLISHMENT OF JOINT TASKFORCE.—The Attorney

General, jointly with the Chairman of the Commission on Civil
Rights and the Chairman of the Equal Employment Oppor-
tunity Commission, shall establish a taskforce to review each
report of the Comptroller General transmitted under sub-
section (j)(1).

[(2) RECOMMENDATIONS TO CONGRESS.—If the report trans-
mitted includes a determination that the implementation of
this section has resulted in a pattern of discrimination in em-
ployment (against other than unauthorized aliens) on the basis
of national origin, the taskforce shall, taking into consideration
any recommendations in the report, report to Congress rec-
ommendations for such legislation as may be appropriate to
deter or remedy such discriminption.

[(3) CONGRESSIONAL HEARINGS.—The Committees on the
Judiciary of the House of Representatives and of the Senate
shall hold hearings respecting any report of the taskforce
under paragraph (2) within 60 days after the date of receipt of
the report.

[(1) TERMINATION DATE FOR EMPLOYER SANCTIONS.—
[(1) IF REPORT OF WIDESPREAD DISCRIMINATION AND CON-

GRESSION,L APPROVAL—The provisions of this section shall
terminate 30 calendar days after receipt of the last report re-
quired to be transmitted under subsection (j), if—

[(A) the Comptroller General determines, and so reports
in such report, that a widespread pattern of discrimination
has resulted against citizens or nationals of the United
States or against eligible workers seeking employment
solely from the implementation of this section; and

[(B) there is enacted, within such period of 30 calendar
days, a joint resolution stating in substance that the Con-
gress approves the findings of the Comptroller General
contained in such report.

[(2) SENATE PROCEDTJRES FOR CONSIDERATION.—Any joint
resolution referred to in clause (B) of paragraph (1) shall be
considered in the Senate in accordance with subsection (n).

[(m) EXPEDITED PROCEDURES IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-.
TIVES.—For the purpose of expediting the consideration and adop-
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tion of joint resolutions under subsection (1), a motion to proceed
to the consideration of any such joint resolution after it has been
reported by the appropriate committee shall be treated as highly
privileged in the House of Representatives.

[(n) EXPEDITED PROCEDURES IN THE SENATE.—
[(1) CoNTINUITY OF SESSION.—For purposes of subsection (1),

the continuity of a session of Congress is broken only by an ad-
journment of the Congress sine die, and the days on which ei-
ther House is not in session because of an adjournment of more
than three days to a day certain are excluded in the computa-
tion of the period indicated.

[(2) RULEMAKING p0WER.—Paragraphs (3) and (4) of this
subsection are enacted—

[(A) as an exercise of the rulemaking power of the Sen-
ate and as such they are deemed a part of the rules of the
Senate, but applicable only with respect to the procedure
to be followed in the Senate in the case of joint resolutions
referred to in subsection (1), and supersede other rules of
the Senate only to the extent that such paragraphs are in-
consistent therewith; and

[(B) with full recognition of the constitutional right of
the Senate to change such rules at any time, in the same
manner as in the case of any other rule of the Senate.

[(3) COMMIrFEE CONSIDERATION.—
[(A) MOTION TO DISCHARGE.—If the committee of the

Senate to which has been referred a joint resolution relat-
ing to the report described in subsection (1) has not re-
ported such joint resolution at the end of ten calendar days
after its introduction, not counting any day which is ex-
cluded under paragraph (1) of this subsection, it is in order
to move either todischarge the committee from further
consideration of the joint resolution or to discharge the
committee from further consideration of any other joint
resolution introduced with respect to the same report
which has been referred to the committee, except that no
motion to discharge shall be in order after the committee
has reported a joint resolution with respect to the same re-
port.

[(B) CONSIDERATION OF MOTION.—A motion to discharge
under subparagraph (A) of this paragraph may be made
only by a Senator favoring the joint resolution, is privi-
leged, and debate thereon shall be limited to not more
than 1 hour, to be divided equally between those favoring
and those opposing the joint resolution, the time to be di-
vided equally between, and controlled by, the majority
leader and the minority leader or their designees. An
amendment to the motion is not in order, and it is not in
order to move to reconsider the vote by which the motion
is agreed to or disagreed to.

[(4) MoTIoN TO PROCEED TO CONSIDERATION.—
[(A) IN GENEB.AL.—A motion in the Senate to proceed to

the consideration of a joint resolution shall be privileged.
An amendment to the motion shall not be in order, nor
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shall it be in order to move to reconsider the vote by which
the motion is agreed to or disagreed to.

[(B) DEBATE ON RESOLUTION.—Debate in the Senate on
a joint resolution, and all debatable motions and appeals
in connection therewith, shall be limited to not more than
10 hours, to be equally divided between, and controlled by,
the majority leader and the minority leader or their des-
ignees.

[(C) DEBATE ON MOTION.—Debate in the Senate on any
debatable motion or appeal in connection with a joint reso-
lution shall be limited to not more than 1 hour, to be
equally divided between, and controlled by, the mover and
the manager of the joint resolution, except that in the
event the manager of the joint resolution is in favor of any
such motion or appeal, the time in opposition thereto shall
be controlled by the minority leader or his designee. Such
leaders, or either of them, may, from time wider their con-
trol on the passage of a joint resolution, allot additional
time to any Senator during the consideration of any debat-
able motion or appeal.

[(D) MOTIONS TO LIMIT DEBATE.—A motion in the Senate
to further limit debate on a joint resolution, debatable mo-
tion, or appeal is not debatable. No amendment to, or mo-
tion to recommit, a joint resolution is in order in the Sen-
ate.]
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• IMMIGRATION ACT OF 1990
* * * * * * *

TITLE I—IMMIGRANTS

Subtitle C—Commission and Information

SEC. 141. COMMISSION ON IMMIGRATION REFORM.

(a) * * *
* * * * * * — *
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(b) FUNCTIONS OF COMMISSION.—The Commission shall—
(1) review and evaluate the impact of this Act and the

amendments made by this Act, in accordance with subsection
(c); [andi

(2) transmit to the Congress—.-.
(A) not later than September 30, 1994, a first report de-

scribing the progress made in carrying out paragraph (1),
and

(B) not later than September 30, 1997, a final report set-
ting forth the Commission's findings and recommenda-
tions, including such recommendations for additional
changes that should be made with respect to legal immi-
gration into the United States as the Commission deems
appropriate [.1; and

(3) transmit to Congress, not later than January 1, 1997, a
report containing recommendations (consistent with subsection
(c)(3)) of methods of reducing or eliminating the fraudulent use
of birth certificates for the purpose of obtaining other identity
documents that may be used in securing immigration, employ-
ment, or other benefits.
(c) CONSIDERATIONS.—

(1) * * *
(2) DIVERSITY PROGRAM.—The Commission shall analyze the

information maintained under section 203(c)(3) of the Immigra-
tion and Nationality Act and shall report to Congress in its re-
port under subsection (bX2) on—

(A) the characteristics of individuals admitted under sec-
tion 203(c) of the Immigration and Nationality Act, and

(B) how such characteristics compare to the characteris-
tics of family-sponsored immigrants and employment-
based immigrants.

The Commission shall include in the report an assessment of
the effect of the requirement of paragraph (2) of section 203(c)
of the Immigration and Nationality Act on the diversity, edu-
cational, and skill level of aliens admitted.

(3) FOR REPORT ON REDUCING BIRTH CERTIFICATE FRAUD.—Ih
the report described in subsection (bX3), the Commission shall
consider and analyze the feasibility of—

(A) establishing national standards for counterfeit-resist-
ant birth certificates, and

(B) limiting the issuance of official copies of a birth cer-
tificate of an individual to anyone other than the individ-
ual or others acting on behalf of the individual.

* * * * • * * *



ADDITIONAL VIEWS OF REP. ELTON GALLEGLY

One of the most critical challenges facing the 104th Congress is
the passage of comprehensive and effective immigration reform leg-
islation. For many years, the American people have expressed frus-
tration that its leaders in Congress have failed to enact policies to
eliminate the unacceptably high levels of illegal migration to our
country. Under the able leadership of Representative Lamar Smith,
Chairman of the House Subcommittee on Immigration and Claims,
the Judiciary Committee has approved legislation, H.R. 2202,
which finally addresses in a serious manner the public's concern
over this problem.

In an effort to find solutions to this on-going crisis, Speaker
Newt Gingrich earlier this year appointed me Chairman of the
Congressional Task Force on Immigration Reform, which was com-
prised of fifty-four Members of Congress, both Republicans and
Democrats. We were asked to provide a report to the Speaker and
relevant congressional committees by June 30, 1995. In preparing
its findings, the Task Force on Immigration Reform reviewed exist-
ing laws; committee reports; testimony before Committees of Con-
gress; and various existing reports prepared by a wide-range of or-
ganizations and individuals. To enhance the expertise of the panel
and obtain a first-hand view of the problem, the Task Force con-
ducted fact-finding missions to San Diego, California; New York,
New York; and Miami, Florida.

The Task Force was organized into six woiking groups to focus
on the most crucial areas of immigration policy most in need of re-
form. The groups were: Border Enforcement, Chaired by Congress-
man Royce (R—CA); Workplace Enforcement, Chaired by Congress-
man Deal (R—GA); Public Benefits, Chaired by Congressman Goss
(R—FL); Political Benefits, Chaired by Congressman Goss (R—FL);
Political Asylum, Chaired by Congressman McCollum (R-FL); De-
portation, Chaired by Congressman Condit (D—CA); and Visa
Overstays, Chaired by Congressman Goodlatte (R-VA). These
working groups met individually and made specific recommenda-
tions to the entire Task Force.

The Task Force has worked closely with Chairman Smith to in-
clude over 80% of these recommendations in H.R. 2202—the Immi-
gration in the National Interest Act. Many measures were incor-
porated in the original bill, while others have been successfully
added to the legislation through amendments.

At the time of introduction, H.R. 2202 included over twenty-five
Task Force recommendations. In the area of border enforcement,
these recommendations included the doubling of the number of bor-
der patrol agents stationed at the border over a five year period,
increasing penalties for immigrant smuggling and the construction
of a triple-barrier fencing along the U.S.-Mexico border.

(512)
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H.R. 2202 also incorporated in its entirety H.R. 1765, a bill
which I introduced earlier this year that targets long-term illegal
immigration. This legislation prohibits anyone who has been in this
country ifiegally for more than one year from receiving a visa for
a ten-year period. This will serve as a strong encouragement for il-
legal immigrants—both persons who overstayed their visa and
those who crossed the border illegally—to return to—their native
countries and re-enter through legal channels.

During markup of the bifi in the Immigration and Claims Sub-
committee, I offered four amendments, including three en bloc
amendments which were accepted. The first amendment authorized
full reimbursement to state and local governments for the costs of
providing emergency health care service to illegal immigrants. Hos-
pitals are required to verify with INS that the patient is illegally
in the U.S. as a condition for such reimbursement.

A major focus of the three en bloc amendments involved bolster-
ing enforcement efforts targeted at criminal aliens. They provided
for improving the identification of criminal aliens by state and local
authorities; mandatory detention of all ifiegal aliens caught re-en-
tering the United States on three occasions; increasing penalties
for immigrant smuggling; increasing funds for investigators and
border patrol located in the interior; increasing criminal penalties
for possessing, producing or transferring fraudulent documents;
and increasing the amount reimbursable for states and local gov-
ernrnents for the costs of incarcerating criminal aliens. Another irn-
portant measure dealing with criminal aliens authorizes the Presi-
dent to enter into negotiations with foreign countries for the pur-
pose of reaching agreement on the transfer of alien prisoners.

Furthermore, the en bloc amendments authorized a major expan-
sion in the number of asylum officers and more than doubled the
number of detention spaces available to the Imnigration and Natu-
ralization Service. This latter provision will allow the INS to house
illegal entrants determined to be high-flight risk or pose a danger
to the community.

As H.R. 2202 was considered by the full Judiciary Committee, I
offered nine additional amendments, all of which were accepted.
Two amendments strengthened measures against criminal aliens,
including one providing that upon the request of a state governor,
the INS will assist state courts in the identification of ifiegal aliens
pending criminal prosecution.

Several other measures specifically targeted illegal aliens who at-
tempt to receive government benefits. One important amendment
requires the Department of Education to verify the immigration
status of persons who apply for higher education benefits. This pro-
vision was promoted by an Education Department report which
found that ineligible aliens are awarded over $70 million in Pell
Grants and $45 million in Stafford Loans each year. Another meas-
ure ensures that state officials are able to communicate with the
Immigration and Naturalization Service for the purpose of verify-
ing the immigration status of aliens who are applying for public
benefits. This measure also ensures that state government entities
can report to the INS when an alien is illegally attempting to ac-
cess taxpayer fmanced programs.
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Finally, in an effort to protect American jobs and discourage ille-
gal immigration, I introduced an amendment to close a major ioop-
hole in the existing immigration law. Under existing law, an alien
who applies for permanent residency based on a job offer must
demonstrate to INS and the Department of Labor that, depending
on the visa category, they possess at least a specific level of work
experience. However, illegal work is currently allowed to be count-
ed as valid experience for this purpose. This encourages persons to
come to the U.S., work illegally and then apply for a green card
based on that illegal work experience. My amendment, which was
adopted by the Judiciary Committee, would prohibit aliens from
using this illegal work as evidence that he or she possesses suffi-
cient experience and skills to obtain a green card.

The bill reported by the Judiciary Committee represents a water-
shed in our attempt to once and for all address the perplexing is.
sues of illegal immigration. We have a good product. However, sev-
eral additional provisions need to be added to the H.R. 2202 when
it comes to the House floor. At this time, there are several possible
amendments under consideration, including amendments to give
states the option of denying free public education benefits to illegal
aliens and close the loopholes in current law that allow many ille-
gal immigrants to improperly receive free public housing.

Above all else, this landmark legislation is firmly rooted in the
rule of law. As a society, we simply cannot allow anyone, regardless
of motivation, to illegally cross our borders or overstay their legal
welcome in this country with impunity. If enacted, this legislation
will represent a major step in restoring the confidence of our people
in the ability of the federal government to respond effectively to
this crisis.

ELTON GALLEGLY.



ADDITIONAL VIEWS CONCERNING EMPLOYMENT
VERIFICATION SYSThM

Amazingly, at a time when many argue that Government is too
intrusive and bureaucratic and spends too much, Title IV of H.R.
2202 proposes a computerized national employment registry under
the guise of immigration reform. This "employment verification sys-
tem" represents a perilous threat to our Constitutional rights. By
forcing the government to maintain a file on every single individual
within a covered state and to approve every single hiring decision
within that state, H.R. 2202 will truly usher in the era of a "Big
Brother," all-intrusive federal bureaucracy. Even more ominously,
since the telephone verification system will inevitably be subject to
government errors and discrepancies, it may will be a mere prelude
to a full-fledged national ID card, complete with voice, retina and
fingerprint identifiers.1

Although styled a "pilot program," the registry would take place
in the five states with the largest ifiegal alien population (i.e., Cali-
fornia, Texas, New York, Florida, and illinois)2 and cover 92.8 mil-
lion people.3 Businesses in these States would understandably de-
sire to see Congress quickly impose the verification system on the
rest of the country, less they be placed at an unfair economic dis-
advantage.

Under the pilot project, no individuals in these States will be
hired without the express approval of the Federal Government.
H.R. 2202 requires that—all employers in these states—from Gen-
eral Motors to households with domestic help—report new employ-
ees to the Federal Government by a telephone 1—BOO number or
through computer E-mail within three days. The Federal Govern-
ment would then. check the employee's name and social security
number through its database. If the Government does not verify
that the person is authorized to work, the worker would have 10
days to try to verify his or her eligibility and two weeks in which
to appeal the decision pursuant to the Federal Tort Claims Act.
These procedures would apply any time anyone begins a new job,
and burdens business with an additional layer on top of the current
1—9 document verification requirements.

The employee verification system will not be foolproof. During
hearings on the bill it was conceded that the SSA and INS comput-
ers do not even have the capacity to read each other's data.4 A re-
cent study by the INS found a 28 percent error rate in the Social

'This is in addition to provision in Title I providing for a "biometric identifier" (e.g., finger
or hand print for aliens frequently crossing the Mexican border).

2u.s. Commission on Immigration Reform, U.S. 1nxnigration Policy: Restoring Credibility,
September 1994 at 64 [hereinafter Commission Report).

3Cato Institute, Statistical Abstract of the United States. (1993 figures).
4See Transipt of Oversight Hearing on Work Site Enforcement of Employer Sanctions, Fri-

day, March 3, 1995, US. House of Representatives, 5ubcommittee on 1nxnigration axid Claims,
Committee on the Judiciary.
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Security Administration (SSA) database.5 This verification require-
ment therefore creates huge possibilities for flawed information
being disseminated to employers which will deny American citizens
and lawful permanent residents the opportunity to work. Even if
the error rate could be substantially reduced, it will still translate
into millions of postponed or lost job opportunities.

The "verification system" is no answer to the problem of discrimi-
nation. In order to avoid the disruptions resulting from government
errors and discrepancies, employers would most likely continue to
avoid including individuals whose appearance, name, accent or
family background make their proffle appear "foreign." Moreover,
as amended, H.R. 2202 would require that a person alleging dis-
crimination under the existing employer sanctions provision show
that the employer intended to discriminate, a burden of proof that
is extremely difficult to satisfy.

Arid the tester program included in the bill6 will not redeem a
bad program. We doubt the Republican Majority will be clamoring
to appropriate funds for testers in the present budget environment.
Even if they did, the program would be able to effect only a small
fraction of the nation's employers.

The verification system proposed in this bill will also dangerously
increase the Federal Government's ability to monitor individuals.
Although the legislation purports to limit the use of the informa-
tion maintained in these new files to "employment verification"
purposes only, the system is bound to be subject to unauthorized
disclosures and leaks. Just as supposedly sacrosanct census data
were used to identify Japanese-Americans for internment during
World War II, the massive new data base necessitated by the Re-
publican immigration bifi will prove a tempting target for future
legislation intent on cracking down on tax cheaters, "deadbeat"
dads, or unpopular dissident groups.

The U.S. Commission on Iimigration Reform estimates the cost
of design and development of the combined SSAJINS database at
$4 million over a two year period.7 The Commission further esti-
mates the annual cost of maintaining and operating the verification
system at $32 million.8 Whatever the cost, we believe that the ver-
ification system is a poor allocation of scarce resources. And the
costs to the private sector will be many, many times greater, as
employers will be forced to incur major operational and administra-
tive costs in order to verify new employees.9 Worst of all, inevitable
system errors will result in economic injustice to those individuals
whose right to work will be lost to computer error.

/
5Telephone Verification System (TVS) Pilot, Report on the Demonstration Pilot-Phase 1(1993)

(9 company test) [hereinafter TVS Pilot Report).
6ThiS requires the Attorney General implement a tester" program which includes individuals

posmg as genuine applicaxits, in order to monitor and ensure that the verification system is
being applied fairly.

7Commission Report. supra note 2 at 70.
°The report also states that correciig errors in the database will require the largest financial

output Discrepancies referred to the Social Security Administration will cost approximately
$122 million initially with an annual cost of $30 million. Conmission Report, supra note 2 at
64.

9The INS pilot project indicated compliance cost of $5,000 for each company, but actual com-
pliance cc,sts would be several times that, sixice the pilot project only checked prospective em-
ployees who identified themselves as immigrants, not every Lndivldual offered a job. See TVS
Pilot Report supra note 5.
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Certainly illegal immigration is a problem. But to adopt a system
that punishes honest employers and lawful residents and citizens
in order to deter others from breaking the law is to lose all sense
of perspective. We urge the Members to oppose the employment
verification provisions of H.R. 2202.

JOHN CONYERS, Jr.
PAT SCHROEDER.
ZOE LOFGREN.
JERROLD NADLER.
SHEILA JACKSON-LEE.
MELVIN L. WATT.
JosÉ E. SERRANO.
XAVIER BECERRA.



DISSENTING VIEWS

Although, we support legislation which would more effectively
prevent illegal immigration, we strongly oppose the bill's histori-
cally shortsighted and dramatic reductions and attacks against
legal immigrants, refugees, and asylum seekers. The lawful and or-
derly admission of close family relatives of U.S. citizens—their chil-
dren, spouses, parents, brothers and sisters—strengthens American
families, upholds family values, and benefits the Nation as a whole.
If enacted, H.R. 2202 would create myriad hardships and inequities
for millions of U.S. citizens who would be prohibited from reuniting
with close family members. Moreover, according to the State De-
partment, an estimated 2.5 million U.S. citizens who have pending

petitions to secure visas for close relatives and have waited for

years for the visa to be issued would have their hopes of reuniting
their families arbitrarily destroyed by the bill.'

H.R. 2202 also makes it virtually impossible for those legiti-
mately fleeing persecution to claim political asylum. In addition,
the bill imposes a cap that will result in a reduction of admissions
of refugees in fleeing persecution. This will close America's doors
to many Cubans fleeing Castro, Bosnians uprooted by civil war,
and Jews, Christians and other religious or ethnic minorities seek-
ing safe haven and protection.

Some argue that draniatic cuts in legal immigration and protec-
tion of refugees are suprted by the American people. Unlike this
bill, however, voters draw a clear distinction between illegal and
legal immigration.2 More than eight out of ten voters believe that
Congress should settle the problem of ifiegal immigration before
worrying about reducing the number of legal immigrants.3 In addi-
tion, by a margin of seven to one, voters reject measures which
would unfairly penalize prospective legal immigrants who are fol-
lowing the rules in their efforts to enter the United States.4

The House should enact an immigration bill to address legiti-
mate issues and concerns regarding illegal immigration. The House
should reject the proposed dramatic reductions and restrictions in
legal immigration, refugee admissions and access to political asy-
lum which H.R. 2202 seeks to impose.

1See infra note 70.
2Research by Public Opinion Researcher Dr. Vincent J. Breglio on the Public's View of U.S.

Immigration Policy (February 27, 1996).a
'Id.

(526)
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TITLE I. DETERRENCE OF ILLEGAL IMMIGRATION THROUGH IMPROVED
BORDER ENFORCEMENT, PILOT PROGRAMS, AND INTERIOR ENFORCE-
MENT

Triple tier fence endangers lives

Section 102, which would mandatorily institute a 14-mile three-
tier fence along the U.S.-Mexico border in San Die&o, constitutes a
dangerous attempt to inicromanage the Immigration and Natu-
ralization Service's (INS) authority. The INS already uses fencing
where the topography, support personnel, and technology make it
an effective component of its overall deterrence strategy; this bill
will require fencing where its use would be ineffective and even
dangerous to INS personnel. Douglas Krubm, Chief of Border Pa-
trol has written that installing triple-tier fencing along 14 miles of
the San Diego sector would:

[Uncrease the danger to agents by enclosing them in areas without easy escape
routes. - - (OJur experience tells us that multiple fencing with intervening roads
presents multiple dangers for the physical safety of our agents [and] has shown that
when we trave' in a single, predictab'e line, aliens will attack vehicles and agents
with rocks.5

Although section 102 authorizes appropriations of $12 million to
build the fencing, the INS estimates that its cost, including land
purchase, construction, and maintenance, would be between $85
and $115 million.6 At a time when the United States economy is
becoming increasingly integrated with the economies of other coun-
tries, it seems particularly inappropriate to erect more fences and
walls between ourselves and friends, neighbors and trading part-
ners.

TITLE III. INSPECTION, APPREHENSION, DETENTION, ADJUDICATION,
AND REMOVAL OF ADMISSIBLE AND DEPORTABLE ALIENS

I. "Streamlined" Deportation Procedures Are Unnecessary and
Unfair

Subtitle A restructures the exclusion and deportation provisions
of the inimigration laws in a manner which strips the process of
essential due process safeguards. Although the purported purpose
for many of these changes is to "streamline" existing procedures
and eliminate fraud in the system, many of the new, procedures
will serve only to prevent individuals from knowing about, or effec-
tively asserting, their rights under U.S. law. It would be far pref-
erable to rely on current law, under which increased staffing and
enhanced INS procedures have resulted in significant gains in ex-
pediting decisions and reducing backlogs.7 Deportations of criminal
and illegal aliens in 1995 exceeded 51,600, a 15% increase over the

Letter from Douglas Kruhm Chief Border Patrol Immigration and Naturalization Service,
U.s. Department of Justice, to Honorable Henry Hyde, Chairman, Committee on the Judiciary
U.S. House of Representatives (September 18, 1995).

6Letter from Jamie S. Gorelick, Deputy Attorney General, U.S. Department of Justice, to
Honorable Henry J. Hyde, Chairman, Committee on the Judiciary, U.S. House of Representa-
tives (September 15, 1995) thereinafter, House Judiciary Views Letter].

'CFR Part 208 (1995). See also John M. Goshko, Revised Political Asylum System Shows
Promise in Early Stages, The Washington Post, July 9, 1995, at A16.
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preceding year, and a 75% increase over 1990.8 The simplified, new
asylum procedures have reduced the incentives for false claims and
resulted in a drastic reduction in the asylum case load (new cases
dropped by 57%) and a doubling of INS's productivity (completing
126,000 cases during 1995 compared with 61,000 in 1994).

The bill includes several harsh new bans on the ability of aliens
to seek lawful entry into this country. Sec. 30 1(c)(A) of the bill
lengthens the period for which an individual is barred—from the
United States from one to five years in the case of an alien who
has been turned away upon his or her arrival to the United States;
and from five to ten years (20 years in the case of an aggravated
felon) in the case of an alien who is deported from the United
States. Sec. 301(c)(B) bans persons who have resided in the United
States without lawful documentation for a total of 12 months from
reentry for 10 years. These inflexible provisions would cause great
hardship, not just to new immigrants, but to their American fami-
lies. As Mr. Bryant of Texas, a cosponsor of this legislation, argued:

I think it is a mistake for us to put [the 10-year ban] into the law because I think
undoubtedly thousands of people are going to accidentally be caught by this provi-
sion when we pass this law and suddenly will be faced with not being able to reen-

ter the United States for 10 years. . . I think that situation is going to result in
a flood of individual cases coming before this committee trying to get relief. . - and

every one of the cases, undoubtedly, every one of the cases, are going to be heart-
rending and tear-jerking and probably meritorious and we are going to turn this
committee into a virtual immigration court for the next several years. I just don't
think it will work.'°

Although a few modest exceptions to this punitive provision were
added during Committee markup," the 10-year ban on reentry will
inevitably divide families that have been waiting in line for immi-
grant visas for many years and inflict eztreme hardship on U.S.
citizens and permanent residents who will be forced to make the
impossible choice of having their family divided until a visa is
available or leaving the U.S-themselves to keep their families to-
gether. The Justice Department has also asserted that enforcing
the 10-year ban "would generate needless and costly litigation."

Section 302, providing for the expedited removal of aliens, will
unfairly result in bona fide asylum seekers being expelled to face
persecution. Under this section, aliens could be removed based
merely on the unreviewed judgment of an immigration officer and
his or her supervisor. Such "expedited" removal may be ordered if
the examining immigration officer determines that an alien is inad-
missible under INA sections 2 12(a)(6)(C) (fraud or misrepresenta-
tion) or 2].2(a)(7) (lack of valid documents). The notion that fraudu-
lent documents, or the absence of appropriate documents, can be

8immigration and Naturalization 5ervice, 1N5 Ends 1995 with New Record in Alien Removals

(December 28, 1995).
SINS News Release, 1N5 Successfully Eeforzns tL5. Asylum 5ystem, January 4, 1996 [herein-

after INS News Release).
lOJudiciary Committee Markup Transcript on KR 2202, September 20, 1995 p. 134.
11The Committee agreed to a number of limited exceptions, including not counting toward 12

month unlawful documentation period during which an alien is a minor, a bona fide asylum ap-
phcaxit, has Family TJthty protectioz, or has work authorization. 5imilarly an amendment of-
fered by Representative Berman authorizes the Attorney General to provide a waiver for the
10-year reentry ban "to assure family unity, or when it is otherwise in the public interest" for
the spouse, parent or child of either a US. citizen or permanent resident And an amendment
added by Represeitttive Lofgren provides that waivers would be available forcertain "national
security interests."

12House Judiciary Views Letter, supra note 6 at 17—18.
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used to trigger this procedure virtually guarantees that individuals
genuinely fleeing persecution and therefore least likely to obtain
appropriate documents from their persecutors will be returned to
the persecutors.

The new substantive standard for determining whether an alien
may be subjected to expedited exclusion is similarly unworkable in
the context of initial screening. Under proposed secjon 235(B)(v) of
the INA, in order to establish a credible fear of persecution, the ap-
plicant for asylum would need to establish that "it is more probable
than not that the statements made by the alien in support of the
alien's claim are true, and * * * there is a significant possibility,
in light of such statements * * * that the alien couid establish eli-
gibility for asylum." This is simply too onerous a standard for an
asylee to meet who has just escaped dangerous persecution.

Current law and procedure strike a far more appropriate balance
between the need to screen out truly frivolous claims and to afford
applicants due process. Under current procedures, a person who
fears persecution may go before an immigration judge to prove eli-
gibility for asylum and can seek an administrative appeal if the
claim is rejected. The asylum seeker may be represented at no cost
to the government during this process.'3

Section 304 of H.R. 2202 wouid eliminate the Attorney General's
discretionary section 212(c) or "cancellation of removal" authority if
a person is sentenced to five years, in the aggregate, for one or
more aggravated felony convictions. This change wouid needlessly
deprive the Attorney General of the discretion to provide relief to
an individual who, having been convicted, did not serve a single
day in prison.

II. Using Secret Evidence To Deport Aliens Poses a Threat to Due
Process

Section 321 of the bill wouid for the first.time allow aliens (in-
cluding permanent residents) to be deported based on classified evi-
dence submitted on an ex parte basis. An alien alleged to be in-
volved in "terrorism" would not be permitted to receive a summary
of the evidence against him or her if the 5-judge panel finds that
his or her presence or the preparation of the summary wouid likely
cause serious and irreparable harm or injury. Although permanent
residents are permitted to have a member of a panel of specially
approved attorneys review the secret evidence, the bill does not
permit the permanent resident to select his or her own attorney—
even from the pre-approved panel—or confer with such counsel con-
cerning the secret evidence. Section 321 also provides for imme-
diate detention without bail and limited one-sided appellate rights
only for the government. Further, there is no requirement that the
government disclose any excuipatory evidence to the alien or even
to the special court.

This provision is a clear violation of the right to due process as
guaranteed by the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments.'4 The car-

138 CFR 3.16(b) (1995).
14vjsjox limiting an alien's right to select an attorney azd denying the attorney the abil-

ity to discuss the evidence with his or her client also raise serious ethical and lawyer-client
privilege issues. It has also been noted that the section s inconsistent with U.s. treaty obliga-

Continued
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dinal rule of due process is that evidence used against a party must
be fully disclosed to that party. The Supreme Court and lower
courts have consistently held that aliens who have entered the
United States gain the full protections of the Constitution's due
process clause, and cannot be deported on the basis of evidence not
disclosed to them.'5 In the 1976 case of Matthews v. Diczz, the
Court wrote:

There are literally millions of aliens within the jurisdiction of the United States.
The Fifth Amendment as well as the Fourteenth Amendment, protects every one of
these persons from deprivations of life, liberty, or property without due process of
law. Even one whose presence in this country is unlawful, involuntary, or transitory
is entitled to that constitutional protection.'6

lii American-Arab Anti-Discrimination Committee v. Reno,'7 the
Ninth Circuit recently reaffirmed this principle when it found that
"{a1iens who reside in this country are entitled to full due process
protections" and noted that "the very foundation of the adversary
process asswnes the use of undisclosed information will violate due
process. * * *" 18 The Court acknowledged that while "not all of
the rights of criminal defendants are applicable in the civil context,
the procedural due process notice and hearing requirements have
'ancient roots' in the rights to confrontation and cross-examination"
and should be fully provided for in deportation proceedings.19

III. Excluding Individuals Based on Mere Membership in Des-
ignated Organizations Threatens Freedom of Speech and Associa-
tion

We also object to section 331 of the bill which specifies that mem-
bership in any organization designated as "terrorist" constitutes
grounds for deporting or excluding an alien from the United States,
regardless of whether or not the individual has engaged in or sup-
ported any unlawful acts.2° This provision would resurrect the infa-

tions pertaining to due procs protections and freedom of association under the International
Covenant on Civil and Polical Rights. See Letter from Lawyers Committee for Human Rights
to Subcomm. on Crime, Committee on the Judiciary, US. House of Representabves (May 12,
1995).

'5See Kwong Hai Chew v. Col ding, 344 U.S. 590 (1953) (INS tild not subject returning per.
manent resident alien to "summary exclusion" based on secret evidence); Rafeedie v. INS, 795
F. Supp. 13 (D.D.C. 1992) (INS attempt to expel a permanent resident alien on the basis of un-
diSclosed c1assifed information held to be unconstitutional).

16Matthews v. Diaz 426 U.S. 67, 77 (1976).
1770 F.3d 1045 (9th Cir. 1995).

at 1067.19J at 1066.
Although we have previously allowed the use of secret evidezce to exclude aliens who have

not yet entered this country, our experience with such procedures highlights the dangers present
in denying any party due process. In the infamous case U.S. '. Knauff v. Shaughnessy, 338
U.S. 537 (1950), secret evidence was used to exclude from the United States the German wife
of a US. citizen who had fled to England when Hitler caine to power. In his dissenting opinion,
Jusbce Jackson argued, tThe plea that evidence of guilt must be secret is abhorrent to free
men, because it provides a cloak for the malevolent, the misnforxned, the meddlesome, and the
corrupt to play the role of informer undetected and uncorrected." In a subsequent hearing neces-
sitated by public outage over the denial of Mrs. Kn2uiFs visa it was learned that the confiden-
tial source offering the secret evidence was a jilted lover. When the INS sought to use seet
evidence to expel an alien several years ago, the D.C. Circuit likened the alien's position to that
of "Joseph K. in The Trial," finding that '[i]t is difficult to imagine how even someone innocent
of all wrongdoing could meet such a burden." Rafeedie v. INS, 880 F.2d 506, 516 (D.C. Cir.
1989).

20 current law, a person who has engaged in terrorism, or about whom a consular offi-
cer or the Attorney General has a reasonable ground to believe is likely to engage in any terror-
ism, is already excludable from the United States. See 8 U.S.C. § 1182(aX3XBXi).
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mous McCarran-Walter Act,2' which was repealed by Congress in
1990 after it was held to be unconstitutional as applied to several
aliens.

The fact that aliens in this country are entitled to full First
.Amedrnent rights was also forcefully reafirmed in American-Arab
Anti-Discrimination Committee v. Reno.23 The Ninth Circuit found
that the proposed deportation of seven Palestinians and a Kenyan
for their alleged ties to the Popular Front for the Liberation of Pal-
estine was inconsistent with First Amendment freedom of associa-
tion protections, holding that "the values underlying the First
Amendment require the full applicability of First Amendment
rights to the deportation setting."'

IV. Waiver of Exclusion and Deportation for Certain 274C Viola-
tions Too Narrow To Ensure Against Extreme Hardship on Fami-
lies of Citizens and Lawful Permanent Residents

The Committee agreed to authorize the Attorney General to
waive exclusion or deportation for an alien who is already a lawful
permanent resident and who has temporarily proceeded abroad and
has committed document fraud on behalf of a spouse, parent, or
son or daughter.25 Although this waiver improves current law and
is a welcome addition to the bifi, we believe that it should be ex-
panded to ensure that the law does not impose extreme hardship
on families of any alien who commits a 274C violation.. An alien
who is the spouse, parent, son or daughter of a United States citi-
zen or lawful permanent resident whould not be excluded or de-
ported for committing a 274C violation if the refusal of admission
would result in extreme hardship to the citizen or lawful perma-
nent resident family member. The Attorney General should at least
be granted this limited amount of discretion when considering the
permanent separation of-dose faiñiles.

21The McCarran-Walter Act allowed, among other things, for the deportation of aliens who
"advocate the economic, international and governmental doctruies of world communism or the
establishment in the United States of a totalitarian dictatorship, or who are members of or af-
filiated with any organization" that so advocates. 8 U.S.C. 1251(aX6XD) & (H) (1988). That Jaw,
which applied to aliens who were members of the communist party or advocated communist doc-
tzine, was used to exclude Pierre Trudeau, the former Prime Minister of Canada, French actor.
Yves Montand, British author Grapham Greene, and Columbian Nobel laureate Gabriel Garcia
Marquez. See Counter Terrorism Legislation, Hearing before the Subcom. on Terrorism, Tech-
nolo', and Government Information of the Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, 104th Cong., 1st
Sess. 21 (May 4, 1995) (statement of Professor David Cole).

See Immigration Act of 1990, Pub. L. No. 101-649 (repealing McCarran-Walter Act);
Rafeedie v. INS, 795 F. Supp. 13, 22—23 (D.D.C. 1992); American.Arab Anti-Discrimination
Comm. v. Meese, 714 F. Supp. 1060 (C.D. CaL 1989), vacated, American-Arab AjUi-Discrimina-
tion Comm. v. Thornburgh, 970 F.2d 501 (9th Cir. 1991) (holding the McCarran-Walter Act to
be unconstitutional as applied).

70 F.3d 1045(9th Cir. 1995).
at 1063. A Washington Post editorial emphasized the fundamental fairness of the Amer-

ican-Arab Anti-Discrimination Comm. de&ionz:
'[T]he bottom line from the appellate court is this: Aliens present in the United States have

the same right to political speech and asociation as citizens. Aliens cannot be singled out for
deportation because they exercise those rights. • * These clear and pxzncipled determinations
are on firm constitutional ground.

Aliens and Speech, Wash. Post, Nov. 13, 1995 at A20.
H.R 2202 §362 (1995). Under current law, section 274C of the INA, at 8 U.S.C. 1324 pro-

hibits the use or creation of a fraudulent document for immigration purposes. Violation of this
provision would subject an alien to both a civil penalty as well as exclusion under section
212(aX6XF) of the INA, at 8 U.S.C. 1182 (aX6XF)) or deportation under section 241(aX3XC) of
the INA, at 8 U.S.C. 1251 (aX3XC)).
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TITLE IV. ENFORCEMENT OF RESTRICTIONS AGAINST EMPLOYMENT

A wide range of views exists regarding whether and to what ex-
tent the proposed new worker verification "pilot project" estab-
lished under Section 403 represents sound public policy. There is
no disagreement among us, however, on two key points: (i) if a ver-
ification system is ultimately adopted, protections should be af-
forded innocent employers and workers who might be adversely af-
fected by inaccurate information; and (ii) regardless of whether it
is adopted, the INS and Department of Labor must be granted en-
hanced authority to penalize unscrupulous employers who
consistenly hire undocumented aliens and exploit them in near
"slave-labor" conditions.

I. Protecting the rights of employees and employers under the
verification system

In recognition of the potential liability that innocent employers
may face by dismissing or refusing to hire job applicants due to er-
rors in government databases or in the operation of the verification
pilot program, the Committee adopted an amendment protecting
from liability those employers who, in "good faith," rely on the ver-
ification confirmation mechanism. It is important to note, in this
context, that the amendment should not be interpreted to prevent
dismissed employees or unsuccessful job applicants from challeng-
ing employers who had other, unlawful motivations to dismiss or
refuse to hire such employees and applicants. The intent is care-
fully Limited to protect employers only under circumstances in
which the relevant hiring decision is triggered solely by inaccurate
information provided by the confirmation mechanism.

Equally important in this regard is an amendment offered by
Representative Frank (and approved by the Committee by voice
vote) protecting innocent employees from errors arising from the
verification mechanism, by allowing them to seek compensation
under the Federal Tort Claims Act (FTCA).26 Because the verifica-
tion process would (like employer sanctions) be administered at the
time of hire, all authorized workers who may be adversely affected
by errors in the pilot verification system will be afforded redress
through at least one of several existing mechanisms. For example,
any employee who is hired, if even for a few hours, and who is sub-
sequently dismissed because of inaccurate information provided by
the confirmation mechanism will automatically be entitled to com-
pensation under the FTCA. In this connection, we note that the
amendment's wording "shall be entitled to compensation" indicates
that the employee in such circumstances need only to demonstrate,
based on a preponderance of evidence, that the dismissal was at-
tributable to an error in the confirmation mechanism. No proof of
negligence is reciuired and none of the existing exemptions from li-
ability in the FTCA (including for harm flowing from policy deci-
sions or claims arising from "misrepresentation, deceit, or inter-
ference with contract rights") are applicable to this new form of re-
dress.

28 U.S.C. §2671—268O.
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To the extent that employers verify prospective employees selec-
tively, or apply the results of information differently based, for ex-
ample, on national origin or citizenship status, such employers
would be liable for discrimination claims brought by the affected
job applicants. In such cases job applicants have several avenues
to pursue redress. First, selective application of verification proce-
dures is already prohibited under INA § 274B ("Unfair Immigra-
tion-Related Employment Practices"). Second, suchactions may
also be prohibited (depending on the specific circumstances), under
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act and/or under 42 U.S.C. § 1981,
both of which address employment discrimination claims based on
race and national origin. In this respect, we note that the "good
faith" immunity provision does not protect employers who abuse
the verification system by applying it in ways not required by the
law.

The Committee also tried to strike a careful balance between pro-
tecting the rights of the employer and the rights of the employee
in certain unusual circumstances arising from the temporary or
time-limited nature of employment authorization documents pos-
sessed by certain individuals, or cases in which employers have
reason to believe that individuals presenting what appear to be
genuine documents are nonetheless unauthorized to work. At issue
is the existing provision of 1NA § 274A, which prohibits employers
who have been provided documents which on their face appear gen-
uine from requiring the production of a specific document or addi-
tional documents.27 The Frank amendment addresses two specific
circumstances in which it may be permissible for employers to re-
quest additional documents from individuals. It permits employers
to request from an employee who previously submitted a time-lim-
ited employment authorization document an additional document
demonstrating continuing employment eligibility. In addition, if an
employer has a reasonable- basis to believe that an individual who
presents a document which appears on its face to genuine is in fact
unauthorized to work, the bill only permits such employer to: (1)
inform the individual of his intention to verify the validity of the
document; and (2) dismiss the individual upon receiving confirma-
tion that the individual is authorized to work.

Nothing in the legislation, however, prohibits the individual from
offering alternative documents which demonstrate employment au-
thorization. In addition, while verification is pending, the employer
may not delay the hiring of, refuse to hire, or dismiss, or take any
adverse employment-related action incident to the hiring against
the individual, unless such action is wholly unrelated to the eligi-
bility issue. In this context, nothing in the bill can or should be
read to permit any action related to the document verification proc-
ess in general, or to the request for additional documents or addi-
tional verification of documents presented in particular, that is a
mere pretext for unlawful discrimination.

27Adopted as part of the Immigration Act of 1990, this provision is designed to prevent ad-
verse impact on authorized workers who have been reqwred by employers to produce additional
documents, even after presenting legitimate documents demonsating employment authoriza-
tion. Some employers, apparently fearing the consequences of requiring such employees to
produce additional or subsequent documents, have requested a clarification of what is and what
is not permitted in such circumstances.
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II. The legislation fails to recognize that labor law enforcement is
vital to employer sanctions enforcement

The opportunity for employment is the single most important
and pervasive incentive for illegal immigration. There are indus-
tries which rely upon and, more often than not, exploit the work
of undocumented workers. H.R. 2202 fails to recognize the impor-
tant role played by the Department of Labor in helping combat ifie-
gal immigration by complementing enforcement of employer sanc-
tions. The bill would authorize only 150 additional staff positions
for the Wage and Hour Division to investigate violations of wage
and hour laws in areas where there are high concentrations of un-
documented workers,8 a substantially weaker commitment to
worksite enforcement than the President's FY96 budget request
calling for (202 additional positions). Even this weak provision is
meaningless, since the Republican Majority has previously voted to
cut funding for DOL Wage and Hour Division.30 In this sense the
bill lacks teeth by refusing to allow the Administration to complete
its comprehensive anti-ifiegal immigration strategy which has thus
far been highly successful at the border.3'

The Committee rejected, by a party line vote, an important
amendment offered by Representative Berman which would have
authorized funding the new Wage and Hour inspectors, given the
Secretary of Labor authority to issue subpoenas and collect evi-
dence against violating employers and doubled the penalties for
employers found to have violated both labor standards and immi-
gration laws. This would assist the INS and Department of Labor
in uncovering horrible situations like the incarceration and en-
slavement of Thai immigrants in El Monte, California by garment
manufacturers,32 and crack down on employers who treat the pen-
alties available under current law as a mere cost of doing busi-
ness.33 In rejecting Representative Berman's amendment, the Ma-
jority signals an unwillingness to enforce the law. Minor and spo-
radic sanctions will never e sufficient to overcome the economic
and competitive advantages that unscrupulous employers may
achieve by hiring and exploiting ifiegal immigrants, thereby under-
cutting competitors who provide fair wages and working conditions.

TITLE V. REFORM OF LEGAL IMMIGRATION SYSTEM

Under the bifi, legal immigration would be reduced from 800,000
admissions to a nominal 535,000 immigrants a (thirty percent re-
duction).34 In addition, the bill includes a whole host of new proce-

H.R 2202, § 102 (2).
29House Judiciary Views Letter, supra note 6. see also Worksite Enforcement of Employer

Sancons: Hearing Before the Subcom on immigration and Claims, 104th Cong., 1st Sess.
(1995) (statement of Maria Echaveste, Administrator, Wage and Hour Division, OS. Depart.
ment of Labor) [hereinafter Statement of Maria Echavestej.

30141 Cong. Bee. H3281—H3303 (daily ed. March 16, 1995). See also Statement of Maria
Echaveste supra note 29.

31A Good Border Year: 1995 was a Year of Progress and Innovation". San Diego tJnion-Trib-
line, December 29, 1995. See also "Encouraging Progress on Deportations: Statistics Support the
Steady, Measured Approach of the INs," Los Axgeles Times, January 12, 1996.32yjj, Slavery's Long Gone? Don't Bet on it, LA Times, Auist 4, 1995, at B8. (Thais
paid $1.60 an hour and found confined in illegal garment factory in El Monte). See also George
White, Workers held in Near-Slavery, Officials Say, LA. Times, August 3,1995, at Al.

345ee CRS Report for Congress, Immigration: Analysis of Major Proposals to Revise Family
and Employment Admissions, February 14, 1996.
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dural rules which would push the numbers far below the 535,000
cap. Moreover, after a short transition period, through category
elimination or new restrictions, U.S. citizens will be virtually un-
able to sponsor their mother, father, brother, sister or adult child
for immigration. The bill sets up a false dichotomy between the
"nuclear family" of permanent residents on the immigration wait-
ing lists and the relatives of U.S. citizens. Title V's reductions in
the number of legal immigrants and in access to legal immigration
reflect a fundamental misunderstanding of the character and bene-
fits of America's historic commitment to legal immigration, family
reunification and protection of refugees.

Title V's premise is that legal immigration and refugee admis-
sions are higher than ever, and create problems and costs rather
than benefits and opportunities. This is a false and distorted un-
derstanding, belied by numerous government and private sector
studies and the reality of how today's immigrants are revitalizing
communities across the country. Last year's legal immigrant and
refugee admissions roughly equaled the level of immigration in the
early 1900's, but as a proportion of the population, today's admis-
sions are about one third the level of that time period.36

According to both conservative and liberal analysts, from organi-
zations such as the CATO Institute, the Urban Institute and the
Councils of Economic Advisors of Presidents Reagan and Bush, im-
migrants pay much more in taxes than the cost of services to them
(although most taxes are paid to the Federal Government and most
services, especially education and health care, are provided by local
governments).37 Indeed, the Urban Institute concluded in 1994
after reviewing all relevant studies that immigrants pay $2&—30
billion annually more in total taxes than the total cost of services.38
A 1990 survey of leading U.S. economists, including seven Nobel
laureates, found that 80% believed immigration has had a "very fa-
vorable impact" on economic growth.39 The Department of Labor
and the AFL—CIO have also concluded that in the aggregate immi-
grants stimulate the economy.4° Moreover, a 1990 study found that
there is no correlation between the levels of immigration and un-
employment either in states or on the national level.4'

Perhaps more important than the economic contributions are the
familial, social and political contributions of immigrants. Legal im-
migrants, refugees and persons granted asylum are "new Ameri-
cans" who do not threaten, but rather strengthen the great Amer-
ican experiment in freedom and democratic pluralism. Immigrants
have died defending American interests in foreign wars and have

See discussioxi, infra.
Cunent Populatioxi Reports (1994 March Supplemexit), U.S. Bureau of Census. On an all-

xiual basis, total legal imxnigratioxl constitutes oxily three immigrants for every 1,000Amerie.ns,
and immigrants comprise only 8.7% of the U.S. populatioxi.

37Julian N. Slinoxi, Immigratioxi: The Demographic and Ecoxiomic Facts published by CATO
Institute and the National Immigratioxi Forum.

38Fj,r Michael axid Jeffery Passel, Setting the Record Straight: Immigratioxi and Immigrants
(Urban Institute Press: 1994) (Washmgtoxi, D.C.) [hereinafter Sethng the Record).

39Survey of Economists, coxiducted by the Alexis de Tocqueville Institutioxi cited in An Analy-
sis of H.R 2202: The Immigratioxi ixi the National Interest Act of 1995 by Stuart Andersoxi,
(September 1995) at p. 12 [hereinafter Andersoxi Analysis]. See also Stuart Andersoxi, Employ-
ment Based linmigratioxi and High Technolor February 19964O, Press Release—United States Department of Labor, July 11, 1989. See also Resolutions
59-61, AFL-CIO 1995 Resolutioxi Book Oxie, October 23-26, 1995.

41Richard vedder, Lowell Gallaway, and Stephen Moore, Immigratioxi and Uxieiuployment
New Evidexice, Alexis de Tocqueville InsItutioxi, July 1994.
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made discoveries which have strengthened our military capacity.
Immigrants who have fled tyranny and oppression deeply appre-
ciate the freedom which America offers, and their work and per-
spective serves to enhance the American commitment to freedom
and democracy.

I. Dramatically reduces family-sponsored immigration and punishes
those who have waited to law fitily enter the United States

As noted above after a short transition period, the bill would
make it virtually impossible for U.S. citizens to sponsor their moth-
er, father, brother, sister, or adult child for immigration. In addi-
tion, the bill would set an annual cap on family immigration of
330,000—more than one-third below current levels. This arbitrary
cap is inadequate to meet the needs of U.S. citizen families and
would create immediate backlogs for spouses and minor children of
lawful permanent residents as well as parents of U.S. citizens. We
also object to the bill's arbitrary reduction to 85,000 in the number
of visas granted to spouses and minor children of lawful permanent
residents.42 Immigration by spouses and minor children of lawful
permanent residents is currently set at approximately 98,000 per
year,43 a number that does not meet current demand and is al-
ready creating massive backlogs.

We object to the arbitrary exclusion of parents from the imme-
diate relative category, thereby subjecting them to a 45,000 cap
and a 25,000 floor. There is no justification for limiting immigra-
tion by parents who may be the main source of childcare and other
familial support for working families.45 The 25,000 visa limit
would mean that 50% of U.S. citizen sponsors who wish to reunite
with their parents would be prevented from doing so a massive
new blacklog would be created. While we agree that spouses and
minor children should receive priority, we see no rationale for this
arbitrary limit on parents of U.S. citizens.

In addition, Section 512(b)'s iequirement that parents of citizens
procure health insurance before they can obtain a $isa represents
a nearly insurmountable obstacle to their immigration. The Admin-
istration estimates that even where it may be possible to purchase
the required health insurance for an elderly parent, it would cost
an average of $9,000 or more a year, prohibitively high for most
American families.46 We are also concerned that insurers may not
agree to offer health insurance for immigrating parents at any
cost.47

42H.R. 2202, §512(aXl).
'Jmmigration and Naturalization Facthook summary of Recent 1mmigraon Data, August

1995, at p. 8 (hereinafter Factbook).
H.R. 2202, §512(aX2XA).
Parent immigraon currently numbers approximately 56,000 per year. As the number of

spouses and children of citizens inease, the number of visas available for spouses and children
of permanent residents decrease. 5ince that category is guaranteed of minimum of 85,000, the
residuum that is left for parents of United States citizens decreases. Thus the overall family
cap, combined with projected need, means that immigrationby parents under H.R 220Ts would
immediately meet the 25,000 floor set by the bilL The cap of 45,000 would be meaningless, as
other superseding categories would prevent this number from being reached. See Facthook
supra, note 43 at 13.

46Letter from Jamie Gorelick, Deputy Attorney General, U.S. Department of Justice, to Orrin
G. Hatch, Chairman, Committee on the Judiciary, U.S. Senate (February 14,1996).

411d.
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H.R. 2202 also unfairly eliminates immigration by married adult
children of U.S. citizens, siblings of U.S. citizens, and most unmar-
ried adult children of both citizens and residents. It is disturbing
to think that government policy would keep American parents and
their children apart simply because a child is older than 21 years
of age. Of all immigrants, children on the brink of entering the
workforce are exactly the type of new Americans this country
needs, they will be here in their most productive years and they
will be here to care for their parents in their go1denears.48

We also find little rationale for eliminating immigration by sib-
lings of U.S. citizens.49 Brothers and sisters help to reinforce the
family unit. They contribute to the economic and emotional
strength of a family in many ways, such as pooling money to open
businesses and sharing in the care of parents of each other's chil-
dren.5°

II. Unjustifiable cap on refugees

We strongly object to the bill limiting admissions of refugees to
50,000 per year—reducing current admissions by approximately
hail5' Such a cap would undermine our efforts to encourage the
international community to be more forthcoming on refugee reset-
tlement and send the wrong signal to those governments who may
question our commitment to promoting human rights around the
world. Given the political and economic instability in almost every
region of the world, it is imperative that the United States main-
tain its current flexible admissions policy for domestic resettlement
that allows for expansion and contraction of numbers in response
to changing conditions.

A cap on refugee admissions would represent an historic shift in
the country's commitment to protecting people worldwide who have
been persecuted or fear persecution because of their race, religion,
nationality, political opinion, or membership in a particular group.
Current law provides anorderly but flexible process in which the
Adiniristration can, in consultation with Congress, set the number
of annual refugee admissions at a level that accounts for both the
global situation and our international commitments.52 Congress
maintains the final say over refugee admissions through the appro-
priations process, even as the President has the authority to pro-
vide additional slots if justified by "urgent humanitarian concerns

Representative 5mith's amendment allowing immigration by certain adult sons and daugh-
ters of U.5. citizens and lawful permanent residents is so narrow as to be virtually meaningless.
We see no logic in barring all adult children who are over age 25 and imposing a requirement
that the sonfdaughter has "never been married" is absolutely unjustified This requirement
would bar a 21-year-old daughter whose husband has died and who remains dependent on the
family for emotional and physical support especially in a me of grief and ansition. similarly,
this requirement would bar a daughter who has fled from an abusive situation and sought a
divorce in order to save her ow life. And imposing a requirement that the son or daughter be
childless serves only to harm innocent dependents who might at that point be in dire need of
the support that grandparents can provide. - -At a minimum, this category should be maintamed at least until those who have been wait-
ing lawfuily in line with approved petitions are allowed to immigrate to the United 5tates.

50lmmigration by brothers and sisters of U.5. citizens currently numbers approximately
65,000, while adult unmarried sons and daughters number ony approximately 46,000 per year.
Moreover, immigration by married sons and daughters of U.S. cizens are limited to 23,400.
These are modest numbers and should be maintained.

1HJ 2202 §521(a)(2XA). In FY 1995, 98,000 refugees were admitted, and in FY 1996 90
slots have been set aside. See CBS Report: Immigration, Public Policy histtute, Ruth Wassen,
Joyce vialet, William Krouse, January 17, 1996.

528 U.s.C. 1157 §207.
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or are otherwise in the national interest." H.R. 2202 would take the
dramatic step of requiring a ftill-fledged act of Congress to allow
any additional refugees to meet compelling humanitarian needs.

H.R. 2202's proposed policy shift could not come at a more inap-
propriate time. The United Nations High Commissioner for Refu-
gees has estimated that since 1992 the number of refugees world-
wide has risen to 20 million.53 The consequences of a refugee cap
are neither abstract nor theoretical: it would require dramatic re-
ductions not only in the number of former Soviet Jews, Evangelical
Christians, and Ukrainian Catholics admitted as refugees, but also
in the number of Vietnamese, Bosnian and Cuban admissions. By
forcing the government to choose among equally worthy groups, the
cap would politicize refugee admissions and endanger the lives of
thousands of people worldwide. For example, we expect to admit
40,000 Jewish refugees from the former Soviet Union over the next
several years, but we are also committed to accepting between
7,000 to 14,000 Cubans as part of our agreement with Cuba. Just
these two programs could exceed the 50,000 cap.55

An amendment was made by Chairman Hyde to permit the an-
nual 50,000 cap to be exceeded in the event of an "emergency" at
some time after the annual consultation with Congress on refugee
numbers. It is unlikely, however, that the cap would be pierced.
Once the State Department has squeezed the numbers down to
50,000 for a given year, by shutting down or reducing ongoing pro-
grams it is most unlikely to reverse itself by raising the numbers
and re-establishing these same programs in mid-year no matter
how compelling the circumstances.

III. Severely limits attorney general's humanitarian parole authority

We oppose the bill's sweeping new restrictions on the Attorney
General's parole authority. Section 524 of the bill states that the
Attorney General may parole aliens on a case by case basis only
for urgent humanitarian reasns or for a reason deemed strictly in
the public interest. We believe that there is no rationale for this
legislative change. The current law provides the Attorney General
with appropriate flexibility to deal with compelling immigration sit-
uations.56 For example, the amendment would not permit the pa-
role of an alien to attend the funeral of a close family member or
of a parent to accompany a child paroled into the United States for
an organ tra.nsplant.57 In light of the proposed refugee cap, this
provision unwisely ties the Administration's hand in an area where

Letter from Rena von Eooyen, Representative of the United Nations High Commissioner for
Refugees, to Hon. Henry J. Hyde, Chairnian, Committee on the Judiciary, U.S. House of Rep-
resentatives (October 25, 1995).

The refugee cap is i direct conflict with the will of the House of RepreseDtatives. On May
28, 1995, the House adopted an aniendment to H.R. 1561 that questions the potential forced
repaiation of vietinese asylum seekers held ii detention throughout Southeast Asia. It also
foresaw the potential resettlemeDt of these Vieiamese, which would put additional pressures
on the U.S. refugee admissions program just as a refugee cap of 50,000 is enacted. The ameDd-
meDt, sponsored by Representative Chris Smith, requires the United States to offer as many
as 40,000 of these people the opportunity to resettle here or in other free counties would be
impossible to zmplement under a "hard cap" of 50,000 refugees per year.

A,zde,on Analysis, supra, note 39, p. 26.
8 U.S.C. § 1157.
Letter from Jamie S. Gorelick, Deputy Attorney Geoeral, U.S. Department of Justice, to

Henry J. Hyde, Chairman, Committee on the Judiciary, US. House of RepreseDtatives (Septem-
ber 15, 1995) at 4.
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flexibility is always needed to deal with unforeseen emergency mi-
gration circumstances.

1V Asylum procedures contravene international norms

Section 531 represents an unnecessary and dangerous effort to
reform the system by which asylum is granted to persons who have
a well-founded fear of persecution and need protection in the Unit-
ed States. As a result of the regulatory changes adopted in January
of 1995,58 and the increases hi appropriations provided under the
1994 Crime Bifi, the asylum process has been improved substan-
tially.59 Additional asylum officers and the increases in the immi-
gration judge corps have allowed us to gain control over the poten-
tial fraud in asylum applications and mcrease our effectiveness hi
completing cases within 180 days of application. New asylum
claims filed with the INS since the reforms have decreased by 57
percent, from 123,000 in 1994 to 53,000 in 1995.60 And the asylum
process was able to process more than 126,000 cases as compared
to only 61,000 cases in the previous year.61 Eighty-four percent of
cases are now heard within 60 days of applications,62 ensuring that
applicants obtain access to a speedy procedure. At the same time,
the INS has redirected their sources to focus on fraud investiga-
tions concerning asylum, and several cases have resulted in convic-
tions.63 Yet, in the face of these positive developments, H.R. 2202
unnecessarily imposes time limits on applications and restricts the
Attorney General's discretionary authority to withhold deportation.

The 30-day time limit for filing asylum applications set forth in
Section 531 will create a complex layer of adjudication and divert
resources from resolving the merits of the asylum applications.64
The 30-day time limit will also result hi increased applications
which have not been carefully prepared, since asylum seekers will
be forced to submit by the deadline or be categorically denied. Most
meritorious applicants..jarely make their first contact with human
rights organizations, much less find legal asistance for the prepa-
ration of their applications, within such a short time period.65

The requirement that asylum applications be filed within 30 days
also violates U.S. international obligations. Article 33 of the 1967
Protocol regarding the Status of Refugees binds signatories to the
duty of not returning any refugee who could face a threat to his
or her life or liberty in the country of reared persecution, regard-
less of when the person makes known the claim to need such pro-

59 Fed. Beg. 62284-62303(1994) (amending 8. C.F.R §228 effective January 4, 1995).
See Celia W. Dugger, Immigration Bills' Deadlines May Imperil Asylum Seekers, N.Y.

Times, February 12, 1996, at BI.
601N5 News Release supra note 9.61I
Id.
William Branigan, 1N5 Chief Highlights Reform in Political Asylum Systeni Year-Long

Campaign Slashes New Claims by 57 Percent, Wash. Post, Januaiy 5, 1996, at A2.
6'Since the bill rightfully does not apply a 30 day limit th withholding of deportation, the At-

thrney General will have th dedde the merits of a refugee's claim regardless of the timeliness
of the application. Also, while the Committee correctly amended the bill th incorporate a waiver
of the 30 day time limit where there has been a change of in any cixtumstances, the INS will
now not only have th divert resourc th adjudicate the timeliness of the application, but th adju-
dicate the waivers available for changed personal &cumstances as well as country conditions.655j many asylum seekers flee their home countries with few resowes, many persons can-
not afford private attorneys and have th rely on church giups, charitable organizations and
other low cost legal service providers. See David Cole. Making Time for Freedom Thirty-Day
Deadline for Political Asylum Requests Defies Reality, Legal Times, December 4, 1995, at 20.
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tection. While the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees
has acknowledged that some countries can impose filing deadlines,
they have forcefully stated that the failure to abide by such dead-
lines cannot be a reason by which the application is not considered
at any future time.66

Section 305 of the bill eliminates the Attorney General's cuiTent
discretionary authority of "withholding of deportation." This is a se-
rious breach of current policy and U.S. obligations under United
Nations conventions.67 Under current law, if a person is denied dis-
cretionary asylum, he or she can still seek protection under a high-
er standard for withholding of deportation. This requires that the
applicant show that it is more likely than not that h.is or her life
or freedom would be threatened in the country of origin. By elixni-
nating such withholding of deportation discretion, the bill abro-
gates international refugee law requiring that a country not forc-
ibly return (refoul) a person to a place of persecution.68

We would also note that under section 531 asylum may be pre-
cluded if the Attorney General, pursuant to bilateral agreements
with third countries, is able to find another country that is willing
to accept that person. In our view it is essential that the third
country return provision be construed to retain a high level of dis-
cretion for the Attorney General to decide what is most appropriate
in individual cases, consistent with humanitarian circumstances
and United States security concerns.69

1V Keeps families separated and fails to eliminate backlogs

While the formula for backlog reduction set forth in section 553
of the bill addresses a substantial portion of the existing backlog
for spouses and minor children of lawful permanent residents, it
does nothing to address the issue of equity for those in eliminated
family categories who have been waiting lawfully for their turn to
immigrate for many years.7° Even with the visas provided to ad-

During Committee mark-up of the bill, the Majority stated the Committee's pectation that
the application itself could be sunplifled, so that asylim seekers could submit a short and sim-
plified appIicaon within the 30 day time limit, with a second opportunity to amplii5 and
sfrengthen the application at a 'ater date. While this is not the best or the preferred solution,
if necessary the Committee should make this understanding veiy clear to the Mminisfration
so that the regulations clearly allow for a subsequent opportunity for the applicant to supple-
ment, amplifr, and complete the brma1 applicaon at a later date after the 30-day period.

U.N. Convention on the Status of Refugees—Article 33(1951).
During de3iberations at the Coromittee mark-up, there were several statements by the Ma-

jozity that it is their intent that withholding of dçportation will be restored as the bill moves
to a floor vote. See Judiciary Committee Markup Transcript October 11, 1995, at p. 101-103.
We fully expect such a change to be made, consistent with current law and obligations under
internationai refugee law, and are willing to work with the Majority to enste that this ita1
protection remains in the US. law. -

691n this regard, the discussion at the Committee mark-up lugh]iglated the common under-
standing about this flebility for the Attorney General, and the inclusion of a public interest
ception in this discretionary authority. We view the potential of these return agreements with
caution. Asswances must be obtained that the intent of the ag!eement now being negoated
with Canada, and other future schemes with other countiies, will not serve to diminih refugee
protection br those who need it. In this regard we urge that such agreements be based not
on the concept of entry, but targeted to reduce tie number of double applications. What is mi-
portant is not necessarily the route which a refugee goes through before applying for asylum
in a given country, but rather that an asylum seeker can make a claim in one country, and
if found not to be refugee under a fair and substantive procedure, he or she would be prevented
from shopping around and mpking unfounded claims in other countries. Return agreements
should not focus on the method, time or process of fransit and entry; they should focns on the
need to prevent duplicate applications in various nations, when their cas have been already
fairly detezmined not to be well founded and are clearly abusive.

70There are approximately 2.5 million eligible relatives in the potentially eIiminted cat-
egozies whose visa petitions have been approved according to Testimony by Cornelius D Scully,
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dress the backlog of spouses and minor children of lawful perma-
nent residents, there will remain as estimated 300,000 people in
the backlog at the end of five years.7' Tragically, the bill would re-
sult in the permanent separation of the families of U.S. citizens, in
a purported effort to benefit the immediate relatives of lawful per-
manent residents in the second family preference category.

Proponents of this legislation have argued that the elimination
of the adult children arid siblings family preference categories is
necessary in order to expedite the reunification of the-'nuclear fam-
ffies" of permanent residents—for which there is a 1.1 million per-
son backlog. Approximately 850,000 of the people in the backlog
are the spouses and minor children of permanent residents who
were undocumented immigrants who were granted legalized status
according to the legalization provisions of the Immigration Reform
and Control Act of 1986 CIRCA).72 It has been estimated that up
to half73 of the 850,000 are already in the country under quasi-
legal resident status under the Family Unity protection provisions
of the Immigration Act of 1990.

Nearly all of the immigrants legalized by IRCA have now satis-
fied the five-year residency requirement for naturalization.75 The
newly gained eligibility for naturalization of legalized permanent
residents is contributing greatly to the record surge of naturaliza-
tion applications being filed at INS district offices throughout the
United States.76. The families of those who are naturalizing will be-
come eligible to immigrate immediately and subject to no numeri-
cal limits as the spouses and minor children of new citizens.

At the same time, as noted above, this legislation would elimi-
nate forever, the ability of United States citizens and lawful perma-
nent residents to petition for the immigration of their children over
the age of 21 or to bring in their siblings. Given these changes, a
more equitable solution to the backlog problem would be to "grand-
father in" all those with.approved visa petitions, or at least those
within a year or two after enactment of reaching their "priority
date." A new legal immigration system that begins with backlogs
is not a system that has been meaningfully reformed.

V. Sunset provision is backcloor attempt to stop all immigration

We are extremely troubled by Section 505 which amends Section
201 of the INA to require Congressional review of the numerical
Limits placed on immigration. Although, the review provision has
been described as merely requiring a "periodic" revisitation of im-
migration policy by Congress, we are concerned, however, that the
sunset provision, could end all numerically limited immigration

Director, Ofice of Legislation, Regulation and Advisoiy Assistance, U.S. State Department at
Markup of H.R. 1915, Immigraon in the National Interest Act of 1995, U.S. House of Rep-
xesentatives, Subcomm. on Immigratf on and Claims, Committee on the Judiciary, (July 17,
1995).

7hIcL
72Jj
"See CBS Report for Congress, Immigration: Analysis of Major Proposals to Revise Family

and Employment Admissions, February 14, 1996.
74Pub. L. No. 101—649, 105 Stat. 322, §301 (1990).
"See 8 U.S.C. § 1447.
76Harry Pachon, Prop. 187 Isn't All That's Propelling Latinos to INS, The Sacramento Bee,

May 22, 1995, at B7.
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into the United States after the fiscal year 2004, the year the bill
designates as the first period of review.

This provision could be construed as a backdoor attempt at a
moratorium on immigration. Under this provision determined im-
migration opponents would be given significant leverage in block-
ing new immigration legislation. If, for example, during a review
period, a small group of Senators who are opponents of all immi-
gration decide to filibuster the required reauthorization bill, the
sunset requires that all numerically limited iimnigrationbe halted.
Ultimately, this section could have the effect of eliminating immi-
gration to the United States, with the exception of the immediate
relatives of U.S. citizens who fall within a numerically unrestricted
category.77

TITLE VI. RESTRICTIONS ON BENEFITS FOR ILLEGAL ALIENS

Title VI effectuates a number of redundant78 and unneeded
changes relating to the availability of public benefits not only to
undocumented but also to legal aliens, and imposes a series of
harsh new restrictions and burdens on families seeking to sponsor
immigrants.

I. Unfunded mandates on state and local governments and harsh
restrictions on public assistance available to legal immigrants

Section 601(b) would require state and local governments to deny
any contracts, loan agreements, and professional or commercial li-
censes funded by the state to aliens not lawfully present in the
United States. This would impose sigrificant new urthmded man-
dates on state and local governments, and slow down services for
all residents, aliens and citizens alike.79 Although section 603 con-
tains a list of programs that would be excepted from the require-
ments of section 601 and 602 (e.g., for "non-cash, in-kind, short-
term emergency disaster relief'), the language is too narrowly
drawn to relieve states andioca1ities from most of these time-con-
suming, administrative requirements.

The "public charge" provisions of section 622 are also far too
rigid.80 For example, it would require the deportation of someone
for having received public benefits even if the individual later be-
comes completely self-reliant. Another example of the rigidity of

See also Letter from Larry M. Eig, Legislative Attorney, American Law Division, Congressionaj Research Service, to 1onorable Patsy T. Mink, Member, U.S. Congress (February 28,

78Mo major needs-based programs are already denied to illegal aliens. Generally, those pro-grams that do not check inugration status provide crisis intervention, public health serviceor services for small children; or small programs such as soup kitchens and baseball leagues
that are administered by non-profit charities or church groups. See, Larry Eig and Joyce Vialet,
CRS Report 93-1046A, Alien Eligibility Requirements for Major Federal Assistance Programs(December 8, i993).

This provision would require that federal, state and local government entities that issuesuch licenses develop a system to veriij the immigration status of every applicant for such li-
censes. For example, section 601(b)'s prohibition on state and local governments' provision of
professional or commercial licenses to persons not lawfully present implicitly requires that all
federal, state and local government entities that issue such licenses develop systems to verify
the immigration status of every applicant for such licenses. Not only would this likely result
in discriminatory eatzxient, it would also pose an enormous unfunded burden on state and local
entities that would inhibit their ability to provide services to all applicants and residents intheir states or localities.

80Current law already provides for the deportation of immigrants who become public charges,and we feel it more appropriate that we encourage the Immigration and Naturalization Serviceto step up its enforcement of existing law. SeeS U.S.C. 1251(aX1XA).
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section 622 is its subjecting refugees or asylees who become "public
charges" to deportation notwithstanding the fact that requirement
is waived at the time of entry.81 We are also troubled by the list
of programs in section 622 for which receipt by an immigrant
would constitute being a "public charge." For instance, Title XX So-
cial Service Block Grants to states (used for emergency needs such
as homeless shelters, soup kitchens, and battered spouse shelters)
are included on the list even though these programs are provided
through state and local governments and are often administered by
private charities.82

LI. Harsh restrictions on sponsors of immigramts

Under section 631's "deeming" provision, the income and re-
sources of an immigrant's sponsor would be attributed to the irnmi-
grant for purposes of determining eligibility for public benefits
without regard to whether the sponsor is actually making any con-
tribution to the immigrant's well-being or whether the sponsor is
able to meet his or her own family obligations. Section 631 also
dramatically expands the number of federal programs that are
"deemed" (SSI, AFDC, and Food Stamps) to include nearly every
federal means-tested benefit—both cash and non-cash.

Programs that receive federal funds and would be forced to im-
plement these burdensome restrictions include child protective
services, foster care, prenatal care, job training, teen crisis centers,
soup kitchens, homeless shelters, Pell grants for education, and
student loans. This means that state and local governments, col-
leges and universities, and private charities would have to ask all
of their clients, including U.S. citizens, whether they came to the
U.S. as immigrants and whether they had sponsors. Furthermore,
these individuals would9ave to demonstrate their sponsors' in-
comes before they cOuld be considered eligible for services.

These punitive changes are being made despite the fact that
many of the programs for which immigrants would be "deemed" are
relatively low-cost and are of vital importance to the immigrant
(e.g., programs to assist the homeless, the hungry, abused and ne-
glected children, and emergency Medicaid). If immigrants cannot
get access to health care, the entire community suffers.

Section 631 would also repeal the current exemption from "deem-
ing" for sponsored immigrants who become disabled after entry and
create new administrative complexities and requirements for state
and local governments and private charities. Further, by attrib-
uting 100 percent of. a sponsor's income and resources to the immi-
grant, the bill is inconsistent with current practice in the major en-
titlement programs and could cause severe problems where the
spouse of a signatory to an affidavit of support becomes separated
or divorced from the sponsor.

8Under current law a refugee or asylee who is admitted to the United 5tates is admitted
without regard to whether they may later become a public charge because it is thought their
flight from persecution and our offer of safe harbor should not be dependent on their financial
circumstance. See 8 US.C. § 1157(cX3), 1159(c). Yet, section 622 would subject these individ-
uals to public charge deportation if they were to use more than 12 months of public services
within their first seven yeai in the United 5tates.82 42 U.S.C. 1397(o).
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III. Deters individuals from becoming sponsors
We also object to section 632's requirement that a sponsor earn

more than 200% of the Federal poverty income guideline to be eligi-
ble to execute an affidavit of support for a family member. The
200% income requirement constitutes nothing less than "class war-
fare," and tells the world that immigration is only for the wealthy.
This would require that a sponsor with a family of four maintain
an income above $35,420 to qualify as a sponsor, and mean that
91 million people in America could not sponsor a family member
for immigration. The requirement is unnecessary since current
law aiready provides that an immigrant may not be admitted to
the United States unless he or she can prove that they are unlikely
to become a public charge.8

Section 632 also requires that the sponsor be the petitioner and
prevents organizations from sponsoring individuals. Since the bill
unilaterally eliminates whole categories of family reunification, this
would preclude U.S. citizens from sponsoring all but their "nuclear
family" as immigrants. Under this harsh and nonsensical provision
a child would be precluded from sponsoring his or her stepparents
or grandparents; an immigrant spouse would be unable to sponsor
his or her brothers and sisters; and a church could not sponsor a
parishioner's child. The fact that these relatives were otherwise
fully eligible to immigrate to the United States would be of no
avail.

IV Unreasonable requirements of paying off benefits before
naturalization

We also oppose section 632(c)'s requirement that sponsored immi-
grants "pay off" certain benefits that they may have received before
they are permitted to become naturalized U.S. citizens. This would
deny citizenship simply beäuse a person temporarily fell on hard
times. Under this provision an immigrant who, as a child, received
school lunch benefits would be obligated to pay back those benefits
before becoming a naturalized U.S. citizen.

We are also troubled by Section 632's requirement that a family-
based immigrant's sponsor notify the government within thirty
days of any time he or she changes residences.86 This burdensome
provision would necessitate the creation of a recordkeeping bu-
reaucracy at the state and Federal level to monitor and penalize
U.S. citizens or lawful permanent residents who have sponsored
the immigration of a close family member.

V. Denying benefits to legal permanent residents and citizens based
on parent's citizenship

We are also troubled by language in section 607 which precludes
the provision of any benefit (even to U.S. citizens) if that benefit

Current Population Survey (March 1994 Supplement) from the U.S. Bureau of the Census.
Poverty level determined by the US. Department of Labor.

Anderson Analysis supra note 39 at 16.
858 US.C. 1182 (aX4). Nearly all incoming immirants quiekiy support themselves, and do

not have to rely on the help of their sponsors. According to a 1995 study by the Urban lnslitute,
93.4 percent of foreign born in America survive without public assistance. See Setting the
Record, supra note 38.

86H.R. 2202, § 632.
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is being administered by someone who is not lawfully present in
the United States. Under this provision, a child who is a U.S. citi-
zen would not be able to receive food stamps or housing assistance
simply because his or her parent is not lawfully present in the
United States. This provision is blatantly disrespectful of an indi-
vidual's 14th Amendment citizenship and equal protection rights,
and could impose a "caste" system on innocent children.

VI. Unrealistic requirements for hospital reimbursement
Section 604 provides state and local governments with reim-

bursements of emergency medical services provided to undocu-
mented aliens. Although we support the goal of reimbursement, we
are concerned that language denying reimbursement unless the
identity and immigration status of the individual has been verified
with the INS. The INS does not have a data base listing illegal im-
migrants nor does it have a database that lists all U.S. citizens,
making verification nearly impossible. The provision would also re-
quire that all hospital personnel become experts in citizenship ver-
ification forms. In addition, because the bill requires each person
be verified, it would create a huge administrative burden for hos-
pitals. The verification requirement will also keep many ill aliens
away from emergency rooms, raising severe public health risks.

CONCLUSION

We believe it is imperative that the Congress pass legislation in-
creasing enforcement against illegal immigration. However, reform-
ing immigration does not mean denying asylees' rights to legiti-
mate due process, drastically capping family immigrant and refu-
gee admissions, or endangering our public heath by denying crucial
benefits to children. We urge the Members to reject H.R. 2202 and
pass immigration reformthat respects our heritage as a "nation of
immigrants" and invests in our country's future.

JOHN CONYERs, Jr.
PATRICIA SCHROEDER.
SILA JACKSON-LEE.
HOwD L. BERMAN.
MELVIN L. WATr.
ZOE LOFGREN.
JERROLD NADLER.
BOBBY SCOTr.
BiRNEY FRANK.
JOSE E. SEmNo.
XAVIER BECERRA.
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IMMIGRATION IN THE NATIONAL INTEREST ACT OF 1995

MARCH 7, 1996.—Ordered to be punted

Mr. CL]NGER, from the Committee on Government Reform and
Oversight, submitted the following

REPORT

[To accompany H.R. 2202]

[Including cost estimate of the Congressional Budget Office)

The Committee on Government Reform and Oversight, to whom
was referred the bill (H.R. 2202) to amend the TmTnigration and
Nationality Act to improve deterrence of illegal imrriigration to the
United States by increasing border patrol and investigative person-
nel, by increasing penaities for alien smuggling and for document
fraud, by reforming exclusion and deportation law and procedures,
by improving the verification system for eligibility for employment,
and through other measures, to reform the legal immigration sys-
tem and facilitate legal ntries into the United States, and for
other purposes, having considered the same, report favorably there-
on with amendments and recommend that the bill as amended do
pass.

The amendments (stated in terms of the page and line numbers
of the introduced bill) are as follows:

Strike section 356 (page 198, line 17, through page 200, line 16),
and make all necessary technical and conforming changes.

Strike section 523 (page 270, line 16, through page 273, line 10),
and make all necessary technical and conforming changes.

I. BACKGROUND AND NEED FOR THIS LEGISLATION

Sections 356 and 523 of H.R. 2202 would have provided the un-
migration and Naturalization Service (INS) authority to hire re-
tired Federal employees without a reduction in salary to offset the
amount of their Federal pensions. Section 356 would authorize the
employment of up to 300 persons for no more than two years to
provide support for the Institutional Hearing Program, a program
established to facilitate the deportation of criminal aliens. Section

23—020
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523 would have authorized the re-employment of up to 300 persons•
for no more than two years to assist the iNS in the processing of
backlogged asylum applications. Annuitants re-employed under
these provisions would have been compensated at full salary in ad-
dition to their annuities. They would not, however, have accumu-
lated additional retirement credit for this service.
A. Current use of re-employed annuitants by Federal agencies

OPM reported that Federal agencies currently rely upon 73,446
re-employed annuitants. These include 1,794 Civil-Service Retire-
ment System (CSRS) annuitants, 196 Federal Employee Retire-
ment System (FERS) annuitants, and 9,588 retired military offi-
cers. The vast majority of other re-employed annuitants are retired
enlisted military personnel. Under provisions of 5 U.S.C. § 8344, if
a retired CSRS employee becomes re-employed in either elective or
appointive office, the re-employed annuitant's salary for the posi-
tion is to be reduced by an amount equal to the annuity. Com-
parable provisions govern reductions for FERS employees under a
formula established in 5 U.S.C. §8421(a). The proposed sections of
the immigration bill would supersede these reductions, enabling
annuitants re-employed under these provisions to collect full sala-
ries and full pensions during their period of re-employment. At
minimum, these provisions would establish a basis for inequitable
treatment of employees who are re-employed under current law
mandating pension offset and those who might be hired under this
authority.

B. Provisions of current regulations
Under regulations promulgated at 5 C.F.R. § 553.20 1, agencies

may petition the Office of Personnel Management (OPM) for au-
thority to re-employ individual annuitants without a reduction in
annuities. Re-employment in such individual cases is intended for
emergency situations, and requires a request from the agency's
headquarters to the Director of OPM. These provisions would by-
pass OPM scrutiny and grant direct authority for a significant
number of individuals to perform support functions that would not
necessarily meet the rigorous knowledge, skills, and abilities re-
quirements of current regulations governing these situations. Be-
cause existing statutes and regulations already provide admiriistra-
tive authority to grant the exceptions being proposed, the adminis-
tration informed the Committee on the Judiciary that it considers
these provisions unnecessary.

C. INS' applications for authority to re-employ annuitants
The INS is currently hiring numerous Border Patrol officers, Im-

migration Investigators, and Immigration Inspectors. It has sub-
mitted a request to OPM seeking authority to annuitants
to assist with the training of these personnel. It has not sought au-
thority to re-employ annuitants to perform the functions identified
in these provisions. Although the iNS has a substantial backlog of
asylum applications, standards for adjudicating asylum cases were
revised following the adoption of new asylum regulations in 1990
and the settlement of the court case, American Baptist Churches v.
Thornburgh. The pool of retired Immigration Examiners who had
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received training in the new asylum procedures would be small, so
annuitants who would be refired to accomplish this function would
be required to undergo a three-week training program to learn new
legal standards for the work.

Although these sections are intended to provide additional staff-
ing for the designated functions, they appear likely to have wider
unanticipated consequences. By eliminating the salary reduction
that offsets re-employed annuitants' pensions, the legislation would
enable current employees of these offices who might be eligible for
retirement to increase their income substantially by retiring and
returning as re-employed anmiltants. This factor could present es-
pecially severe problems for the Institutional Hearing Program,
where the support envisioned is less technical than the asylum ad-
judication responsibilities and where the agency has a larger cadre
of senior investigators.

Beyond the incentives thAt might adversely affect the current
workforce, the option to re-employ annuitants without reductions in
salaries could establish undesirable precedent and generate pres-
sure to extend comparable benefits government-wide. The prece-
dent would increase incentives for retirement among employees
having critical skills in a way that would expose agencies to the
vulnerability of losing valuable employees unless the government
was willing to pay both salaries and retirement annuities for the
same work.

D. Need for the legislation
These provisions were included in the Immigration in the Na-

tional Interest Act reported by the Comnittee on the Judiciary.
The Committee on the Judiciary could not identify the sponsor of
these provisions, provided no hearing record or analysis to support
inclusion of these provisiQns in the bill as reported, and did not ob-
ject when informed -of the Civil Service Subcommittee's findings of
their inconsistency with other provisions of Title 5, United States
Code.

II. LEGISLATIVE HEARINGS AND COM11ITTEE ACTIONS

H.R. 2202, Sections 356 and 523 were referred to the Committee
on Government Reform and Oversight. The bill was marked-up in
the Civil Service Subcommittee on March 5, 1996, where Sub-
comnittee Member Rep. Burton of Indiana presented an amend-
ment to strike sections 356 and 523. This amendment was consid-
ered and adopted without objection. The Committee met on March
7, 1996, and ordered reported the bifi H.R. 2202, as amended by
voice vote.

III. COMM]T1'EE HEARINGS AND WRITI'EN TESTIMONY

The Civil Service Subcomnittee held no formal hearings on H.R.
2202.

IV. EXPLANATION OF THE BILL

The amendment simply strikes section 356 and section 523 of
H.R. 2202, thereby leaving in place existing law.
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V. COMPLIANCE WITH RULE XI

Pursuant to rule XI, 2(l)(3)(A), of the Rules of the House of Rep-
resentatives, under the authority of rule X, clause 2(b)( 1) and
clause 3(f), the results and findings from those oversight activities
are incorporated in the recommendations found in the bill and in
this report.

VI. BUDGET ANALYSIS AND PROJECTIONS —:

This Act provides for no new authorization or budget authority
or tax expenditures. Consequently, the provisions of section 308(a)
of the Congressional Budget Act are not applicable.

VII. COST ESTIMATE OF THE CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE

VIII. INTLATIONARY IMPACT STATEMENT

In accordance with rule XI, clause 2(1X4) of the Rules of the
House of Representatives, this legislation is assessed to have no in.
flationary effect on prices and costs in the operations of the na-
tional economy.

IX. CHANGES IN EXISTING LAW

The bifi was referred to this committee for consideration of such
provisions of the bill as fail within the jurisdiction of this commit.
tee pursuant to clause 1(g) of rule X of the Rules of the House of
Representatives. The changes made to existing law by the amend-
ment reported by the Committee on the Judiciary are shown in the
report filed by that committee (Rept, 104—469, Part 1). The amend-
ments made by this committee do not make any changes in exist-
ing law.

- X. COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATIONS

On March 7, 1996, a quorum being present, the Committee or-
dered the bill favorably reported.

Committee on Government Reform and Oversight—lO4th Congress-
roilcall

Date: March 7, 1996.
Final Passage of H.R. 2202, as amended.
Offered by: Hon. William F. Clinger, Jr. (R—PA).
Voice Vote: Yea.

XI. CONGRESSIONAL ACCOWABILITY ACT; PUBLIC LAW 104-1;
SECTION 102(BX3)

H.R. 2202 as amended by the committee is inapplicable to the
legislative branch because it does not relate to any terms or cond.i-
tions of employment or access to public services or accoinmoda-
tions.
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U.S. CONGRESS,
CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE,

Washington, DC, March 7, 1996.
Hon. WIui F. CLINGER, JR.,
Chairman, Committee on Government Reform and Oversight,
U.S. House of Representatives, Washington, DC.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: The Congressional Budget Office (CBO)
has prepared the enclosed cost estimate for H.R. 2202, the Immi-
gration in the National Interest Act of 1995, as amended by the
Committee on Government Reform and Oversight n March 7,
1996. The amendment strikes from H.R. 2202 sections 356 and
523, which deal with federal employee retirement.

Attached is a table summarizing the estimated spending and rev-
enue effects of H.R. 2202, as amended. CBO estimates that striking
sections 356 and 523 would increase net direct spending savings by
$2 million to $4 million a year in 1997 through 1999. These provi-
sions would permit certain civilian and military retirees to collect
their full pensions in addition to their salary if they are reemployed
by the Department of Justice to help tackle a backlog of asylum ap-
plications or support the Institutional Hearing Program. A more
detailed description of the provisions that were stricken is included
in the CBO cost estimate sent to Chairman Henry J. Hyde of the
House Committee on the Judiciary dated March 4, 1996. That cost
estimate also includes detail on the estimated budgetary impact of
the other provisions of the bill. Striking sections 356 and 523 would
not affect the cost of intergovernmental or private sector mandates
in H.R. 2202.

If you wish further details on this estimate, we will be pleased
to provide them. the CBO staff contact is Wayne Boyington.

Sincerely,
JtTNE E. O'NEIu,

Director.
LBy fiscal year. in millions of dOfla)

1995 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002

SPENDING SUBJECT TO A?PROPRA11ONS AC11ON

Authothations;
Estimated Authortzations Level 129 699 774 856 960 978 996
Estimated Outlays — . 0 532 637 940 994 956 976

MANDATORY SPENDING AND RECEIPTS

Revenues

New Criminal Fines and Forfeitui 0 I I I I

Earned Income Tax CrEdit 0 14 13 12 13 13 13
Change in Revenues 0 14 13 12 13 13 13

Direct Spending:

New CrminaT Fines and Forteitui 0 I I I I I

Immigration Enforcement Account 0 1 1 1 1 1 1

Supplemental Secuñty Income 0 —10 —80 —160 —260 —370 —670
Food Stamps ........ 0 0 —15 —45 —100 —170 —250
Famify Support 0 —1 —13 —23 —48 —63 —78
Medicaid . 0 —5 —110 —240 —390 —570 —830
Earned Income Tax Cidit 0 —216 —214 —218 —222 —224 —229

Change in Direct Spending Outlays .. 0 —232 —432 —686 — 1,020 —1,397 —2,057

I2 Than S500.000.

0
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IMMIGRATION IN THE NATIONAL ThTEREST ACT OF 1995;
TEMPORARY AGRICULTURAL WORKER AMENDMENTS OF
1996

MARcH 8, 1996.—Cominitted to the Committee of the Whole House onthe State of
the Union and ordered to be prrnted

Mr. ROBERTS, from the Committee on Agriculture,
submitted the following

REPORT
together with

MINORITY AND ADDITIONAL VIEWS

[To accompany ILR. 2202)

The Committee on Agriculture, to whom was referred the bill
(H.R. 2202) to amend the Immigration and Nationality Act to im-
prove deterrence of illegal immigration to the United States by in-
creasing border patrol affd investigative personnel, by increasing
penalties for alien smuggling and for document fraud, by reforming
exclusion and deportation law and procedures, by improving the
verification system for eligibility for employment, and through
other measures, to reform the legal immigration system and facili-
tate legal entries into the United States, and for other purposes,
having considered the same, report favorably thereon with amend-
ments and recommend that the bill as amended do pass.

The amendments (stated in terms of the page and line numbers
of the introduced bill) are as follows:

On page 364, after line 13, add the following (and conform the
table of contents accordingly):

Subtitle A—Miscellaneous Provisions
Add at the end the following (and conform the table of contents

accordingly):

23-040

NOTE: THERE WERE NO SOCIAL SECURITY/SSI PROVISIONS
IN THE COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE REPORT
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Union Calendar No. 229
104TH CONGRESS

2D SESSION

[Report No. 104-469, Parts I, II, and ifi]

To amend the Immigration and Nationality Act to improve deterrence of
illegal immigration to the United States by increasing border patrol
and investigative personnel, by increasing penalties for alien smuggling
and for document fraud, by reforming exclusion and deportation law
and procedures, by improving the verification system for eligibility for
employment, and through other measures, to reform the legal immigra-
tion system and facilitate legal entries into the United States, and
for other purposes.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

AUGUST 4, 1995

Mr. SMITH of Texas (for himself, Mr. BRYANT of Texas, Mr. GALLEGLY, Mr.
MOORHEAD, Mr. MCC0LLrjM, Mr. BRYANT of Tennessee, Mr. BoNo, Mr.
HEINEMAN, Mr. SENSENBRENNER, Mr. GEKAS, Mr. COBLE, Mr. CANADY
of Florida, Mr. INGLIS of South Carolina, Mr. G-OODLATTE, Mr. B,
Mr. BOUCHER, Mr. BxER of California, Mr. BALLENGER, Mr. BEILEN-
SON, Mr. BILBRAY, Mr. BONILLA, Mr. BREWSTER, Mr. CALVERT, Mr.
CONDIT, Mr. CUNNINGHAM, Mr. DE of Georgia, Mr. DREIER, Mr.
DUNcAN, Mr. FOLEY, Mr. HAYES, Mr. HERGER, Mr. HUNTER, Mr. S
JOHNSON of Texas, Mrs. MEYERS of Kansas, Mr. PACKARD, Mr.
ROHRABACHER, Mrs. ROUIMA, Mr. SHAYS, Mr. STENHOLM, Mr. TAU-
ZIN, Mrs. VUCANOVICH, Mr. MCKEON, Mr. BARTON of Texas, Mr.
HUTCHINSON, Mr. THORNBERRY, Mr. LAUGHLIN, Mr. TRAFICANT, Mr.
KASICH, Mrs. SEASTRAND, Mr. PETE GEREN of Texas, Mr. WILSON, Mr.
STOcIw, Mr. HASTINGS of Washington, Mr. BEREUTER, Mr. C0M-
BEST, Mr. BARTLETT of Maryland, Mr. BARRETT of Nebraska, Mr.
SuAw, Mr. PICITT, Mr. SIEN, Mr. GUTKNECHT, Mr. KINGSTON, Mr.
TAYLOR of North Carolina, Mr. ROGERS, Mr. SoLoMoN, Mr. ROBERTS,
Mr. EVERETT, Mr. DOOLITTLE, Mr. HEFLEY, Mr. SCHAEFER, Mr. GOSS,
Mr. BUNNING of Kentucky, Mr. PIR, Mr. TAYLOR of Mississippi, Mr.
EMERSON, Mr. SHUSTER, Mr. FIELDS of Texas, Mr. QUILLEN, Mr.
HALL of Texas, Mr. HOEIST, Mr. MCCRERY, Mr. STEARNS, Mr. BUR-
TON of Indiana, Mr. LEWIS of Kentucky, Mr. BAIR of Louisiana, Mr.
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BACHUS, Mr. LIGHTFOOT, Mr. CoLLINs of Georgia, Mr. HANSEN, Mr.
HORN, Mr. PAXON, Ms. MOLINI, Mr. LINDER, Mr. HASTERT, Mr.
ROYCE, Mr. KIM, Mr. CAMP, Mr. hANCOCK, Mr. SPENCE, Mr. JorcEs,
Mr. LIVINGSTON, Mr. REGULA, Mr. EwING, Mr. SALMON, Ms. RN,
Mr. ZELIFF, Mr. SHADEGG, Mr. POMBO, Mr. DORN, and Mr.
RADANOVICH) introduced the following bill; which was referred to the
Committee on the Judiciary, and in addition to the Committees on Na-
tional Security, Government Reform and Oversight, Ways and Means,
and Banking and Financial Services, for a period to be subsequently de-
termined by the Speaker, in each case for consideration ofuch provisions
as fall within the jurisdiction of the committee concerned

SEPTEMBER 19, 1995

Rereferred to the Committee on the Judiciary, and in addition to the Commit-
tees on Agriculture, Banking and Financial Services, Economic and Edu-
cational Opportunities, Government Reform and Oversight, National Se-
curity, and Ways and Means, for a period to be subsequently determined
by the Speaker, in each case for consideration of such provisions as fall
within the jurisdiction of the committee concerned

MARCH 4, 1996

Reported from the Committee on the Judiciary with an amendment

[Strike out all after the enacting clause and insert the part printed in italic]

MARCH 4, 1996

Referral to the Committees on Agriculture, Banking and Financial Services,
Economic and Educational Opportunities, Government Reform and Over-
sight, National Security, and Ways and Means extended for a period end-
ing not later than March 8, 1996

MARCH 7, 1996

Reported from the Committee on Government Reform and Oversight with
amendments

[Omit the part struck through in brackets and insert the part printed in italic in brackets]

MARCH 8, 1996

Reported from the Committee on Agriculture with amendments

[Insert the part printed in boldface roman}

MARCH 8, 1996

Additional sponsors: Mr. BuYER, Mr. CMER, Mr. NORwooD, Mr. RIGGS,
Mr. LINSI, Mr. FN1S of Connecticut, Mr. Cox of California, Mr.
TALENT, Mrs. FOWLER, Mr. FrzER, Mr. COOLEY, Mr. CHAMBLISS, Mr.
BEVILL, Mr. GREENWOOD, Mr. OBEY, Mr. BROWDER, Mrs. LINCOLN,
Mr. SIsIsIcY, Mr. CREMEANS, Mr. BATEi\&N, and Mr. MARTINI

Deleted sponsor: Mr. KiM (added August 4, 1995; deleted September 27,
1995)

MARCH 8, 1996

The Committees on Banking and Financial Services, Economic and Edu-

HR 2202 RH
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cational Opportunities, National Security, and Ways and Means dis-
charged; committed to the Committee of the Whole House on the State
of the Union, and ordered to be printed

A BILL
To amend the Immigration and Nationality Act to improve

deterrence of illegal immigration to the United States
by increasing border patrol and investigative personnel,
by increasing penalties for alien smuggling and for docu-

ment fraud, by reforming exclusion and deportation law
and procedures, by improving the verification system for

eligibility for employment, and through other measures,
to reform the legal immigration system and facilitate
legal entries into the United States, and for other

purposes.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 SECTION 1- SHORT TITLE; AMENDMENTS TO IMMICRATION

4 AND NATIONALITY ACT; TABLE OF CON

5 mNrs.

6 fa3 Siioi TITLE. This Aet ay be cited as the

7 "Immigration i the National Intcrest Aet ef 1995".

8 AMENDMENTS P IMMIGRATION ANB NATION-

9 i ACT. Except as othcrwise specifically provided

10 f- whcncvcr ii this Aet -ai amendment er re—

11 peal is epfessed as the amendment er rcpcal ef a

12 section er other provisie the refcrcnce sa1 be ee—

HR 2202 RN
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sidercd to be niade to that section or provision in the

2 Immigration and Nationality Aet and

3 ffi+ amcndmcnts to a section or other provision

4 are to sneh section or other prevision as in effect on

5 the date of the en-actmcnt of this Act and before any

6 amendment niade to sn-eli section or other prevision

7 elsewhere in this Aet7

8 fe TtE OP CONTENTS. The table of contents for

9 thisAetisasfollows

See 47 Short titles amendments to Immigration and NaSnalitv Aet table of
contents:

TITLE I DETERRENCE OP ILLEGM IMMIGRATION ThROUGH TM-
PROVED BORDER ENFORCEMENT PILOT P-ROG4IAMS AND IN—
TEPdOR

Subtitle A Improved Enforccment at Border

See 404- Bordcr patrol agents and support personn&
See 4-O& Improvement of barriers at border;
See 4-O& Improved border equipment and teehnologr.
See 4-04 Improvement in border erossing identification ear4
See 445 Qrdl penalties for illegal enter;
See 4-04 Proseention of aliens repeatedly reentering the Tnited States

Pal
See 4O-7 Inseniee training for the Border Patrol-

Subtitle B Pilot Programs

See 4-I-I-; Pilot program on interior repatriation of inadmissible or deportable
aliens:

See 4-4-2- Pilot program on use of dosed military bases for the detention of in-
admissible or deportable aliens:

See 44-& Pilot program to collect records of departing passengers;

Subtitle C Interior Enforcement

See 4-2-h Inerease in personnel for interior enforcement.

TITLE Il—EN-HANGED ENFORGEMENT AND PEN-AbTIE5 AGAINST
ALIEN SMUGGLING; DOCUMENT FRA-D

Subtitle A—Enltaneed Enforcement and Penalties Against Mien Smuggling

See 241- Wiretap authority for alien smuggling investigations;
See 2-02-; Raelceteering offenses Sating to alien smuggling;
See 203-; Inereased criminal penalties for alien smuggling.

HR 2202 RH
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See 2047 Inereased number of assistant United States attornc
See 20 Undercover investigation authority.

Subtitle B Deterrence of Document Prand

See 2-N- Inereased criminal penalties for fraudulent use of government issued
documents7

See 2427 New ei'Al penalties for document franE
See 24 New eivil penalty for failure to present documents.
See 24-47 New criminal penalties for failure to diselose role as preparer of false

applieation for as34um and for preparing certain post-comic
Sn appheations7

See 24-57 Criminal penalty for knowingly presenting document which fails to
contain reasonable basis in law or faet

See 2-1-97 Criminal penalties for false el-aim to citizenship

Subtitle C—Asset Forfeiture for Passport and Visa Offenses

See 224-; Criminal forfciture for passport and visa related offenses7
See 2227 Subpoenas for bank records7
See 2297 Effective date

TITLE III INSPECTION, APPREHENSION, DETENTION. JUDIA
TION, MD REMOVAL OF INADMISSIBLE AND DEPORTABLE
A47IENS

Subtitle A—Revision of Procedures for Removal of Aliens

See 3007 Overview of changes in removal proecdurc&
See 304- Treating persons present in the United States without authorization

as not admitted.
See 3027 Inspeetion of aliens; expedited removal of inadmissible arriving aliens;

referral for hearing (revised section 23537
See 3037 Apprehension and detention of aliens not lawfully in the United

States (revised section 2363-;
See 3047 Removal proceedings; cancellation of removal and adjustment of ste

tus voluntary departure (revised and new sections 22-9 to
240C37

See 3057 Detention and removal of aliens ordered removed (new section 2-44+
See 3097 Appeals from orders of removal (new section 24237
See 3077 Penalties relating to removal (revised section 243*
See 3097 Redesignation and reorganization of other previsions; additional eon-

forming amendinent&
See 3097 Effective dates; transi-tion

Subtitle B Removal of Alien Terrorists

PaRt 1 RmmvAL PROCEDURE-S 18it Ann; TReitfs'r-s

See 821 Removal procedures for alien terrorists

"TITLE V—SPECIAL REMOVAL PROCEDURES FOR AMEN
ERRORISTS

See 504--; Definition&
See 5927 Establishment of speeial removal eourt panel of attorneys to

assist with elassitied information.
See 5097 Application for initiation of speeial removal proceeding.

HR 2202 RH
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11See 504 Consideration of applieatiom
See 5G5. Special remeal hearings7
11See 504 Consideration of elassiñed informatiom
See 50 Appeal&
See 50& Detention and custody.".

See 222; Funding for detention and removal of alien terrorists7

P*r 2 IxAD3nssBanqw -B DENI OP RELIEF eit ALIEN 1ftiteRfsps

See &Th Membership in terrorist organiration as ground of inadmissibilitr.
See 222; Denial of relief for alien terrorist& —

Subtitle C Deterring Transportation of Unlawful Aliens to the United States

See Mb Definition of stowawaw
See 242; List of alien and citizen passengers arthing
See Mb Transportation line responsibility for transit without visa aliens7
See 244 Civil penalties for bringing inadmissible aliens from contiguous tern-

tories7

Subtitle D— Additional Previsions

See 254 Definition of conviction.
See 2-52; Use of term "immigration judge!!7
See &5& Rescission of lawful permanent resident statu&
See &54 Civil penalties for failure to depart:
See &55 Claritieation of distriet court jurisdictiom
See &5& Use of retired Federal employees for institutional hearing progrant
See &gq- Enhaneed penalties for failure to depart illegal reentry, and passport

and visa frau&
See 35& Authorization of additional funds for removal of aliens7
See 2-52; Application of additional eivil penalties to enforcement.
See 3607 Prisoner transfer treatie&
See Mb Criminal alien identification system7
See 2-62; Waiver of emiusion and deportation ground for certain section 2-i4C

violators7
See 362; Authorizing registration of aliens on criminal probation or criminal

parole

TITLE W—ENFpRCnm OF RESTRICTIONS ACJ&INST
EMPLO4ENT

See 401- Strengthened enforcement of the employer sanctions provision&
See 4027 Strengthened enforcement of wage and hone laws7
See 402; Changes in the employer sanctions progrant
See 404 Reports on earnings of aliens not authorized to worlt
See 4457 Authorizing maintenanee of certain information on aliens;
See 402; Limiting liability for certain technical violations of paperwork require

ment&
See 40-7- Remedies in unfair immigration related discrimination orders7

TITLE V REFORM OF LEGAL IMMIC RATION SYSTEM

See 5007 OverSw of new legal immigration system

Subtitle 4—Wot4dw4de Numerical Limits

See SOb Worldwide numerical limitation on family-sponsored immigrants;
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See 502; Worldwide numcrical limitation on employment based immigrants;
See 502; Establishment of numerical limitation on humanitarian immigrants;
See SOt Requiring congressional review and reauthorization of worldwide 1ev-

S every S years;

Subtitle B Changes in Preference System

See &14 Limitation of immediate relatives to spouses and children.
See 5fl Qbange in family-sponsored elassifieation
See M-3 Qbange in employment based elassifieatiott
See 544 Authorization to require periodic confirmation of elassifleation peti-

See M-5; Qh.anges in speeial immigrant status;
See 54& Requirements for removal of conditional stratus of entrepreneurs;
See 51-2; Miseell-ancous conforming amendments;

Subtitle C—Refugces Asylees Parole, and Humanitarian Admissions

See 52-1-; Qh-anges in refugee annual admissions;
See 522; Fising numerical adjustments for asylees at 10,000 eaeh year
See 522; Inereased resourees for reducing asylum applieation baeklegs;
See SOt Parole available only on a ease by case basis for humanitarian rea-

sons or signifleant public benefit.
See SOt Admission of humanitarian immigrants;
See 52& Asi4um reform.

Subtitle D Ceneral Effective Date: Transition Provisions

See 551-; General effective date
See 5-52; Ceneral transition for eurrent elassifleation
See 552; Speei-al transition for eertain baeklogged spouses and children of law-

M permanent resident aliens;
See 5-St Speeial treatment of eertain disadvantaged family first preference im-

ntigvants;

TITLE VI RESTRICTIONS ON BENEFITS FOR ALIENS

See 60& Statements of national poliey concerning welfare and immigration

Subtitle A—E-ligibilitv of Illegal Liens for Public Benefits

Prr 1 PUBLIC B€as Ctxnitt
See GOt Making illegal aliens ineligible for public assistanee contracts, and ii—

eenses;
See 602; Making unauthorized aliens ineligible for unemployment benefits;
See 602; Ceneral exceptions;
See 604-; Treatment of expenses subject to cmcrgeney medieal services ex-eep-

See 605; Report on disqualification of illegal aliens from housing assistanee
programs;

See GOt Definitions;
See 602; Regul-ations and effective dates;

P*a-r 2—&RN-EB I-N-COME Tax Git€iq'

See &1-b Earned income tax eredit denied to individuals not authorized to be
employed in the United States;
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Subtitle B—Eq,aSen of Di aliñeatiefi frein Immigration Bcnefits ei the
Basis of Public Charge

See €&l7 C round for thadtiss#bili#.
See 622- C round for dcportabilits-.

Subtitle C Attribution of I3aeome and a4fMas of Support

See SM- Attribution of speeses income mid reseut'ees to spefiset'ed im-
migraMs

See &32- Rcquircmcnts for speiset!s affidavit of atipport.

TITLE VII- FACILITATION OF bE.GAb ENTRY

See 01- Additional }aid border inzpcctors; M&astn±ettre improvcmeMs7
See O2 Commuter lane pilot programs;
See TO& Prcinspcction at foreign Spett
See ?O4 Training of airline pesenS M detection of frandulcnt documcnts

TITLE VIII MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

See 8O4 Amcndcd dcfinition of aggravated felony.
See 8O& Amended dcfinitions of "child" and "parcut" te facilitate adoption of

childrcn bent out of
See 8O& Authority te dctcrminc visa pt'eeessitig proccdurcs
See 804 Waiver authority concerning noticc of detSi of application for visasT
See 8G5 Treatment of Gatiadiai latided irnmigrant&
See 8O& Qhaeges relathig te H-4B nothmmigrant&
See 84!? VthithtyofpcSdo€'4sas
See SS& Limitation e adjstmett of status of individuals net lawfully present

M the United State&
See 809. Limited aeeess te certS eeiiMefitial INS ffle&
See &1# Nonirnmigrant status for spe'ases mid children of mcmbcrs of the

Armed Scrviee&
See &N Genissiefi report e fraud asseeieted Sh biXth ccrtificate&
See 812 Uniform 'Sal statit
See && Communica€eff bctwccn State atd leeal government agencics and

the Immigration atd NataSStieti Sen4eeT
See S-1-4 Criminal alien rcinThw'scmcnt eeVcsT
See &FS Miseteeus tcchnical eot?eetens7
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1 Subtitle B Deterrence of
2 Document Fraud
3 SECW 31-b INCREASED CRIMINAL PENALTIES FOR FRAUDU

4 LENT USE OF GOVERNMEN-T-ISSUED DOCU

5 —

6 fa FfB ND MISUSE &F OORXMENT ISSUED

7 IDENTIFICATION DocuNTs. Scction 1028(b)(1) ef

8 title 48 Unitcd S4ates Code, is amended

9 f in paag±aph f1-) by i±sertig "except as

10 provided in paag±aphs (-33 ad (4)," after "(1)"

11 atid by strikirig "five ea&1 afid eig -1-
12 yeas2-

13 f23 in aagaph (2 by i sefthIg "except as

14 provided fi paagaphs 33 atid (4)," after "(2)"

15 ad by striking band" a the eiid

16 by edesigi-ating paagmph (-33 as pa-

17 gaphf5ad
18 by iflseting after aagraph f23 the follow-

19 ig ew aagaphs-
20 "(3) a ñe under this t#Ae er imprisonment fe

21 net morc thaft 24) years e both, if the offcnse is

22 committcd te facilitate a drug afflcking crime fas

23 dcfincd i±i section 92-9-(-a)-(2) of this titic);

24 "(4) a fine undcr this €#Ae er imprisonmcnt fer

25 ne-t morc thaft 2- years e both, if the offense is
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1 committed to facilitate an aet of international terror

2 is fas defined in section 233 1(1) of this title); or!

3 ChANGES TO TIlE SENTENCING LEVELS. Pur

4 stant to section 44 of title 28 United ates Code, and

5 section 2-1 of the Sentencing Aet of 1-9-8-7-i the United

6 ates Sentencing €ennnissien shall promulgate guide

7 lincs or amend existing guide1incs relating to defendants

8 convicted of violating, or conspiring to viela#e sections

9 1546(a) and 1028(a3 of title 1-8 United ates Code. The

10 basie offense level under section 2L2.1 of the United

11 ates Sentencing Guidelines shall be inereased to

12 f1-) not less than offense level 1-5 if the offense

13 involved 400 or more documcnts

14 23 not less than offense level 2-0 if the offense

15 involved 1,000 or more documcnts or if the docu

16 ments were used to facilitate 'any other criminal 'ae-

17 tivity deserioed in seetien 212(a)(2)(A)(i)(II) of the

18 Immigration 'and Nationality Aet fS U.S.C.

19 1182(a)(A)(i)(ll)) or in section 1O1(a)(43) of sueb

20 Aetand

21 f3notlessthaneffenselcvc12-5iftheoffense

22 involved

23 the prevision of documents to a person

24 known or si±speeted of engaging in a terrorist

25 activity f-as sueh terms are defined in section
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1 212(a)-(-3-)(B) ef the Immigration afid National-

2 ity Aet f8 U.S.C. 1182(a)(3)(B));

3 fB the previsieii ef documents te facilitate

4 a terrorist activity or to assist a person to en-

5 gage in terrorist activity fas sneh terms are de-

6 fined in section 212(a)(3)(B) ef the

7 tien and Nationality Aet fS U.S.C.

8 1182(a)-(-3)(B)); or

9 the prevision ef documents to persons

10 involved in racketeering enterprises fas sneh

11 arts or activities are defined in section 1952 ef

12 ti4le 18 United States Code).

13 SECT Z1-& NEW CIWL PENALTIES FOR DOCUMENT F1AUD

14 fa ACTrVITIES PROhIBITED. Section 274C(a fS

15 U.-S.C. 324efa)3 is amended

16 f-13 by striking "or" at the end ef paragraph

17

18 (23 by striking the period at the end ef para-

19 graph and inserting er and

20 (23 by adding at the end the following:

21 -(-53 in reekiess disregard of the fact that the

22 information is false or dees ot relate to the appli

23 eairt to prcpare to file or to assist another in pre-

24 paring or filing, documents which are falsely made
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1 for the purpose of eaiing a requirement of this

2 Aet

3 For ptrpeses of this section, the term false1y ade1 in-

4 cludes with respect to a document or application, the

5 preparation or pro4sis of the document or application

6 with knowledge or in reckless disregard of the faet that

7 siieh document contains a fa4se fictitious or fraudulent

8 statement or material representation, or has no basis in

9 law or faet or othcr4se fails to state a naterinl faet per-

10 taming to the document or application.".

11 (b3 Coornu AMENDMENTS en CTVTL PEN

12 ALTIES7—Scctipn 2-7-4C(d)(3) f8 U.S.C 1324c(d)(3-) is

13 amended by striking -eaeh document nse4 acceptcd, or

14 created and each instanee of nse acceptance, or creation"

15 both places it appears and nseftng eaeh nstanee of a

16 lation under si±hseetion fa-

17 +e EFFECTIVE DATES (1) The amendments nade

18 by snbseetion fa3 shall apply to the preparation or filing

19 of documcnts and assistance in sneli preparation or filing,

20 occurring en or after the d-ate of the en-actmcnt of this

21 Ae#

22 (2 The amendment nade by snbseetion fb3 shall

23 apply to 5elations occurring on or after the date of the

24 en-actmcnt of this Ae#
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1 spei±se parent, se or 4aughtcr fad ftø

2 other individual).".

3 SECT [36&] [362.] AUTHORIZINC RECISTRATION OF ALIENS

4 ON CRIMINAL PROBATION OR CRIMINAL P-A-

5 ROLE. -

6 Section 263(a) f8 U.S.G. 1303(a)} is amended by

7 striking ad (5) ad inserting "(5) aliens who are or

8 have been Oft criminal probation or criminal parole within

9 the United S4ates ad (6)".

10 TITLE IV—ENFORCEMENT OF
11 RE-STRICTIONS AGAINST EM
12 PLOYMENT
13 SECT 404- STRENCTHENED ENFORCEMENT OF THE EM-

14 PLOYER SANCTIONS VROVISIONS

15 fa IN GENERAL. The number of full time eguiva-

16 leftt pesitiens in the bwestigations DMsisn within the hii-

17 migration afid NaturaIiation Service of the Department

18 of Jist4ee begimñng in seal year 1996 sh-a1 be increased

19 by -5O positions above the number of full time equivalent

20 positions available to siieh Division as of September 30

21 4-944

22 fb3 ASSIGNMENT. Individuals employed to fill the

23 additionalpensdeseribedinsea3shallbeas-
24 signed to investigate violations of the employer s-anctions

25 previsions eefttaincd in section 274A of the Immigration
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1 and Nationality Aet including investigating reports of tie-

2 lations received from officers of the Employment S#and-

3 ards Mm stratien of the Department of baber

4 SEC 402- STRENCTHENED ENFORCEMENT OF WACE AND

5 HOUR LAWS.

6 {-a IN G .—The number of full time

7 lent positions in the Wage and Heuf Division with the

8 Employment an4ards Mministratien of the Department

9 of baber beginning in fiseal year 196 shall be inereased

10 by 1-5O positions above the number of full-time equivalent

11 positions avail-able to the Wage and Hour Division as of

12 September 80 1994

13 (133 ASSIGNMENT. Individual:s employed to fill the

14 addition-al positions deseribed in si±bseetien {-a shall be as-

15 signed to investigate violations of wage and hour laws in

16 areas where the Attorney General has notified the See—

17 re#ary of baber that there are high concentrations of un—

18 documented aliens

19 SEC 443- CHANCES IN THE EMP-LOYER SANCTIONS PRO-

20 CRAM.

21 fa3 REDUCING NUMBER e DOCUMENTS e-

22 ermn en EMrLoNT VEnIFICATION. Section

23 274(b) (-8 TJ--Sf I-324afb-)3 is amended—

24 (-13 in parageaph (1) (B)

25 fA by adding "or" at the end of elause {i-)
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1 (B3 by striking elai±ses fii3 through (iv),

2 afld

3 in elause fv)- by striking er other

4 alien registration eard if the eard" a±d insert-

5 ing alien reg4station eard or other docu

6 ment desigated by regulation by the Attorney

7 Ccncral if the document" and redesigiating

8 sueh elause as elause fii)

9 +23 by amending subpaiagaph 3 of pa-
10 h(4-eadasfollows
11 "(C) Socti SECUR-IIW ACCOUNT KUMBE{

12 -B *S EVIDENCE 9F EMPLOYMENT

A document deseribed in this sub-

14 pag?aph is an individuals seeia security ae-

15 count number eard (other than sueh a eard

16 which specifies en the faee that the issi±ancc of

17 the eard does net authorize employment in the

18 United S#ates+- and

19 -33 by amending paragraph +23 to read as fel—

20 lews

21 "(2) ATTESTATION OF EMPLOY-

22 MENT AUTIIORITION PRSfON OF SOC

23 SECT ACCOUNT The inthdual

24 must—
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1 (A) a#tes-t under penalty of peijuiy e
2 the form designated or established for pmpeses

3 of paragraph th-a-t the individual is a citizen

4 or n-ational of the United $#ates an alien law-

5 fully admitted for perm-ancnt residenee or an

6 alien who is authorized under this Aet or by the

7 Attorney General to be hired, recruited, or re-

8 ferrcd for such employment; and

9 "(B) provide on such form the individuaPs

10 social security account number.".

11 fb EMPLOYMENT ELIGmmn'y CONTrr&TION

12 POCESS Scctipn 27-4A E8 U.SC7 1324a3 is amended

13 f43 in subsection fa)(-3 by inserting "(A)"

14 after "DEFENSE. ", and by adding at the end the

15 following:

16 "(B) FAiLTJR Pe SEEK MB BTAIN CON-

17 IniATI&N. In the ease of a hiring of an individual

18 for employment in the United tates if such a per-

19 sen or dntity—

20 -(i3 has net made an inquiry, under the

21 mechanism established under subsection (b)(6),

22 seeking confirmation of the identity, social seen-

23 rity number, and work eligibility of the individ

24 u-alT by net later than the end of working days

25 fas specified by the Attorney Gener-a13 after the
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1 4ate of the hiring, the defense under snbpara-

2 gaphfA).sh-allnetbeeensideredto•applywith

3 respeet to any employment after sneh 2 working

4 4aysand

5 "(ii)h-asmadetheinguiIydese4bedin

6 el-ai±se fi3 bnt has net received an appropriate

7 confirmation of sneh identity, number, and

8 work eligibility under sneh mechanism within

9 the time period specified under snhseetien

10 (b)(6)(D)(iii) after the time the confirmation

11 inguiiy was received, the defense under snb-

12 paagr-aph sIall net be considered to apply

13 with respeet to any employment after the end of

14 sneh time period.";

15 {-2 by amending paragraph f33 of si±bseetien

16 Eh to read as follows

17 "(3) RETENTION OF RIFICATION FORM D

18 CONTIRMATION. £er completion of sneb form in

19 •accordanee with paagraphe f1- and f the person

20 or entity mnst—

21 "(A) retain the form and nake it avail-able

22 for i-nspeetien by officers of the Service, the

23 Speei-al €eunsel for Immigration Related Unfair

24 Employment Practices or the Department of

25 Labor dnring a period begiiming en the elate of
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1 the hiring recruiting, or referral of the

2 u-al and ending—

3 -(i in the ease of the recruiting or re

4 feral for a fee (without hiring) of an mdi-

5 vidual three years after the date of the re-

6 cniitirig or rcfcrral and

7 "(ii) in the ease of the hiring of an in-

8 dlividual—

9 (T three years after the date of

10 such hiring, or

11 "(II) one year after the date the

12 individuaP.s employment is terminated,

13 whichever is 1ater and

14 "(B) for individuals hired en or after Octo

15 her I 1999 fer in a State with respect to

16 which a pilot program described in section

17 403(e)(2)(B) of the Immigration in the N-a-

18 tieu-a-l Intcrest Act of 499-i is in effect, en or

19 after such earlier date as the Attorney Cencral

20 speeifies seek (within 2 working days of the

21 date of hiring) and have (within the time period

22 specified under paragraph (6)(D)(iii)) the iden

23 tity social security number, and work eligibility

24 of the individual confirmed in accordance with
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1 the procedures established under paragraph

2 (6)."; and

3 f-33 by adding at the end of sabscction +b3 the

4 following new pafagapin

5 "(6) EMPLOYMENT ELIGIBILITY CONFIRMATION

6 PROCESS—

7 "(A) IN GENERAL. The Attorney Ccncr-al

8 shall establish a confirmation mechanisffi

9 through which the Attorney General for a des-

10 ignec of the Attorney General)

11 --(4 responds to inquiries by employ-

12 ers nade through a toll free telephone line

13 or other electronic media in the form of an

14 appropriate confirmation code or other

15 wise en whether an individual is author-

16 ised to be employed by that employer, and

17 "(ii) main#ains a record that sneh an

18 inquiry was niade and the confirmation

19 provided for net provided).

20 "(B) EXPEDITED PROCEDUR-E IN €*SE OF

21 NO CONFIRMATION.—In connection with sn-b-

22 pamgraph f the Attorney General shall es—

23 tablish in eensnltation with the Commissioner

24 of Soei-a-l Security and the Commissioner of the

25 Servicc expedited procedures that shall be n-sed
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1 to confirm the a1idity of information used

2 under the confirmation mechanism in eases in

3 which the confirmation is sought but is net pre-

4 vided through the confirmation mcchanisn

5 "(C) D-SIGx NB OPEnATION eF MEdIA

6 MSM.—The confirmation mechanism shall be

7 designed and operated to iuaximize—

8 -(i3 the reliability of the confirmation

9 process-i and

10 "(ii) the ease of use by cmployers re-

11 cruiters -and rcfcrrcrs

12 consistent with insu-latirig and protccting the

13 priaey -and security of the underlying

14 tion.

15 "(D) GONPRMATION pRee-ss- (i) As

16 part of the confirmation mcchanism- the Corn

17 missiene of Social Security shall establish a re-

18 liable, secure method, which within the time pe-

19 ned specified under clause (iii), compares the

20 n-ame and social security -account number pro-

21 vidcd -against such information iu-aintained by

22 the Commissioner in order to confirm on net

23 confirm) the a1idity of the information pro-

24 vidcd and whether the account number mdi-

25 ea-tes that the individual is authorized to be em-
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1 ploycd in the United States The Commissioner

2 shall net diselese or release seei-al security infor

3 mation.

4 "(ii) As part of the confirmation

5 nisn9 the Commissioner of the &rvicc shall es-

6 tablish a reliable, secure mcthod, which, within

7 the timc period specified under elai±se (iii),

8 compares the ae and alien identification

9 number if any provided against si±eh

10 tien maietaincd by the Commissioner in order

11 to confirm for net confirm) the aJidity of the

12 information providcd and whether the alien is

13 authorized to be employed in the United States

14 "(iii) For purposes of this section, the At-

15 torney General sliall specify, in eensukation

16 with the Commissioner of Seeial Security and

17 the Commissioner of the Service, an ecpedited

18 time period within which confirmation is to he

19 provided through the confirmation mechanism-

20 "(iv) The Commissioners sliall update their

21 information in a manner that promotes the

22 m-admum accuraey and shall provide a process

23 for the prompt correction of erroneous

24 tion.
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1 (E) POTEcTIpNS. (i) In no ease sh-all

2 an individual be denied employment beeai±se of

3 inaccuate or inaeeess4ble da#a under the eei-

4 firmation mccha±isim

5 "(ii) The Attorney Ccncral shall assire

6 that thcre is a timely and aeeessible process to

7 thallcngc nonconfirmations made through the

8 mcchanism

9 "(F) TESTER PROORM—As part of the

10 confirmation mcchanism the Attorney General

11 sa11 implcmcnt a program of testers and invcs—

12 tigative activities fsimilar to testing and other

13 investigative aetMties assisted under the fair

14 hoi±sing initiatives program under section &6-1

15 of the Hei±sing and Community Development

16 Aet of 1987 to eiiferee rights under the Fair

17 H&L±sing Act) in order to monitor and prevent

18 unlawful discrimination under the mcchanism-

19 fe REDUCTION OF PAPERWOR-K FOR GER-rN EM-

20 PLOYEES. Section 274A(a3 f8 TJ--SC 1324afa)3 is

21 amended by adding at the end the following new para-

22 gTaph

23 "(6) TREATMENT OF DOCUMENTATION FOR

24 OFR-TAN EMPLOYEES-——
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1 "(A) TN GETP. For puoses ef pa-
2 graphs (1) (B) and f3 if—

3 (i3 an individual is a member ef a

4 collcctivc-bargaining tinit and is employed,

5 under a collective bargaining agreement

6 entered into between one or more employee

7 ergaations and an asseei-ation ef two or

8 more cmploycrs by an employer that is a

9 member ef si±eh asseeiation, and

10 "(ii) within the period specified in

11 sbaragaph (B), another employer that

12 is a member ef the assoeiation or an

13 agent ef sneh asseeiation en behalf ef the

14 employer) has complied with the require

15 mcnts ef siibseetien (b3 with respeet to the

16 employment ef the individual

17 the snbse€p±ent employer shall be deemed to

18 bae complied with the requircmcnts ef sub-

19 section (133 with respeet to the hiring ef the em-

20 ployce and shall net be li-able for eiil pen-altic

21 deseribed in subseetien (c) (5).

22 (B3 PERIOD. The period deseribed in

23 this si±bparagmph is—

24 (i3upto5yearsintheeaseef•anin-

25 di44&a1 who has presented documentation
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1 idcntifng the individual as a n-atisual of

2 the United &ates or as an alien 1-awfully

3 admitted for permanent r sidene, or
4 "(ii-) up to 3 years or if less the pe-
5 ned of tine that the individual is author-

6 ized to be employed in the United Sates3
7 in the ease of another individua

8 "(C bBITY.—
9 i3 TN GENEL. If any employer

10 thamcmberof.anasjptji
11 for employment in the United St-ates an in—

12 dividual and relies upon the provisions of

13 si±bparagraph fA to comply with the re-

14 quircmen-ts of subseetien +M and the mdi-

15 vidual is an uuauthorized alien then for
16 the purposes of aagaph f1)(A subjcct

17 to e1ause fii) the employer shall be pro-

18 sumed to hae known at the time of hiring

19 or afterward that the individual was an un-

20 authorized alien.

21 "(ii) REBUTTAL OF PESTJMPTION—

22 The presumption established by elause fi
23 may be rebutted by the employer euly
24 through the presen4atien of elear and eon-

25 vincing evidence that the employer did net
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1 know and could net reasen-ably have

2 known) that the individual at the time ef

3 hiring er afterward was an nnauthorized

4 alien.".

5 d3 ELIMINATION F DATED PnSIONS- Section

6 27-4A f8 U.S.C. 1324a3 is amended by striking st±bseetiens

7 fi through (-n)

8 -e EFFECTrVE DATES—

9 f4-) Except as provided in this si±bscction, the

10 amendments made by this section shall apply with

11 respeet te hiring er recruiting er referring) occur

12 ring en er after sneh date net later than -g days

13 after the date ef the enactment ef this Act) as the

14 Attorney General shall design-ate

15 f2(A The Attorney General shall establish the

16 employment eligibility confrmation mechanism (de-

17 seribcd in section 24A(b)(6) ef the Immigration

18 and Nationality Act, as added by snbseetien fh)3 by

19 net later than October 1 1999.

20 Before establishing the mechanism the At-

21 tornev General shall undertake sneh pilot projects

22 fer all employers in at least ef the States with

23 the highest estim-ated population ef unauthorized

24 alicns as Il test and assure that the mechanism

25 implemented is reliable and easy te uSer Sueh
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1 projeets sIia1l be iiitiated net later than 6 months
2 after the date ef the eaetmcnt ef this Aet
3 The Attorney General sh-all submit to the
4 GengTess beginning in -99-7- aimuel reperts en the
5 devclopment and impicmcntatipn ef theje1±anis
6 +33 The amdndmcnt nade by su-bseetien +e
7 sh-all apply to individu-als hired en er after 60 days

8 after the date ef the enactment ef this Aet

9 43 The amendment nade by subseetien (dI
10 sliall take effect en the date ef the enaetment ef this

11 Ae
12 SEQ 404 REPORTS ON EARNINGS OF ALIENS NOT AUTHOR-

13

14 Subseetien (e3 ef seetien 2Q f8 TJ-&( t-3&0 is

15 amended to read as follows

16 "(c)-(-I-) Net later than months after the end ef eaeh
17 fiseal year (beginning 4th fiseal year -95* the

18 siener ef Seei-al Security sh-all report to the Committees

19 en the Judieiary ef the House ef Repr-esent.atives and the
20 Sen-ate en the aggregate number ef social security account

21 numbers issued to aliens net authorized to be employed

22 to which earnings were reported to the Seei-al Security Ad-

23 ministration in such fiseal year-

24 "(2) If earnings are reported on or after Jani±ary 1-

25 19-9 to the Social Security Ad istratien on a social
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1 security account number issued to arx alien net authorized

2 to work in the United S#atesT the Commissioner ef Seei-al

3 Security shall provide the Attorney General with

4 tioti regarding the mame and address ef the alien, the

5 n-ame and address ef the perso±t reporting the earnings

6 atid the amount ef the earnings The information shall be

7 provided in ati electronic form arccd upon $y the Corn-

8 misthener and the Attorney Ccncrab

9 SEC 4457 AUTHORIZINC MAINTENANCE OF CERTAIN IN-

10 FORMATION ON ALIENS.

11 Section 2S4 48 U.S.C. 1304) is amcndcd by adding

12 •M the end the following new siThscction:

13 a(f1 Net4thstrandirig aiiy othcr prevision ef 1aw the

14 Attorney C cncral is authorized to rcguirc any alicn to pro

15 vide the alien's seeial security account number few pur

16 peses ef itiehisieft in any rccord ef the alien maintaincd

17 by the Attorncy (Jcncral er the Service.".

18 SEC 40& LIMITINC LIABILITY FOR CERTAIN TECHNICAL

19 VIOLATIONS OF PP-ntwoRa REQUIRE-

20

21 fa) Ps' CExIata. Section 274A(c)(1) 48 &S70

22 1-324a(e)(1)) is amcndcd.

23 by&tt4kingand" aheend efsubpara-
24 graph (Q+
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1 this si±bseetien shall net be counted in determining

2 whether there are eeess family admissions in a fis-

3 eal year under section 201(c)(3)(B) efthe

4 tien and Nationality Aet (-as amended by section

5 -501(b)efthisAct).

6 TITLE VI RESTRICTIONS ON
7 BENEFITS FOR ALIENS
8 SEG 6OO STATEMENTS Q.F NATIONAL POLICY CONCERNINg

9 WELFARE AND IMMICRATION.

10 The Congress makes the following statements eon-

11 cerning ationa1 policy with respeet to welfare and

12 gration:

13 Self—sufficiency has been a basis principle of

14 United S4ates immigration aw since this countrys

15 earliest immigration statutes

16 2- It continues to be the immigration policy of

17 the United States that—

18 aliens within the ations borders net

19 depend en public resonrees to meet their needsT

20 but rather rely en their own eapabiities and the

21 reseurees of their families their spensers- and

22 priiate erganiat4ons and

23 +B the aiail-ability of public benefits net

24 eenstitnte an incentive for immigration to the
25 United $tates
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1 f-33 Despite the principle ef self-s eieey
2 aliens have been applying fer ad receiving public

3 benefits from Fcdcral ate ad leeal governments

4 at increasing ates

5 f43 Current eligibility !ales fer public ass4s#aiee

6 •ad unenforceable fiianeiaI support agreements have

7 proved wholly ineapable ef assiring that individual

8 aliens iet burdcn the public benefits systei

9 -5 It is a compelling government interest te

10 eaet ±ew nilcs fer eligibility ad spensership agree

11 ments in order te assnre that aliens be self reiaM

12 in accordanee with n-ational immigration policy.

13 (-6 It is a compelling government interest te re-

14 move the incentive fer ifiegal immigration provided

15 by the availability ef public bencflts

16 73 Where States are authorized te follow Fed-

17 eral eligibility rsles fer public assistanee prograns

18 the Congress strongly encourages the ates te

19 adopt the Federal eligibility ruJcs
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1 Subtitle A Eligibility of illegal
2 Aliens for Public Benefits
3 PART 1—PUBLIC BENEFITS CENERALLY

4 S 604- MNG ILLECAL ALIENS INELIGIBLE FOR P-UB-

5 MC ASSISTANCE, CONTRACTS AND LI-

6 CENSES

7 fa-) PR .—Notvithstanding any

8 other provision of law except as provided in section 603,

9 any alien who is net lawfully present in the United states

10 shall net be eligible for any of the following:

11 fI) FEEfL iSSISTANCE PRe6fS. To re-

12 ccive any benefits under a-ny program of assis4anee

13 provided or funded, in whoic or in p-arty by the Fed-

14 ea government for whieh eligibility for the amount

15 of assis#anec) is based en fin-anei-al need.

16 (2} FiERA ONP8PS e LICENSE-S. To

17 receive -a-ny gant to enter into -any contraet or lean

18 agreement, or to be issned for have renewed) any

19 professional or commercial lieense if the grant con-

20 taet lean-i or license is provided or funded by any

21 Federal agency.

22 fb) Sr Pnes. Notwiths4anding any other

23 prevision of law-i except -as provided in section 603, a-ny

24 alien who is not lawfully present in the United States shall

25 not he eligible for -any of the following
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1 f1 STATE &SISWCE To rcccive

2 any bcnefits under any program ef assistance (not

3 desefibed in subseetien fa)-(1)) provided er fundcd,

4 in whole er in pat. by a state er political subdivi

5 sian ef a state fef which eligibility fer the amount

6 ef assistancc) is based en finanei-al nccd.

7 f2- STATE CONTRACTS OR LICENSE-S. To e-

8 ceive any gr-ant te enter 4nte any contraet er lean

9 agrccmcnt, er te be issued fer have renewed) any

10 prefess4enal er commercial lieense if the giant con

11 taet le-an er license is provided er funded by any

12 State agency.

13 fe REQUIR-Ne PROOF 0f' IDENTI en

14 CoNmAcTS- GfNPs LoANS-i LICENSE-ST AD PUITh

15 AS-SI-STANCE.-—

16 f 1 GENEIhI- In eensideri-ng an applica-

17 tien fer a Federal contraet grant l&an er lieense

18 er fer public -assistanee under a progran deseribed

19 in pa±agraph f2 a Federal agency shall require the

20 applicant te provide proof ef identity under para-

21 giaph f33 te be eensidered fer sueh Federal con-

22 tiaet- g'ant l&an lieense er public assistance.

23 +23 P+ie SSI-STANQE PROGEMS COV

24 ERED.—Thc requirement ef proof ef identity under
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1 pa1agfaph f14 shall apply to the following Federal

2 public assisaee programs

3 fA SSI. The supplcmental seeurity i
4 come program under title XVI of the Seeial Se-

5 curity Aet including State supplcmcu#ai benc

6 fits programs rcfcrred to in sueh title-

7 fB3 AFDC. The program of aid to

8 lies with dependent children under pat A
9 of title W of the Seei-al Security Aet

10 f€ Socr SEnVICES BLOCK £zRANT. The

11 program of block gran-ts to States for seei-al

12 services under title of the Seei-al Security

13 Aet

14 MEDICAiD. The program of medical

15 ssistanee under title of the Social

16 rityAet

17 fE FOOD sMns. The program under

18 the Food Stamp Aet of 197-7

19 fF Houso ssscn. Finaeia1 as-

20 sistancc as defined in seeticm 2-1-4(b) of the

21 Housing and Community Development Act of

22 1-98O7

23 f3 DOCUMENTS !PHAP SHOW PiOOF OF

24 TITY. Any one of the documents listed under tins

25 aagaph may be used as proof of identity under
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1 this su-bscction. Any si±eh documcnt sh-all be current

2 and alid Ne other document e documents sh-all be

3 sufficient te prove identity.

4 United States passpet (either current

5 e epircd if issned both within theprcvious 2.0

6 veas and after the individual attained 1:8 years

7 efagc).

8 (B3 &sident alien ead

9 EG State driver's license if presented with

10 the individuaPs social security account number

11 eard

12 (D+ State identity eard if presented with

13 the inthviduaPs social security account number

14 eard

15 d3 AUThORIZATION F8PI STATES TE) REQtJIR-E

16 PnOOF e ELIGIBrLITY FR STATE PReE)flMS. In con

17 sidering an application for contraets grants leans ii-

18 eenses or public assistance under any State progran a

19 State is authorized to require the applicant to provide

20 proof of eligibility to be considered for si±eh State con

21 traets grants loans lieenses or public assistance.

22 SEG 60& MAKING UNAUTHORIZED ALIENS INELIGIBLE

23 FOR UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFIT&

24 IN Notwithstanding any other provi

25 sien of 1aw no unemployment benefits sh-aIl be payable
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1 fi wiiole or in part ei±t of Federal fuls to the entent

2 the bcnefiis are attributable to any employment of the

3 alien in the 1nited &ates for which the alien was net

4 gantcd employment authorization p suant to Federal

5 1a
6 {b PROeEDUrt1S. Entities responsible for providing

7 unemployment bcnets subject to the restrietiens of this

8

9 assure that applieants for sueh bcncfits are eligible eon-

10 sistent with this section.

11 SEC- 60& GENERAL EXCEPTIONS.

12 Sections &)1 and O2 shall net apply to the following:

13 f1- EMEncEey MEDICAL svicis. The pro-

14 viien of emergency medical serviees fas defined by

15 the Attorney Gencral in eensu-ltation with the See-

16 reta±y of Health and Human Scrviees

17 2- Pre hEALTh IMIIIJNIZATIONS Public

18 health assistanee for immunizatiens with respeet to

19 immunizable diseases and for testing and treatment

20 for communicable diseases7

21 f3 ShIOItT TER-M EtERGENe DISASTER RE—

22 LIEF. The prevision of non cash in-ind short-
23 term emergency dis-aster relief.
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1 SEC 60 RE1ORT ON DISQUALIFICATION OF ILLECAL

2 ALIENS FROM HOUSINC ASSISTANCE PRO-

3 GRAM&

4 Not later th-an O days after the date of the enact-

5 ment of this Aet the Secretary of Honsing and Urhan

6 Dcvclopmcnt shall submit a rcport to the Cornmittecs on

7 the Judiciary of the House of Representatives and of the

8 Senate the Committee en Banking of the House of Rep

9 rsentativcs and the Committee en Banking, Hoi±sing

10 and Urhan Affairs of the ,ei±ate describing the manner

11 in which the Secretary is enforcing section 214 of the

12 Hei±sing and Community Development Act of 1980. The

13 report shall contain statistics with respect to the number

14 of aliens denied financial assistance under si±ch section.

15 SEQ 606; DEFINITIONS.

16 For pnrpeses of this part

17 (-14 IvruL PSENCE. The determination of

18 whether an alien is lawfully present in the United

19 States shall be made in accordance with regulations

20 of the Attorney GeneraL An alien shall net be con-

21 sidered to be lawfully present in the United States

22 for pi±rpeses of this title merely beeanse the alien

23 may be considered to be permanently residing in the

24 United States under color of law for pnrpeses of any

25 particular program
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1 f2 STATE. The tern &ate!
2 f)istriet of €olunthia Puerto Riee the Virgin Is-
3 1and.s G±am. the Nerthern ariaia Is1ands and
4 Ameriean San±&a7

5 SEQ, 6O7 RECULATIONS AND EFFECTIVE DATE&

6 (-a) pe_ Attorney General shall first

7 issue regulations to earry out this part other than seetien

8 605) by not later than 60 days after the date of the enaet
9 mcnt of this Aet Such rcgations shall tak-e effect en an

10 interim bas±s pending changes based en publie eoinment
11 {b) EFFECTIVE DMJ FeR PvE-STRICTIONS eN E&i—

12 BThITY FeE P{3Bie BEEPS—f14 Eeept as provided
13 in this si±bseetien seetien €Q4 shall apply to benefits pro-
14 vidcd eefttiaets or lean agreements entered intei and pro-
15 fessienal and eommerejal lieenses issued (-or renewed) en
16 or after such date as the Attorney General specifies in reg-

17 ulations under subseetion fa3 &eh date sh-all be at least
18 30 days and net mere than €0 days after the date the
19 Attorney General first issues such regulations-

20 (-23 The Attorney Gnea in earrving out section
21 60-(a)-(2 may permit such section to be waived in the
22 ease of individuals for viuom an appliea-tien fer the gant
23 eontraet lean or license is pending (-or approved) as of
24 a date that is en or before the effective date specified

25 under parageaph (-+
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1 fe+ EFFECTn DATE FØR STRICTIONS eN

2 BILITY PeR UNMPLo'ThrENT BENEFITS. (1) Except as

3 provided in this sn4&seetion section &)2 shall apply to un-

4 employment benefits provided on or after sueh date as the

5 Attorney General specifics in regulations under si±bseetien

6 fa)SuchdatesasandftetmOrC
7 than O days after the date the Attorney General first

8 issues sueh rcgulations

9 (2 The Attorney Gcncral in earrying out section

10 &2 nay permit sueh section to be waived in the ease

11 of an individual during a continuous period of uncmploy

12 ment for whom -an application for unemployment benefits

13 is pending as of -a date that is on or before the effective

14 date specified under aagaph -1+

15 fd BROAD DISSEMINATION e INFORMATION. Be

16 fore the effective dates specified in suI3seetiens fh)- -and fe

17 the Attorney General shall breadly disseminate

18 tien regarding the restrietiens on eligibility establi-shed

19 under this part:

20 PART 2 EARNED INCOME TAX CREDIT

21 SECT 61-1-; EARNED INCOME TAX CREDIT DENIED TO INDI

22 VIDUALS NOT AUTHORIZED TO BE EM--

23 P-LOYED IN THE UNITED STATES.

24 fa IN i—Seetien 32(c)(1) of the Internal

25 Revenue Code of 1-96 reIating to individuals eligible to
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1 elaini the earned income ta ereclit) is amcnded by adding

2 at the end the following new sbpaagraph

3 "(F) IDENTIFICATION \TMBER R-EQUIRE-

4 NT. The term s-eligible indi'4du-al1 dees net

5 include any individual whe does net include en

6 the return of ta for the ta-able year—

7 i3 sneh individuaPs aaer identi—

8 fleation number, and

9 "(ii) if the individual is narried

10 in the nieaning of section 7-7-O3 the ta-
11 payer identification number of sneh mdi-

12 viduaPs spense

13 (b) SPECIAL IDENTIFICATION NMBEf—Scction 32

14 of the Internal Revenue (ede of 19€ (relating to earned

15 income) is amended by adding at the end the following

16 new su1seetion

17 Ek-) IDENTnIcATIpN NUMBER-S For pnpeses of
18 si±bseetiens (c)(1)(F) and (e)-f3*D), a taipayer

19 tien number means a seei-al security number issned to an

20 individual by the Seei-al Security Adininistption (other

21 than a seei-al security number iss'aed pnrsi±ant to el-ause

22 (II) (or that portion of elat±se (ifi) that relates to elause

23 fII) ef section 2OeB)-(i3 of the Seei-al Security

24 Act)."
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1 e3 E-XTENSI0N eF PROCEDURE-S APPLICABLE P
2 MATHEMATICAL OR CLERICAL ERRORS. Section

3 6213(g)(2) ef the Internal Rcvcnuc Code ef 1-9S (-relating

4 te the definition ef n'i-athcmatieal er clerical crrors3 is

5 amended by strildng and" at the end ef subparagraph

6 (D), by striking the period at the end ef subparagraph

7 (E and inserting and", and by inserting after subpara-

8 graph the following new subparagraph

9 "(F) an emissien ef a correct apayer

10 identification number required under section 2-

11 frelating te credit fer families with younger

12 children) er section 32 (relating te the earned

13 income tan credit) te be included en a return.".

14 fd3 EmcTrvE DATE. The amendments made by

15 this section shall apply te aable years beginning after

16 December -3-1 1995.

17 Subtitle B Expansion of Disguali
18 fication From Immigration Ben-
19 cfits on the Basis of Public
20 Gharge
21 SE€ 62d GROUND FOR INADMISSIBILITY.

22 fa IN CENEnAL. Paragraph f4 ef section 2-12(a

23 (-8 TJ-S.C. 11-82-(-a3 is amended te read as follows

24 "(4) PuBiIe eILRGE.—
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1 (A) FAIILY—SPONSOiE ThMIGRNS--—

2 Any •alicn who seeks admissien or adjustment of

3 status under a visa number issued under see-

4 tien 2O3(a who eannot demonstmte to the

5 eensiilar officer at the time of application for a

6 vis-a or to the Attorn.cy Cencral at the time of

7 application for admission or adjustment of sta-

8 tus that the alien's age heakh family status

9 assets resourees finaneial statas edueation,

10 sk-ills or a combination thereof, or an affidavit

11 of support deseribed in section 2 13A or both

12 m-ake it unlikely that the alien Will become a

13 public ekarge fas determined under section

14 241(a)(5)(B)) is inadmissible.

15 "(B) NoNmnrIpRTs7 Any alien who

16 seeks admission under a visa number issued

17 under section 24-- who eannot dcmonstate to

18 the eonsular officer at the time of application

19 for the visa that the aliens age health, family

20 statusT assetsT reseuree finaneia4 s#atnsT eeIu-

21 eation, skills or a eombination thereof, or an af-

22 fid-avit of support deseribed i-n section 213A or

23 both, nake it unlikely that the alien will become

24 a public eharge fas determined under section

25 -2-4a3Bf5 is inadmissible.
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1 "(C) EMPLOYMENT-B*SED IMMIGRANTS—

2 -i3 IN GENERAL. Any alien who

3 seeks adssie or adjustmcnt of statu-s

4 undcr a visa number issaed under p-aa-

5 g?aph 23 or f33 of section 203(b) who

6 eannot dcmonsta-te to the eensi±far officer

7 at the time of application for a vis-a or to

8 the Attorney General at the time of

9 eation for admission or adjustment of st-a-

10 ti±s that the immigrant h-as a valid offer of

11 employment is iftadmissibic.

12 "(ii) GETN EMPLO1NT B*SE

13 ThIMIGRANTS. Any alien who seeks

14 siofI or adjustment of st-ati±s under a visa

15 number issaed undcr section 203(b) by vir-

16 tue of a elassifleation petition filed by a

17 relative of the alien (tOF by au entity iii

18 which such relative has a signifleaut own

19 ership intcrcst is iuathnissible unless such

20 relative h-as executed au affidavit of sup-

21 port described iu section 2-1-3A with respect

22 to such alien.".

23 +b3 EFFECTrVE DATE. (1-) Subject to aagraph

24 f the amendment made by subseetieu (-a3 shall apply

25 to applications submitted eu or after such 4ate uet earlier
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1 than 4) d-ays and net later than €4) d-ays after the d-ate

2 the Attorney cncra1 promulgates under section &32(4) a

3 standard form for an ada4t of support, as the Attorney

4 General shall speei

5 (23 Section af4)(C of the Immigratien and

6 Nationality Aet as amcnded by subsection fa sh-all apply

7 euly to aliens seeking admission or adjustment of status

8 under a a number issued en or after October

9 SEG 6Z& GROUND FOR DEPORT BJ1.

10 fa3 IN Paagaph f53 of seetien 244-(-a3

11 (-8 U--S -254-(-a3 is amended to read as follews

12 --f53 Pre CU.-&E——

13 -(A} IN —Any alien whe within

14 years after the date of entiy or admissien be-

15 comes a publie charge is deportable

16 "(B} ExcEpTIpNS (i) S paragraph (A
17 shall net apply if the alien establishes that the
18 alien has become a public charge from eanses

19 that arose after en-tty or admissien. A condition

20 that the alien knew er bad reason to k-new
21 existed at the time of entry or admission shall
22 bedccmedtobeaeaethat.arbcfpreeu
23 or admission7

24 ii3 The Attorney Gcncral in the disere-
25 tion of the Attorney eneral may waive the ap-
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1 plieation of subpaagaph fA3 i± the ease of ai
2 alien who is admitted as a refugee under see-

3 tien or gantcd asyhim under section 2f)&

4 "(C) IxrlvmuALs TREATED xS NBfT6

5 eHcE. For pnrpeses of this titlq, an alien is

6 deemed to be a 'public e1argc' if the alien re—

7 ccivcs benefits (other than benefits deserihed in

8 saagaph (E)) under one or more of the
9 public assis4ancc programs deseribed in sub-

10 aagraph (P3 for an aggregate period of at

11 least 1 months thin years after the 4ate

12 of entry. The previous sentence shall not he

13 eenstraed as excluding any other bases for eon—

14 sidcring an alien to be a public thargc,

in effect en the 4ay before the 4ate

16 of the en-actment of the Immigration in the Na-

17 tienal Interest Aet of 1995. The Attorney Gen-

18 eal in eonsukation with the Secretary of

19 Health and Human Scrvices slta-ll establish

20 rules regarding the counting of heal-tb benefits

21 deseribed in subparagraph (D) (iv) for purposes

22 of this saragrapb-

23 "(D) Prie ASSI-STANQR PR-ORAiS---—

24 For purposes of si±baragraph (B), the public

25 assistance programs described in this s±bpara-
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1 graph are the following fand inelude any sne-
2 eesser te sneh a program as identified by the
3 Attorney General in eensnkatien 4th ether ap-
4 propriate offieials3

5 -(i3 SSI. The supplemental security

6 income program under title XVII of the Se-

7 el-al Security Aet including State supple-
8 mentary benefits programs referred to in
9 sneh title7

10 ii AFDC. The program of aid to
11 families with dependent children under
12 part A or E of title W of the Seel-al Seen-

13 rityAet

14 '(iii SOCIAL SEfwIe-S BLOCK

15 GRNT—The program of bleek grants to
16 States for social services under title of
17 the Social Security Aet

18 -(iv) M e.—The program of

19 medical assistance under title XD of the
20 Social Security Aet7

21 (i FOOD STAMP$ The program
22 under the Food Stamp Act of 7-7-
23 --(i 5rp esi *ss+sp-
24 e—A program of general eash assist-
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1 ancc of any State or political si±bdii4sion of

2 aS#ate

3 "(vii) House *SSSTANCE. Finan-

4 eiaI assistanee as dcfincd in section 2 14(b)

5 of the Hensing and Community Develop

6 ment Aet of 198O

7 "(E) CBRTAIN SSSTANCE E-XCEPTED.

8 For pnrpeses of subpaagaph fB an alien

9 shall not be considered to be a public eharge on

10 the basis of receipt of any of the following

11 flts

12 (i EMERGENCY MEDICAL SE-

13 The prevision of emergency medical

14 services (-as defined by the Attorney Ccn

15 eal in eensnkation with the Sccrcta of

16 Health and Human Serviccs3-

17 "(ii) P-3e IflALTII IM1iIJNIZA

18 TIONS.—PubliC health assistanee fer in±-

19 munizations with respeet to immunizable

20 diseases and for testing and treatment for

21 communicable disease&

22 "(iii) SIIORT-TER EMERGENCY DIS-

23 *S!Pif RELIEF. The provision of non

24 eash in-kind, short term emergency disas-

25 ter relief.".
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1 -b EFFECTE D—f1 The amendment made by

2

3 first month beginning at least 0 days after the date of

4 the enactment of this Aet

5 (23 In applying section 241-(a)(5)(C) of the

6 tien and Nationality Aet as amcnded by subseetien fa)

7 no rcccipt of benefits under a public assistance program

8 before the effective date deseribed in aag!raph (13 shall

9 be taken into account.

10 Subtitle C Attribution of Income
11 and Affidavits of Support
12 sc &i AmgunorJ OF SPONSOR!S mcor AND i-

13 souis TO FAMILY SPONSORED IMMI.

14 GRANTS.

15 fa Fn Ps- Notwithstanding any

16 other prevision ef Iaw in determining the eligibility and

17 the amount of benefits of an alien for any Federal means-

18 tested public bcneftts program (as defined in subseetien

19 (4)3 the income and resenrees of the alien s1all be deemed

20 to include—

21 (13 the income and reseurees of any individual

22 who eecutcd an •affidavit of support pursuant to
23 section 21 3A of the Immigration and Natien-al4ty

24 Aet (as inserted by section 32fa)3 in behalf of sueh

25 alien, and
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1 (-23 the income afid esoees of the spouse (-if

2 any of the individua1

3 (-b3 Pnien e ATTRIBUTION.

4 4- PENTS 8 UNITED STATES CITIZENS.—

5 Subsection fa3 shall apply with respeet to au alien

6 who is admitted to the United States as the parent

7 of a United States citizen under section €4 until

8 the alien is aturalizcd as a citizen of the United

9 States

10 (-23 Srous-s UNITED STATES CITIZENS B

11 LAWFUL PEVLAENT SmENTS. Subsection fa

12 shall apply with respeet to au alien who is admitted

13 to the United States as the spouse of a United

14 States citizen or hiwful permanent resideut under

15 section 41 or scction until

16 years after the date the alien is 1-aw-

17 fully •admittcd to the United States for perma-.

18 nentresdeneeor

19 (B3 the alien is fta-t±falized as a citizen of

20 the United States

21 whichever occurs firs

22 (-33 MINoR CIIILDR-EN 8 1ITED STATES CITI

23 ZEN-S AND LAS\TUL PMANENT RESIDENTS. Sub

24 section fa3 shall apply with respect to au alien who

25 is admitted to the United States as the minor child
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1 of a United States eitizen or lawful permanent resi—

2 dent under section -5-11 or section 5-12 until the ehild

3 attains, the age of 24 years or1 if earlier, the d-ate

4

S State&

6 f4 ATTThIBP8N eF SPONSeft!S INCOME 2ee

7 R-E-SOUR€BS ENDED IF SPONSOR-ED ALIEN BECOMES

8 EHOIBtE FOR OLD AGE BENEFITS UNDER TITLE H

9 OF TIlE 'SOCIAL SECURe ACT.—

10 fA)- Notwithstanding any &thcr provision of

11 this section, sii-bseetien (-a3 shall net -apply and

12 the period of -attribution of a spense?s income

13 and reseurees under this si±bseetien shall tenth

14 mate if the alien is employed for a period suffi

15 cient to qa-alify for old age benefits undcr title

16 ilof the Seeial Seenrity Aet -and the -alien i-s

17 able to prove to the satisfaction of the Attorney

18 General that the -alien qi±alifies-

19 fB3 The Attorney General shall ens'&re

20 that -appropriate information pursuant to sub-

21 paragraph fAI is provided to the System for

22 Alien Verification of Eligibility 4SAVE).

23 fe3 OPTIONAL APPLICATION TO STATE PReemMS---—

24 413 AUTnORIn.—Notwithstanding -any other

25 prevision of law; in determining the eligibility and
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1 the amount of benefits of an 'alien fef any S4ate

2 means4ested public benefits program the State e

3 political subdivision that offers the program is au-

4 thorized to provide that the incOme and resources of

5 the alicn slia]l be deemed to include —

6 (A the income and reseurees of any mdi

7 vidual who executed an affidavi of support

8 suant to section 243A of the Immigration and

9 Nationality Act fas inserted by section 632(a3

10 in beh-alf of such alien, and

11 fB3 the income and resources of the spouse

12 ifany)eftheindividual

13 PERfEH e ATTR-BUTION. The period of

14 attribution of a spensers income and reseurees in

15 determining the eligibility and amount of benefits

16 for an alicn under any State means—tested public

17 benefits program pursuant to paragraph f13 m-ay not

18 exceed the Federal period of attribution with respeet

19 to the alien.

20 Ms TESTED Penr DEFINED.—In this

21 section:

22 f13 The term "mcans-teted public benefits pro

23 gram!i means a program of public benefits

24 ing eash mcdical housing and food assistance 'and

25 social serviees of the Federal Government or of a
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1 #ate or political siibdMsi&n of a #ate in whieli the
2 eligibility of an indiIi±a1 household, or family eligi-

3 bility unit for bcnefis under the pregram or the
4 amount of sueh bcncfits- or both are dctcrmined on

5 the basis of income, resourees or flnaneial need of

6 the individual househq1d or unit

7 23 The term "Federal mans-tested public hen-

8 efl-ts progran means a ineansested public bcneñts

9 program of er contributed to by the F-ederal Go-

10 ernmen

11 f3 The term -&ate meansested public

12 fits progran means a ineans#ested public benefits

13 program that is net a Federal means-tested pro-

14 gram

15 sc qr izoi sPONSOR!S A IDA VIT OF

16 sup-p-owr.

17

____

18 ther section 21 the following new section:

19 EQUIREMENTS Pen SPe-NSen--S iF1RDAWF F SUITOPT

20 !SE€ 213A fa ENTORCEABUJITY. (1) Ne affi4at
21 of support m-ay be accepted by the Attorney General or

22 by any consul-ar officer to establish that an alien is not

23 in-admissible as a public eharge under section 24-2a)-(-43

24 unless such affidat is eccutcd by a sponsor of the alien

25 as a eon-tract——
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1 "(A) that is legally enforceable against the

2 sponsor by the Federal Govcrnmcnt and by any

3 State or any political snbdivisien of sneh State

4 that provides any means—tested public benefits pee-

5 gram until the expiration of the 10-year pcriod do-

6 scribcd in snbseetien (b)(4); and

7 "(B) in which the sponsor agrees to submit to

8 the jurisdiction of any Federal or State court for the

9 purpose of actions brought under s9±bseetion (b)(2).

10 "(2)(A) An affidavit of support sball be enforceable

11 with respeet to benefits provided under any means—tes-ted

12 public benefits program for an alien who is admitted to

13 the United States as the parent of a United States eitien

14 under section 5 until the alien is iaufalizcd as a citizen

15 of the United States

16 "(B) An affidavit of support sball be enforceable with

17 respeet to benefits provided under any meanstested public

18 benefits prograni for an alien who is admitted to the Unit-

19 ed States as the spouse of a United States eitien or lawful

20 permanent resident under section 5-1-1 or section 5-1

21 until

22 (i years after the date the alien is lawfully

23 admitted to the United States for permanent resi—

24 dence, or
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1 "(ii) sneh time as the alien is naturalized as a

2 citizen of the United 8#ates

3 whichever occurs first

4 "(C) An affidavit of support shall be enforceable with

5 respect to benefits provided under any means4ested public

6 benefits program for an alien whe is admitted to the Unit-

7 ed States as the minor child of a United States citizen

8 or 1-awful permanent resident under section M4 or section

9 until the child attains the age of 2 years

10 "(D)(i) Notwithstanding any other prevision of this

11 subpaageaph a sponsor shall be relieved of any liability

12 under an affidavit of support if the sponsored alien is em-

13 ployed for a period sufficient to qu-ali for old age benefits

14 under title II of the Social Security Act and the sponsor

15 or alien is able to prove to the satisfaction of the Attorney

16 General that the alien qu-alifies

17 "(ii) The Attorney General shall ensure that

18 pri-ate information pursu-ant to clause fi- is provided to

19 the System for Alien Verification of Eligibility

20 "(b) REIMJMRSEMENT Oi GOVERNMENT E-x-

21 PsEs. (1)(A) Upon notification that a sponsored alien

22 has received any benefit under any means4ested public

23 benefits prograin the appropriate Fcdcral S4ate or leeal

24 official shall request reimbursement by the sponsor in the

25 amount of such assistance.
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1 "(B) The Attorney General in eonsul#ation with the

2 Sccrcta of Health and Human Scrvices shall preseribe

3 sueh rcgulations as ay be necessary to ear out sub-

4 paragraph fA)

5 "(2) If within 4 d-ays after requesting

6 mcnt, the appropriate Fcderal State or leeal agcncy has

7 not received a response from the SpOnSor indicating a will-

8 ingncss to commence paymcnts an action may be brought

9 against the sponsor pursi±ant to the affidavit of support.

10 "(3)Ifthesponsorfailstoabidcbytherepaymcnt

11 terms es4ablished by sueh agency, the agdncy may within

12 60 d-ays of sueh failure, bring an action against the

13 ser pursu-aut to the affidavit of support.

14 "(4) Ne eause of action may be brought under this

15 subseetien later than 10 years after the alien last received

16 any benefit under any means4ested public benefits pro-

17 gran

18 "(5) 1f. pw!si±afrt to the terms of this subseetien- a

19 Federal St7ate1 or loeal agency requests reimbursement

20 from the sponsor in the amount of assis4anee provided,

21 or brings an action against the sponsor pursi±an-t to the

22 affidavit of support, the appropriate agency may appoint

23 erhireanindividualorotherpersonteaetenbehalfef

24 sueh agency •acting under the authority of 1-aw for purposes

25 of collecting any moneys owed. Nothing in this subseetien
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1 shall preclude any appropriate Fedcra1 StMe or leeal

2 agency from dircctly reqnesting reimbursement from a

3 sponsor for the amount of assis#anee providcd or from

4 bringing an action against a sponsor pnrsi±ant to an a-
5 da-vit of support.

6 --(e R rm-s Remedies aailab1e to cnforce •an

7 aMa-vit of support under this section include any or all
8 of the remedies deseribed in section 324 03, 32O4
9 or32OSoftitIe2UnitedS#atesCodc,.aSwell.aan

10 order for specifle perform-anee and payment of legal fees

11 and other eosts of collection, •and include corresponding

12 remedies aailab1e under state law: A Federal agency may

13 seek to collect amounts owed under this section in

14 ance with the pre4siens of subchapter II of ebapter 7L

15 of title I- United &ates Ceder

16 '-(d NpTnIcA'rIpN OF CHANGE OF ADDR-ESS (1)

17 The sponsor of an alien shall noti the Federal Geern-

18 ment and the State in which the sponsored alien is cur-

19 rently residing within Q days of any change of address

20 of the sponsor during the period specified in su-bseetien

21 fa)(1).

22 2) Any person subject to the requirement of papa-

23 geaph who fails to sati* such requirement shall be

24 subject to a eiidl peaFy of—
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1 "(A)notlessthan$2-5Oermorethan-$2,000,

2

3 "(B) if sueh failure occurs with knowlcdgc that

4 the sponsored alien h-as rcccivcd -any benefit under

5 -any means4ested public benefits program-j net less

6 than $2,000 or more than $5,000.

7 "(c) DEFINITIoNS For the purpeses of this see-

8 tion

9 "(1) SroNsen.—The term 1spen-sor1 means

10 with respeet to -an -alien, -an individual who—

11 "(A) i-s -a citizen or atienal of the United

12 Stateseranalienwheislawfullyadrnittcdte

13 the United States for permanent rcsidncc;

14 "(B)is1-8yearsofageorover;

15 "(C) is domiciled in any State-

16 "(D) dcmonstr-ates through presentation

17 of a certified copy of -a tax return or otherwise

18 the means to maintain an annual income eqi±al

19 to -at I-east 200 percent of the poverty level for

20 the individual -and the individuaPs family fin-

21 eluding the alien -and -any other aliens with re-

22 spect to whom the individual i-s -a spensor and

23 "(E) i-s petitioning for the ad-mission of the

24 alien under section 204.
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1 "(2 F&ER POVER II— The term
2 'Federal poverty line.. means the income official pev-

3 erty line fas defined by the Office ef Managcmcnt

4 and Budget and resed annually in aecord-ance with

5 section -7-3-(23 ef the Omnibus Budget

6 •ation Act ef 1981-) that is applicable to a family ef

7 the sise involved.

8 "(3) MEANS- TESTED Ff3H BENEFITS PRO-

9 oi. The term means—tested publie benefits pro-

10 ga& means a program of public benefits (including

11 eash mcdicaI housing, and food assistance and so-

12 ei-al scrviccs) of the Federal Government er of a
13 &ate er political si±bdMsien of a &ate in which the

14 eligibility of an individuaI honsehold- er family cligi—

15 bility unit for benefits under the pregam er the
16 amount of sneh benefits er both are determined on

17 the basis of income, resenrees er aneia1 need of
18 the individual henseheld er unit.".

19 (b3 REQUIREMENT OP AFFIDAVIT e Surron
20 FR-eM E1rLpyiflNT SPONSeRS For requirement for of-

21 fi4a4t of support from indiduals who file el-assifleatien

22 petitions for a relative as an employment-based

23 gr-ant see the amendment made by section 624+a

24 (.e3 SE-TTLEMENT OP QLAIMS PRIOR To

25 !PeN._Seeti 31-€-a f8 TJ-ST 1427-(-a33 is amended
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1 f-1 by strildng -and2' before "(3)", and

2 f23 by inserting before the period at the end the

3 following: and in the ease of an applicant that

4 has received -assis#anee under a means#ested public

5 benefits program (-as defined in si±bseetion (f)(3) of

6 section 213A) administered by a Fcdcral S-ate or

7 leeal agency and with respect to which amounts may

8 be owing under an affidavit of support executed

9 under sneh section, provides s-atisfaetory evidence

10 that there are no entsanding amounts that may be

11 owed to any sneh Fcdcral 4ate- or leeal agency

12 pursuant to sneh affidavit by the sponsor who exe—

13 cuted sieh affidavit".

14 CLErnCAL AMENDMENT. The table of contents

15 of sneh Aet is amended by inserting after the item relating

16 to section 2-1-3 the following:

See 213A. Rcquircmcnth feF speses a4avit ef support.".

17 fe+ EFFECTIVE DATE. Subsection (-a)- of section

18 213A of the Immigration and Nationality Aet as inserted

19 by snseetien fa of this section, shall apply to af5da4ts

20 of support executed on or after -a 4ate. specified by the

21 Attorney General which 4ate shall be net earlier than

22 days famid net later than 0 4ays-)- after the date the Attor

23 ney Cener-al formulates the form for sneh affidavits under

24 snbseetion if)- of this section.
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1 ff PPOMIJLGATION eF Fer Not 1ate thaft O

2 days aftcr the date ef the ei-actmcnt ef this Aet the

3 ey GcncraI in eensu-l4ation with the Seeea ef State

4 and the Sccrcta ef Health aftd Human Scrvices, sh-all

5 promulgate a s4aftdafd form fer a affida4t ef support

6 eeiisistcnt with the provisieis ef section 213A ef the k-

7 migration and Nationa1ity Aet

8 TITLE VII FACILITATION OF
9 LEGAL ENTRY

10 SECT 101-: ADDITIONAL LAND BORDER INSPECTORS INFRA-

11 STRUCTURE IMPROVEMENTS.

12 fa3 IN-GfEASED PEi-SONNEL—-

13 f1- TN GENEIL. In order e climinae undue

14 delay in the thorough ifispeetieiI ef peses and
15 des lawfully attempting e enter the United S4aes

16 the Attorncy Gcncral and Sccrctaf!y ef the Tieasury

17 sh-all increase by appfematc1y eqa1 numbers in

18 eaeh ef the fiseal years 1996 and 9-7 the number

19 ef full-time land bordcr i speetes assigned e active

20 duty by the Immigratiei and Nata1iation &rvice

21 and the United States €sens Service e a level

22 adequate e asse fa1 s4affing di4ftg peak eressig

23 hours ef all border eessifig laies iew in i±se under

24 er whose eeftstru.ction has bccn author-

25 ized by Congres
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1 SEQ, 81-b COMMISSION REPORT ON FRAUD ASSOCIATED

2 WITH BIRTH CERTIFICATES.

3 Section 1.-4 of the Immigration Aet of 1-9O is

4 amended

5 1-insbseet4en(b)

6 A)bystrikingand"attheendofpara-

7 gmphf1

8 fB3 by striking the period at the end of

9 paiagaph and inserting and", and

10 by adding at the end the following new

11 paragaph

12 "(3) tiansmit to Congrcss net later than Janu

13 •ary 1 1997, a report containing recommendations

14 (consistent with snbseetien (c)(3)) of methods of re-

15 ducing or eliminating the fraudulent nse of birth

16 certificates for the purpose of obtaining other idcn

17 ti-ty documents that may be used in securing imini

18 gmtion, employment, or other beneflts-- and

19 +2 by adding at the end of suseetien (-e the

20 following new pam2agraph

21 "(3) Fen REPORT eN REDUCING BIRTH 4BR-

22 TIFICATE FRAUD. In the report deseribed in sub-

23 section (b)(3), the €emimiission slalI eensider and

24 analyze the feasibility of

25 "(A) establishing national standards for

26 counterfeit resistant birth ccrtificates and
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1 "(B) limiting the issi±anee of official copies

2 of •a birth certificate of an individual to anyone

3 other than the individual or others acting on
4 behalf of the individuah

5 SE€ 8 UNIFORM VITAL STATISTICS. -
6 fa PuAoT P ee .—The Sccretay of Heal:th and

7 Human Services shall eonsnh with the ate agency re-

8 spensib}.e for registration aid certification of births and

9 deaths and within years of the d-ate of enactment of

10 this Aet shall es4ablish a pilot pregrani for of the

11 ates with the largest number of undocumented aliens

12 of an electronic network linking the vi#al s#atisties records

13 of sneh ates-. The network shall provide, where practicalT

14 for the n±atching of deaths with births and shall en-able

15 the confirm-atign of births and deaths of citizens of sneh

16 atesT or of aliens within sneh &ates by any Fcderal

17 or S#ate agency or official in the performanee of official

18 dutics The Secretary and participating State agencies

19 shall institute measures to achieve uniform and accurate

20 reporting of 4tal statisties into the pilot program network,

21 to protect the integrity of the registration and certification

22 preeess and to prcven-t fraud against the Government and

23 other persons through the use of false birth or death eer-

24 tiflcates
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1 fb REPORT.—NOt latef than 180 d-ays after the es-

2 tab1ishmcnt ef the pilot prograin under si±bseetien a)- the

3 Sccrcta shall issne a written report to Congress with ree-

4 ommendations en hew the pilot prograin could cffcctivcly

5 be instith4ed as a national nctwork fef the United S#ates

6 +e3 AUThORIZATION eF ArPR-eFR-IATI0NS. Thcrc

7 are authorized to be •appropriated for fiseal year 1996 and

8 for snbseguent fiseal years sneb snms as may be ncccssa

9 to ear eu this section.

10 SECT 8t3 COMMUNICATION BETWEEN STATE AND LOCAL

11 COVERNMENT ACENCIES, AND THE IMM4GRA-

12 TION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE

13 Notwithstanding •any other prevision of Fedcral

14 S#ate or leeal 1aw no State or leeal government entity

15 shall prohibit, or in any way restriet any government en—

16 tity or any official within its jurisdiction from sending to

17 or receiving from the Immigration and Natnraliation

18 Service information regarding the immigration statns

19 lawful or m±lawful, or an alien in the United S#ates-

20 SEQ 844 CRIMINAL ALIEN REIMBURSEMENT COSTS.

21 Amounts appropriated to earry eut section 501 of the

22 Immigration and Reform Aet of 1986 for fiseal year 4-9

23 slall be available to earry ei±t section 242(j3 of the

24 gmtion and Natien-ality Aet in that fiseal year with respeet
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1 SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE; AMENDMENTS TO IMMIGRATION

2 AND NATIONALITY ACT; TABLE OF CONTENTS.

3 (a) SHORT TITLE.—Thjs Act may be cited as the "Im-

4 migration in the National Interest Act of 1995".

5 (b) AMENDMENTS TO IMMIGRATION AND NATIONALITY

6 ACT.—Except as otherwise specifically provided—

7 (1) whenever in this Act an amendment or re-

8 peal is expressed as the amendment or repeal of a sec-

9 tion or other provision, the reference shall be consid-

10 ered to be made to that section or provision in the

11 Immigration and Nationality Act, and

12 (2) amendments to a section or other provision

13 are to such section or other provision as in effect on

14 the date of the enactment of this Act and before any

15 amendment made to such section or other provision

16 elsewhere in this Act.

17 (c) TABLE OF CONTENTS.—Th€ table of contents for

18 this Act is as follrnvs:

Sec. 1. Short title; amendments to Immigration and Nationality Act; table of con-
tents.

TITLE I—DETERRENCE OF ILLEGAL IMMIGRATION
THROUGH IMPROVED BORDER ENFORCEMENT, PILOT
PROGRAMS, AND INTERIOR ENFORCEMENT

Subtitle A—Improved Enforcement at Border
Sec. 101. Border patrol agents and support personnel.
Sec. 102. Improvement of harriers at border.
Sec. 103. Improved border equipment and technology.
Sec. 104. Improvement in border crossing identification card.
Sec. 105. Civil penalties for illegal entry.
Sec. 106. Prosecution of aliens repeatedly reentering the United States unlaw-

fully.
Sec. 107. Inservice training for the border patrol.
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Subtitle B—Pilot Programs

Sec. 111. Pilot program on interior repatriation.
Sec. 112. Pilot program on use of closed military bases for the detention of inad-

missible or deportable aliens.
Sec. 113. Pilot program to collect records of departing passengers.

Subtitle C—Interior Enforcement

Sec. 121. Increase in personnel for interior enforcement.

TITLE Il—ENHANCED ENFORCEMENT AND PTENAL TIES
AGAINST ALIEN SMUGGLING; DOCUMENT FRAUD

Subtitle A—Enhanced Enforcement and Penalties Against
Alien Smuggling

Sec. 201. Wiretap authority for alien smuggling investigations.
Sec. 202. Racketeering offenses relating to alien smuggli'ng.
Sec. 203. Increased criminal penalties for alien smuggling.
Sec. 204. Increased number of Assistant United States Attorneys.
Sec. 205. Undercover investigation authority.

Subtitle B—Deterrence of Document Fraud

Sec. 211. Increased criminal penalties for fraudulent use of government-issued
documents.

Sec. 212. New civil penalties for document fraud.
Sec. 213. New civil penalty for failure to present documents and for preparing

immigration documents without authorization.
Sec. 214. New criminal penalties for failure to disclose role as preparer of false

application for asylum and for preparing certain post-convw-
tion applications.

Sec. 215. Criminal penalty for knowingly presenting document which fails to
contain reasonable basis in law or fact.

Sec. 216. Criminal penalties for faLse claim to citizenship.

Subtitle C—Asset Forfeiture for Passport and Visa Offenses

Sec. 221. Criminal foifeiture for passport and visa related offenses.
Sec. 222. Subpoenas for bank records.
Sec. 223. Effective date.

TITLE 111—INSPECTION, APPREHENSION, DETENTION, AD-
JUDICATION, AND REMOVAL OF INADMISSIBLE AND DE-
PORTABLE ALIENS

Subtitle A—Revision of Procedures for Removal of Aliens

Sec. 300. Overview of changes in removal procedures.
Sec. 301. Treating persons present in the United States without authorization as

not admitted.
Sec. 302. Inspection of aliens; expedited removal of inadmissible arriving aliens;

referral for hearing (revised section 235).
Sec. 303. Apprehension and detention of aliens not lawfully in the United States

(revised section 236).
Sec. 304. Removal proceedings; cancellation of removal and adjustment of status,

voluntary departure (revised and new sections 239 to 240C).
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Sec. 305. Detention and removal of aliens ordered removed (new section 241).
Sec. 306. AppeaLs from orders of removal (new section 242).
Sec. 307. Penalties relating to removal (revised section 243).
Sec. 308. Redesignation and reorganization of other provisions; additional con-

forming amendments.
Sec. 309. Effective dates; transition.

Subtitle B—Removal of Alien Terrorists

PART 1—REMOVAL PROCEDURES FOR ALIEN TERRORISTS

Sec. 321. Removal procedures for alien terrorists.

"TITLE V—SPECIAL REMOVAL PROCEDURES FOR ALIEN
TERRORISTS

"Sec. 501. Definitions.
"Sec. 502. Establishment of special removal court; panel of attorneys to as-

sist with classified information.
"Sec. 503. Application for initiation of special removal proceeding.
"Sec. 504. Consideration of application.
"Sec. 505. Special removal hearings.
"Sec. 506. Consideration of classified information.
"Sec. 507. AppeaLs.
"Sec. 508. Detention and custody."

Sec. 322. Funding for detention and removal of alien terrorists.

PART 2—INLDMISSIBILITY AND DENIAL OF RELIEF FOR ALIEN TERRORISTS

Sec. 331. Membership in terrorist organization as ground of inadmissibility.
Sec. 332. Denial of relief for alien terrorists.

Subtitle C—Deterring Transportation of Unlawful Aliens to the
United States

Sec. 341. Definition of stowaway.
Sec. 342. List of alien and citizen passengers arriving.

Subtitle D—Addjtional Provisions

Sec. 351. Definition of coizviction.
Sec. 352. Immigration judges and compensation.
Sec. 353. Rescission of lawful permanent resident status.
Sec. 354. Civil penalties for failure to depart.
Sec. 355. Clarification of district court jurisdiction.
Sec. 356. Use of retired Federal employees for institutional hearing program.
Sec. 357. Enhanced penalties for failure to depart, illegal reen fry, and passport

and visa fraud.
Sec. 358. Authorization of additional funds for removal of aliens.
Sec. 359. Application of additional civil penalties to erforcement.
Sec. 360. Prisoner transfer treaties.
Sec. 361. Criminal alien identification system.
Sec. 362. Waiver of exclusion and deportation ground Jbr certain section 274C

violators.
Sec. 363. Authorizing registration of aliens on criminal probation or criminal

parole.
Sec. 364. Confidentiality provision for certain alien battered spouses and chil-
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TITLE fl/—ENFORCEMENT OF RESTRICTIONS AGAINST
EMPLOYMENT

Sec. 401. Strengthened enforcement of the employer sanctions provisions.
Sec. 402. Strengthened enforcement of wage and hour laws.
Sec. 403. Changes in the employer sanctions program.
Sec. 404. Reports on earnings of aliens not authorized to work.
Sec. 405. Authorizing maintenance of certain information on aliens.
Sec. 406. Limiting liability for certain technical violations of paperwork require-

ments.
Sec. 407. Unfair immigration-related employment practices. —

TITLE V—REFORM OF LEGAL IMMIGRATION SYSTEM

Sec. 500. Overview of new legal immigration system.

Subtitle A—Worldwide Numerical Limits

Sec. 501. Worldwide numerical limitation on family-sponsored immigrants.
Sec. 502. Worldwide numerical limitation on employment-based immigrants.
Sec. 503. Worldwide numerical limitation on diversity immigrants.
Sec. 504. Establishment of numerical limitation on humanitarian immigrants.
Sec. 505. Requiring congressional review and reauthorization of worldwide levels

every 5 years.

Subtitle B—Changes in Preference System

Sec. 511. Limitation of immediate relatives to spouses and children.
Sec. 512. Change in family-sponsored classification.
Sec. 513. Change in employment-based classification.
Sec. 514. Changes in diversity immigrant program.
Sec. 515. Authorization to require period confirmation of classification peti-

tions.
Sec. 516. Changes in special immigrant status.
Sec. 517. Requirements for removal of conditional status of entrepreneurs.
Sec. 518. Adult disabled children.
Sec. 519. Miscellaneous conforming amendments.

Subtitle C—Refugees, Parole, and Humanitarian Admissions

Sec. 521. Changes in refugee annual admissions.
Sec. 522. Persecution for resistance to coercive population control methods.
Sec. 523. Parole available only on a case-by-case basis for humanitarian reasons

or significant public benefit.
Sec. 524. Admission of humanitarian immigrants.

Subtitle D—Asylum Reform

Sec. 531. Asylum reform.
Sec. 532. Fixing numerical adjustments for asylees at 10,000 eath year.
Sec. 533. Increased reso'urces for reducing asylum application backlogs.

Subtitle E—General Effective Date; Transition Provisions

Sec. 551. General effective date.
Sec. 552. General transition for current classification petitions.
Sec. 553. Special transition for certain backlogged spo'uses and children of lawful

permanent resident aliens.
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Sec. 554. Special treatment of certain disadvantaged family first preference im-
migrants.

Sec. 555. Authorization of reimbursement of petitioners for eliminated family-
sponsored categories.

TITLE VI—RESTPJCTIONS ON BENEFITS FOR ALIENS

Sec. 600. Statements of national policy concerning welfare and immigration.

Subtitle A—Eligibility of Illegal Aliens for Public Benefits

P4JT 1—PUBLIC BENEFITS GENERALLY

Sec. 601. Making illegal aliens ineligible for public assistance, contracts, and li-
censes.

Sec. 602. Making unauthorized aliens ineligible for unemployment benefits.
Sec. 603. General exceptions.
Sec. 604. Treatment of expenses subject to emergency medical services exception.
Sec. 605. Report on disqualification of illegal aliens from housing assistance pro-

grams.
Sec. 606. Verfication of student eligibility for postsecondary Federal student fi-

nancial assistance.
Sec. 607. Payment of public assistance benefits.
Sec. 608. Definitions.
Sec. 609. Regulations and effective dates.

P4JT 2—EARNED INCOME TAX CREDIT

Sec. 611. Earned income tax credit denied to individuals not autlwrize4 to be em-
ployed in the United States.

Subtitle B—Expansion of Disqualification From Immigration
Benefits on the Basis of Public Charge

Sec. 621. Ground for inadmissibility.
Sec. 622. Ground for deportability.

Subtitle C—Attribution of Income and Affidavits of Support

Sec. 631. Attribution of sponsor's income and resources to family-sponsored im-
migrants.

Sec. 632. Requirements for sponsor's affidavit of support.

TITLE Vil—FACILITATION OF LEGAL ENTRY

Sec. 701. Additional land border inspectors; infrastructure improvements.
Sec. 702. Commuter lane pilot programs.
Sec. 703. Preinspection at foreign air-ports.
Sec. 704. Training of airline personnel in detection of fraudulent documents.

TITLE hIll—MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

Subtitle A—Amendments to the Immigration and Nationality
Act

Sec. 801. Nonimmigrant status for spouses and children of members of the Armed
Sennces.

Sec. 802. Amended definition of aggravated felony.
Sec. 803. Autlwrity to determine visa processing procedures.
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Sec. 804. Waiver authority concerning notice of denial of application for visas.
Sec. 805. Treatment of Canadian landed immigrants.
Sec. 806. ahanges relating to H—lB nonimmigrants.
Sec. 807. Validity of period of visas.
Sec. 808. Limitation on adjustment of status of individuaLs not lawfilly present

in the United States.
Sec. 809. Limited access to certain confidential INS files.
Sec. 810. Change of nonimmigrant classification.

Subtitle B—Other Provisions

Sec. 831. Commission report on fraud associated with birth certificates.
Sec. 832. Uniform vital statistics.
Sec. 833. Communication between State and local government agencies, and the

Immigration and Naturalization Service.
Sec. 834. Criminal alien reimbursement costs.
Sec. 835. Female genital mutilation.
Sec. 836. Designation of Portugal as a visa waiver pilot program country with

probationary status.

Subtitle C—Technical Corrections

Sec. 851. Miscellaneous technical corrections.

1 TITLE I—DETERRENCE OF ILLE-
2 GAL IMMIGRATION THROUGH
3 IMPROVED BORDER EN-
4 FORCEMENT, PILOT PRO-
5 GRAMS, AND INTERIOR EN-
6 FORCEMENT
7 Subtitle A—Improved Enforcement
8 at Border
9 SEC. 101. BORDER PA TROL AGENTS AND SUPPORT PERSON-

10 NEL.

11 (a) INCREASED NuMBER OF BORDER PATROL Posi-

12 TIONS.—The number of border patrol agents shall be in-

13 creased, for each fiscal year beginning with the fiscal year

14 1996 and ending with the fiscal year 2000, by 1,000 full-
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1 Subtitle B—Deterrence of Document
2 Fraud
3 SEC. 211. INCREASED CRIMINAL PENALTIES FOR FR4UDU-

4 LENT USE OF GOVERT'JMENT-I55UED DOCU-

5 MENTS.

6 (a) FRAUD AND MISUSE OF GOVERNMENT-ISSUED

7 IDENTIFICATION DOCUMENTS.—Section 1028(b) of title 18,

8 United States Code, is amended—

9 (1) in paragraph (1)., by inserting "except as

10 provided in paragraphs (3) and (4)," after "(1)" and

11 by striking 'five years" and inserting "15 years";

12 (2) in paragraph (2), by inserting "except as

13 provided in paragraphs (3) and (4)," after "(2)" and

14 by striking "and" at the end;

15 (3) by redesignating paragraph (3) as para-

16 graph (5); and

17 (4) by inserting after paragraph (2) the folkw-

18 ing new paragrap/7:

19 "(3) a fine under this title or imprisonment for

20 not more than 20 years, or both, if the offense is com-

21 mitted to facilitate a drug trafficking crime (as de-

22 fined in section 929(a) (2) of this title);

23 "(4) a fine under this title or imprisonment for

24 not more than 25 years, or both, if the offense is com-
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1 mitted to facilitate an act of international terrorism

2 (as defined in section 2331(1) of this title); and".

3 (b) CHANGES TO THE SENTENCING LEVELS.—Pursu-

4 ant to section 944 of title 28, United States Code, and sec-

5 tion 21 of the Sentencing Act of 1987, the United States

6 Sentencing Commission shall promulgate guidelines, or

7 amend existing guidelines, relating to defendants convicted

8 Qf violating, or conspiring to violate, sections 1546(a) and

9 1028(a) of title 18, United States Code. The basic offense

10 level under section 2L2.1 of the United States Sentencing

11 Guidelines shall be increased to—

12 (1) not less than offense level 15 if the offense in-

13 volves 100 or more documents;

14 (2) not less than offense level 20 if the offense in-

15 volves 1,000 or more documents, or if the documents

16 were used to facilitate any other criminal activity de-

17 scribed in section 212 (a) (2) (A) (i) (II) of the Immigra-

18 tion and Nationality Act (8 U. S. C. 1182(a) (A) (i) (II))

19 or in section 101(a) (43) of such Act; and

20 (3) not less than offense level 25 if the offense in-

21 volves—

22 (A) the provisio'n of documents to a person

23 known or suspected of engaging in a terrorist ac-

24 tivity (as such terms are dfined in section
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1 212(a)(3)(B) of the Immigration and National-

2 ity Act (8 U.S.C. 1182 (a) (3) (B))

3 (B) the provision of documents to facilitate

4 a terrorist activity or to assist a person to en-

5 gage in terrorist activity (as such terms are de-

6 fined in section 212(a) (3) (B) of the Immigration

7 and Nationality Act (8 U.S. C. 1182 (a) (3) (B));

8 or

9 (C) the provision of documents to persons

10 involved in racketeering enterprises (described in

11 section 1952(a) of title 18, United States Code).

12 SEC. 212. NEW CIVIL PENALTIES FOR DOCUMENT FRA UD.

13 (a) ACTTVI TIES PROHIBITED.—Section 2 74C(a) (8

14 U.S.C. 1324c(a)) is amended—

15 (1) by striking "or" at the end of paragraph (3);

16 (2) by striking the period at the end of para-

17 graph (4) and inserting ", or"; and

18 (3) by adding at the end the following:

19 "(5) in reckless disregard of the fact that the in-

20 formation is false or does not relate to the applicant,

21 to prepare, to file, or to assist another in preparing

22 or filing, documents which are falsely made for the

23 purpose of satisfying a requirement of this Act.

24 For purposes of this section, the term fälsely made' in-

25 cludes, with respect to a document or application, the prep-
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1 aration or provision of the document or application with

2 knowledge or in reckless disregard of the fact that such docu-

3 ment contains a false, fictitious, or fraudulent statement or

4 material representation, or has no basis in law or fact, or

5 otherwise fails to state a material fact pertaining to the

6 document or application. ".

7 (b) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS FOR CivIL PEN-

8 ALTIES.—Section 274C(d)(3) (8 U.S.C. 1324c(d)(3)) is

9 amended by striking "each document used, accepted, or cre-

10 ated and each instance of use, acceptance, or creation" both

11 places it appears and inserting "each instance of a viola-

12 tion under subsection (a)".

13 (c) EFFECTIVE DATES.—(1) The amendments made by

14 subsection (a) shall apply to the preparation or filing of

15 documents, and assistance in such preparation or filing,

16 occurring on or after the date of the enactment of this Act.

17 (2) The amendment made by subsection (b) shall apply

18 to violations occurring on or after the date of the enactment

19 ofthisAct.
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1 of Commerce under section 8 of title 13, United States

2 Code.

3 (2) The Attorney General may provide in the

4 discretion of the Attorney General for the disclosure of

5 information to law enforcement officials to be used

6 solely for a legitimate law enforcement purpose.

7 (3) Subsection (a) shall not be construed as pre-

8 venting discksure of information in connection with

9 judicial review of a determination in a manner that

10 protects the confidentiality of such information.

11 (4) Subsection (a) (2) shall not apply if all the

12 battered individuals in the case are adults and they

13 have all waived the restrictions of' such subsection.

14 (c) PENALTIES FOR VIOL4TIONS.—Anyone who uses,

15 publishes, or permits information to be disclosed in viola-

16 tion of this section shall be fined in accordance with title

17 18, United States Code, or imprisoned not more than 5

18 years, or both.

19 TITLE Il/—ENFORCEMENT OF RE-
20 STRICTIONS AGAINST EM-
21 PLOYMENT
22 SEC. 401. STRENGTHENED ENFORCEMENT OF THE EM-

23 PLOYER SANCTIONS PROVISIONS.

24 (a) IN GENERAL.—The number of full-time equivalent

25 positions in the Investigations Division within the Immi-
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1 gration and Naturalization Service of the Department of

2 Justice beginning in fiscal year 1996 shall be increased by

3 350 positions above the number of full-time equivalent posi-

4 tions available to such Division as of September 30, 1994.

5 (b) ASSIGNItENT.—Individuals employed to fill the ad-

6 ditional positions described in subsection (a) shall be as-

7 signed to investigate violations of the employer sanctions

8 provisions contained in section 274A of the Immigration

9 and Nationality Act, including investigating reports of vio-

10 lations received from officers of the Employment Standards

11 Administration of the Department of Labor.

12 SEC. 402. STRENGTHENED ENFORCEMENT OF WAGE AND

13 HOUR LAWS.

14 (a) IN GENERAL.—The number of fttll-time equivalent

15 positions in the Wage and Hour Division with the Employ-

16 ment Standards Administration of the Department of

17 Labor beginning in fiscal year 1996 shall be increased by

18 150 positions above the number of full-time equivalent posi-

19 tions available to the Wage and Hour Division as of Sep-

20 tember 30, 1994.

21 (b) ASSIGNItENT.—Individuals employed to fill the ad-

22 ditional positions described in subsection (a) shall be as-

23 signed to investigate violations of wage and hour laws in

24 areas where the Attorney General has notified the Secretary
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1 of Labor that there are high concentrations of undocu-

2 mented aliens.

3 SEC. 403. CHANGES IN THE EMPLOYER SANCTIONS PRO-

4 GRAM.

5 (a) REDUCING THE NUMBER OF DOCUMENTS ACCEPT-

6 ED FOR EMPLOYMENT VERIFICATION.-._-Section 2 74A(b) (8

7 U.S.C. 1324a(b,)) is amended—

8 (1) in paragraph (1)(B)—

9 (A) by adding "or" at the end of clause (i),

10 (B) by striking clauses (ii) through (iv),

11 and

12 (C) in clause (v), by striking "or other alien

13 registration card, if the card" and inserting ",

14 alien registration card, or other document des-

15 ignated by regulation by the Attorney General, if

16 the document" and redesignating such clause as

17 clause (ii);

18 (2) by amending subparagraph (C) of paragraph

19 (1) to read as folkws:

20 "(C) SOCIAJ SECURITY ACCOUNT NUMBER

21 CARD AS EVIDENCE OF EMPLOYMENT AUTHOR-

22 IZATION.—A document described in this sub-
23 paragraph is an individual's social security ac-

24 count number card (other than such a card
25 which specifies on the fitce that the issuance of
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1 the card does not authorize employment in the

2 United States)."; and

3 (3) by amending paragraph (2) to read as fol-

4 lows:

5 "(2) INDiVIDUAL ATTESTATION OF EMPLOYMENT

6 AUTHORIZATION AND PROVISION OF SOCIAL SECURITY

7 ACCOUNT NUMBER.—The individual must—

8 "(A) attest, under penalty of perjury on the

9 form designated or established for purposes of

10 paragraph (1), that the individual is a citizen or

11 national of the United States, an alien lawfully

12 admitted for permanent residence, or an alien

13 who is authorized under this Act or by the Attor-

14 ney General to be hired, recruited, or referred for

15 such employment; and

16 "(B) provide on such form the individual's

17 social security account number.".

18 (b) EMPLOYMENT ELIGIBILITY CONFIRMATION PROC-

19 ESS.—Section 274A (8 U.S.C. 1324a) is amended—

20 (1) in subsection (a) (3), by inserting "(A)" after

21 "DEFENSE.—", and by adding at the end the follow-

22 ing:

23 "(B) FAILURE TO SEEK AND OBTAIN CONFIRMA-

24 TION.—Subject to subsection (b) (7), in the case of a

25 hiring of an individual for employment in the United
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1 States by a person or entity that employs more than

2 3 employees, the following rules apply:

3 "(i) FAILURE TO SEEK CONFIRMATION.—

4 "(I) IN GENERAL.—If the person or en-

5 tity has not made an inquiry, under the

6 mechanism established under subsection

7 (b)(6), seeking confirmation of the identity,

8 social security number, and work eligibility

9 of the individual, by not later than the end

10 of 3 working days (as specified by the Attor-

11 ney General) after the date of the hiring, the

12 defense under subparagraph (A) shall not be

13 considered to apply with respect to any em-

14 ployment after such 3 working days, except

15 as provided in subclause (II).

16 "(II) SPECIAL RULE FOR FAILURE OF

17 CONFIRMATION MECHANISM.—If such a per-

18 son or entity in good faith attempts to make

19 an inquiry during such 3 working days in

20 order to qualify for the defense under sub-

21 paragraph (A) and the confirmation mecha-

22 nism has registered that not all inquiries

23 were responded to during such time, the

24 person or entity can make an inquiry in

25 the first subsequent working day in which
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1 the confinnation mechanism registers no

2 nonresponses and qualify for the defense.

3 "(ii) FAILURE TO OBTAIN CONFIRMATION.—

4 If the person or entity has made the inquiry de-

5 scribed in clause (i)(I) but has not received an

6 appropriate confirmation of such identity, num-

7 ber, and work eligibility under such mechanism

8 within the time period specified under subsection

9 (b) (6) (D) (iii) after the time the confirmation in-

10 quiry was received, the defense under sub para-

11 graph (A) shall not be considered to apply with

12 respect to any employment after the end of such

13 time period.";

14 (2) by amending paragraph (3) of subsection (b)

15 to read as follows:

16 "(3) RETENTION OF VERIFICATION FORM 44JD

17 CONFIRM4TION.—After completion of such form in ac-

18 cordance with paragrapks (1) and (2), the person or

19 entity must—

20 "(A) retain the form and make it available

21 for inspection by officers of the Service, the Spe-

22 cial Counsel for Immigration-Related Unfair

23 Employment Practices, or the Department of

24 Labor during a period beginning on the date qf
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1 the hiring, recruiting, or referral of the individ-

2 ual and ending—

3 "(i) in the case of the recruiting or re-

4 ferral for a fee (without hiring) of an mdi-

5 vidual, three years after the date of the re-

6 cruiting or referral, and

7 "(ii) in the case of the hiring of an in-

8 dividual—

9 "(I) three years after the date of

10 such hiring, or

11 "(II) one year after the date the

12 individual's employment is terminated,

13 whichever is later; and

14 "(B) subject to paragraph (7), if the person

15 employs more than 3 employees, seek to have

16 (within 3 working days of the date of hiring)

17 and have (within the time period specified under

18 paragraph (6) (D) (iii)) the identity, social secu-

19 rity numbe and work eligibility of the individ-

20 ual confirmed in accordance with the procedures

21 established under paragraph (6), except that if

22 the person or entity in good faith attempts to

23 make an inquiry in accordance with the proce-

24 dures established under paragraph (6) during

25 such 3 working days in order to fufill the re-
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1 quirements under this subparagraph, and the

2 confirmation mechanism has registered that not

3 all inquiries were responded to during such time,

4 the person or entity shall make an inquiry in the

5 first subsequent working day in which the con-

6 firm ation mechanism registers no

7 nonresponses. "; and

8 (3) by adding at the end of subsection (1) the fol-

9 lowing new paragraphs:

10 "(6) EMPLOYMENT ELIGIBILITY CONFIRMATION

11 PROCESS.—

12 "(A) IN GENER4L.—Subject to paragraph

13 (7), the Attorney General shall establish a con-

14 firmation mechanism through which the Attor-

15 ney General (or a designee of the Attorney Gen-

16 eral which may include a nongovernmental en-

17 tity)—

18 "(i) responds to inquiries by employ-

19 ers, made through a toll-free telephone line

20 or other electronic media in the form of an

21 appropriate confirmation code or otherwise,

22 on whether an individual is authorized to

23 be employed by that employer, and
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1 "(ii) maintains a record that such an

2 inquiry was made and the confirmation

3 provided (or not provided).

4 "(B) EXPEDITED PROCEDURE IN CASE OF

5 NO CONFIRIJL4TION.—fn connection with sub-

6 paragraph (A), the Attorney General shall estab-

7 lish, in consultation with the Commissioner of

8 Social Security and the Commissioner of the

9 Service, expedited procedures that shall be used

10 to confirm the validity of information used

11 under the confirmation mechanism in cases in

12 which the confirmation is sought but is not pro-

13 vided through the confirmation mechanism.

14 "(C) DESIGN AND OPERATION OF MECHA-

15 NISM.—The confirmation mechanism shall be de-

16 signed and operated—

17 "(i) to maximize the reliability of the

18 confirmation process, and the ease of use by

19 employers, recruiters, and referrers, consist-

20 ent with insulating and protecting the pri-

21 vacy and security of the underlying infor-

22 mation, and

23 "(ii) to respond to all inquiries made

24 by employers on whether individuals are

25 authorized to be employed by those employ-
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1 ers, recruiters, or rferrers registering all

2 times when such response is not possible.

3 "(D) CoNFIRzw4.TIoN FROCES&—(i) As part

4 of the confirmation mechanism, the Commis-

5 sioner of Social Security shall establish a reli-

6 able, secure method, which within the time pe-

7 nod specified under clause (iii), compares the

8 name and social security account number pro-

9 vided against such information maintained by

10 the Commissioner in order to confirm (or not

11 confirm) the validity of the information provided

12 and whether the individual has presented a so-

13 cial security account number that is not valid

14 for employment. The Commissioner shall not dis-

15 close or release social security information.

16 "(ii) As part of the confirmation mecha-

17 nism, the Commissioner of the Service shall es-

18 tablish a reliable, secure method, which, within

19 the time period specified under clause (iii), com-

20 pares the name and alien identficatio'n number

21 (if any) provided against such information

22 maintained by the Commissioner in order to

23 confirm (or not confirm) the validity of the in-

24 Jbrmation provided and whether the alien is au-

25 thorized to be employed in the United States.
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1 "(iii) For purposes of this section, the At-

2 torney General (or a designee of the Attorney

3 General) shall provide through the confirmation

4 mechanism confirmation or a tentative

5 nonconfirmation of an individual's employment

6 eligibility within 3 working days of the initial

7 inquiry. In cases of tentative nonconfirmation,

8 the Attorney General shall specify, in consulta-

9 tion with the Commissioner of Social Security

10 and the Commissioner of the Service, an expe-

11 dited time period not to exceed 10 working days

12 within which final confirmation or denial must

13 be provided through the confirmation mechanism

14 in accordance with the procedures under sub-

15 paragraph (B).

16 "(iv) The Commissioners shall update their

17 information in a manner that promotes the max-

18 imum accuracy and shall provide a process for

19 the prompt correction of erroneous information.

20 "(E) PROTECTIONS.—(i) In no case shall

21 an individual be denied employment because of

22 inaccurate or inaccessible data under the con-

23 fi'rmation mechanism.

24 "(ii) The Attorney General shall assure that

25 there is a timely and accessible process to chal-
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1 lenge nonconfirmations made through the mecha-

2 nism.

3 "(iii) If an individual would not have been

4 dismissed from a job but for an error of the con-

5 firmation mechanism, the individual will be en-

6 titled to compensation through the mechanism of

7 the Federal Tort Claims Act.

8 "(F) TESTER PROGRAM.—As part of the

9 confirmation mechanism, the Attorney General

10 shall implement a program of testers and inves-

11 tigative activities (similar to testing and other

12 investigative activities assisted under the fair

13 housing initiatives program under section 561 of

14 the Housing and Community Development Act of

15 1987 to enforce rights under the Fair Housing

16 Act) in order to monitor and prevent unlawful

17 discrimination under the mechanism.

18 "(G) PROTECTION FROM LIABILITY FOR AC-

19 TIONS TAKEN ON THE BASIS OF INFORMATION

20 PROVIDED BY THE EMPLOYMENT ELIGIBILITY

21 CONFIRMATION MECHANISM.—No person shall be

22 civilly or criminally liable for any action taken

23 in good faith reliance on information provided

24 through the employment eligibility confirmation

25 mechanism established under this paragraph (in-
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1 cluding any pilot program established under

2 paragraph (7)).

3 "(7) APPLICATION OF CONFIRMATION MECHA-

4 NISM THRO UGH PILOT PROJECTS.—

5 "(A) IN GENERAL.—Subsectjon (a)(3)(B)

6 and paragraph (3) shall only apply to individ-

7 uals hired if they are covered under a pikt
8 project established under this paragraph.

9 "(B) UNDERTAKING PILOT PROJECTS.—For

10 purposes of this paragraph, the Attorney General

11 shall undertake pikt projects for all employers in

12 at least 5 of the 7 States with the highest esti-

13 mated population of unauthorized aliens, in

14 order to test and assure that the confirmation

15 mechanism described in paragraph (6) is reliable

16 and easy to use. Such projects shall be initiated

17 not later than 6 months after the date of the en-

18 actment of this paragraph. The Attorney Gen-

19 eral, however, shall not establish such mechanism

20 in other States unless Congress so provides by

21 law. The pilot projects shall terminate on such

22 dates, not later than October 1, 1999, as the At-

23 torney General determines. At least one such

24 pikt project shall be carried out through a non-
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1 governmental entity as the confirmation mecha-

2 nism.

3 "(C) REPORT.—The Attorney General shall

4 submit to the Congress annual reports in 1997,

5 1998, and 1999 on the development and imple-

6 mentation of the confirmation mechanism under

7 this paragraph. Such reports may include an

8 analysis of whether the mechanism imple-

9 mented—

10 "(i) is reliable and easy to use;

11 "(ii) limits job losses due to inaccurate

12 or unavailable data to less than 1 percent;

13 "(iii) increases or decreases discrimi-

14 nation;

15 "(iv) protects individual privacy with

16 appropriate policy and technological mecha-

17 nisms; and

18 "(v) burdens individual employers

19 with costs or additional administrative re-

20 quirements. ".

21 (c) REDUCTION OF PAPERWORK FOR CERTAIN EM-

22 PLOYEES.—Section 274A(a) (8 U.S.C. 1324a(a)) is amend-

23 ed by adding at the end the following new paragraph:

24 "(6) TREATMENT OF DOCUMENTATION FOR CER-

25 TAIN EMPLOYEES.—
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1 "(A) IN GENERAL.—FOr purposes of para-

2 graphs (1) (B) and (3), 'ijf—

3 "(i) an individual is a member of a

4 collective-bargaining unit and is employed,

5 under a collective bargaining agreement en-

6 tered into between one or more employee or-

7 ganizations and an association of two or

8 more employers, by an employer that is a

9 member of such association, and

10 "(ii) within the period specified in

11 subparagraph (B), another employer that is

12 a member of the association (Or an agent of

13 such association on behalf of the employer)

14 has complied with the requirements of sub-

15 section (b) with respect to the employment

16 of the individual,

17 the subsequent employer shall be deemed to have

18 complied with the requirements of subsection (b)

19 with respect to the hiring of the employee and

20 shall not be liable for civil penalties described in

21 subsection (e) (5).

22 "(B) PERIOD.—The period described in this

23 subparagraph is—

24 "(i) up to 5 years in the case of an in-

25 dividual who has presented documentation
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1 identifying the individual as a national of

2 the United States or as an alien lawfully

3 admitted for permanent residence; or

4 "(ii) up to 3 years (or, if less, the pe-

5 nod of time that the individual is author-

6 ized to be employed in the United States) in

7 the case of another individual.

8 "(C) LIABILITY.—

9 "(i) IN GENERAL—If any empkyer

10 that is a member of an association hires for

11 employment in the United States an mdi-

12 vidual and relies upon the provisions of

13 subparagraph (A) to comply with the re-

14 quirements of subsection (b) and the mdi-

15 vidual is an unauthorized alien, then for

16 the purposes of paragraph (1) (A), subject to

17 clause (ii), the employer shall be presumed

18 to have known at the time of hiring or

19 afterward that the individual was an unau-

20 tlwrized alien.

21 "(ii) REBUTTAL OF PRESUMPTION.—

22 The presumption eàtablished by clause (i)

23 may be rebutted by the employer only

24 through the presentation of clear and con-

25 vincing evidence that the employer did not
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1 know (and could not reasonably have

2 known) that the individual at the time of

3 hiring or afterward was an• unauthorized

4 alien. ".

5 (d) ELIMINATION OF DATED PROVISIONS.—Section

6 274A (8 U.S.C. 1324a) is amended by striking subsections

7 (i) through (n).

8 (e) EFFECTIVE DATES—

9 (1) Except as provided in this subsection, the

10 amendments made by this section shall apply with re-

11 spect to hiring (or recruiting or referring) occurring

12 on or after such date (not later than 180 days after

13 the date of the enactment of this Act) as the Attorney

14 General shall designate.

15 (2) The amendments made by subsections (a) (1)

16 and (a) (2) shall apply with respect to the hiring (or

17 recruiting or referring) occurring on or after such

18 date (not later than 18 months after the date of the

19 enactment of this Act) as the Attorney General shall

20 designate.

21 (3) The amendment made by subsection (c) shall

22 apply to individuals hired on or after 60 days after

23 the date of the enactment of this Act.

24 (4) The amendment made by subsection (d) shall

25 take effect on the date of the enactment of this Act.
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1 (5) Not later than 180 days after the date of the

2 enactment of this Act, the Attorney General shall

3 issue regulations which shall provide for the electronic

4 storage of forms 1-9, in satisfaction of the require-

5 ments of section 2 74i1(b) (3) of the Immigration and

6 Nationality Act as amended by this Act.

7 SEC. 404. REPORTS ON EARNINGS OF ALIENS NOT AUTHOR-

8 IZED TO WORK.

9 Subsection (c) of section 290 (8 U.S.C. 1360) is

10 amended to read as follows:

11 "(c) (1) Not later than 3 months after the end of each

12 fiscal year (beginning with fiscal year 1995), the Commis-

13 sioner of Social Security shall report to the Committees on

14 the Judiciary of the House of Representatives and the Sen-

15 ate on the aggregate number of social security account num-

16 bers issued to aliens not authorized to be employed to which

17 earnings were reported to the Social Security Administra-

18 tion in such fiscal year.

19 "(2) If earnings are reported on or after January 1,

20 1996, to the Social Security Administration on a social se-

21 curity account number issued to an alien not authorized

22 to work in the United States, the Commissioner of Social

23 Security shall provide the Attorney General with inforrna-

24 tion regarding the name and address of the alien, the name

25 and address qf the person reporting the earnings, and the
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1 amount of the earnings. The information shall be provided

2 in an elect ronicform agreed upon by the Commissioner and

3 the Attorney General. ".

4 SEC. 405. A UTHOPJZING MAINTENANCE OF CERTAIN INFOR-

5 MA TION ON ALIENS.

6 Section 264 (8 U.S.C. 1304) is amended by adding

7 at the end the following new subsection:

8 "cf) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the

9 Attorney General is authorized to require any alien to pro-

10 vide the alien's social security account number for purposes

11 of inclusion in any record of the alien maintained by the

12 Attorney General or the Service. ".

13 SEC. 406. LIMITING LIABILITY FOR CERTAIN TECHNICAL

14 VIOLATIONS OF PAPERWORK REQUIRE-

15 MENTS.

16 (a) IN GENER.ti..—Section 274A('e)(l) (8 U.S.C.

17 1324a(e)(1)) is amended—

18 (1) by striking "and" at the end of subpara-

19 graph (C),

20 (2) by striking the period at the end of sub para-

21 graph (D) and inserting ' and", and

22 (3) by adding at the end the following new sub-

23 paragraph:

24 "(E) under which a person or entity shall

25 not be considered to have failed to comply with
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1 the requirements of subsection (b) based upon a

2 technical or procedural failure to meet a require-

3 ment of such subsection in which there was a

4 good faith attempt to comply with the require-

5 ment unless (i) the Service (or another enfbrce-

6 ment agency) has explained to the person or en-

7 tity the basis for the failure, (ii) the person or

8 entity has been provided a period of not less

9 than 10 business days (beginning after the date

10 of the explanation) within which to correct the

11 failure, and (iii) the person or entity has not

12 corrected the failure voluntarily within such pe-

13 nod, except that this subparagraph hall not

14 apply with respect to the engaging by any per-

15 son or entity of a pattern or practice of viola-

16 tions of subsection (a)(1)(A) or (a)(2).".

17 (b)EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by sub-

18 section (a) shall apply to failures occurring on or after the

19 date of the enactment of this Act.

20 SEC. 407. UNFAIR IMMIGRATION-RELATED EMPLOYMENT

21 PRACTICES.

22 (a) REQUIRING CERTAIN REMEDIES IN UNFAIR IMMI-

23 ORATION-RELATED DISCRIMINATION ORDERS.—Section

24 2 74B (g) (2) (8 U. S.c. 1 324b (g) (2)) is amended—
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1 disapproved as of such date and for which a visa has not
2 been issued, for a family-sponsored immigrant category

3 which is eliminated by this title or the amendments made

4 by this title. Any such process shall provide that such a

5 petitioner shall present any required documentation or

6 other proof of such claim, in person, to the Immigration

7 and Naturalization Service.

8 (b) AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRL4TIONS.—There are

9 authorized to be appropriated such sums as are necessary

10 to carry out this section.

11 TITLE VI—RESTRICTIONS ON
12 BENEFITS FOR ALIENS
13 SEC. 600. STA TEMENTS OF NATIONAL POLICY CONCERNING

14 UELFARE AND IMMIGRATION.

15 The Congress makes the following statements concern-

16 ing national policy with respect to welfare and immigra-

17 tion:

18 (1) Self-sufficiency has been a basic principle of

19 United States immigration law since this country's

20 earliest immigration statutes.

21 (2) It continues to be the immigration policy of

22 the United States that—

23 (A) aliens within the nation's borders not

24 depend on public resources to meet their needs,

25 but rather rely on their own capabilities and the
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1 resources of their families, their sponsors, and

2 private organizations, and

3 (B) the availability of public benefits not

4 constitute an incentive for immigration to the

5 United States.

6 (3) Despite the principle of self-sufficiency,

7 aliens have been applying for and receiving public

8 benefits from Federal, State, and local governments at

9 increasing rates.

10 (4) Current eligibility rules for public assistance

11 and unenforceable financial support agreements have

12 proved wholly incapable of assuring that individual

13 aliens not burden the public benefits system.

14 (5) It is a compelling government interest to

15 enact new rules for eligibility and sponsorship agree-

16 ments in order to assure that aliens be self-reliant in

17 accordance with national immigration policy.

18 (6) It is a compelling government interest to re-

19 move the incentive for illegal immigration provided

20 by the availability of public benefits.

21 (7) Where States are authorized to follow Federal

22 eligibility rules for public assistance programs, the

23 Congress strongly encourages the States to adopt the

24 Federal eligibility rules.
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1 Subtitle A—Eligibility of Illegal
2 Aliens for Public Benefits
3 PART 1—PUBLIC BENEFITS GENERALLY

4 SEC. 601. MAKING ILLEGAL ALIENS INELIGIBLE FOR PUB-

5 LIC ASSISTANCE, CONTRA CTS AND LI-

6 CENSES.

7 (a) FEDERAL PROGRAMS.—Notwithstanding any other

8 provision of law, except as provided in section 603, any

9 alien who is not lawfully present in the United States shall

10 not be eligible for any of the following:

11 (1) FEDERAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS.—To re-

12 ceive any benefits under any program of assistance

13 provided or funded, in whole or in part, by the Fed-

14 eral Government for which eligibility (or the amount

15 of assistance) is based on financial need.

16 (2) FEDERAL CONTRACTS OR LICENSES.—To re-

17 ceive any grant, to enter into any contract or loan

18 agreement, or to be issued (Or have renewed) any pro-

19 fessional or commercial license, f the grant, contract,

20 loan, or license is provided or funded by any Federal

21 agency.

22 (b) STATE PROGRAMS.—Notwithstanding any other

23 provision of law, except as provided in section 603, any

24 alien who is not lawfully present in the United States shall

25 not be eligible Jbr any of the Jbllowing:
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1 (1) $TATE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS.—To receive

2 any benefits under any program of assistance (not de-

3 scribed in subsection (a) (1)) provided or funded, in

4 wiwle or in part, by a $tate or political subdivision

5 of a $tate for which eligibility (or the amount of as-

6 sistance) is based on financial need.

7 (2) STATE CONTRACTS OR LICENSES.—To receive

8 any grant, to enter into any contract or loan agree-

9 ment, or to be issued (or have renewed) any profes-

10 sional or commercial license, if the grant, contract,

11 loan, or license is provided or funded by any $tate

12 agency.

13 (c) REQUIRING PROOF OF• IDENTITY FOR FEDERAL

14 CONTRACTS, GRANTS, LOANS, LICENSES, AND PUBLIC AS-

15 SISTANCE.—

16 (1) IN GENERAL—In considering an application

17 for a Federal contract, grant, loan, or license, or for

18 public assistance under a program described in para-

19 graph (2), a Federal agency shall require the appli-

20 cant to provide proof of identity under paragraph (3)

21 to be considered for such Federal contract, grant,

22 loan, license, or public assistance.

23 (2) PUBLIC ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS COVERED.—

24 The requirement of proof of identity under paragraph
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1 (1) shall apply to the following Federal public assist-

2 ance programs:

3 (A) 551.—The supplemental security in-

4 come program under title XVI of the Social Se-

5 curity Act, including State supplementary bene-

6 fits programs referred to in such title.

7 (B) ARDC.—The program of aid to families

8 with dependent children under part A or E of
9 title IV of the Social Security Act.

10 (C) SocLtii SERVICES BLOCK GR4RT.—The

11 program of block grants to States for social serv-

12 ices under title XK of the Social Security Act.

13 (D) MEDICAID.—The program of medical

14 assistance under title XIX of the Social Security

15 Act.

16 (E) FooD STAMPS.—The program under the

17 Food Stamp Act of 1977.

18 (F) Ho USING A55I5TANCE.—Financial as-

19 sistance as defined in section 214(b) of the Hous-

20 ing and Community Development Act of 1980.

21 (3) DOCUMENTS THAT SHOW PROOF OF IDEN-

22 TITY.—

23 (A) IN GENERAL.—Any one of the docu-

24 ments described in subparagraph (B) may be
25 used as proof of identity under this subsection f
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1 the document is current and valid. No other doc-

2 ument or documents shall be sufficient to prove

3 identity.

4 (B) DOCUMENTS DES6RIBED.—The docu-

5 ments described in this subparagraph are the fol-

6 lowing:

7 (i) A United States passport (either

8 current or expired f issued both within the

9 previous 20 years and after the individual

10 attained 18 years of age).

11 (ii) A resident alien card.

12 (iii) A State driver's license, f pre-

13 sented with the individual's social security

14 account number card.

15 (iv) A State identity card, if presented

16 with the individual's social security account

17 number card.

18 (d) AUTHORIZATION FOR STATES To REQUIRE PROOF

19 OF ELIGIBILITY FOR STATE PROGR4MS.—In considering

20 an application for contracts, grants, loans, licenses, or pub-

21 lic assistance under any State program, a State is author-

22 ized to require the applicant to provide proof of eligibility

23 to be considered for such State contracts, grants, loans, li-

24 censes, or public assistance.

25 (e) EXCEPTION FOR BATTERED ALIENS.—
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1 (1) EXCEPTION.—The limitations on eligibility

2 for benefits under subsection (a) or (b) shall not apply

3 to an alien if—

4 (A) (i) the alien has been battered or subject

5 to extreme cntelty in the United &ates by a
6 spouse or parent, or by a member of the spouse

7 or parent's family residing in the same house-

8 hold as the alien and the spouse or parent con-

9 sented or acquiesced to such battery or cruelty, or

10 (ii) the alien's child has been battered or

11 subject to extreme cruelty in the United States

12 by a spouse or parent of the alien (without the

13 active participation of the alien i?i the battery or

14 extreme cruelty) or by a member of the spouse or

15 parent's family residing in the same household

16 as the alien when the spouse or parent consented

17 or acquiesced to, and the alien did not actively

18 participate in, such battery or cruelty; and

19 (B) (i) the alien has petitioned (or petitions

20 within 45 days after the first application for as-

21 sistance subject to the limitations under sub-
22 section (a) or (b)) fbr—

23 (I) status as a spouse or child of a

24 United States citizen pursuant to clause
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1 (ii), (iii), or (iv) of section 204(a)(1)(A) of

2 the Immigration and Nationality Act,

3 (II) classification pursuant to clauses

4 (ii) or (iii) of section 204(a)(1)(B) of such

5 Act, or

6 (III) cancellation of removal and ad-

7 justment of status pursuant to section

8 240A(b)(2) of such Act; or

9 (ii) the alien is the beneficiary of a petition

10 filed for status as a spouse or child of a United

11 States citizen pursuant to clause (i) of section

12 204(a)(1)(A) of the Immigration and National-

13 ity Act, or of a petition filed jbr classification

14 pursuant to clause (i) of section 204(a)(1)(B) of

15 such Act.

16 (2) TERMINATION OF EXGEPTION.—The exception

17 under paragraph (1) shall terminate if no complete

18 petition which sets forth a prima fticie case is filed

19 pursuant to the requirement of paragraph (1) (B) or

20 (1) (C) or when an petition is denied.

21 SEC. 602. MAKING UNAUTHORIZED ALIENS INELIGIBLE FOR

22 UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFITS.

23 (a) Iv GENE RAL.—Notwithstanding any other provi-

24 sion Qf law, no unemployment benefits shall be payable (in

25 whole or in part) out of Federal funds to the extent the
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1 benefits are attributable to any employment of the alien in

2 the United States for which the alien was not granted em-

3 ployment authorization pursuant to Federal law.

4 (b) PROCEDURES.—Entities responsible for providing

5 unemployment benefits subject to the restrictions of this sec-

6 tion shall make such inquiries as may be necessary to as-

7 sure that recipients of such benefits are eligible consistent

8 with this section.

9 SEC. 603. GENERAL EXCEPTIONS.

10 Sections 601 and 602 shall not apply to the following:

11 (1) EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES.—The pro-

12 vision of emergency medical services (as defined by

13 the Attorney General in consultation with the Sec-

14 retary of Health and Human Services).

15 (2) PUBLIC HEALTH IMMUNIZATIONS.—Publjc

16 health assistance for immunizations with respect to

17 immunizable diseases and for testing and treatment

18 for communicable diseases.

19 (3) SHORT-TERM EMERGENCY RELIEF.—The pro-

20 vision of non-cash, in-kind, short-term emergency re-

21 lief

22 (4 FAMILY VIOLENcE SERVICE,S.—The provision

23 of any services directly related to assisting the victims

24 of domestic violence or child abuse.
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1 (5) SCHOOL LUNCH ACT.—Programs carried out

2 under the National School Lunch Act.

3 (6) CHILD IUTRITION ACT.—Pro grams of assist-

4 ance under the Child Nutrition Act of 1966.

5 SEC. 604. TREATMENT OF EXPENSES SUBJECZ TO EMER-

6 GENCY MEDICAL SERVICES EXCEPTION.

7 (a) IN GENE.RAL.—Subject to such amounts as are pro-

8 vided in advance in appropriation Acts, each State or kcal

9 government that provides emergency medical services (as

10 defined for purposes of section 603(1)) through a public hos-

11 pital or other public facility (including a nonprOfit hospital

12 that is eligible for an additional payment adjustment under

13 section 1886 of the Social Security Act) or through contract

14 with another hospital. or facility to an individual who is

15 an alien not lawfully present in the United States is enti-

16 tied to receive payment from the Federal Government of its

17 costs of providing such services, but only to the extent that

18 such costs are not otherwise reimbursed through any other

19 Federal program and cannot be recovered from the alien

20 or another person.

21 (b) CONFIRMATION OF IMMIGRATION STATUS RE-

22 QUIRED.—No payment shall be made under this section

23 with respect to services furnished to an individual unless

24 the identity and immigration status of the individual has

25 been verified with the Immigration and Naturalization
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Service in accordance with procedures established by the At-

torney General.

(c) ADMINISTTION.—Thjs section shall be adminis-

tered by the Attorney General, in consultation with the Sec-

retary of Health and Human Services.

(d) EFFECTIVE DATE.—Subsection (a) shall not apply

to emergency medical services furnished before October 1,

1995.

SEC. 605. REPORT ON DISQUALIFICATION OF ILLEGAL

ALIENS FROM HOUSING ASSISTANCE PRO-

GRAMS.

Not later than 90 days after the date of the enactment

of this Act, the Secretary of Housing and Urban Develop-

ment shall submit a report to the Committees on the Judici-

ary of the House of Representatives and of the Senate, the

Committee on Banking of the House of Representatives, and

the Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs

of the Senate, describing the manner in which the Secretary

is enforcing section 214 of the Housing and Community

Development Act of 1980. The report shall contain statistics

with respect to the number of aliens denied financial assist-

ance under such section.

1
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1 SEC. 606. VEPJFICA TION OF STUDENT ELIGIBILITY FOR

2 POSTSECOND14RY FEDERAL STUDENT FINAN-

3 CL4L ASSISTANCE.

4 No student shall be eligible for postsecondary Federal

5 student financial assistance unless the student has certified

6 that the student is a citizen or national of the United States

7 or an alien lawfully admitted for permanent residence and

8 the Secretary of Education has verified such certification

9 through an appropriate procedure determined by the Attor-

10 ney General.

11 SEC. 607. PA YMENT OF PUBLIC ASSISTANCE BENEFITS.

12 In carrying out this part, the payment or provision

13 of benefits (other than those described in section 603 under

14 a program of assistance described in section 601 (a) (1))

15 shall be made only through an individual or person who

16 is not ineligible to receive such benefits under such program

17 on the basis of immigration status pursuant to the require-

18 ments and limitations of this part.

19 SEC. 608. DEFINITIONS.

20 For purposes of this part:

21 (1) LAWFUL PRESENCE.—The determination of

22 whether an alien is lawfully present in the United

23 States shall be made in accordance with regulations

24 of the Attorney General. An alien shall not be consid-

25 ered to be lawfully present in the United States for

26 purposes of this title merely because the alien may be
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1 considered to be penanently residing in the United

2 States under color of law for purposes of any particu-

3 lar program.

4 (2) STATE.—Th€ term "State" includes the Dis-

5 trict of Columbia, Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands,

6 Guam, the Northern Mariana Islands, and American

7 Samoa.

8 SEC. 609. REGULATIONS AND EFFECTIVE DATES.

9 (a) REGULATIONS.—The Attorney General shall first

10 issue regulations to carry out this part (other than section

11 605) by not later than 60 days after the date of the enact-

12 ment of this Act. Such regulations shall take effect on an

13 interim basis, pending change after opportunity for public

14 comment.

15 (b) EFFECTIVE DATE FOR RESTRICTIONS ON ELIGI-

16 BILITY FOR PUBLIC BENEFITS.—(1) Except as provided in

17 this subsection, section 601 shall apply to benefits provided,

18 contracts or loan agreements entered into, and professional

19 and commercial licenses issued (or renewed) on or after
20 such date as the Attorney General specifies in regulations

21 under subsection (a). Such date shall be at least 30 days,

22 and not more than 60 days, after the date the Attorney Gen-

23 eral first issues such regulations.

24 (2) The Attorney General, in carrying out section

25 601(a) (2), may permit such section to be waived in the case
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1 of individuals for whom an application for the grant, con-

2 tract, loan, or license is pending (or approved) as of a date

3 that is on or before the effective date specified under para-

4 graph (1).

5 (c) EFFECTIVE DATE FOR RESTRICTIONS ON ELIGI-

6 BILITY FOR UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFITS.— (1 ) Except as

7 provided in this subsection, section 602 shall apply to un-

8 employment benefits provided on or after such date as the

9 Attorney General specifies in regulations under subsection

10 (a). Such date shall be at least 30 days, and not more than

11 60 days, after the date the Attorney General first issues such

12 regulations.

13 (2) The Attorney General, in carrying out section 602,

14 may permit such section to be waived in the case of an

15 individual during a continuous period of unemployment for

16 whom an application for unemployment benefits is pending

17 as of a date that is on or before the effective date specified

18 under paragraph (1).

19 (d) BROAD DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION.—Before

20 the effective dates specified in subsections (b) and (c), the

21 Attorney General shall broadly disseminate information re-

22 garding the restrictions on eligibility established under this

23 part.
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1 PART 2—EARNED INCOME TAX CREDIT

2 SEC. 611. EARNED INCOME TAX CREDIT DENIED TO INDI-

3 VIDUALS NOTAUTJjOPJZED TO BE EMPLOYED

4 IN THE UNITED STA TES.

5 (a) IN GENERAL.—Sectjon 32(c)(1) of the Internal

6 Revenue Code of 1986 (relating to individuals eligible to

7 claim the earned income tax credit) is amended by adding

8 at the end the following new subparagraph:

9 "(F) IDENTIFICATION KUMBER REQUIRE-

10 MENT.—The term 'eligible individual' does not

11 include any individual who does not include on

12 the return of tax for the taxable year—

13 "(i) such individual's taxpayer identi-

14 fication number, and

15 "(ii) if the individual is married

16 (within the meaning of section 7703), the

17 taxpayer identification number of such in-

18 dividual's spouse."

19 (b) SPECIAL IDENTIFICATION NUMBER.—Section 32 of

20 the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (relating to earned in-

21 come) is amended by adding at the end the fbllowing new

22 subsection:

23 "(k) IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS.—For purposes of sub-

24 sections (c) (1) (F) and (c) (3) (D), a taxpayer identification

25 number means a social security number issued to an mdi-
26 vidual by the Social Security Administration (other than
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1 a social security number issued pursuant to clause (II) (or

2 that portion of clause (III) that relates to clause (II)) of

3 section 205(c) (2) (B) (i) of the Social Security Act)."

4 (c) EXTENSION OF PROCEDURES APPLICABLE TO

5 MATHEMATICAL OR CLERICAL ERRORS.—Section

6 6213(g) (2) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (relating

7 to the definition of mathematical or clerical errors) is

8 amended by striking "and" at the end of subparagraph (D),

9 by striking the period at the end of subparagraph (E) and

10 inserting ", and", and by inserting after subparagraph (E)

11 the fbllowing new subparagraph:

12 "(F) an omission of a correct taxpayer

13 identification number required under section 23

14 (relating to credit for families with younger chil-

15 dren) or section 32 (relating to the earned in-

16 come tax credit) to be included on a return.".

17 (d) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by this

18 section shall apply to taxable years beginning after Decem-

19 ber 31, 1995.
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1 Subtitle B—Expansion of Disquail-
2 fication From Immigration Ben-
3 efits on the Basis of Public
4 Charge
5 SEC. 621. GROUND FOR INADMISSIBILITY. -
6 (a) IN GENERAL—Paragraph (4) of section 212(a) (8

7 U. S.C. 1182(a)) is amended to read as follows:

8 "(4) PUBLIC CHARGE.—

9 "(A) FAMILY-SPONSORED IMMIGRANTS.—

10 Any alien who seeks admissionor adjustment of

11 status under a visa number issued under section

12 203(a), who cannot demonstrate to the consular

13 officer at the time of application for a visa, or
14 to the Attorney General at the time of applica-

15 tion for admission or adjustment of status, that

16 the alien's age, health, family status, assets, re-

17 sources, financial status, education, skills, or a
18 combination thereof; or an affidavit of support

19 described in section 213A, or both, make it un-

20 likely that the alien will become a public charge

21 (as determined under section 241(a) (5) (B)) is in-

22 admissible.

23 "(B) NONIMMIGRANTS.—Any alien who

24 seeks admission under a visa number issued

25 under section 214, who cannot demonstrate to
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1 the consular officer at the time of application for

2 the visa that the alien's age, health, family sta-

3 tus, assets, resources, financial status, education,

4 skills or a combination thereof or an affidavit of

5 support described in section 213A, or both, make

6 it unlikely that the alien will become a public

7 charge (as determined under section

8 241(a) (5) (B)) is inadmissible.

9 "(C) EMPLOYMENT-BASED IMMIGRANTS.—

10 "(i) IN GENERAL .—Any alien who

11 see/cs admission or adjustment of status

12 under a visa number issued under para-

13 graph (2) or (3) of section 203(b) who can-

14 not demonstrate to the consular officer at

15 the time of application for a visa, or to the

16 Attorney General at the time of application

17 for admission or adjustment of stattts, that

18 the immigrant has a valid offer of employ-

19 ment is inadmissible.

20 "(ii) CERTAIN EMPLOYMENT-BASED IM-

21 MIGRANTS.—Any alien who see/cs admission

22 or adjustment of status under a visa num-

23 ber issued under section 2 03(b) by virtue of

24 a classification petition filed by a relative

25 of the alien (or by an entity in which such
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1 relative has a significant ownership inter-

2 est) is inadmissible unless such relative has

3 executed an affidavit of support described in

4 section 213A with respect to such alien. ".

5 (b) EFFECTIVE DATE.—(1) Subject to paragraph (2),

6 the amendment made by subsection (a) shall apply to appli-

7 cations submitted on or after such date, not earlier than

8 30 days and not later than 60 days after the date the Attor-

9 ney General promulgates under section 632(f) a standard

10 form for an affidavit of support, as the Attorney General

11 shall specify.

12 (2) Section 212(a)(4)(C)(i) of the Immigration and

13 Nationality Act, as amended by subsection (a), shall apply

14 only to aliens seeking admission or adjustment of status

15 under a visa number issued on or after October 1, 1996.

16 SEC. 622. GROUND FOR DEPORTABILITY.

17 ('a' IN GENERAL.—Paragraph (5 of subsection (a) of

18 section 241 (8 U.S. C. 1251(a)), before redesignatio'n as see-

19 tion 237 by section 305(a) (2), is amended to read asfollws:

20 "(5) PUBLIC CH4RGE.—

21 "(A) IN GENERAL—Any alien who, within

22 7 years after the date of entry or admission, be-

23 comes a public charge is deportable.

24 "(B) EXCEPTIONS.—(i) Subparagraph (A)

25 shall not apply if the alien establishes that the
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1 alien has become a public charge from causes

2 that arose after entry or admission. A condition

3 that the alien knew (or had reason to know) ex-

4 isted at the time of entry or admission shall be

5 deemed to be a cause that arose before entry or

6 admission.

7 "(ii) The Attorney General, in the discre-

8 tio'n of the Attorney General, may waive the ap-

9 plicatio'n of subparagraph (A) in the case of an

10 alien who is admitted as a refugee under section

11 207 or granted asylum under section 208.

12 "(C) INDIVIDUALS TREATED AS PUBLIC

13 CHARGE.—

14 "(i) IN GENERAL.—For purposes of

15 this title, an alien is deemed to be a 'public

16 charge' if the alien receives benefits (other

17 than benefits described in subparagraph

18 (E)) under o'ne or more of the public assist-

19 ance programs described in subparagraph

20 (D) for an aggregate period, except as pro-

21 vided in clauses (ii) and (iii), of at least 12

22 months within 7 jears after the date of

23 entry. The previous sentence shall not be

24 constru,ed as excluding any other bases for

25 considering an alien to be a public charge,
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1 including bases in effect on the day before

2 the date of the enactment of the Immigra-

3 tion in the National Interest Act of 1995.

4 The Attorney General, in consultation with

5 the Secretary of Health and Human Serv-

6 ices, shall establish ndes regarding the

7 counting of health benefits described in sub-

8 paragraph (D) (iv) for purposes of this sub-

9 paragraph.

10 "(ii) DETERMINATION WITH RESPECT

11 TO BATTERED WOMEN AND CHILDREN.—For

12 purposes of a determination under clause

13 (i) and except as provided in clause (iii),

14 the aggregate period shall be 48 months

15 within 7 years after the date of entry if the

16 alien can demonstrate that (I) the alien has

17 been battered or subject to extreme cruelty

18 in the United States by a spouse or parent,

19 or by a member of the spouse or parent's

20 family residing in the same household as

21 the alien and the spouse or parent consented

22 or acquiesced to such battery or cruelty, or

23 (II) the alien's child has been battered or

24 subject to extreme cruelty in the United

25 States by a spouse or parent of the alien
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1 (without the active participation of the

2 alien in the battery or extreme cntelty), or

3 by a member of the spouse or parent's fam-

4 ily residing in the same household as the

5 alien when the spouse or parent consented

6 or acquiesced to and the alien did not ac-

7 tively participate in such battery or cruelty,

8 and the need for the public benefits received

9 has a substantial connection to the battery

10 or cruelty described in subclause (I) or (II).

11 "(iii) SPECIAL RULE FOR ONGOING

12 BATTERY OR CRUELTY—For purposes of a

13 determination under clause (i), the aggre-

14 gate period may exceed 48 months within 7

15 years after the date of entry if the alien can

16 demonstrate that any battery or cruelty

17 under clause (ii) is ongoing, has led to the

18 issuance of an order of a judge or an ad-

19 ministrative law judge or a prior deter-

20 mination of the Service, and that the need

21 for the benefits received has a substantial

22 connection to such battery or cruelty.

23 "(D) PUBLIC ASSISTAATCE PROGBA1WS.—For

24 purposes of subparagraph (B), the public assist-

25 ance programs. described in this subparagraph
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1 are the following (and include any successor to

2 such a program as identified by the Attorney

3 General in consultation with other appropriate

4 officials):

5 "(i) 221.— The supplemental security

6 income program under title XVI of the $o-

7 cial $ecurity Act, including $tate supple-

8 mentary benefits programs referred to in

9 such title.

10 "(ii) AFDG.—The program of aid to

11 families with dependent children under part

12 A or E of title IV of the $ocial $ecurity

13 Act.

14 "(iii) MEDICAJD.—Th€ program of

15 medical assistance under title XIX of the

16 $ocial $ecurity Act.

17 "(iv) FOOD STAMFS.—The program

18 under the Food $tamp Act of 1977.

19 "(v) STATE GENERAL CASH ASSIST-

20 ANCE.—A program of general cash assist-

21 ance of any State or political subdivision of

22 a State.

23 "(vi) HOUSING ASSISTANCE .—Finan-

24 cial assistance as defined in section 214(b)
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1 of the Housing and Community Devekp-

2 ment Act of 1980.

3 "(E) CERTAIN ASSISTANCE EXCEPTED.—

4 For purposes of subparagraph (B), an alien shall

5 not be considered to be a public charge on the

6 basis of receipt of any of the folk)wing benefits:

7 "(i) EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERV-

8 ICES.—The provision of emergency medical

9 services (as defined by the Attorney General

10 in consultation with the Secretary of Health

11 and Human Services).

12 "(ii) PUBLIC HEALTH IMMUNIZA-

13 TIONS.—Public health assistance for immu-

14 nizations with respect to immunizable dis-

15 eases and for testing and treatment for com-

16 municable diseases.

17 "(iii) SHORT-TERM EMERGENCY RE-

18 LIEF.—The provision of non-cash, in-kind,

19 short-term emergency relif".

20 (b) EFFECTIVE DATE.—(1) The amendment made by

21 subsection (a) shall take effect as of the first day of the first

22 month beginning at least 30 days after the date of the enact-

23 ment of this Act.

24 (2) In applying section 241(a) (5) (C) of the Immigra-

25 tion and Nationality Act (which is subsequently redesig-
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1 nated as section 23 7(a) (5) (C) of such Act), as amended by

2 subsection (a), no receipt of benefits under a public assist-

3 ance program before the effective date described in para-

4 graph (1) shall be taken into account.

5 Subtitle C—Attribution ofIncome
6 and Affidavits of Support
7 SEC. 631. ATTRIBUTION OF SPONSOR'S INCOME AND RE-

8 SOURCES TO FAMILY-SPONSORED IMMI-

9 GRANTS.

10 (a) FEDERAL PROGR4MS.—_Notwithstanding any other

11 provision of law, in determining the eligibility and the

12 amount of benefits of an alien for any Federal means-tested

13 public benefits program (as defined in subsection (d)) the

14 income and resources of the alien shall be deemed to in-.

15 dude—

16 (1) the income and resources qf any individual

17 who executed an affidavit of support pursuant to see-

18 tion 213A of the Immigration and Nationality Act

19 (as inserted by section 632(a)) in behalf of such alien,

20 and

21 (2) the income and resources of the spouse (if

22 any) of the individual.

23 (b) PERIOD OF ATTRIBUTION.—

24 (1) PARENTS OF UNITED STATES CITIZENS.—

25 Subsection (a) shall apply with respect to an alien
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1 wiw is admitted to the United States as the parent

2 of a United States citizen under section 203(a) (2) of

3 the Immigration and Nationality Act, as amended by

4 section 512(a), until the alien is naturalized as a citi-

5 zen of the United States.

6 (2) SPOUSES OF UNITED STATES CITIZENS AND

7 LAWFUL PERMANENT RESIDENTS.—Subsection (a)

8 shall apply with respect to an alien who is admitted

9 to the United States as the spouse of a United States

10 citizen or lawful permanent resident under section

11 201 (b) (2) of 203(a) (1) of the Immigration and Na-

12 tionality Act until—

13 (A) 7 years after the date the alien is law-

14 fully admitted to the United States for perma-

15 nent residence, or

16 (B) the alien is naturalized as a citizen of

17 the United States,

18 whichever occurs first.

19 (3,) MINOR CHILDREN OF UNITED STATES CITI-

20 ZEN5 AND LAWFUL PERMANENT RESIDENTS.—Sub-

21 section (a) shall apply with respect to an alien who

22 is admitted to the United States as the minor child

23 qf a United States citizen or lawful permanent resi-

24 dent under section 201 (b) (2) of 203(a) (1) of the Im-

25 migration and Nationality Act until the child attains
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1 the age of 21 years or, if earlier, the date the child

2 is naturalized as a citizen of the United States.

3 (4) ATTRIBUTION OF SPONSOR'S INCOMEAND

4 RESOURCES ENDED IF SPONSORED ALIEN BECOMES

5 ELIGIBLE FOR OLD-AGE BENEFITS UNDER_TITLE H OF

6 THE SOCIAL SECURITY ACT.—

7 (A) Notwithstanding any other provision of

8 this section, subsection (a) shall not apply and
9 the period of attribution of a sponsor's income

10 and resources under this subsection shall terini-

11 nate if the alien is employed for a period suffi-

12 cient to qualify for old age benefits under title II

13 of the Social Security Act and the alien is able

14 to prove to the satisfaction of the Attorney Gen-

15 eral that the alien so qualifies.

16 (B) The Attorney General shall ensure that

17 appropriate infbrmation pursuant to subpara-
18 graph (A) is provided to the System for Alien

19 Verification of Eligibility (SAVE).

20 (5) BATTERED WOMEN AND CHILDREN.—Not-

21 withstanding any other provision of this section, sub-

22 sections (a) and (c) shall not apply and the period of

23 attribution of the income and resources of any mdi-

24 vidual under paragraphs (1) or (2) of subsection (a)

25 or paragraph (1) shall not apply—
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1 (A) for up to 48 months f the alien can

2 demonstrate that (i) the alien has been battered

3 or subject to extreme cruelty in the United States

4 by a spouse or parent, or by a member of the

5 spouse or parent's family residing in the same

6 household as the alien and the spouse or parent

7 consented or acquiesced to such battery or cru-

8 elty, or (ii) the alien's child has been battered or

9 subject to extreme cruelty in the United States

10 by a spouse or parent of the alien (without the

11 active participation of the alien in the battery

12 or extreme cruelty), or by a member of the spouse

13 or parent's family residing in the same house-

14 hold as the alien when the spouse or parent con-

15 sented or acquiesced to and the alien did not ac-

16 tively participate in such battery or cruelty, and

17 need for the public benefits applied for has a sub-

18 stantial connection to the battery or cruelty de-

19 scribed in clause (i) or (ii); and

20 (B) for more than 48 months if the alien

21 can demonstrate that any battery or cruelty

22 under subparagraph (A) is ongoing, has led to

23 the issuance of an order of a judge or an admin-

24 istrative law judge or a prior determination of

25 the Service, and that need Jbr such benefits has
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1 a substantial connection to such battery or crt-

2 eltj.

3 (c) OPTIONAL APPLICATION TO STATE PROGRAIIS.—

4 (1) AUTHORITY.—Notwithstanding anj other

5 provision of law, in determining the eligibility and

6 the amount of benefits of an alien for anj State

7 means-tested public benefits program, the State or po-

8 litical subdivision that offers the program is author-

9 ized to provide that the income and resources of the

10 alien shall be deemed to include—

11 (A) the income and resources of anj mdi-

12 vidual who executed an affidavit of support pur-

13 suant to section 213A of the Immigration and

14 Nationality Act (as inserted bJ section 632(a))

15 in behalf of such alien, and

16 (B) the income and resources of the spouse

17 (if any) of the individual.

18 (2) PERIOD OF ATTRIBUTION.—The period of at-

19 tribution of a sponsor's income and resources in de-

20 terinining the eligibility and amount of benefits for

21 an alien under anj State means-tested public benefits

22 program pursuant to paragraph (1) maij not exceed

23 the Federal period of attribution with respect to the

24 alien.
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1 (d) MEANS-TESTED PR0G&tM DEFINED.—In this see-

2 tion:

3 (1) The term "means-tested public benefits pro-

4 gram" means a program of public benefits (including

5 cash, medical, housing, and food assistance and social

6 services) of the Federal Government or of a State or

7 political subdivision of a State in which the eligi-

8 bility of an individual, household, or family eligi-

9 bility unit for benefits under the program, or the

10 amount of such benefits, or both are determined on

11 the basis of income, resources, or financial need of the

12 individual, household, or unit.

13 (2) The term "Federal means-tested public bene-

14 fits program" means a means-tested public benefits

15 program of (or contributed to by) the Federal Govern-

16 ment.

17 (3) The term "State means-tested public benefits

18 program" means a means-tested public benefits pro-

19 gram that is not a Federal means-tested program.

20 SEC. 632. REQUIREMENTS FOR SPONSOR'S AFFIDAVIT OF

21 SUPPORT.

22 (a) IN GENERAL—Title II is amended by inserting

23 after section 213 the following new section:

24 "REQUIREMENTS FOR SPONSOR'S AFFIDAVIT OF SUPPORT

25 "SEc. 213A. (a) ENFORcEABILITY.—(1) No affidavit

26 of support may be accepted by the Attorney General or by
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1 any consular officer to establish that an alien is not mad-

2 missible as a public charge under section 212(a) (4) unless

3 such affidavit is executed by a sponsor of the alien as a

4 contract—

5 "(A) that is legally enforceable against the spon-

6 sor by the Federal Government and by any State (or
7 any political subdivision of such State) that provides

8 any means-tested public benefits program, subject to

9 subsection (b) (4); and

10 "(B) in which the sponsor agrees to submit to the

11 jurisdiction of any Federal or State court fbr the pur-

12 pose of actions brought under subsection (b) (2).

13 "(2)(A) An affidavit of support shall be enforceable

14 with respect to benefits provided under any means-tested

15 public benefits program for an alien who is admitted to

16 the United States as the parent of a United States citizen

17 under section 203(a) (2) until the alien is naturalized as

18 a citizen of the United States.

19 "(B) An affidavit of support shall be enforceable with

20 respect to benefits provided under any means-tested public

21 benefits program for an alien who is admitted to the United

22 States as the spouse of a United States citizen or lawful

23 permanent resident under section 201(b) (2) or 203(a) (2)

24 until—
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1 "(i) 7 years after the date the alien is lawJitlly

2 admitted to the United States for permanent resi-

3 dence, or

4 "(ii) such time as the alien is naturalized as a

5 citizen of the United States,

6 whichever occurs first.

7 "(C) An affidavit of support shall be enforceable with

8 respect to benefits provided under any means-tested public

9 benefits program for an alien who is admitted to the United

10 States as the minor child of a United States citizen or law-

11 ful permanent resident under section 201 (b) (2) or section

12 203(a) (2) until the child attains the age of 21 years.

13 "(D)(i) Notwithstanding any other provision of this

14 subparagraph, a sponsor shall be relieved of any liability

15 under an affidavit of support if the sponsored alien is em-

16 ployed for a period sufficient to qualify Jbr old age benefits

17 under title II of the Social Security Act and the sponsor

18 or alien is able to prove to the satisfaction of the Attorney

19 General that the alien so qualifies.

20 "(ii) The Attorney General shall ensure that appro-

21 priate information pursuant to clause (i) is provided to the

22 Systemfor Alien Verification of Eli'ibility (SAVE).

23 "(b) REIMBURSEMENT OF GOVERNMENT EXPENSES.—

24 (1) (A) Upon notification that a sponsored alien has re-

25 ceived any benefit under any means-tested public benefits
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1 program, the appropriate Federal, State, or local official

2 shall request reimbursement by the sponsor in the amount

3 ofsuch assistance.

4 "(B) The Attorney General, in consultation with the

5 Secretary of Health and Human Services, shall prescribe

6 such regulations as may be necessary to carry out subpara-

7 graph (A).

8 "(2) If within 45 days after requesting reimbursement,

9 the appropriate Federal, State, or local agency has not re-

10 ceived a response from the sponsor indicating a willingness

11 to commence payments, an action may be brought against

12 the sponsor pursuant to the affidavit of support.

13 "(3) If the sponsor fails to abide by the repayment

14 terms established by such agency, the agency may, within

15 60 days of such failure, bring an action against the sponsor

16 pursuant to the affidavit of support.

17 "(4) No cause of action may be brought under this sub-

18 section later than 10 years after the alien last received any

19 benefit under any means-tested public benefits program.

20 "(5) 1J pursuant to the terms of this subsection, a Fed-

21 eral, State, or local agency requests reimbursement from the

22 sponsor in the amount of assistance provided, or brings an

23 action against the sponsor pursuant to the affidavit of sup-

24 port, the appropriate agency may appoint or hire an mdi-

25 vidual or other person to act on behalf of such agency acting
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1 under the authority of law for purposes of collecting any

2 moneys owed. Nothing in this subsection shall preclude any

3 appropriate Federal, State, or local agency from directly

4 requesting reimbursement from a sponsor for the amount

5 of assistance provided, or from bringing an action against

6 a sponsor pursuant to an affidavit of support.

7 "(c) REMEDIES.—Remedies available to enforce an af-

8 fidavit of support under this section include any or all of

9 the remedies described in section 3201, 3203, 3204, or 3205

10 of title 28, United States Code, as well as an order for spe-

11 cific peformance and payment of legal fres and other costs

12 of collection, and include corresponding remedies available

13 under State law. A Federal agency may seek to collect

14 amounts owed under this section in accordance with the

15 provisions of subchapter II of chapter 37 of title 31, United

16 States Code.

17 "(d) NOTIFICATION OF ChANGE OF ADDRESS.—(1)

18 The sponsor of an alien shall notify the Federal Government

19 and the State in which the sponsored alien is currently re-

20 siding within 30 days of any change of address of the spon-

21 sor during the period specified in subsection (a) (1).

22 "('2) Any person subject to the requirement of para-

23 graph (1) who fails to satisfy such requirement shall be sub-

24 ject to a civil penalty of—

25 "(A) not less than $250 or more than $2,000, or
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1 "(B) if such failure occurs with knowledge that

2 the sponsored alien has received any benefit under

3 any means-tested public benefits program, not less

4 than $2,000 or more than $5,000.

5 "(e) DEFINITIONS.—For the purposes of this section—

6 "(1) SPONSOR.—The term 'sponsor' means, with

7 respect to an alien, an individual who—

8 "(A) is a citizen or national of the United

9 States or an alien who is lawfrlly admitted to

10 the United States for permanent residence;

11 "(B) is 18 years of age or over;

12 "(C) is domiciled in any State;

13 "(D) demonstrates, through presentation of

14 a certified copy of a tax return or otherwise, (i)

15 the means to maintain an annual income equal

16 to at least 200 percent of the poverty level for the

17 individual and the individual's frimily (includ-

18 ing the alien and any other aliens with respect

19 to whom the individual is a sponsor), or (ii) for

20 an individual who is on active duty (other than

21 active duty for training) in the Armed Forces of

22 the United States, the means to maintain an an-

23 nual income equal to at least 100 percent of the

24 poverty level for the individual and the individ-

25 ual's family including the alien and any other
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1 aliens with respect to whom the individual is a

2 sponsor); and

3 "(E) is petitioning Jbr the admission of the

4 alien under section 204 (or is an individual who

5 accepts joint and several liability with the peti-

6 tioner).

7 "(2) FEDEP4L POVERTY LINE.—The term 'Fed-

8 eral poverty line' means the income official poverty

9 line (as defined in section 673(2) of the Community

10 Services Bkck Grant Act) that is applicable to a fam-

11 ily of the size involved.

12 "(3) MEANS-TESTED PUBLIC BENEFITS PRO-

13 GRAM.—The term 'means-tested public benefits pro-

14 gram' means a program of public benefits (including

15 cash, medical, housing, and food assistance and social

16 services) of the Federal Government or of a State or

17 political subdivision of a State in which the eligi-

18 bility of an individual, household, or family eligi-

19 bility unit for benefits under the program, or the

20 amount of such benefits, or both are determined on

21 the basis of income, resources, or financial need of the

22 individual, household, or unit.".

23 (b) REQUIREMENT OF APFIDAVIT OF SUPPORT FROM

24 EMPLOYMENT SP0NSORS.—For requirement for affidavit of

25 support from individuals who file classification petitions
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1 for a relative as an employment-based immigrant, see the

2 amendment made by section 621(a).

3 (c) SETTLEMENT OF CLAiMS PRIOR TO NATURALIZA-

4 TION,—Section 316 (8 U.S.C. 1427) is amended—

5 (1) in subsection (a), by striking "and" before

6 "(3)", and by inserting before the period at the end

7 the following: ' and (4) in the case of an applicant

8 that has received assistance under a means-tested

9 public benefits program (as defined in subsection

10 (f)(3) of section 213A) administered by a Federal,

11 State, or local agency and with respect to which

12 amounts may be owing under an affidavit of support

13 executed under such section, provides satisftictory evi-

14 dence that there are no outstanding amounts that

15 may be owed to any such Federal, State, or local

16 agency pursuant to such affidavit by the sponsor who

17 executed such affidavit, except as provided in sub-

18 section (g)"; and

19 (2) by adding at the end the following new sub-

20 section:

21 "(g) Clause (4) of subsection (a) shall not apply to an

22 applicant where the applicant can demonstrate that—

23 "(A) either—

24 "(i) the applicant has been battered or sub-

25 ject to extreme cruelty in the United States by
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1 a spouse or parent or by a member of the spouse

2 or parent's family residing in the same house-

3 hold as the applicant and the spouse or parent

4 consented or acquiesced to such battery or cru-

5 elty, or

6 "(ii) the applicant's child has been battered

7 or subject to extreme cruelty in the United States

8 by the applicant's spouse or parent (without the

9 active participation of the applicant in the bat-

10 tery or extreme cruelty), or by a member of the

11 spouse or parent's family residing in the same

12 Iwusehold as the applicant when the spouse or

13 parent consented or acquiesced to and the appli-

14 cant did not actively participate in such battery

15 or cruelty;

16 "(B) such battery or cruelty has led to the issu-

17 ance of an order of a judge or an administrative law

18 judge or a prior determination of the Service; and

19 "(C) the need for the public benefits received as

20 to which amounts are owing had a substantial con-

21 nection to the battery or cruelty described in subpara-

22 graph (A).".

23 (d) CLERIcAl1 AZIIENDMENT.—The table of contents is

24 amended by inserting after the item relating to section 213

25 the fbllowing:

"Sec. 213A. Requirements for sponsor's affidavit of support. ".
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1 (e) EFFECTIVE DATE.—Subsectjon (a) of section 213A

2 of the Immigration and Nationality Act, as inserted by sub-

3 section (a) of this section, shall apply to affidavits of sup-

4 port executed on or after a date specified by the Attorney

5 General, which date shall be not earlier than 60 days (and

6 not later than 90 days) after the date the Attorney General

7 formulates the form for such affidavits under subsection (f)

8 of this section.

9 (f) PROMULGATION OF FORM.—NOt later than 90 days

10 after the date of the enactment of this Act, the Attorney

11 General, in consultation with the Secretary of State and

12 the Secretary of Health and Human Services, shall promul-

13 gate a standard form for an affidavit of support consistent

14 with the provisions of section 213A of the Immigration and

15 Nationality Act.

16 TITLE VII—FA CILITA TION OF
17 LEGAL ENTRY
18 SEC. 701. ADDITIONAL LAND BORDER INSPECTORS; INFR4-

19 STRUCTURE IMPROVEMENTS.

20 (a) INCREASED PERSONNEL.—

21 (1) IN GENERAL—In order to eliminate undue

22 delay in the thorough inspection of persons and vehi-

23 des lawfrlly attempting to enter the United States,

24 the Attorney General and Secretary of the Treasury

25 shall increase, by approximately equal numbers in
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1 SEC. 810. CHANGE OF NONIMMIGRANT CLASSIFICATION.

2 Section 248 (8 U. S. C. 1258) is amended by inserting

3 at the end the following:

4 "Any alien whose status is changed under this section may

5 apply to the Secretary of State for a visa without having

6 to leave the United States and apply at the visa office. ".

7 Subtitle B—Other Provisions
8 SEC. 831. COMMISSION REPORT 'ON FRAUD ASSOCL4 TED

9 WiTH BIRTH CERTIFICATES.

10 Section 141 of the Immigratioi Act of 1990 is amend-

11 ed—

12 (1) in subsection (b)—

13 (A) by striking "and" at the end of para-

14 graph (1),

15 (B) by striking the period at the end of

16 paragraph (2) and inserting "; and", and

17 (C) by adding at the end the following new

18 paragraph:

19 "(3) transmit to Congress, not later than Janu-

20 ary 1, 1997, a report containing recommendations

21 (consistent with subsection (c)(3)) of methods of re-

22 ducing or eliminating the fraudulent use of birth cer-

23 tificates for the purpose of obtaining other identity

24 documents that may be used in securing immigration,

25 employment, or other benfits. "; and
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1 (2) by adding at the end of subsection (c), the

2 following new paragraph:

3 "(3) FOR REPORT ON REDUCING BIRTH CERTIFI-

4 CATE FRA.UD.—In the report described in subsection

5 (b) (3), the Commission shall consider and analyze the

6 feasibility of—

7 "(A) establishing• national standards for

8 counterfeit-resistant birth certificates, and

9 "(B) limiting the issuance of official copies

10 of a birth certificate of an individual to anyone

11 other than the individual or others acting on be-

12 half of the individual. ".

13 SEC. 832. UNIFORM VITAL STA TIS TICS.

14 (a) PILOT PROGRAM.—The Secretary of Health and

15 Human Services shall consult with the State agency respon-

16 sible for registration and certification of births and deaths

17 and, within 2 years of the date of enactment of this Act,

18 shall establish a pikt program for 3 of the 5 States with

19 the largest number of undocumented aliens of an electronic

20 network linking the vital statistics records of such States.

21 The network shall provide, where practical, for the match-

22 ing of deaths with births and shall enable the confirmation

23 of births and deaths of citizens of such States, or of aliens

24 within such States, by any Federal or State agency or offi-

25 cial in the pe7formance of official duties. The Secretary and
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1 participating State agencies shall institute measures to

2 achieve uniform and accurate reporting of vital statistics

3 into the pilot program network, to protect the integrity of

4 the registration and certification process, and to prevent

5 fraud against the Government and other persons through

6 the use offalse birth or death certificates.

7 (b) REPORT.—NOt later than 180 days after the estab-

8 lishment of the pilot program under subsection (a), the Sec-

9 retary shall issue a written report to Congress with rec-

10 ommendations on how the pilot program could effectively

11 be instituted as a national network for the United States.

12 (c) AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRL4TIONS.—There are

13 authorized to be appropriated for fiscal year 1996 and for

14 subsequent fiscal years such sums as may be necessary to

15 carry out this section.

16 SEC. 833. COMMUNICATION BETWEEN STATE AND LOCAL

17 GOVERNMENT AGENCIES, AND THE IMMIGR4-

18 TION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE.

19 Notwithstanding any other provision of Federal, State,

20 or local law, no State or local government entity shall pro-

21 hibit, or in any way restrict, any government entity or any

22 official within its jurisdiction from sending to or receiving

23 from the Immigration and Naturalization Service infbrma-

24 tion regarding the immigration status, lawftl or unlawful,

25 of an alien in the United States. Notwithstanding any other
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Union Calendar No. 229
lO4Tu CONGRESS

SFSSION H. R. 2202
[Report No. 104—469, Parts I, II, and III]

A BILL
To amend the Immigiation and Nationality Act to

improve (leterl'euce of illegal immigration to the
United States by increasing border patrol and in-
vestigative personnel, by increasing penalties for
alien smuggling and for document fraud, by re-
forming exclusion and deportation law and Proce-
dures, by improving the verification •ystem for
eligibility for employment, and through other
measures, to refom the legal immigration $ystem
and facilitate legal entries into the United States,
and for other lpo8es.

MARCh 8, 1996

BepoithU fiotii the Committee on Agriculture with
a1uet1d,flent

i\Lucii 8, 1996
The Cointiiittees on Banking and Financial Services,

Eeoiiotuic and Educational Opportunities, National Se-
cuiity, 8nd Ways and Means disehaiged; COIIlflhitte(1 to
the Coniiuitthe of the Whole house on the State of the
Union, and or(leI'e(l to be printed
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House Calendar No. 193
104Th CONGRESS

2D SESSION H. R_ . 4
[Report No. 104—483]

Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 2202) to amend the Immigration
and Nationality Act to improve deterrence of illegal iimnigration to
the United States by increasing border patrol and investigative personnel,
by increasing penalties for alien smuggling and for document fraud,
by reforming exclusion and deportation law and procedures, by improving
the verification system for eligibility for employment, and through other
measures, to reform the legal immigration system and facilitate legal
entries into the United States, and for other purposes.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

M.ARcH 14, 1996

Mr. DREIER, from the Committee on Rules, reported the following resolution;
which was referred to the House Calendar and ordered to be printed

RESOLUTION
Providing for consideration of the bifi (II.R. 2202) to amend

the Immigration and Nationality Act to improve deter-
rence of illegal immigration to the United States by
increasing border patrol and investigative personnel, by
increasing penalties for alien smuggling and for docu-
ment fraud, by reforming exclusion and deportation law
and procedures, by improving the verification system for
eligibility for employment, and through other measures,
to reform the legal immigration system and facilitate
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legal entries into the United States, and for other
purposes.

1 Resolved, That at any time after the adoption of this

2 resolution the Speaker may, pursuant to clause 1(b) of
3 nile II[, declare the House resolved into the Committee

4 of the Whole House on the state of the Union for consider-

5 ation of the bifi (H.R. 2202) to amend the Immigration

6 and Nationality Act to improve deterrence of illegal

7 gration to the United States by increasing border patrol

8 and investigative personnel, by increasing penalties for

9 alien smuggling and for document fraud, by reforming ex-

10 clusion and deportation law and pracedures, by improving

11 the verification system for eligibility for employment, and

12 through other measures, to reform the legal immigration

13 system and facilitate legal entries into the United States,

14 and for other purposes. The first reading of the bifi shall

15 be dispensed with. All points of order against consider-

16 ation of the bill are waived except those arising under sec-

17 tion 425(a) of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974.

18 General debate shall be confined to the bill and shall not

19 exceed two hours to be equally divided and controlled by

20 the chairman and ranking minority member of the Corn-

21 mittee on the Judiciary. After general debate the bifi shall

22 be considered for amendment under the five-minute rule.

23 It shall be in order to consider as an original bifi for the
24 purpose of amendment under the five-minute rule the

ES 384 RE
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1 amendment in the nature of a substitute recommended by

2 the Committee on the Judiciary now printed in the bifi,

3 modified by the amendment printed in part 1 of the report

4 of the Committee on Rules accompanying this resolution.

5 That amendment in the nature of a substitute shall be

6 considered as read. No other amendment shall be in order

7 except the amendments printed in part 2 of the report

8 of the Committee on Rules and amendments en bloc de-

9 scribed in section 2 of this resolution. Each amendment

10 printed in part 2 of the report may be considered only

11 in the order printed, may be offered only by a Member

12 designated in the report, shall be considered as read, shall

13 be debatable for the time specified in the report equaily

14 divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent,

15 shall not be subject to amendment except as specified in

16 the report, and shall not be subject to a demand for divi-

17 sion of the question in the House or in the Committee

18 of the Whole. All points of order against amendments

19 made in order by this resolution are waived except those

20 arising under section 425(a) of the Congressional Budget

21 Act of 1974. The chairman of the Committee of the Whole

22 may postpone until a time during further consideration

23 in the Committee of the Whole a request for a recorded

24 vote on any amendment. The chairman of the Committee

25 of the 'Whole may reduce to not less than five minutes

HRS 334 RH
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1 the time for voting by electronic device on any postponed

2 question that immediately follows another vote by elec-

3 tromic device without intervening business, provided that

4 the time for voting by electrothc device on the first in any

5 series of questions shall be not less than fteen minutes.

6 At the conclusion of consideration of the bill for amend-

7 ment the Committee shall rise and report the bill to the

8 House with such amendments as may have been adopted.

9 Any Member may demand a separate vote in the House

10 on any amendment adopted in the Committee of the Whole

11 to the bifi or to the amendment in the nature of a sub-

12 stitute made in order as original text. The previous ques-

13 tion shall be considered as ordered on the bifi and amend-

14 ments thereto to final passage 'without intervening motion

15 except one motion to recommit with or without instruc-

16 tions.

17 SEC. 2. It shall be in order at any time for the chair-

18 man of the Committee on the Judiciary or a designee to

19 offer amendments en bloc consisting of amendments print-

20 ed in the report of the Committee on Rules accompanyi

21 this resolution that were not earlier disposed of or ger-

22 inane modications of any such amendments. Amend-

23 ments en block offered pursuant to this section shall be

24 considered as read (except that modifications shall be re-

25 ported), shall be debatable for twenty minutes equally di-

BRES 384 RH
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1 vided and controlled by the chairman and ranking minor-

2 ity member of the Committee on the Judiciary or their

3 designees, shall not be subject to amendment, and shall

4 not be subject to a demand for division of the question

.5 in the House or in the Committee of the Whole. For the

6 purpose of inclusion in such amendments en bloc, an

7 amendment printed in the form of a motion to strike may

8 be modified to the form of a germane perfecting amend-

9 ment to the text originally proposed to be stricken. The

10 original proponent of an amendment included in such

11 amendments en bloc may insert a statement in the Con-

12 gressional Record immediately before the disposition of

13 the amendments en bloc.

TRRS 384 RH



House Calendar No. 193
104'i'ii CONGRESS

21) Sissio H. RES. 384
(Report No. 104-4831

RESOLUTION
Providing for consideration of the bill (HR. 2202)

to amend the Immigration and Nationality Act to
improve deterrence of illegal immigration to the
United States by increasing boider patrol and in-
vestigative personne', by increasing penalties for
alien smuggling and for document fraud, by re-
forming exclusion and deportation uw and proce-
dures, by improving the verification system for
eligibility for employment, and through other
measures, to reform the legal immigration system
and facilitate legal entries into the United States,
and for other purposes.

MAIWII 14, 1996

IIcferi'ed to the House Oaleudai and ordei'ed to be
printed



104TH CONGRESS 1 1 REPORT

2d Session J
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 104-483

PROVIDING FOR THE CONSIDERATION OF H.R. 2202, THE
IMMIGRATION iN THE NATIONAL INTEREST ACT OF 1995

MAIWH 14, 1996.—Referred to the House Calendar and ordered to be printed

Mr. DREIER, from the Committee on Rules,
submitted the following

REPORT

[To accompany H. Res. 384]

The Committee on Rules, having had under consideration House
Resolution 384, by a nonrecord vote, report the same to the House
with the recommendation that the resolution be adopted.

BRIEF SUMMARY OF PROVISIONS OF RESOLUTION

The resolution provides for the consideration of H.R. 2202, the
9mmigration in the National Interest Act of 1995" under a modi-
fied closed rule. The rule-provides two hours of general debate di-
vided equally between the chairman and rrnig minority member
of the Committee on the Judiciary.

The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the
bill, except those arising under section 425(a) of the Congressional
Budget Act of 1974 (unfunded mandates).

The rule makes in order the Committee on the Judiciary amend-
ment in the nature of a substitute now printed in the bill, as modi-
fied by the amendment printed in part 1 of this report. The amend-
ment in the nature of a substitute, as modified, shall be considered
as read.

Oniy amendments printed in the Rules Committee report are in
order and shall be considered oniy in the order printed in the re-
port, may be offered only by a Member designated in the report,
shall be considered as read, shall be debatable for the time speci-
fied in the report equally divided and controlled by the proponent
and an opponent, shall not be subject to amendment, and shall not
be subject to a demand for division of the question in the House
or in the Committee of the Whole. All points of order against the
amendments printed in the report are waived, except those arising

2OO8
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under section 425(a) of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974 (un-
funded mandates).

The rule further allows the Chairman of the Committee of the
Whole to postpone votes during consideration of the bill, and allows
the Chairman of the Committee of the Whole to reduce votes to five
minutes on a postponed question if the vote follows a fifteen
minute vote. —

The rule provides that a separate vote may be demanded in the
House on any amendment adopted to the committee amendment in
the nature of a substitute. The rule also provides one motion to re-
commit, with or without instructions.

The chairman of the Committee on the Judiciary or a designee
may offer amendments en bloc consisting of amendments not pre-
vi?rnsly disposed of which are printed in the Rules Committee re-
port or germane modifications thereof. The amendments offered en
bloc shall be considered as read (except that modifications shall be
reported), shall be debatable for 20 minutes equally divided be-
tween the chairman and r2nking minority member of the Judiciary
Committee or their designees.

Finally, the rule permits the original proponent of an amend-
ment included in an en bloc amendment to insert a statement in
the Congressional Record immediately prior to the disposition of
the amendments en bloc.
SUMMARY OF AMENDMENTS MADE fl ORDER FOR H.R. 2202, THE IMMI-

GRATION IN THE NATIONAL INTEREST ACT OF 1995 (LISTED IN THE
ORDER THEY APPEAR IN THIS REPORT)

Self-Executed—-Smith (TX): Modifies the employment eligibility
verification system by making it voluntary for at least 5 of the 7
states with the highest levels of illegal immigration. Employers will
be offered incentives to participate in the verification system.

1. Smith (TX): Manager's amendment. Makes a number of tech-
nical and conforming changes as well as a number of substantive
amendments—which indude clarifying provisions regarding the re-
moval of illegal aliens from the U.S. (Title III), the eligibility cri-
teria for aliens to receive public benefits (Title VI) and miscellane-
ous provisions (Title VIII). (20 miii.)

2. Traficant: Requires the Attorney General, in consultation with
the Secretaries of State and Defense, to contract with the Comp-
troller Generai to submit a report to the Congress on the Adminis-
tration's strategy on deterring illegal aliens from U.S. borders, thus
giving Congress oversight responsibility. (10 mm.)

3. Beilenson: Strikes the triple fence requirement and replaces it
with a new subsection that authorizes $110 million appropriation
for the INS to install additional physical barriers and roads. (10
mm.)

4. McCollum: Directs the commissioner of the Social Security Ad-
ministration to make such improvements ui the Social Security ac-
count number card as are necessary to secure it against counter-
feiting and fraudulent use. (30 mm.)

5. Pate: Permanently bars admission to the U. S. for those indi-
viduals that intentionally entered the U.S. illegally. (30 mm.)

6. Conyers: Strikes Section 331 relating to membership in terror-
ist organizations as a ground of inadinissibffity. (30 mm.)
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7. Latham: Gives local and state law enforcement officers the au-
thority to detain illegal aliens who are violating a deportation re-
quirement for purpose of expeditiously delivering such person to
the INS. (40 mm.)

8. Bryant (TN): Requires public medical facilities to provide INS
with identifring information about an illegal alien they provided
services to (except patients under 18 years old). (20 mm.)

9. Velázquez/Roybal-Allard: Eliminates section 607 which would
keep undocumented parents from seeking benefits on behalf of
their U.S.-born children. (20 mm.)

10. Gallegly: Allows states the option of denying free public edu-
cation benefits to illegal aliens. (30 mm.)

11. Cardin: Makes worksite enforcement a priority of the INS
and requires the Attorney General to report to Congress, within
one year, stating the authority and resources needed for worksite
enforcement. (10 mm.)

12. Chabot: Strikes subsection relating to the establishment of a
new and additional "employment eligibility corfirmation process."
(60 mm.)

13. GalleglyfBilbray Seastrand/Stenholm: Establishes mandatory
800 telephone number pilot program for employee verification in 5
or 7 states with the highest number of illegal aliens. (60 mm.)

14. BrownbackfGutierrez: Changes section 505 by requiring that
only congressional review of worldwide levels take place every 5
years. (20 mm.)

15. Kim: Allows any unused family and employment-based visas
to be used, on an annual basis, for adult children and brothers and
sisters who have applications for admission filed before March 13,
1996, but disqualifies any applicant who has been or is illegally
present in the U.S. or violates other conditions for stay in the U.S.
as a noriimmigrant. (10 mm.)

16. Canady: Establishes an English language requirement for im-
migrants arriving under the Diversity Immigrant program, under
the Employment-Based Classification. (30 mm.)

17. Smith (NJ)/Schifi Deletes provision of section 521 which im-
poses a statutory limit on the nimber of refugees admitted to the
United States each fiscal year. (30 mm.)

18. Dreier. Ensures that except for 10% preserved for discre-
tionary allocation, all qualif5ring counties would receive the same
amount of targeted assistance per refugee. (10 mm.)

19. CbryslerfBermanlBrownback: Deletes Subtitles A, B, and C of
Title V. These provisions concern changes made to legal immigra-
tion, specifically in areas of preference and level of inimigration.
(60 mm.)

20. Bryant (TX): Protects certain adult children of U.S. citizens
and lawful permanent residents as a result of the elimination of
the adult child family preference category. (10 mm.)

21. Rohrabacher Replaces section 808 as reported with section
808 as introduced. This would amend section 245 (I) (1) (B) of the
TTnmigration and Nationality Act to repeal the provision allowing
illegal aliens to apply for permanent status and remain in the U.S.
while their applications are adjudicated. (10 mm.)

22. Pombo/Chmhliss: Modifies the current temporary agricul-
tural worker program kuown as H—2A, by creating an alternative
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program to be known as H—2B. The new program will be a pilot
program authorized for three years. This is the Agriculture Com-
mittee amendment reported from the Agriculture Committee. (60mini

23. Condit: Phases out the current H—2A guest worker program
over a 2 year period, only if the proposed H—2B program gains per-
manent status. (Amendment to Pombo/Chajnbliss) (10 miti.)

24. Goodlatte: Alters the H—2A temporary agricultural worker
program by: shifting responsibility for considering and approving
petitions for workers by agricultural employers from the DoL to the
Attorney General; employers seeking H—2A workers would first
have to positively recruit domestic workers for 20 rather than 40
days; employers would no longer be required to offer American ap-
plicants jobs for the first 50% of the work contract period for the
H—2A workers; employers could offer H—2A workers a housing al-
lowance as opposed to actual housing; employers would only have
to guarantee pay to H—2A workers for 3/4 of the workdays, as op-
posed to the current 3/4 of the work contract period; and visas will
be made available for no more that 100,000 aliens each year. (30
mini

25. Lipinski: Adjusts the status of approximately 800 Poles and
Hungarians from parolee to permanent resident. (10 nun.)

26. Farr: Establishes 10 national demonstration sites, selected by
the INS, for systemic outreach and plpnning activities associated
with naturalization swearing-in ceremonies. (10 mm.)

27. Traficant: Sense of Congress to "buy American." (10 miii.)
28. Burr: Extends the H—lA non-immigrant nurse program for 6

months after the enactment of H.R. 2202. (10 miii.)
29. Vento: Waives the English language test for Hinong soldiers

and their spouses or widows who served in Speciai Guerilla Units
during the Vietnam war, thus putting U.S. citizenship within their
reach. (10 miii.)

30. Waldholtz: Sense of Congress that the mission statement of
the INS should include the apprehension and removal of illegal
aliens, particularly those involved in drug traflicking or other
criminal activity. (10 miii:)

31. Kleczka: Require the Dept. of State to refund fees to Poles
who were erroneously notified of their eligibility for visas but did
not receive a visa. (10 mlxi.)

32. Dreier: Sense of Congress that the Justice Department has
been very slow in distributing funds to states to reimburse for the
cost of incarcerating illegal immigrant felons, and that SCAAPfunds should be distributed to states during the fiscal year in
which they are appropriated. (10 miii.)

COMMITrEE VOTES

Pursuant to clause 2(l)(2)(B) of House rule XI the results of eachroilcall vote on a amendment or motion to report, together with
the names of those voting for and against, are printed below:
Rules Committee RollcaU No. 299

Date: March 14, 1996.
Measure: Rule for consideration of H.R. 2202, the Immigration in

the National Interest Act.
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Motion By: Mr. Beilenson.
Summary of Motion: Make in order Beilenson amendment No.

101 to increase civil penalties for employer sanctions: for first viola-
tions to $1,000—$3,000; for second violations to $3,000—$8,000; for
subsequent violations to $8,000—$25,000; and allow penalties to be
doubled if employer violates certain specified acts.

Results: Rejected, 3 to 7.
Vote by Members: Dreier—Nay; Goss—Yea; Linder—Nay;

Pryce—Nay; Djaz-Balart—Nay; McInDis—Nay; Waldholtz—Nay;
Beilenson—Yea; Frost—Yea; Solomon—Nay.

Rules Committee Rolicall No. 300
Date: March 14, 1996.
Measure: Rule for consideration of H.R 2202, the Immigration in

the National Interest Act.
Motion By: Rep. Frost.
Summary of Motion: Strike from the proposed list of amend-

ments to be made in order the amendment by Rep. Gallegly No. 53
that would allow states the option of denying free public education
benefits to ifiegal aliens.

Results: Rejected, 3 to 5.
Vote by Members: Dreier—Nay; Goss—Nay; Linder—Nay; Diaz-

Balart—Yea; Mclnnis—Nay; Waldholtz—Nay; Beilenson—Yea;
Frost—Yea.

PART 1

The amendment to be considered as adopted is as follows:
Amend title 1V to read as follows (and conform the table of con-

tents accordingly):

TITLE 1V—ENFORCEMENT OF
RESTRICTIONS -AGAINST EMPLOYMENT

SEC. 401. PILOT PROGRAM FOR VOLUNTARY USE OF EMPLOYMENT
ELIGIBILITY CONFIRMATION PROCESS.

(a) VOLUNTARY ELECTION TO PARTICIPATE IN PILOT PROGRAM
CONFIRMATION MECHANISM.—

(1) IN GENERAL.—Afl employer (or a recruiter or referrer sub-
ject to section 274A(a)(1)(B)(ii) of the Immigration and Nation-
ality Act) may elect to participate in the pilot program for em-
ployment eligibility confirmation provided under this section
(such program in this section referred to as the "pilot pro-
gram"). Except as specifically provided in this section, the At-
torney General is not authorized to require any entity to par-
ticipate in the program under this section. The pilot program
shall operate in at least 5 of the 7 States with the highest esti-
mated popuition of unauthorized aliens.

(2) EFFECT OF ELECTION.—The following provisions apply in
the case of an entity electing to participate in the pilot pro-
gram:

(A) OBLIGATION TO USE CONFIRMATION MECHANISM.—The
entity agrees to comply with the confhmation mechanism
under subsection (c) to confirm employment eligibility
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under the pilot program for all individuals covered under
the election in accordance with this section.

(B) BENEFIT OF REBUTTABLE PRESUMPTION.—
(i) IN GENERAL.—If the entity obtains confirmation

of employment eligibility under the pilot program with
respect to the hiring (or recruiting or referral that is
subject to section 274A(a)(1)(B)(ii) of the Immigration
and Nationality Act) of an individual for employment
in the United States, the entity has established a re-
buttable presumption that the entity hasiiot violated
section 274A(a)( 1)(A) of the Immigration and National-
ity Act with respect to such hiring (or such recruiting
or referral).

(ii) C0NsTRUC'rIoN.—Clause (i) shall not be con-
strued as preventing an entity that has an election in
effect under this section from establishing an affirma-
tive defense under section 274A(a)(3) of the Immigra-
tion and Nationality Act if the entity complies with
the requirements of section 274A(a)(1)(B) of such Act
but fails to comply with the obligations under sub-
paragraph (A).

(C) BENEFIT OF NOTICE BEFORE EMPLOYMENT-RELATED
INSPECTIONS.—The Immigration and Naturalization Serv-
ice, the Special Counsel for Immigration-Related Unfair
Employment Practices, and any other agency authorized to
inspect forms required to be retained under section 274A
of the Immigration and Nationality Act or to search prop-
erty for purposes of enforcing such section shall provide at
least 3 days notice prior to such an inspection or search,
except that such notice is not required if the inspection or
search is conducted with an administrative or judicial sub-
poena or warrant or under exigent circumstances.

(3) GENERAL TERMS OF ELECTIONS.—
(A) IN GENERAL-An election under paragraph (1) shall

be in a form and mpnner and under such terms and condi-
tions as the Attorney General shall specify and shall take
effect as the Attorney General shall specify. Such an elec-
tion shall apply (under such terms and conditions and as
specified in the election) either to all hiring (and all re-
cruitment or referral that is subject to section
274A(a)(1)(B)(jj) of the Immigration and Nationality Act)
by the entity during the period in which the election is in
effect or to hiring (or recruitment or referral that is subject
to section 274A(a)(1)(BXiI) of the Immigration and Nation-
ality Act) in one or more States or one or more places of
such hiring (or such recruiting or referral, as the case may
be) covered by the e1ection. The Attorney General may not
impose any fee as a condition of making an election or par-
ticipation in the pilot program under this section.

(B) ACCEPTANCE OF ELECTIONS.—Except as otherwise
provided in this paragraph, the Attorney General shall ac-
cept all elections made under paragraph (1). The Attorney
General may establish a process under which entities seek
to make elections in advance, in order to permit the Attor-
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ney General the opportunity to identify and develop appro-
priate resources to accommodate the demand for participa-
tion in the pilot progran under this section.

(C) REJECTION OF ELECTIONS.—The Attorney General
may reject an election by an entity under paragraph (1) be-
cause the Attorney General has determined that there are
insu1cient resources to provide services under the pilot
program for the entity.

(D) TERMINATION OF ELECTIONS.—The Attorney General
may terminate an election by an entity under paragraph
(1) because the entity has substantially failed to comply
with the obligations of the entity under the pilot program.

(E) RESCISSION OF ELECTION.—Afl entity may rescind an
election made under this subsection in such form and man-
ner as the Attorney General shall specify.

(b) CONSULTATION, EDUCATION, AND PUBLICITY.—
(1) CONSULTATION.—The Attorney General shall closely con-

sult with representatives of employers (and recruiters and re-
ferrers whose recruiting or referring is subject to section
274A(a)(1)(B)(ii) of the Immigration and Nationality Act) in the
development and implementation of the pilot program under
this section, including the education of employers (and such re-
cruiters and referrers) about the program.

(2) PUBLICITY.—The Attorney General shall widely publicize
the election process and pilot program under this section, in-
cluding the voluntary nature of the program and the advan-
tages to employers of mpking an election under subsection (a).

(3) ASSISTANCE THROUGH DISTRICT OFFICES.—The Attorney
General shall designate one or more individuals in each Dis-
trict office of the Immigration and Naturalization Service—

(A) to ixiform entities that seek information about the
program of the voluntary nature of the program, and

(B) to assist -eitities in electing and participating in the
pilot program, in complying with the requirements of sec-
tion 274A of the Immigration and Nationality Act, and in
facilitating identification of individuals authorized to be
employed consistent with such section.

(c) CONFIRMATION PROCESS UNDER PILOT PROGRAM.—Afl entity
that is participating in the pilot program agrees to conform to the
following procedures in the case of a hiring (or recruiting or refer-
ral in the case of recruitment or referral that is subject to section
274A(a)(1XBXii) of the Immigration and Nationality Act) of each in-
dividual covered under the program for employment in the United
States:

(1) PROvISION OF ADDITIONAL INFORMATION.—The entity
shall obtain from the individual (and the individual shall pro-
vide) and shall record on the form used for purposes of section
274A(bX1XA) of the Immigration and Nationality Act—

(A) the individual's social security account number (if
the individual has been issued such a number), and

(B) if the individual is an alien, such identification or
authorization number established by the Service for the
alien as the Attorney General shall specify.

(2) SEEKING CONFIRMATION.—
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(A) IN GENERAL.—The entity shall make an inquiry,
under the con.firmation mechanism estabiished under sub-
section (d), to seek conrmation of the identity, applicable
number (or numbers) described in section 274A(b)(2)(B) of
the Immigration and Nationality Act, and work eligibility
of the individual, by not later than the end of 3 working
days (as specified by the Attorney General) after the date
of the hiring (or recruitment or referral, as the case may
be). —

(B) EXTENSION OF TIME PERIOD.—If the entity in good
faith attempts to make an inquiry during such 3 working
days and the confirmation mechanism has registered that
not all inquiries were responded to during such time, the
entity can make an inquiry in the first subsequent work-
ing day in which the confirmation mech2nism registers no
nonresponses and qualify for the presumption. If the con-
firmation mechanism is not responding to inquiries at all
times during a day, the entity merely has to assert that
the entity attempted to make the inquiry on that day for
the previous sentence to apply to such an inquiry, and
does not have to provide any additional proof concerning
such inquiry.

(3) CONFnUVLATION.—
(A) IN GENERAL.—lf the entity receives an appropriate

confirmation of such identity, applicable number or num-
bers, and work eligibility under the confirmation mecha-
nism within the tune period specified under subsection (d)
after the time the confirmation inquiry was received, the
entity shall record on the form used .for purposes of section
274A(bX1XA) of the Immigration and Nationality Act an
appropriate code indicating a confirmation of such identity,
number or numbers, and work eligibility.

(B) FAILURE TO OTAIN CONFIRMATION.—If the entity has
made the inquiry described in paragraph (1) but has re-
ceived a noncohflrmation within the time period speci-
fied—

(i) the presumption under subsection (aX2)(B) shall
not be considered to apply, and

(ii) if the entity nonetheless continues to employ (or
recruits or refers, if such recruitment or referral is
subject to section 274A(a)(1XBXil) of the Immigration
and Nationality Act) the individual for employment in
the United States, the entity shall notify the Attorney
General of such fact through the confirmation mecha-
nism or in such other mpimer as the Attorney General
may specify.

(C) CONSEQUENCES.—
(i) FAILURE TO NOTEFY.—If the entity fails to provide

notice with respect to an individual as required under
subparagraph (B)(ii), the failure is deemed to con-
stitute a violation of section 274A(a)(1)(A) of the Immi-
gration and Nationality Act with respect to that mdi-
vidual.
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(ii) CONTINUED EMPLOYMENT.—If the entity provides
notice under subparagraph (B)(il) with respect to an
individual, the entity has the burden of proof, for pur-
poses of applying section 274A(a)(1XA) of the Immi-
gration and Nationality Act with respect to such entity
and individual, of establishing that the individual is
not an unauthorized alien (as defined in section
274A(h)(3) of such Act).

(iii) No APPLICATION TO CRIMINAL PENALTY.—
Clauses (i) and (ii) shall not apply in anypmsecution
under section 274A(fXl) of the Immigration and Na-
tionality Act.

(d) EPLOYMEN'r ELIGIBILITY PILOT CONFIRMATION MECHA-

NISM.—
(1) IN GENERAL.—The Attorney General shall establish a

pilot program confirmation mechanism (in this section referred
to as the "confirmation mechanism") through which the Attor-
ney General (or a designee of the Attorney General which may
include a nongovernmental entity)—

(A) responds to inquiries by electing entities, made at
any time through a toll-free telephone line or other elec-
tronic media in the form of an appropriate confirmation
code or otherwise, on whether an individual is authorized
to be employed, and

(B) maintains a record that such an inquiry was made
and the confirmation provided (or not provided).

To the extent practicable, the Attorney General shall seek to
establish such a mechanism using one or more nongovern-
mental entities. For purposes of this section, the Attorney Gen-
eral (or a designee of the Attorney General) shall provide
through the confirmation mechanism cotifirmation or a ten-
tative nonconfirmation of an individual's employment eligibility
within 3 working days of the initial inquiry.

(2) EXPEDITED PROCEDURE fl CASE OF NON-CONFIEMATION.—

In connection with paragraph (1), the Attorney General shall
establish, in consultation with the Commissioner of Social Se-
curity and the Commissioner of the Inmügration and Natu-
ralization Service, expedited procedures that shall be used to
confirm the validity of thformation used under the confirnia-
tion mechanism in cases in which the confirmation is sought
but is not provided through the coniirxnation mechanism.

(3) DESIGN AND OPERATION OF MECHANISM.—The confirma-
tion mechanism shall be designed and operated—

(A) to mwimize the reliability of the confirmation proc-
ess, and the ease of use by entities imking elections under
subsection (a) consistent with insulating and protecting
the privacy and security of the underlying information,
and

(B) to respond to all inqumes made by such entities on
whether individuals are authorized to be employed reg-
istering all times when such response is not possible.

(4) CONFIRMATION PROCESS.—
(A) CONFIRMATION OF VALIDITY OF SOCIAL SECURITY AC-

COUNT NUMBER—AS part of the confirmation mechanism,
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the Commissioner of Social Security, in consultation with
the entity responsible for administration of the mecha-
nism, shall establish a reliable, secure method, which
within the time period specified under paragraph (1), com-
pares the name and social security account number pro-
vided against such information maintained by the Com-
missioner in order to confirm (or not confirm) the validity
of the information provided and whether the individual
has presented a social security account number-that is not
valid for employment. The Commissioner shall not disclose
or release social security information.

(B) CoIi&TJoN OF ALIEN AUTHORIZATION—AS part of
the confirmation mechanism, the Commissioner of the
Service, in consultation with the entity responsible for ad-
ministration of the mechanism, shall establish a reliable,
secure method, which, within the time period specified
under paragraph (1), compares the name and alien identi-
fication or authorization number (if any) described in sub-
section (c)(1)(B) provided against such information
tamed by the Commissioner in order to confirm (or not
confirm) the validity of the information provided and
whether the alien is authorized to be employed in the
United States.

(C) PROCESS IN CASE OF TENTATIVE NONCONFIRMATION.—
In cases of tentative nonconfirmation, the Attorney Gen-
eral shall specify, in consultation with the Commissioner
of Social Security and the Commissioner of the Immigra-
tion and Naturalization Service, an expedited time period
not to exceed 10 working days after the date of the ten-
tative nonconfirmation within which final confirmation or
denial must be provided through the confirmation mecha-
nism in accordaice with the procedures under paragraph
(2).

(D) UPDATING INFORMATION.—The Conimissioners shall
update their information in a manner that promotes the
maximum accuracy and shall provide a process for the
prompt correction of erroneous information.

(5) PROTEcTIONS.—(A) In no case shall an employer termi-
nate employment of an individual because of a failure of the
individual to have work eligibility confirmed under this sec-
tion, until after the end of the 10-working-day period in which
a final confirmation or nonconfirmation is being sought under
paragraph (4)(C). Nothing in this subparagraph shall apply to
a termination of employment for any reason other than be-
cause of such a failure.

(B) The Attorney General shall assure that there is a timely
and accessible process to challenge nonconfirmations made
through the mechanism.

(B) If an individual would not have been dismissed from a
job but for an error of the confirmation mechmism, the indi-
vidual will be entitled to compensation through the mechanism
of the Federal Tort Claims Act.

(6) PROTECTION FROM LIABILITY FOR ACTIONS TAKEN ON THE
BASIS OF INFORMATION PROVIDED BY THE EMPLOYMENT ELIGI-
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BILITY CONFIRMATION MECHANISM.—No person shall be civilly
or criminally liable under any law (including the Civil Rights
Act of 1964, the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, the
Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, or the Age Discrimination
in Employment Act of 1967) for any action taken in good faith
reliance on information provided through the employment eli-
gibility confirmation mechanism established under this sub-
section.

(7) MULTIPLE MECHANISMS pERMITrED.—Nothlng in this sub-
section shall be construed as preventing the Attorné General
from experimenting with different mechanisms for different en-
tities.

(e) SELECT ENTITIES REQUIRED TO PARTICIPATE IN PILOT Pao-

GRAM.—
(1) FEDERAL GovERN?VEN'r.—Each entity of the Federal Gov-

ernment that is subject to the requirements of section 274A of
the Immigration and Nationality Act (including the Legislative
and Executive Branches of the Federal Government) shall par-
ticipate in the pilot program under this section and shall com-
ply with the terms and conditions of such an election.

(2) APPLICATION TO CERTAIN VIOLATORS.—Afl order under
section 274A(e)(4) or section 274B(g)(2)(B) of the J.xnrnigration
and Nationality Act may require the subject of the order to
participate in the pilot program and comply with the require-
ments of subsection (c).

(3) CONSEQuENCE OF FAILURE TO PARTICIPATE.—If an entity
is required under this subsection to participate in the pilot pro-
grain and fails to comply with the requirements of subsection
(c) with respect to an individual such failure shall be treated
as a violation of section 274A(aX1XB) of the Immigration and
Nationality Act with respect to that individual.

U) PROGRAM INITIATION; REPORTS; TERMINATION.—
(1) INITIATION OF PROGRAM.—The Attorney General shall im-

plement the pilot program in a manner that permits entities
to have elections under subsection (a) made and in effect by
not later than 1 year after the date of the enactment of this
Act.

(2) REPORTS.—The Attorney General shall submit to Con-
gress annual reports on the pilot program under this section
at the end of each year in which the program is in effect. The
last two such reports shall each include recommendations on
whether or not the pilot program should be continued or modi-
fied and on benefits to employers and enforcement of section
274A of the Immigration and Nationality Act obtained from
use of the pilot program.

(3) TERMINATION.—Uflless the Congress otherwise provides,
the Attorney General shall terminate the pilot program under
this section at the end of the third year in which it is in effect
under this section.

(g) CONSTRUCTION.—This section shall not affect the authority of
the Attorney General under other law (including section 274A(d)(4)
of the Immigration and Nationality Act) to conduct demonstration
projects in relation to section 274A of such Act.
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(h) LIMITATION ON USE OF THE CONFIRMATION PROCESS Ai1) ANY
RELATED MECHANISMS.—Notwithstallding any other provision of
law, nothing in this section shall be construed to permit or allow
any department, bureau, or other agency of the United States Gov-
ernment to utilize any information, data base, or other records as-
sembled under this section for any other purpose other than as pro-
vided for under the pilot program under this section.
SEC. 402. LIMITING LIABILITY FOR CERTAIN TECHNICAL VIOLATIONS

OF PAPERWORK REQUIREMENTS.
(a) IN GEiRAL.—Section 274A(eXl) (8 U.S.C. 1324a(e)(1)) is

amended—
(1) by striking "and" at the end of subparagraph (C),
(2) by striking the period at the end of subparagraph (D) and

inserting", and", and
(3) by adding at the end the following new subparagraph:

"(E) under which a person or entity shall not be consid-
ered to have failed to comply with the requirements of sub-
section (b) based upon a technical or procedural failure to
meet a requirement of such subsection in which there was
a good faith attempt to comply with the requirement un-
less (1) the Service (or another enforcement agency) has ex-
plained to the person or entity the basis for the failure, (ii)
the person or entity has been provided a period of not less
than 10 business days (beginning after the date of the ex-
planation) within which to correct the failure, and (iii) the
person or entity has not corrected the failure voluntarily
within such period, except that this subparagraph shall
not apply with respect to the engaging by any person or
entity of a pattern or practice of violations of subsection
(a)(1XA) or (aX2).".

(b) EFFECTiVE DATE.—The aniendinents made by subsection (a)
shall apply to failures occurring on or after the date of the enact-
ment of this Act.
SEC. 403. PAPERWOEX AND- OThER CHANGES IN THE EMPLOYER

SANCTIONS PROGRAM.
(a) REDUCING TO 6 THE NUMBER OF DOCUMENTS ACCEPTED FOR

EMPLOYMENT VERIFICATION.—Section 274A(b) (8 U.S.C. 1324a(b))
is aznended—

(1) Ui paragraph (1XB)—
(A) by adding "or" at the end of clause (i),
(B) by striking clauses (ii) through (iv), and
(C) in clause (v), by striking "or other alien registration

card, if the card" and inserting", alien registration card,
or other document designated by regulation by the Attor-
ney General, if the document" and redesignating such
clause as clause (ii); and

(2) by amending subparagraph (C) of paragraph (1) to read
as follows:

"(C) SOCIAL SECURITY ACCOUNT NUMBER CARD AS EVI-
DENCE OF EMPLOYMENT AUTHORIZATION.—A document de-
scribed in this subparagraph is an individual's social secu-
rity account number card (other than such a card which
specifies on the face that the issuance of the card does not
authorize employment in the United States).".
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(b) REDUCTION OF PAPERWORK FOR CERTAIN EMPLOYEES.—Sec-
tion 274A(a) (8 U.S.C. 1324a(a)) is amended by adding at the end
the following new paragraph:

"(6) TREATMENT OF DOCUMENTATION FOR CERTAIN EMPLOY-
EES.—

"(A) IN GENERAL.—For purposes of paragraphs (1)(B) and
(3), if—

"(1) an individual is a member of a collective-bar-
gaining unit and is employed, under a collective bar-
gaining agreement entered into between one or more
employee organizations and an association of two or
more employers, by an employer that is a member of
such association, and

"(ii) within the period specified in subparagraph (B),
another employer that is a member of the association
(or an agent of such association on behalf of the em-
ployer) has complied with the requirements of sub-
section (b) with respect to the employment of the indi-
vidual,

the subsequent employer shall be deemed to have complied
with the requirements of subsection (b) with respect to the
hiring of the employee and shall not be liable for civil pen-
alties described in subsection (eX5).

"(B) PERIOD.—The period described in this subparagraph
is—

"(i) up to 5 years in the case of an individual who
has presented documentation identifying the individ-
uai as a national of the United States or as an alien
lawfully admitted for permanent residence; or

"(ii) up to 3 years (or, if less, the period of time that
the individual is authorized to be employed in the
United States) in the case of another individual.

"(C) LIABILrrY.—
"(1) IN GEERAL.—1f any employer that is a member

of an association hires for employment in the United
States an individual and relies upon the provisions of
subparagraph (A) to comply with the requirements of
subsection (b) and the individual is an unauthorized
alien, then for the purposes of paragraph (1XA), sub-
ject to clause (ii), the employer shall be presumed to
have known at the time of hiring or afterward that the
individual was an unauthorized alien.

"(ii) REBUTrAL OF PRESTJMPTION.—The presumption
established by clause (i) may be rebutted by the em-
ployer only through the presentation of clear and con-
vincing evidence that the employer did not know (and
could not reasonably have known) that the individual
at the time of hiring or afterward was an unauthor
ized alien.".

(c) ELIMINATION OF DATED PROVISIONS.—Section 274A (8 U.S.C.
1324a) is amended by striking subsections (i) through (n).

(d) CI1mICATION OF APPLICATION TO FEDERAL GOVERNMENT.—
Section 274A(a) (8 U.S.C. 1324a(a)) is amended by adding at the
end the following new paragraph:

H.RptlO4-483 96—2
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"(5) APPLICATION TO FEDERAL GOVERNMEN'r.—For purposes of
this section, the term 'entity' includes an entity in any Branch
of the Federal Government.".

(e) EFFECTWE DATES.—
(1) Except as provided in this subsection, the amendments

made by this section shall apply with respect to hiring (or re-
cruiting or referring) occurring on or after such date (not later
than 180 days after the date of the enactment of this Act) as
the Attorney General shall designate.

(2) The amendments made by subsections (a1) and (a)(2)
shall apply with respect to the hiring (or recruiting or refer-
ring) occurring on or after such date (not later than 18 months
after the date of the enactment of this Act) as the Attorney
General shall designate.

(3) The amendment made by subsection (b) shall apply to in-
dividuals hired on or after 60 days after the date of the enact-
ment of this Act.

(4) The amendment made by subsection (c) shall take effect
on the date of the enactment of this Act.

(5) The amendment made by subsection (d) applies to hiring
occurring before, on, or after the date of the enactment of this
Act, but no penalty shall be imposed under section 274A(e) of
the Immigration and. Nationality Act for such hiring occurring
before such date.

(f) IMPLEMENTATION OF ELECTRONIC STORAGE OF 1—9 Fois.—
Not later than 180 days after the date of the enactment of this Act,
the Attorney General shall issue regulations which shall provide
for the electronic storage of forms used in satisfaction of the re-
quirements of section 274A(b)(3) of the Immigration and National-
ity Act.
SEC. 404. SThENGTHENED ENFORCEMENT OF THE EMPLOYER SANC-

TIONS PROVISIONS.
(a) IN GENErAL.—The nj.imber of full-time equivalent positions in

the Investigations Divisioiiwithin the Immigration and Naturaliza-
tion Service of the Department of Justice beginning in fiscal year
1997 shall be increased by 500 positions above the number of fufl-
time equivalent positions available to such Division as of Septem-
ber 30, 1995. -

(b) AssIGNMr.—Indjvidua1s employed to fill the additional po-
sitions described in subsection (a) shall be assigned to investigate
violations of the employer sanctions provisions contained in section
274A of the Immigration and Nationality Act.
SEC. 405. REPORTS ON EARNINGS OF ALIENS NOT AUTRORIZE1) TO

WORK.
Subsection (c) of section 290 (8 U.S.C. 1360) is amended to read

as follows:
"(c)( 1) Not later than 3 months after the end of each fiscal year

(beginning with fiscal year 1996), the Commissioner of Social Secu-
rity shall report to the Committees on the Judiciary of the House
of Representatives and the Senate on the aggregate number of so-
cial security account numbers issued to aliens not authorized to be
employed to which earnings were reported to the Social Security
Administration in such fiscal year.
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"(2) If earnings are reported on or after January 1, 1997, to the
Social Security Administration on a social security account number
issued to an alien not authorized to work in the United States, the
Commissioner of Social Security shall provide the Attorney General
with information regarding the name and address of the alien, the
name and address of the person reporting the earnings, and the
amount of the earnings. The information shall be provided in an
electronic form agreed upon by the Commissioner and the Attorney
General.".
SEC. 406. AUThORIZING MAINTENANCE OF CERTAIN INFORMATION

ON ALIENS.
Section 264 (8 U.S.C. 1304) is amended by adding at the end the

following new subsection:
"(f) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the Attorney

General is authorized to require any alien to provide the alien's so-
cial security account number for purposes of inclusion in any record
of the alien maintained by the Attorney General or the Service.".
SEC. 407. UNFAIR IMMIGRATION-RELATED EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES.

(a) REQUIIUNG CERTAIN REMEDIES IN UNFAIR IMMIGRATION-RE-

LATED DIsCRIMINATION ORDERS.—Section 274B(g)(2) (8 U.S.C.
1324b(g)(2)) is amended—

(1) in subparagraph (A), by adding at the end the following:
"Such order also shall require the person or entity to comply
with the requirements of clauses (ii) and (vi) of subparagraph
(B).";

(2) in subparagraph (B), by striking "Such an order" and in-
serting "Subject to the second sentence of subparagraph (A),
such an order"; and

(3) in subparagraph (BXvi), by inserting before the semicolon
at the end the following: "and to certi& the fact of such edu-
cation".

(b) TREATMENT OF CERTAIN DoCUMENTARY PRACTICE AS Er!PLoY-
MENT PRACTICES.—Section 274B(a)(6) (8 U.S.C. 1324b(a)(6)) is
amended—

(1) by striking "For" and inserting "(A) Subject to subpara-
graph (B), for", and

(2) by adding at the end the following new subparagraph:
"(B) A person or other entity—

"(i) may request a document proving a renewal of em-
ployment authorization when an individual has previously
submitted a time-limited document to satisfy the require-
ments of section 274A(bXl); or

"(ii) if possessing reason to believe that an individual
presenting a document which reasonably appears on its
face to be genuine is nonetheless an unauthorized alien,
may (I) inform the individual of the question about the
document's validity, and of such person or other entity's
intention to verify the validity of such document, and (II)
upon receiving coniirmation that the individual is unau-
thorized to work, may dismiss the individual.

Nothing in this provision prohibits an individual from offering
alternative documents that satisfy the requirements of section
274A(b)( 1).".
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(c) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by subsection (a)
shall apply to orders issued on or after the first day of the first
month beginning at least 90 days after the date of the enactment
of this Act.

PART 2

The amendments made in order by the rule.

23

[TITLE VI AMENDMENTS]:
In section 600, amend paragraph (7) to read as follows:

(7) With respect to the State authority to make determina-
• tions concerning the eligibility of aliens for public benefits, a

State that chooses to follow the Federal classification in deter-
mining the eligibility of such aliens for public assistance shall
be considered to have chosen the least restrictive means avail-
able for achieving the compelling government interest of assur-
ing that aliens be self-reliant in accordance with national im-
migration policy.

In section 601(c)(2), strike "programs:" and insert "programs (and
include any successor to such a program as identified by the Attor-
ney General in consultation with other appropriate officials):".

30

4. AN AMENDMENT To BE OFFERED BY REPRESENTATIVE MCCOL-
LUM OF FLORIDA, OR A DESIGNEE, DEBATABLE FOR 30 MINUTES

After section 216, insert the following new section (and conform
the table of contents accrding1y):
SEC. 217. PROTECTING THE INTEGRITY OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY AC-

COUNT NUMBER CARD. -

(a) IMPROVEMENTS To CARD.—
(1) IN GENERAL.—For purposes of carrying out section 274A

of the Immigration and Nationality Act, the Commissioner of
Social Security (in this section referred to as the "Commis-
sioner") shall make such improvements to the physical design,
technical specifications, and materials of the social security ac-
count number card as are necessary to ensure that it is a genu-
ine official document and that it offers the best possible secu-
rity against counterfeiting, forgery, alteration, and misuse.

(2) PERFORMANCE STANDARDS.—In making the improvements
required in paragraph (1), the Commissioner shall—

(A) make the card as secure against counterfeiting as
the 100 dollar Federal Reserve note, with a rate of couri-
terfeit detection comparable to the 100 dollar Federal Re-
serve note, and

(B) make the card as secure against fraudulent use as
a United States passport.
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(3) REFERENCE.—In this section, the term "secured social se-
curity account number card" means a social security account
number card issued in accordance with the requirements of
this subsection.

(4) EFFECTIVE DATE.—A1l social security account number
cards issued after January 1, 1999, whether new or replace-
ment, shall be secured social security account number cards.

(b) USE FOR EMPLOYMENT VERIFIcATI0N.—Beginning an January
1, 2006, a document described in section 274A(b)(1)(C) of the Immi-
gration and Nationality Act is a secured social security account
number card (other than such a card which specifies on the face
that the issuance of the card does not authorize employment in the
United States).

(c) NOT A NATIONAL IDENTIFICATION CARD.—Cards issued pursu-
ant to this section shall not be required to be carried upon one's
person, and nothing in this section shall be construed as authoriz-
ing the establishment of a national identification card.

(d) No NEw DATABASES.—Nothing in this section shall be con-
strued as authorizing the establishment of any new databases.

(e) EDUCATION CAMPAIGN.—The Commissioner of Immigration
and Naturalization, in consultation with the Commissioner of So-
cial Security, shall conduct a comprehensive campaign to educate
employers about the security features of the secured social security
card and how to detect counterfeit or fraudulently used social secu-
rity account number cards.

(f) ANNUAL REPOwrS.—The Commissioner of Social Security shall
submit to Congress by July 1 of each year a report on—

(1) the progress and status of developing a secured social se-
curity account number card under this section,

(2) the incidence of counterfeit production and fraudulent use
of social security account number cards, and

(3) the steps being taken to detect and prevent such counter-
feiting and fraud.

(g) GAO ANNUAL AUDIS.—The Comptroller General shall per-
form an annual audit, the results of which are to be presented to
the Congress by January 1 of each year, on the performance of the
Social Security Administration in meeting the requirements in sub-
section (a).

(h) EXPENSES.—NO costs incurred in developing and issuing cards
under this section that are above the costs that would have been
incurred for cards issued in the absence of this section shall be
paid for out of any Trust Fund established under the Social Secu-
rity Act. There are authorized to be appropriated such sums as
may be necessary to carry out this section.
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10. AN AmMr To BE OFFERED BY REPRESENTATIVE GALLEGLY
OF CA ORNIA, OR A DESIGNEE, DEBATABLE FOR 30 MiNUTES

At the end of subtitle A of title VI insert the following new part:

PART 3—PUBLIC EDUCATION BENEFITS
SEC. 615. AUTHORIZING STATES TO DENY PUBLIC EDUCATION BENE-

FITS TO ALIENS NOT LAWFULLY PRESENT IN TUE UNITEDSTATES.
(a) IN GENERAL.—The Immigration and Nationality Act is

amended by adding at the end the following new title:

'°TITLE 7I—DISQUALIFICATION OF ALIENS NOT LAWFULLY
PRESENT IN THE UNITED STATES FROM CERTAIN PRO-
GRAM

"CONGRESSIONAL POLICY. REGARDING INELIGIBILITY OF ALIENS NOT
LAWFULLY PRESENT IN THE UNITED STATES FOR PUBLIC EDUCATION
BENEFITS

"SEC. 601. (a) Because Congress views that the right to a free
public education for aliens who are not lawfully present in the
United States promotes violations of the immigration laws and be-
cause such a free public education for such aliens creates a signifi-
cant burden on States' economies and depletes States' limited edu-
cationa.1 resources, Congress declares it to be the policy of the Unit-
ed States that—

"(1) aliens who are not lawfully present in the United States
not be entitled to public education benefits in the same manner
as United States citizens and lawful resident aliens; and

"(2) States should not be obligated to provide public edu-
cation benefits to aliens who are not lawfully present in theUnited States.

"(b) Nothing in this section shall be construed as expressing any
statement of Federal policy with regard to—

"(1) aliens who are lawfully present in the United States, or
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"(2) benefits other than public education benefits provided
under State law.

"AUTHORITY OF STATES

"SEC. 602. (a) In order to carry out the policies described in sec-
tion 601, each State may provide that an alien who is not lawfuiiy
present in the United States is not eligible for public education
benefits in the State or, at the option of the State, may be treated
as a non-resident of the State for purposes of pro2ision of such
benefits.

"(b) For purposes of subsection (a), an individual shall be consid-
ered to be not lawfuiiy present in the United States unless the in-
dividual (or, in the case of an individual who is a child, another on
the child's behalf)—

"(1) declares in writing under penalty of perjury that the in-
dividual (or child) is a citizen or national of the United States
and (if required by a State) presents evidence of United States
citizenship or nationality; or

"(2)(A) declares in writing under penalty of perjury that the
individual (or child) is not a citizen or national of the United
States but is lawfully present in the United States, and

"(B) presents either—
"(i) alien registration documentation or other proof of im-

migration registration from the Service, or
"(ii) such other documents as the State determines con-

stitutes reasonable evidence indicating that the individual
(or child) is lawfully present in the United States.

If the documentation described in paragraph (2)(B)(i) is presented,
the State may (at its option) veri1y with the Service the alien's im-
migration status through a system described in section 1137(d)(3)
of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 1320b—7(d)(3)).

"(c) If a State denies public education benefits under this section
with respect to an alien,he State shall provide the alien with an
opportunity for a fair hearing to establish that the alien is lawfully
present in the United States, consistent with subsection (b) and
Federal immigration law.".

(b) CLERICAL AMENDviENT.—The table of contents of such Act is
amended by adding at the end the following new items:

'TITLE VI—DISQUALIFICATION OF ALIENS NOT LAWFULLY PRESENT IN
THE UNITED STATES FROM CERTAIN PROGRAM

'Sec. 601. Congressional policy regarding ineligibility of aliens not lawfully present
in the United States for public education benefits.

'Sec. 602. Authority of States.".
(c) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by this section

shall take effect as of the date of the enactment of this Act.

11. AN AMENDNT To BE OFFERED BY REPRESENTATIVE CABDIN
OF MARYLAND, OR A DESIGNEE, DEBATABLE FOR 10 MINUTES

At the end of section 401 the following new subsection:
(c) PRIORITY FOR WORKSITE ENFORCEMENT.—

(1) IN GENERAL.—In addition to its efforts on border control
and easing the worker verification process, the Attorney Gen-
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eral shafl make worksite enforcement of employer sanctions a
top priority of the Immigration and Naturalization Service.

(2) REPORT.—Not later than 1 year after the date of the en-
actment of this Act, the Attorney General shafl submit to Con-
gress a report on any additional authority or resources need-
ed—

(A) by the Immigration and Naturalization Service in
order to enforce section 274A of the Immigration and Na-
tionality Act, or —

(B) by Federal agencies in order to carry out the Execu-
tive Order of February 13, 1996 (entitled "Economy and
Efficiency in Government Procurement Through Compli-
ance with Certain Immigration and Naturalization Act
Provisions") and to expand the restnctions in such Order
to cover agricultural subsidies, grants, job training pro-
grams, and other Federally subsidized assistance pro-
grams.

12. AN AMENDMENT To BE OFFERED BY REPRESENTATiVE CHABOT
OF OHIO, OR A DESIGNEE, DEBATABLE FOR 60 MINITrEs

Strike subsection (b) of section 403.

13. AN AMENDMENT To BE OFFERED BY REPRESENTATIVE GALLEGLY
OF CALIFORNIA, OR A DESIGNEE, DEBATABLE FOR 60 MINuTEs

Amend subsection (b) of section 403 to read as follows:
(b) EMPLOYMENT ELIGIBILITY CONFIRMATION PROCESS.—Section

274A (8 U.S.C. 1324a) is amended—
(1) in subsection (aX3), by inserting "(A)" after "DEFENSE.—

", and by adding at the end the following:
"(B) FAILURE TO SEEK A1D OBTAIN CONFIRMATION.—Subject

to subsection (b)(7),in the case of a hiring of an individual for
employment in the United States by a person or entity that
employs more than 3 employees, the following rules apply:

"(i) FAILURE TO SEEK CONFIRMATION.—
"(I) IN GENERAL.—If the person or entity has not

made an inquiry, under the mechanism established
under subsection (b)(6), seeking conllrmation of the
identity, social security number, and work eligibility of
the individual, by not later than the end of 3 working
days (as specified by the Attorney General) after the
date of the hiring, the defense under subparagraph (A)
shall not be considered to apply with respect to any
employment after such 3 working days, except as pro-
vided in subclause (II).

"(II) SPECIAL RULE FOR FAILURE OF CONFIRMATION
MECHANISM.—If such a person or entity in good faith
attempts to make an inquiry during such 3 working
days in order to qualify for the defense under subpara-
graph (A) and the confirmation mechanism has reg-
istered that not all inquiries were responded to during
such time, the person or entity can make an inquiry
in the first subsequent working day in which the con-
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firmation mechanism registers no nonresponses and
qua1if for the defense.

"(ii) FAILURE TO OBTAIN CONFffiMATION.—If the person or
entity has made the inquiry described in clause (i)(I) but
has not received an appropriate confirmation of such iden-
tity, number, and work eligibility under such mechanism
within the time period specified under subsection
(bX6XDXiii) after the time the confirmation inquiry was
received, the defense under subparagraph (ALshafl not be
considered to apply with respect to any employment after
the end of such time period.";

(2) by amending paragraph (3) of subsection (b) to read as
follows:

"(3) RETENTION OF VERIFICATION FORM AND CONFrEMATION.—
After completion of such form in accordance with paragraphs
(1) and (2), the person or entity must—

"(A) if the person employs not more than 3 employees,
retain the form and make it available for inspection by of-
ficers of the Service, the Special Counsel for Tmmigration-
Related Unfair Employment Practices, or the Department
of Labor during a period begiiining on the date of the hir-
ing, recruiting, or referral of the individual and ending—

"(i) in the case of the recruiting or referral for a fee
(without hiring) of an individual, three years after the
date of the recruiting or referral, and

"(ii) in the case of the hiring of an individual—
"(I) three years after the date of such hiring, or
"(II) one year after the date the individual's em-

ployment is terminated,
whichever is later and

"(B) subject to paragraph (7), if the person employs more
than 3 employees, seek to have (within 3 working days of
the date of hirinY and have (within the time period speci-
fied under paragraph (6XDXiii)) the identity, social secu-
rity number; and work eligibility of the individual con-
firmed in accordance with the procedures established
under paragraph (6), except that if the person or entity in
good faith attempts to make an inquiry in accordance with
the procedures established under paragraph (6) during
such 3 working days in order to fulfill the requirements
under this subparagraph, and the confirmation mechanism
has registered that not all inquiries were responded to
during such time, the person or entity shall make an in-
quiry in the first subsequent working day in which the
confirmation mechanism registers no nonresponses."; and

(3) by adding at the end of subsection (b) the following new
paragraphs:

"(6) EMPLOYMENT ELIGIBILITY CONFIRMATION PROCESS.—
"(A) IN GENERAL.—Subject to paragraph (7), the Attor-

ney General shall establish a confirmation mechanism
through which the Attorney General (or a designee of the
Attorney General which may include a nongovernmental
entity)—
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"(i) responds to inquiries by employers, made
through a toll-free telephone line, other electronic
media, or toll-free facsimile number in the form of an
appropriate confirmation code or otherwise, on wheth-
er an individual is authorized to be employed by that
employer, and

"(ii) maintains a record that such an inquiry was
made and the confirmation provided (or not provided).

"(B) EXPEDITED PROCEDURE IN CASE OF NO CONFrRMA-
TION.—In connection with subparagraph (A), the Attorney
General shall establish, in consultation with the Commis-
sioner of Social Security and the Commissioner of the
Service, expedited procedures that shall be used to confirm
the validity of information used under the confirmation
mechanism in cases in which the confirmation is sought
but is not provided through the confirmation mechanism.

"(C) DESIGN AND OPERATION OF MECHANISM.—The con-
firmation mechanism shall be designed and operated—

"(i) to mimize the reliability of the confirmation
process, and the ease of use by employers, recruiters,
and referrers, consistent with insulating and protect-
ing the privacy and security of the underlying infor-
mation, and

"(ii) to respond to all inquiries made by employers
on whether individuals are authorized to be employed
by those employers, recruiters, or referrers registering
all times when such response is not possible.

"(D) CONFIRMATION PROCESS.—(i) As part of the con-
firmation mechanism, the Commissioner of Social Security
shall establish a reliable, secure method, which within the
time period specified under clause (iii), compares the name
and social security account number provided against such
information maintained by the Commissioner in order to
confirm (or not con±irm) the validity of the information
provided and whether the individual has presented a social
security account number that is not valid for employment.
The Commissioner shall not disclose or release social secu-
rity information.

"(ii) As part of the confirmation mechanism, the Com-
missioner of the Service shall establish a reliable, secure
method, which, within the time period specified under
clause (iii), compares the name and alien identification
number (if any) provided against such information main-
tained by the Commissioner in order to confirm (or not
confirm) the validity of the information provided and
whether the alien is authorized to be employed in the
United States.

"(iii) For purposes of this section, the Attorney General
(or a designee of the Attorney General) shall provide
through the confirmation mechanism confirmation or a
tentative nonconuirmation of an individual's employment
eligibility within 3 working days of the initial inquiry. In
cases of tentative nonconfirmation, the Attorney General
shall specify, in consultation with the Commissioner of So-
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cial Security and the Commissioner of the Service, an ex-
pedited time period not to exceed 10 working days within
which final conLfirmation or denial must be provided
through the confirmation mechanism in accordance with
the procedures under subparagraph (B).

"(iv) The Commissioners shall update their information
in a maimer that promotes the maximum accuracy and
shall provide a process for the prompt correction of erro-
neous information.

"CE) PROTECTIONS.—(i) In no case shall an individual be
denied employment because of inaccurate or inaccessible
data under the confirmation mechanism.

"(ii) The Attorney General shall assure that there is a
timely and accessible process to challenge noncon-
firmations made through the mechanism.

"(iii) If an individual would not have been dismissed
from a job but for an error of the confirmation mechanism,
the individual will be entitled to compensation through the
mechanism of the Federal Tort Claims Act.

"(F) TESTER PROGRAM.—As part of the confirmation
mechanism, the Attorney General shall implement a pro-
gram of testers and investigative activities (similar to test-
ing and other investigative activities assisted under the
fair housing initiatives program under section 561 of the
Housing and Community Development Act of 1987 to en-
force rights under the Fair Housing Act) in order to mon-
itor and prevent unlawful discrimination under the mecha-
nism.

"(G) PROTECTION FROM LIABILITY FOR ACTIONS TAKEN ON
THE BASIS OF INFORMATION PROVIDED BY THE EMPLOYMENT
ELIGIBILITY CONFIRMATION MECHANISM.—No person shall
be civilly or cr±tninally liable for any action taken in good
faith reliance on information provided through the employ-
ment eligibilityonfirmation mechanism established under
this paragraph (including any pilot program established
under paragraph (7)).

"(7) APPLICATION OF CONFIRMATION MECHANISM THROUGH
PILOT PROJECTS.—

"(A) IN GENERAL.—Subsection (a)(3)(B) and paragraph
(3) shall only apply to individuals hired if they are covered
under a pilot project established under this paragraph.

"(B) UNDERTAKING PILOT PROJECTS.—For purposes of
this paragraph, the Attorney General shall undertake pilot
projects for all employers in at least 5 of the 7 States with
the highest estimated population of unauthorized aliens, in
order to test and assure that the confirmation mechanism
described in paragraph (6) is reliable and easy to use. Such
projects shall be initiated not later than 6 months after the
date of the enactment of this paragraph. The Attorney
General, however, shall not establish such mechanism in
other States unless Congress so provides by law. The pilot
projects shall terminate on such dates, not later than Octo-
ber 1, 1999, as the Attorney General determines. At least
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one such pilot project shall be carried out through a non-
governmental entity as the confirmation mechanism.

"(C) REPORT.—The Attorney General shall submit to the
Congress annual reports in 1997, 1998, and 1999 on the devel-
opment and implementation of the confirmation mechanism
under this paragraph. Such reports may include an analysis of
whether the mechanism implemented—

"(I) is reliable and easy to use;
"(ii) linits job losses due to inaccurate or unavailable

data to less than 1 percent;
"(iii) increases or decreases discrimination;
"(iv) protects individual privacy with appropria±e policy

and technological mechanisms; and
"Cv) burdens individual employers with costs or addi-

tional adrniristrative requirements.".
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16. AN A qiiq'r To BE OFFERED BY REPRESENTATiVE CANADY
OF FLORIDA, OR A DESIGNEE, DEBATABLE FOR 30 MINU'rES

Amend subsection (c) of section 514 to read as follows:
Cc) ESTABLISHING JOB OFm AND ENGLISH LANGUAGE Pao-

FICIENCY REQUIREMENTS.—Paragraph (2) of section 203(c) (8 U.S.C.1153(c)) is amended to read as follows:
- "(2) REQUIREMENTS OF JOB OFFER AND EDUCATION OR
SKILLED WORKER A1D ENGLISH LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY.—An
aiien is not eligible for a visa under this subsection unless theaiien—

"CA) has a job offer in the United States which has beenverified;
"(B) has at least a high school education or its equiva-lent;
"CC) has at least 2 years of work experience in an occu-

pation which requires at least 2 years of training; and
"CD) demonstrates the ability to speak and to read the

English language at an appropriate level specified under
subsection (I).".

Redesignate section 519 as section 520 and insert after section
518 the following new section (and conform the table of contents,
and cross-references to section 519, accordingly):
SEC. 519. STANDARDS FOR ENGLISH LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY FORMOST IMMIGRANTS.

Section 203 C8 U.S.C. 1153), as amended by section 524Ca), is
amended by adding at the end the following new subsection:

"(i) ENGLISH LANGUAGE PROFICIENCy STANDAJWS.—(1) For pur-poses of this section, the levels of English language speaking and
reading ability specified in this subsection are as follows:
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"(A) The ability to speak English at a level required, without
a dictionary, to meet routine social demands and to engage in
a generaliy effective manner in casual conversation about top-
ics of geiieral interest, such as current events, work, family,
and personal history, and to have a basic understanding of
most conversatiis on nontechnical subjects, as shown by an
appropriate score on the standardized test of English-speaking
ability most commonly used by private firms doing husiness in
the United States.

"(B) The ability to read English at a level required to under-
stand simple prose in a form equivalent to typescript or print-
ing on subjects familiar to most general readers, and, with a
dictionary, the general sense of routine business letters, and
articles in newspapers and magazines directed to the general
reader.

"(2) The levels of ability described in paragraph (1) shall be
shown by an appropriate score on the standardized test of English-
speaking ability most commonly used by private firms doing busi-
ness in the United States. Determinations of the tests required and
the computing of the appropriate score on each such test are within
the sole discretion of the Secretary of Education, and are not sub-
jectto further administrative or judicial review.

"(3) The level of English language speaking and reading ability
specified under this subsection shall not apply to faifly members
accompanying, or following to join, an imtnigrant under subsection
(e).".

Amend paragraph (3) of section 513(a) to read as follows:
(3) by adding at the end the following new paragraphs:
"(8) NoT COUNTING WORK EXPERIENCE AS AN UNAUTHORIZED

ALIEN.—For purposes of this subsection, work experience ob-
tained in employmenLin the United States with respect to
which the alien was an unauthorized alien (as defined in sec-
tion 274A(h)(3)) shall not be taken into account.

"(9) ENGLISH LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY REQUIREMENT.—Afl

alien is not eligible for an immigrant visa number under this
subsection unless the alien demonstrates the ability to speak
and to read the English language at an appropriate level speci-
fied under subsection (i).".

In section 553(b)—
(1) in paragraph (1), strike "paragraph (2)" and insert "para-

graphs (2) and (3)", and
(2) redesignate paragraph (3) and paragraph (4), and
(3) insert after paragraph (2) the following new paragraph:

"(3) In determiiing the order of issuance of visa numbers under
this section, if an immigrant demonstrates the ability to speak and
to read the English language at appropriate levels specified under
section 203(i) of the Tmmigration and Nationality Act (as added by
section 519), the immigrant's priority date shall be advanced to 180
days before the priority date otherwise established."
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REPORT ON RESOLUTION PROVID-
ING FOR CONSIDERATION OF
H.R. 2202, THE -IMMIGRATION fl
THE. NATIONAL LNTEREST ACT
OF 1995
Mr. DREIER, from the Committee on

Rules, submitted a privileged report
(Rept. No. 104—483) on the resolution (H.
Res. .384) providing for consideration of
the bill (HR. 2202) to amend the Immi-
gration and Nationality Act to improve
deterrence of illegal immigration to
the United States by increasing border
patrol and investigative personnel, by
increasing penalties for alien smug-
gling and for document fraud, by re-
forming exclusion and deportation law
and procedures, by improving the ver-
ification system for eligibility for em-
ployment, and through other measures,
to reform the legal immigration sys-
tem and facilitate legal entries into
the United States, and for other pur-
poses, which was referred to the House
Calendar and ordered to be printed.

THE IMMIGRATION LN THE
NATIONAL INTEREST ACT OF 1995
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under a

previous order of the .House, the gen-
tleman from California [Mr. DREIER] is
recognized for 5 minutes.

Mr. DREIER. Mr. Speaker, I know
that I first want to express my great
appreciation to my very good friends
who are sitting and standing behind me
at this point, and I will be as brief as
possible.

I have risen to briefly talk about the
rule that we are going to be consider-
ing next Tuesday, which the Commit-
tee on Rules has reported out just a
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couple of hours ago and which I have
just filed at the desk.

The issue of reform of both legal and
illegal immigration is one of the most
contentious debates that we will have,
and it will take place next week. The
rule that we are considering is one of
the most fair and balanced rules that
could possibly be offered. In fact, we
had over 100, I believe 104, amendments
that were filed to the Committee on
Rules by noon yesterday, and we spent
today considering those amendments,
and we have made in order 32 amend-
ments that will be considered.

The issue of illegal immigration is a
very difficult and pressing one for my
State of California. We in California
deal daily with the flood of illegal im-
migrants who are coming across the
border seeking either government serv-
ices, job opportunities, seeking family
members, and it is very important that
we take strong and decisive action here
at the Federal level to deal with that
problem.

In the area of legal immigration, I
am very pleased that this legislation
will allow us to maintain the highest
level of legal immigration in 70 years
and that in itself is a very good and
positive move, because this country
was founded on legal immigration and
this country has had tremendous bene-
fits because of immigrants who con-
tinue to come.to this country today.

In fact, my State of California 'and
other parts of this country are on the
cutting edge technologically and in
many other areas because of legal im-
nigration.

So I wouid like to congratulate the
chairman of the subcommittee, the
gentleman from Texas (Mr. SMITH],
who has worked long and hard through-
out the past year and up until. just re-
cently, and he has been working, as he
said today, nearly 12 hours a day con-
stantly trying to bring this legislation
forward.

As we look at the many 'different
amendments that are going to be con-
sidered next week when •we proceed
with this legislation, one of the most
controversial and hotly debated has
been the proposal that was offered by
the gentleman from Michigan, Mr.

• CHRYSLER, and my California col-
league, Mr. BERMAN, and the gen-
tleman from Kansas, Mr. BROWNBACK,
seeking to split the legislation. That is
an amendment that will be made to
order, will be considered.

So, as we look -at the resolution
which I have just sent down that will
allow us to bring about debate on the
issue of legal and illegal immigration,
I believe that we are taking a very bold
and positive step toward getting the
Federal Government to step up to the

• plate and acknowledge its responsibil-
ity. It has been a long time ,since we
have been able to do this, and there 'are
many problems that have taken place
because of the 1986 Immigration Re-
form and Control Act, IRCA, that need
to be addressed, and I am pleased that
we will in time be doing that

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD — HOUSE
I would simply say, Mr. Speaker,

that I anxiously look forward to a very
interesting debate which will be far-
reaching and allow every single pro-
posal that has come forward to be con-
sidered and discussed.
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PRO VIDThG FOR CONS]DERATION
OF H.R. 2202. IMMIGRATION fl
THE NATIONAL TEREST ACT
OF 1995
Mr. DREIER. Mr. Speaker, by direc-

tio of the Coimnittee ox Rules, I call
up House Resolution 384 ad ask for its
irrimed.iate consideratioti.

The Clerk read the resolution, as fol-
lows:

H. RE5. 384
Resolved, That at any tirne after the adop-

tiou of this resolution the Speaker may, pur-
suat to clause 1(b) of rule declare the
House resolved into the Committee of the
Whole House on the state of the Union for
consideraton of the bill (LR. 2202) to amend
the Immigration and Nationality Act to im- -
prove deterrence of illegal irnmigratio to
the United States by increasing border pa-
trol and investigative personnel, by Increas-
ig penalties for alien smuggling ad for
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document fraud, by reforming exclusion and
deportation law ad procedures. by improv-
ing the verification system for eligibility for
ernp1oynent. and through other neasires. to
reform the legal imm1ratior. system ad fa-
ciitate legal entries into the tnted States.
a.nd for other purposes. The first reading of
the bill shall be dispensed with. All points of
order against consideration of the bill are
waived except those arisixg under ectiou
4.25(a) of the Congressional Budget Act of
1974. General debate shall be confired to the
bill and sail ot exceed two hours to be
equally divided and controlled by the chair-
man and ranng minority member of the
Committee on the Judiciary. After geer1
debate the bill shall oe considered for
amenthnent rnder the five-minute rwe. It
shafl be in order to consider as an original
bill for the purpose of amenthnent imder the
five-minute rule the axnenthnent in the La-
ture of a substitute recommended by the
Committee on the Judiciary now printed in
the bill, modified by the amendment printed
in part 1 of the report of the Committee on
Rules accompanying this resolution. That
amenthnent in the nature of a substitute
sba3i be considered as read. No other amend-
ment shal' be in order except the amend-
ments printed in part 2 of the report of the
Committee on Rules and aenthnents en
bloc described in section 2 of this resolution.
Each amenthnent printed in part 2 of the re-
port may be considered only in the order
pxnted, may be offered only by a Member
designated in the report, thall be considered
as read. sbafl be debatable for the Ume speci-
fied in the report equally divided and con-
trolled by the proponent and an opponent.
shall not be subject to aenthnent except as
specified in the report, and shafl not be sub-
ject to a demand for division of the question
in the House or in the Committee of the
Whole. All points of order against amend-
ments made iD. order by this resolution are
waived except those a.rising under section
425(a) of the Congressioa1 Budget Act of
1974. The chairman of the Committee of the
Whole may postpone until a time during fur-
ther consideration in the Committee of the
Whole a request for a recorded vote on any
amenthnent The chairman of the Committee
of the Whole may reduce to not less than five
minutes the time for voting by electronic de-
vice on any postponed question that ixnrne-
diately follows another vote by electronic
device without intervening business, pro-
vided that the tne for voting by electronic
device on the first in au.y senes of questions
sb2J.1 be not less than fifteen minutes. At the
conclusion of consideration of the bifl for
aenthnent the Committee sba.1l rise and re-
port the bill to the House with such amend-
ments as may have been adopted. Any Mem-
ber may demand a separate vote in the
House on any amenthnent adopted in the
Committee of the Whole to the bill or to the
amenthnent in the nature of a substitute
made in order as original text. The previous
question shall be considered as ordered on
the bill and amenthnents thereto to final
passage without intervening motion except
one motion to recommit with or without in-
structions. -

SEC. 2. It shall be in order at any time for
the chairiiian of the Committee on the Judi-
cia.ry or a designee to offer amenthnents en
bloc consisting of amenthnents printed in the
report of the Committee on Rules accom-
paying this resolution that were not earlier
disposed of or germane modifxcatos of ay
such smenthnents. Amendments en block of-
fered pursuant to this section shall be con-
sidered as read (except that modifications
shall be reported). shail be debatable for
twenty minutes equally divided and con-
to1led by the c2irman and ranking minor-
ity member of the Committee on the Jud.ici-
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ary or their designees, shail ot be subject to
aendmect. azd shall not be subject to a de-
rnad for division of the question i the
House or in the Committee of the Whole. For
the parpose or inclusion in such arnedrnents

• en bloc, an amendment priuted ic the form
of a riotion to strike may be modified to the
form of a gerrnne perfectthg amendment to
the text oriiiaily proposed to be stricken.
The origin.l proponent of an amendment th-
cluded in such amendments en bloc may in-
sert a statement ft the Congressional Record
immediately before the disposition of the
amendments en bloc.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Puzsu-
ant to the rule, the gentleman from
California [Mr. DREIER) is recognized
for 1 hour.

MODIFICATIONS TO CERTAIN AMENDMENTS
PDTED I HOU5 REPORT 1O4-4

Mr. DRELER. Mr. Speaker, I ask
unanimous consent that during consid-
eration of H.R. 2202, pursuant to House
Resolution 384, it shall be in order for
the desigated proponents of the
amendments numbered II, 12, and 13 in
part 2 of House Report 104—483 to offer
their amendments in modified forms to
accommodate the charges in the
amendment in the nature of a sub-
stitute recommended by the Comnit-
tee on the Judiciary that a.re reflected
in part 1 of that report, and effected by
the adoption of the rule: and it shall be
in order for the designated proponent
of the amendment numbered 19 in part
2 of House Report 104—483 to offer his
amendment in a modified form that
strikes from title V all except section
522 of subtitle D.

The SPEAR pro tempore. Is there
objection to the request of the gen-
tleman from California?

There was no objection..
Mr. DREIER. Mr. Speaker, for pur-

poses of debate only, I yield the cus-
tomary 30 minutes to the gentleman
from Califorma [Mr. BEILENSONJ. All
time yielded is for the purposes of de-
bate only.

Mr. Speaker. I yield myself such time
as I may consume.

(Mr. DREIER asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his re-
marks and include extraneous mate-
nai)

Mr. DREIER. Mr. Speaker, stopping
the 300,000 illegal immigrants that
stream across our border each year in
pickup trucks and under barbed wre
fences is the most important Federa1
law a.iid order issue in generations.
This is a modifiedclosed rule providing
for comprehensive consideration of
H.R. O2, legislation addressing two
cntical national issues: Getting con-
trol of illegal immigration, and im-
proving our system of legal immigra-
tion.

Mr. Speaker, make no mistake, while
H.R. 2202 is tough on those who enter
this country illegally, it maintains and.
strengthens legal immigration, ensur-
ing that immigrants remain a positive
force for change, growth, and prosper-
ity. This rule provides for 2 hours of
general debate, equally divided be-
tween the chairman and ranking ml-
nonty member of the Committee on

March 19, 1996
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the Judiciary. The rule waives a1pcit of or.r ain; the b11 except
those r€latiig to uned Feeral
mandates.

I would not€ that the Congressioyial
Budget Office has determined that the
mandates in the bill are minimal and
do not establish grounds for a point of
order against the bill.

The rule makes in order the Commit,-
tee on the Judiciary anendment in the
nature of a substitute as modified by
the mend 1t.prjte in part 1 of the
report of the Committee on Rules.
That amendment establishes a vol-
u_ntary program to permit businesses
to check the validity of Social Secu-
rity numbers in order to he]p ensure
that Federal laws regarding the em-
ployment of illegal irnmigraiats are
obeyed. Tbe amendment in the nature
of a substitute is considered as read.

The rules provides for the consider-
ation of 32 amendments. Let me say
that again, Mr. Speaker: 32 amend-
ments have been made in order. That
are printed in the report of the Com-
mittee on Rules. They shall be consid-
ered only in the order in which they
are printed in the report, may be of-
fered only by a Member desigated in
the report, shall be considered as read,
shall be debated for the time specified
in the report, shall not be subject to
amendment unless specified in the
committee report, and shall not be sub-
ject to a division of the question in the
House or in the Committee of the
Whole.

The rule waives all points of order
against the amendments, other than
those relating to the unfunded man-
dates issue.

Mr. Speaker, the rule allows the
chairman of the Comrrnttee of the
Whole to postpone votes during consid-
eration of the biil, as well as to reduce
•to 5 minutes the time on a postponed
question if it follows a 15-minute vote.
The rule also permits the chairina of
the Committee on the Judiciary or his
designee to offer amendments en bloc
or germane modifications thereof.
Amendments offered en bloc shall be
considered as read and shall be debat-
able for 20 minutes.

The issue of both legal and illegal
immigration is one of the most conten-
tious debates that we will have this
year. This rule, while not an open rule,
is fair and very balanced. It offers the
House the opportunity to debate nearly
all of the important and substantive is-
sues surrounding both illegal and legal
immigration reform. This debate will
stretch over more than 2 days, and will
highlight the important issues ad-
dressed by this well-crafted legislatioii.

The bin's principal author, the gex-
tleman from Texas [Mr. SMrr), has
worked long and hard ensuring that all
parties truly interested in dealing with
the overlapping issues of illegal ad
legal immgrtion have participated in
a bipartisan process.

Mr. Speaker. i1legal immigration ha
rache crisis proportions in my State
of California. We deal daily with
iood of illegal mm.grants who are
coming across the border seek:g gov-
ernment services, job opportunities,
and family niembers. There is simply
no Question that the President, for all
bs rhetoric, has failed to make this a
top priority. He opposed Calilortha's
proposition 187. He vetoed legislation
establishixg that illegal immigrants
z.e not entitled to Federal nd State
welfare services. He vetoed reimburse-
ment to the States for the cost of in-
carcerating illegal immigrant felons,
and his Justice Department has been
woefully slow in disbursing to States
the meager incarceration fu.ndz that
were appropriated back in 1994.

Mr. Speaker, as Members well know,
California will never support a Presi-
dent that is soft on illegal imnigra-
tion. fllegai immigration might just be
taking center stage in Washington
today, but the issue is like an over-
night sensation in Hollywood. This is a
problem that has been building up for
years and years. A decade ago my col-
league, the gentleman from Glendale,
CA [Mr. MOORBEAD], who is retiring
after 24 years of highly distinguished
service, offered amendments to
strengthen the Border Patrol when
Congress last addressed immigration
reform.

Many Members of Congress, espe-
cially the Members from California,
like Mr. Km, Mr. BnsaY, Mrs.
SEASTRAND, Mr. RxGs, Mr. GALLEGLY,
and others, have worked for years to
address illegal immigration in the
comprehensive manner of H.R.. O2.
Just as California su!fers from more 11-
legal mn'iigration than any State,
California is home to more legal irnmi-
grants and refugees than any other
State. Those immigrants have brought
tremendous benefits to our State. I am
proud of the fact that H.R. O2 will
allow us to maintain one of the highest
levels.of legal inmigration in 70 years.
That in itself is a good and positive
move, because this country wa found-
ed on lega1 immigration. -
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Legal imrriigrats continue• to pro-
vide the United States with a steady
stream of hard-working, freedom-lov-
ing, patriotic new Americans. Legl
imniigrants bringing special skills to
our workplace have been instrumental
in placing American firms, especially
many in California, on the cutting edge
of high technology.

Mr. Speaker, as we look at the broad
range of amendments that will be
brought forward this week, we will
first debate issues relating to illegal
immigration. Then after addressing
that issue, the House will address the
different but related issue of legal im-
migration. We will clearly have an op-
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pcrtunjt to debate nearv all con-
troversa1 issues.

The gentea frc Caiifor.ia rMr.
GALLEGLY]. the narrnan o1 the Speak-
ers task force on illegal irnrniaton,
will offer ainendments to create a man-
datory but c1ear1 nonintrusive Social
Security ramber verification pregram
to reduce the employment lure for 1ie-
gal immigration. He will also offer a
very sensible amendment to clarify
that States have the right to deter-
mine if local nd State tax dollars will
be used to give free education to illegal
immigrants.

Mr. Speaker, the gentlema. from
Washington [Mr. TATE) and the gentle-
woman from California [Mrs.
SEASTRAND] will offer a commonsense
amendment to clarify that if someone
violates American laws and enters the
country illegally; then they will no
longer be eligible to later become a
legal immigrant. Legal immigration
shouid be reserved for those who re-
spect our laws.

Mr. Speaker, finally we are certain to
have lively debates regarding the cre-
ation of a tamper resistant Social Se-
curity card as well as an effort to
eliminate the bill's voluntary system
to verify the accuracy of Social Secu-
rity numbers. The House bill will also
be able to debate the legal immigration
provisions of the bill.

Mr. Speaker, make no mistake, this
bill establishes a very generous level of
immigration by historical standards;
however, it focuses legal immigration
policy on reunifying nuclear faithlies
so that spouses and young children are
reunited in strong families. This is a
good and very important thing. Never-
theless, there is disagreement on these
provisions and the House will decide
this question'

The bipartisan amendment offered by
the gentleman from Michigan tMr.
CYsLER) and the gentleman from
California [Mr. BERMAN] and the gen-
tleman from Kansas [Mr. BROWNBAC1C),
which seeks to maintain the status quo
on legal irnimgration, is in order under
this rule. The amendment by the Com-
mittee on Agriculture to create a new
guest worker program will also come
before this House by the gentleman
from California [Mr. POBO) and oth-
ers.

Mr. Speaker, the Committee on Rules
has made in order 32 amendments, as I
have said. 'This is a fair rule that will
let the House deal responsibly with
H.R. 2202 and send the legislation to
the Senate in a timely manner. Immi-
gration reform is important to our Na-•
tion's economic and social future, and I
urge my colleagues to support this
rule.

Mr. Speaker, I include the following
material for the RECORD.
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Mr. DREJER. Mr. Speaker, I yield
such time as he may consume to the
distinguished gentleman from Glens
Falls, NY, [Mr. SOLOMON] chairman of
the Committee on Ruies.

Mr. SOLOMON. Mr. Speaker, I thank
the vice chairman of the Committee on
Ruies for an excellent explanation of
the rule. I thank my good friend from
California, TONY BEUENSON, who is al-
ways more than reasonable, for letting
me go out of order because of an emer-
gency that is coming up that may ex-
pdite the procedures for the House for
the next several days. It will inure to
his benefit and to ail the other Mem-
bers.

Mr. Speaker, having said that, I do
rise in support of this rule and the bill
that it makes in order, the Immigra-
tion in the National Interest Act.

Mr. Speaker, just to put into perspec-
tive the problem we will be considering
over the next 2 days, let me begin with
a few facts.

No. 1: Nationwide more than one-
quarter of all Federai prisoners are il-
legai aiiens.

According to the Immigration and
Naturalization Service, in 1980, the
total foreign-born population in Fed-
eral prisons was 1,000 which was less
than 4 percent of all iurna.tes. In 1995,
the foreigI-borD population in Federal
prisons was 27,938, which constitutes
percent of all thmates.. The result is an
enormous extra expense to be picked
up by the Federal taxpayers.

Fact No. 2: the U.S. welfare system is
rapidly becômiug a retirement home
for the elderly of other countries. In
1994, nearly 738,000 nonctizen residents
were receiving aid from the Supple-
mental Security Income program
known as SSI. This is a 580-percent in-
crease—up from 127,900 in 1982—in just
12 years.

The overwhelming majority of
noncitizen SSI recipients are elderly.
Most apply for welfare within 5 years
of arriving in the Uruted States. By
way of comparison, the number of U.S.-
borD applying for SSI benefits has in-
creased just 49 percent in the same pe-
riod. Without reform, according to the
Wail Street Journal, the total cost of
551 and Medicaid benefits for elderly
noncitizen immigrants will amou.nt to
more than 3328 billion over the next 10
years.

Fact No. 3: In the public hospitals of
our largest State, Caiifornia, 40 percent
of the births are to illegai aiiens. Since

each newborD is automatically a citi-
zen, he or she becomes eligible for all
the benefits of citizenship.

Fact No. 4 There is a link between
legal immigration and illegal immigra-
tion. According to the report of the Ju-
diciary Committee on this bill, close to
half of all illegai aliens come in on
legal temporary visas, and never return
home.

Fact No. 5: According to a Roper Poll
in December of 1995, 83 percent of all
Americans are in favor of reducing ail
immigration. WithiD these totals, 80
percent of African-Ameñcanz favor re-
ducing all immigration and 67 percent
of Hispanic-Americans favor reducing
all mxnAgration.

Mr. Speaker, these facts serve to
point out the nature of the problem we
are facing.

The poll numbers point the direction
our constituents want us to go.

The bill which will be before the
House over the next couple of days is a
giant step toward solving the problems
facing our Nation and I commend the
members of the Judiciary Committee
who did the work to put it together.

I would pa.rticuiarly like to coxnxnend
the chairman of the L'nmigration and
Claims Subcommattee, the gentleman
from Texas, Mr. LAMAR S?TrH, and his
raing minority member, the gen-
tleman from Texas, Mr. JOHN BRYANT,
for long hours spent on this legislation.

And I aiso owe thanks to the chair-
ma.n of that full committee, the gen-
tleman from Illinois, Mr. HENRY HYDE,
and his ranking member, the gen-
tleman from Michigan, Mr. CONYERS
for perseverance, under difficuit cir-
cumstances.

Mr. Speaker, any rule that does not
make in order every amendment re-
quested is going to be unpopular with
some. But given the need to finish the
bill on the floor this week, the Rules
Committee has come up with a reason-
able solution. I ask for a "yes" vote on
the motion for the previous question,
and a "yes" vote on adoption of this
baianced rule on the immigration bill.

Mr. DREIER. Mr. Speaker, I reserve
the baiance of my time. -

Mr. BEILENSON. Mr. Speaker, I
yield myse!f such time as I rn&y
consume.

Mr. Speaker, H.R. 2202, the Immigra-
tion i the Nationai Interest Act,
which this modified closed rule makes
in order, is one of the most important
pieces of legislation we shall consider

this year. There is no question .that
U.S. immigration policy needs to be re-
vised and improved to respond to our
national interests and this bill is a sen-
sible and measured response to that
critical ciallenge.

1, too, commend our colleagues from
Texas, Mr. SMITH, the chatrman of the
Immigration Subcommittee, and the
ranking member of the subcommittee,
Mr. BRYANT, for their outstanding
work in bringing this bipartisan bill to
the floor. I would aiso like to point out
the important work of my friend aid
fellow Californian, Mr. GALLEGLY, who
chaired the Speaker's task force on im-
migration. As a member of that task
force, I know ow diligently Mr.
GALLEGLY and the other members
worked to help develop recommenda-
tions for the subcomm.ittee.

Mr. Speaker, this bill would affect
many aspects of life in the United
States and a broad range of nationai is-
sues and concerns, including the avail-
ability of jobs for skilled and unskilled
American workers; the responsibility
of businesses and corporations to obey
the laws we have already enacted to
prohibit the hiring of individuals who
have entered the United States in vio-
lation of our border and our imrngra-
tion 1ws; the serious stress that popu-
lation growth fueled by immigration is
creating for our country; and, most im-
portant, the kind of country we will
leave to our children and grandchildren
who will have to live with the con-
sequences of our decisions in terms of
how heavily populated the Umted
States will become.

Because of the sig.ificance of this
bill, we commend the Committee on
Rules for allowing debate on 32 amend-
ments. More than 100 amendments
were submitted to the committee and
for the most part, we think, the com-
znittee did a good job of making in
order amendments that cover most of
the important areas of disagreement in
this wide-ranging piece of legis].tion.
However, we do want our colleagues to
know that we are disappointed that the
rule did not make in order severai irn-
portant amendments. For that reason,
after debate on the rule, Mr. Speaker,
we shall move to defeat the previous
question so that we may amend the
rule to make the following three addi-
tional amendments in order:

An amendment that would delete the
H—lB foreign temporary worker provi-
sions in the bill and replace them with



provisions that protect American
workers; an amendment that wouid
promote self-sufficiency for refugees
and make the Federal Government, not
the States or local communities, as-
sume the cost for refugees; and an
amendment that wouid increase civil
penalties for already existing employer
Sanctions. -

Mr. Speaker, one of those amend-
ments in pa.rtcuiar lies at the heart of
this debate, the third amendment, the
one that would increase the civil pen-
alties for already existing employer
sanctions.

The amendment's intent is to fiaIly
stop employers from knowingly hiring
illegal immigrants by making the ex-
isting employer-sancjon law truly ef-
fective and meaningful. While R. 2202
includes increased peaIties for docu-
ment fraud by immigrants, it does not
include any increased peaItjes for em-•
ployers who knowingly violate the law
prohibiting the hiring of individuajs
who are here illegally.

nhced employer enforcement pen-
alties have bipartisan support. They
were advocated by the Speaker's con-
gressional task force on immigration
reform,' by the late Congresswom
Barbara Jordan's U.S. Comission on
Immigration Reform, and by the ad--
ministration They were included also
in the immigration bill reported to the
Senate I.xnxnigration Subcomrjttee.

These increased peaIties are essen-
tial to reducing the incentive employ-
ers have for hiring illegal aliens and
the lure of employment that brings 11-
legal immigrants to this country. If we
have learned anything at all from the
failures of the 1986 immigration laws,
it must be that weak, sanctions are
meaningless .and will do little to pre-
vent illegals from seeking jobs and em-
ployers from hiring illegals for those
jobs.

The need for this amendment is un-
derscored not only by the lack of any
increased penalties on employers in the
bill but also by the rule's self-execut-
ing provision that makes the Judiciary
Committee's modest worker verifica-
tion system voluntary instead of man-
datory'as the committee itself h&d rec-
ommended.

While the Gallegly amendment to re-
store the committee-reported lang,iage
will be considered, it is obvious that if
we think it is necessary to get tougher
on employers who break the law by hir-
ing illegals, we must also have the op-
portunity to consider an an-lendment
increasing penalties on them.

I.n order to reduce the employment
magnet for illegal immigrants, pen-
alties for knowing violations of the law
should be more than merely a nomiaI
cost of doin,g business. Th addition,
while some illegal aliens obtain em-
ployment through the use of fraudulent
documents, others are employed in the
underg-round economy by thisinesses
that do not even check documentation
Many of those businesses violate other
labor standards as well.

The presence of unauthorized work-
ers too fearfu1 of deportAtion to corn-

plain about working conditions may be
the very factor that enables those em-
ployers to break other labor laws.
Thus, increased penalties and effective
enforcement are critical not only to re-
ducing illegal immigration but also to
protecting the workers themselves
from wifair labor practices.

Importantly, Mr. Speaker, this
amendment wouid protect Americans
from losing jobs to those who are here
in violation of our laws and it would
protect AmerIcans from being paid less
than they are worth because of low-
wage competition. I
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Il we care at all about protecting jobs

for Americans and improving their eco-
nonlic security, if. we réaiiy believe
that all Amerjca, those seeng jobs
and those doing the hiring, shouid be
held responsible for obeying the law,
then we must.defeat the previous ques-
tion and allow a vote on that amend-
ment.

Despite the absence of the oppor-
tunity to debate these amendments, as
I said earlier, the rule would allow the
House to debate a large number of
amendments, 32 in total, on a wide
range of issues. One of the most impoi-
tant issues, Mr. Speaker, the amend-
ments will address is the.bifl's employ-
ment verification system, which was
weakened significantly in the full Com-
niittee on the Judiciary and which, as
I mentioned earlier, this rule, through
its self-eiecuting provision, will unfor-
tunately weaken further by making it
voluntary rather than mandatory.

To succeed in redicing illegal inuni-
gration, we must do two things; tight-
en control of our borders and remove 'to.
the greatest extent possible the incen-
tives that encourage illegal iminigra-
tion. The most powerfui incentive of'
all, Mr. Speaker, is the opportunity to
work in this country. When Congress
enacted employer sanctions as part of
the Immigration Reform and Control
Act of 1986, we did so in recognition 'of-
the fact that, because immigrants
come here primarily to find jobs, it is
necessary to deter employers from hir-
ing those who are not here legally.
What we failed to do at that time, how-
ever, was to provide a sound and de-
pendable way for employers to deter-,
mine whether or not a prospective em-
ployee is here legally. Without that, it
is virtually impossible, as we have dis-
covered, to enforce the employer sanc-
tion laws.

Our failure to establish a reliable
means of enforcing the law has created
other problems as well. The law has
generated widespread discrimination
against U.S. cItizens and leal resi-
dents who may look or sound foreign
and has created a huge muiitmjllion-
dollar undei-g-rod industry, in coun-
terfeit and frauduient Social Security
cards, green cards, voter registration
cards, and the 26 other kinds of docu-
ments that can be used to demonstrate
one's work eligibility under the cur-rent law.
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H.R. 2202 wisely reduces that number,

but it does not go far enough toward
making employer sanctions enforce-able. Establishing a dependable
wdescale and mandatory system for
checking individuals' authorjzatjon to
work in this country is the only way to
solve those problems.

In fact, to crack down on the more
than 50 percent of illegal ixxrnigrants
who come here legally and overstay
their visas and remain often perma-
nently, improving employer sanctionsis .ssentiaj, because we cannot obvi-
ously stop those immigrants from set-
t1ig here permaxently simply by m-
proving border control. -

There will be three amendments
dealing with employment verification
that we would like to bring to our col-
leagues' attention. One is the McCol-
lum amendment, which would provide
for development of a counterfeit_proof
Social Security card. Establishing such
a card is, I believe, absolutely essential
tomang the prohibition on hiring il-
legal immigrants enforceable, and I be-
lieve it deserves our strong support.

The second is the Gaflegly amend-
ment, which would make the bill's tele-
phone employment verification system
mandatory in the States, where it willbe tried on an experimen basis, re-
storing the provision to the form it was
in when it was reported by the House
Committee on the Judiciary. That
amendment also deserves our strong
support.

In the same vein, if I may say so, Mr.
Speaker, the Chabot-Conyers amend-ment to eliminate entirely the ver-
ification system should be rejected If
we are at all serious about doing some-
thing real about this very real problem
of illegal immigration.

Mr. Speaker, in another major issue,
perhaps the most important one to be
considered in this debate, will be when
to retain the bill's reductions in legal
immigration Our decision on that
issue will occur, whether we consider
the Chrysler-Berman.Brownback
amendment to strike the legal imrni-
gration sections of the bill. It is essen-
tial in the view of many of us that we
reject that amendment. The limits on
legal- immigration in the bill go to the
crucial question that up until now has
been missing from this debate, which is
how big do we want this country to be,
how.popujated do we 'want the United
States to be.

The Population of this country, cur-
rently about 263 million, is growmg so
quickly that by the end of this decade,
less than 4 years from now, our popu-
lation will reach 275 million, more than
double its present size -at the end of
World War II. Only during the 1950's, at
the height of the so-called baby boom,
were more people added-to the Nation's
population than are projected to be
added dizring the 1990's.

The long-term picture is even more
alarming. The US. Census Bureau con-
servatively projects our population will
rise to 400 million by the year 2050, a
more than 50 percent increase from to-
days level, the eq1ivalent of adding
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more tha.xi 40 cities the size of Los An-
geles to our population. 'That is by far
the fastest growing growth rate pro-
jected for any industrialized comtry in
the world. But many demographers,
Mr. Speaker, believe it will even be
much worse. The alternative Census
Bureau projections agree if current
trends continue,, the Nation's popu-
lation will more than double during
this same time period and reach hail a
billion people by the midd1e of the next
century, a little more than 50 years
from now. The Cezisus Bureau says one-
third of the U.S. population growth is
due to immigration, both legal and il-
legal. That is a misleading statistic; if
U.S.-bona children of recent immi-
grants are. counted, immigration now
accounts for more than 50 percent of
recent growth in the United States.

Post-1970 immigrants and their de-
scenda.nts have been responsible for
U.S. population increases of nearly 25
million, half the growth of those years.
In other words, much of what demog-
raphers consider our natural growth
rate is actuaUy the result of our Na-
tion's large number of immigrants.
Those numbers have led the Census Bu-
reau to forecast much higher popu-
lation growth over the coming decades
than in the past. As recently as 1990,
the bureau assumed the population of
the jted States would peak about 45
years from now and then decline to and
level off at about 300 million, about 300
miflion, Mr. Speaker, by the year 2350.
But as a result of unexpected rates of
immigration, the Census Bureau re-
vised its figures just 2 years ago by
adding another 92 million to the num-
ber of people projected for the year
2050. But that projection is probably
much too low because the bureau as-
sumes a net immigration rate of about
820,000 a year, at least 400,000 below to-
day's annual level. And even with that
conservative assumption about immi-
gration, the Census Bureau estimates
about 93 percent, 93 percent ef the pop-
ulation growth by the year 2050 will re-
sult from immigration that has oc-
curred since 1991.

The really frightening change in the
Census B'.ireau's 1994 forecast is that it
now assumes the population of this
country will not level off a few decades
from now as was thought would be the
case ad as recently as 1990, but will
continue to grow unabated iDto the
late 21st centUry.

Those of us who represent cornmu-
cities where large numbers of immi-
grants .ave settled have long felt the
effects of our Nation's high rate of in'.-
migration, the highest in the world.
Our communities are being over-
wneL'ned by the burden of provithg
educational, heaith, and social services
for the newoxners. With a population
of half a billion or more, it will be ex-
tremely difficult to solve our most se-
rious ev-ironmenta1 problems, such as
air and water pollution, water disposal,
waste disposal and loss of our arable
land. B'.it the challenges of having our
populatIon doible our current size will
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ronmentai. problems. With twice as
many people, we can expect to have at
least twice as much crime, twice as
much congestion, twice as much pov-
erty: We will also face demands for
twice as many )obs, twice as many.
schools, twice as much food at a time
when many of our communities are al-
ready straining now to educate, house,
protect, frovide services for the people
we have right now, Mr. Speaker. How
will they begin to cope with the needs
and problems of twice as many people?

The legal immigration provisions of
this bill constitute a relatively modest
response to the enormous problems our
chIldren and grandchildren will face in
the next century if we do not reduce
the enormous number of new residents
the United States accepts each year be-
ginning now.

So I urge Members, Mr. Speaker, to
reject the Chrysler-Berman-Browback
amendment when that proposal is of-
fered.

Mr. Speaker, I reserve the balance of
my time.

Mr. DREIER. Mr. Speaker, I yield 3
minutes to my dear friend and Com-
mittee on Rules colleague, the gen-
tleman .from Sanibel, FL [Mr. Goss],
chairman of the Subcommittee on Leg-
islative and Budget Process.

(Mr. GOSS asked and was given per-
mission to revise and extend his re-
marks.)

Mr. GOSS. Mr. Speaker, this is a fair
and generous rule which allows for a
broad debate on a massive subject. I
congratulate Mr. S?flTH for persevering
in bringing H.R. 2202 to the floor—and
I am proud to be a cosponsor. This is
about the faiiure of the Federal Gov-
ernment to control our borders and the
impact that failure has had on our so-
ciety. Although I agree that the issues
of illegal and legal immigration are
distinct, I iow that they are closely
related. All immigration is out of con-
trol. We cannot consider either legal or
illegal in a vacuum without looking at
the other—a conclusion -with which
many Americans agree. I recent
weebs the Wall Street Joirnal reported
that 50 percent of Americans surveyed
oppose any legal immigration. Such
views are born of years of watching the
system fail. Mr. Speaker, the problems
of illegal immigration are readily de-
fmable. Today more than one quarter
of all Federal prisoners are illegal im-
xxiigrants; fraudulent employment and
benefit documentation is rampant; and
criminal aliens linger in our country at
sigr1flcant taxpayer expense. Well,
H.R. 2202 doubles the number of Border
Patrol agents; dedicates more re-
sources to prosecuting illegal aliens,
streamlines the rules for remcval of 11-
legal and crirrJnal aliens; ad 3trength-
ens penalties against those who dis-
obey orders to leave. H.R. 2202 alsc
cianps down on illegal aliens accessing
public benefits. And it implements a
program to address a major incentive
of today's illegal immigration—the
proimse of jobs—by setting up a 1-8
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number for employers to call and ver-
ify citizenship status. This provision
does not—repeat, does not—create a
"Big Brother is watching you" system
with a new national identity card. And
this provision is not an unfair burden
on employers. In fact, employers who
have tried it have given it rave re-
views.

When it comes to legal inL'nigration,
there are also serious problems. Today
there are approximately Li million
cases pending in the system, which can
translate into a 40-year waiting period.
Those who get caught up in this bu-
reaucratic nightmare suffer from pro-
longed separation from their families
and uncertainty about their futures.
It's no surprise that they get frustrated
and seek to jump the line. H.R. 2202 in-
creases the percentage of imraigraiits
admitted on the basis of needed skills
and education. It places emphasis on
core family units, favoring 'nuclear
family" admission over "extended fam-
ily" admissions. And it guarantees a
way for bona fide refugees to enter our
country in an orderly manner.

Immigrants have contributed un-
measurably to the greatness of this Na-
tion. This legislation doesn't.close the
door—but it does seek to balance the
generous nature of Americans with the
reality of limited resources. That is a
laudable result.
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Mr. ROHABAC Mr. Speaker, Irise in Support of this rule, but with amajor reservation. i had plan_ned to
offer an amendment which I feel is
vital to stem the tide of illegal imnii-
gration pounding our Nation, but the
Ruies Committee did not make this
ameidn2ent in order.

My amendment would have simply
applied the employer telephone ver-
ification system in title IV of H.R. 2202to Governent agencies and require
administrators of federally funded Gov-
ernnent assistance programs to use
the verification system to check the
eligibility of applicants for public ben-efits.

As the bill stands now, only employ-
ers can use the telephone verification
system to check on the eligibility of
job applicants. Why shouldn't public
agencies use the same verification sys-
tem to check on the eligibility of appli-
cants for federally ftmded benefits?

If the bill is left the way it is, it
threatens to create a perverse incen-
tive that makes it safer for illegal
aliens to apply for welfare than to
apply for jobs. This is insane. With our
welfare system nearly stretched to the
breaking point, why in the world are
we making it easier for illegal aliens to
get welfare than jobs?

We all know that a large number of
illegal aliens use fake documents to
get jobs. This is why we need a tele-
phone verification system. But what
everyone seems to be forgetting is that
illegal aliens can use these same fake
documents to get billions of dollars in
public benefits.

I am glad to see that the Senate ver-
sion of this bill does includes a ver-
ification system which is to be used toverify a person's eligibility for bothwelfare and employment Hopefully,
the House conferees will agree to the
Senate's provision. If we truly want to
get serous about sternxnjng the tide ofillegal immigration we must eliminate
the magnets which draw them here.

There are free enterprisers who c'aim not to
care if iUega aliens come here to work.

But there is a dynamic at p'ay that needs
Consideration. Many illegal immigrants work atwages so ow even the illegai immigrants
wouldnt accept the job—if not for the health
care, education and other benefits provided by
the taxpayers.

Government benefits subsidize the exploi-
tation on illegals. As it turns out American tax-
payers and illegal aliens are being exploited
by avancious businessmen who are not ofier-
ing a living wage. Correcting the error of pro-
viding benefits WiH help sotve the job problem
as well.



Mr. BECERRA. Mr. Speaker, let me
first acknowledge the work of the
chairrnai of the subcommittee which I
sit on, the gentleman from Texas [Mr.
SirrrR) for his work in trying to bring
forward a bill on immigration.

Let me say that I a very dis-
appointed in the rule today because,
despite what we have constantly heard
over the last 2 years from the new ma-
jority about having open rules, this is
a very, very closed and restricted rule.
Although we have about 32 amend-
ments on the floor for debate, some for
only 5 to 10 minutes, we had over 130
amendnients that we wished to have
heard, and unfortunately very few of
those are now made in order.

This is also a very unfair bill. Despite
the characterizations of this as a very
fair bill, it is a very unfair bill for both
American fanilies and for Ainericazi
workers. Unfair for American families
because the only choice American fam-
ilies have under this legislation to pre-
serve their opportunity to bring in a
spouse, a child, a brother or sister is to
try to strike an entire portion of this
bill. If we leave in that. particular por-
tion of the bill that deals with iinnn-
gration of family members, what we
will see is devastation for fa.miiies try-
ing to bring in their immediate family
relatives.

For American workers, it is a dev-
astating bill because it has no protec-
tion for American workers. In fact, on
the contrary, what we see is a program
that will allow up to 250,000 temporary
foreign workers to be imported into
this country to do the work that Amer-
ican workers are dying to be able to do.
That is uxilafr to America's workers.

It is also unfair that this bill does
nothing to try to enhance worker pro-
tections or the ability to enforce our
current labor laws so that at the work-
place we know that workers, -American
and those legally allowed to work in
this country, are protected from abuse.

Everyone should strive for imm.igra-
tion reform. Taik to anyone. It makes
no thfference what poll we take or what
poll we listen to. Everyone wants to
see reform of our immigration laws.
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But it should be meaningful reform of
our imIgration laws. We shouid not
be targeting legal immigrants because
we have to attack the issue of illegal
inmiigration.

Mr. Speaker, I would suggest to all
the Members here to look closely at
this legislation and vote with their
heart and their mind. This is not a
good bill. Vote against the rule.

Mr. DREIER. Mr. Speaker, I would
remind my CaJiIornia colleague that
we have made 32 amendments in order,
which will allow for a full 2 days of de-
bate looking at aimost every aspect of
this legislation.

Mr. Speaker, with that, I yield 1½
minutes to my, very good friend, the
gentleman from Roanoke, VA [Mr.
GoODLArr].

Mr. GOODLATrE. Mr. Speaker, I
thank the gentleman from California
for yielding me this time.

I rise in strong support of this rule. I
think it is a very fair rule. This legisla-
tion has been marked up very, very ex-
tensively in the Subcommittee on un-
migration and Claims a.nd in the fuii
Committee on the Judiciary for weeks
and weeks, and I think the legislation
we brought forward is outstanding.

We have allowed nonetheless 32 sepa-
rate opportunities to amend the bill,
and I. commend the Committee on
Rules for their work and strongly sup—
port this rule. I also strongly support
the underlying legislation.

I want to particularly call to my col-
leagies' attention an amendment that
I strongly oppose, and that is the
Chrysler-Berxna-Brownback amend-
ment that deals with what some are
representing as splitting out the legal
portion of this bill and only dealing
with illegal inmiigration. The fact of
the matter is this does not split the
bill. In the Senate, they voted to split
the bill and are actually moving two
separate bills forward. But this amend-
ment would not do that.

Mr. Speaker, what this amendment
does is kill legal immigration reform
because there is no provision anywhere
to move forward with those provisions
of the bill dealing with legal immigra-
tion. Therefore I would strongly urge
the Members of the House to oppose
that amendment when it comes up for
consideration probably tomorrow.

I also would urge strong support for
the amendment that I will be offering
dealing with the H-2B program as a
much more reasonable reform of the
current H-2A program than to go with
the Pombo amendment which sets up
a entirely new program with 250,000
new not-immigrants coming into the
country. That is not good, and I would
urge opposition to that and support for
the rule.

Mr. BEILENSON. Mr. Speaker, I re-
serve the balance of my time.

Mr. DREIER. Mr. Speaker, I yield 1½
minutes to the hard-working gen-
tleman from Iowa [Mr. G.sKE].

Mr. GANSKE. Mr. Speaker, I rise in
support of the rule and this bill.

Mr. Speaker, my herftage is German,
Irish, Polish, and even a little Bohe-
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mian, and my children are all of that
plus Norwegian, and I appreciate Amer-
ica as a melting pot.

Our current imnigration laws are
broken and they must be fixed. One-
quarter of afl Federal prisoners are il-
legal aliens. Forty percent of all births
in California's public hospitals are due
to illegal aliens. In Los Angeles alone,
60 percent of all births in the county
hospital are to women who are in this
country illegally.

In the last 12 years, the number of
immigrants applying for Social Secu-
rity income has increased by 580 per-
cent. These facts signal an imrnigra-
tion crisis in America. This bill is a bi-
partisai, reasonable bill that addresses
serious flaws in the current law. The
legislation doubles the number of bor-
der patrol agents, streamlines rules
and procedures for removing illegal
aliens and makes it tougher for illegal
immigrants to fraudulently obtain jobs
and take those jobs away from our citi-
zens who need them.

Mr. Speaker, we must act quickly
and decisively or the economic and so-
cial consequences for this country
could be devastating. I urge my col-
leagues to support this bill and this
rule.
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Mr. DREIER. Mr. Speaker, I appre-
ciate the very kind remarks from my
friend from Los Angeles.

Mr. Speaker, I am stating the factsas to what this administration has
done. The President stood here in his
State of the Union message and said he
is what my friend, the gentleman from
California [Mr. BEILENSON] just said,
the first President to stand up and deal
with this issue. The fact. of the matter
is when he has had opportunities to
deal with it he has not.

Yes, the legislative branch in a bipar-
tisan way is recognizing the impor-
tance of this, and this rule allows us to
bring forward bipartjsa amendments
and amendments the Democrats offer.
We will have 32 amendments that wili
be considered.

Now it is my hope that we will be
able to pass this quickly over the next
couple of days, get an agreement with
the Senate on this and get it to the
President, so he can sign this leg-isla-
tion and so that he will be able to be
exactly what my friend, the gentleman
from Califorma [Mr. BEILESON],
c1ains that he is. Unfortunately he has
not been that up to this point, but we
are going to give im a chance to do it.

Pass this ruie, pass this very impor-
tant legislation, so that we can turn
the corner on these very important
problems that we face.

Mr. Chairman, I nse in support of the rule
on H.R. 2202, the Immigration in the National
Interest Act.

Before the House begins debate on the im-
migration reform measure before us today, I

wanted to set the stage for this debate and to
put H.R. 2202 into a proper perspective.

For many years the American people have
expresse1 frustration that its leaders in Con.
gress have failed to enact tough policies which
would eliminate the high levels of iliegal entry
into our country.

After the highly controversial amnesty of
1986 and today's feeling of deja vu all over
again, the American people are demanding
action.

Sensing this nationat frustration and rec-
ognizing that one of the most critical chal-
lenges facing the 104th Congress was the
passage of comprehensive and effective imrni-
gation reform iegisIaton, Speaker GIGRIC
last year appointed me chafrman of a Con.
gressona! Task Force on Immigration Reform.

This 54-member, b!partisan task force was
asked by the Speaker to review existing laws
and practices to deterrrnne the extent of neeci-
ed reform and to provide a report with rec-
ommendations to him by June 1995.

To expedite our work, the task force was or-
ganized into 6 working groups focusing on the
most crucial areas of immigration policy—bor-
der enforcement, workplace enlorcement, pub-
hc benefits, political asylum, deportation, and
visa overstays. I want to again thank the
chairs of those groups, Representatives
ROYCE, DEAL, Goss, MCCOWJM, CONDIr, and
GooDtrE for au the,r hard work.

In oiJer to obtain a first-hand understanding
of the problem, the task force reviewed the
record of the Immigration Reform and Control
Act of 1986, receivedtestimony and reports
from a wide range of individuals and organiza-
tions and conducted 3 fact-finding missions to
San Diego, New Voric and Miami. With an es-
timated 4 million persons illegally crossing the
border each year the issues of border enforce-
ment and enhancement, political asylum, and
refugees were explored at these major ports
of entry. The insights we gained during these
hips were critical to our efforts to find effective
solutions to the problem of illegal immigration.
I would like to thank au of the members who
accompanied me on those visits.

Once the investigating and fact finding con-
cludeci the task force set out to produce a
comprehensive and resutts oriented report.

On June 29, the task force presented to the
Speaker its findings and recommendations.

Our Task Force concluded that the 1986
IRCA law had failed to deter illegai imrnigra-
tion; that the Federal Govemment did not pro-
vide the necessary resources to combat the
problem; and that the incentives which bring
people here illegafly—employmerit, sociai w&-

'fare benefits, and free education—had to be
seriously addressed or our success at ending
this prob'em would be minimai.

Our Task Force made 100 separate rec-
ommendations ranging from ways to enhance
and enlorce existing poficies such as addi-
tional border patrol agents and new barriers,
to proposing enactment of new, but forceful
laws regarding criminai incarceration and ver-
ification.

Mr. Chairman, we au know task forces come
and task forces go and lithe is ever accom-
pushed. We knew that our work to produce the
report was just the beginning and that we had
to translate our efforts into meaningful egisIa-
tion.

Working dosely with Immigration Sub-
committee Chairman Lw SMITh, who de-
serves so much praise for his efforts, the task
force was successful in including over 25 of
our recommendations in H.R. 2202 when it
was first introduced.

By the time H.R. 2202 emerged from the
subcommfttee and full Judiciary Committee
markups, over 80 percent of our recommenda-
tions were Incorporated into what I consider a
forceful bill.
• In conclusion my coeagues, America is
often described as a land of immigrants. But
it s also true that certain areas of this Nation
have become a land of illegal immigrants. De-
spite the amnesty of 1986, it is estimated that
between 4 and 6 million persons are in this
country illegatly with that number growing by
300,000 each year.

America is also referred to as the "land of
opportunity." Again, that is true. But America
is not the land of unjimited resources. The im-
pact of illegal immigration is profound: it se-
verely affects our Federal budget as wefl as
those of our State and local governments. It
contributes to high crime rates an is often
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linked to criminal activities such as narotjcs
trafficking. it displaces American workers. And
most of all, it is in itse!f against the law.

My colleagues, the Iegisation before you
today is the product of a very intense and
comprehensive review of our current immigra-
tion crisis. And believe me, we are in a crisis.

The provisions of H.R. 2202 provide the leg-
is1abve reforms and enforcement procedures
necessary to accomplish our two phncpie ob-
iectives—discouraging and preventing iflega
entry, and identifying, apprehending, and re-
moving iflegais aiready here.

Lam proud of the work of the task force
which I chaired which has become such an in-
tegral part of H.R. 2202. I urge au Members to
support this bifl—t is legislation which is abso-
lutely needed.

Mr. Chairman, I include for the RECORD an
Executive Summanj of the Congressional
Task Force on Immigration Reform.

op Ti CoNGzssIoN TAsK Foacz
'ON IMGLkT1ON REpoIu.

Cbairman: Elton Gallegly (R-CA).
Matt Sabnon CR—AZ).
Bob Stump CR—AZ).
Duke Cunniga CR-CA).
Da.na Rorabacher (R-CA).
Bill Baker CR-CA).
Brian Bilbray (R-CA).
John Dooljttle CR—CA).
Jane Rarman CD-CA).
Stephen Horn CR-CA).
Jay Kim (R-CA).
Carlos Moorhead CR—CA).
George Rad&novich CR-CA).
Andrea Seastrand CR-CA).
Porter Goss CR-FL).
Charles Canady (R—FL).
Cliff Stearns CR-FL).
Nathan Deal (R-GA).
Michael Flanagan CR-IL).
Dan Burton CR-ThJ).
Billy Tauzin (D-LA).
Barbara Vucanovich CR-NV).
Bill Martini CR-NJ).
Jim Saxton CR-NJ).
Charles Taylor CR—NC).
John Duncan (R—TN).
Bill Archer (R—TX).
Bob Goodlatte CR-VA).
John Shadegg (R—AZ).
Tony Beilenson CD-CA):
Gary Condjt (1)-CA). -
Ed Royce (R-CA).
Howard Berman (1)-CA).
Ken Calvert (R-CA).
David Deier (P—CA).
Wa1y Herger (R-CA).
Duncan Hunter CR-CA).
Buck McKeon CR-CA).
Ron Packard (P-CA).
Frank Riggs CR-CA).
Christopher Shays (B-CT).
Karen Thurman (D-FL),
Bill McCollum (R-FL).
Mark Foley CR—FL).
Dennis Hastert CR—IL).
Thomas Ewing CR—IL).
Jan Meyers (R—K5).
Bill Emerson (R-MO)
Joe Skeen CR—NM).
Mare Roukema CR-NJ).
Susan Molinari (R-N7).
Frank Cremeans (R-OH).
Ed Bryant (B—TN).
Pete Geren CD-TX).

TA5K FORcE MIssION AN ORGPjIZATION
The Cong-ressiol Task Force on Irnrng-a-

tion Reform was created by Speaker Newt
Gingrich at the beginning of the 104th ses-
sion of Congress. It has become apparent to
many Americans that the federal govern-
ment has failed in its efforts to enforce ex-
isting laws, to enact new laws or adopt effec-
tive policies to prevent i1lea1 immgration.
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Setrand Spe2ce W*h The result of the vote was a.rinounced
Senzenbrenner Steaxs Wamp as above recorded.
5bAigg Stoc W&tt (OK)
Sh&w Stump Wedon (FL) PERSONAL LA(ATION
Sby Tate Weldon CPA) Mr. LATHAM. Mr. Speaker, on roflcaii No.
Shuzter Ta Weller 68, I was unavoidably detained. Had I been
Skeen Tay'or (NC) White
Skelton Thomas witnea pfesent, I would have voted yea."
5Iagher Thorberry Wicker PERSONAL IJ.NATION
Smith (MI) Tiahrt Woir Mr. LIGHTFOOT. Mr. Speaker, I missed roll-
Smith CJ) Tàr1den Young cafl vote No. 68. I was unavoidably detained
Smith (TX) Trflnt Young ('L)
Sith (WA) Upton ZeIi due to a late flight on my return from Iowa.

Solomon Vucaovich, Zimmer Had I been present. I would have voted "yea"
Souder Wa1diot on rolicall vote No. 68.

NAYS—152 P.SONAL IJJ(ATIO
Abercrombie Glez Oberstar Ms. ESHOO. Mr. Speaker, during rofl-
Ackerafl Gordo2 Obey call vote No. 68 on the previous ques-
AfldXW8 tion to House Resolution 384, I was un-
Baeser Gutknecht Orton
Baldacci 11(OH) avoidably detained because of a flight
Barcia Eai1ton Pailone . being late. Had I been present, I would
Barrett (Wi) Pastor have voted "flay."
Becerra B,.tthgs (FL) P P.SONAL IJ.NATION
BefleEson efner Paie (VA)
Bene peoj Mr. FARR of California. Mr. Speaker,
Bexau Hnchey Peterson (?) during RoUcall Vote No. 68 on the pre-
Boxiior o1deD P1cktt vious question to House Resolution 384,
Borskl JackBon (fl) Poieroy I was on the same flight and detained.
Brow(CA) Jackson-Lee Pohard
Browc (FL) (Ti) Had I been present, I would have voted
Brown (OH) Jacobs Reed "nay."
Bryant (TX) Jefferson The SPEAR. pro tempore (Mr.
Cardin Jobon (SD) RIGGS). The question is on the resolu-
Chapman Jobn8on. E. B. Rose
Cayto Kajorsk1 Eoybal-Aflazd tjOfl.
CemeDt Eaptur Sabo The resolution was agreed to.
Coleman Kennedy (RI) Sa@ders A motion to recoiisider was laid on
Cothns (!C) flflI]Y S&W7 the table.
Conyers KUdee Schroeder
Co31e 1eczka Schmer
Danner KIlnk Scott
de Ia Gaza LaFaoe Serrao
DePazio La.tos Sisizky
DeLMro Levin Skaggs
Deut8c Lewis (GA) Satt
Dcks Lowey Stark
Dingeil Luther 5teho1m
Dixon Mathn Studds
Dogett Markey StUpa)
1)ooky MarWaez Tanner
Doy'e Mascara Taylor (MS)
Edwards MatSu Tejeda
EEge Mccaxthy Thrxnai
Evans McDermott Town5

• Fattah McEale Vea2aueZ
Faño McKinney Vento -

Fields (LJ) MoNulty Vfs1os
'lae Meek Volkmer
Foglietta Menendez Ward
Ford Miller (CA) Watt (NC)
Frak(MA) Minge Williaz
Frost Mtnk Wi38OD

Fzrse Molloban Wise
Ge)denson Moran Woolsey
Gepha.rdt Murtha Wynn
GibboDs Neal Yates

NOT VOTING—46
Bishop Hoke Porter
Bryant (TN) Hostettler Pryce
ChryIer Hoyer Raaovich
Clay 1ngis Rangel
Clyburn Jobzon Rush
Cothns (U.) enney (MA) Stokes
Costello Latham Ta3eDt
Dellums Llghtfoot Thompson
Durbin I4pinsk Thornton
Eshoo Maloney Tories
Fair Martini Torriceth
Fawell Meeban Walker
FiIner Moakley Watex
F1aiagau Nadler Waxma
Gutierr Olver
Bayes Peterson (PL)

0 1736
The Clerk announced the following

pair: On this vote:
Mr. Badanovich for, with Mr. Filner

agaiSt.
Mr. PAYNE of Virgrnia changed his

vote from "yea" to 'nay."
Mrs. SEASTRAND ciauged her vote

from "irny" to "yea.".
So the previous question was ordered.





104th Congress Rept. 104-469
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

2d Session Part 4

I MMIGRATION IN THE NATIONAL INTEREST ACT OF 1995; TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL WORKER AMENDMENTS OF 1996

March 21, 1996 .--Ordered to be printed

Mr. Roberts, from the Committee on Agriculture, submitted the following

SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT

[To accompany H.R. 2202]

This supplemental report contains the Congressional Budget Office cost
estimate on H.R. 2202, as amended by the Committee on Agriculture, that adds
a new subtitle B to title VIII, the Temporary Agricultural Worker Amendments
of 1996, and relevant conforming amendment thereto.

The Congressional Budget Office cost estimate was not available to be
included in the report submitted by the Committee on Agriculture on March 8,
1996 (H. Rept. 104-469, Part 3), recommending passage of the bill, as
amended, by the House.



U.S. Congress,
Congressional Budget Office,
Washington, DC, March 18, 1996.

Hon. PAT ROBERTS,
Chairman, Committee on Agriculture,
House of Representatives, Washington, DC.

DEAR MR. CHAWMAN.

The Congressional Budget Office has prepared the enclosed intergovernmental
mandates cost estimate for the amendment of the Committee on Agriculture to H.R.
2202, the Temporary Agricultural Worker Amendments of 1996.

This bill would impose intergovernmental mandates, as defmed in Public Law 104-4,
but would impose no private sector mandates.

The bill would affect revenues and direct spending of the federal government, and
estimates of those effects have previously been provided to the committee.

If you wish further details on this estimate, we will be pleased to provide them.

Sincerely,

JUNE E. O'NEILL, DIRECTOR.



CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE ESTIMATED COST OF
INTERGOVERNMENTAL MANDATES

1. Bill number: Amendment of the Committee on Agriculture to H.R. 2202

2. Bill title: Temporary Agricultural Worker Amendments of 1996

3. Bill status: As ordered reported by the House Committee on Agriculture on March
8, 1996.

4. Bill purpose: The Temporary Agricultural Worker Amendments of 1996 would
create a temporary agricultural worker classification designated H-2B (in reference
to its subsection designation in title 8) and establish requirements for employers
who wish to hire aliens under that provision.

5. Intergovernmental mandates contained in bill: The amendments would require state
employment security agencies (SESA5) to review affidavits filed by the prospective
employers, maintain files of those documents for a limited period of time, and
provide employers with proof of filing.

6. Estimated direct costs to State, local, and tribal governments: (a) Is the $50
Million Threshold Exceeded? No. (b) Total Direct Costs of Mandates: CBO
estimates that these mandates would impose minimal direct cost on state, local, and
tribal governments. (c) Estimate of Necessary Budget Authority: Not applicable.

7. Basis of estimate: This estimate is based on information provided by state
employment security officials in the states likely to be significantly affected by this

legislation. CBO anticipates that between 25,000 and 100,000 workers would
participate in the H-2B program each year.

We expect that most affidavits filed by employers would cover more than one alien
employee and that the average cost of processing and filing each affidavit would be
between $15 and $20. We therefore estimate that the direct costs of implementing
these requirements would total less than $500,000 annually. Furthermore, because
SESAs currently review and file similar documents under other alien worker
classification provisions, existing procedures could be used to fulfill the
requirements of this amendment, thereby minimizing additional costs.

Finally, the costs of SESAs are financed with federal funds through the
Department of Labor. Therefore, we expect that any additional responsibilities
would ultimately be funded by the federal government.



8. Appropriation or other federal fmancial assistance provided in bill to cover
mandate costs: None.

9. Other impacts on State, local, and tribal governments: None.

10. Previous CBO estimate: None.

11. Estimate prepared by: Leo Lex.

12. Estimate approved by:

Robert A. Sunshine
(For Paul N. Van deWater,
Assistant Director for Budget Analysis).

U.S. Congress,
Congressional Budget Office,
Washington, DC, March 21, 1996.



Hon. PAT ROBERTS,
Chairman, Committee on Agriculture,
House of Representatives, Washington, DC.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN.

The Congressional Budget Office has reviewed H.R. 2202, the Immigration in the
National Interest Act of 1995, as reported by the House Committee on Agriculture on
March 8, 1996. The Agriculture Committee added to title VIII of the bill a subtitle B,
which would establish a new nonimmigrant category for temporary agricultural
workers. This new program, called the H-2B program, would be authorized through
1999 and would be limited to no more than 250,000 workers in the first year and
smaller numbers in subsequent years.

Attached is a table summarizing the estimated spending and revenue effects of the
Agriculture Committe&s version of H.R. 2202. The Agriculture Committe&s
amendment would affect the federal budget in three ways:

(1) The government would receive additional revenues totaling about $94 million
over the 1997-2000 period because employers of H-2B aliens would have to pay
an amount equivalent to the federal tax that employers are obligated to pay under
the Federal Unemployment Tax Act (FUTA) and the Federal Insurance
Contributions Act (FICA). These payments would total 8.45 percent of taxable
earnings.

(2) The government would spend about $67 million on administrative expenses to
operate the H-2B program and on emergency medical services provided to H-2B
aliens.

(3) The government would lose about $117 million in revenues over the 1997-2000
period because the H-2B aliens would displace illegal aliens whose wages would
be subject to FUTA and FICA taxes. About $90 million of the loss applies to
Social Security taxes that are recorded as off-budget receipts.

In aggregate, therefore, CBO estimates that creating the new nonimmigrant
category would result in a loss of revenue of $23 million and an increase in
direct spending of $67 million over the 1996-2000 period.

CBO prepared an intergovernmental mandate statement for this legislation on
March 18, 1996. The bill would impose no private sector mandates as defmed in
Public Law 104-4.

If you wish further details on this estimate, we will be pleased to provide them.
The CBO staff contacts are Mark Grabowicz, and, for revenues, Peter Ricov.

Sincerely,

JUNE E. O'NEILL, DIRECTOR.



ESTIMATED FEDERAL BUDGETY IMPACT OF H.R. 2202, AS AIVNDED BY THE HOUSE COr.ITTEE ONAGRI CULTURE

[By fiscal year, in millions of dollars)

1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002

SPENDING SUBJECT TO APPROPRIATIONS ACTION -

Authorizations:

Estimated Authorizations Level 129 699 774 856 960 978 996

Estimated Outlays
0 532 637 940 994 956 976

MA1DATORY SPENDING AND RECEIPTS

Revenues:

New Criminal Fines and Forfeiture
0 ( 1 ) ( 1 ) ( 1 ) ( 1 ) ( 1 ) ( 1Temporary Agricultural Workers (Off-Budget) o -10 -22 -48 -10 0 0Temporary Agricultural Workers (On-Budget) o 9 16 33 9 0 0Earned Income Tax Credit
0 14 13 12 13 13 13

Change in Revenues
0 13 7 -3 12 13 13(Off-Budget)
0 -10 -22 -48 -10 0 0(On-Budget). 29 45 22 13 13 0 0

Direct Spending:
New Criminal Fines and Forfeiture

0 (/1/) (/1/) (/1/) (/1/) (/1/) (/1/)Immigration Enforcement Account
0 (/1/) (/1/) (/1/) (/1/) (/1/) (/1/)Supplemental Security Income
0 -10 -80 -160 -260 -370 -670Food Stamps
0 0 -15 -45 -100 -170 -250Family Support
0 -1 -13 -23 -48 -63 —78Medicaid
0 -5 -110 -240 -390 -570 -830Federal Employee Retirement
0 2 4 2 0 0 0Temporary Agricultural Workers
0 10 19 36 2 0 0Earned Income Tax Credit
0 -216 -214 -218 -222 -224 -229Change in Direct Spending Outlays
0 -220 -409 -648 -1,018 -1,397 -2,057

/1/ Less than $500,000.



ESTIMPTED FEDERAL BUDGETARY IMPACT OF H.R. 2202, AS AMENDED BY THE HOUSE CO4ITTEE ON
AGRI CULTURE

[By fiscal year, in millions of dollars]

1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002

SPENDING SUBJECT TO APPROPRIATIONS ACTION

Authorizations:

Estimated Authorizations Level 129 699 774 856 960 978 996

Estimated Outlays 0 532 637 940 994 956 976

MDATORY SPENDING AND RECEIPTS

Revenues:

New Criminal Fines and Forfeiture 0 ( 1 ) ( 1 ) ( 1 ) ( 1 ) ( 1 ) ( 1

Temporary Agricultural Workers (Off-Budget) 0 -10 -22 -48 -10 0 0

Temporary Agricultural Workers (On-Budget) 0 9 16 33 9 0 0

Earned Income Tax Credit 0 14 13 12 13 13 13

Change in Revenues 0 13 7 -3 12 13 13

(Off-Budget) 0 -10 -22 -48 -10 0 0

(On-Budget). 29 45 22 13 13 0 0

Direct Spending:
New Criminal Fines and Forfeiture 0 (/1/) (/1/) (/1/) (/1/) (/1/) (/1/)

Immigration Enforcement Account 0 (/1/) (/1/) (/1/) (/1/) (/1/) (/1/)

Supplemental Security Income 0 -10 -80 —160 -260 -370 -670
Food Stamps 0 0 -15 -45 -100 -170 -250

Family Support 0 -1 -13 -23 -48 -63 -78

Medicaid 0 -5 -110 -240 -390 -570 -830

Federal Employee Retirement 0 2 4 2 0 0 0

Temporary Agricultural Workers 0 10 19 36 2 0 0

Earned Income Tax Credit 0 -216 -214 -218 -222 -224 -229
Change in Direct Spending Outlays 0 -220 -409 -648 -1,018 -1,397 -2,057

/1/ Less than $500,000.
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IM!1GRATION LN TIlE NATIONAL
LNTEREST ACT -

Mr. SPEAKER pro tempore Pursu-
ant to House Resolution 384 and ruJe
xxiii, the Chair declares the House in
the Committee of the Whole House on
the State of the Union for the consider—
ation of the bill, H.R. O2.

0 1813T co?.a.wrTEE OF THE WHOLE

Accordingly the House resolved itself
into the Committee of the Whole House
on the State of the Union for the àon-
sideration of the bill (H.R.. O2) to
amend the Immigration and National-
ity Act to improve deterrence of illegai
immigration to the, United States by
increasing border patrol and investiga-
tive personnel, by increasing penalties-
for alien smuggling and for document
fraud, by reforming exclusion and de-
portation law and procedures, b im-
proving the verification system for eli-
gibility for employment,, and through
other measures, to reform the legal im-
migration system and facilitate legal
'entries into the United States, axd for
other purposes with Mr. BONU.L.& in the
cha:ir. •-• -

The Clerk read the title of the bill.
The CHAIRMAN. Pursuant to the

ru1e, the bill is considered as having
been read the first time:

Under the rule, the gentleman from
Texas [Mr. SMITh] will be recognized
for 60 minutes. and the gentleman from
Michigan [Mr. Co.'yIts] will be. recog-
nized for 60 minutes.

The Chair recognizes the gentleman
from Texas [Mr. SMITB].
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-Mr. SMTH of Texas. Mr. Chairmai I

yield myself such time as I mig.t
consume.

Mr. Cha.irmaz, I would like first to
thank the chairman of the Committee
on the Judiciary, the gentleman from
fllinois [Mr. HYDE], for his generous
support along the way. It is hewho has
been captain of the ship, aiid it is his
steady hard at the helm who has
brought us to these shores tonight.

01815
Mr. Chairman, I yield such time as he

may- consume to the gentleman from
flilnois [Mr. HYDE], the, cha.irxnan of
the Committee on the Judiciary.

(Mr. EYDE asked and was given per-
mission to revise aiid extend his re-
marks.)

Mr. EYDE. Mr. Chairman, I thank
the distinguished chairman of the Sub-
committee on Immigration for yielding
me time. and I am pleased to speak.
here on this very important issue.

Mr. Chairman, immigration reform is
one of the most importaBt legislative
priorities facing the 104th Congress.
Today, undocumented aliens surrep-
titiously cross our border with impu-
nity. Still others enter. as
nonhxnnigrants with temporary legal
status, but often stay on indefinitely
and illegally. The ENS administrative

- aiid adjudicatory processes are a con-
• fusing, thefficient bureaucratic maze,

resulting in crippling delays in deci-
sionma.king. The easy availability of
fraudulent dOcuments frustrates hon-
est employers, who seek to prevent the
employment of persons not authorized
to work in the United States. Unfortu-
na.tely, the result of illicit job pros-
pects only serves as a magliet to fur-
ther illegal immigration. Clearly, we
face a multifaceted breakdown of un-
migration law enforcement that re-
quires our urgent attention.

The 104th Congress can make an un-
precedented contribution to -the pre-
vention of illegal immigration as long
as we have the will to act. H.R. 2202
provides for sabstantially enhanced
border and interior enforcement, great-
er deterrence to immigration-related
cr2rnes, more effective mechanisms for
denying emt,loylnent to undocumented
aliens, broader prohibitions on the re-
ceipt of public benefits by individuals
lackiug legal status, and expeditious
removal of persons not legally present
in the United States.

The Committee on the Judiciary, rec-
ognizing that issues, involving illegal
and legal migration are closely 'inter-
twined, approved a bill that takes a
comprehensive approah to reforming
immigration law. Today, we create
unfulIUlable expectations by accepting
far more immigration applications
than we can accommodate—resulting
in backlogs numbering in the millions.
and waiting periods of many years. We
simply need to gve greater priority to
unifying nuclear families, which is a
priority of H.R. 2202.

In addressing family im.migration,
the Judiciary Committee recôgiiized
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the need for changes in the bill as
originally introduced. For example, the
Committee adopted my amendment de-

-. leting an overly restrictive provision
that would have denied family-based
iinrnigratj on opportjtjes to parents
uiiless at least 50 percent of their sons
and daughters resided in the United
States.

During our markup, we also modified
provisions of the bill on employment
related immigration_removing poten-
tial impediments to international
trade and protecting the access of
American businesses to indivjdu
with special qualifications who can
help our economy. We recognized the
critical importance of outstanding pro-
fessors and researchers and multi-
national, executives and managers by
placing these two immigrant cat-
egories in a new high priority—second
preference—exempt from time consum-
ing labor certification requirements.
We restored a national interest waiver
of labor certification requirements and
delineated specific criteria for its exer-
cise. In addition to adopting these two
amendments which I sponsored, the
committee aiso substantially modified
new experience reqthrements. for immi-
grants in the skifled worker and profes-
sional categories and deleted a provi-
sion Potentially reducing' available
visas up to 50 percent. The net result of
these various changes is that American
competitiveness in international mar-
kets will be fostered—encouraging job
creation here at home.

Another noteworthy amendment to
this bill restored a modified diversity
immigrant program. Up to 27,000 num-
bers—roughly half the figure under
current law—will be made available tonationals of countries that are not
major sources of Immigration to the
United States but have high demand
for diversity visas. The program will
help to compeisate for the, fact that
nationals of many countries—such as
Ireland—generally have not been eligi-
ble to ixnniigrate on thebasis of fafly
reunification. ' -

This week we have the opportunity
to pass legislation that wfll give us
needed tools to address illegal- imm.i-
gration and facilitate a more reaListic
approach to legal immigration. Our
final work product should include an
employment verification mechanism,
because America's businesses cannot
effectively implement the bar against
employing illegal aliens without some
confirmation mechanir. H.R. O2 ap-propriately gives expression - to' the
utility of reviewing immigration levels
periodicafly, but we need to adopt an
amendment by the gentleman from
Kansas [Mr. BROWNBACK] and the gen-
tleman from flhinois [Mr. Gtrmiaz)
that deletes language in the bill impos-
'ing a sunset on immigrant admissions
in the absence of 'reauthorization be-
cause-such a provision can create seri-
ous potential hardships for fmilies
and major disruptions for' American
businesses.

There are two other amendments Iwish to comment on briefly at this

time. An amendment by the gentlemaia
from Florida [Mr. CANADY] will require
that employnient-based immigrants
and diversity immigrants demonstrate
English language speaking and reading
ability. I plan to support it because I
believethat our common langiage is
an essential unifying force in this plu-
ralistic society and a key to success in
the American work force. An amend-
ment by. the gentleman from Wisconsin
[Mr. KLECZKA] reimburses fees to Pol-
ish nationals who applied for the 1995
diversity immigrant program without
being selected. Such recompense is en-
tirely appropriate because the State
Department erred in its hand1i.g of ap-
p]ications from nationais of Poland.

This omnibus immigration reform
legislation, introduced by the gen-
tleman from Texas; LAMAR Srum,
chajrn of the Subcottee'on un-
migration and Claims,. makes major
needed charges in the Immigration and
Nationality Act. A number of the bill's
provisions are consistent with rec-
ommendations made by the Congres-
.sionai Task Force oü Immigration Re-
form, chaired by the gentleman from.
California, ELTON GALLEGLY, as well as
by the U.S. Cozrñnjssion on Immigra-
tion Reform, chaired by our former col-
league, the late Barbara Jordan. I also
note that the admiiiistratjon finds it
self in agreement withsignjficant por-
tions of the bill before us. The extenV
of bipartjsai interest iu achieving un-
migration reform must not be over-
looked as Members debate this legisla-
tion.

The Committee on the Judiciary,
during a long markup on nine different
days, improved provisions on both ille-
gal and legal immigration. We favor-
ably reported H.R. O2 as amended by
a recorded vote of 23 to 10.

Immigration reform is very high on
the list of national concexas—under-
scoring the iznport&nce of our' task this
week. I fully recognize the complexity
of this issue—sociafly, economically,
and emotionally. These are problems
that generate strongly held views. Nev-
ertheless, I am confident that this
House win debate these matters with
civility, patience and good will. The
104th Congress can make a major con-
tribution toward solving our nation's
immigration problems and active con-
sideration of H.R. 2202 represents a for-
ward step in that direction.

Mr. SMITH of Texas. Mr. Chairman, I
yield myself such time as I might
consu.me. ,

Mr. Chairman, on the other side of—.
the aisle from me is the ranking minor-
ity member. of the Subcomnnttee on
Immigration, my friend and colleague,
'the gentleman from Texas, [Mr. J0RN
BRYAr]. He has been an equal partner
in this effort to reform our immigra-
tion laws, and I want to thank him as
well.

Mr. Chainnan, we now begin consid-
eration of immigration legislation that
reduces crime, unites families, protects
jobs, and eases the burden on tax-
payers. 'A sovereign country has a pro-
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found responsibility to secure its bor-
ders, to know who enter for how long
and why. Citizens rightfully - expect
Congress to put the national interest
first.

In approving the Immigration in the
Nationaj Interest Act, Congress will
provide a better future formjllions of
Americans and for millions of others
who live in foreign lands and have yet
to come to America. This pro-family,
pro-worker, pro-taxpayer bill reaffirms
the dreams of a nation of immigrants
that has chosen to govern itself by law.

Immigration reform of this scope has
been enacted by only three Congresses
this centm-y-. The consideration of this
bill is a momentous time for us all.

As the debate goes forward, my hope
is that the discussion on the House
floor will mirror the high level of de-
bate evident when the Comzmttee on
the Judiciary considered this legisla-
tion earlier this year. Even though
there were disagreements over many
issues, the complex and sensitive sub-
ject of immigration reform was dealt
with rationally and with mutual re-
spect for each others positions. This is
not to say that feelings about immigra-
tion do not run high. But it would be
just as unfair, for example, to - call
someone who wanted to' reform immi-
gration laws anti-imjgrant it
would be to call someone who opposed
immigration refOrm anti-Ameri.

. -

The Immigration in the Nationai In-
terest Act addresses both illegal and
legal immigration., As a bipartisan
Commission on Immigration Reform
and the administration also have con-
cluded, both are broken and both must
be fixed. To wait any longer would put
us on the wrong side of the strong feel-
ings of the American people, on the
wrong side of common sense, and on
the wrong side of our responsibility as
legislators.

fliegal immigration forces us to
confront the understandable desire of
people to improve their economic situ-
ation. illegal aliens are not the enemy:
I have talked with them in detention
facilities along our southern -border.
Most have good intentions. But we can-
not allow the human faces to mask the
very real crisis in illegal immigration.

For example, illegal thens account
for 40 percent of the thrths in the pub-
lic hospitals of our largest State, Cali
fornia.. These families then are eligible
to plug into our, very generous govern-
ment benefit system Hospitals around
the country report more and more.
births to illegal aliens at greater and
greater cost to the taxpayer.

I would like to refer now to a chart
and draw my colleagues' attention to
the one that is being put on the easel
right now. Over one-quarter of all Fed-
eral prisoners are foreign born, up from
just 4 percent in 1980. Most are illegal
aliens that have been convicted of drug
trafficking. Others, like those who
bombed the World Trade Center in New
York City or murdered the CIA em-
ployees in Virginia, have committed
Particularly heinous acts of violence.

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD — HOUSE
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fliegal aliens are 10 tImes more likely urnted with their spouses and little
than Americans as a whole to have children. This is inhumane and con-
been convicted •of a Federal crime. trary to what we know is good for fa.m-
Think about the cost to the crimin1 flies. A record high 20 percent of all
justice system, Including incarcer- legal immigrants now are receiving
ation. But most of all, think about the cash and nonca.sh welfare benefits: -
cost in pain and suffering to the i The chart I refer to now shows that
cent victims and their families. the number of immigrants applying for

Every 3 yea_rs enough illegal Jiens supplemental security income, which is
currently enter the -United States to a form of welfare, has increased 580 per-
populate a city the size of Dallas or cent over 12 years.. The cost of immi-
Boston or San Francisco. Yet less than grants using just this one program plus
1 percent of all Illegal aliens are de- Med,icaid is $14 billion a year.
ported ach year. Frauduient docu- It is sometimes said that immigrants
ments that enable illegal aliens .to pay more in taxes than they get In wel-
come citizens can be-bought for as ut- fare benefits. However, taxes go •for.
tie as $30. Haif of the four million me- more then just welfare. They go toward
gal aliens in the country today use defense, highways, the national debt, -
frauduient documents- to wrongly and so on. Allocating their taxes to all
ta.in jobs and government benefits. - Government programs, legal imml-

To remedy these problems, this legis- grants cost taxpayers a net $25 billion
lation doubles the number of border pa- a year, according to economist George
trol agents Increases interior enforce- Borias. His study also found that un-
ment, expedites the deportation of me-- like a generation ago, today immigrant
gal aliens, and strengthens penalties. household are more likely to receive
The goal is to reduce illegal welfare than native households.
tion by at least half in 5 years. - One-half of the decline in real wages

As for legal immigration, the crisis is among, unskilled Americans resuits
no less real. In its report to Congress, from coinpet tion with unskifledimmi-
the Commission on Immigration grants,; accordiii to the Bureau of
form said, "Our current immigration Labor Statistics. Most adversely Im-
system must undergo major reform t& pacted are those 1n urban areas, par-
ensure that admission continue to ticuiarly minorities. As the Urban In-
serve our ntiona interest." - stitute says "Immigration reduces the

Before citing why major reform. i weekly earnings of low-skiiled.African-
needed, let me acknowledge the obvi- American,workers." ' -

ous. Immigrants have helped make our Significantly, wage levels in high un-
country, great. Most immigrants come migration States, like California,
to work, to produce, to contribute to Texas, New York, Florida, and Arizona,

• our communities. My—home S.te of have declined compared to wages in
• Texas has thousands. of legal mimi other Sta.tes, the Economic Policy In-

grants from Mexico. The service staL stitute reports. Over half of all immi-
tion where I pump gas is operated by a grants have few sIlls and little edu-
couple originaiiy from Iran. The clean- cation. They often depresswages, take
ers where I take my shirts is owned by jobs away, from the most vulnerable
immigrants from Korea. My daughter's among us, and end up living off the
college roommate is from Israel. These• taxpayer. Admitting so many low-
are wonderfui people and the kind of skilled immigrants makes absolutely

no sense: —immigrants we want. To know them is Those who favor never-ending recordto appreciate them. ' levels of immigration simply are livingAs for those individuals in other in the abstract.' But most Americanscountries who desire to come to our live in the real world. They know theirlaad of hope and opportunity, how children's classrooms are buiging. Theycouid our hearts not go out to them? see the crowded hospital emergencyStill, America cannot absorb everyone rooms. They sense the adverse impactwho wants to journey here as much as of millions of unskilled immigrants onour humanitarian instincts might wages They feel the strain of trying toargue otherwise. Immigration is not an pay more taxes and still make ends'entitlement. It is a distinct privilege meet. 'to be conferred, keeping the interests The Immigration in the National In-of American families workers, and terest Act fixes a broken immigration
taxpayers in mind.

' system. With millions of immigra.utsUDfortunately, that is not the case backlogged riorities must be set.with our immigration policy today. i wouid iie to point to the chart
The huge backlogs and long waits for that shows to my colleagues that under
legal immigrants drive illegal ixnxni- this bill the number of extended family
gration. When a brother or sister from members is reduced in order to double
the Philippines, for example, is told the number of spouses and minor chil-
they have to wait 40 years to be admit- dren admjtted, which will cut their
ted, it does no't take long for them to rate in half.
find another way. Almost half of the ii- Greater priority is also given to ad-
legal aliens in the country came in on mitting skilled imnigrants, while the
a tourist visa, overstayed their visa, number of unskilled immigraxts is de-
and then failed to return home. - This creased. Cunent law, which holds the
flagrant abuse of the immigration sys- sponsors of immigrants financially re-
tern destroys its credibility. ,, sponsible for the new arrivals, is better

Husbands and wives who are legal im- enforced. This should reverse the trend
niigrants must wait up to 10 years to be toward increased welfare participation.
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In short, this legislation implements

the recommendations of the Comims-
sion on Immigration Reform, chafred
by the late Barbara Jord&n. Professor
Jordan, if she wa here tonight sitting
in the gallery, I know she would be
cheering us on. She also would approve
of America's continued generosity to-
ward immigrants. Under this bill an
average of 700,000 immigrants will be
admitted each year for, the next 5
years. This is a higher level than at
least 65 of the last 70 years.

Our approach to reducing illegal im-
migration and reforming legal irnmi-
gration-tas attracted widespread sup-
port. Organizations as diverse- as the
National Federation 'of Independent
Business, United We Stand America,
the . Washington Post, the Hispanic
Business Round Table and the Tradi-
tiônal Values Coalition all have en-
dorsed our efforts. ' ' -

Most importaiitly, the American peo-
ple are demanding immigration reform.
I wouid like to point out to my col-
leagues on this chart that the vast ma-
jority of Americans, including a major-
ity of Africau-Americaxiz and His-
panics,want us to better control immi-
gration.

As we begin to consider immigration
reform now, remember the hard-work-
ing families across America who worry
about overcrowded schools, stagnant
wages, drug-related crime, and heavier
taxes. They are the ones who will bear
the brunt if we do not fix a broken mi-
migration system. Congress must act
now to put the national interest first
and secure our borders, protect lives,
unite families, save jobs,' and lighten
the load on law-abiding taxpayers.

Mr. Cha.frrnau, I yield such time as he
may consume to the gent1ema from
California [Mr.- GALLEGLY] who served
so ably as the chairxna.n of the House
Task Force on Immigration Reform.

(Mr. GALLEGLY asked and was
given perirussion to revise and' extend
his remarks.)
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Mr. GALLEGLY. Mr. Chairman, I

rise in strong support of H.R, 2202, the
Immigration in the National Interest
Act.

I first joined this body nearly 10
years ago, about the time I began talk-
ing about 'the need for the Federal Gov-
ernment to bring badly needed reforms
to our Nation's immigration laws. Un-
fortunately, for many•of those years I
felt like I was talking to myself.

That is clearly no longer the case.
Immigration reform is an issue on the
minds of nearly all Americans, and
nearly all express deep dissatisfaction.
with our cwrent system and the strong
desire for change. Today, we begin the
historic debate that will deliver that
change. I truly believe that the bill be-
fore us represents the most serious and
comprehensive reform of our Nation's
immigration law in modern times. It
also closely follows the recommenda-
tions of both the Speaker's Task Force
on Immigration Reform, which I



chaired, and those of the Jordan Com-missioii.
Mr. Chairman, the primary respo-

sibiitjes of any sovereign nation are
the protectjo of its borders and the
enforcemet of its laws. For too long,.in the area of nnigratio policy, we
in the Federai Govermnet have
shirked both duties. It may have takeii
a while, but policynakers in Washing-

• ton finally seem ready to acknowledge
the devastating effects of illegal imxnj-gratio oxi our cities and towns.

Mr. Chairman, America is at its core
a xiatidxi of immigrants. I firmly be
lieve that this bill celebrates legal un-
migratioxi by attacking illegal lmmi-
gratioxi. It restores some sense and rea-
soii to the laws that govern both legal
and illegal 1iIgratjoxi and ensures
that those laws wiil be enforced.

Finaijy, I would like to coxigratula
my colleague, LAi SUrR, whochairs the Irnmigratioii and -Claims
Subcommittee, for putting his heartand soul Into this legis1atjo I would
also like to thank him for his spirit of
cooperatioxi, and for welcoming the
input of myself and the other members
•of the task force in crafting this bill.

Mr. SITR of Tezas. Mr. Chairman, I
.reserve the balance of my time.

Mr. .CONTERS. Mr. Chairman, I yield
myself such time as I may consume.

(Mr. CONYERS asked and was givexi
permjssioii to revise and extexid his re-marks.)

Mr. CONyES. Mr. Chairman, Iwould like the Chair to know that I
would like to share the duties of lnan-
aging this measure with the distin-
guished ranking minority member oii
the subcommittee, the gexit1ema, from
Texas tMr. BRYANT].

Mr. Chairman, iinniigratjoii policy is
an.importt subject to African-Amen..
cans. We know much about the lack ofimmigration policy and, the coxi-
sequexices, and I am happy to hear that
somebody somewhere consulted Afri-
can-Americans-about iminigratjoii pol-icy. I am xiot sure what it was they
found out, but I would be liappy to ex-
plaixi this in detaJ as we go throughout
the debate. I have beexi in touch with
these Americans for many years.

It is funny how we get these dichoto-
xnies. Some people that do xiot think
much of our civil rights laws, who op-
pose the mirnmum wage, who do xiothave much coxicerxi about

- redlinuig, --
heavexi forbid a.ffirxnative actioii be
raised in dialogue. All of these kixid.s of
questions that involve fair and equal
Opportujty seem to xiot apply whexi itcomes to Africa-Amerj who were
brought to this country against theirwill, but we have these great
outpourrngs of sympathy aloxig some -of
these similar lixies when we are taikixig
about brixigixig immigrants in. It is acurious set of beliefs that seem to
dominate some of the people that are
very axixious about this bifl.

Mr. Chafrmnan. I would like to begxi
our discussjoxi by raismg an issue
about ID cards, which is an arnendxnexit
that will be brought forward' by the

gexit1ema from Florida fMr. McC0L-
LTJM] which requires, as I understand it,
every single ixidiv'lduaj In the country
to obtain a tamper-proof Social Secu-
rity card. I guess it is a form of a na-
tional ID card, which raises a lot of
questions. Thi card is brought on by
the xieed of tracking people that are in
the country illegally, and so we are
talking about a oxie or two percexitile
of the American public that would be
required to carry this kind of Social
Security card. It niight be called an iü-
ternal passport, which is used in some
countries, in some regimes.

Although there will be deniaLs that
this is xiot a nationaj ID card, it is hard
to figure out what it really is if every-
body is going to be carrying it. There is
xio limitation oii the use to which docu-
mexits can be obtajiied such as a Social
Security card, and there is little evi-
dexice, as I remember the hearings, to
show that there would be any reduc-
tioxi of documexit fraud. As a matter of
f.ct, the Social Security Deputy Com-missioiier testified that a improved
Social Security card Is only as good as
the documexits brought in to prove who
they are in the first place. In other
words, if a persoxi gets a phony birth
certificate, they ca get a good Social
Security card. So I am xiot Sire what
the logic is.

Now, Mr. Chairman, I know bal-
ancmg the budget is still first in the
hearts of the Members of the Congress,
and I am here to suggest that the cost
for this Social Security card has. beexi
costed out at around $6 biiiioii. The an-
xiual personnel costs to drnijster the
xiew system are estinated to be an ad-
thtioxial 33.5 miflioii annually. The
busixiess sector would be forced to
ixicur significant cost to acquire ma-
chinery and software capable' of read-
ing the xiew cards, and there would be
many hours required to operate the
machinery ,and iroxi out the errors.
This is to get 1 or 2 percexitof'the peo-ple ixi this countr that are illegal. I
suggest that this may be prohibitive
and that perhaps we can find a more
reasoxiable way to deal with this very
serious problem.

Mr. ChaArrnaxi, may I turn the Mem-
bers' attexitioxi iiow to the part that
has caused quite a bit of. attexitioxi in
this bill, axid that is how we would deal
with the welfare provisions of people
who come ixi to the country, what the
requremexits might be to become spot-
sors. In oxie part of this bifl, there is a
requiremexit that a spoxisor earn more
than 200 percexit of the Federaa poverty
income guideline to be able to execute
an affidvjt for a farniiy member.

The 200-percexit income requiremexit
'is discriminatory class' actioxi andwould announce that immigratioxi is
only for those that caxi afford immigra-
tioxi. It would require a sponsor with a
family of four. to maintaixi an mcome
in excess of $35.000 to qualify as a spoxi-
sor. That means that 91 millioxi people
in America would xiot be able to be a
sponsor of a family member for iinmj-
gratioxi. We may want to coxisider that
a little bit more carefully. -

H2381
Mr. Chairman, I would also like

Members to know about the venfjca
tioxi system agaixi. The employee ver-
ification system was discussed by the
Social Security and the Ilnxthgration
and Naturaljzatioxi Service represen..
tives who coxiceded that their comput,-ers do not have the capacity to read
each other's data, Which would com-
pletely foil their worthwhile objective.A recent study by the Immigration
Service found a 28-percexit error rate inthe Social Security Administratioxi's
database. This ver'ifjcatioxi requfre-
meiit, therefore, creates huge possibili-
ties for flawed inforrnatioxi reaching
employers, which would thexi dexiy
American citizens and lawful perma-
xiexit residexits the Opportunity towork. I hope that we exanijxie this ixi
the course of the time allotted us forthis important program.

Mr. Chairman, there is another provi-
sioxi that I should bring to Members'
xnüds. It is known as inmugratioxi forthe rich. I do xiot know if Malcolm
Forbes had aythug to do with this orxiot, but it reserves 10,000 spots for
those who are rich exiough to spexid, tostart a multiIflhiflo.jol busjess inthe United States. In other words, if
someoxie is rich exiough, they would beable to get a place in line ahead ofother immigrants who are waiting,
that may xiot be able to cough up that
kind of moxiey.

There is a problem that we win xieed
to go into about what about drug push-
ers and cartel kixigpins, people escap-'
ing prosecution for their home coun-
try; ixi other words, overse. crimi1s
who might have a miilioxi bucks and
would like the idea of getting out of
wherever it is they are comixig from. I
think we xieed to thixik through this
very, very carefully.

Mr. Chairman, xiow comes oxie of my
most Unfavorjte parts of this bill, andthat is the xiOtioxi that we could bring
in foreign workers to displace Amer-ican workers for any reasoxi; Case in
point, there is a xiewspaper strike in its8th moxith ixi the city of Detroit.
Knight-Rdder_Gaet have decided tobust the unions in the xiewspaper in-
dustry. They picked the wroxig city,
but that was their decision. The fact of
the matter is that at the Canadian-De-
troit border, they have begun pickixigup people coming ixi to work for•
Knight-Ridder and Gaxznett who 'are
xiot American citizens, xior are they
legal unrnigrants.

We are tryixig to fixid out, there is an
investigation goixig oxi where they are
hearixig about they can get jobs by
comixig across ixiteratioxial borders to
gain employmexit in a compaxiy whose
own employees are out oxi strike. I fixid
that objectionable. I hope that we do
xiot coxitixiue the practice.

01845
We also have a situatioxi ixi the H-lB

employers in which we find 'that- they
are brixigixig ixi evexi skilled workers.
Example: Computer 'graduates from
India. who are displacing American-
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trained computer people. Serious prob-
lem, serious problem. I find this when
unemployment is still outrageously
high in the United States, particularly
in urban centers where there are areas
in which there is 40 percent unemploy-
ment easily. So I would like to discuss
and look more carefully at the in-
stances in which American businesses
have brought in foreign skilled workers
after having laid off skilled American
workers simply because the foreign
workers are more inexpensively avail-
able.

So this program that I refer to as the
H-lB program has become a- major
means of circumventing the costs of
paying skilled American workers or
the costs of training them. That is in
the bill; it is objectionable.

While we are on this subject, I would
like to point out, too, there are a num-
ber of people on the Committee on the
Judiciary who believe bringing people
into this country has no effect on the
employment rates of people in this
country; like, for istance, the more
people you bring in that take up jobs,
the fewer jobs there are for people in-
side this country.

Mr. Chairman, it is aimost like arith-
metic. Bring more in, lose more jobs.
Bring fewer in, more jobs are available.
That is an immutable law of arith-
metic that does not turn on policy
about U.S. immigration reform.

I would like to m&ke it clear that
this particular measure, which has
been pointed out by the Secretary of
Labor, who has urged that the displace-
ment of American workers through the
use of the H-LB program must be faced,
and to do this that program must be
returned to its original purpose, to pro-
vide temporary assistance to domestic
businesses to fill short-term, high-skill
needs. There must be a flat prohibition
agaast laying off American workers
and replacing them with foreign work-
ers. Is that provision in this bill?

Mr. Cbairma.n, I reserve the balance
of my time.

Mr. SMITH of Texas. Mr. Chairman, I
yield myself such time as: I might
consume.

Mr. Chairmazj, first of all I would
like to respond to some of the concerns
that the gentleman from Michigan [Mr.
CoNYns] shared with us. Now, the first
was that he was womed about the 200
percent poverty rate level of iucome
that we required of sponsors of irnii-
grants coming into the country. Let
me just say that that provision was in
the Sñate welfare reform bill that
passed 87 to 12, with la.rge majorities of
both Republicans and Democrats sup-
porting that welfare reform bill.

In addition to that, what this is try-
ing to address is the crisis that we have
in America today where we 'contiuue to
admit people coming in under the spon-
sorship of individuais who are at the
poverty level. So it shonid not surprise
us that as a result of our current immi-
gration law we have 20 percent of all
legal immigrants, for instance, on wel-
fare; it should not surprise us that the
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number of immigrants applying for
supplemental security income, a form
of welfare, has increased 580 percent
over 12 years.

That is the crisis that we are trying
to address by simply saying someone
has to be solvent before they can spon-
sor an immigrant coming into the
country, when they have to say they
are going to be financially responsible
for them.

Another concern mentioned by the
gentleman from Michigan was in re-
gard to the verification program. I just
want to reassure him that it is a vol-
untary program that is going to be of-
fered as a convenience to employers for
3 years. If it does not work, we will not
continue it. But the important point
here is that, according to the Social
Security, Administration, -we have' a
99.5 percent accuracy rate when all we
are doing is checking the name and the
Social Security number of someone to
find out whether they are eligible to
work. The whole point of the verifica-
tion system, of course, is to reduce the
fraudulent use of use of fraudulent doc-
uments, protect jobs for American citi-
zens and legal immigrants already in
this' country, and help reduce discrimi-
nation at the workplace.''

The error rate that the gentlernaxi
mentioned was not an error rate. It is
áafled a secondary verification rate,
and sometimes it ranges from 17 to 20
percent, as was mentioned. But this is
just simply showing that. the system
woits. Those are the times when there
was not a person with the right-Social
Secunty number, and in many in-
stances those were illegaFaliens who
should not be employed in this coun-
try.

Lastly, the gentlernaxi expressed con-
cern ,or endorsed, which I liked, the
free market approach to labor in this
country, but I want to say to 131m that
that is exactly why I drew up some of
the figures r did about the unslled in
this country, when we continue to
allow hundreds of thousands of individ-
uais to gain entry to our country who
do not have skills and do not have edu-
cation. As the gentleman said, they are
going to 'compete directly with our own
citizens and own legal imuiigrants who
are unskilled and uneducated, and that
is why we see so often in the urban
areas that wages.are depressed and jobs
are lost as a result.

Mr. Chairman, I yield 3 minutes to
the gentleman from Wisconsin [Mr.
SSEBREN1R).

Mr. SENSENBRENNER Mr. Chair-
rna,, immigration reform, unfortu-
nately, is one of those hot button is-
sues that politicians use for their own
purposes. However, here on the floor of
the House of Representatives, we
should not be politicians, but rather we
should be legislators. It seems to me,
we should shoulder the responsibility
the Constitution gives us to determine
what our immigratIon policy should be
and to enact the laws which implement
such policy.

H.R. 2202 says our immigration pol-
icy should be "In the National Inter-
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est"—that immigration should benefit
the country as a whole. According to
the Roper poll in December 1995, 83 per-
cent of those polled want a reduction
in all immigration and 75 percent want
illegal aiiens removed. H.R. 02 is a
step In that direction.

President Clinton organized a Com-
mission headed by the late .Barbara
Jordan to study our immigration poli-.
cies, to see if the current system is
working, and to make recornmenda-
tions if it is not. H.R. O2 contains
over 80 percent of those recoinmenda.-
tiofls—recolnrnendations which include
legal and illegal imxnigration.

The committee will be asked to vote
later on to strike some of the sections
on legal immigration because they,
"don't belong in a bill about illegal im-
migration." This bill is not about legal
or illegal immigration, it is about our
national immigration policy—immi-
gration in the national interest. A na-
tional interest which is impacted by
both legal and illegal immigration.

Unless one supports no border or im-
migration control at all, then we have
to make choices. This bill makes some
of those choices. It chooses immediate
family reunification—minor children
and spouses—over extended family. It
chooses' skilled and educated workers
over u.nskiUed- or uneducated, and re-
serves jobs at whatever level for those
who are in this country legally.

And, most importantly, it makes the
policy decisipn that people who are in
this country illegally are breaking the
law and should leave without pro-
tracted litigation that can go on for
years. Let us remember aJnost half the
illegal aliens in this country arrive le-
gally.

To say that jobs, education, or tax-
payer financed programs should be for
those who are in our country legally is
not "anti-imzigrant" or "isolation-
ist." Rather it says that the Congress
is finally serious about regaining con-
trol of our borders. Our first priority
should be imzigration policies, in the
Nation's interest not special interests.

Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Chairman, I yield
myself 2 minutes.

I wan to commend the gentlernaxi
from Texas [Mr. SMITh] for alleviating
many of my concerns. I find we have
some areas in agreement, and I am de-
lighted to know about them as well.

But I would say that the gentleman
is the first person that I have heard in
a long time cite as a reason for sup-
portifig an amendment is that the
other body approved of it. That usually
gets the amendment in much deeper
trouble than it might otherwise be in.

Now the comitussion, we are trying
'to check, and I know Barbara Jordan
perhaps more intimately as a colleague
than anyone here since I served with
her-on the Comiruittee on the Judici-
ary, and I do not know if she would
have supported a notion that we had to
mea.s test one's farnily member to
bring them in and that they had to
make 200 percent of the poverty level
to get iii. In other words, I do not think



Barbara Jordan or myself would want
to tell somebody that is making 1½
times the poverty level that they can-
not bring their children in because
they do not make enough money. That
does not sound like Barbara Jorda.n to
me. -

Finally; the voluntary program that
the gentleman referred to is voluntary
to employers. It is not voluntary if
someone is seeking a job in the place
that the employer may decide to use it.
So it is voluntary to some and involun-
tary to others.

Mr. BRYANT of. Texas. Mr. Cbair-
man, I yield myself such time as I may
consume. - -

Mr. Cbairman at the beginIng of
last year the gentleman from Texas
fMr. SMiTH], the chairman of the sub-

- committee, and I, in my capacity as
ra.n]dng Democrat on the subcommit-
tee, set about to write a commonsense
immigration bill des1gmted to address
very real, very objectively ,.provable
problems with our inmilgration. policy
In the United States today; We set
about to write, a bill that did not in-
volve Proposition 187 hysteria from the
right and did not Involve unnecessarily
generous efforts to bring in lots of
other people, perhaps coming from the
left. We set about to write a biU that
dealt with real problems. We set about
to deal with problems such as this.

Legal immigration, and I am not
talking about illegal immigration, I
am talking about legal immigration
under current law, resulted, between
1981 and 1285, in 2.8 million people en-•
tering the country legally. Ten years
later, between 1991 and. 1995, 5.3 inlfljon

• people entered the - country legally,
twice as many, and these figures do not
include the 3.8 million backlog of rel-
atives of these people who are now
waiting to enter the country when
their time comes. -

Illegal Immigration in 1994 alsoadded to the totals. In that year
1,094,000 illegal immigrants were appre-
hended and deported.

How many succeeded in entering the
country and stayed is not known, al-
though most eStima.tes agree it is
about 300,000 people. The fact of the -
matter is, though, we have an enor-
mous number of people coming into
this county at a very rapid rate..

The basic question that we cannot ig-
.nore, and I appeal to those Republicas
who are paying attention to certain
businesses that are anxious to have
more folks in here so they can get
cheap laborers, and many Democrats
who are concerned about the civil lib.-
ertaran impact of this, who are con-
cerned about being faar to people as we
have always done on our side; I say we
cannot responsibly avoid the bottom
'line conclusion that we have a huge
number of people entering the country
legally, and a smaller number but a
lazge number entering the country ille-
gally, and it is increasing our popu-
lation very rapidly.

Perhaps the best speech In this de-
bate has a)ready been made on. the
rule, when the gentleman from Califor-
ma '[Mr. BErLENSON), a member of the
Committee on Rules, observed that our
current population of 263 mIllion peo-
ple is going to reach 75 million people.
in 4 years, more than double the size o
the country at the end of the World
War.U.

The long-term picture of this popu-
lation situation is even more alarming.
Our Census Bureau conservatively
projects, and I am reading from his
speech, "that our population will rise

•.to 400 million by the year 2050, more
than a 50 percent increase from today's
level, and the equivalent of adding 40
cities of the size of Los Angeles," and
so on. In fact, those are conservative
estimates Many demographers' mdi-'
cate we will be at 500 billion people by
the year 2050
• I' would -just suggest that not one
Member of this body can responsibly
stand on this floor and taik about how
to have to balance the budget to pro-
tect future generations or how we have
to maintain na.tioiml security to pro-
tect future generations, and not at the
same time recognize that we must
manage the population growth of this
country in a responsible way if we are
going to protect future generations.
That is simply too ma.n_y people. It is a
question - of quantity, of low many
come in here. -

Neither the gentleman from Texas
rMr; Sm], nor I harbor the slightest
hard feelings toward those that have
the courage and the gl2mption to leave
home and come into this country. They
are the kind of people with the get-up-
and-go that we want. There is no ques-
tion about that. The bottom line ques-
tion, though, is how ma.ny people can
we have come in here and still manage
the country in a way that our economy
will continue to promise in the future
that people who are willing to work
hard can get their foot on the bottom
ru.ng of. the economic ladder and climb
up into the middle class. We cannot do
that with an nnhirnited number of peo-
ple coming into the country year after
year alter year.

Mr. Chairman, are there things about
this bill that I would like to change?
Yes, there are. We have had disagree-
ments. There are a number of things
that I could criticize. I do not like the
fact that we did not, in my opinion, ad-
dress the 'H 1(b) problem mentioned by
the gentleman from Michigan [Mr.
C0NYERS], In as effective a way as we
might have. It is improved somewhat
in the bill, but the fact of the matter is

• we could have done it much better.
We could have said we are not going

to let any American jobs be given up in
order to hire folks who are imported
for the purpose of taking their jobs.
That is what my amendment would
have done. I offered it in the Commit-
tee on Rules and they refused to let us
bring it to the floor. We wiii deal with
that probably on the motion to recom-
mit.

H238-3
'I do not like the diversity prograir I

opposed it in 1991 when it was put .n
and managed to get it cut in half in the
current bill. I still say it is, in effect, a
racist program. It is a designed to try
to bring more white folks into the
country because somebody does not
like the number of Asians and His-
panics entering the country. I think it
is wrong to have a program like that In
the law at all, even if the bill cuts it in
haiL I have to say that, like we always
do when xnan_y bills come up, we are
going to have to go along with some
things- that we do not like in order to
get a lot of things that I think-we need.

1 do not, agree with the investor por-
tion of the bill either. But we have to
agree on a bill that will reduce the
quaxitity of people. coming thto the
country. That is what we are all about
•here tonight. Mr. Chairman, I strongly
urge Republicans and Democrats alike
not to vote to sever the legal immigra-
tion cbages in this bill from the ille-
gal immigration changes in this bill. If
we do that we are voting to kill ourat-
tempts to reform legal immigration. It
is just that simple.

Not a single person who is voting to
sever this bill is coming forward say-
ing, "if you sever it, we will bring it
back to the floor. We will deal with it
later." Not one of them wants to deal
with the question of legal immigration.
On the contrary, they want to kill it
and eIfrninate it from the bill.

Think of what that would mean.
After. eliminating that from the bill.
many people then will be left to march
around the floor beating their breasts
talking about how tough they are
going to get on illegal immigration.
But illegal immigration amounts to,
we think, maybe 300,000 a year; legal
immigration amounts to 1 million a
year. That is where the big numbers
are. We either deal with legal immigra-
tion or we admit that we are not going
to be serious and not going to have
enough courage to deal with the really
central problem facing this country in
terms of the number of 'people that are
entering. Please do not vote, to sever il-
legal-and legal immigration.

Mr. Chairman, this bill was written
to avoid the extremes. So far we have
done that. If amendments that are of-
fered, such as this foreign agriculture
worker amendment, which neither the
gentleman from Texas (Mr. SMrrEJ nor
I support, were to succeed, I could not
continue to support this bill. The, fact
of the matter is that it is an aachro-
nism. It was a bad part of our law
many years ago We in 1986 tried to ad-
dress 'that problem. We ended up with
a.mnesty and a variety of other rem-
edies to solve the problem. Here we are,
right back with it again. Please vote
against these extreme amendzrients:
Let us try to keep this thing in the
middle of the road.

I could speak a long time about all
the things this bill does. There is not
time in the general debate• to do it. I
will simply say this: I wish I could
avoid having to deal with this subject.
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It is so sensitive, it is so subject to
mlscharacterization, it Is so subject to
misinformation of people, particularly
folks that have strong views about the
needs of their own ethnic communities,
and so easy to imply that those of us
who are trying to do something about
the quantity of immigration generally
somehow have Iard feelings. toward
them..

That is not true. I think my record is
strong enough over the years to make
clear it 15 not true. It is not true of the
gentleman from Texas [Mr. SMITH] ei-
ther. I wish I could avoid• the subject.
But I will say this: If I did avoid It and
I left this House, as I am going to do at
the end of this year, I would look back
on this year and know that I hid from
a problem that was my responsibility
to solve at a time when I had a chance
to solve it : -

• I strongly urge my Democratic col
leagues and my Republican colleagues
as well to help us pass a constructive
bill that deais with the question of the
vast number of people that are coining
into the country, the rapid increase in
our population, and preserve a situa-
tion in which folks that are trying-to
get their foot on the bottom rung of
the ladder can climb that ladder 1to
the - middle class without having, to
scramble and scrape and fight for jobs
with folks that are just entering the
country. That is really what we are all
about here. - - -

Mr. BERMAN. Mr. Chairman,. will
the gentleman yield? -

Mr. BRYANT of Texas. I yield to the
gentleman from Caii.fornia.

Mr. BERMAN. Mr. Chairman, I thank
the gentlema for yielding, and for all
his work on this- bill Mr. Cbairthan,
the gentleman indicated it is very im-
póttaut to get the figures accurate I
agree. I- just want to cite for the
RECoRD that I - do not think his com-
ments on the level of immigration dur-
ing the first 5 years of the 1990's is any
where near the accurate figure. -

The Department of State, in a letter
dated March 15. last Friday responded
to a series of questions that I asked, as
follows. The first question was: "What
was the average annuaL immigration
level for the period 1992 to 1995?" The
average annual immigration level, 1992
berng the first year that the 1990
changes went into effect.

"By immigration level,' I said in the
question, "I mean the total of all legal
ixnnigration categories. including refu-
gees."

The answer that the Deparnent of
State said was, "The annual average
immigration level for the period 1992 to
1995, based on total immigrant admis-
sion figures, is about 801.000." not' 1
million- or 1¼ million, to come to a 5
million— .

Mr. BRYANT of Texas. Mr. Chair-
man, if I may reclaim my time, I think
what I said was between 1991 and 1995
we had about 5 niillion people coming
into the country. The gentleman's fig-
ures does not seem to contradict that.

Mr. BERMAN. It- does. It is substan-
tiaily less than that. That would be an
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average of 1 million people a year. In
1991 it was under the old law, it was
less. The new law, which went into ef-
fect In 1992, the average was 800,000.
That Is barely over 3 million for those
4 years. It is subantIai1y less.

I just wanted to cIarif the Record.
That includes. Mr. Chairman, refugees
as well as all the other legal immigra.
tion categories. What it does not in-
clude are about 50,000 legalization cat-
egories, which are people already in
this country. I just wanted to indicate
that the Department of State, which
has the most accurate records -on legal

- admissions, indicates the figure is sig-
nificantly less than 1 rniflion a year.

Mr. BRYA.NT of Texas.- Of course,. I
would dispute that it is significantly
less, even if those figures are accurate.
We are working with figures that we
have worked with throughout this de- -

bate that were brought to us by the
Comnñssion on Immigration that Bar-
bara Jordan chaired.. .

The bottoinline figure; however, still
is the same. The number of people who
are entering the country- is enormous. -
and the biggest number of people enter-
rng the country are in the category of
legal immigrants. - -

The gentlexna.n is advocating, as a
number of my friends are. and I wish
they. were not. that we sever legai im-
migration from illegal immigration,
meaning that we leave out. if we take
his figures for a. minute, and we leave
out the - question of 800.000. a year, and
I say a iniUion, we leave out that ques-
tion, but we get real tough here on
300,000 illegal immigrants that are en-
tering the country.
- I would just suggest that it makes no
sense to omit legal immigration. If you
are concerned about the rapid growth
in our population, and I did point out
that between 1981 and 1985 legal immi-
gration was 2.8 million, and from 1991
to 1995 it was 5.3 million. - about twice
as much. and even by Mr. Berman's fig-
ures it would be a lot more, if not twice
as much, the problem is the quautity of
people. How can we not deal with legal
immigration if we are going to look at.
the problem of quautity of people com-
rng into the country? I say we have to.

Mr. SMiTH. of Texas. Mr. Chairman
will the gent1eman yield?

Mr. BRYANT of Texas. I yield to the
gentleman from Texas.. . . -

- Mr. SMiTH of Texas. Mr. Chairman, I
just want to say to the gentleman that
his figures are absolutely correct. I am
reading from the chart put out by the -

INS called "Immigration to the United
States. Fiscal Years through 1993J' Of
course, in 1993 we had 904,000 admitted;
in 1992, 973,000 admitted; in 1991, 1.8
million; 1990, 1.5 itil.Uon; 1989, over 1
million. The gentleman is correct, the
average has been over 1 million a year.

Mr. BERMAN. Mr. Chairman, if the
gentleman will continue to rield, those
figures do not reflect legal admissions
through the legal immigration system.
The gentleman is lumping in the legal-
ization program for people who are al-
ready here.
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The Department of State administers

the granting of visas for people to come
into this country. Their figure is the
accurate figure. It is about 800,000. I do
not want to belabor this point. There is
a lot I can. say in response, but I w-il1
wait for my own time.

Mr. BRYANT of Texas. Mr. - Chair-
man, I would just conclude by saying
even if we took the gentlem&n from
CaliforDia.'s figures, my speech would
be identical; I would not change a sin-
gle sentence i it. We have to deal with
this huge quautity of -people. We have
to deaL with legal immigration. We.
cannot just talk about illegal immi-
grants and try to scapegoat them. We
have to deal with legal immigrants as
well.

I would point out the politically p0-
tent groups lobby in regard to the legal
immigrant category. The less powerful
groups spak for the illegal immigrant
category. So we are being asked to
leave out the biggest numbers, those of
legal immigration, and just pound on
the illegal immigrants That is, in ef--
fect, what is going on here. Let us deal
with this- subject comprehensively,
both legal and illegal. I urge Members
to support this bill. to vote against the
more extreme amendments that might
be offered, and let us do what is in the
interest of our country. . -

Mr. Cha.irman; I reserve the balance
of my time.

Mr. SMITH of Texas. Mr. Chairman, I -

yield.3 minutes to the gentlem&n from
Florida (Mr. McC0LLVM).

(Mr.. McCOLLITh asked and was
given permission to revise and extend
his rema.rks.)

Mr. McCOLLIThL Mr. Chairman, I
thank the gentleman for yielding time
to me.

Mr. Chairman, I rise to strongly sup-
port H.R. 2202, théimmigration bill be-
fore us. I have served on this sub-
comnñttee and worked withimmigra-
tion for all the years I have been in
Congress. I cannot think of. any more
important immigration legislation to
pass than this bill.

Mr. Chafrmnan, I can testify to the
fact that the legal immigration provi-
sions in here are exceedingly important
and exceedingly generous. contrary to
what we might hear some other people
say. With the.exception of the period of
legalization or amnesty that occurred
after the 1286 law, the 3.5 million peo-
ple that this bill would allow to come
into this country legally over the next
5 years would be'the highest level of
legal immigration over- the last 70
years. So make no mistake about it,
this is not a restrictionist proposal
that has come out of the committee on
legal immigration.

In fact. there are some good features
about it, very importaxit features. We
have been skewing the legal iminigra-
tion so much toward family reunifica-
tion and so much toward preferences.
such as allowing brothers and sisters in
of those who, are here legally, that we
have not been taking in the traditional
numbers of seed imrnigraxLts who have



special talents and skills but do not
have any relatives here whom we
should,, and whom historically this
country has and upon whose hard work
we have had the great melting pot and
the great energy we have had to make
this economy and this great free mar-
ket Nation of ours. So I urge the legal
immigration provisions be maintained
m the bill and be adopted.

On the illegal side, the bill has great
provisions in it to remedy defects with
the asylum provisions. We have had
people claiming political aslyin wrong-
fully and fraudulently for, years now,
saying that they' would be' harmed by
being sent back home for religious or
political persecutions of some sort. As
soon as they set foot in an aort they
say the magic words' and, they get to
stay here. ..,

This is wrong. They should not.
There should be a summary or expe,
dited exclusion process to deal with
those people, especiajjy those who do
not make a credible claim of.asylum
when they first set. foot off the plane.
This bill remedies, the problem, and it
sets some real time limits for applying
for political asylum..

Last but not least, it deals with the.
big problem of illegal immigration
overall.,. There are about '4 million
illegajs here today. We have granted le-
galization to about 1 miLlion over the
last 10 years. 'We have 4 million perma-
nently residing in this country today,
and we are adding 300,000 to 500,000 a
year. That is too many to. absorb and
assirDjlate in the communjtj where
they are settling. They are settling in
very, specific communities, and they
are having negative social and cultural
impacts on those communjtjeS.

The oily way to solve the illegal im-
migration problem is to cut the inag-
net of jobs, which is the reason they
are coming. About half are coming as
visa overstay-s, so no matter how many
Border Patrol you put on the border,
you cannot stop the flow of illegals
here. The oily way to do that•. is. to
make employer saictions work. That
has been a provision in law since 1986,
that says it is illegal for an employer
to knowingly hire an illegal alien.

The reason that has not been work-
ing is because of fraudulent documents,
because the employer has not been able
and the Immigration Service has not
been able. to enforce that law. I am
going to offer a very simple amend-
ment here shortly that is going to go
to that problem on'the Social Security
card, which will be one of the six cards,
one of the six documents that we will
have to choose from when you go to
eek a job, to show that you are eligi-
ble for employment after this bill
passes.

I think what we need to do is simply
require the Social. Security Adrninis-
tration to make the Social Security
card, which is the most counterfeited
document in the country, be as secure
against counterfeiting as the S100 bill
and as proofed agaanst fraudulent use
as the passport. it would go a long way

to cutting down on fraud and it would
m&ke employer sanctions work.

Mr. BRYANT of Texa.s. Mr. Chair-
man, I yield 5 minutes. to the gen-
tleman from Califorma. [Mr. BERMAN].

(Mr. BERMAN asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his re-marks.).

01915..
Mr. BERMAIq. First, Mr. Chairman, I

want to say both to the gentleina
from Texas [Mr. STE], chairma.n of
the : Subcommittee on Immigration,
and to,the gentleman from Texas [Mr.
BRYANT], the ranking Democrat, that
we do have some strong differences on
several aspects of this bin. But I think
the debateundoubtedly during the next
couple of days can get very heated on a
subject which is very passionate. I just
want to start. out indicating that I
have the greatest respect for both gen-
tlemen from' Texas. These are not Pat
Buchanan clones sitting on the House•
floor that, would seek 'to build walls
around this 'country. Their proposal,
while I think is much too drastic a cut
in legal ixrmñgration, still recognizes
legal iznmigration. I do not believe
that it is motivated by racism or xeno-,
phobia, andI compliment both of them
because they have become experts in
the subject and believe sincerely' in
where they are corning from. We just
have 'a fundamental difference.:

The rates of immigration as a per-
centage of, the American popthtion
now are far. lower than they were at
ay time in the 19th .or early 20th cen-
tury, far lower than they were at that
particular time. The bill before us, we
will see chats undoubtedly during the
debate which will talk about backlog
visas and other visas to try and show
that the cuts are not severe. The fact is
the cuts in legal immigration are close
to 30 to 40 percent. The backlog vLsas
that are given for the first 5 'years or so
are essentially- to legalize people who
are a.]ready here, who are protected
under family unity, who came in under
the legalization program. These. are
people who. within the next year or
two, in ay event, will. be legalized
through the norrnai legalization proc-
ess because they will have naturalized
and. be able to bnng in spouses and
minor children.

The harshest part of this bill is it es-
sentiaily ends, and I say that advised-
ly, it essentially ends the right of U.S.
citizens to bring in adult children and
parents, It also wipes out any right to
brrng in siblings notwlthstandjng the
fact that there are so many people who
have waited so patiently, who have fol-
lowed the ruies, who have accepted the
appropriateness of following the, law
and waited in line. This just cuts them
off at the knees and says, "We don't
care,"

Why do I say the gentleman from
Texas undoubtedly will agree that his
bill wipes out the right to bring in sib-
lings and protects no one in the back-
log so that a person who has been wait-
ing 15 years to come into this country,
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if his number does not come up be: ore
the effective date of this law, wiL be
wiped out? But he will argue with me
about parents and adult children. Bu: I
think if one reads the bill, he will ac-
cept my view of.why I say this bill ef-
fectively eliminates that right.

With respect to parents, initially the
bill created no guarantee for parents,
and the State Department came in to
our subcomznjt and said, and there
has never been a bit of refutation of
that, that the spilldown effect from
spouses and minor children and the
using of those slots would e]imjia.te
every parent from admission for the
next 5 years.

So in full commIttee, the chairman
of the subcommittee offered an amend-
ment to create a, floor of 25,000. But
along, with that floor, the bill contains
provisions to say that that parent has
to have come in where he has a.]ready
secured a health insurance policy and a
long-term care insurance policy.

I venture to say there are not 10 peo-
ple in this House of Representatives
that wfll have long-term health care
thsurance. Where you can possibly find
it, except for being in Congress, which
is not necessarily long-term insurance,
but the fact is I do not know where you
can find it, but if you can find it, the
average cost of that kind of policy is
$9,000 a yea. With children, the excep-
tion to the flat ban on adult children is
Unmarried, never married, between the
ages of 21 and 25, if they have been
claimed as a tax deduction, for which
there are oily two countries in the
world i.nwhjch an American citizen is
allowed to claim a tax deduction for
supporting a child abroad, Canada and
Mexico. This bill wipes out adult chil-dren;,.'
,There will be an amendment to cor-

rect this sponsored by the gentleman
from Michigan (Mr. CYSLER], myself,the gentleman from• Kansas (Mr
BROWNBACK], the gentleman from Call-
forma [Mr. DooLy], 'the gentleman
from Virginia (Mr. DAVIS], and the gen-
tleman from Illinois (Mr. CRA]. I
urge the Members to look at that.
Legal imnigratjon is good for thiz
country.

I also at some other point, if there is
time left In general debate or later on
in the amendments; want to speak to
the Pombo amendment which as we sit
here and trumpet how we are going to
stop illegal ixmnigration, and here I am
joined by my. colleagues from Texas,
would create a massive loophole for a
new agrjculturaj g'iest worker program
which would flood this country with
foreign guest workers at a time when
we have a massive surplus of farm
labor creating just the kind of job dis-
placement that both gentlemen from
Texas have spoken about,

Mr. SMITH of Texas. Mr. ChaArinan, I
yield myself such time as I my
consume.

I would like first of all, before yield-
ing to my colleague from California, to
put in historcaJ context a couple of
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statements that my friend from Call-
fornia [Mr. BZRMMj made. He men-
tioned the high Immigration level at
the early part of this century. In point
of fact, in the current decade of the
1990's we will admit more immigrants
than ay other decade in this country's
bistory. In fact there was a high level
of immigration from about 1915 to 1924,
but it was followed by 40 years of ex-
tremely low immigration levels. No
one here Is asking for that. In addition
to that, of those individuals who came
in in such great numbers at the turn of
the• century, about one-third returned
to their home country rather - than
staying here permanently.

Also I am reminded of a quotation by
John F. Kennedy, who wrote a book in
1958 entitled "A Nation of• Immi-
grants:" He said in arguing for a limit.
on legal Immigration that the reason
we should have a limit Is because we no
longer need settlers to discover virgin.
lands and we no longer have an econ-
omy growing at the rate as at the early
part of the 20th century. When John
Kennedy made that statement, legal
immigration rates were one-fifth of
what they are today.

Also in regard. to the point my 001-
league made about the extended family
members, what this bill does is to fol-
low the recommendation of the Com-
mission on Immigration Reform, which
s&id, when we have, millions of people
waiting. to come in and the waits are.
decades long, we have to set priorities.
The priority we chose and the priority
other commissions have recommended
is to put the mterest of the close fa.m-
ily members first. In other words, the
reason we have• reduced or e1iminted
the extended family members. is to
make more room for the close family
members. If the choice is between ad-
mitting a 6-year-old daughter or a 60-
year-old brother, we think the choice
should be with the minor, child. We
make no apologies for that. We think
that is in the best interests of the fam-
ily and the best interests of the coun-
try.•.

Mr. Chairm&n, I yield 2 minutes to
the gentleman from. California [Mr.
CUNNINGHAM].

Mr. C GRAM. Mr. Cbairman, I
support the proposition that we not
separate illegal immigration from legal

• immigration in this bi]i, but I think
when we speak about them that it is

• very important to differentiate be
tween the two. -

I would like to speak primarily to
the education problems that we have in
the State of California, and Members
can also relate them to their States,.
especially the border States. In Califor-

• nia, we have over 800,000 illegals, kin-
dergarten through 12th grade. Let us
just take half of that. Take 400,000,
half, so that the numbers cannot be
disputed. It takes about S5,000 to edu-
cate a child per year Take that times
400,000. That is S2 billion per year. Take
a 10-year period, we are talking about
S20 billion out of the coffers of Sac-
ramento for our school systems.
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Take the school meals program. 185

percent . below poverty level times
400,000, at $1.90 a meal, that Is S1.2 mil-
lion a day for illegals in the California
school system. That is just two meals.
That is not three that they quaLity for.

The increased turden on the school
systems of separate bilingual edu-
cation and social services for the poor
Is biUion of dollars out of Governor
Wilson's budget. We have between 16
and 18,000. ifiegals in our California
Federal prison system, in the Cailfor-
nia State prison system. It costs about
$25,000 each to house them. We . talk
about sometimes building more prisons
than we do schoo]s. There would be a
lot of room at the end of the prisons,
maybe we could build more schools, if
we did not have those illegal felons in
our prison syStem.

• I take a look at the burden on Call-
foraia. hospitals. "20/20" and "60 Min
utes" did report, the problem was so
bad in the border -States, they did spé-
cials on. TV where' a large' percentage,
over 50 percent, of the children born in
Los Angeles and California hospitals
:j]jegj aliens. Those children then
become American citizens and then are
burdens on society..
'I take a look at teacher strikes,

C]assrooms that are not upgraded, and
cut programs, and college programs,
increased tuitions. We. would have bil-
lions of dollars to spend if we could
handle just the i]iegai situation.

Mr. SIflTH of Texas. Mr. Chafrmnan, I
yield 3'xninutes to the gentleman from
Pennsylvania [Mr. GEKAS], who is a
member of the Committee on the Judi-
ciary.

(Mr. GA asked and was given
permizsion to revise and extend his re-

Mr. GAS. Mr Chairman, I thne
the gentleman for yielding me the
time. -

Mr. Chairman. I come to this debate
with a tremendous prejudice which is
born of the fact that I am a son of im
migrants and the cousin of immigrants
and the nephew of immigrants and dis-
tat relative to many immigrants. One
would believe at the outset that I
would be supporting ay measure to re-
tain the present system of legal immi-
gration and allow all people who want
to come to our Nation to safely arrive
and begin to become American citi-
zens. That prejudice I must set aside in
the greater good of our country, and as
a responsible public official, which I
deem myself to be I know that the
time has come that we must do some-
thing about the total number of mdi-
viduals who live in our country, or who
wifl be coming-into our country. So I
am willing to set that prejudice aside
for the time being for the purposes of
this debate, not )ust for the time being
but for a final conclusion of a bill that
will do something about the sheer
weight of numbers that we have of peo-
pIe in this country.

The other prejudice I have, I must
confess, is m favor of the bill as it
came out of the Committee on the Ju-
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thciazy. Why am I prejudiced in favor
of the bill? It does seek to do exactly
what I feel must be done, namely, to
corral the gigantic numbers that we
can foresee as future residents of our
country; to lasso that in so we can con-
trol it better is a proper policy target
for the Congress of the United States.
And so I come to the floor eager, preju-
diced against trying to change any-
thing that Is in the biil, partly because
the chairman of the subcommittee very
graciously accommodted many of us
when we attempted in committee and
succeedéff to negotiate with him ame-
il-oratory changes that came a long
way toward meeting numbers of con-
cerns.

•

So whee are we? Iam'wluIng to set
aside the prejudice-that I have as a son
of immigrants and I am willing to set
aside the prejudice that I have that
this is a bill that should be passed un-
changed. I know that 'we 'have con-
cerns I. have met• some people in the
corridors and in .the' offices all day
today concerned about the unification
features of the quotas, who are con-
cerned about verification by employ-
ers, who are concerned about a great
number of things. But one thing we
• must all agree, we should not allow the
separation of the issues of legal and ii-
legalimmigration because we are deal-
ing with one great number, and it is
that number which we must fashion
best for our Nation.

- 01930
Mr. BRYANT of Texas. Mr. Chair-

man, I yield 4½ minutes to the gen-
tleman from California [Mr. BECERB.].

Mr. BECEBRA. Mr. Cbairinan, let me
commence by doing the sanie thing I
did during the debate on the rule, and
that is, of course, to acknowledge. the
work of the chairman of the sub-
committee, the gentleman from Texas
[Mr. SMITH). I will echo the words of'
the gentleman from California [Mr.
BERMA1] in saying that I think Mr.
S?crH worked as faithfully and as hon-
estly as he could to try to craft a bill
that could come to the floor and get

• the• vote of every Member of this
House, and I am proud to have been
able to work with him.

I must, uiffortunately, still say I op-
pose the bill for •a number of reasons. I
do not believe, unfortunately, that
what we have before us is a bill that
really, does reform, in a mea23iflgfui
way, legal immigration. And I believe
that we have gone beyond the rea]m of
reasonableness on -the issue ' of illegal
immigration. Let me touch on some of
those matters.

First, as much'as this Congress likes
to talk about being family friendly and
believing in family values, this bill will
ultimately break up families. When
you consider as distant relatives with-
in this bill a child of a U.S. citizen or
a parent of a U.S. citizen, or a brother
or sister of a U.S: citizen, I think you
have gone astray. But this bill does ex-
actly that. When you tell a refugee,
someone who has had to flee a country



• in fear of death, that they have a very
limited time period 'within which to
make that claim for refuge to the Unit-
ed States and that they lose afl chance
of being able to prove a claim that they
am tx7thg to escape death or persecu-
tion, we have lost the great meaing of
the Statue of Liberty.

Then the' bill tells American workers
in two respects something very oner-
ous: First, we are in this bill going to
preserve and protect businesses, but
workers, no—because there is great
pressure right now for this bill to be
amended to help businesses continue to
be able to bring in foreign workers, es-
pecialiy thcse with substaxitial skills.

I do not object to that. But I do ob-
ject to the fact that political pressure
is probably going to help certain inter-
ests gain something in this bill while

• other 1nteiests—fami1ies, citizens try
ing to bring in their. relatives, their

• children—wifl not gain anything.
But perhaps the most onerous provi-

sion in this bill is the one that says
that growers In our agricultural sector
can bring in upwards of 250,000 foreign
temporary workers—import workers—
just in the fIrst year alone to do the
work that we. have thouzads, if not
millions,, of Americans prepared to do
who are unemployed a good portion of
the year, but willing to do. That, I be-.

• lieve, is a.sin against America's work-
ers who are saying, "I am ready ad
wining to work." Bnt we have before
us a proposal in this bill that would
say exactly that Let us import at least
250,000 foreigners temporarily.

Then we. have the issue of the prob-
lem of indocumented immigration.
And we find in this bill that perhaps
the greatest source of undocumented
immigration, those who come into this
county legally through some visa—a
visitor's visa, a student vis&—ad then
stay beyond their time, that they am
permitted. into . the country and then
become undocumented because their
visas expire and they no longer have a
right to be here. Those individuals can
continue to come in and we do nothing
in this bill to y to prevent that;

Yet, we am being very harsh by tell-
ing a young child who probably had no
say whatsoever in what.his or her par-
ent would do in 'corning over into this,
country, across the border, that that
child win na longer be educated even
though there is a Supreme Conrt deci-.
sion saying children should not pay for
the sins of their paxents and they am
entitled to be educated.

Who axe the winners, and who are the
losers? Well, I have mentioned a few.
Let me mention a couple' more. The
Federal Treasury and the IRS, because
in ths bill we am telling legal iinxni-
grants they must pay taxes, abide by
our laws, in fact, even pay the greatest
sacrifice of serving this country in
time of war, yet they will not be able
to receive services provided by the Eed-
eral Government. Why? Well; because
they are not yet citizens. So they can-
not vote, and most of these folks prob-
ably do not give a lot of money to p0-
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liticai campaigns. So there is no politi-
cal risk in going after these folks. I
think that is perhaps one of the most
onerous things about this debate. That
is the one issue that probably will get
the fewest votes on behalf of immi-
grants, because, yoi know what, there
is no support In this Rouse for legal
immigrants because there is no need to
support someone who works hard, is
law-abiding, church-going, starts up a
business more often than a native-born
U.S. citizen—the studies tell us that,—
works longer hours than most citizens
do, is healthier than most citizens, has
a longer life span than U.S. citizens—
because they do not have some of the
unhealthy habits that most citizens
grow up with—but can't vote. Yet we
am telling them pay your taxes and be
ready to fight for this country in time
of war, but yet if you should by some
chance lose a job, you will not have ac-
cess to the services U.S. citizens have
The only distinction you have com-
pared to another American is you have
not yet been able to become a U.S. citi-
zen.' ,,

I think that is so egregious. I believe
the Statue of Liberty and everything
this country, has stood for in its Con-
stitution is being abrogated as we go
this last step of telling folks who am
legally here, we. want your money but
we do not want you to be able to take
part fully' in American life as those
who reside in this country as citizens.

I would oppose this bill for that and
a number of other reasons which I have
not had an opportunity to discuss.

Mr. SIilTh of Texas. Mr. Chairman, I
yield 3 minutea to the gentiema from
California (Mr. BAE].

'Mr. BAR of California. Mr. Chair-
man, just to correct a couple of facts of
the gentleman from California. (Mr.
BEca]. The guest worker program is
Out of this' bill. The gentleman from
Texas (Mr. BRYr] said it. The gen-
tlema from Texas' fMr.. STE] saad it.
There is no specter of some big cor-
poation with campaign contributions
driving this bifl..

Secon& minor cildIren up to 21, chil-
dren who am students up to 25 am' al-
lowed in this country. Do not talk
about how we are keeping Idds out, be-
cause 'someone is coming in to get a
job.' '

I would like to debate the guest
worker program. I do not think they
am standing in line to get a job picking
fruit in California.. We have a shortage
of people who want to work.

This bill is long overdue. I rise today
in strong support of ER. O2, a bill
that will take back our borders, save
taxpayers biflions, and protect jobs for

• American workers.
My home State of California is being

hit ha.rd by the effects of illegal immi-
gration. Approixnately one-half the es-
timated 3 million illegal aliens in the
United States reside in California—
200,000 new illegais 'enter California
every year. Forty percent of all the
births, as the gentleman from Califor-
nia [Mr. Cw.] sad, i southern
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Calfforiua. public hospitals are to ille-
gal aliens. What is the price t-; for
this tidal wave? It is about $3 ' liion.
Education, SI billion. Exner.ency
health care, $650 million. Imprison-
ment, a.nywhere from $350 million to
S500 million for the 16,500 prisoners we
have in our State prison system,
enough to build. 3 new prisons.

As we call on States to take greater
responsibility for social programs, we
must stop the endless flow of illegal
migrants who come tà this Nation to
take uxifair advantage of taxpayer-
funded assistance. As a member of the
task force on illegal immigration, I am
corx.ttted to finding effective solu-
tions to our illegal immigration crisis.
H.R O2 has implemented the guide-
lines Included in this task force report.
I commend the chairma.n, the gen-
tleman from Texas, Mr. LAz Srr
and the rankiug minority member, the
gentleman froni Texas Mr. BBwT, for
their good work on this legislation.

ER. 2202 wfl reduce the opportunity
for illegal aliens to take American
obs. R. O2 reduces from 29 to 6 the
number of acceptable documents to es-
tablish' employment eligibility. Fur-
ther, worker eligibility verification
pilot programs n California and other
States will be implemented. Employers
will be able to verify status of potex-
tial workers with a system as simple as
a phone caU.

The bill provides streazniined depor-
tation guidelines, creates tracking sys-
tems to prevent Visa overstay's and en-
hances the Federal role in illegal alien
document fraud and smuggling.

Mr. Cbairman, ER. fl02 wfl help re-
duce illegal immigration by up to 50
percent in 5 years. It doubles the'num-
ber of border patrol agents over 5
years, increa5es funding for tech-
nologies that will let border forces hold
the line against the streazn of illegal
immigration into' Califorr..... Nation-
wide applications for weliare among

'immigrants have increased 580 percent
in the last 14 years.

ER. 2202 prevents illegal aliens from
receiv1g public benefits, saving us S25
billion. It is clear that, as sound as
these provisions' are, the illegal immi-
gration crisis in this Nation wrn not
end unless we address core pr2nciples of
illegal immigration. Do not allow them
to split this vote. The bill e1imir12tes
billions spent on benefits that do noth-
ing more than entice illegal aliens into
the United States.

I ask' for an "aye" vote.
Mr. SMiTH of Texas. Mr. Chairman, I

yield 3 minutes to the gentlewoman
from New Jersey. (Mrs. RovxEMj.

(Mrs. ROUKEMA asked and was
given permission to revise and extend
her remarks.)

Mrs. ROUKEMA. Mr. Chaiznan,- I
±ise in strong support of this 1egs1a-
tion.

I wcid first off like to congratulate
the c.irman of the Immigration Sub-
committee, Congressman SMTrH and
Congressman ELTON GALLLLY for
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thezr perseverance and diligence in see-
ing this legislation through. The gen-
tleman from Texas has worked ex-
tremely hard to accommodate differing
views and in doing so has crafted the
kind of immigration reform legislation
that this country so desperately needs.
And Congressi- GALLEGLY has put
equal efforts and leadership in the bi-
partisan Immigration task force on
which I served.

ER. 2202 is a tough bill, and It should
be. And, it recognizes the most• irnpor-
ta.nt truth to immigration—that legal
and Illegal immigration cannot be sep-
arated. Without addressing the defi-
ciencies in' our current legal immigra-
tion system, we will forever be unable.
to Stem the flow of illegal immigra-
tion. Plain and simple.
'I would also like to take this oppor-

tunity to commend our colleague from
California, Congressman GALLEGLY,
the chairman of the' bipartisan task
force on Immigration reform. As a
member of this task' force, I had the
privilege of workln with him to inves-
tigate and propose solutions to our out
of control illegal immigration problem
which make up most of this bill's
gal immigration provisions.

This legislation could be known as
the law is the law bill 'No open borders.

As we all know too well, Illegal im-
migration in this country is out of con-
troL Every year an estimated 400,000
new illegal aliens appear throughout
the country adding to the over 3.2 mil-
lion already here. However, what many
people do not realize is that only half
of these illegal aliens enter at our bor-
ders. The other hail' comes from those
who are legally admitted but who over-
stay temporary 'visas, namely student,
tourist, and business visas. This. is one
of the main reason's that we must
tackle the issues of illegal and legal
immigration reform together.

fliegal immigration brings with it
-many costs to the taxpayer.- The' cost
in jobs, the cost in welfare, health care,
education, and other benefits, and the
cost In street crime. New Jersey alone
accounts for almost 5-percent of the
Nation's illegal alien-population. These
125,000 undocumented immigrants cost
New Jersey taxpayers an estimated
$160 million annually for public edu-
cation, incarceration, and Medicaid
services alone.

ER. 2202 says enough is enough. Lie-
gal aliens will no longer receive any- of
these benefits, except for certain emer-
gency medical and nutrition services.
Our Nation is faced with an almost $5 -

trillion debt and annual $200 million
deficits. Our limited funds should be
spent on law-abiding citizens and tax-
payers. Period.

The bottom line is that for too long
we have not been enforcing our own
laws which prohibit illegal aliens from
permanent entry into the United
States nor have we made enough effort
to address reforms to enforce these
laws.

Well, H.R. 2202 finally takes the steps
necessary to enforce these very laws.
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Among other things, this legislation
strengthens control of our borders by:
Increasing the amount of border patrol
agents by 1,000 for the next 5 years, in-
creasing the number of INS officials at
ports of entry, acquiring sophisticated
alien tracking equipment, issuing bor-
der. crossing cards, and using, closed
military bases to detain illegal-aliens.
It also increases enforcement and pen-
alties against alien smugglers and
those engaged in document fraud.

Most, importantly, this bill stream-
lines and expedites procedures for de-
porting and excluding illegal aliens.
Persons rn1dng legitimate claims of
asylum must get one hearing and one
appeal—no more endless delays, ap-
peals, and. readjudication of immigra-
tion cases. -

Under H.R 2202, those who do not
have proper documentation' can be re-
moved without further hearing or re-
view. A second important: reform re-
quires aliens to apply for asylum with-
in 30 days of arriving at a pOrt.of entry.
If an alien applies for asylum and is
found to have no credible fear of perse-'
cution, he can be removed without ad-
ministrative review. Finally, an alien
will undergo "a single removal hearing
taking place 10 days from his notifica-
tion. He is entitled to' one appeal only'
and, if he' does not show up, then he can
be removed. , '

But, I strongly believe that we must
go even further than- this. We must
make it very clear to illegal aliens
that they can't keep breaking our laws.
That is why I iill be joining my col-
league from .Ws-chington, Congressn'-ii
TATE, to support a one strike and your
out system for illegal aliens who are
caught and deported.

The bottom line is that we will never
have the necessary money, resources,
and manpowerto end all illegal immi-
gration. Liegal . aliens are not only
costing 'Americans in low-wage jobs,
but they are costing the American tax-
payer tens of billions of dollzs in so-
cial services as well of tens of billions
of dollars in enforcement and monitor-
ing costs. This is money that should be
going to improve the lives of American
fsinilies—it should not be wasted on
those who choose to- break out laws.
And, if they choose to break our laws,
then they have to play, by our rules. If
you want to play the game of chance,
then you have to be willing to pay the
ultimate price. You can't come back
again.

We have a commitment to all those
people who are waiting months,' years,
some up to 10 years, to come to this
country legally. Just as my grand-
parents waited lely'to get in here,
and just -as my husband's parents wait-
ed legally to get in here, we must'en-
force the law.,

At the same time, we must recognize
that there is not enough room in the
United States to continue an open-
ended legal immigration policy when
we are presently unable to assimilate
those already here.,

However, this country should not and
will not deny its great tradition of the
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melting pot. No one will argue that im-
migrants have formed the backbone of
our country. Immigrants from all over
the world have helped make this great
Nation what it is today. But, that does
not mean that the current system is
not in need of substantial reform. It is.
No one would propose an open border
policy, but that is in essence the prac-
tice today. because our laws are so in-
adequate.

As many of you know, the problems
with' legal immigration date back to
1986 when Congress passed the Immi-
gration Reform and Control Act. I
voted agsinst this legislation -which
gave lawful permanent resident status
to 2.7 million illegal aliens. What this
also did was afford them the benefit to
petition for relatives under the family
,preference system, This has had the ef-
feet of pushing back many- of those who
had legally waited for their' turn to
enter the United States. They played
by the rules but they still lost out.

In 1990, Congress enacted the first
comprehensive reform of legal immi-
gration since 1965; Family and employ-
ment-based preferences were separated
and employment-based preferences al-
most tripled from 54,000 to 140,000.
Moreover, there were no longer limits
on family related categories for imme-
diate relatives—spouses, unmarried
minor children, and parents.

Consequently, we witnessed an an-
nual influx of 700,000 legal immigrants
until 1990 and an influx of almost 1 mil-
lion legal immigrants every year since.
Not only have States been unable to
accommodate the' huge numbers' of
legal immigrants coming to the United
States in recent years, but more than
80 percent of them are low skilled and
uneducated. Unfortunately, this. is a
problem that we cannot work around.

Therefore, we must reduce legal im-
migration to a level that our country

'can: absorb while recognizing that the
admission of' certain groups of legal
immigrants, particularly nuclear-fam-
ily members and those with high skills/
education, are in the best interest of
American families, American busi-
nesses, and the American economy.

In New Jersey our foreign-born popu-
lation reached.-13.5 percent in 1994, our
highest level since 1940. One can cer-
tainly recognize why -the last surge in
legal immigration took - place 55 years
ago—our country was becoming more
and. more industrialized, and many
more jobs were to be found. But, in this
current economic climate of corporate
downsiingImergers, technological ad-
vancement, and free trade, State's such
as New Jersey cannot absorb large
numbers of people from overseas.

If we set aside shear numbers and
focus ,on the low sklllleducation level
of many legal immigrants eligible to
come to the United States, the impact
is even greater. In the New York/New
Jersey-region 40 percent of foreign-born
residents do not have highschool diplo-
mas, and 10 percent are unemployed,
far greater than the 4.5 to 6.5 percent
that the rest of the Nation has experi-
enced the last few years. In New Jersey
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alone, 26 percent of all foreign-born
residents are at the highest poverty
level.

The low skills/education of many
legal immigrants being admitted to the
United States has devastating con-
sequences. These individuajs drain
money from our social service system
In the form of public benefits. In fact,
they receive $25 billion more in bene-
fits than they pay in taxes. An even
more startling fact is that SSI for legal
Immigrants has Increased by 580 per-
cent in the past 12 years. We just can-.,
not afford to continue to provide un
limited services w.hen our own citizens
are living below the poverty level,
without health care, without jobs.

That is why, for the first time, ER.
2202 would make a sponsor's affidavit
of support for a legal alien legally
binding. This means that a sponsor's
income and resources must now be
taken into account when determining a
legal alien's eligibility for the most-
public benefits. No longer will a legal
alien be able to come to the United
States and live off of our welfare sys-
tern wlthout the sponsors being held
accountable, If an alien ends up becom-
ing a public charge, by receiving 12
months of welfare benefits within 7
ydars of arrival,.he could be deported.
And, prospective sponsors must show
that they could support both, them-
selves and the sponsored immigrant at
a mthinlum of -twice the poverty level.

The admission of low skill/educated
legal aliens has also resulted in 50 per-
cent decline in real wages for high
school dropouts. With fewer low' wage
and service jobs available, high' school'
dropouts already living In the UnitedStates are - having to compete with
legal immigrants_wo might be will-
ing to accept lower wages because the
wages are stIll, far' better than what
they would have received in their home
country. Consequently, with more peo-
ple looking for work, employers can
lower' wages and still know' that' their
work'wi]l get done.

H.R. '2202 ends the low-skilled pref-
erence program In order to keep more
low wage jobs available for those with-
out/with only high school diplomas
without expanding our welfare system.
At the same time, this legislation also
recognizes that highly skilled/educated
foreigners are Invaluable in making
American companies more globally
competitive, and that their contribu-
tions will only create more jobs for
Americans in the future.

But, in order to make sure that em-
ployers are playing by the rules, there
must be guidelines and, enforcement
mechanisms in place. While this legis-
lation helps to protect American work-
ers from being replaced by temporary-

-
. foreign workers—the H-LB temporary

visa program—it does not go far
enough in making sure that employers
don't hire illegal aliens/unauthorized.
workers to cut costs. Just as we re-
quire illegal and legal: aliens to abide
by the law, so too much employers.

The original legislation, as passed by
the Judiciary Committee, contained a

worker phone verification- pilot pro-
gram under which employers in the
five States with the highest number of
illegal aliens would be required to ver-
ify the eligibility of a prospective em-
ployee with their Social Security num-
ber. The purpose of the system was to
make it easier for employers who con-
tinue to struggle understanding the
employer enforcement requirements of
the Immigration Reform and Control
Act of 1986 [IRCA].

Under IBCA, employer sanctions are
imposed on any employer, who know-
ingly hires an illegal alien unauthor-
ized to work in the United States. Em-
ployers are required to verify eligi-
bility and identity by examining up to
29 documents and completing an INS I-
9 foim. In enforcing. -these measures,
employers are allowed a good faith de-
fense and kre not liable for verifying
the validity of any documents, but in-
stead are only responsible for deter-
mining if the documents appear to be
genuine: -

However, Increased -numbers of fraud-
ulent - documents—Social - Security-
cards, birth certificates, green cards,
and work authorization cards-.have
made it difficult for employers to weed
out illegal aliens. And, INS has been
more concerned' with sanctioning em-
ployers for paperwork violations, such
as incorrectly completing 1—9 forms,
than with helping employers expose
counterfeit documents and unauthor-'
Ixed/illegal workers. ,,' -

Although ER. 2202 importantly re-
duces the number of allowable docu-
ments from 29 to. 6, significantly de-
creasing an employer's paperwork bur-
den, it has changed the five State man-
datory pilot program into an all-vol.
untary one. Opponents of the pilot
claim that it will give the Federal Gov-
ernment the power to decide who
works for whom. In addition, they fear
that informational mistakes made by
the computer system could, either be
used against an employer as evidence
of hiring an illegal alien or could be
used against a prospective employee as
evidence of discrimination, ' -.

In fact, under this program, an em-
ployer is provided with a good faith de-
fense. shielding him from . liability
based on the confirmation number he
receives, after - verifying an employee's
social securty number. And, if an em-
ployee is not offered a position because
of faulty information which cannot be
resolved within a 10-day'perjod, than
he is entitled to compensation

. under
existing Federal law. Southern Califor-
nia has in place a similar pilot program
that began with 220 employers. After,
2,500 separate verifications anda 99.9-
percent rate of effectiveness, it is now
being used by almost 1,000 businesses.

That is why I will be supporting the-
Gailegly-Bilbray amendment to rein-
state the - mandatory pilot program.
The, purpose of the program is to make
it easier for employers to verify the
work eligibility of prospective employ-
ees. It will help to prevent confusion
over documents, alleviate concerns
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about hiring someone who looks like
he is illegal, and hold employers ac-
countable for their hiring decisions.
Without such a mandatory system, un-
scrupulous employers will continue to
knowingly employ illegal aliens. Andthis is the end to the means for the
400,000 illegal aliens who enter our
country every year. As long as the jobs
are there, and someone is willing to
hire them to do the work, they will al-
ways keep coming.

I deeply regret and am grieved to say
that the business community is seek-
ing low -paid workers and feeding the
imxnrgration crisis. I implore the busi-
ness community_mate this good faith
effort with us. Be part of the solution,
not part of the problem.

Finally, because current law prevents
us from denying one particular costly
service to illegal aliens, public edu-
cation, I will be supporting Congress-
man GALiLy'5 amendxne,nt giving
States the option to deny public edu-
cation to the children of illegal aliens.
In 1982, the Supreme Court ruled that
under .the 14th amendment the children
of illegal aliens cannot be denied a pub-
lic .- elementary and secondary edu-
cation. However,- last November a Fed-
eral district' judge in, California ruled
against Proposition 187 saying that
only the Federal -Government has the
authority to regulate immigration.

Congressman GALLEGLy's amend-
ment ,is consistent with this most re-
cent ruling.. Through Congressionaj ac-
tion, each State can decide whether or
not it wants to divert resources away
from educating the children of its hard-
working taxpayers. In the case of New

- Jersey, this would mean having an ad-
ditional S150 million available to im-
prove public education for the State's
children of citizens and legal permna-
nent residents. -

For all of the reasons mentioned, I
- hope all my colleagues will support

legislation, Congressman S.n'rR
has made an extremely' complex bill
look easy. ER. 2202 contains virtually

- all of the ingredients needed to fix the
myriad problems of our current imxni-
gration system. These are' common-
sense reforms which recognize that, al-
though substan differences exist be-
tween legal and illegal immigration,-
they cannot be separated from one an-
other. '

'Removing the legal immigration pro-
visions would ,be like passing an anti-
terrorism bill without the ability to
designate groups as terrorist, Well, we
'have already done that, so let us not do
it again. Do not take the teeth out of
this bill. '

Support all of ER. 2202.
Mr. BRYANT of Texas. Mr. Chair-man, I yield 2 minutes to the gen-

tleman from Texas [Mr. Smouj3.
(Mr.' SNHOLM asked and was

given permission to revise and extend
his remarks.). , -

Mr. STENBOLM. Mr. Chairman, I
rise In strong support in ER. 2202, the
Immigration in the National InterestAct.

C
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I am a strong supporter of both ille-

gal and legal immigration reform and I
am gratified to have the opportunity to
debate this important matter on the
floor of the House. But before I con-
tinue I wouid be remiss if I did not
commend LAMAR SMITE and Jofflq BRY-
ANT. chairman and ranking member of
the Subcommittee on Immigration and
Claims, for the leadership they have
shown on this-issue. Our Nation is in
dire need of comprehensive irnmigra-
tion reform and I thank them for tak-
ing on this difficult task.

We are all aware of the tremendaus
strain that the massive inflow of ille-
gal aliens is having on Texas and other
border States. Illegal aliens and crirni-
nal aliens are having a significant un-
pact on State services, such as health
care, public safety, education, and
criminli justice.

• However, in addition to combating il-
legal immigration, I believe that we

• must also address legal izninigratioxi in
a fair manner. I am not opposed to im-
migrants coming to Axrerica seeking a
better life, for I am. a descendent of
Swedish immigrants: And while I be-
lieve that the majority of immigrants
have made, and continue to make, sig-
nifiant contributions to our society, I
oppose increasing immigration levels

• until we control the overwhelmiiig
number of iflegal aliens coming into
our country.

In order tO combat and deter illegal
immigration, ER. O2 steps up both
border security and interior enforce-
ment. - Increased manpower, tech-
nology. - equipment, and physical bar-
riers will help to provide the Imm.igra-

- tion and Naturalization Service [INS)
with the tools they need to control our
borden ..: -.

Additionally, the bifl removes the in-
centives, such as jobs and public bene-
fits, that encourage illegal immigra-
tion. This bill specifies that illegal
aliens, are denied public benefits,
makes enforceable the grounds for de-
nying entry or removing aliens who are
or are likely to become a public
charge, and makes those who agree to
sponsor immigrants legally responsible
to support them. :' - -

• This bill also enhances enforcement
and penalties aganst alien smuggling,
document fraud, and passport and visa
offeises, as well as, reforms rules and
procedures to make it easier. to remove
illegal aliens from the United States.

In terms of enforcement, one of the•
most important things we can do is to
create a worker verifiôation system.
H.R. 2202 includes a voluntary pilot
program in five of the seven States
with the highest populations of illegal
aliens to test an employment eligi-
bility conffrxnation system. Dnring
House consideration of this bill, Rep-
resentative ELTON GALLEGLY will offer
an amendment to make this pilot- pro-
gram manda.tory. I believe this amend-
ment is critical to making immigra-
tion reform successful and will vigor-
ously support it. if we do not have
some type of worker verification sys-
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tem in place we will never have a seri-
ous opportunity to combat illegal im-
migration.

In addition to worker verification,
Representative BILL MCCOLLIYM's
amendment, which directs the Com-
missioner of The Social Security Ad-
ministration to make necessary im-
provements in the Social Security card
to secure it against counterfeiting and
fraudulent use, will make great strides
in eliminating the magnet that draws
illegal immigrants to our country—
jobs. I firmly believe that in order to

• control our illegal immigration prob-
lem we must secure identification doc-
uments agamst counterfeiting. With-
out worker verification and secure doc-
umentation, much of what we are pro-
posing here today will be difficult to
enforce. I urge my colleagues to sup-
port these vital amendments, and sUp-'
port this comprehensive reform pack-
age on final passage.

March 19, 199
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Mr. BECERA. Mr. Chairman, I
would like to spend the remainder of
the time that we have on this side to
engage the' chairman of the ' sub-
committee in a colloquy and also dis-
cuss some aspects of this bill that are
of concern.

First, before we engage iü the col-
loquy, I mention one of the principal
areas of concern that sin the minds of
a number of Members 5n both sides of
the aisle, and that is, of course, the
system that requires employers to con-
duct checks, verification processes, and
I understand that the chairman has
changed the bill so it no longer is a
mandatory verification system, but
now a voluntary system, voluntary for
the employers, not voluntary for those
who are seeking employment.

The concern, of course, is that there
are some very glaring statistics that
must be dealt with. I know the chair-
man had mentioned some of this in the

- past, but I think it bears reiterating.
First, people must understand that in

this country, the size of this country,
we have about 66 million job trans-
actions that occur every year. That
means either someone is hired or some-
one changes jobs 66 million times each
year in this country. -

• Now we are told by the Social Secu-
rity Administration and the INS that
they are in. the process of cleaning up
their data bases that maintain records
on most people in this. country; INS,
most people who have in]migrated.into
this country. Yet, a recent quote from
a Social Security Administration offi-
cial in the Los Angeles Times said that
we can expect any verification system
employing the Social Security Sys-
tem's data base to have error rates of
up to 20 percent in the first years, and
by the time they worked out the
glitches, a 5-percent error rate.

• I must tefl my colleagues that when
we are told that there will be an error
rate of perhaps as high or- as low as 5
percent, and we are talking about 66
million job transactions in 1 year, that
is well over 3 million people in this
country who may be denied their liveli-

• hood. That is, to me, a dramatic intro-
duction of a system at a government
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level that will intrude on the privacy
and the protections that we, as Ameri-
cans, have grown accustomed to hav-
ing. That concerns me.

But let me focus on one particular
aspect of the verification process that
is of concern to me, and I must say
that the gentleman from Texas [Mr.
Snm], the chairman of the sub-
committee, was actually very support-
ive and helpful in getting a particular
amendment I had i the subcommittee
admitted into the bill, accepted into
the bill. That was an amendment that
makes sure that, to the degree that we
have a verification system, we try to
avoid discrimination. An employer who
is not out there invidiously, trying to
thscnminate against people because of
racial or ethnic hatred, but because it
is a business practice for somebody to
want to be able to make a profit and
have skilled employees will take a look
at some employees and say, "Well, you
look American You don't. Why should
I go through the hassles of trying to
verify your status if I can get a good,
qualified American who is just as
qualified?"

02030
We put into the bill, with the help of

the chairman of the subcommittee, an
amendment that said let us put in a
checker system, a tester program, so
we would have a system where someone
could act as a qualified applicant for a
job, go. to the employer, present him-
self or herself and, aithough acting as a
checker or tester, check to find out if
this employer .is automatically dis-
criininating against . some people who
may look or sound foreign. We got that
accepted in subcommittee. It stayed in
the full committee. Now it is out. We
had what I thought was good bipartisan
compromise which now is out.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to engage
the chairman in a colloquy as to why
we see that particular tester provision
stricken from the bill, which would
help prevent discrimination agail3st
American citizens and those legally en-
titled to work in this country.

Mr. SMiTH of Texas. Mr. Chairman,
• will the gentleman yield?

Mr. BECERRA. I yield to the gen-
tleman from Texas:

Mr. SMiTH of Texas. Mr. Chairman,
let me respond to my friend, the gen-
tleman from California, by saying first
of a1, I do distinguish the bill as it is
currently written with a volunteer ver-
ification system from the mandatory
verification system that we had at the
phase of the subcomnittee. It was for
that reason we felt we could thstin-
guish the two and take out the testers.

I want to say that the amendment
that is going to be offered in the next
day or two by the gentleman from Cali-
for2lia [Mr. GALLEGLY], to make the
verification system mandatory does in
dude the testers provisions, so that is
more of a parallel. We had it manda-
tory in subcommittee, the testers are
still in the amendment, making the
verification system.
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Mr. BECERRA. But the bill itself no
longer has that tester section. It was
taken out of the biil, before the bill
was coming to the House.

Mr. SMITH of Texas. Mr. Chairman,
the bill, does not have it now. If the
gentleman believes the gentleman from
California, he can support the amend-
ment.
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The CHAIRMAN. An time for general
debate has expfred:

Pursuant to the rule, the amendment
in the nature of a substitute printed in
the bill, modified by the amendment
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printed in part 1 of House Report 104—
483, is considered as an original bill for
the purpose of amendment and is con-
sidered as having been read.

The text of the amendment in the na-
ture of a substitute, as modified, is-as
follows:

H.R.2202
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Rep-

resentatives of the United States of America in
Congress assembled,
SECT!ON 1. SRORF TIThE ANDMENTS TO Thl-

MIGRATION AND NATIONALITY AC1
TABLE OF CON1TS.

(a) SHORT TITLE.—This Act may be cited as
the "Immigration in the National Interest
Act of 1995".

(b) AMENDMEr5 TO IMMIGRATION AND NA-
TI0NALrrY Ac'r.—Except as otherwise specifi-
cally provided—

(1).whenever in this Act an amendment or
repeal is expressed as the amendment or re-
peal of a section or other provszon, the ref-
erence shall be considered to be made to that
section or provision In the Immigration and
Nationality Act, and

(2) amendments to a section or other provi-
sion are to such section or other provision as
in effect on the date of the eamctxnent of this
Act and before any amendment made to such
section or other provision elsewhere in this
Act.

(c) TABLE OP CONTENTS.—The table of con-
tents for this Act is as follows:
Sec. 1. Short title; amendments to immigration

and Nationality Act; table of con-
- tents.

17ThE I—DETERRENCE OF ILLHGAL IMMI-
GPATION THIOUGH IMPROVED BORDER
ENFORCEMENT, PILOT PROGRAMS, AND
INTERIOR ENFORCEMENT

Subtitle A—.lmprved EnfoToernent ,,J Border
Sec. 101. Border patrol agents and upport per-

sonnel. -

Sec. 102. improvement of barriers at border.
Sec. 103. improved border equipment and tech-

nology.
Sec. 104. improvement in border crossing identi-

flcaton card.
Sec. 105. Civil ,enaZ foi illegal entry.
Sec. 106. Prosecution of aliens repeatedly reen-

ering the United Stat unlaw-
fully.

Sec. 107. insermce trazning for• the border pa-
trol.

Subtitle B—Pilo Programs
Sec. 111. Pilot program on inter or repatriaton.
Sec. 112. Pilot program on use of closed m2litary

bases for the detention of mad-
• msible or deportable aliens.

Sec. 113. Pilot program to collect records of de-
• parting passengers..

Subtitle C-4n1eror Enforcemen
Sec. 121. kicrease in personnel for ineñor en-

forcement.
TITLE Il—ENHANCED ENFORCEMENT AND

PENALTIES AGAiNST ALIEN SMUG-
GLING; DOCUAffNTFR4UD
Subtiie A—Enhanced Enforcement and

Penajtiea Against Alien Smuggling
Sec. 201. Wiretap authority for alien smuggling-- invesigat 0123.

Sec. 202. Racketee73ng offenses relating to alien
• smuggling.

Sec. 203. increased crimin& penalties for alien
smuggling.

Sec. 204. increased nwnber of Assistant United
States Attorneys.

Sec. 205. Undercover investigation authority.
Subtitle B—,Deterrence ofDocwizeid Fraud

Sec. 211. increased criminal penalties for fraud-
• ulent use of government -zssued

document..
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Sec. 212. New civil penalties for docwr.nt

fraud.
Sec. 213. New czvU penalty for failure to piesent

documents and for preparing un-
migration docwnents without au-
thorizaton.

Sec. 214. New criminal penaltie.s for failure to
disclose role as preparer of false
application for asijiwn and for
preparing certain post-conviction
applzcatons.

Sec. 215. Crbninal penalty for knowingly pre-
senting document which fails to
contain reasonable basis in law or
fact. -

Sëé. 216. Crnzinal penalties for. false claim to
Ctzeflship.:

Subtitle C—Azzet Forfeiture for Passport and
Visa Offenses -

Sec. 221. Criminal forfeiture for pass-port and
vi.a related offenses. -

Sec. 222. Subp enas for bank records.
Sec. 223. Effective date. -

TITLE ff1—INSPECTION, APPRERENSION,
DETENTION, ADJUDICATiON, AND RE-
MOVAL OF INADMISSiBLE AND DEPORT.
ABLE ALIENS .

Subtitle A—Reviiron ofProced urea for
Removal ofAliens

Sec. 300. Overview of changen removal proce-
dures.

Sec. 301. Treating peons present in the United
States without authorization as
not admitted.

Sec. 302. in.specton of aliens; ezedited removal
of inad,nsible arriving aliens; re-
ferral for hearing (revzsed section

• 235).
Sec. 303. Apprehension and detention of aliens

• not lawfully in the United Stases
(revised section :

Sec. 304. Removal proceed.zngs: cancellation of
removal and adjusbnent of status;

• voluntary departure (revised and
new sections 239 to 240C).

Sec. 305. Detention and renovaZ of aliens 01-
dered removed (new section 241).

Sec. 306. Appeals from orders of removal (new
section 242).

Sec. 307. Penalties relating to rnoval (revised
section 243).

Sec. 308. Redesignation and reorganization of
other provisions; additional con-
forming wnendments_

Sec. 309. Effeciive dates; transition.
- Subtitle B—Removal of Alien Terrorists

PART 1—REMOVAL PP.OCEDUPJS FOR AUF.N
TERRORISTS

Sec. 321. Removal procedures for alien terror-

TiTLE V—SPECiAL REMOVAL
PROCEDURES FOR ALiEN TERRORiSTS

Sec. 501. Deflniions.
"Sec. 502. Establishment of special removal

court; panel of attorneys to assist
with classified inforinaion.

"Sec. 503. Application jor initiation of spe-
cial rnoval proceeding.

"Sec. 504. Consideration of application.
"Sec. 505. Special removal hearings.
"Sec. 506. Consideration of classified infor-

nzation.
"Sec. 507. Appeals.
"Sec. 508. Detention and custody."

Sec. 322. Funding for detention and remot,al of
alien terronsts.

PART 2—iNADMISSIRILITY AND DENIAL OF RELIEF
FOR ALIEN TERRORISTS

Soc. 331. Membership in terronst organization
as ground of inadmissibility.

Sec. 332. Denial of relief for alien terronst..
Subtitle C—Deterring Transportation of

Unlawful Aliens to the United State,
Sec. 341. Definition of stowaway.
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Sec. 803. Authority to determine visa proce$snzg

proCedUTes.
Sec. 804. Wazvej- authority concerrnng notice of

denial of application for visa3.
Sec. 805. Treatment of Canadian landed iinnzi-

grants.
Sec. 806. Changes - Telating to H—lB

nonimnzigrants.
Sec. 807. Validity of period of visas.
Sec. 808. Limitation on adjusbnentof status of

zndivjduojs not lawfully present
in the United States.

Sec. 809. Limited access to certain confidential
INS files.

Sec. 810. Change of noninanigrant clasjfica-
— tion.

SubtifleB-_Ofije,. Provisions
Sec. 831. Commission Teport on fraud aSSociated

with birth certjicates.
Sec. 832. Uniform vital satsic.
Sec. 833. Communication between State and

local government agencies, and.
the Immigration and NatuTaliza-

• tion Serv2ce.
Sec. 834. Criminal alien TeimbUTse,rznt costs.
Sec. 835. Female genztal muWation.
Sec. 836. Deszgnaton of Portugal as a visa

• waiver pilot program country
with probationa status.

Subtitle C—Tecljnjcgj Crrecgio,i,
Sec. 851. Mzsceflaneo technical correc2joij.
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Sec. 342. LLst of alien and citizen passengers a- Sec. 522. Persecution for Tesistance to coerciveriDing.

population control methods.Subtitle D—Addjsjo,j Provisions Sec. 523. PaTole available only on a ca3e-by-
Sec. 351. Definition of conviction. ca3e basis foT humanitan Tea-
Sec. 352. lmmigratzon judges and compensation. sons OT significant public benefit.
Sec. 353. Resczssion of lawful permanent Sec. 524. Admzssjon of humanitarian imnzi-dt grants.
Sec. 354. Civil penalties foi failuTe to (iepaTt. Subtitle D—Asylum ReformSec. 355. Clarification of districi court jurisdic- Sec. 531. Asylum Teforin.tion.

Sec. 532. Fizing numencal adjustments foTSec. 346. Use of Te1Te4 Federal employees foT asylees at 10,000 each yeaT.institutional hearing program.
Sec. 53.3. Increased TesouTces foT Teducing asy-Sec. 357. Enhanced penalties foT failuTe to de- lum application backlogs.paTt, illegal Teen try, and passport
Subtitle E—Genenzl Efici,e Date Transitionand vsafTaud.

Sec. 358. Authorization of additional fund.sfoT
Te7flOval of al. Sec. 551. General effective date.

Sec. 359. Apphcation of adthtionaj -civil Sec. 552. General transthon foT current clas.i-
- altes to enfoTcnent. fication petitions.Sec. 360. Prisoner transfer treaties. Sec. 553. Special transition for certain back-Sec.- 361. Criminal alien identification system, logged .'potses and childTen ofSec. 362. Waiver of exclusion and deportation lawful permanent Tesident aliens.ground fo, certain sectzon 274C Sec. 554. Special treabnent of certain thsadvan-

violators. taged family fiTSt preference zmn2i-Sec. 363. Authoing Tegisration of alen ,. gTants.
• cramnal probation OT cri,ninaz pa- Sec. 555. Authorization of TevnbuTserrnt of pe-Tole.

. titioners foT eliminated fami1y-Sec. 361. Confidentiality provision foT certain sponsoTed categon.
alien battered spouses and chil-

- TiTLE vI—PJSTR1CrIONS ONBEJVZF1TS
- dTen.

FOR ALIENSTiTLE 1V—EWPORCEJ.ffjg7. OF
Sec. 600. Statements of national policp concern-RESTR1CrIONSAGA!17STEMPWY,JT ing welfaTe and •ation.Sec. 401. Pilot program foT voluntai, use of em- A—EligThilily of Illegal Aliens Ibrploinzent eligibjljij confirmajon Puôijc Benefitsprocess.

Pr l—Puaxc BF2JEFJTS GENERALLYSec. 402. Lnziting liability for certain technicnj
Violations of paperwoTk TequEre.. Sec. 601. Making illegal aliens ineligible foT

• public a.ssisance, contract$, and
Sec. 403. PaperwoTk and other changes in tjze licenses.
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- Sec. 703. Preinspection at foreign airports.• tions.

Sec. 516. Changes in speia! iIr#nzgrant sta. Sec. 704 Training of aiTline personnel in detec-Sec. 517. RequiTements foT Temoval of condi- . tion of fTaudulent documents.
tional status of entreprens TITLE Vffl_MSCEL14OUS PROViSIONSSec. 518. Adult disabled childTen.
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TiTLE Il—ENHANCED ENFORCEMENT AND
PENALTIES AGAINST AllEN SMUG-
GLING; DOCUMENT FRAUD
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(1). not less than offense level 15 if the offense

involves 100 or more documents;
(2) not less than offense level 20 if the offense

involves 1OOO or moie docwnents, or if the docu-
ments were used U) facilitate any other crvranaz
activzt, descrthed in section 212(a) (2) (A)(i) (U) of
the !nDnigration and Nationazitij Act (8 U.S.C.
1182(a)(A)(i)(fl)) or rn section 101 (a) (43) of such-
Act; and

(3) not less than offense level 25 if the offense
involves—

(A) the provision of documents U) a person
known or suspected of engaging in a terrorist
acvitj (as such tenns are defined in section
212(a)(3)(B) of the Immigration and Naiionalitij
Act (8 U.S.C. 1182(a)(3)(B));

(B) £he provision of docwnents to facilitate a
terrorist acivzt.j or U) assist a person to engage
in terroñt acvzt1j (as such erins are defined in
section 212(a) (3) (B) of the Immigration and Na-
onalitj Act (8 U.S.C. 1182(a) (3) (B)); or

(C) the provision of docwnents U) persons in-
volved in racketeering enterises (descnbéd in
section 1952(a) of tUle 18, United States Code).

Subtile B—Deterrence ofDocwnent Fraud
SEC. 222. ThTCREASED MINAL P1ALTIES FOR

FRAVTULT USE OFGO1tT.
ISSOED DOC7JMENZS.

(a) FRAUD AND MiSUSE OF GOVERNMENT-IS-
StIED IDFJ%?TZF!CATXON DOcuMrjJTS.—Section
1028(b) of title 18, United States Code. s amend-
ed- -

(1) in paragraph (1), b rnserting "except as
provided in paragraphs (3) and (4)," after "(1)'
and bijstrilcing "five years" and inserting"15
years";

(2) in paragraph (2), by iizsertng "e.zcept as
provided in paragraphs (3) and (4)," after '(2)"
and by striking "and" a the end;

(3) by redesgnating paragraph (3) as para-
graph (5); and

(4) by inserting after paragraph (2) the follow'-
ing new paragraphs:

"(3) a fine under this &le or rrnprisonment for
not more than 20 years, or both, if the offense
icommitted U) facilitate a drug trafficking
cnme (as defined in section 929(a)(2) of this
itZe);

"(4) a fine under this title or.rrnprisonment for
not more than 25 years, or both, if the offense
iscom,nitted U) facilitate an act of internab,ona2
terrorism (as defined in section 2331(1) of this
title); and".

(b) CILVQGEs TO THE SFVTENCING LEVELS.—
Pursuant to sec2ion 944 of title 28, United States
Code, and section 21 of the Sentencing Act of
1987, the United Stases Sentencing' Commisszon
shall pronu1gate guidelines, or amend ising
guid.thnes, rthu2ng U) defendants convicted of
violating, or cOnpi7-mg U) violat.e, sections
15d6(a) and 1028(a) of itZe 18, United States
Code. The baszc offense level under section 2L2J
of the United States Sentencing Guidelines shal1
be increased to— -
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SEC. 222. IJEW av PENALTiES FOR DOCVME1
FRAVfl

(a) AC7JviTz PRoHIBzTED.—3eCtion 274C(a)
(8 U.S.C. 1324c(a)) is amended—

(1) by sinking "or" at the end of paragraph
(3);

(2) by strUcing the period at the. end of para-
graph (4) and inserng ",or"; and

(3) by o4ding a the end the following:
"(5) in reckless disregard of the fact that the

infoTmat.ion s faZse or does no relat.e U) the ap-
plicant, U) prepare, U) file, or U) assist another
in preparzng or filing, documents which ore
faZsely made for the purpose of satisfynzg a re-
qiirement of this Act.
For purposes of £hs section, the teim 'faZsely
made' includes, wzth re$ect U) a docwnent or
application, the preparation or provision of the
documen or applica.on with knowledge or in
reckless disregard of the fact that such docu-
,nent contains a f&se, fw.tious, or ftauduent
statement oi material representation, or has no
bases in law or fact, or otherwise fails U) state
a mateTial fact periaining U) the document or
application."

(b) CONFORMING AMENDMFNTS FOR CXVII PEN-
ALTZES.—Section 274C(d)(3) (8 U.S.C.
1324e(d)(3)) is amended by sinking "each docu-
ment used, accepted, or created and each in-
stanc& of use, acceptance, or creatioi" both
places it appeai and inserting "each instance
of a violation under subsection (a)".

-
. (c) EFFECTIVE DAT.—(1) The amendments

made by ibsectf on (a) shall apply U) the prepa-
ration or filing of documents, and assistance in
such prepaiation or filing, occurring on or after
the date of the enaciment of this Act.

(2) The amendment made b subsecton (b)
shall apply to violations occur,-ng on or after
the date of the enacnent of this Act.

H2403
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TiTLE' IV—ENFORCEypjyr OF
RESTRICrIONSAGAINST EMPLOY?,fpy'r

SEC. 401. PILOT PROGRAM FOR VOLV?rrARy USE
OF EMPLOYMEN? ELIG1BUJ7Y CON.

• FIRMATION PROCESS. -:
(a) VOLumgRy ELECrION To PARTICIPATE m

PILOT PaOGPja.i CONFIRMATION MECZWT!SM.—
(1) IN GENZFJ,.L.—An employer (or a recr'uifrr

or referrer subject to section 274A(a)(J)(B)(ij) of
the I'mnzgration and Nationality Act) may elect

• to pariicipate in the püot program for employ-
ment eligibility confirmation provided under this
section (such program in thzs sectiàn referred to
as the "pilot pro gram "). Except as peaficalzy
provded zn thzs section, the Attorney General zs
not authonzed to require any entity to partici-
pate in the pwgram under this section. The
pzlot program shall operate in at least 5 of the
7 States with the highest estimated pop2aation
of unauthonzed aliens.

-(2) EFFECT OF ELEC?ION—The following pro-
visions apply in the case of an entity electing to
participa.e in the pilot program:

(A) OBLIGATION TO USE CONFIRMATION MECHA-
NISM.—The entity agTees to comply with the
confirmation meftani.,, under subsection (c) to
confirm employment eligibilzty under the pUot
program for all indivjduo covered under the
election in accordance with this section.

(B) B1PEF!T OF RBUrr4sLE PP.ESUMPTION.—
(i) IN CENEP..4L.—If the entity obtains con-

firmation of employment eligibility under the
pilot progiam with respect to the hiring (or re-
cruiting or referral that is subject to section
274A(a)(J)(B)(ii) of the Im'nig,ation and Nation-
ality Act) of an indviduaZ for nployment in
the United States, the entity has esWblished a

rebuttable presumpjon tho. the entity has not
violated section 274A(a)(J)(A) of the I7nmzgTa-
on and Nationality Act with respect to such
hrzng (or sich recruiting or referral).

(ii) CONs rRUCnoN.—Czause (i) shall not be
construed as preventing an entity that has an
election in effect under this section from etab-
lishing an afjiywuive defense under secon
274A(a)(3) of the 1ramigTaofl and Na.onaZity
Act if the entity compiles with the requirements
of section 274A(a)(J)(B) of such Act but fails to
conzDly with the obligahoris under subpara-
gTaph (A).

• (C) BENEFiT OF NOTICE BEFORE EMPLOYME)lT-
RELATED INSPECTIONS .—The InvnigTation and
Natl2ralizajjon Service, the Special Counsel for
Imnugraion-Re1a4 Unfair Employment Prac-
tices, and ang other agency auI.horied to m-

• specs fonns required to be retained under section
274A of the ImmzgTatjofl and Nationality Act or
to search properjij for pui,ose of enforcing
such section shall provide at least 3 days notice
prior to such an inspeciion or earçh, except
that such noce is not required if the znspection
or search s conducted with an athnin2stratzve or
judicial subpoena or warrant 0r under igent
Circwnsjt(znc. -

(3) GENZR.tL TERMS OF ELECTIONS.—
(A) IN GENER.4L.—An election under para-

gTaph (1) shall be in a form and manner and
under such tenns and conditions as the Attor-
nej General shall .specify and shall take effect
as the Attonzey General shall specify. &ch an
election shall apply (under such teTms and con-
ditions and as specified in the election) either to
all hinng (and all recruibnent or referral that i
subject to section 274A(a)(J)(B)(ij) of the In,mi-
gTation and Naona1ity Act) by the eny dur-
zng the penod in which Vie election is in effect
or to hirzng (or recnzibnent or referral that is
subject to section 274A(a)(J)(B)(ij) of the Inmzi-
gration and Nationality Act) in one or more
SW.e or one or mote places, of such hirinQ (or
such reciiating or refei,-al, as the case may be)
covered by the eiecion. The Attorney General
may not impose any fee as a condztion of mak-
ing an electzon or participation in the pUot pro-
gTam under this sec2ion. ' •

• (B) ACCEPTANCE OF. ELEC?IONS.—EXpt as
otherwise provided in this paragraph, the Attor-
nej General shall accept all elections made.

- under 'paragraph (1). The Attorney General may
eflablish a process under which entiti sèk to'
make elections in advance, in order to pennit
the Attorney General the opportunity to identify
and develop appropriate resources to accommo-
date the dnand for participation in the püot
program under tIzi section.

(C) REJECTION OF ELECI7ONS.—The Attoney
General may reject an election by an efltzty
under paragraph (1) because the Attorney Gen-
eral has deteinzned that Viere are insufficient
resources to provide services under the püot pro-
gram for the entity.

(D) -TERMINATION OJ ELEC'TIONS.—The Attor-
ne General may teTminate an election by an
entity under paragraph (1) because the entity
has substantiallfaj4 to comply with the obli-
gations of the entity under the pilot program.

(E) RFSCISSION OF ELECTION.—An entity may
rescind an election made under this subsection
in such fomz and manner as the Attorney Gen-
eral shall ecify.

(b) CONSULTATION, EDUCATION, AND PUBLIC-
ITY.— • •

(1) CONSULTATION.—The Attorney General
shall closely consult with re resentatves of n-
ployers (and recnsiters and referrers whose re-
cruit2ng or ref ernng is subject to section
274A(a)(J)(B)(ii) of the Immigration and Nation-
ality Act) in the development and implementa-
tion of the pilot program under this section, in-
cluding the education of employers (and such
recntiters and refe7rers) about the program.

(2) PUBLICIT•Y.—The Attorney General shall
widely pubZzize the election process and pilot
program under this section, including the vol-
untary flatl2re of the progTanz and the advan-

tages to emplopers of making an election -der
subsection (a).

(3) ASSISTANCE ThROUGH DISTRICT OFFICLS.—
The Attornej General shall destgnate one or
more indwjdua in each District office of the
ImnugTaion and Natl2ralization Service—

(A) to inform entities 'that see.k information
about the program of the voluntary nazzre of
the program, and

(B) to assist enti in electing and particz-
pating in the pzlot progrwn, in complying with
the requirene7zts of section 274A of the !rnmigra-
tion and Nationality Act, and in faczlitatng
identificaijon of indjvjduazs authonzed to be
nployed consistent with such section.

(c) CONFIRMATION PP.OC&S UND& PILOT
P)GRAM.—An entity that is participating in
the püot program agrees to confoTm to the fol-
lowing procedures in the case of a hñng (or re-
c17.ziti,g or referral in the case of recruinpt or
ref en-al that is • subject to section
274A(a)(J)(B)(ij) of the Immzgration and Nation-
ality Act) of each individual covered under the
program for employment in the United States:

(1) PROVISION OF ADDITIONAL INFORMATION.—
The entity shall obtain from the individual (and
the individual shall provide) and shall record on
the form used for purposes of section
274A(b)(J)(A) of the Immigration and National-
ity Act—

(A) the individual's social security account
number (if the individual has been iss2ied sich
a number), and

(B) if the individual is an alien, such identi-
fication or auVwr?zation number etablishe4 by
the Service for the alien as the Attorney General
shall specify.

(2) SEEXING CONFIRMATION.—
(A) IN GEN R4L.—The entity shall make an in-

quznj, under the conflimation tnechansm estab-
lished under subs'ection (d), to seek conflimation
of the identity, applicable number (or numbers)
described. in section 274A(b)(2)(B) of the hnmi-
gration and Nationality Act, and work eligi-
bility of the indviduaZ, by not later than the
end of 3 working days (as specified by the Attor-
ney General) after the dWe of the hiring (or re-
cnibnent or ref en-al, as the case may be).

(B) EXTENSION OF TIME PEPJOD.—If the entity
in good faith attpts to make an inquiry dur-

such 3 worIcng days and the conflimation
mec)zanin has regisiered that not all inquzrzes
were reonded to durzng such time, the entity
can make an inquuy in the first 'subs&uent
workzng day in which the confi,mation mecha-
ni.sin registeis no nonresponsp$ and qualify for
the presumption. If the confiymaion mechani.sm
is not rofldinQ to inquirzes at all tines duñng
a day, the entity meTely has to assert that the
entity attempted to make the inquiry on that
day for the previous sentence to apply to such
an inquiry, and does not have to provide any
additional proof concerning such inquiry.

(3) CONFIRMATION.—
(A) IN GENER.iL.—If the entity receives an ap-

propriate confiimation of sl2ch identity, applica-
ble number or numbers, and work eligibility
under the confinnation mechanm within the
time perod specified under subsection (d) after,
the time the confirmation inquiry was received,
the entity shall recoTd on the foTm used for pur-
poses of sec2i,on 274A(b)(J)(A) of the Immigration
and Nationality Act an approprzate code indi-
cating a confinriation of such identity, number
or numbers, and work eligibility.

(B) FAILURE TO OBTAIN CONFIRMATION—If the
entity has made the inquiry described in para-
graph (1) but has received a nonconflimation
within the time period ecifi—

• (i) the presumption under subsection (a)(2)(B)
shall not be coiu"idered to apply, and

(ii) if the entity nonetheless continues to em-
ploy (or recrtat.g or refers, if such recruitment or
referral is subject to section 274A(a)(J)(B)(ii) of
the Immigration and Nat:onality Act) the indi-
vidual for employment in the United State., the
entity shall notify the Attornej General of such
fact through the confinnaion mec1zansm or in
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such other manner as the Attorney General may
specify.

(C) CONSEQUENCSE-—
(t) FAILZTRE TO NOTIFY.—If the entity fails to

provide notice with respect to an individual as
required under subparagraph (B)(ii), the failure
is deemed to constitute a violation of section
274A(a)(l)(A) of the Inumgration and National-
isp Act with respect to that individual. -

(ii) CONTINUED EMPWYMENT.—If the entity
provides notice under subparagraph (B)(ii) with
respect to an individual, the entity has the bur-
den of proof, for purposes of applying section
274A(a)(l)(A) of the Iirardgration and National-
ity Act with respect to such entity and individ-
ual, of establishing that the individual is not an
unauthorized alien (as defined in section
274A(h)(3) of such Act).

(iii) No APPLICATION TO CPJMINAL PENALTY.—
Clause.s (i) and (ii) shall not apply in any pros-
ecution undei section 274A(J)(l) of the Imnzigra-
.tion and Nationality Act.

(d) EMPWYMFJJT ELIGIBILITY PILOT CoN
FIP.MATION MEC,IIAJJISM.—

(1) IN GENERAL.—The Attorney General shall
- establish a pilot program àonfirmation mecha-

nism (in this section refened to as the "con-
• flnnaiion mechaiusni") through which the At-
torney General (or a designee of the Attorney
General which may include a nongovernmental
entity)— •,•

(A) responds to inquiries by electing entities,
made at any tone through a toll-free telephone
line or other electronia media in the form of an
appropriate confirmation code or, otherwise,on
whether an individual is authorized to be em-,
ploped, and .

•
(B) maintains a reàord 'that such an inquiry

was made and the confirmation provided (or not
provided). .. I . .

To the extent practicable, the Attorney General..
shall seek to establish such a mechanism using
one or more nongovernmental entities. For put-
posesof this section, the Attorney General (or a
designee of the Attorney General) shall provide
through the confirmation mechanism conflrrns-
tion or a tentative nonconfirmation of an indi-
vidual's employment eligibility within 3 working
days of the initial inquiry. -

(2) ExPEDITED PROCEDURE IN CASE OF NON-
C0NFrRMArION.—In connection with paragraph
(1). the Attorney General shall establish,•in con
sultation with the Convnissioner of Social Secu-
rity. and the Comnusrioner of the immigration
and Naturalization: Service, expedited proce-
dures that shall be used to confirm the validity
of information used under the confirmation
mechanism in cases in which the confirmation is
sought but is not provided through the con-
firmation mechani

(3) DP$IGN AND OPERATION OF MECHANIBM.—
The confitmation;mechanism shall be designed
and operated-'.

(A) to mazimizthe reliability of the confirma-
tion process, and the ease of use by entities
making elections under subsection (a) consistent
with insulating and protecting the privacy and'
security of the underlying information, and.''

(B) to respond to all inquiries made by such
entities on whether individuals are authorized
to be employed registering all limes when such
response is not possible. -

(4) CONFIRMATION PROCE.—
(A) CONFIRMATION OF VALIDITY OF SOCIAL SE-'

CVRI77 ACCOUNT NUMBER.—A$ part of the con-
firmation mechanism, the Convnsssioner of So-
cial Security, in consultation with the entity re-
sponsible for administration of the mechanism;-'
shall establish a reliable, secure method, which
within the time period sywifled under para-
graph (1), compares the name and social secu-
rity account number provided against such in-
formation maintained by the Commissioner in
order to confirm (or not confirm) the validity of
the information propidedand whether the mdi-.
vidual has presented a social security account
number that is not valid for employment The
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Cominissioner.shall not disclose or release social fails to comply with the requirements of sub-
security information. ' section (c) with respect to an individual such

(B) CONFIRMATION OF ALIEN 'AUTHORIZA- failure shall be treated as a violation of section
TION.—As part of the confirmation mechanzsin, '274A(a)(1)(B) of the Immigration and National-
the Commissioner of the Service. in consultation ity Act with respect to that individual.
with the entity responsible for administration of ' (fl PROGRAM INITIATION; REPORTS; TENMI-
the mechanism, shall establish a reliable, secure NATION.—
method, which, within the time period specified (1) INITIATION OF PROGRAM.—The Attorney
under paragraph (1), compares the name and General shall implement the pilot pr6gram in a
alien identification or authorization number (if manner that permits entities to have elections
any) described in subsection (c)(1)(B) provided under subsection (a) made and in effect by not
against"such information maintained, by the later than 1 year after the date of the enactment
Commissioner in order to confirm (or not con- of this Act.
finn) the validity of the information provided (2) REPORTS.—The Attorney General shall
and whether the alien is authorized to be em- submit to Congress annual reports on the pilot
ploped in the United states. '

• program under this section at the end of each
(C) PROCE&r IN CASE :OF TENTATIVE year in which the program is in effect. The last

NONCONFIRMATION.—Jfl' cases of' tentative two suc!V reports shall each include rec-

norsconfirmatlon, the Attorney General shall ommendations on whethe' or not the pilot pro-
specify, in consultation with the Commissioner' gram should be continued or.. modified and on
of Social Security and the Corwnisswner of the benefits to employers and enforcement of section
Immigration and Naturalization Service, an ex- 274A of the Imn,rdgration and Nationality Act ob-
pedited time period not to exceed 10 working wined from use of the pilot program.
days after 'the 'date' of the "tentative (3) TE FNATION.—UflleSs the Congress other-

nonconfirmation 'within which final confirma- wise provides, the Attorney General shall termi-
tion or denial must be provided through the con-P nate the pilot program under this section at the
flrmaiion mechanism in accordance end èf the third year in which it is in effect
procedures under paragraph . . . .

: ' under this section. -

(D) UPDATING INFORMATION.—The Cosronis- () CONSTRUc'rION.—This section shall not af-

szoners shall update their information in a , fect the authority of the Attorney General under
ncr that promotes the ,maxtinwn accuracy and other law (including section 274A(d)(4) of the
shall provide a process for 'prompt Immigration and Nationality Act) to conduct

_of erroneous infonáation '
' demonstration projects in relation to section

(5) PP,OTECTIONS.—(A) In no case'shall an em-' ' 274A of such Act.
ployer terminate employment of an zndzvzdual (15) LiMITATION ON USE OF THE CONFIRMATION

because of a failure of the individual to PROCESE AND ANY RF,z,ATED MECHANISjS&.—Not-

work eligibility conrmed under azis section withstanding any other provision of law, noth-
until after the end of the 10-working-day period zng in th2s section shall be construed to permit

in ' which' a • final confirmation or or allow any departine.nt, bureau, or other agen-
nonconfinnation is being sought under pao op of the United States Government to utilize
graph (4)(C). Nothing in this subparagraph any information, data base, or other records as-

shall apply to a termination of employment for. sembled under this section for any other purpose

any reason other than because of such afailure. other than as prøvid.& for under the pilot pro-
(B) The- Attorney General shall assure that gr under this section.

there is a timely 'and 'accessible process to chal- ' ee LDOTDVG LL4BZZZSY FOR TATh'
lange nonconflrmations shade through the mech- !EMC&L VIOLA27ONS OP PAPER.WORK vmm
anissn. ' ' ' '

(B) If an individual would not have b (a) IN GENERAL.—Section 274A(e)(1) (8 U.S.C.

missed from a job but for an error of the con- 1324a(e)(1)) is amended—

firmaiion mechanism, the-individual will be en-
(1) by striking "and" at the end of subpara-

graph (C),
titled to, compensation through the (2) by striking the period at the end of sub-
of the Federal Tort Claims Act.'

- paragraph (D) and inserting ", and", and
(6) PROTECTION PROM LIABILITY FOR ACTIONS (3) by adding at the end the following new

TAKEN ON THE BASIS OF INFORMATION PROVIDED subpawgrapiz -
BY 'THE EMPLOYMENT ELIGIBILiTY CONFIRMATION "(E) under which a person or entity shall not

- MECJL4NISSS.—No person shall be civilly or C1Ufl2 be considered 'to have failed to comply with the
nally liable under any law (iflcludilW °' requiranents of subsection (b) based upon a
Rights Act of 196w, the Americans with technical or procedural failure to meet a re-
thee Act 017990. the Fair Labor S zadaids' Act quirement of such subsection in which there was
of 1938, or the Age DsscTzmznatsOn in Rlflplo3/- a good faith attempt to comply with the require-
ment Act' of 1967) for any action taken in good ,ynent unless (1) the Service (or another enforce-
faith reliance on information provided through mont agency) has explained to the person or en-
the employment eligibility confirmation inecha- tity the basis for the failure, (ii) the person or
nson establzshed under tins subsection. '-' entity has been provided a period of not less

• (7) MULTIPLE MECHANISMS pF,RwrrrED.—Noth- than 10 business days (beginning after the date
ing in this subsection shall be construed as pre- of the explanation) within which to correct the
venting the Attorney General from epervnerit- failure, and (iii) the person or entity has not
ing with different mechanisms for different enti- 'corrected the failure voluntarily within such pe-
ties. • ' ' ' '' riod, except that this subparagraph shall not

(e) SELECT ENTITIss REQUIRED TO PARTICI- apply with respect to the engaging by any per-
PATE DI PILOT PROGRAM.—

(1) FEDERAL GOVERNMENT.—Each entity of
son or entity of a pattern or 'practice of viola-
tions of subsection (a)(1)(A) or (a)(2).".Federal Government that is subject to the re- (b) EFFECT! YE DATE.—The amendments made

quiresnents of section 274A of the hrordgration' by (a) shall apply to failures occur-
and Nationality Act (including the ring on or after the date of the enactment of this
and Executive Branches of the Federal Govern- ' -

ment) shall participate in the pilot program'

___

ES
under this section and shall comply with the LOYER PRO.
terms and conditions of such an election.

(2) APPLICATION TO CERTAIN VIOLA2'ORS.—An (a) REDUCING TO 6 fiR NUMBER OF ,DOCtT-
order under section' 274A(e)(4) or section MENTS ACCEPTED FOR' EMPLOYMENT VEPJFICA-
274B(g)(2)(B) of the Invnigraiion and National- TION.—SeCtiOfl 274A(b) (8 U.S.C. 1324a(b)) is
isp Act may require the subject of the order to
participate in the pilot program and comply (1) in paragraph (1)(B)—
with the requirements of subsection (c). (A) by adding "or" at the end of clause (i),

(3) CONSEQUFJJCE OF FAILURE TO PA'FiTICI- (B) by striking clauses (ii) through (iv), and
PATE.—If an entity is required under this sub- (C) 'in clause (v), by striking "or other alien
section 'to participate in the pilot program and registration card, if the card" and -inserting
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alien regzsiration card, or other document des-
ignated by regulation by the Attordep General.
if the docwnent" and redesignating such clause
as clause (ii); and

(2) by amending subparagraph (C) of para-
graph (1) to read as follows: . . -

"(C) SoCIAL SECOPJrY ACCOUNT NUMBER CARD
AS EVIDENCE OF EMPLOYMENT AUTKOPJZ..4TION.—
A document described in this subparagraph is
an individual's social security account number
card (other than such a card which pécifzes on
the face that the issuance of the card does not
authoize employment in the United States).".

(b) REDUCTION OF PAPERWOPJc FOR CERTAIN
EMPLOYF.FE.—Secjjon 2744(a) (8 U.S.C.
1324a(a)) is amended by adding at the end the
following new paragraph,-

"(6) TREATMENT OF DOCUMEMrATION FOR CER-
TAIN EMPSOYSRE.—-

.

"(A) IN GENERAL.—FOr purposes of para-
graphs (1)(B) and (3), if—
• '(i)anindividualisamemberofacolleciJ,..
bargaining unit and is employed, under a collec-
tive bargainingagreement entered into between
one or more employee organizations and an as-
sociation of two or more employers, by an em-
player that is a member of such association, and

"(ii) within the period specified n subyara-
graph (B), another emploer that is tt member of
the association (or an agent of such association
on. behalf of the employer) has complied with
the requirements of subsection (b) with respect
to the mployjment of the -individual,
the subsequent employer shall be deemed to
have complied with the rèquirwnents. of sub-
section (b) with respect to the hiring of the an-
ployee and shall riot be liable for civil penalties
described in subsection (e)(5).-

"(B) FERIOD.—The period described in . this
subparagraph is—. .

'(i) up to 5 years in the case of an individual
who has presented documentation- identifying
the individual as a national of the United States
or as an alien lawfully admitted for permanent
resid,ence or . *

"(ii) to 3 years (or, if less, the period of
time that the individual is authorized to be em-
ployed infize United States) in the case of an-
other individual. .

"(C) LIARZI.n'T.— -.
"(i) IN GENgP..u.—If any employer that is a

member of an association hires for employment
— in the United 3ia an individual and relies

upon the provirions of subparagraph (A) to
comply with the requirements of subsection (b)
and the individual is an unauthorized alien,
then for the purposes of paragraph (l)(A), sub-
ject to clause (ii), the employer siwli be pre-
sumned tohave known at the time of hiring or.

- afterward that the individual was an unauthor-
ized alien. . -

"(ii) REBUTTAL OF - PP.EBUMPTION.—The pre-
swnption established by clause (i) may be rebut—.
ted by the employer only through the presen-
tation of clear and convincing evidence that the
employer did not know (and could not reason-
ably have known) that the individual at the
time of hiring or afterward was an unauthor-
ized aUem". -

(c) ELiMINATION OF DATED FROvISZO?(S.—Sec-
tion 274A (8 U.S.C. i324a) is amended by strik-
ing subsections (i) through (n).

(d) CLARIFICATION OF APPLICATION S'O FED-
ER.AL GOvwasezj'r.—cjjo 2744(a) (8 U.S.C.
1324a(a)) is amended by addirig.at the end the
following new paragraph,-

"(5) APPLICATION TO FEDERAL GoVERNMENT.—
For purposes of this section, the term 'entity' in-
cludes an entity in any Branch of the Federal
Government.".

(e) EFFECTIVE DATES—
(1) Except as provided in this subsection, the

amendments made by this section shaZ apply
with respect to hiring (or recruiting or referring)
occurrng on or after such date (not later than
180 days after the date of the enactment of this
Act) as the Attorney General shall designate. -
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(2) The amendments made by subsections

(a)(1) and (a)(2) shall apply with respect to the
hiring (or recruiting or referring) occurring on
or after such date (not later than 18 months
after the date of the enactment of this Act) as
the Attorney General shall designate.

(3) The amend,nent made by subsection (b)
shall apply to individuals hired on or after 60
days after the date of the enacbnent,of this Act.

(4) The amendment made -by subsection .(c)
shall ta/ce effect on the date of the enactment of
this Act.- '. 1. -

(5) The amendment made by subsection (d) ap-
plies to hiring occurring before; on, or after the
date of the enactment of this Act, but no pen-
alty shall be imposed under section 274A(e) of
the Immigration and Nationo.lity Act for such
hiring occurring before such date -.

(fl IMPLEMENTATION OF ELECTRONIC STORAGE
OF 1-9 FOP.MS.—Not later than 180 days after
the date of the enactment of this Act, the Attor-
ney General shall issue regulations which shall
provide for the electronic storage of forms used
in satisfaction of the requirements of section,
274A(b)(3)- of the hnnugration and Nationality
Act.
SEC. 40L '1ESIJGT(ED FOQT OP

ThE EWI.OYER .54JJC'flZS PRO VI-
SIONS. ...

(a) IN GENE&4L.—The. number of full-time
equivalent positions in the Investigations Divi-
sion within the Iravnigration and Naturnh.fnn
Service of the Department of Justice beginning
in fiscal year 1997 shall be increased by 500 posi-
tions above the number of full-time equivalent
positions available to such Division as of Sep-
temnber 30. 1995. • •. - • • . ... -'•' -

(b) AESIGNMENT.—Individuals employed to fill
the additional positions described in subsection
(a) shall be assigned to investigate violations of
the employer sanctions provisions contained in
section 274A of the hmnigration and Nationality
Act, • /

SEC 4ea REPORTS ON EARl VmGS OPALTENS NOT
AVTHOR TO WORL -

Subsection (c) of section 290(8 U.S.C. 1360) is
amended to read as follows:

"(c)(1) Not later than 3 months after the end
of each, fiscal year (beginning with fiscal year

- 1996). the Convnissioner of Social Security shall
report to the Convnittees on the Judiciary of the
House of Rc,,4atives and the Senate on the
aggregate nwnber of social security account
nwnbers issued to aliens not authorized to be
anployed to which earnings were reported to the
Social Security Administration in such fiscal
'year. ' -. - ... -

"(2) If earnings are reported on or after Janu-
ary 1, 1997, to the Social Security Administra-
tion on a social security account number issued
to an alien not authorized to work in the United
States, the Cowmnussioner of Social Security shall
provide the Attorney. General with information
regarding the name and address of the alien.
the name and address of the person reporting
the earnings, and the amount of the earnings.
The information shall be provided in an elec-
tronic form agreed upon by the Commissioner
and the Attorney General". - -.

SEC 406. AVTHORJG MAThTRNANCE 07 CER-
TAflVENPORMMIONONAWNS.

Section 264(8 U.S.C. 1304) is amended by add-
ing at the end the following new ajbsection..

"(I) Notwithstanding any other provision of
law, the Attorney General is authorized to re-
quire any alien to provide the alien's social se-
curity account number for purposes of inclusion
in any record of the alien maintained by the At-
torney General or the Service.". -.
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agreements in order to assure that alf ens be self- proof of identity under this subsection if th
relzant fn accord,(znce with national im,nigra.tion document is current and valfd. No other doct
policy. ment or docu,nents shall be sufffczent to prov

(6) It is a compelling govern,nelzt interest to identity.
remove the incentive for illegal umnigration pro- (B) DOCUMENTS DE.CR!BED.—The documents
vided by the availability of public benefits. described in this subparagraph are the follow-

(7) Where States are authorized to follow Fed- ing:
eral elf gibility rules for public assistance pro- (i) A United States passport (either cunent or
grams, the Congress strongly encourages the ezDi red if is$-ued both within the previous 20
States to adopt the Federal eligibility rules. years and after, the individual attained 18 years

Subtitle A—Eligibility of Illegal Aliens for of age)..
public Benefits . d

PART i.-PUBLJC BENEFITS GENERALLY the individual's social secunty account number
SEC 601. MA7NG ILLEGAL ALIENS INELIGIBLE card.

• FOR PUBLIC ASSISTANCE, CON. (iv) A State identity card, if presented with
TRACTS, AND LICENSE& ' : the fndfvidual '5 socal security account number

(a) FEDERAL pROGRAMS.—Notwithstandzng card.'
any other provision .of law, except as provided d) AuTHORIzATION -FOR STATES TO REQUIRE
in section 603. any alien who is not lawfully PROOF OF EUGLBILITY FOR STATE PROGRAMS.—
present in the Uni ted States shall not be eligible In considering an application for con traCS.
for any of the following: . ' ' ' - grants, loans, licenses, or public asssance

(1) FEDEP.AL L11STANCE PROGRAMS.—To re- under any State pro grain, a State is authorzzed
ceive any benefits under any program of assist- to require the applicant to provide proof of eligi-
ance provzded or funded, in whole or in part, by bilfty to be considered for such State con tracts
the Federal 'Gover,iment for which eligibility (or grants, loans, licenses, or publzc assistance.
the amount of assistance) is based on financial (e) EXCEPTION FOR BATTERED ALIENS.—
need. ' (1) ExCErnON.—The limitations on eligibility

(2) FEDERAL CONTRACTS OR LICENSES.—To re- for benefits under subsection (a) or (b) shall not
•ceive any grant, to enter into any contract or apply. to an alien if—'
loan agreement. 'or to be issued (or have re- (A)(i) the alien has been battered or subject to
newed) any professwnal r commerdal license, extreme cruelty in the United States by a spouse
if the grant, contract, loan, or license is pro- or parent, or by a member of the spouse "or par-
vided or funded by any Federal agency. ent's family residzng in the same household as

(b) STATE PR0GP.AMS.—Notwlthsianding any the alien and the spotse or parent consented or
other promsion of law, except as. provided in acquiesced to such battery or cruelty, or
secti on 603. any alien' who is not lawfully - (ü) the alien's child has been battered or sub-
present fn the United States shall not be elf giblé ject to àreme cruelty in the Uni ted States by a
for any of the following: ,, spouse or parent of the alien (without the active

(1) STATE ASSISTA1'CE PROGRAMS.—TO receive participation of the alien in the battery or ex-
any- benefits under any 'program of assistance treme cruelty) or by a. member of the spouse or
(not descnbed in subsection (a)(1)) provided or parent's family residing in the same household
funded, in whole or in part. by.a State or politi- as the alien when the spouse or parent con-
cal subdivision of a State for which eligfbility sented or acquiesced to. and the alien did not
(or the amount of assistance) S based on finan- actively partic1 pate in, such battery or cruelty;
c1al need. ' and ' . -

(2) STATE CONTRACTS OR LICENSE..—TO receve (B)(i) the alien' ha. petitioned (or petitions
any grant; to enter into any contract or loan within 45 days after the first application for as-
agreement, or to be issued (or have renewed). sista'nce subject to the li,nitation under sub-
any profe.sszonol or commercial license, if the section (a) or (b)) for—
grant. contract, loan; or l?cense is provided or. (I) status as a spouse or' child of a United
funded by any State agency. 'States cRtizen pursuant to clause (ii), (iii), or (iv)

(c) EEQUIPJNG PROOF OF IDENTiTY FOR FED- of section 204(a)(1)(A) of, the Immigration and
ERAL CONTRACT., GRANTS. LOANS, LICENSES. Nationolity Act, ' . -.

AND PUBLIC ASSISTANCE-— (II) classification pursuant to clauses (ii) or
(1) IN GRNERAL.—In considering an applica- (iii) of sectior 204(a)(1)(B) of such Act, or.

on for a Federal 'contract, grant. loan, or li- (III)' cancellation of removal and o4iusnzeni
cense, or for public assistance under a program of status pursuani to section 240A(b)(2) of swh
described in paragraph (2), a Federal agency Act or
shall require the applicant to provide proof of (ii) the alien is the beneficiary of a petition
identity under paragraph (3) to be coisidered filed for statue as a spouse or child of a United
for such Federal contract grant, loan, license, States cztizen pursuant io clause (i) of section
or public assistance. ' '. '

204(a)(1)(A) of the Immigration and Nationality
(2) PUBLIC ASSISTARCE PROGRAMS COVERED.— Act, or of a petition filed for classification pur-

The requirement of proof of fd.entity under para-' suant to clause (i) of section 204 (a) (1)(B) of such
graph (1) shall apply to the following FedeTal Act. '

public assistance programs: .... (2) TERMINATION OF EXCEPTION—The excei-

(A) SSI.—The supplemental security income tion under paragraph (1) shall terminate if no'
program under title XVI'of the Social Serity complete petition which sets forth a prima facie
Act including State supple,nentary benefits pro: case is. filed purs7lant to the requirement of
grams referred to in such tiae. ' paragraph (1)(B) or (I)(C) or when an peti2ion

(B) AFDC—The program of afd to families is denied. . .

with dependent children under part A or E of SEC. 602. MAJNG UNAUTHORiZED AL(ENS INEZJ-

title IV of the Sodal Security Act. •. - . GmL.E FOR UNEMPLOYMENT BLWE-

(C) SOCIAL SERVICE. BLOCIC GR.ANT—The pro- '
FITS.

gram of bloãk grants tO States for social services (a) IN GENERAL.—Notwithstan ding any other
under title XX of the Sodal Security Act. prornson of. law, no unemployment benefits

(D) MEDICAID.—The program of medical as- shall be payable (in whole or in part) out of
sistance undeT title XIX of the Social Senty Federal funds to the extent the benefits are at-
Act. ' .' - .

. tiibut able to any employment of the alien in the
(E) FOOD. STAMPS.—The program under the United States for which the ali en was not grant-

Food Stamp Act of 1977. ed e,nployme.nt authonzation pursuant to Fed-
(F) HOUSING gssI5T.4lrCE.—Financ1al assist- eral law. . .. -

ance as defined in section 214(b) of the 'Housing (b) PROCEDURE..—Entitie5 responsible for pro-
and Community Development Act of 1980. viding une,nploy;nent benefits subject to the re-

(3) DOCUMENTS THAT SHOW PROOF OF IDEN- strzctions of this section shall make such inquzr-
TITY.— • •

- ies. as may be necessary to ass1re that recipients
(A) IN GENERAL.—Any one of the documents of such benefits are elf gible consistent with this

descnbed in subparagraph (B) may be used as section.

112432

TFLE V7—RESTR7TIONS ON BENEFiTS-
FOR ALNS .

SEC.. 600. SIATRPPrS OF NA17ONAL POLICY
• ,

. CONCERNTh7G WELFARE A2VD 131311.
GRATION.... - • ,

The Congress makes ihe following statements
concerning national policy with respect to wel-
fare and immigration:

(1) Self-suffic1ency has been' a basic princ1ple'
of United States immigration law since thiS
countiij's earliest immigration statutes.

(2) It continues to be the invnigraon 'policy of
the .United Staies that—,. . •.

(A) aliens ur.thin the nati on's borders not de-
pend on public resources, to meet their needs but
rather rely on their own capabilftfes and the re-
sources of their families, their sponsors, and pr2-
vate organizations, and ',

(B) the availability of public benefits not con-
stitute an incentive for immigration to the Uni t-
ed States. •.. , • • '

(3) De-pite the principle of self-suffidency,
aliens have been applying for" and receiving
public benefits from Federal, State,' and, local
governments at increas2ng rates.

(4) Current eligibility rules for public assist-
ance and unenforceable finandal support agree-
;nents have proved wholly incapable of assuring
that indfvidual aliens not burden the public
benefits system.

(5) It is a compelling pover'nrnent interest, to
enact new rules for eligibility and sponsorship
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H2433SEC. 6. GENERAL ECCEPTIONS. section 603 under a program of assistance de- "(ii) if the individual is 'narTiedSect.ons 601 and 602 shall not apply the101- scribed Zn section 601(a)(1)) shall be made only ,neanzzg of section 7703), the taxpayer identj-lowing:

through an individual or person who is not in- fication number of such individual's spouse."(1) EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES.—The pro- eligible to receive such benefits under such pro- (b) SPECIAL IDENTIFICATION NUMBER.—.Scctionvision of emergency medical servzces (as defined gram on the basis of immigration status pursu- 32 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (relaL-by the Attorney General in coflltation with ant to the reqlzre7ne,zts and limitations of this ing to earned income) is amended by adding atthe Secretanj of Health and Human Services). paTt. the end the following new subsection:(2) PUBLIC HEALTH .IMMtJNIZATIONS._Public
SEC. 6oa DRFZNrrIONS. "(k) IDENTIFICATION NUMBEPS.—FOT puTpO5CShealth assistance for irnrninzatons with e- FOT purposes of this part: of subsections (c)(1)(F) and (c)(3)(D). a tazpayerspect to immunizable diseases and for testing

(1) LAWFUL PRESENCE.—7'he detennination of ztifcation number ,nean3 a sOczal secvntyand tTeament foT communicable diseases,
whether an alien s lawfully present in the number issued to an individual by the Social Se-(3) SWORT-TER.M EMERGENCY PELIEF.—7'he pro- United States shall be made in o.ccoTd.ance with Cunty Adminzstratfo,z (otheT than a social secv-vision of non-cash, in-/cnd, short-errn erner- Tegulatio, of the Attorney General. An alzen Tity number issued pursuant to clause (II) (Orgency relief,
shall not be considered to be lawfully present in that pOrtion of clause (III) that relates to clause(4) FAMILY VIOLENCE .SERVICES.—The provi-
the United States for purposes of this title mere- (II)) of section 205(c) (2) (B) (i) of the Social Secv-sion of any servzces directly related to assisting
ly because the alien may be considered to be p TUy Act)."the victims of dornetic molence or child abuse. manently Tes2ding in the United States under - (c) EXTEA'SION OF PROCEDUPES APPLICABLE TO

MATHEMATICAL OR CLERICAL ERROp,—3ectzonunder the Natjønal School Lunch Act.
(5) SCHOOL LUNCH ACT.—PTograrns carried Out

coloT of law for purposes of any particular pro-
6213(g) (2 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986gram.(6) CYILD NUTRITION ACT.—PTogran of ass2st-

(2). STATE.—The teim "State" includes the (relating to the definition of mathematical orance under the Child Nutrition Act of 1966.
Distñc of Columv3, Puerto Rico, the Virgin clerzcal errors) is amended by striking "and" atSEC. 6O. TRE.A2'MENr OF ENSES SZT&7ECZ
lands, Guam. the Northern- Mariana Islands the end of subparagrah (D). by strzkng the pe-- E3ERGENCY MEDICAl. SERVICES.

nod at the end of subparagraph (E) and insert-and AmeTjcafl Sa,noo. -CF.?nON.
zng '. and ',—and by inserting after subpara-. (a) IN GENERAL.—SUbJeCt to such amounts SEC. 6(. REG ULA27ONS ANT) EFFECTIVEDATES.
graph (E) the following new subparagraphare provided in advance zn approprjatjo, Acts, (a) REGUL4TIONS.—The Attorney General

"(F) an omission of a corTect taxpayer identi-each State or local government that shall first issue regulation. to carry out this
fication number required under section 23 (relat-emergency medical servzces (as defined for pUT- part (other than section 605) by not later than
ing to credit for families with younger children)poses of section 603(1)) through a pubhc hospital 60 days after the date of the enaement of this
o section 32 (relating to the earned inconi tazor other public facthty (zndwjing a nonprofit AC. Such regulations shall aJce effect on an in- credit) to be included on a return.".hl)spiial that is eligible for an a&iitiono.z pay- terim basis, pending change after Opportunity

(d) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments madement adjustment under section 1886 of the Social for public comment.
by this section shall apply to tazable yeaTs be-Security Act) or through- contract with another -. (b) EFFECTIVE DATE FOR RTRJCTIONS
ginning after December 31. 1995.hospital or facility to an individual who is an ELIGIBILITY FOR PUBLIC BREFJTS.—(1 Except
Subtitle B—Expansion of Disquaificafionalien not lawfully present in. the United Sta as provided in this subsection, secon 601 shall

Fro Immigr*zaion Benefits on the Basis ofis entitled to receive papment from the Federal apply to benefits provided, con tracis Or loan I2, -Government of its costs of provzding such serv- agreements entered into, and professional and
ices, but only to the extent that such costs are commercial licenses iszied (or renewed) on or 621. GROUND FOR VAD3SSzwLny.
not otherwise re nbursed through any other after such dare as the Attorney General (a) IN GRERAL.—Paragraph (4) of section
Federal pTogrwn and cannot be recovered from in regulations under subsecon (a). Such date 212(a) (8 U.S.C. 1182(a)) is amended to read asthe aben or another person. shaZl be at least 30 days, and not more than 60 follows:

?4) PUBLIC CHARGE.—(b) CONFIRMATION OF IMMIGRATION STATUS days. after the date the Attorney General fiTst
"(A) FAMILY-SPONSOP IMMIGRANTS.._.AnyREQUIR,ED.—NO payment shall be made untier zssues such regulations.

alien who seeks athnz.sszon or adjusbnent of sta-this section with regpect to servzces furnished to (2) The Atwrney General, in Carryzng.out
under a visa number issued under sectionan indivzdual unless the identity and imnzigra-- tion 601(a)(2), may peimit such secion to be

203(a), who cannot demonstrate to the conszlartion status of the indimdual has been verified waived in the case of inthvzduaZs iôr whom an
officer at the time of applicztion for a visa. orwith the Iranigration and Nat.uraljation application for the grant, contract, loan. OT Ii-
to the Attorney General at the rime of applzca-ice in accordance with procedures established by cense is pending (or approved) as of a date that
tion for athnizon or adjusbnent of status, thatthe AtWrney General. is on or before the effecve date specified under
the alien's age, health, family status, assets, re-(c) ADMINISPATION._This section shall be paragraph (1
sources, fiiwnczal status, education, skills, or aadministered by the Attorney General, in con- (c) EFFECTIVE DATE FOR RE.STPJCTIONS ON
Combination thereof, or an affidavit of supportsuit ation with the Secretari,, of Health and ELIGIBILITY FOR UNEMPWYME1TT BENEFJTS.—.I'I
desc,jbed Zn section 213A. or both, make it un-Hwnan 5ervices Except as provided Zn this subsecion, section
likely that the alien will become a public 'charge(d) EFFECTIVE DATE.—Sub5on (a) shall not 602 shall apply to unemployment benefzl.s pro-
(as detemzjned under section 241(a)(5)(B)) is in-apply to emergency medical services furnished v-ided on or after such date as the Attonwy Gen-
athnjssjble.before Ocl.ober 1, eral pecifze in regulations under subsection

'(B NONIMMIGRAp.....An alien who seeksSEC. 605. REPORT ON VISQU4L7FIcyON OF J, (a). Such date shall be at leas 30 days. and not
admission under a visa number issued underLEGAL ALIENS PROM HOUSING A more than 60 days,' after the date the Attorney
sect2on 214, who cannot demons2rate to the con-S1STANCE PROGIi4MS. General first issues such regu1ations.
sular officer at the me of application for theNot later than 90 days after the date of the (2) The AtW?ney General, in carrying out see-
visa that the alzen's age, health, family -status.enacneflt of this Act. the Se e2anj of Houng tion 602, may permit such section to be waived
assets, resources, financial status, education,and Urban Development shall submit a report to in the case of an individual durng a continuous
skills or a combInation thereof, or an affidavitthe Coira-aittees on the Judicwznj of the House of 1,eriod of unnploynint for whom an applica-
of support descnbed in section 213A, or both,Representatives and of the Senate, the Comnut- ton for unemplopment benefits is penthng as of
'na.'ce-it unlilcely that the alien will become atee on BanJcng of the House of Representatives, a date that is on or before the effecve date
public cha-ge (as dete,mined under sectionand the Committee, on Banking, Housing, and SPecified under paragraph (1).
241(a) (5) (B)) is inadmssjble.Urban Affairs of the Senate, describing the (d) BROAD DI.SEMINArION OF INFORMATION.—

(C) EMPLOYMENTBD JMMIGP.AV7$.—mannep in which the Secreiarj is enforcing see- Before the effective dates speczfied in
"(i) IN GENEL4L.—Any alien who seeks athnis-ion 214 of the Housing and Community Devel- sections (b) and (c). the Attorney Gefleral 51Z021

sion or adjusbnent of status under a visa nwn-opment Ac of 1980. The report shall contain bToadZy d.issemznate informatjn regarding the ber issued under paragraph (2) or (3) of sectionta.stics with respect to the number restrictions on established under this
203(b) who cannot dnonstrate to the consulardenied financial assistance under such section. part,
officer at the time of application for a visa,SEC. 606. VWFICATION OF S7VDEm' EZZGI PART 2-4ARNED INCOME TAX CREDIT to the Attorney General at the time of appljca-8LL12y FOR P STSRCOIVDARY D-

SEC. GIL EARNED iNCOME 2'AX crnr VZEi tion for admission or adjustment of thatERAL S2VDE?.T 4NCIAL ASSiST- 7 xNDrVmUAy NOT AVTHORIZEJ) the immigrant has a valid offer nployrnent is
• 70 BE ELOYED Di 2E VMIW inathnissble,No student shall be eligible for STATES. "(ii) CERTAiN EMPWYMErT-BADFederal student flnanc2cJ a&istance unless the (a) IN GENERiL,—..Section 32(c)(1) of the Inter- GRAN7.—An alien who seeks admsszon or ad-student has certified that the student is a citi- nal Revenue Code of 1986 (relating to individ- - jusbnent of status under a visa number issuedzen or national of the United States or an alien ua2s eligible to clazm ihe earned income tax under secon 203(b) by virtue of a classificationlawfully admitted for permanent residence and credit) is amended by adding at the end the fol- petition fed by a relative of the alien (or bythe Secre2anj of Education has verified such lowing new subparagraph.- entity in which such relatwe has acer2ification through an appropijate procedure

"(F) IDENTIFICATION NUMBER P.EQUIP.EMEWT.— ownership interest) is inadmzssble unless suchdeer,nined by the Attorney General. The tenn 'eZigible individuoj' does not include relative has executed an affidavit of support de-SEC. 607. PAYMENT OF PUBLIC SZSTANCE BEN. any individual who does not include on the re- scribed in section 213A with respect to suchEFIT& turn of tax for the taxable year—
, alien. ".In carrying Out this part, the or4pro. "(j) such individuaZ's ta,ayer identification (b) EFFECTIVE DATE.—(1) Subject tovision of benefits (other than those described
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(a) shall apply to applications submitted on or
after such date, not eariier than 30 days and
not later than 60 days after the date. the Attor-
ney General promulgates under section 632(f) a
standard form for an affidavit of support, as the
AttoTney General shall spedfy.

(2) Section 212(a)(4)(C)(i) of the Immigration
and Nationality Act, as amended fry subsection
(a), shall apply only to aliens seeking ad,nission
or adjustment of statti under a visa nu,nber is-
sued on or after October 1. 1996.
SEC. 622. GROUIVT) FOR DEPORTABILZTI.

(a) IN GR.NERAL.—Paragraph (5) of subsection
(a) of section 242 (8 U.S.C. 1251(a)), before redes-
ignation as section 237 by section 305(a)(2). is
amended to read as follows:

"(5) PUBLIC CHARGE.—
"(A) IN GENERAL.—Any alien who, within 7

years after the date of entry or o4mis-ion, be-
co,nes a public charge is deportable.

?B) EXCEPTIONS.—(i) Subparagraph (A) shall
not apply if the alien establishes that the alien
has become a public charge from causes that
arose after entry or admzsszon. A condition that
the alien knew (or had reason to know) existed

- at the time of entry or admissio, shall be
deemed to be a cause that arose before entry or
athflzss2on.

"(ii) The AttoTney General, in the discretion
of the Attorney General. ,nay waive the applica-
twn of subparagraph (A) in the case of an alien
who is athnitted as a refugee under section 207
or granted asylwn under section 208.

"(C) INDIVIDUALS TREATED AS PUBLIC
CHARGE.—

"(i) IN GENERAL.-.-For purposes of this title,
an alzen• is deemed to be a public charge if the
alien recezves benefits (other than benefits de-
scribed in subparagraph (E)) under one or more
of the public assistance programs described in
subparagraph (D) for an aggregate perzod, ex-
cept as provided in clauses (ii) and (iii), of at
Least 12 months within 7 years after the date of
entry. The previous seiflence shall not, be con-
srued as excluding any other bases for consid-
ering an alien to be a public charge, including
bases in effect on the day before the date of the
enactment of the Immigration in the National
Interest Act of 1995. The AttoTney General, in
consultation with the Secretary, of Health and
Human Services, shall establish rules regarding
the counting of health benefits described in sub-
paragraph (D)(iv) for purposes of this subpara-
graph.

"(ii) DETERMINATION WITH RESPECT TO BAT-
TERED WOMEN AJ'D CHILZIREN.—FOr purposes of
a determination under clause ft) and except as
provided in clause (iii), the aggregate period
shall be 48 months within .7 years after the date
of entry if the alien can demonstrate that (I) the
alien has been battered or subject to extreme
cruelty in the United States by a spouse or par-
ent, or by a member of the spouse or parents
family residing in the same household as the
alien and the spouse or parent consented or ac-
quiesced to such batterj or cruelty, or (II) the
alien's child has been battered or subject to ex-
tre,ne cruelty in the U,ited States by a spouse
or parent of the alien (without the active par-
tc2paton of the alien in the battery or extreme
cruelty), or by a member of the spouse or par-
ent's family rezding in the same household as
the alien when the spoise or parent consented
or acquiesced to and the alien did not actively
partic2 pate in such battenj or cruelty, and the
need for the public benefits received has a sub-
stantial connection to the battery or cruelty de-
scribed i subclause (I) or (II).

"(iii) SPECIAL RULE FOR ONGOING BATTERY OR
CRUELTY.—FOr purposes of a de2ernzination
under clause (i), the aggregate period my ex-
ceed 48 7nonths within 7 years after the date of
entry if the alien can demonstrate that any bat-
tej or cruelty under clause (iz) is ongoing, has
led to the zssuance of an order of a judge or an
ad.ministrative law judge or a pnor detennzna-
tion of the Service, and that the need for the

benefits received has a substantial connectzon to
such battery or cruelty.

"(D) PUBLIC ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS.—FOr pur-
poses of subparagraph (B). the public assistance
programs described in this subparagraph are the
following (and include any successor to such a
progrwn as identified by the AttoTney General
in consultation with other appropriate offidals):

'(i) SSL—The supple,nenta2 security income
progra,n under title XVI of the Soczal Security
Act, including State supple7nentary benefits pro-
grams referred to in such title.. -

"(ii) AFDC.—The progrwn of aid to families
with dependent children u,ider part A or E of
title IV of the Social Security Act.

"(iii) MEDICAID.—The program of medical as-
sistance under title XIX of the Sodal Security
Act.

(iv) FOOD STAMPS.—The progrwn under the
Food Stamp Act of 1977.

(v) STATE GENERAL CASH ASSISTANCE.—A pro-
gram of general cash assistance of any State or
political subdivision of a State.

(vi) HOUSING ASSI5TANCE.—PinanC2al assist-
ance as defined in section 214(b) of the Housing
and Community Development Act of 1980.

(E) CERTAIN ASSISTANCE EXCEPTED.—For
purposes of subparagraph (B) an alien shall
not be considered to be a public charge on the
basis of receipt of any of the following. benefits:

(i) EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICZS.—The pro-
vision of emergency.med.jcal services (as defined
by the AttoTney General in consultation with
the Secreiary i,f Health and Human Services).

- "(ii) PUBLIC HEALTH IMMUNIZ.4TIONS.—Public
health assistance for i,nmunizations with re-
spect to zflvnunzzable diseases and for testing
and treatment for co,nnzunicable diseases.

(iii) SHORT-TEP.M EMERGENCY RELIEF.—The
provzszon of non-cash, in-kind, short-term ener-
gency relief.'.

(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.—(1) The amendment
made by subsection (a) shall take effect as of the
first day of the first month beginning at least 30
days after the date of the enacbnent of this Act.

(2) In applying section 241 (a) (5)(C) of the Im-
migration and Nationality Act (which is subse-
quently redesignated as section 237(a)(5)(C) of
such Act), as amended by subsection (a), nore-
ceipt of benefits under a public ass2stance pro-
gram before the effective date described in para-
graph (1) slw.Zlbe taken into account. -

Subtitle C—Att,-jbut ion of Income and
Affldavi2 of Support

SEC. 631. ATWJBUTION OF SPONSOR'S INCO3
AND RESOURCES TO FAWiX-SPON-
SORED IMMIGRAI1T&

(a) FEDERAL PROGRAMS.—Notwithstanding
any other provision of law, in determining the
eligibility and the amount of benefits of an alien
for any Federal means-tested public benefits
program (as defined in subsection (d)) the in-
come and resources of the alien shall be deemed
to include—

(1) the income and resources of any indzvidua!
who executed an affidavit of support pursuant
to section 213A of the Im,nigraton and Nation-
ality Act (as inserted by section 632(a)J in behalf
of such alien, and .

(2) the income and resources of the spouse (if
any) of the individual.

(b) PEruOD OF ATTRIBUTION.—
(1) PARENTS OF UNITED STATZS CITIZENS.—

Subsection (a) shall apply with respect to an
alien who is admitted to the United States as
the parent of a United States citizen under sec-
tion 203(a)(2) of the Immigration and National-
ity Act, as amended by section 512(a), until the
alien is natiralized as a citizen of the United
States.

(2) SPOUSZS OF UNITED STATES CITIZENS AVD
LAWFUL PERMANENT RESIDENTS.—Subsection (a)
shall apply with reWect to an alien who is ad-
mitted to the United States as the spouse of a
United States cUizen or lawful permanent resz-
dent under section 201(b)(2) of 203(a)(1) of the
Jm,nigration and Nationality Act until—
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(A) 7 years after the date the alien is lawfully

athnitted to £he United States for pey,nanent res-
idence, or

(B) the alien is naturahzed as a citizen of'tize
United States,
whzchever occurs first.

(3) MINOR CHILDREN OF UNITED STATES CITI-
ZENS AND LAWFUL PERMANENT RESIDENT5.—Sub-
section (a) shall apply with respect to an alien
who is ad.,nitted to the United States as the
,ninor child of a United States citizen or lawful
permanent resident under section 201(b)(2) of
2O3(a)(1) of the Irn,nigration and Nationahty Act
until the child attains the age of 22 years or, if
earlier, the date the child is naturalized as a cit-
zen of the United States.

(4) ATTRIBUTION OF 8.PONSOR 'S INCOME AND
RESOLLRCZS ENDED IF SPONSORED ALIEN BECOMZS
ELIGIBLE FOR OLD-AGE BENEFITS UNDE8 TITLE II
OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY ACT.—

(A) Notwithstanding any other provzszon of
this section, subsection (a) shall not apply and
the period of attnbution of a sponsor's income
and resources under this subsection shall ter,ni-
nate if the alien is employed for a period suffi-
dent to qualify for old age benefits under title
II of the Social Security Act and the alien is
able to prove to the satisfaction of the Attorney
General that the alien so qualifies.

(B) The AttoTney General shall ensure that
appropñate info,,nzztion pursuant to subpara-
graph (A) is provided to the System for Alien
Verification of Eligibility (SAVE).

(5) BA77ERSD WOMEN AND CHILDREN.—Not-
withstanding any other provzsion of this sec-
tion, subsections (a) and (c) shall not apply and
the period of attñbution of the inco,ne and re-
sources of any individual under paragraphs (1)
or (2) of subsection (a) or paragraph (1) shall
not apply—

(A) for up to 48 months if the alien can dem-
onstrate that (i) the alien has been battered or
subject to extreme cruelty :n the United States
by a spouse or parent, or by a lnen2ber of the
spouse or parent's family residing in the same
household as the alien and the spouse or parent
consented or acquiesced to such battery or cru-
elty, or (ii) the alien's child has been battered or
subject to extreme cruelty in the United States
by a spoi.se or parent of the alien (without the
actwe partic2pation of the alien in the battenj
or eztre2ne cruelty), or by a member of the
spouse or parent's family residing in the same
household as the alien when the spouse or par-
ent consented or.acquzesced to and the alien did
not actively partic2pate in such battenj or cru-
elty, and need for the public benefits applied for
has a substavtial connection to the battenj or
cruelty described in clause (i) or (ii); and

(B) for more than 48 months if the alien can
de,nonstrate that any battenj or cruelty under
subparagraph (A) is ongo2ng, has led to the, is-
suance of an order of a judge or an o4ministra-
tive law judge or a pnor determination of the
Sermce, and that need for such benefits has a
substantial connection to such battery or cru-
elty. '

(c) OPTIONAL APPLICATION TO STATE PRO-
GRAMS.—

(1) AUTHORITY.—Notwithstanding any other
provision of law, in determining the eligibility
and the amount of benefits of an alien for any
State means-tested public benefits program, the
State or political subdiviszon that offers the pro-
gram is authorized to provide that the income
and resources of the alien shall be deemed to in-
clude—

(A) the zncome and resources of any zndivzd-
ual who executed an affidavit of support pursu-
ant to section 213A of the Immigration and Na-
tionality Act (as inserted by section 632(a)) in
behalf of such alien, and

(B) the income and resources of the spouse (if
any) of the individuaL

(2) PERIOD OF ATTRIBUTI0N.—The perzod of
attributwn of a sponsors income and resources
zn detenriining the eligibility, and wnount of
benefits for an alien under any State ,neans-
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tested public benefits program pursuant to para- (b) REIMBURSEMENT OF GOVERNMENT Lx- maintain an annual income equal to a least Ograph (I) may not exceed the Federal perzod of PENSES.—(1)(A) Upon noifzcation that a spon- percent of the poverty level for Ihe individv. zIattribution with respect to the alien. sored alien has received any benefit under any and the individual's family including the alzen(d) MEANS-TF..rED PROGRAM DEFINED.—.In means-tested public benefits program, the appro- and any other aliens with res,cct to whom thethis section:

priate Federal, State, or local offic2al shall re- individual is a sponsor); and(1) The term means-tested public 'benefits quest reunbursement by the sponsor in the "(E) is petitioning for the admission of heprogram' means a program of public benefits amount of such assistance. alien under section 204 (or is an individual who(including cash. medical, hous2ng and food a.- "(B) The Attorney General, in consultation accepts joint and seveTal liability with he pei-sistance and soC2al servzces) of the Federal Gov- with the Secretary of Health and Human Sen,- tioner).ernment or of a State or polical subdivzsz of ices, shall presci-2be such regulations as may be '(2) FEDERAL POVERTY LINE.—The term Fed-a State in which the eligibility of an indzvidual necessary to carry out subparagraph (A). eral poverty line means the income offlc2al pov-household, or family eligibility, unit for benefits "(2) If within 45 days after reQuesting rezm- erty line (as defined in section 673(2) of theunder the program, or the amount of such bene- b12rsemeflt the aTfpTopriate Federal, State. or Community Seivices Block Grant Act) that isfits, or both are deerrnined on the basis of in- local agency has not recezved a response from applicable to a family of the size involved.come, resou1ces, or [znanc2al need of the mdi- the sponsor indicang a willingness to coin- (3) MEANS- TESTED PtSLJC BENEFITS PRO-vidual, householdS or unit.\ mence payments, an action may be brought GRAM.—The term mneans-tested public benefits(2) The term "Federal means-tested public against the sponsor pursuant to the affidavit of progra,n means a program of public benefitsbenefits program" means a means-tested public support. .
. (incIudzrg cash, medical, housing, and food as-benefits program of (or contributed to by) the "(3) If the sponsor fails to abide by the repay- szstance and soC2al services) of the Federal Gov-Federal Government. .

. mnent e7,ns established by such agency, the ernment or of a State or polical subdivzèion of(3) The ter,n State means-tested public bene- agency may, within 60 days of such failure, a State in which the eligibility of an individualSfits program" means a means-tested public bene- bring an action against the sponsor pursuant to household, or family eligibility unit for benefitsfits program that is not a Federal mfleans-es!d the affidavit of support. under the program, or the amount of such bene-program. . "(4) No cause of acon may be brought under fits or both are deteimined on he basis of in-SEC 63Z REQUlREAgy.jy7ç FOR SPONSOR'S this ubseCion later than 10 years after the come, resources, or financ2al need of the imidi-DAVITOFSrJpp- alien last received any benefit under any means- vidual, household, or unit.".(a) IN GENEL4L.—Tjtle II is amended by in- tested publzc benefits program.
. (b) REQ WREME?'T OF AFFIDAVIT OF SUPPORTsertng after section. 213 the following new sec ?51 If, pursuant to the te,mg of this sub- FROM EMPLOYME SPON5ORS.—For require-tion: .' section, a Federal, State, or local agencj, re- mnent for affidamt of support from individuals' "REQWREMENTS FOR SPONSOR'S AFFIDAVIT OF quests rezrnburseme,it from the 'sponsor in the who ide clas-ificatjon peWwns for a relative as

• wnount of asszstance prov&ed, or bings an . an employ,neflt-based immigrant, see the amend-
"SEc. .213A: (a) ENFORCEABILITY._(1) No affi- ton against the sponsor pursuant to.the affida- ment made by section 621(a).

davit of support mai, be accepted by the Attor- vit of support, the alYp,opnate agency may ap- (c) SErrzzMz,qr OF CLAIMS PPJOR TO NATU-ney General or by any consular officer to estab- point or hire an individual or other Person to R.4UZATION._Secon 316 (8 U.S.C. 1427) £Slish that an alien s not inadmissible as a public act on behalf of such agency acnzg under the amended—
charge under section 212(a) (4) unless such affi- authority of law for rposes of collecting any (1) in subsection (a), by striking "and" before
damt is executed by a sponsor of the alien as a moneys owed. Nothing in this subsection sholl "(3)", and by inserting before the period at thecontract— preclude any a7Ypopri ate Federal, State, or end the followzng: ",and (4) in the case of an(A) that i legally enforceable agazns2 the local agency from directly requethng reimburse- applicant thai has recezved assistance under asponsor by the Federal Govey-,vnent and by any inent from a sponsor for the asnunt of assist- mfleans-testedpubljc benefits program (as definedState (or any policaZ subdivzzon of such State) ance provided, or from bringing an action in subsection (D(3) of section 213A) athmnisteredthat provides any means-tested public bfits against a sponsor pursuant to an affidavit of by a Fe4CTOI, State, or local agency and wzth re-
program, sztbject to subsecon (b)(4): and support. specs to which amounts may bE owing under an"(B) in whWh the sponsor agrees to submit to ?c) R.eMRDIEs.—Rnedies available to enforce affidavu of support executed under such sec-the juñsthcjon of any Federal or State court for an affidamt of sumon under this section in- tion, provides satisfactory evzdence that 'therethe purpose of actions brought under subsection dude any-or all of the renedies de.ciibed in sec- are no outstanaing amounts that may be owed
(b)(2) tion 3201, 3203, 3201, or 3205 of title 28. United to any such Federal, State, or local agency pur-"(2)(A) An affidavit of support shall be en- States Code, as well as an order for specific per- suant to svch affidavit by the sponsor who ee-forceable with respect to benefits provided under forrnance and payment of legal fees and t- cuted svch affidav2t, except as provided in sub-
any means-tested public benefits program for an costs of collection, and include corresponding secon (9)"; and
alien who is admitted to the United States as rnedzes available under State law. A Federal (2) by adding at the end the following newthe parent of a United States citizen under sec- agency may seek to collect amounts owed under' subsection:
tion 203(a) (2) until the alzen is naturalized as a this section in accordance with the provisions of (g) Clause (4) of subsection (a) shall notcUzen of the United States. subchapter II of chapter 37 of Wie 31, United apply to an applicant where the applzcant can

"(B) An affidavzt of support shall be enforce- SWes Code. .. '. demonstrate that—
(d) NOTIFICATION OF CHANGE F ADRF.SS. "(A) either— . -able with respeci to benefits provd,ed under any

(I) The sponsor of an alien shall nofy the Fed- "(1) the alzcant has been battered or subjectmeans-tesied public benefits program for an
eral Government and the State in which to extreme cruelty in the United States by aalien who is admitted to the United States asthe spouse of a United States cien or lawful sponsored alien is currently raiding within 30 spouse or parent or by a member of the spouse
days of any change of address of the sponsor, or parent's family reszding nz the same house-permanent resident under section 201(b)2 or
dur1ng the period specified in subsection (a)(1). hold as the applicant and the spouse or parent203(a) (2) unW— -

'(2) Any person subject to the requirement of consented or acquiesced to such battery or cry-?i) 7 years after the date the alien is lawfully
paragraph (1) who fails to satisfy such requ:re- elty, oradmitted to the United States for perinnent res-
ment shall be subject to a civl penalty — "(ii) the alicant's child has been battered oridence, or

"(A) not les than $250 or more than s,ooo, or subject to extreme crv&ty in the United States"(ii) such time as the alien is naturalized as "(B) if such failure occurs with knowledge by the aplièant's spouse or parent (without thea citizen of the United States,
that the sponsored alien has recezved any bene- active partc2patu,n of the applicant in thebat-whichever occurs first,
fit under any means-tested public benefits pro- terij or etrenze cruelty), or by a member of the"(C) An affidavit of support shall be enforce- gram, not less than $2,000 or more than spouse or parent's fwnzly residing in the sameable with respect to benefits provided under any

(e) DEFJNI7IONS—For the purposes of tiiis household as the a'plcant when the spouse ormeans-tested public benefits program for an section— ' parent consented or acquiesced to and the appli-alien who is admitted to the United States as "(1) SPONSOR.—The term
. sponsor' means, cant did not actively pathcipate in such batterijthe minor child of a United States citizen or with respect to an alien, an individual who—. or cruelty;lawful Permanent reident under section "(A) is a cUizen or naioizal of the United "(B) such batterij or cruelty has led to the is-201(b) (2) or section 2O3(a)(2) until the child at- States or an alien who is lawfully o4mitjed to suance of an order of a judge or an athninistra-tains the age of 21 years.

the United State. for permanent residence; ' ve law fudge or a prior detennination of the"(DXI) Nottmthstandzng any other provzson "(B) is 18 years'of age or over; Sei-vice; andof this subparagraph, a sponsor shall be 'relieved '(C) is domiciled in any State;
. (C) the need for the pu6lic benefits receivedof any liability under an affidavit of su'port if '"(D) de,nonsrate, through presentajon 'of a as to which amounts are owzng had a substan-the sponsored alien £5 employed for a penod suf- certified copy of a tax return or otherwse, (j) al connection to the bauery or cruelty de-fic2ent to qualify for old age benefits under title the means to maintain an annual income equal sciibe4 in subparagraph (A).'II of the Social, Secizrity Act and the sponsor or to at least 200 percent of the poverty level for (d) CLERICAL AMENDMZNT.—The table of con-alien is able to prove to the satsfacon of the the indivjd2zoj and the individual's family (in- tents is amended by insermlg after the item re-Attorney General that the alien so qualifies. cluthng the alien and any other aliens with re- lanp to section 213 the foltowzng:"(ii) The Attorney General shall ensure that spect to whom the indnndual is a sponsor), or 'Sec. 213A. Requirements for spon.or's affida-alypJoprjate information pursuant to clause (i) £5 (ii) for an indivzdual who s on active duty 'vit of su,port.".provided to the System for Alien Verificajon of (other than 'active duty for training) in the (e) EFFECTIVE DATE.—Su),sejon (a) of sec-Eligibility (SA yE). Aimed Forces of the United States, the means to tion 213A of the Irnmigraon and Naonality
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Act, as inserted by subsection (a) vf this section.
shall apply to affidavits of supoTt executed on
OT after a date specified by the Attorney Gen-
eral, which date shall be not eaTlier than 60
days (and not lateT than 90 days) after the date
the Attornej General fonulates the form fo
such afJidavit.s under subsection (f) of this sec-
tiOlZ.

(f) PROMULGATION OF FORM—Not later than
90 days after the date of the enact7r.ent of this
Act, the Attorne7j General. in consultation with.
the Secretary of State and the Secretary of
Health and Human Services, shall promulgate a
standaTd fon foT an affidavit of sup,ort con-
sistent with the provisions of section 213A of the
immigration and Nationality Act.
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TITLE VIII—MISCFLL4NEOUS PROVISIONS

March19, 1996

Subtitle B—Other Provisions
SEC 831. COMMISSION REPORT ON.FRAVD ASSO-CL4IED WflBOTH &

Section 141 of the Immigration Act of 1990 is
amended-

(1). in subsection (b)—
•

(A) by striking "and" at the end of paragraph
(1),

. .

(B) by sking the peñod at the end of pa,a-
graph (2) and inserting '; and", and:

• (C) by adding at the end the following new
paragraph: . .

'(3) tran.,nit to Congress, not laser than Jan-
•uarg .1, I997 a report containing recoimnenda-
tions (conszstent wzth subsection (c)(3)) of meth-
ods of reducing or eliminating the fraudulent
use of birth certifica2es for thefl purpose of ob-
taining other identUy documents that may be
used in securng immigration, employment, OT
other benefits."; and ,. . . -

(2) by adding at the end of subsection (c), the
following new xzragraph: - . . -

'(3) FOR REFOPS ON REDUCiNG BIRTH CERTIFi-
CATE FRAUD.—ln the report described in sub-
section .(b)(3), the Comnussion shall consider
and analyze the feabilUy of—

"(A) establishing national standards for coun-
terfeit-resisiant birth cerJicates, and

"(B) limiting the issuance of. official copies of
a birth certificate of an indimdua to anyone
other than the individual or others athng on be-
half of the individuaL " •...
SEC. 832. LT1FORM VITAL S1'A2YSTICS.

(a) Piwr PkoGR.M.—The Secretary of Health
and Human Service shall consult with the State
agenci responsible for registration and certfi-
calion of births and deaths and. withzn 2 years
of the date of enacbnent of this Ace, shall es2ab-
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lzsh a pilot program foT 3 of the 5 States with
the largest nwnber of undocv.rnen ted aliens of
an electronic network linking the vüal statistics
records of such States. The network shall pro-
vide, where practical, for the matching of
deaths with births and shall enable the con-
firmation of biTths and deaths of citizens of
such States, or of aliens within such States, by
any Federal or State agenci or official in the
performance of official duties. The Secretary
and paTticzpat2ng State agencies shall institute
measures to achieve unifomz and aCcuTate re-
porting of vzW.Z statistics into the pilot program
network, to protect the integruy of the registra-
tion and certification process, and to prevent
fraud against the Goverivnent and other person.
thTough the use of false birth or death certifi-
cates. . . —

(b) REPORT.—Not later than 180 days after the
establishment of the pilot program under sub-
section (a), the Secretary shall issue a written
report to Congress wth recommendations on
how the pilot program could effectively be insti-.
tuted as a national network for the United
States.

(c) AUTHOP.LZ.4TJON OF APPROPRIATIONS.—
There aTe authonzed to be approprated for us-
cal year 1996 and for subsequent fiscal years
such sums as nay be necessary to cany out this
section.
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The CHAJRMAj.. No other amend-
ments are, in order, except the amend-
ments printed in part 2 of the report
and pursuant to the order of the House
of today and 'amendments en bloc de-
scribed in section 2 of House Resolu-
tion 384. Amendments printed in part 2
of the report shall be considered in the
order printed, may be offered only by a
member designated in the report, shall
be considered read, shail not be subject
to amendment.: except as specified in
the report, and shall not be subject to
a demand for division of the question.
Debate time for each arnerdrnent shall
be equally divided and controlled by
the proponent and an 'opponent of theamendment.

The Chairman: of th& Committee of
the Whole may postpone until a time
during further consjderajon in the
Coml2ljttee of the.Wholea request for a
recorded vote on-any amendment made
in order by the resolution and may re-
duce to not less than 5 minutes the
time for, voting by electronic device onany 'postponed uestion -that imme-
diately, follows another vote by elec-
tronic device without intervening busi-
ness, provided that the time for voting
by electronic device on the first'in any
series of questions shall not be lessthan lS.minutes.'

It shall be in order at any time for
the chairman of the Cornznjttee on the
Judiciary or a designee to offer amend-ments en bloc consisting of' amend-
ments printed in the report not earlier
disposed of or germane mothfjcaonsof such amendments.

The amendments en bloc' shall be
considered read (except that modifica-
tions shall be reported), shall not be
subject to amendinent or to a demand
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for a division of the question, and shall
be debatable for 20 minutes, equally di-
vided and controlled by the chairmanand ranking minority member of the
Cornrrxittee on the Judiciary or theirdesignees.

The original proponents of the
amendments en bloc shall have perinis-sion to insert statements in the CON-
GRESSIONAL REcOu immediately be-
fore disposition of the amendmen en
bloc.

It is now in order to consider amend-
ment No. 1 printed ,in part 2 of House
Report 104—483. , -
'.A?4NDMENT OFFERED BY MR. 5MITH OF TEXAs

Mr. SMITH of Texas. Mr. Chairman, Ioffer an amendment.
The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will des-

ignate the amendment.
The text of the amendment is as fol-

lows:
Amendment offered by Mr. SMITh of Texas:In section 1(a),, strike "1995" and inzert"1996" and conform subseQuent references-

throughout the bifl accordingly.
[TITL. I Al Mqp5:]

Iu section 102(d)(1), add at the end the fol-lowing "The previous sentence shall notapply to border patrol agents located atcheckpoints.".
In section 104(b)(1), strike "6 months" adinsert "18 months".
At .the end of section 112(a), relating to a

pilot prograrz for, the use of closed military
bases, add the following new sentence: "In
selecting real property at a military base for
use as a detention center under the pilot pro-
gram, the Attorney General and the Sec-
retary shall consult with the redevelopment
authority established for the military baseand give substantial deference. to the rede-
velopment plan preparedfor the militarybase.".
[TrrLE U A2dENDMENTS]

In section 204(a), strike fiscal year 1996"
and insert "fiscal year 1997" ad strike
"1994" ad insert "1996".

Amend subsection (b) of section 204 to readas follows: ' -

(b) AS5IGNMENT._Thdividuals employed tofill the additional positions described in sub-section (a) shall prosecute persons who bringinto the Umted States or harbor illegal
aliens or violate otter criminal statutes in-
volving illegal aliens.
ETTrLE AMENDMENTSI

In section 301(a), in proposed paragraph
(13)(A), insert lawfuj" before 'entry".

In section 301(c), amend subclause (V) of
proposed subparagraph (B)(ii) to read as rol-lows: -

• (V) Bri - wo.c AND CEILDEEw.—
Clause (1) shall not apply to a alien who
would be described in Paragraph (9)(B) if vio-lation of the terms of te alien's non-
immigrant visa' were substituted for unlaw-fu entry into the United States.' in clause(iii) of that paragraph.

In section 301, add at the end the followingnew subsection: -

(h) WAXVER oa IMMIGRANTS CONVICT OF
CRIME5.—Section 212(h) (8 U.S.C. 1182(h)) is
amended by adding at the end the following:
"No waiver shall be granted under this sub-
section to an imznigraxit who previously has
been admitted to the United States unless
that alien has fulfilled the time in status and
continuous residence reQuirements of section
212(c). No court shall h&ve Jurisdiction to re-
vievv a decision of the Attorney General 'togrant or deny a waiver under this sub-section.".

section 304(a)(3). in the new section
240A of' the Immigration ad Nationality
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Act, add at the end the following new sub-
section:

"(e) ANNUAL LIMrrATION.—The Attorney
General may not cancel the removal and ad-
just the Status under this section, nor sus-
pend the deportation and adjust the status
under section 244(a) (as in effect before the
enactment of the Immigration in. the Na-
tional Interest Act of 1996), of a total of more
than 4.000 aliens in any fiscal year. The pre-
vious sentence shall apply regardless of when
an alien applied for such cancellation and
adjustment and whether such an alien had
previously applied for suspensionof deporta-
tion under such section 244(a).

In section 305(a)(3), amend paragraph (4) of
section 241(a of the Immigration and Na-
tionality Act (inserted by such section) to
.read as follows: -: -

"(4) ALIENS IMPRISONED ARRESTED. OR ON
PAROLE.. SUPERVISED RELEASE. OR PROBA-
TION.—

• "(A) IN GENEEAL—EXcept as provided in
section 343(a) of the Public Health Service
Act (42 U.s.c. 259(a)) and paragraph (2), the
Attorney General may. not remove an alien
who is sentenced to imprisonment until the
alien is released from imprisonthent. Parole,
supervised release, probation, or possibility
of arrest or further imprisonment is not a
reason to defer removal.

"(B) EXCEPflON FOR REMOVAL OF NON-
\rIOX..ENT OFFERNDERS PR.IOR TO COMPLTrXON OF

- SEN'TENCE OF Th(PRISONMENT.—The Attorney
General is authorized to remove an alien in
accordance with appliàable procedures under
this Act before the alien has completed a
sentence of imprisonment—

"(i) in the case of an alien in the custody
of the Attorney General, if the : Attorney
General determines that (I) the alien is con-
fined. pursuant to a final conviction for a
nonviolent offense (other than an offense re-
lated to smuggling or harboring of aliens)
and (II) the removal of the alien is appro-
priate and in the best interest of the United
5tates,or

: -
"(Ii) in the case of an alien in the. custody

• of a state (or a political subdivision of a
5tate). if the chief state official exercising
authority with respect to the incarceration
of the alien determines that (I) the alien is
confined pursuant to a final conviction for a
nonviolent offense, (U) the removal is appro-
priate and in the best interest of the state.
and (UI) submits a written request to the At-
toriiey General that such - alien be so re-
moved. . ,- . . .. -

"cc) NOTIcE—Any alien removed pursuaut
to this paragraph shall be notified of the
penalties under the laws of the United 5tates
relating to the reentry of deported aliens,
particu'arly' the . expanded penalties for
aliens removed under subparagraph (B).'.'.

In section 305(a)(3), in new section 241(b) of
the Immigration and Nationality Act, add at
the end the following, new paragraph:

"(3) RESTRJCTION ON RZMOVAL TO A COUNTaY
WHERE ALtEN'S LIFE OR FREEDOM WOULD. BE
THREATENED.—. - .

"(A) IN GENEEAL.—Notwithstanding para-
graphs (1) and (2), the Attorney General may
not remove an alien to' a country if the At-
torney General decides that the alien's life
or freedom would be threatened In that coun-
try because of the alien's race, religion, a-
tionality, membership in a particular social
group, or political opinion.. -

"(B) CCEPflON.—5ubparagraph (A) does
not apply to an alien deportable under sec-
tion 237(a)(4)(D) or if the Attorney General
decides that— . .

"(i) the ájien ordered. incited, assisted, or
otherwise participated in the persecution of
an inthvidual because of the individual's
race, religion, nationality. membership in a
particular social group, or political opinion;
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"(ii) the alien, having been convicted by a SEC. 343..PROVISIONS RELATThJG TO CONTRACTS

final judgment of a particularly serious WITH TRANSPORTATION LINES.
crime is a danger to the community of the (a) cOVERAGE OF NONCONTIGUOUS TERRI-
Umted states . TORY.—.--Section 238 (8 U.5.C. 1228), before

"(iii) there are serious reasons to believe redesignation as section 233 under section
that the alien committed a serious non- -308(b), is amended—
political crime outside the United states be- (1) in the heading, by striking "CONTIG-
fore the alien arrived in the United states; . UOUS", and
or - - (2) by striking "contiguous' each place it

"(iv) there are reasonable grounds to be- appears in subsections (a), (b), and (d).
lieve that the alien is a danger to the secu- (b) cOVERAGE OF RAILROAD TRAXN.—5ub-
rity of the United states. ' .• section (d) of such section is further amend-
For purposes of clause (ii), an alien who has ed by inserting " or railroad train" after
been convicted of an aggravated felony (or aircraft.
felonies) for which the alien has been sen- In section 308(a)(2), in the item inserted re-
tenced to an aggregate term of imprison- lating to section 233, strike "contiguous".
ment of at least 5 years shall be considered strike section 356 and insert the following
to have committed a particularly serious (and_conform the table of contents accord-
crime. For purposes of clause (iv), an alien ingly): .

who is described in section 237(a)(4)(B) shall SEC. 356. DEMONSTRATION PROJECT FOR IDEN

be considered to be an alien with respect' TWICATION OF ULEGAL ALIENS IN
INCARCERTAION. FACILITY OF AN

whom there are reasonable grunds for re- anw, Ir'oRN1A.
g-arding as a danger to the security of the a AUHORTY,—The Attorney GeneralUnited states.' may conduct a project demonstrating theIn section O5(a), in new section 241(d)(2), feasibility of identifying, from among the in-strike "any travel documents necessary for dividuis who are incarcerated in local gov-departure or repatriation of the stowaway
have been obtained" and lnsert "the re ernmentai prisàn facilities prior to arraign-
'quester has obtained any travel documents ment on crlmiDai charges,. those indIviduals
necessary for departure or repatriation of who are aliens . unlawfully present in the
the stowaway"; .. United states.

In section 305, redesignate subsection (c) as (b) DESCRXPrION OF PROJECT.—The project
subsection (d) and insert after subsection (b) authorized by subsection (a) shall include—
the following new section: . (1). the detail to incarceration facilities

(c) REENTRY 'OF ALIJ REMOVED PESIOR within the city of Anaheim; Caiffo and
coMPLrrxoN OF. TERM OF IMPRSONMENr.— the county of Ventura, California of an em-
section 276(b) (8 U.s.c. 1326(b)), as amended loyee of the Immigration and Natur.1iza-
by section 32i(), is amended— .

tion Service who, has expertise.in the identi-
(1)by striking "or" at the end of paragraph fication of aliens unlawfully in the United

(2), . . • .-. ' . •

' states, and
• (2) by adding "or" at the end of paragraph • (2) Drovision of funds sufficient to provide
(3), and '' . . . ' '- . for—
• (3) by inserting after .ragraph (3) the fol- (A) access for such employee to records of
lowing' new agraph: ' -

• the service necessary to identify unlawful
"(4) who was removed from the United aliens, and

states pursuant tO section 241(a)(4)(B) who (B) in the case of an individual identified
thereafter, without theperinission of the At- as an unlawful alien. pre-azraigninent re-
torney General, enters. attempts to enter, or porting to the court regarding the service's
is at any time' found in, the United states intention to remove the alien from the Unit-
(unless the Attorney General has expressly ed States.
consented, to such alien's reentry) shall be (c) TERMINAflON—The authority under
fined under title 18, United states code, irn- this section shall cease to be effective 6
prisoned for, not more than 10 years,. or months after the date of the enacent of
both.". .

. this Act.
• At the end of section 306, add the following In section 359(a), strike the quotation -
new subsection: • marks at the end of the matter inserted and

• (c) TREAThfENT OF. POLFrICAI. 5uBDrVI- insert the following:
SIONS—Effective as of the date of the enact- , (C) The amounts required to be refunded
ment of this Act, section 242(j). before being from the Immigration Enforcement Account
redesignated and moved under subsection for fiscal year 1996 and thereafter shall be re-
(a)(1); is amended by adding at the end the' fanded in accordance with estimates made in
following new '

• the budget request of the Attorney General
• "(6) For purposes of this subsection the for those fIscal years. Any proposed changes
term 'political subdivision' includes a coun- in the amounts designated in such budget re-
ty, city, municipality, or other similar sub- quests shall only be made after notification
division recognized under state law." ' to the Committees on Appropriations of the

In section 308(g)(1O), add at the end the fol- House of Representatives aind the senate in
low1ng : •

accordance with section 605 of Public Law
(H) section 212(h), 'as: amended by section 103-317.

301(h),' is amended by' striking "section "(D) The Attortley General shall prepare
212(c)" and inserting "paragraphs (1) and (2) and submit annually to the congress state-
of section 240A(a)" . .

ments of fina.ncial condition of the bninigra-
In section 309(a), insert", 301(h); or 306(c)" tion Enforcement Account, including begin-

after "301(f)". ' ning account balance: revenues. withdrawals,
*In section 309(c), add at the end the fol- and ending account balance and projection

lowing new paragraph:
5 for the ensuing fiscal year.".

(7) LIMrm'rION ON SUSPENSION OF DEPORTA- [TITLE V AMENDMENT5I
TION.—The Attorney General may not sus- At the end of section 512, add the following
pend the deportation and adjust the status new subseôtion:
under section 244 of' the Immigration and Na- (c) PERMrrrnqG PERFOR.UtNCE BOND IN LIEU
tionality Act of more than 4.000 aliens in any OF INSURcE—Section 213. (8 U.S.C. 1183) is
fiscal year (beginning after the date of the amended—
enactment of th_js Act)- The previous sen- (1) by inserting "(a)" after "213.", and
tence shall apply regardless of when,an alien - (2) by adding at the end the following new
applied for such suspension and adjustment. subsection:

After section 342, insert the following new "(b)(1) IN GENER.AL.—An alien excludable
section (and conform the table of contents - under paragraph (4)(D) of section 212(a) may.
accordingly): ' • . if otherwise admissible, be admitted in the
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discretion of the Attorney General upon the ered to have chosen the least restrictivegiving of a suitable and proper performance means available for achieving the compelling
bond approved by the Attorney General and government interest of assuring that aliens
furnished either by the alien or by any mdi- be self-reliant in accordance with national
vidual executing an affidavit of support for immigration policy.
the alien pursuant to section 213A if the In section 601(c)(2), strike "prograxns:" and-alien deinonstates that the alien, despite insert "programs (and include any successor
reasonable attempts, has been unable to se- to such a program as identified by the Attor-cure Insurance described in section ney General in consultation with other ap-
2]2(a)(4)(D)(i). Such performance bond shall propriate officials):".be in such amotint and contathing such con- In section 603, a1nendparagraph (2) to readditions (including conditions similar to as follows:

-those specified for bonds and undertakng (2) PUBLIC HEALTH IMMUNIZTION5._Pubjic
under• subsection (a)) as the Attorney Gee- health assistance for lmlnw3izations with re-
eral may prescribe and shall cover all costs spect to immunlzabje diseases and for test-
which would otherwise be covered under such ing and atment of symptoms of comrnu-insurance.". -:• nicable diseases, whether ox not such symp-

"(2) MECRANISM FOR C ATThG B0ND— tom are actually caused by a communicable
The Attorney General shall create a mech- disease. -

arüsm for establishing a suitable and proper In section 603(5), Insert "(and any succes-
performance bond as set forth i.n paragraph sor to such a program as. identified by the
(1). The use of such bond for the purpose of Attorney General In consultation with other
satisfying the provisions of this subsection appropriate officials)" after "Nationalshall be at the discretion of the Attorney School Lunch

0 '•GeneraL".. In section 603(6),. insert "(and any succes-
In section513(a)(2), In the paragraph'(4)(E) sor to such,.a.prograin as Identified by theinserted' by' such section, sike •'or Attérney General in consultation with'other

1O1(a)(15)(L)" and Insert ""lOl(a)(lS)(L),' appropriate officials)" after "1966".1O1(a)(15)(OJ, or 1O1(a)(15)(p)..:0 At the end of section 6,.'add the following
In section 524(a)(2), jnthe subsection (d)(2) new paragraph:

inserted by such section. add at the end the (7) TREAD sTART PROGRAM.—Beneflts under
following: .

-

the Head Start Act.
- "(C) W&xv op CERTAIN cous p - At the end of. subtitle A of title VI of the
MISSXBII.ITY.—The provisions of paragrp bill, insert the following new part (and con-
(4), (5), and (7)(A) of section 212(a) shall not form the table of contents accordingly):
be applicable to any alien seeking admission ' PART 3—HOUSING ASSISTANCEto the United States or adjustment of status

. cros fl CASES oPTERflNAflOj OPunder this subsection, and the AttorxieyGen.
eral may waive any other provision of such

(a) IN GENj.—.Section 214(c)(1) of thesection .(other than paragraph (2)(C) or sub-
Housing and Community Development Act ofparaaph (A), (B), (C), or (E) of paragraph
1980 (42 U.S.C 1436a(c)(1)) is amended—-(3)) with respect to such an alien for huniaxu- (1) in the matter preceding subparagraphtarian puroses, to assure family unity, or (A), by striking "may, in Its discreti6n," andwhen it is otherwise in the public interest. inserting "shall"; 0Any such waiver by the Attorney General

(2) in subparagraph (A) by inserting altershall be In writing and 5hall be granted 0fl13' the period at the end the following new sen-on an individual basis following investiga-
tence: "Financial assistance continued undertion The Attorney General shall provide for
this subparagraph for a family may be pro-the annual reportthg to Congress of vidéd only -on a prorated basis under 'whichber of waivers granted under this subpara-
the amount of financial assistance is basedgraph in the previous fiscal year and a on the percentage of the total number ofmary of. the reasons for granting such waiv-
members of the family that are eligible forers.
such assistance under the program for finan-• .. Strike subsection (d) of section 524 (relat- cial assistance and this section."; and• ing to application of per country numerical

(3) in subparagraph (B); by striking' "6-limitation for humanitarian immigrants),
month period" and all that follows throughand insert the foI1owg. ' "affordable housing" and inserting "single 3-(d) SPECIAL RULES D CASE OP ADJUSTMENT month period".oF STATUS.—Sectjon 245 (8 U.S.C. 1255) is (b) ScoPE OF APPLICATION.—The amend-amended by adding at the end the following
ment niade by subsection (a)(3) shall apply tonew subsection: .
any deferral granted - under •o section"(k) For purposes of subsection (a), an 214(c)(1)(B) of. the Housing and Communityalien who is in the United States and is iden- Development Act of 1980 on or alter the datetified by the Attorney Genera' under section of the enactment of this Act, including any204(a)(1)(I) may be eated as having been P8. renewal of any deferral initially granted be-roled into the United States.".
fore such date of enactment, except that aStrike, subsection (e) of section 524 (relat- public housing agency or other entity re-ing to waiver of certain grounds of
ferred to in such section 214(c)(1)(B) may notsibility),: and redesignate the succeeding sub- renew, after such date of enactment, any e-section accordingly. . . . . -

• ferral which was granted under such sectionAiz3end'sectjon 533 to read as. follows (and before such date and has been effective for atcoDform .the table of contents accordingly):
least 3 months on and alter such date.SEC. 533. INCREASE IN ASYLUM OFFICERS..
SEC. 616. VERIFICATION OF ThIMIGRATI0N .SrA.Subject to the availability of appropria- TUS AND EUGIBILITf FO FfllM4.tions, the Attorney General shail provide for " CIAL ASSISTANCE.

0 • -an increase In the number of asylum officers
. Section 214(d) of the Housing and Commu- -to at least 600-asylum officers by fiscal year nity Development Act of 1980 (42 U.S.C.'1997. .

. 1436a(d)) is amended— . -[TITLE VI AINDMENT': - . -. ' (1) in the matter preceding paragraph (1),Insection 600, amend paragraph (7) to read by inserting "or to be" after, "being";as follows:
'. (2) in ragraph (1)(A), by inserting at the(7) With respect to the State authority to end the following new sentences: "1.1 the dec-make determinat1o concerning the eligi- laration states that the individual is not ability of .1iens for public benefits; a State .citizen or national of the United States, thethat chooses to follow the Federal classifjca- declaration shall be verified by the Irninlgra-tion in determining the eligibility of such tion and Naturalization Service. If the dec-aliens for public assistance shall be consid- laration states that the inthvidual is a citi-
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zen or national of the United States, the Sec-
retary shall request verification of the dec-
laration by requiring presentation of docu-
mentation the Secretary considers appro-
priate, including a social security card, cer-
tificate of birth, driver's license, or other
docunentation."-

(3) in paragraph (2)--
(A) in the matter preceding subparagraph

(A), by striking "on the date of the enact-
ment of the Housing and Community Devel-
opment Act of 1987" and inserting "or apply-
ing for financial assistance"; and

(B) by inserting at the end the following
new sentence:
"In the case of an indivlduaj applying for Li-
naiiclaj assistance, the Secretary may not
provde such asslstaDce for the benefit of the
individual before such documentation ispre-
.sented- and verified under paragraph (3) or(4);

0 -
(4) in Paragraph (4)—

0 (A) in the matter preceding subparagraph
(A), by stridng "on the date of the enact-
ment of the Housing and Community Devel-
bpment Act of 1987" and inserting "or apply-
ing for financial assistance' '. -
- (B) In subparagraph (A)—

(i) in clause (I)—
(I) by rnsertng ", not to exceed 30 days,"

after "reasonable opportüity"; and
(II) by striking "and" at the end; and.

"(ii) by sIking clause (ii) and inserting the
following new clauses:

"(ii) in the case of any individual who is al-
ready receiving assistance, may not delay,
deny, reduce, or' terminate the Individual's
eligibility for financial assistance on the
basis of the individual's iinniigration status
untfl sueh 30-day period has expired, and

"(iii) th the case of any individual who is
applying for financial assistance, may not
deny the application for such assistance on
the basis of the individual's immigration sta-
tus until such 30-day period has expired;
and";

(C) in subparagraph (B), by striking clause
(ii) and inserting the following new clause:

"(ii) peDding such verification or appeal,
the Secretary may not—

"(I) in the case of any individual who is al-
ready receiving assistance, delay, deny, re-
duce, or terminate the individual's eligi-
bility for financial assistance on the basis of
the individual's Immigration status, and

"(U) In the case of any individual who is
applyi'for financial, assistance, deny the
application for such assistaDce on the basis
of the individual's imnijgratjon status, and";

(5) in paragraph (5); by striking all that
follows "satisfactory immigration status"
and inserting the following: ", the Secretaryshafl- ' -

- "(A) deny the individual's application for
financial assistance or terminate the indi-
vidual's eligibility for financial assistance,
as the case may be; and - -

"(B) provide the individual with written
notice of the determination under this para-
graph."; and .

(6) by striking paragraph (6) and inserting
the following new paragraph:

"(6) The Secretary shall terminate the eli-
gibility for financial assistance ofan individ-
ual and the members of the household of the
individual, for a period of not less than 24
months, upon deterxnining that such individ-
ual has knowingly permitted another mdi-
vidual who is not eligible for such assistance
to ue theassistance -(including residence in
the unit assisted).".
SEC. 617. PROfflBmON OP SANCTIONS AGAINST

- ENTITIES MAKING FINANCIAL AS.
SISANCE ELIGIBILrFY DETERMINA.
TIONS.

Section 214(e)(4) of the Housing and Corn- -munity Development Act of 1980 (2 U.S.C.
1436a(e)(4)) is amended—
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(1) in paragraph (2). by inserting or" at

the end;
(2)in paragraph (3), by striking", or" at

the end and inserting a period; and --

(3) by striking paragraph (4).
SEC. 61& REGULATION&

(a) ISSUANCE.—Not later than the expira-
tion of the 60-day period beginning on the
date of the enactment of this Act, the Sec-
retary of Housing and Urban Development
shall issue any regu.Iations necessary to im-
plement the amendments made by this part.
Such regulations shall be Issued in the form
of an interim final rule, which thail take ef-
fect upon issuance ad shall not be subject
to the provisions of section 533 of title 5,
United States Code, regarding: notice or an
opportunity for comment. -

(b) FAILURE TO ISsuE.—If the Secretary
fails to issue the regulations required under
subsection (a) before the. expiration of the
period referred to in such subsection, the
regulations relating to restrictions on assist-
ance to noncitizens, contained in the final
rule issued by the. Secretary of Housing and
Urban Development in BIN 2501—AA63 (Dock-
et No. R-95-1409; FR—2383-F-OSO); published in
the Federal Register of March 20, 1995 (Vo].
60, No. 53; pp. 14824—14861), shall not .apply
after the expiration of such period.

In section 621(a), in amended paragraph
(4)(A), strike thereof, or" and insert "there-
of, and" and strike 'or both,":

I.n section 621(á), in paragraph (4), strike
subparagraph (B) and strike clause (i) of sub-
paragraph (C) aiidredesignate subparagraph
(C)(ii) as subparagraph (B). -

Amend subsection (a) of section 631 to read
as follows: .-'

(a) FEDERAL PROGRAMS.—
(1) IN 'GENERAL.—Notwithstañding any

other provision of law (except as provided in
paragraph (2)), in determining the eligibility
and the amount of benefits of an alien for
any Federal means-tested public benefits
program (as defined in subsection (d)) the in-
come and resources of the alien shail be
deemed to include—

(A) the income and resources of any indi-
vidual who executed an affidavit of support
pursuant to section 213A of the Immigration
and Nationality Act (as inserted by. section
632(a)) in behalf of such alien, and

(B) the income and resources of the spouse
(if any) of the individual.

(2) ExCEPTI0NS.—Paragraph (1) shall not
app]y to the following: -

• (A) Medical assistance provided for emer-.
gency medical services under title of the
Social Security Act

(B) The provision of short-term, non-cash,
in kind emergency relief.

• (C) Benefits under the National Schoo]
Lunch Act. : .-

(D) Assistance .under the Child Nutrition
Act of 1966.

. -.
• (E) Public health assistance for imrnuniza
tions with respect to iminunizable diseases
and for testing and treatment for commu-
nicable diseases

(F) The provision of services directly relat-
ed to assisting the victims of domestic vio-
lence or child abuse., .

(G) Benefits under programs of student as-
sistance under titles IV, V. IX, and X of the
Higher Education Act of 1965 and titles 111;
VU, and vm of the Public Health Service.
Act: . . -. .

(H) Benefits under means-tested programs.
under the Elementary and Secondary Edu-
cation Act of 1965. -

(I) Benefits under the Head Start Act.
In section 631(b), amend paragraph (1) to

read as follows:
(1) PARENTS OF UNITED STATES CXZZNS AND

ADULT SONS AND DAUGHTERS OF CrrIZENS AND
PERMANENT RE5IDENT5.—Subsection (a) shall

app]y with respect to an alien who is admit-
ted to the United States as the parent of a
United States citizen under section 203(a)(2)
of the Immigration and Nationality Act, as
amended by section 512(a), or as the son or
daughter of a citizen or lawful permanent
resident under section 203(a)(3) of such Act,
until the alien is naturalized as a citizen of
the United States. . . .

In section 631(b)(4)(A), strike "if the alien"
and all that follows and insert "if the alien
is able to-prove to the satisfaction of the At-
torney General that the alien has been em-
ployed for 40 qualifying quarters of coverage
as defined under title II of the Social Secu-
rity Act and the alien did not receive any
benefit under a means-tested public benefits
program of (or contributed to by) the Fed-
eral Government during any such quaxter.".

In... section . 632(a), n new section
213A(a)(2)(D)(i). strike "if the sponsored
alien" and all that follows and insert the fol-
lowing: 'if the sponsored alien is able, to
prove to the satisfaction of the Attorney
General that the alien has been employed for
40 qualifying quarters of coverage as defined
under title II of the Social Security Act and
the alien did not receive any benefit under a
means-tested public benefits program of (or
contributed- to by) the Federal Government
during any such quarter.".

In section 632(a), amend paragraph (3) .of
the section 213A of the Immigration and Na-
tionality Act inserted by such section, to
read as follows: , - . . -,

"(3) MEANS-TESTED PUBLIC BENEFrrS PRO-
GRAM.— . - , -. .

"(A) IN GENEEAL.—Subject to subparagraph
(B), the term means-tested public benefits
program' means a program of public benefits
(including cash, methcal, housing, and. food
assistance and social services) of the Federal
Government or of a State or political 'sub-
division of a State in which the eligibility of
an individual, household, or family eligi-
bility unit for benefits underthe program, or
the amount of such' benefits, or both are de-
termined on the basis of income, resources,
or financial need. of the individual; house-
hold, or unit. . . -

"(B) EXCEPTIONS.—Such term does not in-
clude the following benefits:

"(i) Medical assistance provided for emer-
gency medical services under title X]X of the
Social Security Act. , , -

'(ii) The provision of short-term, non-cash,
in kind emergency relief-

"(iii) Benefits under the National School
Lunch Act -

"(iv) Assistance under the Child Nutrition
Act of 1966.

"(v) Publi health' assista.nce for immuni-
zations with respect to immunizable diseases
and for testing and treatment for commu-
nicable diseases . -•',;;• -

"(vi) The provision of services directly re-
lated to assisting the victims of domestic vi-
olence or child abuse. . . ,

'(vii) Benefits under programs of student
ass stance under titles iv, v, iX, and X of
the Higher.Edudatión Act of 1965 and titles
]]1, VII, and V of the Public Health Serv-
ice Act. . .. -

"(viii) Benefits under means-tested 'pro-
grains under the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act of 1965.

"(ix) Benefits under the Head Start Act.".
I.n . section 632(a), in , new section

213A(e)(1)(D), strike "a tax return or other-
wise" and i sert "an individual's Federal in-
come tax returns for the individual's most
recent two tacable years and a written state-
ment, executed under oath or as permitted
under penalty of perjury under section 1746

'of title 28, United States Code, that the cop-
ies are accurate copies of such returns".

In section 632(a). in new section
213A(e)(1)(E), insert 'who is a United States
citizen and" after "(or is an individual".
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After section 632, insert the following new

sections (and conform the table of contents
accordingly):
SEC. 633. COSIGNATURE OF ALffN s'JDE-r

LOANS.
Section 484(b) of the Higher Education Act

of 1965 (20 U5C. 1091(b))is amended by add-
ing at the .end the following new paragraph:

•'(6) Notwithstanding sections 427(a)(2)(A),
428B(a), 428C(b)(4)(A), and 464(c)(1)(E), a stu-
dent who is an alien lawfu]ly admitted under
the Immigration and Nationality Act, other-
wise eligible for student financial assistance
under this title, and for whom an affidavit of
support has been provided under section 213A
of such Act shall not be eligible for a loan
under this title unless the loan is endorsed
and—cosig'ned by. the alien's sponsor under
such section or by another credit-worthy in-
dividual who is a citizen or national of the
United States.".
SEC. 634. STATuTORY CONTRUCTION.

Nothing in this title may be construed as
an entitlement or a determination of an indi-
vidual's eligibility or fulfillment of the req-
uisite requirements for any Federal, State,
or local governmental program, assistance,
or benefits. For purposes of this title, eligi-
bility relates only to the general issue of eli-
gibility ór ineligibility on the basis of
alienage: -

(TITLE VIII AMENDMENTS]
After section 810, insert the following new

sections (and conform the table of contents
accordingly): • ' . . -

SEC. 811. CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS FOR
- FOREIGN HEALTH-CARE WORRS.

(a) IN GENERAL.—Section 212(a) (8 U.S.C.
1182(a)), as• amended by section 3O1(b)(1), is
amended— -

(1) by redesignating paragraph (10) as para-
graph (11), and

(2) by inserting after paragraph (9) the fol-
lowing new paragraph:

• (1O) CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS FOR
FOREIGN HEALTH-CARE WORXERS.—Any alien
who seeks to enter the United States for the
purpose of performing labor as a health care-
worker, other than a physician, is inadmis-
sib]e 'unless the consular officer receives a
certification from the Commission on Grad-
•uates of Foreign Nursing Schools or a certifi-
cate • from .an equivalent independent
credentialing organization approved by the
Secretary of Labor verifying that—

'(A) the alien's education, training, or ex-
perience meet all, applicable statutory and
regulatory requirements for entry into the
United States under the classification speci-
fied in the application and is comparable to
that required for an American practitioner
of the same type;
• "(B) any foreign license submitted by the
alien is authentic and unencumbered;

"(C) the alien must have the ability to
read, write, and speak the English language
at a level required for standard business
communication, - as demonstrated by the
alien's score on one or more standardized
tests; and • .

"(D) if the alien is a registered nurse, the
alien has passed an examination testing both
nursing skills and English language pro-
ficiency.". -. ,

(b) EFFECTIVE DATE—The amendments
made by subsection (a) shall apply to aliens
entering the United States more than 180
days after the date of the enactment of this
Act.

Amend section 834 to read as follows (and
• conform the table of contents accordingly):
SEC. 834. REGULATIONS REGARDING HABITUAL

RESmENCE.
- Not later than 6 months after the date of
the enactment of this Act, the Commissioner
of the Immigration and Naturalization Serv-
ice shall issue regulations governing rights
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of "habitual residence'S in the United States subdivision of a State to enter into an agree-
under the terms of Compacts of Free Asso- ment with the Attorney Genera! under this
ciation (Public Law 99-239. Public Law 99- subsection.
658, and PublicLaw 101—219). .: "(10) Nothing in this subsection shall be

After section 121. insert the following: construed to require an agreement under
SEC. V. ACCEPTANCE OF STATE SERVICES 'ro this subsection in order for any officer or

CARRY O7T DEPORTATION FUNC- employee of a State or political subdivisionTIONS.
. of a State—

Section 287 (8 U.S.C. 1357) is' amended by "(A) to communicate with the Attorneyadding at the end the following: General regarding the I iifgration status of"(g)(1) Notwithstanding section 1342 of any Individual. including reporting a sus-title 31. United States Code, the Attorney picion that a particularalien is not lawfullyGeneral may enter into a written agreement present in the United States orwith a State, or any political subthvision of "(B) otherwise to cooperate with the At—a State. pursuant to which an officer or em- torney General in the idetiflcation, appre-ployee of the State or subdivision, who is de hension, detention, or removal of aliens nottermlned by the Attorney General to be JawIulJy present in the United States.".qualified to perform a function of an immi- In section 308(e)(1). insert after the colongration officer, or any other offlcer:of', the the following (and redesignate subparagraphsDepartment of Justice, under this Act in re- (A) through (P) as subparagraphs (B) throughlation to deportation of aliens in the United (Q) respectively): ' -States (Incjuding investigation, apprehen (A) Section 287(g) (8 U.S.C. 1357(g)) (as'Sion. detention, presentation of evidence. on àdded'by'section 1).'bebaif of the United States in administrative
" In section 523, make the following amend-proceedings to determine the deportability ments: '' -of any alien, conduct of such proceedings, or (1) in section 212(d)(5)(C)(i), remove "or";removal of 'aliens with respect to whom' a ' (2) in section 212(d)(5)(C)(ii), remove thefinal order of deportation has been rendered). "."and add "or"; - - "'may carry out such function at the expense" - (3) add at the end the following: -.of the State àr, political subdivision and to "(Iii) the alien 'has filed an application tothe extent consistent with State and local adjust status to that of an immigiant underlaw.

. ... :' . section . 203. and must travel outside the"(2) An agreement 'under this subsection United 'States for emergent husiness or fam-
shall require that an officer .or employee of a fly reasons." -. .'. -State or political subdivision of a State per-

. Strike section 611 (and cónforxxi th tableforming - a function under the agreement of contents aàcordingly).
shall ]ave knowledge of, and adhere to. Fed- In section 531, in .ragraph (3) of sectioneral lav relating to the function. 208(d). inseit at the end of the first sentence(3) In performing a function under this the following sentence
subsection an officer or empJoyee of a State -. "Such fees shall not exceed the Attorneyor political subdivision of a State shail be General's costs In adjudicating the applica-subject to the direction and supervision of tions." .';' . . -the Attorney General. '', In section 701. make the following aménd"(4) In performing a function under this ments:
subsection, an officer or empJoyee of a State On page 328, line .24 delete: "and Secretaryor politica1"subthvjon ofa State may use of the Treasury".
Federal property or facilities, as provided In Page 329, line 4 delete: "and the Uniteda written agreement between the Attorney States Customs Service".General and the State or subdivision.,..

. 'Page 329, line 10 delete: "and the Secretary"(5) With respect to each officer or em-j of the Treasury". -ployee of a State or political subdivision who Page .329. line 19 to 20 deJete: ", in con-is authorized to perform a. function under sultation. with, the Secretary of The Treas-this subsection the specific powers and du- jy' '''., -ties that may be. or are required to be. exer- Page 329, line 23 insert after "inspection":csed or 'performed by the individual, the du-"by the Immigration and' Naturalizationration of the authority of the individual, and Service". '' .

the position of the agent of the 'Attorney Page 330, line 1 to 2 delete: ".. the UnitedGeneral who is reqtired to supervise and di- States Custoths Service,".
rect the individual, sball be set forth in a In'section 531, amend section 208(a)(2)(B) ofwritten agreement between' the Attorney the Immigration and Nationality Act (asGeneral and the State or- political subdivi.. amended by such section) by sik1ng. "30slon. - ' ''-. :' " days" and inserzig "180 days"., . . -."(6) The Attorney General niay not accept The' CHAIR.MAN. PLrsuat to the;a service under this subsection if the service niie, the gentleman from. Texas [Mi.will be used, to displace any. Federal. em- SrH] and a Member opposed each willployee

- -

"(7) Except as provided in paragraph (8), an - -

officer or employee of a State or political The Chair recognizes. the gentleman
subdivision of a State performing functions from Texas, Mr. SMITh.' -

under this subsection sba]j not be-treated as ' Mr. SMITH of Texas. Mr. Chairman, I
a Federal employee for any purpose other yield myself' such time . as I thà.ythan for purposes of chapter .81 of. title 5. consume. ' ' ' 'United States Code, (relating to. compensa- (Mr SMITH of Texas asked and wastion for 2njury) and sections 2671 through given permission

. to revise and extend2680 of title 28. United States Code. (relating
to tort claim) ' . . ,

, m5 remarks. . . ,. .

'"(8) An officer or employee of a State or Mr. SMITH of Texaz. Mr. Chairman. I
political subdivision of a State acting, under want' to thank my colleague, the gen-
color' of authority under this subsection. or . tleman from 'Texas, for his help on thea' agreement entered into under this sub- manager's amendment. His amendmentsection, shall be considered to be acting j included in it.under color of Federal authority for purposes

. Mr. Chairman; this amendmentof determin,thg the liability, and 1XflflUfl3.ty
makes a number of technical and con-from suit, of the officer or' employee' in a . -'

A 1civil action brought. under Federal or State orming ciges e Un ery]flg a -
law. ' , ..'.. ,

' -. tackS of R. 2202. and in addition it in-
"(9) Nothing in this subsection shall be cludes several amendments that were

construed to require any State or political proposed by several of my colleagues;
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specifically, the gentleman from Cali-
fornia, Mr. Cox, the gentlemen from
Florida, Mr. FoLEy and Mr. MCCOLLUM,
and the 'gentlemen from California, Mr.
DoAN, Mr. GALI&Ly, and Mr. CP-
BELL, were each responsible for signifi-
cant portions of this amendment.

Mr. Chairman, I reserve the balance
of my, time. -

Mr. BRYANT of Texas. Mr. Chair-
man, I rise in opposition to the amend-
ment.

The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman
from Texas [Mr. BRYANT] is recognized
for 10 minutes.

Mr. BRYANT of. Texas.. Mr.. Chair-
man, I ytld myself such time as I may
consume. -.. " : -.

Mr. Cha1rxnan, the. amendment is a
situation in which the majority giveth
and the'majority taketh away. to some
extent. Three of, the provisions in the
amendment are' in our' view good, and
helpful; n particular, the one that does
not .disquaiffy people with children' who
are . here whose parents are illegal
aliens 'from participating, in Head
Start, because. our effort, of course, is
to, keep every child in school and to get
every child educated, no 'matter what
their status. "''' -

The other changes, however, raise
some questions., .1 , tbink they raise
some questions which should have been
the subject to' hearings in committee.
For example, the proposal that, the At-
torney General be given authority to
deputize State and local law enforce-
ment officers to even conduct deporta-
tion proceedings raises some very seri-
ous questions with regard to worká.bil-
ity and with regard to perhaps con-
stitutionality. I am not.sm-e we want
them to be conducting deportation pro
ceedixigs. .. '.

The third .propaj that is in the
amendment' which raises questions as
well, and I think some very practical
ones, suggests that the law would read
that a person who is eligible for hous-
ing assistance and knowingly permits
someone not eligible to use their hous-.
ing would then face .a '2-year térmi-
nation of their housing assistance.

While none of us want to encourage
anyone who is not eligible to be able to

- use public housing, the possibility for
accidentally having someone in your
home for a period of time who is not el-
igible, 'there are' just an unlimited
number of possibilities. Also, what does
"use" mean? Does that mean over-
night? Does that mean an evening, of
dinner? What does thai, mean? The con-
sequences are enormous. The potential
for being able to accidentally have this
happen to you are enormous. I am sur-
prised that the majority would bring
that kind of .a provision forward. I

'would hope to. modify it substantially
in, conference if this amendnient were
to be adopted and stay in the bill allthe way.,-

Mr. Chairman, I yield such time as he
may consume 'to the gentleman from
California [Mr. BECERBA].

Mr. BECERRA. Mr. Chairman,. I
thank the gentleman for yielding time
to, me. - . - -
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Mr. Chairman, I too must rise in op-

position to this particular amendment
and acknowledge that there are some
changes that are made in the amend-
ment, the manager's amendment,
which I think improve the bill. I thank
the gentleman for making some of
those changes. Unfortunately, some of
the changes made were matters that
were never even discussed in commit-
tee, and which many of us on this side
of the aisle never had a chance to real-

- ly examine until just recently.
It is unfortunate, because we are

talking. about making some major
changes in immigration policy and law,
and it.would be a shame, I believe, to
break from what is currently a biparti-
san effort; although I still am still op-
posed to the bill, there is a bipartisan
effort to try to do this. I think it is Un-.
fortunate in that there are various pro-
visions in this particular -amendment
that I think go beyond the scope of rea1
reform.

The gentleman from Texas [Mr. BRY-
ART] mentioned that we talk now in
this particular amendment of termi-
nating Federa1 housing assistance to
someone who is eligible to receive it,
based on a particular criteria which
may cause these eligible recipients of
Federal assistance from being denied,
accidentally or not, some assistance.

• I think before we take steps that
would get us to that point, we should
have had opportunity. to have had
input, have had some hearings to find
out if in fact this is the way to go. I
would say it is not, but certainly I
would be' willing to consider this as
something that might be possible if in
fact we were told by the experts that
we would not be denying those lawfully
entitled to housing assistance that as-
sistance, and that we would not end up
causing discrimination in the process
of trying to somehow decipher who is
and who is not going to fa1l under the
umbrella of this particular provision
within the amendment.

I would 'a1so mention that this
amendment broaches an area which has
been one of great delicacy for quite
some time; that is; the law enforce-
ment powers, of the Federal Govern-
ment and when we should extend those

• to the States and locai governments.
Mr. Chairman, we have on many oc-

casions rightfully been very cir-
curnspect in a1lowing someone other
than the Federal Government to en-
force or administer the laws of the Fed-
eral Government, because you never
know when it get out of your own
hands how it will be done. There is a
great concern, and I know it was ex-
pressed in the terrorism bill, that we
were going too far in deputizing State
and local law enforcement agencies in
what they could and could not do, and
what that might mean.

Mr. Chairman, this particular amend-
ment allows the Attorney Genera', at
the Attorney General's discretion, to
enter into agreements with States to
allow State law enforcement officials
to perform deportation duties, those
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things that are conducted currently by that we have to process deportatic i
immigration officials. matters, are we going to have a reali.3-

I would say that when you start al- tic threat of enforcement of the law.
lowing loca1 law enforcement to go out 0 2045there and seek out people who may be
undocumented, or who may have ques- That is why this amendment is so
tionable immigration status, what you important. I note in response to my
are doing is asking them to perform colleague from California's concerns

that the Attorney General will enterthe work of immigration or Border Pa-
trol officers. If they are, going to go into agreements with Statesrequiring

ongoing Federa1 supervision of thesethiough the whole training that a Bor- efforts so that everything will be con-der Patrol officer goes through, that is ducted under the watch of the INS andsomething different, and perhaps we the Attorney General in conformitycould discuss it then, but I see nothing with Federa1 standards. I think this isin this amendment that would provide a very wise and sound amendment, andfor that. I see no monies in the amend- I congratulate the gentleman fromment to provide for that, and what it Texas (Mr. Sxim] for including it indoes for me is cause a great dea1 of con- his manger's anendment.cern that what we are doing is extend- Mr. SMrI'H of Texas Mr. Chairman, Iing the reach of the Federal Govern- yield 2 minutes to the gentleman from
ment, without: extending the protec- ViinIa[Mr. GOODLAT1'EJ.
tions that should be there with it. - Mr. GOODLATTE. I thank the gen-

For those reasons, Mr. Chairman, tleman from Texas for yielding me the
believe that we should be opposing this time. -

particular amendment. ' Mr. Chairman, I would like to com-
Mr. SMITH of Texas. Mr. Chairman, I mend the gentleman from California

yield 2 minutes to the gentleman from [Mr. COX] for the amendment that he
California [Mr. COX].

' offered and the gentleman from Texas
Mr. COX of California. Mr. Chairman, for including it in his manager's

I rise in support of the inclnsion of the amendment. I think it is a very, very
amendment of the gentleman from important part of the bill.
Tezas [Mr. SMrxi] in the manager's A few years ago when I was practic-
amendment, the inclusion of provisions ing law, I represented a client whose
that will help us make sure that our family was being harassed by an mdi-
law, really means what it says; that is, vidua who was unlawfully in the
that you caniiot come into this country United States and who also was en-
illegally, but you must follow the rules gaged in unlawful, unauthorized em-
in the process. , ployment in the United States as well.

Mr. Chairman, if the Federa1 Govern- After a great dea1 of effort we fina1ly
ment has a law that requires an honest got through. to a representative of the
procedure for admission into the coun- Immigration Service who had author-
try, and people violate it willfully, ity to act on this and requested that
once they are successful in doing so, they send an investigator down to Roa-
once they make it across the border, noke, VA, 240 miles from the office
they are not subject to any realistic here in Washington, to investigate
threat of enforcement of the law if thi. We assured them that we had' very
there is no realistic prospect of depor- substantial evidence to indicate this
tation. We are going to have ever wors- individual was in the country without
ening problems of illegal immigration, authorization. The inthvidua said that
and with . millions, millions of there was absolutely nothing they
lawbreakers in this respect, millions of could do. There was simply no money
people crossing our borders illegally, it in the budget to send somebody down
is quickly becoming beyond the capac- to Roanoke, VA to make this inves-
ity of the INS to keep up. There is not tigation. When we pressed him harder,
any realistic threat of enforcement; be- he finally said,
cause they simply are not doing' the Look, I can go right outside the door on
job. . the street in front of our building and find 5

Mr. Chairman, if the Federa1 Govern- people who are in a similar status, who have
ment were in charge of prosecuting l overstayed their visas, are not authorized in

the country. We simply don't have the man-murders, zapes, robberies, or what have power and resources. to take this action andyou in America, we would have a big to apprehend people who are not here le-
bottleneck, and nobody would ever get gaily.
prosecuted for anything, but we have a This provision in the bill would en-
marvelous system for dealing with that able the Attorney Genera' to designateproblem. All the important laws in local law enforcement authorities in
America are enforced by our police, are Roanoke, VA and everywhere else in
enforced in our State courts. the country to be able to step in and

The amendment included in the man- assist in dealing with what is a very,ager's amendment would permit the very difficult problem for theAttorney General of the United States understaffed, undermanned Im.migra-
to deputize States who elect and who tion Service to handle.
are willing to use their own resources i commend the gentleman for includ-
to assist in the enforcement of these ing this in the bill and strongly urge
Federal laws. Only when we do that, support for the manager's amendment.
only. when we expand the number of Mr. BRYANT of Texas. Mr. Chair-

'personnel who are involved in picking man, I yield the balance of my time to
up people in violation of the law, only the gentleman from California [Mr.
when we expand the court facilities BECERB.A].
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The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman

from California [Mr. BECERRA) is recog-
nized for 4 minutes.

Mr. BECERRA. Mr. Chairman, let me
mention one other provision within
this amendment that does cause some
concern, and that is a change again
that was made to what came out of
committee, the Conmiittee on the Ju-
diciary, in the immigration bill. That
is a change that wouid permit someone
who was sponsoring an immigrant com-
ing into this country, and in the proc-
ess of trying to meet the income
threshold required -to be able to spon-
sor, we provided for the case where
there might be a joint sponsorship, so
that if one wanted to come into this
country and we had sponsors who were
willing to obligate themselves to pro-
vide the support necessary for this im-
migrant to come into the country, that
that wouid make it possible for this in-
dividual, this immigrant, to make it
into the coui2try.

The change that is being made in this
amendment wouid no longer allow mdi-
vidual to be able to be jointiy sponsor-

- ing an immigrant that wishes to come
into this country, as a family member
of otherwise. It makes it a requirement

• that the joint sponsor be a citizen.
• In and of itself, that is not bad. But

if you have the case where you have a
lawfui, permanent resident who may
have been in this country 25 years, is
awaiting the INS to process an applica-
tion to be a citizen and there is a
spouse, or a child, or a parent of a citi-
zen that wishes to come in, we have a
situation now where that legal ixnmi-
grant, who is financially capable of
sponsoring that individual and a lawful
permanent resident who is not only fi-
nanci1y able to sponsor or help joint-
ly sponsor this immigrant that wishes
to come in but is also preparing to be-
come a U.S. citizen himself or herself,
is now no longer qualified under this
new change to be able to be a joint
sponsor to allow this immigrant to
come in.

I do not ui2derstand the rationale for
it. It wouid have been, I. think, pref-
erable had we had an opportunity in
conmiittee to discuss this, especially
since in committee, both subcommit-
tee and fuil corrunittee, we had the op-
portunities to do the changes and pro-
vide for certain aspects of sponsorship.
Yet here we find all of a sudden that
out or committee and onto the House
floor the bill looks different. The man-
ager's amendment is now making addi-
tional changes which we did not have a.
chance to debate in committee. I think
it is unfortunate because what we will
do in the cases of very worthy individ-
uals who are seeking to provide spon-
sorship, the financial obligation to
have someone come into, this country
under . family-based unification, that
now that will no longer be possible.

I do not understand the rationale for
it and perhaps before the debate is over
we will hear it. But to me it seems un-
fortunate that. we are making changes
that did not get ie light of day and we

are being told that this is meaningful
reform. This is just another reason why
I believe that ultimately this is going
to be a bill that will be difficult for at
least this Member ofCongress to sup-
port, but certainly on the manager's
amendment there are sufficient rea-
sons to object to the bill..

Having said that, I would urge Mem-
bers to oppose this particular man-
ager's amendment.

Mr. SMITH of Texas. Mr. Chairman, I
yield 3 minutes to the gentleman from
California [Mr. BU.BRAY];

Mr. BUJBRAY. Mr. Chairman, I rise
in favor of the amendment and point
out to my colleagues that the concern.
that was previously stated about the
participation of States or local govern-
ment in the issue of immigration con-
trol as being somehow a new• radical
idea just is not reflected in reality. Es-
pecially the gentleman from Califor-
nia. my colleague from California,
must obviously be aware that the State
of California at, this time participates.
in immigration control through the
participation of the National Guard of
the State of California, who actually
not only does observatioi and enforce-
ment along the border for the INS but
also does transportation and- transport
and processing for the Federal Govern-
ment.

And so this local-Federal cooperative
effort on immigration control is not
something new that is in this bill. It
basically is a reflection of reality, that
there are certain situations out there
that we need to do in cooperation with
States and local government.

Mr. Chairman, let me make this
point quite strong, and I want to say it
to both sides of the aisle. There are
people who believe that the Federal
Govepnxnent ought to be involved in
law enforcement across the aisle in
this country, across the board. There
are those who believe the Federal Gov-
ernment should be involved in edu-
cation across the board in this country.
Their opinion is their opinion. They
have the right to that opinion. But let
me remind everybody here that it does
not take an act of Congress for a school
board to elect a teacher. It does not
take an act of Congress for a city to
hire a police officer. But, Mr. Chair-
man, it takes an act of Congress for
local government and the States to co-
operate with us on immigration con-
trol. It takes à act of Congress to ad-
dress these issues that ar& before us in
these amendments.

So as we run around with.a lot of is-
sues of a lot of things we would like to
do, that are nice to do, immigration
control and management is something
that only this body has theright to do
as determined by the Constitution, as
declared by the Supreme Court -

So I would ask my colleagues, rather
than finding the excuses to sort of
walk away and side slip off this issue,
to recognize that they want to justify
being involved in all these other issues
that are nice to do, but they recogrnze
that the Constitution and the Supreme
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Court has ruled only Congress has the
right to address these issues. Local
participation in immigration control
can only be delegated by the Congress
of the United States. The city and the
State and the school board cannot de-
termine those things. If you do not
want to have the guts to stand up and
say, we want to cooperate with local
government, to delegate this right and
this responsibility and these authori-
ties, then you should not be in this
House or in the other house that be-
lieves in the Constitution, because this
is a responsibility, Mr. Chairman, that
we cannot gve up, that we must ac-
cept.

Mr. GALLEGLy Mr. Chairman I rise in sup-
port of the managers amendment. I want to
especially thank the chairman of the sub-
committee for induding' two of my amend-
ments in this text.

My first amendment wou'd expand a crirni-
nal alien identification system pilot program to
indude Ventura County. This program wili help
INS officers to identify whether persons ar-
rested are illegal aliens or previously convicted
criminal aiiens and Will help speed deportation.

My second amendment addresses the abli-
ity of iliegal aliens to receive Federal housing
assistance despite the fact that HUD housing
law expressly prohibits iflegal aliens from re-
ceiving this assistance.

My amendment would tighten existing HUD
law and regulations by dosing waiting list
loopholes; wou'd require verilication of e1gi-
bility, would prorate assistance for families of
mixed elig'bility and would suspend assistance
if a family knowingly permits other non-eligible
tenants to use the assistance.

I want to thank Housing Subcommittee
Chairman LAzIo and ranking member KEN-
NEDY and their staffs for their assistance.

I

also want to express my appredation to HUD
for their constructive input and their support.

I urge passage of this amendment.
Mr. SI' of Texas. Mr. Chairman, I

yield back the balance of my time.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on

the amendment offered by the gen-
tleman from Texas [Mr. SMITh].

The amendment was agreed to.
AMENDMENTS EN BL.OC, AS MODIFIED, OFFEREI)

BY MR. 5MXTH OF TEXAS
Mr. SMITH of Texas. Mr. Chairman, I

offer amendments en bloc pursuant to
the authority granted in the rule, con-
sisting of No. 2 Tralicant; No. 11
Cardin, as modified, No. 25 Lipinski;
No. 26 Farr, No. 27 Traficant; No. 29
Vento; No. 30 Waldholtz; No. 31 Klecz-
ka; and NO. 32 Dreier, and I ask unani-
mous consent that the modification to
amendment No. 11 be considered as
read and printed in the RECORD.

The CHAIRM.N. The Clerk will des-
ignate the amendments en bloc, as
modified.

The text of the amendments en bloc,
as modified, is as follows:

Amendments en bloc, as modified, offered
by Mr. SMITB of Texas. consisting of No. 2
Traficant; No. 11 Cardin, as modified; No 25
Lipinski; No.26 Farr. No.27 Prauicant; No.29
Vento; No 30 Waldholtz; No 31 Kleczka; and
No. 32 Dreier:
AMENDMENT NO.2 OFFERZD BY MR TRAFICANT
At the end of subtitle A of title I insert the

following new section:
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SEC. 108. REPORT.

The Attorney General, in consultation
with the Secretary of State and the Sec-
retary of Defense, shall contract with the
Comptroller General to track, monitor, and
evaluate the Administration's border strat-
egy to deter illegal entry, more commonly
referred to as prevention through deterrence.
To determine the efficacy of the Administra-
tion's strategy and related efforts, the Comp-
troller General shall submit to Congress a
report of its findings within one year after
the date of the enactment of this Act and,
for every year thereafter, up to and includ-
ing fiscal year 2OOO.Such a report sh.Ii in-
clude a collection and systematic analysis of
data, including workload indicators, related
to activities to deter illegal entry. Such a re-
port shall also include recommendations to
improve and increase border security at both
the border and ports-of-entry.
AMENDMENT NO. 11 OFFERED BY MR. CARDIN, AS

•
MODIFIED:

At the end of section 404 the following new
subsection:

(c) PRIORITY FOR WORKSrFE ENFORCE-
MENT.—

(1) IN GENERAL.—ID addition toits efforts
on border control and easing the worker ver-
ification process, the Attorney General shall
make orksite enforcement of employer
sanctions a top priority of the Immigration
and Natualiztion Service.:

(2) REF0RT.—Not later than 1. year alter
the date of the enactment of this Act. the
Attorney General shall submit to Congress a
report on axy additional authority or re
sources needea—

(A) by the Irruigration and Naturalization
Service in order to enforce section 274A of
the Immigration and Nationality Act, or

(B) by Federal agencies in order to carry
out the Executive Order of February 13. 1996
(entitled "Economy and Efficiency in Gov-
ernment Procurement Through Compliance
with Certain Immigration and Naturaliza-
tion Act Provisions") and to expand the re-
strictions in such Order to cover agricultural
subsidies. grants, job training programs, and
other Federally subsidized assistance pro-
gramz.
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Mr. BECERRA. Mr. Chairman, re-
serving the right to object, I was won-
deriug if we could just take a moment

to just go quickly through the amend-
ments.

I do not wish to have au the amend-
ments discussed. I just want to make
sure I know which amendments are
being consolidated 'in the en bloc
amendments. If I coiId just take a mo-
ment to pull out my list of the amend-
ments, I would just like to make sure,.
if the gentleman would r through
those.

Mr. SMI'H of Texas. If the gen-
tleman win yield, as I understand the.-
gentleman, he was asking for a descrip-
tion—

The CHAMAN. The gentleman will
suspend.

The gent1enin from California re-
serves the right to object to the read-
ing of the modifications?

Mr. BECERRA. To the reading of the
modifications, no, but to the conso]ida-
tion of various amendments en bloc, I
am reserving the right to object.

The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman is
not correct.

The amendments are offered en bloc
pursuant to the ruie. However, the
modifications have to be read, and
there was one modification. -

PARUAMErARY INQUIRY
Mr. BECEBRA. Mr. Chairma.n, I have

a parliamentary inquiry.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman win

state it. -. -

Mr. BECERRA. Mr. Chairrnazi, are we
in the process of consolidating amend-
ments en bloc, which the ruie provides?

The CHAIRMAN. Yes, imder section 2
of House Resolution 384.

Mr. .BECERRA. Further parliamen-
tary inquiry. Is it then, based on the
ruie that was passed earlier, the pre-
rogative of an individuai who wishes to
object only to object to the dispensing
of the reading of those particular
amendments? - .

The CHAMAN. No, just to germane
modifications.

Mr. BECEBRA. If the Chair would in-
dulge me in explaining what the Chair
means.

The CKAiMAN. The riaie makes in
order amendments en bloc and ths-
penses with the reading. But the ruie
does not dispense with the reading of.
germane modifications, and there is
one modification:

Mr. BECER!tA. Mr. Chairman, I un-
derstand that the changes being made
are purely technical, in the mothfic-
tion. .

Mr. Chairman, I am being advised
that the changes are technical in na-
ture in the modification.

I wouid accept the representations
that are made.

Mr. Cha.irinari, for those reasons, I
withdraw reservation of objection.

The CHAMAN. Is there objection
to the request of the gentleman from
Texas? -

There was no objection.
The CHAJRM.q. The gentleman

from Texas [Mr. SMITE] and the gen-
tleman from Texas [Mr. BRYA.N'r] each
will control 10 minutes.

The Chafr recogmzes the gentleman
from Texas [Mr. SMErE].
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Mr. BRYANT of Texas. Mr. Ciafr-
man, I yield such time as he may
consume to the gentleman from Min-
nesota (Mr. VENTO].

Mr. VENTO. Mr. Chairman, I thank
the gentleman for yielding this tune to
me.

I just want to again offer my support
for this amendment en bloc, which in-
cludes amendment 29 which I spoke on
earlier. I anticipated we would be mov-
ing ecpethtiously at this point. I do not
want to - delay things. I do appreciate
the gentleman's work and that of the
gentleman from Texas [Mr. BRYANT] on
this. -.

I do not see anything controversiaj in
this amendment, as I peruse it. My
learned colleagues here, who have
spent tune in the comirijttee, may find
some basis, but this amendment, ins-
far as amendment 29, is an important
amendment to us. I very much appre-
cia.te the inclusion of this and the con-
sideration under this expedited proce-
dure.

Mr. BRYANT of Texas. Mr. Chair-
man, I yield such time as he may
consume to the gentleman from Cali-
fornia [Mr. BECRA].

Mr. BECERR.A. Mr. Chairman, I
thank the gentleman for yielding methis time.

I will not be opposing the amendment
so much as asking some questions and
perhaps maybe some clarification. A
couple of the amendments are of inter-
est to me because, for example, the Li-
pinski amendment would adjust the
status of approximately 800 Poles and
Hungarians from parolee to permanent
resident status.

Now, I do not question whether that
is something that is worthwhile or not.
I just am wondering why we do it for
some groups and not others, and it
seems to me that this legislation, I
hope, is going to be meaningful reform.

We have another amendmentthat is
part of the'en bloc, which I see here
would require the Department of State
to refund fees to Poles who were erro-
neously notified of their eligibility for
visas but did not receive a visa. If I re-
call correctly, I ha an amendment
very similar to this, but it did not
apply just to Poles, it applied to.any-
one who applied for a visa. But as a re-
suit of the elimination of categories of.
immigrants in ths bill, there were a
number of people who should be re-
funded moneys by the State Depart-
ment for fees paid for something they
would no longer receive, and that is an
opportanjty to have an immigrant emi-
grate to this country.

If I can try to simplify what I am
saying, right now, in order for someone
to emigrate into this country, a fee
must be paid typically by the sponsor
of the immigrant, someone who says I
will state here that I will be respon-
sible for this immigrant to make sure
that this person does not become a
public charge as he or she wishes to
enter this countr3r I will pay a fee to
have the application for admission
processed.
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As a result of H.R.. 2202, various cat-
egories of individuals will no longer
qualify for visas, siblings of U.S. citi-
zens. For example, adult children of
U.S. citizens can no longer come into
the country in most cases. Yet fees
were paid by U.S. citizens to get these
folks, their relatives, to come into the
country.

Now as I understand it, - that is no
longer part of the legislation we are
considering. Yet, in the case of one of
these en bloc amendments, we will be
reimbursing fees paid 1y some individ-
uals even thouglI,what we are doing in
this bill is saying thai; they no longer
qualify or because they no longer qual
ify for admission as immigrants in this
case. .. _.

We are doing this fo: the Poles that
are mentioned in this particular
amendment. Again I have no problems
in doing so, because I think it is only
fair. that if somebody paid a fee. and
now the service the fee is meant to pro-
vide can no longer be rendèred, then
someone should get that fee reim-
bursed. 1 .—

But it is not just Poles who have paid
a . fee, that should be reimbursed. It
seems tome thatanyone who has paid
for something is entitled to either re-
ceive the service or gel; the money re-
imbursed, and I would have that res-
ervation. . -.

I would still support an of the
amendments, - including those that I
)ust . mentioned, but I would have the
réservatjon. It seems we should be
doing this on an equal and fair -basis
and not in some particu].ar cases.

Mr. SMITH of Texas. lIr Chairman, I
yield myself such time as I. might
consume. -

I just wantd to respond to my friend
from. California to say there is in the
bill a mechanism to reimburse individ-
uals who are not athnitted to this coun-
try. But furthermore, I want to say in
regard to the amendment he was refer-
ring to, I would.: th;tinguish this
amendment from the orera11 group of
individuals who might not be admitted
by saying thatthjs amendment is spe-,
cifically to reimburse individuals who
were given, an erroneous notification
by. the State Department.. ' . -

So in this casethe State Department
made a mistake, and we are simply try-
ing to rectify that. Thisis a very nar-
row instance of where we need to bng
some equity 'to bear.
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Mr. CARDIN. Mr. Chairman, I rise in strong
support of amendment No. 11 to H.R: 2202,
included in the en bloc amendment currently
under consideration. The amendment is
straightforward; it strengthens enforcement of
employer sanctions. . -.

Despite the rhetoric on the issue, border en-
forcement will not solve the illegaf immigration
problem. The lure of high wages and plentiful
job opportunities attracts thousands of illegal
immigrants each year If.. illegal workers couid
not secure eiffployment, they would go home
and fewer unauthorized aliens would attempt
to enter the United States illegally.

We must reduce the job magnet. We can do
this by deterring employers who hire illegal im-
migrants in order to obtain an unfair competi-
tive advantage over law-abiding employers.
Those employers, who do not abide by the
law, pay lower wages, given no benefits, pay
no taxes, and thereby, suppress wages and.
workng• conditions for our countrys legal
workers - . .. . -

In 1986, Congress, enacted the Immigration
Reform and Control Act (IRCA) prohibiting the
employment, of unauthorized aliens. Although
the intent of Congress was dear, the INS ad-
mits, "this law was not properly enforced, ex-
cept immediately after passage of the Act, be-
cause the Federal Government until recently
lacked the resources - . . [and] has not made
employer sanctions a sufficientty high pnortty:'

The President should be commended for his
efforts in this area. Not only has worksite en-
forcement become a -high priority, of his Ad-
ministration, on February 13, 1996, the Presi-
dent issued an Executive Order, stating that

—in procuring goods,.. . contracting agencies
should not contract with emp'oyers that have
not compled with section 274A of the IRCA

• . . prohibding the unlawful employment of
aliens.', -

Amendment No. 11 to H.R.O2 would en-
sure that section 274A of the IRAC, and the
Executive Older, can be- enforced property.
The amendment states that worksite enforce-
ment should be a high pnorny for the Immigra-
tion and naturalization Service. In addition, It
requires the Attorney Generai to report to
Congress whether there are any additional au-
thorities or resources needed to enforce: the
Immigration Reform and Conol Act's em-
ployer sanctions; the PresidentiaJ Executive
Order which states that employers who hire i-
Iegai immigrant are denied Federaj córthacts;
and an expansion of the Executive. Order so
that employers who hire illegal immgran are
denied JI federaily subsidized assistance pro-gr. -.

I urge my coiieagues to support the en bloc
amendment so that sanctions become a reaiity
for those employers who break theiaw.
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Itis now. in order to cànsider amend-
rnent No. 4.printed in part 2 of House
Report 104—483.

AMENDMENT OFERED BY ?. MCCOILW
Mis. McCOLLTJM. Mr. Ch&irrnan, I

offer an amendment.
The CR ERMAN. The Clerk will des-

ignate the amendment.
The text of the amendment is as fol-

lows:
Part 2 amendment number 4 offered by Mr.

McC0LLUM: After section 216, insert the fol-
lowing new section (and conform the table of
contents accordingly):
SEC. 217 PROTECTING THE UrEGR1TY OF THE

SOCIAL SECURiTY ACCOUNT NlThf.
BEE CARD.

(a) I oVF2fENTs TO CARD.—
(1) iN GENERAL.—For purposes of carryizg

out section 274A o the Immigration and Na-
tionality Act, the Commissioner of Social
Security (in this section refened to as the
"Commissioner") sbail make -such improve-
inents to the physical design, technical spec-
ificatIon, and materials of the social secu-
rity account number card as are necessary to
ensure that it is a genuine official document
and that It offers the best possible security
against counterfeiting, forgery. alterato,
and misuse.

(2) PERFORMANCE STANDARD5.—fl making
the improvements required in paragraph (1),
the Commissioner sbail—

(A) make the card as secure against coun-
terfeiting as the 100 dollar Federal Reserve
note, with a rate of counterfeit detection
comparable to the 100 dollar Federal Reserve
note, and

(B) make the card as secure against fraud-
ulent use as a United States passport.

(3) REFERENCE.—D this section, the term
"secured- social security account number
card" means a social security account num-
ber card issued in accordance with the re-
qulremeñts of this subsection.

(4) ETEc'rrv DATE.—A11 social security ac-
count number cards Issued after January 1,
1999, whether new .or replacement, shall be
secured social security account nwither
cards.

(b) UsE LOR EMPLOYMENT VERIFICATION.—
BeginEing on Janiary 1, 2006, a document de-
scribed in section 274A(b)(1)(C) of the lxnrni-
gratlon and Nationality Act is a secured so-
cial secunty. account number card (other
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than such a card which spEcifies on the face
that the issuance of the card does not au-
thorize employment in the United States).

(C) NOT A NATIONAL IDEN'IWICATION CABD.—
Cards issued pursuant to this section shall
not be required to be 'carried tipon one's per-
son, and nothll1g in this section shall be con-
strued as authorizing the establishment of a
national identification cardJ

(d) No. NEW DATABA5ES.---Nothing 'In this
section shall be construed as authorizing the
establithment of any new databases.

(e) EDUCATION CAMPAIGN.—The Commis-
sioner of Immigration and Naturalization, In
consiItatlon with, the Coznmissioner' of So-

• cial Security, shall conduc a comprehensive
cama.lgn to educate'employérs about the se-
curity features of the secured social security
card and how to detect couterfeit or fraudu-
lently used social security account number
árds. -' ' . -

(1) ANNUAL Ezpowrs.—The. Commls3loner
of Social Security sa11 submit to' Congress
by July 1 of each yeas a report on—.

(1) the progress and statas of developing a
secured social security, account number card
under this section, '. ... .

(2) the incidence' of counterfeit production
and fraudulent use of social security account
number cards, and .,

'. . .,

(3) the steps being taken to detect' and pre-
vent suôh counterfeiting and faud.'""

(g) GAO ANNUAL AUDTTS—The Compollér
General shall' perform a á.nnnal audit, the
results of which are to be presented to the
Congress by January 1 of each year, on the
peformance of the Social Security Admitils-
tration in meeting the requirements n sub-
secon (a).

(h) EXPEN5ES:—No costs Incurred In' deve1.
oping and isstdDg cards under' this section
that are, above the costs that wóU.ld have
been Incurred for cards issued In the alisence
of this section shall be piid for out of any
Trust Fund established üxtder the Social Se-
curity Act There are authorized to be appro-
priated such sums as may be necessary to
carry out this section. '" : -.

The' CHAIRMAN. The gentleman
from Florida (Mr. MCCOLLuM] and a
Member opposed each will control 15
minutes. , ' ' :-•

The' Chair recogni,ze3 'the gentlemail
from Florida (Mr. MCCOLLI3M]. : 1','
'Mr. ,'McCOLLIJM. Mr. Chairman, I
yield 'myself' such rime. às,' I may
consume.. ' .... . . . -

I 'want to expla.in thi.s amendment to
everybody so they' clearly understand
ivht it is. It is 'areqttfrement so that
the Social Security Administration
move.:over the next few years to make
'a, Social Security card as counterfeit-
proof as the $100 bill.that,is out now,
and as free 'and protected 'from fraudu-
lent use as the passport. I wonid sub-'
mit th.t this is something that is long
overdue. It is not very 'complicated. It
is not.a national 1D card.,,There is.no
new use. There are. no, fingerprmts.
There are no retina, scans. There are no
magnetic strips. This is a simple im-
provément in the existing paper that is
out there which iS absolutely essential
if we are going to control illegal Immi-
gration'. i this country 'and make em-
ployer sanctions work. '

We have today in the Nation about 4
million illegals presen in this country
We legalized a few years ago about I
million in the legalization process that
I opposed in the 1986 law.: Well, since
then we have gotten 4 million more, we
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are adding about . 300,000 to 500,000
illegals a year to this country, and in
that process we cannot absorb and as-
similate all of them coming in that
rapidiy and settling in the corniriu-
nities where they are settling and hav-
ing the impacts that they. are having.
We' are seeing our cultural, our social
and our economic costs skyrocket 'in
those communities, and that is why we
are here tonight addressing the illegal
immigration portion pf this bill.

Well, how do we stop that?. What Is
causing people to'come?Well,' Iwould
submit 'the reason people are coming
here to this country is something we
have known for a long, time,' jobs,, to
get a.job. The only way thatwe are
going to stop people from coming here
is by cutting off the magnet of jobs. No
matter how many Border. Patrol we put
up on the border,' and I. am afl for doing
that, we will. never.completely stop it.
Plus, about 50 percent. or'so. of those
who come here 'or. were .here illegally

'are visa overstays.' They never, crossed'
the border illegafly in thasense, any-
way, but they are here' illegaijy. -

Mr. Chairman, the way; we have to
make this work is tomake.an act pro-
vision from 1986, the current. law, oper-
able.' It.is now against the Iaw.for an
employer to knowingly hire. an illegal
alien. It been: for- 10' years: The
problem is document fraud. .The prob-
lem is we cannot enforce employer
sanctions becae,we have today some
29 documents that may. be used: when
somebody goes to, get' a job to prove
theyareeligible to get that job. The
employer has to check'an .1-9 form off
and look for some combination of those,
documents. One of those documents is
the.Social Security card. '.

Under this bill,, we reduce the number
of documents that we may.1se when we.
go to.seek a jpb from 29 down'to 6...One
of those documents rern2.in the Social
Security card which today is the most
counterfeited, . most fraudulently use4
official document of: the United States.

We can buy a, counterfeited Social
Security card of' the so-called. . newer
variety.on the streets of Los Angeles
for 330 or $40. It is a very' common
'thing as long as that is the- case. As
long as counterfeiting of the Social Se-
curity card C8..fl be that easy, we can
never 'make employer sanctions work.
We can never stop employers hiring II-
legal aliens, because they. donot Io
who 'they are and they get, documents
that are fraudulent And- we-can never
then control illegal' immigration com-
ing into, this country. That' is. not, the
end-all, be-all, ,but making the Social
Security card more secure and more
tathper resistent: is critical to. being
able. to ,ever do this, and that is what
my amendment does.

Mr. - Chairman,. it is the simple
amendment that I am offermg tonight
that 'would get at that problem. Again
it would require. the Social Security
Administration over the next 3 years
to go to a card that is as counterfeit-
proofas the $100 bill and as resistant to
fraudulent use . as the passport. It
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would require it for new issues. It
would not require everybody to get one
of, these cards. It would not have any
new use, no new data bank, no finger-
prints, no national ID of any sort.

By the year 2006, under this amend-
ment,, 'nobody would be able to use a
Social Security card that was not of
the new variety in order to prove their
eligibility, but there are other docu-
ments that, would ,still be around be-
sides a Social Security card they could
use. So some of them will go back after
that and seek the use of the Social Se-
curity card. Maybe they will want a
new. one. But I would submit by that
time things will be pretty well taxed
away. . . , . . ,

Last comment, Social Security Ad-
ministration apparently thinks, this is
going to, cost Minions, of dollars to im-
plement, but the Congressional Budget'
Office says that it would average about
$51 million, a year over the next .10
years. 1 think after that it would go
down in cost, not up, since about haLf
the cards. will 'already. be new, and
fewer and fewer people would be 'seek-
ing' to have new cards at that particu-
lar point. . - '...... .. .

So I would encourage my colleagues
to 'adopt this. amendment It' is, the
most important" immigration" amend-
ment I think. I have ever offered, and I
have been around, this body offering
immigration amendments for a long
time..

Mr. Chairman, I reserve the balance
of my time. .

The CHAIRMAN. The- gentleman
from' Indiana (Mr JACOBS] is 'recog-
nized for' 15 minutes in opposition to
the amendment;

Mr. JACOBS. Mr. Chairman, I yield 5
minutes: to the gentlem&n from Ken-
tucky 'lMr. .BuNm4G]," the Hall of
Famer: ' :.' -.., '

(Mr. BtJNNflJG of Kentucky 'asked
and was givn permission to revise and
èxténd ]iis remarks.) '-Mr 'BUNNING of"Kentucky. Mr.
Chairman, I thank the gentleman for
yielding me this time. . -

Mr. Chairman,' I' include 'for: the
RECORD a letter from Shirley Chater,
the head of the Social' Security Admin-
istration, in - direct opposition to this
amendment. - ": ., " . ' -•

The letterS referred to is as follows:
Soc1A1:SEcuBny.

Wasngton, DC, March 19. 1996.
Hon. Jm BUNNING, ' ". -.".
House of Representatives.
Washington, DC.. ,

DEAR REPRESENTATIVE BUN?lmG I am writ-
Ing today to stat the AdxnInlsation'S con-
cerns regarding an amendment to B..R. O2,
the Immigration in the National Interest
.Act of 1995. which *ffl 'be offered by Rep-
resentative Bill. McCollum (R., - FL). Mr.,
McCollum's amendment would require the
Social Security Ain1in1stmtion to improve
the physical design, technical specifications,
and materials used in the Social Security
card; to ensure that it is a genuine official
document, and that It is secure agathst coun-
terfeiting, forgery, alteration and xmtsnse.
BeginDing in 1999. aB new and replacement
Social Secir1ty cards would need to contain
these features. We are opposed to the adop-
Uon of this amendment.
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In making these improvements, the

amendxrient would require SSA to use two
performance standards. The first would be to
ensure that new and replacement Sociai Se-
curity ca.rds would be as secure against coun-
terfeiting as the $100 Federaj reserve note.
The second performance standard would re-
quire SSA to make the Social Security card
as secure against fraudulent use as a UziltedStates passport.

The current Social Security card that is is-
sued by SSA is already counterfeit-resistant
The current card includes most of the fea-
tures that have recently been incorporated
in the newly redesjgned 3100 bill, such' as
small disks that can be seen with the eye.
but that cannot be reproduced by color pho-
tocopiers. In addition, the current card isprinted on banknote-quality paper that has a
blue marbleized background with raised
printing that can be felt by running one's
fingers across the card.

While the McColluin amendment's require-
ments are non-specific, it appears that. at a
minimum, SSA would be required to place an
individual's photograph on each Social Secu-rity card, effectively turning it into a photo-
identification document similar to the U.S.
passport. It is not, clear what other featuresmight be requjred.

We are opposed to this amendment because.
it changes the basic natnre of the Social Se.
curity card. The card is intended to enable
employees and, employers to assure that
wages paid to an individual are properly re-corded to the employee's Social Security
ear2iings record. Throughout its history, the
card has never contained any identif,yig In-
formation other than the name of the mdi-
viduaj to whom the number has been as-
signed. Many editions of the card have ex-
pressly stated that the card.was not intendedfor identification

This has assured that the Social Security
card did not become a de facto national iden-tity card. Mr. McColl's amendment in-
cludes language stating that the new card
would not be a National identification card.However, to the extent that an indivlduaj's
Social Security card has informaon of iden-
tity, the practical effect is to establish thatcard as a National identification document.
The Admnjstratjon is opposed to theestab-
lishment, both de jure and de facto, of the
Social Security card as a Nationa.j identi-fication document.

The Ad nistration is also Concerned that
a de facto National identification card, such
asthe upgraded Social Security card, has the
potential for becoming a source of harass-ment for citizens and non-citizexis who ap-
pear or sound "foreign." Such individuals
could be subject to discriminatory status
checks by law enforcement officials, banks,merchants, schools, landlords, and others
who might ask for an individual's Social Se-
curity identification card. We are opposed to
jeopardizing the clvii rights of such individ-
uals and urge the Members of the House to
oppose the McColluxn amendment from thisperspective as well.- ' -

Moreover, we believe that the additional
workload associated with placing a photo-
graph and other additiona.j features on all
new and replacement Social Security cards
would adversely affect SSA's ability to han-dle its core mission, which is to administer
the Social Security prograni. In that regard,I would note that the current Social Secu-rity card is entirely satisfactory from, the
perspective of fulfilling its role in the admin-
istration of the Social Security program.Any unplementatjon of the McCollnm
amendment, should £t be 'enacted, would
have a substantial fiscal and personnel un-pact. We estjma that placing photographson Social Security cards would increase
SSA's administrative needs by as much as
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$450 million annuaily. Over 5 years, this main features of the U.S. passport. Thewould result in a&lltional administrative

overall impact could result in the So-spending by SSA of as much as $2.25 billion. cial Security Administration having toIf the effect of the McCollum amendment is
to replace all Social Security cards cur replace u to 200 million cards by the
rently in use, the cost would be 33 to $6 bil: year 2006, at a cost to the Social Secu-
lion, depending on the features required. nty Administration of 3 to 6 billionFinally, this workload would increase dollars, depending on what you add toSSA's staffing needs by an estimated 5,700 them.
work years annually. This would be a 10 per- To put this in perspective, the entirecent increase in SSA's projected authorized

annual administrative budget for proc-staffing for 1999. The amendment would ad- essing applications and paying month-versely affect SSA's core mission because
would establish a costly new work load tt ly Social Security benefits to all 43
would significantly increase 5SA's staffing million eligible Americans is $3 billion.needs. As you know, the Congress in 1994 jpassed crime legislation calling for a reduc-

Although Social Security benefittion in overall Federal staffing by 272,000
work years. 55A's projected share of this . payments are off budget, SSA.admjnjs...duction is about 4,500 work years. To assure trative expenses are subject to the do-that these work year saviugs were reaJjd, mestic discretionary cap, and funds arethe crime bill placed a ceiling on all Federal already insufficient to enable SSA toemployment. This, coupled with the freeze

carry out its .missjon or processing ths-that has been imposed on the domestic ds. ability claims, on time, or conductingcretioflary". spending. cap, which Includes
5$A's açlmjnjstratjve budget, makes it high- the continuing disability reviews re-
ly unlikely that SSA will be provided with qüfred by law. -

the additional resources required for placing Furthermore, SSA staffing is subjectphotographs 'on Social Security cards. to a ceiling, and is scheduled for reduc-If SSA did not have authority to. employ tion by 4,500 positions by 1999, evenadditiona.j staff, the only other alternative though the number of those receivingavailable to the agency would be to defer or Social Security benefits is projected todiscontinue other work loads associated with
increase by 3 million in the same pe-the, administration of the Social Secirity nod.program. We .believ& that this possibilit

could pose a grave threat to SSA's ability t While the McCollum amendmentcarly out the essential tasks associated with would authorize the appropriation fromassurg that benefits are paid to those 'whorn general revenues to carry out the newapply for them as soon as possible. duties required, it is iinpossble to de-The Office of Management ad Budget has
'termjne what the Appropriations Com-advised that there is no objection to the sub-
rnittee will fund from year to year.mislon of this letter from the standpoint of

In short, spending caps are tight aiidthe Adrninjstatjon's program.
Sincerely, ' are projected to get tighter, and requir-

- S. CAER ing SSA to assume duties outside its.Conmjon of Social Security mission would cause further deteriora-Mr. Chairman, let me say at the tion of the Social Security services itonset that all aspects of the Social Se- is required to provide.
curity number fall solely under the ju- The current tarnper-resistnt Socialrisdiction of the Ways and Means Com- Security card currently issued enablesmittee, specifically, the Social Secu- SSA to credit wages and fulfill its mis-
nty Subcommittee, of which I am sion administering the' Social Security
chairxna.n.

. programs.'
The McCollum amendmnt would ex- While I strongly support appropriatepand the use of the Social Security measures to curb illegal ilnlnjgrationcard for immigration control purposes and employment, I must oppose atiywithout a fafr hearing before the WaTs proposals that would change the issu-and Means Committee.

' .ance or purpose of the current SocialThe McCollum amendment would re- Security card wfthout thorough exam-quire the Social Security Adminjstra- in&tion and debate by the Committeetion to issue new and replacement So- on Ways and Means.
cial Security number cards beginning Most Social Security cards' belong toin 1999 that are assecure against coun- law-abiding citizens. According to SSA,terfeiting as the $100 Federal Reserve unless a totally fool-proof method isnote, and as secure against fraudulent discovered to prevent fraudulent docu-use as a U.S. passport. That means you ments from being used to obtain Socialhave to have your picture on it. Security cards, the result of reissuingThis radically changes .the purpose of' these cards would be inconveniences tothe Social Security card from a wage. law-abiding citizens, rather than thereporting document to an immigration added immigration control benefits in-control nation,al identification card. tended by this amendment.The Social Security Adniinjstration I urge my colleagues to oppose thehas already incorporated a series of se- McCollum amendment.curity features designed to secure So- Mr. McCOLLTJM. Mr. Chairman, Icial Security cards against counterfeft_ yield myself 1 minute to respond.ing or tampering. These include very Mr. Chairman, I just simply want tosimilar technologies that were used in comment on my good friend and col-the recently issued $100 Federal Re- league's comments on this. I do notserve note. .

, doubt his sincerity, and I do not doubtBut, by implication, the McCollüm the sincerity of the Social Security Ad-amendment goes beyond this and re- ministration. But some of the thingsquires that future Social Security that they are putting out just does notcards have a photo 1.1)., one of the jibe with my amendment.
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One of them is, there is no new use by prove employment authorization, but

my a.rnendment for the Social Security it does nothing to make one of those
card from existing law. The Social Se- key remaining documents—Social Se-
curity card, whether' we like it or not, curity cards—counterfeit-resistant.
is today utilized as one of the docu- That is a major flaw in this bill that
ments to show a person is eligible to this amendment wouid correct.
get a job. It is also utiazed in welfare. I wouid like to point out that using
It is utilized in a lot of other places. I Social Security for proof of work eligi-
add not one new use to the Social Secu- bility does not pose any greater threat
rity card. to privacy than aiready exists. All

Second, through th year 2006 at workers must a1ready provide a Social
least there is no real new cost to issu- Security number upon taking employ-
ing cards because the Social Security ment. This proposal would simply help
Administration regu1aly issues new ensure that the Social Security care a
cards anyway, and reissues cards upon prospective 'employee shows to an em-
request, and there would be no addi- ployer is not frauduient.
tional. demand on t]aem, at least No matter how many other ways we
through that period of time, and the attempt to curb illegal immigration,
cost, as the CBO (Congressional Budget we will not succeed unless we have a
Office] has indicated, is very minimal realistic way of stopping illegal immi-
to make this transitior. to what wouid grants from getting jobs in this coun-
equivalent1y be. like the. passports try. If Social Security cards are going
which has paper like this, that has au to be one of the primary documents
kinds, of codes and inking and special prospective employees use to prove em
designs in it; which today is simply not ploy'ment eligibility—as this bill pro-
a part of the Social Security card. .... vides for—it is absolutely essential

I wish I could agree with the .gen- that we. ensure that those cards cannot
tlema that the Social Security card, be easily forged, as they can be right
as my colleagues know, is already tam- now.
per-proof, but it-is not. It is the most Mr. Cbairman, this' amendment
fraudulently used card today in Amer- would provide one of the most effective
ica, it is rampant with counterfeiting, tools possible to fight illegal inmigra-
and that is why INS and others have so tion. If we are really serious about
much trouble with it. - . •. stopping iUegal immigration, we must

I do not wish to expand in any-way, ensure that the documentation work-
and I do not believe the costs I am im- ers use to obtain jobs is authentic. I
posing in any way, impinges in the way urge Members to vote "yes" on the
that the Sociai Security Administra- McCollum a.mendrnent.
tion wants, and neither does the Con- Mr. McCOLLUM. Mr. Chairman, I re-
gressional Budget Office. . . . serve the balance of my time.

Mr. Chairman, I yield 3 minutes to Mr. JACOBS. Mr. Cbairma.n, I yield
the gentleman from California. [Mr. myself 3 minutes.
BLsoN). . . Mr. Chairmaxi, it been said that

Mr. B1TTNSON. Mr. Chairma.n, I we need a reliable source to identify il-
rise in strong support o:f the McCollum legal immigrants, or legal immigrants
amendment. or legal people, citizens. So the ques-

When Congress enacted employer tion arises: Just how reliable would a
sanctions as part of the 1986 Immigra- Social Security card with a picture on
tion Reform and Control Act, we did so it be? And the answer lies in an old
in recognition of the fa't that the pri- Velkswagen ad on a snowy day, when a
mary. reason immigrants come to the guy gets up real dzrk and early, gets in
United States is to find, jobs, and that a .Volkswagen, tools ai'ong, goes to a
we cannot possibly stoD illegal imim- barn and pulls out a snow plow and
gration unless we stop employers from they said, "Do you ever wonder how
hiring illegal immigrants. the guy who' drives the snow plow gets

Unfortunately, however, we made the to the snow plow in the morning?"
employer sanctions law virtually im- Now; how does one get to a Social Se-
possible to enforce, because we failed curity card if one is not born in the
to provide a sound and dependable way United States? Submit a birth certiü-
for employers to determine whether or cate; How difficuit is it to fake a birth
not a prospective, employee is here in certificate? Or do we want to amend
the United States legafl;. this now and require pictures on birth

Right now, a person ca.n use any of 29 certificates?
documents to demonstrate work eligi- The law would require that a baby
bility. That has given rise to a. huge, submit a picture, I guess. Here we got
muitimillion-dollar inth1stry in coun- a 3-day-old baby in the hospital, and
terfeit Social Security cards, and other they motor 'on down to the Federal
documents, that are eas:r to forge. buiithng take a shot of .the baby andr

It has also put employers in the posi- as my colleagues know, people will not
tion of trying to deterlxLine whether or always look the same after years or
not work authorization documents are so as they do 2 or 3 days after they are
authentic. Many employers, not want- born. —

ing to take on 'that responsibility sim- VThat wonid we do with M.ts. Clinton?
ply avoid hiring employees who look or I mean, she might look one way one
sound foreign, causing widespread ds- day and another way another day. So
crirnination against U.S. citizens and how reliable is it ultimately going to
legal residents. be?

H.R. 2202 wisely reduces the number As a matter of fact, my own judg-
of documents a job seeker can use to ment is that we have had this over the
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years. This is about $3 billion worth of
wishful thinking.

Now, let us try another one. Two
hundred million mug shots on file here
in the Federal Government. Well, that
makes the original terrorism bill that
everybody was up in arms about look
like a tinker toy set. It is a noble pur-
pose, but I do not really think that it
would accomplish its purpose after we
finish bankrupting the Federal Govern-
ment by blowing $3 billion on it.

Mr. Chairman, I reserve the balance
of my time.

Mr. McCOLLtJM. Mr. Chairmaii, I
yield 1½—minutes to the gentleman
from Virginia [Mr. GOODLATTE). -

Mr. GOODLArrE. Mr. Chairman, I
thank the gentleman from Florida [Mr.
McC0LLUM] for yielding me the time,
and I rise in support, of this amend-
ment.

Mr. Chairman, I think it is important
that we rna.ke clear what this does not
do. First of all, it is not a national ID
card, as some have suggested. One
would not have to carry it with them.
They would not use it in any way dif-
ferent than they use their Social Secu-
rity card right now, which is if some-
one presents it at the time they enroll
with an employer for employment pur-
poses.

There is no new use caaled for for the
Social Security card or Social Security
number. There is no new data base
here. There is nothing involved here
other than, the information that the
Social Security Administration uses
right now, and yet it ends a substantial
amount of bureaucracy.

Mr. Chairman, it is going to be the
step toward curing the problem of deal-
ing with whether or not, when some-
body presents, they are using some-
body else's Social Security number,
and all manner of havoc can be caused
when somebody takes somebody else's
identity and uses that Social security
number. It costs the taxpayer money if
we add to somebody else's record in
terms, of. how much Social Securit,y
benefits have been paid. It can have a
devastating impact on somebody if
that takes place.

The bill does not requ.ire that a pho-
tograph be put on the card. The Con-
gressional Budget Office says that it
does not cost $3 to $6 billion. It costs
351 million, according to the Congres-
sional Budget Office, our own agency,
and we need this, and I am afraid I do
not have the time to yield.

I support the arxiendment.
Mr. McCOLLUM. Mr. Chairman, I re-

serve the balance of my time.
Mr. JACOBS. Mr. Chairman, I yield 1

minute to the gentleman from Texas,
Mr. S JOHNSON.

Mr. SAM JOHNSON of Texas. Mr.
Chafrma.n, as my colleagues know, I
think it is time we took a look at this
thing. The purpose of the Social Secu-
rity Adniinistration is to provide bene-
fits to seniors, not to police the bor-
ders. -

This card that we are talking about
here costs about $1O..54 to make. A card
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Mr. STENHOLM I believe it is inpay for a passport. They do not pay for fact the amendment that we are con-this except through Payroll tax deduc-

sidering today, Mr. Chafrman. Also, wetions.
have heard a lot of other, I believe,Let me just read for my colleagues
well-intended but misinformed infor-what the Sociaj Security Adinjnistration says this is today. The current - mation concerning the cost of the tech-cial Security card is already counter-' nology that we are talking about onfeit resistant, contains most of the fea- the particul card. We will be glad totures that have been incorporated in- provide the additional information' asthe newly redesigned sioo bill, such as to the true cost of the technology in-smail disks that can be seen with the volved in making this as counterfeit.eye, cannot be reproduced by color pho- proof as possible. Nothing is totally,tographz. In addition, the current ca.rd counterfeitroof, that is not techno-is printed on ban note-quality card logically possible, but we can do a lotpaper that has blue marbleid back- better job. I do not understand how myground with raised printing that can be cofleagues can argue that we shouldfelt by runn.jng one's fingers across the not do the best we possibly can in solv-card. ing the problem.It seenz to me that maybe we are Mr. JACOBS. Mr. Chairman, I yieldnot looking at the Sociai Security myself 1 minute.cards when we hire people or when we Mr. Chairman, the gentleman fromask people, "Are you a legai iiTU Texas said we ought to do the samegrant?" . thing with birth certifjca.tes. ThereNow I tbjn,. it is time that we got goes another $3 billion, for my fiscailydown to brass tacks and said Amen- conservative friend. If it were worth $3cans do not want,, do not need, and do billion, I would be the first one to saynot deserve a Federaj identification yes, but we are a little short of changecard.

. here in the Federal Government rightMr. McCOIUM 'Mr. Chairman, I now. If we buy $3 billion-worth of wish-yield 2 minutes to the gentle from fui thinking, we have not exactly madeTexas [Mr. STwou}
a good bargain. It will not work.(Mr. STENHOLM asked and was There are not very many people ingiven permission to revise and extend this counta'y that want their pictureshis remarks.)

. on file with the Soiai Security sys-Mr. STENROLM Mr. 'Chairman, I tem, or any other part of the Federajrise in support of the McCollum amend- Government We can say it is not-a na-ment. This is not a nationai identifica' tional II) card, and we can say if ittion card; nothing could -be further
quacks it is not a duck, but it has a lotfrom the truth to make this argument, of the earmarks of a natioj identj-We have to look and, first off, answer
fiction card. I, for one, do not wanta simple question: Do we have an
my picture on file in the Federal Gov-

gai ixflinjgratj problem? The answer
erment. I do not want that many peo-

• usually comes back, yes, we do. If we•
pIe to find out how ugly I am.• do, then we have to use àil of the tools

available to us to help solve the prob- Mr. Chairman, I yield 1 minute to thelem. gentleman from Caiiforij.a [Mr.We currently have the technology to
Mr. 'BECERRA Mr. Chairman, Imake identification cards highly re- thank the gentlen for yielding timesistant to counterfeiting. I do notknow why we do not use it. Frankly, I 'to me.

believe we need to look beyond the So- Mr. Chairman I will be brief, becauseciai Security card, as the previous I believe the arguments have: beenspeaker just mentioned, and applj this made in this particular debate vef3same - technology that we have avail- wefl by those who are opposing theable to birth certificates and the other amendment -

documents used to verify one's status Mr. Chairman, let me just say that itin our country. seeni odd to me, at a timewhenweareI think that would be committing the talking about having the Federal Gov-resources to the problem that we need ernment dowsize and
, devolve andto have th this country if we are, in allow us to have more control locallyfact, going to solve the problem. The over what happens, that we have anCongressio Budget Office has scored, initiative that would create a big Gov-the Mcqoi1um amendment at an annuai ernment enterprise. It would ask thataverage, cost of approximately 1l.. the Social Security Administration dolion over the nezt 10 years. with the data base it has created overMr. Chairman, I yield to the gen- the last several decades what it wastleman from Kentucky [Mr. BUNNmGJ. never meant to do, and that is, act asMr. BUNNflG of Kentucky. Mr. an identifier prograi. Never was theChairman, I believe that scoring was Sociai Security Administration toldon a different McCo]jum amendment, that the Sociai Security number wouldnot the present one being offered, be used to check status. Yet, az weMr. STENHOLM It is my informs,- have seen and has been admitted by,tion, according to the CBO, this is the Members on both sides of the aisle,amendment that we are taiking ibout that is ezactly what we see.today.

The Social Security card is used forMr. BtJNNING of Kentucky. It is on ail sorts of purposes. Yet, we are toldthe originaj McCollum amenthflent- it by the Social Security Administrationis not on this one, that fully 60 percent of ail the people
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who currently hold a Social Securj-y
card never had to prove that they w eU.S. citizens, or whether they wehere legally in this country. So we aretalking. about 60 percent of all thecards that we have issued out therethat have no verification behind them,That will have to be provided, insur-

ances would have to be provided, andwe have to provide the money to dothat. Where is the money? It is notthere.
Mr. MCCOLLUM Mr. Chairman, I un-derst.ad I have the right to close.The CHAiq& The gentlefrom Florida [Mr. McCouuMJ is cor-rect. -
Mr. JACOBS. Mr. Chairman, I yield 2minutes to the gentlema from Ken-

tucky [Mr. BUNNING).
Mr. BUNNING of Kentucky. Mr.Chairman, I would like to point outone thing about the Social Security

Administration and their ability to de-liver the services that they are now required to deliver. We have a prograzn inSocjai Security cailed SSDI, or SociaiSecurity disability insurance Becauseof lack of funds in the Sociai SecurityAdminjstj.atjo'5 administrative budg-et, there is Presently a backlog of ahalf million people waiting a year ormore to quaiify for Soci1 Security dis-ability. I know there are an awful lotof Members who hear from constitu-
ents who are having trouble getting on
SSDI because the Social Security Ad-ministration's adm.jnistative budget isinadequa to process claims on time.

On the back end of SSDI, there is abacklog of 1.7 million people on disabil-ity that are overdue for continuing dis-ability reviews. CDR's are not beingdone because 'the Sociai Security Ad-ministration does not have enoughmoney in. its admjnjstive budgetnow to do those reviews in a timelyfashion.
Mr. Chairman, if we could get just alittle more money into the Social Se-curity Administration's administrativebudget, we could literaiiy save billionsof dollars. We have a GAO study that

showed we can save 36 in benefi for -every si we spend on continuing dis-
ability reviews. The point I am tryingto make is that SSA ca.not handle thefunctions that they are required to donow with the administrative budgetthat they have, wfthout adding the ad-ditional burden .the McCollum amend-
ment would impose on SSA.Mr. McCOLL1J Mr. Chairman Iyield 1½ minutes to the gentleman
from New York [Mr. ScHuJ.

Mr. SCmJMER Mr. Chairman Ithank the gentleman for yielding time
to me, saiute him for his work on this,and rise in support of the amendment.First of all, the Sociai Security cardis used from one end of America to the
other as an identification card rightnow. Who are we kidding. If my col-leagues want to pass a law and say it
should not' be, I would ask the chair-man and, the distinguished minoritymember of the Sociai Security Sub-
com.zjttee to pass that law. But let s
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admit the trust; everywhere people go
they are asked fsr a Social Security
card. In fact, one way to prove you are
a bona fide persort who can have a job
is to ask for a driver's license and a So-
cial Security card.

Mr. Chairman, this is an antifraud
amendment. All over where we go peo-
ple say, "Why caii you not Stop illegal
immigrants or others from corning
here" The No. I answer we give our
constituents is titat when they come
here they can get jobs, get benefits,
against the law because of fraud. Here
the Gentleman from. Florida [Mr.
McCoLLuM] has put together the most
effective antifra.ud measure we can
find, without it changing the actions of
the Government one bit, and we find
all this opposition.

Mr. Chairman, what I worry about is
that this bill, which started out with
good intentions, whether Members
agree with it or disagree with it, is
going to end up being the same nd of
thing that the public gets angry with
us on: We say we are doing something
and we do nothing, because every time
Someone makes rational and small
proposai to get something done, people
say, "What about this hypothetical,
that hypothetical," et cetera?

Mr. Chairman, 1 urge support of this
amendment. 11' Members blieve they
want to stop fraud and in]miration,
they have no choice but to support this
amendment.

Mr. JACOBS. Mr. Cbairuian, I yield
myself such time as I may consume.

Mr. Chairman, yes, do nothing.
Which •woui we rather do? Do nothing
for nothing, or d nothing for S3 bil-
lion? Because that is what this comes
up to. Now they say, "We wili plug the
loophole. We will just put pictures on
birth certificates." States issue birth
certificates. Now o out and get the 50
States to issue b:Lrth certificates with
pictures on them. We do not have juris-
diction to do that. This is flawed. It
wiil not work.

Finally, we have heard afl evening
long on this ame:dment that it is ei-
ther a• nickel .thrtety-eight or it is S3
billion. They say, "Well, the Càngres-
sional Budget Office," which the gen-
tleman from Florida, [Mr. McCotuM],
never had much faith in the past. as I
recall; says it hardly amounts to aiiy-
thing. He said the Social Security Ad-
mithstration can do it for peanuts,
ich is a bad taste in my mouth from
the other day, b: the way. However,
the proponents o this amendment say
that it will cost the Social Security
Administration far less than S3 billion.
The Social Security Administration
says it will cost the Social Security
Administration $3 billion.

I say to my fend, the genUena.n
from New York, even though we are in
dire straits financial'y in this Govern-
ment, I think the cause is worthy. 111
thought it wouid be effective, I wouid
probably be advocating it. I do not
think it is effective. I think it fits
right into that old show tune, "I Got
Plenty of Nothing," and in this case it
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wouid be about $3 billion worth of Florida [Mr. McC0ILUM) will be post-
nothing, and that we clearly cannbt af- poned.
ford. It is now in order to consider amend-

Mr. McCOLLUM. Mr. Chairman, I ment No. 5 printed in part 2 of House-
yield myself the balance of my time. Report 104—483.

Mr. Chairman, I want to clarify
something. I had the Social Security
Administration folks in my office a
week ago this last Friday. I listened to
what they had to say. I batted around.
a number of ideas with them, including
the possibility of renewing the Social
Security card every 10 years. They told
me how expensive and difficult that
wouid be; what it wouid be like if we
required ha.rdeting and doing .a lot of
other things.

Then I presented to them the. pass-
port and the $100 bill concept. They
said "Look, the cost is not in .creating
the new card, the cost is- in if you force
us to reissue it to everybody." So I de-
veloped an amendment that does not
require them to issue a flew card to ev-
erybody or to reissue something every
10 years, or to reissue at afl. I simply
have an amendment out here to pre-
vent fraud, as the gentleman from New
York said, with the existing Social Se-
curity card, where we take it and make
the single piece of paper that is not 24
pages long like the passport, that the
gentleman from Texas [Mr. SAM JOHN-
soN] was referring to, so it does not
cost anything near () apiece; one
page, just do the type of threading,
coloring, and inking this passport does,
and the threading, coloring, and inking
that the $100 bill does. It does not re-
quire them to do a picture or anything
else, it would just make this. more se-
cure.

I said, "This is not going to cost very
much," and CBO said, "Yes, it wiil not
cost a whole lot to do this." I think it
is the lease we can do if we are going to
do the steps that are required to stop
illegal immigration from coming into
this country. That is what the McCol-
lum amendment is all about, the key
to making it work, a key to making
employer sanctions work being the key
to making it truly meaningful.

When we say, as the law now says, it
is illegal to knowingly hire an illegal
alien, and when you go to get a job,.
one, not the only, but one of the docu-
ments you may produce in conjunction
with the driver's license is the Social
Security card. We must make it tam-
per-resistent. We must make it at least
as counterfeit-proof as the $100 bill.

I urge the adoption of the McCollum
amendment for the sake of savthg us
from the illegal alien overrun we have.

The CHAiRMAN. All time has ex-
pireth

The- question is on the- amendment
offered by the gentleman from Florida
[Mr. MCCOLLUM].

The question was taken; and the
Chairman announced that the ayes ap-
peared to have it.

Mr. BUNNING of Kentucky. Mr.
Chairman, I demand a recorded vote.

The CHAIRMAN. Pursuant to the
rule, further proceedings on the amend-
ment offered by the gentleman from

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD — HOUSE
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Mr. GOODLATTE. Mr. Chafrmnan, I
move that the committee do now rise.

The motion was agreed to.
Accordingly the Committee rose; and

the Speaker pro ternpore (Mr. TAYLOt
of North Carolina) having assumed the
chafr, Mr. BONILLA, Chairman of the

March 19, 1996 CONGRESSIONAL RECORD—HOUSE 112461Committee of the Whole House on the
State of the Union, reported that that
Committee, having had under consider-
ation the bill, (H.R. 2202) to amend the
Immigration and Nationality Act to
improve deterrence of illegal immigra-
tion to the United States by increasing
border patrol and investigative person-
nel, by increasing penalties for alien
smuggling and for document fraud, by
reforming exclusion and deportation
law and procedures, by improving the
verification system for eligibility for
employment,, and through other meas-
ures, to reform the legal immigration
system and facilitate legal entries into
the United States, and—for other pur-
poses, had come to no resolution there-S
on.
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IMMIGRATION IN TI NATIONAL
INTEREST ACT OF.1995.

The SPEAKER pro tenipore. Pursu-
ant to House Resolution 384 and rule
XXIII, the Chair declares the House in
the Committee of the• Whole House on
the State of the Union for the further
cozideration of the bill, H.R. 2202;

H2475
[Roll No. 71]

AYES—120

Lazio Orion 5mith (MI)
L,each Oxley 5mith (TX)
Lewis (CA) .Pakard 5mith (WA)

Abercrombie Geidenson Nl
-Acketma -Gephardt Oberstar

-. Barrett (WI) Gibbons Ortlz
Becena Gonzalez Owens

Lewis (KY) Pailone 5olomon
LJghVfoot Parker Souder.
UnCOI3I Paxon, spence
LAnder Peterson (FL) 5pratt

Beilenson Green Pastor
Bentsen Gutierrez Payne (NJ)
Berman Hall (OH) Payne (VA)
Bevill Hastings (FL) Pelosi
Bonior Hilliard RaMli
Borski Hinchey -. Rangel
Brown (CA) Roughton Reed
Brown (OH) Hoyer Richardson -

Bryaxit (TX) Jacksod (IL) RIvex
Cardin Jackson-Lee Ros-Lehtlnen
C'ay . (TX) Roybal-Allard
Clayton Jefferson

::o 1142 Clyburn Johnson (5D) Sawyer

fl THE COMMITrEE o WHOLE -. Coleman . Johnson. E. B.
Collins (MI) Kanjorski Scott

Accordingly the House resolved itself Conyers . Kennedy (RI) Serrano
into the Committee of•the Whole House de laGarza Kildee . skaggs

on the State of the Union for the fur DeLauro Kolbe
Dellums LaFalce . 5tarkther consideration of the bill (H.R. DI3Z-BS1 LOS •. - 5tupak —

2202) to amend the Ithinigration and Dicks Levtn Tejeda .

Nationality Act to improve deterrence Dtxon . Lewis (GA) Thompson

of illegal ixxunigration to the United Dooley Lofgren Thornton
Edwwis Lowey TorresStates by increasing border.patrol.añd. El

. Iuther : Towns ..
investigative personnel, by increasing Eshoo. Maiiton veiazquez

penalties for alien smuggling and for Evazis Markey . vento
Fair . Martinez - viseloskydocument fraud, by refotmng exclu- Fa Matsul. Watt (NC)

sion and deportation law, and proce- Fazio McCarthy Wana •.
dures, by improving the verification Fields (LA) McKftlDey Williams-

system for eligibility for employment, Filner McNvlty ,. . wise
Flake Miller (CA) Woolsey

and through other measures, to reform Flietta . MIJIk w
the legal immigration system. and Ia ' Ford Molloha Yae3 ..

cilitate legal entries into the United P' (MA) Moraz
Furse .. . Nadler ,.

States, and for other purposes, with . .

Mr. BONILLA in the chair. . . . .

LApinski Peterson (MN) stearns
Livingston. Petri 5tenholm
LOBiondo PlckeU - 5tockman
Longley Pombo - 5tuinp
L.ucas Pornery Talent
Maloney Portman. Tanner
MaDzullo Posbaxd Tate
Martthi Qulllen Tauzin
MaEcara Quinn Taylor (M5)
MCCOllum. Ramstad Taylor (NC)
MCCrery Regula Thomas
MCDade Riggs Thornberry
McDermott Roberts - Thurman
MCBaIe Roemer TIat
McHugh . Rogers Torkildsen
MclnniS Robacher Torricelli
Mcintosh - Rose ... Txaflcant
McXeon Roth . UPton
Meek Rouk Volkmer
Menendez Royce - Vucanovlch
Metcalf . Salmon - Waidholtz.
Meyers Sanders Walsh
MiCa Sanford . Wamp
MiUer (FL) . Saxton . Ward
Molinari Scarborough Watts (OK)
Montgomery Schaefer Weldon (FL)'
Moorhead. Schlff - Weldon (PA)
Morella Schumer . Weller
Murtha Seatzand White
Myers Sensenbrenner Whitfleld
Myrick 5haegg -. Wicker
Nethercutt 5baw Wilson -

Neuin8in 5hays Wolf
Ney 5buszer .. Young (AK)
Norwood 5issky Young (FL)
Nussle skeen ZeUff
Obey 5ke1ton . Zimmer -

.

NOT VOTING—20
.

- The Clerk read the title of the bill. Allad Gilchrest
The CHAIRMAN. When the Commit- Andrews GiUmor

tee of the Whole rose on Thesday, . Gthnan
-

Armey . GOOdaUe
March 19, 1996, amendment No. 5, print- Ba (QØjfl
ed in part 2 of House Report 104—483, of- BusIer - - Gordon

.

fered by the gentleman from Washing- B&kt (CA) Goss

ton [Mr. TA], had been disposed of. Baker (LA) Graham
Baldacci Greenwood

SEQUTLAL VoTES POSTPONED fl COMMrrrEE Ballenger. Gunderson-
oF T wHoLE Barca Gntknecht

The CHAIRMAN. Pursuant to the' Barr SAIl
BaxTett (NE) - Hamilton

rule, proceedings will now resume on Bartlett .

CoUIDS (IL) Meehai Rush
Durbth Minge 5mith (NJ)
Hayes . Moakley stokesostettl Olver 5tudds
Johnston Porter -. Walker
Kasich Pryce Waters
Ke (MA) Radaovich.-

. '.
- 0 1203

. -

Messrs. BONO, ThORNBERRY, -
BARR of Georgia, and HOLDEN Mrs.
MALONEY, and Messrs. BALDACCI,
WARD, and LATRAM changed their

-those amendments on which further Barton . HMISCn -
proceedings were postponed in the fol- Bateman Hastertlowing order: ... .. BUthS (WA) -

Amendment No. 3 offered by the gen- Bilbray Bayworth
tlernan from California (Mr. Bu- Bilirakis Hefley

SON]; amendment No. 4 offered. by the Bishop Hether
Bliley Relneman

gentleman from Florida [Mr. McC0L- Blute Herger
• .

. Boehiert Efflea .

The Chair will reduce to 5 minutes Boehner Robson
Bonula oekStrathe time for any electronic vote after Bono Hoke

the first vote in this series. . - Boucher . . Holden -

vote from "aye" to "no."
Ms. PELOSI, Ms. EDDIE BERNICE

JOENSON of Texas; and Messrs.
FLAKE, NEAL of Massachusetts,
GENE GREEN of Texas, and. KENNEDY
of Rhode Island changed their vote
from "no" to "aye"

So the amendment was rejected....
The result of the vote was announced

as above re6orded. -'

ANNOUNCEMENT BY,T CHAIRMAN

•

AMNDMENT.OFFERED BY . BEflEN5oN. , Brewster Rorn. ..Browder ,

The CHA]BMAN. The unfinished Brown 'L) . Rutciiinson
business is the demand for a recorded Brownback Hyde '

vote on the amendment offered by. the Br'ant (TN) . Inlis
gentleman from California [Mr BaL istOOk

Banning JCOb
ENSON), on which further proceedings Burr Johnson (CT)
were postponed and on which the noes Burton , Johnson

prevailed by voice vote. . Bner Jones
Callahan Kaptur.

The Clerk will redesignate the -lvt . Kelly

The CHAIRMAN. Pursuant to the
rule, the Chair announces that he will
reduce to a minimum of 5 mixiutes the
period of time within .which a vote by
electronic device will be taken on each
amendment on which the C1iaix has
postponed further proceedings.

AMENDMENT OFFERED BY ?.. MCCOLLUM

The CHAIRMAN. - The nrifinished
amendment. ' . . . Camp - Kennelly

The Clerk redesign2.ted the amend- -

ment. ' . Castle . . Kngton

business is the demand for a recorded
vote on the amendment offered by the
gentleman from Florida [Mr. McCOL-

. ' RECORDED vcrrE Chabot IOeczk&

The CHA1RMA1L A recorded vote has iClInk
- .

been demanded. Chenoweth ollb
A reciorded vote was ordered. .

Christensen LaEood

The vote was taken by electronic de- Chrysler . L.argent
Clement L.atbamvice, and there were—ayes 120, noes 291, clinger Totte

not voting 20, as follows: Coble Laughlin

LDM] on which further proceedings
were postponed and on which the ayes
prevailed by voice vote.

The Clerk will redesignate the
amendment.

The Clerk redesignated the amend-
ment.

NOES—291'
Coburn
CoUiiis (GA)
Combest'
Condit
Cooley
CosteUo
Cox
CoyDe
Cramer
Crane
Cpo
Cremeans
Cubin
CannthgMm
DaEner
Davis . -

Deal
DeFazlo
DeLay
Deutscb
Dickey , -

DiDgell
Doggett. -

Doolittle
Dornan
Doyle
Dreier
DncanDunn..
EbJer'
Ebrlich
Emerson
EEglish
Eng
Everett
Ewing
FaweU
Fields (TX)
Fnaga
Foley
Forbes
Fowler
Fox
Franks (CT)
Franks (NJ)
FrelinghuyseE
Fra
Fro8t
FuDderburk
Gailegly
Gaske
Gekas
Geren
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RECORDED VOTE Dickey lUng Roeiner

The CHAIRMAN. A recorded vote has
been demanded. DooIittIe XIug Sanders

A recorded vote was ordered. Doriia Knoflenberg Sanford

The CHAIRMAN. This will be a &- DunD LaF&lce awYer

minute vote. Engel Labith Schaefer
The vote was taken by electroruc de- Englith Lazio Scott

vice and there were—a s 191 Estgn Lewts (CA) 5enseDbreDDerye , noes Evans Lewis (GA) 5erraono voting , as iouows: Everett Lewis (KY) 5}iadgg
(Roll No 72] Fattah Under 5haw

Fao Lipths 5husr

m CHA
ignate the amendment.

Clerk will a s-

The text of the amendment is as iol-
- lows:

Amendment offered by Mr. LATHAM: At the
end of subtitle D of title m insert the follow-
lng new section:
SEC. 365. AUTHORITY FOR STATh AND LOCAL

LAW ENFORCEMENT ASSISrM1CE IN
DEPO1ATION.

•

-

AYES—191 Fields TX) LivlngstoD 5kagg8
Ackerman Frost - MIDk Fliner Loigren 5kee
Andrews Gallegly Moilnarl Flake Longley 5laughter

Geide SOD - Zer Fogiletta Luther 5Inith(WA)
Baldacci Geks Moorhead Forbes Manzullo - SoloinoD
Bazr Gephardt Moran Fore McCarthy Souder
BartoD GereD Murtha Frisa McCrery 5peDce
Bass Gibbons - Myrick Funderburk McD&!e 5prazt
Bateman Gflchrest Nadler Furse McDermott 5tark
BeflensoD GlUmor Neal GonmIez McInns stearEs
B&euter Gilman Norwood Good1Dg Mcintosh 5tockman
Bennan. 000dlatte Obey .: - Meek 5tump
Bflbra t Goas .. GleeD MeDendez 5tupak
Biftrakis Graham Gunderson Metcalf TaIeDt

• Greenwood PailoDe Gutierrez Miller (FL) Tate
Blfley Gutkecht . Pelosi Hal] (OH) Morefla Taylor (NC)
Blute Ball (TX) PetasoD (FL) jItOD Myex Tejeda
Boehiert Barman - Peterson (f) Hancock Nethercutt Thomas
Boehner Hastings (WA) Porneroy- Hansen Neumann• ThompsoD
B0Do Beflier QuflieD Bastert Ney ThorDberry
Bouther Robso RahaIl Hast1ng (FL) Nussle Thorrno
Browder Hoeksti Rangel Nayworth Obeiur Tiaht
Brown (CA) - HoldeD Hefley Ortiz Toiyes
Bryant (TN) Horn Owens Towns
Bryant (TX) Hunter Rogers Rerger Oxley velazquez
Burr Ryde Rohrabacher - lfllleay Parker - .- Visclosky
Calvert . 1Ook -Hilftard Pastor - Vucauovlch
Canpbel] - Jackson-Lee Roukema Hnchey Paxo Walker
Canady (TX) Royce Hoke Payne (NJ) Wamp-
Castle JohnsoD (5D) HoughtoD Payne (VA) Watt (NC)
Clayton JohnSoD. E. B. saimo foyer Petri WaXts (OK)
ClemeDt XanJork1 utc1noD Plckett WeldoD (FL)
Clinger. Kaptar Schiff Inglls Pombo .. White
CIybun Xelly Schroeder JacksoD (IL) Portma Whitfield
Coble Kjldeé Schmer •-

.. Postard W1l]iams
CoDdit Kim Seastrand Jefferson QUJDD Wise
Cramer KIIDk .

Johnson (CT) Ramstad - Woolsey
Cunningham Xolbe . 5isisky Johnson. Sam -. Regula •. Wynn

5kelto Yates.
Deal Largent •. 5mith (NJ) KeDDedy (B.!) Rivers . Young (FL)
DeFazo . . Latham . Smith (TX) . Kenneuy Roberts
DeLaui -. LaToarette o1m •. NOT VOT1NG—19
Dicks ... Levin - . Tazin . Col]tns (IL) Meeha Rose
DixoD Llghtfoot . 1or (M5) D1D . Rush
Doggett LncolD - }1yes-• Mo&kley.
Doyle LoBloDdo TorjdldseD RosZttler . Olver 5tudds
Dreier . - Lowey .. -• JobnstoD Po waters
DU2c8n •. Maioey Trafleant Kasich - Pryce -

Edwards Manto UptoD.. - Xennedy (MA) .aitanovith

The question is on the amendment
offered by the gentleman from Iowa
[!jr LATRAM].
.The amendment wü agreed to.

Makey veDto
Ebrilch - Martin volkrner. 0 1215
Eshoo .. Mt1n1 •Waldholtz The Clerk azmounced- the following
FaRT - Matu1 -- Ward
Fawell McCollwn - •.. On this vote: -

Fields (IA) McHae Weldon (Ps) Mr. RADMJOVICH for. with Mr. PORTERFoley MCHUgh .- Wel]er - -.
. agalDst .

Fowler McXeoD Wicker .

Fox McK1ney -- Wilson - Messrs. NETIRCTJTr, JEFFER-irank () . . McNulty Wolf :-: SON, CHRYSLER, GONZALEZ, and
TOWNS changed their vote from "aye"

F1thghUy -• Miller (A .
.- to no. - - -,

- • -. . Mr. FOX of Pennsylvia; MsNOES—fl.. McKflEY, and Mr. NADLER changed.

Abercroinbie Browi (FL) Coleman their vote from "no" to "aye."Aflard Browi (OH) Collins (GA)
Archer Brownback . Coll .

. So the amendment was re)ected.
Armey -

. Bunn - .- Combest The result of the vote was anl3ounced
BacIiu •. - Bunntng. .. CoDyers . as above recorded.

The CHAIRMAN. It is now in order to
consider amendment No. 6.

Barrett (NE) Canip - ,. Coye . Amendment No. 6 fl not be offered.
Barrett (WI) -. CraDe It is now in order to consider amend-Bartlett

- .
. ment No. 7 printed n part 2 of House

BeDtseD Chapman- Cubin . Report 1O4—43.
BevII] CheDoweth. Davs AMENDMENT NO. 7 OFFERED LATHAM

Mr. LATE&M. Mr. Chairman, I offer
Borskl . Clay Dellunis - an amendment made in order under the
Brewster Cobarn DiaBa1art. rule.
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The CHAIRMAN. It is now in order to
consider amendment No. 8 printed in
part 2 of House Report 104—483.

AMENDMENT OFF'RD BY MR. BRYArr OF
TENNESSEE.

Mr. BRYA1T of Tennessee. Mr.
Chairman, I offer an amendment.

The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will des-
ignate the amendment.

The text of the amendmcnt is as fol-
lows:

Amendment offered by Mr. BRYAr of Ten-
nessee: At the end of section 604(b). add the
following: "Such procedures shall include. in
the case of such an individual who is 18 years
of age or older and not lawfully present in
the- United States, the hospital or facility
promptly providing the Service with the in-
dividual's name; address, and name of em-
ployer and other identifying Information
that the hospital or facility may have that H2484 CONGRESSIONAL RECORD_HOUSE March 20, 1996may assst the Service in its efforts to locate
the individual.". ..:

The CHAIRMAN. The question is on
the amendment offered by the gen-.
tleman from Tennessee [Mr. BRYANT)

The. question was taken; and - the
Cbairrnan announced that the ayes ap-
peared to have it

Mr BACERRA. Mr. Chairman, I de-.
mand a recorded vote.

The CHAIRMAN. Pursuant to the
rule, further proceedings on the amend-
ment offered by the gentlenian from
Tennessee (Mr. BRYAZ'IT] will be post-
poned.

It is now in order to consider amend-
ment No. 9 printed in part 2 of House
Report 104-483.

AMENDMENT OFFERED BY Ms. VELAZQUEZ
Ms. VELAZQUEZ. Mr. Chairman, I

offer an amendment - -

The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will des-
ignate the amendment..

The text of the amendment is as fol-
lows:

Amendment offered by Ms. VELAzQUEz:
Strike section 607 and redesignate the suc-

ceeding sections accordingly.
The CHAIRMAN. Pursuant to the

nile, the gentlewoman from New York
[Ms.. VELAZQUEZ) and a Member op-
posed; the gentleman from California
[Mr. GALLEGLY]. each will control 10
minutes. . - .

- The Chair recognizes the gentle-
woman from New York [Ms.
VELAZQUEZ],

Ms. VELAZQUEZ. Mr. Chairman, I
yield myself 3 minutes.

Mr. Ch2irman, today every Member
of this body ha.s a chance to show their
support for our children, not just un-
migrant children but U.S.-born chil-
dren who are U.S. citizens. In a rush to
show our constituents that this Con-
gress ca be tough on illegal immigra-
tion, something much worse ha.s been
achieved. This body is about to prove
how harsh it can be; not on illegal im-
migration, but on American children.

These antichild provisions, are con-
tained in section 60?, whose supposed
purpose is to. bar illegal immigrants
from receiving bene1its I would like to
remind my colleagues that illegal im-
migrants are already barred from re-
ceiving benefits by current law. The
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only law this provision can claim to ments will be required to provide serv-change is the 14th amendment of the ices to American children whose par-Constitution. ents have been deemed ineligible.The actual effect of section 607 would The result will be a tremendous ad-be to keep over 100,000 U.S.-born chil- ministrative burden on local govern-dren from having full access to public ments, who will be forced to create aaid programs. And as Republican huge bureaucracy to manage and allo-Mayor Rudolph Giuiianj of New York cate benefits for these citizen children.has stated, this section is "punitive Most likely this will be accomplishedand will result in enormous costs to by instituting a costly guardianshipState and local governments." system.Mr. Chairman, our amendment fixes Local government agencies will bethis. problem by striking these provi- required to locate, screen, and appointsions from the bill and allowing all a guardian for these American chil-•U.S.-boj,i children full access to bene- dren. - -fits. If Members care about our chil- Furthermore, they will have to pro-dren and about "their - constitutional vide continued oversight to preventrights, then vote "yes" on this. amend- fraud by these third-party guardians.

section of the bill makes it • Second, it is important to note that
there is no funding authorization pro-tually impossible for many American
vided under this bill for reimbursementchildren to receive public benefits.
to locai governments.creates .a two-tier caste system where

Therefore, section 607 would impose aU.S.-born children of immigrant.s are costly unfunded maidate at a -timetreated differently from the children of
when States and local governments areU.S. citizens. This ignores the premise

of equal protection, a blatant violation already struggling with limited re-
of .these children's constitutionaj sources and expanded demands for serv-
rights .:. ices . -

This provision affects far more The Congressiónai Budget Office has
just the childrenof undocumented estimated the cost- of establishing the
ents. It alsoaffects the U.S.-born chIl- guardianship system to be approxi-
dren of legal permanent residents, mately $250 for each individuai case. -
These are American children of parents Localities with large numbers of. af-
who work hard and pay taces, who fected American children, such as Los
start businesses and create jobs. Under Angeles County, will be forced to main-
these provisions, they too would be un- tam thousands of guardianship case-
able to file for benefits on behalf f loø4s. -

their U.S. citizen children. •. And third, section 607 abandons Con-
If these provisions are not removed, gress' earlier commitment to relieve

Congress will create a costly and over- States and local governments of Fed-
burdened administrative system. Our .eral unfunded mandates.:
children will be forced to choose• be- . If section. 607 is not deleted, States
tween a bureaucratic nightmare or re- and locai governments will be forced to
lying on the kindness of strangers, deny needy American children the ben-
This surely is a recipe for disaster. efits they are guaranteed as. citizens

I am Sure that everyone will agree. under. Federal statute and the U.S.
that our No. 1 priority should be keep- Constitution . or to divert. already
ing children healthy and sale: But by scarce social: dollars from programs
preventing parents from filing for as- criticai to the well-being of local com-
sistance on behaif of their U.S.-born mumties..:
children, . we will be victimizing the Simply put, section 607 is a costly
most vulnerable members of society, and an unworkable, unnecessary,- un-
our kids. By. doing so, we will be dev- funded mandate that serves absolutely
astating the future of our Nation, no legitimate nationai interest. -

• Let us fix one of:the worst problems •. We must n'ot punish innocent Amer-
ofthis legislation Vote "yes" for the ican citizenchildren.: .

Veláz.cjuezRoybajpjlar amendment I urge my colleagues to vote for the
and show that this Congress truly cares - YelãzquezlROybai-Aira.rd amendment.
about protecting .the constitutional . 0 1330rights and welfare of our áhildren. .

Mr. Chairman, I yield 5 minutes Simply put, section 607 is a costly
my good friend, the gentlewoman from and an unworkable, unnecessary, un-
Califorma [Ms ROYBAL-ALLARD], the funded mandate that serves absolutely
cosponsor of this amendment: -

no legitimate national interest.
Ms. ROYBAL-ALLARD. Mr. Chair- We must not punish innocent Arner-

man, .1
. rise in strong support of the ican citizen children. I urge my col-

Ve1á.zquezJRoybal_ar amendment.. leagues to vote for the Velázquez-Roy-
My colleague, Ms. VELAZQUEZ, bai-Allard amendment.

ably highlighted - the injnstices to Mr. GAIILEGLY. Mr Chairman, I
American child±en that will result yield myself. such time as I may
from section 607. consume.

I would therefore like to focus on an . Mr. Chairman, I.rise in strong opposi-
additional three compening reasons to tion .to this amendment, which seeks to
strike this section. overturn a provision I sponsored during

First, section 607 will create an ad- the Committee on the Judiciary mark-
ministrative nightmare, up of H.R. 2202. The basic idea behind

Under the equal protection clause of - my original amendment was that thethe U.S. Constitution, local: govern- Federal Government should, under no

H2485
circumstances, make benefit paymer.ts
directly to those who we know are in
this country illegally.

This is precisely what is happening
today. When an illegal alien present in
this country gives birth to a child who,
under the 14th amendment, becomes an
instant American citizen,. the Amer-ican citizen is eligible for a whole
range of social, benefits. Today these
benefits are .awarded directly to the il-
legai immigrant with the intention
that she pass them on to her child.

While I believe that only a small por-
tion of these Federal funds find their
way to the desired recipient, I have a
deepë problem with the status quo. I
simply do not believe that th Federal
Government - should, under any cir-
cuxnStances, cut checks to those who
have qualified for the aid by violating
the laws of our Nation.

Approving the amendment before us
today will do nothing but preserve the
status quo and perpetuate the message
weiave issued all too often to those
who violate, our laws by coining here 11-
legally. Th.t message'js clear. It is 11-
legal for you to violate our borders, but
if you somehow can successfully do so,
then you can have whatever you want..
It is illegal for you to break into a
candy store, but if somehow you find a
way to smash the door down and get in-
side, then•. by all means, clear the
shelves with impunity.

I for one think this is wrong. I do not
believe that we should reward those
who break our laws and then remain
here i1legJ1y with generous welfare
checks. My feeling is that if we can
find illegal immigrants to send them a
cheek, we should find a way to provide
bus service to return them to their
homeland.

Supporters of this amendment say
that we should not punish the children
for acts of the parents, that isolating
illegal immigrants from benefits many
improperly receive will somehow sepa-
rate families. . -

My response is that we are not trying
to separate families under any cir-
cuxnStances. What we are trying to do
is reunite the fan]ilies and allow them
to celebrate their status as legal resi-
dents of their respective countries and
see. that they be returned to their
country of origin.

Mr. Chairman, I urge my colleagues
to defeat this amendment.

Mr. Chairman; I reserve the balance
of my time. -

Ms. VELAZQUEZ. Mr. Chairman, I
yield myself 15 seconds to respond to
some of the gentleman's remarks.

My amendment is not about letting
undocuxnented immigrants receive ben-
efits. It is about keeping the U.S. Con-.
gress from creating a two-tier system
that. puts U.S.-born children of immi-
grant parents lii another category and
children born to U.S. citizens in an-.
other category.'

Mr. Chairman, I yield 1 minute to the
gentleman from Ciifornia [Mr. Ctp-
BELL].

Mr. CAMPBELL. Mr. Chairman, eur
duty as Members Of the House of Rep-
resentatives is to uphold and defend
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aliens public assistance funds for their ity to what the gentleman says. But
children, you are de facto either giving the notion that undocumented aliens.
them money to support themselves in illegal aliens, are not here in this coun-
violation of the welfare law, or you are try working, is a fiction, because em-
condoning the fact that they are work- ployer sanctions in their present state
ing in violation of the law. They are without verification is a fiction. So the
not declaring income, which is a viola- notion that everyone who is here un-
tion of their welfare status for their documented has children on. AFDC is
child. So what we have is a catch-22 in nonsense, pure nonsense. The GAO re-
an absurd situation. ported back in 1992 that 2 percent of

I know theoretically for the lawyers the funds are going to the children of
and• the rest of .them this thing should undocumented aliens, two percent of
be handied a certain way. But i the funds. That puts it in perspective.
telling you in practical application, Remember what the gentleman from
common sense says that we should not California [Mr. CAMPBELL] said. If you
have a Federal law that mandates want to get to this issue, propose a
fraud, and this amendment would en-S constitfftional amexdment to change
courage us to go back to a system that the 14th amendment. Do not create a
mandates welfare fraud. big government, cumbersome, guardian

Mr. Chairman, I ask that the amend- process to deny U.S. citizens their
ment be defeated. rights; Change the Constitution which

Mr. GALLEGLY. Mr: Chairman, • makes them citizens. I will fight it
yield 1½ minutes to the gentleman with every ounce of my energy, but
from San Diego, CA, Mr. CUNNINGH.AM. that is the honest way to go.

Mr. CUNMNGHLM. Mr. Chairman, I Mr. GALLEGLY. Mr. Chairman, I
would say to my friend from California, yield myself 15 seconds to respond to

the remarks of the gentlewoman fromthis is a system that is working back- •New York, when she said this was notwards. We spend millions and millions
of dollars in border patrol and INS and about illegal aliens, it was about chil-

dren. That could be the furthest thingsigns at the border saying "Do not from the truth. This provision does onecome across." It is illegal to cross into thing and one thing only: It deniesthis country illegally. It is illegal. But anyone illegally in this country fromyet once they get here, we say once being paid directly a check from theyou have run that gauntlet, we are Federal Government. It says nothinggoing to give you all kinds of services, about children; only that an illegalThat is an oxymoron in itself. alien cannol receive a check.The American public is saying that Ms. VELAZQUEZ. Mr. Chairman, Iwe want a priority, we want a priority yield 1 minute to the gentleman from
on American citizens for limited dol- California [Mr. BECERRA].
lars, and our deficits are going up. We Mr. BECERRA. Mr. Chairman, I
want priority on those that are legally thank the gentlewoman for yielding me
immigrating into this country, that time.
those services are being taken away Mr. Chairman, to my good friend
from. We want priority for our chrono- from California I would say again, I
logicaily gifted people, because they know we have talked about these is-
are taken away from Medicaid dollars sues many times, and I know he is very
and they are- taken away from welfare sincere and has legitimate concerns.
dollars we :are trying to get down to But I must go along with what my col-
help those people. league from California [Mr. CAMPBELL]

It is working backward, and we are said earlier,, and again reiterate: There
saying that has got to come to a stop. is a Constitution in this country, and
fliegals, .if we can identify who they thank God for it, because over the
are, then we ought to givethem a tick- years we have found that it has held us
et out of here, out Of this country. We in good stead. As much as there is a
ought to stop them at the border. concern in having someone as an adult
they are illegal in this country, do who is not legally in this country going
not care if they are from China or Ire- in to receive a benefit for a child who
land, my nationái heritage, or what- is a U.S. citizen, I must say to you that
ever country, they ought to go back. ultimately the Constitution says if you
The only thing they deserve is a ticket have a citizen, there is an entitlement
out of here. to a particular benefit; a particular

Ms. VELAZQUEZ. Mr. Chairman, 1 protection, and we should not start at-
yield myself 10 seconds. '

tacking the Constitution.
Mr. Chairman, this is not about un- If we are going to attack the Con-

documented aliens, tbis is about cliii- stitution, let us remember why we are
dren. How do we value American chil- attacking it. In this case we are at-
dren? tacking it because we are attacking

Mr. Chairman, I yield 1 minute to the chi1dre. In this Congress, when we get
gentleman from California, Mr. BER- to the stage where we are going after
MAN. kids and penalizing them for the sins of

Mr. BERMAN. Mr. Chairman, thk adits, I believe that we have not only
sinned against the Constitution, but,the gentlewoman for yielding me time. quite honestly, we have forgotten whatMr. Chairman, I would just like to our task is as Members representingfollow up on the points made by the this country.two gentlemen from San Diego; First

of all; as to the comments by the gen- 0 1345
tleman from California [Mr. BDBRAY], Ms. VELAZQUEZ. Mr. Chairman, I
in theory there is a great deal of valid- reserve the balance of my time.
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the Constitution of the United States.
Sometimes this is not popular. If it
were popular, we would not have to
take' an oath to uphold and defend the
Constitution of the United States, but
we do occasionally what we must, even
when it is not popular.

It is not popular to staid up and say
anything good in favor of the children
of those who have come here illegally.
But it matters as an issue of law and
our Constitution that such children
born here are American citizens. There
is .no debate on this issue.-'There' is no
dispute on this between both sides.
Both sides have agreed these' are Amer-
ican citizens.

Now, what do you do, with the child
who is an American citizen? The child
cannot receive benefits except through
the parent. There is nb other way. You
do not give benefits directly to chil-
dren. '

Accordingly, the bill as presently
presented and. without the amendment
of the gentlewoman from New York
would constitute a violation of the 14th
amendment. It would deny to some
citizens,. on the basis of nothing they
have done wrong;. benefits to which
other citizens are entitled;

Mr. Chairrnan it is unconstitutional;
we must vote against this policyand
for this amendment.

Mr. GALLEGLY. Mr. Chairman, I
yield such time as he may consume to
the gentleman from Texas (Mr. SMITh],
the chai.rrnan of our subconimittee

(Mr. SMITH. of Texas asked and was
given permission to revise and extend
his remarks.) -

Mr. SMiTH of Texas. Mr. Chairn'ian, I
rise in opposition to the amendment.

Mr. GALLEGLY. Mr. Chafrman, I
yield 2 minutes to the gentleman from
California [Mr. BiItAy].

Mr. BILBRAY. Mr. Chairman, I
woid ask, as I listened to my col-
league from California, that my col-
leagues from all over the country rec-
ognize that for those of us that oper-
ated public assistaice programs lo-
cally, this law, this amendment, is an
amendment to mandate welfare fraud.
You do not understaid tbis. Let me
correct you. . '

The fact here is if tbis iaudate
passes, you have sornebody who is ille-
gally in the country, who will be get-
ting a public assistaice payment only
for their child; and the Federal law
says that it is illegal for that person to
work, it is illegal for that person to be
in the country, and it is illegal for the
parent to use the welfare check to sup-
port themselves.

This is what we run into in southern
California many times. You have par-
ents of' legal citizens who ,are taking
checks. It is illegal for them to work,
it is illegal to support themselves with
the check, and that, Mr. Chairman, is
why in one study we found 75 percent
fraud in this category, and the rest of
it basically is obviously fraud because
it is a catch-22.

So you are in a situation that when
you say you are going to give illegal
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Mr. GALLEGLY. Mr. Chairman, I

yield 1 minute to the gentleman from
Georgia [Mr. DEAL].

Mr. DEAL of Georgia. Mr. Chairman,
I think this debate bighLights the fact
that we have a serious problem in this
country in terms of those who come
into the country, give birth to children
and citizenship being granted upon
that birth and, obviously, it will re-
quire apparently a constitutional
amendment. I think this highlights the
necessity for that. - -

I think we have all seen situations in
which we have heard the traditionai
description of bootstrapping your way
into a beneflt This is booty-strapping.
This is a situation in which, by virtue
of the act of illegal entry on the partof
a parent, the birth of the child gives
the right to benefits 'from the taz-
payers' coffers.

• I rise in' opposition to this amend-
ment, and I think that it does high-
light the fact that we have a' situation
of rewarding those who would violate
our immigration laws.

I thank the gentleman for yielding.
time to me. ' ' -

Mr. GALLEGLY. Mr. Chaimian,' I
yield 30 second to the - gentlewoman
from New Jersey (Mrs. ROuKE&&].

Mrs.. RO1JKEMA. Mr. . Cbairman I
must oppose the Velázquez' amend-
ment. This is under. the category. of if
only the America people understood.
With budget costs out of control, with
so many American citizens not getting
the benefits for which they logically
and. rightfully qualify, we have no ii-
ternative but to cut off these welfare
payments. Besides, the law is the law.
We define legal and illegal, then we
should appl- the law.

Ms. rFLA9QtJEZ. Mr. Chairman, I
reserve the balance of my time.

Mr. GALLEGLY. I yield 1 minute to
the gentleman from California [Mr.
CALVEBT).. .. : . -:

Mr. .CALVERT.. Mr. Chairman, .1
agree with my colleague, the

. gen-
tlema.n from California [Mr. BERMAN].
We do need a verification for employ-
ers, and we will be voting on that later
toda.y.. But in the meantime, we make
decisions here to cut spending both na-
tionaUy and locally on programs that
are important to. all American citizens
in. this country. Now we have an
amendment to pay tax dollars to peo-
ple who have entered this country ille-
gaily. All I can. say, Mr. Clm.irinan,'
that is wrong, and we should, oppose
this amendment as it comes forward.

Ms. rFLA9QtTEZ. Mr. Chairman, I
yield myself the balance of my time.

We have heard the opposition claim
that section 607 of the bill w-iU keep il-
legal inirnigrants from receiving bene-
fits. But current law already does that.
The only thing. that this section can.
claim to do is violate the Constitution
and hurt children.

If what Members want to do is to
deny benefits to kids, then amend the
Constitution, then say that. If we here
in Congress are concerned about ow
children azid committed to protecting
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Amendment offered by Mr. GALLEGLY: At
the end of subtitle A of title VI insert the
following new part:
PART 3—PtTBLIC EDUCATION BENEFrrS

SEC. 61& AJHORIG STA1S TO DENT PUBLIC
EDUCATION BENEFITS TO ALmNS
NOT LAWFUlLY PRESENT IN THE
UNITED STATES.

(a) 1w GENR.AL.—The Immigration and Na-
tionality Act is amended 'by adding at the
end the following new title:
"1TrLE VI—,DISQUAL.IFICATION OF

ALNS NOT 'LAWFULLy PRESENT IN
T UNITED STATES FROM CTpq
PROGRAM

"CONGRSSIoNAL POLICY REGABD2O INELI-
GIBfl,rY OF ALIENs NOT LAW?ULty PR2SENT
IN THE UNITED STATEs FOR PUBLIc EDU-
CATION BENEFITS

"SEC. 601. (a) Because Congress views that
the right' to a free public education for aliens
who are not lawfully present in the United
States promotes violations of the immigra-
tion laws and. because such a.free public edu-
cation for such aliens creates a significant
burden on States' economies and depletes
States' limited educational resources, Con-
gress declares it to be the policy of the Unit-
ed States that—. .

"(1) aliens who are not lawfully present in
the United States not be entitled to public
education benefits In the same nmnDer as
United States citizens and lawful resident
aliens; and ' '

"(2) States should not be obligated to pro-
vide public education benefits to aliens who
are, not lawfully present in the United
States.

"(b) Nothing in this section sbafl be con-
sued as expressing any statement of Fed- -
eral policy with regard to—

"(1) aliens who are lawfully present in the
United States, or

"(2) benefits other than public education
benefits provided under State law.

"AUTHORITY OF STATEs
"SEC. 602. (a) In order to carry out the poli-

cies described in section 601, each State may
provide that an alien who is not lawfully
present in the United States is not eligible
for public education benefits in the State or,
at the option of the State, may be treated as
a non-resident of the State for purposes of
provision of such benefits..

"(b) For purposes of subsection (a), an indi-
vidual.shall be considered to be not lawfully
present in the United States unless the indi-
vidual (or, in the case Cf an individual who is
a child, another on the child's behalf)—

"(1) declares- in writing under penalty of
perjury that the individual (or child) is a cit-
izen or national of United States and (if re-
quired by a State) presents evidence of Unit-
ed States citizenship or natioxiaiity or
'"(2)(A) declares in writing under penalty of

perjury that the individual (or child) is not a
cltzen or national of the United States but
is lawfully present in the United States, and

"(B) presents either—
"(1) alien reg1sation documentation or

other proof of Immigration registration from
the Service, or .

"(II) such other documents as the State de-
termines constftutes reasonable evidence in-
dicating that the individual (or child) is law-
fully present in the United States.
If the documentation described in paragraph
(2)(B)(1) is presented, the State may (at its
option) verify with the Serv1ce the alien's
immigration Status through a system de-
scribed in section 1137(d)(3) of the Social Se-
curity Act (42 U.S.C. 1Ob—7(d)(3)).

"(c) If a State denies public education ben-
efits under this section with respect to an
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family values, then vote yes on this The text of the amendment is as 101-amendment and protect the right of lows:
American children.

Mr. GALLEGLY. Mr. Chairman, I
yield myself the balance of my time.

In closing, I would just like to say
there have been a lot of things said
here in the past few minutes, but, very
smply.put, this issue is very straight-
forward. The issue simply put is that
we, as U.S. taxpayers, should not be
using our Federal dollars to reward
'those that have illegally- come to this
country, broken the laws, and reward
them with a welfare check.

Mr. Chairman, I ask my colleagues to
join me in strongly opposing this
amendment that would provide welfare
benefits to those that have broken the
law and illegally come to this country.
Please vote no on this amendment and
put saiity back into the bill where it
was passed out of the' fuji. committee.

• Ms. PELOSI. Mr. Chairman, I rise in support
of.. the, amendment by Representatives
VELAZQuEZ and ROYBAL-AL.LARD, which would
strike provisions in this bill prohibiting legal liii-
migrant and citizens -children 1mm obtaining
Government assistance through their parents
if their parents are ineigibIe for benefits.

This provision is meanspimed, unneces-
sary, and does nothing to advaice immigra-
tion enforcement efforts. It also violate con-
stitutional rights. Children born in the United
States are entitled to equal protect on under
the law. Preventng US citizens from obtain-
ing benefits, because their parents are ineli-
gible violates equal protection laws.

This provision would necessitate State and
local governments implementing a complex
guardian system for children who already have
capable, competent, and toying parents. This
provision would not save money or improve
enforcement efforts. The only purpose it would
serve us a political one—making needy and
hungry children an 'example because of the
immigration status of.their parents.'

Children should not be held responsible in
this debate. I urge my colleague to vote for
the Velázquez/Roybaj-Allard 'amendment and
st,ike this provision from the bill.

The CHAIRMAN. Mi time 'bas ex-
pired. ....

The question is on the amendment
offered by the gentlewoman from New
York [Ms. VELAZQUZ].

The : question was taken; and the'
Chairman announced that the noes ap-
peared to hve it. ' ' •,,

Ms. VELAZQUEZ. Mr Chafrman, .1
demand a recorded vote and, pending

• that,, I make a point of order. that a
quorum is not present. ' '

The CRAIRMAN. Pursuant to the
ruie, further proceedingson the amend-
ment offered by the gentlewoman from
New York '[Ms. VEIAZQUEZ], will be
postponed.

The point of order of no quorum is
considered withdrawn.

It is now in order to consider amend-
ment No. 10 printed in part 2 of House
Report 104-483.

AMENDMENT OFED BY ML GALLEGLY...
Mr. GALLEGLY. Mr. Chairman, I

offer an amendment. -

The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will des-
ignate the amendment.
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alien, the State shall provide the alien with
an opportunity for a fair hearing to establish
that the alien is. lawfully present in the
United States, consistent with subsection (b)
.nd Federai immigration law.".

(b) CLERICAL AMEN1)MEN.—The table of
contents of such Act is amended by adding at
the end the following new items:
"TITLE VI—DISQUA1IFICATION OF

ALIENS NOT LAWFULLY PRESENT IN
THE UNITED STATES FROM CERTAIN
PROGRAM -

"Sec. 601. Congressional policy regarding In-
eligibility of aliens not lawfully
present in the United States for
public education benefits.

"Sec. 602. AuthorIty of States:".
(c) EFFECTIVE DA?E—The amendments

made by this section shall take effect as of
the date of the enactment of this Act.

The CHAIRMAN. Pursuant to the
rule, the gentleman from California,
[Mr. GALLEGLY], and a Member op-
posed, each will be recognized for 15
minutes. -. : -

The Chair recognizes the gentlemaii
from California [Mr. GALLEGLY].

Mr. BECERRA. Mr. Chairman, I ask
unanimous Consent that we add an ad-
ditional •20• minutes total time to the
debate on this particular amendment,
10 minutes split evenly between those
in support and those in opposition to
the amTjendment. I do so' in recognition
of the fact that we have numerous
speakers, too many to be aCcomzno-
dated with only the 10 minutes that are
available. - . -

The CHA1RM. The gentleman's
unanimous-consent request is to ex-
tend the debate by 20 minutes to be
split evenly by each side, therefore
making debate time on each side 25
minutes; is that correct?

Mr. BECERRA. That is correct, Mr.
Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. Is there
. objection

to the request of the gentleman from
California? .

Mr. GALLEGLY. R.eserv-ing the right
to objeet, Mr. Chairman, I am not sure
what the policy is, and I would ask.for
a parliamentary ruling. Is a unani-
mous-conent request in order for the
purpose of extending the time period?

The CHAIRMAN. A unanimous-con-
sent request is in order as long as the
time would apply equally to each side.

Mr. G.ALLEGLY. Understanding that,
Mr. Chairman, I withdraw my reserva-
tion of objection. .

The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection
to the request of the gentleman from
California?

There was no objection.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman

from California [Mr. GALLEGLY], and a
Member opposed, each will be recog-
nized for 25 minutes.

The Cha]r recognizes the gentleman
from California [Mr. GALLEGLY].

Mr. GALLEGLY. Mr. Chairman, I
yield myself such time as I may
consume. .

Mr. Chairman, I believe that most of
my colleagues here share my view that
the Nation's education system is in cri-
sis. Classrooms are overcrowded.
Teachers are in many cases overbur-

dened and resources are in short sup-
ply Experts in the field agree that we
are barely able to provide a basic edu-
cation to American students today.

We know that there is a problem, but
the body has historically refused to ac-
knowledge the devastating effect of il-
legal immigration on our education
system. This amendment would change
that by giving States the option of de-
nying free taxpayer-funded education
to those with no legal right to be in
this country. Last year, more than
40,000 Pell grants worth a combined $70
miflion were awarded to illegal imxni-
grants. It is estimated that California
alone -spends more than 32 billion each
year to educate illegal immigrants at
the primary, secondary, and post-sec-.
ondary level. New York spends $634
million; Florida, $424 million; Texas,
$419 miflion.

Mr. Chairman,. the list goes on and
on, but the dollars and cents are only
part of the. story. Equally important is
the fact that illegal immigrants in our
classrooms are having an extremely
detrimental effect on the quality of
education we are :able to provide to the
legal residents. When illegal. irnini-
grants sit down in public- school class-
rooms, the desk, textbooks, black-
boards in effect become, stolen prop-
erty, stolen from the students right-
fully entitled to those resources.

I want to be very clear here. This
amendment does not apply to the chil-
dren of illegal immigrant who were
born in this country and instantly be-
came citizens under the 14th amend-
ment to our Constitution. My amend-
thent applies only to those who have
themselves illegally entered this coun-
try or who have entered legally ad
then remained beyond the valid terms
of their v-isa. In its 1982 decision in the
case of Plyeler versus Doe, the Su-
preme Court ruled by 5 to 4 that States
were required to' provide a free edu-
cation to all students, regardless of
their legal status under the equal pro-
tection clause to the Constitution.

Many of my friends who oppose this
amendment will invoke this constitu-
tional mandate as justification for
their opposition. But something that
the defenders of the status quo ignore
is that in the 1982 decision the court
also ruled that Congress had failed to
do its job. In the court's majority, opin-
ion, Justice William Brenna.n said Con-
gress shared some responsibility for 11-
legal immigrants occupying public
schools. He wrote: -. - -

Faced with an equal protection challenge
respecting the treatment of aliens, we agree
that the courts must be attentive to the con-
g-ressioiial pOlicy, The exercise of congres-
sional power might well affect the States'
prerogatives to afford differential treatment
to a particular class of alien.

Today the House takes up Justice
Brenna.n on this invitation and exer-
cises that power Some will argue that
we have a responsibility to educate il-
legal immigrants simply by virtue of
the fact that they have successfully
broken into our country. My feeling is
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that an act of geography is riot the
same as an act of jurisprudence. Just
because someone has busted through
the front door, that does not entitle
them to the contents of your home.

The promise of free education is only
one of the magnets we hold up. to those
who would break our laws by violating
our borders. It is clear to me that any
solution to our immigration crisis
must include an elimination of such in-
centives. Allowing our States to make
their own decision on this education
serves this purpose.

Mr. Chairman, this amendment has
receivedstrong endorsement of the Re-
publican Governors Associatiozi Na-
tional Taxpayers Union and many oth-
ers. .-

Mr. Chairman, illegal immigrants be-
long back in their countries of origin,
and we should do everything possible
to encourage. them to embrace that
simple truth. I . encourage. my col-
leagues to support this amendment.

Mr. Chairman, I reserve the balance
of my time.

Mr. BRYANT of Texas. Mr Chair-
man, I yield myself such time as I may.
consume. .

(Mr. BRYANT of Texas asked and
was given permission to revise and ex-
tend his remarks.)

Mr: BRYANT of Texas. Mr. Chair-
man, as stated earlier when we debated
the Bryant of Tennessee amendment,
there have been two areas which we
have always excepted from our
bardline approach to trying to deal
with the question of illegal immi-
grants. Those bave been emergency
room care and education of children.
We have always done that.

It would be a tragedy if the Gallegly
amendment were added to this imxni-
gration bill: We have tried to write a
bill that deals constructively with the
problems facing the country, that
leaves off the extremes of thefl right or
the left. This is one of the extremes of
the right. This is a proposition 187 type
proposal. It is not in the interest of the
American people. It is not in the inter-
est of our future as a country. It is ab-
solutely ilegal.

Mr. Chairman, the fact of the matter
is that for good reasons the Supreme
Court ruled a long time ago that we
will not visit the sins of the father and
the mother upon -the children when it
comes to the question of education.
This bill should not contain a provision
that does this even if it were constitu-
tional, but it is not constitutional. It
will not save anybody any money.

Bear in mind that, in order to imple-
ment the Gallegly proposal to let
States deny education to little children
who bave no responsibility for their
status at- all, would mean that the
schools would have to document the
immigration status of every student in
order to know which of those are in an
undocumented status he school sys-
tems do not bave the money or the
time to do this. The obvious impact on
them is one that they do not welcome
and do not need, and it is not in our in-
terest.

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD — HOUSE
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Why would we want a population of

children to be in this country not in
school? What will they be doing if they
were not in school? Well, certainly
nothing that we want them to be doing..

This promotion of ignorance on the
part of any category of immigrants is
an outrage. These are children. We
have exempted them from the efforts
that we have made over the years to
try to deal with illegal immigration,
starting back in 1986. We should con-
tinue to do so. -

Mr. Chairman, I want a tough illegal
immigration bill. I am the cosponsor of
this bill. But do not add these kinds of
amendments that are unreasonable, il-
legal and not in the interest of the pub-
lic.

Mr. Chairman, I reserve the balance
of my thne.

01400..
Mr. GALLEGLY.. Mr. Chairman, I.

yield•• 2 minutes to the gentlewoman
from New Jersey [Mrs. ROUKEMA).

• (Mrs. ROTJKEMA asked and was
given permission to revise and extend
her remarks.)

Mrs. ROUKEMA. Mr. Chairman, .1
rise in strong support of the Gallegly
amendment giving States the option of
denying public education to illegal
'aliens.

As many of you know, in 1982 the Su-
preme Cowt ruled in Plyler versus Doe
that; based on the 14th amendment to
the Constitution- which makes anyone.
born in the United States a citizen, Il-
legal alien children are entitled to a
public and secondary, education. This
has proved to be a powerfur magnet or
open invitation, if my colleagues will,
to break the laws of this country.

However, last- November in, ruling
against California's proposition 187
which allowed California to deny. pub-
lic benefits to illegal aliens, a Federal
judge said that the authority to regil-
late immigration belongs exclusively
to the Federai Government. In other
words, in the absence of Federal action,
the State must provide public benefits,
including education, to. illegal aliens.

This amendment is entirely consist-
ent with thls decision. Through con-
gressional action, each State would be
able to decide whether or not it wants
to divert resources away from educat-
ing the children of its hard-working
taxpayers. -

In the case of New Jersey, if the
State chose this option this . would
mean having an adthtiona1 S150 million
available to improve public education
for the State's children of taxpaying
citizens. These are the people who are
paying taxes to fund- State and local
education services. Unfortunately, the

- additional $150 million that could be
going toward improvement in school
programs and infrastructure to better
our children's education is instead
being spent on the children of illegal
aliens. This is just plain wrong. Add to
this the fact that New Jersey is strain-
ing to provide a change in funding that
is putting in direct competition urban

suburban, and rural school systems. We
can not further strain our resources
and community support by demanding
that the children of illegals are being
educated.

And, if a State is found to be inviola-
tion of the Constitution by denying
public education to these children,.
then I would suggest that it might be
time to explore a constitutional rem-
edy to correct this problem.

Again, this comes under the category
'that If only, the American public knew
they would opt for this choice.

The Supreme Court made the wrong
decision 14 years ago. The bottomiine
is that we are talking about illegal
aliens, and they are not entitled to
hard-working - American - taxpayer
money when there is not even, enough
money to go around 'for the taxpayer.'

Give States the option Support the
Gallegly amendment. ..

Mr. BRYANT. of Texas. Mr; Chair-;
man, I yield 3 .minutes ta. the gen-
tleman: from California [Mr. .BEn-
SON). ' . - . -

- Mr. BEILENSON. Mr. Chairman, 1
thank my friend for yielding this time
to me. , ,

• I rise in opposition to the amend-
ment offered by the gentleman from
California (Mr. GALLEGLY].

With respect to illegal immigration,
if I may' say so, there are- very few
areas where the gentleman from Cali-
fornia [Mr. GALLEGLY] and I, disagree.
We have, worked together for several
years on many of the issues that are
addressed in this bill, but denying pub-
lic education to the children of illegal
immigrants. would, in my opinion, be
an ineffective and overly punitive way
to. try to stem the flow, of illegal immi-
grants into this country. -

Let 'me make two birief points about
the amendthent. First, the provisions
of the bill itself, if enacted, will go a
long way toward stopping illegal immi-
gration at the border, and, even more
importantly, reducing the lure of job
opportunities: The' denial of access of
education for - children here illegally,
children who., have not- chosen them-.
selves to break our laws, will not act as
a further disincentive for illegal immi-
gration. People cross our borders ille-
gally in search of employment. The.
fact that. they bring their children
along is usually incidental; .

Furthermore, supporters of this pro-
posal often mention the cost to our
school systems, and, of course, they,
are substantial. But the societal costs,
Mr. Chairman, of allowing States to
deny public education to children are
even greater. Such a policy would con-
tribute to crime, to illiteracy, to igno-.
rance, to discrimination; It would
clearly run counter to the long-term.
interests of American communities and
Arrerican society. Denying an edu-
cation to any child, I think; is unwise
and inhumane.

A second point is about this bill in
generaL Our colleagues from Texas,
Mr. SMITH and Mr. BRYAr, have done
an outstanding job in managing a frag-
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ile bipartisan coalition in support of
H.R. 2202. In addition, there are many
of us on both sides of the aisle who
have worked long and hard for legisla-
tion that deals thoughtfully with the
problem of illegal immigration. It also
makes meaningful reforms in our legal
immigration system.
'However, adoption of this amend-

ment would make it very difficult for
Members on both sides of the aisle who
would otherwise do so to support this
bill and, therefore, I think would seri-
ously jeopardize our goal of passing
substantial immigration reform legis-
lation-this year.

Mr. Chairman, for those reasons I ask
our. colleagues to oppose this amend-
ment.

Mr. GALLEGLY. Mr. Chairman, may
I inquire as to the remaining time on
both sides?

The. CHAIRMAN. The gentleman
from California [Mr. GALLEGLY] has 19
minutes remaining, and the gentleman
from Texas fMr. BkY] has 21 min-
utes remaining., GALLSEGLY. Mr. Chairman, I.
yield 2 minutes to the gentleman from
California [Mr. ROHRABACKR].

Mr. RORRABACHER. Mr. Chairman,
we - are talking about the United
States, the people of the United States,
spending $2 billion to educate illegal
aliens just in California, $634 million
just in New York, $424 million in Flor-
ida, and $419 million in •Texas. We are
talking about $70 million worth of Fell
grants being given to illegai alien chil-
dren..

Whose children do we care about?
Why are we here? Who are we rep-'
resenting? We' are supposed to care
about the people of the. United States
,of America. All of these children are
wonderful children who have been
brought here by illegal aliens. We care
about them. But we have to care about
our own kids5first.

That is what this debate Is all about.
That is why we could never get through
any illegal immigration legislation
when the Democrats were in control of
this body We care about our children
first, and we.have no apologies about
it. If we keep educating everybody in
the world who can sneak across our
border and bnng their families, any-
body who cares &oout their children
throughout the entire planet will do
every-thing they can possibly do to. get
their kids into our country, and who
can blame them?

Mr. Chairman, they are wonderful
people, they care about their chiidren.
We cannot afford to spend all of these
billions of dollars, when our own edu-
cation system is going broke, on 'edu-
catng the children of other people who
are. not citizens of the United States
and have come here illegally. It makes
no sense. .

This amendment that the gentleman
from California [Mr. GALLEGLY] is of-
fering, is a salvation to Americans who
want their kids educated, and know
that their local communities are lack-
ing the dollars to do so.
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What makes sense; to keep subsidiz-

ing this education of illegal alien chil-
dren and having more and more and
more children come from all over the
world? That makes no sense at all. Let
us protect the people of the United
States of America. Let us protect our
own families and our own children. Let
us educate those kids. Let us not spend
all of our money on illegal aliens' chil-
dren and then attract more and more
here until our system totally breaks
down.

Mr. Chairman, I support the amend-
ment offered by the gentleman from
California [Mr. GALLEGLY] whole-
heartediy.

Mr. BRYANT of Texas. Mr:' Chair-
man; I yield 2 minutes to the gen-
tleman from California [Mr. CAMP-
BELL]. :

Mr. CAMPBELL. Mr. Chafrman, if we
have illegal children and illegal fami-
lies' in' this country, it is our duty to
deport the' family and deport those who
came here illegally. If we do not do
that because we have not devoted
enough resources to iinrnigration and
naturalization, then at the very least

- we should not impose the cost upon our
States. It is a Federal failure that has
led to this influx, and the Federal Gov-
eminent owes the States its support.
But if both of these have not occurred,
and .that is the case today We are left
with children in this country.

• Now in that world it is far better
that those children be educated and be
in school than that they be on'a street
corner or in a gang. The first best pre-.
ferred outcome is, of course, that those
who came here illegally be returned to
the country of their origin with their
children, and tiat would be constitu-
tional to do because the children are
under the custody of the parent. But
we do not have the resources to do
that. This bill does not give us the re-
sources to do that. We are not hiring
INS agents to expel every illegal fam-
ily, that is here.'

So,' Mr. Chairman, I put to my col-
leagues the essential tradeoff. Is it bet-
ter to have such children in school,: or
kept out of school at• the risk that
their parents would be turned in to the
Immigration and Naturalization Serv-
ice? Are there gangs in Los Angeles
waiting to recruit such children? Are
there gangs in San Jose willing to re-
cruit such children? Are there gangs in
San Francisco and every major city of
my State of California? Of course there
are. If these children are here, we must

• educate them rather than have them be
recruited, if those are our options.

Finally, I want. to compliment the
author of this bill, the gentleman from
Texas (Mr. SMrrE). In the structure and
fabric of his bill he exempted Hea&
Start and school lunch programs. .1
surely appreciate his doing so, and he
did it because he realized the impor-
tance of not having the termination of
Federal programs that apply to edu-
cation. ',

Mr. Chairman, it is inconsistent with
the fabric of this bill to adopt the
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Gallegly amendment. With reluctance, Second, 2 years ago, when the Con-
because of my high regard for the au- gress reauthorized the elementary and
thor, I urge a "no" vote on the secondary education act, we inserted
Galleglyamendment. the following statement of principle

Mr. GALLEGLY. Mr. Chairman, I' into that law:
yield myself 15 brief seconds to respond That a high-quality education for all mdi-to a couple comments of the gentleman viduals and a fair and eQuitable opportunity
from California [Mr.. CAMPBELL]. to obtain that education are a societal good,

Mr. Chairman, the, gentleman from are a,mora imperative, and improve the life
California said far better to have the of every individual, because the quality of
children in school than out in the o• Individual lives ultimately depends on
streets and gangs. I could not agree the quality of the lives of others.
with him more. He says that we do not We did not qualify that principled p0-
have the resources, the financial re- sition. We did not say that it applied to
sources, to incarcerate or deport these some children, and not to others; we
childen. I would say, if we have the re- did notay that it. did not apply to un-
sources to educate, we should have the documented children. We applied that
resources to deport. . ; statement to all individuals.

Mr. Chairman, I yield 1 minute to the Finally, Mr. Chairman there is no
gentleman from San Diego [Mr. moral currency in denying undocu-
Buity]. •'. . mented children an education., W have

Mr.: B]LBRAY. Mr Chairman, I no right to. use education as a tool to
would like to comment to . my" col enforce our imrnigration laws. All we
league from California, took We will will succeed in doing is punishing inno-
hear the business community say that cent children for the transgressions of
if the illegals are here, it is better if their parents. We have no right to im-
they have a job than to just be hanging pose responsibility for enforcement of
around unemployed, and so there are our immigration laws on our schools.
always excuses for encouraging the vio- AU we will succeed in doing is turning
lation of immigration law. our teachers into de facto INS agents.

Mr. Chairman, my high school, Mara We have to no right to point fingers at
Vista, had many people coming to it children and block their entrance, to
that lived in Mexico, crossed the border the schoolhouse. AU we will succeed in
and came .to our high school.: That was doing is stigmatizing children and en-
against the law, and it. is against the couraging negative behavior.
law. But the absurdity of the Federal In defense of our Constitution and
system, if we do not approve this our values, and for the sake of human-
amendment, is that it will be illegal to •ity and compassion, I urge my col-
come into the country legally and go leagues to oppose the GaUegly amend-
to a public school, but it will be legal ment.
to enter the country illegally, and then' Mr. GALLEGLY. Mr. Chairman, I
they have a guaranteed right to go to yield 2 minutes to the gentleman from
public education, and this is a $1.5 bil- San Diego, California [Mr.

lion price tag to the people of Califor- CZJNNINGHAM), the distinguished chair-
nia. . ' man of the Subcommittee on Edu-

Let me remind our colleagues, Mr. cation that deals with our elementary
Chairman, this is not an 'issue that af- education K through 12, who has been
fects the rich,, white 'people of this long-time committed to education.
country. This is an issue that hits the Mr. CUNNINGHAM. Mr. ChaIrman,
school districts of the working class in the teachers in San Diego County just
this country. It is something that dis- recently went through a strike, and I-
proportionately is' being placed on the, think up in Santa Barbara. they are
working class school districts; and the gomg through a strike also. We have
Federal Government wants to put this times when our State Colleges have to
mandate on and pay for the mandate increase their tuition costs,, and we'
totally. Do not ask the working class look at less than 12 percent of the
of thjs'country to bear this responsibil- schools in this Nation have got a single
ity; ' phone jack, whey we are trying to pro-

Mr. BRYANT of Texas. Mr. Chair- ceed into the 21st century and do what
man, I yield 1 minute to the gentleman the 'President says, which I support, is
from Missouri [Mr. CL.AY). getting the fiber optics and the corn-

(Mr. CLAY asked and was given per-, puters and high-technology education
mission to revise and extend his re- into the system. .

But quite often, when they argue for
Mr. CLAY. Mr. Chairman, I rise to higher pay or classroom upgrades or

oppose this amendment because it is even bond elections to extend taxes,
uncoustitutionai, runs counter to our they do not look and see why they do
NatiQn's commitment to the value of not have the. dollars available. There
education, and is morally repug72ant. are, just in the State of California,

First, it violates the equal protection 800,000, 800,000 illegal children in our
clause by granting States the option of school system K through 12.
denying undocumented children the
same rights to a public education ex- 0 1415
tended to other children residing in Take just half of that, just half,
their States history documents the idi- 400,000. At. $5,000 each to educate a
ocy of challenging the constitution&l child, and of course in New York it is
and moral right of children to a free much higher than that, that is $2 bil-
public education? lion a year. Take 5 years, that is $10
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billion with which we couid upgrade all
of our schools in California, we couid
pay teachers, we could hold down the
cost of tuition. The school meals pro-
gram, take two meals, not three. That
is $1 million a day for illegals.

Mr. Chairman, the vote, the very fa-
mous ruling by the Supreme Court, wa3
based on a decision because Congress
did not have a position on illegal ixnini-
gration. What we are saying is that as
of today, when this bill passes, we will
have the congressional response for
that court decision, and we prioritize
American citizens and those that are
corning into this country legally, and I
think that.ought to be the priority, not
illegals. .

Mr BRYANT of Tex92. - Mr. Cbafr-'
man,. I yield myself such thñe'as I may
consume.

Mr. Chafrxnan, I would simply like to
'ask, we do not accept the.figu.res 'of-
fered by the gentleman from California
[Mr. C mGHAM], and I dispute, them,
but assuming that they. were true;
what wàuid hóse kids be doing if they
were not in school? Would they be on

- the treéts, joining -up in gangs, 'just
withering away? How is that in the in—
terests of the country? .'., ', : . -

Mr Chairinaij, I. yield 2 minutes to
- thefl gentlewoman from FlOrida [Ms.

Ros-LEum]. ". ...'
MS.ROS-LEFrIN. Mr. Chafrmnan,

I - thank the gentleman for. -yielding.
time tome, and I thank the cha.frma.n
of the committee. :

Mr. Chairman, as all of us know, a
free public eduôation 'is a 'hal]mark of.
our American' society. It is, indeed, an
essential ingredient in the foundation
of our diverse, and, yes, inclusive de-
mocracy The Gallegly' amendment
would seek to deny a number of our
children the opportunity to go to a free
public education system'Wby? Because
their parents made a choice on behalf
of their children. But the children •did
not choose to be in the. United States
illegally. They do not deserve, there-
fore, to be punished for the actions of
their parents

The assumption here, Mr. Chairman,
is that' there is a financiai burden to
the schools for having iflegals in. our
system, but I would counter that the
cost to us as a nation would be far"
greater by excluding these cbildren
from our schools. Schools would then
assume a law enforcement burden that
is both costly and' counterproductive.

These children will not leave the
United States simply because they are
not in school. They will be, as all of
our speakers. pointed out, on the
streets, joining gangs, left at home
alone, for.there is a price to be paid in
terms of community health and com-
munity well-being, not to mention, the
harm to the children themselves.

Mr. Chairman, I urge my colleagues
to 'reject this meaxi-spirited attempt
that will hold children responsible for
their parents' actions. They are the in-
nocent ones in this battle. Let us not
punish them for something they cannot
controL ' ' -

Mr. GALLEGLY. Mr. Chairman, I
yield myself 30 seconds to zespond to a
couple of comments that the gentle-
woman made. -

First of all, the gentlewoman is a
friend of mine, and I take some per-
sonal dissatisfaction with a comment
made,. "mean-spirited." As a parent of
four and as someone who is a product
of the city school system in Los Ange-
les, I am a strong supporter of public
education. .

But one of the- comments that she
made was that these people were not
participants in the decisionmaking
process. I would submit to her that
there. were 40,000 adults that caine to.
this country last year, illegally to this
country, and received Pell grants that
cost this country $70 biUion.

. That was
a decision they made, not their par-
ents..

Mr. Chairman, I reserve the balance
o.my time. . . -

Mr. BRYANT of Texas. Mr. Chair-
man, I yield 2 minutes to the gen-
tleman from Texas (Mr. G GREEN].

Mr. GENE. GREEN of Texas. Mr.
Chairman, I . thank my colleague, the
gentleman from Texas, for yielding
time to me. -.

Mr Cbairman the concern I have
about this amendment is gie way it. is
drawn and. the' actual application when
it is out in. the chobls: This 'amend-
ment, I think, could create a violation
of the Constitution, specifically the 5th
and 14th amendments, 'and the equ1
.protection. I think 'it sets up a good
equal protection argument,' that' it
gives the States the ability to decide,
whether it is in Texa'or'CaIffornia,
New Meco' or Arizona. It think we

.would-see that come back to the Su-
preme Court, and they would probably
rule the same way they did on an ear-
lier Tezas:cae. The amendment would
give the 'power' of Congress to - the
States to 'decide whether they could
deny that education to the children of
illegais.. .',-' -

Mr; Cilairmaxi, the other concern I -

have is. the procedure in .the amend-
ment. Again, I am trying to bring what
we do on the floor down' into what is
gong to.happen into the Houston Inde-
pendent School District, or the' Alvin
District, Or ay of the districts in the
country. . - .'.

A cbild may be a citizen, but their
parents may be illegal. What is the pro-
cedure in this amendñtent to the affi-
davit that is going to be signed? Are'

'the. parents going to sign? That that
child is entitled to an education be-
cause that child s a citizen, even
though the parents nmy not be here le-
gally. I think there are so many tlues-
tions about this amendment that cause
us concern. It would place an enormous
burden on our educational system.

Mr. Chairman, we want teachers to
be teaching. We want to take away
some of the paperwork that is being re-
quired, not just by Federal law, but by
State and local rules, and we want
teachers to be teaching. What this
amendment sets up is that our teachers
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would be doing more administrative
work than they should be. We want
them to be teaching those children, be-
cause those are the problems we have
with public education. The education is
done in the classroom, and that is
where it should be. We do not purnsh
our small. children by taking away
their ability to get education.

Mr. Chafrmnan, I thank my colleague
for yielding time to me.

Mr.. GALLEGLY. Mr. Chafrman, I
yield 3 minutes to the gentleman from
California [Mr. DREmR].

(Mr. DRE]ER asked and was given
'permission to revise and extend his re-
marks.)
'Mr. DRE]ER. Mr. Chairman, I rise in

strong support of the Gallegly amend-
ment. I want to congratulate him for
his hard work as chairman of the
Speaker's task. force on illegal imml-
gration.

Mr.. Cbafrman, there are many argu-
ments that have been made very elo-
quently by a number of my colleagues
in opposition to this. One of the points
that has been made consistently by
those who would oppose this amend-
ment, out in California is that as we
look at people who have come into this
country illegally, we have a choice of
having them on the streets committing
crime or in the classrooms; which
would'we rather.have? Well, of course
we do not want to have people on the
streets committing crime. One of the
major reasons that we are dealing with
this legislation is to' comprehensively
reform, reform our law as it relates to
illegal iniznigration.

We have amendments that I am
pleased to say have passed and will go
a long 'way toward dealing with that,
but quite frankly, we need to recogrnze
that, this is not a mean-spirited amend-
'ment. This is 'an amendment that sini-
ply follows down the road that we have
been pursning over the past 15 months;
that is, eying to allow State ai local
governments to have the opportumty
to make decisions for themselves.

Clearly, the Plyler decision that was
made in 1982 was a bad decision. I be-
lieve that as we look at this question,
the cost that'has been imposed by way
of this uIfunded Federal mandate 'on
States has been, overwhelming. The
Urban' Institute did a study for this ad-
ministration.. They found in 'loo]ng at
oniy seven States that the cost was
over 33 billion.

We, obviously -want to have the best
educated people. I suspect there will be
more than a few States who, when this
amendment passes and becomes law,
will make the decision that they want
to continue to provide education to
those who have come into this country
illegally, but we should not be forcing
them, through an nnlunded Federal
mandate,' to . do that: Unfortunately,
that is what the Plyler decision has
done. Fortunately, the gentleman from
California [Mr. GALLEGLYJ, has been.
courageous enough to step forward and
say that we need to make some kind of
modification.
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If we look at where we are headed, we

are trying to decrease the magnet
which draws people illegally into this
country. There are a wide range of rea-
sons they come in. Seeking family
members, I remember the President of
Mexico told me at one point, was the
No. 1 reason; job opportumties obvi—
ously, another very important reason.
But the tremendous flow of• govern-
ment services is obviously another
magnet which draws people illegally
into this country.

We need to do what we can to encour-
age economic improvement; following
President Kennedy's'great line that a
rising tide .lilts all ships. We. need to
improve the economies of countries
throughout, this hemisphere, V.. not
through foreign, aid but by engaging
with them more through tràde and
other opportunities, so their economies
will. improve and people will not be en-
couraged to come across the border il-
legally. But if we continue to provide
this magnet of moie,and more govern-
nient service, we wifl be in a position
where.they will continue to flowi

Strongly, strongly suport th
Galiegly amendment. I; hope my col-
leagues 'will jointly, in a bipartisan
way, dóit. .' - '' V

Mr. BRYANT of Texas. Mr. Chafr-
man, I yield 1 minute to the gentleman
from Wisconsui [Mr. OBEY].

Mr. OBEY. - Mr. Chairman, I cannot
believe what I just heard from the pre-
vious speaker. He referred to the prob-
lem of unfunded mandates. If he is so
concerned about those unfunded man-
dates, why did he oppose my amend-
ment in. the Committee .on Rules that
would have required that 'far all refu-
gees who come into this country, that
the Federal Government

. assume the
full cost of educating and training
those refugees, rather than du.mping
those very same costs onto the local
units of government? -

I would also like to know why they
refused to support the idea that we
ought to havethe Federal Government
provide for the educationcbsts; rather
than dumping those costs, as we do
now for legai refugees, onto the backs
of local school districts. I know lam
talbng about legai refugees,, as op.

• posed, to: illegal immigrants, but the
fact is,every time a refugee is aliowed

• into this country, that is a foreign pol-
icy decision made by the national Gov-
ernment. Why should local govern-
ments be stuck with meeting the costs
of those foreign policy deôisions?

Mr. GALTGLY. Mr. Chairman, I
yield 2 minutes to the gentleman from
Virginia [Mr. GOODLATrE].

(Mr. GOODLATTE asked and was
gven pernission to revise and extend
his remarks.)

Mi'. GOODLATrE. Mr. Chairman, I
thank the gentleman from Cailforma
for yielding me this time.

Mr. Chairman, one would think that
we would not need an amendment like
this in this bill.' One would think that
the law would already provide that if.
sGmebody is illegally in this country,.

they would not be entitled to receive
Governmenp'benefjts; that they would,
instead, once known, be required to de-
part from the country.

Unfortunately, we have a court deci;
sion that makes it necessary to enact
this amendment to make very clear the
will of the Congress that when someone
is unlawfully in the United States,
they are not entitled to Government
benefits except under certain emer-
gency circumstances that this bill pro-
vides for for example, with regard to
emergency medical care.

Mr. Chairman, this is a situation
where we have already' put into this
bill a very fine amendment offered by
the gentleman from California [Mr
Cox] that enables local law enforce-
ment authorities to be designated by
the Attorney General of the' United
States to assist in thern apprehension
and the deportation process of remov-
ing people who have entered this coiin-
try illegally, or have entered this coün-
try legally and have overstayed their
legal admission period, and therefore
are not: entitled to be in the- country
any longer. ' '... -.

That authority,' giving to local gov-
ernments the' ability to remove people
who are in . the country mproperly,
would contiadict an ameádment

. that
says that nonetheless, i1'.they 'are here
illegally, 'they wold be entitled to free
public education.: ,.

We need to have local government
working hand in hand with the Federal
Government, and we need to make sure
that we do not have magnets that draw
people to this country, and free ubliá
education, free health care, other wel-
fare benefits, are exactly the kinds of
things that attract people to the coun-
try and cause them to violate our laws
in entering the country. So I strongly
support the position offered by the gen-
tleman .. y from California' [Mr.
GALLEGLY], regarding this issue, and I
thank him for his efforts.
.Mr BRYANT of Texas. Mr. Chair-

man, I yield 1 minute to the gentle-
woman from California [Ms. LOFGREN].

Ms. LOFGREN: Mr. Chairman, put-
ting aside the fact that this amend-
ment appears to, be unconstitutional,
and also putting aside-h-for discussion
puzposes—whether it is' good for, our
country to have an entire class of peo-
ple who are likely to live here their
whole lives who' are uneducated, I
would just like to' mention those in my
county that opposed this provision
when we had this thscussion in Califor-
ma a few years back: our Republican
sheriff opposed it, our Republican dis-
trict' attorney opposed it, the police
chief opposed it, and the Chamber of
Commerce opposed it.

We know. that most juvenile crime
occurs between the hours of 3 p.m. and
6 p.m., when ds are out of school and
their parents are still at work.

0 1430
If we think we have trouble with ju-

venile crime now, try throwing several
thousand kids out of school to hang
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around all day long and get into noth-
ing but trouble. That is why our police
chief opposes this. I urge Members to
consider that aspect of this very ill-ad-
vised and, 1 would say, mean-spirited
amendment. -

Mr. GALLEGLY. Mr. Chairman, I
-yield 30 seconds to the gentleman from
San Diego, California [Mr. BILBR.AY).

Mr. BILBRAY. Mr. Chairman, in the
San Diego Union there was an article a
few months ago that really pointed out
the problem here. That is, there was a
woman from the interior of Mexico who
had actually taken the time to write
three letters to the school district to
make sure that her children could get
a public education in the United States
even if they were illegal She could not
believeit, so she waited thzee times to
get an answer back that says,. "If I
bring my children here, from Mexico,
do I. have to show they're legally
here?" And they said, "No, you have no
problem at a1 getting them educated
in this country." I thinlç that is the
message we must stop sending.

- Mr.' BRYANT of Texas. 'Mr. Chair-
man, I yield 1 minute to the gentle-
woman from Texas [Ms. JACKSON-LEE].

(Ms. JACKSON-LEE of Texas asked
and was given permission to revise and
etend her remarks.)

Ms. JACKSON-LEE of .Texa.s. Mr.
Chairman, I think it is important as we
look at- this particular amendment to
really ask where the impact will be
felt.

First of all, I am very proud of the
leadership in the State of Texas that
has chosen not to make a whipping boy
out of the children of immigrants, legal
or illegaL In essence, this amendment
does that. It ignores the Plyler versus
Doe decision of the Supreme Court that
says making access to education de-
pendent on ininigration status is a vio—
lation of the equal protection clause. It
clearly makes armed guards out of
Principals and teachers.

It also says that rather than invest-
ing in children who are here, this in
some way is goug to prevent illegal
imxxiigration. That is not correct. What
it simply. does is create an unfunded
mandate by requiring local )Urisdic-
tions now to scratch their heads and
ask the question, what do we do with
these children who need education?
Ban them?.,,

This is .a. bad amendment. It is bad
for the future ofArnerica., it is bad for
those who believe .j education, and it
certainly is bad for those who have to
provide education to children in their
communities.

Mr. Chairman, I rise in opposition to the
Gallegly amendment which would allow States
the option of denying education benefits to un-
documented children. This amendment is un-
constitutional. It is a direct attack on Plyer ver-
sus Doe, the Supreme Court decision which
said that making access to education depend-
ent on immigration status is a violation of the
equal protection dause.

This amendment runs counter to the goals
of American public education. Any State that
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makes access to education dependent on im- this country are made up of citizeir
migration status would remove school employ- youth, not illegais.
ees from their traditional role as educators and Second, we ought to educate them so
turn them into quasi-INS agents. Ftnancially that they will be qualified to get a job.
strapped schoots would be forced to shift fllegals cannot legally work in this
scarce resources from teachers, books, and country. If we educate them, they still
infrastructure to the training of school person- cannot work legally here in this coun-
nel and enforcement costs. try.

The Gallegly amendment unfair'y punishes We have school buses going to the
undocumented children for the actions of their border in San Diego to pick up children
parents. Denying children access to education that walk across the border and get on
Will create an underclass of illiterate, the buses to fill the classrooms. We al-
uneducated individuals, at a moment when ready have classrooms that are over-
America needs a skilled work force to corn- crowded, oversized. We cannot get new
pete in the global economy. Ultimately, it textbooks. We cannot build new class-
makes more sense to have children in the rooms for those that are here legally.
classroom rather than on the streets. Gov. Pete Wilson points outthat the

The goal of American public education is to largest single fiscal burden to the Cali-
impart the values of democracy such as equal forma taxpayers is the mandate that
opportunity and justice for all people, and a re States provide a public education to il-
spect for your neighbor,. no matter what his or legal children. Over 355,000 of them are
her ethnicity, race, or religion. Public edu- educated in our schools at a-cost of al-
cation prepares our young people to become most $2 billion. If we could put that
productive citizens and mature adufts. into lowering classroom sizes and buy-

As a nation, we must tum our attentions to ing better and more modern textbooks
strengthening our public education system and and building facilities for our citizen
making it work better for our chjIdren Instead, chi1dren,'. then we would have less
we are debating an amendment which seeks gangs from citizen children and we
to restrict the access to education for children would not have to worry about the
who are already in this country. iflegals.

• The Gallegly amendment would aeate an I. strongly support. the Gallegly
atmosphere of suspion and hostility in our amendment and urge my colleagues to
schools. Our schools are intended to have a vote for it. . •

climate conducive to open minds and learning. . Mr. BRYANT of Texas. Mr. Chafr
This amendment however, promotes an at- man, I yield 1 minute to the gentleman
mosphere of aniiostty towaid children who from Florida [Mr. DIAz-BAxitT].
look or sound foreign. Mr. DIAZ-BALART; Mr. Chairman,

I urge my colleagues to vote against this one of the most admirable characteris-
amendment, which does nothing to control un- tics about the United States is that our
documented immigration. The Gallegly amend- Nation distinguishes between the con-
ment is unconstitutional, but we must notallow duct of parents and their children. So
it to pass and wait for the Supreme Court to many times I have seen in, for exam-
strike it down as such. We cannot, in good ple, European countries, the children of
conscience, deny young people the oppor- immigrants in the streets because in
tunity to leam 'I believe that we all know in our those nations there is no distinguizh-
hearts that this amendment is unfair and that ing between the illegal conduct of their
it violates our sense of justice. Thank you, Mr. parents and the children. -

Speaker, and I reserve the balance of my We do not blame the children for the
time. conduct of their parents. That, among

Mr. GALLEGLY. Mr. Chairman, I other reasons, is why we are the moral
yield myself 15 seconds for a ciarifica- leader of the worlth I truly believe, Mr.
tion. - - .• Chairman, that we would be making a

The point that needs to be made, very grave mistake by adopting this
that has not been made so far, is that amendment today, and that is why .1
this amendment does not deny edu- have risen in opposition to it.
cationaj benefits tóanyone. It does not Mr. GALIJEGLY. Mr. Chairman, I re-
require schools to do anything; it sim- serve' the balance of rnytime. :ply. gives- the State the discretion to Mr. BRYANT of Texas. Mr. Chair-
decide whether it wants to continue to man,. I yield 2 minutes to the gen-
provide illegal aliens with a free public tleman from New Mexico (Mr. RICEABD-
education at taxpayers' expense. iYJoth- SON] . .

ing less, nothing more. (Mr. RICHARDSON askedl and was
Mr. Chairman, I yield .2 minutes to given permission to revise and extend

the gentleman from San Diego, CA (Mid. his remarks.)
PACKARD]. . . . Mr. RICHARDSON. Mr. Chairman,

(Mr. PACKARD asked and was given this. amendment would create more
permission to revise and extend his re- problems than it will ever solve.
marks.) : ' At a time when. juvenile, violence is

Mr. PACKARD. Mr. Chairman,:sev- on the rise, this amendznent.would de-
eral points have been brought ip that I prive a large group of children in our
think need to be addressed.

. communities of the only thing that can
One, it is better that the: children of kee', them out of trouble, and that is

illegals not go to gangs; better to have an education.
.

them in the classroom. The last thing • This amendment will not save States
that illegal children want to do is to be money but it will pose a significant
picked up and arrested, because they community health and safety hazard.
will be sent home and they do not want Children thrown into the streets by
that. The vast majority of the gangs n this amendment will not simply dis-
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appear. They will be left with nothing
to do during school hours, ternDting
them to pursue a host of
noneducational activities. One can
only imagine the possibilities.

In addition, depriving children of
their fundamental human right to
learn how to read and writewill wreak
havoc on their life. These future men
and women will be incapable of per-
forming the most basic public respon-
sibilities and will be unable to contrib-
ute to the society at large.

Let us not fool ourselves: The money
this amendment is trying to save by
depriving kids of an eduãation will
have To be spent on more law enforce-
ment, more incarceration and more re-
habilitation. With this amendment, we
are doing nothing more than just trad-
ing schools for prison, a policy wrought
with problems.

Mr. Chafrman; the author of this
amendment is a very good Member of
this body. But this is not the right ap-
proach. This is an amendment that
does not sthke at the core of the basic
decency of sour country. These are kids.
They do not have lobbyists. They do
not have those protecting them. This is
not the right 'thing to do. We should re-
ject this amendnient.

Let us retain at least this basic ele-
ment of education. This is what will
teach these young men and women to
be productive citizens, maybe not in
this country but in the country that
they caine from. -

Mr. Chairman, this is not a good
amendment and.it should be defeated.

Mr. BRYANT of Texas. Mr. Chair-.
man, I reserve the balance of my time.

Mr. GALLEGLY. Mr. Chairman, I
have only one speaker remaining be-
fore closing. I do believe I have the
right to chose; is that correct?

The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman
from Texas [Mr. BYRAIrr] has the right
to chose. -

Mr. GALLEGLY. That being the case,
Mr. Chairman, I yield 1 minute to the
gentleman from California [Mr. RIGGS].

PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY
Mr. RIGGS. Mr. Chairman, I have a

parliamentary inquiry. -

The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman will
state it.

Mr. RIGGS. Mr. Chairman; I would
just like to confirm that the gentleman
from California (Mr. GALLEGLY] as the
offeror of the amendment has the right
to close and is reserving the right to
close. .

The CHAIRMAN. The minority man-
ager in this case is supporting the com-
mittee's position on the amendment
and, therefore, has the right to close.:

Mr. RIGGS. Mr. Chairman, I strongly
support the Gallegly amendment which
would reverse, the Supreme Court
Plyler versus Doe decision and permit
the States to. decide for themselves
whether to provide a free public edu-
cation to iUegal aliens.

Those in this country without the
knowledge or permission of our Fed-
eral, State and local governments take
advantage of our public assistance pro-
grams. They do not pay into the tax
base, and they actually defraud our
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own taxpaying citizens of critical edu- In the seven States most heavily impacted,
cation, health and welfare assistance. I education benefits for iHegal immigrants are
would simply point out that providing costing taxpayers over $3.5 billion annually—
a free public education to illegal aliens not including the cost of higher education or
cost California tajcpayers $1.7 billion adult education.
last year. Califom;a alone is home to 1.7 mil!ion illegal

I strongly urge., support of the immigrants—43 percent of the Nation's total. It
Gallegly amendment. I would authorize Will cost Califomia over $2.9 billion to provide
States to put the needs of• their own federafly mandated services: to these illegal
citizens above' those of illegal aliens, immigrants: including $563 million 'for incarcer-
audit is good, sound public policy. ation costs, $395 million for health' cost, and

Mr. Chairman, as we begin the debate on $1.8 billion for fiscal year 1996 for education.
the Immigration in the National Interest Act, I Imagine the cost to our taxpayers by the year
want to bring to your attention an. amendment 2000.
that. my colleague from California, [Mr. To illustrate my point, let's look at whatwe,
GALLEGLY] will be offering. Other members of in the State of Califomia, could do for our own
the Cahfomia delegation and strongly support students with $2.9 billion
this amendment. We cOud hire 80,555 more teachers at an

Our amendment is fashioned after Califor- average annual salary of $36,000. We could
nia's widely supported proposition 187, which significantly reduce dass sizes, and we could
received 59 percent of the vote on November infuse our public education system with more

— 7, 1994. it will allow States the option of not text books, comput&s and desperately need-
providing illegal aliens with a free public edu- ed dassroom supplies. '

cation in much the same way that they are By removing this mandate, we are ending a
currently not obligated to do so for residents of long-standing policy that encourages illegal
other States. This will remove a substantial in- immigration bankrupts. States and results in a

,centive for illegal aliens to come .,to this coun- less than quahty education for our own chit-
try. Most importantly, it will aflow the States to dren.
spend very limited educational dollars on Let's remember, every dollar spent on edu-
own citizens.and legal residents. cating illegal aliens is a dollar we dont spend

The widespread support for proposftion 187 on our own children. Every teaching hour
is only one manifestation of a new social dj- spent on instruction for illegal immigrants is an
mate a-oss the Nation. This 'new attitude de- hour lost to our own students.
mands accountability from Federal, State, and A child must have access to a comprehen-
local govemments. It recognizes the inability sive basic education to give children a fighting
of government to pay for many public serv- chance at life. We must guarantee that right

- ices. Illegal immigrants have been identified as for our own children. The only way to ensure
major contnbutors to the demar.ds placed on thaf right is to enable the States to' make the
these public programs, and thus to the budget most prudent fiscal decisions possible. Aliens
deficits fadng several States and Iocalities who are in the United States. illegally should

In the 1982 cowl case .of, PJyler versus not be entitled to receive any of the privileges
Doe, the. Supreme Court ruled against the or benefits of membership in American soa-
State of Texas, saying that there. was nothing ety. it is simply unfair to our citizens and legal
in Federal law authorizing denial of edu- residents. Poll after poll shows that American
cational benefits to illegal immigrants. people are tired of footing the bill for those

The Gallegly amendment would• overtum who are in the country iftegally. The passage
this Supreme Court decision and permit States or proposition .187 in California, and other
to mirror Federal law, denying iflegal aliens a similar movements in Fbnda and Arizona are
free public education. It would eliminate one of evidence of this.
the more egregious of border magnets: free The availability of pubc education benefits
public education. . ' is one of the most powerful magnets for illegal

The issue, Mr. Chairman, is whether States aliens. As a matter of immigration policy, Con-
have the right to decide for themselves wheth- gress must remove all of the incentives that
er or not to provide a free pubflc education to sure illegal aliens to the United States—that
illegal aliens. means giving the States the right to deny pub-

• Those in this country without the knowledge lic education benefits. ' '

of or permission from our Federal, State of I urge this House to carefully consider the
local govemments, take advantage of our pub- Gallegly amendment and vote in favor of it
lic assistance programs. Illegal immigrants de- Mr. BRYANT of. Texas.' Mr. Chair-
fraud our own taxpaying citizens of cñtical man, I yield 2 minutes. to the gen-
education, health and welfare assistance. . tleman from Montana [Mr. WU.LTAMS]

• Our amendment would provide Federal affir- Mr. WULLAMS. Mr. Chairman,: not
mation of the States' right to deny a free pub- coming from a State that has a serious
lic education. It would authorize States to put immigration problem, I have. tried to
the needs of its wn citizens above those of listen and learu about this issue. I have
illegal aliens. been particularly intrigued by this

We must end the free lunch for ilLegal immi- amendment because I was a teacher be-
grants. Unlike citizens or legal aliens, they do fore I came to Congress,. will be a
not pay into the tax base and, therefore, have 'teacher after I leave, and have served
no right to daim any public education benefits. •on the Education Corrixnittee while I

States which are already struggling with have been here.
tight budgets, are forced, by Federal mandate, It seems to me it is inherently wrong
to spend billions of dollars -each year educat- and the majority of the American peo-
ing illegal aliens vhile basic services for 'U.S. pIe would not want to kick any kid out
citizens and legal immigrants are being re- of school, including the child of parents
duced or eliminated. It is trme that this Federal who have illegally come to this cou.n-
Government removes this huge unfunded try. But let us all understand some-
mandate on the States. '' thing. The question here is not whether
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people can come to this country, be
here illegally and then just stay, put
their child in school, get all kinds of
services from the government, from the

- taxpayer, and stay in this country.
That is not at issue here. Families who
are found to be here illegally are sent
back. They are deported.

The question is, while we are finding
them and while the deportation process

- is going forward, should their children
be on the streets unsupervised or in the
schools? I think the vast majority of
American people would say, "well, they
should be in the schools. They should
not be out running loose as gangs unsu-
pervised on the streets." Thatjs all
this amendment. is about. It does not
have to do with the parents being here
illegally.. It has to do with unsuper-
vised children. ' -

01445
Sol would encourage my colleagues

to. support a bill that is tough on en-
forcement, that is tough on finding the
parents who are here illegally, but let
us not be tough in a way that is going
to cut off society's nose to spite its
face. Let us not say that while we are
looking for these parents, we are going
to assure• that their children run loose
on the streets. At least let us provide
this general use of American education
t try to contain, and, yes, improve
those children, remembering that their
parents are here illegally, and, when
found, are sent back.

Nobody has a right to be here ille-
gally, to receive all of these services,
and stay here, even after they are
found. Once the are found, they are de-
ported. The only question is what shall
we do with their children in the mean-
time.

The Republican answer is ,to put
them on the street, leave them out
there msupervised, and create these
gangs, I suppose. We Democrats are
saying that the children should be in
school. I agree with the position of the
gentleman from Texas [Mr. BRYANT]..

Mr. BRYANT of Texas. Mr. Chair-
mar, I yield 1 minute to the gentleman
from California, [Mr. Bx'].

Mr. BERMAN. Mr. Chairman, I rise
in opposition to my.' friend's amend-
ment. Except for possibly emergency
medical. services, the only other public
benefit that I thiuk it is wrong to deal
with on this basis is public education,
for all the reasons the gentleman from
Montana just eloquently stated.

But the real question I have for the
gentleman is why do you think, if your
amendment passes and becomes law,
why do you think that there is any
chance in the world this will be more
seriously enforced, more effective in
doing what the gentleman wants to do,
even though I think what you want to
do' is wrong, than employer sanctions
are? . •-,

Without an adequate verification sys-
tem in place, this is all a game. Propo-
sition 187 was a game because it sent a
message, but it had nothing to do with
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verification. And until you do some-
thing here on verification, you have al-
ready collapsed a mandatory verifica-
tion system; you have an amendment
in a minute to wipe Out any verifica-
tion system; and then you are going to
say we were tough. We got them out of
the• schools. You are not going to get
anybody out of the schools without
verification. That is why this amendS-
ment standing alone is really empty

Mr. GALLEGLY. Mr. Chairman, I
yield the balance of my time to the
gentleman from Georgia, (Mr. Gn-
RicH] the Honorable Speaker of the
House.'

The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman
from Georgia (Mr. GINGRicH] is recog-
nized for 3½ minutes.
• Mr. GINGRICH Mr. Chairman, I
thank my friend from California for
yielding me time.
• Mr. Chairman, I want to start by, at
least in part I think, answering the
very good question of. the gentleman
from California [Mr. BERMAN].. The gen-
tleman and I, I. think, agree that we
want to strengthen and support legal
immigration to the United States, that
this is a Nation of legal immigrants,
and that -we in no way want .to send
any signal to legal immigrants who are
wfling to obey the law.
• But I think there are five questions
you have to answer before you decide
to vote "no" on the Gallegly aritend-
ment. The first one is very simple, and
it keeps getting asked rhetorically, and
I cannot quite believe the answers the
liberal friends give themzelves.

Does offering money and services at.-
tract people? This used to be the land
of opportunity. It is now the land of
welfare. Do we believe people in some
countries might say "I wouid like to go
to America and get free goods from the
American taxpayer?".'•

Now, if you believe people are totally
coming to America with no knowledge
of the free, tax-paid goods they are
going to get, then I think you 'are liv-
ing in a fantasy land. I. think there is
no question that offering free, tax-paid
goods to illegais has increased the
number of illegals. That is'question No.
1. . . - -

• Question No. 2: Is it the . Uthted
States Federal Goverthnent's' -respon-
sibility to close and protect the bor-
ders? This is not California's failure,
this is not Florida's failure; this is a
Federal failure.

11 it is a Federal failure, then ques-
tion number three is, should we impose
an unfunded mandate? Last year the
House voted 394 to 28 against unfunded
mandates. By 394 to 28 we said the U.S.
Congress should not impose on State
and local governments those things the
U.S. Congress refuses to pay for.

Well, guess what this is? This is - a
Federal unfunded mandate, which, by
my calculation, for four States alone,
is Z3.2 billion a year. It is the U.S. Con-
gress saying "You will spend your tax-
payers' money." I want to come back
in a second.

• Fourth, are we really prepared to
overrule the citizens of California?
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Sixty-four percent of the citizens of There are about three things tha
Califorma. said they are fed up with will kill this bipartisan consensus, on(their State becoming a welfare capital of which is this pernicious proposal,
for illegal immigrants, and 64 percent which is also unconstitutional, to pro-
of the people of California, after a long vide that States can deny education to
and open campaign, voted for propo- kids they think happen to be the chil-
sition 187. The fact is that they voted dren of illegal immigrants. Mr. Gn-
to say they are tired of their tax RiCH knew that when he came to the
money paying for illegals. But we are floor: He asked .a question. He said,
now being told we should overrule the Should the States have to pay the
voters of California, we should impose costs of what is the result of the failure
an unfunded mandate. . -. ofa Federal responsibility?

So here is. my proposition. If this I agree with the, answer. No, they
amendment goes down, I move that we should not. But, Mr. GINGRiCH, if you
take the money out of the rest of the really believe what you said, and you
budget and we absorb federally the cost do iit, if you really believe what you
of these children. I am going to tell said, you would not have instructed
you, you start going out there in a your Committee on Rules to forbid the
tight budget when we are trying to get offering of an amendment that would
to a balanced budget and you start tell- do exactly that.
ing your citizens,- "I want to take care -

It is an outrage that the Speaker of
of illegal immigrants so much tt i this House would come down and seize
am going to give 'up 'my' grant, i am upon this bill to. make partisan gain.
going-to give up money coming to my We have tried to put together a. bill
schools,. I am going to give up money that is in the interests, of all the people
coming to my colleges, so I can send and that can pass. And of all people in
it." . . .• . ' .

this body to. come forward and try to
But it is totally unfair. The. State of seize upon it to try todraw a line be-

California spends a of tween us, it should not be the Speaker
billion a year, the' State of New .York of .the House.. For what he just said, I
spends a minimum of $634 million 'a say shame on you, Mr. Speaker.
year, the State of Florida spends $424 The, fact of the matter is that we

have made two 'major exceptions to theiflión, and the State of Texas spends
341k miflion; ' ..

, entire question of illegal immigration
Now, if they want to spend it, that from the very beginning, and that has

fine. Texas said they want to spend it. been emergency medical care and little
kids who show up at the schoolhouse.That is their right, to voluntarily in
And for jhe Republican majority nowtheir State legislature decide do
to, come forward, I might say except athemselves. But for this Congress to
few brave ones over here who have beensay we are going .to impose on you this
reasonable and courageous and stoodmandate, we are going to require you up today but for the Speaker of thisto tax your citizens for a Federal Gov- side to come forward and say we oughternment failure, is absurd. to abandon that and jeopardize theIt is the Federal Government that

has faileth I think it is wrong for us to ability .to pass this. bill, smacks .of
be the welfare capital of the world. nothing more than raw politicai oppor-

tunism. It is an outrage.think it is wrong for us to degrade I hope that this House wifl vote re-migration, from the pursuit of oppor- soundingly against the Galleglytunity to the pursñt of tax-paid wel- amendment, not only to' repudiate afare. very bad policy that is not in the inter-I think that this is a totally legiti-. est of the public, but to repudiate amate request by the people of Califor- total failure of leadership by thenia, and I hope that every Member. Will SI,eaker of the House himself.vote yes for Gallegly, because this is Mr. Speaker, with that, I yield backthe right thing to do, to send, the right the balance of my time.signal. around. the world. Come to -

America for' opporthnity do not come 'i. RIGGS. : Cbairman, I have ato America to live off the law abiding parliamentary inquiry.Atheriàn taxpayer... The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman willThe CHAIRMAN. The gentleman state his parliamentary inquiry..from Texas (Mr. BRYT] is recognized Mr. RIGGS. Mr. Chairman, in re-for 4¾ minutes. ' .
' sponse to the last speaker's comments,(Mr. BRYANT of- Texas asked and i would point out the Speaker of thewas given permission to revise and ex- House certainly did not personaiize histend his remarks.) , •

. comments. But I am wondering, givenMr.' BRYANT of Texas. Mr. Chair- the. fact that the last speaker at-mazi, every American, every American, empted to impugn the integrity of theshould despair. of our ability as a Con- Speaker, whether it would be appro-gress to act in any significant way in a priate to take that gentleman's wordsbipartisaia fashion after that speech by down if he were to repeat those same
Mr. GINGRICH, the Speaker of the remarks, or whether. those' remarksHouse. We have tried to bring a bill out constitute a violation of the Househere that would address the problem of rules?
legal and illegal immigration in a bi- The CHAIRMAN. The Chairman of
partisan fashion, Mr. SIfl'rH and I did, the Cornniittee of the Whole cannot re-
and we 'worked very hard on it; We spond to the parliamentary inquiry. A
have Members of both parties trying to demand by the gentleman was not
make it pass. •

, made at the appropriate time.
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Ms. PELOSI. Mr. Chairman, I rise in opposi-

tion to the Gaflegly amendment, which would
- deny a pubbc education to undocumented im-

migrant children. -

This amendment is cruel, does not save
money, and does nothing to advance immigra-
tion control. Once more, we see innocent Chil-
dren being made the scapegoat in the immi-
gration pohcy debate. The plan seems to be to
use any means to punish the children of un-
documented immigrants..

To deny anyone the opportunity to be edu-
cated is short-sighted and rnhumane. If un-
documented children cannot be educated,
they will have nowhere to go but the streets.
These chi'dren will not just go away if we con-
tinue to deny them benefits. They Will be sent
reehng into the cycle of poverty that we are
seeking to end -. -

Moreover, this particular provisioi, will be a
nightmare -for already overburdened school
districts to enforce. It will take an enormous in-
vestment of funds and time to document the
status of every child enrolled in public schools.

Schools should be a safe place of teaming
and opportunity for-young people. The doors
should not be shut to innocent children in
order to punish their parents. Children thoud
not grow Up learning that only some of them
are fit or qualified to receive an education; I

urge my colleagues to defeat the Gallegly
amendment. -

-

• Mr. RADANOVICH. Mr. Chairman, I support
the Gallegly amendment, to allow a State to
exercise the right to refuse illegal imm;grants
admission to public schools.

Public schools are supported by taxpayers.
The children of these mn and women prop-
erty derive the benefit of education in .public.
schools. ' .

By telling illegal immigrants that the attrac-
tion of free education for. their children no
longer exists, we send a powerful message. It
says those who are lawfully present in the
United States are welcome to participate in its
privileges. But, those who have broken the law
to enter our country or to remain here after
their lawful entry expired deserve no benefit
from the taxpayer. ' ' -

- Illegal immigration is a threat to our national
security. By adopting this amendment, we can
enlist the States—and I assure my colleagues

• that California will move on it immediately—in
a concerted and comprehensivecampaign to
end th's menace;

The CH.AIRMAN. The question is on
the amendment offered by the gen-
tleman, from California [Mr:
GALLEGLY]. .

The question was taken; and' the
Chairman announced that the ayes ap-
peared to have it. ' -

Mr. BRYANT oi Texas. Mr. Chair-
man, I demand a recorded vote. -

The CHAmMAN.- Pursuant to the
rule, further proceedings on the amend-
ment offered by the gentleman from
California [Mr. GALLEGLY], : will be_
postponed. .

It is now in order to consider amend-
ment No.' 12 printed in part 2 Of House
report 104—483, as modified by the order
of theHouse of March 19, 1996.'
A1ENDMENT NO. 12, AS MODIFIED, OFFERED BY

- MR. CRABOD
Mr. CHABOT. Mr. Chairrna.n, I offer

an amendment, as modified.
The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will des-

ignate the axnendment, as modified.
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The text of the amendment, as modi-

fied, is as.follows:
Amendment, as modified, offered by Mr.

CBoT: Modify the. amendment to read as
follows: Strike section 401.

The CHAIRMAN. Pursuant to the
rule, the gentleman from Ohio [Mr.
CIAB0T], will be recognized br 30 min-
utes, and a Member opposed will be rec-
ogrnzed for 30 minutes.

Mr. CHABOT. Mr. Chairman, I yield
one-half of the time in support of the
amendment to' the gentleman from
Michigan [Mr. Cos], and I ask
unanimous consent that he be per-
mitted to yield blocks of time-to other
Members.

The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection
to request of the gentleman from Ohio?
'There was no objection.'.
Mr. SMITh of Texas. Mr. Chairman, I

rise in opposition to the arnenthnent
and claim the 30 minutes. I yield 10
minutes of my time to the gentleman
from Texas [Mr. BRN'r] and I ask
unanimous consent that he may be al-
lówed to yield blocks of time to other
Members. -. . - -' -

The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection
to the request of thefl gentleman from
Texas? , •

There was no objection.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recog-

nizes the gentleman from Ohio [Mr.
CRABOT).

Mr. CHABOT. Mr. Cha.irina, I yield
mys1f such time as I may consume.

Mr. Chairman, I ampleased to offer
this. amendment with the extremely
distinguished ranking member of the
Committee on the Judiciary, the gen-
tleman from Michigan [Mr. CoNYs].
It is a real honor for me to be associ-
ated with the gentleman in this bipar-
tisan effort.

Despite all the tactical shifts, Mr.
Chairman; there really are only two
sides to. this debate. There are some
people, some very well-intentioned peo-
ple, who belieye that we need a na-
tiona.1 computerized system through
which the Federal Government would
specifically approve or, disapprove
every hiring decision that is made in
this country. Then there are those of
u, myself and the gentlemaxi from
Michigan included, who do not believe
that such a system is appropriate.

That. is the issue. The. Chabot-Con-
yers amendment would strike from the
bill that section which asserts the Fed-
eral Government's power to sign off on
new employment decisions as they are
made. ., .

Now, because of massive opposition
to this scheme, its proponents have de-
cided to get a foot in the door by start-
ing with an initial, so-called voluntary
pilot project. But the system that it es-
tablishes is" neither.. really voluntary
nor a simple piot. will expand upon
that point in a minute.

More importantly, we know where
this program designed to lead. The
end goal is and always has been a na-
tional mandatory system by which the
Federal Government would assert the
power to sign off on the employment of
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every U.S. citizen. That was what was
in the bill to start with, and that is
what its proponents have said they
want. In fact, some of them cannot
even wait beyond today to ratchet up a
level of coercion. The very next amend-
ment with its very explicit employer
mandate clearly shows where all this is
headed.

As former Senator Malcolm Wallop
has written, he cails this "One of the
most intrusive government programs
America has ever seen." The Wall
Street Journal calls it . odious. The
Washington Times asks in editorial-
izing agiinst the system and for our
amendment, "Since when did Aneri-
cans have to ask the government's per-
mission to go to work?"

Now; even if the Government always
worked perfect1y we would have huge
philosophical objections to this proce-
dure. But, as Senator 'Wallop says,
"Arxericans can spend eight months
just trying to prove to the Social Secu-
rity Adrninitration that they are not
dead." -

-01500:
Mr. Chairman, here, remember, we

are talking about citizen's ability to
work, about their very livelihood. And
no one has argued that errors will not
be made, causing heartache for those
citizens who lose their jobs.

The L.A. Times reported just last
month that anonymous sources within
Social Security fear that; quote, 20 per-
cent of legal workers might be turned
down by the system when it is first im-
plemented. Over time, that 270 percent
error rate would fall to around 57 per-
cent, officials estimate. Officially, So-
cial Security now says that it, and I
quote again, cannot predict the ver-
ification results for a pilot project. The
Social Security Administration further
states that in addition to attempted
fraud, quote, nonrnatches can occur for
many reasons, including keying errors,
missing informationç erroneous infor-
mation and failure of the individual to
notify Social Security . of legal name
changes, et cetera.

Indeed, a constituent of mine was in
my office just yesterday on another
issue and told me that he and his new
bride have been trying for 4 months
now to get Social Security to record
her married name, and they still have
not got it straightened out, although
we are trying.

The bill in -fact explicitly con-
templates. errors that deprive Arner-
ican citizens of their jobs. Its answer?
More litigation. Victims could sue the
Government under the Federal Tort
Claims Act. That prospect should be
cold comfort, either to somebody who
has lost a long-sought job because of
this program -or to the taxpayers who
will have to foot the bifl. Well, at least
this new Government program is vol-
untary, we are told. Not for the em-
ployees, it is not.

Let me repeat. Employees, American
citizens, have absolutely no choice



whatsoever about whether they are
covered under this section, nor is ittruly voluntary for employers, Toquote Senator Wallop again, the
strong-arm incentive for, the business
owners to join the system is that they
will be targeted for additional Federal
enforcement if they choose not to par-ticipate.

The Small Business Survival Com-
mittee says. the system would create
unprecedented employer liability. They
oppose it, as do, for example, the Asso-
ciated General Contractors,, the Na-
tional Retail Federation, and many,
many others. .

As for this being a pilot, well, as Stu-
art Anderson notes, the covered States
have a population in excess of 90 mil-
lion Americans, about one-third of this
country. Together,, these so-called pilot
States would be the 11th largest nation
in the entire world

Jfr this system is to be
added on top of the burdensome 1—9
document review requirements that
started us down the road,. down the
path of thaking employers into basi-
cally Federal agents. Congress was as-
sured in 1986 'that that program would,
quote, terminate the problem: Well, it
has . not. Remarkably, that program's
very failure is advanced as a justifica-
tion for proceeding further down that
path. So this addition is proposed:

Do my colleagues know what? It will
not work, either,'We. will hear shortly
from the gentleman from California
[Mr. GALLEGLY], and others that.it can-
not work unless it is explicitly made
mandatory on employers. Even then
employers who knowingly hire illegals
simply call the 800 number. Moreover,
others in this body argued that without
a national ID, anyone could buy fake
documents with

. corresponding num-
- -bers and cheat the system. So we know

what is coming next, a national ID
card in all likelihood.

The bottom-line question; though,
Mr. Chairman, is whether this Govern-
ment of ours should be in the business
of saying yea' or 'nay; whenever. an
American citizen takes a new job. I say
no. So do the Catholic Conference, the
ACLU, the: National Center for Home•
Education, Americam for Tax Reform',
Citizens for a Sound Economy, theCato Institute, Concerned Women for
America, the Eagle Forum, the Chris-tian . Coalition, and virtually all the
legal experts who have taken a look at
this, including the American Bar Asso-ciation. ' -

Ail these groups and' others' that I
will try to mention later support the
Chabot-Conyers amendment.

Mr. Chairman, I reserve the- balance
of my time. '

Mr. SMTrH of Texas. Mr. Chairman, Iyield ' myself • such time as I may
Consume. - .

Mr. Chairman, this amendmentwould totally underne our efforts to
stop illegal immigration. A vote for
this amendment is a vote for continued
illegal immigration. A vote for this
amendment is a vote against protect-

ing jobs for American citizens. In order
to cut illega' im.migratjon, controls at
the border are not enough.

Almost hail of all illegal aliens come
into this country lega'ly and stay after
their jobs, after their visas have ex-
pired. Why? Jobs. Jobs are the No. 1 at-
traction for illega' aliens coming to
this country, if we can reduce the at-
traction of this magnet, we can save
taxpayers untold millions of dollars
and improve the. prospects of vulner-
able American workers now competing
with illegal aliens for jobs.

For the past decade, employers have
checked the identity and work eligi-
bility documents of new employees.
Unfortunately, the easy availability of
counterfeit' documents has made a
mockery of the law. Fake doáuments
are, produced in mass quantities in
southern California... Just from. 1989 to
1992, there were 2.5 million' bogus docu-
ments seized.' This amendment would
strike the quick check system in the
bill that allows employers to verify the
identity and work eligibility of' new
hires. . ' •. ' " .. -

The bill proposes only that we have a
pilot program to be set up for 3 years
in five States and then it expfres.. The
amendment would deny employers the
opportunity to choose to do what is in
their own interest. It says. that Con-
gress knows• better - than businesses
what is best for them. Now talk about
big brother.

. Americaii . workers will
benefit from the quick check system.'
It will ensure that .they will not be
competing for jobs with illegal aliens.
'Confirmation, systems like that, in

the bill have been tested. Since 1992,
the INS has tested a telephone verffica-
tion system with over 200 employers.
Every single employer who has tried
this system tried the. INS pilot pro-
gram, was pleased with the results. In
fact they recommended that, the pilot
program be implemented on a perina-
nent basis. ' ' ''

Mr. Chairman, electronic confirma-
tion requires no national ID card, no
new data base, and it ends in 3 years.
This is not a. first step toward any-
thing. That is also why the National
Federation of Independent' Business,
the National Rifle Association, and the
Traditional Values Coalition do not op-
pose the voluntary quick' check sys-
tem. ' . : .

Now let me set the record straight on
one other matter, and that is the al-
leged error rates 'that we have been
hearing about.. These percentages are
not error rates. There is no such error
rate. These refer to a secondary ver-
ification. Secondary verification is un-
derstandably ordered whenever em-
ployees provide information that is not

•accu,rate. They have to double check on
the inaccurate information.

Secondary verification does not nec-
essarily mean inaccurate data. It more
often means that it is the fault of em-
ployees mistakenly providing erro-
neous information or, quite frankly,
being caught providing fraudulent in-
formation. In short, the 'ultimate big
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brother is Congress saying they know
better than employers how to run their
businesses. Let us trust business own-
ers to decide what is best for them. The
quick check system is a convenience
many want, and that is why the Na-
tional Federation of Independent Busi-
ness does not oppose this quick check
verification system.

Let us follow 'the lead of the U.S.
Cornniissjon on

. Immigration Reform
which recommended a verification sys-
tem very similar to the one we have in
this bill.. .The cornnijssjon found that
suo- a system would reduce the use of
fraudulent documents, would protect
American jobs and would reduce dis-
crimination That is exactly what this
volunteer pilot program that expires in
3 years will do, and I urge my col-
leagues to vote very strongly against
this amendment.

Mr. Chairman; I reserve the balance
of my time.. .

(Mr. CONYERS asked and was given
permission, to revise and extend his re-marks.).

Mr CONYERS. Mr. Chairman, I yield
myself such time as I may consume.

'OK, this is the 'famous camel's nose
under the tent amendment. This is the
one where it starts off real nice. Not to
worry, folks. It is OK. Trust us. We will
make it a pilot project. Will that make
it OK? We will make it a temporary
project. We will make it voluntary. We
will do it just like we did the Japanese
interniient program when we said we
are going to find out who the Japanese
are that need to be rounded up. And
how did they do that so quickly? They
used the census data. . Govern,ment
trusters, that is where that caine fçom.
So congratulatio, voluntary, tem-
porary program; for employment ver-ifitation.

Mr. Chairman, I think the gentleman
from Ohio (Mr. CHABOT] and others on
this.side should be congfatulated, be-
cause there is a simple problem here.
The basic flaw in the verification
scheme in this bill is an assumption
that we have got to impinge upon the
privacy of law-abiding citizens in hir-
ing illega' aliens. The problem is the
few unscrupulous employers who evade
the law today will continue to do it to-
morrow, even if we pass this verifica-
tion scheme in whatever form. How?
Because they can simply continue to
hire illegals underground' and off the
record as they do 'today. That is how
wé'get illegals in, not that all the peo-
ple that are busy breaking the law are
now going to come forward and call the
U.S. Government to determine whether
one is an illegal or not and they should
hire them. They are going to continue
it in the underground economy.

Is that difficult, complex? No. But
this is the beginning of the progress of
the system that will maybe ID every-
body in the country. Now maybe it will
not. But I am not here to take a chance
today. This is not my job, to bank on
what the future is going to do when we
let these lousy programs get started. I
think it is unnecessary.
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Why, oh why did the gentleman from• going to say is that if you in fact come
Texas [Mr. Sirri] omit the tester pro- here to get a job, one of the things you
gram? Was there something wrong with will have to do when you give all this
that? The tester program would at information—by the way, the notion
least keep us honest, because that that you are now allowed to apply for
would allow people that were supposed a job in perfect anonymity seems puz-
to look foreign looking; whatever that zling. This is an invasion of privacy.
is, to go in and see if they are really What the invasion of privacy? W3ien
being treated the same way. But in the going and applying for a )ob, one has to
manager's amendment, carefully the prove that one is here legally.
gentleman took that out. 0.1515

Should I be alarmed? Oh, not to Now, I tbink they have to proveworry. Hey, what is the problem? You
are getting a little sensitive. maybe what their education is, maybe

just go ahead with the ID program and they have to prove their age, maybe
we will make it pilot program. We will

they have to prove a lot of things. How
can it be logically argued that it is anmake it temporary. We make it vol- invasion of privacy to add to all the in-

untary. We will make it anything, but formation they already have to give,
get the nose under the tent today. their social security number, and etMr. Chairman, I reserve the balance cetera; and, oh, by tJie' way, can we
of my time.

Mr. BRYANT of Texas. Mr. Chair- please establish that they are here le-
man, I yield 4 minutes to the gen- gaily? It does not make any sense. I
tleman from Massachusetts [Mr.

have friends on the left who react; rdo
not understand why'-

FRAX]. Mr. Chairman, the gentleman talked
• Mr. FRANX- of Massachusetts. Mr. about the Japanese roundu, one of theCbaizmau, as much as I admire my

friend the ranking member his talking
worst periods in American history and

about the camel's nose under the. tent
wholly irrelevant to this. It has abso-

reinforces my view that if we were to lutely nothing in common, absolutely
nothing in common at alL Lockingrestrict free speech at all, we should people up because of their ancestry has

make it illegal to use metaphors in the nothing in common with saying, by the
discussion of public policy. We are not way, in addition' to 'social seurity,
talking about camels, noses and tents. educational qualifications and every-
We are talking about whether or not thing else, we want to make sure that
we have a rational- approach to enforc- they are here legally
ing the laws against illegal immigra- That puzIes me. As a matter of fact,
tion. the only way to prevent discnmination

I have to say that, of all the things in based on national origin; or to mini-
my life that puzzle me,. why so many of mize it; we can never prevent anything;
my liberal 'friends have such an aver- but the way to- minimize it is to, in
sion to- this simple measure is the fact, have a better system of identifica-
greatest. As a.matter of fact, if we do tion. The better the system of identi-
not use an identification system, let us fication, the less likely we are to have
be very clear, we are not talking about this discrimination. -

a card anybody has to carry anywhere. So I do not understand. Yes, people
What we are saying is what would seem are afraid of forms of national identi-
to be the very noncontroversial prin fication. That is not what we are talk-
ciple 'if one were applying for a job, ing about. And' on the -other side we
one of the things one should be asked have the conservative trend that has
to do is to verify that one is legally eli- growu up that we saw in the terrorism
gible to take the job and is in this bill, and apparently on the right, wing
country legally. we now have this increasing view that
• During the great period of time in the American Government is the

life when one is not applying for a job, enemy and is to be prevented from en-
which for most of us is most of the forcing any of its laws.
time, then - one will not be bothered Now,. I do not believe that a purely
with this. It only applies when apply- voluntary system makes sense. If, in
ing for a job. : . - - * fact, we cannot go beyond this to adopt

Now, Mr. Chairman, what are the al- an amendment that makes this a bind-
teriatives? If we. do not do this, what ing thing, we are taiking about simple
are the alternatives? The alternatives rhetoric. But this is obviously the first
are much more interference with lib-. step in that war. And let us be clear
erty. If in fact we do .not try to break what *e are talking about. We are re-
the economic nexus that has people quiring that when one applies for a )ob
hired illegally and the only way we can or applies for a benefit, where being le-
do that-is by simply requiring that peo- gaaly in- this country, is a prerequisite
ple identify, that they are herelegally, under the -law, they have to prove it.
then we get into much more repressive To turn this into some act of oppres-
efforts. We get into much more inter- sion makes no seiise whatsoever, and,
ference with liberty. '". . as a matter of fact, the opposite is the

.A free society like ours with enor- case. If we do not. allow ourselves' to
mous numbers of people coming and use this - simple, straightforward sys-
going, with enormous amounts of goods tem of requiring, verification when -one
flowing in and out ëannot physically applies, we will be inviting a great deal'
bar entry. We understand that most more in the way of repression.
people who come here come here to Unless my colleagues are prepared to
work. What this says is all we are - say that all the laws on the books
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about illegal immigration can be flat-
tened at will because, without this
kind of verification, that is what hap-
pens, then my colleagues are to vote
against this amendment and vote later
for an amendment that will begin to
make this a requirement. -

Mr. CHABOT. Mr. Chairman, I yield 2
minutes to the distinguished gen-
tleman from Wisconsin (Mr. SENSEN-
BRENNER] a member of the Committee
on the Judiciary.

- Mr. SENSENBRENNER. Mr. Chair-
man, I rise today in support of the
Chabot amendment to strike the tele-
phone verification system for prospec-
tive new employees. I am a strong' sup-
porter of. turning off the econOmic
magnet that draws illegal workers into
our country. However, we cannot turn
off this magnet' with' a system that is
flawed. If we do, we are asking for trou--
ble.

An error rate in the - data base on
even the smallest percent means thou-
sands of people will be denied the abil-
ity to earn .a living: With. 65 million
hiring deciEions made each, year,. an
error rate of only 1 percent wouid deny
650,000 American citizens their jobs.
The Social Security Administration
says it cannot predict what the error
rate might be. However in 1994 there
was a 2½-percent nonmatch rate with
social secunty - . -

We all employ case workers in our of-
fices, and we• all know firsthand how
difficult and time-consuming it. can be
to correct an error in an official gov-
ermnent record. Try convincing the In-
ternal Revenue Service that they have
made a mistake, for example. Yet the
employee has only- 10 days to correct
any errors made by Social Security be-
,fore being fired..

While the employer can hire someone
else, what happens to the person who
needs a job and is denied it because So-
cial Security has made a mistake?

Some have said no new data ,ases are
created by' phone-in verification. But
that is not correct. Employers must
keep a permanent record of each ap-
proval code they, obtain from the gov-
ernxnent. In order to know which ap-
proval matches which employee, there
must be a new data base. To avoid fur-
ther liability,, employers also need to
keep records of any negative responses
they receive. - . . . -

- Vlhether we like it or not,. this is an
- unfunded mandate, an. increased paper-
work burden on American business.
Phone-rn verification is an addition to
the 1—9, not a substitute. Employers
must keep this additional information
in order to prove they obey the law.

Even though the bill calls for a vol-
imta.ry pilot program, it also calls for
additional inspectors for enforcement
to check. the records of employers who
choose .not to participate in the pro-
gram. That is not what I call vol-
untary. And I urge the approval of this
amendment. -

Mr. CONY.ERS. Mr. Chairman, I yield
2 minutes to the gentleman from Cali-
fornia. (Mr. BEcERRA] a member of the
Committee on the judiciary. -



March 20, 1996 CONGRESSJON RECORD—HOUSE H2499Mr. BECERRA. Mr. Chairman, I made, and that is the Social Security Without verification in this bill, 'thank the gentleman for yielding the Administration testified before the really have no way to make this mo,time to me. subcommittee that they would guaran- significant improvement, and that isMr. Chairman, this is an amendment tee 99.5 percent accuracy if all we were how to get around document fraud thatthat we must pass, because if we do asking was the person's name and num- completely undermines the law thatnot, we set in motion some omnious ber, not address, nothing else like that. prohibits employers from hiring some-measures that will not only affect our All we are asking for in this pilot pro- body who is not a legally present mdi-privacy, but our job security, gram, 99.5 percent accuracy. viduaj.Let me first say that we have to re- Mr. Chairman, I yield I zniiiute to the It is a simple system. The Social Se-member that there are 66 million job gentleman, from Tennessee, [Mr. BRY- curity number is looked at, and atransactions that occur in this country Azq'rJ.
- check is made to see if a number isevery single year. In other words, Mr. BRY&N'r of Tennessee. Mr. valid and if it belongs to the name onsomeone is either hired or somebody Chairman, it is my pleasure to rise and the card. That is all there is to it. It ischanges jobs and gets a new job 66 rnil- speak in opposition to this amendment,

not an intrusion on civil liberties. It islion times every year in this country. Even though I am a collegue of the not a threat to anybody's employ-Are there errors that occur in the gentleman from Oli±o [Mr. CHAEOT], •abifity. It is certainly not an inconven-systems that we have in place with the who is a sponsor of it, I disagree With ience to employers, If anything, it is aSocial Security Administration and him on this one; '

convenience to them and a protectionwith the INS' own data base? I must I have'concern about some of the ar- to them against getting involved inanswer the chairman's, the gentlemajj 'guxnents that have been made about some type of a dispute over whether or
from Texas [Mr. SMrrR], own statement the Government approval, and how

not they hired someone knowing thatthat there are no errors and say, Mr. they are going to make-mistakes, and
their documents were not valid.Chairman, there are. We know it.

' how we are asking. employers to do all
Mr Cha.iririau, I thinkthat if we areThe Social' Security Administraon these things. In reality, we all knàwitself has said that they cannot guar- that the 1—9 process already exists out serious, we have to keep this provisionantee anything better than probably a there that th employers must use in the bill, and I urge Members to vote20-percent error rate in the first couple with potential employees. But right against this Chabot amendment, If the

Chabot amendment succee, we areof years. And they are hoping they are now we put' these employers in a catch
right back to the status quo, we arelucky enough get it down to a 5-per- box. As my'colleagues know, if theycent error rate in providing informa- ask too many questions of a potentiai right back to where we started about 16tion. Why? Because the Social Security applicant for a job, they question the months ago. megal workers will stillnumber was never meant to be an iden- documents as to whether- they are be working; 3nd they will still be work-tifying number, but that is what we are counterfeit, they can be sued by' these ing and taking American jobs.using it for. ,

' applicants, But on the other hd, if This is a simple procedure. It is oneThe INS admits that in its own work- they do not ask eIough questions and that has worked in the pilot programser verification pilot programs 9 percent they hire an illegal, then the fl75 cn that have tested it. It has worked forof the time the people that they say come in and fine them. '
the benefit of those applying for thewere authorized to work were, in fact, So we are putting these employers in jobs as well as for the benefit of thosenot authorjed to work. difficult situations, which this process, doing the hiring.In addition, in the INS's own pilot by use of the 1—803 number on a 'vol- I urge Members to vote against theprogram, they tell us that 28 percent of untary bas, will help alleviate. It will Cbabot amendment and maintain thethe time they could not give the accu- be a. defense to those employers,' and Smith language that is in the bill.rate information or information what- again it is a voluntary situation, using Mr. Chairman, I -reserve the balancesoever to be able to make a hiring deci- existing data, the Social Security num- of my time.zion, and they had to go through a sec- ber, which is used on income tax forms ' Mr. CHABOT. Mr. Chairman, I yield 2ond, more complicated, more consum- already by the Government in so many minutes to the gentleman from fllinoising step. - -

ways. [Mr. FLAAGA.N], a very distinguishedThen we have the whole issue of, I think it is a reasonable provision member of the Committee on the Judi-well, verification is going to be. OK. within the bill, and I hope this amend- ciary. -The gentleman from Massachusetts, ment goes• to defeat. I urge my col- (Mr. FLANAGAN asked ad was[Mr. FRK] is arguing that this is not leagues to vote against it. given permission to revise and extendgoing, to harm aryone. Well, let me'tell Mr. BRYANT of Texas. I yield his remarks.)my col1eagies something. If it is not 3 minutes. Mr. FLANAG Mr. Chairman, Igoing to harm anyone, what would be Mr. Chairman, 'we have a. pilot pro- - rise in support of the Chabot amend-the harm of leaving in,- as the gen- gram worküig in this area a]ready. The menttleman from Michigan. [Mr. CONTERs], 'result is that employers who have been At a time when our Government issaid, the tester program thataflows us in the pilot program like it, and- the trying to get smaller, get out of peo-to send a decoy in who acts like a pro- other result is that there have been no ple's lives, at a time when big brotherspective applicant for - the job and claims of discth2,intion come out of is finally moving away from the direc-check to see that employers are abid- the pilot program. So the fear& raised tion it has gone, when it is trying to being by the law? No, that was taken out both on the part of prospective employ- less intrusive, I think that this is not- of the bill even though in committee, ers that might be placed under this the direction we need to be going.
-with the chafrmaj's support, it was put provision and the fears raised by poten- The gentleman from Wisconsin [Mr.in. In the dead of night,. behind closed- tial discrimirtjon. simply do not have gave us some very ex-doors, it was taken out. any basis in our experience, having op- cellènt practical arguments againstMr. Cha,frman this is something y erated pilot programs elsewhere al- this system. Mr. BRYANT gave us thecolleagues better be concerned about -. .

' alternative argument, which is verybecause it leads us along the lines of The fact of the tter is that emL good as well. It says, f we are going tobig brother telling us; "Show me your ployer sanctions now in the law; that is have a rule that is going to make em-1]) before not only I give you a job, but to say, the law that says it is against ployers be required to be INS agents oranything else in this country." the law for an employer tO hire some- have some of those functions, at leastVote for the Chabot amendment, one who is not legally present in
- the let us make it easy for them. Mr. BRY-Vote against any worker Identification United States, those sanctions are not ANT on this side then went on fuxtherprogram. .

' working any- longer. They used to still and said let us make it a conven-Mr. SMITE of Texas. Mr. Chairixian, I work, but they do not work any longer ience for that employer to be able to doyield myself such - time as - I may because job applicants have discovered that better so they are not held up byconsume. . ,.
, how to counterfeit any one of or all of the system.I ust wanted to respond to one point the 29 documents which can be pre- I say to my colleagues that this isthe gentleman from California just sented to prove one's lega.l status. - not the direction we need to go to
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make it easier for private citizens to
have to do the job of Government, to be
able to stand up and say, no, we are not
going to require citizens of the United
States to get permission from the Fed-
erai Government to work. And that is
what this pilot program, if it becomes
a total program, would do.

To have the Federal Government of
the United States be a last word on
whether someone works today •or
whether someone does not is particu-
larly odious. It is anathema to the rea-
son most of us came here. To have the
Federal Government of- the United
States say, "You may-work today be-
cause we have decided that you're here
legally, and we're going to trust that
all the records are right, that we're
going to go ahead and say that there's
no glitch in it," and aiim an effort to
make the 1—9 form, odious by itself,
work better is wrong-headed as well as
being merely wrong.

Di53O
We should go the step in the other di;

rection, to pro-ide positive incentives
for employers to help us solve the prob-
lem of illegal immigrants working We
should go in the direction of bringthg
the employers enlisted into the battle
against iUegal workers, rather than
impressing them into the battle and
making it as harmful as possible to the
people who work for them, but as
harmless to them as possible. We are
not going in the right direction. We
must reject this portion of the bill. I
urge a vote for the Chabot amendment.

Mr. CONYERS Mr. Chaimian, I yield
myself such time as I may ôonsume:

Mr. Chairman, I tried the metaphor,
but when the gentleman from Massa-
chusetts does not use it himself, it
should be outlawed: 1 will try another
one, the Ponzi scheme. That is -that
whatever amendment is on the floor, if
we do not pass this, we will never stop
illegai.s from coming in.

Remember the McCollum amendment
that would put your picture on an ]D
card, on a Social Security card and
make it tamper-proof? Have we forgot-
ten that one already? That was the one
we had to have or we would never stop
illegals. We moved that one on. Now we
have the nose under the tent, and if we
do not get this one in, we will, never
stop illegals.

Forget the fact that ,ail the fraudu-
lent, employers that. want, to use
illega1s are: never going to report them
through the proper method anyway.
They will aU beviolating not only this
amendment, but all the other immigra-
tion laws. So the underground economy
is laughing as we finally put the nail
on illegal immigrants by a foolproof 1])
car&

Mr. Chairman, what does the Japa-
nese internment program have to do
with this? Some say nothing, and some
say it has something to do; Where did
they find out who the Japanese were
and where they were to go get them?
They found out throug!. the census pro-
gram, which was not started out for
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that, I would say to the gentleman
from Massachusetts [Mr. FBA]. The
census system was not started off for
that purpose. It got to be used that
way.

Social Security was not started off to
be 1]). It was for Social Security. Now
it is ID. It is on your driver's license.
Now we have deteriorated a little bit
more and a little bit more, and then
someone says, "This is not the nose
under the tent, the camel's nose under
the tent, this is thnocent, freestanding,
vital to the immigration bill; we have
to get it or we pill never stop illegal.
immigrants."

I say hogwash. Support Chabot.
Mr. Chairman, lyleld such time as he

may consume to the gentleman from
Massachusetts [Mr. FRANK].,

Mr. FRANK of Massachusetts. Mr.
Chairman, I would just say to my
friend that apparently we have now
found out that •the serious threat to
civil liberties is the census. I-would say
in that case it is too late to worry. I do
not myself regard the census as a
threat, but if it is a threat, it is al-
ready there, so if people were, going to
manipulate things like the census,
they would already have it and they
would not need anything e1e.

Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Chairman, I will
throw up my hands, then. It is all over,
we have had it.

Mr. Chairman, I reserve the balance
of my time. .

'Mr. SMITH of Texas. Mr. Chairman, I
yield 2 minutes to the gentleman from
California [Mr. BILBRAY).

(Mr. B]LBRAY asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his re-
marks.). .

Mr. BUJBRAY. Mr. Chairman, let us
be up front about this. There are those
who do not want us to be able to en-
force our immigration law and want to
remove every reasonable tool. They
want to find excuses for that. There are
those that say that somehow it is ter-
rible to the employer. '

Mr. Chairman, let' me give a letter
from Virginia, who works for G.T. Bi-
cycles. She said that the telephone ver
ification program has given her peace
of mind with the lmowledge that G.T.
Bicycles is complying with the law re-
garding employment, because if you
are an employer, you have no way of
kowthg that the law requires you to
get a Social Security number' ad to
fill 'Out an 1-9 form, bit you do not
know if' that' number belongs' to the
person. . -

There are thpse that are going to try
to find excuses to strike this system—
and eliminate any reasonable point of
enforcement of our immigration laws.
So please do not say you are against ii-
legal inmigration, do not say you are
agaiist iUegals getting public assist-
ance, do not say you' are against
illegals taking jobs from people,. but
then say, Oh, but I am against having
a. reasonable' enforcement vehicle. It is
a cop-out. Let us be up front about it.
Let us say, I really do not think illegal
imxthgration is a real problem. I think
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these people ought to be allowed to
come into our borders.

But this system is a system that is
the most nonobtrusive approach we can
possibly do, in a system where we re-
quire reporting so we can raise taxes,
so we can get money for the Federal
Government.

Mr. Chairman, when it comes time
for us to participate in the securing of
our national frontiers, of our national
sovereignty, the Federal Government's
number one obligation and responsibil-
ity, when it comes to that responsibil-
ity, Members are willing to walk away
and find &cuses to cop out. All I have
to say is, if it is good enough and it is
reasonable enough for us to move for-
ward with some programs so we can en-
hance our coffers; then doggone it, it is
time that we do' the reasonable thing
to control illegal immigration. But let
us not : sit - there and vote for this
amendmeut and then say, I really am
against illegal immigration. This
amendment will decide which way you
stand, and the American people wiU
know it.

Mr. BRYANT of Texas. Mr; Chair-
man, I yield 5 minutes to the gen-
tleman from California [Mr. BERMAN].

Mr. BERMAN. Mr Chairman, I rise
in opposition to this Chabot amend-
ment. What I would love to see, Mr.
Chairman, is to get the rolleall of the
Chabot amendment and the people who
voted in favor of striking the verifica-
tion system, ad then the people who
vote for the Gailegly amendment to
knock all the children of illegalimm.i-
grants out of the public schools, and
the Bryant amendment, to report all
the names of illegal immigrants to the
iNS, and all these other Prop 187
amendments, and match the two, be-
cause there will be a lot of people who
vote. "yes" on Chabot and then "yes"
on Gallegly on the public education
and "yes" on Bryant,. and then-we will
know how rhetorical the discussion on
doing something on illegal immigra-
tion is; because they will have sat
there and gone back to their distrióts
and said, "We -did. something. about
public .services, emproyment, and ille-
gal aliens. We just knocked out any
way of ever enforcing it," the Chabot
amendment.

.

j -

I have great respect for . the gen-
tlernan, I have listened to im both in
committee and on the floor, and I know
he feels this passionately, but it is in-
teUectuafly flawed, because there
shóuid be one additional provision. It
shouid repeal employer sanctions. If w,e
do not have verification, we have no
meaning in employer sanctions. We
have the present situation.

Mr. Chairman, I cannot think of
whit creates a more cynical public
than the notion that the Government
saying,, as we said in 1986, "We are
doing something about this," and then
denying the mechanisms to try ad do
anything about it. That will only in-
tensify the hostility between the public
and their elected officials.



If employer Sanctions are going to
mean anything, Mr. Chairman ver-
ification is at the heart of what we are
supposed to do. The problem with the
amendment of my friend, the gen-
tleman from Texas, is that ideally I
think we have to do some pilot projects
before we can implement a fufl8OQ-telephone verifjcajon system. But the'
problem with the amendment of the
gent1ema from Texas which COT
seeks to strike, and which GALLEGLY
seeks to strengthen in a subsequent
amendment, is that it has none of the
protections that we put in. And 'as the
gentleman from Ohio [Mr. CEAB0r]
pointed out, it may be voluntary for
employers, but it.js mandatory for em-ployees

There are no protections on privacy,'there are no protections on errors;
there is no' enforceme'nt of discririjna-tion in that particular prograi. A
mandatory system at the point where
it is feasible and ithplèmented;;ff doneright, will stop 'discriithiatjbn which.
now exists, because' the pei'son 'vho
wants. o comply with the law is notgoing to accept the documents coming
in under the 1—9 requirements, is going
to assume that person is illegal and isgoing to discrimirate, not because that
person is raèist, but because that per-son does not want tórun afoul of em-
ployer Sanctions and does not under-
stand that employer Sanctions have no
meaning under the present situation.

- It can. protect against privacy i2mo-
vatjons, just like we did in 1986 withthe 1ega1jatjon program, where we 1adS legalize 1.8 zniujon people. and
never once give the. names of the peb-ple that came forward to the enforce-
ment wing. You can protectagajnst all
of those kinds of things.

The amendment in front of us is bad
because it, without répeajing employer
Sanctions, renders employer sanctions
totally meaniizgless The base language
is bad because it has none .of the pro-
tections we• need. That is. why the
•G4leg1y amendment, I am forced to
conclude, is the ocly feasible fashionfor dealing meaiñgmuiiy with •thiswhole subject.

Mr. Chairma, I urge a "no" vote on-
the Chabot ä.meñdment. - -

Mr. CHABOT. Mr. C]iairznan, 1 yield 1minute to tile very diStingujed gen-tlewoma .. from - Idaho [Mrs.CENowrJ:.' - '.
Mrs. CKENOwEp. M. Chaijman, Irise in support of the Cbbot-Conyers

aülendment. I found it very interesting
that the good gentleman from Texa.s
[Mr. BRY'r] indicated there were no
exazTiples of abuse by the Governmentin the present system.

Whereas I agree that illegal inmigra-tion is a very serious problem, there
has also been a very serious problem in
the enforcement of the edsting rulesand regulations, and as currently stat-
ed in the bill, the employment verifica-
tion system will add to and not replace
the current 1—9 verification

Mr. Chairrna.n, in my district there isa fruit farmer, Mr. Stanley Robison,

• who has been in business for 60 years.Whereas the S requires all kinds of
verifications, Mr. Robison set about ac-
quiring those verifications. They were
all in a separate file, according to the
laborer or the worker. When the De-
partment of Labor came in and audited
his fiies, they found that he had asked
for too much verification, and that had
consisted of employer and worker liar-
assment. This man was fined $72,000 be-
fore he ever 1ad a day in court.

-. Mr. Chairman, this kind of abuse
cannot go on. Please support the
Chabot-Conyers amendment
'Mr. CONYER5 Mr; Chairman I yield

3 minutes to the gentleman from Cali-
fornia [Mr. ToRs]: -

Mr. TORRE5. 'Mr Chirmin, I thak
the gentlema.n for yIeldjn time to me.

Mr. Chairman, T stand in strong sup-
port of the Chabot-Conyérs amendment
to strike, the so-called voluntary em-ploymeflverjjcatj system. I ask my
colleagues here today to listen and to.listen closely s I relate a personal
story about the dark side 'of employ-
ment 'verification, because 'no matter
how well-intentioned this system ap-
pears, the consequences ãan be oxnf-
nous. -.

I raisedmy ds inFrance for a few
years while I served as the U.S.' Athbas.
sador to UNESCO in Paris. One'day myson was coming home from schoolalone: He was apprehended by the
French police and asked to produce his
national identity card. He did not have
it with him. He was detained, arrested,
and taken to jail. I had to go take him
out; simply because he did not have a
card He did not look French.

Are we ready, as a bastion of freedom
and democracy, to Subject the citizens
of this country- to the same type of in-
sidious mistakes? ir we do not pass the
Chabot-Cónyers amendment to strike, I
think we will be doing that. Do we
want to impose a soca1led voluntary
system on employers that has no pro-
tection for employees? From my own
family's experience in Paris, I can as-
sure the Members' that' individuals' that
appear foreign will be unfairly treated.
In this so-called era of less govern-
ment, why would we want to impose
costly regulations upon the engine of
our economy and our Nation's job cre-ators? . .;.. -

Mr. Chairman, do not be deluded.
This employment verification is only
the first step. As the gentleman from
Michigan [Mr. CONYERS] has said, thisis the nose under the tent towards a
natjonaj identification card, a first
step towards the loss of our freedom.
Remember this, only a small percent-.
age of employers knowingly hire un-
documented workers. -

We have laws on the books that re-
quire reporting for every new hire, the
1-9, but we do not spend any money on
enforcement. We have a law that re-
quires that employers pay rninimu
wage and withhold Social Security, the
Fair Labor Standards Act, but we do
not spend any money on enforcement
These employers are violating the law

R2oi
now, and nothing in this bill will force
them to comply with a new verification
law.

Mr. Chairman, I urge my colleagues
here today to vote yes on the Chabot-
Conyers amendment to strike.

Mr. SMTTH of Texas. Mr,Chafrman, Iyield 2½ minutes to the gentlem
from Californja [Mr. GALLEGLY].

(Mr. GALLEGLY asked and wasgiven permission to revise and extendhis relnarlcs.)

01545''
Mr. GALLEGLY Mr. Chairman, iriseln very strong opposition to this

amendment offered by my good friend
the gent1em from Ohio. The author
may be well meaning but he is simply
wrong on this issue of verification, andhis amendment will only serve to pro-tect. those 'spècjaj interest businesseswho, currently violate U.S. 1mnijgra-tion laws. .

Mr. Chairman, this amendment: istruly a litmus test of our seriousness
to curtail illegal imm.tgration, protectjobs for Americans, and 'stifle lowwages.

Mr. Chairman, Preventing illegalentry, is a key to prevention and deter-
rence, but Congress can ill afford to ig-nore the 4

. to 6 million illegal immi-
grants already resithng and working inthis country. .

This is. where the gentlem from
Ohio is mizjnformeth He completely ig-
nores the fact that the illegal imnitgra-
tion problem must also be addressed inthe Nation's interior, well away from
the border.

I agree that enhanced border enforce-ment is important. This bill addressesthat. I also agree that stiff fines and
employer Sanctions are very helpful.
These measures, are fine, but simply
not enough.

Like it or not, Mr. Cba.jrman, thereare businesses in this country who
knowingly break U.S. law and hire ille-gal immigrts. Short of more random
checks and Unannounced raids, alter-
natives that I am sure the gentlem
from Ohio would oppose, a verification
system' is direly needed; and a 1-800
number is by far the easiest way to dotbis. ' '•• -

The gentleman in hs remarks makesinaccurate, misleading, unsubstan-
tiated and maybe even ridicujous argu-
ments against verification A system of
verification does not 'establish a database. It does' not create a Federal hir-
ing approval process.

The gentlema's amendment would
-wipe out any type of verffjcaon and,
in effect, would only serve to protect
those unscrupulous businesses which
break U.S. law. His amendment woujd
perpetuate a system which replaces
American workers with low-wage em-
ployees. I urge sound defeat of thisamendment..

Mr. SMITH of Texas. Mr. Chairman, I
yield 1 minute to the gentleman from
Georgia [Mr. DEAL].

Mr. DEAL of Georgia. Mr Chairman,I thank the gentleman for yielding methe time.
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Mr. Chairman, there is a truism that ployers bide behind the current law.
I think applies in life as it does in leg- The 1-9 form, which I have used on
islation, that one excuse is just as good thousands of occasions as a employer,
as another if we do not want to do any- is cover. Get. your.. fake. documents,
thing. We have heard a lot of excuses xerox them on the back of the 1—9 form
tod2.y.: I am afraid that this amend- and when the 'nS comes in, you are
ment, as well Intentioned as it may be, OK. .

is just another excuse. If we really, do That is wrong. We need to have a ver-
not want to do anything about the un- ification system that. employers can
migration problem and the employ- rely on. If you vote for Chabot, you are
ment of those who are not legally In voting for the status quo. I urge Mem-
our country, then this excuse is just as bers to vote to support tough action.
good as another. against illegal immigration and oppose

I cannot refute all of the excuses that the Chabot amendment.
have been offered as a support for this Mr. BRYA1T of Texas. Mr. Chair-

•
'amendment, but let me take one, the man, I yield myself the balance of my'
idea that' there is an error rate in the time. . , - ' ..

• Social Security office and-that some- I would like to associate myself with
body may be denied the opportunity to the remarks of, the last gentleman.
work because there has been some mix- They were poInts well.made.
up in their Social Securit'yñumber. . I. want to .also respond briefly to a

I want to suggest that if we put in comment made early by the gentle-
place this bill 'without this amend- woman from Idaho [Mrs. CEENOWET). I

• ment, we will do two things.' 'of .think she misheard me. I said that the
afl, let an American citizen who isle-. pilot program now working tc. test this
gaily In' this country and legally enti- system that the Chabot amendment
tied to be employedbe denied an bppor- would eliminate has not yielded any
tunity because somebody 'has made an complaints' from employers and not
error in his. Social Security rate, two yielded any instances of discrimiziation

• things are going to happen. First of all, against potential employees.
they are.going to correct his Social Se The example the gentlewoman gave a
curity .recorcL, which .ought 'to have moment ago is exactlythe example we
been done In the first place, and sec- are trying to avoid. I do not know the
•ond, he is goiiag to get the job. '' specifics of her hypothetlcai situation,

Mr. SMITH'of Texas. Mr. Cbai±inan, I but .we want. employers' to be able to
yield 2 minutes to the 'gent1ema from . rely upon this check to know that' they'
Ca3iIorxiia:[Mr CALVERT].'. '' do not have to worry about whether or
'Mr. C.ALVERT.. Mr.: Cbirma.n, the •not' they have somehow violated' the
Chabot amendment takes the teeth out current. laws with regard to afl, these

• of,this bill. Illegal immigrants come to. documents. . ' ' .

this couztry for one reason, jobs. We. waut them to be able to do what
The ünrnigr.t1on bill of 1986 tried to the provision says and that simply is,

move in the right direction, but- it check the number and see if it is' a
fafled to iaintain' an adequate work- valid number, and, second, see if It be-
place enforcement provision. What it longs to the name on, the card. That is
did was create a system where employ- afl this. does. 1t is an effort to protect
ers are forced to be pseudo nS. agents.. the employer and to protect the em-
With the fear of fines, employers must ployee,, as well, and to nmke the sys-
decide which documents are fake and tem simple. ' '

which are reaL. ' '
' .We are left with the situation that if

This is an ux3fair, 'unrealistic btirden. this is taken ,out of the bill by virtue of
1-800 is not big brother. It simply gives' adoption of the Chabot amendment, we
employers an easy, cost-effective way suxiply cannot enforce employer sanc-
to' make: sure .they. are following Fed- tions,. and employer sanctions,, which
eral law., ' ., ' once worked before document courter-.

As a former small. businessman who feiting became so. widespread, are not
ran' several restaurauts in . southern working now. Please vote against the
California, I saw my share of suspicious Chabot amehdment. Let us keep .some'

• documeñts over the years: 1-800 would meaning in this bill with regard to em-
give me peace of mind as a small em- ployer sanctions.
ployer. .

. .
, Mr. CHABOT. Mr. Chairman. I yield 1

When I first proposed a toll-free minute. to my good .friend, the gen-
workplace verification system back in tieman from [Mr.' BROWNBACK).

1994, I ad no idea it would attract such (Mr. BROWNBACK asked and was
attention. I am glad that it has, but given permission to revise and extend
like many hot issues, certain untruths his remarks.) '

have cropped up.. .
' Mr. BROWNBACK. Mr. Chairman, I

1-800 is not, big .b'rother . it is not an want to rise in support of the Chabot
intrusion intor smafl business; it is not amendment, and also in recognition of
discriminatory; it is not an ID number the fine job that the gentleman from
or' system. It is, however, cost-effec- Texas. [Mr.. S1il'rH] and others have
tive. nondiscriminatory, business- done in working on this overall issue of
friendly and, most importantly, the illegal imxnigratión. I tik they have
most effective tool we have at stopping done an outstanding job. However, on
illegal immigration once and for afl. , this issue I have a spute.and a dis-

It may come as a surprise, but many agreement with them on it.'
employers knowingly hire illegal im- I think the' Members in looking at
migrants in this country. These em- this amendment should. consider and
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.ask themselves three questions in
beiiag up-front about what is going on.
First, where are we headed with this? If
there is a legitimate thought in your
mind that where we are headed with
this is a potential of a nationai identi-
fication card system, ad you disagree
with that, you should vote for the
Chabot amendment.

Second is, what precedent are we set-
ting in putting forward this provision?
If you are questioning. the precedent
tha.t we .are setting is something that
we are going to go toward a nationai
ID system, again you should vote for
the Chabot amendment.

Finally I would ask Members; the
question is how competent is the Gov-
ermnent to do this? If you have a ques-
tion about the competency, call the
IRS right now with a tax question. I
think that xx2ight answer some ques-
.tions about how competent is the Gov-
ermnent to get this right when we have

'got a huge nation of so many people.
For those reasons and for the reason

of which I think I was sent here to 'Con-
gress, which is to get the Federal Gov-
ermnent off of people's backs and out
of their pockets, I am supporting the
Chabot amendment."

Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Chairman, I yield
2 minutes to the, gentleman from New
Mexico [Mr. RICRAEDSON].'

(Mr. RICHARDSON asked 'and was
given permission to. revise and extend
bis remarks.)

Mr.' RICHARDSON.' Mr. Chairinan,
this is an, issue of civil liberties and
personal privacy.' We ,do not need big
brother. to keep track of our citizens,
and this is ,what w are doing with a
national U) system.' If you are blond
and fair-skirmed, you are not going to
be asked to provide an identity. But if
you are a member of the con.gressionai
Hispanic or Black or Asian Caucus, you
probably are.

This is the' nub of this argument.
People 'whose accent, appearance, or
-family 'background make them look
like foreigners. would be screened out
of jobs as 'employers attempt to avoid
the -inevitable problems which this ver-
ification . process would cause. 'Why
would an employer bother to 3ire
somebody that, quote, looks foreign?

What makes everybody think that
this system is gothg to work? I have
heard Members on both sides rail about
the inefficiency of Govenment, the
IRS, IRS computers and verification
system, that we are creating a gigantic
bureaucracy. Yet for some .reason
many on that side and on our side
think that it is going to work. This is
a case of personai privacy. This is a
case of civil liberties.

All Americans recognize that illegal
immigration is a problem, but a solu-
tion to this problem is not the creation
of a database of unprecedented scope
that invades the privacy of afl our citi-
zens ad requires employers to ask the
Government's permission before they
make hiring decisions. Business people
should not be bureaucrats and INS offi-
cers. This is what we are doing.



The establishment of a massive and
costly Verification System to access in-
formation from existing Govermnent
databases, such as the ThIS and the So-cial Security Ad.rnjnjstration is not
going to solve the problem but just cre-ate new ones.

Once again, this is a violation of theprivacy of all Axnerjca. It is a good,
bipartisan, left, right, center amend-
ment that should be adopted.

Mr. CHA.BOT. Mr. Chairman, I yield 1minute to. the distinguished gentleman
from Michigan [Mr. CmWsLER].

Mr. CHRYSLER. Mr. Chairman, I rise
today in support of the Chabot-Conyei
amendment. As a business owner, I findit quite' disturbing that the Fede
Government woujd want to be involved
in every hiring decision that I make.
While I understand the bill now callsfor a voluntary verification system; ibelieve this program is intentioned tobecome yet another big 'government
mandate on businesses across America.The cost of this new Government pro-gram will be Unavoidably passed on to
consumers through higher prices. I be-lieve we were sent. here to reduce the
size and scope of the Federal Gove-ment and that this big government
proposal simply goes in the Opposite di-
rection. To have to call a 1-800 number
and ask permission of the Federal Gov-
ernment each and every time we hirean employee is simply wrong. A 1-800big brother is not good for business, itis not good for employees, it is notgood for the direction we should. betaking America: .I strongly urge a "yes". vote on theChabot amendment

Mr. SMITH of Texas. 'Mr. Chairman, Iyield 2 minutes to the gentleman from
Ca.1jforja [Mr. Dztm3 a member of
the Committee on Rules.

(Mr. DREIE asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his re-marks.)

Mr. DREtER. Mr. Chairman, I thani
my very dear friend from' Texas foryielding me this time. I would like to
again extend hearty congratu1atjo tohim for a job well done. He has been
working 12 hours a dày on this issue for
many, many months. We are all grate-ful to finally see this issue coming for-ward. -

Let me address the question that wehave right now. Clearly the systemthat we have today has a very simple
and basic message. It says, "Please gobuy flse identification papers beforeyou get a job." That is what we havethat exists today.

What we are proposing is clearly the
least intrusive way to deal with this.Many arguments have been made thatthis is going to create a problem for
business. Quite frankly, this will be
very helpful to. the business commu-nity. Why? Because they will not have
any liability once they have utflize&this 1-800 number to make the call andmake the deterrn.jnation as to whetheror not the verification is true and hastaken place.

I think that as we look at this ques-tion, it is key for us to do everything

that we possibly can to step up to the
plate and encourage people to deter-
mine whether or not someone is, in
fact, qualified for employment.

01600
This is a pilot program and it is

based on a very successful test that has
been utilized in my State of California.
Participatjg employers actually likedit. They fdud that it was helpful be-
cause it eases government regulation,
and workers liked it' because it eliml-
riated possible discrimination and it al-
lowed quick and very easy hiring.So this is a very, very responsible
move, the committee's position; I 'hopethat we can move ahead at least withthis, and I urge opposition to the
amendment that is before us.

Mr 'SMITH of Texas. Mr. Chairjna.n, I
yield 2 minutes to the gentleman fromFlorida [Mr. McCou];

Mr. MCCOLLTJM asked and.was given
permission to revise and extend his re-marks.) ' - .

Mr: MCCOLLUM. Mr. Chafrman, 1thank the gent1ena for yielding metime.
Mr. Chairman, I rise to oppose the

Chabot amendment. I would just liketo make the observation to anybodywho is paying attention to this debate,
ay of our, colleagues,.. that if you op-
pose illegal immigration, you must op-
pose the Chabot amendment. There isno way to control illegal immigration
uliless we can cut the magnet of )obs
and stop the incentive of people com-ing here, and that means making em-
ployer sanctions work; making the law
we have and have had for '10 years onthe books that says it is illegal to
knowingly, hire an illegal, make. itwork.
.1 can put every person in the United

States military across our Southwest
border, I can seal it with a wall, and I
cannot stop the people who are going
to come here. illegally, because they
are going to come for jobs one way or
another. Over hail who are here ille-
gaiiy today, and there are four million
present and 300,000 to 500,000 a year
comjtg here to stay here permanently,
are here because they have come, on
legal visas and overstayed. And the in-
centive for afl of this is to get a job:

Employer sanctions is not working.
The oxiiy way it can be made to work is
to get some of the ,fraud out of the
business. I suggested enhancing the So-
cial Security card earlier. On a very
close vote, it lost. '

The only other option left to us in
this bill is the 1-800 number,• which is
no new data base, no new information.
Just simply have a pilot program to letus test to see if it will, not work to
make it easier for employers and effec-
tive, law enforcement to have, when
somebody comes to seek a job, have the
employer, when they see the Social Se-
curity numler that they are going to
see, they have that law right now, tocan the telephone number that they
have, for free, and find out if the num-
ber matches the name being given to
them. It is as simple as that.

If it does not match, then why shoL .dthey not reject the employment of th.t
person? Because they have been pre-sented obviously a fraudulent docu-
ment, which is the way they are get-ting employed.

It is a very simple process. it is notcomplicated. It is not big brother.
There are places and roles that govern-
ment must play. This is a Simple one,and it is one of them.

Immigration is a Federal responsjbilIty. Nobody believes in reducing the
size and scope of the Federal Govern-
men any more than I do. But I musttell Members, there are tJ.mes andplaces, including national defeze andimmigration, where the Fede Gov-
ernnient has a role. I' urge a voteagainst the Chabot amendment so we,can control illegal i1rlmjgratjon If wedo not vote agaiist it, we can never
control illegal immigration

Mr. CONyER.Mr Chairrnaji, I yieldmyself 1 minute.
Mr Cha.jrrna, this is the' same gen-tlexna from Florida [Mr. MCCOUJJM3

who just told 'us on an earlier amend-
ment that if ,we did not. pass the photoJI) amendment, that immigration
would collapse and .we would be over-
rtm. That did not succeed, so now he ishere on the telephone verification, and
now once again the world will go down
in smoke if we do not pass this amend-ment.

Please, let us fact- the facts: If people
come, in on student visas and overstay,a telephone verification system is notgoing to stop them. If people come inhere as visitors and do not go back,
telephone verification will not do athixg in the world about it.

I love everyone advising our businessfriends how helpful this will be tothem. They happen to oppose itthrough an organization By the way,
,the Amerjca Bar Association, which isfor strong immigration iules, is 100percent for the Chabot..Conyers amend-ment.

Mr. CHABOT. Mr. Chairn)an, I yield
myself such time as I may consume.

Mr. Chairzna what was designed as
a coercive 'mandatory and pernanent
program now is being sold as voluntaryand temporary.' The principal argu-Inent in its favor apparettly is it is not
as bad as it could be. Well, we all knowthat government progran do not stay
voluntary or temporary very long. This
one is not voluntary to begin with, andas Grover Norqujst of Arnerjs' forTax Reform pointed out yesterday, in-
come tax withholding was introduced
as a temporary funding mechanjm inWorld War U. The concept of American
citizens having to obtain government
working papers, or in the language ofthe bill, a cofir.atjon code, in orderto work, is antithetical to the prin-
ciples I was sent here to support.

But I ask my colleagues to think
ahead 5 or 10 or 15 years from now anddecide whether you want to look back
and say yea.h, I did vote to put that
system into place, or no, I did the right
thing. I voted to stop it when it could
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have been stopped. Please join me and Social Security number for you and
the gen.tleman from Michigan [Mr. that money that your employer and
CONYERs] in supporting this amend- you pay in in taxes to the Social Secu-
ment, along with everyone from the rity System does not get crethted to
Christian Coalition to the ACLU, to your account, you have lost out in your
the ABA, and every business group that retirement days. So you are going to
as taken a stand. know right when you go in that your

Mr. SMITH of Texas. Mr. Chairmaii, I Social Security number is matched up
yield myself such time as I may with the one that is on file with the
consume. Social Security Administration.

Mr. Chairman, I just want to remind This is a system that is simple, it is
my colleagues that the NFIB in fact a simple system that is fair, it is a sys
supports th.is bill and in fact they do tem that will work, it is a system that
not oppose the very voluntary system is voluntary, and I urge. every Member
that we have in the bill for. a pilot pro- of this body to. support a voluntary em-
gram for verification. I urge my col- ployer verification system.
leagues to vote no on this amendthent. The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman

Mr Chairman, I yield the baiance of from Michigan [Mr. CONYRs] has 1
my time to. the gentlemai from Vir- minute and 15 seconds remaining..
gixiia [Mr. GOODLATTE]: Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Chairma.n, I yield

The .. CHAIRMA1'. The gentleman 1 minute and 15 seconds to the distin-
from Virginia, Mr. GOODLATTE, is rec- . guished gentlewoman from Texas [Ms.
ognized for 2 minutes and 15 seconds. JACKSON-LEE].

Mr. GOODLArE: Mr. C1iairtna, I -Ms. JACKSON-LEE of Texas. Mr.
thank the gentlemai from .Texas for Chairman, I t1a.nk the ranking member
yielding me this time for his direction In this issue, and I

Mr. Chairman, Irie instrong opposi- thank my colleague, the gentleman
tion to the Chabot amendment and in from Texas [Mr. S?.1T], for his contin-.
favor of the employer verification sys- ued persistence: on .a very important
tem. In fact, I support Tnaking the sys- issue. ... -

tem mandatory and will be supporting I think, Mr. Chairman, the question
the amendment of the gentleman from should be asked, who we are trying to
Californi& [Mr.. GALLFGLY] later on. help today? I rise in support of a per-

But it is important to make it very fectly legal system, the 1—9- system;
clear - that this is simply a voltmtary that required us in this Government to
system that everybody can participate verify employment eligibility. It was a
in if they choose to. Those who have system that - had a fingerprint, coded
chosen to participate- in this system information, and a picture. The ques-
thus far in the pilot program in Los tion is whether ornot that system has
Angeles have found It to be an excel- fully, worked or there are problems, and
lent system; 220 employers partici- whether or not we can reformthat sys-
pated, and they found a 99.9 percent ac- tem. r

cu.racy rate on the employment ver- It seems that if we would add this big
ification checks that were done under .-brother system, however, that there
that'system. would be a number of industries in my

Why do we need this system? Because community; for example, the Houston
the current system, the bureaucratic grocery store owners and the food in-
1-9 system, which would hope this dustry, which have inthcated this labor
would be the first step toward evolving intensive industry would be severely
a system that would work very effec- burdened, employing some 3 million
tively and efficiently and get employ- people cross the Nation and experienc-
ers away from the iztruzive. bureau- g high turnover. -

cratic ineffective 1—9 system, does not Some stores hire 50 to 150 new em-.
work. - - - -. ployees each week during the Christ-

We have a magnet that draws people mas season. Telephoning the Govern-
to this country, obs. Who can blame ment wouid amount to an impossible-
anybody for-wanting to come to th.is. burden on store managers: Around 65
country for that opportunity? But we million hirings take place every year.
havealready taken the step of making The phone system and the burea,.icracy
it illegal to employ people. Now we would be totaiiy unbearable and unnec-
have got to give employers the means essary: . .- -

to effectively screen those people out. Could you prevent fraud? I think not.
Fraudulent documents are a massive To have someone provide you with a

problem: Just a few days ago in Los Social Security number ad a.rne, it
Angeles, a major. raid . on a factory could possibly be verified that they
manufacturing illegal green cards, So- were that person. I believe I have the
cial Security cards, birth certificates strong support of civil rights, Mr.
driver's licenses, au manner of fraudu- ChairinaiL This is not the right direc-
lent documents that . cannot be prop- tAon. I support - the Conyers-Chabot
erly screened out by employers. All we a.menthriént and believe we should
do here is say match the Sociai Secu- move toward helping our employers
rity number that they bridge in with and helping our workers.
the Social Security.number in the file. Mr. CLAY. Mr. Chairman, I use to support
No new data base, no ID card. Simply the Chabot-Conyers amendment Whde I corn-
give the opportunity for employers to mend the sponsors of the biH for removing the
get a real verification. Employees horrendous mandatory employment verification
ought to love it, too. If you go In and system included in the bill reported by the Ju-
you get a job andthey have the wrong diciary Committee, this voiuntary employment
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veñfication system has major flaws. The pros-
pect that miflions of people would lose or be
denied jobs because of unreliab3e data or em-
ptoyment discrimination is too great a risk to
take in a free society.

We already know from an INS telephone
verification pilot project currently underway in
southem CaIfomia that there are major flaws
in a s,stem that tries to merge INS data with
Social Security Administration data. And, who
suffers most when a verifIcation system makes
errors or is too slow? The job seeker is the
one most harmed. -

It is unfortunate that proponents of this vol-
untary- system chose to delete crfticai civil
rights protections that were inc'uded in the Ju-
diciary Committee text, particu!arly proisions
that provided for testers to identify discrirnina-
tory employer behavior that would likely result
from the verificalion system. Ths technique
has been effective in identifying other types of
dcrimination, inclUding housing discrimina-
tion. Such cMI rights protectons must be pazt
of any fair erroyment veülication system,
voluntary of mandatory.

I share the concem that we begin to go
down;a vefy dangerous: path by establishing
an employment verification system that will re-
quire every employee in the United States to
get permission to work from the Federal Gov-
ernment through a national computer registry.
This response to legitimate concerns about ii-
iegal erroyment is way out of proportion to
the actual problem. The INS estimates that

- undocumented persons represent less than 1
percent of the U.S. population; and yet under
this voluntary system approximately 20 million
emp'oyees could face the very reai threat of
being denied employment or victimized by em-
ployment dlscrminatorL

Mr. Chairman, I urge my colleagues to sup-
port the Chabot-Cónyers amendment -

Ms. JACKSON-LEE of Texas. Mr. Chair-
man, I rise today in strong support of the
Chabot-Conyers amendment to strike the es-
tablishment of a new arid addional . employ-
ment eligibility confirmation process. I oppose
the worker verification system, which is really
a 1—800 big brother system, becate t is an
onerous imposition on businesses in my dis-
tjict and in my State of Texas. -.

I have spoken with. Houston grocery store
owners, and those in the food industry in
Houston, and they have voiced to me their
concerns about the cafl4n verification system.
A call-in system will not prevent fraud because
verifying a new hire's name and Social Secu-
rity number does not prevent the fraud of an

• ilegaI alien using the name and Sociai Secu-
ñty number of someone else who is eligib'e to
woñ The grocery indusiiy is labor intensive,
employing more than 3 million people, and ex-
penences high tumover. Some stores hire 50
to .150 new employees each week during the
Chrisimas season. Telephoning the Govern-
ment would amount to an impossible burden
on store managers. Around 65 million hiuings
take place every year. The phone system and
the bureaucracy necessary to handle this vol-
ume efficiently and accurately would be stag-
gering in size and cost

Verification systems wou'd rely on highly
flawed Govemment data. The INS database
slated for use has missing or incorrect infor-
mation 28 percent of the lime, while Social
Security Administration data has fautty data 17
percent of the time. Even a ow 3-percent
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nearly million Amen- tRoll No. 73]cans to be wrongly denied or d&ayed in Start-
AyE$—7oing work each year.

Adrews Franks (CT) NorwoodFurthermore, I am a

•

-

Supporter of civil Arther
- Franks (NJ) Packardrights, and this System would represent a 'underbnrk ParkerBaker (CA) :. Gafler Paxon

major assautt on the privacy rights of aR Amer- .ker (LA) Gilimør Petriicans. The verification would lead to an intru- BaIieer oodItte Pombosive naöonal ID card. Just as we have seen Barr Goodjg PortmanThe uses for Social Securtty cards being ex- garrett (NE) Gordon PryceBojtiett Graham Quiflen
panded beyond its original purpose, there are

Gutbecht fiamstadaiready calls being raised to use a national Bess ancock Reguiaverification System to give police broader ac- Bateman R.iggBereute Eastert Rogers
cess to personal informaöon and to retheve Biiby Hastings (WA)medicaJ records. RohrthacbBUJXk Hayes RothIn committee, I also voted for an amend- Bliley Ha'worth RoukemaBoehner -. Hefley Royce
merit to strike the provisions for an employ- Bo Heinmmerit verification system, and urge my cot- & (OH) Hifle Sanfordleagues to join me today in voting "yes" on Bryant (TN) Hoekstra Saxtonthe Chabot-Conyers amendment and voting Bunig Hoke ScarboroughBurr Horn"no" on the

Hohtonhoim amendment .

Buyer Hunter SeisecbreznerThe - CHAIRMq All time has ex- Cai1abax
. HtCbiDSC SbadeggCalvert Istook Sbawpired on this amendment.

camp Jones -
- SbaysThe question is on the 'amendment Canay Kasichoffered . by the gentlexna from Ohio 1e Smith (TX)Chabot ZIngstotMr. CHABO'rJ as modified

Chambj KoUenberg - SouderThe, question was taken; and the ChrIst Kolbe SpenceChairman &flflouflced that the noes a ment -
- LaRood -- SteamsCobie:
. Largentpeared to have t. -

•

Collins (GA) LaToree StumpMr. CEABOT. Mr.-
•

Charxna]j, I de- Combest Lang Tatemand a recorded vote. -. . COOiy Lewis (KY) Tau
L1ncon Taior (MS)The CHAJRMA Pursuant to - the Crane Llnder Taior (NC)rule, further proceedings on the amend- Crenieas Livingston ..ment offered by the gent1exna from Cubln. LoBiondo TiabrtCunningham Mazuflo Torrzoeljj

Ohio (Mr. CBABOT), will be postponed. .D-1 -SEQtJENtjj VOTES POSTporI) IN cop.rr'r DeLay - McCoflujn Tipton
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those amendments on which further
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- Fox
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. 0 1634
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The result of the vote was aflouced
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-

ANNOtmJcEM.r BY TF
' -
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postponed and on which the ayes pre- Boucher Doett Gossvafled by voice vote. ':

Doolittle Greenwood
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' Doyle
' Gundersoamendment.
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Engel Bathgs (FL)The CHAIRMAN. A recorded vote has Cbap

: Heerbeen dernaded. Chenoweth Zshoo

of 5 minutes the
period of time within which a vote by
electronic device will be taken on each
amendment on which the Chair has
Postponed further proceedings, exceptthe vote by electronic device, if or-
dered, on amendment No. 10, which will
be a IS-minute vote.

AM OFFER BY Ms. VELAZQUEZ
The CHAIRM. The pending busi-ness is the- HergerChrysier.. EvansA recorded Vote was ordered. Clay Parr RncheyThe vote was taken by electronic de- Clayton Fatta . - HobsonClinger Fazio

- Hoidevice, and there were—ayes 170, Xloes 250, C1ybur Peids (LA)
' Hoyernot voting ii, as follows:

demand for a recorded voteoxi the amendment offered by the gen-tlewoxna, from - New York [Ms.VEZQTJEZ) on which further proceed-ings
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• VIZC1OSky
Baker (LA) Cajaha . ])aner as above recorded. . Emerson Macaza Vacanovich

- C2iVt
AMENDMT OFFERED BY MR. GLLEGIX Engli McCollnm Walker

Barr - - Caip - DeLay : Ensigi - -. McCxexy Walsh -() Caxthn : Deutsch . The CRAMAN pro tempore. The Everett
- McDade WanipBartlett Castle D1c1ey pending business is the demand for a Ewing McBa.le - Watts (OX)Barton Chabot . - - Dick

- recorded vote on the - amendment of- Pawell McHugh Weldoxi (FL)Bass CabUss Doggett Fields (TX) Mclni,js Weldoxi (PA)Batemazi Cbapmaxi Dooljtt3e - fered by the gentlemau from California Flanagan Mcintosh WhitfieldBentsen . Chenoweth - - [Mr. GALLEGLY] on which further pro- Foleg McEeoxi WickerBereater Chnstensen Doyle ceedings were postpoDed and on which Forbes - Metcalf Wilsoxi
Fowler - Meyers WolfBevtu Cbrysler the ayes prevailed by voice vote. Fox Mica Young (AX)BUbzay - Cleient Dun

Bthrakis Cinger . The Clerk will redesignate the Franks (CT) MUer (FL) Yoimg (FL)Bliley . Coble thcb amendment. - Franks (M) Mfle ZeUffmute Cobur Emerson
- The Clerk redesigmted the amend- FeIinghsen Moxitgomery - Zlmxner

Fxisa MoorheadBoe1ert Collins (GA)
- mentBoebner Combest : -

Bonlfla Condit Everett
- RCORED VOTE NOES—163

Boxio Cooley The CHAIRMAN pro tempore. A re- Abererombie BaidacciBCWSte Costello Fawell Ac1e,ai BarciaBrowder - Cox Fields () corded vote has been demanded. arett wiy nnBrowback - Coyne Foley A recorded vote ordered.
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Boehlert Gutierrez Owens
Bonior Haima. Pallone.

[Roll No. 76) Hobson Martini Sthumer
Hoke Mascara Scott-

Boraki Hastings (FL) Pastor Aber-ombieBoucher Hilliard Payne (NJ) AndBrown (CA) Hinchey Payne (VA) Baesler.Brown (FL) Houghton Pelosi BarciaBrown (OH) Hoyer Pomeroy BartlettBryant (TX) Jackson (IL) Quinn BecerraBuns Jackson-Lee Rahall BoebnerCampbell (TX) Rangel BoniorChapman Jefferson Iteed BoucherClay Johnson. E. B. , Richardson Brown (CA)'Clayton Kennedy (MA) Rivers
, Browii (FL)Clyburn Kennedy (RI) Ros-Lehtlnen Brown (OH)Coleman Kennelly Rose BrownbackCollins (MI) Kildee )toybal.Allard Buns -Conyers ° BussingCoyne Kolbe Sanders Buyer . 'de Ia Germ La.Falce Sanford
•- CampDeFazlo Lantos- Sawyer

.' ChabotDeLanro Leach Schiff. ChapmanDellums Levin .. Schroeder Chenowet]'Diaz-Bainrt Lewis (GA) Schumer '
,Dicks Lincoln Scott ClayDingell Lo(gren Serrano
' ClaytonDixon . Longley Skaggs

, CI3rbDoggett Lowey - Skelton Coburn'-Dooley Luther
, Slaughter ColemanDurbin Maloney. Studda Coflins(GA)Edwards Manton Tejeda c<nins (MI)Engel - Maikey . Thompson Cn3'ISEsboo.

, Martinez
, Thornton Cooley.Evans Matsni Thurman

' CraneFa McCarthy TOrres
'Fattah McDermott Towns CubisFazio McKinney Velasquez DeLayFields (LA) McNuJty Vento DellumsFilner Meehan Volkiner Diaz-BalFlake Meek

, Waldholtz DoolittleFoglietta Menendez Ward
, DoyleFord Miller (CA) ' Watt (NC) DurbinFrank (MA) Mink Wamnan Edwards

'Frost Molinarl Weller
- EhiersFurse Molloban White -.

Geidenson Morella
. Williams EnglishGephardt Neal Wise EnsGibbons Oberstar Woolsey. .

' Evans
'Gilman Obey Wynn Ewing .Gonzalez Olver- Yates

. Fields (LA) 'Green Ortiz

AYES—159
Green Paxon
ltaii (OH) Payne (NJ)
Hastings (FL) Peloi
Hastings (WA) Petri
Hayworth Pombo
Hefner Portrnan
Hilleary Poshard
Hilliard Qulllen
Hinchey RahaJI '

Hoekstra Ramstad
Jacksot (IL) Rangel
Jackson-Lee Reed

(TX) Richardson
Jacobs Roemer
Jefferson Ros-Lehtinen
Johnson, E. B. Rose
Johnson. Sam Roybal-Allard
Jones" ' Salmon

' ICing Sanders '

Kingston Sanford
King Scarborough
Lailood Schroeder-
Lewis (GA) Sensenbrenner

' Lwi (KY) SesTano
Linder Slanghter'
Longley Smith (MI) '

Lucas , Smith(NJ)-
Manzujlo Smith (WA) ,

, tartinez soudsr
Maisul ' Stockman
McDade Stupak ,

McDermott Tate •,

' McHugh Taylor (NC)
Mcintosh Tejeda
McNulty Thompson
Meek 'piaj
Menendez Torklldsen

' Mica Torres
Miller (FL) Towns
Mink

' Upton
Mollohan '

' Velasquez
Murtha Vento '

Myers Waldholtz
?,i,iick
Netherutt Ward
Ney ' Watt (NC)

, Norwood . Weldon (PA)

Holden McCart
Horn McCollum Shadegg
Houghton McCrery Shaw
Hoyer MdHale Shays
Hunter Mclnnis ShunterHutchlon McKeon Sisisky
Hyde McKinney Skaggs
Inglis Meehan Skeen
ISSOOk Metcalf Skelton'
Johnson (CT) Meyers Smith (TX)
Johnson (SD) Miller (CA) Spence
Kanjorskl Minge Spratt
Kaptur Mollna,rj Stearns
Kasith Montgomery Stenholm
Kelly Moorhead Studds
Kennedy (MA) Moran Stump
Kennedy (RI) Morella Talent
Kennelly. Neal Tanner
Kildee Neumann Tackin
Kim Nussle ' Tailor (MS)
Kleczka Orion Thomas
Klink Packard Thoruberry

' Knollenbeug Pallone - Thornton
Kolbe •' Parker Thurman
LaFalce Payne (VA) Torricelli

' Lantos Peterson (FL) Traficant
Largent

, Peterson (MN) Visclosky
Latham Pickett Volkmer -

LaTourette Pomeroy VucaDovich
Laughlin Pryce Walker

' Lazio Quinn Wamp
Leach Regula Watts (OK)
Levin R1gs Waxman
Lewis (CA) - Rivers Weldon (FL)
Llghtfoot

, Roberts Weller
Lincoln Rogers Whitfield
Liplnskl Robrabacher Wicker
Livingston Roth Williams
LoBlondo Roukema- ' Wilson
Lofgren Royce Wise
Lowey Sabo Wolf
Luther - Sawyer Young (FL)
Maloney

, Saxtoa. 'Zellf(
Manton Schaefer Zlmzner
Markey Schiff

' NOT VOTDG-_12
Collins(U.,) ' Nadler Solomon

NOT VOTDG-.—12 - Flake ,

•Oberstar White
Obey Woolsey .

Hostettler Porter Stark
Johnston Radanovlch StokesFlanaganCollins (IL) Nadler

' Rush Fox 'Hostettler
. Peterson (FL) Stark

Olver wynn
Ortlz Yates

Moakley Rush Waters

FunderburkJohnston . Porter Stokes GibbonsMoakley Radanovjch. Waters
. Gillmor

Owens Young (AK)
Oxley
Pastor

tj 1317
The Clerk announced the following

'

0 1702 .

AckermanMr. VOLKMER changed hiS vote Allard
from "aye" to "no." , , Archer

Mrs. KElLY changed her vote from Bathos
Arrney -

"no" to "aye." - "'
- Baker (CA)

So the amendment was agreed to. Baker (LA)
The reSult of the vote was announced Baldacci

Ballengeras above recorded. - ' .

AMENDMENT. AZ MODIFIED, OFFERED BY Barrett (NE)
cno'r .

Barrett (WI)
BartonThe CH1RM pro tempore '(Mr. - -,

'

NOES—.26o '

Castle. Foglietta
Cbambllss . Foley .

Christensen Forbes

Clinger ' Fowler
Clement Ford

, Coble ' Frank (MA)
. Combest Franks (CT)
Condit Franks (NJ)
Costello

- Frelinghuysen
Cox Frisa
Coyne ,.

. Frost ' ,

Cramer
- Fure -

Cremeana ' . Gallegly

pair: ' '

On thiS vote:
r. Rostettler- for, , with Mr. Radanovich

R€a.1flSt.

Mr. GEKAS and Mr. - LAUGffi.]N
changed their vote from "aye" to "no."
'Mr. NORWOOD and' Mr. PAXON

changed their vote from "no" to "aye."
So the amendment, as modified, was

rejected.
' The reSult of the vote was announced
as above recorded.'

Bass
RIGGS). The pending busineSS IS the de- Bateman
mand for. ,a recorded vote on the Beilenson '

Benteen.'-amendment, as modified, offered by the

,

Cunningham Ganake
Danner Geidenson
Davis

. Gekas--
'de Ia Garza Gephardt-

,

— ' . 0 1715

The CHAIRMAN. It IS now In order to
consider Amendment No. 13 printed inBewgentleman from Ohio [Mr. CHABOT] on Berman-

which further proceedings were' post- Bevill
Bilbrayponed and on which the noes prevailed Bilirakis /by voice vote. -

'

DeFazio - Gilcbrest
DeLasro Gllman -

-Deutach Gonzalez -

Dickey Godlatte

part 2 of House Report 104-483, as moth-
fled by the order of the House of Marchj

-
-

AMENDMENT, AS MODIFIED, OFFERED BY MB,.BishopThe Clerk will redesignate the Bliley '
amendment. Blute

Boehlert ,
-The Clerk redesignated the amend-

Dicks - Goodling
Dingell Gordon

--Dixon Cons
Doggett Graham

' GALLEGLy
Mr. GALLEGLY. Mr. Chairman, I

offer an amendment, as modified, made
Boothsment.

'

Dooley Greenwood in order by the rule.Bono
,

BorskiRECORDED.VOTX - -

'The CHAIRM.A., pro tempore. A re- Broader -
,corded vote has been demanded. ' Bryant (TN) -

A recorded vote was ordered. Bryant (TX)
Burr

- The CHAIRMA. pro tempore, This Burtonwill be a 5-minute vote.
- Callahan

The Vote was taken by electroulc de- Calvert
Campbellvice, and there Were—ayeS 159, noes 260, Canadynot voting 12, as follows: Carclin

Dornan Gunderson
Dewier Gutlerrez

-Duncan Gutknecht -

Dunn Hall (TX)
Ebrlich Hamilton
Emerson Hancock

'Eshoo Hansen
Everett , Harman
Farr Hasten ,

,Fattah
- Bayes -

Fawell Hefley
Fazlo

- Heinernan
Fiewa('rx)

'

The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will des-
ignate the amendment, as modified.
- The text of the amendment, as moth-
fled, is as follows:

Amenent, as modified, offered by Mr.
GALLEGLY:

Amend section 401 to read as follows (and
conform the table of contents accordingly):
SEC. 401. EMPLOYMENT EIJGIBILITY CONflEMA''° PROCESS.
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(I) in subsection (a)(3), by inserting "(A)"

after "DEFENSE.—", and by adding at the end
the following:

"(B) FAILURE TO SEEK AND OBTAIN CON-.
FIRMATION.—Subject to subsection (b)(7), in
the case of a hiring of an individual for em-
poyment in the United States by a person or
entity that emp'oys more than 3 employees,
the foflowing rules apply:

"(i) FAn.wE TO SEEK .CONFIRATION.—
"(I) IN GNER.AL.—If the person or entity

has not made an inciulry, uider the mecha-
nism estabUshed under. subsection (h)(6).
seeking confirmation of the identity, social
secarlty number, and work eligibility of the
individual, by not later than the end of 3
working days (as specified by the Attorney
General) after the date of t1e hiring, the de-
fense under subparagraph (A) skiall not be
considered to apply with respect to any em-
ployment after such 3 working days. except
as provided in subclause (U).

"(II) SPECIAL RULE FOR F1LtJRE OF CON-
1BMATXON -MECHANISM.—I1 such a person or
entity in good faith attempts to make an in-
u1ry during such 3 working days in order to
qualify for the defense under subparagraph
(A) and the confirmation mechaisrn has reg-
istered,that not all inquiries were responded
to during such time, the person or entity can
make an inquiry in the first subsequent
working day in which the confirmation
mechanism registers no nonresponses and
ua1ify for the defense.

"(ii) F1LURE TO OBrAIN CONFIRMATION.—I1
the person: or entity has made the inquiry
described in clause (i)(I) but has not received
an appropriate confirmation of such iden-
tity, number, and work eligibility uider
such mechanism within the time petiod spec-
ified uider sbsection (b)(6)(D)(ii) after the
time the confirmation inquiry was received,
the defense uidersbparagraph (A) shall not
be considered to app'y with respect to any
employment after the end of such time pe-

- nod.";
(2) by amending paragraph (3) of subsection

(b) to read as follows:
"(3) RTENTION OF VERIFICATION FORM AND

CONFXRMATION.—After completion. of such
form In accordaiice with paragraphs (1) and
(2), the person or entity must—

"(A) if the person ernpoys not more than
3 employees, retain the form and make it
available for inspection by officers of the
Service, the Special Counsel for lmmigTa-
tion-Related Unfair Employment Practices,
or the Department of Labor during a period
beginning on the date of the hiring. recruft-
ing. or referral of the individual and ending—

"(i) in the case of the recruiting or referral
for a fee (without hiring) of an Individual,
three years after the date of the recruiting
or referral. and -"ii in the case of the hiring of an individ-
ual—

"(I) three years after the date of such bAr-
ng, or
• "(U) one year after the. date the individ-

ual's emp'oyment s 1ermlnated, whichever
is later and

'(B) subject to paragraph (7), if the person
emp'oys more than 3 emp'oyees, seek to
have (within 3 working days of the date of
hiring) and have (within the time period
specified u1der. paragraph (6)(D)(iii)) the
Identity, social security number, and work
eligibility of the individual confirmed in ac-
cordance with the procedures established
uider paragraph (6), except that if the person
or entity in good faith attempts to make an
mquiry in accordance with the procedures
established uider paragraph (6) durngsuch 3
working days in order to fuID.ll the require-
ments uider this subparagraph. and the con-
firrnatlon me'hnirn has registered that not
all inqiuries were responded to during such
time, the person or entity shall make an in-
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uiry in the first subsequent working day in
which the confirmation mechanism registers
no nonresponses."; and

(3) by adding at the end of subsection (b)
the following new par.graphz:

"(6) EMPL.OYMENT ELIGIBILITY CONFIRMATION
PROCESS.—

"(A) IN GENERAL—Subject to paragraph
(7), the Attorney General shail estabUsh a
confirmation mechanism through which the
Attorney General (or a designee of the Attor-
ney General which may include a nongovern-
mental entity)—

"(i) responds. to inuirles by employers,
made through a toll-free telephone line,
other electronic media, or toll-free facsimile
number in the form of an appropriate con-
finnaton code or otherwise, on whether an
individual is authorized to be employed by
that emp'oyer, and

"(ii) maintains a record that sh an In-
ciuiry was made and the confirmation pro-
vided (or not provided)

"(B) EXPEDITED PROCEDURE IN CASE OF NO
CONFflMATION.—Ifl connection with subpara-
graph (A), the Attorney General skiall estab-
lish. in consultation with the Commissioner
of Social Security and the Commissioner of
the Service, expedited procedures that shall
be used under the confirmation me1,n1srn
in cases in which the confirmation is sought
but is not provided through confirmation
mechanism.

"(C) DESIGN AND OPATION OF MECEA-
NISM—The confirmation mechanism shall be
designed and operated—

"(i) to.maximize the reliabiUty of the con-
firmation process, and the ease of use by em-
poyers, recruiters, and referrers, consistent
with insulating and protecting the privacy
and security of the underlying information,
and

"(ii) to respond to all incuiries made- by
emp'oyers on whether individuals are au-
thorized to be employed by those employers,
recruiters, or referrers registering all times
when such response is not possible. -

"(D) CONFIRMATION FOcEss.—(i) As part of
the confirmation merhan11, the Coxnmis-
sioner of Social Security shall establish a re-
liable, secure method, which within the time
period specified under clause (iii). compares
the name and social secunty account num-
ber provided against such information main-
tained by the Commissioner in order to con-
firm (or not confirm) the validity of the in-
formation provided and whether the individ-
ual has presented a social security account
number that is not valid for employment-
The Commissioner shall not discose or re-
'ease social security Information.

"(11) As part of the confirmation mecha-
xilsm, the Commissioner of the Service shall
establish a reUable. secure method, which,
within the time period specified under clause
(iii), compares the name and alien identifica-
tion number (11 any) provded against such
information. ma1ned by the CommAs-
sioner in order to confirm (or not conflrm)
the validity of the information provided and
whether the alien is authorized to be em-
ployed In the United States.

"(iii) For purposes of this section, the At.-
torney General' (or a designee of .the Attor-
ney General) shafl provide throuh the con-
firmation mechanism confirmation or a ten-
tative nonconfirmation of an individual's
employment eligibility within 3 working
days of the initial inculry. In cases of ten-
tative nonconfirmatlon, the Attorney Gen-
eral shall specify, in consultation with the
Commissioner of Social Security and- the
Commissioner of the Service, an expedited
time period not to exceed 10 working days
within which final confirmation or denial
must be provided through the confirmation
mechanism in accordance with the proce-
dures uider subparagraph (B).
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"(iv) The Commissioners shall update their

information in a manner that promotes the
maximum accuracy and shall provide a proc-
ess for the prompt correction of erroneous
information.

"(B) PROTECTIONS.—(i) In no case shall an
individual be denied employment because of
inaccurate or inaccessible data under the
confirmation mechanism.

"(ii) The. Attorney General shall assure
that there is a timely and accessible process
to challenge nonconfirmations made through
the mechanism.

"(iii) If an individual wou'd not have been
dismissed from a job but for an error of the
confirmation mechaDism, the individual wifl
be entitled to compensation through the
mechaisrn of the Federal Tort Claims Act

"(F) TESTER PROGRAM.—As part of the con-
firmation mechanism, the Attorney General
shail 1mpement a program of testers and in-
vestigative activities (similar to testing and
other investigative activities assisted under
the fair housing initiatives program uider
section 561 of the Housing and Community
Development Act of 1987 to enforce rights
uider the Fair Housing Act) in order to mon-
itor and prevent unlawful discrimination
uider the mechanism..

"(G) PBOTECTION FROM LIABILITY FOR AC-
TIONS TAXEl' ON THE BASIS OF INFORMATION
PROVIDED BY THE- PWYMEWr ELIGIBILiTY
CONFflU4ATION MECEANISM.—No person shall
be civilly or criminally liable for any action
taken in good faith reliance on information
provided through the employment eligibiUty
confirmation mechanism established under
this paragraph (including any pilot program
established under paragraph (7)).

"(7) APPLICATION OF CONYJBMATION MECHA-
NISM THROUGH PILOT PROJECTS.—

"(A) IN GENERAL.—Subsection (a)(3)(B) and
paragraph (3) shall only apply to individuals
hired if they are covered under a pilot
project established under this paragraph.

"(B) UNDERTANG pilOT PROJECTS.—For
purposes of this paragraph, the Attorney
General shall undertake pilot projects for all
employers in at least 5 of the 7 States with
the highest estimated population of unau-
thorzed aliens, in order to test and assure
that the confirmation xnechaisrn described
in paragraph (6) is re1iabe and easy to use.
Such projects shall be initiated not later
than 6 month after the date of the enact-
ment of this paragraph. The Attorney Gen-
eral, however, sball not establish such mech-
anism in other States uniess Congress so
provides by, law. The pilot projects shall ter-
rnlDate on such dates, not 'ater than October
1, 1999. as the Attorney General determines.
At least one such pilot project shall be car-
r1ed out through a nongoverEmental entity
as the cormation mechanism.

"(C) RpORT.—The Attorney General shall
submit to the Congress annual reports in
1997. 1998, and 1999 on the deveopment and
2mplementation of the confirmation mecha-
nism under this paragraph Such reports
may include an analysis of whether the
mechanism implemented—

• "(i) is reliable and easy to use;
"(ii) limits job 'osses due to inaccurate or

unavailable data to less than 1 percent;
"(iii) increase or decreases thscr2rnination;
"(iv) protects txividual privacy with ap-

propriate policy and .technoogIca1 mecha-
nisrns; and.

"(v) burdens individual employers with
costs or additional administrative require-
ments.".

The CHAIRMAN. Pursuant to the
rule, the gentleman from California
-[Mr. GALLEGLY] and a Member opposed
will each control 30 minutes.

Mr. GALLEGLY.. Mr. Chairman, the
modification of the amendment made
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in order by a previous order of the
House is at the desk, and I ask unani-
mous consent that it be' considered asreads

'

The Is there objection
to the request of. the gentlem from
California?.

There was no objection.
Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Chairman, I seek'

tiuie in opposition to the amendment. I
would also like permission to yield half
of my time to the gentleman from Ohio
[MX. CHABOT] and 'ask unanimous con-
sent that he be allowed to control saidtinie.

'

The CHA]RMAN.. Is there objection
to the request of the gentleman from
Michigan? ' '. ' i:.. .

There was no objection.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recog-

nizes the' gentleman from Calffoa
[Mr; GALLEGLY3. '

Mr.. GALLEGLY. Mr. Chafrman, I
yield myself such tune as I. may
Consume.

: ' -

Mr: Chairman,. I 'offer this amend-'
ment along with several of my côl-
leagues from both sides of the ais1e. We
have been debating this bill for several
hours now, and we have more to come.:
But r an here to tell you that this is
the watershed morñent in' immigration
reform.' This is the litmus test for sin-
cerity. Th1s is where Members 'will 'de-'
cide to either get serious about ending'
illegal' immigration; or to just keep
talking about it. ,

The simple truth is we not fight ille-
gal immigration without a reliable,
reasonable way of deternuinng who is
here legally and who is not. We have to
start right there., We need a system, a
mandatory system, to ensure that ille-
gal inmigrarjts are separated from the

• jobs that motivate them to come here
in the first place. '.

The voluntary verification system
now in this bill will not cut it. I have
often said that a voluntary system will•
have about as much effect as a vol-
untary- speed limit, a very little,' if anyat all.. Today the documents are sup-.
posed to provide definitive proof of who
is here legally and. illegally. We have
got green cards, we havé pink cards,
Social Security cards, birth certifi-
cates, and a myriad of others..

Unfortunately, the., range of' docu-.
ments has only widened the range ofoptions to counterfeiters. In manyareas of this country you can. buy a
fake Social Security card good enough
to defraud any. law abiding employer
for about $30. Just think about it: A S30
investment buys a lifetime of illegal
employment in America. it sounds like
a pretty good deal to me..

That is the beauty of the telephone
verification system. This amendment,
which I call 1—800-end fraud, makescounterfeit. doc.ue obsolete be-
cause it renders them irrelevant.

Mr. Chairman, there has been an in-
credible amount of rriis1eaiing informa.-
tion spread about this issue in recent
weeks. Believe me when I tell you that
Pinocchio has nothing on those who
have Opposed this crtica1 effort. I

know this because I have personally re-
ceived calls from my constituen
ing me to vote against my own amend-
ment. When I asked them what they.
think we are talking about here, what
exactly, well, first, they pause because
responding to questions is not part of
the script that they have been given,
and then they say, "This is a national
LD. card. This is a dangerous tracking
provision that is going to follow me
into my own home and put all my per-
sonal private information into a gov-
eminent computer.'! .

It is just - absolutely incredible. I
thought, our discussions on Medicare
had established a new low .for this body
in terms of misinformation: and' scare
tactics. But that is. nothing compared
to what' we have been dealing, with onthis issue.,.. '• . ''

In the. name of truth and reason, I
would like to. take a second .to review'
how this pilot program will' work. Spe-
cifically, within 3 d.ys of hiring some-
one an employer would make a simple
toll-free telephone call to ensure that
the Social Security nñmber presented
by the worker was valid that that
Tnumber matched the- name. .ad it was
not being used by 40 other people work-
ingin 40 other places. That is all there
is to it.• . . ' ,. ': .

This program has been strongly. en-
dorsed by the California Chamber of
Commerce, the largest State chamber
in the Nation, because it provides safe
harbor for employers and gives them a
clear and easy way to comply with thelaw

. ' ' ' ,

For too ,long we, have tried to turn
employers into junior INS .agents. This
amendment shifts. the responsibility
back where it belongs, to the Federal
Govermnent. Just, a few of the facts:
This system does not create any new
data base, period. This system does not
collect) any information that can later
be misused by the Government, period.
This system does not. do anything
other than verify the people employed
in this country are eligible to work in
this country. .

.'Nowhere iu this system is there an
ability, for ,the Government to. know
whether you have got a gun, whether
you home school your kids, or whether
you prefer Cheerios 'or Wheaties at the
breakfast table. The critics of this
amendment.: know all this, but they
have taken great lengths to make sure
that the people they claim to represent
do not..

' : ' '

A familiar refrain is that we would
not need this system if we just focused
more on the border. Well, this bill al-
ready does focus on the border. But it,
frankly, is beyond me to know how the
border enforcement can deal with those
4 to 6 million illegal immigrants al-
ready working in this country, or how
any provision can provide determining
who they. are or who they are not.

I have consistently supported in-
creased border enforcement,, but in-
creased border enforcement will not
solve all our problems, and it certainly
will not solve this one. This system
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puts the teeth into immigration re-
form. This system makes immigration
reform work. Without it, we are left
with a watered down bill that sounds
great, but has only a limited effect.

Mr. Chairman, I urge my colleagues
to support this amendment:

Mr. Chairman, I reserve the balance
of my time.

Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Chairman, I yield
myself such time as I may consume.

Mr. Chairman, well, forget that we
just passed an amendment dealing with
this very same Subject, the, employ-
ment-verification system. As a matter.
of fact, the name of. that amendment, i
would say to the gentlem from Call-
fornia [Mr. GALLEGLY], was 'the vol-
untary worker verification system.

Fast forward. A year later we come
to the floor and make it permanent:
Well, why wait for a year? Let us vote
a temporary system, and then come
right back and vote a permanent sys-
tem, the same system.

So, to quote my good friend from
California, an inn2ñnently qualified
member of the Committee on the Judi-
ciary, who sad in the name of truth
and reason, [Mr. GALLEGLY] in the
uanie of truth and reason, why are you
offering this amendment, when we just
passed the employment' verification
system minutes ago?

- Mr. GALLEGLY. Mr. Chafrman, will
the gentleman yield?

Mr CONYERS. I yield to the gen-
tleman from California.'
'Mr. GALLEGLY. Mr. Chairman, I ap-

preciate the gentlema yielding.
I think it is very simple. If we have

a voluntary system, there is no compli-
ance.

Mr. CONYERS. No, Mr. Chairman, re-
claiming my time, tell me why? No lec-
tures. ,' ' . .

Mr. GALLEGLY. Mr. Chairman the
reason why, the people that are violat-
ing the law today are not going to par-
ticipatejn the voluntary system. They
are not the' ones .we are looking for.
The ones we are looking for are the
ones that intentionally violate the law.

Mr: CONYERS. I understand. Now,
why did the gentleman not offer this
amendment in the first place, instead
of taking us through the voluntary
charade?.

Mr. GALLEGLY. Mr.' C1]airman, if
the gentleman will continue to yield, Iam the gentleman knows the an-
swer to that: Because it was in the bill
that passed out of the committee, the
full committee that we both serve on,
by a vote of 23 to 10, but was changed'
by leadership pror to coming to the
floor.

Mr. CONYEItS. Reclaiming my time,
Mr. Chairman, just a moment. I am a
senior Member of Congress, but the
gentleman says, changed by the leader-.
ship just before it came to the floor.

Now, in the name of truth and rea-
son, first of all, I want to congratulate
my colleague for his candor and his
truthfulness and his honesty. The gen-
tleman can sit down now, because I am
not going to yield anymore.
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Let us analyze this legislation. We

pass out millions of books about "How
our laws are made" in Congress. Before
this measure came to the floor, it was
changed by the leadership.

Question. Is that leadership a person
whose initials are N.G.? I did not ask
the gentleman that question, Mr.
Chairman; Be can sit down. It is a rhe-
torical question.

Mr. FRANK of Massachusetts. Mr.
Chairman, will the gentleman yield?

Mr. CONYRS. I yield to the gen-
tlenmn from Massachusetts. -

Mr. FRANK of Massachusetts. Mr.
Chairman, I think i may have been
someone whose initials are N.G.

Mr. CONYERS.. Mr. Chairman, re-
claiming my time, Ido not wish to pur-
sue this matter, nor is it appropriate to
belabor the processes, the interDal.:
processes by which legi$lation is cre-
ated in the House of. Representatives.
Suffice it to say that if we had come
back after: a little while of fooling
around with a temporary verification
system, and somebody said it did. not
work, and there were a lot of. people
coming in, fine. But amendments back-
to-back, do not be offended.

That is the way the system works
around here these days in the 104th
Congress. You vote verification; it does
notcomeup in the committee of juris-
diction, but it takes a little. detour
through the Speaker's office on the
way to Rules, and,. whammo, here we

• are,. st'ongly supporting the Gallegly
amendment because the leadership said
so.

Well, now, we follow the leadership.
too on our side. The only thing is we do
not• have to. park our brains at the

• door. Our leadership does not operate
• .like th&t. Relax,.sir please. Our leader-

ship does not order. all of us to be in
lockstep, as you are routinely.

I notice it is getting to be a little
stressful on the other side, but this
takes the. absolute cake. Let us now
move from the voluntary to the perma-
nent, .: one amendment back-to-back.
Hey, this is whatwe. reafly,needed all
the time. . .. •:.. .. -

No*, do not think this is 1-8OO-Big
Brother.. Please, do not think that.,
This is not about Big Brother. This is
not about the camel's nbse under the
tent. I know that parti This is a per-
fectly wonderful. system, at which the
underground economy is laughing as
we debate whether it is permanent or
whether it is temporary. What .dif-
ference does it make? They are not
going. to abide by any, of it. Besides,
you have not put any enforcement pro-
visions in the ecisting 1-9 law to begin
wth.

So I am sure this is going to impress
some amount of someone's constitu-
ents somewhere, but, please, it is not a
good day for those of us who would like
to have a strong bill on immigration,
without: violating anyone's civil lib-
erties.

Mr. Chairman, I reserve the balance
of my time.

Mr. GALLEGLY. Mr. Chairman, I
yield myself 15 seconds to respond td
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my good friend from Michigan, and he
is my good friend, and I have great re-
spect for him. In 'fact, I truiy admire
his wit; I found his presentation ex-
tremely entertaining.

Mr. Charrnaii, the only thing that I
would say to the gentleman from
Michigan (Mr. CONYERS] is the initials
in opposition were not N.G. As a 'flat-
ter Of fact, the initials N.G. has said
they are very supportive of the mand&-
tory 1-800 number.

Mr. CHABOT. Mr Chairman, I yield
myself such time as I may consume.

Mr. Chairmaii, this amendment origi-
nally, as we know in the Committee on
the Judiciary we' offered an amendment
to strike out what I called 1-8OO Big
Brother. We were unsuccessful there,
but itwas very close. It was 17 to 15. It
had bipartisan support. We had 8 Dem-
ocrat votes and 7 Republican votes
The fact of the matter is,: there was so
thuch opposition to making this mali-
datóry that the própónent of this bill,
I think, knew that were it mandatory,
it would have lost.

.:bio:
Now, : I had concerns myself, as did

the gentleman from Michigan. We did
not'even want what was a so-called vol-
untary system because we knew where
this was going to lead. We knew that
within a few years then it would be
mandatory, and we knew within a few
years, rather than being in just .five
States, it would be all across the coun-
try.So itwould be nationwide and it
would be: mandatory. .

Mr. Chairmail, the fact is that, is ex-
actly the way it was originally in the
bill in Committee on the Judiciary.
This-was going to be not voluntary, not
in just five States, but this was going
to be mandatory for every s1ngle hiring
decision anywhere in the entire coun-
try, all '50 States. That is where they

:.wanted to go originally..
Now, we defeated that . and this is

what we got sort of as a compromise.
But let us not be misled where the pro-
ponents of this..want to go, in-order to
make it truly effective, is mandatory,
nationwide The-gentleman from Flor-
ida [Mr. MCCOLLUM], has stated very
clearly in comxnitt.ee . that. even that
will not really work :uiess we have a
nationalm card; which is the. u1tiniate
step here Every American citizen at
the end of this road will have to carry
a national B) card around with their
picture, perhaps retina scans, and God
knows what is going to be on this card.
But that is where we are headed;

Mr.' Cha.irinan, to me that is big
brother, and that is the reason I fought
this in the committee. That is the rea-
son, along with the gentleman from
Michigan (Mr. CONYERS], we have been
fighting this: on the floor today. Vol-
untary, it, in opinion, was an un-
precedented assertion of Federal power.
To make it mandatory, which is what
this amendment would do, clearly is
unprecedented. From now on in those
five States, every employment decision
is going to have to be confirmed, a!-
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firmed by the Federal Government.
That goes :too far.

I think it is just the opposite of why
we were sent here. Many of us feel that
we were sent here to reduce the scope
and the power of the Federal Govern-
ment. We do not all agree. Some people
do not mind bigger government, some
of us do. I happen to mindS it very
much.

Another thing that I have heard this
sold as, I have had several folks from
Califorma mention, 'well, the business
people in California want this, to have
a 1-800 number so that they can protect
themseiyes in case there has been some
foulup on the 1—9 forms or some of the
other Federal : requirements. Iet us
look at what that basically means.

Mr. Chairman, we have big govern-
ment with the 1-9 forms and all the
rest. Since that did not work, then we
are going to go to the next level, which
is additional big government. The 1—9's
and . that system did not work, so we
are going to the next stage. This does:
not replace the 1—9 forms.. It does not
replace that at all. It: is .an additional
requirement that people will have.

The gentleman from Califorma just
said before, he saad the voluntary sys-
tem, which we just passed, the so-
cafled voluntary system, the previous'
amendment that we just passed,: he
said it was not going to work. The bad
guys, the people who are hiring illegal
aliens off the books, paying them cash
right now, they are not going to call
this 1-800 number. They are going to
continue to keep hiring these illegal
aliens and paying them under the
table..

Mr. Chairman, who is going to be af-
fected? The law-abiding citizens, as
usual. Those are going to be the people
that would have the additional level of
bureaucracy, the additional Federal re-
quirements to call the Federal Govern-
ment and: get their OK before we can
hire somebody. That is wrong. There
are clearly going to be errors in this
system.

There was an L.A. Times article, and
this was previously mentioned, that es-
timatöd the Social Security depart—.
ment had estimated that there would
be 20-percent error rates. Then they
said that would be early on. Then it
would likely back off to, say, 5 percent.
The Social Scurity Adinil]istrationh*: indicated they really do not know
what the error rate would be at tbis
point. Even if it is 1 percent, we are
talking about hundreds of thousands of
American citizens that are going to get
caught up in this system: They have to
verify that, yes, indeed, they are em-
ployable, who could conceivably lose
their jobs and have their lives put on
hold if there are mistakes.

I know, in our office we have dealt
many times with people in my commu-
nity that have problems with the UtS
where they have made mistakes, with
the Social Security that has made mis-
takes, with Veterans that has made
mistakes. In this debate, the previous
debate, I have heard my name pro-
nounced Cabot, .. Chabot, Chaboy, just



about every name one can think of. I
am dead meat in this system, you
know, if it were pronunciation and the
spellings. We have got the gentle-
woman from Florida [Ms. Ros-
LEH'rINEN), we •have the gentleman
from California [Mr. RADANOVICH];
there is the spellings. All you have to
do is have one letter that is thrown off,
and you are caught up in the system. It
is going to be a nightmare for these
people.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to read
from something here that we got from
the NF. This is what the NF]3 sent
out on this. It says

On behalf of themore than 600,000 members
of the National Federation of Independent
Business, the NFIB. I urge you to oppose the
Gaflegly amendment which would mandate
that employers in at least five of the seven
States with the highest Illegal immigrant
population call a 1-800 number to verify
every, new hire's work eligibility.. This
amendment will be offered, et cetera.

Small businesses across this country
have sent a .strong message time and
time again that they do not want any
more government one-size-fits-all man-
dates coming from Washington. In fact,
a recent survey found that 62 percent
of NF members oppose being re-
quired to call a 1-800 number for every
new hire. - -

Please - let• small business owners
know we hear their pleas for less gov-
errznient requirement and that it is not
Washington as usual. Vote no on the
Gailegly amendment.

Again, we lost on the so-called vol-
untary, but this is not voluntary any-
more. This is clearly mandatory and it
is clearly wrong, and for that reason,
we strongly oppose this.

Mr. Chairman, I reserve the balance
of my time.

Mr. GALLEGLy. Mr.. Chairman, as
Members will see as the debate goes on,
there is strong bipartisaji support as
evidenced by our next speaker.

Mr. Chairman, I yield 3 minutes to
the gentleman from Texas [Mr. SN-
HOLM].

(Mr. STENHOLM asked and was
given permission to revise and extend
hisremark&)

Mr. STENHOLM. Mr. Chairman, I
rise in support of the Gallegly amend-
ment. I want to answer the- question
why. The question wé—thnply have to
ask over and over is, do we have an il-
legal immigration problem or do we
not? If Members answer as I do, we do,
then this amendment makes sense.

Mr. Chairman, our amend±nent would
create a pilot program in five of the
seven States with the highest popu-
lations of illegal aliens to test a man-
datory worker verification system. Thesystem is simple: An employer makes
an inquiry through a toll-free 1-800
number, a toll-free facsimile number,
or other electronic media to confirm
whether an inthvjdual is authorized to
be employed in the United States...

This system will protect employers
from clvii and criminal liability for
any action taken in good faith reliance
on information provided through the
worker verification system. -- -

For those who believe this amend-
ment is antibusiness, I could not dis-
agree more. While much has been made
about this being a mandate on employ-
ers, it will actually protect business
men and women from harsh employer
sanctions.

- Currently, hardworking,
honest business people can do every-
thing they are supposed to and still be
held liable for unknowingly hiring an
illegal alien. In addition, it will reduce
the current burden on employers to be
INS experts on fraudulent documents.

Currently, there are a list of 29 docu-
ments that can be used for employment
verification. Fortunately, H.R. 2202 re-
duces- this number to six; However,
counterfeiters have proven quite adept
at tampering with or reproducing most
of our identification documents. We
cannot expect the business men and
women in this country to be INS inves-
tigators or experts on fraudulent docu-
ments. We must provide them with the
manageable . and affordable tools nec-
essary to comply with the- iaw.. It
would be irresponsible of us not to pro-
vide American employers with this
type of support. - . . -

Under currentlaw, an employer is re-
quired to see two forms of identifica-
tion and fill out the 1-9 form. An em-
ployer can comply with this and still.
unknowingly hire an illegal alien who,
presented fraudulent documentation
This employer can face thousands of
dollars in fines from employer sanc-
tions even though they followed the
coect procedure. for verifying eligi-
bility. Their only mistake is not being
able to detect counterfeit identifica-
tion. •-. .

The unfortunate consequence of this
uncertainty, under our current system,
is that an employer may not want to
take a chance on hiring an inthvidual
with a foreign sounding name or ap-
pearance for fear of hiring an illegaJ
alien. Because this. amendment re-
qtures the- employer to verifr eligi-
bility for every employee, it removes
the incentive for employers to treat ap-
plicants differently because of thefr ap-
pearance or surname.

While I do not believe this is the per-fect fix to our illegal immigration
problem, I do believe that ittakes a big
step in the rght direction. A pilot
pro$ct, try it, test it, experu'nent with
it, see what works; see what does. not
work. Junk that does not work, but try
it before we mandate it nationwide, but
a voluntary system, as has been said,
will not work. I also believe that we
are going to have to address the coun-
terfeiting of breeder documents; such
as birth certificates, to insure that an,
employee is eligible to work.

Without a worker verification system
in place with adequate resources, we
will not be able to put a dent in our 11-
legal irnnijgration problem. I urge my
colleagues to support employers and
oppose illegal immigration by voting
for the Gallegly-Bilbray5et..
Stenholm-Bejlenson..Fr amend-
ment.

Mr. CONyER5. Mr. Chairman, I yield
myself 2 minutes.
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Mr. Chairman, it is interesting tofind out how many Members of Con.

gress understand what business wants
and needs and what they know is best

- for business. Yet when we get the re-
ports and the letters and the calls from
business organizations, they are saying
just the opposite. They say they do notwant it

They do not want it. They do not
want it even if we think they want it.
They do not want it if we think they
need it. They do not want it ifwe think
that it is good for them, even if they do
not know that they would be better off
for it. The do not want it.

Do my colleagues get it? The busi-
ness community has spoken on this'
pretty clearly, and yet Member after
Member, in, support of the Gallegly
amendment, explains to us how much
better off business will be and how they
will learn to love this as soon as they
try it and let us give it a chance..

-

By the way, forget voluntary. Let us
go to mandatory right now. The next
amendment that might be up, if it
could be made in order, is to make it
flationwjde I mean, why wait for a few
months? Let us do it tonight, tonight,
tomorrow. -

Mr. Chairman, we know what busi-
ness needs. We know, whether they likeit or not, it is going to be good for
them. The problem has been revealed
by the previous speaker, the gentleman
from Texas. It is that they are forging
all the documents on which we are
going to base the phone call a mile a
minute. That is why the' phone call is
going to be no more worth the docu-
ment than it was based upon. That doc-
ument may likely well be fraudulent.

Do we not see, mandatory programs
like this are not going to work.. Step-
ping on people's rights and trying to'
make class distinctions within our so-
ciety is not a good way to go.

Mr. Chairman, I reserve the balance
of my time.

Mr. GALLEGLy. Mr. Chairman, I
yield 1½ minutes to the gentleman
from California [Mr. CUNGE&i].

-

Mr. CUNNflGHAM. Mr. Chairmaxi, I
want to compliment Members on both
sides of, this issue. We have remained
on the issues and people have spoken,
no matter how strongly they feel, and
remained on the issues. Most of this de-
bate has dwelt on those issues. Even
though those feelings are strong in
many cases, they have rernained that,
and I think that is where we want this
floor to remain most of the time. I
would say all the time.

-

Th&t working environment was de-
graded when the gentleman from Texas
[Mr. BRYArT] personally attacked the
Speaker of the House. The Speaker,
like the gentleman from Texa5 [Mr.
STNOLM], went point by point by
point on his issues and spoke only to
the issues of the Gallegly amendment.
Then when the gentleman from Texas
[Mr. BRYA'r], attacked the Speaker,
got into personal references, I think -
that was wrong. I would say to my
friend that it is uncharacteristic of
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him and I know him as a friend, and I
say this because myself, I have lost my
temper on the House floor and I. have
done very similar things. But I think
when we chastise the position of the
Speaker, which this Gallegly amend-
ment was overwheImng1y passed, we
chastise the motive of the rest of us.
When over 60 percent of my voters in
California support that position, I
think that was wrong.

Mr. Chairman, I say that with the in-
tention that I have done the same'
thing, and I think in this particular
case it does disservice to what we are
trying to do, and I just think it was
wrong. -

Mr. CHABOT. Mr. Chairma.n, I yield
myself such time as I may consume;

Mr. Chairman, I just wanted to quote
from the Employers for Responsible
Immigration Reform, and what they
state in their correspondence to• us is
that fully one-third of the Nation.
would be required to participate n the
creation of. a huge new• Federal bu-
reaucracy. Furthermore, there is no
evidence to suggest. that this system
will .work. They oppose the. Federal
mandate under the Gallegly-Steithoim-
Seastrand-Bilbray-Stenholm amend-
ment. . -

I would just like to list a number of
these business groups, because it has
been stated in here that business wants
this particular amendment. .

-.D1745
Those who oppose this amendment,

among them are the American Associa-
tion of Nurserymen, the. American
Hotel and Motel Association, the
American Meat Intitute, the Associ-
ated Landscape Contractors of Amer-
ica, Associated Builders, and Contrac-.
tors, Associated General Contractors,
the College and University Personnel
Association, the Food Marketing Insti
tute, the Intei-nationaj Association of
Amusement Parks arid Attractions, the
Intermtional Foodservice Distributors
Association,. . the National-American
Wholesalers Grocers' Association, the,
National Association of -Beverage Be-
tailers,, National Association of Con-
venience Stores, the National Federa-
tion, of Independent Business, who n
the last particular amendment took es-
sentially a neutral position, not oppós-
ing nor endorsing the amendment that
we took up before, but they oppose this
amendment; the National Retail Fed-
eration, the Society for Human Re-
source Management, the . National Re-
tail Federation, the Christian Coali-
tion, the Citizens for Sound Economy,
Sma.1l Business Survival Committee,
the American Civil Liberties Union,
Concerned Women for America, Na-
tionai Center for Home Education, the
American Bar. Association, Eagle
Forum, U.S. Catholic Conlerence, and
on, and on, and on, and there are other
groups that I did not have time to read.

But this is a bad amendment. For
that reason we oppose it.

Mr. Chairman, I reserve the balance
of my time.
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Mr. GALLEGLY. Mr. Chairrnaji, I

yield 2½ minutes to the gentleman
from California (Mr. BILBRAY].

Mr. BILBRAY. Mr. Chairman, I think
really what I hear here is a different
perception of the immigration issue,
and to try to sensitize this institution
to the fact of the level of concern we
should have about this immigration
issue, let me just show my colleagues
the different perspective.

All over America, when people drive
down a highway, this is what they see,
and I am sure many of my colleagues,
that is what they see in their neighbor-
hoods. But let me show my colleagues
what .the people of California see and
people around the border see, and this
is 70-80 miles north of the border. This
is the kind of thing that we are con-
fronted with, with absurdity. CaITraDs
from. California was - kindS' enough to
send this sign to try to sensitize my.
colleagues to the fact that Washingtàn
must wake up and address this absurd,
immoral situation.

Mr.. Chairman people are being
slaightered on our freeways because
Washington needs to' address this 'issue
and has been ignoring it. Mr. Chair-
man, this. amendment makes it pos-
sible for us to try to address the reason
wby people are coming here: Jobs. Jobs
are - what are drawing them across our-
freeways' and being killed and slaugh-
tered. The fact is this amendment will
finally address the issue in the least in-
trusive .way of addressing the' issue of
trying to keep people from hflng. peo-
ple who are not qualified.

Mr. Chairman, there may be those
who think that this is a bad idea, but
ask those'who know that are affected.
The Chamber of Commerce of Caiifor-
nia supports this amendment because
they know. They have the reality of
today of illegal immigration. They are
not -sitting in some insulated place,
way off away from the problem. They
know the problem, and they want this
amendment. -- '

I would ask my colleagues to recog-
nize that those who are against the na-.
tional ID system should support this
amendment; It is the least intrusive al-
ternative to. a national ID card.

And those of my colleagues who sayS
that they support the concepts of büsi-
ness, small business, more than axiy
other segment of our society, uses tele-
phonic, and listen to this. Of any part
of societr, small business is using tele-
phonic verification now and 1]as devel-
oped a dependency on it for business
more than anyone else. -

All we are saying is let us learn from
business, and Government should learn
to use technology for the benefit of our
society, just as the private sector is,
and we should use .tec]mology for the
benefit of protecting our citizens and
noncitizens, and their freedoms and lib-
erties.

So support this amendment. It is the
best nonintrusive, efficient way to be
able to get the ob done.

Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Chairman, I yield
such time as he may consume to the
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gentleman from Texas (Mr. BRYANT]
for defensive remarks.

(Mr. BRYANT of Texas asked and
was given permission to revise and ex-
tend his remarks.)

Mr. BRYANT of Texas. Mr. Chair-
man, I regret that the gentleman from
California [Mr. CU NINGBAM], made re-
marks which apparently the Speaker
sent him in here to make, and then he
left. I do not see him anywhere. I also
regret that they would bother to take
time in the debate to come and make
remarks like that. That is patently ab-
surd.

I will.jay this. I will just reiterate
what I said before. This reminds me a
little bit of the lobby bill in 1994. We
'worked for a 2-year period trying to
put that bill- together., It was a totally
bipartisan effort until the last minute
when the Speaker, now Speaker, sensed
the possibility of political advantage
and came in at the last minute, blind
sided us, and opposed 'it and tried to
]ll it.' Mr. Chairman, we overcame it.

Today, once again we worked for two,
virtuafly a year and a half now, trying
to puttogether an immigration bill ev-
erybody can be for. There are two deal-
breakers in it; one is this on education,
and one is the deal on hospitals. And
then the Speaker of the House, unable
to resist political opportunity, comes
to the floor, the Speaker of the House
comes to the floor and makes a speech
about this one amendment and talks
about liberals this and about how we
have these evil illegal aliens that are
taking away our children's education
and so forth.

It was, in my view, a performance be-
neath the rank of the Speaker. It was,
n my view, a performance desigxied to
make this into a politicai opportunity
instead of a bipartisan bill, and he may
have succeeded. It is a shame.

Mr. Chairman, I. think that passioxi-
ate objection to his action was clearly
warranted. I regret very much the
mischaracterizations by the gentleman
from California [Mr. Cu m.GBAM), no
doubt . probably calculated by some
speech writer in the Speaker's office of
anybody out here losing their temper. I
have not seen anybody lose their tem-
per today, but I have been willing to
sta.nd apart and say, "You know, Mr.
STE and I worked a long time' to put
this bill together to make it work, and
along comes the Speaker of the House
and basicafly tries to bring us down to
the lowest common denominator."

Do my colleagues know why what I
am saying is true? Because these guys
over here whipped that amendment,
they whipped it hard to make sure that
they would win, to make sure they
would have a political issue, not a bill,
not a new policy for the public, but an
issue, and with that kind of leadership
on' their side and with that guy in
charge of the House of Representatives,
I submit to my colleagues I think the
public is not long going to be on their
side. I regret it.

Mr. GALLEGLY. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
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Mr. BRYANT of Texas. 1 yield to the

gentleman from California.
Mr. GALLEGLY. Mr. Chairman, as

the gentleman knows, I have great per-
sonal respect for our relationship. We
have worked hand in hand on the issue
of illegal immigration for many years.

But I think the gentleman would be
• the first to yield to the fact that this is
an issue that I have worked very hard
for a long, long time without any par-
tisan involvement at afl. It is a philo-
sophical issue that I have a tremendous
passion for, that I think affects all
Americans. I think that is one of the
reasons that we saw.a fairly significant
number of Democrats that voted for
that as well.

Mr. BRYANT of Texas. Reclaiming
my time, I agree with everything the
gentleman said, except I want to make
very, clear to him that it was made
clear in the very beginning there were
a couple of issues along the way that
would derail this bill and get it vetoed
and cause a bunch of us to feel like we
could not continue to support it. And
those two were brought up today, and
one failed and one passed. The gentle-
man's passed. The gentleman has been
consistent from the very beginning.

The fact that the Speaker of the
House came down here and made the
kind of speech that he did, in my view,
brought a bill that really was biparti-
san down to a very- partisan -level and
was not, in my view, fitting of the of-
fice of .the Speaker of the House, andI—

Mr. GALLEGLY. If the gentleman
would further yield, I would hope that
he would still consider strongly sup-
porting the biU, in the final analysis,
that he has worked so hard on, like so,
many others of us have.

Mr. BRYANT of Texas. I would like
to. I 5ust hope my coUeagues do not
make it any worse. -

Mr. GALLEGLY.. Mr. Chairman, I
yield 1 minute to the gentlewoman
from California [Mrs. SEAsT&m].

Mrs. SEASTRAND. Mr. Chairman, I
thank the gentleman from California
for yielding me this tithe.

Today we are offering this amend-
ment that would call, and I want to un-
derline this, for a 3-year mandatory
pilot program in S of 7 States: Califor-
ma, Arizona, Texas, Florida, New
York, fllinois, and New Jersey. And
these States are most impacted by ille-
gal immigration.

As is pointed out, this amendment
simply is going to put back into thebill the originai language that wa
passed by the House Committee on the
Judiciary.

Now, I want to stress that the re-
quirement that illegal aliens be veri-
fied for work eligibility is crucial to
true immigration reform. I want to re-
peat that this does not establish a na-
tionai ID card or even a system by
which a worker can be tracked
throughout their career.

This amendment does none of the fol-
lowing: It does not require any new
data to be supplied by the employee. It

does not require any new personal in-
formation on the employee. It does not
create a new Government data base. It
is a pilot program that cannot be ex-
panded into a national program with-
out a specific vote by this House.

I think anyone who has watched my
voting record would agree that I am
opposed to any Government intrusion,
and this is a simple way to keep Amer-
ican jobs by people that come here le-
gally.

Mr. CHABOT. Mr. Chairman, I yield
myself such time as I might consume.

If a citizen is not approved to work,
and that is really what this is all about
here, is what the coimnittee report
says happens. And I would like to read
from the committee's own report. If he.
or she w]shes to contest this finding,
secondary verification will be under-
taken. Secondary- verification is an ex-
pedited procedtwe set up to confirm the
validity of information contained in
the Government data bases. Under this
process, the new hire will typicaily
contact or visit the Social Security Ad-
ministration and/or the INS. The em-
ployee has 10 days to reconcile the dis-
crepancy. If the discrepancy is not rec-
onciled by the end of this period, the
employer must then dismiss the new
hire as being ineligible to work in the
United States. I find that to be very
objectionable; in fact, outrageous.

It is the individual employee, the in-
dividual American, that is the person
who is teally going to be hurt in this.
The individual innocent Anierican em-
ployee gets caught up in the mess be-
cause perhaps they used a maiden
name or perhaps there was a typo or
one of the numbers was typed in wrong
or whatever.

As I mentioned earlier today, we ha
a situation in my district where for 4
months they still have not been able to
clear up the Social Security, the fact
that they are married and, ought to
have a married name on there.

What we also heard earlier referred
to today is that it took 8 months to
prove to Social Security that one par-
ticular woman was not dead. That i
the proof she was not dead 8 months
and they still have not cleared it up.
So that is the type of problem we got•
with this, and this particular person
could be an American citizen, perfectly
legal, ha 10 days to clear it up, or they
are out of work. And that is not the
way it should be in this country.

Mr. Chairman, I yield 1½ minutes to
the gentlewoman from Idaho [Mrs.
CHENOWETRJ.

Mrs. CHENOWETR Mr. Chairman, I
thank the gentleman for yielding me.
this time.

I rise in opposition to this amend-
rhent. Mr. Chafrman, there are a nuin-
ber of groups who oppose this amend-
ment. Among them are Americans for
Tax Reform, the ACLU, the Small
Business Survival Committee, the Na-
tionai Retail Federation, Empower
America, Citizens for a SQund Econ-
omy, NFIB, and the Food Marketing
Institute.
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Mr. 'Chairman, I wholeheartedly

agree with Grover Norquist, who is the
president of Americans for Tax Reform,
when he said, whether voluntary or
mandatory, employment verification
represents an enormous intrusion by
the Fedetal Government into the
rights of individuals.

The debate should not be over what
type of employment verification sys-
terns we have but whether we reaiiy
have an employment verification sys-
tem at alL I realize, living in Idaho,
that we have problems with illegal im-
migration, but let us not reach so far
that we-violate our own civil rights.

Mr. GALLEGLY. Mr. Chairman, I
yield 3minutes to the gentleman from
California [Mr. BEILENs0N], who is
from the San Fernando Valley and
parts of Ventura County.

(Mr. BEU4ENSON asked and was
given permission to revise and extend
his remarks.)

01800
Mr. B.NSON Mr. Chairman, I

am not a member of any of those fine
groups that either the gentleman from
Ohio [Mr. CaBoT] or the gentlewoman
from Idaho fMrs. CEENowrrH], men-
tioned, so I am free, apparently, to rise
in strong support of this amendment.

If we are serious about stopping ille-
gal immigration, then we must provide
a sound method for employers to find
out if prospective employees are, le-
gaily authorized to work in the United
States. Otherwise, it would be virtually
impossible to enforce the existing law
against hiring.

The telephone verification system in-
cluded in. the bill, provides a very
promising way for employers to easily
determine whether a prospective em-
ployee is legally authorized to work. It
was, as Members know, one of the, key
recommendations of the Jordan Com-
mission, which did an extremely thor-
ough and creditable job of producing
very reasonable recommendations for
regaining control over our Nation's im-
migration system.

But for the telephone verification
system to work, it has to be mandatory
rather than voluntary in the States
where it would be tried on an experi-
mental basis. If it is not, those employ-
ers who intend to flout the law wiU ob-
viously not participate in the system,
and the INS will have no way of deter-
mining whether the system is actually
working.

The Committee on the Judiciary, as
Members again were reminded, recog-
nizes the importance of' making this
system mandatory. Unfortunately, thern
Committee on Rules changed the sys-
tem to a voluntary one, to some of us
who serve on that committee in what
was an egregious example of overreach-
ing by our own committee, in disregard
for the deliberative process of the com-
mittee of jurisdiction..

This portion of the bill should now be
restored to the form it was in when it
was approved by the Cornxrnttee on the
Judiciary. Employers should welcome
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this telephone verification system,
since it would give them a simple, reli-
able way of determining who is legally
authorized to work here and who is
not. Right now they do not have a
sound and dependable way to do that
because we failed to provide .ny such
method when Congress enacted em-
ployer sanctions as part of the Immi-
gration Reform Control Act of 1986.

Mr. Chairman, much is being said
about the potential for governmental
intrusiveness in hiring practices that
would result from this new system.
Nothing could be further from the
truth. All this verification system does
is to provide a way for us to finaily en-
force the existing 10-year-old law
against hiring illegal imnñgrânts and
for employers to be able to confirm
that they are in fact obeying the law.

The only people who will experien'ce
any negative effects are the people who
should feel those effects, employers
who are breaking the law by delib
erately hiring illegal immigrants, and
immigrants who are breaking the law
by trying to get a job here when it is il-.
legal for them to do so.

Mr. Chairman, I urge our colleagues
to support this very important amend-
ment.

Mr. GALLEGLY. Mr. Chairman, I
yield 2 minutes to the gentleman from
California [Mr. CALVERT].

Mr. CAL VERT. Mr. Chairman, I
thank the gentleman for yielding time
to me. - -

Mr. Chairman, illegal immigrants are
from afl over the world. They are not
just from South America, they are
from Asia, theyare from Europe, they
are from Russia. One thing they all
have in common, they mostly want a
job.

As an employer, you have certain re-
sponsibilities in this country: One of
those responsibilities is to fill out an I—
9 form. That has given -employers a
cover, because once you have that 1—9
form in the personnel jacket, along
with two pieces of identification, along
with that Social Security card, in
every case, if the INS comes into your
establishment and you have met that.
criteria, even though you have a great
number of illegals working in that

• business, you are not held accountable
for that, because there is no way for
yoi to verify whether or not a Social
Security card is a fraudulent docu-
ment.

This is all that does. It gives an op-
portunity for an employer to call a
number and check a name to a number.
This is a system that we must have,.
and quite frankly, if it i a voluntary
system, those people that are not very
good employers and who are knowingly
hiring illegals are going to continue to
do so.

Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Chairman, 1 yield
3 minutes to the gentleman from Cali-
fornia, Mr. Es T0RREs, who has a
great deal of experience in this matter.

Mr. TORRES. Mr. Chairman, I thank
the gentleman for yielding time to•me.

Mr. Chairman, I rise in strong opposi-
tion to. the amendment offered by the
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gentleman from California. The amend-
ment would take a Federal employer
verification system to new Orwellian
heights. For the past hour we have de-
bated the merits of a voluntary em-
ployer verification system. The amend-
ment before us would require every em-
ployer, in at least five States, to call a
toll-free number to verify the name
and Social Security number . of every.
new hire.

You can be sure that these States
won't be Rhode Island, Delaware, Mon-
tana, Alaska, and North Dakota.

No. the . States will likely include
New York, California, Texas, and Flor-
ida—or nearly, half the population of
this country..'. -

From a smaJl business standpoint,
this amendment piles on more bureau-
cratic redtape and more costly report-
ing requirements. The INS estimates
that the compliance cost per employer
will be at least $5,000.

If this amendment is enacted there is
no guarantee that the Federal Govern-
ment could handle even a sma.ll per-
centage Qf those employers .mdated
to use the Big Brother system. Not
only would . we have problems with
compliance, there is no guarantee that
the system would approach any level of
useful accuracy.

The current database upon which the
system would be based is grossly unre-.
liable, and would 'cause citizens and
legal residents to be denied employ-
ment. Experts estimate that 20 out of
every 100 legal job applicants would be
denied jobs under this flawed system.

And the price tag for this gargantuan
Big Brother computer verification sys-
tem would sink us even deeper in red'
ink.

We can't even afford to pay the flS
to keep up with its current workload,
much less pay for a giant new system.
And in the end, even if all these prob-
lerns could be resolved, nothing, I re-
peat. nothing in this Big Brother ver-
ification system will prevent the black
market from selling stolen Social Se-
curity numbers. Nor wiil it prevent a
situation like the sweatshop owner in
El Monte, CA; who deliberately broke
the l'aw and hired undocumented work-
ers. -

The Big Brother approach will serve
only to . impose new requirements on
businesses that are already complying
with the law and.do nothing to punish
those that are not.

Let us not forget the basic principle
that makes this country, great: Free-
dom. Let us not be tempted to rule our
citizens through an identification card.
This is a terrible amendment and I ask
you to vote no.

Mr. GALLEGLY. Mr. Chairmaii, .1
yield 3 minutes to the gentleman from
Massachusetts [Mr. Fa]

Mr. FRA.NK of Massachusetts. Mr.
Chairman, I will, begin by stipulating
that I do not purport to represent busi-
nes& here. I understand that a lot of
businesses do not like this amendment.
A lot of busInesses, unfortunately, like
to hire people who are here iUegally.
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They find them easily exploitable.
That is why there was, for many in the
business community, opposition to
what is really the central point here,
whether or not we have employer sanc-
tions.

In fact, during this debate people
have been blaming a verification sys-
tem; when in most cases they should
have been complaining about sanc-
tions. It is logicai to say we should not
have employer sanctions. Understand
that that is a decision we made in 1986.
We said, and by the way, people should
understand, there is a universal rec-
ognition here in this debate that people
come to this country, whether legally
or illegally, to get jobs. We recognize
that. That is the magnet. It is not ille-
gal welfare, and so forth, it is jobs.

We Jiave said that when people come
here illegally' and get jobs, they jeop-
ardize our ability to maintain rules
and laws that maintain occupational
safety and health, mjnimuiri wages, et
cetera. When you are here illegally,
you cannot claim your rights.

In 1986, this is when business got the
mandate. In 1986 Ronald Reagan signed
the law that said, "You cannot hire
people who are here illegally." It setup
the verification system. That was set
up in 1986. The difference now is that
we believe we have a more rational ver-
ification system. The culTent system
gives a whole bunch of documents that
can be used. That is where you get,
counterfeiting. That is where you get
inconsistency in who is asked and who
is not.

What we are saying is that given we
have sanctions, and nobody has moved
to repeal them, given that the em-
ployer is responsible for verification,
and nobody has moved to repeal that,
then the only question is what is a
more efficient way to do it. We are say-

•ing that the most efficient way, the
fairest way, is to say, not that you sin-
gle out anybody, that is just a nonsen-
sical argument, but this. in fact says
everybody who comes in must be veri-
fied. We have a 10-day period to catch
up.

No; I do not believe 20 percent of the
American people are unfafrly identified
as illegal aliens. That is an exagger-
ated figure. We also have in here 10
days in which you can straighten it
out. I believe my office can help people
prove that they are here legally.

Then we are told, "But it is going to
interfere with privacy." We have had a
lot of inconsistencies here today. My
favorite are the people who think that
asking 'people to prove that they are
here legally is an invasion of their pri-
vacy, but checking their urine is not,
because we have people who have been
for drug testing, mandatory drug test,-
ing, and they have imposed that on
people, but no, we cannot ask people
whether or not they are here legally.

Now we have the questicn, "Well,
would the government abuse it?" I un-
derstand some of my friends o the left
who, I think, are unduly suspicious
here, because I think it is in the inter-
ests of working people to have a good



verification system. On the right, I
guess we are dealing in part with the
Republican wing that we were told on
the floor of the House trusts Hamas
more than the American Government.
Maybe we can pick up a couple of votes
if we subcontracted this out to Ha.rnas,
but I do not think they are here le-
gall, so they could not work for us,
fortunately.

What we are -talking about is effi-
ciency. We have on the books the sanc-
tion system. If Members do not like it,
they should be moving to repeal sanc-
tions. We have on the books a require-'
ment that we verify that you are here,
but with a lot of documents in an in-
consistent way. This is the most log-
ical way to carry out the edsting legal
requirements.

Mr. GALLEGLY. Mr. Chairman, I
yield such time as he may consume to.
the gentleman from Texas [Mr. Sr],
chairman of the subcommittee.

(Mr. SMITH of Texas asked and was
given permission to revise and extend
his remarks.)

Mr. SMiTE of Texas. Mr. Chairman, I
rise in strong support of the amend-.
ment offered by the gentleman from
California [Mr. GALLEGLY], and appre-
ciate his leadership on this issue.

Mr. GALLEGLY. Mr. Chairman, I,
yield 1 minute to. the gentleman from
California [Mr. DitEm].

(Mr. DREIER asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his re-
marks.)

Mr. DREIER. Mr. Chairman, I appre-
ciate the gentleman yielding time to
me.

Mr. Chairman, I rise in strong sup-
port of this amendment, because it is a
pro-small-business amendment. If we
look at our State of California, Caiffor-
nia's Chamber of Commerce has come
out in support of this. Many of the peo-
ple who are opposing this amendment
claiiri that they understand the small
business sector of our economy. The
author of the amendment, the gen-
tleman from California [Mr.
GALLEGLY), has been, throughout his
entire lifetime, adult lifetime, a small-
business man, up until he joined this

• distinguished body a decade ago.
Mr. Chairman, I have been involved

• in businesses myself before I came
here, and I still am. Quite frankly, I be-
lieve if we look at the issue of em-.
ployer sanctions, which my friend, the
gentlenian from Massachusetts was
just discussing, there were many of us
who opposed the employer sanctions
provision, believing that we should not
force those employers to be responsible
for what clearly is a Federal issue.
They should welcome the prospect of
having this process of verification,
which is easier than going and expend-.
ing $10 at a K-Mart store.

Quite frankly, Mr. Chairman, we
should join in a bipartisan way sup-
porting the Gallegly amendment. I
urge my colleagues to do that.

Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Chairman, I yield
myself such time as I may consume.

Mr. Chairman, I would oniy close our
debate on this amendment in opposi-

tion to it by pointing out that we have
gone from voluntary to mandatory.
Maybe next month we will hit nation-
wide. We are up to 3 years and count-
ing. But do not worry about it. The
wonderful patronizing statements of
my colleagues, who are my friends,
that tell us that employees should wel-
come this telephone verif.icatthn sys-
tem, one Member went as far as to sug-
gest that one reason they might not
welcome it is because they themselves
support illegal immigration. I do not
think that is a fair caard. I do not
think it is the thing we should be say-
ing about these business associations.

The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman from Michigan [Mr. Cow-
YERS] has expired.

Mr. GALLEGLY. Mr. Chafrman, I
yield 2 minutes to the gentleman from
Georgia tMr. DEAL].

Mr. DEAL of Georgia. Mr. Chairman,
I thank the gentleman for yielding
time to me.

Mr: Chairman, we have heard some
very interesting debates here• today. I
support this amendment because I
think it is a common-sense amend-
ment. I would like to tell the Members
why I think it is good common sense.
On the one haxd, we have a system in
which we as taxpayers spend millions
of dollars, hire tens of thousands of em-
ployees, to maintain a Social Security
system that is designed to have records
that relate to employment and records
that relate to your contributions as an
employee into the system. We also
have tens of thousands of people and
spend millions of dollars trying to put
in place a system that will verify those

—who are legally in our country, and we
have purposes in doing so.

On the other hand, we have hundreds
of thousands.of people who are illegally
in our country who are, likewise spend-
ing, probably, millions of dollars trying
to duplicate and reproduce the same
kinds of documents that those that are
employed by the taxpayers are also
doing. Then we have the employer in
the zniddle, and the employer, because
of the way our system operates, is
faced with an inthviduai standing in
front of him, presenting him with docu-
ments. He does not know whetherthey
are produced by the legal system or by
the illegal system.

Yet the employer says, "Well, if I am
a taxpayer paying for the legal system
to be in place, whey can I not just ask
that system to tell me if these are true
or forged documents?" And the system
does not allow him to do so. That, to
me, makes no common sense at all. If
we are going to make the employer the
enforcer, we ought not to put him in a
position .of simpLy saying, "We. are
going to send the INS into your office,
and if you did not have the right docu-
ments there, then gotcha."

We all know, "Don't ask, don't tell."
I say that thisT is a system of "Do ask;
do tell." We ought to ask, as an em-
ployer, and as the Government, we
ought to tell whether or not these are
in the one category of legal documents,
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or in the other category of illegal docu-
ments. Mr. Chairman, I urge support of
the amendment.

01815
Mr. CHABOT. Mr. Chairman, I yield

myself such time as I may consume.
Mr. Chairman, I first of all want to

make very clear that those of us that
oppose this amendment do very much
want to crack down on illegal irrimi-
gration.

There are many things which I sup-
port. I supported the Tate amendment
which basically stated that if, for ex-
ample, somebody does try to come into
this country illegally, they will then
not be able to come into this country
legally at some later time, so do not
even bother to try to come in again.
One-strike-and-you're-out.' I think that
is good policy. Harsh, tough, but I
think it is good.
J also very strongly support eliminat-

ing welfare as a magnet. We have got
too many American citizens, I believe,
on welfare in this country right now. I
think we ought to completely overhaul
the welfare system. We have got far too
many people that ought to be support-
ing themselves and their own kids that
are American citizens right now. But
unfortunately we have, got people com-
ing into this country because welfare is
too often a magnet. I do not think wel-
fare ought to be given to illegal aliens.

There are many things. We ought to
beef up the patrols on our borders to
keep illegal aliens out. But to have one
more requirement on American busi-
nesses to cafl the government before
they hire somebody or right after they
bire somebody and clear everything up
within 10 . days, I think that is the
wrong way to go.

Malcolm Wallop, for example, a
former Senator from Wyoming for
whom I have a tremendous amount of
respect said, "This is one of the most
intrusive government progims that
America has ever seen."

The Wall Street Journal called this
system odious. The Washington Times
asked, "Since when did Americans
have to ask the government's permis-
sion to work?"
'The National Retail Federation said,

"It's yet another Federal Government
mandate on business and we're trying
to get rid of government mandates."
This is a government mandate in es-
sence that would require every Amer-
ican to get the government's OK to
work in this country. It should not be
that way.

Many of us believe very strongly that
we were sent here to lessen the intru-
siveness of the Federal Government in
their lives. This goes in just the oppo-
site direction.. It runs against the grain
of ma.ny of us who are trying to reduce
Federai involvement in our life.

That is the reason I . oppose this
amendment. Aiso, it is not going to
work. As I stated before, the bad guys
that are hiring illegal aliens now, they
are not going to call the number. So it
is not going to work. It is just more
government. We ought to oppose it.
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Mr. GALLEGLY. Mr. Chairman, I

yield 30 seconds to the gentleman from
Massachusetts [Mr. FRNx].

Mr. FRANK of Massachusetts. Mr.
Chairman, the previous remarks high-
light the disconnect between reality
and what the opponents are saying.
There is now on the books such a rn.n-
date. The gentleman acts as if this
amendment wojijd create it.

The law now says, and has for 10
years, that you must show to the em-
ployer that you are legally entitled to
work in the United States. Employers
are lega]iy at risk. If they fail to ask
and it turns out they. have hired some-
one who is not legally entitled to work,
they are at risk.

I do not understand this argument. If
you want to abolish sanctions, okay,
but you cannot argue that this amend-
ment creates an obligation which we
have had. for 10 years. I would point
out, by the way, that it is so onerous
an obligation that most people appar-

- ently do not even realize we have it.
Mr. GAILEGLy. Mr. Chairman, I

yield 2 minutes to the gentleman from
California [Mr. BERMAN].

Mr. BERMAN. Mr. Cha.irmau, I sup-
port the Gailegly amendment, al-
though in a conference committee I
want to make sure, if this bill reaches
a conference committee, that what he
is proposing here is truly feasible. But
I would like to just go construct my
notions of why I think this is impor-
taut. -

No one in this House, as far as I know.
it, is in favor of illegal. immigration.

• There are some people who believe in
open borders, but I have not heard any-
one in this House ever articulate that.

Now the issue is, are we going to stop
with border enforcement; or are we
going to h.ve some interior enforce-
ment? I am sorr7 to a.y that
friends in the majority do not seem to
want to put a lot of resources into in-
vestigating industries tht historically-
recruit undocumented workers, but
now we have the question of the em-
ployment As the gentleman from Mis-
sachusetts [Mr. FB.A1K] has just men-
tioned, employer saDctions were estab-
lished to make it illegal to hire son-
one who is not here legaUy.

The voluntary program now in the
bill has none of the priva' protec-.
tions, none of the discrimination pro-
tections, none of the protections
against mistakes that the Gallegly
amendment has. The Gallegly amend-
ment says if this system wrongfully
terminates a person from a job, they
have a remedy to recover their lost
compensation. The Gaflegly amend-
ment provides for testers which can go
out and make sure thAt any employer
is doing this across the board as to all
of his employees, not just the ones who
might hà.ve a foreign accent.

It has the protections, it deals with
the issue of making saDctions enforce-
able, and the only question now for me
which I hope to learn about in the
months ahead as we deal with this leg-
islation is, is it feasible? I am not sure

it is, but I think we should give this
approach a boost because it is the right
approach, at least in concept.

I urge an "aye" vote.
Mr. GALLEGLY. Mr. Chairman, I

yield 1½ minutes to the gentlenan
from California [Mr. ROABACEER].

Mr. RORRABACHER. Mr. Chairman,
I am rising here today to support the
GaUegly amendment. If things are
going to be made illegal, we have to
provide the means of enforcing that de-
cision. Otherwise we are just pi1oso-
phizing. Our voters did not send us here
to sit down and taik together about
ideas. They. wanted us to change the
way things are in the United States.

It is not enough to say
. you are

against illegai immigrants flooding
into our country. You have got .to be
able to do something about it, or that
is not what your public life is all
about. We are not here to philosophize
with one another. We are here to try to
solve a problem.

In California and elsewhere, we have
a mammoth tide, a wave of illegal im-
migration, sweeping across our coun-
try. We should give the people the tools
to make sure that those illegal irnm.i-
grants when they come here are not
the recipients of workers' comp, unem-
ployment insurance, Social Security,
and all the other government benefits
that go with being employed in this
country. -.

The fact is that we have made it hUe-
gal for. an employer to kfre these peo-
ple. Otherwise, let us just take off that
ban. If you want to take offthat ba
that is fine. Or, if you want to say it is
legal for illegal immigrants to get gov-
ernment benefits, fine, make that your
position.

But do not tell the American people
you are against iUegal immigration if
you are tryig to undercut every single
attempt that is being made to try to
enforce that decision. We are here not
to just pb.ilosophize, we are here to
solve problems and get things done.
Please take your heads out f the
clouds and make sure your feet are on
the ground. -

Mr. GALLEGLY. Mr. Chafrman, I
yield such time as he may consume to
the gentleman from Virginia [Mr.
GOODLATTE]. -

(Mr. GOODLATTE asked and was
given permission to revise and extend
his remarks.)-.

Mr. GOODLATTE Mr. Chairman, I
rise in support of the Gallegly amend-
ment.

Mr. GALLEGLY. Mr: Chairman, I
yield such time as she may consume to
the gentlewoman from New Jersey
[Mrs. Rou].

(Mrs. RO1JXEMA asked and was
given permission to revise and extend
her remarks)

Mrs. ROUKEMA. Mr. Chairman, I rise in
strong support of this amendment I would like
to thank the three sponsors from Caiifomia for
their commitment to seeing that we put this
mandatory pilot program back into the biH—a
commitment which they know I strongly share.

I strongty believe that we cannot accurately
claim that these are effective and efficient re-
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forms without this amendment And, above aD,
I urge that the business community recogrüze
its responsibilities and that they become part
of the solution and not part of the problem.

As we au know, the originai bill, as passed
by the Judiciary Committee, contained this
mandatory pilot program. Its purpose is to
make it easier for employers who continue to
struggle understanding the enforcement and
eligibility requirements of the Immigration Re-
form and Control Act of 1986 [IRCA]:

Under RCA, employer sanctions are im-
posed on any employer who knowingly hires
an illegal aiien unauthorized to work in the
United States. Employers are required to ver-
ify worker eligibility and identity by examining
up to 29 documents and comp'eting an INS
9 fofm. In enforcing these measures, employ-
ers are allowed a good faith defense and are
not liable for verifying the va'idity of any docu-
ments, but instead are only responsible for de-
termining if the documents appear to be genu-
ine.

Unfortunately, between the proliferation of.
fraudulent documents, and the overconcem of
INS with sanctioning emp'oyers for paperwork
violations, such as incorrectly completing 1—9
forms, lithe has been done to catch unauthor-
ized/ilegaI workers.

- Mr. Chairman; opponents of the pilot pro-
gram claim that it will become a bg brother
program giving the Federal Govemment the
sole power to decide who will work for an em-
ployer. This is just not true. It seems to me
that this argument is being used more and
more liberally every time it is perceived by
some that the FederaJ Govemment is
overstepping its powers when it clearly isnt

Furthermore, opponents claim to fear that
mistaJces made by the computer data base
could either be used against an employer as
evidence of hiring an iliegai alien or could be
used against a prospective employee as evi-
dence of discrimination. Well, come on my col-
leagues. This is a weak argument that no one
would deny, and an easy one to use as jus-
tification for opposing the pilot program.

Even without computer verification, these
same problems still persist because of paper-
worWadminjsttjve mistakes. With increasing
uses of computer technology in afi public and
private sectors this is a reai problem that we
deal with every day and will continue to deal
with every day in the future. The bottom line
is that there are always going to be computer
errors and dat entry mistakes. Should we
therefore pass a b'anket prohibition on com-
puters in the workplace? I think not

In fact, Mr. Chairman, under this program
an employer is provided with a good faith de-
fense similar to that provided under IRCA,
shielding him from liability based on the con-
firmation number he receives after verifying an
employee's Social Security number. And, if an
employee is not offered a position because of
an informational error which cannot be re-
solved within a 1 0-day period, then he is enti-.
tied to compensation under existing Federal
law.

The success of phone verification has been
proven in southem Califomia which has in
p'ace a similar pilot program that began with
220 employers. After 2,500 separate verifica-
tions and a 99.9-percent rate of effectiveness,
it is now being used by almost 1,000 busi-
nesses

Mr. Chairman, the purpose of the mandatory
pilot program is to make t easier for employ-
ers to verify the work eIigibfluty of prospective
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employees. It will help to prevent confusion
over documents and alleviate concerns about
hiring/not hiring someone who- looks like he is
illegal. It is in the direct benefit and interest of
all employers because it will help to eradicate
all of the fears, uncertainties, and arbitrary

— sanctions that employers have complained
about for the past 10 years.

At the same time, just as we require legal
and illegal aliens to compty with the law, so
too must employers. This program Will also
hold employers accountable for their hiring de-
cisions. By this I mean that unscrupulous em-
ployers could no longer get away with know-
ingty employing illegal aliens because they
would have to verify their work eligibility. -

- And, my friends, this is the end to the
means for the 400,000 illegal aliens who enter
our country every year. As long as the jobs
are there, and someone s wiIng to hire them
to do the work, they viIl always keep coming.
• Reducing the number of allowable docu-
ments from 29 to 6 and increasing by 500 the
number of INS employment inspectors, which
this bill does, is a sfrong step in the right di-
rectiori. But, it is not enough:

This s another commonsense amendment,
and one that should be supported by every-
one, including the business community.

• 'Therefore, I urge all of my colleagues to
show. their support for a simpler yet more
complete employer verification system by vot-
ing for this amendment -

Mr GALLEGLY. Mr. Chairman, I
yield 1 minute to the gentleman from
California (Mr. PACKARD]. -

• (Mr. PACKARD asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his re-marks.)- .:-•

Mr. PACKARD: Mr Chairman, the
• claim that this amendment intrudes on

our civil rights is a bogus -argument.
We see people in the grocery lines, at
the, cash register, and we never hear
them complain about having to have

• calls made to verify. their checks before
they cau take their groceries home. We
cannot tighten up the enforôernent of
employer sanctIons, which we are re-
quiring and asking to be done, and then
not give the employers a-chance to be
assured that they are biring legally.'

Most of my employers, which really
employ a good deal of the alien labor
pool, both legal and illegal, are begging
for. a chance to verify their legality.
They want to be legal..It wouid be a
shame not to allow them a system that
would give them the.verifjcation that
they ar& hiriug appropriately and le-
gally. I strongly urge a "yes" vote on
the Gallegly amendment.

- I rse in support of the Gallegt-Bilbray.
Seastrand-Stenholm amendment which would

— make the employer verification' pilot program
mandatory.

Since I first became a Member of Congress,
I have worked to put an end, to the illegal im-
migration problem Ihat has plagued my dis-
tiict, my State of California and now the Na-
tion. Quite frankty, I have found that there are
two compefling reasons that 'pull illegal irnrni-
grants to our country. One is the wide 'range
of Federal benefits our country has to offer.
This is being taken care of by this bill.

The second is the lure of jobs. Requiring all
employers in a pilot project State to make a
simple call to verify the eligibility oVa new hire

will put an end to the lure of jobs for illegals.
A voluntary system is simply inadequate. A
voluntary system allows likely illegal immi-
grants to believe that a job waits for them on
the other side of the border. Perhaps their em-
ployer will not check. We send illegal immi-
grants a far stronger message if they know all
employers will be checkiig their status. No job
waits for you on the other side. -

Our current system of determining whether
a person applying for work is legal or illegal is
lacking. In fact, it is so unbelievabty easy to
obtain false documentation in Califomia, that
employers are at a high risk of hiring illegals
without even knowuig it A mandatory em-
ployer verification system will protect innocent
employers from hinng illegals with false docu-
mentation.'

Mr. Chairman, this amendment will protect
empoyèrs and destroy the, job magnet that
brings il'egal immigrants into our countr. It is
a pilot project that wilt'be tested for only 3
years. U it does not work,. Congress wiH have
the ability to revamp it or cancel it cornpletety.
However, onty by making it mandatory, will we
be able to ensure that the employer verffica
tion pilot program will work as it is intended.

I urge my coUeagues to vote for this amend-
ment -

Mr. GAILEGLY. Mr'. Chairman, I
yield such time as he may consume to
the gentleman from Cailfornia [Mr.
HoRs].

(Mr. HORN asked and was given per-
mission.. to revise and extend his. re-
marks.)

Mr. HORN. Mr. Chairman, the Amer-
ican people deed to support this
amendment. We need to support it. It
is shaznefui that we wouid bend to the
special interests and ot vote for the
Ga]iegly amendment. I fuily support it.

Mr. Chairman,. the American people elected
a Republican majority in 1994 to end politics
as usual and accomplish real reform. Without
the Gallegly mandatory verification amend-
ment, this bill is another example of do-noth-
ing, special-interest business as usual in
Washington.. ' -. • .• •. -

Illegal immigrants come here for jobs. If we,
are serious about stopping illegal immigration,
we need to make it impassible for illega' aliens
to get jobs. Only a' mandatory system in
States most affected by. illegal immigration
would achieve, that Not enough employers
would verify their employees' eligibility without
one. , • , ..

Stand up to the special interests. Vote jor
the. Galiegty mandatory verification amend-
ment' , ,, • -

Mr. GALLEGLY. . Mr., Chairman, I
yield 1 minute to the gentleman from
Florida [Mr. FOLEY].

(Mr. FOLEY asked and was given 'per-
mission to: revise and extend his re
marks)..

Mr. FOLEY. Mr. Chairthau, I strong-
ly support the Gallegly-Blibray amend-
ment to create a mandatory pilot pro-
gram. We need a' driver's license to
board a airplane. We need identiflca

- tion with a credit card or a check.'
This is not big brother. This is en-

forcing laws. Some of- our own legal
residents have found there are errors in
their Social Security numbers.. They
have found payments being made to
other people's accounts after 5 years.
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This system will not only deter ille-

gal immigration but will help perfect
our own domestic work force. It is not
onerous. It is not burdensome. Employ-'
ers u.niversaily will call past employers
to find out about backgrounds, past
landlords to find out about the worthi-
ness of the employee. We are, asking a
simple step.

How many people in this audience
use the 1—800 number to find out about
their eheck balances, the last five
checks cashed, the last five deposits? It
takes 15 to 20 seconds. It is not a dif-
ficult process. Anyone can do it. It is
not complicated. It will ensure that we
are not hiring illegal ethployees.

Mr. GALLEGLY. Mr. Chairman, I
yield myself the balanôe of my time.

In closing, I would like to say that I
have spent the overwhelming majority
of my aduitlife as a srria.1l business per-
son This is the reason right here that
we need a verification system. This is a
counterfeit document that will meet
the employer 'sanction' requirements
that a person can pick up on almost
any street corner in a.ny' major city for
about $30.

Let us bring some sanity to this de-
bate. Let us stop the flow of illegal in-
migrants coming into this country for
easy access to jobs, protect American
workers, and protect this country from
more illegal immigration. I would ask
the strong support of the Gallegly
amendment for mandatory verifica-
tion. ' • -

Mr. RADANOVCH. Mr. Chairman, my vote
for the GallegIy-Bilbray-Seastrand amendment
will be cast for three reasons:

First, it should not be the emp'oyers burden
to decide whether work permission documents
are real or phony.

- Second, the guest worker program for agr-
culture, which I shall support when it is
brought up 'ater in this debate, will work better
with 800 number verification.

Third, finally—and most importantly—I am
committed to immigration reform, especially
putting a stop to illegal immigration:

U.S. borders are breached by those looking
for work here. ..

American employers should be able to pick
up the phone and quickly and accurately de-
termine whether an applicant is]egaliy entitleci
to work. Those who. arent won't be hired.
They'll have little reason to stay, and there'll
be reduced incentive for others to follow the
same wrong route. •

The CHAIRMAN. The question is on
the amendment, as modified, offered by
the gentleman from California [Mr.
GALLEGLY]. -

The question was taken; and the
Chairman announced that the ayes ap-
peared to have it.

RECOPDED VOTE

Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Chairman, I de-
mand a recorded vote.

A recorded vote was ordered. -

The vote was taken by electronic de-
vice, and there were—ayes 86, noes, 331,
not voting 14, as follows:
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[Roll No. 77) Manzullo Plckett Souder

AYES—86
Martini Pombo . Spence
Mascara Pomeroy Spratt

Baker (CA). Fure Miller (CA) M&tsuI Porter Stearns
Barton .

Bateman
Beilenson
Bereuter .

Gallegly Moorhead
Gejdenson Neal
Geren Obey
Gllchrest Packard

McCarthy Portman . Stockman
McCrery Poshard Stump
McDade Pryce Stupak
McDermott Quillen Talent

Berman Goodlatte Pallone MCHale Quinn Tanner
Bllbray
Bilirakis
Bono
Boraki'

Goas . Payne (VA)
Holden Rohrabacher
Horn F.oth
Hunter Roukema

MCHUgh . Rahall 'l'auzln
Mclnnls Ramstad Taylor (MS)
McIntosh Rangel Taylor (NC)
MeNulty - Reed Tejeda

Bryant (TX)
Burton
Calvert

Jacobs Royc
Johnson (SD) Sabo
Kennedy (MA) Schumer

Meek Regula Thomas
Menendez - Richardson Thompson
Mica Riggs Thornberry

Campbell
Canady
Cardin
Castle .

COndit

Kennedy (RI) Seastand
Kim .

LaFalce Smith (NJ)
Leah Smith (TX)
Levin Stenholm

Miller (FL) Rivers Thornton
Minge . Roberts Thurman
Mink Roemer . Tlaltrt
Molinarl Rogers Torklldsen
Mollohan - Ros-Lehtlnen Toiiea

Cunningham
Deal
DeFazlo

Lewis (CA) Tlll
Lowey 'rrancant
Manton Vento

Montgomery Roybal-Allard Towns
Moran Rush Upton
Morella . Salmon Velazuez

DeLauro
Dreler
Duncan

Markey Visclosky .

Martinez Vucanovlch
. McCollum wami

Murtha Sanders Volkmer
. Myers Sanford Waldboltz

Myrlck . Sawyer . Walker
Eshoo McKeon Wilson .

Nethercutt -. Saxton Walsh
Farr •'
Foglietta
Foley

.

Frank (MA)

- .

Abercromble
Ackerman
Aflard
Andrews
Archer
Anney
Bachus
BossIer
Baker (LA)
Baldacci ,.
Ballenger
Barcia

McKlnney Wynn
Meehan Young ()
Metcalf . Young (FL)
Meyers '

.

NOES—331 .

Crapo - Hall (TX) "
Crezneans - . Hamilton
Cabin - Hancock
Danner H5
Davis - Earman
de Ia Garza Baster-i
DeLay Hastings (FL)
Dellums •" Hastings (WA)
Deutsch HaywOrth
Dias-Balart . Hefley

-Dlckey Heffler
Dicks Helneman

Neumann - Scarborough Wanip
- Ney Schaefer Ward

NOrWOOd SchllT Watt (NC)
Numle Schroeder Watts (OK)
Oberstar Scott Weldon (FL)
Olver . Sensenbrenner Weldon (PA)
Ortlz Serrano Weller

—. Orton . Shadegg' White
Owens Shaw , Whitfield
Oxley Shuster Wicker
Parker Slsisky Williams

tor Skagg '' Wise
Paxon Skeen - Wolf
Payne (NJ) . Skelton . Woolsey
Pelost Slaughter. Yates
Peterson (FL) - Smith (MI) - Zeliff
Peterson (MN) Smith (WA). .

Petri Solomon

Barr
Barrett (NE)
Barrett (WI)
Bartlett

•

Becerra
Bentsen

Dingell Herger -. . NOT VOTINC—14 -

Dixon . . Hilleary
Doggett Billiard Collins (IL) Moak)ey Stokes
Dooley Rlnchey Halres . Nadler Studds
Doolittle Hon Rostettler Badanovich Tate
Dornan Hoekstra Johnson (CT) Rose Waters-

Johnston . StarkDoyle Hoke
Bevill Dunn Houghton
Bishop - Durbln - Hoyer
Bliley Edwards Hutchlnsou
Blute Eblers . Hyde

.

Boehlert Ehrllch inglis
Boehner Emerson Istook
Bonilla Engel Jackson (IL)

- .-. 0 1847

MeSsrs. BISHOP, PORTER, HOBSON,
GRAHAM, SAXTON, McDERMOTI',
EMERSON, and RIGGSchanged their
vote from"aye" to "no."

Bonior
Boucher
Brewster
Browder . -

Brown (CA)

English Jackson-Lee
En ('I'X)
Evans -.. Jefferson
Everett Johnson. E. B.

- Ewing Johnson. Sam

Mr. 'SABO, and Ms. McKINNEY
changed their vote from "no" to "aye."

So the amendment was rejected.
The reSult of the- vote was announced

Brown (FL)
Brown (OH)
Browaback
Bryant (TN)

Fattah Jones "
Fawell Kanjorski
Fazlo Kaptur
Fields (LA) - Kasich

as above recorded.
The CHAIRMAN. It IS now in order to

consider amendment No. 14 printed in
Buns
Bunnlng -

Burr
Buyer
Callahan
Camp

. ,

Chaflot
Chaznbllss
Chapman

Fields (TX) Kelly -

Filner . . Kennelly
Flake Kildee
flssiagsn King .

Forbes Kingston
Ford Kleczka
Fowler Kllnk
Fox - Ig
Franks (CT) Knollenberg

part 2 of House Report 104-483.
AMENDMENT OFFERED BY MR. GUTIERREZ

Mr. GUTIERREZ. Mr. ChBlrTna.n; I
offer an amendment. -

The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will des-
ignate the amendment.

. The text of' the amendment is as fol-
Chenoweth
Christensen
Chrysler

Fks (NJ) .Kolbe '.--
Frellnghuysen LaHood
prisa' - .

lows: -:

.

Amendment offered by Mr. GtiTInsnsz:
Clay
Clayton -

Clement
Clinger
Clyburn
Coble ,

Frost' Largent
Funderburk Latham
Ganske - LaTourette
Gekas Laughlin
Gephardt Lazlo .

Gibbons ' Lewis (GA) -

Amend section 505 'to read as follows (and
conform the' table of contents accordingly):
sc son. PEQUTRDG CONGRESSIOML REVIEW

-
' OF WORLDWIDE LEVELS EVERY 5

. ' -

Cobuxn GlIlmor Lewis (KY)
Coleman Oilman . Lightfoot
Collins (GA) Gonzalez Lincoln
Collins (MI) ,' Goodling ' Linder
Combest Gordon , Llplnskl
Conyers Graham ' - Livingston
Cooley Green ' ' LoBlondo
Costello Greenwood Lo(gren
Ccx Gunderson Longley
Coyne Gutlerrez Lucas
Cramer Gutknecht Luther
Crane Hall (OH) , Maloney
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The CHAIRMAN. The question is on
the amendment offered by the gen-
tleman from fliinois [Mr. GvnBEz].

_The amendment was agreed to.
The CHAIRMAN. It Is now in order to

consider amendment No. 15 printed in
part 2 of HouseReport 104—483.

AMENDMENT OFFERED BY HR. KIM
Mr. KIM. Mr. Chairman, I offer an

amendment.
The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk, will des-

ignate the amendment.
The text of the amendment is as fol-

lows:
Amendment offered by Mr. KIM: In section

512(a), in the matter proposed to be In-
serted— -.

- (1) in paragraph (1), strike "and (3)' and
Insert "through (4)", -

(2) in paragraph (3), strike the closing
quotation marks- and period that follows at
the end of Subparagraph (D)(iv), and

• (3) add at the end the following:
"(4) OTHER SONS AND DAUGHTERS OF cri'z-

zE145.—Imm.igrants who are - the sons or
daughters (other than qualifying adult sons
or daughters described in paragraph (3)(C)) of
citizens of the Tjmted States, who bad classi-
fication petitions filed on their behalf under
Section 203(a) as a son or daughter of a citi-
zen before March 13; 1996, and who at any
time was not unlawfully present in the Unit-
ed States shall be allocated visas in a num-
ber not to exceedthé number of visas not re-
quired for the classes specified in paragraphs
(1) through (3), plus a number equal to the
number by which the. maximum number of
visas that may be made available for the fis-
'cal year under subsection (b) exceeds the
number of visas that will be allotted under
such subsection for such year.

- "(5) Bao'rHERs AND SISTERS OF CiTIZENS.—
Immigrants who are the brothers or sisters
of citizens of the-United States, if such citi-
zens are at. least 21 years of age, who had
classification petitions filed on their behalf
under section 203(a) as a brother.or sister of
such a citizen before March 13, 1996, and who
at any time was not unlawfully present in
the United States shall be allocated visas in
a number not to exceed the number of visas
not required for the classes specified in lara-
graphs (1) through (4), plus a number equalto-. -

"(A) the number by which the maximum
number of visas that may be made available
for the fiscal year under subsection (b) ex-
ceeds the number of visas that will be allot-
ted under such subsection for such year, re-
ducéd by - -

"(B) any portion of such - excess that was
used for visas under paragraph (4) for the fis-
cal year.

Amend section 519(b)(1)(A) to read as fol-
lows: - - - -

(A) in subsection (a)(1)(A)(i), by striking
"paragraph (1), (3), or- (4)" and inserting
"paragraph (2), (3), (4), or (5)":

• Strike section 555 (and conform the table
of contents accordingly). - -
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The CHAIRMAN. All time has ex-
pired.

The question is on the amendment
offered by the gentleman from Califor-
nia [Mr. KmJ.

The amendment was agreed to.
The CHAIRMAN. It is now in order to

consider amendment No. 16 printed in
part 2 of the Houe Report 104-.483.

AMENDMENT OFFERED BY MR. cAXADY OF
FLORIDA

Mr. CANADY of Florida. Mr. Chafr-
man, I offer an amendment.

•The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will des-
ignate the amendment.

The text of the amendment is as fol-
lows: -

Arnenthnent offered by Mr. CAxDY of Flor-
ida: Amend subsection (c) of section 514 to
read as follows:

(c) ESrAusmG JOB Ot AND ENGU5N
LAXGUAGE PROFICIENCY REQUIREMENTS.—
Paragraph (2) of section 203(c) (8 U.s.c.
1153(c)) is aniended to read as follows:

"(2) REQUIREMENTS OF JOB OFFER AND EDU-
CATION OR sKILLED WORKER AND ENGLISH LAN-
GUAGE PROFICIENCY.—An alien is not eligible
for a visa under this subsection unless the
alien—

"(A) has a job offer in the United states
which ha.5 been verified;

"(B) has at least a high School education orits equivalent;
'(c) has at least 2 years of work experience

in an occupation which requires at least 2
yeas of training: ad

"(D) demonstrates the ability to speak and
to read the English language at an appro-
priate level specified under subsection (i).".

Redesignate section 519 as section 520 ad
insert after section 518 the following new
section (and conforni the table of contents.
aid cross-references to section 519. accOrd-
ingly):
SEC. 519. STANDARDS FOR ENGLISH LANGUAGE

PROFICIENCY FOR MOST JMU-
GRANTS.

5ection 203 (8 u.s.c. 1153). as amended by
section 524(a). is amended by adding at the
end the following new subsection:

'(i) ENGLI5R LANGUAGE PRoFIcmNcy
SPANDARD5.—(1) For purposes of this section.
the levels of English laiguage speaking aid
reading ability specified in this subsection
are as follows:

"(A) The ability to speak English at a level
required, without a dictionary, to meet rou-
tine social demands aid to engage in a gen-
erally effective manner in casual conversa-
tion about topics of general interest, such as
current events, work, family, and personal
histoty, and to have a basic understanding of
most conversations on nontechnical sub-
ects. as shown by an appropriate score on
the standardized test of English-speaking
ability most commonly used by private firms
doing business in the United 5tates.

"(B) The ability to read English at a level
required to understajd simple prose in a
form equivalent to typescript or printing on
subjects familiar to most general readers,
and, with a dictionary, the general sense of
routine business letters, aid articles in

newspapers ad magazines directed to the
general reader.

"(2) The levels of ability described in para-
graph (1) shall be shown by an appropriate
score on the standardized test of English-
speaking ability most commonly used by pri-
vate firms doing business in the United
5tates. Determinations of the tests required
ad the computing of the appropriate score
on each such test are within the sole discre-
tion of the Secretary of Education, and are
not sub)ect to further administrative or judi-
cial review.

"(3) The level of English language speaking
and reading ability specified under this sub-
section shall not app]y to family members
accompanying, or following to join, an immi-
grant under subsection (e)".

Amend paragraph (3) of section 513(a) to
read as follows:

(3) by adding at the end the following new
Paragraphs:

'(8) NoT couN1G woa EXPERIENCE As AN
UNAUTHORIZED ALIEZ.—FOr purposes of this
subsection, work experience obtained in em-
ployrnent in the Unted 5tates with respect
to which the alien as an unathorjzed alien
(as defined in section 274A(h)(3)) shall not be
taken into account.

"(9) ENGLISN LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY R-
QUIREMENT.—An alien is not eligible for an
inniigrat visa number under this sub-
section unless the alien demonsates the
ability to speak and to read the English lan-
guage at an appropriate level specified.under
subsection (1).".

In section 553(b)—
(1) in paragraph (1), strike "paragraph (2)"

and insert "paragraphs (2) and (3)", and
(2) redesignate paragraph (3) and Pa.ragraPh

(4). and
(3) insert after paragraph (2) the following

new paragraph:
(3) In determining the order of issuance of

visa numbers under this section, f an irnmi-
grant demonsates the abifityto speak and
to read the English lnguiage at appropriate
levels specified under section 203(i) of the
Immigration and Nationality Act (as added
by section 519), the immigrant's priority
date shall be advanced to 180 days before the
priority date otherwise established.

The CHAIRMAJq. Pursuant to the
rule, the gentleman from Florida [Mr.
CAADYJ and a Member. opposed each
will control 15 minutes.

The Chair recognizes the gentleman
from Florida [Mr. CANyJ.

Mr. CAIJADY of Florida. Mr. Chair-
man, I yield myself such time as I may
consume.

Mr. Chairman, my amendment would
establish an English language pro-
ficiency requiremeElt for immigrants
arriving in the United States under the
Diversity Immigrant Program and the
Employment-Based Classification.
Under the amendment, proficiency in
English would be determined by a
standardized test established by the
Secretary of Education.

The amendment would also establish.
a preference for backlogged spouses
and children of lawful permanent resi-
dent aliens who demonstrate English
language proficiency. Such immigrants
would have their priority date ad-
vanced by 180 days.

This amendment would be an impor-
tant addition to the underlying legisla-
tion. It is our common language that
brins us together as a nation. As de
Toqueville said. "The tie of language is
perhaps the strongest and most durable
that can unite mankind."
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There is a substantial body of em"

cal evidence to support the proposi;ion
that there is a direct correlation be-
tween an individual's ability to speak
English in America and that person's
economic fortunes.

The 1990 census found that nearly 14
million Americans did not have a high
level of proficiency in the English lan-
guage, more than two-thirds of them
immigrants.

A study conducted by Richard Vedder
and Lowell Gallaway of Ohio Univer-
sity concludes that if immigrant
knowiedge of English were raised to
that of the native born population,
their income, levels would

. have in-
creased by over $63 billion a year.

In April of 1994, the Texas Office of
Immigration and Refugee Affairs pub-
lished a study of Southeast Asian refu-
gees in Texas which demonstrated that
among that population, individuals
proficient in English earned over 20
times the annual income of those who
did not speak English.

Another study which focused on His-
panic men concluded that those. men
who did not have English proficiency
suffered up to a 20 percent loss of earn-
ings compared with those 'who were
English proficient.

In addition, Mr. Chairman, there are
substaitiaj costs incuired by govern-
ment at all levels in providing services
in languages other than English. For
example. the Office of Legislative Re-
search of the Connecticut General As-
sembly was able to identify over $3 rail-
lion of State funds spent on providing
services in a language other than Eng-
lish—and this amotnt does not include
expenditures for bilingual instruction
in schools.

My amendment is targeted at bring-
ing in legal immigrants to our society
who will arrive with the most impor-
tant skill necessary to succeed in
America—command of the English lan-
guage. By focusing on the- Diversity
Immigrant Program and Employment-
Based Classification visas, the amend-
ment would require that immigrants
fully capable of becoming proficient in
English do so before corning to the
United States.

The amendment also will provide an
incentive to those backlogged spouses
and children of lawful permanent resi-
dent aliens who demonstrate English
language proficiency. We should en-
courage all immigrants who come to
America to speak English. With my
amendment, we will provide a tangible
benefit to potential immigrants who
can speak English—and who sometimes
wait up to 10 years to-enter this coun-
try—by modestly advancing them on
the waiting list.

Support for an amendment of this
kind cuts across the ideological spec-
truxn of the immigration debate. Ben J.
Wattenberg, a Democrat and a distin-
guished demographer and cominentor,
has written and - spoke extensively in
support of increasing the levels of legal
irn.migration to the United States. In a
February 1, 1993 article in National
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Review, Mr. Wattenberg wrote that,
"We would do well to add English lan-
guage proficiency * * " to our ixnmi-
gration laws.

Similarly, Peter Brimelow, author of
the well-known book on TJ.S. immigra-
tion policy Alien Nation and a strong
proponent of decreasing legal ixnmigra-
tion, makes the point that an English
language requirement for_potential im-
migrants would make Americanization
easier.

I suggest that when Ben Wattenberg
and Peter Brimelow agree on anything
having to do with immigration policy,
we should pay attention. My amend-
ment takes the important contribu-
tions to the immigration debate of
these two experts and incorporates
them into a fair and workable provi-
sion that 7il1 enhance our immigration
laws.

Critics of requiring English language
proficiency for certain immigrants or
giving any advantage for English Jan-
guge skills argue that we might pass
over the best and the brightest the
world has to offer simply because they
lack English skills.

In my view, it does little good for a
person to be the best and the brightest
if it is impossible for that person to im-
part knowledge in our society because
of inability to communicate in our so-
ciety. It is virtually impossible to
think of a situation where a higffly
skilled immigrant, for which the em-
ployrnent-based classification is de-
signed, would not have English skills
or be capable of acquiring them before
coming to the United States.

Mr. Chairman, we all know, intu-
itively that to succeed in the United
States, one must have a command of
the English language. Our immigration
policy should support this goal. Unlor-
tunately, current immigration laws do
not take this into account.

By establishing an English language
proficiency requirement for immi-
grants who are fully capable of learn-
ing the language and providing an in-
centive to learn English for people
waiting to be admitted, we will help
ensure that immigrants are better
equipped to succeed in America.

Mr. Chairman, although this amend-
rnent does not address this problem
across-the-board, I believe that •the
amendment makes a big step in mov-
ing us in the right direction.

- Mr. Chairman, I kxiow we all share
,the goal, of speeding the success of im-
migrants in our society. My amend-
ment is an important contribution to
that goal, and I urge Members to sup-
port the amendment.

Mr. Chairman, I reserve the balance
of my time.

Mr. BECERRA. Mr. Chairman, I rise
in opposition to the amendment.

The CHAIEtIvIAN. The gentleman
from California [Mr. BECERRA) is recog-
nized for 15 minutes.

Mr. BECERRA. Mr. Chairman, I yield
such time as she may consume to the
gentlewoman from Hawaii [Mrs. MINX).

Mrs. MINK of Hawaii. Mr. Chairman,
I thank the gentleman for yielthxag
time to me.
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Mr. Chairman, this is an important

issue. It really is connected to a debate
that we have been having in various
other committees having to do with
the establishment of English as the of-
ficial language. I think this amend-
ment probably is an attendant idea
connected to that proposition.

The amendment to add an English-
speaking requirement to the existing
requirements for the diversity immi-
grant program and the employment-
based program I believe' is diamet-
rically opposite to the original intent
of these programs. It serves no real
purpose except to pander to this wave
of antiimmigrant foreigners coming to
the United States, and one of the cri-
teria that this amendment is seeking
to attach to this kind of notion is if
the person is not fluent in the English
language. -

Mr. Chairman, let me tell the Mem-
bers that the specific intent of the di-
versity immigrant program is to ex-
patid the ability of people in
underrepresented countries of origin to
have the opportunity to come to the
United States, not only English-speak-
ing people but everyone throughout the
world. Those that are not represented
in sufficient categories corning to the
United States have special opportuni-
ties through this lottery system to
apply and to have the opportunity to
qualify for admission.

Mr. Chairman, each 'year .55,000 of
these persons are selected' through the
lottery system. They have to meet edu-
cational criteria in order to qualify.
When they come in, they may also be
accompanied by spouse and minor chil-
dren. Mr. Chairman, the intent is to di-
versify the people that are coming into
this country, both under the work em-
ployment classification category and
also in the diversity category.

When we impose upon this idea of
opening up opportunities to people of
Other countries than those that have
applications and visas, to increase the
diversity of our. visa adxnittees to other
places in Asia, other places in Latin
America and Africa and so forth. When
we impose this English-speaking re-
quirement, we. are eliminating wide
sectors of inthviduais who would other-
wise qualify, and render a nullity the
ba3ic concepts of diversity.

Diversity by definition means that
you do not set exclusionary criteria.
You want a diverse group of people
corning to the United States that are
sufficiently educated so they can come
in, find jobs, and be well integrated,
but no necessa1y fluent in English as
indicated in this a.rnendment. -

Mr. Chairman, to the same extent
that the English-speaking requirement
will impinge upon the diversity pro-
gram, it also will have a very det-
rimental effect on the employment-
based clasffication, extremely coun-
terproductive to what was intended: to
bring in people who are uixiquely quali-
fied in the medical, scientific, techno-
logical categories.

There are people that have come and
testified and sent letters to us suggest-
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ing that this is a terrible amendment,
because the kinds of people who have
particular technological skills or have
special competencies, may not meet
the English-speaking requirement.

Mr. Chairman, I would hope that
Members think seriously about the ra-
tionale of adding this kind of burden-
some requirement to this special cat-
egory of diversity and employment
based admissions' and I hope that we
will defeat this amendment.

If the concern is the ability of these
people to become readily integrated
and become a major part of the com-
munjti, we have all sorts of ways in
which this higffly educated gfoup of
people can become competent once
they get here, learn English, and par-
ticipate as citizens in our society.
Therefore, Mr. Chairman, I would hope
that under all of these considerations,
that this amendment will be defeated.

Mr. CA1ADY of Florida. Mr. Chair-
man, I yield 3 minutes to my colleague,
the gentleman from Arkansas [Mr.
HTrcsoN].

Mr. HUTCHrNSON. Mr. Chafrrnan, I
thank the gentleman for yielding time
to me. -

Mr. Chairman, I rise in strong sup-
port of this amen thnent that would es-
tablish an English-language pro-
ficiency requirement for immigrants
arriving in the United States under the
diversity immigrant program and
under the employment-based classifica-
tion.

These are people - who are coming
here with the stated purpose of work-
ing here, living here, being permanent
residents here, and hopefully, eventu-
ally becoming citizens of the United
States of America. There are a whole
host of other immigration programs in
which people come in on a different
basis and which this amendment would
not involve at all, but these are people
who live here permanently. -

Mr. Chairman, I believe that it is our
common language, English, that mites
us and brings us together as a nation.
Proficiency in English is the civic re-
sponsibmty of all U.S. citizens, as well
as those individuals residing in this
country while seeking citizenship.
Being proficient in English is an indis-
pensable part of educational, social,
and professional assimilation into our
society and into our culture.

01930
It is clear that we have an increasing

number of immigrants entering our
country, entering onr society, who are
not proficient in the English language.
In my district in northwest Arkansas,
in one school district, the Rogers
school district, in the lazt 4 years the
English as a second language program
has increased from 80 students in the
1991—92 school year to 760 students this
year. That is a ninefold increase in 4
years. That is just one evidence, and I
think that story can be repeated over
and over again across our country and
throughout our society, that we have
this great increase of those coming
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into our country not proficient in the
English language.

The Ca.na.dy amendnent does not
solve all of those problems, but it is a
start. It is narrow, it is targeted, it is
modest, but it is a step, and it address-
es the issue of speeding the success of
immigrants in our society, a goal, I be-
lieve, that we.all share.

By requiring immigrants arriving in
the United States under certain prO-
grains to demonstrate a firm coxnznad
of the English language, we recognize
English, our common language, as part
of the glue, as a component of the bond
that brings us together as a people, as
a society, and as a culture.

I believe that anyone who truiiy de-
sires that we have immigrants in our
society who are better equipped to as-
siinhlate and thrive in America, those

• Members of this body who want to
speed the success of those coming intoour society, making contrjbutio toit, will support the Canady amend-
ment.

Mr. BECERRA. Mr. ChairmauI yield
3 minutes to the gentleman from Guam
[Mr. UNDERWOOD].

Mr. UNDERWOOD. Mr. Chairman, I
thank the gentleman for yielding methe time.

Mr. Chairman, I rise in strong opposi-
tion to the Canady amendment, which
would give preference to those mmii-
grants who have proficiency in English,
in effect the English-only immigrant.
There is no disguising the fact that
this is cpnnected to a number of issues
relating to language and language pol-icy in this country.

I was paticu1arly struck in that con-text by the remajks of the previous
speaker that this amendment is cir-
cumscribed in its application and thatit is- a start. That is the dangerous
part. If we are going to start having
this kind of a policy for a very limited
group, but we frame it in the discus-
sion of language policy for the country
and we talk about it as just being the
start, well, one wonders what is re-maining.

This amendment is a prime exampleof afl the contadictions in this immi-
gration reform bill.- Earlier we were
told that this bill would make it easier
for spouses and children to be reunited
even though the number- of visas are
-going to be slashed by 240,000.. Then in.the Kim amendment we -are told that
aduit children and siblings of legal im-
migrants may be eligible for unusedvisas in other categories, such as em-ployment-based visas, even though
very few could qualify under the strict
employmentbased criteria. it was an
amendment meant to go nowhere

Now we are told that every child, or
even if a child or sibling couid do all
that, we find in the Canady amendment
a new hnrdle, one that is weighted
clearly in favor of European immi-grants at the expense of Latin Amer-
ican countries, Asian countries, Afri-
can countries, where there are other vi-
bra.nt and equally intelligent languages -at work. We all know what the prac-

tical effect of this amendment will be
on the diversity program.

When the last major attempt at im-
migration reform in the 1920's moved
away from ethnically and racially
based immigration reform, we were all
happy and we all endorsed that. How-
ever, this particular amendment is in
effect a backdoor attempt that intro-
du'ces an ethnic element into the dis-
cussion of immigration policy.

We all know what the underlying mo-
tive is for English reauiremnent propos-
als, and it clearly is ot economic. You
want immigrants that sound like you
because chances- are they are going to
look like you, too. If you want to sepa-
rate families, let us have a straight-up
vote on that. If you want to favor cer-
tain European countries, let us have a
straight-up vote on that. But let us
stop claiming to be pro-family and
nondiscriminatory in these proposaI.

Mr. CANADY of Florida. Mr. Chair-
man, I yield 3 minutes to the gen-
tleman from Wisconsin -[Mr. Ro].

Mr. ROTE. I thank the gentleman for
yielding me the time. -

- Mr. Chairman, this issue of the Eng-
lish language _has become -more and
more pronounced in our country in the
last nuniber of years, but basically it
has always been an issue ever since the
founding of this country. The wonder-
fui blessing that we have had is that we
Americans are people from every cor-
ner of the globe, every religious, every
ethnic, - every linguistic background,
but we are one Nation and one people.
Why? Because we have had a wonderfui
commonality, a common glue. What? It
is called the English language.

-

We are losing that today to a large
degree. One out of every seven Ameri-
cans does not speak English. Basically,
as I interpzet this amendment, what
this amendment is saying is this: That
we are giving immigrants an incentive
to learn the English language. That is
not only helping our country keep it
one Nation, one people, but it is also
helping the immigrants that are com-
thg to our shores. . - -

How can a person climb the ladder of
opportunity in America today, in the
United States if they do not have a
good foundation in the English lan-
guage? AU the want ads, the CONGRS-
SIONAL RECORD, newspapers, everything
is in English. . -

I think by giving people an incentive
to learn English when they come here,
it is really helping the immigrant, it is
not only helping our Nation as a whole
but it is also helping the. immigrant,

For 200 years when people came to
.these shores, they adopted English as
the language. Even in our own house-
hold, in our own State, people may
have spoken one language at home but
when they worked with the govern-
ment, when the youngsters went to
schools, it was all done in English. it
has been a historical- tradition here in
America. - . -

Thaaks be to God that it has been be-
cause we have been able to keep this
Nation one country and one people.
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Take a look all over the world what
has happened. Take a look, for exam-
ple, at Quebec in our neighboring coun-try of Canada,

Mr. Chairman, i have been involved
in this because i am concerned about
what is happening to America. i thinkthat America is splitting up into
groups. i do not want to see that hap-
pen. I want to keep this one Nation,
one people. Woodrow Wilson in 1918
said that as long as you consider your-
self a part of a group, you are not real-
ly American, because America is not a
nation of groups. America is a nation
of individuals,

So we want people, immigrants and
others, of course, to assjinhjate, to be-
come part of this country. The way we
do that, one of the wonderfj melting
ingredients in the melting pot is the
Euglish language.

-i think that this is a good amend-
ment, it not only helps the individual
but also helps our country:

- i am sure that everyone in the Cha.m-
ber has read "One Nation, One Lan-
guage?" recently in U.S. News. it is be-
coming more and more of an issue. it
talks about the people who have not
assimilated, who - have not adopted
Euglish, and the tough time they are
having.

i think that the gentleman's amend-
ment is a Praiseworthy amendment and
one that I hope the Chamber will vote
for.

Mr. BECERRA. Mr. Chrxnan, i yield
myself 1½ minutes.

it is fl.fortiate tt more Members
of this body were not able to attend or
chose not to attend a recent citizenship
swearing-in ceremony that was held
here in the Capitol, i believe that was
the first time in the history of this Na-
tion that we had a citizenship swear-
ing-in ceremony held here in the Cap-
itol of this country. i am surprised to
learn that, but i think that. is in fact
the case.

We had. over 100 people from oer 40
or 50 countries come to this Capitol
and take the oath saying that they are
conmiitting themselves as U.S. citi-
zens, they are relinquishing their pre-
vious citizenship, and they are binding
themselves to this country. i must tell
the Members that a number of those
people probably still canaøt commu-
nicate extremely well in English but,
by God, i must tell you, you look at
the faces of each and every one or those
people and not a one of them would
hare said to you that there was .
prouder American in this country at
that time.

To believe that there are people in
this country who are saying, t'i wish to
legally emigrate and become a lawfui
permanent resident of this country," in
essence saying, "i want to permanently
reside here," and believe that these are
folks that are saying they do not wish
to learn English i think is myopic. i do
not believe that we can really claim
that we are interested in what the
Statue of Liberty has always stood for
if we take that type of position.
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Even more to the point, this amend-
ment deals with those immigrants who
are coming in based on employment of-
fers from a firm in this country or
those who are coming in from coun-
tries where we see smaller numbers of
people emigrating, so we want to make
sure that there is diversity in the pool
of people that come into this country.
To believe that someone who wishes to
get employment and has an offer, of em-
ployment is not interested in learning
English, to me really seems very con-
tradictory to what the initiative of
that individual is. The diversity re-
quiremént, we wnt to make sure we
get folks from everywhere. This
amendment makes it aimost impos-
sible -

Mr. Chairman, I reserve the balance
of my time.

Mr. CANADY of Florida. Mr. Chair-
man, I yield myself 2 minutes.

Let - me read some of the language
from the bill which makes ery clear
that this reuirement is not an onerous
requirement. Here we are talking about
demonstrating the à.bility to speak
English at a level, required, without a

• dictionary, to meet routine social de-
mands and to engage in a generally ef-
fective manner in casual conversation
about topics of general interest, and to

• have a basic understanding of most
conversations on nontechnical sub-
jects. Also; the ability to read English

• at'a level required to understand sim-
.ple prose in a form, equivalent to
typescript or printing on subjects fa-
miliar to most general readers.

• This is not an onerous requirement.
- Also, I think it'is important for us to

understand that - this. applies only to
those. individuals coming in the em-
ployment-based classification and
under .the diversity program who will
be permanent residents here. These are
people. who are coming to live in this
country. and to stay. -.

There are a variety of classifications
under, which nonimmigrant visas can
be issued to people for business rea-
sons. .We have temporary visitors for
business; registered nurses; alien -in a -
special occupation; representatives of
foreign infornation , ., media;
intracompany transferees of an inter-
national firm; ':: aliens with extraor-
dinary ability in sciences, - art, edu-
cation, business' or athletics; artist or
entertainer in a reciprocal exchange
program; artist or ent rtainer in a cul-
turally unique program; and a variety
of other nonimmigrant visa categories
that allow people to come in for a Urn-
ited period of time for a particular pur-
pose. H : .'

We are focusing here on people that
are going to be coining to this country
to stay. Furthermore,' with respect to
the employment-based classification,
we are talking about people who start
a process that inmost cases is going to
take a couple of years before they are
ever going to get the visa to get in. I
believe that from' the outset of that
process, if they are on notice that they
need to'be,proficient in"English, they
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have an opportunity before they come
here to develop that skill so they can
come here and become part' of our soci-
ety and make a contribution from the
very start.

Mr. Chairman, I reserve the balance
of my time. -

Mr. BECERRA. Mr. 'Chairman, I yield
4 minutes to the gentleman from Texas
[Mr. BRYANT].

Mr. BRYANT of Texas. . Mr. Chair-
man, I want to pose a question to the
gentleman from Florida.

Is there some report or some evi-
dence or some indication that we have
a problem with itumigrants in these
categories coming over here and refus-
ing to leax to speak English? Because
you describe them as people who are
coming here to stay. If they are coming
here to stay, they better become a citi-
zen and they cannot become a citizen
unless they learn to speak English.'

So what is the origin of your con-
cern? ' -' ,' ' ' . ' -

Mr. CANADY of. Florida. 'Mr. Chair
man, will thè'gentleman yield?

Mr. BRYANT of Texas. I yield to the
gentleman from Florida.

Mr. CANADY of Florida. The evi-
dence that we have is not broken down
by specific categories, but we know
that there are 14 million Americans
ho do not have a high level of pro-
ficiency in English. •'

Mr. BRYANT of,Texas. Are these im-
migrants? ' '

Mr. CANADY of Florida. Two-thirds
of those are immigrants. That is based
on the 1990 census. ' ''"

D'1745' -' , —'

Two-thirds of those without the high
level of proficiency in English are im-
migrants. Not all of 'them, but two-
thirds. , •. -

Mr. BRYANT of Texas. Mr. Chair-
man, reclaiming my, time, they pre-
sumably are on a track toward citizen-
ship, and you cannot become a citizen
unless you learn to speak English. My
point is we have historically required
of everyone who becomes a citizen Eng-
lish proficiency. This is the first time I
have ever heard about a proposal that
says you cannot come in the door Un-
less you already speak English in these
categories. There is no evidence, no-
body has come forward and said this is
a problem. ,We have had no hearings
that indicated this is a problem. This is
sort of out 'of the blue.

Mr. CANADY of Florida. If the gen-.
tleman will yield further, it is a dem-,
onstrated problem. We have 14 million
people in the country,, two-thirds of
which are immigrants, who cannot
speak the English language. .We have
heard evidence of , school districts
where the nwnber is going up among
children who need instruction in Eng-
lish as a second language. There is an
increasing problem. Now, I do not sug-
gest 'this is going to solve the whole
problem, but I believe it is a step in the
right direction.

Mr. BRYANT of Texas. Mr. Chair-
man, reclaiming my time, I would just
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point out of these people, these figures
you are using of these people, they are
not going to be in this category that
your amendment applies to anyway,
No.1.

No. 2, the fact is, we have got no evi-
dence indicating that there is a prob-
lem with regard to this category of im-
migrant. They come into the country
and they immediately start trying to
leax how to speak English. You prob-
ably heard the figures a moment ago,
but the 'Department of Education re-
ports. there are 1.8 million, people in
this country in English as a second lan-
guageelasses. In New York City, 35
community colleges, 14 CBO's, commu-
nity based, organizations, are offering
English as a second language, and
there is a waiting list of 18 months. It
is the same with, L.os Angeles, and I
-know it is the same situation in my
own city of Dallas. It is not like the
people are refusing to learn to speak
the language. .'

I just say to the gentleman that you
are just continuing to invent these
things, to bring them up, and really I
think this is for this purpose of raising
an issue everybody is concerned about,
and that is English in the country, as
opposed to' addressing the practical
con'cerii, because there is just no evi-
dence that people in these categories
are coming here and refusing to speak
English.

They are described by the gentleman
from Florida [Mr. CANADY] as the cat-
egory, of immigrant that . comes 'here
and plans to stay. That ,is true. You
cannot stay unless you learn to speak
English. So what ,is the point in mak-
ing them learn to speak English before
they get here?

Mr. CANADY. of Florida. Mr. Chafr-
man, if the gentlemaii will yield fur-
ther, obviously they can stay without
learning to speak English. We have
many people who do not become citi-
zens. That is the problem:,

Mr. BRYANT of Texas. Mr.' Chair-
man, reclaiming my time, the gen- -

tleman described these people himself
as people that are going to stay here if
they come, because that is the nature
of the immigration category. If that is
the case, they have to learn to speak
English.

Mr. CANADY of Florida. Mr. Chair-
man, if the gentleman will continue to
yield, that is not true, because they do
not hive to become 'citizens. We have
many people who are coming and stay-
ing, not learning English, and not be-
coining citizens. I do not think that is
good for them or good'for our country.
We should be moving people into citi-
zenship as quickly as possible.

Mr. BECERRA. If the gentleman will
yield, we have to remember, we are
talking abont a . category. of iinmi-
grants; especially those under the em-
ployment-based category, that are
coming here to secure jobs. These are
jobs that have been offered to them by
employers here in the United States.
What are the chances that these are in-
dividuals who wish to never learn Eng-
lish, knowing that they are coming
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112526 CONGRESSIONAJ RECORD—HOUSE March 20, 1996here because a )ob has been offered to gia [Mr. GDGB1cE], the distinguished are 18-month wait lists. There arethem? My goodness. Speaker of the House. 50.000 people being told you will haveMr. CANADY of Florida. Mr. Chair- Mr. GThJGRICH, Mr. Chairman, let to come back at a later time, becauseman, I yield 30 seconds to the gen- me just say to my colleagues, I think they are trying to learn English.tleman from Wisconsin [Mr. ROTH]. the gentleman from Florida [Mr. It so happens that this CongressMr. ROTH. Mr. Chairman, to address Cy] has offered the sort of perfect chose to cut funds for English as a sec-the question my friend- from Texas minjmj amendment. Here is what it ond language for those who are tryingraised, the question I think can be basically says It says that there ought to learn English. Make sense out ofasked,, what ha.rxn would, this amend- to be an incentive to learn English by that. -ment cause? The amendment would moving up the priority for people who What we see is that for the first timecause no harm. I think that we do have learn English It says that English is a in this Nation since 1924, we have ana problem. We do have a problem today language Americai citizens should amendment on immigration that wouldwith English. We do have a problem Imow.
' give a preference to a certain group ofthat our country is breaking up into Now, I would suggest to you that people, and what we are doing is we areling'ujstic groups. America is a unique country held limiting, we are crunching, we are nar-I was on a cafl-in show in Canada, gether in part by its culture. This is rowinthose who can come into thisand one of the peäple called in and not like France or Germany or Japan. country. With this amendment whatsaid, "Don't you Americans realize how You are not born American in some ge- we are Saying is we really only wantfortunate you are to have this one lan- netic sense. You are not born American those who sound like us, who can speakguage, this commonality? Look what is in some racist sense. . This is an a.c- like us, and it is unfortunate, becausehappening here in Canada, where they quired pattern. English is a key part of for the longest time and through thisare tearing the heart out of our coun-- this. .

- ... diversity program that is being at-try. Yet in America, you have hundreds I read recently you can now take the tacked, we are trying to make sureof little Quebecs." I thth,k that is clear, citizenship test in a foreign language that we give folks from every part ofMr. BECERBA. Mr. Chairman, I yield administered by a private company, the world a chce.30 'seconds to the gentleman from you never actually have to acquire any tinfortunately, this amendment willTexas [Mr. BRYr].'
' of the abilities to function in American make it difficult. This amendment winMr. BRYANT of Texas. Mr. Chair- civilization, and as long as you can deny the employers an opportunity toman, the gentleman said what harm memori just enough to get, through hire somebody they definitely need be-would the amendment cause? That is the test in your n&tive language, you cause of the high skill level that personnot the right standard. The question is, can then arrive. It seems to me that is 'brings with them, and it is unfortu-Do we have some reason to indicate we exactly wrong . - nate. What we see is we are turningneed this? '

' The fact is we have to begin the proc- this all around.' People are starving,The harm is simply this. The diver-. ess. Look at Quebec. Look at Belgiuni, yearjng 'to learn English, and here wesity program, in my opinion, is a bad Look at the Balkans in Bosnia. We are see a Congress saying "Yeah, you xnayprogram anyway, because it is really a held. together by, our common civi1ia- be, but we don't believe you. We arescheme to let a lot of white folks into
, tion and our common culture. English going to stop you from ever coming

into these doors to'prove it."the country, because some folks do not .is a key part of that. This is the
That I think is the wrong message tolike it if there are a lot of people com- rowest, smallest step of saying to be an send, those yearning to come to thising in from Asia and the Hispanic areas Arnerica you should, at least know

country to provide us with their skills,.of the world. ' . - enough English to be able to take the
their benefits, and make this a better'Now, that is not your amendment, test in English to' be a citizen,
country. That is not the history of thisthat is not youi fault. That was put in I would simply say- to all of my col-
country. We should reject this amend-the bill in 1991, and the law in this bill leagues, this is the first step in what is
ment for that reason.carries it forward.. This amendment going to- be a very, very important de-

'Ms. JACKSON-LEE of Texas. Mr. Chair-that the gentlema, is putting in here bate over the next few months. I would
man, I rise today in opposition to the Canadyis going to g'uaratee that nobody urge' every one of my colleagues to
amendment to requké English proficiency forcomes in under that category, except look at the Canady amendment with
Immig arriving under the diversity immi-the very nondiverse group, and that is the greatest' of favor, because it takes
grant program and under the employment-principally folks from Ireland, folks the. right "first step and says we want based cIassificaton. Never before has Englishfrom England, and so forth like that. I 'you to be legal citizens. We are eager
proficiency been required of immigrants, and itsuggest to you it does not solve

. the for' you to' come to America. .We are is not necessary now. Immigrants who comeproblem' at all. These people are going eager for you to have your citizenship,
to this counti'y are strong!y motivated to learnto learn to speak English as soon as But learn English so you can get a job EngIih, because they know that their eco-thej get here. . '

, and you can function in American soci-
nomic livelihood depends upon it. immigrantM. CANA.DY of Florida. M.. Chair- ety, and you can tri1y be part of the parents instill in their children a pride in theirman, I yield myself 30 seconds.

, ., . Anerj way of life. , native culture but they also encourage theirThe points that the gentleinaji has 'Mr. Chajrn,, I just - commend . the children to leam English because as parentsbeen ma]d.ng I believe support the posi- gentleman for having the courage to
they know too well that their children's edu-tion we are taking. The people that are take this and offer it; I urge all of my cational and employment opportunities willgoing to be affected by this in the busi- colleagues to vote,"yes" on the Ca.nady hinge on their ability to master the English Ian-ness classification,. the employment- amendment. , ' "

' guage.based classification, are the very peo- Mr. BECERRA. Mr. Chairman, I yield We have seen that there is an enormousple that will have the. easiest time myself the balance of my time. '
' demand for English classes. Nationwide, Eng-complying with this requirement. The CEAIRMAN, The gentleman

Iish-as-a.seconciJanguage classes serve' 1.8The fact of the m&tter is, most of from Caufforna [Mr. BECKRRA] is recog- miHion people each year. In fact, immigrantsthese people wait for a couple of years nized for 1 minute, , ' ' ' are very motivated to learn English as theybefore they enter the country, and all Mr. BECERRA. Mr. Chairman; if I even wait on wafting lists for ESL classes.we,are saying is they should take ad- can just say 'to the Members who are
worry that this amendment wili have a dis-vantage of that, opportunity during here and to the Speaker, who just fin criminatory effect as a back-door way of ex-that period of time that they are wait- ished with his remarks, all you have to cluding certain groups of imm!grants such asing to become proficient in the English do is go to the community colleges, the those from Spanish-speaking countries, aslanguage, to prepare them better for night schools for adults, the cornmu- well as from Africa and Asian countries wherebecoming full participants in our soci- nity-based organizations that are doing the native language is not English. In 1990,ety from the day they arrive in this this at their own cost, and you will see Congress rejected a similar proposal thatcountry, - that every night the rooms are" filled wou'd have given preference to English-Mr. Chainnan, I yield the bajajice of with people trying to learn English, speaking immigrants in the diversity lottery be-my time to the gentleman from Geor- They are turning people away. There cause of concems that the amendment was
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designed to favor immigrants from certain
parts of the world over others.

Furthermore, I believe that this amendment
is not favorable to the interests of business in
this country. Employment-based immigration is
designed to allow businesses to bring in lim-
ited numbers of highly skilled workers. If the
employer beheves thata futureemployee has
the skill to do.the job, the Govemment should
not impose additional requirements.

Ms. PELOSI. Mr.. Chairman, I rise in opposi-
tion to the Canady amendment, which would
require English proficiency for certain immi-
grants. -

Americans all share a common set of ideas
and values. It is the common belief that corn..
mon goals rather than a common language
bond us together.

To insist that a common language be a pre
requisite for entry into our country is unneces-.
sary. Immigrants realize that learning English
is imperative and are not reluctant to do so. In
Los Angeles, the demand for English as a
second language class is so great that some
schools run 24 hours a day. Current genera-
tions of immigrants are learning (English more
quickiy than those of previous generations.

This- amendment se up a system to ex-
chide certain groups of immigrants: It conthb-
utes to an atmosphere of intolerance for diver-
sity. I urge my oIIeagues to oppose the
Canad amendment

The CHAIRMAN. All time. has ex
pired

The question is on the amendment.
offered by the gentleznan...from Florida
[Mr. CANADY]. - . . -

The question was taken; and the
Chairi±ian announced that they ayes
appeared to have it.

Mr. BECERR.A. Mr. Chairman, I de-
mand a recorded vote.

The CHAIRMAN. Pursuant to the
rule, further proceedings on the amend-
ment offered by the gentleman from
Florida [Mr. CANADY) will be post-
poned. .. .. -.

The CHAIRMAN. It is now i order to
consider amendment No. 17 printed in
part 2 of House Report 104—483.

AMENDMEs4T OFFERED BY MR. 5MITE OF NEW

Mr. SMITH of New Jersey. Mr. Chair-
man, I offer an amendment. -

The CHALRMAN. The Clerk will des-
igiate the amendment..

The text of the amendment is as fol-
lows: -

Amendment offered by Mr. SMrrH of New
Jersey: lxi section 521 (relating to changes in
refugee anuai admissions). strike sub-
secon (a), and in subsection (c) strike "sub-
sections (a) ad (b)' and insert "this sec-
tion."

H2527

The CHAIRMAN. The questi is on
the amendment offered by the gen-
tlema.n from New Jersey [Mr. SMrrH].

The amendment was agreed to.
The CHAmMAN. It is now in order to

consider amendment No. 18 pnnted in
part 2 of Iouze Report 104-483.

- AMENDMENT OFFERED BY MR. DEE
Mr. DREIER: Mr. Chairman, I offer

an amendment. -

The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will des-
ignate the amendment:

The text of the amendment is as fol-
lows: .. -

Amendment offered by Mr. Dirt: After.
section 810, insert the following:
SEC. 811. COMPVTATION OF TARGETED

ANC
Section 412(c)(2) (8 U.S.C. 15(cX2)) s

amended by adding at the end the foUowing
new subparagraph:

"(C) Except for the Targeted Assista.xice
Ten Percent Discretionary Program. a!l
grants made available uxider this paragraph
for a fiscal year shail be ailocated by the Of-
fice of Resettlement in a manner that en-
sures th&t each qualifying county shall re-
ceive the same amount of assistance for eacn
refugee and enaDt residin in the county as
df the begmning of the fiscal year who ar-
rived in the United States not. more than 60
months prior to such fiscal year.".
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those amendments on which further
proceedings were postponed in the fol-
lowing order: amendment No. 16 offered
by the gentleman from Florida [Mr.
CANADY), and amendment No. 18 offered
by the gentleman from California [Mr.
DREIER].

The Chair will reduce to 5 minutes
the time for the second electronic vote.

AMENDMENT OFFERED BY.MR. CANADY OF
FLORIDA.

The CHAIRMAN. The pending busi-
nessjs the demand for a recorded vote
on the amendment offered by the gen-
tleman from Florida [Mr. CANADY) on
which further proceedings were post-
poned and on which the ayes prevailed
by voice vote.

The. Clerk will redesignate the
amendment.

The Clerk redesignated the amend-
ment.

RECORDED VOTE

The CHAIEMAN. A recorded vote has
been demanded.

A recorded vote was ordered
The vote was taken by electronic de-

vice, and there were—ayes 210, noes 207,
not voting 15. as follows:

[Roll No 78]
- AYES—210

Afla.rd . Emerson Leach
Arther English Lewis (cA)
Anney Everett Lewis (KY)
Bachus Ewthg Llghtfoot
Baker (CA) Fawell Lincoln.
Baker (LA) . Fields (TX) Uoder
Ballenger Foley Livingston
Barr Forbes Lucas
Barrett (NE) Fowler Luther
Bartlett Franks (CT) Manzuflo
Barton Franks (NJ) Mccollum
Bass Frellnghtzysen McCrery
Bateman Frisa Mc1ughBereut . Funderburk MCInLO$h
Bevill Gallegly McKeon
Bilbray Ganske Metcalf
Boehner Gekas - Meyers
Bono Gilthrest Mica
Browder GtUmor Miller (FL)
Bryant (TN) Gingrich Minge
Bunnlng GodIatte Molinarl
Burr Gordon Montgomery
Burton Go Moorhead
Buyer - Graham Moran
Cajialian

. Gutknecht Myers
Cajyert Rail (TX) Myrick
Camp - Bamilton Nethercutt
Campbell Hancock Neumann
c.anady Bansen . Ney
Chabot - Rannan NorwoodClambli Rastert Nussle
Chenoweth Hastings (WA) Oxley
Christensen Hayes Packard
Cexnent . Iayworth Parker
Cthger Hefley PaxonThe CRAIRMAN. All time has ex- coble Heinenian - Payne (vA)
Coburn Herger Peterson (MN)pirea.
CoJllns (GA Hill Pick ttThe question is on the amendment Com Hobson Pornbooffered by the gentieman from Califor- condit Hoekstra Porterma [Mr. DREIER). - cooley Horn QailleiThe question was taken; and the fnsonChafrrnan announced that the noes ap- crane Hyde Rlggpeared to have it. crapo Ingls RobertsMr. DREIER. Mr. Chairman, I de- Crerneans Xstook Roernermand a recorded vote. CUbIn Johrson. Sam RogersThe CHAIRMAN. Ptu to the

Irule, further proceedings on the amend- Deal Kelly Roakemament offered by the gentleman from DeFazio Kini Royce
California [Mr. DREIEBJ will be post DeLa7 Kingston Saxto,

Dickey Knollenberg Schaeferponed.
Doolittle LaRóod Seastrand5EQUENTIAL voTEs POsTPONED IN THE Dornan Lazgent Sensenbrenner

COMMXTI'EE OF THE WHOLE Dreler Latham 5hadegg
The CHAIRMAN. Pursuant to the. LaTourette 5bays

rule, proceethngs will row resume on



Durbin
Edwards
Elilers
Ehrlich
Emerson
Bagel
English
Ensign
Eshoo
Evans
Everett
Ewing
Fa
Fattah
Fawell
Faslo
Fields (TX)
Fliner
Flake
Flanagan
Forbes
Ford
Fox
Frank (MA)
Franks (CT)
Franks (NJ)
Frellnghuysen
Fsisa
Frost
Funderburk
Fume
Gallegl.y
Ganske
Geldenson
Gekas
Geme
Gllcbrest
Glllmor-
Gflman
Gonzalez
Goodlatte
Goodling
Gordon
Grabam
Green
Greenwood
Gunderson
Gutlerres
Gutlmetht
Hall (TX)
Hamilton
Hancock
Hansen
Hamnan
Hastert
Hastings (WA)
Bayes
Hayworth
Hefley
Helnexnan
Hezer
Hilleary
Hinchey
Hobson
Eoekstra
Hoke
Holden
Horn
Houghton
Hoyer
Bunter
Hutchtnson
Hyde -

Inglis
Istook
Jackson-Lee

Jacobs
Johnson (CT)
Johnson (SD)
Johnson. H. B.
Johnson. Sam
Jones
Kanjorski
Kaptcr
Kasich
Kelly
Kennedy (MA)
Kennelly

Andrews
Beilenson
Billrakls
Bonior
Brown (FL)
anady
Clay
Clayton

Kildee
Kim
King
Kingston
Kleczka
Klink
KIug
Knollenberg
Kolbe
LaFalce
LaHood
Lantos
Largent
Latham
LaTourette
Laughlin
L.azio
Leach
Levin

— Lewis (CA)
Lewls(KY)
Lightfoot
Lincoln
Linder
Lipinaki
LoBiondo
Loigren
Longley
Lowey
Lucas
Luther
Maloney

- Manton
Manzullo
Machey
Martial
Mascara
Matsul
McCarthy
McCIeXY
McDade
MdBale
McHugh
MclnnIs
Mcintosh
McKeon
McKlnney
McNuity
Meeban
Menendez
Metcalf
Meyers
Miller (CA)
Minge
Mink
Molinari
Molloban
Montgomery
Moorhead
Moran
Morella
Martha
Myers
Myrick
Nadler
Neal
Nethercutt
Neumann
Ney
NorwOOd
Nussle
Oberstar
Obey
Olver
Ortiz
Orion
Oaley
Packard
Pallone
Parker
Paxon
Payne (VA)
Pelosi
Petri
Pickett
Pombo
Pomeroy
Porter
Portman

NOES—59
Clyburn
Collins (Mi)
Conyers
Delluxns
Deutech
Dlaz-Balart
Fields (LA)
Foglietta

Poshard
Pryce
Quinn
Rahall
Eamstad
Reed
Regula
Richardson
Riggs -
Rivers
Roberts
Roemer
Rogers
Rohrahather
Roth
Roukerna
Roybal-Allarti
Royce
Sabo
Salmon
Sanders —

Sanford
Sawyer
Saxton
Schaefer
Schiff
Schroeder
Schumer
Scott
Seastrand
Sensenbrenner
Serrano
Shadegg
Shays
Shunter
Skaggs
Skeen
Slaughter
Smith (MI)
Smith (NJ)
Smith (TX)

-. Smith (WA)
Solomon
Souder
Spence
Stenholm
Stockrnan
Stump
Stupak
Talent
Tanner
Tate
Tausin
Taylor (MS)
Taylor (NC)
Tejeda
Thomas
Thornberry
ThorntonTiabri-
Torkildsen
Tomes
Towns-
Tx*flcant
Upton

.Velar4uez
Vento

• Visciosky
Volkmer
Vucanovich
Waldholtz
Walker
Walsh
Wamp
Ward
Watts (OK)
Waxman
Weldon (FL
Weldon (PA)
Weller
White
Whltfleld
Wicker
Wolf
Woolsey
Yates
Young (AK)
Zeliff
Zlmmer

Foley
Fowler
Gepbardt
Gibbons
Goss
Hall (ON)
Hastings (FL)
Eefner
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Mr. BASS and Mr: PORTER changed
their Vote from "no" to "aye."

So the amendment was agreed to.
The reSult of the Vote was announced

as above recorded.
PERSONAL EXPLANATION

Mr. NADLER. Mr. Chairman, earlier
today I was unavoidably away from the
Chamber and miSSed a number of re-
corded votes. On rollcafl No. 73, the
Bryant of Tennessee amendment, I
would have voted "no"; on rolicall No.
74, the Velãzquez amendment, I would
have voted "yes"; on rolicail No. 75,
the Gallegly amendment, I would have
voted "no"; on rolicall No. 76, the
Chabot amendment, I would have voted
"yes"; and on rolicail No.. 77, the
Gallegly amendment, I would. have
voted "no". . -.

ANNOUNCEMENT BY THE
CHAIRMAN

The CHAIRMAN. Pursuant to the
rule, the Chair announces that he will
reduce to a minimum of 5 minutes the
period of time within which a vote by
electronic device will be taken on the
second amendment on which the Chair
has postponed further proceedings.

AMENDMENT NO. 18 OFFERED BY MIt. DHEIEIt.

The CHAIRMAN. The pending busi-
ness is the demand for a recorded vote
on the amendment offered by the gen-
tleman from California (Mr. DnsrER) on
which . further proceedings were post-
poned and on which the noes prevailed
by a voice vote.

The Clerk will redesignate the
amendment.

The Clerk redesignated the amend-
ment. -

RECORDED vOTE
The CHAIRMAN. A recorded vote has

been demanded.
A recorded vote was ordered.
The vote was taken by electronic de-

vice, and there were—ayes 359, noes 59,
not voting 13, as follows:

Stump
Talent
Tanner
Tate
Tanzln
Ta.ylor(MS)
Taylor (NC)
Thoruberry
Tlahrt
Traficant
Upton
Volkmer

NOES—207
Geren
Gibbons
Gflman
Gonzalez
Goodling
Green
Greenwood
Gundereon
Gutierrez
Hall (OH)
Hastings (FL)
Hefner
Billiard
Hinchey
Hoke
Holden
Noughton
Hoyer
Jackson (fl)
Jackson-Lee

(TX)
Jacobs
Jefferson
Johnson (CT)
Johnson (SD)
Johnson. H. B.
Kanorsk1
Kaptur
Kennedy (MA)
Kennedy (RI)
Kennell.y
Kildee
King
ltleczka
Klink
King
Kolbe
LaFalne
Lantos
Laslo

Lewis (GA)
Lipinskl
LoBiondo
Lofgren
Longley
Lowey
Maloney
Ma.nton
Markey
Martinez
Mart
Mascara
Matsul
McCarthy
McDade
McDermott
McBale
Mcinnls
McKinney
McNuity
Meeban
Meek
Menendez
Miller (CA)
Mink
Molloban
Morella
Martha
Nadler

Vucanovich
Walker
Wamp
Weldon (FL)
Weldon (PA)
Weller
Whitfleld
Wicker
Wolf
Young (AK)
Young (FL)
ZeIIIT

Neal
Oberstar
Olver
Ortiz
Orton
Owens
Pallone
Pastor
Payne (NJ)
Pelosi
Peterson (FL)
Petri
Pomeroy
Portznan
Poshard
Pxyce
Quinn
Ramstad
Rangel
Reed
Richardson
Rivers
Ros-Lehtinen
Rose
Roybal-Allard
Rush
Sabo
Salmon
Sanders
Sanford
Sawyer
Scarborough
Schlff
Schroeder
Schemer
Scott -

Serrano
Shaw
Skaggs
Slaughter
Smith(M1) -
Spratt
Stops,k
Tejeda
Thomas
Thompson
Thornton
Thurman
TOrkildsen
Torres
Torricelli
Towns
Velasquez
Vento
Visclosky
WaldlWltz
Walsh
Ward -

Watt (NC)
Watts (OK)
Wáxman
White
Williams
Wise
Woolsey -
Wynn
Yates
Ztrrjmer

Sislsky
Skeen
Skelton
Smith (NJ)
Smith (TX)
Smith (WA)
Solomon
Souder
Spence
Stearns
Stenholm
Stockman

Aberaombie
Ackerman
Azidrews
Baesler
Baldacci
Barcia
Barrett (WI)
Becarra
Beilenson
Bentsen
Berman
Biltrakis
Bishop.
Blute -

Boehlert
Bonilla
Bonior
Borskl
Boucher
Brown (CAl
Brown (FL)
Brown (OH) -
Brownback
Bryant ('1%)
Buns
Cardin
Castle
Chapman
Clay
Clayton
Clyburn
Coleman
Collins (MI)
Conyers
Costello
Coyne
Dasis
de Ia Garza
DeLauro
Dellums
Deutach
Diaz-Balart
Dicks
DIngell
Dixon
Doggett
Dooley
Doyle
Dunn
Dnrbin
Edwards
Ehiers
Bagel
Ensign
Eshoo
Evans
Farr -

Fateah
Faslo
Fields (LA)
Filner
Flake
Flanagan
Foglletta
Fox
Fl-ask (MA)
Frost
Fume
Gejdenaon
Gepbardt

Bliley
Brewster
Chrysler
Collins (IL)
Ford

Aberurombie
Ackerman
Aliard
Archer —

Arrney
Bachus
Baesler
Baker (cA)
Baker (LA)
Baldacci
Balleuger
Barcia
Barr
Barrett (NE)
Barrett (WI)
Bartlett
Barton
Bans
Bateman
Becerra
Bentsen
Bereuter
Berman
Bevill

02102 BlIbray
Bliley

Messrs. PORTMAN, DAVIS, Blute

McDADE, and JOHNSON of South Da-
kota, and Ms. DUNN of Washington . Bonilla
changed their vote for "aye" to "no." Bono

NOT VOTflG—15
Hostettler Stark
Johnston Stokes
Moakley Studds
Obey Waters
Eadanovich Wilson

(Roll No. 79]
AYES—359

Boraki
Boucher
Beowder
Brown (CA).
Brown (OH)
Brownback
Bryant (TN)
Bryant ('1%)
Bonn
Bunning
Burr
Burton
Buyer
Callahan
Culvert.
Camp
Campbell
Cardin
Castle -

Chabot
Cbsmbliss
Chapman
Chenoweth
Christensen
Chrysler
Clement
Clinger
Coble
Coburn
Coleman
Collins (GA)

Combest
Condit
Cooley
Costello
Cox
Coyne
Cramer
Crane
Craps
Crerneans
Cabin
Cunningham
Danner
Davis
de laGarza
Deal
DeFazlo
DeL.auro
DeLay
Dickey
Dicka
Dingell
Dixon
Doggett
Dooley
Dooflttle -

Dornan
Doyle
Dreier
Duncan
Dunn



Jackson (IL)
Skelton

Payne
Jefferox Spratt

Peterson
Kennedy (RI)

(FL) Stearns
Peterson

Lewis (GA)
(MN) Thompson

Quhlleri
Martinez flur

Rangel
McCollwn

TOrrjceIIh
ROs-Lehthnen

McDermott Watt (NC)
Rose

Meek Wlflhazns
Rush

Mica
Wfe

Scarborough
Miller (FL)

Wynn
Shaw

Owens
-

Young (FL)
Sisisky

NOT VO13
Bishop
Brewster Studds

Coliths (IL)
Waters

Radanovhch
Hostettler Wilson

Stark
JoJuston

02111
Mr. RUSH changed his. vote from"aye" to "no.".

• Mr. BROWN of California and Mr.
ENGEL ôhanged their vote from.. "no"to "aye." -

So the amendment was agreed to.
The result- of the vote was announcedas above recorded;
Mr. OWENS. Mr. Chairman, I rise in opposi-

tion to the Immigration in the National Interest
Act, H.R. 2202. This bifl is a misnomer, for it
denounces a Iiistoncaj tradition of the United
States—to welcome different cultures that addto the richness of this diverse land. On the
contra.ry, H.R. 2202 is not in the national inter-
est of the United States. It further reinforces
the modem conservative tactic for soMng the
Nation's current economic and social woes:
Blame the poor, our chiIdrer, African-Amen..
cans, women, and immigrants.

H.R. 2202 is an underhanded assault on the
foreign-bom, in generai. This bill would punish
those who illegally exp'oit America's- generos-
Ety, along with those who legitimately seek an
opportunity in America. By unifying the illegaland legal immigration, problem, H.R. 2202
makes the -mistake of lumping everyone to-
gether, whether they commit a cñme or not.
The bill reflects a number of misconceptions
that have infiltrated the policy debate on immi-
gration.

Unconscionab'y, H.R. 2202 would reduóe
the number of legal immigrants by 30 percent.
This reduction unreasonably implies, that the
United States is plagued by an illegal and
legal immigration fnvasion. The number of for-
eign-bom that enters this country each year is
1 million. Of that number, 700,000 are legal
immigrants. Currently, the foreign-born rep-
resent only 8 percent of the total population as
opposed to the period between 1870 and
1920 when neally 15 percent, or 1 out of
every 7 individuals was foreign bom.

H.R. 2202 would limit the immigration of
people under the Immigration and Naturaliza-
tion Service's [INS] family sponsored category.
This bill would restrict entry for parents, adult
children, and siblings. In effect, this new pokcy
would impose America's definition of a family
onto the cutture of immigrants. Excluding more
than iOo,ooo children, parents, and brothers
and sisters from reuniting with family members
in this country is not a pro-family policy.

It is distressing that the term immigrant has
been smeared to connote a terrible meaning.
My Republican colleagues have resorted to ig-
noring the contributions that immigrants have
made to this country. -

immigrants do not come to America just to
hop on the public dole. In fact, according to
the Urban Institute, immigrants geherate an

estimated $25 billion in surplus revenues over
what they receive in socal services.

Furthermore, immigrants create more jobs
than they fill by starting new businesses and
buying U.S. goods and services. No conclu-
sive data have proven that even illegal immi-
grants have an adverse effect on job opportu-
nities for native workers, ironically, the person
most likely to be disp'aced in a job by an iDe-
gal immigrant is another illegal immigrant who
has resided in this country for some time.

Clearly, the United States must address the
dangers of illegal immigration; but, in the in-
terim, legal immigrants should not have to de-
fend their rights, integrity, and culture, in light
of the imminent rollback on affirmative action,
possible abohshment of.the welfare and Med-
icaid entitlement, and this current unfair immi-
gration reform proposal, I challenge my col-
leagues to stop this Congress from going
down in history as the most vicious and re-
gressive Congress since reconstruction.

We must not forget the 1987 Hudson Insti-
tute's piàneer study, Workforce 20Q0; in the
-next century, America's workforce will be more
female and more ethiically diverse with na-
-tive-bom white males comprising only 15 per-
cent of the new labor market., It is time to ac-
cept this fact and addresses the real problem.
I urge a 'no" vote on H.R. 2202. -

Mrs MINK of Hawaii. Mr. Chairman, the im-
migration bill, H.R. 2202, that we are debating
this week in the U.S. House of Representa-
tives exploits the deep hostilities felt across
this land, that the problem of illegal immigra(its
has grown out of control needing drastic
measures to curb, and seizes upon this issue
to justify other changes in current law which
drastically change the family reunification prin-
ciple which has govemed how- we decide to
grant visas for new entrants.

This merger of the issue of illegal immigra-
tion with changes in the family preference cat-
egones currently allowed is unwarranted,
These two matters should be separated. H.R:
220 should be confined to a debate on how to
deal effectively with the problems of iflegal irn-
migration, There is no osagreement that this
is a matter of concem which must be dealt
with on the national level.

But to be asked to vote for changes in fam-
ily preference categories because you support
proposals to curb illegal immigration is unfair
to families who have waited for years for their
numbers to be called up so that they. could
call for their adult chil&en to join them in
America.

H.R, 2202 repeals family preferences which
currently aflow reunification of family members
induding adult children, and siblings. For a
Nation concemed about fami'y,. it is
unjustifiably cruel to cut off this long-awaited
hope that the family could be reunited. Legal
immigrants deserve to be treated better.

Even more punitive is the provision in H.R.
2202 which although allowing parents to be in-
duded in the definition of family aIowed entry,
requires that before they are issued visas they
must have prepaid health care insurance,

H.R. 2202 reduces the number of immi-
grants aHowed in next year under the family
preference category from the current 500,000
to 330,000. This number would be reduced
each year until it reached only 110,000.

H.R. 2202 limits the number ofadutt chil-
dren admitted to those who are finandaly de-
pendent on their parents, are not married and
are between the ages of 21 and 25 years. An
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exception is provided for adutt chüdrer, who
are permanently physically or mentai:y im-
paired.

Employmentb5 visas - will be issued
each year to 135,000 immigraflts, Refugee
visas wII be Iimted to 50,000 per year.

These measures dealing with changes to
legal immigration should be separated out ano
dealt with under a separate bill. There is no
justilication for repealing the family categories
and denying adult children and brothers and
sisters from ever being reunited,

Afl sections of the bill that deal with legal
immigrants shou'd be eliminated from H.R.
2202.

liTe 1990 Immigration Act established a
worldwide annual immigration limit of 675,000,
not including refugees and other categor1es.
Within this limit, 480,000 are family-re Jated im-
migrants, with 226,000 set aside for: unmar-
ried adult sons and daughters of U.S. citi-
zens—23,400; spouses and children of perma-
nent resident aliens—i 14,200; mamed sons
and daughters of U.S. Citizens—23,400; and
brothers and sisters of adutt U.S. citizens—
65,000. . -

The 1986 amnesty provisions of the immi-
gration law increased the number admitted to
a high whichoccurred in 1991 of 1,827,167.
But this was due to amnesty and not because
of the family retinificatjon policy.

There are currently 1.1 million spouses and
minor children of lawful permanent legal resi-
dents on the waiting list.

The backlog should be cured by allowing all
Spouses and minor children to be admitted ir-
respective of country limits.

The committee bifl argues that the need to
allocate numbers to other family members pre-
vents spouses and minor chüdren from being
admitted, This is the reason they state that
they are repealing the other preference cat-
egoñes, —

The family unit for most Asian families in-
cludes all children, It does not acrarily ex-
dude adult chi'dren, It does not cirariIy ex-
dude sib'ings. Any family reunification .policy
must allow for these members of the family
unit to be admitted. No matte; how long the
wait, these family members deserve the hope
and expectation that U.S. immigration policy
does not cut them off without any hope of re-
unification.

The Committee Report states that the State
Department records indicate the following wait
listings: First, unmarried adutt sons and
daughters of-U.S. citizens: 63,409—annuaj ad-
missions allowed is 23,400; second, unmarried
adutt sons and daughters of permanent resi-
dent aliens: 4S0,579—annual admissions al-
lowed is 36,266; third, married adult sons and
daughters of U.S. citizens: 257,11O—23,400
annual aliowed admissions; ançl fourth, broth-
èrs and sisters of U.S. citizens: 1,643,463—
65,000 annual admissions allowed,

-

Because of this backlog of 2.4 milllon per-
sons eligible for admission but denied due to
category- or country limits, the Committee re-
port concludes that this large backJog under-
mines the integrity of the immigration policy
and therefore repeals them.

To rescind these categories undermines our
nationa' integrity These persons, heretofore
found eligible for admission being forever
barred is a cruelty beyond description, De-
stroying their hope they have clung to 10 or
15 years that someday they would be reunited
with their families is without justification

March 20, 1996 - CONGRESSIONAL RECORD — HOUSE
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i urge the separation of all provisions deal- the Attorney General and the Secretary of the
ing with Immigration policy from this bill. Let's Treasury will consult with each other to ensure
today deal with the issue of illegal immigrants, the continued coordination of interdiction ef-
and leave to another time the, matter of what forts along our borders. -

changes are needed regarding the family pref- Mr. SERRANO. Mr. Chairman, I nse in

erence system. strong opposition to H.R. 2202, the lmmigra-
I urge this House to support the Chrysler- tion in the National Interest Act of 1995. This

Berman-Brownback amendment which deletes bill is badly flawed in numerous ways.
title V from this bill. H.R. 2202, for the first time, would combine

Mr. RADANOVICH. Mr. Chairman, earlier in two entirety different issues in one bill. Corn-
this debate I signaled my support for the guest bining efforts to secure our borders with re-
worker program invoMng American agn- forms to our system., of legal immigration

culture. serves only to confuse the debate. It plays on
This can be a potent solution to two press- the public's understandable concem over ille-

ing needs: assuring an adequate labor supply gal immigration but twists that concern into the
for the farm fields of our country and deliver- misguided notion that all immigration is harm-
ing a body blow to illegal immigration. ful and all immigrants are undocumented,

We of Califomia's San Joaquin Valley rec- sneaking into our country by night. Neither no-
ognize the critical requirement for farm labor tion, of course, is true, but dealing with both
dunng certain seasons. Allowing those from illegal and legal immigration in one bill serve
abroad to fill the gap from shortages of Amer- to fuel hostility and even prejudice toward all
icon workers makes good sense—economi- immigrants.
cally, agriculturally, and socially. The sponsors of this legislation appear to

Noteworthy, I believe, is the strong stance hope tharthe always-popular issue of fighting
of the Nisei Farmers League. Its president, illegal immigration wiN be a strong enough en-
Manuel Cunha, has told me, "this is the ideal gine to pull unnecessary and unwise changes
program to meet the seasonal employment in our process of admitting legal immigrants to
needs of agriculture."' the United States through the legislative proo-

This amendment is good on all sides. It has
safeguards that protect domestic employees, I would not argue against reasonable im-
that provide payment of prevailing wages, and provements in enforcing our national borders;
to see workers retum when the work is over, indeed, border enforcement is one of the prin-
I support it and urge my colleagues to join me. cipal obligations of a sovereign nation. But I

Mr. CRANE Mr. Chairman, I commend cannot support such micromanagement as
Chairman SMrTH for his hard work on the ille-. mandating a particular type of fence—and one
gal immigration provisions in H.R. 2202, the that the Border Patrol considers dangerous for
Immigration in the National Interest Act of its officers.
1995. I would like to draw attention to the role Nor can I support that bill's system to en-
played by the U.S. Customs Service on our able employers to confirm that newly hired
borders in the processing and interdiction of il- workers are eligible to work in the United
legal passengers, conveyances, and cargo. States. Voluntary or mandatory, such a sys-
While H.R. 2202 calls for additional Immigra- teni ultimately can't work without databases
tion and Naturalization Service tINS] inspec- that are far more accurate than those we
tors and certain infrastructural improvements have, as well as a national ID card to tie .a
along borders, it should not be forgotten that person to the name and number he or she
primary responsibility for policing our borders present to a potential employer.
falls on the Customs Service. Customs inspec- Moreover, such a system is likely to lead to
tors and agents protect American citizens from discrimination, especially now that the tester
the entry or importation of illegal goods. In program has been taken out. After all, if I'm an
fact, the Customs Service seizes more illegal employer, and I've gone through the entire hir-
drugs than all other Federal agencies corn- ing- process—interviews, testing, reference

bleed. A lesser known fact is that in addition checks, and all—and I've hired my top can-
to their own obligations along the southwest didate only t learn that he or she is not au-
border, Customs has a cross-designated re thonzed to work and that I must begin the
sponsibility with the INS to identify and detain process all over again, why should I include

illegal immigrants. Customs holds the line on anyone who might turn out to be inelligle in
our borders, and INS plays it role, too. my next candidate pool? Why shouk I risk

In• considering H.R. 2202, I ask my col- wasting time considering anyone with an ac-
leagues to remember these facts. First, unlike cent, or a foreign-sounding surname? No, I

the INS, Customs deploys its personnel along will support the chabot amendment to strike
the border according to changing threats, not this system.
the absolute numbers of passengers in any Another major national obligation is to

given period. Customs has targeted inspec-" screen would-be immigrants and admit those
tions based on intelligence from its agents, whose relationships to American citizens or
some pf whom operate beyond our borders to legal permanent residents the Nation wants to
protect vital national interests. Second, deci- foster or whose skills the Nation needs to
sions by the INS to build commuter lanes, prosper, as well as refugees fleeing their

open new ports, or establish additional homelands for valid reasons. Immigrants, de-
preinspection facilities must be made in con spite faulty statistics that have been used dur-
sultation with the Secretary of Treasury and ing this debate, are a net plus for this country,
the Commissioner of Customs. Third, INS working, creating jobs, paying taxes, becoming
infrastructural needs at the border are much Americans. H.R. 2202 turns its back on this
smaller than those of Customs, which must tradition by sharply reducing the numbers—
process people, vehicles, and cargo. Appro- and even the kinds—of legal. immigrants per-
priations for the INS for changes in infrastnjc- mifted to enter the United States each year.
ture or personnel at our borders must take into Particularly with family-based immigration,
account any new demands 'placed on Cus- when did children and siblings cease to be
toms by these changes. I am confident that parts of the nuclear' family? Why should we
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deny American citizens and legal permanent
residents the opportunity to bring these close
relatives together? H.R. 2202 would also in-
crease the income a family must have to bring
a family member into a level that would deny
40 percent of Americans the change to reunite
with loved ones.

H.R. 2202 would also cut the number of ref-
ugees admitted each year by almost one-half
from the 1995 level and change our system of
determining eligibility for asylum that would
make it impossible for most bona fide refu-
gees to qualify. This is both in conflict with
international law and immoral.'

H.R. 2202 would also unfairly deny public
assistance _to legal immigrants—rn some
cases, legal immigrants would be denied as-
sistance that undocumented immigrants would
remain eligible for, because.Congress has rec-
ognized the benefits to the public health and
safety when everyone living here is served.

Mr. Chairman, in closing, I must assert that
this bill is most definitely not in the national in-
terest. The list of its defects goes on and on,
and, worst of all, the Rules Committee and the
Republican leadership have denied this House
the opportunity even to debate changes in im-
portarit areas of the bill—especially the public
assistance provisions of title VI.

I urge my colleagues, at a minimum, to vote
to remove the provisions reducing the number
and categories of legal immigrants and to the
employment eligibility verification system. But
the better response is simply to reject this mis-
guided bill. Vote no in the national interest

Ms PELOSI. Mr. Chairman, I rise today in
strong opposition 'to this immigration reform
bill, H.R. 2202.

I agree with my colleague's that we have a
legitimate national interest in ensuring that
people come to our country through legal
means. There is ample need for a reasoned
'and balanced debate about reform of our im-
migration system. However, the provision in
this legislation fall far short of achieving the
goal of effective immigration reform in a re-
sponsible, fair, and humane manner.

I have many areas of- concem in this bilL
H.R. 2202 goes too far in placing extreme re-
strictions on legal immigration, decreasing by
30 percent total annual number of The legal
immigrants admitted into this country.

Legal immigration has been of central im-
portance to our development as a nation. We
began as a nation of. immigrants, and our
country continues to reap untold benefits from
the energy, ideas, talents, and contributions of
those who arrive in this country seeking the
opportunity to prove themselves and to con-
tribute to the greatest Nation on Earth.

H.R. 2202 sanctions discrimination against
the families of legal U.S. residents who have
paid their taxes, served in the Armed Forces,
and contributed to the growth of the Nation's
economy and to the cultural diversity of our
society.

In a Congress which heralds family values
as its prevailing theme, this bill is extreme
antifamily legislation. Restrictions to family re-
unification in this bill ensure that American
families may be forever separated from their
loved ones. Under this legislation, virtually no
Americans would be able to sponsor their par-
ents, adult children, or siblings for immigration.
Not all Americans subscribe to the restrictive
definition of family imposed in the bill--nor
should they.

The bill, will cut annual refugee admissions
in half. Can we be so cold as to tell these vic-
tims of persecution to go away, our doors are
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shut, our country is full? This extreme cap
wou'd severely limit the flexibility of the U.S.
refugee system to respond to unpredtle
humanitarian crises.

The proposal for surnrnazy excuson in-
cluded in the bill would eliminate many of the
procedural protections to ensure that legiti-
mate asylum seekers receive full consideration
of their asylum claims. Nervous, frightened,
exhausted victims are charged. with one
chance to prove their claims of persecution. If
an error is made, they face immediate depor-
tation. A victim of rape, torture, or gender per-
secution may have difficulty effective!y ths-
cussng his or her case under restrictive pro-
•cedures:

The severe restriction of benefits to- immi-
grants is yet another point of great concem in
this legislation. Only 39 percent of immigrants
who come to the United States to join their
families or to work, rely on public assistance,
compared to 4.2.. percent of native-born citi-
zens. Yet, the myth persists that weffare bene-
fits are the primary purpose for immigration to
the United States.

This bill does not achieve the goals of real
and rational immigration reform, It hurts fami-
lies, it hurts children, it. hurtshard.working
Americans For the reasons just mentioned
and br many more, this legisatiorj is not good
for our country. 1 urge my colleagues to op-
pose this harmful législàtiOn

Mr. PACKARD. Mr.- Chairman, illegal immi-
gratiOn' hits my district harder than just about
any• other in the country. h is estimated that
more than 43 percent of all illegal immigrants
reside in Califoma—.and there may be many
more. -. -

Today we face a major cnsis. California
pubhc hospitals must deaJ with an overwhelm-
ing number of births to illegal aliens—almost
40 percent of their deliveries. Incredthly, illegal
immigrants cross our borders at a rate which
could populate a city the size of San 'Fran-
cisco in less than 3 years. Half of the 5 million
illegal aliens in the United States use fraudu-
tent documents to obtain jobs and welfare
benefits, - - -

We have finally found the resolve to make
the much-needed overhaul of the Nation's im-
migration 'aws. Chairman SMim and I have
worked very hard 'to ensure the bin contains
provisions crucial in securing our borde.-s. The
first of these provisions increases the border
patrol to 10,000 agents. The second initiative
cuts off all Federal beneftts—except emer-
gency medical care—to illegal aliens. By elimi-
nating benefits to illegal aliens, we elim!nate
the incentive for them to-cross our borders.

Mr Chairman, my Republican cofleagues
and I have worked with unprecedented resolve
to clamp down on illegal immigration. i urge all
of my colleagues to do what is right for Cali-
fomia and the Nation—support H.R. 22o2. -

Mr. FLANAGAN Mr. Chairman,
I rise in

strong- support-of the Lipinski amendment to
H.R. 2202, the Immigration in the National In-
terest Act, and commend Congressman LIPIN-
SKi for his leadership on this - issue. This

- amendment wili rectify a problem that should
have been resolved long ago. ln late 1989,

some 800 or so Polish and Hungarian citizens
were paroled into the United States by our At-
tomey GeneraL They have been stuck in this
status, which gives them the right to reside.
here indefinitely, ever since.

As parolees. this small group of people can-
not obtain citizenship or even obtain perma-

nent residency status. These - people have
lived in this country for over 6 years, estab
lished homes, and become productive mem-
bers of American society. Yet without action
by Congress these Polish and Hunganan pa-
rolees can never obtain legal immigration sa-
tus. •- - - -

•These 800 or so parolees did not come
here iilegaHy. Our-Attorney General saw fit to
grant them parolee status anó they have been
here ever since. -. ' - . -

Although these people have the right to live
here for as long as they like, it is time for th;s
group of people to have the athlty to obtain
residency status. The Upinski amendment.
does that, it provides - residency status for
these Po'ish and Hungarian parotees.

-

There is precedent for such action. In 1990
Congress changed the status of Indochinese
and

- Soviet parolees. This - amendment' WID
allow us do the same, for these Polish and
Hungarian parolees who have been in a state
of limbo - since, their arrival - in - the United
States. It is not fair to these individuals to
have to continue lMng their lives in our coun-
try not knowing if they Will ever have the op-
portunity to become legal permanent residents
of a cou'ntr)i they deatly' love, the United
States of America. -

I urge, my colleagues to support the Lipinski
amendment to provide legal residency status
for this small group of Polish and HungarLan
parolees. - - -

Mr. PACKARD Mr. Chairman, I rise in sup-
port of H.R. 2202, the Immigration in the Na-
tional Interest Act of 1996. This act is one of
the most important. pieces of legislation this
Congress wifi consider this year.

Illegal immigration, impacts my- State of Cak-
bornia more than-any other State in the union.
In fact,- it is estimated that 1 J million or 43
percent of all illegal immigrants reside in Cali
fornia. --That is why the voters of 'California
overwhelmingly supported proposition -. 187
which denies State-funded benefits to illegal
immigrants.. , -

- i have been involved in combating the illegal
immigration problem since I first became - a
Member of Congress. On the opening day of
the 104th Congress, I iniroduced a legislative
package aimed at solving the iHegal immigra-
tion cnsis. I am pleased that Chairman 5Mm-I
has chosen to incorporate some of my ideas
into this legislation. - - - -

-- First, this biD before us will increase the size
of the border patro! to 10,000 agents.-l whole-
heartedly support this effort to effectively con-
trol our borders. For too long, the Immigration
and Naturalization Service has been unable t
stop iIegal - immigration at our .borders By in-
creasing the resources at the border, by in-
creasing the number of border patrol agents
who must patrol our borders every day, we
can begin to stem the rising tide of illegal im-
migrants who cross our vast border un-
checked. - -. • - -

Second, this bill Will help put an end to one
of the greatest lures our countiy provides to
immigrants who would attempt to cross hUe-
galIy—and this is our Federal social - safety
net. It is no secret that in California, illegal im-
migrants pose a serious burden on both State
and Federal benefits programs. Immigrants as
a whole account for over 20 percent of all
households in California but they account for
40 percent of all benefit doHars distributed. -

By ending this incentive and allowing Fed-
eral agencies to take reasonable steps to de-
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termine the alien status of those seeking ben-
efits, we wiU be making great strides lcward
stopping illegal immigration. No longer yflj

- Amencan taxpayers have to support peope
who are in this colntry illegally.

Again, I want to thank Chairman SMrn and
his capable staff for their dedication and hard
work in crafting such a fine biH. In addition, I

want to mention ELTON GALLEGLY and the m-
migration Task Force which provided another
avenue for Members to present ioeas to help
solve the iiiegal immigration probiern. Let there
be no mistake, Illegal immigration is a national
probem. This is landmark legislation will go a
!ongway toward ending it. I urge my caL
leagues to support this bilL

-

Mr. HASTINGS qf Washington. I rise in
strong support of the Tate-HasthgsRoukem

-amendmentan amendment which will finally
bring - force to our Nation's immigration 'aws.
The United States has a'ways been a beacon
of hope for m!lhons of people worldwide, And
although immigration laws may not be popular, -
they are nevertheless vital to America's efforts
to control our Nation's borders and protect our
national interest for ali citizens. Unfortunately,
every. year, millions of illegal aliens inten-
tionally break these laws.

- -

- According to the U.S. Border Patrol, the es-
timated number of illegal aliens in our State of
Washington has jumped from 40,000 to
100,000 in the past decade, and many of
these iflegal immigrants have settled in my ag-
ncultural district. In addition, many aliens not
only enter the United States illegally, they
thumb their nose at the system by forging doc-
uments and falsifying Social Security numbers
to obtain employment and social we'fare bene-
fits. Yet, even when these individuals are ap-
prehended and retumed to their native coun-
try, many return again and again without addi-
tional penalty. . - -

As a result, additional burdens are placed
on our local law enforcement officials, jails,
and local and State governments. Illegal immi-
grants cost taxpayers more than $134 billion
in l992—draining the budgets of State and
loca! governments. What's more, illegal immi-

- grants make up more than 25- percent of the
Federal prison population, and over 450,000
aliens are criminals on probation or parole.
Breaking the law also undermines the incen-
tive of all immigrants to enter the United
States legally. - . -.

This amendment is fair, and is simply com-
mon sense. Our immigration policies were en-
acted for a reason, and must be enforced. If
individuals want to risk breaking our immigra-
tion laws, then they ought to face. the con-
sequences if they are caught. It s no longer
enough to give illegal aliens a free trip back to
their homeland with the hope that they will not
return. We must also send potenval illegal
a'iens a cfear warning: "one strike, and you're
out." In other words, if you break the law, you
forfeit the privilege that millions of Amencans
have struggled to achieve,

I strongly urge the passage of this impor-
tant, commonsense amendment.
- Mj. fl'GLIS of South Carolina. Mr.Chairman, I move that the Conm,jttee
do now rie, - -

The motion was agreed to.
Accordingly the Committee rose; andthe Speaker pro tempore (Mr. SMITH of

Michigan) having assumed the chair,
Mr. BoNIu, Chairman of the Commit-
tee of the Whole House on the State of
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the Union, reported that that Commit-
tee, having had under consideration
the bill (HR. 2202) to amend the Irnmi-
gration and Nationality Act to improve
deterrence of illegal immigration to
the United States by increasing border
patrol and investigative personnel, by
increasing penalties for alien. smug-
gling and for document fraud, by re-
forming exclusion and deportation law
and procedures, by improving the ver-
ification system for eligibility for em-
ployment, andtlirough other measures,
to reform the legal immigration sys-
tem and facilitate legal entries into
the United States, and for other pur-
poses, had come to no resolution there-
on.
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IMMIGRATION Thi THE NATIONAL
]NrEREST ACT OF. 1995 —

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Pursu-
ant to House. Resolution 384 and rule
XX.LLI, the Chair declares the House in
the Committee of the Whole House on
the State of the Union for the further
consideration of the bill, H.R. 2202.

-. D142O
N TH COMMrrEE OP' TE WHOLE

Accordingly the House resolved itself
into the Committee of the Whole House
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on the State of the Union for the fir -
ther consideration of the bill (H...
2202) to amend the Immigration ar
Nationality Act to improve deterrence
of illegal immigration to the United
States by increasing Border Patrol and
investigative personnel, by increasing
penalties for alien smuggling and for
document fraud, by reforming exëlu-
sion and deportation law and proce-
dures, by improving the verification
system for eligibility for employment,
and through other measures, to reform
the legal. immigration system and fa-
cilitate legal entries into the United
States, and for other purposes with Mr.
BONIL.LA in the chair. -

The Clerk read the title of the bill.
The CHAIRMAN. When the Commit-

tee of the Whole rose on Wednesday,
March 20,: 1996, amendment No. 18
printed in part 2 of House Report 104-
483, offered by the gentleman from
California [Mr. DREmt] had been dis-
posed of.

It is now in order to consider amend-
ment No. 19 printed in part 2 of House
Report 104—483, as modified by the order
of the House of March 19, 1996. -.

AMENDMENT, A5 MODIFIED, OFFERED BY MR.
CRRY5LER .

Mr. CHRYSLER. Mr. Chairman, I
offer an amendment, as modified, made
in order by the rule. -

The CEAIRMAN. The Clerk will des-
ignate the amendment, as modified.

The text of the amendment, as modi-
fied, is as follows:

Amendment, as modified, offered by—Mr
CHRY5LRR Strike from t1t1 V all except sec-
tion 522 and subtitle D.
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The CHAIRMAN. All time has ex-
pired on this amendment.

The question is on the amendment,
as modified, offered by the gentleman
from Michigan [Mr. CYSLER).

The question was taken; and the
Chajrma announced that the ayes ap-
peared to have it. . -

RECORDED voit
Mr. SMITH of Texas. Mr. Chairman, I

demand a recorded vote.
A recorded vote was ordered.
The vote waz taken by electronic de-

vice, and there were—ayes 238, noes 183,
not voting 10, as follows:

Abexcrombje
Ackerman
A11ar
Andrews
Ariney
Baesler
Baidacci
Barcia
Barrett (WI)
Becera
eotse
Bermazi
Bishopite
Boebiert
BoEilla
Boiior
Borski
Boucher
Erowder
Brows (CA)

(Roll No. 84)
AYES—238

Brown (FL)
Brown (OH)
BrownbackBu
Camp
Campbell
Carthn
Cabot
Cbapznan
Chrstenseo
Chrysler
Clay
Clayton
Clyburn
Collins (MI)
Cootht
Conyers
Costello
Coyne
Cramer
Crane

Daner
Davs
de la Gazza
DeLauro
Dellums
Deutsch
Diaz-Bajart
Dicks
Dingell
Dixon
Doggett
Docley
Doyle
Duo
Durbm
Edwards
Engel
Englisi
Ens2gi
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McDade - Ramatad Solomon
McKeon Riggs Spence
Metcalt Roberts Stearns
Meyers Rogers Steohoim
M.inge Rohrabacber Stump
Moituart Roth Talent
Montgomery Roukema Tanner
Moorhead •- Royce Tate
Myers - Salmon Taun
Nethercutt Saxton - Taylor (MS)
Neumann Scarborough Taylor (NC)
Ney Schaefer Thornhèrry

• Noxwood Seastrsnd Traflcant
Nussle Sensenbrenner Vucanovich
Obey Sbadegg . Wamp
Oxley Shaw Watts (Ol)
Packard Saays Weller
Parker Shuster Wbltfleld
Path •, Slslslcy ' .. Wicker
Plckett Skagga Wilson
Pombo - " Skeen Wolf
Pomeroy Smith (FE) Young (AX) •

• Quillen Smith (WA) Zellff. ...

NO'tVOTINC—lO-
Coflin (U.s) Rose Waters
Johnston Stark ' Wise
Moakley 5tocan
Radanovich Stokes
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Fair LaRood
Fattah Lantos
Fao LaTourette
Fields (LA) Lazio
Filner Le?tn
Flake Lewis (CA)
Flanagan Lewis (GA)
Foglietta Linder
Forbes -. Livingston
Ford LoBiondo
Fox Lofgren
Frank (MA) Lowey'
Franks(NJ) Luther
Frisa Maloney
Frost ., Manton
Furse " Manruilo
Geidenson' Markey-
Gepbardt Maztlnez
Gilman Mascara
Gounsler
Goodling - -' Mccarthy
Gordon McDermott
Green McEale
Gunderson .- McBugh
Gutierrer Mclnnls.
Hall (OH) Mcintosh-
Hamilton -- McXlnney
Hansen, Mclu1ty
Harrnan - Meeiran
Bastlngs(FL)' Meek
Rayworth Menendez
Hefner — Mica -
Billiard - Miner (CA)
.Hoekstrs •. Miner (FL)
Holder.-. .' Mink
Houghton Molloban
Hoyer .. Moran
Jackson (IL) Morella -
Jackson-Lee Mrtha'

(TX) - Myrick
Jacobs Nadler
Jefferson Neal
Johnson (CT) Oberstar
Johnson (SD) Olver
Johnson. K. B. . Ortlz. -

Kaniornki Orton
Kaptur Owens
Kelly . - Pallone
Kennedy (MA) Pastor
Kennedy (RI) - Paxon
Keunelly Paine (NJ)
Kildee Payne (VA)'..
Kim Pelosi-
King. Peterson (FL)
Eleczka Peterson (lO)
Kllnk Porter -
Kiug ,. Portman
Knollenberg Poshard
LaPalce Pryce

Quinn

Rangel -,
Reed
Regula -

Richardson
Rivers
Roemer..
Ros1eht1neu -

Roybal.Aflard.
Rush
Sabo
Sanders
Sanford
Sawyer
Schiff
Schroeder -

Schumer
Scott
Serrano
Skelton
Slarighter_
Smith (MI)
Smith (NJ)
Souder
Sptatt-
Studds' -

Stupa.k
Teleda
Thomas'
Thompeon.
Thornton - -

Thurmn.
TIahrt-.
Torkildsen
TorTes -.
Torricelli
Towns

:' Upton'.
Velasquez
Vento
Vlsclosky
Vollaner
Waidholts
Walker
Walsh

• Ward
Watt (NC)
Wamuan
Weldon (FL)
Weldon (PA)
White
Wllliams
Woolsey
Wynn
Yates'
Young (FL)
Zlznxner

Gutknecht
Hall (TX)
Hancock —

Hastert,
Hastings (WA)
Bayes

.Hefley'
Helneman.
Herer
Hineaxy
Rinchey
Hobson
Hoke
Horn
Hnstettler . -.
Hunter -

Hutchinson
Hyde
IngUs--

.lstóok
Johnson, Sam
Jones
Kasich
Kingston
Kolbe
Largent -

Latharn
Laughlin
Leach
Lewis )
Lightfoot -
Lincoln
Lipinsld
Longley
Lucas

MoCollum
McCxsxy

H2603

H2604

The CHAIRMAN. The question is on
the amendment offered by the gen-
tleman . from California [Mr.
ROBRABACHER].

The amendment was agreed to.
The CHAIRMAN. It is now in order to

consider amendment No. 22 printed in
part 2 of House Report 104-483.

AMENDMENT OFFERED BY MR. POMBO

Mr. POMBO. Mr. Chairman, I offer an
amendment.

The CHAIRMA1. The Clerk will des-
ignate the amendment.

The text of the amendment is as fol-
lows: -

Amendment offered by Mr. PoMno:

H2605
Subtitle B—Guest Worker Visitation Program
SEC. l. SHOR1' IYrLE.

This subtitle may be cited as the "Tem-
porary Agricultural Worker Amendments of
1996".
SEC. . NEW NONTManewa,.rr U_OD (i'IVtM%m

FORI
WOREE

0160 . -

Mr. LUCAS, Mrs.' CHENOWETH, and
Mr. XASICH. changed their vote from
"aye" to "no." - -

Messrs. DE LA GARZA. MCINTOSH,
and WELDON of Florida changed their
vote from "no" to "aye." . -

So the amendment,' as modified, was
agreed to .

,• -

The result of the vote was announced
as above recorded. -

Mr. CHAIRMAN. It is now in order to
consider amendment-No. 20 printed in
part 2 of House Report 104-483.

Does the gentleman from Texas [Mr.
BRY&N'r] wish to offer this amendment?

Mr. BRYANT of Texas. Mr... Chair-
man, the, preceding amendment having
been adopted, the Bryant amendment
as listed is rendered moot. I do not
wish to offer it at this time.
.TheCHAIRMAN.Itisnowinorderto

consider amendment No. 21 printed in
part 2 of House Report 104—483. -

AMENDMENT OFFEEED BY ME. p•53•5cm
Mr. ROHEABACKER. Mr. Chairman,

I offer an amendment.
The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will des-

ignate the amendment.
The text of the amendment is as fol-

lows: . . , ... , - -

Amendment offered by Mr. ROHB.A3ACHER:
Amend section 808 of the bill to read as fol-
lows: -

.

SEC. 808. 'LIMITATION ON ADJUSTIIENT OF SM-
TUS OF DD1VIDUAIS NOT LAW.
FULLY PRESENT . UNITED
SrATES.- .. ''.- -- ' -

(a) IN GENEa.I—Section 245(i) (8. U.S.C.
1255), as added by section 506(b) of the De-
partment of State and Belated Agencies Ap-
propriations Act, 1995 (Public Law 103-317,
108 Stat. 1765), is amended— -

(1) in paragraph (1), by inserting "pursuant
to section 301 of the Immigration Act of 1990
is not required to 'depart from, the United
States and who" after "who" the first place
it appears; and ..'

(2) by adding at the end of paragraph (2)
the following: "For purposes of subparagraph
(A), the ground of inadmissibility described
in section 212(a)(9) shall not apply.".

(b) EFFECTIVE DA'rE.—(l) The amendment
made by subsection (a)(1) shall apply to ap-
plications for adjustment of status filed after
September 30, 1996.

(2) The amendment made by subsection
(a)(2) shall take effect on the title W—A ef-
fective date (as defined in section 309(a)).

Acoher
Bachn, -

Baker (CA)
Baker (LA)
BaUeng

Barrett (NE)
Bartlett
Barton
Base.
Bateman

- Beilenson
Bereuter
B will
Bilbray
Bilirakis
BIller.
Boehner
Bono -
Brewster
Bryant (TN)
Bryant (TX)
Bunsing
Burr.
Burton
Buyer
Callahan
Calvert
Cana4y
Castle
Chamb]iss
Chenoweth
Clement
Clinger
coble
coburn
coleman
collins (GA) -

NOES—183
- combest

cooley -
Cox
crapo - . • -

Cremeans -
Cabin - -

Cunningham
Deal.
DeFazio
DeLay
Dickey -

Doolittle
Dornan -

Dreler'
Duncan -

Ebiers'
Ehrlicb

•

'- Emerson
• Everett

- Ewing
- Fawell

Fields (TX)
'Foley

Fowler
Franks (CT)

-

- Frelinghuysen
- Punderburk

Gallegly
-. Ganske-

Gekas -

Geren
Gibbons
Gilchrest - - -

Gillmor
Goodlatte
Gose
Graham
Greenwood
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Arney
Baker (CA)
Baker (LA)
Bailenger
Barr
Barrett (NE)
Baztlett
Bass -

Beviji
Bj1jikjs
Biop
Bliley
Boehrier
Bonilla
Bone
Boucher
Brewster -

Browder
BrowDback
Biyat (TN)
Bunn
Buning.
Burr
Cai1a1iai
Ca1vert
Ca
campbell
Cana4y
Chanibliss
Chenoweth
Cbrstesen
Cbrisier
Clinger
Coble
Cobiirn
Collins (GA)
Combest
Contht
Cooley-
Cramer -
Crane
Cao
Ceneans
Cubn
Cunningham
Deal
fleLa
fleutsch
Dickey
Dooley
Dool:tIe
Dreier
Dunn -

Ehiers :
Emerson
English
Ensign
Everett
Ewing

.

Abercrombie
Ackerman
Aflard
Andrews
Arther
achus
Baesier
Baidacc
Barcia
BaTett (WI)
Barton
Batenmn
Becerra

tRoll No. 85]

AYES—180
Fawell Metcaf
Fazio Mica
Fields (IX) Mfller (FL)
Forbes Montgomery
Fox Moorhea4
Funderburk Mofla -

Gaflegy Myers
Geka Myck
Glilmor Netherciitt
Gflmar Neumann
Goodithg
Gordon Nnssle
Gra2am Packard
Greenwood Parker
Gunderon Paxon
Gutknecht PayDe (VA)
Hamilton Peterson (FL)
Hacock Picett
Rasen Pombo
Hastert ryce
Hastings (WA) Qufilen
Rayworth P.ggs
Hefner
Heineman Rose
Herger Salmon
Rifleary Sanford
Hobson Saxton
Hoekgtja Sc]aeer
Houghton Sea.gtrwd
Hutchson
Xnglis Shuster
Johnson (CT) Sisisky
Jones Skelton
Kelly Sñth (MI)
Kim Sxüth (WA)
Kingston - Solomon
K.iollenbezg Souder
Kolbe Spence -
LaBOOd Sprattsten.
LaTourette Stump
Laugh1i - Ta
Lazio Tauzin
Lewis (CA) Taylor (NC)
Lewis (KY) . Thomas
IAghtfoct Thornberxy
Lincolu Tlahrt
Linder Upton

.. Livingston Vncanovch
LoBiondo Walker
Longley Wash
Lucas Watts (OK)
Manzuflo Weller
McCollnm W1te
McCrry Whitheld
McDa4e Wicker
McHugh WoU

-Mclziziis Young (As)
MC1DOSh. Yo (FL)
McEeon

NOES—242
Clyburxi ford
Colian Fowler
Collins () Frank (MA)
Corers Franks (
Costello Franks (NJ)
Coye
Daimer
Davis . Frost
de Ia Gaxa
DeFazio Gaske
DeLauro Gejdeson .

Dellums Gephardt
Diaz-Baart

szook Minge Sthjff
Jackson (iL) Mink Schroeder
Jackson-Lee Mol man Schumer

(TX) MoIlOha.D Scott
Jacobs Moran Sensenbrener
Jefferson Murtba Serrano
JOhnsOn (SD) Na4ler Sbaw
Johnson. E. B je•j Shays
Jomson. Sai Ney Skagg
K&uiorski Oberstar Skeen
Kaptur Obey- Slaughter
Kasic Olver Smith (NJ)
enned (MA) Ortz Smith (TX)
Kennedy (Ri) Orton — Stenhoirn
Kennefly Owens Stockma
Kildee OUey Studds

Paflone Stnpak
E1eka Pastor Talent
RUk— Payne (NJ) TaVe
Elug Pelosi Tiylor (MS)
LaFalce Peterson (MN) Tejeda
L&fltos Petri Thoinpon
Largent Pomeroy Thornton
LC8Ch Porter Thurman
Levin - Portnan Torkildsen
Lewis (GA) Poshar Torres -
LIptn&ki - Quinn TorrlcefljLO(fl R9.b&U Towizs
Lowey Ramstad Taflcant
Luther Rangel VeIa.zqnez
Ma1oey Reed Vento
Macton Regula ViscIosk
Markey Richazo Voucmer
Martinez RSvers Waldholtz

tinI Roenier Wamp -
Ward —

Matsui Rohxabacber Watt (NC)
McCarthy Roehtje Wana
McDexott Roth - Weldo (FL)
McBaie Roukema Weldon (PA)
MKIney Roybaj-Afl W2lljas
McNulty Royce Wilson
Meeha Rush Wise
Meek Sabo Woolsey•
Menendez Sanders Wynn
Meyers Sawyer Taxes
Miller (CA) - Scarborugh Zjmmer

NOT VOTThG—9-

Clay Johnston Stark
CoIhns (IL) Moakley Stok
Bayes Radanovich Waters

. 0 1808. -

MeSSrS. PARKER, HEFNER, PICK-
ETr, LAZ1O of New York, and EWflG
changed their vote from. "no" to "aye."

So the amendment, as amended, was
rejected. -

The result of the vote was announced
as recorded:

The CHAIRMAN. It is now in order to
consider amendment No. 24, printed in
part 2 of House Report 104-483.

AMENDMENT OFFEED BY MR. GOODLAITE
Mr. GOODLATTE. Mr. Chairman, I

offer an amendment.
The Clerk will designate the amend-

ment. .. -
The text of the amendment is as fol-

lows:
Amendment offered by Mr. GOODLADTE:

The CHAIRMAN. AU tune on this
amendment has expired.

The question is on the amendment
offered by the gentleman from Caiifor-
nia [Mr. PoMBo], as amended.

The question was taken: and the
Chairman announced that the noes ap-
peared to have it. -

Beilenson
Benisen
Bereuter
Berm_an -

Bflbray
Blute
Boeert.,
Boor —
Borsk2
BrowD (CA)
Brows (FL)

.

Dicks Gibbons
Dingell GUChISt
Dixon GZ1
Doggett Goodiatte
Dorna Goss
Doyle Green
Duncan Gutierrez
Durbin . Hal] (OH)
Edwards Hal] ()
Ehrlich larman
Engel -

Alter section 810, insert the following new
section (and conform the table of contents
accorthnly):
SEC. 811. CRANGES IN THE H-ZA PROGRAM.

(a) PLACING RESPONSIBIUTy FOR CE1TIn-
CATION WrrIN THE ThS—Sectjon 218 (8
U.S.C. 1188) is amended—

(1) by siking "Secretary of Labor" and
'Secretary" each place either appears (other
than in subsections (b)(2)(A), (c)(4), and

••

RECORDED VOTE .

Mr. POMBO. Mr. Chafrman I demand
a.recorded vote.

.

A recorded vote was ordered.
The vote was taken by electronic de-

vice, and there were—ayes 180, noes 242,
not voting 9, as follows:.

.

(OH)
Bryant (TX)
Burton
Buyer
Car±in
Castle
Chabot
Cbapma
C1aton
C1enet

Eshoo Hefley
Evans HUlia.rd
Farr Hinchey
Fatta Hoke
Felds(LA) Holden
Filner.
F1aje HostettlerHo
Fogliett&
Foley Erde

(g)(2)) and inserting "Attorney General"; and
(2) by amending paragraph (3) of subsection

(g) to read as follows:
"(3) There are authorized to be appro-

priated for each fiscal year such sums as
may be necessary for the purpose of enabling
the Attorney General and the Secretary of
Labor to make determinations and certifi-
catons under this
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The CHAIRMAN The question is on
the amendment offered by the gen-
tleman from Virginia [Mr. GOODLATrE).

The question was taken; and the
chairnian announced that the noes ap-
peared.to have it.

Mr. -GOODLATTE. Mr. Chairman, I
demand. a recorded vote.

The CHABMAN. Pursuant to - the
rule, further proceedings on the amend-
ment offered by the gentleman from
Virgiiña Mr. G0ODLAm will be post-
poned.

The CHAIRMAN. It is now in order to
consider amendment No. 28 printed in
part 2 of House Report 104—483.

March 21, 1996 CONGRESSIONAL RECORD—HOUSE H2627
AMENI)MENT OFFERED BY MR BURR

Mr. BURR. Mr. Chairman. I offer an
amendment.

The CRAIRM. The Clerk will des-
ignate the amendment.

The text of the amendment is as fol-
lows:

Alnen&nent offered by Mr. BURR: At the
end of subtitle B of title V insert the fol-
lowing new section:
SEC. 837. LtIENSION OF B-1A VISA PROGRAM

FOR NON.ThMIGRANT NURSES.
Effective as if included in the enactment of

the Immigration Nursing Relief Act of 1989
(Public Law 101—238), section 3(d) of such Act
(103 Stat. 2103) is amended—

(1) by striking "To -YEAR PERIOD",
(2) by stiiking '5-year", aDd
(3) by inserting "and ending at the end of

the 6-month per2od beginning on the date of
the enactment of the Irnmigi-atión in the Na-
tional Interest Act of 1995" alter "Act".
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Felghu3sen Linder
Geku McColhzxn
GereD Mor,.n
Goodlatte Myex
GuDdersoD Myrick
GutkDecht Ney
Hefley Oxley
BostetUer Parker
Boeghtce QuilleE
Butcsoe Ramstad
Jobsoe. Sam Rogers
i.ngstoe Roukenm
Latham Saxtoe

NOES—357 -

SchaeZer
Shaw
Smith (MI)
Smith (TX)
Stearis -

Steho1m
Tau
Taylor (NC)
Thomas
Wcker
Young (As)
Young (FL)

OweEs
Packard
PalloDe
Pa.stor
PaxoD
Payne (NJ)
Payzie (VA)
Pelosi
PetexsoD (FL)
PetexsoD (J)
Peth
Pckett
Pombo
Pomervy
Porter
Portman
Poshard
Pryce

Raball
Rangel
Reed
Reg&
RichardsoD

Riva'
Roberts
Roem&
Robrabacher
RosLehtinen
Roth
Roy1-A11ard
Royce
Rush

SalmoD

[12629
Thurman
Tiabrt
TorkildseD
Tones
Tox,icelli
Towns

ptOD
VeIazQuez
Vento
Vizclosky
Vojker
Vucaovj
Waldboltz -

WaLker
Walsh
Wamp

- Ward
Watt (NC)
Watt (OK)

• Wanan
WeldoD (FL)
WeldoD (PA)
Weller
White
Whitfield
Williams
Wise
Wolf
Woolsey

Yates
- Zeliff

Zixnmer

Sanders
Sanford
Sawyer
ScarborvughSc
Schroeder
Schnnaer
Scott
Seastrand
SenseDbrenner
Serrano
Sbadegg
Sbays
Shuster
Sissky
Scaggs

•Skeexz
• SkeltoD

SIgtter
Smith (NJ)
Sixiith (WA)

• SolomoD
Souder
Spence
Sratt
Stokma.n
Stump
Stupak.

• TaleDt
Tanner
Tate
Taylor (MS)
Tejed&.
ThooD
Thoxberty
ThormoD

Abercrombie. Doyle - Jones
Ackerman Drejer 1Canorski
A1ey Duncan Kwtur
Bachus Dunn aSich
Busier Durbin efly
Baker (CA) Edwards Kennedy (MA)
Baker (LA) Eh1ex. Kennedy (RI)
Baldacci Emexson KeneUy
Baflenger Engel — K1dee
B&ca English
Bazrett(NE) Eshoc - King -

Banett (WI) Evans K]eka
Ba Eveztt KbnkThe CHAIRMAN. The question is on Ewing

the amendment offered by the gen- Farr KolleDberg
tlexna.n - from North Carolina r& Bentsen . Fattah Kolbe

BUBBJ Berenter Fawell LaFalce
- Beztan Fazio -. LaBoodThe question was taken; and the BevW -. 'ields (LA) Lantos

Chairman announced that the ayes ap- Bishop Filner Lzget
pea.red to have it. . BlUt Flake . . LaTourette

Boeblert F'anan flghIjflMr. CONYERS Mr. Chainnan, I d Boener Foglietta Lao
mand a recorded vote. Bo1& Forbes LPM•h

The• CHAIRMAN. Pursuant to. the Bomor Ford L.evin
Boo Fox Lewis (CA)rule further proceethngs on the amend- BOXI Frank (MA) Lewis (GA) —

ment offered -by the gentleman from eszer Franks (CT) Lewis (KT)

. NOT VOTING—.15
D Stark
JohnstoD .
Moakley Studds

COUIDS (fl) Radaovtch Watexs
Rose W1so

North Carolina [Mr. BURR] will be post- Browder Frks(NJ) ZAghuoot

poned .

Brown (CA) Frsa I4ncon
- - - Brow(FL). L4pnski

5EQUTXAL VOTES POSTPONED IN COMMrrrEE BrowD (OH) Funderburk . I4viDgstoD -

OF TI wRoI.E Bryant (TX) Furse LOBIODdO

. 0 1926

Messrs. WYNN, MOORHEAD, PACK-
ARD, SHADEGO, WAMP, and DUNCAN

The CHAIRMAN. Pursuant to the Biinnmg Gailegly LO(gTeXI -.Bzr Ganske Longley
- rule, proceedings wiil now resume on BU11OD Gejd I.owey
those amendments on which further Buyer Gephazdt Lucas
proceedings were postponed in the fol- GibboEs - Luther .

Calvert GIlCbreSt MaloneYlowing order: Amendment No. 24 of-
. Gjflnior Maton

fered by• the gentleman from Virgiiiia Caady Gilma MamUo
GooDLm]; and amendment No. Cardj Goza1ez Markey -

28 offered by the gentleman from North - Castle Goodlig Martinez.
Cbabot GordoD - MartnCarolina [Mr. Bimt!]. co 'cara

• The Chair will reduce to 5 rniiutes Chapman . Graham -

the time for any electronic vote after CheDoweth Green McCaxthy

the first vote n this series. Cbnstense GreeDwooc McCrery
Crys1er Gutierrez McDa4e

• AMENDMENT OFFED BY MR. GOODLDrE Clato - Hal] (OH) McDeimott

changed their vote from "aye" to "no."
Mr. CAMPBELL changed his Vote

from "no" to "aye."
So the amendment was reected.
The result of the vote was announced

as above recorded.
Mr. DELAY. Mr. Charxnan, on roll-

call No. 86, I was unavoidably detained
due to my attendance at the funeral of
a close friend. Had I been present, I
would have voted "no."

AMENDMEr OFFEREX) BY MR. BURR
.

The CHAIRMAN. The penthng busi-

•

-

-.

.

The CHAIRMAN. The penthng busi- ClemeDt Hall (TX) -—.McBa3e -
C1ybur - EamfltoE McHughness is the demand for a recorded vote Coble - • Mciiins -

on the amendment offered by the gen- Coburn - Hansen - Mc1tosh -

tleman fromVirginia [Mr. GO0DLATrE] Colea Rarna - MCKeOD
COUmS (GA) Bastert Mclinneyon which further proceedings were • Co (MI) (j) McNulty

postponed and on which the noes pre- CoEtht -Hastings (WA) . - Meeban -
vailed by voice vote. .. .

Conyers - H&yes . Meek... .

The Clerk • will. . redesignate the Cooley Rayworth Meendez
Costello Heiner Metcalfamendment. - • • • Heinexnan •

-

The Clerk redesiguated the amend-. Coyne Herge Mica
ment. • . . .

Cramer Hilleary Miller (CA)
Crane Miller (FL) -

RECORDED VOTE • . C- • • Hnchey • -

The CHAMAN. Arecorded vote has Cremes - - HobsoD • Mink
been demanded. -

. Hoetra MO1tnrj •

Cnnnngbam -. Hoke MollobanA recorded vote was ordered. - Daner - foldeD Montgomery
The vote was taken by electronic de- de a Gaz Hors - Moorhea

vice, and there were—ayes 59, noes 357 Deal Hoyer . MoreUa
DeFazio Hurter Marthanot voting 15, as follows: . •

• iiye- Nadler- - [RoU No. 86) • Dejiurns NC1 •

AYES—59 • Deutsch Istook Nethercutt .

Diaz-Ba1xt JacksoD (fl) Neumann
Aflard Bilirakis Coinbest Dickey J8CkSOD-Lee Norwood
Adrews Bifley Davis Digej1 () Nussle •

ness is• the demand for a recorded vote
on the amendment offered by the geu-
tiernan from North Carolina (Mr. BURR]
on which further proceethugs were
postponed and on which the ayes pre-
vailed by voice vote.. - -

The Clerk win redesignate the
amendment;

The Clerk redesignated the amend-
ment.

. cozi voxt
The CUAMAN. A recorded vote has

been demanded.
A recorded vote was ordered.
The CRAMA1.L This will be a 5-

minute vote.
The vote was taken by electronic de-

vce. and there were—aye.s 154, noes 262,
not Voting 15, as follows:

• [fl No 87)
.

AYES—154
Abercrombie • Baileger •. Bilbra

Archer Boucher rlich DIXoD Jacobs - Obersar Aflard Barr Blfley
Bartlett Browback sig Doggett • • Jefferso Obey Archer Barrett (NE) Boehner

•

Bazto Bryant (TN) Fields (TX) Dooley JobsoD (CT) Olver •

Baiemai • Campbell Foley Doolittle JobsoD (SD) Ortz
Bflbriy - Clinger • Fowler Dora JohsoD. E.B. OrtoD

Armey
• Bartlett Boucher

Baker (CA) BartoD Brewster
Baker (LA) Beviil Bxowback
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Bryant (TN) Hansen Nussle McCarthy Pozueroy Spratt
Buns Eastert Ortiz McDade Porter Stearns

Bunning Hastings (WA) Oxley McDermott Poshard Stupak

Burr Hayes Packard McBale Pryce Talent

Burton Hayworth Parker McHugh Quinn Tate

Buyer Halley Payne (VA) McKinney Rahall Taylor (MS)

Camp Herger Pickett
Campbell Hilleary Pombo .

Canad.y Boekstra Portman
Chambliss Hoke Quillen -

Mcllulty Bamstad Thomas
Meeban Rangel Thompson
Meek Reed Thornton
Menendez Regula Thurman

Christensen Born Riggs Metcalf Richardson Tiabrt

Chrysler Hostettler Roberts .

Clement Bunter - Rogers

Clinger Butchinson Rush
Cobb Hyde Salmon

Meyers Rivers Torres
Miller (CA) Roamer Tomicelli
Minge Robrabacher Towns
Molinari Ros-Lebtinen Traficant

Coburn Ingils Saniord
Collms (GA) Jones Scbaerer
Combest Kaptur SclilfI

Crane Kelly -- Seastrand

Craps - Kim Sbadegg
Cremeans Kiug Shuster
Cabin Knollenberg Skeen
de Ia Garsa Kolbe - Smith (MI)
IDeal - LaBood Smith (TX)
Dickey .- Largent Solomon
Doolittle Latbam -. Souder

Molloban Roth Velasquez
Montgomery Roukema Vento
Moran Roybal-Allard Vlsclosky
Morella Royce Volkmer
Murtha Sabo WaldhOltz
Nadler Sanders Walsh
Neal - Sawyer Ward
Neumann Saxton Watt (NC)
Ney Scarborough Watts (OX)
Oberstar Schroeder Wa.uman
Obey Schumer Weldon (PA)

Dornan Laughlin Stenholm - Olver Scott Weller

Dreler Lewis (CA) Stockxnan
Durbln Lewis (KY) Stump. - -

Orton Sensenbreuner Whitfield
Owens Serrano Williams -

Ewing Lincoln Tanner -

Fawell Linder Tausin -
Pallone 51mw Wise
Pastor Shays Wolf

Fields ('IX) - Livingston Taylor (NC)
Foley Lucas .. Tejeda -

Fowler McCollum Thornberry

Pason Sisisky Woolsey
Payne (NJ) Skagga —

Wynn
Pelosi - - Skelton Yates

Funderburk McCrery Torklldsen
Gekas Mcinnis.... Upton
Geren Mcintosh Vucanovich

Peterson (FL) Slaughter Young (FL)
Peterson (MN) Smith (NJ): Zimmer.
Peth Smith (WA)

Gilchrest McXeon Jalker
Goodla.tte Mica Wanip - NOT VOTThG—15

Goss Miller (FL) Weldon (FL) Beilenson — Johnston Stark
Graham Mink White Clay Moakley Stokes
Gunderson Moorhead Wicker Collins (U) Radanovich Studds
Gutlmecht Myers Young (AK) DeLay Rose Waters
Hall (OHY- Myrick ZeUff Johnson (SD) Spence Wilson

Hall (TX) Nethercutt —

Hancock Norwood 0 1935.

NOES—262

Ackerman Dian-Baiart . Berman .

And.rèws DiCItS - Hsstlngs (FL)
Bachus DingeU BeXner
Baesler Dixon Heinexnan

The Clerk announced the following
pair: , -

On thiS vote:
Mr DeLay for. with 1r. Radanóvich

against.
Ealdacci Doggett Billiard- . - MrS. ROUKEMA and Messrs. PETER-
Barcia Dooley Hinchey SON of MinneSota, COOLEY, HOBSON.
Barrett (WI) Doyle Bobson
Bass Duncan '. Bolden SAXTON, LONGLEY, SEAW, and Ms.
Bateman - Dunn Boughton PRYCE changed their- vote from "aye"

. .Becerra Edwards Boyer
Bentsen Eblers . Istook -

Bereuter Ebrlich Jackson
Berman - Emerson Jackson-Lee
Bilirakis . Bagel — . (TX)-

to "no."
Mr. LAHOOD and Mr. PICKETI'

changed their vote from "no" to "aye."
So the amendment was rejected.

Bishop - English Jacobs
.

BItse Ensign Jefferson
Boehiert Eshoo .Johnson (C'l
Bonilla Evans . Johnson. E. B.
Bonior Everett Johnson. Sam
Bono . Farr ' Kanforaki
Borskl Fattah Kasich --
Browdei . Fanlo •. Kennedy (MA)
Brown (CA) -. Fields (LA) Kennedy (pc)
Brown (FL) Filner Kenselly
Brown (OH) Flake Kildee

.

Bryant (TX) Flanagan King
Callahan Foglietta Kingston
Calvert Forbes KiCcaka

The reSult of the vote was announced
as above recorded.
JMQBEU Mr. Chairman, I rise in op-

position to R.R. 2202.
In fairness, this bill is more acceptable now

than it was when t first came to the floor on
Tuesday. Several of my prinCipal concerns
have been addressed. In partiCular, adoption
of the Chrysler-Berman amendment deleting
unneeded reforms to our system of legal immi-
gration has put this bill back on track to ad-

Cardin Ford Kink
Castle Fox LaFalce
Cbabot Frank (MA) Lantos
Chapman Franks (CT) LaTourette
Chenoweth Franks (NJ) Laxio
Clayton Frelinghuysen
Cbybui-n Frisa ... Levis
coleman Frost Lewis (GA)
Collins () Purse Lightioot

dressing the primary immigration problem
whiCh our constituents have identified—illegal
immigration. In addition, the change under the
manager's amendment allowing for the filing of
asylum petitions within 180 days instead of the
30 days in the original bill recognizes the con-

- cem which I. and others ha expressed re-
Condit Gaflegly Lipln*i
Conyers - Ga.nske LoBlondo
Cooley Gejdenson I.ofgren
Costello -Gephardt Longley
Cox Gibbons- Lowey
Coyne Glllmor . Luther
Cramer Gilma.n - Maloney
Cunningham Gobez Manton
Danner Goodling Manzuflo
Davis Gordon MarkeD'
DeFazio --- Green Martinez
DeLauro Greenwood - Martini
Dellums Gutierrez Mascara
Deutsch Hamilton Matsui

garding the impossibility for most people of fil-
ing a complete claim in 30 days. Finally, adop-
lion of the Schiff-Smith amendment removng
caps on annual refugee admissions restores
the humaneness of U.S. refugee policy and
assures necessary flexibility to respond to
global events. -

I regret that the same humaneness and
compassion is not reflected in the provisions
in this bill dealing with children. To allow
States the option to deny an illegal alien child,

.

who cannot be held responsible for his or her
presence in this country, the right to an edu- -
cation is not only unconstitutional, but also
cruel to the child and counterproductive for our
communities. What is the point of the Con-
stitution if we are to decide that States may
opt out of assuring its guarantees? The same
can be said for the bill's provisions denying
Medicaid, AFDC, and food stamps to U.S. citi-
zen children whose parents are illegal aliens.
Failure of the Rouse to adopt the Velàzquez
amendment relegates these Americans-to sec-
ond class status. 4 hope these provisions will
be removed in conference.
_M..SIES_.1lr. Chairman, I rise, in strong
opposition to R.R. 2202, the Immigration n the
National Interest Act. Let me state from the
beginning that I strongly object, to this legisla-

lion's failure to distinguish between legal and
illegal immigration. Exploiting concerns about
illegal immigration, R.R. 2202 unreasonably

- limits the number of immigrants who can be
legally admitted to the United States. Thisre-
striction clearly violates the basic tenets of

-

- faimess and justice upon which our Nation, a
nation of immigrants, was founded. I believe

- that America must honor,.its,.pledge-of being a
- nation that will reunite families, provide asylum
to a reasonable number of refugees, and pro-
tect the legitimate rights of both American - -

- workers and legal immigrants. - - - -

-
- The Immigration in the National Interest Act -

would cut the number of immigrants 'who can
be,legally admitted to the United States nnu-
ally by more than 200,000 persons. This dra-
conian attack on America's immigrant popu-
lation would be accomplished by dramatically-
limiting the number of 'family immigration
visas, and by cutting in half the number of
people granted asylum. Slashing legal immi-
gration by 30 percent and refugee admission
by 50 percent is unconscionable. - - -

Mr. Speaker, it is also important to empha-
size that most of the legal immigrants entering
the -United States are' allowed for the purpose -

of family reunification. Our current policy re- -

quires that they are coming to this country to
join an immediate reIativewho has been
granted permanent residency status. It is in-
comprehensible that provisions 'in R.R. 2202

- would attack our national policy of family re-
unification. This bill's drastic reductions in the-'
number of legal family reunification through
numerical caps and earnings tests- will have
only one result, families will be divided.
'--In- aqdition to hurting. American--families,
R.R. 2202 recklessly cuts the U.S. participa-
tion - in humanitarian efforts - by limiting the
number of refugees who can enter the United
States by 50 percent. This heartless exclusion
of persons fleeing oppression and war is- not -

only contrary to the interest of refugees, it also
damages America's role as a-world power It
would, be anabdication of the U.S. humani-
tarian - leadership worldwide to support this
provision of R.R. 2202. - - - -

Another harmful element of this legislation is -

its requirement that both the, sponsoring indi-
vidual or family and the immigrant have an in-
come of 200 percent of the poverty level.
These unreasonably high family-sponsor caps --
will ultimately result in the disproportionate ex-
clusion of the families of poor and minority im-
migrants. Such unreasonable and blatant dis-
cnminatory immigration policies shoUld be ac-
tively resisted: -- - -'

There are numerous other harmful provi-'
sions in this measure—including making illegal



Immigrants ineligib!e for most Federal benefits
and establishing a telephone verification of
citizenship policy—that compel me to oppose
it The unjustified hostility to legal immigration
this biH fosters is simply un-American.

ft is important to recognize that the history
of the United States is largely one of immigra-
tion, and that this nation is rich because of its
blend of• cultures and ethnic backgrounds.
America is a nation of immigrants that—with-
out their creativity, intelligence, and vitality—
would not have achieved the greatness with
which it is recognized. This shortsighted legis-
lation will impose an unbalanced and unfair
set of priorfties that will hurt America much
more than it would help.

Mr. Speaker, the truth about H.R. 2202 is
that t fails to. not only distinguish between
legal and illegal immigration, but that it reflects
some of my colleagues' desires to sacrifice
the interests and obligations of the American
people in exchange for isolationism. I urge my•
colleagues to vote against this bill.

Mr DIxON. Mr. Chairman few areas of the
Nation confront the challenges and suffer the
impacts of illegal immigration as much as
southern California. I strongly support provi-
sions of H.R. 2202 which seek to contro! this
problem throUgh enhancements in our bor-
ders, inczeases in the numbers of border con-
trol agents, and inczeases in penalties for
smugg'ing and document fraud. I will vote for
passage of H.R. 2202. as amended, and con-
tinue to support the substantial increases in
funding, for the Immigration and Naturalization
Service to stem the' tide of illegal immigration.

However, I have reservations about 'several
of the provisions of this legislation, and wiU
carefully scrutinize the conference agreement
on this legislation prior to giving that bill my
support. I want to specifically highlight my
strong objections to inclusion of the amend-
ment which grants States the option to deny
all public education to illegal aliens.
• The amendment may be good politics.

Cleaily, it is appealing to many who are con-
cerned about tight education budgets and the•
need to spend what moneys are available on
American'chjldren, rather than educating those
illegally in the country. However, the amend-
ment is harsh in its treatment of children; is
highly questionable as a disincentive to. illegal
immigration; and wifl create far more problems
for schools- and communities impacted by ille-
ga immigration than it seeks to rectify. -

I fail to understand how proponents of this
measure believe that creating a situation
where schoo' officials wifl be forced to deter-
mine a student's legal immigration status will
be beneficial to our educational systems. The
costs of educating these children will, merely
be shifted to the administrative burden of de-
termining immigrant status. —

We will not be controlling illegal immigration
by keeping some young people out of school.
What we will be doing is putting those same
young people on our streets, unattended and
unsupervised. This is hardly the result that
many in our communities are seeking as they
look to Congress, to address lIegal immigra-
tion. Moreover, stigmatizing certain schoo
children in this manner, can only lead to po-

— tential discrimination against those children
who may mer&y look diflerent.

Claiming the provsio.n as a disincentive to
illegal immigration is- questionable, at best. I

do not believe that a free education for their
children is a primary incentive among individ-

uals seeking to enter the United States ilie-
gaily.

Yes, we have a problem with illegal immi-
gration. But punishing children not legafly in
this country through no fault of their own,
while p'acing the burdens of defining who is
and who is not legal on our pubjic educational
system, is a misguided attempt at solving that
problem.

With these reservations in mind, I support
the legislation before us as we continue to en-
hance federal efforts to control our borders
and ease the burdens of illegal immigration on
our communities, cities, and States.

Mr_MIIN. I rise today in support of the
Immigration n the National Interest Act, H.R..
2202.

I am pleased that we are finally addressing
one of the most important problems facing
America today, I am of course refemng to the
issue of Immigration reform.

As I have traveled around my District over
the last few weeks from senior centers to Main
Street the one issue about which people have
repeatedly expressed concem is our failed im-
migration policy. These visits with my constitu-
ents retnforce my beiief that .we must institute
common sense immigration reforms. -

The United States of Amenca hasatways
been known as a land of immigrants—4he
melting pot or in today's climate of political
correctness, "the tossed salad" of the world.

Over the last 200 years, millions of families
have traveled thousands of miles to embrace
opportunities found only in Amenca. In fact,
my grandparents traveled from Italy to settle in
North Jersey where they built a successful
business, raised four children and truly fulfilled
the American dream.

Unfortunately, we have gotten away from
the brand of immigration represented by my
grandparents and others of that proud genera-
tion. Today, illegal immigration and fraudulent
legal immigration runs rampant through our
system.

Mr. Speaker, nearly 20 percent of the legal
immigrants in this country are on welfare. Fur-
thermore, one-quarter of all federal prisoners
are diegal aliens. Does this sound like an in-
migration policy that is operating at 100 per-
cent efficiency, Mr. Speaker? I think not.

Neither did the bipartisan Commission on
mmgration Reform headed by the late Bar-
bara Jordan. The Commssion concluded,
"The United States must have a more credible
immigration policy that deters unlawful imrni-
gration while supporting our rational interest in
immigration."..

As a member of the Congressional Task
Force on Immigration, I strongly support the
commission's findings.

H•R. 2202 is a strong, but fair bill, Mr.
Speaker. It establishes a positive framework to
prevent illegal aliens from feeding at the pubhc
trough. I do not believe it is extreme to-stop
the flow of federal taxpayer doff ars to illegal
immigrants.

Mr. Speaker, enactment of H.ft 2202 would
reduce ifiega! immigration by 50 percent over
the next 5 years. By stemming the tide of iHe-
gal immigration now, we will preserve Amer-
ican jobs for Americans. n fact, this legislation
may be the most pro-job and pro-family bill we
consider in the 104th Congress.

Some of my colleagues in this body would
like to separate legal immigration reform from
iHegal immigration reform. I, on the other
hand, do not believe that we can address one
problem without fixing the other. -.
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H.R. 2202 is a family friendly bill that does

not attempt to deprive members of the imme-
diate family of legal residents from relocating
to the United States. This legislation recog-
nizes the importance and strength of family re-
lationships by providing no annual limitation to
the immigration of immediate family members
to citizens of the United States.

In fact, H.R. 2202 wiO allow more legal im-
migrants into the United States ori an annUal
basis than we have admitted 60 of the last 65
years.

In short, Mr. Speaker, H.R. 2202 places
more emphasis on proactive measures that
eliminate_the incentives to illegally .entei the
country, while still providing amp'e 400m for
immigrants who truly desire to pursue the
American dream.

In closing, I urge my colleagues to support
this much needed immigration reform:
,,Mr. YOUNG of Florida. Mr. Chairman, the

problem of illegal immigration has reached his-
toric proportions. Past attempts by Congress
to reform immigration laws have provided
nothing more than greater incentives and
promised benefits for illegal aliens. The'result
is the present system which' actually encour-
ages immigrants to come to America illegally.

Today, I am proud to support an histonc -
change in our Nation's immigration pohcy.
Today, we are going to pass a reformbiH with
real teeth.i it A bill that crack down on ille-.
gal irrmigrants already here, and one that se-..
cures our borders against future immirants
who would seek to enter illegally. Past legisla-
tion this House has considered, which I

strongly opposed, did nothing to alleviate the
problems of illegal immigration. At long last, I

look forward to supportsng a bifl which ac-
knowledges these problems and takes action
to address them.

While past legislation sent the message you
could come to the U.S. illegáliy.and expect to
receive welfare benefits, food stamps and free
health care, this iegislation finally puts an end /
to this outrage. As a Member from the State
of Florida, I have seen first-hand the financial
burden these lU-gotten attempts at reform
have placed on States forced to t5ear the brunt
of this failed immigration policy. Past Con-
gresses refused to stop the excessive flow of
iflegal immigrants and' toIiminate the enor-
mous costs associated with .this broken sys-
tem. Today, we own-up to our responsibilities
with a hard-nosed approach that substantially
increases border control, provides the Immi-
gration and Naturalization Service with the
tools necessary to find and deport illegal
ahens, and pays for the Fedéra! Governments
financial obligations to the States.

. -

Mr. Chairman, my State of Florida has long -

been overburdened by'the flood of illegal im-
rrágration. Since the Mariel boatlift in 1980, we
have been the destination of a disproportion-
ate number of immigrants, making us. the
third-largest recipient of immigrants among our
50 States. A!though immigration policy is the
sole jurisdiction of the United States Govern-
ment, history has proven that States like Flor-
ida are typically left with the cost and respon-
sibihty of providing expensive social services
to illegal aiiens.

With the enactment of H.R. 2202, we have
an opportunity to minimize the enormous ex-
penses that we force upon our States by de-
nying most public benefits to illegal aliens, re-
movIng pubfjc charges, and holding' sponsors
personally responsible for the financial weil.
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being of an immigrant they bring into our
country. Most- importantly, this bill requires the
Federal Government to reimburse States and
localities for any expenses incurred from pro-
viding federally mandated services to illegal
immigrants. Based upon various formulas, it is
estimated that the State of Fiorida has spent
an average of $651 million per year from
1989—1993, or a total of $3.25 billion for serv-
ices provided to illegal immigrants. If the costs
to local govemmeflS are included, the total
burden rises to $15 billion for that same 5-
year period:

Unlike past immigration reform bills, H.R.
2202 Will actually discourage the illegal entry
of immigrants by increasing our border contro'
agents by 5,000 personnel, improving physical
barriers along our borders, including a triple-
layer fence, authorizing advanced border
equipment to be used by the Immigration and
Naturalization Service, and instituting an effec-
tve removal process to discharge illegal imm-
grants with no documentation. This bili pro-
vides the Department of Justice with 25 new
U.S. Attorneys General and authorizes 350

new INS inspectors to investigate and pros-
ecute aliens and alien smugglers.

This bill also strongly supports the Amencan
worker by cracking down on the use of fraudu-
lent documents that illegal immigrants use to
get American jobs and by enforcing strict pen-
aflies tor employers who knowingty violate
these saws. The Department of Labor is au-
thorized 150 pew investigators to enforce the
bin's labor provisions bamng the employment
of illegal ahens.

Mr. Chairman, the American people demand
that Congress take action to secure our bor-
des against illegal irnmigrants. With the explo-
sion in the amount of drugs and criminals
coming across our borders, and with the flood
of illegal immigrants. many of whom settle in
Flonda, it is eminently important that we do all
we can to protect our national boroers.

While past Congresses refused to address
this national crisis, today we deliver, with a
much needed and long overdue first step in
this renewed effort. Today we will approve leg-
islation With unprecedented prevention and en-
forcernent mechanisms. The message to ille-.
gal ahens is no longer one of indifference. The
new message is simple—try to enter the Unit-
ed States illegally and we will stojyou, should
you get in, we will find and deport you, and

should you remain in hiding, don't expect
i1uch in the way of support.

Mr. GALLEGLY. Mr Chairman, after having
a conversation with Mr. GCODUNG, the chair-
man of the opportunities committee, I wish to
clarify, for the record, section 606 of H.R.
2202. -

The Department of Education recently
signed a computer matching agreement with
the Socia' Security Administration which is to
go into effect for the 1996—1997 school year.

The purpose of the matching program is to.
ensure that the requirements of section 484(a)
of the Higher Education Act of 1965 are met.

This matching program will enable the De-
partment of Education to confirm that the so-
cial security number and the citizenship status
of applicants for financia' assistance under
TIUe W of the Higher Education Act are valid
at the time of application.

I would further note. that the details of the
matching arrangement can be found in the
Federal Register pubhcatioris of March 23,
1995, September 21, 1995, and December 1,
1995. -
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The matching agreement addresses my
concerns about the verification of a student's
status and eligibility for student aid.

However, we all know that statutory lan-

guage is a much better source of authonty
than regulations. So, just want to make sure.
that the verification takes place, that's all.

That's why I have included the statutory lan-

guage, If the Attorney General and the Sec-
retary of. Education agree that the matching
agreement adequately meets the verification
requirements of section 606 of the bill, then

that is fine with me.
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The ChAIRMAN. The qusti6nis onthe commjte amendment in the na-ture of a substitute, as modified, as
amended.

The Committee amendment in thenature of a substitute, as modified, as
amended, was agreed to.

The CEAIRj Under the rule, the
Coxnmittee r1ses.

Accordingly the Corn ittee rose; and
the Speaker pro tempoze (Mr. RIGGS)having aSsuied the chair, Mr.

March 21, 199r
BONILLA, Chainn of the Comxnjtt.
of the Whole House on the State of th
Union, reported that that Committeehaving had under considetjon the bill(H.R. O2), to amend the Immigration
and Nationality Act to improve deter-rence of illegal immigration to the
United States by increasing border pa-trol and investigative Personnel, by in-
creasing penalties for aiien smugglingand for document fraud, by reforming
exclusion and deportation law and pro-
cedures, by improving the verjfjtjon
system for eligibility for employment,
and Jthrough other measures, to reformthe legal immigration system and la-
cilitate legai entries into the Um'tedStates, and for other purposes, pursu-ant to House Resolution 384, he re-
ported the bill back to the House with
an amendment adopted by the Cornmft-
tee of the Whole.

Th SPEAKER pro tempore. Underthe rule, the prevjo question is or-dered.
Is a separate vote demanded on any

amendment to the commjttee amend-ment in the nature of a substitute
adopted by the Committee of theWhole? If not, the question is on theamendiient.

The amendment was agreed to.The SPEAK pro tempore. The
question is on the engrossment and
thfrd.readig of the bill.

The bill was ordered to be engrossed
and read a third t]xne, and was read thethird time.
MOTION TO RECOMMiT OFFER BY MR. BRYAqT

OPEXA5
Mr. BRYA' of Texas. Mr. Speaker,

I offer a motion to recomnjt.
The SPEAXER pro tempore.. Is the

gentlerna opposed to the bill?
Mr.. BRYA'T of Texas. In its present

form, I am, Mr. Speaker.
The SPE pro ternore. The Clerk.

win report the motion to recommit
The Clerk read the motion, as fol-lows: -

Mr. BRYMT of Texas moves to recon,mjtthe bill, B.R. 2202, back to the Conxnittee onthe Jnthciaiy with instructions to report thebill back forthwith with the fOllowingaxnendlflent:
Amend secto 806 to read as follows:

SEC. 806. CRANGFS RElATING TO B-lB

(a) ATrE5TATI0NS._
(1) COENSATXON LEVEL.—Sectjon

212(n)(1)(A)(j) (8 U.S.C. 1182(n)(1XA)(j)) isamended—
(A) i sthclause (I), by inserting "ioo percent or' before "the actual wage level",
(B) in subciause (D), by inserting "ioo per-cent or' before "the prevauig wage level",and
(C) by adding at the end the following: "isoffering and wlfl Offer during such period thesame benefits and additional compensationprovided to siml1arlyeruployed wOrke bythe employer, and".
(2) Dispi or tjrrrE STArES wou

RS.—SectJon 2i2(n)(1) (8 U.S.C. 1182(n)(1)) is
amended by inserting after subparagTaph (D)the following new sub.ragaph:

"(Exi) The ernpoyer—
"U) has not, within the six-month period

prior to the filing of the application, laid offor otherwise displaced any United State8
worker (as defined in clause (ii)), Including
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any worker obtained by contract, employee be treated as employees, and coimted as
leasing, temporary help agreement, or other nonimrnlg'rants imder sectionsimilar basis, in the occupational classifica- 1O1(a)(15)(H)(i)(b), imder this paragraph.".
tion which is the subject of the application (5) JOB C0NTRACT0RS.—(A) Sectioi 212(n)(1)
and in which the nonimmlgrant is intended (8 U.S.C.. 1182(n)(l)), as amended by para-
to be (Cr is) employed; and

- graphs (2) through (4), is further amended by"(II) within 90 d&ys following the applica- inserting alter subparagraph (G) the follow-
tion, and within 90 d&ys before and aster the Ing new subparagx-ap:
filing of a petition for any H—lB worker pur- "(H) In the case of an employer that is asuant to that application, will not lay off or job contractor (within the meamng of regu-
otherwise thsplace any United States worker lations promuig-ated by the Secretary ofin the occupational classification which is Labor to caxry Out this subsection), the con-the subject of the application and in which tractor will not place, any- H—lB employeethe nonimniigrant is Intended to be (or is) with another-employer imless such other em-employed. ployer has executed an attestation that the"(ii) For purposes of this subparagraph, th employer is complying and will. continue toterm 'United States worker' means—

- comply with the requirements of this para-"(I) a citizen or at1onal of the United graph in the same manner as they apply toStates;
- the job contractor."."(U) an alien lawfuily admitted to the (B) Section 212(n)(2) (8 U.S.C. 1182(n)(2)) IsUnited States for permanent residence; and

- amended by adding at the end the following
• "(m) an alien authorized to be so em- new silbparag'raph:'ployed by this Act or by the Attorney Gen- "CE) The provisions of this paragraph shalleral.

- apply to complaints respecting a failure of"(iii) For purposes of this subparagraph, another employer to comply with an attesta-the term 'laid oW, with respect to an em- tion described in paragraph (1). that has beenployee, means the employee's loss of employ- made as the esu1t of the requirement im-ment, other than a discharge for cause or a posed on job contractors imder paragraphvoluitary departure or voluntary retire- (1)(H), in the same manner that they applyment.". ' - to complajuts of a petitioner with respect to
- -- (3) Ectnz'r OP UTED STATEs WORK- a failure to comply with a condition de-
ERS.—Section 212<nXl) (8 U.S.C. 1182(n)(1)). as scnbed in paragraph (1) by employers geD-
amended by paragraph (2). is futher aznend- era).ly.". -

ed by inserting after subparagraph CE) the (b) SPECIAL RULES FoR EMPLOYERS DEPEND-
following new subparagraph:

- ENT ON H—LB WORS.—5ect1on 212(n) (8
"(F) The employer, prior to filing the ap- U.S.C. 1182(n)) Is amended by adding at the

plication, attempted lmsuccessfully and in end the following new paragraph:
good faith to recruit a United States worker - "(3)(A) No alien may be admitted or pro-
for the employment that will be done by the vided status as a nonimmigrant described In
aiien whose services ae being sought, section 1O1(a)(15)(H)(i)(b) if the employer who
recruitment procedures that meet indusy- is seeking the services of siich alien has at.-
wide standards and offering wages that tested under paragraph (1)(G) that the em-
at least.— ployer is dependent on H—lB workers unless

"(i) 100 percent of the actuai wage level - the following conditions are met:
.id by the employer- to other indivithials - "(i) The Secretary of Labor has determined
with similar experience and qualifications, and certified to the Secretary of State and
for the specific employment in question, or the Attorney General that the employer who

"Ui) 100 percent of the prevailing wage Isseeldng the services of such alien Is taking
level for Individuals in such employment in steps described in subparagraph (C) (includ-

- the area of employment. ' lug having taken the step described in sub-
-

whichever is greater, ba.ed on the best inlor- paragraph (1))).
niation available as of the date of filing the "UI) The. alien has demonstrated, to the
application, and offering the same benefits satisfaction of the Secretary of State and
and additional compensation provided to the Attorney General that the alien has a
similarly-employed workers by the em- residence abroad which he has no intention
ployer.". '

- of abandoning.
(4) DEPENDENCE ON H—lB WORS....Section "(B)(i) It is Unlawful for a petitioning em-

212(n)(I) (8 U.S.C. 1182(n)(l)). as amended by ployer to require as a condition of employ-
- paragraphs (2) and (3), is further amended by ment by. such employer, or otherwise, that
inserting after subpara€raph (F) the follow- the fee described in subparagraph (A)(i), or
ing new subparagraph: any part of it, be paid directly or indirectly

"(GXi) Whether the employer is dependeDt by the alien whose services are being sought.
on H—lB workers, as defined in clause (ii) d "(ii) Any person or entity wbch is deter-
in such regulations as the Secretary of Labor mined, after notice and opportunity for 'p—.
may develop and promuigte in accordance administrative hearing, to have violated
with this rrap. .

- clause (i) shall be subject to a civil peiialty
of S5.000 for each violation, to an administra--"Ui) For purposes of claise (i),- an em-
tive order requirmg the payment of the feeployer is 'dependent on H—lB workers' if the
described in subparagraph (A)(i). and to dis-employer— -

"(I) has fewer than 41 full-time equivalent qualification for 1 year from petitioning
imder section 204 or 214(c). -employees who are employed ii the United "(iii) Any axnolmt determined to have beenStates and ernpoys four - or more pa. recUy or indirectly, to the 'und bynonlmznig'rants imder section the alien whose services were sought, shall1O1(a)(15)(H)(i)(b); or be repa.id from the fund or by the employer,"(II) has at least 41 full-tune equivalent as appropriate, to such alien.employees who are employed in the United "(C)() An employer who attests underStates, and' employs nonirnmigrants de- paragraph (1)(G) to dependence on H—lBscribed in section 10l(a)(15)(H)(i)(b) in a num-' workers shall take timely. significant; andber that is equal to at least ten percent of effective steps (including the step describedthe nu!nber'of such full-time equ.ivalent em- subparagraph (D.)) to recruit and retainployees.

- sufficient United States workers in order to"(iii) In appiyng this subparagraph, any remove as quickiy as reasonably possible thegroup treated as a single employer tixider dependence of the employer on H-lB work-
subsection (b), (c), (m), or (0) of section 414 of ers.
the Interiiai Revenue Code of 1986 shall be "(ii) For purposes of clause Ci). steps imder
treated as a single employer under this sub- clause (i) (in addition to the step described
paragraph. Aliens with respect to whom the izi subparagraph (D)) may include the follow-
employer as filed such an application shall ing
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"(I) Operating a program of training exist-

ing employees who are United States work-
ers in the skills needed by the employer, or
financing (or otherwise providing for) such
employees' participation In such a traii.ng
program elsewhere.

"(II) Providing career development pro-
grams and other methods of facilitating
United States workers in related fields to ac-
quire the skills needed by the employer.
- "(m) Paying to employees who are United
States workers compensation that is equal
in value to -more than 105 percent of what is
paid to persons similarly employed In the ge-
ographic area. - -

The steps described in this clause shall not
be considered to be an exhaustive list of the
significant steps that may be taken to meet
the requirements of clause (i). -

"(iii) The steps described in clause Ci) shall
not be considered effective if the employer
has failed to decrease by at least 10 percent
in each of two consecutive years the percent.-
age of the employer's total number of em-
ployees in the specifià employment in which
the H—lB workers are employed which is rep-
resented by the nuniber of H—lB workers.

"(iv) The Attorney General shall not ap-
prove petitions filed under section 204 or
214(c) with respect to a employer that has
not, in the prior two years, complied with
the requirements of this subparagraph (in-
cluding subparagraph (D))..

-"(D)(i) The step described In this 8ubpara-
graph is payment of an amount consistent
with clause (ii) by the petitioujng employer
into a private fimd which is certified by the
Secretary of Labor as dedicated to reducing
the dependence of employers in the Industry
of which the petitionmg employer is- a part
on new foreign workers and which expends
anounts received nader this subclanse con-
sistent with clause (iii). -.

"(il) An amount is consistent with this
c1use if it is a percent of the- vaie of the.
annual compensation (Including-wages, 'bene-
fits, and all other compensatfon), to be paid
to the alien whose services are being.8ought,
equal to 5 percent in the first year, 7.5 per-
cent in the second year, and 10 percent i the
third year. - . -

"(iii) Amounts are expended cons1stet
with this clause if they are expended as 101-
lows:

'(I) One-baif of the aggregae amounts are
expended for awarding scholarships and fel-
lowships to students at colleges and rntver-
sitles in the United States who ae citizens
or lawful permanent residents of the United
States majoring in. or eng-ag-fn in graduate
study of, subjects of direct relevance to the
employ er in the same industry as the peti-
Vioning employer.

"(U) One-half of the aggregate amounts are
expended for enabling United States workers
in the United States to obtain training in oc-
cupations required by employers in the same
industry as the petitioning employer.

(c) INCREASEI) PLTIEs POR MI5RZPRE-
STATIO.—5ection' 212(n)(2)(C) (8 U.S.C.
1182(n)(2)(C)) is amended—

(1) in subparagraph (C) in the matter be-
fore clause (i), by striking "(1)(C) or (l)(D)"
and inserting "(1)(C), (1)(D), (1)(E), or (l)(F)
or 'to fulfill obligations imposed under sub-
section (b) for employers defined in sub-
section (a)(4)";

(2) in silbparagraph (C)(i), by striking
a inserting "$5,000";

(3) by amendig subpa-agTaph (C)(ii) to
read as follows

"(ii) the Attorney General shall not ap-
prove petitions filed with respect to that em-
ployer (or ay employer who is a successor
i interest) under section 204 or 214(c) for
aliens to be employed by the employer—

"(I) during a period of at least year in the
case of the first determination of a violation
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or any subsequent deterxniDatlon of a viola-
tion occurring wIthin 1 gear of that trst vio-
lation or any subsequent determination of a
nonwillfui violation occurring more than I
gear after the first violation;

"(U) during a period of at least 5 years th
the case ofa determination of a willful viola-
tion occurring more thaxi 1 year after the
first riolatlon; and -

"(1]]) at any time in the case of a deter-
minatlon of a willful violation occurring
more than 5 years after a riolation described
In subclause (U)"; and

(3) in subparagraph (D), by adding at the
end the following: "If. a penalty under sub-
paragraph (C) has been imposed in the case
of a willful violation, the S,ecreta.ry shall un-
pose an additional civil monetary penadty on
the employer In an amount equalling twice
the amount of backpay.".

• (d) LThTT&TION ON PERIOD OF AUThORIZED
ADMISSION.—Sectlon 214(g)(4) (8 U.S.C.
1184(gX4)) is amended—

(1) by Inserting "or section
1OI(a)(15)(H)(ilXb)" alter "section
1OI(aXl5)(H)(f)(b)"; and -

(2) by strlldng "6 years" and Inserting in
lieu thereof "3 years".

(e) REQtmEMENT FOR RESIDENCE ABROAD—
Section 1O1(a)(15)(R)(iXb) (8 U.S.C.
11O1(a)(15XR)(I)(b)) is amended by insertthg
'whO has a residence in a foreign couny
wbch he has no Intention of abandoning,"
after "212(jX2),".

(1) EmcnvE DATES.—
(I) Except as provided in aragrsph (2), the

• amendments made by this section sbaii take.
• effect 60 d&ys after the date of the eacent

of this Act.
(2) The amendments :e by subsection

(d) shall apply with respect to offenses occur-
ring on or alter the date of enacent of this
Act.

Mr. BRYANT of Texas (during th
reading). Mr. Speaker, I ask 1miiirnous
consent that the motion be considered

• as read and printed in the RECORD.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there

objection to the request of the gen-
tleman from.Texaz?

There was no objection.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gen-

tleman from Texas [Mr. BRYT] is rec-
ognized for 5 minutes in support of his
motion to recommit.

Mr. BRYANT of, Texa.. Mr. Speaker,
the motion to recommit incorporates
an amendment which the Committee
on Rules would not allow us to offer in
the course of the debate on the iumii-
gration bill which would change the
current law in a way that is beneficial
and positive for American workers.

The current law allows people to
enter this country on temporary work
'visaz, up to 65,000 a year, and to be put
to work in companies where often they
take the jobs of American workers.

The fact of the matter is, that be-
tween 1992 and 1995 we had 234,000 for-
eign temporary workers enter the
country and take the jobs of American
workers. Mr. Speaker, the H-lB pro-
grain that was created in 1990 was de-
signed to alleviate, some short-term
needs with some temporary worker
visas. It has now turned into a program
in which companies have replaced, in
some cases, entire departments with
imported workers coming in on tem-
porary visas, and they are allowed to
stay as long as 6 years.

This motion to recommit would
change that program, and would say
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th&t, U.S. workers cain not be laid off
and replaced with H-lB foreign work-
ers, that the temporary visa will ox1y
be good for 3 years not 6. It would re-
quire that employers dependent on H-
lB workers would have to take timely,
significant, and effective steps to re-
crult and retain sufficient U.S. workers
to remove that dependency.

It Is an outrage that we have had sit-
uations in this country where compa-
nies have brought in large numbers of
temporary H-lB workers. They have
asked their domestic work force to
train the imported workers. Then they
have fired the domestic workers and
put to work the newly trained foreign
workers that were brought in under the
H-lB program. It should not be per-
mitted. This motion to recommit
would forbid it forever In the future.

Mr. Speaker, I yield 1 minute to the
gentleman from Michigan [Mr. CON-
Ys.].

Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Speaker,. first of
afl, I congratulate my colleague on the.
Committee on the Judiciary, the gen-
tleman from Texas, (Mr. BRY/J,4T], for
an incredibly diligent job.

The motion here to recommit with
the amendment may be the most ma-
porta.nt vote we may consider this year
from the perspective of the American
worker, because 'It puts before us the
identical immigration reform bill, with
just one exception, and here it is: th&t
American companies should attempt to
recruit American workéxs for skilled
jobs before trying to recruit foreign
workers for these jobs.

01945
That is what it is about, that is all it

is about. The administration has pro-
duced a record of 8 million new jobs.
Some of the Republican candidates, by
contrast, or one in particuiar. is still
figuring out that jobs is a major issue
with Americans. It translates here into
the GOP leadership.

The Rules Committee blocked this
amendment and so we are bringing it
up now in a motion to recommit.
Please support this motion, to recom-
mit whether you are a Republican or a
Democrat. . . - -

Mr. BRYANT of Texas. I thank the
gentleman for his comments.

Mr. Speaker, I would point out that
under this motion to recommit em-
ployers who are dependent on H—lB or-
ders would have to take effective steps
to recruit, and retain U.S. workers to
remove that dependency, and that U.S.
workers could not be laid off and re-
placed with H-rn workers.

Mr. Speaker, I yield to the gentleman
from California [Mr. BERM).

Mr. BERMAN. I thank the gentleman
for yielding. . I strongly support his
amendment. This amendment should
have been allowed in the rules. We
should have been able to debate this on
the floor.

I just want to take 15 seconds of my
time to inthcate that in this bill, which
is coming up for final passage, is what
I believe to be an unconstitutional and
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just horrible on public policy amend-
ment with respect to children and pub-
lic schools. I am going to support this
bill because it is so much better than it
was through this House. If this amend-
ment does not come out in conference
committee, I will oppose the bill on the
floor when it' comes back from con-
ference with every ounce of my energy.

Mr. BRYANT of Texas. Mr. Speaker,
I would simply conclude by saying that
this motion to recommit would put
into the immigration bill a provision
that ensures that U.S. workers cannot
be laid off and replaced with foreign
temporary- workers. Every Member of
this House ought to vote in the interest
of the American work force for the mo-
tion to recommit. •

Mr. SMITH of Texas. Mr. Speaker, I
rise in opposition to the motion to re-
commit.'

The SPPAR pro tempore (Mr.
RIGGS). The gentleman from Texas is
recognized for 5 minutes.

Mr. SMITH of Texas. Mr. Speaker,
the gentleman from Texas [Mr. BRY-
ANT] and I have been through a lot on,
a year-long journey to implement im-
migration reform legislation. I feel like
we are 'a little like the two characters
in Lonesome Dove; Woodrow and Gus.
While we. may sometimes disagree, I
am not gorng to take any shots at my
partner in this endeavor. Instead, I do
want to tell my colleagues why this is
such a good bill and why it puts the in-
terest of American families, workers,
and taxpayers .first.

This legislation will reduce illegal
immigration and reform legal iumii-
gration. It will help secure our borders,
reduce crime, and protect jobs for
American citizens. It will encourage
]egal immigrants to be productive
members of our cornunities and ease
the burden on the hardworking tax-
payers.:

For only the fourth time . this cen-
tu.ry, Congress now considers com-
prehensive' immigration reform. I
thank my colleagues for their'patience,
for their interest, and for their sup-
port. I urge my colleagues to vote "no"
on the motion to recommit and "yes"
on final passage.
• The SPEAKER pro tempore. Without
objection, the previous question is or-
dered on the motion to recommit.

There was no objection.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The'

question is on the motion to recommit.
The question was taken; and the

Speaker pro tempore announced that
the noes appeared to have it.

RECORDED VOTE -

Mr. BRYANT of Texas. Mr. Speaker,
I demand a recorded vote.

A recorded vote was ordered. -
• The SP1A pro tempore. Pursu-
ant to the provisions of clause 5 of rule
XV, the Chair announces that he will
reduce to a nthiTnum of 5 minutes the
period of time within which a vote by
electronic device, if ordered, will be
taken on the question of passage of the
bill.

The vote was taken by electronic de-
vice, and there were—ayes 188, noes 231,
not voting 12, as follows:
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(Roll No. 88]

AYES—188

Graham LlghtIoot Salmon Blute
Greenwood lAnder Sanford Boehiert
Gunderaon Livingston Saxton Boehner

Goes
Graham
Greenwood

Myrick
Nethercttt
Neumann

Abercrombie
Ackerman

Gordon Olver
Green

Gutkneclit LOfgTSn Scarborough Bonus
Hail (TX) Longley Schaefer Bono

Guiderson
Gutkecht

Ney
Norwood

•

.

-

•

Ji.ndrews Gutierror Owens
Bossier Hall (OH) Pailone
Ba.ldacát Hniflton p&str
Barcia Earrnan Payne (NJ)
Barrett (WI) Hastings (FL) Payne (VA)
Becerra ener Pelosi
Beilenson Etlllard Peterson (FL)
Beutsen Hinchey Peterson
Berman Holden Pickett
Bishop . Hoyer . Pomeroy
Boehiert Jackson -(IL) Poshard

• JksoLee Rahail
Boraki (TX) Range)
Boucher Jacobs . p
Brc'wder Jefferson Regula
Brown (CA) Johnson (SD) Richardson
Brown (FL) Johnson. E. B. Ri
Brown (OH) Kaojorslsi' Roamer
Rryant crx K&PtO
Cardin Kennedy (MA) Royba)-A)ard
Chapman. . Kennedy (RI) . Royce
Clayton Kennelly naia
Clyburn' Kildee s
Coleman Kiecaka Sanders
Collins (Mi) Kllnk Sawyer
Condit LaFaloe schroeder .'
Conyers Lantos' Schumer
Costello - Levin Scott
Coyne Lewis (GA). Serrano
.Danner . Lincoln Sisishy
de Ia Garza. Llplnslci Skaggs
DeFszlo LoBiondo . Skelton' -

DeLauro Lowey Slaughter
Dellums Luther . . Smith (NJ)
Deutsch . Maloney
Dicks Ma.nton' Stockman
Diugell " Markey' Stupak
Dixon Martinez Taner
Doggett Mascara Taylor (MS)
Doyle Matsul Teeda
Durbin McCarthy Thompecn
Edwards McDermott Thornton
Engel MuRals Thurman
Ensign McKinney Torkjidsen
Evans McNulty Tosses
Farr Meeban Torricelli
Fattab Meek Towns
Fazio . Menendes
Fields (LA) Metcalf , - VeI.ó.zquez
Fiber Meyers . Yento
Flake Miller (CA) VlsclosI'
Foglietta Minge Volkmer
Ford Mink Ward
Frank (MA) Mollohan Watt (NC)
FreUnghuysen - Moran Waxman
Fyot- . Murtha Williams
Parne . Nadler . Wise
Geidenson Neal Woolsey
Gepbardt . Ney , Wynn
Gibbons Oberstar Yates
Gonzalez Obey Zimmer

NOES—231 •

.

Aflard • , • Ca.lvert Dreler
Archer Camp Dunran
Armey Campbell -'• Dunn

Hancock Lucas Schiff Borski
HanSen ManzullO SeastraD.d Botcher
Bastert Martini Senaenbrenner rwstp.
Bastlngs (WA) McCollum Shadegg Browder
Hayes McCrery Shaw row (CA)
Bayworth McDade Shays Brownback
Haney McHugh Shunter Bryant (TN)
Heineman Mclnnls Skeen Bunning
HTer McIntob Smth CMI) BurrMn Smith (TX) Burton
Hobeon Mica Smith (WA)

. Buyer
HOpkStra Miller (FL) Solomon Callahan .

Hoke Mollnarl Souder Calvert
Horn Montgomery Spence cP
Hostettler Moorhead Stearns Canar
Houghton Morells Stenholm Ca -
Hunter - Myers Stump Castle
Hutchlnaofl Myrick Talent Chabot
Hyde Nethercutt Tate
Inglis Neumann Tannin ChapmanIstook Norwood Taylor (NC) Chenoweth
Johnson (CT) Nussle
Johnson. Sam Orton 'florberr cryser
JOnes Oxleyck tJpton ClIngerKelly Parker Vucanovich CableKim Paxon Waldholtz CobursKing Pelli Walker Collins (GA)Kingston Pombo Walsh CombestKiug - Porter Wamp Condit

. Knollenberg Poruman Watts (OK) CooleyKolbe Psyce . Weldon y'
CostelloLaBood Quillen Weldon (PA)
CozLargent Quinn Weller (merLatham •Ramstad White
Crane .LaTourette Riggs Whitfield

I.auhin Roberts Wicker Crai,o .

Lanio . Rogers Wolf. Cremeans
Le&Ch Robrabacher Young (AK) Cabin
Lewis (CA) Roa-Lehtinen Young (FL) Cinnmham

DannerLewis (KY) Roth Zeliff
Davis

NOT VOTflIG—12 Deal
De'azioClay Moakley Stokes

Collins (IL) Badanovich Studds DeLanro

DeLay Rose Waters •De.ar
Johnston Stark Wilson Deutsch

Dickey
Dixon

. 0 2005 Dooley
,

The Clerk announced the• following Doolittle
Doylepair: Dreler

On this vote: ' Duncen
Mr. Stokes for, with Mr. RadanovCb Dunn -

Dorbin3nSt,
Edwards

Mr. STOCv1A' changed his vote Kiuiers

from "no" to "aye." , EhrliCh
EmersonSo the motion to recommit was re- Engjected. .

• Ensign •

The reSult of the vote was announced Eshoc •

- as-above recorded. -.
- Everett

EwingThe SPEAKER (Mr. RiGGS). The Parr
question is on the passage of the bill. Fawell

Hall (TX) Nusale
Hamilton Obey
Hantock Orton•ey
Harman Packard
Rastert Pailone
Hastings (WA) Parker
Hayes Paxon
Hayworth Payne (VA)
Hefley Peterson (FL)
Hefner Peterson (MI)
Hethemaan Petri
Herger Pickett
mueary Pombo
Hobson Pomeroy
Hoèkstra Poi'ter
Hoke Portinan
Holden. Poshard
Horn •. Ptyce
Hostettler . QojUen
Houghton . Quinn

Ramstad
Hunter Reed
Hutchinson Begula
Hyde Riggs
Inglis Rivers
Istook Roberts
Jacobs Roamer
Johnson (C1 Rogers
Johnson (SD) Robrabacher
Johnson. Sam Roth
Jones Roukema
Kan$ornki Royce
Haptor Salmon
Kasich Sanford
Kelly . Sawyer
Kennelly. Sexton
Ktldee Scarborough
Kim Scbaeer -.
Kingston Schiff
Kieceka Sc.her
Elink Seasorand
King - Sensenbrenner
Knollenberg Shadegg
Kolbe Shaw.
LaROO4 Shays
Lantos Shutter
Largent Slsisky
Latham Skeen
LaTourette . Skelton.
Laughlin , Slaughter
Lazio Smith (Mi)
Leach ' Smith (NJ)
Levis ' Smith (TX)
Lewis (CA) Smith (WA)
Lewis (KY) Solomon
LightIoot . - Souder
Lincoln Spence
Under Spmzt
Liplnski • Stearns
'Livingston . • Stenholm
LoBiondo Stockman
Longley . Stump
Lowey Stupak
Lucas • Talent
Luther Tanner -•

. Bachus '

Baker (CA) '
Baker (LA) •

Bailenger. •

Canady Ehiers
• Castle Ebrllch

Chabot Emerson
Chamblias Eugush .

The queStion was taken: and the Fazio
Fields (TX) 'Speake" ro tempore announced that Flauthe ayes appeared to have it.

• Foley

Maloney .

Ma.nton
Manzullo •

Martini

Tate
Tannin
Taylor (MS)

' Taylor (NC) -

•

Barr •

Barrett (NE)
Bartlett •

Barton
Bass •

Bateman -

Bereuter
Bevill

Chenoweth Eshoo
Christensen Everett
Chrysler Ewing '

•

Clement Fawell
Clinger Fields (TX)
Coble - .

, Coburn Foley
Collins (GA) Forbes -

RECORDED VOTE Forbes
FordMr. CONYERS.. Mr. Speaker, I de- Fowler

mand a recorded vote. • Fox
A recorded vote was ordered. Franks (CT)

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Franks (NJ)
Frelinghuysenwill be a 5-minute vote. Prim

Mascara
Mccarthy
McCollum •

McCrsry '

McDade
McEale.
McHugh
Mclnnis

Tejeda
Thomas
Thornberry

• Thornton
Thurman
Tiahrt
Torklldsen
Torricelui

• Bilbray
Bilirakis
Bliley
Blte -

combest Fowler
Cooley. - Fox

Franks (CT) •

Cramer Franks (NJ)

- The vote was taken by electronic de- Frost
vice, and there were—ayes 333,. noes 87, Funderburk

Parsenot voting 12, as follows:
- Galleg)y •

Mcintosh
McKeon
McNulty
Menendez

T)sficsnt
Upton
Vento
Visoloshy

Boehner Crane Frisa
Bonilla Crapo Funderbur
Bono Cremeans Gallegly

(Roll No. 89] Ganske

AYES—333 • Gejdenson
. Gekas

Metcalf •

Meyers
Mica '

- Volkmer-
Vucanovich
Waizlholtz

Brewster .' Cabin Gauske . Ackerman Baldacci ' Bateman Gephardt - - Miller (CA) Walker
Browoback
Bryant (TN)

Cunningham Geltas •

' Davis , Geren
Aflard Ballenger - Beutsen • Geren
Andrews Barcia Bereuter Giicbrest •

Miller (FL)
Hinge ' .

Walsh
'. Wamp

•

Dunn
Bunning

Deal Glislirest
Diaz-Balaxt - Glilmor

Archer Barr Berman Gilhinor
Anney' Barrett (NE) Bevill • Gilman

Molinari
Montgomery

Watts (OK)
Wsan

Burr .' Dickey.. Glituan Bachus Barrett (WI) Bilbray Gingrich Moorhead ' Weldon (FL)
• Burton Dooley - Goodiatte Baesler Bartlett BilLa)cis Goodlsite Moran Weldon (PA)

Buyer , Doolittle Goodling ' Baker (CA) Barton Bishop. Gooduing Murtha' Weller
Callahan , Dornan - Goss Baker (LA) Bass Bliley Gordon Myers White



The Clerk announced the following.pai
Ontbls vote:
Mr. Eadaovich for, with Mr. Stokes

against.
Ms. ESHOO changed her vote from

"no" to "aye."
So the bin was passed.
The result of the vote was amiounced

asabove recorded.
A motion to recoxisider was laid on

the table.

GENERAL. LEAVE -

Mr. INGLIS of South Carolina. Mr.
Speaker, I ask Iirniynouz consent that
all Members may have 5. legislative
days to revise and extend their re-
marks on the biU iust passed.

The. -SPEAER pro tempore (Mr.
HEFLEY). Is there objection to the re-
quest of the gent3.emaxi from South
Carolina?

There was no ob)ection.

AUThORIZING THE CLERK TO
MA CORRECTIONS IN -EN-
GROSSMENT OF H.R. 2202, Thflvfl-
GRATION fl T NATIONAL fl-
TEREST ACT OF 1995
Mr. - flGLIS of South Carolina. Mr.

Speaker, I ask nh1nimous consent
that, in the engrossment of the bill,
R.R. 2202, the Clerk be authorized to
correct section numbers, cross-ref-
erences, the table of contents, and
punctuation, and to make such sty]is-
tic, clerical, technical, conforxx1ixlg, and
other chatges as may be necessary to
reflect the actions of the House in
amending the bill.
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Whitfield Wise Young (FL) The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there
Wicker Wolf ZdIff objection to the request of the gen-WiUjai young (AX) Zimer tieman from South Carolina?

There was no objection.
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NOES—SI .

Abezrombte GomIez Oberstar
Becerra Green Olver
Beileon Gntierrez Ortiz
Boior Rail (OH) Owe
Brown (FL) Hsting8 (FL) Pastor
BrowD (oli) Eliliazd PLYDe (NJ)
snt (TX) Hinchey Pelosi
ThlEn lackzon () RaaI1
Canipbefl .hckzon-Lee Rage1
Clayton ' (IX) Richardson
C1ybur Jefferson Ios-I.ehtthen
Coleman Jobnon. E. B. BybaI-ABard
ComDza) Keniiedy(MA). Rush -.
Coyers Kennedy (El) Sabo
Coye
de Ia Gar

King--
LaPa.lce

Sanders
Scbroeder

Deflnms Lewis (GA) Scott
Dlaz-Ba)art Lofgren. Serano
flicks Markey Skaggs
Dthgell Mazt&nez Thomon
Doggett Matsuf Tarres
Egel McDermou Tw
Evans McXney Velazquez
Fattah Meean Ward
Fields (LA) Meek Wart (NC)
Fiber Mink Woo1ze
Pake Molloban Wy
Foilietta Morefla Yates
Frank (MA) Nadler
Gibbono neal

cy
Coflin (IL)
Dox
.lobEstofl

NOT VOTING—12
Moakley 5tokes

- Eadaovcb studds
Rose
Stark Wilson
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IN TIlE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

APRn 15, 1996
Received; read twice and placed on the calendar

AN ACT
To amend the Immigration and Nationality Act to improve

deterrence of illegal immigration to the United States
by increasing border patrol and investigative personnel,
by increasing penalties for alien smuggling and for docu-

ment fraud, by reforming exclusion and deportation law
and procedures, by improving the verification system for
eligibility for employment, and through other measures,
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to reform the legal immigration system and facilitate

legal entries into the United States, and for other pur-

poses.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and Hove of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE; AMENDMENTS TO IMMIGRATION

4 AND NATIONALITY ACT; TABLE OF CON-

5 TENTS.

6 (a) SHORT TITLE.—This Act may be cited as the

7 "Immigration in the National Interest Act of 1996".

8 (b) AMENDMENTS TO IMMIGRATION AND NATIoN-

9 rr AcT.—Except as otherwise specifically provided—

10 (1) whenever in this Act an amendment or re-

11 peal is expressed as the amendment or repeal of a

12 section or other provision, the reference shall be con-

13 sidered to be made to that section or provision in the -

14 Immigration and Nationality Act, and

15 (2) amendments to a section or other provision

16 are to such section or other provision as in effect on

17 the date of the enactment of this Act and before any

18 amendment made to such section or other provision

19 elsewhere in this Act.

20 (c) TABLE OF CONTENTS.—The table of contents for

21 this Act is as follows:

Sec. 1. Short title; amendments to Immigration and Nationality Act; table of
contents.

HR 2202 PCS
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TITLE I—DETERRENCE OF TLTRGAL Th1MiGRAON
THROUGH IMPROVED BORDER ENFORCEMENT, PILOT
PROGRAMS, AND INTERIOR ENFORCEMENT

Subtitle A—Improved Enforcement at Border
Sec. 101. Border patrol agents and support personnel.
Sec. 102. Improvement of barriers at border.
Sec. 103. Improved border equipment and technolo.
Sec. 104. Improvement in border crossing identification card.
Sec. 105. Civil penalties for illegal entry.
Sec. 106. Prosecution of aliens repeatedly reentering the United States unlaw-

fully.
Sec. 107. Inservice training for the border patrol.
Sec. 108. Report.

Subtitle B—Pilot Programs
Sec. 111. Pilot program on interior repatriation.
Sec. 112. Pilot program on use of closed military bases for the detention of in-

admissible or deportable aliens.
Sec. 113. Pilot program to collect records of departing passengers.

Subtitle C—Interior Enforcement

Sec. 121. Increase in personnel for interior enforcement.
Sec. 122. Acceptance of state services to carry out deportation functions.

TITLE U—ENHANCED ENFORCEMENT AND PENALTIES
AGAINST ALIEN SMUGGLING; DOCUMENT FRAUD

Subtitle A—Enhcinced Enforcement and Penalties Against
Alien Smuggling

Sec. 201. Wiretap authority for alien smuggling investigations.
Sec. 202. Racketeering offenses relating to alien smuggling.
Sec. 203. Increased criminal penalties for alien smuggling.
Sec. 204. Increased number of Assistant United States Attorneys.
Sec. 205. Undercover investigation authority.

Subtitle B—Deterrence of Document Fraud
Sec. 211. Increased criminal penalties for fraudulent use of government-issued

documents.
Sec. 212. New civil penalties for document fraud.
Sec. 213. New civil penalty for failure to present documents and for preparing

ininigration documents without authorization.
Sec. 214. New criminal penakies for failure to disclose role as preparer of false

application for asylum and for preparing certain post-convic-
tion applications.

Sec. 215. Criminal penalty for knowingly presenting document which fails to
contain reasonable basis in law or fact.

Sec. 216. Criminal penalties for false claim to citizenship.

Subtitle C—Asset Forfeiture for Passport and Visa Offenses
Sec. 221. Criminal forfeiture for passport and visa related offenses.
Sec. 222. Subpoenas for bank records.
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Sec. 223. Effective date.

TITLE rn—INSPECTION, APPREHENSION, DETENTION, AD-
JUDICATION, AND REMOVAL OF INADMISSIBLE AND DE-
PORTABLE ALIENS

Subtitle A—Revision of Procedures for Removal of Aliens

Sec. 300. Overview of changes iii removal procedures.
Sec. 301. Treating persons present in the United Sta without authorization

as not admitted.
Sec. 302. Inspection of aliens; expedited removal of inadmissible arriving aliens;

referr4l for hearing (revised section 235).
Sec. 303. Apprehension and detention of aliens not lawfully in the United

States (reised section 236).
Sec. 304. Removal proceedings; cancellation of removal and adjustment of sta-

tus; voluntary departure (revised and new sections 239 to
240C).

Sec. 305. Detention and removal of aliens ordered removed (new section 241).
Sec. 306. Appeals from orders of removal (new section 242).
Sec. 307. Penalties relating to removal (revised section 243).
Sec. 308. Redesignation and reorganization of other provisions; additional con-

forming amendments.
Sec. 309. Effective dates; transition.

Subtitle B—Removal of Alien Terrorists

PART 1—REMOVAL PROCEDTIEES FOR ALiEN TERRORISTS

Sec. 321. Removal procedures for alien terrorists.
Sec. 322. Funding for detention and removal of alien terrorists.

PART 2—INADMIsSILBmITY AND DENIAL OF RELrEF FOR ALiEN TERRORISTS

Sec. 331. Membership in terrorist organization as ground of inadmissibility. -

Sec. 332. Denial of relief for alien terrorists.

Subtitle C—Deterring Transportation of Unlawful Aliens to
the United States

Sec. 341. Definition of stowaway.
Sec. 342. List of alien and citizen passengers arriving.
Sec. 343. Provisions relating to contracts with transportation lines.

Subtitle D—Additional Provisions

Sec. 351. Definitioii of conviction.
Sec. 352. Immigration judges and compensation.
Sec. 353. Rescission of lawful permanent resident status.
Sec. 354. Civil penalties for faiure to depart.
Sec. 355. Clarification of district court jurisdiction.
Sec. 356. Demonstration project for identification of illegal aliens iii incarcer-

ation facility of Miaheim, California.
Sec. 357. Enhanced penalties for failure to depart, illegal reentry, and passport

and visa fraud.
Sec. 358. Authorization of additional funds for removal of aliens.
Sec. 359. Application of additional civil penalties to enforcement.
Sec. 360. Prisoner transfer treaties.
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Sec. 361. Criminal alien identification system.
Sec. 362. Waiver of exclusion and deportation ground for certain section 274C

violators.
Sec. 363. Authorizing registration of aliens on criminal probation or criminal

parole.
Sec. 364. Confidentiality provision for certain alien battered spouses and chil-

dren.
Sec. 365. Authority for State and local law enforcement assistance in deporta-

tion.

TITLE IV—ENFORCEMENT OF RESThICTIONS AGAINST
EMPLOYMENT

Sec. 401. Pilot program for voluntary use of employment eligibility confirrna-
tion process.

Sec. 402. Limiting liability for certain technical violations of paperwork require-
ments.

Sec. 403. Paperwork and other changes in the employer sanctions program.
Sec. 404. Strengthened enforcement of the employer sanctions provisions.
Sec. 405. Reports on earnings of aliens not authorized to work.
Sec. 406. Authorizing maintenance of certain information on aliens.
Sec. 407. Unfair immigration-related employment practices.

TITLE V—REFORM OF LEGAL IMMIGRATION SYSTEM

Subtitle A—Refugees

Sec. 501. Persecution for resistance to coercive population control methods.

Subtitle B—Asylum Reform

Sec. 511. Asylum reform.
Sec. 512. Fixiiig numerical adjustments for asylees at 10,000 each year.
Sec. 513. Increase in asylum officers.

TITLE V1—RESThJCTIONS ON BENEFTS FOR ALIENS

Sec. 600. Statements of national policy concerning welfare and immigration.

Subtitle A—Eligibility of Illegal Aliens for Public Benefits

PART 1—PUBLIC BENEFITS GENERALLY

Sec. 601. Making illegal aliens ineligible for public assistance, contracts, and li-
censes.

Sec. 602. Making unauthorized aliens ineligible for unemployment benefits.
Sec. 603. General exceptions.
Sec. 604. Treatment of expenses subject to emergency medical services ecep-

tion.
Sec. 605. Report on disqualification of illegal aliens from housing assistance

programs.
Sec. 606. Verification of student eligibility for postsecondary Federal student ii-

nancial assistance.
Sec. 607. Payment of public assistance benefits.
Sec. 608. Definitions.
Sec. 609. Regulations and effective dates.

PART 2—HOUSING ASSISTANCE
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Sec. 611. Actions in cases of termiiiation of finaiicial assistance.
Sec. 612. Verification of immigration status aiid eligibility for fiiianeial assist-

ailce.
Sec. 613. Prohibition of sanctions against entities making finaiicial assistance

eligibility determinations.
Sec. 614. Regulations.

PT .3—PtBUC EDUCATION BENEFITS

Sec. 616. Authoriziiig States to deny public education benefits to aliens not
lawfully present in the United States.

Subtitle B—Expansion of Disqualification From Tnimigration
Benefits on the Basis of Public Charge

See. 621. Ground for inadmissibility.
Sec. 622. Grouiid for deportabiity.

Subtitle C—Attribution of Income and Affidavits of Support

Sec. 631. Attribution of sponsor's income and resources to family-sponsored im-
migrants.

Sec. 632. Requirements for sponsor's affidavit of support.
Sec. 633. Cosignature of alieii student loans.
Sec. 634. Statutory construction.

TJTLE VIl—FACILITAflON OF LEGAL ENTRY

See. 701. Additional land border inspectors; infrastructure improvements.
See. 702. Commuter lane pilot programs.
See. 703. Preinspection at foreign airports.
Sec. 704. Training of airline personnel in detection of fraudulent documeiits.

TITLE Vifi—MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

Subtitle A—Amendments to the Immigration and Nationality
Act

Sec. 801. Nonixnmigrant status for spouses and childreii of members of the
Armed Services.

Sec. 802. Amended defihlitiGn of aggravated felony.
Sec. 803. Authority to determine visa processing procedures.
Sec. 804. Waiver authority conceniing iiotice of denial of application for visas.
Sec. 805. Treatment of Caiadiaii landed immigrants.
Sec. 806. Changes relating to 11—13 noniminigrants.
Sec. 807. Validity of period of visas.
Sec. 808. Limitatioii on adjustment of status of individuals not lawfully present

iii the United States.
Sec. 809. Limited access to certain confidential INS flies.
Sec. 810. Change of noniinniigrant classification.
Sec. 811. Certificatioii requirements for foreign health-care workers.
Sec. 812. Computation of targeted assistance.

Subtitle B—Other Provisions

Sec. 831. Commission report on fraud associated with birth certificates.
Sec. 832. Uniform vital statistics.
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See. 833. Communication between State and local government agencies, and
the Immigration and Naturalization Service.

See. 834. Regulations regarding habitual residence.
See. 835. Female genital mutilation. ,
Sec. 836. Designation of Portugal as a visa waiver pilot program countiy with

probationary status.
See. 837. Adjustment of status for certain Polish and Hungarian parolees.
See. 838. Support of demonstration projects. —

See. 839. Treatment of certain aliens who served with special guerrilla units in
Laos.

Sec. 840. Sense of the Congress regarding the mission of the Immigration and
Naturalization Service.

See. 841. Authorization of reimbursement of certain Polish applicants for the
1995 diversity immigrant program.

Sec. 842. Sense of Congress; requirements regarding notice.
See. 843. Sense of the Congress with respect to State criminal alien assistance

program.

Subtitle C—Technical Corrections

See. 851. Miscellaneous technical corrections.
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9 TITLE Il—ENHANCED ENFORCE-
10 MENT AND PENALTIES
11 AGAINST ALIEN SMUGGLING;
12 DOCUMENT FRAUD

31

6 Subtitle B—Deterrence of
7 Document Fraud
8 SEC. 211. INCREASED CRIMINAL PENALTIES FOR FRAUDU-

9 LENT USE OF GOVERNMENT-ISSUED DOCU-

10 MENTS.

11 (a) FRAUD AND MISUSE OF GOVERNMENT-ISSUED

12 IDENTIFICATION DOCUMENTS.—Section 1028(b) of title

13 18, United States Code, is amended—

14 (1) in paragraph (1), by inserting "except as

15 provided in paragraphs (3) and (4)," after "(1)"

16 and by striking "five years" and inserting "15

17 years";

18 (2) in paragraph (2), by inserting "except as

19 provided in paragraphs (3) and (4)," after "(2)"

20 and by striking "and" at the end;

21 (3) by redesignating paragraph (3) as para-

22 graph (5); and

23 (4) by inserting after paragraph (2) the follow-

24 ing new paragraphs:
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1 "(3) a fine under this title or imprisonment for

2 not more than 20 years, or both, if the offense is

3 committed to facilitate a drug trafficking crime (as

4 defined in section 929(a)(2) of this title);

5 "(4) a fine under this title or imprisonment for

6 not more than 25 years, or both, if the offense is

7 committed to facilitate an act of international terror-

8 ism (as defined in section 2331(1) of this title);

9 and".

10 (b) CHANGES TO TItE SENTENCING LEVELS.—PUr-

11 suant to section 944 of title 28, United States Code, and

12 section 21 of the Sentencing Act of 1987, the United

13 States Sentencing Commission• shall promulgate guide-

14 lines, or amend existing guidelines, relating to defendants

15 convicted of violating, or conspiring to violate, sections

16 1546(a) and 1028(a) of title 18, United States Code. The

17 basic offense level under section 2L2.1 of the United

18 States Sentencing Guidelines shall be increased to—

19 (1) not less than offense level 15 if the offense

20 involves 100 or more documents;

21 (2) not less than offense level 20 if the offense

22 involves 1,000 or more documents, or if the docu-

23 ments were used to facilitate any other criminal ac-

24 tivity described in section 212(a)(2)(A)(i)(ll) of the

25 Immigration and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C.
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1 1182(a•)(A)(i)(JJ)) or in section 1O1(a)(43) of such

2 Act; and

3 (3) not less than offense level 25 if the offense

4 involves—

5 (A) the provision of documents to a person

6 known or suspected of engaging in a terrorist

7 activity (as such terms are defined in section

8 212(a)(3)(B) of the Immigration and National-

9 ity Act (8 U.S.C. 1182(a)(3)(B));

10 (B) the provision of documents to facilitate

11 a terrorist activity or to assist a person to en-

12 gage in terrorist activity (as such terms are de-

13 fined in section 212(a) (3) (B) of the Inimigra-

14 tion and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C.

15 1182(a)(3)(B)); or

16 (C) the provision of documents to persons

17 involved in racketeering enterprises (described

18 in section 1952(a) of title 18, United States
19 Code).

20 SEC. 212. NEW CiVIL PENALTIES FOR DOCUMENT FRAUD.

21 (a) ACTWITIES PROHIBITED.—Sectjon 274C(a) (8

22 U.S.C. 1324c(a)) is amended—

23 (1) by striking "or" at the end of paragraph
24 (3);

IIR22O2PCS 2
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1 (2) by striking the period at the end of para-

2 graph (4) and inserting", or"; and

3 (3) by adding at the end the following:

4 "(5) in reckless disregard of the fact that the

5 information is false or does not relate to the appli-

6 cant, to prepare, to file, or to assist another in pre-

7 paring or filing, documents which are falsely made

8 for the purpose of satisfying a requirement of this

9 Act.

10 For purposes of this section, the term 'falsely made' in-

11 cludes, with respect to a document or application, the

12 preparation or provision of the document or application

13 with knowledge or in reckless disregard of the fact that

14 such document contains a false, fictitious, or fraudulent

15 statement or material representation, or has no basis in

16 law or fact, or otherwise fails to state a material fact per-

17 taming to the document or application.".

18 (b) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS FOR CrvIL PEN-

19 ALTIES.—Section 274C(d)(3) (8 U.S.C. 1324c(d)(3)) is

20 amended by striking "each document used, accepted, or

21 created and each instance of use, acceptance, or creation"

22 both places it appears and inserting "each instance of a

23 violation under subsection (a)".

24 (c) EFFECTIVE DATES.—(1) The amendments made

25 by subsection (a) shall apply to the preparation or filing
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1 of documents, and assistance in such preparation or filing,

2 occurring on or after the date of the enactment of this

3 Act.

4 (2) The amendment made by subsection (b) shaii

5 apply to violations occurring on or after the-date of the

6 enactment of this Act.

231

16 TITLE W—ENFORCEME OF
17 RESTRICTIONS AGAINST EM.

.18 PLOYMENT
19 SEC. 401. PILOT PROGRAM FOR VOLUNTARy USE OF EM-

20 PLOYMEN ELIGIBILITY CONF1RM&TION

21 PROCESS.

22 (a) VOLUNTARY ELECTION TO PARTICIPATE IN

23 PILOT PRO G-RA11 CONFIRMATION MECHANISM.—

24 (1) IN GENERAL—An employer (or a recruiter
25 or referrer subject to section 274A(a)(1)(B)(ii) of
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1 the Immigration and Nationality Act) may elect to

2 participate in the pilot program for employment eli-

3 gibility confirmation provided under this section

4 (such program in this section referred to as the

5 "pilot program"). Except as specifically provided in

6 this section, the Attorney General is not authorized

7 to require any entity to participate in the program

8 under this section. The pilot program shall operate

9 in at least 5 of the 7 States with the highest esti-

10 mated population of unauthorized aliens.

11 (2) EFFECT OF ELECTION.—The following pro-

12 visions apply in the case of an entity electing to par-

13 ticipate in the pilot program:

14 (A) OBLIGATION TO USE CONFIRMATION

15 MECHANIISM.—The entity agrees to comply with

16 the confirmation mechanism under subsection

17 (c) to coufirm employment eligibility under the

18 pilot program for all individuals covered under

19 the election in accordance with this section.

20 (B) BENEFIT OF REBUTTABLE PRESUMP-

21 TION.—

22 (i) IN GENERAL.—If the entity ob-

23 tains confirmation of employment eligibility

24 under the pilot program with respect to the

25 hiring (or recruiting or referral that is sub-
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1 ject to section 274A(a)(1)(B)(ii) of the Tm-

2 migration and Nationality Act) of an mdi-

3 vidual for employment in the United

4 States, the entity has established a rebut-

5 table presumption that the entity has not

6 violated section 274A(a)(1)(A) of the Tm-

7 migration and Nationality Act with respect

8 to such hiring (or such recruiting or refer-

9 rál).

10 (ii) CONsTRtJCTION.—Clause (i) shall

11 not be construed as preventing an entity

12 that has an election in effect under this

13 section from establishing an affirmative de-

14 fense under section 274A(a)(3) of the liii-

15 migration and Nationality Act if the entity

16 complies with the requirements of section

17 274A(a)(1)(B) of such Act but fails to

18 comply with the obligations under subpara-

19 graph (A).

20 (C) BENEFIT OF NOTICE BEFORE EMPLOY-

21 MENT-RELATED INSPECTIONS.—The Imniigra-

22 tion and Naturalization Service, the Special

23 Counsel for Immigration-Related Unfair Em-

24 ployment Practices, and any other agency au-

25 thorized to inspect forms required to be re-
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1 tamed under section 274A of the Immigration

2 and Nationality Act or to search property for

3 purposes of enforcing such section shall provide

4 at least 3 days notice prior to such an inspec-

5 tion or search, except that such notice is not re-

6 quired if the inspection or search is conducted

7 with an administrative or judicial subpoena or•

8 warrant or under exigent circumstances.

9 (3) GEri TERMS OF ELECTIONS.—

10 (A) IN GENERAL.—An election under para-

11 graph (1) shall be in a form and manner and

12 under such terms and conditions as the Attor-

13 ney General shall specify and shall take effect

14 as the Attorney General shall specify. Such an

15 election shall apply (under such terms and con-

16 ditions and as specified in the election) either to

17 all hiring (and all recruitment or referral that

18 is subject to section 274A(a)(1)(B)(ii) of the

19 Ininiigration and Nationality Act) by the entity

20 during the period in which the election is in ef-

21 fect or to hiring (or recruitment or referral that

22 is subject to section 274A(a)(1)(B)(ii) of the

23 Immigration and Nationality Act) in one or

24 more States or one or more places of such hir-

25 ing (or such recruiting or referral, as the case
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1 may be) covered by the election. The Attorney

2 General may not impose any fee as a condition

3 of making an election or participation in the

4 pilot program under this section.

5 (B) ACCEPTANCE OF ELECTIONS.—Except

6 as otherwise provided in this paragraph, the At-

7 torney General shall accept all elections made

8 under paragraph (1). The Attorney General

9 may establish a process under which entities

10 seek to make elections in advance, in order to

11 permit the Attorney General the opportunity to

12 identify and develop appropriate resources to

13 accommodate the demand for participation in

14 the pilot program under this section.

15 (C) REJECTION OF ELECTIONS.—The At-

16 torney General may reject an election by an en-

17 tity under paragraph (1) because the Attorney

18 General has determined that there are insuffi-

19 cient resources to provide services under the

20 pilot program for the entity.

21 (D) TERMINATION OF ELECTIONS.—The

22 Attorney General may terminate an election by

23 an entity under paragraph (1) because the en-

24 tity has substantially failed to comply with the
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1 obligations of the entity under the pilot pro-

2 gram.

3 (E) RESCISSION OF ELECTION.—An entity

- 4 may rescind an election made under this sub-

5 section in such form and manner as the Attor-

6 ney General shall speciy.

7 (b) CONSULTATION, EDUCATION, AND PUBLICITY.—

8 (1) CONSULTATION.—The Attorney General

9 shall closely consult with representatives of employ-

10 ers (and recruiters and referrers whose recruiting or

11 referring is subject to section 274A(a)(1)(B)(ii) of

12 the Tmmigration and Nationality Act) in the develop-

13 ment and implementation of the pilot program under

14 this section, including the education of employers

15 (and such recruiters and referrers) about the pro-

16 gram.

17 (2) PUBLICITY.—The Attorney Genera1 shall

18 widely publicize the election process and pilot pro-

19 gram under this section, including the voluntary na-

20 ture of the program and the advantages to employ-

21 ers-of making an election under subsection (a).

22 (3) ASSISTANCE THROUGH DISTRICT OF-

23 FICES.—The Attorney General sha1 designate one or

24 more individuals in each District office of the Irnmi-

25 gration and Naturalization Service—
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1 (A) to inform entities that seek informa-

2 tion about the program of the voluntary nature

3 of the program, and

4 (B) to assist entities in electing and par-

5 ticipating in the pilot program, in complying

6 with the. requirements of section 274A of the

7 Immigration and Nationality Act, and in facili-

8 tating identification of individuals authorized to

9 be employed consistent with such section.

10 (c) CoNPrmvrTIoN PROCESS UNDER PILOT PRo-

11 GRAM.—An entity that is participating in the pilot pro-

12 gram agrees to conform to the following procedures in the

13 case of a hiring (or recruiting or referral in the case of

14 recruitment or referral that is subject to section

15 274A(a)(1)(B)(ii) of the Immigration and Nationality

16 Act) of each individual covered under the program for em-

17 ployment in the United States:

18 (1) PROVISION OF ADDITIONAL INFORMA-

19 TION.—The entity shall obtain from the individual

20 (and the individual shall provide) and shall record on

21 the form used for purposes of section 274A(b)(1)(A)

22 of the Tm migration and Nationality Act—

23 (A) the individual's social security account

24 number (if the individual has been isaed such

25 a number), and
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1 (B) if the individual is an alien, such iden-

2 tification or authorization number established

3 by the Service for the alien as the Attorney

4 General shall speci.

5 (2) SEEKING CONFIRMATION.—

6 (A) IN GENERAL.—Th.e entity shall make

7 an inquiry, under the confirmation mechanism

8 established under subsection (d), to seek con-

9 firmation of the identity, applicable number (or

10 numbers) described in section 274A(b)(2)(B) of

11 the Immigration and Nationality Act, and work

12 eligibility of the individual, by not later than

13 the end of 3 working days (as specified by the

14 Attorney General) after the date of the hiring

.15 (or recruitment or referral, as the case may be).

16 . (B) EXTENSION OF TIME PERIOD.—If the

17 entity in good faith attempts to make an in-

18 quiry during such 3 working days and the con-

19 firmation mechanism has registered that not all

20 inquiries were responded to during such time,

21 the entity can make an inquiry in the first sub-

22 sequent working day in which the corirmation

23 mechanism registers no nonresponses and qual-

24 ify for the presumption. If the confirmation

25 mechanism is not responding to inquiries at all
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1 times during a day, the entity merely has to as-

2 sert that the entity attempted to make the in-

3 quiry on that day for the previous sentence to

4 apply to such an inquiry, and does not have to

5 provide any additional proof concerning such in-

6 quny.

7 (3) Co'miTIoN.—

8 (A) IN GENERAL.—If the entity receives an

9 appropriate confrrnation of such identity, appli-

10 cable number or numbers, and work eligibility

11 under the confirmation mechanism within the

12 time period specified under subsection (d) after

13 the time the confirmation inquiry was received,

14 the entity shall record on the form used for

15 purposes of section 274A(b)(1)(A) of the Irami-

16 gration and Nationality Act an appropriate code

17 indicating a confirmation of such identity, num-

18 ber or numbers, and work eligibility.

19 (B) FAJLTJRE TO OBTAIN CONFrRMA-

20 TION.—If the entity has made the inquiry de-

21 scribed in paragraph (1) but has received a

22 nonconfrmation within the time period speci-

23 fled—
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1 (i) the presumption under subsection

2 (a)(2)(B) shall not be considered to apply,

3 and

4 (ii) if the entity nonetheless continues

5 to employ (or recruits or refers, if such re-

6 cruitment or referral is subject to section

7 274A(a)(1)(B)(ii) of the Immigration and

8 Nationality Act) the individual for employ-

9 ment in the United States, the entity shall

10 notify the Attorney General of such fact

11 through the confirmation mechanism or in

12 such other maimer as the Attorney Gen-

13 eral may specify.

14 (C) CONSEQUENCES.—

15 (i) FAILURE TO NOTIFY.—If the en-

16 tity fails to provide notice with respect to

17 an individual as required under subpara-

18 graph (B)(ii), the failure is deemed to con-

19 stitute a violation of section 274A(a)(1)(A)

20 of the Immigration and Nationality Act

21 with respect to that individual.

22 (ii) CONTINUED EMPLOYMENT.—If

23 the entity provides notice under subpara-

24 graph (B)(ii) with respect to an individual,

25 the entity has the burden of proof, for pur-
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1 poses of applying section 274A(a)(1)(A) of

2 the Immigration and Nationality Act with
3 respect to such entity and individual, of es-

4 tablishing that the individual is not an Un-

5 authorized alien (as defined in section

6 274A(h)(3) of such Act).

7 (iii) No APPLICATION TO CRIMINAL

8 PENALTY.—Clauses (i) and (ii) shall not
9 apply in any prosecution under section

10 274A(f)(1) of the Inimigration and Nation-
11 ality Act.

12 (d) EMPLOYMENT ELIGIBILITY PILOT Comit-
13 TION MECHANISM..—

14 (1) IN GENERAL—The Attorney General shall
15 establish a pilot program confirmation mechanism

16 (in this section referred to as the "con.firmatjon
17 mechanism") through which the Attorney Generai
18 (or a designee of the Attorney General which may
19 include a nongovernmental entity)—

20 (A) responds to inquiries by electing enti-
21 ties, made at any time through a toll-free tele-
22 phone line or other electronic media in the form
23 of an appropriate confirmation code or other-
24 wise, on whether an individual is authorized to
25 be employed, and
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1 (B) maintains a record that such an in-

2 quiry was made and the confirmation provided

3 (or not provided).

4 To the extent practicable, the AttorneyGeneral shall

5 seek to establish such a mechanism using one or

6 more nongovermnental entities. For purposes of this

7 section, the Attorney General (or a designee of the

8 Attorney General) shall provide through the con-

9 firrnation mechanism confirmation or a tentative

10 nonconfirmation of an individual's employment eligi-

11 bility within 3 working days of the initial inquiry.

12 (2) ExFEDITED PROCEDURE IN CASE OF NON-

13 CONFIRMATION.—In connection with paragraph (1),

14 the Attorney General shall establish, in consuftation

15 with the Commissioner of Social Security and the

16 Commissioner of the Immigration and Naturaliza-

17 tion Service, expedited procedures that shall be used

18 to confirm the validity of information used under the

19 coufirmation mechanism in cases in which the con-

20 firmation is sought but is not provided through the

21 confrination mechanism.

22 (3) DESIGN AND OPER&TION OF MECUAN[SM.—

23 The corifrmation mechanism shall be designed and

24 operated—
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1 (A) to maximize the reliability of the con-
2 firrnation process, and the ease of use by enti-
3 ties making elections under subsection (a) con-

4 sistent with insulating and protecting the pri-
5 vacy and security of the underlying information,

6 and

7 (B) to respond to all inquiries made by
8 such entities on whether individuals are author-
9 ized to be employed registering all times when

10 such response is not possible.

.11 (4) CONFIRMATION PROCESS.—

12 (A) CONFIRMATION OF VALIDITY OF SO-

13 CLL SECURITY ACCOUNT NUMBER.—AS part of
14 the confirmation mechanism, the Commissioner
15 of Social Security, in consukation with the en-
16 tity responsible for administration of the mech-
17 anism, shall establish a reliable, secure method,
18 which within the time period specified under
19 paragraph (1), compares the name and social
20 security account number provided against such
21 information maintained by the Commissioner in
22 order to confrm (or not confirm) the validity of
23 the information provided and whether the mdi-
24 vidual has presented a social security account
25 number that is not valid for employment. The
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1 Commissioner shall not disclose or release social

2 security information.

3 (B) CONFIRMATION OF AL1EN AUTHORIZA-

4 TION.—As part of the confirmation mechanism,

5 the Commissioner of the Service, in consulta-

6 tion with the entity responsible for administra-

7 tion of the mechanism, shall establish a reliable,

8 secure method, which, within the time period

9 specified under paragraph (1), compares the

10 name and alien identification or authorization

11 number (if any) described in subsection

12 (c)(1)(B) provided against such information

13 maintained by the Commissioner in order to

14 confirm (or not confirm) the validity of the in-

15 formation provided and whether the alien is au-

16 thorized to be employed in the United States.

17 (C) PRocEss IN CASE OF TENTATIVE

18 NONCONFIRMATION.—Ifl cases of tentative

19 nonconfrmation, the Attorney General shall

20 specify, in consultation with the Commissioner

21 of Social Security and the Commissioner of the

22 Immigration and Naturalization Service, an ex-

23 pedited time period not to exceed 10 working

24 days after the date of the tentative

25 nonconfrmation within which final confirmation
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1 or denial must be provided through the con-

2 firmat ion mechanism in accordance. with the

3 procedures under paragraph (2).

4 (D) UPDATING INFORMATION.—The Com-

5 missioners shall update their information in a

6 manner that promotes the maximum accuracy

7 and shall provide a process for the prompt cor-

8 rection of erroneous information.

9 (5) PROTECTIONS.——(A) In no case shall an em-

10 ployer terminate employment of an individual be-

11 cause of a failure of the individual to have work eli-

12 gibility confirmed under this section, until after the

13 end of the 10-working-day period in which a final

14 confirmation or nonconfirmation is being sought

15 under paragraph (4)(C). Nothing in this subpara-

16 graph shall apply to a termination of employment

17 for any reason other than because of such a failure.

18 (B) The Attorney General shall assure that
19 there is a timely and accessible process to challenge

20 nonconfirmations made through the mechanism.

21 (C) If an individual would not have been dis-

22 missed from a job but for an error of the confirrna-

23 tion mechanism, the individual wifi be entitled to

24 compensation through the mechanism of the Federal

25 Tort Claims Act.
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1 (6) PROTECTION FROM LIABILITY FOR ACTIONS

2 TAKEN ON. THE BASIS OF INFORMATION PROVIDED

3 BY TIlE EMPLOYMENT ELIGIBILITY CONFIRMATION

4 MECUANISM.—No person shall be civffly or crimi-

5 nally liable under any law (including the Civil Rights

6 Act of 1964, the Americans with Disabilities Act of

7 1990, the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, or the

8 Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967) for

9 any action taken in good faith reliance on inforina-

10 tion provided through the employment eligibility con-

11 firmation mechanism established under this sub-

12 section.

13 (7) MULTrPLE MECHANISMS PERMITTED.—

14 Nothing in this subsection shall be construed as pre-

15 venting the Attorney General from experimenting

16 with different mechanisms for different entities.

17 (e) SELECT ENTITIES REQUIRED TO PTIcIPATE IN

18 PILOT PROGRAM.—

19 (1) FEDERAL GOVERNMENT.—EaCh entity of

20 the Federal Govermnent that is subject to the re-

21 quirements of section 274A of the Immigration and

22 Nationality Act (including the Legislative and Exec-

23 utive Branches of the Federal Government) shall

24 participate in the pilot program under this section
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I and shall comply with the terms and conditions of
2 such an election.

3 (2) APPLICATION TO CERTAIN VIOLATORS.—

4 order under section 274A(e)(4) or _section
5 274B(g)(2)(B) of the Inirnigration and Nationality

6 Act may require the subject of the order to partici-
7 pate in the pilot program and comply with the re-

8 quirements of subsection (c).

9 (3) CONSEQUENCE OF FAILURE TO PARTICI-

10 PATE.—If an entity is required under this subsection

11 to participate in the pilot program and fails to corn-

12 ply with the requirements of subsection (c) with re-

13 spect to an individual such failure shall be treated
14 •as a violation of section 274A(a)(1)(B) of the Imnii-
15 gration and Nationality Act with respect to that in-
16 dividual.

17 (f) PROGRAJVI INITIATION; REPORTS; TERMI-

18 NATION.—

19 (1) INITIATION OF PROGRAM.—The Attorney

20 General shall implement the pilot program in a man-
21 ner that permits entities to have elections under sub-
22 -• section (a) made and in effect by not later than 1
23 year after the date of the enactment of this Act.

24 (2) REPORTS.—The Attorney General shall
25 submit to Congress annual reports on the pilot pro-
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1 gram under this section at the end of each year in

2 which the program is in effect. The last two such re-

3 ports shall each include recommendations on wheth-

4 er or not the pilot program should be continued or

5 modified and on benefits to employers and enforce-

6 ment of section 274A of the Immigration and Na-

7 tionality Act obtained from use of the pilot program.

8 (3) TERMINATION.—Unless the Congress other-

9 wise provides, the Attorney General shall terminate

10 the pilot program under this section at the end of

11 the third year in which it is in effect under this sec-

12 tion.

13 (g) C0NSTRUCTION.—This section shall not affect

14 the authority of the Attorney General under other law (in-

15 cluding section 274A(d)(4) of the Immigration and Na-

16 tionality Act) to conduct demonstration projects in rela-

17 tion to section 274A of such Act.

18 (h) LIMITATION ON USE OF TUE CouMATIoN

19 PROCESS AND Ai'y RELATED MECHAN[SMS.—NotWlth-

20 standing any other provision of law, nothing in this section

21 shall be construed to permit or allow any department, bu-

22 reau, or other agency of the United States Government

23 to utilize any information, data base, or other records as-

24 sembled under this section for any other purpose other
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1 than as provided for under the pilot program under this

2 section.

3 SEC. 402. LThIITING LIABILITY FOR CERTAIN TEChNICAL

4 VIOLATIONS OF PAPERWORK REQUIRE-

5 MENTS.

6 (a) IN GENERAL—Section 274A(e)(1) (8 U.S.C.

7 1324a(e)(1)) is amended—

8 (1) by striking "and" at the end of subpara-

9 graph (C),

10 (2) by striking the period at the end of sub-

11 paragraph (D) and inserting ", and", and

12 (3) by adding at the end the following new sub-

13 paragraph:

14 "(E) under which a person or entity shall

15 not be considered to have failed to comply with

16 the requirements of subsection (b) based upon

17 a technical or procedural failure to meet a re-

18 quirement of such subsection in which there

19 was a good faith attempt to comply with the re-

20 quirement unless (i) the Service (or another en-

21 forcement agency) has explained to the person

22 or entity the basis for the failure, (ii) the per-

23 son or entity has been provided a period of not

24 less than 10 business days (beginning after the

25 date of the explanation) within which to correct
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1 the failure, and (iii) the person or entity has

2 not corrected the failure voluntarily within such

3 period, except that this subparagraph shall not

4 apply with respect to the engaging by any per-

5 son or entity of a pattern or practice of viola-

6 tions of subsection (a)(1)(A) or (a)(2).".

7 (b) EFFECTiVE DATE.—The amendments made by

8 subsection (a) shall apply to failures occurring on or after

9 the date of the enactment of this Act.

10 SEC. 403. PAPERWORK AND OTithat CHANGES IN TILE EM-

11 PLOYER SANCTIONS PROGRAM.

12 (a) REDUCING TO 6 TITE NUMBER OF DOCUMENTS

13 ACCEPTED FOR EMPLOYMENT VERrFICATI0N.—Seetion

14 274A(b) (8 U.S.C. 1324a(b)) is amended—

15 (1) in paragraph (1)(B)—

16 (A) by adding "or" at the end of clause (i),

17 (B) by striking clauses (ii) through (iv),

18 and

19 (C) in clause (v), by striking "or other

20 alien registration card, if the card" and insert-

21 ing ", alien registration card, or other docu-

22 ment designated by regulation by the Attorney

23 General, if the document" and redesignating

24 such clause as clause (ii); and
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1 (2) by amending subparagraph (C) of para-
2 graph (1) to read as follows:

3 "(C) SOCIAL SECURITY ACCOUNT NUMBER

4 CARD AS EVIDENCE OF EMPLOYMENT AUTHOR—

5 IZATION.—A document described in this sub-.

6 paragraph is an individual's social security ac-
7 count number card (other than such a card
8 which specifies on the face that the issuance of

9 the card does not authorize employment in the
10 United States).".

11 (b) REDUCTION OF PAPERWORK FOR CERTAIN EM-

12 PLOYEES.—Sectjon 274A(a) (8 U.S.C. 1324a(a)) is

13 amended by adding at the end the following new para-
14 graph:

15 "(6) TREATMENT OF DOCUMENTATION FOR

16 CERTAIN EMPLOYEES.—

17 "(A) IN GENERAL.—For purposes of para-
18 graphs (1)(B) and (3), if—

19 "(i) an individual is a member of a
20 collective-bargaining unit and is employed,

21 under a collective bargaining agreement
22 entered into between one or more employee

23 organizations and an association of two or
24 more employers, by an employer that is a
25 member of such association, and
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1 "(ii) within the period specified in

2 subparagraph (B), another employer that

3 is a member of the association (or an

4 agent of such association on behalf of the

5 employer) has complied with the require-

6 ments of subsection (b) with respect to the

7 employment of the individual,

8 the subsequent employer shall be deemed to

9 have complied with the requirements of sub-

10 section (b) with respect to the hiring of the em-

11 ployee and shall not be liable for civil penalties

12 described in subsection (e)(5).

13 "(B) PERIOD.—The period described in

14 this subparagraph is—

15 "(i) up to 5 years in the case of an in-

16 dividual who has presented documentation

17 identifying the individual as a national of

18 the United States or as an alien lawfully

19 admitted for permanent residence; or

20 "(ii) up to 3 years (or, if less, the pe-

21 nod of time that the individual is author-

22 ized to be employed in the United States)

23 in the case of another individual.

24 "(C) LIABILITY.—
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1 "(i) IN GENERAL.—If any employer

2 that is a member of an association hires

3 for employment in the United States an in-

4 dividual and relies upon the provisions of

5 subparagraph (A) to comply with the re-

6 quirements of subsection (b) and the mdi-

7 vidual is an unauthorized alien, then for
8 the purposes of paragraph (1)(A), subject

9 to clause (ii), the employer shall be pre-

10 sumed to have known at the time of hiring

11 or afterward that the individual was an Un-

12 authorized alien.

13 "(ii) REBUTTAL OF PRESUMPTION.—

14 The presumption established by clause (i)

15 may be rebutted by the employer only
16 through the presentation of clear and con-

17 vincing evidence that the employer did not
18 know (and could not reasonably have.
19 known) that the individual at the time of
20 hiring or afterward was an unauthorized

21 alien.".

22 (c) ELIMINATION OF DATED PROV[SIONS.—Sectjon

23 274A (8 U.S.C. 1324a) is amended by striking subsections

24 (i) through (n).
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1 (d) CLIFIcATION OF APPLICATION TO FEDERAL

2 G0vERNMENT.—Section 274A(a) (8 U.S.C. 1324a(a)) is

3 amended by adding at the end the following new para-

4 graph:

5 "(5) APPLICATION TO FEDERAL GOVERN-

6 MENT.—For purposes of this section, the term 'en-

7 tity' includes an entity in any Branch of the Federal

8 Government.".

9 (e) EFFECTIVE DATES.—

10 (1) Except as provided in this subsection, the

11 amendments made by this section shall apply with

12 respect to hiring (or recruiting or referring) occur-

13 ring on or after such date (not later than 180 days

14 after the date of the enactment of this Act) as the

15 Attorney General shall designate.

16 (2) The amendments made by subsections

17 (a)(1) and (a)(2) shall apply with respect to the hir-

18 ing (or recruiting or referring) occurring on or after

19 such date (not later than 18 months after the date

20 of the enactment of this Act) as the Attorney Gen-

21 eral shall designate.

22 (3) The amendment made by subsection (b)

23 shall apply to individuals hired on or after 60 days

24 after the date of the enactment of this Act.
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1 (4) The amendment made by subsection (c)
2 shall take effect on the date of the enactment of this
3 Act.

4 (5) The amendment made by subsection (d) ap-
5 plies to hiring occurring before, on, or after the date
6 of the enactment of this Act, but no penalty shall be
7 imposed under section 274A(e) of the Immigration
8 and Nationality Act for such hiring occurring before
9 such date.

10 (f) IMPLEMENTATION OF ELECTRONIC STORAGE OF

11 1—9 FORMS.—NOt later than 180 days after the date of
12 the enactment of this Act, the Attorney General shall issue

13 regulations which shall provide for the electronic storage

14 of forms used in satisfaction of the requirements of section

15 274A(b)(3) of the Immigration and Nationality Act.

16 SEC. 404. SThENGTHENVJ) ENFORCEM'i' OF THE EM
17 pLoy SANCTIONS PROVISIONS.

18 (a) IN GENERAL.-._-The number of full-time equiva-.

19 lent positions in the Investigations Division within the Im-
20 migration and Naturalization Service of the Department
21 of Justice begirmirig in fiscal year 1997 shall be increased

22 by 500 positions above the number of full-time equiva1ent

23 positions available to such Division as of September 30,
24 1995.
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1 (b) ASsIGNMENT.—IndividUalS employed to fill the

2 additional positions described in subsection (a) shall be as-

3 signed to investigate violations of the employer sanctions

4 provisions contained in section 274A of the Immigration

5 and Nationality Act.

6 (c) PRIORITY FOR W0RXSITE ENFORCEMENT.—

7 (1) IN GENERAL.—Ifl addition to its efforts on

8 border control and easing the worker verification

9 process, the Attorney General shall make worksite

10 enforcement of employer sanctions a top priority of

11 the Immigration and Naturalization Service.

12 (2) REPORT.—NOt later than 1 year after the

13 date of the enactment of this Act, the Attorney Gen-

14 eral shall submit to Congress a report on any addi-

15 tional authority or resources needed—

16 (A) by the Tmmigration and Naturalization

17 Service in order to enforce section 274A of the

18 Jimnigration and Nationality Act, or

19 (B) by Federal agencies in order to carry

20 out the Executive Order of February 13, 1996

21 (entitled "Economy and Efficiency in Govern-.

22 ment Procurement Through Compliance with

23 Certain Immigration and Naturalization Act

24 Provisions") and to expand the restrictions in

25 such Order to cover agrieultural subsidies,
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1 grants, job training programs, and other Feder-.

2 ally subsidized assistance programs.

3 SEC. 405. REPORTS ON EARNINGS OF ALIENS NOT AUTHOR-

4 in TO WORK.

S Subsection (c) of section 290 (8 U.S.C. 1360) is
6 amended to read as follows:

7 "(c)(1) Not later than 3 months after the end of each
8 fiscal year (beginning with fiscal year 1996), the Commis-

9 sioner of Social Security shall report to the Committees
10 on the Judiciary of the House of Representatives and the
11 Senate on the aggregate number of social security account

12 numbers issued to aliens not authorized to be employed

13 to which earnings were reported to the Social Security Ad-

14 Inmistration in such fiscal year.

15 "(2) If earnings are reported on or after January 1,

16 1997, to the Social Security Administration on a social
17 secuñty account number issued to an alien not authorized

18 to work in the United States, the Commissioner of Social
19 Security shall provide the Attorney General with informa-
20 tion regarding the name and address of the alien, the
21 name and address of the person reporting the earnings,
22 and the amount of the earnings. The information shall be
23 provided in an electronjc form agreed upon by the Corn-
24 missioner and the Attorney General.".
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1 SEC. 406. AUTKOR17JNG MAINTENANCE OF CERTAIN 114-

2 FORMATION ON ALIENS.

3 Section 264 (8 U.S.C. 1304) is amended by adding

4 at the end the following new subsection:

5 "(f) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the -

6 Attorney General is authorized to require any alien to pro-

7 vide the alien's social security account number for pur-

8 poses of inclusion in any record of the alien maintained

9 by the Attorney General or the Service.".
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1 TITLE VI—RESTRICTIONS ON
2 BENEFITS FOR ALIENS
3 SEC. 600. STATEMENTS OF NATIONAL POLICY CONCERNING

4 WELFARE AN]) INNIGRATION.

5 The Congress makes the following statements con-

6 cerriing national policy with respect to welfare and immi-

7 gration:

8 (1) Self-sufficiency has been a basic principle of

9 United States immigration law since this country's
10 •earliest immigration statutes.

11 (2) It continues to be the immigration policy of

12 the United States that—.

13 (A) aliens within the nation's borders not
14 depend on public resources to meet their needs,

15 but rather rely on their own capabilities and the

16 resources of their families, their sponsors, and
17 private organizations, and

18 (B) the availability of public benefits not
19 constitute an incentive for immigration to the
20 United States.

21 (3) Despite the principle of self-sufficiency,

22 aliens have been applying for and receiving public
23 benefits from Federal, State, and locaE governments

24 at increasing rates.
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1 (4) Current eligibility rules for public assistance

2 and unenforceable financial support agreements have

3 proved wholly incapable of assuring that individual

4 aliens not burden the public benefits system.

5 (5) It is a compelling government interest to

6 enact new rules for eligibility and sponsorship agree-

7 ments in order to assure that aliens be self-reliant

8 in accordance with national iinniigration policy.

9 (6) It is a compelling government interest to re-

10 move the incentive for ifiegal inirnigration provided

11 by the availability of public benefits.

12 (7) With respect to the State authority to make

13 determinations concerning the eligibility of aliens for

14 public benefits, a State that chooses to follow the

15 Federal classifcation in deterniiiiing the eligibility of

16 such aliens for public assistance shall be considered

17 to have chosen the least restrictive means available

18 for achieving the compelling government interest of

19 assuring that aliens be self-reliant in accordance

20 with national immigration policy.
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1 Subtitle A—Eligibility of Illegal
2 Aliens for Public Benefits
3 PART 1—PUBLIC BENEFITS GENERALLy

4 SEC. 601. MAKING ILLEGAL ALIENS INELIGIBLE FOR PUB-

5 LIC ASSISTANCE, CONThACrs, AND LI-

6 CENSES.

7 (a) FEDERAL PROGRAMS.-_Notwithstanding any

8 other provision of law, except as provided in section 603,

9 any alien who is not lawfully present in the TJnited States

10 shall not be eligible for any of the following:

11 (1) FEDERAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS.—To re-

12 ceive any benefits under any program of assistance

13 provided or funded, in whole or in part, by the Fed-
14 erai Government for which eligibility (or the amount
15 of assistance) is based on financial need.

16 (2) FEDERAL CONTRMTS OR LICENSES.—To

17 receive any grant, to enter into any contract or loan
18 agreement, or to be issued (or have renewed) any
19 professional or commercial license, if the grant, con-

20 tract, loan, or license is provided or funded by any
21 Federal agency.

22 (b) STATE PROGRAMS.—Notwithstanding any other
23 provision of law, except as provided in section 603, any

24 alien who is not lawfully present in the United States shall

25 not be eligible for any of the following:
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1 (1) STATE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS.—To receive

2 any benefits under any program of assistance (not

3 described in subsection (a)(1)) provided or funded,

4 in whole or in part, by a State or political subdivi-

5 sion of a State for which eligibility (or the amount

6 of assistance) is based on financial need.

7 (2) STATE CONTRA.CTS OR LICENSES.—To re-

8 ceive any grant, to enter into any contract or loan

9 agreement, or to be issued (or have renewed) any

10 professional or commercial license, if the grant, con-

11 tract, loan, or license is provided or funded by any

12 State agency.

13 (c) REQUIRING PROOF OF IDENTITY FOR FEDERAL

14 CONTRA.CTS, GRANTS, LOANS, LICENSES, AND PUBLIC

15 ASSISTANCE.—

16 (1) IN GENERAL.—In considering an applica-

17 tion for a Federal contract, grant, loan, or license,

18 or for public assistance under a program described

19 in paragraph (2), a Federal agency shall require the

20 applicant to provide proof of identity under para-

21 graph (3) to be considered for such Federal con-

22 tract, grant, loan, license, or public assistance.

23 (2) PUBLIC ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS COy-

24 ERED.—The requirement of proof of identity under

25 paragraph (1) shall apply to the following Federal
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1 public assistance programs (and include any succes-
2 sor to such a program as identified by the Attorney
3 General in consultation with other appropriate offi-

4 cials):

5 (A) SSI.—The supplemen security in-
6 come program under title XVI of the Social Se-

7 curity Act, including State supplementary bene-

8 fits programs referred to in such title.

9 (B) AFDC.—The program of aid to farni-
10 lies with dependent children under part A or E
11 of title IV of the Social Security Act.

12 (0) SocrAJ. SERVICES BLOCK GRANT.—The

13 program of block grants to States for social

14 services under title XX of the Social Security
15 Act.

16 (D) MEDICAID.—The program of medical -
17 assistance under title XIX of the Social Seen-
18 rityAct.

19 (E) FOOD STA11PS.—The program under
20 the Food Stamp Act of 1977.

21 (F) HOUSING ASSISTANCE.—Fjnancj as-
22 sistance as defined in section 214(b) of the
23 Housing and Community Development Act of
24 1980.
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1 (3) DOCUMENTS THAT SHOW PROOF OF IDEN-

2 TITY.—

3 (A) IN GENERAL.—Any one of the docu-

4 ments described in subparagraph (B) may be

5 used as proof of identity under thu subsection

6 if the document is current and valid. No other

7 document or documents shall be sufficient to

8 prove identity.

9 (B) DOCUMENTS DESCRtBED.—The docu-

10 ments described in this subparagraph are the

11 following:

12 (i) A United States passport (either

13 current or expired if issued both within the

14 previous 20 years and after the individual

15 attained 18 years of age).

16 (ii) A resident alien card.

17 (iii) A State driver's license, if pre-

18 sented with the individual's social security

19 account number card.

20 (iv) A State identity card, if presented

21 with the individual's social security account

22 number card.

23 (d) AUTHORIZATION FOR STATES To REQUIRE

24 PROOF OF ELIGIBILITY FOR STATE PROGRAMS—In con-

25 sidering an application for contracts, grants, loans, li-
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1 censes, or public assistance under any State program, a

2 State is authorized to require the applicant to provide

3 proof of eligibility to be considered for such State con-

4 tracts, grants, loans, licenses, or public assistance.

5 (e) EXCEPTION FOR BATTERED AL1EN.—

6 (1) EXCEPTION.—The limitations on eligibility

7 for benefits under subsection (a) or (b) shall not
8 apply to an alien if—

9 (A)(i) the alien has been battered or sub-
10 ject to extreme cruelty in the United States by
11 a spouse or parent, or by a member of the
12 spouse or parent's family residing in the same

13 household as the alien and the spouse or parent

14 consented or acquiesced to such battery or cm-
15 elty, or•

16 (ii) the alien's child has been battered or -

17 subject to extreme cruelty in the United States
18 by a spouse or parent of the alien (without the

19 active participation of the alien in the battery
20 or extreme cruelty) or by a member of the
21 spouse or parent's family residing in the same
22 household as the alien when the spouse or par-
23 ent consented or acquiesced to, and the alien
24 did not actively participate in, such battery or
25 cruelty; and
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1 (B)(i) the alien has petitioned (or petitions

2 within 45 days after the first application for as-

3 sistance subject to the limitations under sub-

4 section (a) or (b)) for—

5 (I) status as a spouse Ot child of a

6 United States citizen pursuant to clause

7 (ii), (iii), or (iv) of section 204(a)(1)(A) of

8 the Immigration and Nationality Act,

9 (II) classification pursuant to clauses

10 (ii) or (iii) of section 204(a)(1)(B) of such

11 Act, or

12 (ifi) cancellation of removal and ad-

13 justment of status pursuant to section

14 240A(b)(2) of such Act ; or

15 (ii) the alien is the beneficiary of a petition

16 filed for status as a spouse or child of a United

17 States citizen pursuant to clause (i) of section

18 204(a)(1)(A) of the Immigration and National-

19 ity Act, or of a petition filed for classification

20 pursuant to clause (i) of section 204(a)(1)(B)

21 of such Act.

22 (2) TER1IUNATION OF EXCEPTION.—The excep-'

23 tion under paragraph (1) shall terminate if no corn-

24 plete petition which sets forth a prima facie case is
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I filed pursuant to the requirement of paragraph
2 (1)(B) or (1)(C) or when an petition is denied.

3 SEC. 602. MAKING UNAUTHORIZED ALIENS INELIGIBr

4 FOR UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFITS.

5 (a) IN GENEiL—Notwithstanding ny other provi-

6 sion of law, no unemployment benefits shall be payable

7 (in whole or in part) out of Federal funds to the extent

8 the benefits are attributable to any employment of the

9 alien in the United States for which the alien was not
10 granted employment authorization pursuant to Federal
11 law.

12 (b) PROOEDtTRES.—Entities responsible for providing

13 unemployment benefits subject to the restrictions of this

14 section shall make such inquiries as may be necessary to

15 assure that recipients of such benefits are eligible consist-

16 ent with this section.

17 SEC. 603. GENERAL EXCEPTIONS.

18 Sections 601 and 602 shall not apply to the following:

19 (1) EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES.—.The pro-

20 vision of emergency medical services (as defined by
21 the Attorney General in consultation with the Sec-
22 retary of Health and Human Services).

23 (2) PUBLIC HEALTH rMMtINIZATIONS._public

24 health assistance for immunizations with respect to
25 immunizable diseases and for testing and treatment
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1 of symptoms of commuiiicable diseases, whether or

2 not such symptoms are actually caused by a cominu-

-- 3 nicable disease. —

4 (3) SHORT-TERM EMERGENCY RELIEF.—The

5 provision of non-cash, in-kind, short-term emergency

6 relief.

7 (4) FAMILY VIOLENCE SERvICES.—The provi-

8 sion of any services directly related to assisting the

9 victims of domestic violence or child abuse.

10 (5) SchooL LUNCH ACT.—Prograins carried

11 out under the National School Lunch Act (and any

12 successor to such a program as identified by the At-

13 torney General in consultation with other appro-

14 priaté officials).

15 (6) ChILD NUTRITION ACT.—Progralfls of as-

16 sistance under the Child Nutrition Act of 1966 (and

17 any successor to such a program as identified by the

18 Attorney General in consultation with other appro-

19 priate officials).

20 (7) H1AD START pROGRAM.—Benefits under

21 the Head Start Act.
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I SEC. 607. PAYMENT OF PUBLIC ASSISTANCE BENEFITS.

2 In carrying out this part, the payment or provision

3 of benefits (other than those described in section 603

4 under a program of assistance described in section

5 601(a)(1)) shall be made only through an individual or -

6 person who is not ineligible to receive such benefits under

7 such program on the basis of immigration status pursuant

8 to the requirements and limitations of this part..

9 SEC. 608. DEFINITIONS.

10 For purposes of this part:

11 (1) LAWFUL PRESENCE.—The determination of

12 whether an alien is lawfully present in the United

13 States shall be made in accordance with regulations

14 of the Attorney General. An alien shall not be con-

15 sidered to be lawfully present in the United States

16 for purposes of this title merely because the alien

17 may be considered to be permanently residing in the

18 United States under color of law for purposes of any

19 particular program.

20 (2) STATE.—The term "State" includes the

21 District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, the Virgin Is-
22 lands, Guam, the Northern Mariana Islands, and
23 American Samoa.

24 SEC. 609. REGULATIONS AND EmCTIVE DATES.

25 (a) REGtJLATIONS.—The Attorney General shall first

26 issue regulations to carry out this part (other than section
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1 605) by not later than 60 days after the date of the enact-

2 ment of this Act. Such regulations shall take effect on an

3 interim basis, pending change after opportunity for public

4 comment.

5 (b) EFFECTWE DATE FOR RESTRICTIONS ON EUGI-

6 BILITY FOR PUBLIC BENEFITs.—(1) Except as provided

7 in this subsection, section 601 shall apply to benefits pro-

8 vided, contracts or loan agreements entered into, and pro-

9 fessional and commercial licenses issued (or renewed) on

10 or after such date as the Attorney General specifies in reg-

11 ulations under subsection (a). Such date shall be at least

12 30 days, and not more than 60 days, after the date the

13 Attorney General first issues such regulations.

14 (2) The Attorney General, in carrying out section

15 601(a)(2), may permit such section to be waived in the

16 case of individuals for whom an application for the grant,

17 contract, loan, or license is pending (or approved) as of

18 a date that is on or before the effective date specified

19 under paragraph (1).

20 (c) EFFECTIVE DATE FOR RESTRICTIONS ON ELIGI-

21 BILITY FOR UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFITS.—(1) Except as

22 provided in this subsection, section 602 shall apply to un-

23 employment benefits provided on or after such date as the

24 Attorney General specifies in regulations under subsection

25 (a). Such date shaM be at least 30 days, and not more
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1 than 60 days, after the date the Attorney General first
2 isgues such regulations.

3 (2) The Attorney General, in carrying out section

4 602, may permit such section to be waived in the case
5 of an individual during a continuous period of unemploy-

6 ment for whom an application for unemployment benefits

7 is pending 1as of a date that is on or before the effective

8 date specified under paragraph (1).

9 (d) BROAD DISSEMINATION OF INPORMATION.__Be..

10 fore the effective dates specified in subsections (b) and (c),
11 the Attorney General shall broadly disseminate informa-

12 tion regarding the restrictions on eligibility established

13 under this part.
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7 Subtitle B—Expansion of Disquali-
8 fication From Iinnigration Ben-.
9 efits on the Basis of Public

10 Charge
11 SEC. 621. GROUND FOR INADMISSIBILITY.

12 (a) IN GENEL.—Paragraph (4) of section 212(a)

13 (8 U.S.C. 1182(a)) is amended to read as follows:

14 "(4) PUBLIC CHARGE.—

15 "(A) FAMILY-SPONSORED Th4MIGRANTS.—

16 Any alien who seeks admission or adjustment of

17 status under a visa number issued under sec-

18 tion 203(a), who cannot demonstrate to the

19 consular officer at the time of application for a

20 visa, or to the Attorney General at the time of

21 application for admission or adjustment of sta-

22 tus, that the alien's age, health, family status,
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1 assets, resources, financial status, education,

2 skills, or a combination thereof, and an affida-

3 vit of support described in section 213A, make

4 it unlikely that the alien will become a public

5 charge (as determined under section

6 241(a)(5)(B)) is inadmissible.

7 "(B) CERTAIN E1[PLOYMENT-BAZED rMMI-

8 GRANTS.—Any alien who seeks admission or ad-

9 justment of status under a visa number issued

10 under section 203(b) by virtue of a classifica-

11 tion petition filed by a relative of the alien (or

12 by an entity in which such relative has a signifi-

13 cant ownership interest) is inadmissible unless

14 such relative has executed an affidavit of sup-

.15 port described in section 213A with respect to

16 such alien.".

17 (b) EFFECTWE DATE.—(1) Subject to paragraph

18 (2), the amendnient made by subsection. (a) shall apply

19 to applications submitted on or after such date, not earlier

20 than 30 days and not later than 60 days after the date

21 the Attorney General promulgates under section 632(f) a

22 standard form for an affidavit of support, as the Attorney

23 General shall specify.

24 (2) Section 212(a)(4)(C)(i) of the Immigration and

25 Nationality Act, as amended by subsection (a), shall apply
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1 only to aliens seeking admission or adjustment of status

2 under a visa number issued on or after October 1, 1996.

3 SEC. 622. GROUND FOR DEPORTABILFI'Y.

4 (a) IN GEEiu.—Paragraph (5) of subsection (a)

5 of section 241 (8 U.s.c. 1251(a)), before redesignation

6 as section 237 by section 305(a)(2), is amended to read

7 as follows:

8 "(5) PuBLIC CHARGE.—

9 "(A) IN GENEBAL.—Any alien who, within

10 7 years after the date of entry or admission, be-

11 comes a public charge is deportable.

12 "(B) EXCEPTIONS.—(i) 5ubparagraph (A)

13 shall not apply if the alien establishes that the

14 alien has become a public charge from causes

15 that arose after entry or admission. A condition

16 that the alien knew (or had reason to know) ex-

17 isted at the time of entry or admission shall be

18 deemed to be a cause that arose before entry or

19 admission.

20 "(ii) The Attorney General, in the discre-

21 tion of the Attorney General, may waive the ap-

22 plication of subparagraph (A) in the case of an

23 alien who is admitted as a refugee under sec-

24 tion 207 or granted asylum under section 208.
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1 "(C) INDiVIDUALS TREATED AS PUBLIC

2 CHARGE.—

3 "(i) IN GENERAL.—For purposes of

4 this title, an alien is deemed to be a 'public

5 charge' if the alien receives benefits (other

6 than benefits described in subparagraph

7 (E)) under one or more of the public as-

8 sistance programs described in subpara-

9 graph (D) for an aggregate period, except

10 as provided in clauses (ii) and (iii), of at

11 least 12 months within 7 years after the

12 date of entry. The previous sentence shall

13 not be construed as excluding any other

14 bases for considering an alien to be a pub-

15 lic charge, including bases in effect on the

16 day before the date of the enactment of the

17 Imniigration in the National Interest Act

18 of 1996. The Attorney General, in con-

19 sultation with the Secretary of Health and

20 Human Services, shall establish ruks re-

21 garding the counting of heaith benefits de-

22 scribed in subparagraph (D)(iv) for pur-

23 poses of this subparagraph.

24 "(ii) DETERMINATION WITH RESPECT

25 TO BATTERED WOMEN AND CHILDREN.—
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1 For purposes of a determination under

2 clause (i) and except as provided in clause

3 (iii), the aggregate period shall be 48

4 months within 7 years after the date of

5 entry if the alien can demonstrate that (I)

6 the alien has been battered or subject to

7 extreme cruelty in the United States by a

8 spouse or parent, or by a member of the

9 spouse or parent's family residing in the

10 same household as the alien and the

11 spouse or parent consented or acquiesced

12 to such batteiy or cruelty, or (II) the

13 alien's child has been battered or subject

14 to extreme cruelty in the United States by

15 a spouse or parent of the alien (without

16 the active participation of the alien in the

17 battery or extreme cruelty), or by a mem-

18 ber of the spouse or parent's family resid-

19 ing in the same household as the alien

20 when the spouse or parent consented or ac-

21 quiesced to and the alien did not actively

22 participate in such batteiy or cruelty, and

23 the need for the public benefits received

24 has a substantial connection to the battery
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1 or cruelty described in subclause (I) or

2 (II).

3 "(iii) SPECIAL RULE FOR ONGOING

4 BATTERY OR CRUELTY.—For purposes of a

5 determination under clause (i), the aggre-

6 gate period may exceed 48 months within

7 7 years after the date of entry if the alien

8 can demonstrate that any battery or cru-

9 elty under clause (ii) is ongoing, has led to

10 the issuance of an order of a judge or an

11 administrative law judge or a prior deter-

12 mination of the Service, and that the need

13 for the benefits received has a substantial

14 connection to such battery or cruelty.

15 "(D) PUBLIC ASSISTANCE PROGRAiIS.—

16 For purposes of subparagraph (B), the public

17 assistance programs described in this subpara-

18 graph are the following (and include any suc-

19 cessor to such a program as identified by the

20 Attorney General in consultation with other ap-

21 propriate officials):

22 "(i) SSI.—The supplemental security

23 income program under title X\TJ of the So-

24 cial Security Act, including State supple-
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1 mentary benefits programs referred to in

2 such title.

3 "(ii) AFDC.—The program of aid to

4 families with dependent children under

5 part A or E of title IV of the Social Secu-

6 rity Act.

7 "(iii) MEDICAID.—The program of

8 medical assistance under title XIX of the

9 Social Security Act.

10 "(iv) FOOD STAMPS.—The program

11 under the Food Stamp Act of 1977.

12 "(v) STATE GENERAL CASH ASSIST-

13 ANCE.—A program of general cash assist-

14 ance of any State or political subdivision of

15 a State.

16 "(vi) HOUSING ASSISTANCE.—FinaxL-

17 cial assistance as defined in section 2 14(b)

18 of the Housing and Community Develop-

19 ment Act of 1980.

20 "(E) CERTAIN ASSISTANCE EXCEPTED.—

21 For purposes of subparagraph (B), an alien

22 shall not be considered to be a public charge on

23 the basis of receipt of any of the following bene-

24 fits:
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1 "(i) EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERV-

2 ICEs.—The provision of emergency medical

3 services (as defined by the Attorney Gen-

4 eral in consultation with the Secretary of

5 Health and Human Services).

6 "(ii) PUBLIC HEALTH IMMUNIZA-

7 TIONS.—Publjc health assistance for mi-

8 munizations with respect to immunizable

9 diseases and for testing and treatment for

10 communicable diseases.

•11 "(iii) SHORT-TERM EMERGENCY RE-

12 LLEF.—The provision of non-cash, in-kind,

13 short-term emergency relief.".

14 (b) EFFECTrVE DATE.—(1) The amendment made by

15 subsection (a) shall take effect as of the first day of the

16 first month beginning at least 30 days after the date of

17 the enactment of this Act.

18 (2) In applying section 241(a)(5)(C) of the Irarnigra-

19 tion and Nationality Act (which is subsequently redesig-

20 nated as section 237(a)(5)(C) of such Act), as amended

21 by subsection (a), no receipt of benefits under a public

22 assistance program before the effective date described in

23 paragraph (1) shall be taken into account.
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1 Subtitle C—Attribution of Income
2 and Affidavits of Support
3 SEC. 631. ATTRIBUTION OF SPONSOR'S INCOME AND RE-

4 SOURCES TO FAMILY-SPONSORED IMMI-

5 GRANTS.

6 (a) FEDERAL PROGRAMS.—

7 (1) IN GENERAL—Notwithstanding any other

8 provision of law (except as provided in paragraph

9 (2)), in determining the eligibility and the amount of

10 benefits of an alien for any Federal means-tested

11 public benefits program (as defined in subsection

12 (d)) the income and resources of the alien shall be

13 deemed to include—

14 (A)• the income and resources of any mdi-

15 vidual who executed an affidavit of support pur-

16 suant to section 213A of the Immigration and

17 Nationality Act (as inserted by section 632(a))

18 in behalf of such alien, and

19 (B) the income and resources of the spouse

20 (if any) of the individual.

21 (2) ExCEPTION5.—Paragraph (1) shall not

22 apply to the following:

23 (A) Medical assistance provided for emer-

24 gency medical services under title XIX of the

25 Social Security Act.
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1 (B) The provision of short-term, non-cash,

2 in kind emergency relief.

3 (C) Benefits under the National School

4 Lunch Act.

5 (D) Assistance under the Child Nutrition

6 Act of 1966.

7 (E) Public health assistance for immuriiza-

8 tions with respect to immunizable diseases and

9 for testing and treatment for communicable dis-

10 eases.

11 (F) The provision of services directly relat-

12 ed to assisting the victims of domestic violence

13 or child abuse.

14 (G) Benefits under programs of student
15 assistance under titles IV, V, IX, and X of the
16 Higher Education Act of 1965 and titles Ill,
17 VII, and VIII of the Public Health Service Act.

18 (H) Benefits under means-tested programs

19 under the Elementary and Secondary Education

20 Act of 1965.

21 (I) Benefits under the Head Start Act.

22 (b) PERIOD OF ATTRLBLVTION.__

23 (1) PARENTS OF UNITED STATES CITIZENS AND

24 ADULT SONS AND DAUGHTERS OF CITIZENS AND

25 PERMANENT RE5IDENT5.—Subsectjon (a) shall
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1 apply with respect to an alien who is admitted to the

2 United States as the parent of a United States citi-

3 zen under section 201(b)(2) of the Immigration and

4 Nationality Act, or as the son or daughter of a citi-

5 zen or lawful permanent resident under paragraph

6 (1) or (3) of section 203(a) of such Act, until the

7 alien is naturalized as a citizen of the United States.

8 (2) SPousEs OF UNITED STATES CITIZENS AND

9 LAWFUL PERMANENT RESIDENTS.—Subsection (a)

10 shall apply with respect to an alien who is admitted

11 to the United States as the spouse of a United

12 States citizen or lawful permanent resident under

13 section 201(b)(2) of 203(a)(1) of the Immigration

14 and Nationality Act until—

15 (A) 7 years after the date the alien is law-

16 fully admitted to the United States for perma-

17 nent residence, or

18 (B) the alien is naturalized as• a citizen of

19 the United States,

20 whichever occurs first.

21 (3) MINOR CHILDREN OF UNITED STATES CITI-

22 ZENS AND LAWFUL PERMANENT RESIDENTS.—Sub-

23 section (a) shall apply with respect to an alien who

24 is admitted to the United States as the minor child
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1 of a United States citizen or lawful permanent resident

2 under section 201(b)(2) of 203(a)(1) of the Immigration

3 and Nationality Act until the child attains the age of 21

4 years or, if earlier, the date the child is naturalized as

5 a citizen of the United States.

6 (4) ATTRIBUTION OF SPONSOR'S INCOME AND

7 RESOURCES ENDED IF SPONSORED ALIEN BECOMES

8 ELIGIBLE FOR OLD-AGE BENEFITS UNDER TITLE II

9 OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY ACT.—

10 (A) Notwithstanding any other provision of

11 this section, subsection (a) shall not apply and

12 the period of attribution of a sponsor's income

13 and resources under this subsection shall termi-

14 nate if the alien is able to prove to the satisfac-

15 tion of the Attorney General that the alien has

16 been employed for 40 qualifying quarters of
17 coverage as defined under title II of the Social

18 Security Act and the alien did not receive any

19 benefit under a means-tested public benefits

20 program of (or contributed to by) the Federal

21 Government during any such quarter.

22 (B) The Attorney General shall ensure

23 that appropriate information pursuant to sub-
24 paragraph (A) is provided to the System for

25 Alien Verification of Eligibility (SAVE).
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1 (5) BATTERED WOMEN AND CHILDREN.—Not-

2 withstanding any other provision of this section, sub-

3 sections (a) and (c) shall not apply and the period

4 of attribution of the income and resources of any in-

5 dividual under paragraphs (1) or (2) of subsection

6 (a) or paragraph (1) shall not apply—

7 (A) for up to 48 months if the alien can

8 demonstrate that (i) the alien has been battered

9 or subject to extreme cruelty in the United

10 States by a spouse or parent, or by a member

11 of the spouse or parent's family residing in the

12 same household as the alien and the spouse or

13 parent consented or acquiesced to such battery

14 or cruelty, or (ii) the alien's child has been bat-

15 tered or subject to extreme cruelty in the Unit-

16 ed States by a spouse or parent of the alien

17 (without the active participation of the alien in

18 the battery or extreme cruelty), or by a member

19 of the spouse or parent's family residing in the

20 same household as the alien when the spouse

21 or parent consented or acquiesced to and the

22 alien did not actively participate in such battery

23 or cruelty, and need for the public benefits ap-

24 plied for has a substantial connection to the
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1 battery or cruelty described in clause (i) or (ii);
2 and

3 (B) for more than 48 months if the alien
4 can demonstrate that any battery or cruelty
5 under subparagraph (A) is ongoing, has led to
6 the issuance of an order of a judge or an ad-
7 ministrative law judge or a prior determination

8 of the Service, and that need for such benefits

9 has a substantial connection to such battery or
10 cruelty.

11 (c) OPTIONAL APPLICATION TO STATE PROGRAJiS.—

12 (1) AUTHOR.ITY.-—Notwithstanding any other
13 provision of law, in determining the eligibility and
14 the amount of benefits of an alien for any State
15 means-tested public benefits program, the State or
16 political subdivision that offers the program is au-
17 thorized to provide that the income and resources of
18 the alien shall be deemed to include—

19 (A) the income and resources of any mdi-
20 vidual who executed an affidavit of support pur-
21 suant to section 213A of. the Immigration and
22 Nationality Act (as inserted by section 632(a))
23 in behalf of such alien, and

24 (B) the income and resources of the spouse
25 (if any) of the individual.
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1 (2) PERIOD OF ATTRIBuTION.—The period of

2 attribution of a sponsor's income and resources in

3 determining the eligibility and amount of benefits

4 for an alien under any State means-tested public

5 benefits program pursuant to paragraph( 1) may not

6 exceed the Federal period of attribution with respect

7 to the alien.

8 (d) MNS-TESTED PROGRAiI DEFINED.—In tins

9 section:

10 (1) The term "means-tested public benefits pro-

11 gram" means a program of public benefits (includ-

12 ing cash, medical, housing, and food assistance and

13 social services) of the Federal Government or of a

14 State or political subdivision of a State in which the

15 eligibility of an individual, household, or family eligi-

16 bility unit for benefits under the program, or the

17 amount of such benefits, or both are determined on

18 the basis of income, resources, or financial need of

19 the individual, household, or unit.

20 (2) The term "Federal means-tested public ben-

21 efits program" means a means-tested public benefits

22 program of (or contributed to by) the Federal Gov-

23 ernment.

24 (3) The term "State means-tested public bene-

25 fits program" means a means-tested public benefits
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1 program that is not a Federal means-tested pro-

2 gram.

3 SEC. 632. REQUIREMENTS FOR SPONSOR'S AFFIDAVIT OF

4 SUPPORT.

5 (a) IN GENERAL.—Title II is amended by inserting

6 after section 213 the following new section:

7 "REQUIREMENTS FOR SPONSOR'S AFFIDAVIT OF SUPPORT

8 "SEc. 213A. (a) ENFOR.CEABILITY.—(1) No affidavit

9 of support may be accepted by the Attorney General or

10 by any consular officer to establish that an alien is not

11 inadmissible as a public charge under section 212(a) (4)

12 unless such affidavit is executed by a sponsor of the alien

13 as a contract—

14 "(A) that is legally enforceable against the

15 sponsor by the Federal Government and by any

16 State (or any political subdivision of such State)

17 that provides any means-tested public benefits pro-

18 gram, subject to subsection (b)(4); and

19 "(B) in which the sponsor agrees to submit to

20 the jurisdiction of any Federal or State court for the

21 purpose of actions brought under subsection (b)(2).

22 "(2)(A) An affidavit of support shall be enforceable

23 with respect to benefits provided under any means-tested

24 public benefits program for an alien who is admitted to

25 the United States as the parent of a United States citizen
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1 under section 201(b)(2) until the alien is naturalized as

2 a citizen of the United States.

3 "(B) An affidavit of support shall be enforceable with

4 respect to benefits provided under any means-tested public

5 benefits program for an alien who is admitted to the Unit-

6 ed States as the spouse of a United States citizen or lawful

7 permanent resident under section 201(b)(2) or 203(a)(2)

8 until—

9 "(i) 7 years after the date the alien is lawfully

10 admitted to the United States for permanent resi-

11 dence, or

12 "(ii) such time as the alien is naturalized as a

13 citizen of the United States,

14 whichever occurs first.

15 "(C) An affidavit of support shall be enforceable with

16 respect to benefits provided under any means-tested public

17 benefits program for an alien who is admitted to the Unit-

18 ed States as the minor child of a United States citizen

19 or lawftil permanent resident under section 201(b)(2) or

20 section 203(a)(2) until the child attains the age of 21

21 years.

22 "(D)(i) Notwithstanding any other provision of this

23 subparagraph, a sponsor shall be relieved of any liability

24 under an affidavit of support if the sponsored alien is able

25 to prove to the satisfaction of the Attorney Genera' that
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1 the alien has been employed for 40 qualifying quarters of

2 coverage as defined under title II of the Social Security

3 Act and the alien did not receive any benefit under a
4 means-tested public benefits program of (or contributed
5 to by) the Federal Government during any such quarter.
6 "(ii) The Attorney General shall ensure that appro-

7 priate information pursuant to clause (i) is provided to

8 the System for Alien Verification of Eligibility (SAVE).

9 "(b) REIMBURSEMENT OF GOVERNMENT Ex-
10 PENsES.—(1)(A) Upon notification that a sponsored alien
11 has received any benefit under any means-tested public

12 benefits program, the appropriate Federal, State, or local
13 official shall request reimbursement by the sponsor in the

14 amount of such assistance.

15 "(B) The Attorney General, in consultation with the

16 Secretary of Health and Human Services, shall prescribe

17 such regulations as may be necessary to carry out sub-

18 paragraph (A).

19 "(2) If within 45 days after requesting reimburse-

20 ment, the appropriate Federal, State, or local agency has
21 not received a response from the sponsor indicating a will-

22 ingness to commence payments, an action may be brought

23 against the sponsor pursuant to the affidavit of support.
24 "(3) If the sponsor fails to abide by the repayment
25 terms established by such agency, the agency may, within
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1 60 days of such failure, bring an action against the spon-

2 sor pursuant to the affidavit of support.

3 "(4) No cause of action may be brought under this

4 subsection later than 10 years after the alien last received

5 any benefit under any means-tested public benefits pro-

6 gram.

7 "(5) If, pursuant to the terms of this subsection, a

8 Federal, State, or local agency requests reimbursement

9 from the sponsor in the amount of assistance provided,

10 or brings an action against the sponsor pursuant to the

11 affidavit of support, the appropriate agency may appoint

12 or hire an individual or other person to act on behalf of

13 such agency acting under the authority of law for purposes

14 of collecting any moneys owed. Nothing in this subsection

15 shall preclude any appropriate Federal, State, or local

16 agency from directly requesting reimbursement from a

17 sponsor for the amount of assistance provided, or from

18 bringing an action against a sponsor pursuant to an affi-

19 davitofsupport.

20 "(c) RE1\rEDIEs.—Remedies available to enfQrce an

21 affidavit of support under this section include any or all

22 of the remedies described in section 3201, 3203, 3204,

23 or 3205 of title 28, United States Code, as well as an

24 order for specific performance and payment of legal fees

25 and other costs of collection, and include corresponding
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1 remedies available under State law. A Federal agency may

2 seek to collect amounts owed under this section in accord-

3 ance with the provisions of subchapter II of chapter 37

4 of title 31, United States Code.

5 "(d) NOTIFICATION OF CHANGE OF ADDRESS.—(1)

6 The sponsor of an alien shall noti the Federal Govern-

7 ment and the State in which the sponsored alien is cur-

8 rently residing within 30 days of any change of address

9 of the sponsor during the period specified in subsection

10 (a)(1).

11 "(2) Any person subject to the requirement of para-

12 graph (1) who fails to satis such. requirement shall be

13 subject to a civil penalty of—

14 "(A) not less than $250 or more than $2,000,

15 or

16 "(B) if such failure occurs with knowledge that

17 the sponsored alien has received any benefit under

18 any means-tested public benefits program, not less

19 than $2,000 or more than $5,000.

20 "(e) DEFINITIONS.—FOr the purposes of this sec-

21 tion—

22 "(1) SPONSOR..—The term 'sponsor' means,

23 with respect to an alien, an individual who—
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1 "(A) is a citizen or national of the United

2 States or an alien who is lawfully admitted to

3 the United States for permanent residence;

4 "(B) is, 18 years of age or over;

5 "(C) is domiciled in any State;

6 "(D) demonstrates, through presentation

7 of a certified copy of an individual's Federal in-

8 come tax returns for the individual's most re-

9 cent two taxable years and a written statement,

10 executed under oath or as permitted under pen-

11 alty of peijury under section 1746 of title 28,

12 United States Code, that the copies are accu-

13 rate copies of such returns, (i) the means to

14 maintain an annual income equal to at least

15 200 percent of the poverty level for the individ-

16 ual and the individual's family (including the

17 alien and any other aliens with respect to whom

18 the individual is a sponsor), or (ii) for an mdi-

19 vidual who is on active duty (other than active

20 duty for training) in the Armed Forces of the

21 United States, the means to maintain an an-

22 nual income equal to at least 100 percent of the

23 poverty level for the individual and the individ-

24 ual's family including the alien and any other
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1 aliens with respect to whom the individual is a
2 sponsor); and

3 "(E) is petitioning for the admission of the
4 alien under section 204 (or is an individual who

5 is a United States citizen and who accepts joint
6 and several liability with the petitioner).

7 "(2) FEDERAL POVERTY LINE.—The term
8 'Federal poverty line' means the income official pov-

9 erty line (as defined in section 673(2) of the Com-
10 munity Services Block Grant Act) that is applicable
11 to a family of the size involved.

12 "(3) MEANS-TESTED PUBLIC BENEFITS PRO-

13 GRA3L—

14 "(A) IN GENERAL.—_Subject to subpara-
15 graph (B), the term 'means-tested public bene-
16 fits program' means a program of public bene-
17 fits (including cash, medical, housing, and food
18 assistance and social services) of the Federal
19 Government or of a State or political subdivi-
20 sion of a State in which the eligibility of an in-
21 dividual, household, or family eligibility unit for
22 benefits under the program, or the amount of
23 such benefits, or both are determined on the
24 basis of income, resources, or financial need of
25 the individual, household, or unit.
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1 "(B) ExCEPTIONS.—Such term does not

2 include the following benefits:

3 "(i) Medical assistance provided for

4 emergency medical services under title XIX

5 of the Social Security Act.

6 "(ii) The provision of short-term, non-

7 cash, in kind emergency relief.

8 "(iii) Benefits under the National

9 School Lunch Act.

10 "(iv) Assistance under the Child Nu-

11 trition Act of 1966.

12 "(v) Public health assistance for im-

13 munizations with respect to immunizable

14 diseases and for testing and treatment for

15 communicable diseases.

16 "(vi) The provision of services directly

17 related to assisting the victims of domestic

18 violence or child abuse.

19 "(vii) Benefits under programs of stu-

20 dent assistance under titles IV, V, IX, and

21 X of the Higher Education Act of 1965

22 and titles III, VII, and VIII of the Public

23 Health Service Act.
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1 "(viii) Benefits under means-tested
2 programs under the Elementary and Sec-

3 ondary Education Act of 1965.

4 "(ix) Benefits under the Head Start
S Act.".

6 (b) REQUIREMENT OF AFFIDAVIT OF SUPPORT

7 FROM EMPLOYMENT SPONSORS.—For requirement for af-
8 fidavit of support from individuals who file classification

9 petitions for a relative as an employment-basj immi-

10 grant, see the amendment made by section 621(a).

11 (c) SETTLEMENT OF CLAIMS PRIOR TO NATURALIZA-

12 TION.—Sectjon 316 (8 U.S.C. 1427) is amended—

13 (1) in subsection (a), by striking "and" before
14 "(3)", and by inserting before the period at the end
15 the following: ", and (4) in the case of an applicant
16 that has received assistance under a means-tested
17 public benefits program (as defined in subsection
18 (f)(3) of section 213A) administered by a Federal,
19 State, or local agency and with respect to which
20 amounts may be owing under an affidavit of support
21 executed under such section, provides satisfactory
22 evidence that there are no outstanding amounts that
23 may be owed to any such Federal, State, or local
24 agency pursuant to such affidavit by the sponsor
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1 who executed such affidavit, except as provided in

2 subsection (g)"; and

3 (2) by adding at the end the following new sub-

4 section:

5 "(g) Clause (4) of subsection (a) shall not apply to

6 an applicant where the applicant can demonstrate that—

7 "(A) either—

8 "(i) the applicant has been battered or

9 subject to extreme cruelty in the United States

10 by a spouse or parent or by a member of the

11 spouse or parent's family residing in the same

12 household as the applicant and the spouse or

13 parent consented or acquiesced to such battery

14 or cruelty, or

15 "(ii) the applicant's child has been bat-

16 tered or subject to extreme cruelty in the Unit- -

17 ed States by the applicant's spouse or parent

18 (without the active participation of the appli-

19 cant in the battery or extreme cruelty), or by a

20 member of the spouse or parent's family resid-

21 ing in the same household as the applicant

22 when the spouse or parent consented or acqui-

23 esced to and the applicant did not actively par-

24 ticipate in such battery or cruelty;
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1 "(B) such battery or cruelty has led to the issu-

2 ance of an order of a judge or an administrative law

3 judge or a prior determination of the Service; and

4 "(C) the need for the public benefits received as

5 to which amounts are owing had a substantial con-

6 nection to the battery or cruelty described in sub-
7 paragraph (A).".

8 (d) CLERICAL A1"IENDMENT.—The table of contents

9 is amended by inserting after the item relating to section

10 213 the following:

"Sec. 2].3A. Requirements for sponsor's affidavit of support.".

11 (e) EFFECTrVE DATE.—Subsectjon (a) of section
12 213A of the Immigration and Nationality Act, as inserted

13 by subsection (a) of this section, shall apply to affidavits

14 of support executed on or after a date specified by the

15 Attorney General, which date shall be not earlier than 60
16 days (and not later than 90 days) after the date the Attor-

17 ney General formulates the form for such affidavits under

18 subsection (f) of this section.

19 (f) PROMULGATION OF FORM.—NOt later than 90

20 days after the date of the enactment of this Act, the Attor-

21 ney General, in consultation with the Secretary of State
22 and the Secretary of Health and Human Services, shall

23 promulgate a standard form for an affidavit of support

24 consistent with the provisions of section 213A of the Im-

25 migration and Nationality Act.
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17 TITLE Vu—MISCELLANEOUS
18 PROVISIONS

357

17 Subtitle B—Other Provisions
18 SEC. 831. COMMISSION REPORT ON FRAUD ASSOCIATED

19 WITh BIRTH CERTIFICATES.

20 Section 141 of the Immigration Act of 1990 is

21 amended—

22 (1) in subsection (b)—

23 (A) by striking "and" at the end of para-

24 graph (1),
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1 (B) by striking the period at the end of
2 paragraph (2) and inserting "; and", and
3 (C) by adding at the end the following new
4 paragraph:

5 "(3) transmit to Congress, not later than Janu-
6 ary 1, 1997, a report containing recommendations

7 (consistent with subsection (c)(3)) of methods of re-
8 ducing or eliminating the fraudulent use of birth
9 certificates for the purpose of obtaining other iden-

10 tity documents that may be used in securing immi-

11 gration, employment, or other benefits."; and

12 (2) by adding at the end of subsection (c), the
13 following new paragraph:

14 "(3) FOR REPORT ON REDUCING BIRTH CER-

15 TIFICATE FRAUD.—In the report described in sub-
16 section (b)(3), the Commission shall consider and
17 analyze the feasibility of—

18 "(A) establishing national standards for
19 counterfeit-resistant birth certificates, and
20 "(B) limiting the issuance of official copies
21 of a birth certificate of an individual to anyone
22 other than the individual or others acting on
23 behalf of the individual.".
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1 SEC. 832. UNIFORM VITAL STATISTICS.

2 (a) PILOT PROGRA.M.—The Secretary of Health and

3 Human Services shall consult with the State agency re-

4 sponsible for registration and certification of births and

5 deaths and, within 2 years of the date of enactThent of

6 this Act, shall establish a pilot program for 3 of the 5

7 States with the largest number of undocumented aliens

8 of an electronic network linking the vital statistics records

9 of such States. The network shall provide, where practical,

10 for the matching of deaths with births and shall enable

11 the confirmation of births and deaths of citizens of such

12 States, or of aliens within such States, by any Federal

13 or State agency or official in the performance of official

14 duties. The Secretary and participating State agencies

15 shall institute measures to achieve uniform and accurate

16 reporting of vital statistics into the pilot program network,

17 to protect the integrity of the registration and certification

18 process, and to prevent fraud against the Government and

19 other persons through the use of false birth or death cer-

20 tificates.

21 (b) REP0R'r.—Not later than 180 days after the es-

22 tablishment of the pilot program under subsection (a), the

23 Secretary shall issue a written report to Congress with rec-

24 ommendations on how the pilot program could effectively

25 be instituted as a national network for the United States.
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1 (c) AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRJATIONS.—There

2 are authorized to be appropriated for fiscal year 1996 and

3 for subsequent fiscal years such sums as may-be necessary

4 to carry out this section.
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To amend the Immigration and Nationality Act to increase control over
immigration to the United States by increasing border patrol and inves-
tigative personnel and detention facilities, improving the system used
by employers to veri citizenship or work-authorized alien status, in-
creasing penalties for alien smuggling and document fraud, and reform-
ing asylum, exclusion, and deportation law and procedures; to reduce
the use of welfare by aliens; and for other purposes.

IN THE SENATE OF TIlE UNITED STATES

APRIL 10, 1996

Mr. HATCH, from the Committee on the Iudiciary, reported under the author-
ity of the Senate of March 29, 1996 the following original bill; which was
read twice and placed on the ca]éndar

APRiL 10, 1996

Reported by Mr. HATCH, without amendment

A BILL
To amend the Immigration and Nationality Act to increase

control over immigration to the United States by increas-
ing border patrol and investigative personnel and deten-
tion facilities, improving the system used by employers
to verir citizenship or work-authorized alien status, in-
creasing penalties for alien smuggling and document
fraud, and reforming asylum, exclusion, and deportation
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law and procedures; to reduce the use of welfare by
aliens; and for other purposes.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE; REFERENCES IN ACT.

4 (a) SHORT TITLE.—This Act may be cited as the

5 "Immigration Control and Financial Responsibility Act of

6. 1996".

7 (b) REFERENCES IN ACT.—Except as otherwise spe-

8 cifically provided in this Act, whenever in this Act an

9 amendment or repeal is expressed as an amendment to

10 or repeal of a provision, the reference shall be deemed to

11 be made to the Immigration and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C.

12 1101 et seq.).

13 SEC. 2. TABLE OF CONTENTS.

14 The table of contents for this Act is as follows:

Sec. 1. Short title; references in Act.
Sec. 2. Table of contents.

TITLE I—-IMI\'IIGRATION CONTROL

Subtitle A—Law Enforcement

Part 1—Additional Enforcement Personnel and Facilities

Sec. 101. Border Patrol agents.
Sec. 102. Investigators.
Sec. 103. Land border inspectors.
Sec. 104. Investigators of visa overstayers.
Sec. 105. Increased personnel levels for the Labor Department.
Sec. 106. Increase in INS detention facilities.
Sec. 107. Hiring and training standards.
Sec. 108. Construction of fencing and road improvements in the border area

near San Diego, California.

Part 2—Verification of Eligibility to Work arid to Receive Public Assistance
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SUBPART A—DEVELOPMENT OF NEW VERIFICATION SYSTEM

Sec. 111. Establishnieiit of new system.
Sec. 112. Denionstration projects.
Sec. 113. Coniptroller General nionitoring and reports.
See. 114. General nonpreeruption of existing rights arid remedies.
Sec. 115. Definitions.

SUBPART B—STRENGTHENING EXISTING VERIFICATION PROCEDURES

Sec. 116. Changes in list of acceptable cniployrnent-verification documents.
Sec. 117. Treatment of certain docunientarv practices as unfair immigration-re-

lated eiiiploynient practices.
Sec. 118. Improvements in identification-ielated documents.
Sec. 119. Enhanced civil penalties if labor standards violations aie present.
Sec. 120. Increased number of Assistant United States Attorneys to prosecute

cases of unlawful employment of aliens or docunient fraud.
Sec. 120A. Subpoena authority for cases of nnlawful employment of aliens or

document fraud.
Sec. 120B. Task force to improve public education regarding unlawful employ-

nient of aliens and unfair inirnigration-related eniploynient
practices.

Sec. 120C. Nationwide fingerprinting of apprehended aliens.
Sec. 120D. Application of verification procedures to State agency referrals of

employment.
Sec. 120E. Retention of verification form.

Part 3—Alien Smuggling; Document Fraud

Sec. 121. Wiretap authority for investigations of alien smuggling or document
fraud.

Sec. 122. Amendments to RICO relating to alien smuggling and docunient
fraud offenses.

Sec. 123. Increased criminal penalties for alien smuggling.
Sec. 124. Admissibility of videotaped witness testimony.
Sec. 125. Expanded forfeiture for alien smuggling and document fraud.
Sec. 12& Crinminal forfeiture for alien smuggling or document fraud.
Sec. 127. Incmeased criminal penalties for fraudulent nse of government-issued

documents.
See. 128. Criniinal penalty for false statement in a document required under

the immigration laws or knowingly presenting document which
fails to contain reasonable basis in law or fact.

Sec. 129. New criminal penalties for failure to disclose role as preparer of false
application for asylum or for preparing certain post-conviction
applications.

See. 130. New document fraud offenses; new civil penalties for document fraud.
Sec. 131. New ec1usion for document fraud or for failure to present docu-

nients.
Sec. 132. Limitation on witltholding of deportation and other benefits for aliens

excludable for document fraud or failing to present (locunients,
om ecludablc aliens apprehended at sea.

Sec. 133. Penalties for involtintaiy servitude.
Sec. 134. Exclusion relating to material support to terrorists.

Part 4—Exclusion and Deportation

Sec. 14.1. Speciat exclusion procedure.
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Sec. 142. Streamlining judicial review of orders of exclusion or deportation.
Sec. 143. Civil penalties for failure to depart.
Sec. 144. Conduct of proceedings by electronic means.
Sec. 145. Subpoena authority.
Sec. 146. Language of depoitaton notice; right to counsel.
Sec. 147. Addition of nonininligrant visas to types of visa denied for countries

refusing to accept deported aliens.
Sec. 148. Authorization of special fund for costs of deportation.
Sec. 149. Pilot program to increase efficiency in removal of detained aliens.
Sec. 150. Limitations on relief from exclusion and deportation.
Sec. 151. Alien stowaways.
Sec. 152. Pilot program on interior repatriation and other methods to multiple

unlawful entries.
Sec. 153. Pilot program on use of closed military bases for the detention of ex-

cludable or deportable aliens.
Sec. 154. Requirement for immunization against vaccine-preventable diseases

for aliens seeking permanent residency.
Sec. 155. Certification requirements for foreign health-care workers.
Sec. 156. Increased bar to reentry for aliens previously removed.
Sec. 157. Elimination of consulate shopping for visa overstays.
Sec. 158. Incitement as a basis for exclusion from the United States.
Sec. 159. Conforming amendment to withholding of deportation.

Part 5—Criminal Aliens

Sec. 161. Amended definition of aggravated felony.
Sec. 162. Ineligibility of aggravated felons for adjustment of status.
Sec. 163. Expeditious deportation creates no enforceable right for aggravated

felons.
Sec. 164. Custody of aliens convicted of aggravated felonies.
Sec. 165. Judicial deportation.
Sec. 166. Stipulated exclusion or deportation.
Sec. 167. Deportation as a condition of probation.
Sec. 168. Annual report on criminal aliens.
Sec. 169. Undercover investigation authority.
Sec. 170. Prisoner transfer treaties.
Sec. I 70A. Prisoner transfer treaties study.
Sec. 170B. Using alien for immoral purposes, filing requirement.
Sec. 170C. Technical corrections to Violent Crime Control Act and Techxiical

Corrections Act.
Sec. I 70D. Demonstration project for identification of illegal aliens in incarcer-

ation facility of Anaheim, California.

Part 6—Miscellaneous

Sec. 171. Immigration emergency provisions..
Sec. 172. Authority to determine visa processing procedures.
Sec. 173. Joint study of automated data collection.
Sec. 174. Automated entry-exit control system.
Sec. 175. Use of legalization and special agricultural worker information.
Sec. 176. Rescission of lawful permanent resident status.
Sec. 177. Communication between Federal, State, and local government agen-

cies, and the Immigration and Naturalization Service.
Sec. 178. Authority to use volunteers.
Sec. 179. Authority to acquire Federal equipment for border.
Sec. 180. Limitation on legalization litigation.
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Sec. 181. Limitation on adjustment of status.
Sec. 182. Report on detention space.
Sec. 183. Compensation of special inquiry officers.
Sec. 184. Acceptance of State services to carry out immigration enforcement.
Sec. 185. Alien witness cooperation.

Subtitle B.—Other Control Measures

- Part 1—Parole Authority

Sec. 191. Usable only on a case-by-case basis for humanitarian reasons or sig-
nificant public benefit.

Sec. 192. Inclusion in worldwide level of family-sponsored immigrants.

Part 2—Asylum

Sec. 193. Limitations on asylum applications by aliens using documents fraudu-
lently or by excludable aliens apprehended at sea; use of special
exclusion procedures.

Sec. 194. Time limitation on asylum claims.
Sec. 195. Limitation on work authorization for asylum applicants.
Sec. 196. Increased resources for reducing asylum application backlogs.

Part 3—Cuban Adjustment Act

Sec. 197. Repeal and exception.

TITLE 11—FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

Subtitle A—Receipt of Certain Government Benefits

Sec. 201. Ineligibility of excludable, deporble, and nonimmigrant aliens.
Sec. 202. Definition of "public charge" for purposes of deportation.
Sec. 203. Requirenients for sponsor's affidavit of support.
Sec. 204. Attribution of sponsor's mconie and resources to family-sponsored mi-

migrants.
Sec. 205. Verification of student eligibility for postsecondary Federal strident fi-

nancial assistance.
Sec. 206. Authority of States and localities to limit assistance to aliens and to

distinguish among classes of aliens in providing general public
assistance.

Sec. 207. Earned income t credit denied to individuals not citizens or lawful
permanent residents.

Sec. 208. Increased maximum criminal penalties for forging or counterfeiting
seal of a Federal department or agency to facilitate benefit
fraud by an unlawful alien.

Sec. 209. State option under the medicaid program to place anti-fraud inves-
tigators in hospitals.

Sec. 210. Computation of targeted assistance.

Subtitle B—Miscellaneous Provisions

Sec. 211. Reimbursement of States and localities for emergency medical assist-
ance for certain illegal aliens.

Sec. 212. Treatment of expenses subject to emergency medical services excep-
tion.

Sec. 213. Pilot programs.
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Subtitle C—Effective Dates

Sec. 221. Effective dates.

11

14 PART 2—VERIFICATION OF ELIGIBILITY TO

15 WORK AND TO RECEiVE PUBLIC ASSISTANCE

16 Subpart A—Development of New Verification System

17 SEC. ilL ESTABLISHMENT OF NEW SYSTEM.

18 (a) IN GENERAL.—(1) Not later than three years

19 after the date of enactment of this Act or, within one year

20 after the end of the last renewed or additional demonstra-

21 tion project (if any) conducted pursuant to the exception

22 in section 112(a)(4), whichever is later, the President

23 shall—

24 (A) develop and recommend to the Congress a

25 plan for the establishment of a data system or alter-
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1 native system (in this part referred to as the "sys-

2 tern"), subject to subsections (b) and (c), to verify

3 eligibility for employment in the United States, and

4 immigration status in the United States for pur-

5 poses of eligibility for benefits under public assist-

6 ance programs (as defined in section 201(f)(3) or

7 government benefits described in section 201(f)(4));

8 (B) submit to the Congress a report setting

9 forth—

10 (i) a description of such recommended

11 plan;

12 (ii) data on and analyses of the alter-

13 natives considered in developing the plan de-

14 scribed in subparagraph (A), including analyses

15 of data from the demonstration projects con-

16 ducted pursuant to section 112; and

17 (iii) data on and analysis of the system de-

18 scribed in subparagraph (A), including esti-

19 mates of—

20 (I) the proposed use of the system, on

21 an industry-sector by industry-sector basis;

22 (II) the public assistance programs

23 and government benefits for which use of

24 the system is cost-effective and otherwise

25 appropriate;
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1 (III) the cost of the system;

2 (IV) the financial and administrative

3 cost to employers;

4 (V) the reduction of undocumented

5 workers in the United States labor force

6 resulting from the system;

7 (VI) any unlawful discrimination

8 caused by or facilitated by use of the

9 system;

10 (VII) any privacy intrusions caused by

11 misuse or abuse of system;

12 (VIII) the accuracy rate of the sys-

13 tem; and

14 (IX) the.— overall costs and benefits

15 that would result from implementation of

16 the system.

17 (2) The plan described in paragraph (1) shall take

18 effect on the date of enactment of a bill or joint resolution

19 approving the plan.

20 (b) OBJECTrVES.—The plan described in subsection

21 (a)(1) shall have the following objectives:

22 (1) To substantially reduce ifiegal immigration

23 and unauthorized employment of aliens.
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1 (2) To increase employer compliance, especially

2 in industry sectors known to employ undocumented

3 workers, with laws governing employment of aliens.

4 (3) To protect individuals from national origin

5 or citizenship-based unlawful discrimination and

6 from loss of privacy caused by use, misuse, or abuse

7 of personal information.

8 (4) To minimize the burden on business of ver-

9 ification of eligibility for employment in the United

10 States, including the cost of the system to

11 employers.

12 (5) To ensure that those who are ineligible for

13 public assistance or other government benefits are

14 denied or terminäted, and that tIose eligible for

15 public assistance or other government benefits

16 shall—

17 (A) be provided a reasonable opportunity

18 to submit evidence indicating a satisfactory im-

19 migration status; and

20 (B) not have eligibility for public assist-

21 ance or other government benefits denied, re-

22 duced, terminated, or unreasonably delayed on

23 the basis of the individual's immigration status

24 until such a reasonable opportunity has been

25 provided.
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1 (c) SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS.—(1) A verification sys-

2 tern rnay not be irnplernented under this section unless the

3 systern rneets the following requirernents:

4 (A) The systern rnust be capable of reliably de-

5 termining with respect to an individual whether—

6 (i) the person with the identity clairned by

7 the individual is authorized to work in the Unit-

8 ed States or has the immigration status being

9 clairned; and

10 (ii) the individual is claiming the identity

11 of another person.

12 (B) Any docurnent (other than a document used

13 under section 274A of the immigration and Nation-

14 ality Act) required by the-systern must be presented

15 to or examined by either an employer or an adminis-

16 trator of public assistance or other government bene-

17 fits, as the case rnay be, and—

18 (i) rnust be in a form that is resistant to

19 counterfeiting and to tarnpering; and

20 (ii) rnust not be required by any Govern-

21 rnent entity or agency as a national identifica-

22 tion card or to be carried or presented except—

23 (I) to veri eligibility for ernployrnent

24 in the United States or immigration status

25 in the United States for purposes of eligi-
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1 bility for benefits under public assistance

2 programs (as defined in section 201(f)(3)

3 or government benefits described in section

4 201(f)(4));

5 (II) to enforce the Immigration and

6 Nationality Act or sections 911, 1001,

7 1028, 1542, 1546, or 1621 of title 18,

8 United States Code; or

9 (III) if the document was designed for

10 another purposes (such as a license to

11 drive a motor vehicle, a certificate of birth,

12 or a social security account number card

13 issued by the Administration), as required

14 under la for such other purpose.

15 (C) The system must not be used for law en-

16 forcement purposes other than the purposes de-

17 scribed in subparagraph (B).

18 (D) The system must ensure that information

19 is complete, accurate, verifiable, and timely. Correc-

20 tions or additions to the system records of an mdi-

21 vidual provided by the individual, the Adiuinistra-

22 tion, or the Service, or other relevant Federal agen-

23 cy, must be checked for accuracy, processed, and en-

24 tered into the system within 10 business days after
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1 the agency's acquisition of the correction or addi-

2 tional information.

3 (E)(i) Any personal information obtained in

4 connection with a demonstration project under sec-

5 tion 112 must not be made available to Governthènt

6 agencies, employers, or other persons except to the

7 extent necessary—

8 (I) to verify, by an individual who is au-

9 thorized to conduct the employment verification

10 process, that an employee is not an unauthor-

11 ized alien (as defined in section 274A(h)(3) of

12 the Immigration and Nationality Act (8 U.s.c.

13 1324a(h)(3));

14 (II) to take other- action required to carry

15 out section 112;

16 (III) to enforce the Immigration and Na-

17 tionality Act or section 911, 1001, 1028, 1542,

18 1546, or 1621 of title 18, United 5tates code;

19 or

20 (IV) to verify the individual's immigration

21 status for purposes of determining eligibility for

22 Federal benefits under public assistance pro-

23 grams (defined in section 201(f)(3) or govern-

24 ment benefits described in section 201(f)(4)).
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1 (ii) Ill order to ensure the integrity, confiden-

2 tiality, and security of system information, the sys-

3 tem and those who use the system must maintain

4 appropriate administrative, technical, and physical

5 safeguards, such as— —

6 (I) safeguards to prevent unauthorized dis-

7 closure of personal information, including pass-

8 words, cryptography, and other technologies;

9 (II) audit trails to monitor system use; or

10 (ifi) procedures giving an individual the

11 right to request records containing personal in-

12 formation about the individual held by agencies

13 and used in the system, for the purpose of ex-

14 amination, copying, correction, or amendment,

15 and a method that ensures notice to individuals

16 of these procedures.

17 (F) A verification that a person is eligible for

18 employment in the United States may not be with-.

19 held or revoked under the system for any reasons

20 other than a determination pursuant to section

21 274A of the Immigration and Nationality Act.

22 (G) The system must be capable of accurately

23 verifying electronically within 5 business days,

24 whether a person has the required immigration sta-

25 tus in the United States and is legally authorized for
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1 employment in the United States in a substantial

2 percentage of cases (with the objective of not less

3 than 99 percent).

4 (H) There must be reasonable safeguards

5 against the system's resulting in unlawful discrimi-

6 natory practices based on national origin or citizen-

7 ship status, including—

8 (i) the selective or unauthorized use of the

9 system to verify eligibility;

10 (ii) the use of the system prior to an offer

11 of employment;

12 (iii) the exclusion of certain individuals

13 from consideration for employment as a result

14 of a perceived likelihood that additional verifica-

15 tion will be rquired, beyond what is required

16 for most job applicants; or

17 (iv) denial reduction, termination, or un-

18 reasonable delay of public assistance to an mdi-

19 vidual as a result of the perceived likelihood

20 that such additional verification will be

21 required.

22 (2) As used in this subsection, the term "business

23 day" means any day other than Saturday, Sunday, or any

24 day on which the appropriate Federal agency is closed.
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1 (d) REMEDIES AND PENALTIES FOR UNLAWFUL Dis-

2 CLOSURE.—

3 (1) CrvIL REMEDIES.—

4 (A) RIGHT OF INFORMATIONAL PRIVACY.—

5 The Congress declares that any person who

6 provides to an employer the information re-

7 quired by this section or section 274A of the

8 Immigration and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C.

9 1324a) has a privacy expectation that the infor-

10 mation will only be used for compliance with

11 this Act or other applicable Federal, State, or

12 local law.

13 (B) CIvIL ACTIONS.—A employer, or other

14 person or_entity, who knowingly and wfflfully

15 discloses the information that an employee is

16 required to provide by this section or section

17 274A of the Immigration and Nationality Act

18 (8 U.S.C. 1324a) for any purpose not author-

19 ized by this Act or other applicable Federal,

20 State, or local law shall be liable to the em-

21 ployee for actual damages. An action may be

22 brought in any Federal, State, or local court

23 having jurisdiction over the matter.

24 (2) CRrMINAL PENALTIES.—Any employer, or

25 other person or entity, who willfully and knowingly
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1 obtains, uses, or discloses information required pur-

2 suant to this section or section 274A of the Immi-

3 gration and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1324a) for

4 any purpose not authorized by this Act or other ap-

5 plicable Federal, State, or local law shall beTfound

6 guilty of a misdemeanor and fined not more than

7 $5,000.

8 (3) PRiVAcY ACT.—

9 (A) IN GENERAL.—Any person who is a

10 United States citizen, United States national,

11 lawful permanent resident, or other employ-

12 ment-authorized alien, and who is subject to

13 verification of work authorization or lawful

14 presence in the Uuited States for purposes of

15 benefits eligibility under this section or section

16 112, shall be considered an individual under

17 section 552(a)(2) of title 5, United States Code,

18 with respect to records covered by this section.

19 (B) DEFINITION.—For purposes of this

20 paragraph, the term "record" means an item,

21 collection, or grouping of information about an

22 individual which—

23 (i) is created, maintained, or used by

24 a Federal agency for the purpose of deter-

25 mining—
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1 (I) the individual's authorization

2 to work; or

3 (II) immigration status in the

4 United States for purposes of eligi-

5 bility to receive Federal,State or local

6 benefits in the United States; and

7 (ii) contains the individuals's name or

8 identiing number, symbol, or any other

9 identifier assigned to the individual.

10 (e) EMPLoYER SAFEGUARDS.—An employer shall not

11 be liable for any penalty under section 274A of the Immi-

12 gration and Nationality Act for employing an unauthor-

13 ized alien, if—

14 (1) the alien- appeared throughout the term of

15 employment to be prima facie eligible for the em-

16 ployrnent under the requirements of section 274A(b)

17 of such Act;

18 (2) the employer followed all procedures re-

19 quired in the system; and

20 (3)(A) the alien was verified under the system

21 as eligible for the employment; or

22 (B) the employer discharged the alien within a

23 reasonable period after receiving notice that the final

24 verification procedure had failed to verify that the

25 alien was eligible for the employment.
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1 (f RESTRICTION ON USE OF DOCLTMENTS._If the

2 Attorney General determines that any document described

3 in section 274A(b)(1) of the Immigration and Nationality

4 Act as establishing employment authorization or identity

5 does not reliably establish such authorization or identity

6 or, to an unacceptable degree, is being used fraudulently

7 or is being requested for purposes not authorized by this

8 Act, the Attorney General may, by regulation, prohibit or

9 place conditions on the use of the document for purposes

10 of the system or the verification system established in sec-

11 tion 274A(b) of the Immigration and Nationality Act.

12 (g) PROTECTION FROM LIABILITY FOR ACTIONS

13 TAKEN ON THE BASIS OF INFORMATION PROVIDED BY

14 THE VERIFICATION SYSTEM-No person shall be civilly

15 or criminally liable under section 2 74A of the Immigration

16 and Nationality Act for any action adverse to an individual

17 if such action was taken in good faith reliance on informa-

18 tion relating to such individual provided through the sys-

19 tem (including any demonstration project conducted under

20 section 112).

21 (h) STATUTORY CONSTRUCTION.—The provisions of

22 this section supersede the provisions of section 274A of

23 the Immigration and Nationality Act to the extent of any

24 inconsistency therewith.
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1 SEC. 112. DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS.

2 (a) AUTHORITY.—

3 (1) IN GENERAL.—(A)(i) Subject to clause (ii),

4 the President, acting through the Attorney General,

5 shall begin conducting several local and regional

6 projects, and a project in the legislative branch of

7 the Federal Government, to demonstrate the feasibil-

8 ity of alternative systems for verifying eligibility for

9 employment in the United States, and immigration

10 status in the United States for purposes of eligibility

11 for benefits under public assistance programs (as de-

12 fined in section 201(f)(3) and government benefits

13 described in section 201(f)(4)).

14 (ii) Each oject under this section shall be

15 consistent wfth the objectives of section 111(b) and

16 this section and shall be conducted in accordance

17 with an agreement entered into with the State, local-

18 ity, employer, other entity, or the legislative branch

19 of the Federal Government, as the case may be.

20 (iii) In determining which State(s), localities,

21 employers, or other entities shall be designated for

22 such projects, the Attorney General shall take into

23 account the estimated number of excludable aliens

24 and deportable aliens in each State or locality.

25 (B) For purposes of this paragraph, the term

26 "legislative branch of the Federal Government" in-
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1 eludes all offices described in section 101(9) of the

2 Congressional Accountability Act of 1995 (2 U.s.c.

3 1301(9)) and all agencies of the legislative branch of

4 Government.

5 (2) DESCRIPTION OF PROJECTS.—DemOj1stra-

6 tion projects conducted under this subsection may

7 include, but are not limited to—

8 (A) a system which allows employers to

9 verify the eligibility for employment of new em-

10 ployees using Administration records and, if

11 necessary, to conduct a cross-check using 5erv-

12 ice records;

13 (B) a simulated linkage of the electronic

14 records of the 5ervice and the Administration

15 to test the techhical feasibility of establishing a

16 linkage between the actual electronic records of

17 the 5ervice and the Administration;

18 (C) improvements and additions to the
19 electronic records of the 5ervice and the Adrnin-

20 istration for the purpose of using such records

21 for verification of employment eligibility;

22 (D) a system which allows employers to

23 verify the continued eligibility for employment

24 of employees with temporary work authoriza-

25 tion;
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1 (E) a system that requires employers to

2 verify the validity of employee socia1 security

3 account numbers through a telephone call, and

to verify employee identity through a United

5 States passport, a State driver's lIense or iden-

6 tification document, or a document issued by

7 the Service for purposes of this clause;

8 (F) a system which is based on State-is-

9 sued driver's licenses and identification cards

10 that include a machine readable social security

11 account number and are resistant to tampering

12 and counterfeiting; and

13 (G) a system that requires employers to

14 verify with—the Service the immigration status

15 of every employee except one who has attested

16 that he or she is a United States citizen Or na- -

17 tional.

18 (3) COMMENCEMENT DATE.—The first dem-

19 onstration project under this section shall commence

20 not later than six months after the date of the en-

21 actment of this Act.

22 (4) TERMINATION DATE.—The authority of

23 paragraph (1) shall cease to be effective four years

24 after the date of enactment of this Act, except that,

25 if the President determines that any one or more of
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1 the projects conducted pursuant to paragraph (2)

2 should be renewed, or one or more additional

3 projects should be conducted before a plan is rec-

4 ommended under section 111(a)(1)(A), the Presi-

5 dent may conduct such project or projects for u to

6 an additional three-year period, without regard to

7 section 274A(d)(4)(A) of the Immigration and Na-

8 tionality Act.

9 (b) OBJECTIVES.—The objectives of the demonstra-

10 tion projects conducted under this section are—

11 (1) to assist the Attorney General in measuring

12 the benefits and costs of systems for verifying eligi-

13 bility for employment in the United States, and im-

14 migration status in the -United States for purposes

15 of eligibility for beneffts under public assistance pro-

16 grams defined in section 201(f)(3) and for govern-

17 ment benefits described in section 201(f)(4);

18 (2) to assist the Service and the Administration

19 in determining the accuracy of Service and Adminis-

20 tration data that may be used in such systems; and

21 (3) to provide the Attorney General with infor-

22 mation necessary to make determinations regarding

23 the likely effects of the tested systems on employers,

24 employees, and other individuals, including informa-

25 tion on—
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1 (A) losses of employment to individuals as

2 a result of inaccurate information in the

3 system;

4 (B) unlawful discrimination;

5 (C) privacy violations; —

6 (D) cost to individual employers, including

7 the cost per employee and the total cost as a

8 percentage of the employers payroll; and

9 (E) timeliness of initial and final verifica-

10 tion determinations.

11 (c) CONGRESSIONAL C0N5uLTATI0N.—(1) Not later

12 than 12 months after the date of the enactment of this

13 Act, and annually thereafter, the Attorney General or the

14 Attorney General's representatives shall consult with the

15 Committees on th Judiciary of the House of Representa-

16 tives and the Senate regarding the demonstration projects -

17 being conducted under this section.

18 (2) The Attorney General or her representative, in

19 fulfilling the obligations described in paragraph (1), shall

20 submit to the Congress the estimated cost to employers

21 of each demonstration project, including the system's mdi-

22 rect and administrative costs to employers.

23 (d) IMPLEMENTATION.—In carrying out the projects

24 described in subsection (a), the Attorney General shall—
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1 (1) support and, to the extent possible, facili-

2 tate the efforts of Federal and State government

3 agencies in developing—

4 (A) tamper- and counterfeit-resistant docu-

5 ments that may be used in a new verification

6 system, including drivers' licenses or similar

7 documents issued by a State for the purpose of

8 identification, the social security account num-

9 ber card issued by the Administration, and cer-

10 tificates of birth in the United States or estab-

11 lishing United States nationality at birth; and

12 (B) recordkeeping systems that would re-

13 duce the fraudulent obtaining of such docu-

14 ments, including a-nationwide system to match

15 birth and death: records;

16 (2) require appropriate notice to prospective

17 employees concerning employers' participation in a
18 demonstration project, which notice shall contain in-

19 formation on filing complaints regarding misuse of

20 information or unlawful discrimination by employers

21 participating in the demonstration; and

22 (3) require employers to establish procedures

23 developed by the Attorney General—

24 (A) to safeguard all personal information

25 from unauthorized disclosure and to condition
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1 release of such information to any person or en-

2 tity upon the person's or entity's agreement to

3 safeguard such information; and

4 (B) to provide notice to all new employees

5 and applicants for employment of the right to

6 request an agency to review, correct, or amend

7 the employee's or applicant's record and the
8 steps to follow to make such a request.

9 (e) REPORT OF ATTORNEY GENERAL—Not later

10 than 60 days before the expiration of the authority for

11 subsection (a)(1),the Attorney General shall submit to the

12 Congress a report containing an evaluation of each of the

13 demonstration projects conducted under this section, in-

14 cluding the finding's made by the comptroller General

15 under section 113.

16 (f SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS.— -

17 (1) IN GENERAL.—Demonstration projects con-

18 ducted under this section shall substantially meet

19 the criteria in section 111(c)(1), except that with re-

20 spect to the criteria in subparagraphs (D) and (G)

21 of section 111(c)(1), such projects are required only

22 to be likely to substantially meet the criteria, as de-

23 termined by the Attorney General.

24 (2) SUPERSEDING EFFECT.—If the Attorney

25 General determines that any demonstration project
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1 conducted under this section substantially meets the

2 criteria in section 111(c)(1), other than the criteria

3 in subparagraphs (D) and (G) of that section, and

4 meets the criteria in such subparagraphs (D) and

5 (G) to a sufficient degree, the requirements for par-

6 ticipants in such project shall apply during the re-

7 maining period of its operation in lieu of the proce-

8 dures required under section 274A(b) of the Immi-

9 gration and Nationality Act. Section 274B of such

10 Act shall remain fully applicable to the participants

11 in the project.

12 (g) AUTHoRIzATIoN OF APPROPRJATIONS.—There

13 are authorized to be appropriated such sums as may be

14 necessary to carry out this sc-tion.

15 (h) STATUTORY C0NSTRucTI0N.—The provisions of

16 this section supersede the provisions of section 274-A of

17 the Immigration and Nationality Act to the extent of any•

18 inconsistency therewith.

19 SEC. 113. COMPTROLLER GENERAL MONITORING AND

20 REPORTS.

21 (a) IN GENERAIJ.—The Comptroller General of the

22 United States shall track, monitor, and evaluate the com-

23 pliance of each demonstration project with the objectives

24 of sections 111 and 112, and shall verify the results of

25 the demonstration projects.
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1 (b) REsPoNsIBILITIEs.—

2 (1) COLLECTION OF INFORMATION.—The

3 Comptroller General of the United States shall col-

4 lect and consider information on each requirement

5 described in section 111(a)(1)(C).

6 (2) TRACKING AND RECORDING OF PRAC-

7 TICES.—The Comptroller General shall track and

8 record unlawful discriminatory employment prac-

9 tices, if any, resulting from the use or disclosure of

10 information pursuant to a demonstration project or

11 implementation of the system, using such methods

12 as—

13 (A) the collection and analysis of data;

14 (B) the—use of hiring audits; and

15 (C) use of computer audits, including the

16 comparison of such audits with hiring records.

17 (3) MAINTENANCE OF DATA.—The Comptroller

18 General shall also maintain data on unlawful dis-

19 criminatory practices occurring among a representa-

20 tive sample of employers who are not participants in

21 any project under this section to serve as a baseline

22 for comparison with similar data obtained from em-

23 ployers who are participants in projects under this

24 section.

25 (c) REPORTS.—
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1 (1) DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS.—Beginmflg

2 12 months after the date of the enactment of this

3 Act, and annually thereafter, the Comptroller Gen-

4 era! of the United States shall submit a report to

5 the Committees on the Judiciary of the House of

6 Representatives and the Senate setting forth evalua-

7 tions of—

8 (A) the extent to which each demonstration

9 project is meeting each of the requirements of

10 section 111(c); and

11 (B) the Comptroller General's preliminary

12 findings made under this section.

13 (2) VERIFIcATION SYSTEM.—Not later than 60

14 days after the submissioñ to the Congress of the

15 plan under section 111(a)(2), the Comptroller Gen-

16 eral of the United States shall submit a report to

17 the Congress setting forth an evaluation of—

18 (A) the extent to which the proposed sys-

19 tem, if any, meets each of the requirements of

20 section 111(c); and

21 (B) the Comptroller General's findings

22 made under this section.
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1 SEC. 114. GENERAL NONPREEMPTION OF EXISTING RIGHTS

2 AND REMEDIES.

3 Nothing in this subpart may be construed to deny,

4 impair, or otherwise adversely affect any right or remedy

5 available under Federal, State, or local lawo any person

6 on or after the date of the enactment of this Act except

7 to the extent the right or remedy is inconsistent with any

8 provision of this part.

9 SEC. 115. DEFINITIONS.

10 For purposes of this subpart—

11 (1) ADMINISTRATION.— The term "Adxninistra-

12 tion" means the Social Security Administration.

13 (2) EMPLOYMENT AUTHORIZED ALIEN.—The

14 term "employment authorized alien" means an alien

15 who has been provided with an "employment author-

16 ized" endorsement by the Attorney General or other -

17 appropriate work permit in accordance with the Im-

18 migration and Nationality Act.

19 (3) SERVICE.—The term "Service" means the

20 Immigration and Naturalization Service.

21 Subpart B—Strengthening Existing Verification

22 Procedures

23 SEC. 116. CHANGES JN LIST OF ACCEPTABLE EMPLOY-

24 M2ENT-VERIFIATION DOCUMENTS.

25 (a) AUTHORITY To REQUIRE Soci SECURITY Ac-

26 COTJNT NUMBERs.—Section 274A (8 U.S.C. 1324a) is
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1 amended by adding at the end of subsection (b)(2) the

2 following new sentence: "The Attorney General is author-

3 ized to require an individual to provide on the form de-

4 scribed in paragraph (1)(A) theindividual's social security'

5 account number for purposes' of 'complying with this

6 section.".

7 (b)CIiGEs INACCERTABLE DOCUMENTATION FOR

8 EMPLOYMENT AUTHORIZATION AND IDENTITY.—

9' (1). BEDUCTION IN NUMBER OF ACCEPTABLE

• 10 - EMPLOYMENT-VERIFICATION 'DOCTJMENTS.—Section

• 11 274A(b)(1) (8 TJ:S.C. :1324a(b)(1)) is amended—

12 (A) in subparagraph (B)—

13 (i) by striking elausés '(ii), (iii), and

14 (iv); -

15 '(ii) by redesignating clause (v) as

16 clause (ii);

17 (iii) in clause (i), by adding at the end

18 "or";

19 (iv) in clause (ii) (as redesignated), by

20 amending the text preceding subclause (I)

21 to read as follows:

22 "(ii) resident alien card, alien reg-

23 istration card, or other document des-

24 ignated by regulation by the Attorney Gen-

25 eral, if the document—"; and
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1 (v) in clause (ii) (as redesignated)—

2 (I) by striking "and" at the end

3 of subclause (I);

4 (II) by striking the period at the

5 end of subclause (II) and inserting ",

6 and"; and

7 (ifi) by adding at the end the

8 following new subclause:

9 "(III) contains appropriate secu-

10 rity features."; and

11 (B) in subparagraph (C)—

12 (i) by inserting "or" after. the "semi-

13 colon" at the end of clause (i);

14 (ii) by striking claise (ii); and

15 (iii) by redesignating clause (iii) as

16 clause (ii).

17 (2) AUTHORITY TO PROHIBIT USE OF CERTAIN

18 DOCUMENTS.—If the Attorney General finds, by reg-

19 ulation, that any document described in section

20 2 74A(b) (1) of the Immigration and Nationality Act

21 (8 U.S.C. 1324a(b)(1)) as establishing employment

22 authorization or identity does not reliably establish

23 such authorization or identity or is being used fraud-

24 ulently to an unacceptable degree, the Attorney Gen-

25 eral may prohibit or place conditions on its use for
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1 purposes of the verification system established in

2 section 274A(b) of the Immigration and Nationality

3 Act under section 111 of this Act.

4 (c) EFFECTrVE DATE.—The amendments made by

5 subsections (a) and (b)(1) shall apply with respect to hir-

6 ing (or recruiting or referring) occurring on or after such

7 date as the Attorney General shall designate (but not later

8 than 180 days after the date of the enactment of this Act).

9 SEC. 117. TREATh(ENT OF CERTAIN DOCUMENTARy PRAC-

10 TICES AS UNFAIR IMMIGRATION-RELATED

11 EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES

12 Section 274B(a)(6) (8 U.S.C. 1324b(a)(6)) is

13 amended—

14 (1) by striking "Fo?purposes of pargraph (1),

15 a" and inserting "A"; and

16 (2) by striking "relating to the hiring of mdi-

17 viduals" and inserting the following: "if made for

18 the purpose or with the intent of discriminating

19 against an individual in violation of paragraph (1)".

20 SEC. 118. IMPROVEMENTS IN IDENTIFICATION-RELATED

21 DOCUMENTS.

22 (a) BIRTH CERTIFICATES.—

23 (1) LIMITATION ON ACCEPTANCE.—(A) No

24 Federal agency, including but not limited to the So-

25 cial Security Administration and the Department of
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1 State, and no State agency that issues driver's ii-.

2 censes or identification documents, may accept for

3 any official purpose a copy of a birth certificate, as

4 defined in paragraph (5), unless it is issued by a

5 State or local government registrar and it conforms

6 to standards described in subparagraph (B).

7 (B) The standards described in this subpara-

8 graph are those set forth in regulations promulgated

9 by the Secretary of Health and Human Services,

10 after consultation with the Association for Public

11 Health Statistics and Information Systems

12 (APHSIS), and shall include but not be limited to—

13 (i) certification by the agency issuing the

14 birth certificate, and

15 (ii) use of safety paper, the seal of the is-

16 suing agency, and other features designed to

17 limit tampering, counterfeiting, and use by
18 impostors.

19 (2) LIMITATIoN ON ISSTJANcE.—(A) If one or

20 more of the conditions described in subparagraph

21 (B) is present, no State or local government agency

22 may issue an official copy of a birth certificate per-

23 taming to an individual unless the copy prominently

24 notes that such individual is deceased.
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1 (B) The conthtioas described in this subpara-

2 graph include—

3 (i) the presence on the original birth cer-

4 tificate of a notation that the individual is de-

5 ceased, or —

6 (ii) actual knowledge by. the issuing agency

7 that the individual is deceased obtained through

8 information provided by the Social Security Ad-

9 ministration, by an interstate system of birth-

10 death matching, or otherwise.

11 (3) GI&NTs TO STATES.—(A) (i) The Secretary

12 of Health and Human Services shall establish a

13 fund, administered throngh the National Center for

14 Health Statistics, toprovide grants tq the States to

15 encourage them to develop the capability to match

16 birth and death records, within each State and

17 among the States, and to note the fact of death on

18 the birth certificates of deceased persons. In develop-

19 ing the capability described in the preceding sen-

20 tence, States shall focus first on persons who were

21 born after 1950.

22 (ii) Such grants shall be provided in proportion

23 to population and in an amount needed to provide

24 a substantial incentive for the States to develop such

25 . capability.
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1 (B) The Secretary of Health and Human Serv-

2 ices shall establish a fund, administered through the

3 National Center for Health Statistics, to provide

4 grants to the States for a project in each of 5 States

5 to demonstrate the feasibility of a system by which

6 each such State's office of vital statistics would be

7 provided, within 24 hours, sufficient information to

8 establish the fact of death of every individual dying

9 in such State.

1O (C) There are authorized to be appropriated to

11 the Department of Health and Human Services such

12 amounts as may be necessary to provide the grants

13 described in subparagraphs (A) and (B).

14 (4) REORT.—Not later than one year after the

15 date of the enactment of this Act, the Secretary/ of

16 Health and Human Services shall submit a report to

17 the Congress on ways to reduce the fraudulent ob-

18 taming and the fraudulent use of birth certificates,

19 including any such use to obtain a social security ac-

20 count number or a State or Federal document relat-

21 ed to identification or immigration.

22 (5) CERTIFICATE OF BIRTH.—As used in this

23 section, the term "birth certificate" means a certifi-

24 cate of birth registered in the United States.
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1 (6) EFFECTIVE DATE.—This subsection shall

2 take effect on October 1, 1997.

3 (b) STATE-ISSUED DRWERS LICENSES.—

4 (1) Sociu SECURITY ACCOUNT NUMBER.—

5 Each State-issued driver's license and identification

6 document shall. contain a social security account

7 number, except that this paragraph shall not apply

8 if the document is issued by a State that requires,

9 pursuant to a statute enacted prior to the date of

10 enactment of this Act, or pursuant to a regulation

11 issued thereunder or an administrative policy, that—

12 (A) every applicant for such license or doc-

13 ument submit the number, and

14 (B) an .ageiëy of such State verify with the

15 Social Security Administration that the number

16 is valid and is not a number assigned for use

17 by persons without authority to work in the

18 United States.

19 (2) APPLICATION PROCESS.—The application

20 process for a State driver's license or identification

21 document shall include the presentation of such evi-

22 dence of identity as is required by regulations pro-

23 mulgated by the Secretary of Transportation, after

24 consultation with the American Association of Motor

25 Vehicle Administrators.
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1 (3) FORM OF LICENSE AND IDENTIFICATION

2 DoCUINT.—Each State driver's liëense and identi-

3 fication document shall be in a form consistent with

4 requirements set forth in regulations promulgated by

5 the Secretary of Transportation, after consultation

6 with the American Association of Motor Vehicle Ad-

7 ministrators. Such form shall contain security fea-

8 tures designed to limit tampering, counterfeiting,

9 and use by impostors.

10 (4) LIMITATION ON ACCEPTANCE OF LICENSE

11 AND IDENTIFICATION DOCUMENT.—Neither the So-

12 cial Security Administration or the Passport Office

13 or any other Federal agency or any State or local

14 government aency may accept for any evidentiary

15 purpose a State driver's license or identification doc-

16 ument in a form other than the form described in

17 paragraph (3).

18 (5) EFFECTIVE DATE.—This subsection shall

19 take effect on October 1, 1997.
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10 TITLE Il—FINANCIAL
11 RESPONSIBILITY
12 Subtitle A—Receipt of Certain
13 Government Benefits
14 SEC. 201. INELIGIBJLIT1OF EXCLUDABLE, DEPORTABLE,

15 AND NONIMMIGRANT ALIENS.

16 (a) PUBLIC ASSISTANCE usrn BENEFITS.—

17 (1) IN GENERAL.—Notwithstanding any other

18 provision of law, an ineligible alien (as defined in

19 subsection (f)(2)) shall not be eligible to receive—

20 (A) any benefits under a public assistance

21 program (as defined in subsection (f)(3)), ex-

22 cept—

23 (i) emergency medical services under

24 title XIX of the Social Security Act,
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1 (ii) subject to paragraph (4), prenatal

2 and postpartum services under title XIX of

3 the Social Security Act,

4 (iii) short-term emergency disaster re-

5 lief,

6 (iv) assistance or benefits under the

7 National School Lunch Act,

8 (v) assistance or benefits under the

9 Child Nutrition Act of 1966,

10 (vi) public health assistance for immu-

11 nizations and, if the Secretary of Health

12 and Human Services determines that it is

13 necessary to prevent the spread of a seri-

14 ouscommunicable disease, for testing and

15 treatment for such diseases, and

16 (vii) such other service or assistane

17 (such as soup kitchens, crisis counseling,

18 intervention (including intervention for do-

19 mestic violence), and short-term shelter) as

20 the Attorney General specifies, in the At-

21 torney General's sole and unreviewable dis-

22 cretion, after consultation with the heads

23 of appropriate Federal agencies, if—

24 (I) such service or assistance is

25 delivered at the community level, in-
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1 eluding through public or private non-

2 profit agencies;

3 (II) such service or assistance is

4 necessary for the protection of life,

5 safety, or public health; and —

6 (III) such service or assistance or

7 the amount or cost of such service or

8 assistance is not conditioned on the

9 recipient's income or resources; or

10 (B) any grant, contract, loan, professional

11 license, or commercial license provided or fund-

12 ed by any agency of the United States or any

13 State or local government entity, except, with

14 respect to a noniffimigrant authorized to work

15 in the United States, any professional or com-

16 mercial license required to engage in such work,

17 if the nonimmigrant is otherwise qualified for

18 such license.

19 (2) BENEFITS OF RESIDENCE.—Notwlthstand-

20 ing any other provision of law, no State or local gov-

21 ernment entity shall consider any ineligible alien as

22 a resident when to do so would place such alien in

23 a more favorable position, regarding access to, or

24 the cost of, any benefit or government service, than
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1 a United States citizen who is not regarded as such

2 a resident.

3 (3) NoTIFIcATIoN OF ALIENS.—

4 (A) IN GENERAL.—The agency administer-

5 ing a program referred to in paragraph (1) (A)

6 or providing benefits referred to in paragraph

7 (1) (B) shall, directly or, in the case of a Fed-

8 eral agency, through the States, notify individ-

9 ually or by public notice, all ineligible aliens

10 who are receiving benefits under a program re-

11 ferred to in paragraph (1) (A), or are recei'ving

12 benefits referred to in paragraph (1)(B), as the

13 case may be, immediately prior to the date of

14 the enactmrit of this Act and whose eligibility

15 for the program is terminated by reason of this

16 subsection.

17 (B) FAILURE TO GiVE NOTICE.—Nothing

18 in subparagraph (A) shall be construed to re-

19 quire or authorize continuation of such eligi-

20 bility if the notice required by such paragraph

21 is not given.

22 (4) LIMITATION ON PREGNANCY SERVICES FOR

23 UNDOCUMENTED ALIENS.—

24 (A) 3-YE CONTINUOUS RESIDENCE.—An

25 ineligible alien may not receive the services de-
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1 scribed in paragraph (1)(A)(ii) unless such

2 alien can establish proof of continuous residence

3 in the United States for not less than 3 years,

4 as determined in accordance with section

5 245a.2(d)(3) of title 8, Code of Federal Regula-

6 tions as in effect on the day before the date of

7 the enactment of this Act.

8 (B) LIMITATION ON EXFENDITURES.—Not

9 more than $120,000,000 in outlays may be ex-

10 pended under title XIX of the Social Security

11 Act for reimbursement of services described in

12 paragraph (1)(A)(ii) that are provided to mdi-

13 viduals described in subparagraph (A).

14 (C) CONTINUED SERVICES BY CURRENT

15 STATES.—States that have provided services de-

16 scribed in paragraph (1) (A) (ii) for a period of

17 3 years before the date of the enactment of this

18 Act shall continue to provide such services and

19 shall be reimbursed by the Federal Government

20 for the costs incurred in providing such serv-

21 ices. States that have not provided such services

22 before the date of the enactment of this Act,

23 but elect to provide such services after such

24 date, shall be reimbursed for the costs incurred

25 in providing such services. In no case shall
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1 States be required to provide services in excess

2 of the amounts provided in subparagraph (B).

3 (b) UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFITS.—Notwithstanding

4 any other provision of law, only eligible aliens who have

5 been granted employment authorization pursuant to Fed-

6 eral law, and United States citizens or nationals, may re-

7 ceive unemployment benefits payable out of Federal funds,

8 and such eligible aliens may receive only the portion of

9 such benefits which is attributable to the authorized em-

10 ployment.

11 (c) Socii SECURITY BENEFITS.—

12 (1) IN GENERAL.—Notwithstanding any other

13 provision of law, only eligible aliens who have been

14 granted employment authorization pursuant to Fed-

15 eral law and United States citizen or nationals may

16 receive any benefit under title II of the Social Secu-

17 rity Act, and such eligible aliens may receive only

18 the portion of such benefits which is attributable to

19 the authorized employment.

20 (2) No REFUND OR REIMBURSEMENT.—Not-

21 withstanding any other provision of law, no tax or

22 other contribution required pursuant to the Social

23 Security Act (other than by an eligible alien who has

24 been granted employment authorization pursuant to
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1 Federal law, or by an employer of such alien) shall

2 be refunded or reimbursed, in whole or in part.

3 (d) HOUSING ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS.—Not later

4 than 90 days after the. date of. the enactment of this Act,

5 the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development shall

6 submit a report to the Committee on the Judiciary and

7 the Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs

8 of the Senate, and the Committee on the Judiciary and

9 the Committee on Banking and Financial Services of the

10 House of Representatives, describing the manner in which

11 the Secretary is enforcing section 214 of the Housing and

12 Community Development Act of 1980 (Public Law 96—

13 399; 94 Stat. 1637) and containing statistics with respect

14 to the number of individuas denied financial assistance

15 under such section.

16 (e) NONPROFIT, CHARITABLE ORGAMZATIONS.—

17 (1) IN GENERkL.—Nothing in this Act shall be

18 construed as requiring a nonprofit charitable organi-

19 zation operating any program of assistance provided

20 or funded, in whole or in part, by the Federal Gov-

21 ernment to—

22 (A) determine, verity, or otherwise require

23 proof of the eligibility, as determined under this

24 title, of any applicant for benefits or assistance

25 under such program; or
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1 (B) deem that the income or assets of any

2 applicant for benefits or assistance under such

3 program include the income or assets described

4 in section 204(b).

5 (2) No EFFECT ON FEDERAL AUTHORITY TO

6 DETERMINE COMPLIANCE .—Nothing in this sub-

7 section shall be construed as prohibiting the Federal

8 Government from determining the eligibility, under

9 this section or section 204, of any individual for ben-

10 efits under a public assistance program (as defined

11 in subsection (f)(3)) or for government benefits (as

12 defined in subsection (f) (4)).

13 (f) DEFINITIONS.—For the purposes of this section—

14 (1) &IGIBLE ALIEN.—The term "eligible

15 alien" theans an individual who is—

16 (A) an alien lawfully admitted for perrna-

17 nent residence under the Immigration and Na-

18 tionality Act,

19 (B) an alien granted asylum under section

20 208 of such Act,

21 (C) a refugee admitted under section 207

22 of such Act,

23 (D) an alien whose deportation has been

24 withheld under section 243(h) of such Act, or
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I (E) an alien paroled into the United States

2 under section 212(d) (5) of such Act for a pe-

3 nod of at least 1 year.

4 (2) INELIGIBLE ALIEN.—The term "ineligible

5 alien" means an individual who is not—

6 (A) a United States citizen or national; or

7 (B) an eligible alien.

8 (3) PUBLIC ASSISTMTCE PROGRA1\'L—The term

9 "public assistance. program" means any program of

10 assistance provided or funded, in whole or in 'part,

11 by the Federal Govemment or any State or local

12 government entity,. for which eligibility for benefits is

.13 based onneed.

14 (4) GOVERNMENBENEFITS.—Th term "gov-

15 .ernment benefits" includes——

16 . . (A) any grant, contract, loan, professional

17 . -license, or commercial license provided or fund-

18 ed by any agency of the United States or any

19 State or local government entity, except, with

20 respect to a noniiurthgrant authorized to work

21 in the United States, any professional or corn-

22 mercial license required to engage in such work,

23 if the noniminigrant is otherwise qualified for

24 such license;
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1 (B) unemployment benefits payable out of

2 Federal funds;

3 (C) benefits under title II of the Social Se-

4 curity Act;

5 (D) financial assistance for purposes of

6 section 2 14(a) of the Housing and Community

7 Development Act of 1980 (Public Law 96—399;

8 94 Stat. 1637); and

9 (E) benefits based on residence that are

10 prohibited by subsection (a)(2).

11 SEC. 202. DEFINITION OF 'PUBLIC CHARGE" FOR PUR-

12 POSES OF DEPORTATION.

13 (a) IN GENERAL.—Section 241(a)(5) (8 U.S.C.

14 1251(a)(5)) is ameYrded to read as follows:

15 "(5) PUBLIC CHARGE.—

16 "(A) IN GENERAL.—Afly alien who during

17 the public charge period becomes a public

18 charge, regardless of when the cause for becom-

19 ing a public charge arises, is deportable.

20 "(B) EXCEPTIONS.—Subparagraph (A)

21 shall not apply if the alien is a refugee or has

22 been granted asylum, or if the cause of the

23 alien's becoming a public charge—

24 "(i) arose after entry (in the case of

25 an alien who entered as an immigrant) or
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1 after adjustment to lawful permanent resi-

2 dent status (in the case of an alien who en-

3 tered as a nonimmigrant), and

4 "(ii) was a physical illness, or physical

5 injury, so serious the alien could not work

6 at any job, or a mental disability that re-

7 quired continuous hospitalization.

8 "(C) DEFIMTI0Ns.—

9 "(i) PUBLIC CHARGE PERIOD.—For

10 purposes of subparagraph (A), the term

11 'public charge period' means the period be-

12 ginning on the date the alien entered the

13 United States and ending—

14 "(I)Tor an alien who entered the

15 United States as an immigrant, 5

16 years after entry, or

17 "(II) for an alien who entered

18 the United States as a nonirnmigrant,

19 5 years after the alien adjusted to

20 permanent resident status.

21 "(ii) PUBLIC CHARGE.—For purposes

22 of subparagraph (A), the term 'public

23 charge' includes any alien who receives

24 benefits under any program described in
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.1 subparagraph (D) for an aggregate period

2 of more than 12 months.

3 "(D) PROGRAMS DESCRIBED.—The pro-

4 grams described in this subparagraph are the

5 following: —

6 "(i) The aid to families with depend-

7 ent children program under title IV of the

8 Social Security Act.

9 "(ii) The medicaid program under

10 title XIX of the Social Security Act.

11 "(iii) The food stamp program under

12 the Food Stamp Act of 1977.

13 "(iv) The supplemental security in-

14 comeprogram under title XVI of the So-•

15 ciál Security Act.

16 "(v) Any State general assistance pro-

17 gram.

18 "(vi) Any other program of assistance

19 funded, in whole or in part, by the Federal

20 Government or any State or local govern-

21 ment entity, for which eligibility for bene-

22 fits is based on need, except the programs

23 listed as exceptions in clauses (i) through

24 (vi) of section 201(a)(1)(A) of the Immi-

25 gration Reform Act of 1996.".
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1 (b) C0NsTRUcTI0N.—Nothing in subparagraph (B),

2 (C), or (D) of section 241(a)(5) of the Immigration and

3 Nationality Act, as amended by subsection (a), may be

4 construed to affect or apply to any determination of an

5 alien as a public charge made before the date of the enact-

6 ment of this Act.

7 (c) REvIEw OF STATUS.—

8 (1) IN GENERAL.—In reviewmg any application

9 by an alien for benefits under section 216, section

10 245, or chapter 2 of title ifi of the Immigration and

11 Nationality Act, the Attorney General shall deter-

12 mine whether or not the applicant is described in

13 section 241(a)(5)(A) of such Act, as so amended.

14 (2) GROUNDS FOR-DENIAL.—If the Attorney

15 General determines that an alien is described in sec-

16 tion 241(a)(5)(A) of the Immigration and National-

17 ity Act, the Attorney General shall deny such appli-

18 cation and shall institute deportation proceedings

19 with respect to such alien, unless the Attorney Gen-

20 eral exercises discretion to withhold or suspend de-

21 portation pursuant to any other section of such1 Act.

22 (d) EFFECTiVE DATE.—This section and the arhend-

23 ments made by this section shall apply to aiiens who enter

24 the TJnited States on or after the date of the enactment

25 of this Act and to aliens who entered as noninimigrants
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1 before such date but adjust or apply to adjust their status

2 after such date.

3 SEC. 203. REQUIREMENTS FOR SPONSOR'S AFFIDAVIT OF

4 SUPPORT.

5 (a) ENFORCEABILITY.—NO affidavit of support may

6 be relied upon by the Attorney General or by any consular

7 officer to establish that an alien is not excludable as a

8 public charge under section 212(a) (4) of the Immigration

9 and Nationality Act unless such affidavit is executed as

10 a contract—

11 (1) which is legally enforceable against the

12 sponsor by the sponsored individual, or by the Fed-

13 eral Government or any State, district, territory, or

14 possession of the United States (or any subdivision

15 of such State, district, territory, or possession of the

16 United States) that provides any benefit described in

17 section 241(a)(5)(D), as amended by section 202(a)

18 of this Act, but not later than 10 years after the

19 sponsored individual last receives any such benefit;

20 (2) in which the sponsor agrees to financially

21 support the sponsored individual, so that he or she

22 will not become a public charge, until the sponsored

23 individual has worked in the United States for 40

24 qualifying quarters or has become a United States

25 citizen, whichever occurs first; and
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1 (3) in which the sponsor agrees to submit to

2 the jurisdiction of any Federal or State court for the

3 purpose of actions brought under subsection (d) or

4 (e).

5 (b) FORMS.—NOt later than 90 days after the date

6 of the enactment of this Act, the Secretary of State, the

7 Attorney General, and the Secretary of Health and

8 Human Services shall jointly formulate the affidavit of

9 support described in this section.

10 (c) NOTIFICATION OF CHiGE OF ADDRESS.—

11 (1) GENERAL REQUIREMENT.—The sponsor

12 shall notify the Attorney General and the State, dis-

13 trict, territory, or possession in which the sponsored

14 individual is currently ãresident within .30 days of

15 any change of address of the sponsor during the pe-

16 nod specified in subsection (a)(1).

17 (2) PErcALTY.—Any person siibject to the re-

18 quirement of paragraph (1) who fails to satisfy such

19 requirement shall, after notice and opportunity to be

20 heard, be subject to a civil penalty of—

21 (A) not less than $250 or more than
22 $2,000, or

23 (B) if such failure occurs with knowledge

24 that the sponsored individual has received any

25 benefit described in section 241(a)(5)(D) of the
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1 Immigration and Nationality Act, as amended

2 by section 202(a) of this Act, not less than

3 $2,000 or more than $5,000.

4 (d) REIMBURSEMENT OF GOVERNMENT Ex-

5 PENSES.—

6 (1) IN GENERAL.—

7 (A) REQUEST FOR REIMBURSEMENT.—

8 Upon notification that a sponsored individual

9 has received any benefit described in section

10 241(a)(5)(D) of the Immigration and National-

11 ity Act, as amended by section 202(a) of this

12 Act, the appropriate Federal, State, or local of-

13 ficial shall request reimbursement from the

14 sponsor-for the amount of such assistance.

15 (B) R,EGULATIONS.—The Commissioner of

16 Social Security, shall prescribe such regulations

17 as may be necessary to carry out subparagraph

18 (A). Such regulations shall provide that notifi-

19 cation be sent to the sponsor's last known ad-

20 dress by certified mail.

21 (2) ACTION AGAINST SPONSOR.—If within 45

22 days after requesting reimbursement, the appro-

23 priate Federal, State, or local agency has not re-

24 ceived a response from the sponsor indicating a will-

25 ingness to make payments, an action may be
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1 brought against the sponsor pursuant to the affida-

2 vit of support.

3 (3) FAILURE TO MEET REPAYMENT TER.MS.—If

4 the sponsor agrees to make payments, but fails to

5 . abide by the. repayment terms established by the

6 agency, .the agency.may, .within 60 days of such fail-

7 ure, bring anaction against the sponsor pursuant to

8 . the affidavit of support.

9 (e) JURISDICTION.—

10 . . (1) IN GENERAL.—An action to enforce an affi-

11 davit of. support executed, under subsection (a) may

12 . be. brought.. against the' sponsor in any Federal or

13 State. court—

14 (A) .by'a spQnsoid individual, with respect

• 15 'to fiuiancial support; or

16 . (B.) by a Federal, State, . or local agency,

17 . - with respect .to reimbursement.

18 - (2) COURT MAY NOT DECLINE TO HEAR

19 CASE.—For purposes-of this section, no Federal or

20 State: court shall. decline for lack of subject matter

.21 or personal jurisdiction to hear any action brought

22 against a sponsor under paragraph (1) if—

23 (A) the sponsored individual is a resident

24 of the State in which the court is located, or re-
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1 ceived public assistance while residing in the

2 State; and

3 (B) such sponsor has received service of

4 process in accordance with applicable law.

5 (f) DEFINITIONS.—For purposes of t!iis section—

6 (1) SP0NS0R.—The term "sponsor" means an

7 individual who—

8 (A) is a United States citizen or national

9 or an alien who is lawfully admitted to the

10 United States for permanent residence;

11 (B) is at least 18 years of age;

12 (C) is domiciled in any of the several

13 States of the United States, the District of Co-

14 lumbia, or any territory or possession of the

15 United States; and

16 (D) demonstrates the means to maintain

17 an annual income equal to at least 125 percent

18 of the Federal poverty line for the individual

19 and the individual's family (including the spon-

20 sored alien and any other alien sponsored by

21 the individual), through evidence that includes

22 a copy of the individual's Federal income tax

23 return for the 3 most recent taxable years

24 (which returns need show such level of annual

25 income only in the most recent taxable year)
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1 and a written statement, executed under oath

2 or as permitted under penalty of perjury under

3 section 1746 of title 28, United States Code,

4 that the copies are true copies of such returns.

5 In the case of an individual who is on active duty

6 (other than active duty for training) in the Armed

7 Forces of the United States, subparagraph (D) shall

8 be applied by substituting "100 percent" for "125

9 percent".

10 (2) FEDERAL POVERTY LINE.—The term "Fed-

11 eral poverty line" means the level of income equal to

12 the official poverty line (as defined by the Director

13 of the Office of Management and Budget, as revised

14 annually by the Secreãry of HeaIth and Human

15 Services, in accordance with section 673(2) of the

16 Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981 (42

17 U.S.C. 9902)) that is applicable to a family of the

18 size involved.

19 (3) QUALWYINo. QUARTER.—The term "qualify-

20 ing quarter" means a three-month period in which

21 the sponsored individual has—

22 (A) earned at least the minimum necessary

23 for the period to count as one of the 40 quar-

24 ters required to qua1ify for social security re-

25 tirement benefits;
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1 (B) not received need-based public assist-

2 ance; and

3 (C) had income tax liability for the tax

4 year of which the period was part.

5 SEC. 204. ATFRIBUTION OF SPONSOR'S INCOME AND RE-

6 SOURCES TO FAMILY-SPONSORED ThIMI-

7 GRANTS.

8 (a) DEEMING REQUIREMENT FOR FEDERAL AND

9 FEDERALLY FUNDED PROGRIs.—Subject to subsection

10 (d), for purposes of determining the eligibility of an alien

11 for benefits, and the amount of benefits, under any public

12 assistance program (as defined in section 201(f)(3)), the

13 income and resources described in subsection (b) shall,

14 notwithstanding any other provision of law, be deemed to

15 be the income and resources of such alien.

16 (b) DEEMED INCOME AND RESOURCES.—The income

17 and resources described in this subsection include the in-

18 come and resources of—

19 (1) any person who, as a sponsor of an alien's

20 entry into the United States, or in order to enable

21 an alien lawfully to remain in the United States, ex-

22 ecuted an affidavit of support or similar agreement

23 with respect to such alien, and

24 (2) the sponsor's spouse.
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I (c) LENGTH OF DEEMING PERIOD.—The require-

2 ment of subsection (a) shall apply for the period for which

3 the sponsor has agreed, in such affidavit or agreement,

4 to provide support for such alien, or for a period of 5 years

5 beginning on the day such alien was first lawfully in the

6 United States after the execution of such affidavit or

7 agreement, whichever period is longer.

8 (d) ExcEp'rloNs.—

9 (1) INDIGENCE.—

10 (A) IN GENERAL.—If a determination de-

11 scribed in subparagraph (B) is made, the

12 amount of income and resources of the sponsor

13 or the sponsor's spouse which shall be attrib-

14 uted to the spoiored alien shall iiot exceed the

15 amount actually provided for a period—

16 (i) beginning on the date of such de-

17 termination and ending 12 months after

18 such date, or

19 (ii) if the address of the sponsor is

20 unknown to the sponsored alien, beginning

21 on the date of such determination and end-

22 ing on the date that is 12 months after the

23 address of the sponsor becomes known to

24 the sponsored alien or to the agency (which
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1 shall inform such alien of the address with-

2 in 7 days).

3 (B) DETERMINATION DESCRIBED.—A de-

4 termination described in this subparagraph is a

5 determination by an agency that a sponsored

6 alien would, in the absence of the assistance

7 provided by the agency, be unable to obtain

8 food and shelter, taking into account the alien's

9 own income, plus any cash, food, housing, or

10 other assistance provided by other individuals,

11 including the sponsor.

12 (2) EDUCATION ASSISTANCE.—

13 (A) IN GENERAL.—The requirements of

14 subsection4a) shall not apply with respect to

15 sponsored aliens who have received, or have

16 been approved to receive, student assistance -

17 under title IV, V, IX, or X of the Higher Edu-

18 cation Act of 1965 in an academic year which

19 ends or begins in the calendar year in which

20 this Act is enacted.

21 (B) DuITION.—The exception described

22 in subparagraph (A) shall apply only for the pe-

23 nod normally required to complete the course of

24 study for which the sponsored alien receives as-

25 sistance described in that subparagraph.
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1 (3) CERTAIN SERVICES AND ASSISTANCE.—The

2 requirements of subsection (a) shall not apply to any

3 service or assistance described in section

4 201(a)(1)(A)(vii).

5 (e) DEEMING AUTHORITY TO STATE AND LOCAL

6 AGENCIES.—

7 (1) IN GENERAL.—Notwlthstanthng any other

8 provision of law, but subject to exceptions equivalent

9 to the exceptions described in subsection (d), the

10 State or local government may, for purposes of de-

11 terrnining the eligibility of an alien for benefits, and

12 the amount of benefits, under any State or local pro-

13 gram of assistance for which eligibility is based on

14 need, or any need-base4 program of assistance ad-

15 ministered by a State or local government (other

16 than a program of assistance provided or funded, in

17 whole or in part, by the Federal Government), re-

18 quire that the income and resources described in

19 subsection (b) be deemed to be the income and re-

20 sources of such alien.

21 (2) LENGTH OF DEEMING PERIOD.—Subject to

22 exceptions equivalent to the exceptions described in

23 subsection (d), a State or local government may im-

24 pose the requirement described in paragraph (1) for

25 the period for which the sponsor has agreed, in such
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1 affidavit or agreement, to provide support for such

2 alien, or for a period of 5 years beginning on the day

3 such alien was first lawfully in the United States

4 after the execution of such affidavit or agreement,

5 whichever period is longer.

6 SEC. 205. VERIFICATION OF STUDENT ELIGIBILITY FOR

7 POSTSECONDARY FEDERAL STUDENT FINAN-

8 ci ASSISTANCE.

9 (a) REPORT REQrnREMENT.—Not later than one

10 year after the date of the enactment of this Act, the Sec-

11 retary of Education and the Commissioner of Social Secu-

12 rity shall jointly submit to the Congress a report on the

13 computer matching program of the Department of Edu-

14 cation under section 484(p) of the Higher Education Act

15 of 1965.

16 (b) REPORT ELEMENTS.—The report shall include

17 the following:

18 (1) An assessment by the Secretary and the

19 Coiumissioner of the effectiveness of the computer

20 matching program, and a justification for such as-

21 sessment.

22 (2) The ratio of inaccurate matches under the

23 program to successful matches.

24 (3) Such other information as the Secretary

25 and the Commissioner jointly consider appropriate.
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1 SEC. 206. AUTHORITY OF STATES AND LOCALITIES TO

2 LIMIT ASSISTANCE TO ALIENS AND TO DIS

3 TJNGU1SH AMONG CLASSES OF ALJENS rN

4 PROVIDING GENERAL PUBLIC ASSISTANCE.

5 (a) IN GENERAL.—Subject to subsection (b) and not-

6 withstanding any other provision of law, a State or locaj

7 government may prohibit or otherwise limit or restrict the

8 eligibility of aliens or classes of aliens for programs of gen-

9 eral cash public assistance furnished under the law of the

10 State or a political subdivision of a State.

11 (b) LIMITATION.—The authority provided for under

12 subsection (a) may be exercised only to the extent that

.13 any prohibitions, limitations, or restrictions imposed by a

14 State or local government are not more restrictive than

15 the prohibitions, linlitations, or restrictions imposed under

16 comparable Federal programs. For purposes of this sec-

17 tion, attribution to an alien of a sponsor's income and re-

18 sources (as described in section 204(b)) for purposes of

19 determining eligibility for, and the amount of, benefits

20 shall be considered less restrictive than a prohibition of

21 eligibility for such benefits.

22 SEC. 207. EARNED INCOME TAX CREDIT DENIED TO INDI-

23 VIDUALS NOT CITIZENS OR LAWFUL PERMA-

24 NENT RESIDENTS.

25 (a) IN GENERAL.—
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1 (1) LIMITATI0N.—Notwithstanding any other

2 provision of law, an individual may not receive an

3 earned income tax credit for any year in which such

4 individual was not, for the entire year, either a Unit-

5 ed States citizen or national or a lawful permanent

6 resident.

7 (2) IDENTIFICATION NUMBER REQUIRED.—Sec-

8 tion 32(c)(1) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986

9 (relating to individuals eligible to claim the earned

10 income tax credit) is amended by adding at the end

11 the following new subparagraph:

12 "(F) IDENTIFICATION NUMBER REQUIRE-

13 iNT.—The term 'eligible individual' does not

14 include any individuaI who does not include on

15 the return of tax for the taxable year—

16 "(i) such individual's taxpayer identi-

17 fication number, and

18 "(ii) if the individual is married (with-

19 in the meaning of section 7703), the tax-

20 payer identification number of such mdi-

21 vidual's spouse.".

22 (b) SPECIAL IDENTIFICATION NUMBER.—Section 32

23 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 is amended by add-

24 ing at the end the following new subsection:
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1 "(k) IDENTIFICATION NuI'iBERs.—Solely for pur-

2 poses of subsections (c)(1)(F) and (c)(3)(D), a taxpayer

3 identification number means a social security number is-

4 sued to an individual by the Social Security Administra-

5 tion (other than a social security number issued pursuant

6 to clause (II) (or that portion of clause (III) that relates

7 to clause (II)) of section 205(c)(2)(B)(i) of the Social Se-

8 curity Act).".

9 (c) EXTENSION OF PROCEDURES APPLICABLE TO

10 MATHEMATICAL OR CLERICAL, ERRORS.—Section

11 6213(g)(2) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (relating

12 to the definition of mathematical or clerical errors) is

13 amended—.

14 (1) by strikiii "and" at the 'end of subpara-

15 graph (D),

16 (2) by striking the period at the end of sub-

17 paragraph (E) and inserting ", and", and

18 (3) by inserting after subparagraph (E) the fol-

19 lowing new subparagraph:

20 "(F) an unintended omission of a correct

21 taxpayer identification number required under

22 section 32 (relating to the earned income tax

23 credit) to be included on a return.".
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1 (d) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by

2 this section shall apply to taxable years beginning after

3 December 31, 1995.

4 SEC. 208. INCREASED MAXIMUM CRIMINAL PENALTIES FOR

5 FORGING OR COUNTERFEITING SEAL OF A

6 FEDERAL DEPARTMENT OR AGENCY TO FA-

7 .CIIflATE BENEFIT FRAUD BY AN UNLAWFUL

8 ALIEN.

9 Section 506 of title 18, United States Code, is

• 10 amended to read as follows:

• .1 1 506. Seals of-departments oragencies

12 "(a) Whoever—

• .13 "(1) falsely makes,. forges, counterfeits, muti-

• 14 ;'lates; or. alters flie. seal .of. any. department or agency

• 15 - of the United States, or any facsimile thereof;

16 "(2) knowingly uses, affixes, or.impresses any

17 -. such Iraudulently made, forged,. counterfeited, muti-

18. • lated, or. altered.seai or facsimile thereof to• or upon

19 any certificate, instrument, conmiission, document,

20 or paper of- any description; or

21 "(3) with fraudulent intent, possesses, sells, of-

22 fers for sale, furnishes, offers to furnish, gives away,

23 offers to give away, transports, offer to transport,

24 imports, or offers to import any such seal or fac-

25 simile thereof, knowing the same to have been so
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1 falsely made, forged, counterfeited, mutilated, or al-

2 tered,

3 shall be fined under this title, or imprisoned not more than

4 5 years, or both.

5 "(b) Notwithstanding subsection (a) or any other

6 provision of law, if a forged, counterfeited, mutilated, or

7 altered seal of a department or agency of the TJnited

8 States, or any facsimile thereof, is—

9 "(1) so forged, counterfeited, mutilated, or al-

10 tered;

11 "(2) used, affixed, or impressed to or upon any

12 certificate, instrument, commission, document, or

13 paper of any description; or

14 "(3) with .fraiiiulent intent, possessed, sold, of-•

15 fered for sale, furnished, offered to furnish, given

16 away, offered to give away, transported, offered to

17 transport, imported, or offered to import,

18 with the intent or effect of facilitating an unlawful alien's

19 application for, or receipt of, a Federal benefit, the pen-

20 alties which may be imposed for each offense under sub-

21 section (a) shall be two times the maximum fine, and 3

22 times the maximum term of imprisonment, or both, that

23 would otherwise be imposed for an offense under sub-

24 section (a).

25 "(c) For purposes of this section—
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1 "(1) the term 'Federal benefit' means—

2 "(A) the issuance of any grant, contract,

3 loan, professional license, or commercial license

4 provided by• any agency of the United States or

5 by appropriated funds of the United States; and -

6 "(B). any retirement, welfare, Social Secu-

7 rity, health (including treatment of an emer-

8 gency medical condition in accordance with sec-

9 tion 1903(v) of the Social Security Act (19

10 U.S.C. 1396b(v))), disability, veterans, public

11. housing, education, food stamps, or. unemploy-

12 ment benefit, or any similar benefit for which

13 payments or assistance are provided by an

14 agency & the United States or by appropriated

15 funds of the United States;

16 "(2) the term 'unlawful alien' means an individ-

17 ual who is not—

18 "(A) a United States citizen or national;

19 "(B) an alien lawfully admitted for perma-

20 nent residence under the Immigration and Na-

21 tionality Act;

22 "(C) an alien granted asylum under sec-

23 tion 208 of such Act;

24 "(D) a refugee admitted under section 207

25 of such Act;
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1 "(E) an alien whose deportation has been

2 withheld under section 243(h) of such Act; or

3 "(F) an alien paroled into the United

4 States under section 215(d)(5) of such Act for

5 a period of at least 1 year; and

"(3) each instance of forgery, counterfeiting,

7 mutilation, or alteration shall constitute a separate

8 offense under this section.".

214

22 Subtitle C—Effective Dates
23 SEC. 221. EFFECTWE DATES.

24 (a) IN GENERAL.—Except as provided in subsection

25 (b) or as otherwise provided in this title, this title and

215

1 the amendments made by this title shall take effect on

2 the date of the enactment of this Act.

3 (b) BENEFJTS.—The provisions of section 201 and

4 204 shall apply to benefits and to applications for benefits

5 received on or after the date of the enactment of this Act.
-
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I. PURPOSE AN]) Stmirwy

The committee bill is intended, first, to increase control over im-
migration to the United States—decreasing the number of persons
becoming part of the U.S. population in violation of this country's
immigration law (through visa overstay as well as illegal entry); ex-
pediting the removal of excludable and deportable aliens, especially
criminal aliens; and reducing the abuse of parole and asylum provi-
sions. It is also intended to reduce aliens' use of welfare and cer-
tain other government benefits.

Title I proposes a number of law enforcement and other control
measures. Law enforcement measures include: (1) Providing addi-
tional enforcement personnel and detention facilities; (2) Authoriz-ing a series of pilot projects on systems to verify eligibility to be
employed in the United States (and eligibility to receive public as-
sistance or certain other government benefits), and also requiring
improvements in birth certificates and driver's licenses to reduce
their vulnerability to fraudulent acquisition and use; (3) Providing
additional investigative authority and heavier penalties for docu-
ment fraud and alien smuggling; (4) Strernliing exclusion and de-
portation procedures, and increasing the disincentives for repeated
illegal entry or visa overstay; (5) Establishing special procedures to
expedite the removal of criminai aliens; and (6) Miscellaneous other
enforcement-related provisions.

Other control measures in title I include: (1) Tightening the At-
torney General's parole authority (which authorizes the entry into
the U.S. of otherwise excludable aliens); (2) Amending the proce-
dures used to consider asylum applications, to reduce the likelihood
that fraudulent or frivolous applications will enable deportable or
excludable aliens to remain in the U.S. for substantial periods; and.
(3) Repealing the Cuban Adjustment Act (which allows any Cuban
national to obtain permanent resident status outside normal
gration and refugee channels), with certain exceptions.

Title II of the committee bill contains several sections relating to
fmancial responsibility: (1) Provisions to reduce the likelihood
aliens will become a burden on the taxpayers of this country—in-
cluding a prohibition on use by ifiegal aliens of welfare and certain
other government benefits; a modification of current law on the de-
portation of aliens if they become a "public charge"; a requirement
that sponsor affidavits of support be legally enforceable; a require-
ment that when welfare agencies calculate financial need, they
"deem" that the income and assets of a sponsored alien include
that of his or her sponsor and (2) Provisions to reimburse States
for providing Federally mandated emergency medical services to il-legal aliens.
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II. NEED FOR CIJRRENT LEGISLATION

The committee bill is needed to address the high current levels
of illegal immigration; the abuse of humanitarian provisions such
as asylum and parole; and the substantial burden imposed on the
taxpayers of this country as the result of aliens' use of welfare and
other government benefits.

No matter how successful Congress might be in crafting a set of
immigration laws that would—in theory—lead to -the most long-
term benefits to the American people, such benefits will not actu-
ally occur if those laws cannot be enforced. Unfortunately, U.S. im-
migration law is violated on a massive scale.

Just one indication is the number of foreign nationals appre-
hended while in violation of U.S. immigration law. Apprehensions
rose dramatically in the 1970's, reaching a total of 8.3 million for
the decade. The increase continued in the 1980's, reaching a high
of 1.8 million in fiscal year 1986. Following passage of the Immi-
gration Reform and Control Act of 1986, apprehensions declined
sharply in 1987, returning to the levels of 1983—84. By 1989, total
apprehensions fell below one million for the first time since 1982.
However, apprehensions began to rise again in 1990 and have been
above one million every year since.

The committee bill proposes numerous measures to reduce illegal
entry and visa overstays; to reduce alien smuggling and document
fraud; and to expedite exclusion and deportation, especially of
criminal aliens. These are described in the section-by-section analy-
sis for sec. 101—108 (Additional Enforcement Personnel); sec. 111—
120E (Verification of Eligibility to Work and to Receive Public As-
sistance); sec. 121—133 (Alien Smuggling; Document Fraud); sec.
141—159 (Exclusion and Deportation); sec. 161—170E (Criminal
Aliens); and sec. 171—184 (Miscellaneous).

The bill's proposals to.reform several humanitarian provisions of
current law are described in the section-by-section analysis for sec.
19 1—192 (Parole Authority); sec. 193—196 (Asylum); and sec. 197
(Cuban Adjustment Act).

Measures related to financial responsibility, including provisions
to reduce use by aliens of welfare—and, with respect to illegal
aliens, certain other government benefits—and provisions to reim-
burse the States for certain Federally mandated emergency medical
services, are described in the section-by-section analysis of sec.
201—210 (Receipt of Certain Government Benefits) and sec. 211—
212 (Miscellaneous Provisions).

Two issues deserve some comment and analysis in addition to
what is contained in the section-by-section analysis. These are: (1)
to "Employer sanctions" (i.e., the penalties against knowingly em-
ploying illegal aliens) and verification systems, and (2) Alien' use
of welfare, including the subjects of sponsor liability and "deeming"
(the requirement that when calculating the financial need of spon-
sored aliens, for purposes of eligibility and benefit amount, welfare
agencies attribute the income and assets of a sponsor to the alien).
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Employer sanctions and verification systems
It has been recognized for many years that the primary magnet

for most illegal immigrants is the availability of jobs—jobs that paymuch better than what is available in their home countries.
It is also widely recognized that satisfactory prevention of illegal

border entry is unlikely to be achieved solely by patrolling the verylong U.S. border. Our border is over 7,000 miles on land and 12,000miles along what is technicaiiy called "coastline." Furthermore, thereal sea border consists of over 80,000 miles of what the experts
call "shoreline," including the shoreline of the outer coast, offshoreislands, sounds, bays, and other major inlets.

And, patrol of the border is, of course, inadequate to deal withforeign nationals who enter the U.S. legally—for example, as tour-ists or students—and then choose to violate the terms of theirentry, by not leaving when their period of authorized stay expires
or by working at jobs for which they are not authorized. The com-
mittee strongly believes in increased investigation and punishmentof visa overstayers. However, this is not by itself likely to solve theproblem. As is well known by experts—and evident through com-mon sense—the certainty of punishment is often at least as impor-tant as its severity. Unfortunately, the probability that a visaoverstayer will face punishment is now quite small and is likely toremain so. These individuals are not, by and large, engaged in il-licit behavior that may occasionally be observed. There need not beanything in the way they behave to show their immigration status.Indeed, with the proper set of fraudulent documents, a visaoverstayer can appear just like anyone else, especially in an areawith many immigrants. He or she can even pose as a U.S. citizen.

Most authoritative analyses of the problem of illegal iminigra-tion—illegal entry as well as visa overstay—have recommended aprovision such as that in the 1986 Immigration Reform law makingit uniawftjl to employ illegal aliens. These studies include that of10 years ago by the SelecLCormnjssion on Immigration and Refu-gee Policy and the current work being done by the U.S. Comrnis-sion on Immigration Reform.
Such studies also recognize that an employer sanctions law can-not be effective without a reliaMe and easy-to-use method for em-ployers to verify work authorization. Accordingly, the 1986 law in-stituted an interim verification system. This system requires the

presentation of one or two documents (depending on whether thedocument is an identification document as well as a documentshowing work authorization) from a list of 29. Most of these are notresistant to tampering or counterfeiting. Further, it is surprisinglyeasy to obtain genuine documents, including a birth certificate.Thus, it was believed by Congress and the President that the sys-tem would most likely need to be significantly improved. In fact thelaw called for studies of telephone verification systems and counter-feit-resistant social security cards.
Unfortunately, the interim system is still in place today, 10 yearslater. This is true even though—as was feared—there is wide-spread fraud in its use. While most employers try to comply withthe law, it is impossible for honest employers to distinguish genu-ine documents from high-quality (but inexpensive) counterfeit ones.
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As a result, the employer sanctions law has not been as effective
in deterring illegal immigration as it could be—and should be. That
is why apprehensions have continued to be so high.

The committee believes that an improved system to verify eligi-
bility to work in this country must be developed—in order that the
enforcement tool with the greatest potential to deter illegal entry
and visa abuse will actually have that effect. Effective enforcement
requires effective employer sanctions, and effective employer sanc-
tions requires an effective verification system. It is just that sim-
ple. —

Accordingly, the committee bill directs the President to conduct,
over a period of three to six years, local or regional pilot projects
(and one in the legislative branch) on improved verification sys-
tems. The committee anticipates that the cost to employers of par-
ticipating in any pilot project in which participation is mandatory
would not be significantly greater than the cost under current law.

The bill also directs the President to recommend a system that
should be implemented on a nationwide basis. The recommended
system could not be implemented until a statute or joint resolution
had been passed authorizing it. The bill explicitly states that the
system could not require a "national I.D. card" and could not be
used except to verify eligibility to work or to receive certain govern-
ment benefits, or to enforce criminal statues related to document
fraud. The bill also provides protections for the privacy and secu-
rity of any personal information obtained for or utilized by the sys-
tem. (See the section-by-section analysis for sec. 111 through 114.)

In addition, the committee bill proposes a number of provisions
to improve the effectiveness of the current verification system.
These include provisions to reduce the list of documents that may
be accepted by employers; to require improvements in the birth cer-
tificate and driver's license; and to modi1 the current law provid-
ing that under certain circumstances an employer's request for
more or different documents than the law requires is an unlawful
"u.n.fair immigration-related employment practice" (the committee
bill would require a purpose or intent to unlawfally discriminate).
(See the section-by-section analysis for sec. 116 through 118.)

Aliens' use of welfare
The committee believes that aliens in this country should be self-

sufficient. There is a controversy whether immigrants as a whole—
or illegal aliens as a whole—pay more in taxes than they receive
in welfare (noncash plus cash), public education, and other govern-
ment services. The committee believes that at least with respect to
immigrant households (i.e., a household consisting of immigrant
parents, plus their U.S.-citizen children, who are in this country be-
cause of the immigration of their parents), there is considerable
evidence that there is a net cost to taxpayers. See, e.g., George J.
Borjas, Immigration and Welfare, 1970—1990, p. 23 (Nat'l Bur.
Econ. Res. Working Paper No. 4872, Sept 1994). However, the com-
mittee believes that the most relevant question is whether any par-
ticular immigrant is a burden, not immigrants as a whole.

An immigrant may be admitted to the United States only if the
immigrant provides adequate assurance to the consular officer and
immigration inspector that he or she is not "likely at any time to
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become a public charge." Similar provisions have been part of our
law since the 19th century and part of the law of some of the 13
colonies even before Independence. In effect, immigrants make a
promise to the American people that they will not become a finan-
cial burden.

The committee believes that there is a compelling Federal inter-
est in enacting new rules on alien we]fare eligibility and on the fi-
nancial liability of the U.S. sponsors of imTnigrants—in order to in-
crease the likelihood that aliens will be se1f-sufficien in accord-
ance with the nation's longstanding policy, and to reduce any addi-
tional incentive for illegal immigration provided by easy availabil-
ity of welfare and other taxpayer-funded benefits.

The committee bill provides that if an alien, within 5 years of
entry, does become a "public charge"—which the bill defines as
someone receiving an aggregate of 12 months of welfare—he or she
is deportable. It is even more important in this era that there be
such a law, since the welfare state has changed the pattern of im-
migration and emigration that existed earlier in our history. Before
the welfare state, if an immigrant could not succeed in the IJ.S.,
he or she often returned to "the old country." This happens less
often today, because of the welfare "safety net."

The changes proposed by the bill clarify when the use of welfare.
would lead to deportability. These changes are likely to lead to less
use of welfare by recent immigrants or more deportations of
grants who do become a burden on the taxpayers.

One of the ways immigrants are permitted to show that they are
not likely to become a public charge is by providing an affidavit of
support by a sponsor, who is often the U.S. relative petitioning for
their entry under an immigrant classification for family reunifica-
tion. Under current law, sponsors agree to provide support only for
three years. Furthermore, the agreement is not legally enforceable.

The committee believes ithat the sponsor affidavit should be le-
gally enforceable and. should be in effect until the sponsored alien
(a) has worked for a reasonable period in this country, paying taxes
and making a positive economic contribution, or (b) becomes a citi-
zen, whichever occurs first. The committee believes that a reason-
able maximum period for the sponsor's liability is 40 "Social Secu-
rity quarters" (about 10 years), the period it takes any citizen to
qua1if for benefits under Social Security retirement and certain
Medicare programs.

The committee believes that '4deeming" of the sponsor's income
and assets to the sponsored alien should be required in nearly all
welfare programs and for as long as the sponsor is legally liable for
support, or 5 years (the period in which an alien can be deported
as a public charge), whichever is longer.

It is not unreasonable of the taxpayers of this country to require
recently arrived immigrants to depend on their sponsors for at
least the first 5 years, regardless of the specific terms in the aftida-
vit of support signed by their sponsors. It was only on the basis of
the assurance of the immigrant and the sponsor that the immi-
grant would not at any time become a public charge that the immi-
grant was allowed in this country.
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It should be made clear to immigrants that the taxpayers of this
country expect them to be able to make it in this country on their
own and with the help of their sponsors.

At this point, there is a fundamental committee intent that
should be clearly expressed—an intent that should be taken into
account in the interpretation of every provision of this bill. The
committee intends that aliens within the jurisdiction of this coun-
try be required to fully obey all State and Federal laws—including
the immigration laws. —

Some Americans appear to be ambivalent about the enforcement
of the Immigration and Nationality Act. This includes a number of
judges, perhaps reflecting a tension they feel between their duty to
apply the law and their inclination to be humane toward those
seeking a better life in this country, in accordance with our immi-
grant heritage. For example, while the U.S. Supreme Court has
recognized that the making of immigration policy is reserved to the
political branches under our corstitutional system and should be
largely immune from judicial control (Fiallo v. Bell, 430 U.S. 787,
792, 796 (1977)), and that relief from deportation may be left to the
unfettered discretion of the Attorney General (Jay v. Boyd, 351
U.S. 345, 357-58 (1956)), the Court on other occasions has charac-
terized deportation as a grave penalty (Bridges v. Wixon, 326 U.S.
135, 147 (1945)) and suggested that statutory ambiguities should
be resolved in favor of the alien (iNS v. Cardoza-Fonseca, 480 U.S.
421, 449 (1987)).

If the United States is to have an immigration policy that is both
fair and effective, the law azd the commitment of those with the
duty to apply or enforce it must be clear. There should be no confu-
sion about the intent of Congress that U.S. immigration law be
fully binding on all persons at or within the borders of this country.
This is a nation governed by law, and the law includes the immi-
gration statutes and the regulations promulgated thereunder.

Aliens who violate U.S. immigration law should be removed from
this country as soon as possible. Exceptions should be provided
only in extraordinary cases specified in the statute and approved
by the Attorney General. Aliens who are required by law or the
judgment of our courts to leave the United States are not thereby
subjected to a penalty. The opportunity that U.S. immigration law
extends to aliens to enter and remain in this county is a privilege,
not an entitlement.

The committee also wishes to note once more the frequently stat-
ed reality that the attitude of the American people toward legal im-
migrants and the resources which they willingly devote to immi-
grants is affected by the level of illegal immigration that burdens
the society. Aliens who enter or remain in the United States in vio-
lation of our law are effectively taking immigration opportunities
that might otherwise be extended to others, potential legal immi-
grants whose presence would be more consistent with the judgment
of the elected government of this country about what is in the na-
tional interest. Those who are reluctant to enforce the immigration
laws should keep this reality in mind.
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III. HISTORY OF Cuiu'r LEGISLATION

S. 269, the "Immigrant Control and Financial Responsibility Act
of 1995," was introduced on January 24 (legislative day January
10), 1995, by Senator Robert J. Dole on behalf of Senator Alan K.
Simpson. This legislation was referred to the Committee on the Ju-
diciary, Subcommittee on Immigration, which ordered it favorably
reported with amendments on June 14, 1995. The Committee on
the Judiciary ordered it favorably reported with amendments on
March 21, 1996.

The legislation has its roots in legislation introduced in the 103d
Congress, 5. 1884, the "Comprehensive Immigration and Asylum
Reform Act of 1994," introduced by Senator Alan Simpson on
March 2, 1994. Other major immigration bills in the Senate during
the 103d Congress included S. 1333, introduced by Senator Edward
M. Kennedy on July 30, 1993 (on behalf of the Clinton Adinhistra-
tion) and 5. 1571, introduced by Senator Dianne Feinstein on Octo-
ber 20, 1993.

The legislation was also influenced by the recommendations of
the U.S. Commission on Immigration Reform, chaired by the late
Hon. Barbara Jordan. This commission, which was established by
Congress in 1990, issued a series of recommendations in the area
of illegal immigration in its September 1994 report to Congress,
CtJS Immigration Policy: Restoring Credibility."

W. SECTION-BY-SECTION ANALYSIS

9

PART 2—VERIFICATION OF ELIGIBILITY TO WORK AND TO RECEiVE
PUBLIC ASSISTANCE

Subpart A—Development of New Verification System

Sec. 111—Establishment of new 5ystem.
Requires the President to develop and reconiinend to Congress a

plan for a system to enable employers to verify that an employee
is authorized to work and welfare admiiiitrators to verify that an
applicant is authorized to receive welfare. The recommendation
must be submitted to Congress within 3 or 6 years (depending on
the duration of the demonstration projects that are conducted. pur-
suant to sec. 112). Implementation of the recommended system
could occur only through subsequent legislation by Congress.

The President must report to Congress on: (1) The proposed sys-
tem and any alternatives considered; (2) Whether the system re-
duces the number of illegal irn1igrants in the workplace; (3) Data
on the costs (to the government and to employers), privacy protec-
tions, and the accuracy rate of the system; and (4) Whether the
system causes new employment discrimination.

The recommended plan would have the following objectives: (1)
To reduce the employment of illegal immigrants; (2) To assist em-
ployers in complying with the laws against knowingly employing il-
legal aliens; (3) To prevent unlawful discrimination and privacy
violations; (4) To minimize the burden on business; and (5) To en-
sure that ifiegal aliens do not receive public assistance or certain
other government benefits.

The system would be required to reliably determine whether the
person with the identity claimed by an individual is eligible to
work and to apply for public assistance, and whether such individ-
ual is an imposter, fraudulently c1irnig another person's identity.
The President may not test or recommend a "national I.D. card."
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Any documents which are used in such a verification system must
be resistant to tampering and counterfeiting, and may not be used
for any purpose other than enforcing the immigration laws or laws
related to document fraud (or for their original purpose; e.g., as a
license to drive a motor vehicle). The bill provides extensive protec-
tions against and remedies for violations of privacy.

Sec. 1 12—Verification system demonstration projects
Directs the President, through the Attorney General, to conduct

several local or regional pilot projects (including one iirthe legisla-
tive branch of the Federal Government), during the 3 years follow-
ing enactment, to test the feasibility of proposed verification sys-
tems, and requires regular consultations with Congress. Additional
or renewed projects are possible, and a final evaluation and rec-
ommendation is required after completion of the projects. The pilot
projects would also be subject to the rules applicable to the perma-
nent system, with the exception that the standards of accuracy are
not expected to be immediately met in such projects.

The committee intends that the projects be truly local or re-
gional. During consideration of the bill, some concern was ex-
pressed that a broader pilot program, such as one covering several
high-immigration States, could be tantamount to a national pro-
grain. The committee believes that a pilot program of such mag-
nitude would violate the provisions of sec. 111 requiring that a
statute or joint resolution approve a new system before it could be
implemented nationwide.

If the Attorney General determines that a pilot project is sum-
ciently accurate, then employers who participate need not also fol-
low the verification procedures of current law, including the com-
pletion of the "1—9" form.

Sec. 113—Comptroller General monitoring and reports
Requires the General Accounting Office to monitor the pilot pro-

grains required under sec. 112 and to provide, Congress with an
evaluation of the final verification system proposed by the Presi-
dent.
Sec. 114—General nonpreemption of existing rights and remedies

Provides that nothing in sections 111—113 may be construed to
impair any rights or remedies available under Federal, State or
local law after enactment, except to the extent inconsistent with a
provision in one or more of such sections.

Sec. 115—Definitions
Defines "Administration," "Employment Authorized Alien," and

"Service."

Subpart B—Strengthening Existing Verification Procedures

Sec. 116—Changes in list of acceptable employment-verification doc-
urn.ents

Reduces the number of acceptable employment-verification docu-
ments to the U.S. passport, resident alien card (old), alien registra-
tion card (new), social security card, and other documents des-
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ignated by the Attorney General. Authorizes the Attorney General
to require social security account numbers on the verification form.

Sec. 117—Treatment of certain documentary practices as unfair im-
migration-related employment practices

Provides that a request for documents beyond those required for
employment verification shall be treated as an unfair immigration-
related employment practice only if made with discriminatory pur-
pose or intent.

Sec. 1 18—Improvements in identification-related documents
Establishes Federal standards for birth certificates and State-is-

sued drivers licenses (developed in consultation with the States).
The section also establishes grants for States to facilitate the
matching of birth and death records (to reduce the likeflhood that
copies of the birth certificate of a deceased person will be provided
to other individuals).

22

TITLE 11—FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

Subtitle A—Receipt of Certain Government Benefits

Sec. 201—Ineligibility of excludable, deportable, and nonimmigrant
aliens —

Prohibits receipt of any Federal, State or local government bene-
fit by an "ineligible alien," which is defined as any alien who is not
(1) a lawful permanent resident, (2) a refugee, (3) an asylee, or (4)
an alien who has been in the U.S. in parole status for at least one
year. Ineligible aliens may receive emergency medical services, pre-
natal and postpartum pregnancy services under Title XIX of the
Social Security Act, short-term emergency disaster relief, benefits
under the National School Lunch Act, the Child Nutrition Act, and
public health assistance for immunizations and (if approved by the
Secretary of HHS) testing and treatment for communicable dis-
eases.

State or local governments may not treat an ineligible alien as
a resident, if such action would treat the alien more favorably than
a non-resident U.S. citizen. Only citizens and work-authorized
aliens may receive unemployment benefits or Social Security bene-
fits—and benefits may be based only on periods of authorized work.
The Secretary of Housing and Urban Development must report on
the implementation of current law barring the provision of housing
assistance to ineligible aliens. Nonprofit charitable organizations
are exempt from the requirements under this title.
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Sec. 202—Definition of "public charge" for purposes of deportation° -

Clarifies that aliens who receive welfare benefits for more than
12 months during the first 5 years after entry (or adjustment to
legal permanent resident status, if the immigrant entered first as
a nonimmigrant) are deportable. Exceptions are provided for
noncitizens who entered prior to enactment, refugees, asylees, and
immigrants who, after entry, suffer (1) a physia1 disability so se-
vere the alien cannot take any job, or (2) a mental disability which
requires continuous hospitalization.

Sec. 203—Requirements for sponsor's affidavit of support

Requires that future affidavits of support (in which a sponsor
promises to support the immigrant) must be legally enforceable
against the sponsor by the sponsored immigrant, and the Federal,
State or local governments. An aflidavit will be legally enforceable
until the iinniigrant has worked 40 "qualifying quarters" in the
United States or until the inimigrant naturalizes (whichever is ear-
lier). A qualifying quarter is a 3-month period, during which the
immigrant (1) earned enough for the period to count as a quarter
for Social Security coverage; (2) did not use welfare; and (3) which
occurs in a year in which the immigrant paid Federal income taxes.

A sponsor must be a citizen or lawful permanent resident domi-
ciled in the U.S. or its possessions; 18 or older who demonstrates
the ability to support the sponsor's family and the immigrant by
showing an annual income of at least 125 percent of the poverty
line (except that for active-duty members of the U.S. armed forces,
the required minimum income is 100 percent of the poverty line).

Sec. 204—Attribution of sponsor's income and resource.s to family-

sponsored immigrants
Provides that, when determining a sponsored immigrant's eligi-

bility for any needs-based Federal program, the applicant's income
shall be deemed to include the income of the sponsor and sponsor's
spouse for the "deeming period." The deeming period is 5 years
after entry (for those currently in the U.S.) or the length of time
that the affidavit is legally enforceable (see sec. 203). Students who
have been approved for Pell grants or other higher education as-
sistance for the academic year in which this act is passed are ex-
empted from deeming for such educational assistance for the re-
mainder of their course of study. States have the option to deem
sponsor income when determining eligibility for State or local gov-
ernment-assistaflce programs.

Sec. 205—Verification of student eligibility for postsecondary Fed-
eral student financial assistance

Provides that within one year of enactment, the Secretary of
Education must submit a report to Congress which details the op-
eration of the Department's "computer matching program" to en-
sure ineligible aliens do not receive higher educational assistance
by providing fraudulent Social Security numbers on their financial
aid applications.
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Sec. 206—Authority to States and localities to limit assistance to
aliens and to distingui.h among classes of aliens in providinj-
general public assistance

Authorizes States to Emit the eligibility of any alien for needs-
based assistance, provided the State restrictions based upon
alienage are not more restrictive than those imposed by the Fed-
eral government.

Sec. 207. Earned income tax credit denied to individuals not au-
thorized to be employed in the United States

Denies earned income tax credit to anyone who has not been a
citizen or lawful permanent resident for the entire tax year.

Sec. 208—Increased maximum criminal penalties for forging or
counterfeiting seal of a Federal department or agency to facili-
tate benefit fraud by an unlawful alien

Increases from $250,000 to $500,000 the maximum criminal fine,
and increases from 5 years to 15 years the maximum sentence,
that may be imposed for the unauthorized or frauduient use, or the
possession or transfer of a facsimile or counterfeit, of an official
government stamp, seal or other similar instrument of authoriza-
tion when the crime is intended to facilitate (or has facilitated) an
unlawful alien's fraudulent application for (or receipt of) a Federal
benefit.

25

Subtitle C—Effective Dates

Sec. 221—Effective dates
This title shall be effective upon enactment of this act, except

where otherwise * * *

* * * * * * *.

V. COMMITrEE ACTION

The committee met on 6 separate days (February 29, March 6,
13, 14, 20, and 21, 1996) to mark up the subject legislation, and
on March 21, 1996, with a quorum present, by a vote of yeas to
nays, the committee ordered an original bill containing provisions
from 5. 269, "The Immigration Control and Responsibility Act of
1995" offered by Senator Simpson, to be favorably reported, as
amended. A number of amendments were agreed to by unanimous
consent, voice vote, and rollcall votes. Other amendments were re-
jected. Following is a list of the amendments considered by the
committee:

— RECORDED VOTES

1. The Simpson nendment to strike sections 127 (civil penalties
for bringing inadmissible aliens from contiguous territories) and
177 (transportation line responsibility for aliens transmitting with-
out visa); to require a study of automated data collection systems;
and to revise section 151, the definition of "stowaway" was agreed
to by a roll call vote of 11 yeas to 6 nays.

YEAS NAYS

Hatch Grassley
Thurmond (by proxy) Thompson
Simpson Simon
Specter Kohl
Brown Feinstein
Kyl Feingold
DeWine
Abraham
Kennedy
Leahy
Heflin

2. The first part of an Abraham amendment which was divided
into two parts by motion, to strike sections 111—113 and section
11.6 failed by a roll call vote of 9 yeas to 9 nays. The second part,
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to insert "Penalties against visa-overstayers and authorization for
300 visa-overstayer investigators was agreed to by voice vote.

YEAS NAYS

Hatch Simpson
Thurmond (by proxy) Grassley
Specter (by proxy) Brown
Thompson Kyl
DeWme Biden (by proxy)
Abraham Kennedy -
Leahy (by proxy) Simon
Heflin (by proxy) Kohl (by proxy)
Feingold Feinstein

3. The Kennedy Amendment to strike sections 111—113 and in-
sert the following, 'Part 2—System to Verify Eligibifity to Work
and to Receive Public Assistance" was agreed to by a rollcail vote
of 11 yeas to 5 nays.

YEAS NAYS

Hatch Specter (by proxy)
Thurmond (by proxy) Thompson
Simpson DeWine
Grassley Abraham
Brown Feingold
Kyl
Biden (by proxy)
Kennedy
Simon
Kohl (by proxy)
Feinstein

4. The Hatch amendment to delete provisions increasing civil and
criminal penalties for violations of the employer sanctions provi-
sions was agreed to.y a vote of 10 yeas to S nays.

YEAS - NAYS

Hatch Simpson
Thurmond Grassley
Specter (by proxy) Biden (by proxy)
Brown (by proxy) Kennedy
Thompson (by proxy) Leahy
Kyl Simon
DeWine Kohl
Abraham Feinstein
Heflin (by proxy)
Feingold

5. Kennedy's amendment to strike Section 115, Intentional Dis-
crimination was defeated by a roll call vote of 7 yeas to 9 nays.

YEAS NAYS

Thompson Hatch
Biden Thurmond
Kennedy Simpson
Leahy Grassley (by proxy)
Simon Brown
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Kohl (by proxy) Kyl
Feingold DeWine

Abraham
Feinstein

6. Simon's amendment to strike Section Criminalizing Voting by
Legal Aliens was passed by a vote of 9 yeas to 7 nays.

YEAS NAYS

Thompson Hatch
DeWine (by proxy) Thurmond
Abraham Simpson
Biden Grassley (by proxy)
Kennedy Brown (by proxy)
Leahy (by proxy) Kyl
Simon Feinstein
Kohl
Feingold

7. Simon's amendment to strike Death Penalty Provisions was
defeated by a roll call vote of 5 yeas to 11 nays.

YEAS NAYS

Kennedy Hatch
Leahy Thurmond
Simon Simpson
Kohl Grassley
Feingold Brown

Thompson
Kyl
DeWine
Abraham
Biden
Feinstein

8. Abraham's amendment to define serious crimes committed by
aliens as crimes for which the sentence of imprisonment imposed
is at least one year for purposes of exclusion or deportation by a
vote of 12 yeas to 5 nays.

YEAS NAYS

Hatch Biden (by proxy)
Thurmond (by proxy) Kennedy
Simpson Leahy (by proxy)
Grassley (by proxy) Simon (by proxy)
Brown Feingold
Thompson
Kyl
DeWine
Abraham
Heflin (by proxy)
Kohl
Feinstein

9. Abraham's amendmemt to eliminate additional judicial review
of orders of exclusion or deportation for aliens who have been con-
victed of felonies by a vote of 12 yeas to 6 nays.
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YEAS NAYS

Hatch Specter (by proxy)
Thurmond Biden (by proxy)
Simpson Kennedy
Grassley Leahy
Brown Simon
Thompson Feingold
Kyl
DeWine
Abraham
Heflin (by proxy)
Kohl
Feinstein

10. Abraham's amendment to prevent criminal aliens from being
released from custody prior to deportation by a vote of 13 yeas to
4 nays.

YEAS NAYS

Hatch Kennedy
Thurmond (by proxy) Leahy
Simpson Simon
Grassley (by proxy) Feingold
Brown
Thompson
Kyl
DeWine
Abraham
Heflin (by proxy)
Kohl (by proxy)
Feiristein

11. Abraham's amendment to increase adminstrative efficiency
by authorizing State Court's to make fmdings of fact regarding the
deportability of crimirfai aliens during the criminal sentencing by
a vote of 11 yeas to 5 nays.

YEAS NAYS

Hatch Kennedy
Thurmond (by proxy) Leahy
Simpson Simon
Grassley Kohl (by proxy)
Brown Feingold
Thompson
Kyl
DeWine
Abraham
Hefiin (by proxy)
Feinstein

12. Leahy's amendment to strike restrictions against withholding
of deportation and asylum applications by a vote of 8 yeas to 8
nays.

YEAS NAYS

DeWine Hatch
Abraham Thurmond
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Biden (by proxy) Simpson
Kennedy Grassley
Leahy Brown
Simon Thompson
Kohl Kyl
Feingold Feinstein

13. Simpson's amendment to revise the bill's requirements for
improvements in birth certifIcates to by a vote of 9 yeas to 7 nays.

YEAS NAYS
Simpson Hatch
Grassley Thurmond (by proxy)
Brown Thompson
Ky! DeWine
Kennedy Abraham
Heflin (by proxy) Leahy (by proxy)
Simon Feingold
Kohl
Feinstein

14. Abraham's Motion to divide the bill into two separate bills,
one addressing illegal immigration and one addressing legal imxrn-
gration by a vote of 12 yeas to 6 nays.

YEAS NAYS
Hatch Simpson
Thurmond (by proxy) Grassley
Specter (by proxy) Brown
Thompson Ky!
DeWine Heflin
Abraham Feinstein
Biden (by proxy)
Kennedy
Leahy (by proxy)
Simon
Kohl (by proxy)
Feingold

15. Simon second degree amendment to Senator Specter's amend-
ment to make technical changes to Section 155 of the bill.

YEAS NAYS
Simon Hatch
Kohl (by proxy) Thurmond (by proxy)
Feingold Simpson

Grassley
Specter (by proxy)
Brown
Ky!
DeWine
Abraham
Kennedy
Leahy (by proxy)
Feinstein
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16. Senator DeWine's amendment to strike section 194: Time
limitation on asylum claims, was agreed to by a roll call vote of 16
yeas to I nay.

YEAS NAYS
Hatch Simpson
Thurmond (by proxy)
Grassley
Specter
Brown (by proxy)
Thompson
Kyl
DeWine
Abraham
Kennedy
Leahy (by proxy)
Heflin (by proxy)
Simon
Kohl (by proxy)
Feinstein
Feingold

17. Senator DeWine's amendment to strike section 172: Open-
Field searches was agreed to by a roll cali vote of 12 yeas to 5 nays.

YEAS NAYS
Hatch Thurmond (by proxy)
Specter (by proxy) Simpson
Brown Grassley
Kyl Thompson
DeWine Feinstein
Abraham
Biden (by proxy)
Kennedy
Leahy (by proxy)
Simon (by proxy)
Kohl (by proxy)
Feingold

18. Senator Kyl's amendment to authorize funding for a three-
tier fence in the San Diego Area. The amendment provides for con-
struction along 14 miles near San Diego, of second and third
fences, in addition to the existing reinforce fences, and for roads in
between the fences was agreed to by a roll call vote of 12 yeas to
4 nays.

YEAS NAYS
Hatch Kennedy
Thurmond (by proxy) Leahy (by proxy)
Simpson Simon
Grassley Feingold
Specter (by proxy)
Brown
Thompson (by proxy)
Kyl
DeWine
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Abraham
Kohl
Feinstein

19. Senator Simpson's amendment to require sponsors to submit
most recent 3 years of income tax returns, in order to show that
the sponsor would be able to fulfill his or her contractual obligation
to provide assistance when the sponsored person is in financial
need was agreed by a roll call vote of 13 yeas to 2 nays.

YEAS NAYS
Hatch DeWine
Thurmond (by proxy) Simon
Simpson
Grassley (by proxy)
Brown
Thompson
Kyl
Abraham
Kennedy
Leahy (by proxy)
Kohl
Feinstein
Feingold

20. Senator Kennedy's amendment to limit public assistance
safety net restriction for legal immigrants to programs of cash as-
sistance was defeated by a roll cail vote of 4 yeas to 12 nays.

YEAS NAYS
Specter (by proxy) Hatch
Kennedy Thurmond (by proxy)
Leahy (by proxy) Simpson
Simon Grassley (by proxy)

Brown
Thompson
Kyl
DeWine
Abraham
Kohl
Feinstein
Feingold

21. Senator Simon's amendment to strike of Retroactive Deeming
Requirements was defeated by a roll call vote of 7 yeas to 9 nays.

YEAS NAYS
Hatch Thurmond (by proxy)
Specter (by proxy) Simpson
DeWine Grassley
Kennedy Brown
Leahy (by proxy) Thompson
Simon Kyl
Feinstein Abraham

Kohl (by proxy)
Feingold
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22. Senator Kennedy's amendment to provide exceptions to spon-
sor deeming for legal immigrants when public health is at stake,
for school lunches, for child nutrition programs, and for other pur-
poses was defeated by a roll call vote of 7 yeas to 8 nays.

YEAS NAYS

Specter (by proxy) Hatch
DeWine Thurmond (by proxy)
Kennedy Simpson
Leahy (by proxy) Grassley
Simon Brown
Feinstein Thompson
Feingold Kyl

Abraham
23. Senator Kennedy's amendment to exempt legal immigrants

from restrictions on educational assistance for aliens was defeated
by a roll call vote of 7 yeas to 9 nays.

YEAS NAYS

Specter (by proxy) Hatch
DeWine Thurrnond (by proxy)
Kennedy Simpson
Leahy (by proxy) Grassley
Simon Brown
Kohl (by proxy) Kyl
Feingold Thompson

Abraham
Feinstein

24. Senator Kyl's amendment offered by Senator Leahy to strike
sections 212, the Border Crossing Fee was agreed to by a roll call
vote of 13 yeas to 4 nays.

YEAS NAYS

Hatch Thurmond (by proxy)
Specter (by proxy) Simpson
Brown (by proxy) Grassley
Thompson Feinstein
Kyl
DeWine
Abraham
Kennedy
Leahy
Heflin (by proxy)
Simon
Kohl (by proxy)
Feingold

25. Senator Kennedy's amendment to limit pregnancy services
for undocumented aiiens was agreed to by a roll call vote of 8 yeas
to 7 nays.

YEAS NAYS

Hatch Thurmond (by proxy)
Specter (by proxy) Simpson
DeWine (by proxy) Grassley
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Kennedy Brown
Leahy (by proxy) Thompson
Simon Kyl
Feinstein Abraham
Feingold

26. Senator Brown's amendment to strike section 213, Cruise
Line Fees by a roll call vote of 9 yeas to 7 nays.

YEAS NAYS
Hatch Thurmond (by proxy)
Specter (by proxy) Simpson
Brown Grassley
Thompson Kennedy (by proxy)
Kyl Simon
DeWine Feinstein
Abraham Feingold
Leahy
Heflin

27. Senator Feinstein's amendment to end deeming at citi.zenship
(Strike lines 14—18, Title 11—9, and insert the following) was agreed
to by a roll call vote of 11 yeas to 5 nays.

YEAS NAYS
Hatch Thurmond (by proxy)
Specter (by proxy) Simpson
Thompson Grassley
DeWine Brown
Abraham Kyl
Kennedy
Leahy (by proxy)
Simon
Kohl (by proxy)
Feinstein
Feingold

28. Senator Feingold's amendment to Strike Section 209, Limita-
tion on the Award of Costs and Fees was agreed to by a vote of
10 yeas to 5 nays.

YEAS NAYS
Hatch Thurmond (by proxy)
Specter (by proxy) Simpson
Thompson Grassley
DeWine Brown
Abraham Kyl
Kennedy
Leahy (by proxy)
Simon
Kohl (by proxy)
Feingold

29. To report the bill favorably as an original bill:
YEAS NAYS

Hatch Kennedy
Thurmond (by proxy) Leahy (by proxy)

S.Rept1O4249 96—2
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Simpson Simon
Gra.ssley Feingold
Specter (by proxy)
Brown
Thompson
Kyl
DeWine
Abraham
Heflin (by proxy)
Kohl (by proxy)
Feinstein

The following amendments were agreed to by unanimous con-
sent:

1. Simpson Amendment to require report by the Attorney
General on need for detention space.

2. Simpson technical amendment to prevent double counting
of long-term parolees.

3. Simpson amendment to provide that a stay of deportation
or exclusion is not automatic when an alien seeks judicial re-
view [bill would allow appeals to be pursued from abroad].

4. Simpson amendment with respect to motions to reopen in
absentia deportation orders, provides that automatic stay of
deportation applies only until judge decides on the motion
(thereafter, stay ends unless there re "individually compelling
circumstances").

5. Simpson amendment regarding new cancellation of exclu-
sion and deportation provision [which replaces suspension of
deportation under 212(c) and 244(a)], restore two provisions
from current law which provide more generous treatment for
battered spouses and less generous treatment for criminal
aliens.

6. Simpson amendment to bar to re-entry after exclusion is
increased to 5 years [currently 1 year].

7. Simpson amendInent to require fingerprinting of illegal
aliens apprehended anywhere in the U.S.

8. Simpson airfendment to add conspiracy to the offenses list-
ed in bill sec. 125 (expanded forfeiture) and 126 (criminal for-
feiture) and 126 (criminal forfeiture)

9. Simpson amendment to add 18 U.S.C. 1541 (passport issu-
ance without authority) to bill sec. 128 (increased criminal pen-
alties for fraudulent use of government-issued documents)

10. Simpson amendment to add coverage of 18 U.S.C. 1541
to sentencing guidelines for various offenses relating to docu-
ment fraud.

11. Simpson amendment that for purposes of the terrorism
ground of exclusion, to expand definition of "engage in terrorist
activity" to include providing false documentation.

12. Grassley amendment designating Congress as one of the
five verification system demonstration projects.

13. Kyl amendment to limit liability of employers complying
with any verification system or pilot project verification sys-
tem.

14. Kyl amendment to require that any alien who has over-
stayed a visa return to his or her home country to obtain an-
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other visa from the consular office there. It was agreed that
Senators would work to modify the amendment further.

15. Kennedy's Omnibus Amendment to Improve Criminal
Provisions.

16. Feinstein's amendment to increase personnel levels for
the Labor Department was accepted after being modified by a
Simon amendment to add a section on Preference for bilingual
wage and hour inspectors. —

17. Kyl's amendment to expand detention facilities to at least
9,000 beds by fiscal year 1997.

18. Kyl's amendment to advise the President to add a compo-
nent to the prison transfer treaty language that states that if
a transferred prisoner returns to the United States prior to the
completion of his original U.S. sentence, the U.S. sentence is
not discharged.

19. Kyl's amendment to Judicial Review Provisions of Sec-
tion 142.

20. Senator Grassley's amendment, with a modification made
by Senator Kennedy, regarding acceptance of state services to
carry out immigration enforcement.

21. Senator Specter's amendment to make technical changes
to Section 155 of the bill.

22. Senator Feingold's amendment to build some accountabil-
ity into the process of hiring all of the new agents authorized
by the biB.

23. Senator Kyl's amendment to increase the number of Bor-
der Patrol agents by 1,000 per year over the next five years,
with a modification.

24. Senator Brown's amendment to provide similar treat-
ment to employment agencies that refer for a fee and State em-
ployment agencies.

25. Senator Brown's-arnendment to deny asylum for those
who fiie for the first time in deportation proceedings which
began more than 1 year after entry into the United States with
some exceptions, was agreed to with a commitment to further
modify the language.

26. Senator Kennedy's amendment to ensure compliance
with treaty obligations pertaining to refugees, with a modifica-
tion.

27. Senator Kyl's amendment to add a new section XXX Im-
migration Judges and Compensation.

28. Senator Brown's modified amendment to deny asylum for
those who file for the first time in deportation proceedings
which began more than 1 year after entry into the United
States with some exceptions.

29. Senator Brown's modified amendment to provide for an
exception to the strict liability for record keeping requirements
in cases of disaster, acts of God, and other events beyond the
control of the person or entity.

30. Senator Simpson's amendment to provide exception from
deeming requirement if sponsored individual is in hardship.

31. Senator Kyl's amendment to require the states and local-
ities be reimbursed for transporting illegal aliens injured while
attempting to cross the U.S. border.
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32. Senator Kyl's amendment to require the federal govern-
ment to reimburse states and localities for the. costs associated
with providing emergency services to illegal aliens; that all
hospitals and facilities that are contracted out by local and
state governments would be eligible for reimbursement; that
the non-profit and for-profit hospitals that service a dispropor-
tionate share of low income patients, as defined by Medicare
provision in the Social Security Act, are eligible for reimburse-
ment.

33. Senator Kyl's amendment to require the Department of
Education together with the Social Security Administrator to
report within one year on the effectiveness of their program to
verify the status of all applicants applying for higher education
benefits.

34. Senator Kyl's modified amendment to strike section
120A. Office for the enforcement of employer sanctions.

35. Senator Kyl's modified amendment to section 111(b), to
limit the amount employers will have to spend complying with
the verification system.

36. Senator Kyl's modified amendment to require that any
alien who has overstayed a visa return to his or her home
country to obtain another visa from the consular office there.

37. Senator Grassley's amendment to create an exemption
from deeming for nonprofits, with an understanding that the
parties would continue to work out language if necessary.

38. Senator Kennedy's amendment to preclude immigration
checks by community-based service organizations for certain
assistance programs, as determined by the Attorney General.

39. Simpson amendment, as modified, to require the State
Department to deny visas to nationals of countries that refuse
to accept nationals (waiver if denial would be inconsistent with
a treaty or executiv&agreement).

The following amendments were agreed to by, voice vote:
1. Kyl amendment to strike section 118: Retention of fines

for purposes of law enforcement.
2. Kyl amendment to strike the asset forfeiture provisions re-

garding unlawful employment of aliens.
3. Feinstein's amendment to establish a Demonstration

Project for Identification of Illegal Aliens in Incarceration Fa-
cility of Anaheim, CA.

4. Brown's amendment to exclude aliens that incite violence
or terrorist acts against the U.S. Government, citizens, or offi-
cials.

The following amendment was rejected by voice vote:
Simon amendment to Judicial Review Provisions of section

142.

VT. COST ESTThIATE

The Congressional Budget Office estimate of the costs of this
measure and compliance with the requirements of the Unfunded
Mandates Reform Act has been requested but had not been re-
ceived at the time the report was filed. When the report is avail-
able, the chairman will request that it be printed in the Congres-
sional Record for the advice of the Senate.
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VII. REGULATORY IMPACT STATEMENT

In compliance with Rule 26.llb of the Standing Ru'es of the Sen-
ate, the committee hereby states that the committee bill's only sig-
nificant regulatory impacts will result from the following provi-
sions: sec. 111 and 112 direct the President to conduct pilot
projects on systems to verify eligibility to work and eligibility to re-
ceive welfare benefits, and to recommend such a systemto Con-
gress for implementation; sec. 116(b) provides for a reduction in the
number of acceptable documents for purposes of the law against
knowing employment of unauthorized aliens and authorizes the At-
torney General to prohibit use of additional documents; Sec. 118
provides for regulations of the Secretary of Health and Human
Services to set standards for U.S. birth certificates, and for regula-
tions of the Secretary of Transportation to set standards for State-
issued drivers licenses and identification documents; and Sec.
15 1(c) provides that the Attorney General may by regulation take
immediate custody of any stowaway and charge the owner,
charterer, agent, consignee, agent, commanding officer, or master
of the vessel or aircraft on which the stowaway has arrived the
costs of detaining the stowaway.



VIII. ADDITIONAL VIEWS OF SENATOR HATCH

I am gratified that the committee supported my amendment to
strike increases in civil and criminal penalties against employers
for violations of the sanctions provisions under current law. I am
similarly gratified that the committee adopted several Kyl/Hatch
amendments. These amendments struck civil and criminal asset
forfeiture penalties for employer sanctions violations; rejected the
notion of a revolving fund for fines assessed against employers
going back to the INS; and dedicated more funds to educating em-
ployers in lieu of a separate Office of Sanctions Enforcement.

About 10 years ago, Congress enacted what was described as a
key component of a program to control illegal immigration, making
it illegal for employers to hire knowingly persons unauthorized to
work in the United States.

This employer sanctions regime is well-intentioned. In my view,
however, the employer sanctions regime is mistaken. While I have
in the past supported an outright repeal, the intent of my amend-
ment and those amendments offered by Senator Kyl was simply to
ensure that this bill did not make the current situation worse.

First, I do not believe we should, in effect, convert our nation's
employers into guardians of our borders—that is a job for the Bor-
der Patrol and the INS. We should beef up our effort to control ille-
gal immigration at the border and to track visa overstayers, and
I am pleased that the bill reported by this committee does exactly
that. Our employers, however, have enough to do competing in the
global marketplace while complying with hundreds of other federal
rules and regulations:

Second, employer sanctions do not work. If they did, we would
not be debating a verification system. If sanctions worked, we
would not have the level of concern we presently have about the
very issue of illegal immigration. We would not have seen so much
television footage of persons illegally crossing our borders by run-
ning against traffic on highways in order to defeat vehicular pur-
suit. We would not have seen a ship grounded off of our New Jer-
sey shore a few years ago loaded with aliens to be smuggled into
our country. We would not be reading about illegal aliens loaded
onto box cars which are then sealed south of our border on their
way north.

Third, employer sanctions have had serious adverse con-
sequences. These are unintended, but still very real. A cottage in-
dustry of phony documents used to beat to system has been further
spurred by employer sanctions. Moreover, employer sanctions are
an unintended, but inevitable, incentive to employers to discrimi-
nate against persons who look and sound foreign. And while such
discrimination is forbidden by the 1986 Immigration Reform and
Control Act, not all such discrimination can be uncovered and rem-
edied.

(38)
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The problem with employer sanctions is not in the details, it is
in the very concept. We should resist the notion that they need to
be "tightened up" or "made tougher." All we will achieve is placing
more burdens on business.

Finally, the bill retains significant increases for personnel di-
rected to investigate and prosecute employers for sanctions viola-
tions. I remain concerned about those increases. These new inves-
tigators and prosecutors, in my view, should be dedicatedto going
after smugglers and document fraud, not American employers.

ORRn HATCH.



IX ADDITIONAL VIEWS OF SENATOR ABRAHAM

I would like to express my support for the final illegal immigra-
tion reform bill (5. 269) worked out by this committeejt is, in my
view, much improved over the original. This final version of the bill
makes needed, substantive reforms because it now focuses on the
real problem of illegal immigration without punishing law-abiding
employers and immigrants who play by the rules. It now con-
centrates on better enforcement, both at the border and in dealings
with visa overstayers and criminal aliens. It restricts welfare use
by immigrants. It no longer includes a harmful border tax. And,
while progress in my view remains to be made in this area, it no
longer institutes a mandatory identification system that would
needlessly harm workers, employers and law-abiding citizens.
These are changes I believed were called for in the original bill. In-
deed, I introduced my own i]mnigration reform bifi, 5. 1535, in part
as an effort to put on the table a number of changes that I am
happy to say ended up as amendments incorporated in the final
bill.

First let me say that I am gratified that the committee voted
overwhelmingly, 12 to 6, for my amendment to split the bifi back
into its original two parts—one dealing with ifiegal and the other
with legal immigration. I argued throughout that this presented a
threshold issue, which would determine whether we would place
sufficient emphasis on stenming the tide of illegal immigrants
without endangering the rights and well-being of Americans and
law-abiding immigrants. It is my firm intention to seek to maintain
the separation of illegal aiad legal immigration reform when these
matters reach the Senate floor, and throughout the legislative proc-
ess.

By splitting the bill, we allowed ourselves to focus on immigrants
who flout our laws. Thus, the committee adopted the Kyl-Abraham
amendment to increase by 300 the number of extra border patrol
agents the bill would add each year, to a total of 1,000 per year.
Further, recognizing that roughly one half of all illegal aliens enter
this country legally, then overstay their visas, the committee adopt-
ed my amendment to apply real sanctions to those who overstay
their allotted time. My amendment imposes a forced waiting period
of at least three years before any visa overstayer can be considered
for another visa.

As important, we made real progress toward ridding our nation
of the 450,000 criminal aliens in our jails and on our streets. A
package of four amendments that I sponsored was adopted. This
package will: (1) Prohibit the Attorney General from releasing con-
victed criminal aliens from custody; (2) End judicial review for or-
ders of deportation entered against these criminal aliens—while
maintaining the right to admiristrative review and the right to re-
view the underlying conviction; (3) Require the Attorney General to
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deport criminal aliens..with.in thirty days of the conclusion of the
alien's prison sentence—with exceptions made only for national se-
curity reasons or on account of the criminal alien's cooperation with
law enforcement officials; and (4) Permit state criminal courts to
enter conclusive findings of fact, during sentencing, that an alien
has been convicted of a deportable offence. These provisions will
aim our efforts toward the real problem of criminal activity, and
away from measures that do more to hurt Americans and others
who play by the rules than the law-flouters we are after. —

The committee also approved the Kyl-Leahy-Abraham amend-
ment to strike the border tax that would have hurt our burgeoning
trade with both Canada and Mexico. Canada alone purchased $115
billion of U.S. goods. last year. The increased congestion at border
crossings, the increased expense and the increased delay for truck-
load shipping could only hurt this trade, and the many workers en-
gaged in it.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, I would like to mention one area in
whicth I believe we did not go far enough in changing the original
illegal immigration reform bill. I am pleased that we did away with
the original mandatory employee verification system. The costs
would have been staggering, the system horribly inefficient and the
burden on workers misidentified by mistake-riddled government
records appalling. Unfortunately, the bill now contains a provision,
authored by Senator Kennedy, that provides for "local and re-
gional" pilot programs in states with high numbers of illegal aliens.

I oppose this provision, Mr. Chairman, and intend to offer an
amendment with Senators Feingold and DeWine to strike it from
the bill when it reaches the floor. Why do we oppose it? Because
the new system would be inefficient and, before long, both national
and mandatory. That the scope of the provision will expand seems
clear. Only the "regional" language imposes any limit. There is no
bar to the creation of a comprehensive national database. And
projects, while "regional" could be of imlimited number. What is
more, this provision sets up the bureaucracy, imposes employer
mandates, and imposes new liabilities on employers which would
make transition to a national system almost automatic. Indeed, the
provision calls for the President to present Congress with a plan
for a nationwide system after just four years. It is my firm belief
that we should stick with reforms in the existing identification
structure without imposing this new burden on workers and em-
ployers.

So overall, Mr. Chairman, I am satisfied that this bill now in-
cludes the prudent law enforcement measures needed to get illegal
immigration under control I remain concerned, however, that the
Kennedy provision will produce a costly, intrusive, and ineffective
national employee verification system, and I intend to fight the
provision on the floor.

Senator DeWine joins in these views.
SAM ABRAHAM.



X ADDITIONAL VIEWS OF SENATORS DEWINE, ABRAHAM,
AND FEINGOLD

We wish to note our strong opposition to the provision that re-
lates to identification-related documents. —

The committee amended the bill as it pertains to national stand-
ards for birth certificates and drivers licenses. Section 118 no
longer, by its terms, requires that such identification documents in-
clude fingerprints or other biometrics data; it nevertheless charges
the Secretary of Health and Human Services with developing fed-
eral standards to make these documents less susceptible to coun-
terfeiting. The committee also removed the requirement that states
develop methods for matching death certificates and birth certifi-
cates. This requirement was replaced by a section that would en-
courage states to establish pilot programs that would implement
certificate matching systems.

Notwithstanding these changes, we remain strongly opposed to
section 118.

First, since this provision dictates to state agencies the type of
documents they may accept and the form of documents they must
issue, even for solely state purposes, we believe it raises serious
concerns regarding federalism. States should be free to determine
the standards of their own documents of record.

Second, the burdens imposed on the states by the requirements
regarding document safety features appears to be a substantial un-
funded mandate. Additionally, proponents have failed to provide
any estimate as to what thesemandates would cost.

Likewise, the federal costs associated with this, section are also
unspecified. Neither the. federal document issuance costs nor the
cost of pilot programs has been eEtimated. To commit to the fund-
ing of a federally-mandated program without any notion of the like-
ly cost of that mandate is Ui-advised.

Finaily, leaving decisions regarding what features these docu-
ments should contain to federal bureaucrats is unwise and poten-
tially dangerous. Under the current language, HHS could develop
standards even more intrusive and costly than those articulated in
the original legislation. We do not believe that the setting of such
standards should be left to the federal bureaucracy with nothing
more than a requirement that they consult with the states who wifi
be burdened by those standards. The bill does not provide for any
congressional review of the standards, nor does it impose any limit
on what HHS can mandate. The provision is ill-conceived, and con-
trary to any reasonable concern for civil liberties.

MflcE DEWrNE.
SPENCER ABRAHAM.
Russ FEINGOLD.
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XL ADDITIONAL VIEWS OF SENATORS DEWINE, KENNEDY,
AND FEINGOLD

We wish to note our serious reservations regardingSection 194,
the provision dealing with a time limitation on asylum claims.

As originally written, that section would have required aliens
seeking asylum to file for such asylum within thirty days of arriv-
ing in the United States. Along with Senators Abraham and
Feingold, we introduced an amendment to strike this time limit.
We noted that, since INS had imposed new asylum application reg-
ulations in late 1994, the flagrant abuses of the asylum process had
been substantially reduced. Further, we and other amendment
sponsors noted that the persons most deserving of asylum status—
those under threat of retaiiation, those suffering physical or mental
disability, especially when abuse resulting from torture—would
most be hurt by the imposition of any filing deadline, and particu-
larly so, if the deadline was thirty days. We are pleased that the
committee, by a 16 to 1 vote, agreed, and struck the thirty day
time limit.

The committee then passed an amendment to section 194 offered
by Senator Brown, which imposed a one year filing deadline, but
permitted persons to file later than one year if they can show good
cause for not filing sooner. While this language is far better than
the original thirty day time limit, we remain concerned that any
limit creates unnecessary hardship on those who are deserving of
asylum, but who may fmd it difficult to show good cause under the
standard of amended section 194.

Our concern is borne ouT by report language which states that
"[g}ood cause" could include circumstances that changed after the
applicant entered the U.S. and that are relevant to the applicant's
eligibility for asylum; physical or mental disability; threats of ret-
ribution against the applicant's relatives abroad; or other extenuat-
ing circumstances, as determined by the Attorney General." (Em-
phasis added.) By a 16-to-i vote, the committee agreed that 30
days was insufficient time to allow persons to file for asylum. The
discussion on this section also illustrated clearly that the types of
circumstances indicated in the report language were not only
things that "good cause" could include, but were things that "good
cause" did include. Unfortunately, the report, as written, would
allow the issuance of federal regulations that might exclude the
very types of applicants that the committee specifically intended to
include. As a result, we wish to express my continuing concern
with the imposition of any time limits on asylum seekers. In the
alternative, we urge that "good cause" be broadly defined to include
all reasonable circumstances that could prevent a deserving asylum
seeker from applying for asylum. This action is completely consist-
ent with the historical precedents that have long made the United
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States a haven for those persecuted for their political and religious
beliefs.

MIKE DEWncE,
TED KENNEDY,
Russ FEING0U.



XII. MINORITY VIEWS OF SENATORS KENNEDY, SIMON,
AND LEAHY

Any serious legislative effort to better control illegal immigration
not only must enhnice border enforcement, but also must deny the
magnet of jobs to those in the United States unlawfully. This bill
represents major progress in addressing both these facets of the il-
legal immigration problem by increasing border patrol agents, im-
migration inspectors, and Labor Department inspectors, and, as
discussed in greater detail below, by imposing stiff new penalties
for alien smuggling, document fraud, and operation of sweatshops.
While we niay disagree on the merits of the bill's employment eligi-
bility verification proposals, we can agree that there is much to be
said for the bill's efforts in the area of illegal immigration.

However, at the same time it accomplishes the worthy goal of de-
terring and preventing illegal immigration, the bill also proceeds at
the expense of legal immigrants, refugees, and American citizens.
It jeopardizes our tradition of providing haven to those fleeing po-
litica1 persecution. It denies a safety net to legal immigrant fami-
lies who are here legally, playing by the rules, and contributing to
our communities—but who may fall on hard times through no fault
of their own—and in so doing, places the public health and safety
at risk. Finally, it fosters discrirniiition against American citizens
and legal immigrants by limiting the available remedies against
employers who treat foreign-looking or foreign-sounding American
job applicants different from the rest of Americans.

I. BD NEWS: DENIArOF SAFETY NET TO LEGAL IMMIGRANTS

While the bill ostensibly focuses on illegal immigration, title U
mainly contains limitations on legal immigrants' access to a wide
array of public programs. Many of these individuals, who have
played by the ruies while other aliens have chosen to flout them,
will under this bill find themselves effectively barred from receiv-
ing virtually any means-tested government assistance for at least
5 years, including

• Assistance that this bill, in the public interest, makes freely
available to illegal immigrants, such as emergency medical
care, emergency disaster relief, and immunization assistance.
• Child Nutrition programs, Head Start, and school lunches.
• Higher education and job training assistance—the very tools
that would enable immigrants to escape welfare dependence in
the future.

The committee's decision to disaggregate the legal and illegal im-
migration proposals approved by the subcommittee arose from the
belief that the two subjects are distinct, and that the national furor
over illegal immigration should not be allowed to poison our view
of immigrants who have come to the United States legally, paid
taxes, served in our military, and been productive members of our
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communities. Yet the bill's treatment of legal immigrants in the
welfare reform context reflects exactly what we sought to avoid in
separating illegal from legal immigration legislation.

The bill's welfare reform provisions are premised on the twin no-
tions that: (1) As a matter of fact, many immigrants come to, or
stay in, this country not to work hard and earn a living, but to feed
from the public trough at taxpayer expense;' and (2) As a matter
of policy, immigrants' sponsors, not the United States-government,
should assume responsibility for immigrants' welfare until the im-
migrant has sufficiently paid into the system.2 Because of these
concerns, the bill:

• Renders deportable any immigrant who has received almost
any means-tested state or federal benefits for an aggregate of
12 months within his first five years in the United States;
• Requires an inimigrant sponsor to undertake a binding con-
tractual obligation to support the immigrant until he has
worked 40 "qualifying quarters" or has naturalized; and
• Requires an immigrant sponsor's income to be "deemed" to
the immigrant for the duration of the sponsor's contract of sup-
port when determining the immigrant's eligibility for any
means-tested federal benefit.

While we are sensitive to some of the concerns motivating these
provisions, and in fact agree with many of the underlying prin-
ciples of sponsor responsibility that they embody, these proposals
betray a fundamental misconception about immigrants' utilization
of government assistance. Moreover, they are simply too inflexible
and harsh in their restrictions on immigrants' access to an overly
broad array of government assistance programs.

The bill's benefits provisions have a variety of other, unintended
consequences that furnish additional justification for our opposition
to this bill. First, with the-bill's removal of the federal safety net
for immigrants, state and local assistance providers will face an
unexpected and substantial cost-shift as immigrants who are
barred from federal assistance look elsewhere for aid. This cost
shift is incompatible with the federal government's plenary power
over immigration, and likely an unlawful unftmded mandate. Sec-
ond, these provisions will create innumerable bureaucratic prob-
lems for federal, state, local, and private service providers, who will
now be saddled with the administrative burdens of determining
which immigrant applicants for assistance are entitled to benefits,
which have sponsors, and what their sponsors' income is. While the
worst of these problems were solved by amendments offered suc-
cessfully by Senators Kennedy and Grassley to exclude non-profits
and certain community-based organizations from having to conduct
immigration inspections, the administrative problems caused by
these rules persist with a variety of other providers, and threaten
not only immigrants' access to benefits but the ability of native-
born AmericaTzs to access these services in an efficient manner.

1See Committee Report at rBefore the weifare state, if an imnügrant could not succeed

in the US., he or she often returned to the 'old country.' This happens less often today, because
of the welfare 'safety net'")

Id. at ('It should be made clear to imnügrant$ that the taxpayers of this country expect
them to be able to make it in this county on their own and with the help of their sponsors.")
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THE FACTS

Despite concerns about immigrants' use, or abuse, of government
benefits, the facts are that:

• The overwhelming majority of legal immigrants (over 93 per-
cent) do not use "we]fare" as conventionally defined—i.e., Aid
to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC), Supplemental
Security Income (SSI), or General Assistance.3 —
• While immigrants have slightly higher we]fare use rates
than native-born Americans, (6.6 percent of immigrants access
we]fare versus 4.9 percent of the native-born population),4 wel-
fare use aniong immigrants is concentrated aniong refugees
and elderly immigrants receiving SSI. These two subpopuia-
tions make up 21 percent of the immigrant population, but
comprise 40 percent of immigrant we]fare users.5 Refugees—
who are not sponsored into the United States, and to whom we
owe distinct obligations as a matter of international law—are
not subject to most of the restrictions in the bill.
• Poor immigrants are less likely than poor native-born Ameri-
cans to use we]fare. 16 percent of poor immigrants used wel-
fare versus 25 percent of poor native-born Americans.6
• There is real evidence of immigrants' disproportionate use ofSSI. In 1993, elderly inunigrants comprised 28 percent of SSI
users, but only 9 percent of the total elderly population.7 How-ever, there is no evidence of immigrant abuse with respect to
other government assistance programs.8

• We]fare use among non-refugee immigrants of working age isabout the sanie as that for natives, 5.1 percent versus 5.3 percent.9
Clearly, claims of widespread immigrant abuse of government as-sistance programs are unfounded. Like their predecessors, from

whom most of us are descended, today's legal immigrants work
hard, contribute to ur coffers more than they take, 10 and shun de-
pendence on government assistance whenever possible. This is notto say that no areas of abuse exist, or that all immigrants fit into
this mold, but rather that any reforms of immigrant eligibility for
government benefits must be careftiily crafted to provide assistance
to those who deserve and need it, and to reserve the most severe
restrictions for those programs that have been prone to someabuse. The bill falls short of achieving this careful balance, and in-stead takes a cookie-cutter approach that treats all government as-

3See Fix Passel, and Zimmerman, "The Use of SSI and Other Welfare Programs by Immi-grants," Written Tesmony of the Urban Institute Before the Senate Subcommittee on Immigra-tion and Refugee Affairs, Februaxy 6, 1996 C'Urban Instute Testimony"), at 2.4lbid. See also March 1994 Current Populaon Survey (CPS).
FiX, Zimmerman, 'When Should Thimigraits Receive Public Benefits," The Urban Irzstitue,Thvni9rcn.t Policy Progrum, May 1995, at 4-5. See also Marth 1994 CPS.6J at 6.
71d. at 5. See also Scott and Ponce, AJiens Who Receive SSI Benefits," Office of SupplementalSecwity Income, Social Security Administration, March 1994.
81t would appear that the disproportionate use of benefit proams by immigrants is confinedlargely to the Suppleenta1 Security Income pxram for the aged, blind, and disabled." Written

Testhnony of Susan Forbes Martin, Executive Director, U.S. Commission on Immigration Re-forni, before the Senate Subcommittee on nigraon and Refugee Affairs, February 6, 1996("Commission Testhnony"), at 2.
Institute Testimony at 5. See also March 1994 CPS.

'°The Urban Institute has estimated that post-1970 legal imithgrants have generated a netsurplus of $25 billion in government revenues. See Fix and Passel, Immigra.zon and Irnyni.
grrns: Setiing the Record Straight, The Urban Institute, May 1994, at 60.
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sistance as identical and fungible, at the expense of sensible, far-
sighted policy making.

THE BENEFITS PROVISIONS OF THE LEGISLATION

A. Public Charge—As noted, section 202 renders deportable as a
"public charge" an iinmigrant who receives virtually any means-
tested federal or state benefit for a aggregate of 12 months during
his first 5 years in the United States. Notwithstanding 4he major-
ity's claims that section 202 simply clarifies existing law, which de-
nies entry to any immigrant who is likely to become a "public
charge" in his first 5 years in the United States, section 202's defi-
nition of who coiistitutes a "public charge" is new, and of such an
overwhelming sweep as to be at odds with fundamentai fairness.

First, and most important, section 202 includes absolutely no
limitations period cabining the Attorney General's ability to deport
a "public charge." Thus, an individual who received 12 months
worth of public assistance between 1997 and 2002 could still be de-
ported as a public charge in 2025, or 2045, or 2065, after she got
settled, found steady work, raised a family, and became a produc-
tive member of society." Fairness and predictability require that
the Attorney General not be given authority in perpetuity to deport
an immigrant for conduct occurring during the immigrant's first
five years here.

Second, even if some suitable limitations period were added to
the public charge provisions, section 202 sweeps far too broadly.
The array of government programs that serve as predicates for de-
portation under these provisions is astounding. It includes, in addi-
tion to cash programs traditionally defined as welfare: Head Start;
Pensions for veterans; rural housing loans; student loans; low in-
come energy assistance; job trthiiiig programs; and many, many
other non-cash programs. Thus, for example, an un migrant who ar-
rives in 1996 and receives ãThne-year Pell Grants in 1998 to com-
plete his education is deportable because of that transgression.
While there is merit to the notion that iinmigrants should not ar-
rive in the United States and immediately faIl into reliance on gov-
ernment assistance, the list of programs giving rise to deportabffity
under section 202 includes assistance that falls outside our tradi-
tional notions of welfare, that should be available to all individuals
in the public interest, and that will ultimately enable legal
grants from escaping the kind of welfare dependency that the ma-
jority frowns on. The House Immigration Bill, H.R. 2202, chose pre-
cisely this route, limiting the public charge predicate programs to
six: AFDC, Food Stamps, SSI, Medicaid, Housing Assistance, and
State general assistance.

We will be offering amendments on the floor to address our con-
cerns with this section.

"The lack of a limitations period is particularly prob1emac given that '[a)verage householdf * * * immint households rise with lime in the United States and surpass
those of natives after tan years m this uny." See Fix and Passel, Immigratio,i and Imm.i-
grants: Seting the Record Stnzigh, at 69. Thus, while an immigrant may at an early point in
her tenure in this county rely on government benefits, it is likely that at a 1ter point, she
wili become a conibung meber of socety, and may in fact have the wherewithal to reim-
burse the government for services rendered n the past. Nothing in the bill's public charge prvvi-
sions accounts for this likelihood.
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B. Binding Affidavits of Support—Under current law, the affida-
vit of support signed by an immigrant sponsor as a condition of an
immigrant's entry into the United States has no legal effect, and
imposes no enforceable obligation on the part of the sponsor to sup-
port the immigrant once he enters the United States. Section 203
of the bill requires anyone sponsoring an immigrant after the bill's
enactment to sign a new, legally enforceable document imposing on
ihe sponsor a contractual obligation to support the immigrant until
he works 40 "qua]ifing quarters" or naturalizes. This obligation is
enforceable by government agencies that have provided services to
the immigrant, or by the immigrant himself, if she has been denied
government benefits on the basis of the deeming rules contained in
section 204.

We support the committee's decision to give the affidavit of sup-
port binding effect. Doing so disciplines sponsors, protects irnuñ-
grants, and safeguards taxpayers.'2 We also support the commit-
tee's decision to pass an amendment offered by Senators Feinstein,
Simon, and Kennedy to end the affidavit of support's effect—as
well as the bill's deeming provisions—at the moment the immi-
grant naturalizes. While this approach arguably creates the incen-
tive to naturalize for the purpose of obtaining benefits, this is a
cynical view of immigrants' behavior that is not consistent with the
facts.'3 More important, extending the affidavit of support and the
deeming provisions to naturalized citizens creates serious constitu-
tional problems, given the Supreme Court's holding that under the
equal protection component of the fifth amendment, "the rights of
citizenship of the native born and of the naturalized person are of
the same dignity and coextensive." Schneider v. Rusk, 377 U.S.
163, 165 (1964). Conditioming the ability of naturalized citizens—
but not native-born citizens—to receive government assistance
surely flies in the face of this holding, and creates a second-class
citizenry.

However, we oppose the aft'idavit of support as fouid in section
203. First, this section imposes an indefinite obligation on the part
of the sponsor to support an immigrant; while this obligation may
terminate in 5 years (when the immigrant could naturalize) or in
10 years (after the immigrant has worked for 40 qualifying quar-
ters), it could also extend indefinitely if neither of these events
occur. Certainly, in the case of children, who may not naturalize
until adulthood and who would not likely work 40 qualifying quar-
ters until well over the age of majority, section 203 could impose
an obligation on sponsors for 30—40 years. While there is merit to
making sponsors primarily responsible for immigrants, designating
a specific duration for the aftidavit of support promotes certainty
and fairness. The Commission on Tmmigration Reform, the Admin-
istration, and outside commentators have all endorsed this ap-
proach.'4

12This proposal has the song support of the Commission on ImmigTatio1 Reforui. See Com-
mission on immigration Reform, U.S. Immigrution Policy: Restoring Credibility, September
1994, at 170.

'3See 'Immigrat Citizens Reshape New York Politics", New York Tines, March 10, 1996, pp.
1,28 (noting the 'Idealisfic Fervor Of the New Citizen.")

'4See February 14, 1996 Letter from Deputy Attorney General Jaie Gorelick to Chairman
Hatch, p. 54; Conunission Tesmony at 5; and Fix, Zimmerman, When Should Immigrants Re-

Continued
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In addition, section 203's requirement that sponsors demonstrate
an annual income equal to 125 percent of the poverty line in order
to bring in an immigrant is nothing less than a back-door way of
reducing legal immigration, and threatens to turn our imrrnligratjon
system into the province of the well-to-do. Its impact on certain sec-
tors of our population cannot be overstated; for example, requiring
immigrant sponsors to demonstrate an income that is 125 percent
of the poverty level would preclude approximately 40 percent of all
Latinos and 18 percent of Asians from sponsoring a immigrant
into the United States.'5 Given the affidavit of support, public
charge, and deeming provisions that are already in the biil, this re-
quirement simply "piles on," in a manner desigiied not to protect
immigrants or taxpayers, but to deny outright family reunification,
one of the cornerstones of our imrrniigration policy.

We will also offer amendments to section 203 to address these
concerns.

C. Deeming—In addition to the bill's public charge and sponsor
responsibility provisions, section 204 of the bifi requires that 100
percent of the imrrniigrant sponsor's income be attributed to the im-
migrant in determining the imiiigrant's eligibility for any federal
means-tested benefit—including those freely available to illegal im-
migrants—until the immigrant has worked 40 qualli5ring quarters
or naturalized. Section 204 also provides that any immigrant al-
ready in the United States is subject to deeming requirements forthe first 5 years of his time here.

It is these deeming provisions, above all, that cause us to oppose
the bill. While we applaud the committee's decision not to expressly
bar legal immigrants from any government programs, as did the
Welfare Reform Conference Report, the bill's deeming provisions
will have the similar effect of excluding legal individuals—who, it
must be said again, pay taxes, serve in our military, and contribute
in myriad ways to society—from virtually all means-tested govern-
ment services for a minimum of 5 years, and maybe longer. 16 Un-
like the public charge provisions or the affidavit of support section,
the deeming rules in the bill will deny many legal immigrants any
government assistance, pure and simple.

The effects of the bill's deeming rules flow largely from the fact
that they require the full income of the immigrant sponsor to be
deemed to the imrrniigrant for purposes of determining immigrant
eligibility for assistance. Clearly, some of this income must go to
the sponsor's—and his family's—own needs; thus, in reality, the
sponsor will not have the full aniount of his income to devote to the
immigrant, and the income deemed to the immigrant for purposes
of determiriiig imrrniigrant benefits eligibility will be in excess of
that actually available to the iminigrant. '

ceive Public Benefits," The Urban Institute, Immigrant Policy F-ogram, May 1995, at 15—16(proposingrp period).
16We note that ILR. 2202, the House I=igraon bill, placed finite limits on many deemingrequiiements_e.g., spouses are subject to deeming for 7 years, or until natura1izaon, which-

ever comes first; and children are subject to deening unl they reach age 21 or naturalize,whichever comes first.
17See March 12, 1996 Tesmony of David A. Marn, General Counsel, Immigraon and Nat-uralizaon Service, before the Senate Budget Committee, at 4, noting that "[a)ttnbuting 100peent of a sponsor's income and resources to the sponsored üximigraiit does not take into ac-count the needs of the sponsor or the sponsor's family and is inconsistent with cunent practicein the major ent1enentprogras?
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In the end, this approach denies government assistance to the
immigrant though neither the immigrant or the sponsor can pro-
vide that assistance, and forces immigrant sponsors to internalize
for an indefinite period costs that they simply cannot absorb.
Under the bill, these include the costs of educational assistance,
nutritional assistance for children, medical assistance, job training,
housing assistance, energy assistance, pensions for veterans, and
others. While increased sponsor and immigrant responsibility may
be the laudable goal of proponents of these rules, the end result
will be that poor immigrants with poor sponsors will not receive as.
sistance that should be available as a matter of public health, or
that will enable them to avoid welfare dependency in the future.
This makes no sense as a matter of public policy.

Consider the following hypothetical. An immigrant with an in
come under the poverty line seeks a student loan. The immigrant's
spouse and sponsor, who was laid off after sponsoring her husband
into the United States and who has three children with the
grant, also has an income under the poverty line. With 100 percent
of the sponsor's income attributed to the immigrant under the new
rules, however, the immigrant is deemed to have an income that
makes him ineligible for the loan. Because neither the immigrant
nor the sponsor—nor the two jointly—can pay the necessary tuition
in light of their other responsibilities, the immigrant receives no
assistance, and is denied the means to develop into a productive
member of society.

For another example, consider a legal immigrant, with three sib-
lings, who is in need of emergency surgery, and whose parents and
sponsors, while making enough money to render them ineligible
under the deeming rules, simply cannot afford the substantial costs
associated with the surgery, given their own needs and the needs
of their other children. While the bill makes such services available
to illegal immigrants, on therounds that denial of such services
would be incompatible with the public health, the new deeming
rules would serve to deny the legal immigrant such assistance.

Such situations could become all too common under section 204,
and demand some flexibffity in the deeming rules that bill simply
does not provide. We intend to offer amendments to this section on
the floor in an effort to add some balance and common sense to this
section.

D. Illegal Immigrants—Section 201 of the bill provides that "in-
eligible" aliens—defined to include illegal immigrants as well as a
variety of immigrants with legal status—while ineligible for the
vast majority of benefits, are eligible for certain types of assistance,
on the grounds that universal access to such services is essential
in order to preserve the public health and safety. One such pro-
gram—prenatal services for undocumented mothers—was added to
this list by the Committee pursuant to an amendment offered by
Senator Kennedy. The children of these mothers are American citi-
zens at birth and should be assured a healthy start on life like any
other American child. We applaud the Committee's recognition that
certain programs should be universally available, and wish that
the same understanding had resulted in making these services
available to legal immigrants as well.
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One issue the Committee wisely did not address in this area was
public education for undocumented aliens. The Supreme Court in
Plyler v. Doe, 457 U.S. 202 (1982), held that States could not deny
illegal immigrant children a free public education. While this hold-
ing was premised in part on the federal government's plenary
power over immigration and on equal protection principles, the
Court also relied heavily on the policy implications of such a denial,
noting "the significant social costs borne by our Nation when select
groups are denied the means to absorb the values and.. skills upon
which our social order rests." 457 U.S. at 221. Even Chief Justice
Burger, while dissenting from the Court's constitutional holding,
remarked that:

Were it {the Court's] business to set the Nation's social
policy, I would agree without hesitation that it is senseless
for an enlightened society to deprive any children—includ-
ing illegal aliens—of an elementary education. I would
agree that it would be folly—and wrong—to tolerate cre-
ation of a segment of society made up of illiterate persons,
many having a limited or no command of our language.

457 U.S. at 242 (Burger, C.J., dissenting).
While it may not be the Court's business to set national policy

in this area, it certainly is Congress' business to do so, and any ef-
fort to deprive children—any children—of public elementary and
secondary education would be, in Chief Justice Burger's words,
"foolish." The House immigration bill provides States with the op-
tion of depriving illegal alien children of a public education, and we
urge our colleagues to combat any effort in the Senate to do the
same.

II. MORE BAD NEws: THE DANGER OF INCREASED EMPLOYMENT
DIscRnINATIoN

In addition to denying lal immigrants an adequate safety net,
the bill also adds onerous new proof requirements which will make
it impossible for American citizens and legal immigrants who are
victims of discrimination to obtain redress. There is widespread
agreement that the employer sanctions provisions of the 1986 act
resulted in discrimination against foreign looking and foreign
sounding job applicants. A 1989 GAO Report, a 1990 Bush Aduiin-
istration Task Force on IRCA related discrimination, as well as re-
cent reports from the Justice Department's Office of the Special
Counsel for Immigration-Related Unfair Employment Practices
have all documented this pervasive problem.

In response, Congress in 1990 enacted a provision which created
a balance between the legitimate needs of employers to verify eligi-
bility of prospective employees, and the rights of foreign looking
and foreign sounding American citizens and legal immigrants to be
free from discrimination. Under current law, there is a list of gov-
ernment approved documents that are clearly displayed on the
back of the employment verification form. Once an applicant pro-
duces a document from this list, and the document appears authen-
tic, the employer is off the hook, plain and simple, and cannot be
sued for employer sanctions violations.
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Once the applicant or employee produces this document, and it
appears authentic, it is illegal under current law for the employer
to request additional or different documents from the person. The
purpose of this provision is to prevent employers from harassing
foreign looking and foreign sounding American citizens and legal
immigrants by requesting additional or different documents as a
condition of employment.

Unfortunately, employers have continued to discriminate against
foreign looking and foreign sounding people. For example, the- Jus-
tice Department has pursued a number of cases against employers
who have refused to hire applicants of Puerto Rican descent unless
they produced a green card. A naturalized citizen of Middle East-
ern descent who spoke with an accent was fired for not complying
with his employer's demand that he produce a green card. When
he explained that he was a United States citizen, and produced a
driver's license, social security card and voter registration card, the
employer refused to accept them.

The motives of those who discriminate against foreign-looking or
foreign-sounding job applicants are often mixed. Many claim that
they do so purely out of a fear of employer sanctions, and not be-
cause they intend to treat certain Americans different from others.
Whether these accounts are true, the bottom line is that it is vir-
tually impossible to separate out the proper and improper motiva-
tions behind employers' discriminatory action. The bill ignores this
reality and adds language in section 117 that would require a per-
son filing a discrimination claim to demonstrate that the employer
intended to discriminate on the basis of national origin or citizen-
ship. This provision would impose a burden that is impossible to
meet, and would exacerbate the already serious problem of dis-
crimination. Under this provision, for example, employers who de-
mand green cards from Puerto Ricans or naturalized Americans
can escape liability for their actions.

There is also widespread agrment that the problems of dis-
crimination are a function of employer concerns about the wide-
spread availability of fraudulent documents. The bill addresses this
problem in a number of constructive ways. For example, section
116 reduces the number of acceptable documents for establishing
employment eligibility from 29 to six, and there are other provi-
sions to prevent the production of fraudulent documents. It is un-
wise to attack discrimination by giving employers license to dis-
criminate further.

It is important to keep in mind whom the victims are. They are
American citizens and legal iiirnigrants—1aw abiding people who
have been playing by the rules and are simply attempting to make
ends meet. In an era when we are attempting to promote economic
self-sufficiency, it is unwise to erect new barriers to self-sufficiency.

III. EvEN MoRE BAD NEws: ABANDONING OUR TRADITION OF
ASYLUM FOR P0UTIcAL REFUGEES

In addition to its other flaws, the bill imposes unnecessary and
harmful new bars to an individual's ability to seek political asylum
in the United States, and is contrary to our most cherished tradi-
tions of providing safe haven to those fleeing persecution.
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Under current law, an individual claiming asylum may prove his
entitlement to this status before an immigration judge. This bifi in-
stead requires individuals seeking to enter the United States with
false documents to establish a "credible fear of persecution" before
an asylum officer—in reality, a low-level bureaucrat—before being
eligible to apply for asylum. In addition, before even being eligible
to apply for asylum, the person claiming asylum must prove that
he used the false documents to flee directly from a country where,
if returned, a significant danger of persecution remains. Failure to
meet these tests results in the exclusion of the individual from the
United States, and in many instances in his return to the country
of persecution.

These new provisions are both unreasonable and unnecessary.
First, the notion that a person fleeing persecution with the aid

of false documents should be subjected to a barrage of new proce-
dural requirements before being able even to apply for that status
ignores the fact that those fleeing from persecution often need false
documents to escape the country that persecutes them. Indeed,
America has consistently honored the memory of Raoul
Waflenberg, who saved countless lives during the Holocaust by is-
suing unofficial travel documents to individuals fleeing persecution.
Under this bill, each of the people helped by Wallenberg would, at
the moment of entry into the United States, after a long journey
from persecution, without counsel or other assistance, before a non-
judicial or quasi-judicial official, have to demonstrate that she (1)
had a "credible fear of persecution" that caused her to leave; (2)
took a direct route to the United States in escaping persecution; 18
(3) used her false documents to get away; and (4), if she were sent
back, would face a "significant" danger of further persecution. This
approach represents a 180-degree turn from our past.

The bill's draconian approach to asylum seekers is also unneces-
sary, and is a vestige of a iime when the Tinmigration and Natu-
ralization Service was - struggling to assert contrøl over a system
run rampant. Less than two years ago, an individual could arrive
in the United States without proper documentation, claim asylum,
receive work authorization, disappear into the interior, and avoid
ever having the asylum claim adjudicated. Needless to say, the
rules in place at this time encouraged and resulted in fraudulent
applications, and drove calls for the kind of measures included in
this bill.

To its great credit, however, INS published regulations in March
1995 that altered the asylum landscape. These regulations denied
work authorization to individuals claiming asylum, and placed all
asylum cases on a fast-track review that enables a newly-expanded
corps of immigration judges to adjudicate virtually all claims with-
in 180 days. With the elimination of automatic work authorization
and the guarantee of an expeditious determination of asylum has
come a 57 percent reduction in asylum claims ouer the past year.
Clearly, our asylum system today creates little inducement for

8 This direct departure" requirement is particularly problematic given that a number of
countries—including many in Asia or Africa—do not have direct carner routes to the United
States, and that a person seeking asylum in the United States may first have to stop off in a
country that does not have asylum laws or is equally hostile to the escapee as his native coun-
try.
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fraudulent claims. In approving the asylum provisions in this bill,
however, the Committee has ignored recent developments and
taken steps that are wholly obsolete today.

The Department of Justice has not asked for these new asylum
provisions, and in fact opposes them on the grounds that "absent
smuggling or an extraordinary migration situation, [it] can handle
asylum applications for excludable aliens under our regular proce-
dures."'9 Moreover, the United Nations High Commissioner for
Refugees (UNHCR) has expressed serious concerns that the new
provisions also are inconsistent with U.S. obligations under inter-
national law since the bill lacks the minimal procedural safeguards
to prevent the mistaken return of a genuine refugee to certain per-
secution. In short, UNHCR "fear[s] that many bona fide refugees
will be returned to countries where their lives or freedom will be
threatened" if the new bars to asylum become law. 20 It is
UNHCR's further concern that any action taken by the United
States—long a leader in providing relief to victims of persecution—
to restrict asylum will be taken as a signal by other countries seek-
ing to do the same. The Committee has failed to consider this im-
portant ripple effect of its action.

In conclusion, we note that, in addition to the bars on people who
travel without valid documents, the bill restricts the ability to ob-
tain asylum in a number of other ways. For example:

• Section 141 precludes a person from applying for asylum—
and renders him excludable from the United States—if he can-
not prove a "credible fear of persecution," and (1) has lived in
the United States for less than 2 years without ever being for-
mally "admitted" into the United States; (2) has been inter-
dicted at sea; or (3) has fled to the United States as a result
of an "extraordinary migration situation."
• Section 142 broadly restricts judicial review of exclusion or-
ders based on the individual's ability to demonstrate a credible
fear of persecution or ai.y of the other criteria required of an
asylee, thereby eliminating most judicial oversight over the
process and denying the federal judiciary its historic function
of reviewing the implementation and execution of immigration
laws.

As the Administration notes, these and the other provisions of the
bill relating to asylum are simply not consistent "with a fair and
humanitarian immigration policy."2'

IV: GOOD NEWS: CRACKING DOWN ON ALIEN SMUGGLING,
SWEATSHOPS, OTHER CRIMINAL ACTS

While we have focused thus far on the flaws in this bill—flaws
which were considerable enough to cause us to oppose it—there is
much in the legislation to recommend it as well. In particular, we
are gratified that the bill undertakes long-needed reform of the
criminal enforcement scheme for immigration-related crimes.

19See February 14, 1996 Letter from Deputy Attorney General Jamie Gorelick to Chairman
Hatch, p. 46.

20Letter from Anne Willem Bijieveld, Eepresetative of UN1CR, to Chthrman Hatch, March
6, 1996, at 1.

February 14, 1996 Letter from Deputy Attorney General Jamie Gorelick to Chairnan
Hatch, p. 22.
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There is unanimous agreement that under current law, the pen-
alties for all types of immigration offenses—alien smuggling, docu-
ment fraud, and sweatshop offenses—are simply too weak, and do
not adequately deter or punish these offenses. As a result, the bill
establishes a tough, carefully cai.ibrated sentencing scheme for
these offenses. This system establishes tougher sentences, ensures
longer sentences for the most violent or flagrant offenders, provides
additional sentencing enhancements for repeat offenders, and pro-
vides limited but much needed flexibility for prosecutors and courts
in certain cases to effectively perform their jobs of drspensing jus-
tice.

The sentencing structure established in this bill is the product of
careful consultation with various experts—career prosecutors at
the Department of Justice and United States Attorney's offices na-
tionwide, Republicans and Democrats alike, people who are in the
trenches every day prosecuting alien smugglers, sweatshop opera-
tors and manufacturers of false passports, and sentencing experts
at the non-partisan Sentencing Commission. As a result of the bi-
partisan involvement of various groups, these criminal provisions
were adopted by unanimous consent of the committee.

In the alien smuggling context, the bill, in addition to raising the
statutory penalties substantially, provides a series of specific direc-
tives to the Sentencing Conimission that will ensure that the de-
fendant in the typical alien smuggling case receives a sentence that
is at least 3—4 times longer than the current sentence. In addition,
there are provisions which guarantee that alien smugglers who use
a firearm or otherwise injure or endanger the lives of others, as
well as those who are repeat offenders, receive substantial addi-
tional sentencing enhancements. There are also provisions that en-
sure that the smuggler who transports 100 undocumented people
across the country for profit is treated substantially differently—
and much harsher—than the person who smuggles his mother or
father into the country to-nif his family.

Alien smuggling and involuntary servitude frequently go hand in.
hand, as aliens are smuggled into the country and then put to work
in sweatshop conditions at slave wages in order to pay off the mas-
sive debt. This exploitation of aliens by unscrupulous sweatshop
operators is on the rise, as tragic cases have documented in New
York City and Los Angeles. The bill recognizes this sad reality, and
doubles the statutory penalties for sweatshop operators. The bill
also provides directives to the Sentencing Commission that will en-
sure that the most egregious offenders receive the stiffest sen-
tences.

The bill establishes a sentencing structure in document fraud of-
fenses which is similar to alien smuggling offenses. In addition to
raising the statutory maximum penalties substantially, the bill
contains specific provisions that guarantee that the most serious
and repeat offenders receive the largest sentencing enhancements
and the longest sentences. Moreover, the sentences for document
fraud violations were already raised substantially in 1995. When
combined with the additional enhancements of this bill, the net re-
sult is that prosecutors will now have tough, effective tools in their
battle against document fraud.
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Criminal alien tracking center
Another way that criminal matters can receive greater attention

in immigration law enforcement is the Criminal Alien Tracking
Center (Law Enforcement Support Center) established by the INS
Commissioner under the authority of section 242(a)(3)(A) of the Im-
migration and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1252(a)(3)(A)) to assist
Federal, State and local law enforcement agencies in identifring
and locating aliens arrested or convicted of serious criminal of-
fenses. We encourage the center, located in South Burlington, VT,
to continue a close and cooperative working relationship with Fed-
eral, State and local law enforcement agencies in identifring and
locating aliens who may be subject to deportation by reason of their
criminal records.

To improve the coordination of tracking criminal aliens, we rec-
ommend that the Center be designated as the national repository
for all. INS fingerprint records relating to criminal aliens. Imforma-
tion from the fingerprints would be most accessible if the center
stored this information in an AFIS/IDENT database with a link to
FBI databases. The Center should also serve as the repository for
INS "A-files" (the INS alien registration number assigned to cases)
relating to aggravated felons and aliens listed in the NCIC De-
ported Felon File. Locating these files at the Tracking Center wifi
improve their accessibility to INS agents and U.S. Attorney offices
throughout the United States.

PAUL SIMON.
TED KENNEDY.
PATRICK LEAHY.



XIII. MINORITY VIEWS OF SENATORS KENNEDY AID SIMON

While the minority views joined by ourselves and Senator Leahy
reflect most of our positions on this bill, we also write_separately
to ezpress our position on an issue that has divided both support-
ers and opponents of this legislation: the issue of verification of em-
ployment eligibility. The majority report fails to emphasize ade-
quately the importance of developing a reliable means in the future
for determning who is and is not eligible to work in the United
States.

We strongly believe that notwithstanding claims that many im-
migrants come to the United States illegally in order to receive
government assistance, the main incentive for illegal immigrants is
jobs, pure and simple.

Over the past 15 years, Congress created two blue-ribbon com-
missions to provide recommendations for controlling illegal
gration. In both instances—with the Select Commission on
gration and Refugee Policy in 1981 (chaired by Father Ted
Hesburgh) and the current Commission on Immigration Reform
(chaired by the late Representative Barbara Jordan)—the Commis-
sions concluded that the United States must eliminate the job mag-
net for illegal immigrants by making it illegal for employers to hire
them.

In 1986, Congress took this step in the Immigration Reform and
Control Act of 1986. For the first time in our history, it was made
illegal for an employer knowingly to hire illegal immigrants, and
employer sanctions were established to penalize those employers
who violated this new law.

The Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 also provided
protections against employment discrimination in response to con-
cerns that employers would respond to employer sanctions by en-
gaging in discriminatory employment practices. According to the
U.S. General Accounting Office and several other independent
studies, discriminatory practices resulting from employer sanctions
include: employers avoiding job applicants whose surnames, ap-
pearance, or speech accents suggest that they might be
grants; employers selectively checking the documents only of "for-
eign looking" employees or job applicants; employers establishing
"U.S. citizens only" policies, thereby discriminating against legal
residents; and employers requiring that employees present specific
documents, such as requiring that any Latino or Asian employee
present a "green card" or other INS document.

The 1986 act required employers to check the documents of all
persons hired after its enactment in order to verify their eligibility.
In response to the Act's requirements, the Immigration and Natu-
ralization Service established a list of 29 different documents which
employers were required to accept from job applicants to prove
their identity and eligibility to work in the United States. This list

(58)
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was included as part of a new form—the "I—9"—which every em-
ployer is required to complete for each new hire. As long as the
new hire produces the required document or documents listed on
the 1—9, and each document provided "reasonably appears on its
face to be genuine," the employer is absolved of any liability if the
individual turns out to be an unauthorized worker.

THE PROBLEM: DOCUMENT FRAUD

While there was a decline in levels of illegal immigration imme-
cliately after passage of the 1986 reforms, illegal immigration is on
the rise once again. It is far too easy for iUegal immigrants to get
jobs illegally by providing employers with false documents.

The Jordan Commission observed that "reducing the employment
magnet is the linchpin of a comprehensive strate to reduce illegal
immigration." The Commission went on to state:

The ineffectiveness of employer sanctions, prevalence of
fraudulent documents, and continued high numbers of uii-
authorized workers, combined with confusion for employ-
ers and reported discrimination against employees, have
challenged the credibility of current worksite enforcement
efforts.23

While the illegal immigrant population is still lower today than
it was before passage of immigration reforms in 1986, the popu-
lation is growing once again. INS estimates that in 1992, there
were 3.3 million illegal immigrants in the country compared with
4.7 million when the Immigration Reform and Control Act was en-
acted in 1986. The illegal immigrant population had dropped to
just over 2 million following passage of the 1986 Act due in large
part to the legalization of hundreds of thousands of formerly un-
documented immigrants. While over one million illegal immigrants
are estimated to enter the t.ixjted States each year, an estimated
300,000 end up remaining permanently as illegal immigrants, ac-
cording to INS. 24

THE RESPONSE: PILOT PROGRAMS UNDER CONGRESSIONAL SCRUTINY

The Committee agreed that something must be done to help em-
ployers determine reliably who can and cannot work in the United
States. The committee voted 11 to 5 in favor of a Kennedy-Simpson
amendment (sections 111 through 113) to require the Justice De-
partment to conduct "several" pilot programs over the next three
years to test new and better ways of verifying employment eligi-
bility. The amendment set clear standards for these pilot programs
related to privacy, minimal impact on business, prevention of dis-
crirnination, accuracy and other criteria. Because of concerns that
the pilot programs could become so large as to be tantamount to
implementing a national program, the Kennedy-Simpson amend-
ment required the pilots to be tested only locally or regionally.

See section 274A(bXl) of the Inimigration and Nationality Mt (8 US.C. 1324a).
Comrnission on 1mxxigration Reform, U.S. Immigrction Policy: Restoring Credibility, Sep-

tember 1994, p. xii.
Robert Warren, Estimates of the Unauthorized Immigran1 Population Residing in the United

Staes, By Cowtry of Origi,i and State of Residence: October 1992, lmnugration and Naturaliza-
tion Service, April 29, 1994.
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As a key safeguard, an important element of the Kennedy-Simp-
son amendment was that the President would be required to seek
congressional approval before implementing any new or permanent
approach beyond the authorized 3-year pilot programs.

It was also our intention, as supporters of the amendment, that
any new approach that is developed be accurate and reliable. We
intend that it reliably verifSr employment authorization within five
business days in 99 percent of all inquiries. It must also provide
an accessible and reliable process for authorized workers to exam-
ine the contents of their records and correct errors within ten busi-
ness days.

Any new approach also must contain safeguards against unlaw-
flil discrimination. These include, for example, advising all employ-
ees that they are being verified by computer and providing a list
of resources available to them in the event that discrimination oc-
curs; and monitoring employer behaviors (for informational pur-
poses, and not for enforcement) in a manner which provides policy-
makers and others with information about how the system will be
used.

In short, while we opposed the bill's initial proposal giving the
President blanket authority in eight years to implement a nation-
wide verification system, we believe that pilot programs, measured
against a series of strict criteria and subject to Congressional re-
view prior to implementation of a nationwide system, provides the
proper balance between elimination of the jobs magnet, on one
hand, and protection of the values we as Americans all share, on
the other.

PAUL SIMON.
TED KENNEDY.



Xlv. MINORITY. VIEWS OF SENATOR LEAHY

This bill was improved by amendment during the Judiciary Com-
mittee's deliberations, but much still needs to be done. I join in the
minority views and add these additional comments.

BORDER FEES

I am delighted that the committee voted overwhelmingly to
strike border crossing fees from this bill. I worked closely with Sen-
ators Kyl and Abraham on this issue and commend them on their
efforts.

Border crossing fees are a bad idea. They are bad for residents
of border States, for visitors to border States and bad -for business.

They are not a "user" fee. Instead, they would burden residents,
tourists, business and commerce in certain States in order to bene-
fit the rest of the country. That is the wrong approach to our na-
tional immigration problem. The cost of these efforts ought to be
born by the nation as a whole and not fall disproportionately on
border States.

As I explained during our committee debate, cailing border cross-
ing fees "user" fees is like saying that the driver whose vehicle
speed was tested by radar and found to be in accordance with the
speed limit ought to pay the State Police a $1 fee for the "use" of
the radar gun.

The problem of illegal immigration along our Nation's southern
border has led to significantly increased enforcement and inspec-
tion efforts over the past 3 years. If we need more inspection serv-
ices and more border patrol ifgents, let us authorize and pay for
them as a nation. The Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement
Act of 1994 added extraordinary resources to this effort. This bill
augments them further.

If a State tried to impose a border crossing fee, it would likely
be declared unconstitutional as an unreasonable burden on inter-
state commerce and an infringement on the right to travel. Simi-
larly, we in the Federal Government should not venture down this
road. If the proposal were to impose border crossing fees between
States to pay for INS and other obligations of the Federal Govern-
ment, there would be a national uproar.

Border crossing fees should be understood to be equally offensive
when limited to States with international borders.

None of us should want to impose this burden on the economy.
Legal visitors from Canada and Mexico spend nearly $10 billion a
year in the United States. If we tax these visits, there wili be fewer
dollars spent in the U.S. and might be fewer visits. There will be
further delay and congestion at the borders and travel to the Unit-
ed States will be made more difficult.

Vermont businesses warn me that a border crossing fee could cut
off a portion of the $120 million a year spent in the Green Moun-
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thin State by Canadian visitors. Vermont ships $2.4 billion in goods
and services to Canada annually, which accounts for 75 percent of
the State's exports. There is no reason to think that Canada would
tolerate our imposition of border crossing fees without responding
by imposing its own fees. It makes little sense to have worked so
hard to remove trade barriers only to reinvent them as border fees.

I hope that the action by the Judiciary Committee on this ill-con-
ceived idea will put an end, once and for all, to the notion of border
crossing fees as a way to finance INS activities. —

CRIMINAL ALIEN TRACKING CENTER

I. commend my colleagues for their recognition of the contribution
that is being made to immigration law enforcement by the Law En-
forcement Support Center in South Burlington, Vermont ("LESC').
This is among the most significant capacities being developed to as-
sist Federal, State and local law enforcement to deal more effec-
tively with criminal aliens. Improving the identification and expe-
diting the deportation of criminal aliens responsible for violent
crimes are goals on which there is universal agreement.

The Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act of 1994 au-
thorized the Law Enforcement Support Center. Last September, I
had a colloquy on the Senate floor with the Senate Appropriations
Subcommittee Chairman clari±,ing that the Senate-passed appro-
priations bifi allowed the LESC to continue to receive its author-
ized funding.

This is the only on-line national database available to identi±r
criminai aliens. It is a valuable and essential asset for improving
our national immigration enforcement effort. The LESC provides
local, State and Federal law enforcement agencies with 24-hour ac-
cess to data on criminal aliens. By assisting in the identification of
these aliens, the LESC allows law enforcement agencies to expedite
deportation proceedings against them.

In its first year of op.eration, the LESC identified over 10,000
criminal aliens as aggravated felons. After starting up with a link
to law enforcement 2gencies in one county in Arizona, the LESC
expanded its coverage to that entire state. The LESC is expected
to be on-line with California, Florida, Illinois, Iowa, Massachusetts,
New Jersey, Texas and Washington, as well as Arizona this year.

The Law Enforcement Support Center deserves our full support.
NATIONAL EMPLOYMENT IDENTIFICATION VERIFICATION

I remain concerned that the national employment verification
system included in the bill, while improved, still extends too far,
is too invasive and contains too few privacy protections. Senator
Kennedy is to be commended for the effort he is making in this re-
gard and for the progress being achieved. The Kennedy-Simpson
amendment is an improvement over the provisions included in the
bill presented to the Committee. I hope that we can do better.

None of us want to see a national ID card. None of us want the
Federal Government imposing costly burdens on our State and
local authorities without providing the funding and other assist-
ance necessary to comply with the federal mandate. None of us
want the Government creating vast data banks that are not secure.
We need to be sure that protections at least as strong as those con-
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tamed in the Privacy Act apply to records on individuals held by
the Government. I want to be sure that violations of privacy and
misuse of personal information are effectively deterred and that
any violations of privacy rights that might occur are detected and
remedied.

PUBLIC ASSISTANCE

As indicated in the minority views, I am not satisfied with the
bill's provisions regarding public assistance. For example, the attri-
bution of a sponsor's resources to legal immigrants for purposes of
nutrition, education and health programs will yield results too
harsh and short-sighted to be acceptable. Senators Kennedy and
Simon have made a number of suggestions to improve these provi-
sions in which I join.

The WIC program, for example, ought to be available to children.
For every dollar spent on WIC, three dollars are saved in future
medical costs. Regardless of citizenship status of their mothers,
children born in this country will be American citizens. Further,
school budgets and school administrators are already stretched to
the limit without imposing upon them the adniinistrative burden
of additional paperwork to ascertain immigrant status of tens of
millions of school children before they can participate in child nu-
trition programs. Sponsor "deeming" may be sensible with bureauc-
racies able to handle the added complexity, but these additional re-
quirements have no place in nutrition programs.

While the bill would correctly allow nutrition program benefits to
be received by the children of illegal immigrants, it would deny
them through "deeming" to the children of legal immigrants. Even
the previous Senate-passed welfare bill and the welfare confeience
report exempted child nutrition and WIC from their onerous
"deeming" provisions. Let us not punish immigrants' children and
create a class of undernourished and poorly nourished infants and
children.

In addition, I remain concerned with the provisions of the bill
that would create a rigid rule on so-called "public charges." The bill
provides no mechanism by which an immigrant could ever termi-
nate the status of public charge. The bill would penalize legal im-
migrants who are not wealthy and begin their lives in this country
as members of the working poor. It is too quick to label people as
public charges for utilizing the same public assistance that many
Americans need to get on their feet. The bill treats each situation
as static, irretrievable and irredeemable.

Unlike the bill, I believe that people can work hard and become
contributing citizens. Under the bill, even if an immigrant becomes
successful, pays taxes, invents something, or starts a company that
employs hundreds of other Americans and becomes a shining real-
ization of the American Dream, there is no way to terminate the
status of public charge.

Because people can succeed—even people who may need a little
help at some time or another due to iliness, or the need for addi-
tional education—I believe that our law ought to encourage and
recognize that possibffity. Thus, I suggest that the law provide that
people who achieve self-sufficiency no longer be labeled public
charges.
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In addition, I am disturbed that the definition of public charge
goes too far in including a vast array of programs none of us think
of as welfare. I understand the desire to prevent immigrants from
coming to this country in order to become perpetual welfare recipi-
ents. I do not believe that is why people do zome and struggle and
work to make a better life for their families, but I recognize that
this perception exists. If we want to make the acceptance of cash
payment over an extended period of time under SSI, AFDC or
State general assistance programs—what most peoplemean when
they refer to welfare—a basis for imposing the remedy of deporta-
tion, let the Congress carefully construct such provisions, not the
overreaching bill approved by the Committee.

The bill would affect the working poor who are striving against
difficult odds to become self-sufficient. The bill includes the receipt
of medical services and nutritional programs as bases for disquali-
fication. It includes a catch-all for programs that are means tested
but which the bill has not identified. Do the supporters of this bill
really mean to include Headstart, child care, student loans, Staf-
ford loans, Pell grants, and job training as public assistance that
can accumulate to label immigrants public charges? Do they mean
to include federally subsidized programs as well as those adminis-
tered by the Federal Government? Do they mean to include tax
credits for the working poor? The bill is unnecessarily uncertain
and will yield harsh and idiosyncratic results that no one should.
intend. It needs to be fixed before it deserves our support.

ASYLUM

We also need to reconsider the restrictions on applications for po-
litical asylum proposed in this bill. During the committee's delib-
erations I offered an amendment to strike provisions that would
alter our asylum process, but failed on a tie vote.

The bill is extreme and fails to reflect the unfortunate reality of
oppression in other parts-of the world. The bill goes too far and
sends the signal that."direct" travel to the United States is an es-
sential element for an asylum claim. To require a refugee to travel
directly from his or her country to ours in order to be allowed even
to apply for asylum ignores the reality that many refugees must es-
cape to a neighboring country before they can travel to American.

There is the recent example of Fidel Castro's daughter, who de-
fected with a phony passport and disguised as a Spanish tourist to
arrive here after traveling through Spain. For every well-known
refugee, there are tens of less famous but deserving refugees from
oppressive regimes.

Raoul Wallenberg received international recognition for rescuing
tens of thousands from Nazi persecution by issuing Swedish iden-
tity papers and arranging transport to Sweden. Oskar Schindler
saved many lives by securing false documents and identities. As
many as 10,000 Jews fled the Holocaust through Asia with the
noble assistance of Chiune Sugihara, a Japanese diplomat who dis-
obeyed his government and issued them visas. Do we really mean
to prohibit the claims of those who, like the beneficiaries of the cou-
rageous work of Oskar Schindler, Raoul Wallenberg and Chiune
Sugihara during World War II, needed false documents to survive?
I hope not.



I am confident that consideration of asylum claims can take false
documents into account without making them a barrier to full re-
view. The asylum pro'visions fn the bill would place undue burdens
on unsophisticated refugees who are truly in need of sanctuary but
may not be able to explain their situation to an overworked asylum
officer.

The bill would establish summary exclusion procedures and in-
vest low-level immigration officers with unprecedented authority to
deport refugees without allowing them a fair opportunity to estab-
lish a valid claim to asylum. Even before being permitted to apply
for asylum, refugees who flee persecution without valid documents,
would be met with a series of procedural hurdles virtually impos-
sible to understand or overcome.

This is a radical departure from current procedures that afford
an asylum hearing before an immigration judge during which an
applicant may be represented by counsel, may cross-examine and
present witnesses, and after which review is available by the Board
of Immigration Appeals. Such hearings have been vitally important
to refugees who may face torture, imprisonment or death as a re-
sult of an initial, erroneous decision by an INS official.

Indeed, human rights organizations have documented a number
of cases of people who were ultimately granted political asylum by
hnmigration judges after the INS denied their release from ThTS de-
tention for not meeting a "credible fear" standard. Under the sum-
mary screening proposed in the bill, these refugees would have
been sent back to their persecutors without any opportunity for a
hearing.

Under international law, an individual may be denied an oppor-
tunity to prove an asylum claim only if the claim is "manifestly un-
founded." This bill would establish a summary screening mecha-
nism that utilizes a "credible fear" standard without meaning or
precedent in international law. These summary exclusion provi-
sions have been criticized by international human rights organiza-
tions and the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees.

Furthermore, the proposed legislation would deny the Federal
courts their historic role in overseeing the implementation of our
immigration laws and review of individual administrative deci-
sions. The bill would allow no judicial review whether a person is
actually excludable and would create unjustified exceptions to rule-
making procedural protections under the Administrative Procedure
Act. These proposals thereby portent a fundamental change in the
role of our coordinate branches of Government and a dangerous
precedent.

Besides being fundainenta]iy unfair to a traumatized and fa-
tigued refugee, who would be allowed no assistance and no inter-
preter, the proposed summary screening process would impose a
burdensome and costly diversion of INS resources. In 1995 for ex-
ample, only 3,287 asylum seekers arrived without valid docu-
ments—hardly the tens of thousands purported to justify these
changes. The bill would require that a phalanx of specially-trained
asylum officers be created and posted at airports, sea ports and
other ports of entry across the country to be available to conduct
summary screenings at the border. There is simply no need to di-
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vert these resources in this way when the asylum process has al-
ready been brought under control.

In fact, the President reformed the asylum process in 1994. Since
then, annual applications have greatly decreased, from approxi-
mately 125,000 a year to 54,000 and they are being processed in
a timely fashion. Only approximately 20 percent are being granted.
There are no exigent circumstances that require this nation to turn
its back on its traditional role as a refuge from oppression and to
resort to summary exclusion processes. Neither the Deyartment of
Justice nor the INS support these provisions or believe them nec-
essary.

PATRICK LEAIrY.



XV. MINORITY VIEWS OF SENATOR FEINGOLD

The bill reported by the Senate Judiciary Committee made sub-
stantial improvements over the measure originally brought before
the Committee. Nevertheless, it contains some fundameita1 flaws
that compelled me to cast my vote against this legislation.

First and foremost, however, I want to note the importance of a
key decision of the Judiciary Committee to adopt by a 12-to-6 vote
the bipartisan motion offered by Senators Abraham, Simon,
DeWine, Specter and myself to split the proposed immigration re-
form legislation into two separate measures, one dealing with ques-
tions relating to legal immigration and the other dealing with ille-
gal immigration. The House of Representatives took similar action
when it voted 238 to 183 to strike provisions relating to legal immi-
gration from its immigration reform legislation.

As originally presented to the Judiciary Committee, legal and II-
legal immigration reforni proposals were treated as if they dealt
with the same problems. That is simply not true.

Much of the historical growth and development of our great Na-
tion can be attributed to immigration policies which have allowed
individuals from many backgrounds to come to America, to seek to
build better futures for themselves and their families. This melting
pot of cultures, traditions and backgrounds has contributed to the
strength of our nation and it has long represented a source of great
pride for Americans. I oppose efforts to close these doors to legal
imTnigrants.

At the same time, however, illegal immigration is a serious prob-
lem and a paramount issue in-some areas of the country. Congress
has the responsibility to strengthen our border security and aug-
ment other efforts to prevent undocumented persons from unlaw-
fully entering our country or remaining without legal authority.

There was broad agreement within the Judiciary Committee
about the need to increase border enforcement efforts and to im-
pose swift and strong penalties against those who attempt to enter
the United States by unlawful means. 5. 269 authorizes the hiring
over 4,500 new Border Patrol agents over the course of the next
five years. This massive increase in personnel will nearly double
the existing number of Border Patrol agents under the jurisdiction
of the INS. I was therefore pleased that an amendment I offered
was adopted by the committee which provides that these new per-
sonnel will be hired and trained pursuant to appropriate standards
of law enforcement. The men and women hired to fill these posi-
tions should receive appropriate training to confront the enormous
challenges of controlling this nation's borders. My amendment was
drafted with the cooperation of the Department of Justice and INS,
and will help ensure a professionally trained expansion of the Bor-
der Patrol.

(67)
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In addition to increasing the strength of the Border Patrol, S.
269 provides additional enforcement tools to the Department of
Labor and the U.S. Customs Service to assist in the efforts of these
agencies in stemming the tide of illegal immigration. In regard to
criminal sanctions, 5. 269 contains language, offered by Senator
Kennedy, to enhance the penalties for virtually all forms of alien
smuggling and document fraud as well as related offenses. Addi-
tionally, the language provides stiff penalties for those individuals
who operate sweatshops which force people, many in_this country
illegally, to work in often inhumane conditions for minimal com-
pensation. I am pleased that this important amendment has been
included in this legislation.

Unfortunately, while this legislation contains provisions that I
support to strengthen our efforts at preventing illegal entry into
our country, it also calls for the dev1opment of what is intended
to lead to a massive "national worker verification" system that
would require millions of U.S. citizens to have their identities veri-
fied by the Federal Government every time they apply for a new
job or government assistance. This proposal is opposed by a broad
coalition of groups, ranging from the National Federation of Inde-
pendent Business, the National Association of Manufacturers to the
National Council of La Raza and the American Civil Liberties
Union.

Recognizing that the proper way to combat illegal immigration is
to target those who break our laws and not impose burdens upon
law-abiding citizens and businesses, Senator Abraham and I of-
fered a bipartisan amendment to strike the worker verification pro-
posal and replace it with stronger enforcement and penalties for
those who overstay their legal visas.

The Abraham-Feingold approach was aimed at targeting the 2
percent of the population here illegally—not the. other 98 percent
of the population. It seems both unnecessary and inappropriate to
turn our Nation's employers into a quasi-internal border patrol,
charged with the responsibility of rooting illegal immigrants out of
an enormous Americai workforce. We should not be promoting a
system that would require every employer to go through a burden-
some, onerous and potentially expeusive process of dealing with a
Federal bureaucrat every time they consider a job application. Nor
should average Americans be forced to have their identity verified
by a government bureaucrat in Washington, DC, every time they
apply for a job or seek a student loan.

While employers are currently required to ask potential employ-
ees for documentation to establish their identity, the new verifica-
tion system envisioned under this legislation would create a mas-
sive, new system to be established and navigated by employers, job
seekers and virtually every American who applies for some form of
government assistance.

Although the committee bill was modified to create a pilot pro-
gram, it is clearly intended to lead to a national worker verification
system—a step which I think is unwise. Although the committee
accepted the provisions of the Abraham-Feingold amendment
which focused upon strengthening enforcement efforts against
those who overstay their visas, the committee unfortunately dead-
locked, 9 to 9, on the portions of the Abraham-Feingold amendment
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which would have deleted the worker verification provisions en-
tirely.

Moreover, I am also deeply concerned by provisions in S. 269
which require the development of uniform Federal birth certifi-
cates. Again, although the original provisions were changed by the
committee to eliminate the requirement that individuals personal-
ize their birth certificates and driver's licenses with a fingerprint
or "other biometric data", I am concerned that the bill continues to
represent a tremendous unfunded mandate for local and state
agencies responsible for issuance of birth certificates and driver's
licenses. —

Finally, while many of the law enforcement and criminal sanc-
tion provisions of this bill are reasonable, targeted responses to le-
gitimate problems, I am unable to support others. In particular, I
oppose the expansion of the death penalty as included in the bill.
I also am troubled by aspects of "anti-terrorism" provisions particu-
larly those which allow aliens to be excluded for a category of
speech which includes "racial vilification". Current law (8 U.S.C.
1182(a)(3)(B)) provides the Attorney General with the authority to
exclude aliens who have engaged in terrorist activity, or where rea-
sonable grounds exist to believe that an alien is likely to engage
in terrorist activity after entry into the United States. The existing
standard is based upon the conduct of the alien and provides the
Attorney General with the powers to protect against terrorist
threats. Expansion of this authority into new areas poses issues of
constitutional concern that should not be ignored.

In conclusion, while I am unable to support the bill reported by
the committee, I do support many provisions in the bill and I am
hopeful that when the full Senate considers this legislation, im-
provements will be made that will transform the legislation into a
sensible, targeted approach focused upon those who break our laws,
not those who abide by them.

Russ FEINGOLD.



XVI. CRANGES IN E(ISTING LAw

In compliance with paragraph 12 of rule XXVI of the Standing

Rules of the Senate, changes in existing law made by S. 605, as re-
ported, are shown as follows: existing law proposed to be omitted

is enclosed in brackets, new matter is printed in italic, and existing
law in which no change is proposed is shown in roman):

UNITED STATES CODE

* * * * * * *

TITLE 18—CRIMES AND CRIMINAL
PROCEDURE

* * * * * * *

CHAPTER Z5_COUNTEBFErr1NG AND FORGERY

Sec.
471. Obligations or securities of United States.

* * * * * * *

505. Seals of courts; signatures of judges or court officers.
[506. Seals of departments or agencies.]
506. SeaLs of departments or agencies.
507. Ship's papers.
508. Transportation requests of Goverruflent.
509. Possessing and making plates or stones for Government transportation re-

quests.

[ 506. Seals of departments or agencies
[Whoever falsely-makes, forges, counterfeits, mutilates, or alters

the seal of any departhient or agetcy of the United States; or
[Whoever knowingly uses, affixes, or impresses any such fraudu-

lently made, forged, counterfeited, mutilated, or altered seal to or

upon any certificate, instrument, commission, document, or paper,

of any description; or
[Whoever, with fraudulent intent, possesses any such seal,

knowing the same to have been so falsely made, forged, counter-

feited, mutilated, or altered—
[Shall be fmed not more than $5,000 or imprisoned not more

than five years, or both.]
(a) Whoever—

(1) falsely makes, forges, counterfeits, mutilates, or alters the

seal of any department or agency of the United States, or any
facsimile thereof

(2) knowingly uses, affixes, or impresses any such fraudu-
lently made, forged, counterfeited, mutilated, or altered seal or
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facsimile thereof to or upon any certificate, instrument, commis-
sion, document, or paper of any description; or

(3) with fraudulent intent, possesses, sells, offers for sale, fur-
nishes, offers to furnish, gives away, offers to gwe away, trans-
ports, offers to transport, imports, or offers to import any such
seal or facsimile thereot knowing the same to have been so
falsely made, forged, counterfeited, mutilated, or altered,

shall be fined under this title, or imprisoned not more than 5 years,
or both.

(b) Notwithstanding subsection (a) or any other provision of law,
if a forged, counterfeited, mutilated, or altered seal of a department
or agency of the United States, or any facsimile thereof is—

(1) so forged, counterfeited, mutilated, or altered;
(2) used, affixed, or impressed to or upon any certificate, in-

strument, commission, document, or paper of any description;
or

(3) with fraudulent intent, possessed, sold, offered for sale,
furnished, offered to furnish, given away, offered to give away,
transported, offered to transport, imported, or offered to import,

with the intent or effect of facilitating an unlawful alien's applica-
tion for, or receipt o/ a Federal benefit, the penalties which may be
imposed for each offense under subsection (a) shall be two times the
maximum fine, and 3 times the maximum term of imprisonment, or
both, that would otherwise be imposed for an offense under sub-
section (a).

(c) For purposes of this section—
(1) the term "Federal benefit" means—

(A) the issuance of any grant, contract, loan, professional
license, or commercial license provided by any agency of the
United States or by appropriated funds of the United
States; and

(B) any retirement, welfare, Social Security, health (in-
chiding treatment of an emergency medical condition in ac-
cordance with section 1903(v) of the Social Security Act(19
U.S.C. 1396b(v))), disability, veterans, public housing, edu-
cation, food stamps, or unemployment benefit, or any simi-
lar benefit for which payments or assistance are provided
by an agency of the United States or by appropriated funds
of the United States;

(2) the term "unlawful alien" means an individual who is
not—

(A) a United States citizen or national;
(B) an alien lawfully admitted for permanent residence

under the Immigration and Nationality Act;
(C) an alien granted asylum under section 208 of such

Act;
(D) a refugee admitted under section 207 of such Act;
(E) an alien whose deportation has been withheld under

section 243(h) of the Immigration and Nationality Act; or
(F) an alien paroled into the United States under section

215(d)(5) of such Act for a period of at least 1 year, and
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(3) each instance of forgery, counterfeiting, mutilation, or
alternation shall constitute a separate offense under this
section.

* * * * * * *

CHAPTER 47—FRAUD AND FALSE STATEMENTS
* * * * * * *

§ 1028. Fraud and related activity in connection with identi-
fication documents —

(a) Whoever, in a circumstance described in subsection Cc) of this
section—

* * * * * * *
[(b) The punishment for an offense under subsection (a) of this

section is—
[(1) a fine of not more thax $25,000 or imprisonment for not

more than five years, or both, if the offense is—
[(A) the production or transfer of an identification docu-

ment or false identification document that is or appears to
be—

[Ci) an identification document issued by or under
the authority of the tJthted States; or

[(ii) a birth certificate, or a driver's license or per-
sonal identification card;

[CB) the production or transfer of more than five identi-
fication documents or false identification documents; or

[CC) an offense under paragraph CS) of such subsection;
[C2) a fine of not more than $15,000 or imprisonment for not

more than three years, or both, if the offense is—
[CA) any other production or transfer of an identification

document or false identification document; or
[CB) an offense under paragraph C3) of such subsection;

and
[(3) a fine of not more than $5,000 or imprisonment for not

more than one-year, of both, in any other case]
(bXl)(A) An offense under subsection (a) that is—

(i) the production or transfer of an identification document or
false identification document that is or appears to be—

(I) an identification document issued by or under the au-
thority of the United States; or

(II) a birth certificate, or a driver's license or personal
identification card;

(ii) the production or transfer of more than five identification
documents or false identification documents; or

(iii) an offense under paragraph (5) of such subsection (a);
shall be punishable under subparagraph (B).

(B) Except as provided in paragraph (4), a person who violates an
offense described in subparagraph (A) shall be punishable by—.

(i) a fine under this title, imprisonment for not more than 10
years, or both, for a first or second offense; or

(ii) a fine under this title, imprisonment for not more than 15
years, or both, for a third or subsequent offense.

(2) A person convkted of an offense under subsection (a) that is—
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(A) any other production or transfer of an identification docu-
ment or false identification document; or

(B) an offense under paragraph (3) of such subsection;
shall be punishable by a fine under this title, imprisonment for not
more than three years, or both.

(3) A person convicted of an offense under subsection (a), other
than an offense described in paragraph (1) or (2), shall be punish-
able by a fine under this title, imprisonment for not more than one
year, or both.

(4) Notwithstanding any other provision of this section, the maxi-
mum term of imprisonment that may be imposed for an offense de-
scribed in paragraph (1)(A) shall be— —

(A) if committed to facilitate a drug trafficking crime (as de-
fined in section 929(a) of this title), 15 years; and

(B) if committed to facilitate an act of international terrorism
(as defined in section 2331 of this title), 20 years.

* * * * * * *
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AMENDMENTS SUBMITTED

THE IMMIGRATION CONTROL AND
FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY ACT
OF 1996

DORGAN (AND OTHERS)
AMENDMENT NO. 3667

Mr. DORGAN (for himself, Mr.
DASCHLE, Mr. REID, Mr. HOLLINGS, Mr.
FORD, Mr. CONRAD, and Mr. FEmou))
proposed an amendment to the bill (S.
1664) to amend the Inunigration and
Nationality Act to increase control
over immigration to the United States
by increasing border patrol and inves-
tigative personnel and detention facili-
ties, improving the system used by em-
ployers to verify citizenship or work-
authorized aiien status, increasing pen-
alties for aiien smuggling and• docu-
mnent fraud, and reforming asylum, ex-
clusion, and deportation law and proce-
dures; to reduce the use of welfare by
aliens; and for other purposes: as fol-
lows:

At the approDriate place, add the following
new section:
SEC. SENSE OF THE SENATE ON A BALANCED

BUDGET CONSI1TUTZONAL A1ND-

It is the sense of the Senate that because
Section 13301 of the Budget Enforcement Act
prohibits the use of the Social Security trust
fund surplus to offset the budget deficit, any
proposal for a constitutional amendment to
balance the budget should contain a provi-
sion creating a firewall between the receipts
and outlays of the Social Security trust
funds and the rest of the federal budget, and
that the constitutional amendment should
explicitly forbid using the Social Security
trust funds to balance the federal budget.

ABRAHAM (AND OTHERS)
AMENDMENT NO. 3668

(Ordered to lie on the table.)
Mr. ABRAHAM (for himself, Mr.

FEINGOLD, Mr. DEWINE, Mr. SIMON, Mr.
SPECTER, Mr. SATORUM, Mr. WARNER,
Mr. Gais, Mr. THURMOND, Mr. LEvIN,
and Mr. BOND) submitted an amend-
mnent intended to be proposed by them
to the bill 5. 1664, supra; as follows:

At the appropriate place in the bill, insert
the following:
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SEC. SENSE OF SENATE REGARDING SEPA-

- RATE CONSIDERATION OF ISSVES
RELATING TO LEGAL UdMIGRATION
AND ILLEGAL IMMIGRATION.

— (a) FINDINGS.-.-The Senate makes the fol-
lowing findings::

(1) One of the first responsibilities of any
government is to protect its borders. -
- (2) The Federal Government has failed in
this responsibility, both by permitting large
numbers of individuals to enter into the
United States illegally and by failing to take
effective actions against individuals who
overstay their visas.

(3) It is urgent that the Congress address
the problem of illegal immigration promptly
and expeditiously. --

(4) The Committee on the Judiciary of the
Senate has ordered reported to the Senate a
bill. 5. 269, intended to address illegal entry
into the United States by improving the pa-
trol of United States borders and to address
the overstay of visas by keeping track of and
punishing individuals who overstay their
visas.

(5) Congress .has historically considered is-
sues relating to illegal immigration sepa-
rately from issues relating to legal immigra-
tion. --

(6) The Committee on the Judiciary, after
deliberating carefully about the consider-

• ation of legislation between the 104th Con-
gress on legal immigration and illegal immi-
gration, decided that the Senate should con-
sider issues relating to legal immigration
sepazately from issues relating to illegal Im-
migration and ordered reported to the Sen-
ate separate bills to address such issues, S.
269 and S. 1394.

(7) The House of. Representatives has ex-
pressed its agreement with the proposal to
consider issues relating to legal immigration
separately from issues relating to illegal im-
migration by adopting an amendment to the
bill on immigration t5eing considered by the
House of Representatives, E.R. 2202. which
struck all provisions of that bill relating to
family immigration.

(b) SENSE OF SENATE.—It is the sense of the
Senate that the issues addressed In 5. 269, a
bill to control illegal immigration into the
United States, should be considered by the
Senate sepa.raely from the issues addressed
in 5. 1394. a bill to reform legal immigration
into the United States.

SIMPSON AMENDMENT NO. 3669
Mr. SIMPSON proposed an amend-

xnent to the bill 5. 1664, supra; as fol-
lows:

(1) After sec. 213 of the bill, add the follow-
ing new section: -

SEC. 214. USE OF PUBLIC SCROOLS BY NON.
ThIGRAr4T FOREIGN STUDENTS.

"(a) PERSONS ELICIBLE FOR STUDENT
VISAS—Section 101(a)(15)(F) (8 U.S.C.
1101(a)(15)(F)) is a.mended—

"(1) in clause (i) by striking 'academic
high school, elementary school, or other aca-
demic instit1tion or in a language training
program' and inserting in lieu thereof 'public
elementary or public secondary school (if the
alien shows to the satisfaction of the con-
sular officer at the time of application for a
visa, or of the Attorney General at the time
of application for admission or adjustment of
status, that (I) the alien will in fact reim-
burse such public elementary or public sec-
ondary school for the full, unsubsidized per-
capita cost of providing education at such
school to an individual pursuing such a
course of study, or (U) the school waives
such reimbursement), private elementary or
private secondary school, or postsecondary
academic institution, or in a language-train-
ing program'; and
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"(2) by inserting before the semicolon at

the end of clause (ii) the following: ': Pro-
vided, That nothing in this paragraph shall
be construed to prevent a child who is
present in the United States in a non-
immigrant status other than that conferred
by paragraph (B), (C), (F)(i), or (M)(i), fron
seeking admission. to a public elementary
school or public secondary school for which
such child may otherwise be qualified.'.

EXCLUSION OF STUDENT VISA ABUS-
ERS—Section 212(a) (8 U.5C. 1182(a)) is
amended by adding at the end the following
new paragraph:

'(9) STUDENT VISA ABUSERS.—Any alien de-
scribed in section 1O1(a)(1)(F) who is admit-
ted as a student for study at a private ele-
mentary school or private secondary school
and who does not remain enrolled, through-
out the duration of his or her elementary or
secondary school education in the United
States, at either (A) such a private school, or
(B) a public elementary or public secondary
school (if (I) the alien is in fact reimbursing
such public elementary or public secondary
school for the fz1l, unsubsidized per-capita
cost of providing education at such school to
an individual pursuing such a course of
study, or (II) th school waives such reim-
bursement), is excludable.'.

"(c) DEPORTATION OF STUDENT VISA ABuS-
ERS.—Section 241(a) (8 U.S.C. 1251(a)) is
amended by adding at the end the following
new paragraph: -

'(6) STUDENT VISA ABUSERS.—Any alien de-
scribed in section 1O1(a)(15)(F) who is admit-
ted as a student for st1dy at a private ele-
mentary school or private secondary school
and who does not remain enrolled, through-
out the duration of his or her elementary or
secondary school education in the United
States, at either (A) such a private school, or
(B) a public elementary or public secondary.
school (if (I) the alien is in fact. reimbursing
such piblic elementary or public secondary
school for the full, unsubsidized per-capita
cost of providing education at such school to
an individual pursuing such a course of
study, or (II) the school waives such reim-
bursement), is deportable.'.".

SIMPSON AMENDMENT NO. 3670
Mr. SIMPSON proposed an amend-

xnent to the bill 5. 1664, supra; as fol-
lows:
SEC. . PiLOT PROGRAM 10 COLLECT INFORMA-

TION RELATING TO NONThMIGRANr
FOREIGN STUDE1S.

(a) I4 GENERAL.—(1) The Attorney General
and the Secretary of State shall jointly de-
velop and conduct a pilot program to collect
electronically from approved colleges and
universities in the United States the infor-
mation described in subsection(c) with re-
spect to aliens who—

(A) have the status, or are applying for the
status, of nonimmigrants under section
1O1(a)(15) (F), (J), or (M) of the Immigration
and Nationality Act (8 U.5C. 11O1(a)(15) (F),
(J), or (M)); and

(B) are nationals of the co1ntries des-
igated under subsection (b).

(2) The pilot program shall commence not
later than January 1, 1998.

(b) COVERED COUNT!UES.—The Attorney
General and the Secretary of State shall
jointly designate co1ntries for purposes of
subsection (a)(1)(B). The Attorney General
and the Secretary shall initially desigiate
not less than five countries and may des-
ignate additional countries at any time
while the pilot program is being conducted.

(c) INFOMAT1ON To BE COLLECTED—
(1) I4 GENERAL—The information for col-

lection under subsection (a) consists of—
(A) the identify and current address in the

United States of the alien;
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(B) the nonimmigrant classification of tie

alien and the date on which a visa under the
classification was issued or extended or the
date on which a change to such classification
was approved by the Attorney General; and

(C the academic standing of the alien, in-
cluding any disciplinary action taken by the
college or university against the alien as a
result of the alien's being convicted of a
crime.

(2) FERPA.—The Family Educational
Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 (20 U.S.C.
1232g) shall not apply to aliens described in
subsection (a) to the extent that the Attor-
ney General and the Secretary of State de-
termine necessary to carry out the pilot pro-
gram.

(d) PARTICIPATION BY COL.LEGES AND UNI-
VERsrrIES:—(1) The information specified in
subsection (c) shall be provided by approved
colleges and universitiesas a condition of—

(A) the continued approval of the colleges
and universities under section 1O1(a)(15) (F)
or (M) of the Immigration and Nationality
Act,or. : - —

(B) the issuance of visas to aliens for pur-
poses of studying, or otherwise participating,
at such colleges and universities in program
under section 1O1(a)(15)(J) of such Act.

(2) If an approved college or university
fails to provide the specified information,
such approvals and such issuance of visas
shall be revoked or denied-

(e) FuNDING.—(1) The Attorney General and
the Secretary shall use funds collected under
seótion 281(b) of the Immigration and Na-
tionality Act, as added by this sibsection, to
pay for the costs of carrying out this section.

(2) Section 281 of the Immigration and Na-
tionality Act (8 U$.C. 1351) is amended.—.

(A) by inserting "(a)" after 'SEC. 281."; and
(B) by adding at the end the following:
"(b)(1) In addition to fees that are pre-

scribed under subsection (a), the Secretary of
State shall improve and collect a fee on all
visas issued under the provisions of section
1O1(a)(15) (F), (J), or (M) of the Immigration
and Nationality Act. With respect to visas
issued under the provisions of section
1O1(a)(15)(J), this subsection shall not apply
to those "J" visa holders whose presence in
the United States is sponsored by the United
States government."

"(2) The Attorney General shall impose
and collect a fee on all changes of non-
immigrant status under section 248 to such
classifications. This subsection shall not
apply to those "J" visa holders whose pres-
ence in the United States is sponsored by the
United States government."

"(3) Except as provided in section 205(g)(2)
of the Immigration Reform Act of 1996, the
amount of the fees imposed and collected
under paragraphs (1) and (2) shall be the
amount which the Attorney General and the
Secretary jointly determine is necessary to
recover the costs of conducting the Informa-
tion-collection program described in sub-
section (a), but may not e,ceed S100.

"(4) Finds collected under paragraph (1)
shall be available to the Attorney General
and the Secretary, witho1t regard to appro-
priation Acts and without fiscal year limita-
tion, to supplement funds otherwise avail-
able to the Department of Justice and the
Department of State, respectively."

(3) The amendments made by paragraphs
(1) and (2) shall become effective April 1,
1997.

(1) JOINT REPORT.—NOt later than five year
after the commencement of the pilot pro-
gram established under subsection (a), the
Attorney General and the Secretary of State
shall jointly submit to the Committees on
the Judiciary of the United States Senate
and House of Representatives on the oper-
ations of the pilot program and the feasibil-
ity of expanding the program to cover the
nationals ofall countries.
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(g) WORLDWIDE APPLtCABILITY OF THE PRO-

GRAM—(1)(A) Not later than six months
after the submission of the report required
by subsection (f), the Secretary of State and
the Attorney General shall 3ointly com-
mence expansion of the pilot program to
cover the nationals of all countries.

(B) Such expansion shall be completed not
later than one year after the date of the sub-
mission of the report referred to in sub-
section (f).

(2) After the program has been expanded.
as provided in paragraph (1), the Attorney
General and the Secretary of State may, on
a periodic basis, jointly revise the amount of
the fee imposed and collected under section
281(b) of the Immigration and Nationality
Act in order to take into account changes in
the cost of carrying out the program.

(h) DEFINITION—As used in this section,
the phrase "approved colleges and univer-
sities" means colleges and universities ap-
proved by the Attorney General, in consulta-
tion with the Secretary of Education, under
subparagraph (F), (J), or (M) of. se.tion
101(a)(15) of the Immigration and Nationality
Act (8 U.S.C. 1101(a)(15)).

SIMPSON AMENDMENT NO. 3671
Mr. SIMPSON proposed an amend-

ment to the bill 5. 1664, supra; as 101-
lows:

After section 115 of the bill, add the follow-
ing new section:
"SEC. 115/.. FALSE CLAJMS OF US. CITIZENSHIP.

"(a) EXCLUSION OF ALIENS Wo HAVE
FALSELY CLAIMED U.S. CITIZENSffiP.—Section
212(a)(9) (8 U5.C. 1182(a)(9)) is amended by
adding at the end the following new subpara-

•graph:
'(D) FALSEz.Y CLAIMING CITIZENSHIP—Any

alien who falsely represents, or has falsely
represented, himself to be a citizen of the
United States is excludable.'; and

"(b) DEPORTATION OF ALIENS WHO HAVE
FALSELY CLAThED U.S. CITIZENSffiP.—Section
241(a) (8 U.5C. 1251(a)) is amended by adding
at the end the following new paragraph:

'(6) FALSELY CLAIMING CrrIZENSfflP.—Any
alien who falsely represents, or has falsely
represented, himself to be a citizen of the
United States is deportable.'.".

SIMPSON AMENDMENT NO. 3672
Mr. SIMPSON proposed an amend-

ment to amendment No. 3667 proposed
by Mr. DORGAN to the bill 5. 1664,
supra; as follows:

Strike all after the word "sec." and Insert
the following:

(1) social security is supported by taxes de-
ducted from workers' earuings azid matching
deductions from their employers that are de-
posited into independent trust funds;

(2) over 42,000,000 Americans. including
over 3,000,000 children and 5,000,000 disabled
workers and their families, receive social se-
curity benefits;

(3) social security is the only pension pro-
gram for 60 percent of older Americans;

(4) almost 60 percent of older beneficiaries
depend on social security for at least half of
their income and 25 percent depend on social
security for at least 90 percent of their in-
come;

(5) 138,000,000 American workers pay taxes
into the social security system;

(6) social security is currently a self-fi-
nanced program that Is not contributing to
the Federal budget deficit; in fact, the social
security trust funds now have over
4OO,000,000,000 in reserves and that surplus
will increase during fiscal year 1995 alone by
an additional 570,000,000,000;
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(7) these current reserves will be necessary

to pay monthly benefits for current and fu-
ture beneficiaries when the annual surpluses
turn to deficits after 2018;

(8) recognizing that social security is cur-
rently a self-financed program, Congress in
1990 established a "firewall" to prevent a
raid on the social security trust funds;

(9) raiding the social security trust funds
would further undermine confidence in the
system among younger workers;

(10) the American people overwhelmingly
reject arbitrary cuts in social security bene-
fits; and

(11) social security beneficiaries through-
out the nation deserve to be reassured t.hat
their benefits will not be sub3ect to cuts and
their social security payroll taxes will not be
increased as a result of legislation to imple-
ment a balanced budget amendment to the
United States Constitution.

(b) SENSE OF.THE SENATE.—It is the sense
of the Senate that any legislation required
to implement a balanced budget amendment
to the United States Constitution shall spe-
cifically prevent social security benefits
from being reduced or social security taxes
from being increased to meet the balanced
budget requirement.
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zenship or work-authorized alien sta-
tus, increasing peaalties for alien
Smuggling and document fraud, and re-
formiug asylu.rzi,. exclusion, and depor-

TI IMMIGRATION ..4.ND NATION- tation law and procedures; to reduce
ALITY ACT AMENDMENT ACT OF the use of welfare by aienz; and for
1996 other purposes; as follows:

Strike sections 111—115.

ABRAHAM (AND OTHERS)
AMENDMENT NO. 3721

(Ordered to lie on the table.)
Mr. ABRAHAM (for himself, Mr.

FEINGOLD. Mr. DEWE, Mr. INBOFE,
and Mr. LIEBER.MAN) submitted an
amendment intended to be proposed by
them to the bill (5. 1664) to amend the
Immigration and Nationality Act to i-
crease control over inmiigration to the
United States by increasing border pa-
trol and investigative personnel and
detention facilities, improving the sys-
tem used by employers to verify citi-



AMENDMENTS SUBMITTED

THE IMMIGRATION CONTROL AND
FINANCIAL RESPONSIBrLITY ACT
OF 1996

SIMPSON AMENDMENT NO. 3722
Mr. SIMPSON proposed an. amend-

ment to amendment No. 3669 proposed
by him to the bill (5. 1664) to amend

the Immigration and Nationality Act
to increase control over immigration
to the United States by increasing bor-
der patrol and investigative personnel
and detention facilities, improving the
system used by employers to verify
citizenship or work-authorized alien
status, increasing penalties for alien
smuggling and document fraud, and re-
forming asylum, exclusion, and depor-
tation law and procedures; to reduce
the use of welfare by aliens: and for
other purposes; as follows:

Strike all after the first word and insert:
214. USE OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS BY t'ON.

I3tMIGRANT FOREIGN STUDENTS.
"(a) PERsoNs ELIGIBLE FOR STUDENT

VI5A5.—Section 1OI(a)(15)(F) (8 U.SC.
llOl(a)(15)(F)) is amended—

"(1) in clause (i) by striking 'academic
high 5chool. elementary school, or other aca-
demic intitutio or in a language training
program' and inserting in lieu thereof 'public
elementary or public secondary school (if the
alien shows to the satisfaction of the con-
sular officer at the time of application for a
visa, or of the Attorney General at the time
of application for admission or adjustment of
status, that (I) the alien will in fact reim-
burse such public elementary or public sec-
ondary school for the full, unsubsidized per-
capita cost. of providing education at such
school to an individual pursuing such a
course of study, or (II) the school waives
such reimbursement), private elementary or
private secondary school, or postsecondary
academic institution, or in a language-train-
in program'; and

"(2) by inserting before the semicolon at
the end of clause (ii) the following:': Pro-
vided, That nothing in this paragraph shall
be construed to prevent a child who is
present in the United States in a non-
immigrant status other than that conferred
by Paragraph (B), (C), (F)(i), or (M)(1), from
.seekin admission to a public elementary
school or public secondary school for which
such child may otherwise be qualified.';

"(b) ECLU5ION OF STUDENT VISA ABTJ5-
EEtS.—Section 212(a) (8 US.C. 1182(a)) is
amended by add1n at the end the following
new paragraph: .

'(9)-STUDENT VISA ABTJ5ERS.—Any alien de-
scribed in section 1O1(a)(15)(F) who is admit-
ted as a student for study at a private ele-
mentary school or private secondary school
and who does not remain enrolled, through-
out the duration of his or her elementary or
secondary school education in the United
States, at either (A) such a private school, or
(B) a public elementary or public secondary
school (if (I) the alien Is in fact reimbursing
such public elementary or public secondary
school for the full, unsubidized per-capita
cost of providing education at such school to
an individual pursuing such a course of
study, or (II) the school waives such reim-
bursement), is excludable,', and

"(C) DEPORTATION OF STUDENT VISA ABU5-
&—Section 241(a) (8 T.LSC. - 1251(a)) is
amended by adding at the end the following
new paragraph:

'(6) STtJDET VISA ABUSEP.&—Any alien de-
scribed in section 1O1(a)(15)(F) who is admit-
ted as a student for study at a private ele-
mentary school or private secondary school
and who does not remain enrolled, through-
out the duration of his or her elementary or
secondary. school education in the United
States, at either (A) such a private school. or
(B) a public elementary or public secondary
school (if (I) the alien is in fact reimbursing
such public elementary or public secondary
school for the. full, unsubsidized per-capita
cost of providing education at such school to
an individual pursujn such a course of
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study, or (U) the school waives such rein-
bursement), is deportable.'.".

This section shall become effective 1 d
after the date of enactment.

SIMPSON AMENDMENT NO. 3723
Mr. SIMPSON proposed an amend-

ment to amendment No. 3670 proposed
by him to the biil 5. 1664, supra; as fol-
lows;

Strike all after the first word and insert:
PILOT PROGRA.M TO COLLECT LNFOBMATION RE.

LATG TO NOflSMjGRANr FOR.
EIGS STUDENTS.

(a) IN GEEL.—(l) The Attorney General
ad the Secretary of State shall jointly de-
velop and conduct a pilot program to collec
electronically from approved colleges and
universities in the United States the infor-
mation described in subsection (c) with re-
spect to aliens who—

(A) have the status, or are applying for the
status, of nonimmig-rants under section
1Ol(a)(l5)(F), (J), or (M) of the Immigration
and Nationality Act (8 U5.C. llOl(a)(15)(F),
(J), or (M)); and

(B) are nationals of the countries des-
ignated under subsection (b).

(2) The pilot program shall commence not
later than January 1, 1998.

(b) COVERED COUNTRIES.TThe, Attorney
General and the Secretary of State shall
jointly designate countries for purposes of
subsection (a)(I)(B). The Attorney General
and the Secretary shall initially designate
not less than five countries and may des-
igiate additional countries at any time
wbile the pilot program is being conducted.

(c) L'FOaMATIO To BE COLLEC'rED.—
(I) IN GENE.AL—The information for col-

lection under subsection (a) consists of—
(A) the identity. and current address in the

United States of the alien;
(B) the nonimmigrant classification of the

alien and the date on which a visa under the
classification was issued or extended or the
date on which a change to such classification
was approved by the Attorney General; and

(C) the academic standing of.the alien, in-
cluthn any disciplinary action taken by the
college or university against the alien as a
result of the alien's being convicted of a
crime.

(2) FERPA—The Family Educational
Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 (20 U.S.C.
l232) shall not apply to aliens described in
subsection (a) to phe extent that the Attor-
ney General and the Secretary of State de-
termine necessary to carry ont the pilot prO—
gram.

(d) PARTICIPATION BY COLLEGEs A1D UNI-
v51'flES—(1) The information specified in
subsection (c) shall be provided by approved
colleges and universitiesas a condition of—

(A) the continued approval of the colleges
and universities under section 1O1(a)(15)(F) or
(M) of the lzrimigration and Nationality Act.
or

(B) the issuance of visas to aliens for pur-
poses of studying, or otherwise participating,
at such colleges and universities in a pro-
gram under section IO1(a)(15)(J) of such Act.

(2) If an approved college or university
fails to provide the specified information.
such approvals and such issuance of visas
shall be revoked or denied.

(e) Fu D1NG—(1) The Attorney General and
the Secretary shall use funds collected under
section 281(b) of the Immigration and Na-
tionality Act. as added by this subsection. to
payfor the costs of carrying out this section.

(2) Sectioii 281 of the Immigration and Na-
tionality Act (8 U.5C. 1351) is amended—

(A) by inserting "(a)" after "SEC. 281.";
and -.

(B) by adding at the end the following:
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"(b)(l) In additioi to fees that are pre-

scribed under subsection (a), the Secret.ry of
State shall impose and collect a fee on all
visas issued under the provisions of section
1O1(a)(15)(F), (J), or (M) of the Immigration
and Nationality Act. With respect to' visas
issued under the provisions of section
1O1(a)(15)(J), this subsection shall not apply,
to those "J" visa holders whose pr2sence in
the United States is sponsored by the United
States Government."

"(2) The Attorney GeIera1 shall impose
and collect a fee on all changes of non-
immigrant status under section 248 to such
classifications. This subsection shall not
apply to those "J" visa holders whose pres-
ence in the United States is sponsored by the
United States Government."

"(3) Except as provided in section 205(g)(2)
of the Immigration Reform Act of 1996, the
amount. of the fees imposed and collected
under paragraphs (1) and (2) shall be the
amount which the Attorney General and the
Secretary jointly determine is necessary to
recover the costs of conducting the informa-
tion-collection program, described: in sub-
section (a), but may not exceed 3100.

"(4) Funds collected ander paragraph (1)
shall be available to the Attorney General
and the Secret&ry, without regard to appro-
priation Acts and without fiscal year limita-
tion, to supplement funds otherwise avail-
able to the Department of Justice and the
Department of State, respectively."

(3) The amendments made by paragraphs
(1) and (2) shall become effective April 1,
1997. ' -

(f) JOINT RPORT.—Not later than five
years after the commencement of the' pilot
program established under ,subsection (a).
the Attorney General and the Secretary of
State shall jointly submit to the Committees
on the Judiciary of the United States Senate
and House of Representatives on the oper-
ations of the pilot program and the feasibil-
ity of expanding the, program to 'cover the
nationals of all countries.

(g) WORLDWIDE APPLXCABJL1TY ()' THE Po-
GRAM.—(1)(A) Not later than six months
after the submission of the report required
by subsection (f), the Secretary of State and
the Attorney General shall jointly 'com-
mence expansion of the pilot program to
cover the nationals of all countries.

(B) Such expansion shall be completed not
later than one year after the date of the
mission of the report referred to in sub-
section (f).

(2) After the program has been expanded.
as provided in paragraph (1), the Attorney
General and the Secretary of State may, on
a periodic basis, jointly revise the amount of
the fee imposed and collected under section
281(b) of the Immigration and Nationality
Act in order to'take into account changes in
the cost of carrying Out the program.

(h) DEFINITION.—As used in this section,
the pbrase "approved colleges and univer-
sities" means colleges and universities ap-
proved by the Attorney neral, in consulta-
tion with the Secretary of Education, under
subparagraph (F), (J), or (M) of section
101(a)(15) of the Immigration and Nationality
Act (8 U.S.C. 11O(a)(15)).

This section shall become effective 1 day
after the date of enactment.

SIMPSON AMENDMENT NO. 3724
Mr. SIMPSON proposed an amend-

ment to amendment No. 3671 proposed
by him to the bill 5. 1664, supra; as fol-
lows:

Strike all after the first word and insert:
lISA. FALSE CLAiMS OF U.S. CITIZENSHIP.

"(a) ExcLUsION OF ALIE1s WHO HAVE
FALsELy CLAIMED U.S. CmzENsnp.—Section

212(a)(9)(8 U.S.C. 1182(a)(9)) is amended by
adding at the end the following new subpara-
graph:

(D) F&jsy CLAIML'G CITIZEN5HIP_-Any
alien who falsely represents, or has falsely
represented, himself to be a citizen of the
United States is excludable.'; and

"(b) DE?OrrATIoN or ALIENs WHO HAVE
FALsELy CLAIMED U.S. CrnzENsjp.—Section
241(a)(8 U.S.C. 1251(a)) is amended by adding
at the end the following new paragraph:

'(6) FALSELY CLAIMING CITIZEN5HIP.—Any
alien who falsely represents, or has falsely
represented, himself to be a citizen of the
United States is deportable.'.".

This section shall become effective 1 day
after the date of enactment.

SIMPSON AMENDMENT NO. 3725
Mr. SIMPSON proposed an amend-

ment to the motIon to' recommit pro-
posed by him to the bill 5. 1664, supra;
as follows:

Add at the end of the instructions the fol-
lowing: "that the following amendnient be
reported back forthwith.

(1) After sec. 213 of the bill, add the follow-
ing new section:
'SEC. 224. USE OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS BY NON.

IMMIGRANT FOREIGN STUDENTS.
"(a) PERSONs EUGISLE. Fo STUDENT

VIsA 5.—Section 101(a)(15)(F) (8 U.S.C.
1101(a)(15)(F)) is amended.—.

"(1) in .clause (i) by striking 'academic
high school, elementary school, or other aca-
demic institution or in a language training
program' and inserting in lieu thereof 'public
elementazy'or public secondary school (if the
alien shows to the satisfaction of the con-
sular officer at the time of application for a
visa; or of the Attorney General at the time
of application for admission or adjustment of
status, that (I) the alien will in fact reim-
burse such public elementary or public sec-
ondarj school for the fulL unsubsidized per.
capita cost of providing education at such
school to an individual pursuing such a
course of study, or (fl) the school waives
such reimbursement), private elementary or
private secondary school, or postsecondary
academic institution, or in a language-train-.
ing program'; and

"(2) by inserting before the semicolon at
the end of clause (ii) the following: : Pro-
vided, That nothing in this paragraph shall
be construed to prevent a child who is
present in the United States in a non-
immigrant status other than that conferred
by paragraph (B), (C). (F)(i), or (M)(i), from
seeking admission to a public elementary
school or public secondary school for which
such child may otherwise be qualified.';

"(b) EXCLU5ION or STJDET VISA 'ABUS-
ERS.—Section 212(a) (8 U.S.C. 1182(a)) is
amended by adding at the end the following
new paragraph:

(9) SmxT VISA ABUSERS.—Any alien de-
scribed in section lOl(a)(l5)(F) who is admit,-
ted as a student for study at a private ele-
mentary school or private secondary school
and who does ot remain enrolled, through-
out the duration of his or her elementary or
secondary school education in, the United
States, at either (A) such a private school, or
(B) a public elementary or public secofldary
school (if(I) the alien is n fact reimbursing
such public elementary or public secondary
school for the full, unsubsidized per-capita
cost of providing education at such school to
an individual pursuing such a course of
study, or (fl) the school waives such reim-
bursernent), is excludable.': and

"(c) DtrOTATIoN OF STUDENT VISA ABUS-
E5.—Section 241(a) (8 U.S.C. 1251(a)) is
amended by adding at the end the following
new paragraph:
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'(6) STtiDE VISA ABUSEs.—Any alien de-

scnbed in section 1O1(a)(15)(F) who is admit-
ted as a student for study at a private ele-
mentary school or private secoda'y school
and who does not remain enrolled, through-
out the duration of his or her elementary or
secondary school education in the United
States, at either (A) such a private school, oz
(B) a public elementary or public secondary
school (if(I) the alien is in fact reimbursing
such public elementary or public secondary
school for the full, unsubsidized per-capita
cost of providing education at such school to
an individual pursuing such a course of
study, or (fl) the school waives such reim-
bursement), is deportable.'.".

SIMPSON AMENDMENT NO. 3726
Mr. SIMPSON proposed an amend-

rnent to amendment No. 3725 proposed
by him to the bill 5. 1664, supra; as fol-
lows:
'At the end of the amindnent to this in-

structions to the motion to recommit, insert
the following new section:
SEC. PILOT PROGRAM TO COLLECT INFORMA.

TION RELATING TO NONThOUGR'T
'FOREIGN STUDENTS.

(a) IN GENERAL.—(1) The Attorney General
and the Secretary of State shall jointly de-
velop and conduct a pilot program to collect
electronically from approved colleges and
universities in the United States the infor-
mation described in subsection (c) with re-
spect to aliens who—

(A) have the status, or are applying for the
status. of noniminigrants under section
1O1(a)(15(F), (J), or (M) of the Immigration
and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 11O1(a)(15)(F),
(J), or (M)); and

(B) are nationals of the countries des.
ignated.under subsection (b).

(2) The pilot program shall commence not
later than January 1.1998.

(b) COVERED C0UNTI%IES.—The Attorney
General and the Secretary of State shall
jointly designate countries for purposes of
subsection (a)(1)(B). the Attorney General
and the Secreta.ry shall initially designate
not less than five countries 'and may des-
ignate additional countries at any time
while the pilot program is being conducted.

(c) INro1ATxoN To BE COLLECTED.—.
(1) IN GEERAL.—The information for col-

lection under subsection (a) consists of—
(A) the identity and current address in the

United States of the alien:
(B) the nonimmigrant c12.ssification of the

alien and the date on which a visa under the
classification was issued or extended or the
date on which a change to such classification
was approved by the Attorney General; a,d

(C) the academic standi of the alien. in-
cluding any disciplinary action taken by the
college or university against the alien as a
result of the alien's being convicted of a
crime.

(2) FERPA—The Family' Educational
Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 (20 U.S.C.
1232g) shall not apply to aliens described in
subsection (a) to the extent that the Attor-
ney general and the Secretary of State deter-
mine necessary to carry out the pilot pro-
gram.

(d) PATICIAPTION BY COLLEGES AND UI-
VERSITIZ5-.—(1) The information specified in
subsection (c) shall be provided by approved
colleges and universities as a cozdition of—

(A) the continued approval of the colleges
and universities under section 101(a)(15)(F) or
(M) of the Immigration and Nationality Act.
or

(B) the issuance of visas to aliens for pur-
poses of studying or otherwise participating,
at such colleges and universities ir a pro-
gram under section 1O1(a)(15)(J) of such Act.
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(2) If an approved college or university

fails to provide the specified info?rnatio,
such approvals and such issuance of visas
shall be revoked or demed.

(e) FNDING.—(l) the Attorney General and
the Secretary shall use ftndS coUected under
section 281(b) of the Immigration .nd Na-
tionality Act, as added by this subsection, to
pay for the costs of carrying Out this section.
- (2) Section 281 of the Immigration and Na-
tiona1ty Act (8 U.S.C. 1351) is amended—

(A) by inserting "(a)" after "SEC. 281.";
and

(B) by adding at the end the following:
"(b)(1) In addition to fees that are pre-

scribed under subsection (a), the Secretary of
State shall impose and collect a fee on all
visas issued under -the provisions of section
1O1(a)(15)(F), (J), or (M) of the Immigration
and Nationality Act. With respect to visas
issued under the provisions of section
lO1(a)(15)(J). this subsection shall not apply
to those 'J" visa holders whose presence in
the United States is sponsored by the United
States government."

"(2) The Attorney General shall Impose
and collect a fee on all changes of non-
immigrant status under section 248 to such
classifications. This subsection shall not
apply to those"J" visa holders whose pres-
ence In the U1ted States is sponsored by the
United States government."

"(3) Except as provided in section 205(g)(2)
of the Immigration Reform Act of 1996, the
amount of the fees imposed and collected
under paragraphs (1) and (2) shall be the
amount wb.ich the Attorney General and the
Secretary jointly determine is necessary to
recover the costs of conducting the Informa-
tion-collection. program described in sub-
section .(a), but may ot exceed 3100.

"(4) Funds collected under paragraph (1)
shall be available to the. Attorney General
and the Secretary, wfthout regard to appro-
priation Acts and without fiscal year limita-
tion, to supplement, funds otherwise avail-
able to the Department ofJustice and the
department of State; respectively.'

(3) The amendments made by aragraphs
(1) and' (2) shall become effective April 1,
1997.

(f) JOINT REPORT.—Not later . than five
years after the commencement of the pilot
program established under subsection (a),
the Attorney General and the Secretary of
State shall Jointly submit to the Committees
on the Judiciary of the United States Senate
and House of Representatives on the oper-
ations of the pilot program and the feasibil-
ity of. expanding the program to cover the
nationals of all countries.

(g) WORLDWmE APPUCABILrrY OF TKE PRO-
GR.AM.—(1)(A) Not later than six months
after the submission of the report required
by subsection (f). the Secretary of State and
the Attorney General shall jointly com-
mence expansion of the pilot program to
cover the nationals of all countnes.

(B) Such expansion shall be completed not
later than one year after the date of the sub-
mission of the report. referred to in sub-
section (1).

(2) After the program has been expanded,
as provided in paragraph (1), the Attorney
General and the Secretary of State may, on
a periodic basis, jointly revise the amount of
the fee imposed and collected under section
281(b) of the Immigration. and Nationality
Act in order to take into account changes in
the cost of carryin Out the program.

(h) DEFxrrIoN.—As used• in this section,
the pbrase "approved colleges and univer-
sities" means colleges and universities ap-
proved by the Attorney General, in consulta-
tion with the Secretary of Education, under
subparagraph (F), (J), or (M) of section
1O1(a)(15) of the Immigration and Nationality
Act (8 U.S.C. 11O1(a)(15)).
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SIMPSON AMENDMENT NO. 3727
Mr. SIMPSON proposed an amend-

ment .to amendment No. 3725 proposed
by him to the bill 5. 1664, supra; as fol-
lows:

Strike the last word in the pending amend-
ment and insert: "Act (8 U.S.C. 11O(a)(15)).
'SEC. FALSE CLAIMS OF U.S. CITIZENSBI?.

"(a) EXCLUsIoZ OF ALINs WHO HAVE
FALsELY CLAIMED U.S. CrrIzEIsHIP.—Section
212(a)(9) (8 U.S.C. 1182(a)(9)) is amended by
adding at the end the following new subpara-
graph:

'(D) FALSELY CLAIMING crrIzENsHIP.—Any
alien who falsely represents, or has falsely
represented, himself to be a citizen of the
United States is excludable.'; and

"(b) DEPORTATION OF AL1Ns WHO HAVE
• FALsELY CLAIMED U.S. CrrIZENsP.—Section
241(a) (8 U.S.C. 1251(a)) is amended by adding
at the end the following new paragraph:

'(6) FALsELY . CLAIMING cITIZEsfflP.—Any
alien who falsely represents, or has falsely
represented, himself to be a citizen of the
United States is deportable.'.".

SIMPSON AMENDMENT NO. 3728
Mr. SIMPSON proposed an amend-

ment to amendment No. 3725 proposed
by him to. the bill .S. 1664, supra; as fol-
lows:

Strike all after the last word in the amend-
•ment axid insert: "deportable.
SEC - VOTG BY AL1NS.

"(a) CRIMINAL PENALTY FOR VOTING BY
ALIENs IN FEDERAL ELECTI0N.—Title 18. Unit-
ed States Code, is amended by adding the fol-
lowing new section:
'611. Voting by aliens

'(a) It shall be unlawful for any alien to.
vote in any election held solely or in part for.
the purpose of electing a candidate for the
office of President, Vice. President, Presi-
sdential elector, Member of the Senate, Mem-
ber of. the House of Representatives, Dele-
gate from the District of Columbia, or Resi-
dent Commissioner, unless—

'(1) the election held partly..for some
other purpose;

'(2) aliens are authorized to vote for such
other purpose under a State constitution or
statute or a local ordinance; and

'(3) voting for such other purpose is con-
ducted independently of voting for a can-
didate for such Federal offices, in such a
manner that an alien has the opportunity to.
vote for such Other purpose, but not an op-.
portunity to vote for a candidate for any one
or more of such Federal offices.'

(b) Any person who violates this section
shall be fined not more than $5,000 or impris-
oned not more than one year or both.':

"(b) EXCLUsION OF ALIENs WHO HAVE UN-
LAWFULLY VorED.—Section 212(a) (8 U.S.C.
1182(a)) is amended by. adding at the end the
following new paragTaph:

'(9) UNwPtJL VOTERS.—Any alien who has
voted in violation of any Federal, State, or
local constitutional provision.- statute, ordi-
nance, or regulation is excludable.'; and

"(c) DEPORTATION OF ALIENs WHO HAVE UN-
LAWFULLY VoTED—Section 241(a) (8 U.S.C.
1251(a)) is amended by adding at the end the
following new paragraph:

'(6) UNLAWFTJL voTERS.—Ay alien who has
voted in violation of any Federal, State, or
local constitutional provision, statute, ordi-
nance, or regulation is deportable.'.".

SIMPSON AMENDMENT NO. 3729
Mr. SIMPSON proposed an amend-

xnent to amendment No. 3725 proposed
by him to the bill S. 1664, supra; as fol-
lows: -
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Strike all after the last word and sert

the fei1owig "deportable.
"USE OF PUUC SCHOOLS BY NONDUGRA

FOREIGN STUDENTS.
"(a) PERSONS ELIGIBLE TO? STUDENT

VIsAs—Section 1O1(a)(15)(F)(8 T.LS.C.
llO1(a)(15)(F)) is amended—

"(1) in clause (i) by striking 'academic
high school, elementary school, or other aca-
demic institution or in a language training
program' and inserting in lieu thereof 'public
elementary or public secondary school (if the
alien shows to the satisfaction of the con-
sular officer at the time of application for a
visa, or of the Attorney General at the time
of application for admission or adjustment of
status, that (I) the alien will in fact reim-
burS such public elementary or public sec-
ondary school for the full, unsubsidized per-
capita cost of providing education at such
school to an individual pursuing such a
course of study, or (11) the school .waives
such reimbursement), private elementary Or
private secondary school, or postsecondary
academic institution, or in a language-train-
ing program'; and

"(2) by inserting before the semicolon at
the end of clause (ii) the following ': PTO-

vided, That nothing in this paragraph shall
be construed to prevent a child who is
present in the United States in a non-
lxrimigrant status other than that conferred
by paragraph (B), (C), (F)(i), or (M)(i), from
seeking admission to a public elementary
school or public secondary school for which
such child may otherwise be qualified.';

"(b) EXCLtsIoN OF STUDENT VISA ABU5-
ER5.—Section 212(a) (8 U.S.C. 1182(a)) is
amended by adding at the end the following
new paragraph:

'(9) STUDENT VIsA ABU5ERS.—Any alien de-
scribed in section lO1(a)(15)(F) who is admit-
ted as a student for study at a private ele-
mentary 'school or private secondary school
.and who does not iemain enrolled, through-
out .the duration of his or her elementary or
secondary school education in the United
States, at either (A) such a private school, or
(B) a public elementary or public secondary
school (if (I) the alien is infact reimbursing
such public elementary or public secondary
school for the full, unsubsidized per-capita
cost of providing education at such school to
an individual pursuing such a course of
study, or (11) the school waives such reim-
bursement), is excludable.', and

"(c) DEPORTrI0N0F SnJDE'r VISA ABU5-
ERS.—Section 241(a)(8 U.S.C. 1251(a)) is
amended by adding at the end the following
new paragraph:

'(6) SruDNr VISA ABTJ5ER5.—Afly alien de-
scribed in section 1Ol(a)(15)(F) who is admit-
ted as a student for studs at a private ele-
mentary school or private secondary school
and who does not remain enrolled, through-
out the duration of his or her elementary or
secondary school education in the United
States, at either (A) such a private school, or
(B) a public elementary or public secondary
school (if (I) the alien is in fact reimbursing
such public elementary or public secondary
school for thefl full, unsubsidized per.capita
cost of providing education at such school to
an individual pursuing such a course of
study, or (U) the school waives such reim-
bursement), is deportable.'.".

This section shall become effective 1 day
after the date of enactment.

SIMPSON AMENDMENT NO. 3730
Mr. SIMPSON proposed an amend-

ment to amendment No. 3725 proposed
by him to the bill 5. 1664, supra; as fol-
lows:

Strike all after the last word in the amend-
ment and insert: "enactment.
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'SEC. .OPEN.FIELD SEARCHES.

(a) REPEAL.—SectOn 116 of Public Law 99—
603 and section 287(e) of the Immigration and
Nationajity Act (8 U.S.C. 1357(e)) are re-
pealed.

'(b) REDESIGNATION OF PROVISION—Sub-
section (1) of section 287 of that Act is redes-
ignated as subsection (e) of that section.

ROBB (AND WARNER) AMENDMENT
NO. 3731

(Ordered to lie on the table.)
Mr. ROBB (for himself and Mr Wx-

NER) submitted an amendment in-
tended to be proposed by them to the
bill S. 1664, supra; as-follows:

At the appropriate place, insert the follow-
ing new section:
SEC. CRArGES IN SPECIAL IISUUGRM,T STA.

TUS.
(a) REPEAL OF CERTAIN OBsoLETE PRovI-

5ION5.—SectiOn 1O1(a)(27) (8 U.S.C. 11O1(a)(27))
is amended by striking subparagraphs (B),
(E), (F), (G), and (H).

(b) SPECIAL LMMIGRAT STATUs FOR CER-
TAIN NATO CiVILIAN EMPLOYEEs—Section
1O1(a)(27) (8 U.S.C. 11O1(a)(27)) is further
amended— ..

(1) by striking "or" at-the end of subpara-
graph (J).

(2) by striking the period at the end of sub-
paragraph (K) and inserting "; or". and

(3) by adding at the, end the following sub-
paragraph:

"CL) an immigrant who would be described
in clause (i), (ii). (iii), or (iv) of subparagraph
(I) if any reference in such a clause-h-.

"(i) t an international organization de-
scribed in paragraph (15)(G)(i) were treated
as a reference atthe North Atlantic Treaty
Organization (NATO);

"(if) to a nonimmigrant under paragraph
(15)(G)(iv) were treated as a reference to a
nonimmigrant classifiable under NATO-6 (as.
a member of a civilian component accom-
panying a force entering in accordance with
the provisions of the NATO Status-of-Forces
Agreement, a member of a civilian compo-
nent attached to or employed by an Allied
Headquarters under the 'Protocol o the Sta-
tus of International Military Headquarters'
set up pursuant to the North Atlantic Treaty
or as a dependent); and

"(iii) to the Immigration Technical Correc-
tions Act of 1988 or to the Immigration and
Nationality Technical Corrections Act of
1994 were a reference to the Immigration in
the National Interest Act of 1995.".

(c) COOR.Mfl'G NONIMMIGRANT STATUs FOR
CERTAIN PARENTS OR SPECIAL LMMIGRT
CHILDREN.—Section 1O1(a)(15)(N) (8 U.S.C.
11O1(a)(15)(N)) is amended—

(1) by inserting "(or under analogous au-
thority under paragraph (27)(L))" after
"(27)(I)(i)", and

(2) by inserting "(or under analogous au-
thority under paragraph (27)(L))" and
"(27)(I)".

(d) EXTENsION OF SUNsET FOR RELIGiOUS
WORKERS.—Sectjon 1O1(a)(27)(C)(ii) (8 U.S.C.
11O1(a)(27)(C)(ii)) is amended by striking
"1991" and inserting "2005" each place it ap-
pears.

(e) ADDITIONAL CONFORMING AMEND-
MENT5.—

(1) Section 20l(b)(1)(A) (8 U.S.C.
1151(b)(1)(A)) is amended by striking "or
(B)".

(2) Section 203(b)(4) (8 U.S.C. 1153(b)(4)) is
amended by striking "or (B)".

(3) Section 214(k)(3) (8 1.LS.C. 1184(l)(3)),
(3)(A), is amended by striking '. who has not
otherwise been accorded status under section
1O1(a)(27)(H),".

(4) Section 245(c)(2) (8 U.S.C. 1255(c)(2)) is
amended by striking "1O1(a)(27) (H), (I)." and
inserting "1O1(a)(27)(I),".
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(1) EFFECTIVE DATES.—
(1) IN GENEP.AL.—EXcept as provided in this

section, the amendments made by thissec-
tion shall take effect on the date of the en-
actment of this Act.

(2) TRAN5rn0N.—The amendm2nts made by
subsection (a) shall not apply to• any alien
with respect to whom an application for spe-
cial immigrant status under a subparagraph
repealed by such amendments has been filed
by not later than September 30, 1996.

SHELBY '(AND OTHERS)
AMENDMENT NO. 3732

(Ordered to lie on the table.)
Mr. SHELBY (for himself, Mr. COCH-

RAN, Mr. COVERDELL, Mr. FAIRCLOTH,
Mr. HELMS. Mr. INEiOFE, Mr. THOMAS,
Mr. BYRD, Mr. COATS. Mr. GRAMS, Mr.
LOTr, Mr. TEURMOND, Mr. WARNER, and
Mr. PRESSLER) submitted an amend-
ment intended to be proposed by them
to-the bill 5. 1664, supra: as follows:

At the appropriate place in the bill, insert
the following:
SEC. . LANGUAGE OF GOVERN1iNT ACT OF

1996.

(a) SHORT TTrLE.--This section may be
cited as the "Language of Government Ac
of 1996".

(b) FINDflGs AND CONSTRUcTION.—
(1) FINDfl'G5.—The Congress finds and de-

clares that— -

(A) the United States is comprised of indi-
viduals and groups from diverse ethnic. cul-
tural. and linguistic backgrounds;

(B) the United States has benEfited and
continues to benefit from this rich diversity:

(C) throughout the history of the Nation,
the common thread bir.ding those of differ-
ing backgrounds has' been a common lan-
guage; '

(D) in order to preserve unity in diversity:
and to prevent division along linguistic
lines. the United States should maintain a
lang',age common to all peODIe;

(E) English has historically been the com-
mon language and the language of oppor-
tunity in the United States;

(F) Native American languages have a
unique status because they exist nowhere
else in the world, and in creating a language
policy for the United States Government,
due consideration must be given to Native
American languages' and the policies and
laws assisting their survival, revitalization,
study,.and use;

(G) a purpose of this Act is to help immi-
grants better assimilate and talie full advan-
tage of economic and Occupational opportu-
nities in the United States;

(H) by learning the English language. im-
migrants will be empowered with the lan-
guage skills and literacy necessary to be-
come responsible citizens and productive
workers in the United States:

(I) the use of a single common language in
the conduct of the Federal Government's of-
ficial business will promote efficiency and
fairness to all people;

(J) English should be recognized in law as
the language of official business of the Fed-
eral Government; and

(K) any monetary savings' derived by the
Federal Governrner.t from the enactment of
this Act should be used for the teaching of
non-English speaking immigrants the Eng-
lish language.

(2) CON5Tp.tCTIo.—The amendments made
by subsection (c)—

(A) are not intended in any way to dis-
criminate against or restrict the rights of
any individual in the United States;

(B) are not intended to discourage orpre-
vent the use of languages other than English
in any nonofficial capacity; and
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(C) except where an existing law of the

United States directly contravenes the
amendments made by subsection (c) (such as
by requiring the use of a language other than
English for official business of the Góverl3-
ment of the United States), are not intended
to repeal existing laws of the United States.

(c) ENGLXSH AS TBE OFFICIAL LANGUAGE OF
GOVERNMENT.—

(1) IN GENERAL.—Title 4, United States
Code. is amended by adding at the end the
following new chapter:

"CHAPTER 6—LANGUAGE OF THE.
GOVERNMENT

"Sec.
"161. Declaration of official language of Gov-

ernment.
"162. Preserving and enhancing the role of

the official language.
"163. OfficialGovernment activities in Erg-

lish.
'164. Standing.
"165. Definitioüs.
" 161. Declaration of official 'anguage of

Governnent -

"The official language of the GoVernment
of the United States English.
" 162. Preserving and enhancing the role of

the official language
"The Government shall save an affirma-

tive obligation to preserve and enhance the
role of English as the official language of the
United States Government. Such obligation
shall include encouraging greater Opportuni-
ties for individuals to learn the English Ian-
guage. ' .

. : .

" 163. Official Government activities in Eng-
lish
"(a) CONDUcT o' BTJSflqESS.—The Govern-

ment shail conduct its officiai business in
English.

"(b) Dic PF SERVICES.—NO person shall
be denied services, assistance. or facilities,
directly or indirectly provided by the Gov-
ernment solely because the person commu-
nicates in English..

'(c) ENTITLEMENT.—Every person in the
United States is entitled to—

"(1) communicate with the Government in
English;

'(2) receive information from or contribute
information to the Government in English;
and

"(3) be informed of or be subject to official
orders in English.
" 164 Standing

"Any person alleging injury arising from a
violation of this chapter shall have standing
to sue in the courts of the United States
under sections 2201 and 2202 of title 28, Unit-
ed States Code. and for such other relief as
may be considered appropriate by the courts.
" 165. Definitions

'For purposes of this chapter:
"(1) GOVRMENT.—The term 'Government'

means all branches of the Government of the
United States and all employees and officials
of the Government of the United States
while performing official businesses.

"(2) OFFICI.4L BtJSXNESS.—the term 'official
business' means those govermnentai actions.
documents, or policies which are enforceable
with the full weight and authority of the
Government, but does not include—

"(A) use of indigenous languages or Native
American languages, or the teaching of for-
eign languages in educational settings;

"(B) actions. documents, or policies that
are not enforceable in the United States:

"(C) actions. documents. or policies nec-
essary fcr international relatio2s, trade, or
commerce;

"CD) actions or documents that protect the
public health or the environment:

"CE) actions that protect the rights of vic-
tims of crimes or criminal defendants;
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"(F) documents that utilize terms of art or

phrases from languages other than English;
"(G) bilingual education, bilingual ballots,

or activities pursuant to the Native Amer-
ican Languages Act (25 U.S.C. 2901 et seq.);
and

"(H) elected officials, who possess a pro-
ficiency in a language other than English,
using that language to provide information
orally to their constituents.".

(2) CoNFORMING AMENDMENT.—The table of
chapters for title 4, United States Code, is
amended by adding at the end the following
new item:
"6. Language of the Government 161".

(d) PREEMPTION.—This section (and the
amendments made by this section) shall not
preempt any lawof any State.

(e) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments
made by subsection (c) thall take effect upon
the date of enactment of this Act, except
that no suit may be commenced to enforce or
determine rights under the amendments
until January 1, 1997.

FAIRCLOTH AMENDMENT NO. 3733
(Ordered to lie on the table.)
Mr. FAIRCLOTH submitted an

amendment intended to be proposed by
him to the bill S. 1664, supra; as fol-
lows:

At the appropriate place in the bill, insert
the following new section:
SEC. . REVIEW OP CON7RACTS WITH GUSH

AND CIVICS TEST ENTTFIES.
(a) IN GENEP.AL.—The Attorney General of

the United States shall investigate and sub-
mit a report to the Congress regarding the
practices of test entities authorized to ad-
minister the English and civics tests pursu-
ant to section 312.3(a) of title 8, Code of, Fed-
eral Regulations. The report shall include
any findings of fraudulent practices by the
testing entities.

(b) PRELLMINARY FINAL REP0RT5.—Not
later than 90 days after the date of the enact-
ment of this Act., the Attorney General shall
submit to the Congress a preliminary report
of •the findings of the investigatiom con-
ducted pursuant to subsection (a) and shall
submit to the Congress a final report within
275 days after the submission of the prelimi-
nary report.

KENNEDY AMENDMENT NO. 3734
Mr. KENNEDY proposed an amend-

ment to amendment No. 3725 proposed
by Mr. SIMPSON to the bill S. 1664,
supra; as follows:

At the appropriate place add the following:
SEC. L'4CREASE Th THE MINThflJM WAGE RATE.

Section 6(a)(l) of the Fair Labor Standards
Act of 1938 (29 TJ.S.C. 206(a)(1)) is amended to
read as follows:

'(1) except as otherwise provided in this
section, not less than $4.25 an hour during
the period ending July 4, 1996, not less than
$4.70 an hour during the year beginning July
5, 1996, and not less than 5.15 an hour after
July 4, 1997;".

KYL AMENDMENT NO. 3735
Mr. KYL proposed an amendment to

amendment No. 3725 proposed by Mr.
SIMP'SON to the bill 5. 1664, supra; as
follows:

At the end of the amendment add the fol-
lowing: Notwithstanding any other provision
in this Act, section 154 shall read as follows:
SEC. 154. PHYsiCAL' ArD NTAL EXA24ThA-

TIONS.
Section 234 (8 U.S.C. 1224) is amended to•

read as follows:
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"PHYsICAL AND MENTAL EXAMINATIONs

"SEC. 234. (a) ALIENs COVZRED.—Each alien
within any of the followiig classes of aliens
who is seeking entry into the United States
shall undergo a physical and mental exam-
ination in accordance with this section:

"(1) Aliens applying for visas for admission
to the United States for permanent resi-
dence.

"(2) Aliens seeking admission to the Unit-
ed States for permanent residence for whom
examinations were not made under para-
graph (1).

"(3) Aliens within the tjnited States seek-
ing adjustment of status under section 245 to
that of aliens lawfully admitted to the Unit-
ed States for permanent residence.

"(4) Alien crewmen entering or in transit
across the United States.

"(b) DESCRIPTION OF AMINATIoN.—(1)
Each examination required by subsection (a)
shall include—

"(A) an examination of the alien for any
physical or mental defect or disease and a
certification of medical findings made in ac-
cordance with subzection (d); and

"(B) an assessment of the vaccination
record of the alien in accordance with sub-
section (e).

"(2) The Secretary of Health and Human
Services shall prescribe such regulations as
may be necessary to carry out the medical
examinations required by subsection (a).

"(c) MEDICAL EXAMrNER5.—
"(1) MEDICAL 0FFICER5.—(A) Except as pro-

vided in paragraphs (2) and (3), examinations
under this section shall be conducted by
medical officers of the United States Public
Health Services.

"(B) Medical officers of the United States
Public HealthService who have had special-
ized training In the diagnosis of insanity and
mental defects shall be detailed for duty or
employed at such ports of entry as the Sec-
retary may designate, in consultation with
the Attorney General.

"(2) CIvIL stJRGEoNs.--(A) Whenever medi-
cal officers of the United States Public
Health Service are not available to perform
examinationsunder this section, the Attor-
ney General, in consultation with the Sec-
retary, shall designate civil surgeons to per-
form the examinations.

"(B) Each civil surgeon designated under
subparagraph (A) shail—

(i) have at least 4 years of professional ex-
perience unless the Secretary determines
that special or extenuating circumstances
justify the designation of an individual hav-
ing a lesser amount of professional experi-
ence; and

"(ii) satisfy such other eligibility require-
ments as the Secretary may prescribe.

"(3) PANEL PHYSICIANS.—In the case of ex-
aminations under this section abroad, the
medical examiner shall be a panel physician
designated by the Secretary of State. in con-
sultation with the Secretary.

(d) CERTIFICATION OF MEDICAL FL'DLNG5.—
The medical examiners shall certify for. the
information of immigration officers and spe-
cial inquiry officers, or consular officers, as
the case may be, any physical or mental de-
fect or disease observed by such examiners in
any s.ich alien.

"(e) VACCINATION A55E55MENT.—(1) The as-
sessment referred to in subsection (b)(1)(B) is
an assessment of the alien's record of re-
quired vaccines for preventable diseases, in-
cluding mumps, measles. rubella. polio, teta-
nus, diphtheria toxoids, pertussis,
hemophilus-inf1ueza type B. hepatitis type
B, as well as any other diseases specified as
vaccine-preventable by the Advisory Com-
mittee on Immunization Practices.

(2) Medical examiners shall educate aliens
on the importance of immunizations and
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shall create an immunization record for the
alien at the time of examination.

"(3)(A) Each alien who has not been va:-
cinated against measles, and each alie.-i
under the age of 5 years wbo has not been
vaccinated against polio, must receive such
vaccination, unless waived by the Secretary,
and must receive any other vaccination de-
termined necessary by the Secretary prior to
arrival in the United States.

"(B) Aliens who have not received the en-
tire series of vaccinations prescribed in para-
graph (1) (other than measles) shall return to
a designated civil surgeon within 30 days of
arrival in the United States, or within 30
days of adjustment of status. for the remain-
der of the vaccinations.
.(t) APPEAL OF MEDICAL EXAMINATION

F1DINGs.—Any alien determined to have a
health-related grovnds of exclusion under
paragraph (1) of section 212(a) may appeal
that determination to a board of medical of-
ficers of the Public Health Service, which
shall be convened by the Secretary. The
alien may introduce at least one expert med-
ical witness before the board at his or her
own cost and expense.

"(g) FTJNDING.—(l)(A) The Attorney Gen-
eral shall impose a fee upon any person ap-
plying for adjustment of status to that of an
alien lawfully admitted to permanent resi-
dence under section 209, 210, 245,or 245A, and
the Secretary of State shall impose a• fee
upon any person applying for a visa at a
tinited States consulate. abroad who is re-
quired to have a medical examination in ac-
cordance with subsection (a).

"(B) The amounts of the fees required by
subparagraph (A) shall be established by the
Secretary, in consultation with the Attorney
General and the Secretary of State. as the
case may be, and shall be set at such
amounts as may be necessary to recover the
full èosts of establishing and administering
the civil surgeon and panel physician pro-
grams. including the costs to the Service,
the Department of State, and the Depart-
ment of Health and Human Services for any
additional expenditures associated with the
ad.ministration of the fees collected.

"(2)(A) The fees imposed under paragraph
(1) may be collected as separate fees or as
surcharges to any other fees that may be col-
lected in connection with an application for
adjustment of status under section 209. 210,
245, or 245A, for a visa, or for a waiver of ex-
cludability under paragraph (1) or (2) of sec-
tion 212(g), as the case may be.

"(B) The provisions of the Act of August
18. 1856 (Revised Statutes 172&-2S, 22 U.S.C.
4212—14), concernIng accounting for consular
fees, shall not apply to fees collected by the
Secretary of State under this section.

"(3)(A) There is established on the books of
the Treasury of the tinited States a separate
account which shall be known as the Medi-
cal Examinations Fee Account'.

"(B) There shall be deposited as offsetting
receipts into the Medica.i Examinations Fee
Account all fees collected under paragraph
(1), to remain available until expended.

"(C) Amounts in the Medical xarninations
Fee Account shall be available only to reim-
burse any appropriation currently available
for the programs established by this section.

"(h) DEFINrrI0N5.—As used in this sec-
tion—

"(1) the term medical examiner' refers to
a medical officer, civil surgeon, or panel phy-
sician. as described in subsection (c); and

"(2) the term Secretary' means the Sec-
retary of Health and Human Services.".

BROWN AMENDMENT NO. 3736
(Ordered to lie on the tab1e)
Mr. BROWN submitted an amend-

ment intended to proposed by him to
the bill 5. 1664, supra: as follows:
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At the appropriate place in title II of the

bill, insert the following new section:
SEC. . Pilot prugras to permit bonding.

(a) L GENERAL.—The Attorney General of
the United States shall establish a pilot pro-
gram in 5 States (at least 2 of which are in
States selected for a demonstration project
under section 112 of this Act) to permit
alicns to post a bond in lieu of the affidavit
requirements in section 203 of the Immigra-
tion Control and Financial Responsibility
Act of 1996 and the deeming requirements in
section 204 of such Act. Any pilot program
established pursuant to this subsection shail
require an alien to post a bond in an amount
sufficient to cover the cost of betefits foi the
alien and the alien's family under the pro-
grams described in section 241(a)(5)(D) of the
Immigration and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C.
1251(a)(5(D)) and shall remain in effect until
•the alien and all members of the alien's fam-
ily permanently. depart from the United
States, are naturaiized, or die.

(b) REGUL.ATXONS.—NOt later than 180 days
after the date of the enactment of this Act,
the Attorney General shall issue regulations
for establishing the. pilot programs, includ-
ing

(1) criteria and procedures for—
(A) certifying bonding companies for par-

ticipation in the program, and
(B) debarment of any such company that

fails to pay a bond, and
(2) criteria for setting the amount of the

bond to assure that the bond is in an amount
that is not less than the cost of providing
benefits under the programs described in seç-
tion 241(a)(5)(D) for the alien and the alien's
family for 6 months.

(c) AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS.—
There are authorized, to be appropriated such
sums as may be necessary to carry Out this
section.
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"(47) The term crime of domestic violence'

means any felony or misdemeanor crime of
violence committed by a current or former
spouse of the victim, by a person with whom
the victim shares a child in common, by a
person who is cohabiting with or has
cohabited with the victim as a spouse, by a
person similarly situated.to a spouse of the
victim under the domestic or family violence
laws of the jurisdiction where the offense oc-
curs, or by any other adult person against a
victim who is protected from that person's
acts under the domestic or family violence
laws of the United States or any State, In-
dian tribal government, or unit of local gov-
ernment. -.

"(48) The term 'protection order' means
any injunction issued for the purpose of pre-
venting violeflt or threatening acts of domes-
tic violexce, including temporary or final or-
ders issued by civil or criminal courts (other
than support or child custody orders or pro-
visions) whether obtained by filing an inde-
pendent action or a a pendente lite order in
another proceeding.".

(c) This section will become' effective one
day after the date of enactment of the Act

April 24, 199

DOLE (AND COVERDELL)
AMENDMENT NO. 3737

Mr. COVERDELL (for Mr. DOLE, for
himself and Mr. COVERDELL) proposed
an amendment to amendment No. 3725
proposed by Mr. SIMPSON to the bill S.
1664, supra; as follows:

At the end of the amendment, insert the
following:
SEC. —. EXCLUSION GROUNDS FOR OFFENSES OF

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE, STAU1NG,
CRIMES AGAEJST CHILDREN, AND
CRIMES OF SEXUAL VIOLENCE.

(a) L' GEELL.—SectiOn 241(a)(2) (8 U.S.C.
1251(a)(2)) is amended by adding at the end
the following:

"(s) DOMESTIC VIOLENCE, VIOLATION OF PRO-
TECTIO ORDER, CP.IMES AGAINST CHflREN
.ANt STAL.KING.—(i) Any alien who at any
time after entry is convicted of a crime of
domestic violence is deportab!e.

"(ii) Any alien who at any time after entry
engages in conduct that violates the portion
of a protection order that involves protec-
tion against credible threats of violence, re-
peated harassment, or bodily injzry to the
person or persons for whom the protection
order was issued is deportable.

"(iii) Any alien who at any time after
entry is convicted of a crime of stalking is
deportable.

"(iv) Any aien who at aiy time after
entry is convicted of a crime of chHd abuse.
child sexual abuse, child neglect, or child
abandonment is deportable.

"(F) CRLMES OF SEXUAL VIOLENCE.—Any
alien who at any time after entry is' con-
victed of a crime of rape. aggravated sod-
omy, aggravated sexua] abuse, sexual abuse.
abusive sexual contact, or other crime of
sexual violence is deportab]e.'.

(b) DE'INmoNs—Secon 101(a) (8) U.S.C.
1101(a)) is amended by adding at the end the
following new paragraphs:
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AMENDMENTS SUBMITI'ED

THE IMMIGRATION CONTROL AND
FINANCIAL RESPbNSIBILITY ACT
OF 1996

ABRAHAM (AND DEWmE)
- AMENDMENT NO. 3738

(Ordered to lie on the table.)
Mr. ABRAHAM (for himself and Mr.

DEWE) submitted an amendment in-
tended to be proposed by them to the
bill (S. 1664) to amend the Immigration
and Nationality Act to increase control
over immigration to the United States
by increasing border patrol and inves-
tigative personnel and detention facili-
ties, improving the system used by em-
ployers to verify citizenship or work-
authorized alien status, increasing pen-
alties for alien smuggling and docu-
ment fraud, and reforming asylum, ex-
clusion; and deportation law and proce-
dures; to reduce the use of welfare by
aliens; and for other purposes; as fol-
lows:

At the appropriate place insert the follow-
ing four new sections:
SEC. . ELThUNATION OF REPETITIVE REVIEW OF

DEPORTATION ORDERS ENTERED
AGMNST CRThWAL ALIENS.

Section 242b (8 U.S.C. 125b) is amended by—
(a) redesignating subsection (f) as sub-

section (g); and
(b) adding the following new subsection (1)

to read as follows—
'(f) CRIMINAL ALIEN5—No alien convicted

of any criminal offense covered in Section
1251(a)(2)(A)(i) or (iii) or (B)—(D), shall be
granted more than one administrative hear-
ing and one appeal to the Board of Imrnigra-
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tion -Appeals concerning or relating to ch
alien's, deportation. Any claims for reief
from deportation for which the criminal
alien may be eligible must be raised at that
time. Under no circumstances may such a
criminal alien request or be granted a re-
opening of the order of deportation or any
other form of relief under the law, including
but not limited to claims of ineffective as-
sistance of counsel, after the earlier of:

"(i) a determination by the Board of Immi-
gration Appeals affirming such order; or

"(ii) the expiration of the period in which
the alien is permitted to seek review of such
order by the Board of Immigration Appeals."
SEC. ELIMINATION OF MOTIONS OF REOPEN

ORDERS OF EXCLUSION ENTERED
— AGAThST CRThTh#.L ALIENS.

Section 236, 8 U.S.C. 1226, is amended by
adding the following sentence to tfle end of
subsection (a): "There shall be no judicial re-
view of any order of exclusion, or any issue
related to an order of exclusion, entered
against an alien found by the Attorney Gen-
eral or the Attorney General's designee to be
an alien described in Section 212(a)(2) (8.
U.S.C. 1182(a)(2)) or of any administrative
ruling related to such an order." -

SEC. . EANSION OF THE BOARD OF IMMIGRA-
TION APPEALS; NUMBER OF SPE-
CIAL INQUIRY OFFICERS; ATTOR?EY
SUPPORT SWT.

(a) IN GENERAL.—Nothwithstanding any
other provision of law, effective October 1,
1996, there are authorized to be employed
within the Department of Justice a total of—

(1)24 Board Members of the Board of Irnmi-
gratlon Appeals;

(2) 334 special inquiry officers; and
(3) a number of attorneys to support the

Board and the special inquiry officers which
is twice the number so employed as of the
date of enactment of this Act.

(b) AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONs.—
There are authorized to be appropriated to
the Department of Justice such sums as may
be necessary to pay the salaries of the per-
sonnel employed under subsection (a) who
are additional to such personnel employed as
of the end of fiscal year 1996.
SEC. . PROHIBfl1ON UPON THE NATURALIZA-

• TION OF CERTAIN .CRDRAL
- ALIENS.

Sect.ton 4 (a) (8 U.S.C. 1424) is amended
by—

(a) inserting "or who have been convicted
of certain crimes" after "or who favor totali-
tarian forms of government"

(b) in subsection (a)— -

(1) replacing "of this subsection" with "of
this subsection; or" in paragraph (6)

(2) adding new paragraph (7) to read as fol-
lows—

"(7) who has been convicted of any crimi-
nal offense covered in Section 1251(a)(2)(A)(i)
or (iii) or (B)—(D)."

SIMPSON (AND SHELBY)
AMENDMENT NO. 3739

Mr. SIMPSON (for himself and . Mr.
SHELBY) proposed an amendment to
amendment No. 3725 proposed by Mr.
SIMPsoN to the bill 5. 1664, supra: as
follows:

At the end of the amendment add the fol-
lowing:
SEC. . TEMPORARY WORLDWIDE LEVEL OF FAM-

ILY-SPONSORED ThMIGRATION, AL-
LOCATION OF FAMILY•SPONSORED
nfrnGRANr VISAS, AD PER-COUN-
TRY LLMIT

(a) TtPoaRY WORLOWIDE LEVEL OF FAM-
ILY-SPoNsoR& LMMIQRTION.—Notwithstand-
ing any other provision of law, the following
provisions shall temporarily supersede the
specified subsections of section 201 of the Im-
migration aud Nationality Act during the
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thst fiscal year beginning after the enact-
ment of this Act, and during the four subse-
quent fiscal years:

(1) Section 201(b) of the Immigration and
Nationaltty Act shall be tempora4Jy super-
seded by the following provision:

"ALIENS NOT SuBc'r TO DIRECT Nui-
CAL I TAIONS.—A]1e22$ described in this
subsection, who ae not subject to the world-
wide levels or numerical limitations of sub-
section (a), are as follows:

"(1) SpecIal immigrants described in sub-
paragraph (A) or. (B) of section 1O1(a)(2'7).

"(2) Aliens who are athnitted under section
207 or whose status is adjusted under section
209.

"(3) Aliens born to an alien Jawfufly admit-
ted for permanent residence during a tem-
porary vs1t abroad."

(2) Section 201(c) of the immigration and.
Nationaltty Act shall be temporarily super-
seded by the following provision:

"W0RLDWIJ)E LEVEL OF FAY-Sposo
IMIGRAZ4TS.—The worldwide level of family-

sponsored immigrants under this subsection
for a fiscal year is equal to 480,000"

(b) TPOR.Y AioCAr1oN OF F&Mny-
SPoNson IilRA VISAS.—Notwlth-
standing any other provision of law, the fol-
lowing pro-ision shall temorar1iy supersede
section 203(a) of the Immigration and Na-
tionality Act durg the t fiscal year be-
ginning alter the eactrnent of this Act,. and
during the four subsequent fiscal years:

"Paioams FOR Fy-5poNso Iii-
GRA1TS.—AJjens subject to the worldwide
level Specified in section 2O1(c) for family-
sponsored immigrants shall be allotted visas
as follows:

"(2) SPolJsEs cLDREN OF ER1WIr
RESIDENT ALIENS.—Qua]ified ixnmlgrants who
are the spouses or cbildren of an alien law-
fully admitted for permanent residence shall
be allocated visas in a number not to exceed
the worldwide level of family-sponsored im-

- migrants specified in section 201(c) mInus
the visas required for the class specified in
paragraph (1).

"(3). UNMimt SONS AND UNMARRIED
DAUGHTERS OF CTS.—Qfla]jfled Immi-
grants who are the unmarried sons or daugh-
ters (but are not the children) of citizens of
the United Stases shall be allocated visas in
a number not to exceed the worldwide level
of family-sponsored Immigrants Specified in
section 201(c) minus the visas required for
the classes specified in paragraphs (1) and (2).

"(4) MRIED SONS AND M.RI DAUGHTS
OF C1TIZkNS.—Qua1ifled 1nmigrants who are
the married sons or married daughters of
citizens of the United States shall be ailo-
cated visas in .a number not to exceed the
worldwide level of famlly-spoxisore lmml-
grants specified in section 201(c) ninus the
visas not required for the cla2ses specified in
paragraphs (1) throngh (3).

"(5) UNMARaIED SONS AND. UNMARBD
DAUGHTERS OF PMANENT RESTD
AUENS.—Quajffjed mm1grants who are the
uxunarried sons orunmaarjed danghters (but
are not the children) of a alien lawfully ad-
nutted for permanent residence, shall be al-
located v2sas in a number not to exceed the
worldwide level of family-sponsored lmrnl-
grants specified in section 201(c) minus the
visas required for the classes specified in
paragraph (1) through (4).

"(6) BROTS AND SXSTS OF CrrIZENS.—
Qualified inmilgrants who are the brothers
or sisters of citizens of the United States, If
such cltzens are at least 21 years of age,
shall be allocated visas in a number not to
exceed the worldwide level of faxnily-spon-
sored immigrants specified in section 201(c)
minus the v2sas not required for the classes
specified in paragraphs (1) through (5)"

(c) DEFINiTION OF IMMEDIATE RELATIvES.—
For pl2rposes of subsection (b)(1), the term

"imxnedite relatives" means the children,
spouses, and wents of a cizen of the Unit-
ed States, except that, in the case of parents,
such citizens shall be at least 21 years of age.
In the case of an alien who was the spouse of
a citizen of the United States for at least 2
years at the time of the citizen's death and
was not legally separated from the citizen at
the time of the citizen's death, the alien (and
each c]Ild of the alien) shall be coczidered,
for purposes of this subsection, to rema$n an
immediate relative after the date of the citi-
zen's death but only if the spouse flies a peti-
tion under section 204(a)(1)(A)(il) within 2
years after such date and only until the date
the spouse reuiarries.

(d) TEORARY PER-COTRY LIMTr.—Not-
wtbstadjng any other provLion of law, the
following provision shall temporarily super-
sede Paragraphs (2) through (4) of section
202(a) of the Immigration and Nationality
Act during the first fiscal year beginning
after the enactment of this Act, and during
the four subsequent fiscal years:

"PER-COUNTRY LEVELS FOR FALY-SFON-
SORED AND ThGfIGRAJTS.—
(A) The total number of Immigrant visas
made available in any fiscal year to natives
of any single foreign state or dependent area
under section 203(a), except aliens described
in section 203(aXl), and under section 203(b)
may not exceed the difference (11 any) be-
tween—

"(1). 20,000 i the case of any foreign state
(or 5,000 in the case of a dependent area) not
contiguous to the United States, or 40,000 in
the case of any foreign state contiguous to
the United States; and

"(ii) the amount specified in subparagraph
(B).

"(B) The amount specified in this subpara-
graph is the amount by which the total of
the number of aliens described in section
203(a)(1) admitted in the prior year who are
natives of such state or dependent area ex-
ceeded 20,000 in the case of any foreign state
(or 5,000 in the case of a dependent area) not
contiguous to the United States, or 40,000 in
the case of any forelgu state contiguous to
the United States." -

(e) TEMPOy Rw.E POE COUNTRIES AT
CkZUNG.—Notwithstadj any other provi-
sion of law, the following provision shall
temporarily supersede, during the first flscal
year beginning after the enactment of this
Act and during the four subsequent fsca1
years, the language of section. 202(e) of the
Inunlgration and Natiozality Act wblch ap-
pears after "in a manner so that":

"visa numbers are made available first
under sections 203(a)(2), next under section
203(a)(3), next under section 203(a)(4), next
under section 2(X3(aX5), next under section
203(a)(6), next under section 203(b)(1), next
under section 203(b)(2), next under section
203(b)(3), next under section 203(b)(4), and
next under section 203(b)(5)."

(f) TEMPOEA1Y TRETMNr 'OF N APPLICA-
IONS.—Notw1thstandjg any other provision
of law, the Attorney General urny not, in any
fIscal year beg1nnirg within five yeazs of the
enactment of this Act, accept any petition
cThiming that an alien is entitled to ciassi-
flcation under paragraph (1), (2), (3), (4), (5),
or (6) of Section 203(a), as in effect pursuant
to subsection (b)of this Act, if the number of
visas provided for the class SX,ecffied in such
paragraph was less than 10,000 in the prior
izcaJ year.

FEThSTEThT (AND BOXER)
AIDMENT NO. 3740

Mrs. FENSTEIN (for herself and
Mrs. BOXER) proposed an anendent to
amendment No. 3725 propoSed by Mr.
SThPSON to the bill S. 1664, Snpra as
follows:
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At the aprJroprjateplace, insert the follo

ing new Section:
SEC. —. ABSOLUTE NU)RICAL LThI1ThTION O

ADUIO OP FA1IflLY-SPONSORr,
ThfMIGRANI'S REALLOCATION OFPRECE SYSTEL

(a) ABSOLOTE NUMERICAL LtMrrAION ON
FAMILY-SP0NSO IMMIGRAION.—(1) Sec-
tion 201(c) (8 U.S.c. 1151(c)) is amended to
read as follows:

"(c) WORiwIDE LEVEL OF FAIImLY-SP0N-
SORED IMMiGw'rs.—The worldwide level of
fani1y-sponsored lixuidgrants under this sub-
section for a fiscal year is 480,000.".

(2) Section 201(a) (8 . U.S.C. 1151(a)) is
amended by sik1ng "Bxclnsjve of aliens de-
scribed in subsettion (b),"and inserting "Ex-
clusive of aliens described n paragraph (1),
paragraph (2)(AXjj), and paragraph (2)(B) of
Subsection (b),".

(b) PaEF. SYSTEM.—Section (a) (8
U.S.C. 1153(a)) is amended to read as follows:

"SEc. 203. (a) PREFERENCE ALLOCATION FOR
FAY-SPONS0D I ilGRA1T5.—Ajjens sub-
ect to the worldwide level specified in sec-
tion 1(c) for family-Sponsored iuimigrants
shall be allotted visas as follows:

"(1) SFouss AND MINOR CEII.DR2 OF C-
ZENS—Quaiffjed immigrants who are the
spouses or minor children of citizens of th
United States shall be allocated visas in a
number not to exceed 480,000.

"(2) PABSNTS OF C1TIZS.—Qna,1ffjed ixnni-
grants who are the parent of citizens of the
United States who are 21 years of age or
older shall be allocated visas in a number—

"(A) not to exceed 35,000, 11 the number of
visas not required for the class specified in
Paragraph (1) is less than 100,000;

"(B) not to exceed 35,000, if the number of
visas not required for the class specified in
paragraph (1) is 75,000 or more, but less than
150,000; and

"(C) not to exceed 45,000, if the number of
visas not required for the class secffled in
paragraph (1) is 100,000 or more.

"(3) Spous AND OR CHILDREN OF F-
MANENT :RESENT ALThNS.—Qnaflfled Immi-
grants who are the spouses and minor chil-
dren of an alien lawfully admitted for perma-
nent residence shall be allocated visas in a
number—

"(A) not to exceed 50,000, if the number of
visas not required for the classes specified in
paragraphs (1) and (2) is equal to or less than75;

"(C) not to exceed 75,000, if the number of
visas not required for the classes specified in
paragraphs (1) and (2) is more tban 75,000.

"(4) ADtJLT UNMARRD SONS AND ADULT UN-
MARR DAUGHTS OF CflS.—Quaj1fled
immigrants who are the adult unmarried
sons or adult unmarried daughters of citi-
zens of the United States shall be allocated
visas in a number—

"(A) not to exceed 15,000, if the number of
visas not required for the classes specified in
paragraphs (1) and (2) 2S equal to or less than
25,000,

"(C) not to exceed 25,000, if the number of
visas not required for the classes specified in
paragraphs (1) and (2) is more than 25,000.

"(5) ADULT MARRIED SONS AND ADULT MAR-
REED DAUGETERS OF CrrIzs.—Qnajjfted im-
migrants who are the adult marned sons or
adult married daughters of citizens of the
United States shall be allocated visas in a
number— -

"(A) not to exceed 10,000, 11 the number of
visas not required for the classes specified in
paragraphs (1) and (2) is equal to or less than
10,000;

"(C) not to exceed 25,000, if the number of
visas not required for the classes specified in
paragraphs (1) and (2) is more than 10,000.

"(6) BROThERS AND SISTERS OF uNrrD
STATES C1TIZES.—QuaUfied immigrants who
are the brothers and sisters of citãzens of the
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United States and adult children of perma-
nent residents shall be allocated visas, ex-
cept that no sucb visas sball be allocated in
flscal years 1997 througb 2001.

"(7) BACKLOGGED SPOUSES AIID MTh0R CrnL-
DRZX OF LAWFUL PERMA1T RESmETS.—(A)
Qualified immigrants who are the spouses or
children of an alien lawfully admitted for
permanent residence. and wbo bad a petition
approved for classification under section
203(a)(2)(A) Of the Immigration and National-
ity Act (as in effect immediately prior to the
date of enactment of this Act), and wbo re-
main qualified for classification under that
section as If sucb section remained in effect,
sball be allotted visas in a number whicb is
75 percent of tbe number of visas not re-
quired for the classes specified in paragraphs
(1) tbrougb (6).

"(B) Tne additional visa numbers provided
under tbis paragrapb shall not be subject to
tbe numericai limitations of section 202(a) of
tbe Immigration and Nationality Act.

"(8) BACKLOGGED BROTHERS AND 5ISTEP.S OF
CITIZEN5.—(A) Qualified immigrants wbo are
tbe brotbers and sisters of citizens of the
United States, and wbo had a petition ap-
proved for classification under section
203(a)(2)(A) of tbe Immigration and National-
its Act (as in effect Immediately prior to tbe
date of enactment of this Act), and wbo re-
main qualified for classification under tbat
section as if sucb section remained in effect.
shall be allotted visas in a number whicb is
25 percent of tbe number of visas not re-
quired for the classes specified in paragraphs
(1) tbrougb (6).

"(B) Tbe additional visa numbers provided
under this paragrapb shall not be subject to
tbe numerical limitations of section 202(a) of
tbe Immigration and Nationality Act.".

(c) PER COtNTPS LIMITATION.—Section
202a)(2) (8 U.S.C. 1152(a)(2)) is amended to
read as follows:

"(2) PER COLNTR' LEVELS FOR FAMIL.Y-SPON-
SORED AND EMPLOYMET-B/SED IMM1GRATS.—
Subject to paragraphs (3) and (4). tbe number
of immigrant visas made available to natives
o any single foreigu state or dependent area
i any fiscal year—

"(A) under subsection (a) of section 203
may not exceed 7 percent (in tbe case of a
single foreigu state) or 2 percent (in tbe case
of a dependent area) of tbe number of visas
made available under that subsection in that
fiscal year: and

"(B) under subsection (b) of section 203
may not exceed 7 percent (in tbe case of a
single foreigu state) or 2 percent (ft tbe case
of a dependent area) of tbe number of visas
made available under tbat subsection in tbat
fiscal year.".

(d) TRASIT1ON.—
(1) L'. GEEB.AL.—Auy petition filed under

section 204(a) of the immigration and Na-
tioaiity Act before October 1. 1996 for pre-
erence status tinder section 203(a)(1). section
203(a)(2)(A), section 203(a)(3) (insofar as tbe
siie is an adult), or section 203(a)(4) of sucb
Act (as in effect before sucb date' or quali-
fied irr1migrant sball be deemed, as of such
date, to be a pet:ion filed under sucb section
for preference status under section 203(a)(4).
sectiofl 203(aX3). section 203(a)(5), or secto
2O3a)6). respecttvely. of such Act (as airend-

:h Act.?.
AMIssErLrrY sTA:DRns.—\V: ar.

ii'_'grant, iL possession o i. x;:r. :-
migrant visa issued before Oc.ober 1. 199.
makes application for admission, the imm-
grant's admissibility under paragDaph (7)(A)
of secton 212(a) or the Imrnigratio and Na-
t1oIaity Act shall be determined ude: the
provisions of law effect on tbe date o t.e
issuance of such visa.

(e) REFERENCE.—References it the Imni-
gratiot and Nationality Act before tbe effe-
tve date of tbis section to sections 203(a)(1.
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203(a)(2)(A). 2O3(a)(3 (insofar as it relates to
adult aliens), and 203(a)(4) sball be deemed
on or alter sucb date to be references to sec-
tions 203(a)(4). 203(a)(3). 203(a)(5). and
203(a)(6). respectively.

(U EFFECTIVE DATL—The amendmetts
made by this section sball take effect on Oc-
tober 1, 1996.

WYDEN (AND OTHERS)
AMENDMENT NO. 3741

(Ordered to lie on the table.)
Mr. WYDEN (for himself. Mr. LEA}n,

Mr. KYL. Mr. CRAIG. Mrs. FEINsTEIN.
Mr. LOrr, Mr. Cocmw. and Mr.
LUGAB) subxmtted an amendment in-
tended to be proposed by them to the
bill 5, 1654, supra: as follows:

At the appropriate place in 5. 1664. tbe un-
migration Control and Financial Respon-
sibility Act of 1996. insert the following:
SEC. . REVIEW AND REPORT ON B-2A NON-

ItIGRANT WORXERS PROGRAM.
(a) S'sE OF TE CONGRESS—It is tbe sense

of tbe Congress that passage of legislation to
reform tbe nation's immigration laws may
impact on tbe future avaflability of an ade-
quate work force for tbe producers of our na-
tion's labor intensive agricultural comrnod-
ities and livestock. Therefore. tbe United
States Comptroller General shall review tbe
existing H-2A nonimmigrant worker pro-
grain to ensure that tbe program provides a
workable safety valve in tbe event of future
sbortages of domestic workers alter passage
of immigration reform legislation. The Unit.-
ed States Comptroller General shall report
tbe findings of this review to the Congress.

(b) REVIEW.—The United States Comptrol-
ler General sball review tbe effectiveness of
tbe program for tbe admission of non-
immigrant aliens described in section
101(a)(l5)(H)(ii)(a) of tbe Immigration and
Nationality Act to ensure that tbe program
provides a wor1able safety valve in tbe event
of future sbortages of domestic workers after
tbe enactment of this Act. Among other
tbings, tbe United States Comptroller Gen-
eral shall review tbe program to determine—

(1) tbat it ensures tbat an adequate supply
of qualified United States workers i avail-
able at tbe time and place needed for em-
ployers seeking sucb workers after tbe en-
actment of tbis Act: and

(2Ltbat tbere is timely approval of tbe ap-
plications for. tempo?ar . foreign workers
under section 101(a)(15)(H)(iiXa) of such Act
in tbe event of sbortages of United States
workers after tbe eactmett of this Act: and

(3) that implementation of tbe proraxt1 is
not displacing Uuited States agricultural
workers: and

(4) if and to wbat extent implementation of
tbe program is contributing to tbe.problem
o illegal immigration.

(c) REPOP.T.—Ot or before December 31,
1996. or three months after the date of enact-
ment of tbis Act. whichever is sooner, the
United States Comptroller General sbail sub-
mit a report to CotgTess setting fortb the
fitdings of tbe review coiucted under sub-
section (b).

KYL AMENDMENT NO. 3742
'Ordered to lie on the table.)
,ix. KL 'brnited an amendment

intended to proposed y iu: to the
bill S. 1654. suPra: as follows:

At the end of the arnecIrnent. insert ;te
following:
SEC. . UMITAY1ON ON ADJUSTMENT OF STATUS

OF INDWIDUALS NOT LAWFULLY
PIESEF IN E UNITED STATES.

(a) I G u..—Section 245(i) (8 U.S.C.
1255). as added by section 506(b) of tbe De-
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partment of State and Related Agencies Ap-
propriations Act. 1995 (Public Law 103—317.
108 Stat. 1765). is amended in paragrapb (1),
by inserting "pursuant to section 301 o the
Immigration Act of 1990 is not required to
depart from tbe United States and wbo"
after "who" the first place it appears.

(b) EFFECTIVE DATt.—(1) The amendment
made by subsection (a)(1) sball apply to ap-
plications for adjustment of status filed after
September 30. 1996.

SIMPSON AMENDMENT NO. 3743
Mr. DOLE (for Mr. SIMPSON) proposed

an amendment to the bill 5. 1664.
supra: as follows:

Strike all after tbe word 'SECTION" and
insert tbe following:
1, SHORT TIThE: REFERENCES IN ACT.

(a) SNORT TTrLE.—This Act may be cited a
tbe "Immigration Control and Financial Re-
sponsibility Act of 1996.

(b) REI'ERrNCES n ACT.—Except as otber-
wise specifically provided in this Act, when-
ever in this Act an amendment or repeal is
e,pressed as an amendment to or repeal of a
provision. tbe reference sball be deemed to
be made to tbe Immigration and Nationality
Act (8 U.S.C. 1101 et seq.).
SEC. 2. TABLE OF CONTENTS.

The table of contnts for tbis Act is as fol-
lows:
Sec. 1. Sbort title: references in Act.
Sec. 2. Table o contents.

TITLE I—IMMIGRATION CONTROL
Subtitle A—Law Enforcement

Part 1—Additional Enforcement Personnel
and Facilities

Sec. 101. Border Patrol agents.
Sec. 102. Investigators.
Sec. 103. Land border inspectors.
Sec. 104. Investigators of visa overstayers.
Sec. 105. Increased personnel levels for tbe

Labor Department.
Sec. 106. Increase in INS detention facilities.
Sec. 107. Hiring and training standards.
Sec. 108. Construction of fencing and road

improvements in tbe border
area near San Diego, California.

Part 2—Verification of Eligibility to Work
and to Receive Public Assistance
SUBPART A—DEVELOPMENT OF !'E'W

VERIFICATION SYSTEM
Sec. 111. Establishment of new system.
Sec. 112. Demonstration projects.
Sec. 113. Comptroller General monitoring

atd reports.
Sec. 114. General nonpreemption of existing

rigbts and remedies.
Sec. 115. Definitions.

SIBPART B—5TRENGTHZNING EX15TIG
VERIFICATION PROCEDURES

Sec. 116. Cbanges in list of acceptable em-
ployment-verification docu-
ments.

Sec. 11. Treatment of certain documettar
practices as unfair immigra-
tion-related employment prac-
tices.

Sec. 118. Improvements in identification-re-
lated documetts.

Sec. 119. Enhanced civil penalties if labor
statdards violations ae
present.

Sec. 120. Increased number of Assistant
United States Attorneys to
prosec:.te cases of unlawful em-
piryment of aiiens o doc'..me:
fraud

Sec. 120A Shpoen autbority for cases of
tniawrul employment of
or document fraud.

Sec. 120B. Task force to improve public edJ-
cation regarding urilawfu em-
ployment of aliens and unfair
immigration-related employ-
ment practices.
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Sec. 120C. Nationwide flngerprlntjng of ap-

Wehended aliens.
Sec. 120D. Application of verification proce-

dures to State agency referrals
of employment.

Sec. 120E. Retention of verification form.
Part 3—Alien Smuggling Document Fraud

Sec. 121. WIretap authority for investiga-
tions of alien smuggling or doc-
ument fraud.

Sec. 1. Amendments to RICO relating to
alien smuggling and document
fraud offenses.

Sec. 123. Increased criminal penalties for
alien smuggling.

Sec. 124. AdmissIbility of videotaped witness
testimony.

Sec. 125. Expanded forfeiture for alien 8mug-
gling and document fraud.

Sec. 126. CrimInal forfeiture for alien ug-
gllng or document fraud.

Sec. 127. Increased criminal penalties for
fraudulent use of government-
issued documents.

Sec. 128. CrimInal penalty for false state-
ment In a document required
under the Immigration laws or
knowingly presenting docu-
ment which fails to contain
reasonable basis in law or fact.

Sec. 129. New criminal penalties for failure
to dlacle role as preparer of
false application for asylum or
for preparing certain post-con-
viction applications.

Sec. 130. New document fraud offenses; new
- civil penalties for document

fraud.
Sec. 131. New exclusion for document fraud

or for failure to present docu-
ments.

Sec. 132. Limitation on withholding of de-
portation and other benefits for
aliens excludable for document
fraud or failing to present docu-
ments. or excludable aliens ap-
prehended at sea.

Sec. 133. Penalties for. 1nvo1uitary ser-
vitude.

Sec. 134. clulon relating to material sup-
• port to terrorists.

Part 4—Exclusion and Deportation
Sec. 141. Specfal exclusion procedure.
Sec. 142. Streamlining judicial review of or-

ders of exclusion or deporta-
tion.

Sec. 143. CivIl penalties for failme to depart.
Sec. 144. Conduct of proceedings by elec-

tronic means.
Sec. 145. Subpoena authority.
Sec. 146. Language of deportation notice;.

right to counsel.
Sec. 147. Addition of nonimznigrant visas to

types of visa denied for coun-
tries refusing to accept de-
ported aliens.

Sec. 148. Authorization of special fund for
costs of deportation.

Sec. 149. PIlot program to increase effi-
ciency in removal of detained
aliens.

Sec. 150. LimItations on relief from exclu-
sion and deportation.

Sec. 151. Alien stowaways.
Sec. 152. Pilot program on interior repatri-

ation and other methoda to
multiple unlawful entries.

Sec. 153. PIlot program on use of closed
military bases for the detention
of excludable or deportable
aliens.

Sec. 154. RequIrement for. Immunization
against vaccine-preventable
diseases for aliens seeking per-
rn&nent residency.

Sec. 155. Certification requirements for for-
eign healthca.re workers
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Sec. 156. Increased bar to reentry for aliens

previously removed. -

Sec. 157. Elimination of consulate shopping
for visa overztaya.

Sec. 158. Incitement as a basis for exclusion
from the United States.

Sec. 159. Conforming amendment to with-
holding of deportation.

Part 5—Criminal Aliens
Sec. 161. Amended definition of aggravated

felony.
Sec. 162. IneligIbility of aggravated felons

for adjustment of status.
Sec. 163. Expeditious deportation creates no

enforceable right for aggra-
vated felons.

Sec. 164. Custody of aliens convicted of ag-
gravated felonies.

Sec. 165. Judicial deportation.
Sec. 166. Stipulated exclusion or deporta-

tion.
Sec. 167. Deportation as a condition of pro-

bation.
Sec. 168. Annual report on criminal aliens.
Sec. 169. Undercover Investigation author-

ity.
Sec. 170. Prisoner transfer treaties.
Sec. 170A. Prisoner transfer treaties study.
Sec. 170B. Using alien for irirunoral purposes,

filing requirement.
Sec. 170C. Technical corrections to Violent

Crime Control Act aDd Tech-
nical Corrections Act.

Sec. 170D. Demonstration project for identi-
fication of illegal aliens in In-
carceration facility of Ana-
heim, California.

Part 6—Miscellaneous
Sec. 171. Izrunigration emergency provisions.
Sec. lfl. Authority to determine visa proc-

essing procedures.
Sec. 173. Joint study of automated data col-

lection.
Sec. 174. Automated entry-exft control sys-

tem.
Sec. 175. Use of legalization and special agri-

cultural worker Information.
Sec. 176. RescIssion of lawful permanent

resident status.
Sec. 177. Communication between Federal.

State. and local government
agencies, and the Immigration
and Naturalization Service.

Sec. 178. Authority to use volunteers.
Sec. 179. Authority to acquire Federal equip-

ment for border.
Sec. 180. LimItation on legalization litiga-

tion.
Sec. 181. LimItation on adjustment of sta-,

tus.
Sec. 182. Report on detention space.
Sec. 183; Compensation of special Inquiry of-

ficers.
Sec. 184. Acceptance of State services to

- carry out Immigration enforce-
- inent. -

Sec. 185. Allen witness cooperation.
Subtitle B—Other Control Measures

Part 1—Parole Authority
Sec. 191. Usable only on a case-by-case basis

for humanitarian reasons or
significait public benefit.

Sec. 192. Inclusion in worldwide level of fam-
ily-sponsored Immigrants.

Part 2—Asylwn
Sec. 193. LimItations on asylum applica-

tionsby aliens using documents
fraudulently or by exchtdable
aliens apprehended at sea; use
of special exclusion procedures.

Sec. 194. Time limitation on asylum claims.
Sec. 195. LImitation on work authorization

for asylum applicants.
Sec. 196. Increased resources for reducing

asylum application backlogs.
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Part 3—Cuban Adjustment Act

Sec. 17. Repeal and exception.
TITLE fl—FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
Subtitle A—Receipt of Certain Government

Benefits
Sec. 201. Ineligibility of excludable, deport-

able, and nonimmigrant aliens.
Sec. 202. Definition of "public charge" for

purposes of deportation..
Sec. 203. Requirements for sponsor's affida-

vit of support.
Sec. 204. Attribution of- sponsor's income

and resources to fanifly-spon-
sored immigrants.

Sec. 205. Verification of student eligibility
for postsecondary Federal stu-
dent financial assistance.

Sec. 206. Authority of States and localities
to limit assistance to. aliens
and to distinguish among class-
es of aliens in providing general
public assistance.

Sec. 207. Earned income tax credit denied to
individuals not citizens or law-
ful permanent residents.

Sec. 208. Increased maximum criminal pen-
alties for forging or counter-

- feiting seal of a Federal depart-
ment or agency to facilitate
benefit fraud by an unlawful
alien.

Sec. 209. State option under the medicaid
program to place anti-fraud in-
vestigator in hospitals.

Sec. 210. Computation of targeted assist-
ance.

Subtitle B—Miscellaneous Provisions
Sec. 211. Relmbuisement of States and lo-

calities for emergency medical
assistance for certajn illegal
aliens.

Sec. 212. Treatment of expenses subject to
emergency medical services ex-
ception.

Sec. 213. Pilot programs.
Subtitle C—EffectIve Dates

Sec. 221. Effective dates.
Subtitle A—Law Enforcement

PART 1—ADDITIONAL ENFORCEMENT
PERSONNEL AND FACILITIES

SEC. 201 BORDER PATROL AGENTh.
(a) BORDER PATROL AGENTS.—The Attorney

General, in fiscal year 1996 shall increase by
no less than 700, and in each of fiscal years
1997, 1998, 1999, and 2000, shail increase by no
less than 1.000, the number of positions for
full-time, active-duty Border Patrol agents
within the immigration and Naturalization
Service above the number of such positions
for which funds were allotted for the preced-
ing fiscal year. - -

(b) BORDER PATROL SUPPORT PERSON—
The Attorney General, in each of fiscal yeas
1996, 1997, 1998, 1999. and 2000, may increase
by not more than 300 the number of positions
for personnel in support of Border Patrol
agents above the number of such positions
for which funds were allotted for the preced-
ing fiscal year. .

SEC. 102. INVESTIGATORS.
(a) AUTEORIZATION.—There are authorized

to be appropriated to the Department of Jus-
tice such funds as may be necessary to en-
able the Commissioner of the Immigration
and Naturaflzation Service to increase the
number of investigators and support person-
nel to investigate potential violations of 8cc-
tions 274 and 274A of the Immigration and
Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1324 and 1324a) by a
number equivalent to 300 fuU-trne active-
duty investigators .in each of fiscal years
1996, 1997, and 1998.

(b) LIMrI'AT!ON ON OVERTIME.—None of the
funds made available to the Immigration and
Naturalization Service under this section
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shadl be available for administrative ex-
penses to pay any employee overtime pay in
an amount in excess of 25,000 for any fiscal
year.
SEC. 103. LAND BORDER INSPECTORS.

In order to eliminate undue delay in the
thorough inspection of persons and vehicles
lawfully attempting to enter the United
States, the Attorney General and the Sec-
retary of the Treasury shall increase, by ap-
poximately equal numbers in each of fiscal
years 1996 and 1997. the number of full-time
land border inspectors assigned to active
duty by the Immigration and Naturalization
Service and the United States Customs Serv-
ice to a level adequate to assure full staffing
during peak crossing hours of all border
crossing lanes currently in use, under con-
struction, or whose construction has been
authorized by Congress. except such low-use
lanes as the Attorney General may des-
ignate.
SEC. 104. INVESTIGATORS OF VISA OVERSTAY-

ERS.
There are authorized to be appropriated to

the Department of Justice such funds as may
be necessary to enable the Commissioner of
the Immigration and Naturalization Service
to increase the number of investigators and
support personnel to investigate visa over-
stayers by a number equivalent to 300 full-
time active-duty investigators in fiscal year
1996.
SEC. 105. INCREASED PERSONNEL LEVELS FOR

- THE LABOR DEPARTh!ENT.
(a) INVESFIGATORS.—The Secretary of

Labor, in consultation with the Attorney
General, is authorized to hire in the Wage
and Hour Division of the Department of
Labor for fiscal years 1996 and 199' not more
than 350 investigators and staff to enforce
existing legal sanctions against employers
who violate current Federal wage and hour
laws.

(b) ASSIGNMENT OF ADDITIONAL PERSON-
?tL.—Individuals employed to fill the addi-
tional positions described in subsection (a)
shall be assigned to investigate violations of
wage and hour laws ID areas where the Attor-
ney General has notified the Secretary of
Labor that there are high concentrations of
aliens present in the United States In viola-
tion of law.

(c) PREFERENCE FOR BILUGUAL WAGE Arm
B0UR INSPECTORS—In hiring new wage and
our inspectors pursuant to this section, the
Secretary of Labor shall give priority to the
employment of multilingual candidates wha
are proficient in both English and such other
language or languages as may be spoken in
the region in which such inspectors are like-
ly to be deployed.
SEC. 106. INCREASE IN INS DETENTION FACIIA-

Tms.
Subject to the availability of appropria-

tions, the Attorney General shall provide for
an increase in the detention facilities of the
Immigration and Naturalization Service to
at least 9,000 beds before the end of fiscal
year 1997.
SEC. 107. HUW4G AND TRAINING STANDARDS.

(a) REVIEW OF HIRING SrANDAIWS.—Withln
60 days of the enactment of this title, the At-
torney General shall review all prescreening
and hiring standards to be utilized by the
Immigration and Naturalization Service to
increase personnel pursuant to this title and,
where necessary, revise those standards to
ensure that they are consistent with rel-
evant standards of professionalism.

(b) CERTIFICATION.—At the conclusion of
each of the fiscal years 1996, 1997. 1998. 1999.
and 2000, the Attorney General shall certify
in writing to the Congress that all personnel
hired pursuant to this title for the previous
fiscal year were hired pursuant to the appro-
priate standards.
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(c) REVIEW OF TRAINING S'FANDARDS.--(l)

Within 180 days of the date of the enactment
of this Act, -the Attorney General shall re-
view the sufficiency of all training standards
to be utilized by the Immigration and Natu-
ralization Service in training all personnel
hired pursuant to this title.

(2)(A) The Attorney General shall submit a
report to the Congress on the results of the
review conducted under paragraph (1), in-
cluding—

(i) a description of the status of ongoing ef-
forts to update and improve training
throughout the Immigration and Naturaliza-
tion Service, and

(ii) a statement of a timefrarne for the
completion of those efforts.

(B) In addition, the report shall disclose
those areas of training that the Attorney
General determines require additionai or on-
going review in the future.
SEC. 108. CONSTRUCTION OF FENCG AND ROAD

IMJ'ROVEMENlS IN THE BORDER
AREA NEAR SAN DIEGO, CALIFOR-

(a) Ir GENERAL.—The Attorney General
shall provide for the construction along the
14 miles of the international land border be-
tween the United States and Mexico, start-
ing at the Pacific Ocean and extending east-
ward, of second and third fences, in addition
to the existing reinforced fence, and for
roads between the fences.

(b) PROMPT ACQUISITION OF NECESSARY
EASEMENTS.—The Attorney General shall
promptly acquire such easements as may be
necessary to carry Out this subsection and
shall commence construction of fences im-
mediately following such acquisition (or con-
clusion of portions thereofl

(c) AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS.—
There are authorized to be appropriated to
Carry out this section not to exceed
312,000,000. Amounts appropriated under this
subsection are authorized to remain avail-
able until expended.
PART 2—VERIFICATION OF ELIGIBILITY

TO WORK AND TO RECEIVE PUBLIC AS-
SISTANCE

Subpart A—DeveJopmeDt of New Verification
System

SEC. 111. ESTABLISHMENT OF NEW SYSTEM.
(a) IN GENERAL.--(1) Not later than three

years after the date of enactment of this Act
or, within one year alter the end of the last
renewed or additional demonstration project
(if any) conducted pursuant to the exception
in section 112(a)(4), whichever is 'ater, the
President shall—

(A) develop and recommend to the Con-
gress a plan for the establishment of a data
system or alternative system (in this part
referred to as the "system"), subject to sub-
sections (b) and (c). to verify eligibility for
employment In the United States, and immi-
gration status In the United States for pur-
poses of eligibility for benefits under public
assistance programs (as defined in section
201(0(3) or government benefits described in
section 201U)(4)):

(B) submit to the Congress a report setting
forth—

(i) a description of such recommended
plan;

(Ii) data on and analyses of the alter-
natives considered in developing the plan de-
scribed in subparagraph (A), including analy-
ses of data from the demonstration projects
conducted pursuant to section 112; and

(iii) data on and analysis of the system de-
scribed in subparagraph (A). Including esti-
mates of—

(I) the proposed use of the system, on an
industry-sector by industry-sector basis;

(II) the public assistance programs and
government benefits for which use of the sys-
tem is cost-effective and otherwise appro-
priate;
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(In) the cost of the system;
(IV) the financial and administrative cost

to employers;
(V) the reduction of undocumented work-

ers in the United States labor force resulting
from the system;

(VI) any unlawful discrimination caused by
or facilitated by use of the system:

(VID any privacy intrusions caused by mis-
use or abuse of system:

(V) the accuracy rate of the system; and
(fl) the overall costs and benefits that

would result from implementation of the
system.

(2) The plan described in paragraph (1
shall take effect on the date of enactment of
a bill or joint resolution approving the plan.

(b) OBJECTIVES.—The plan described in sub-
section (a)(l) shall have the following objec-
tives

(1) To substantially reduce illegal immi-
gration and unauthorized employment of
aliens.

(2) To increase employer compliance, espe-
cially in industry sectors known to employ
undocumented workers, with laws governing
employment of aliens.

(3) To protect individuals from national or-
igin or citizenship-based unlawful discrimi-
nation and from loss of privacy caused by
use, misuse, or abuse of personal informa-
tion.

(4) To minimize the burden on business of
verification of eligibility for employment in
the United States, including the cost of the
system to employers.

(5) To ensure that those who are ineligible
for public assistance or other government
benefits are denied or terminated, and that
those eligible for public assistance or other
government benefits shall—

(A) be provided a reasonable opportunity
to submit evidence indicating a satisfaCtory
immigration status; and

(B) not have eligibility for public assist-
ance or other government benefits denied.
reduced, terminated, or unreasonably de-
layed on the basis of the Individual's Immi-
gration states until such a reasonable oppor-
tunity has been provided.

(c) SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS.—(1) A verifica-
tion system may not be implemented wider
this section unless the system meets the fol-
lowing requirements:

(A) The system must be capable of reliably
determining with respect to an individual
whether—

(i) the person with the identity claimed by
the individual is authorized to work in the
United States or has the Immigration status
being claimed: and

(ii) the individual is claiming the identity
of another person.

(B) Any document (other than a document
used under section 214A of the Immigration
and Nationality Act) required by the system
must be presented to or examined by either
an employer or an administrator of public
assistance or other government benefits, as

'the case may be. and—
(1) must be in a form that is resistant to

counterfeiting and to tampering; and
(ii) must not be required by any Govern-

ment entity or agency as a national identi-
fication card or to be carried or presented ex-
cept—

(I) to verify eligibility for employment in
the United States or immigration status in
the United States for purposes of eligibility
for benefits under public assistance programs
(as defined in section 201U)(3) or government
benefits described in section 201(0(4));

(II) to enforce the Immigration and Na-
tionality Act or sections 911. 1001. 1028, 1542,
1546, or 1621 of title 18, United States Code:
or

(LU) If the document was designed for an-
other purposes (such as a license to drive a
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motor vehicle, a certificate of birth, or a so-
cial security account number card issued by
the Administration), as required under law
for such other purpose.

(C) The system must not be used for law
enforcement purposes other than the pur-
poses described in subparagraph (B).

(D) The system must ensure that informa-
tion is complete, accurate, verifiable, and
timely. Corrections or additions to the sys-
tem records of an individual provided by the
individual, the Administration, or the Serv-
ice, or other relevant Federal agency, must
be checked for accuracy, processed, and en-
tered into the system withIn 10 business days
after the agency's acquisition of the correc-
tion or additional information.

(E)(i) Axiy personal information obtained
In connection with a demonstration pro)ect
under section 112 must not be made available
to Government agencies, employers, or other
persons except to the extent necessary—

(I) to verify, by an individual who is au-
thorized to conduct the employment ver-
ification process, that au employee is not an
unauthorized alien (as defined in section
274A(h)(3) of the Immigration and National-
ity Act (8 U.S.C. 14a(h)(3));

(II) to take other action required to carry
out section 112;

(lU) to enforce the Immigration and Na-
tionality Act or section 911, 1001, 1028, 1542,
1546, or 11 of title 18, UnIted States Code;.
or

(IV) to verify the individual's immigration
status fo purposes of determining eligibility
for Federal benefits under public assistance
programs (defined in section 201(f)(3) or gov-
emInent benefits described in section
201(f)(4)).

(ii) In order to ensure the Integrity, con-
fidentiality, and security of system informa-
tion, the system and those who use the sys-
tem must maintain appropriate admthistra-
tive, tecinIcaI, and physical safeguards, such
as—

(I) safeguards to prevent unauthorized dis-
closure of personal information, including
passwords, cryptography, and other tech-
nologies;

(II) audit trails to monitor system use; or
(III) procedures giving an Individual the

right to request records containing personal
information about the individual held by
agencies and used in the system. for the pur-
pose of examination, copying, correction, or
amendment, and a method that ensures no-
tice to Individuals of these procedures.

(F) A verification that a person is eligible
for employment in the United States may
not be withheld or revoked under the system
for any reasons other than a determination
pursuant to section 274A of the Immigration
and Nationality Act.

(G) The system must be capable of accu-
rately verifying electronically within 5 busi-
ness days, whether a person has the required
inunigration status in the United States and
is legally authorized for employment in the
United States in a substantial percentage of
cases (with the objective of not less than 99
percent).

() There must be reasonable safeguards
against the system's resulting in unlawful
discriiniatory practices based on national
origin or citizenship status, Including—

(i) the selective or unauthorized use of the
system to verify eligibility;

(ii) the use of the system rior to an offer
of employment;

(iii) the exclusion of certain individuals
from cousideration for employment as a re-
sult of a perceived likelih,od that additional
verification will be required, beyond what is
required for most job applicants; or

(iv) denial reduction, termnatjon, or un-
reasonable delay of public assistance to an
individual as a result of the perceived likeli-
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hood that such additional verlflcation will
be required.

(2) As used in this subsection, the term
"business day" means any day other than
Saturday, Sunday, or any day on which the
appropriate Federal agency is closed.

(d) REMEDIES AND PENALTIES FOR UNL.AW-
PUL DISCLOSURE.—.

(1) CWIL REMEDIES.—
(A) Ricwr OF INFORMATIONAL PRIVACY.—The

Congress declares that any person who pro-
vides to an employer the information re-
quired by this section or section 274A of the
Immigration and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C.
1324a) has a privacy expectation that the n-
formation will only be used for compliance
with this Act or other applicable Federal,
State, or local law.

(B) CIVIL ACT!ONS.—A employer, or other
person or entity, who knowingly and will-
fully discloses the information that an em-
ployee is required to provide by this section
or section 274A of the Immigration and Na-
tionality Act (8 U.S.C. 1324a) for any purpose
not authorized by this Act or other applica-
ble Federal, State, or local law shall be lia-
ble to the employee for actual damages. An
action may be brought in any Federal, State,
or local court having jurisdiction over the
matter.

(2) CRIMINAL PENALTIES.—Any employer, or
other person or entity, who willfully and
knowingly obtains, uses, or discloses infor-
mation required pursuant to this section or
section 274A of the Immigration and Nation-
ality Act (8 U.S.C. 1324a) for any purpose not
authorized by this Act or other applicable
Federal, State, or local law shall be found
guilty of a misdemeanor and fined not more
than 35,000.

(3) PRIvACY ACT.—
(A) IN GENERAL.—Any person who is a Unit-

ed States citizen, United States national,
lawful permanent resident, or other employ-
ment-authorized alien, and who is subject to
verification of work authorization or lawful
presence in the United States for purposes of
benefits eligibility under this section or sec-
tion 112, shall be considered an individual
under section 552(a)(2) of title 5, United
States Code, with respect to records covered
by this section.

(B) DEFINrrI0N.—For purposes of this para-
graph, the term "record" means an item,
collection, or grouping of Information about
an individual which.—

(i) s created, maintained, or used by a
Federal agency for the purpose of determin-
ing—

(I) the inthvldizaj's authorization to work;
or

(II) bnirügration status in the United
States for purposes of eligibility to receive
Federal, State or local benefits in the United
States; auid

(ii) contains the individuals's name or
identifying number, symbol, or any other
identifier assigned to the Individual.

(e) EMPLOYER SAEGUARDs.—AD employer
shall not be liable for any penalty under sec-
tion 274A of the immigration and National-
ity Act for employing an unauthorized alien,
if—

(1) the alien appeared throughout the term
of employment to be prima fade eligible for
the employment under the requirements of
section 274A(b) of such Act;

(2) the employer followed all procedures re-
quired in the system; and

(3)(A) the alien was verified under the sys-
tem as elig1be for the emp'oyment; or

(B) the employer discharged the alien with-
in a reasonable period after receiving notice
that the final verification procedure had
failed to verify that the alien was eligible for
the employment.

(1) RESTRICTION ON USE OF DOCUMNTS.—If
the Attorney General determines that any
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document described in section 274A(b)(1) of
the Immigration and Nationality Act as es-
tablishing employment authorization or
identity does not reliably establish such au-
thorization or identity or, to an unaccept-
able degree, is being used fraudulently or is
being requested for purposes not authorized
by this Act, the Attorney General may, by
regulation, prohibit or place conditions on
the use of the document for purposes of the
system or the verification system estab-
lished in section 274A(b) of the immigration
and Nationality Act. -

(g PflOTECTION FROM LIA3!Lrry FOR AC-
TIONS TAKEN OI THE BASIS OF I1ORMATION
PROVIDED BY THE VERIFICATION SYSTEM.—No
person shall be civilly or criminally liable
under section 274A of the Immigration and
Nationality Act for any action adverse to an
individual if such action was taken in good
faith reliance on information relating to
such individual provided through the system
(including any demonstration project con-
ducted under section 112).

(h) STATtrrORY CONSTRUCTION.—The provi-
sions of this section supersede the provi!ions
of section 274A of the Immigration and Na.
tionality Act to the extent of any incons1s-
ency therewith.
SEC. 112. DEMONSTRATION PRO.JEC'ZS.

a) AUTB0Rrry.—
(1) IN GENERAL.—(A)(i) Subject to clause

(ii), the President, acting through the Attor-
ney General, shall begin conducting several
local and regional projects, and a project in
the legislative branch of the Federal Govern-
ment, to demonstrate the feasibility of alter-
native systems for verifying eligibility for
employment in the United States, and immi-
gration status in the United States for pur-
poses of eligibility for benefits under public
assistance programs (as defined in section
201(f)(3) and government benefits described
In section 201(f)(4)).

(II) Each project under this section shall be
consistent with the objectives of section
111(b) and this section and shall be conducted
in accordance with an agreement entered
into with the State; locality, employer,
other entity, or the legislative branch of the
Federal Government, as the case may be.

(iii) In determining which State(s), local-
ities, employers, or other entities shall be
designated for such projects, the Attorney
General shall take into account the esti-
mated number of excludable aliens ad de-
portable aliens in each State or locality.

(B) For purposes of this paragraph, the
term "legislative branch of the Federal Gov-
ernment" includes all offices described In
section 101(9) of the Congressional Account-
ability Act of 1995 (2 U.S.C. 1301(9)) and all
agencies of the legislative branch of Govern-
ment.

(2) DESCRrP'rION OP PROJECTS.—Demonstra.
tion pro)ects conducted under this sub-
section may include, but are not limited to—

(A) a system which allows employers to
verify the eligibility for employment of new
employees using Athninistration records and,
if necessary, to conduct a cross-check using
Service records;

(B) a simulated linkage of the electronic
records of the Service and the Admimstra-
tion to test the technical feasibility of estab-
lishing a linkage between the actual elec-
tronic records of the Service and the Admin-
Istration;

(C) improvements and additions to the
electronic records of the Service and the'Ad-
ministration for the purpose of using such
records for verification of employment eligi-
bility;

(D) a system which allows employers to
verify the continued eligibility for employ-
ment of employees with temporary work au-
thorization;
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(E) a system that requires employers to

verify the validity of employee social secu-
rit account numbers through a telephone
call, and to verify employee identity through
a United States passport, a State driver's li-
cense or identification document, or a docu-
ment issued by the Service for purposes of
this clause;

(F) a system which s based on State-issued
driver's licenses and identification cards
that include a machine readable social secu-
rity account number and are resistant to
tampering and counterfeiting; and

(G) a system that requires employers to
verify with .the Service the immigration sta-
tus of every employee except one who has at-
tested that he or she is a United States citi-
zen or national.

(3) COMMENCEMENT DATE.—The first dem-
onstration project under this section shall
commence not later than six months after
the date of the enactment of this Act.

(4) TERMINATION DATE.—The authority of
paragraph (1) shall cease to be effective four
years after the date of enactment of this
Act, except that, if the President determines
that any one or more of the projects con-
ducted pursuant to paragraph (2) should be
renewed, or one or more additional projects
should be conducted before a plan is rec-
orrixnended under section 111(a)(1)(A), the
President may conduct such project or
projects for up to an additional three-year
period, without regard to section
274A(d)(4)(A) of the Immigration and Nation-
ality Act.

(b) OBJECTIVES.—The objectives of the
demonstration projects conducted under this
section are—

(1) to assist the Attorney General In meas-
uring the benefits and costs of systems for
verifying eligibility for employment in the
United States, and immigration status in the
United States for purposes of eligibility for
benefits under public assistance programs
defined in section 201(f)(3) and for govern-
ment benefits described in section 201(fX4);

(2) to assist the Service and the Adminis-
tration in determining the accuracy of Serv-
ice and Administration data th&t may be
used in such systems; and

(3) to provide the Attorney General with
information necessary to make determina-
tions regarding the likely effects of the test-
ed systems on employers, employees, and
other individuals, including information on—

(A) losses of employment to individuals as
a result of inaccurate information in the sys-
tem;

(B) unlawful discrimination:
(C) privacy violations;
(D) cost to individual employers, including

the cost per employee and the total cost as
a percentage of the employers payroll; and

(E) timeliness of initial and final verthca-
tion determinations.

(c) CONGRESSIONAL CONSTJLTATION.—(1) Not
later than 12 months after the date of the en-
actment of this Act, and annually thereafter.
the Attorney General or the Attorney Gen-.
eral's representatives shafl consult with the
Committees on the Judictary of the House of
Representatives and the Senate regarding
the demonstration projects being conducted
under this section.

(2) The Attorney Generai or her represent-
ative, in fulfilling the obligations described
in paragraph (1). shall submit to the Con-
gess the estimated cost to employers of
each demonstration project, including the
system's indirect and administrative costs to
employers.

(d) IMPLEMENTATION.—Ifl carrying out the
projects described in subsection (a), the At-
torney General shall—

(1) support and, to the extent possible, fa-
cilitate the efforts of Federal and State gov-
eminent agencies in developing—
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(A) tamper- and counterfeit-resistant docu-

ments that may be used in a new verification
system, including drivers' licenses or similar
documents issued by a State for the purpose
of identification, the social security account
number card issued by the Administration.
and certificates of birth in the United States
or establishing United States nationality at
birth; and

(B) recordkeeping systems that would re-
duce the fraudulent obtaining of such docu-
ments, including a nationwide system o
match birth and death records;

(2) require appropriate notice to prospec-
tive employees concerning employers' par-
ticipation in a demonstratior project, which
notice shall contain information on filing
complaints regarding misuse of information
or unlawful discrimination by employers
participating in the demonstration; and

(3) require employers to establish proce-
dures developed by the Attorney General—

(A) to safeguard all personal information
from unauthorized disclosure and to condi-
tion release of such information to any per-
son or entity upon the person's or entity's
agreement to safeguard such information;
and

(B) to provide notice to all new employees
and applicants for employment of the right
to request an agency to review, correct, or
amend the employee's or applicants record
and the steps to follow to make such a re-
quest.

(e) REPORT OF ATTORNEY GENERAL—NOt
later than 60 days before the expiration of
the authority for subsection (a)(1), the At-
torney General shall submit to the CongTess
a report containing an evaluation of each of
the demonstration projects conducted under
this section. including the findings made by
the Comptroller General under section 113.

U) SYSTEM REQtnREMENTS.—
(1) IN GENERAL.—Demonstration projects

conducted under this section shall substan-
tially meet the criteria in section 111(c)(1),
except that with respect to the criteria in
subparagraphs (D) and (G) of section
111(c)(1), such projects are required only to
be likely to substantially meet the criteria,
as determined by the Attorney General.

(2) SUPERSEDflG EFFECT.—If the Attorney
Generai determines th&t any demonstration
project conducted under this section sub-
stantially meets the criteria in section
111(c)(1), other than the criteria in subpara-
graphs (D) and (G) of th&t section, and meets
the criteria in such subparagraphs (D) and
(G) to a sufficient degTee, the requirements
for participants n such project shall apply
during the remaining period of its operation
in lieu of the procedures required under sec-
tion 274A(b) of the Immigration and Nation-
ality Act. Section 274B of such Act shall re-
ma.rn fully applicable to the participants in
the project.

(g) AU'rHORIzATION OF APPROPRIATIONS.—
There are authorized to be appropriated such
sums as may be necessary to carry Out this
section.

(h) STATUTORY CONSTRUCTION.—The provi-
sions of this section supersede the provisions
of section 274A of the Immigration and Na-
tionality Act to the extent of any inconsist-
ency therewith.
SEC. 113. COMPTROLLER GENERAL MONrrORING

AND REPORTS
(a) IN GENERAL.—The Comptroller General

of the United States shall track, monitor,
and evaluate the compliance of each dem-
onstration project with the objectives of sec-
tions 111 and 112, and shall verify the results
of the demonstration projects.

(b) RSPONSLBUZrTES.—
(1) COLLECTION OF INFORMATION.—The

Comptroller General of the United States
shall collect and consider information on
each requirement described in section
111(a)(1)(C).
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(2) TRACK11G AND RECORDING OF PRAC-

TICES—The Comptroller General shall track
and record unlawful discriminatory employ-
ment practices, if any, resulting from the
use or disclosure of information pursuant to
a demonstration project or implementation
of the system, using such methods as—

(A) the collection and analysis of data;
(B) the use of hiring audits: and
(C) use of computer audits, including the

comparison of such audits with hiring
records.

(3) MAINTENANCE OF DATA.—The Comptrol-
ler General shall also maintain data on un-
lawful discriminatory practices occurring
among a representative sample of employers
who are not participants in any project
under this section to serve as a baseline for
comparison with similar data obtained from
employers who are participants in projects
under this section.

(c) REPORTS.—
(1) DEMONSTRATION PROJCTS.—Beginning

12 months after the date of the enactment of
this Act, and annually thereafter, the Comp-
troller General of the United States shall
submit a report to the Committees on the
Judiciary of the House of Representatives
and the Senate setting forth evaluations of—

(A) the extent to which each demonstra-
tion project is meeting each of the require-
ments of section 111(c); and

(B) the Comptroller General's preliminary
findings made under this section.

(2) VERIFICATION SYSTgM.—Not later than
60 days after the submission to the CongTess
of the plan under section 111(a)(2), the Comp-
troller General of the United States shall
submit a report to the CongTess setting forth
an evaluation of—

(A) the extent to which the proposed sys-
tem, if any, meets each of the requirements
of section 111(c); and

(B) the Comptroller General's findings
made under this section.
SEC. 114. GENERAL NONPREEMPTION OF EXIST-

ING RIGHTS AND REMEDIES.
Nothing in this subpart may be construed

to deny, impair, or otherwise adversely af-
fect any right or remedy available under
Federal, State, or local law to any person on
or after the date of the enactment of this
Act except to the extent the right or remedy
is inconsistent with any provision of this
part.
SEC. 115. DEFINmONS.

For purposes of this subpart—
(1) ADMINISTRATION.— The term "Adminis-

tration" means the Social Security Adminis-
tration.

(2) EMPLOYMENT AUTHORIZED ALIEN.—The
term "employment authorized alien" means
an alien who has been provided with an "em-
ployment authorized" endorsement by the
Attorney General or other appropriate work
permit In accordance with the I.minigration
and Nationality Act.

(3) SERv1CE.—The term "Service" means
the Immigration and Naturalization Service.

Subpart B—Strengthening Existing
Veriflcation Procedures

SEC. 116. CUANGES IN UST OF ACCEPTABLE EM
PLOYMEN?-VERIFICATION DOCTJ.N1

(a) AUTHORrrY To REQUIRE SOcIAL SECU-
RrrY ACCOUNT NUMBER$.—SectiOn 274A (8
U.S.C. 1324a) is amended by adding at the end
of subsection (b)(2) the following new sen-
tence: "The Attorney General Is authorized
to require an individual to provide on the
form described in paragraph (1)(A) the indi-
vidual's social security account number for
purposes of complying with this section.".

(b) CHANGES IN ACCEPTABLE DOCUMENTA-
TION FOR EMPLOYMEN"r AUTHORIzkTION AND
IDENTITY.—
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(1) REDUCTION IN NUMBER OF ACCEPTABLE

EMF1.OYMrr-VERIFICATION DOcUMErrs.—Sec-
tion 274A(bXl) (8 U.S.C. 14a(b)(1)) is amend-
ed—

(A) In subparagraph (B)—
(i) by sik1ng clauses (ii), (iii) and (iv);
(ii) by redesignating clause (v) as clause

(ii);
(iii) in clause (i), by adding at the end

"or";
(iv) In clause (ii) (as redesignated), by

amending the text preceding subclause (I) to
read as follows:

"(ii) resident alien card, alien registration
card, or other document designated by regu-
lation by the Attorney General, if the docu-
ment—"; and

(v) in clause (ii) (as redesignated)—
(I) by striking "and" at the end of sub-

clause (I):
(U) by striking the period at the end of

subclause (II) and inserting ", and"; and
(Ifl) by adding at the end the following new

subclanse:
"(Iii) contains appropriate security fea-

tures."; and
(B) In subparagraph (C)—
(i) by inserting "or" after the "semicolon"

at the end of clause (i);
(ii) by striking clause (ii); and
(iii) by redesig'nating clause (Lii) as clause

(ii).
(2) AUTHORITY TO PROHIBIT USE OF CEETAj

D0ctJMEr.rrs.—Jf the Attorney General finds,
by regulation, that any document described
in section 274A(b)(1) of the Immigration and
Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1324a(b)(1)) as es-
tablishing. employment authorization or
identity does not reliably establish such au-
thorization or identity or is being used
fraudulently to an unacceptable degree, the
Attorney General may prohibit or place con-
ditions on its use for purposes of the verifica-
tion system established in section 274A(b) of
the Immigration and Nationality Act under
section 111 of this Act.

(c) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments
made by subsections (a) and (b)(1) shall apply
with respect to hirIng (or recruiting or refer-
ring) occtwrlng on or after such date as the
Attorney General shall designate (but not
later than 180 days after the date of the en-
actment of this Act).
SEC. 117. ThEA1NT OF CERTADI DOCUMEN.

- TARY PRACTICES AS VNPMR ThThfl.
GRATION.REIATED EMPLOYMENT
PRACTICES

Section 274B(a)(6) (8 U.S.C. 1324b(a)(6)) is
amended—

(1) by striking "For purposes of paragraph
(1), a" and inserting "A"; and

(2) by striking "relating to the hiring of In-
dividuals" and inserting the following: "if
made for the purpose or with the intent of
discriminating against an individual in vio-
lation of Paragraph (1)".
SEC. 11& PROVEMEN1S IN mENTIFICATION.

RElATED DOC
(a) BIRTh CIFxcgrEs.— --

(1) LIrrATIoN ON Acc rANcE.—(A) No
Federal agency, including but not limited to
the Social Security Administration and the
Department of State, and no State agency
that issues driver's licenses or identification
documents, may accept for any official pur-
pose a copy of a birth certificate, as defined
in paragraph (5), unless it is issued by a
State or local governnlent registrar and it
conforms to standards described in subpara-
graph (B).

(B) The standards described in this sub-
paragraph are those set forth in regulations
promulgated by the Secretary of Health and
Human Services, after consultation with the
Association for Puhlic Health Statistics and
Information Systems (APHSIS), and shall in
dude but not be limited, to—
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(i) certification by he agency issuing the

birth certificate, and
(ii) use of safety paper, the seal of the issu-

ing agency, and other features designed to
limit tainperthg, counterfeiting, and use by
impostors.

(2) LIMITATION ON ISSUANCE.—(A) If one or
more of the conditions described in subpara-
graph (B) is present, no State or local gov-
ernment agency may issue an official copy of
a birth certificate pertainIng to an individ-
ual unless the copy prominenUy notes that
8uch individual is deceased.

(B) The conditions cescribed in this sub-
paragraph include—

(i) the presence on the original birth cer-
tificate of a notation that the individual is
deceased, or

(ii) actual knowledge by the issuing agency
that the individual is deceased obtained
through information provided by the Social
Security Administration, by an interstate
system of birth-death matching, or other.
wise.

(3) GRArTs TO STAT3S.—(A)(i) The Sec-
retary of Health and Human Services shall
establish a fund, administered through the
National Center for Health Statistics, to pro-
vide grants to the States to encourage them
to develop the capability to match birth and
death records, within each State and among
the States, and to note the fact of death on
the birth certificates of deceased persons. In
developing the capability described in the
preceding sentence, States shall focus first
on persons who were born after 1950.

(ii) Such grants shall be provided in pro-
portion to population aiid in an amount
needed to provide a substantial incentive for
the States to develop such capability.

(B) The Secretary of Health and Human
Services shall establish a fund, administered
through the National Center for Health Sta-
tistics, to provide grants to the States for a
project in each of 5 States to demonstrate
the feasibility of a system by which each
such State's office of vital statistics would
be provided, within 24 hours, sufficient infor-
rnation to establish the fact of death of every
individual dying in such State.

(C) There are authorized to be appropriated
to the Department of Health and Human
Services such amounts as maye necessary
to provide the grants described in subpara-
graphs (A) and (B).

(4) IUpog.—Not later than one year after
the date of the enactment of this Act, the
Secretary of Health and Human Services
shall submit a report to the Congress on
ways to reduce the fraudulent obtaining and
the fraudulent use of birth certificates, in-
cluding any such use to obtain a social secu-
rity account number or a State or Federal
document related to identification or Immi-
gration.

(5) CERTTh'ICATE OF BIRTH.—A$ used in this
sectio, the term "birth certificate" means a
certificate of birth registered in the United
States.

(6) EFFECTIVE DATE.—Th$s subsection shall
take effect on October 1, 1997.

(b) STATE-ISSUED DRIVERS LICENSES.—
(1) SOCIAL SEcURrrY ACCOUrT NUMBER.—

Each State-issued driver's license and identi-
fication document shall contain a social se-
curity account number, except that this
paragraph shall not apply if the document is
issued by a State that requires, pursuant to
a statute enacted prior to the date of enact-
ment of this Act, or pursuant to a regulation
issued thereunder or an adiriinistratjve p01-
icy, that—

(A every applicant for such license or doc-
ument submit the number, and

(B) an agency of such State verify with the
Social Security Administration that the
number is valid and is not a number assigned
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for use by persons without authority to work
in the United States.

(2) APPLICATION PROCES5.—The application
process for a State driver's license or identi-
fication document shall include the presen-
tation of such evidence of identity as is re-
quired by regulations promulgated by the
Secretary of Transportation, after consulta-
tion with the American Association of Motor
Vehicle Administrators.

(3) FOaM OF LICENSE AND IDENTIFICATION
DOCUMENT.—Each State driver's license and
identification document shall be in a form
consistent with requirements set forth in
regulations promulgated by the Secretary of
Transportation, after consultation with the
American Association of Motor Vehicle Ad-
ministrators. Such form shall contain secu-
rity features designed to limit tampering,
counterfeiting, and use by impostors.

(4) LIMITATION ON ACCEPTANCE OF LICENSE
AND IDENTIFICATION DOCUMENT.—Neither the
Social Security Administration or the Pass-
port Office or any other Federal agency or
any State or local government agency may
accept for any evidentiary purpose a State
driver's license or identification document In
a form other than the form described In
paragraph (3).

(5) EFFECTIVE DATE.—ThJs subsection shall
take effect on October 1, 1997.
SEC. 119. ENHANCED C1VU. PENALTIES IF LABOR

STANDARDS VIOLATIONS AI1E
PRENT.

(a) IN GENER.AL.—SectiOn 274A(e) (8 U.S.C.
1324a(e)) is amended by adding at the end the
following:

"(lO)(A) The administrative law judge shall
have the authority to require payment of a
civil money penalty in an amount up to two
times the amount of the penalty prescribed
by this subsection in any case in which the
employer has been found to have committed
a willful violation or repeated violations of
any of the following statutes:

"(i) The Fair Labor Standards Act (
U.S.C. 201 et seq.) pursuant to a final deter-
mination by the Secretary of Labor or a
court of competent jurisdiction.

"(ii) The Migrant and Seasonal Agricul-
tural Worker Protection Act ( U.S.C. 1801
et seq.) pursuant to a final determination by
the Secretary of Labor or a court of com-
petent jurisdiction.

"(iii) The Family and Medical Leave Act
( U.S.C. 2601 et seq.) pursuant to a final de-
termination by the Secretary of Labor or a
court of competent jurisdiction.

"(B) The Secretary of Labor and the Attor-
ney General shall consult regarding the ad-
ministration of this paragraph.".

(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments
made by this section shafl apply with respect
to offenses occurring on or after the date of
the enactment of this Act.
SEC. 120. INCREASED NUMBER OP SsIrANT

UNITED STATES ATIORN}WS TO
PROSECUTE CASES OP UNLAWFUL
EMPLOYMENT OP AUENS OR D1J.
IIIENT FRAUD.

The Attorney General is authorized to hire
for fiscal years 1996 and 1997 such additional
Assistant United States Attorneys as may be
necessary for the prosecution of actions
brought under Sections 274.A and 274C of the
Immigration and Nationality Act and sec-
tions 911, 1001, 1015 through 1018. 1028, 1030,
1541 through 1544, 1546, and 1621 of title 18,
United States Code. Each such additional at-
torney shall be used primarily for such pros-
ecutions.
SEC. 120A. SUBPOENA AUTHORITY FOR CASES OP

UNLAWFUL EMI.OYMENT OP
ALIENS OR DOCUMENT FRAUD.

(a) MM1carON OFrICER Au'rHORrry.—
(1) UNLAWFUL EMPLOYMENT.—Section

274A(e)(2) (8 U.S.C. 1324a(e)(l)) is amended—
(A) by striking "and" at the end of sub-

paragraph (A);
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(B) by striking the period at the end of

snbparagraph (B) and inserting ", and"; and
(C) by inserting after subparagraph (B) the

following new subparagraph:
"(C) immigration officers designated by

the Commissioner may compel by subpoen&
the attendance of witnesses and the produc-
tion of evidence at any designated place
prior to the filing of a complaint In a case
under paragraph (2).".

(2) DOCUMENT FRAUD.—Section 274C(d)(l) (8
I.S.C. 1324c(d)(l)) is amended—

(A) by striking "and" at the end of sub-
paragraph (A):

(B) by striking the period at the end of
subparagraph (B) and inserting ", and": and

(C) by inserting after subparagraph (B) the
following new subparagraph:

"(C) immigration officers designated by
the Commissioner may compel by subpoena
the attendance of witnesses and the produc-
tion of evidence at any designated place
prior to the filing of a complaint in a case
under paragraph (2).".

(b) SECRETARY OF LABOR SUBPOENA AU-
TBORrrL—

(1) IN CENERAL.—.Chapter 9 of title U of the
Immigration and Nationality Act is amended
by.adding at the end the following new sec-
tion:

"SECRETARY OF LABOR SUBPOENA AUTHORrrY

"SEC. 294. The Secretary of Labor may
issue subpoenas requiring the attendance
and testimony of witnesses or the production
of any records, books, papers, or documents
in connection with any investigation or
hearing conducted in the enforcement of any
immigration program for which the Sec-
retary of Labor has been delegated enforce-
ment authority under the Act. In such hear-
ing, the Secretary of Labor m&y administer
oaths, examine witnesses, and receive evi-
dence. For the purpose of any such hearing
or investigation, the authority contained in
sections 9 and 10 of the Federal Trade Com-
mission Act (15 U.S.C. 49, 50), relating to the
attendance of witnesses and the production
of books, papers, and documents, shall be
available to the Seetary of Labor.".

(2) CONFORMINC AMENDMBNT.—The table of
contents of the Immigration and Nationality
Act is amended by inserting alter the item
relating to section 293 the following new
item:
"Sec. 294. Secretary of Labor subpoena au-

thority.".
SEC. 120B. TASK FORCE TO Th!PROVE PUBLIC

EDUCATION REGARDING UNLAWFUL
ELOYMENT OF ALIENS AND UN-
FAIR Th1flGRATION.RELATED .
PLOYMENT PRACTICES.

(a) ESTALISHMET.—The Attorney General
shall establish a task force within the De-
part.ment of Justice charged with the respon-
sibility of—

(1) providing advice and guidance to em-
ployers and employees relating to unlawful
employment of aliens under section 274A of
the Immigration and Nationality Act and
unfair immigration-related employment
practices under 274B of such Act; and

(2) assisting employers in complying with
those laws.

(b) COMPOSrTION.—The members of the task
force shall be designated by the Attorney
General from among officers or employees of
the Immigration and Naturalization Service
or other components of the Department of
Justice.

(c) A.NNIJAL REPORT.—The task force shall
report annually to the Attorney General on
its operations.
SEC. 120C. NATIONWmE FINGERPRINTING OF AP

PREHENDED ALIENS.
There are authorized to be appropriated

such additional swis as may be necessary to
ensure that the program 'IDENT", operated
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by the Immigration and Naturalization Serv-
ice pursuant ta section 130007 f Public Law
103-322, shall be expanded into a nationwide
program.
SEC. 120D. APPLICATION OF VERIFICATION PRO-

CEDURES TO STATE AGENCY REFERS
RAtS OF EMPLOYME?'T.

Section 274A(a) (8 U.S.C. 1324a(a)) is
amended by adding at the end the following
new paragraph:

"(6) STATE ACENCY REFERPALS.—A State
employment agency that refers any indi'id-
ual for employment shall comply with the
procedures specified in subsection (b). For
purposes of the attestation requirement in
subsection (b)(1), the agency employee who
is primarily involved in the referral of the
individual shall make the attestation on be-
half of the agency.".
SEC. 120E. RETENTION OF VERIFICATION FORM.

Section 274A(b)(3) (8 U.S.C. 1324a(b)(3)) is
amended by inserting alter "must retain the
form" the following: "(except in any case of
disaster, act of God, or other event beyond
the control of the person or entity)".
PART 3—ALIEN SIJGGLING; DOCUMENT

FRAUD
SEC. 121. WIRETAP AUTHORITY FOR INVESTIGA.

TIONS OF ALIEN SMUGGLING OR
DOCUMENT FRAUD.

Section 2516(1) of title 18. United States
Code, is amended—

(1) in paragraph (c), by striking "or section
1992 (relating to wrecking trains)" and in-
serting "section 1992 (relating to wrecking
trains), a felony violation of section 1028 (re-
lating to production of false identification
documentation), section 1425 (relating to the
procurement of citizenship or nationaliza-
tion unlawfully), section 1426 (relating to the
reproduction of naturalization or citizenship
papers), section 1427 (relating to the sale of
naturalization or citizenship papers), section
1541 (relating to passport issuance without
authority), section 1542 (relating to false
statements in passport applications). section
1543 (relating to forgery or false use of pass-
ports), section 1544 (relating to misuse of
passports), or section 1546 (relating to fraud
and misuse of visas, permits, and other docu-
ments)";

(2) by striking "or" at the end of paragraph
(1);

(3) by redesignating paragraphs (m), (n),
and (0) as paragraphs (n), (0), and (p), respec-
tively; and

(4) by inserting after paragraph (1) the fol-
lowing new paragraph:

"(m) a violation of section 274. 777, or 278 of
the Immigration and Nationality Act (8

U.S.C. 1324, 1327. or 1328) (relating to the
smuggling of aliens):".
SEC. 122. ADDITIONAL COVERAGE IN RICO FOR

OFFENSES RELATXNG TO ALIEN
SMUGGLING AND DOCUMENT
FRAUD.

Section .1961(1) of title 18, United States
Code, is amended— -

(1) by striking "or" after "law of the Unit-
ed States,":

(2) by inserting "or" at the end of clause
(E); and

(3) by adding at the end the following: "(F)
any act, or conspiracy to commit any act. in
violation of—

"(i) section 1028 (relating to production of
false identification documentation). section
1425 (relating to the procurement of citizen-
ship or nationalization unlawfully), section
1426 (relatIng to the reproduction of natu-
ralization or citizenship papers), section 1427
(relating to the sale of naturalization or citi-
zenship papers), section 1541 (relating to
passport issuance without authority), sec-
tion 1542 (relating to false statements in
passport applications), section 1543 (relating
to forgery or false use of passports), orsec-
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tion 1544 (relating to misuse of passports) of
this title. or. for personal financial gain. sec-
tion 1546 (relating to fraud and misuse f
visas, permits. and other documents) of this
title; or

"(ii) section 274, 777, or 278 of the Immigra-
tion and Nationality Act.".
SEC. 123. INCREASED CRIMINAL PENALTIES FOR

AL!E SMUGGLING.
(a) IN GENERAL.—Section 274(a) (8 U.S.C.

1324(a)) is amended—
(1) in paragraph (1)(A)—
(A) by striking "or" at the end of clause

(iii):
(B) by striking the comma at the end of

clause (iv) and inserting "; or"; and
(C) by adding at the end the following new•

clause:
"(v)(I) engages in any conspiracy to com-

mit any of the preceding acts. or
"(U) aids or abets the commission of any of

the preceding acts.":
(2) in paragraph (1)(B)—
(A) in clause (i), by inserting "or (v)(I)"

after "(A)(i)";
(B) in clause (ii), by striking "or (iv)" and

inserting "(iv), or (v)(U)";
(C) in clause (iii), by striking "or (iv)" a.nd

inserting "(iv), or (v)"; and
(D) in clause (iv). by striking "or (iv)" and

inserting "(iv), or (v)';
(3) in paragraph (2)—
(A) in the matter preceding subparagraph

(A). by striking "for each transaction con-
stituting a violation of this paragraph, re-
gardless of the number of aliens involved"
and inserting "for each alien in respect to
whom a violation of this paragraph occurs";
and

(B) in the matter following subparagraph
(B)(iii), by striking "be fined" and all that
follows through the period and inserting the
following "be fined under title 18. United
States Code, and shall be imprisoned for a
first or second offense, not more than 10
years, and for a third or subsequent offense,
not more than 15 years."; and

(4) by adding at the end the following new
paragraph:

"(3) Any person who hires for employment
an alien—

"(A) knowing that such alien is an unau-
thorized alien (as defined in section
274A(h)(3)), and

"(B) knowing that such alien has been
brought into the United States in violation
of this subsection,
shall be fined under title 18, United States
Code. and shall be imprisoned for not more
than 5 years.".

(b) SM CLaNC OF ALIErS WHO WnL COM-
rr CRIMES—Section 274(a)(2)(B) (8 U.S.C.
1324(a)(2)) is amended—

(1) by striking "or" at the end of clause
(ii);

(2) by redesignating clause (iii) as clause
(iv); and

(3) by inserting after clause (ii) the follow-
ing new clause:

"(iii) an offense committed with the n-
tent, or with substantial reason to believe,
that the alien n1awfully brought into the
United States will commit an offense against
the United States or any State punishable by
imprisonment for more than 1 year; or".

(c) SETE?'CINC GUiDELINES.—
(1) iz CENERAL.—Pursuant to its authority

under section 994(p) of title 28, United States
Code. the United States Sentencing Commis-
sion shall promulgate sentencing guidelines
or amend existing sentencing guidelines for
offenders convicted of offenses related to
smuggling, transporting, harboring, or in-
ducing aliens in violation of section 274(a)
(l)(A) or (2)(B) of the Immigration and Na-
tionality Act (8 U.S.C. 132,4(a) (l)(A), (2)(B))
in accordance with this subsection.
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(2) REQUmEME'TS.—In carrying Out this

subsection, the Commission shall, with re-
spect to the offenses described in paragraph
(1)-

(A) increase the base offense level for such
offenses at least 3 offense levels above the
applicable level in effect on the date of the
enactment of this Act;

(B) review the sentencipg enhancement for
the number of aliens involved (TJ.S.S.G.
2L1.1(b)(2)), and increase the sentencing en-
hancement by at least 50 percent above the
applicable enhancement in effect on the date
of the enactment of this Act;

(C) impose an appropriate sentencing en-
hancement upon an offender with 1 prior fel-
ony conviction arising out of a separate and
prior prosecution for an offense that in-
volved the same or similar underlying con-
duct as the current offense, to be applied in
addition to any sentencing enhancement
that would otherwise apply pursuant to the
calculation of the defendant's criminal his-
tory category;

(D) impose an additional appropriate sen-
tencing enhancement upon an offender with
2 or more prior felony convictions arising
out of separate and prior prosecutions for of-
fenses that involved the same or similar un-
derling conduct as the current offense, to be
applied in addition to any sentencing en-
hancement that would otherwise apply pur-
suant to the calculation of the defendant's
criminal history category;

(E) impose an appropriate sentencing en-
hancement on a defendant who, in the course
of committing an offense described in this
subsection—

(i) murders or otherwise causes death, bod-
fly injury, or serious bodily injury to an in-
dividual;

(ii) uses or brandishes a firearm or other
dangerous weapon; or

(iii) engages in conduct that consciously or
recklessly places another in serious danger
of death or serious bodily injury:

(F) consider whether a downward adjust-
ment is appropriate if the offense conduct in-
volves fewer than 6 aliens or the defendant
committed the offense other than for profit;
and

(G) consider whether any other aggravat-
ing or mitigating circumstances warrant up-
ward or downward sentencing adjustments.

(d) EFFECTIVE DATE.—This section and the
amendments made by this section shall
apply with respect to offenses occurring on
or after the date of the enactment of this
Act.
SEC. 124. ADF.flSSILY OF VEOTAPED WIT.

NESS TESrIMONY.
Section 274 (8 U.S.C. 1324) is amended by

adding at the end thereof the following new
subsection:

'(d) Notwithsta.nding any provision of the
Federal Rules of Evidence, the videotaped
(or otherwise audiovisually preserved) depo-
sition of a witness to a violation of sub-
section (a) who has been deported or other-
wise expelled from the United States, or is
otherwise unable to testify, may be admitted
into evidence in an action brought for that
violation if the witness was available for
cross examination and the deposition other-
wise complies with the Federal Rules of Evi-
dence.".
SEC. 125. EXPANDED FOR}'Erfl3RE FOR ALIEN

SMUGGUNG AND DOCUMENT
FRAUD.

(a) IN GENERAL.—Section 274(b) (8 U.S.C.
1324(b)) is amended—

(1) by amending paragraph (1) to read as
follows:

"(1) Any property, real or personal, which
facilitates or is intended to facilitate, or has
been or is being used in or is intended to be
used in the commission of, a violation of, or.
conspiracy to violate, subsection (a) or sec-
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tion 1028, 1425, 1426, 1427, 1541, 1542, 1543, 1544,
or 1546 of title 18, UnIted States Code, or
which constitutes, or is derived from or
traceable to, the proceeds obtained directly
or indirectly from a commission of a viola-
tion of, or conspiracy to violate, subsection
(a) or section 1028, 1425, 1426, 1427, 1541, 1542,
1543, 1544, or 1546 of title 18, United States
Code, shall be subject to seizure and forfeit-
ure, except that—

"(A) no property used by any person as a
common carrier in the transaction of busi-
ness as a common carrier shall be forfeited
under the provisions of this section unless it
shall appear that the owner or other person
in charge of such property was a consenting
party or privy to the unlawful act;

"(B) no property shall be forfeited under
this section by reason of any act or omission
established by the owner thereof to have
been committed or omitted by any person
other than such owner while such property
was unlawfully in the possession of a person
other than the owner In violation of, or in
conspiracy to violate, the criminal laws of
the United States or of any State; and

"(C) no property shall be forfeited under
this paragraph to the extent of an interest of
any owner, by reason of any act or omission
established by such owner to have been com-
mitted or omitted without the knowledge or
consent of siich owner, unless such act or
omission was committed by an employee or
agent of such owner, and facilitated or was
intended to facilitate, the commission of a
violation of, or a conspiracy to violate, sub-
section (a) or section 1028, 1425, 1426, 1427,
1541, 1542, 1543, 1544, or 1546 of title 18, UnIted
States Code, or was intended to further the
business interests of the owner, or to confer
any other benefit upon the owner.";

(2) in paragraph (2)—
(A) by striking "conveyaice" both places

it appears and inserting "property"; and
(B) by striking "is being used in" and in-

serting "is being used in, is facilitating, has
.facilitated, or was intended to facilitate";

(3) in paragraph (3)—
(A) by inserting "(A)" immediately after

"(3)", and
(B) by adding at the end the following:
"(B) Before the seizure of azy real property

pursuant to this section, the Attorney Gen-
eral shall provide notice and an opportunity
to be heard to the owier of the property. The
Attorney General shall prescribe such regu-
lations as may be necessary to carry out this
subparagraph.";

(4) in paragraphs (4) and (5), by striking "a
conveyance" and "conveyance" each place
such phrase or word appears and inserting
"property"; and

(5) in paragraph (4).—
(A) by striking "or" at the end of subpara-

graph (C);
(B) by striking the period at the end of

subparagraph (D) and inserting "; or"; and
(C) by adding at the end the following new

subparagraph:
"(E) transfer custody and ownership of for-

feited property to any Federal, State, or
local agency pursuant to section 616(c) of the
Tariff Act of 1930(19 U.S.C. 1616a(c)).".

(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments
made by this section shall apply with respect
to offenses occurring on or after the date of
the enactment of this Act.
SEC. 126. CRIMINAL FORFEITURE FOR ALIEN

SMUGGLING. UNLAWFUL EMPLOY-
MENT OF ALIENS, OR DOCUMENT
FRAUD.

Section 274 (8 U.S.C. 1324(b)) is amended by
redesignating subsections (c) and (d) as sub-
sections (d) and (e) and inserting after sub-
section (b) the following:

"(c) CRIMINAL FORFErrURE.—(1) Any person
convicted of a violation o, or a conspiracy
to violate, subsection (a) or section 274A(a)
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(I) or (2) of this Act, or section 1028, 1425,
1426, 1427, 1541, 1542, 1543, 1544, or 1546 of title
18, United States Code, shall forfeit to the -
United States, regardless or any provision of
State law—

"(A) any conveyance, including any vessel,
vehicle, or aircraft used in the commission
of a violation of, or a conspiracy to violate,
subsection (a); and

"(B) any property real or personal—
"(i) that constitutes, or is derived from or

is traceable to the proceeds obtained directly
or indirectly from the commission of a viola-
tion of, or a conspiracy to violate, subsection
(a), section 274A(a) (1) or (2) of this Act, or
section 1028. 1425, 1426, 1427, 1541, 1542, 1543,
1544, or 1546 of title 18, United States Code;
or

"(ii) that is used to facilitate, or is in-
tended to be used to facilitate, the commis-
sion of a violation of, or a conspiracy to vio-
late, subsection (a), section 2'74A(a) (1) or (2)
of this Act, or section 1028, 1425, 1426, 1427,
1541, 1542, 1543, 1544, or 1546 of title 18, United
States Code.
The court, in imposing sentence on such per-.
son, shall order that the person forfeit to the
United States all property described in this
subsection.

"(2) The criminal forfeiture of property
under this subsection, including any seizure
and disposition of the property and any re-
lated administrative or judicial proceeding,
shall be governed by the provisions of sec-
tion 413 of the Comprehensive Drug Abuse
Prevention and Control Act of 1970 (21 U.S.C.
853), other than subsections (a) and (d) of
such section 413.".
SEC. 127. INCREASED CRThW(AL PENALTXES FOR

FRAUDULENT USE OF GOVEPJ'J.
F.F-1SSUED DOCUMENTS.

(a) PENALTIES FOR FRAUD Ar4D MISUSE OF
GOVERNMENT-ISSUED IDENTIFICATION DOCU-
MENTS.—(1) Section 1028(b) of tItle 18, United
States Code, is amended to read as follows:

"(b)(1)(A) Au offense under subsection (a)
that is—

"(i) the production or transfer of an identi-
fication document or false identification
document that is or appears to be—

"(I) an identification document issued by
or under the authority of the United States;
or

"(U) a birth certfficate, or a drivers li-
cense or personal identification card;

"(ii) the production or transfer of more
than five identification documents or false
identification documents; or

"(iii) an offense under paragraph (5) of such
subsection (a);
shall be punishable under subparagraph (B).

"(B) Except as provided in paragraph (4), a
person who violates an offense described in

• subparagraph (A> shall be punishable by—
"(i) a fine under this title, imprisonment

for not more than 10 years, or both, for a
first or second offense; or

"(ii) a fine under this title, imprisonment
for not more than 15 years, or both, for a
third or subsequent offense.

"(2) A person convicted of an offense under
subsection (a) that is—

"(A) any other production or transfer of an
identification document or false identifica-
tion document; or

"(B) an offense under paragraph (3) of such
subsection;
shall be punishable by a fine under this title,
imprisonment for not more than three years,
or both.

"(3) A person convicted of an offense under
subsection (a), other than an offense de-
scribed in paragraph (1) or (2), shafl be pun-
ishable by a fine under this title, imprison-
ment for not more than one year, or both.

"(4) Notwithstanding any other provision
of this section, the maximum term of impris-
onment that may be imposed for an offense
descrbedin paragraph (1)(A) shall be—
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"(A) ir committed to facilitate a drug traf-

ficking crime (as defined In section 929(a) of
this title), 15 years; and

"(B) if committed to facilitate an act of
international terrorism (as defined In sec-
tion 2331 of this title). 20 years.".

(2) Sections 1541 through 1544 of title 18,
United States Code, are amended by striking
be fined under this title, imprisoned not
more than 10 years. or both." each place it
appears and inserting the following:

", except a otherwise provided in this sec-
tion, be—

"(1) fined under this title, imprisoned for
not more than 10 years, or both, for a first or
second offense; or

"(2) fined under this title, imprisoned for
not more than 15 years, or both, for a third
or subsequent offense.

"Notwithstanding any other provision of
this section, the maximum term of imprison-
ment that may be imposed for an offense
under this section—

"(1) if committed to facilitate a drug traf-
ficking crime (as defined in section 929(a) of
this title), is 15 years; and

'(2) If committed to facilitate an act of
international terrorism (as defined in sec-
tion 2331 of this title), is 20 years.".

(3) Section 1546(a) of title 18, UnIted States
Code, is amended by striking "be fined under
this title, imprisoned not more than 10
years, or both." and inserting the following:

",except as otherwise provided in this sub-
section, be—

'(1) fined under this title, imprisoned for
not more than 10 years, or both, for a first or
second offense; or

(2) fined under this title, imprisoned for
not more than 15 years, or both, for a third
or subsequent offense.

"Notwithstanthng any other provision of
this subsection, the maximum term of lm-
prisonxnent that may be imposed for an of-
fense under this subsection—

"(1) if committed to facilitate a drug traf-
ficking crime (as defined in section 929(a) of
this title), Is 15 years; and

"(2) if committed to facilitate an act of
international terrorism (as defined in sec-
tion 2331 of this title), is 20 years.".

(4) Sections 1425 through 1427 of title 18,
United States Code, are amended by striking
"be fined not more that $5,000 or imprisoned
not more than five yearz, or both" each
place it appears and inserting ", except as
otherwise provided in this section, be—

'(1) fined under this title, Imprisoned for
not more than 10 years, or both, for a first or
second offense; or

"(2) fined under this title, imprisoned for
not more than 15 years, or both, for a third
or subsequent offense.

"Notwithstanthng any other provision of
this section, the maximum term of imprison-
ment that may be imposed for an offense
under this section—

"(1) if committed to facilitate a drug traf-
ficking crime (as defined in section 929(a) of
this title), is 15 years; and

"(2) if committed to facilitate an act of
international terrorism (as defined in sec-
ton 2331 of this title), is 20 years.".

(b) CHANGES TO T1E SEN'rENCING LEVELS.—
(1) IN GENERAL.—Pursuant to the Commis-

sio's authority under section 994(p) of title
28, United States Code, the United States
Sentencing Commission shall promulgate
sentencing guidelines or amend existing sen-
tencing guidelines for offenders convicted of
violating, or conspiring to violate, sections
1023(b)(1), 1425 through 1427 1541 through
1544, aEd 1546(a) of title 18, United States
Code, In accordance with this subsection.

(2) REQURMN'I'S.—In carrying oit this
subsection, the Commission shall, with re-
spet to the offeises referred to in paragraph
(1)—
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(A) increase the base offense level for such

offenses at least 2 offense levels above the
level in effect on the date of the enactment
of this Act;

(B) review the sentencing enhancement for
number of documents or passports involved
(TJ.S.S.G. 2L2.1(b)(2)), and increase the up-
ward adjustment b at least 50 percent above
the applicable enhancement in effect on the
date of the enactment of this Act:

(C) impose an appropriate sentencing en-
hancement upon an offender with 1 prior fel-
ony conviction arising out Of a separate and
prior prosecution for an offense that in-
volved the same or similar underlying con-
duct as the current offense, to be applied in
addition to any sentencing enhancement
that would otherwise apply pursuant to the
calculation of the defendant's criminal his-
tory category;

(D) impose an additional appropriate sen-
tencing enhancement upon an offender with
2 or more prior felony coflvictions azising
out of separate and prior prosecutions for of-
fenses that involved the same or similar un-
derling conduct as the current offense, to be
applied in addition to any sentencing en-
hancement that would otherwise apply pur-
suant to the calculation of the defendant's
criminal history category;

(E) consider whether a.downward adjust-
ment is appropriate if the offense conduct in-
volves fewer than 6 documents, or the de-
fendant committed the offense other than for
profit and the offense was not committed to
facilitate an act of international terrorism;
and

(F) consider whether any other aggravat-
ing or mitigating circumstances warrant up-
ward or downward sentencing adjustments.

(c) EFFECTIVE DATE.—This section and the
amendments made by this section sball
apply with respect to offenses occurring on
or after the date of the enactment of this
Act.
SEC. 128. CRIMINAL PENALTY FOR FALSE STAlE-

MENT IN A DOCUMENT REQUIRED
UNDER THE IM1IIGRATION LAWS OR
KNOWXNGLY PRESENTING DOCTJ.
MENT WHICH FAILS TO CONTADI
RZASONABLE BASIS IN LAW OR
FACT.

The fourth undesigirnted paragraph of sec-
tion 1546(a) of title 18, United States Code, is
amended to read as follows:

'Whoever knowingly makes under oath, or
as permitted under penalty of perjury under
section 1746 of title 28, United States Code,
knowingly subscribes as true, any false
statement with respect to a material fact in
any application, alfidavit, or other document
required by the immigration laws or regula-
tions prescribed thereunder, or knowingly
presents any such application, affidavit, or
other document which contains any such
false statement or which fails to contain any
reasonable basis in law or fact—-".
SEC. 129. NEW CRJflNAL PEN.LTmS POR FAIL-

URE TO DISCLOSE ROLE AS PRE.
PARER OF FALSE APPLICATION FOR
ASYLUM OR FOR PREPARING CER
TAIN POST-CONVICTION APPLICA-
TiONS.

Section 274C (8 U.S.C. 1324c) is amended by
adding at the end the following new sub-
section:

'(e) CRIMINAL PENALT7ES FOP. FAILURE TO
DISCLOSE ROLE AS DOCUMENT PREPARER.—(1)
Whoever, in any matter within the jurisdic-
tion of the Service under section 208 of this
Act, knowingly and willfully fails to dis-
close, conceals, or covers up the fact that
they have, on behalf of any person and for a
fee or other remineratiOn, prepared or as-
sisted in preparing an application which was
falsely made (as defined in subsection (f)) for
immigration benefits pursuant to section 208
of this Act, or the regulations promulgated
thereunder, shall be guilty of a felony and
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shall be fined in accordance with title 18,
United States Code, imprisoned for not more
than 5 years. or both, and prohibited from
preparing or assisting in preparing, whether
or not for a fee or other remuneration, any
other such application.

'(2) Whoever, having been convicted of a
violation of paragraph (1), knowingly and
willfully prepares or assists in preparing an
application for Immigration benefits pursu-
ant to this Act, or the regulations promul-
gated thereunder, whether or not for a fee or
other remuneration and regardless of wheth-
er in any matter within the Jurisdiction of
the Service under section 208, shall be guilty
of a felony and shall be fined in accordance
with title 18, United States Code, imprisoned
for not more than 15 years, or both, and pro-
hibited from prepaiing or assisting in prepar-
ing any other such application.".
SEC. 130. NEW DOCtJ?NT FRAUD OFFENSES;

N}W CiVil PENALTS FOR DOCU.
r FRAUD.

(a) AcTzvrrms PRomrnitD.—Section 274C(a)
(8 U.S.C. 1324c(a)) is amended—

(1) in paragraph (1). by inserting before the
comma at the end the following: "or to ob-
tatn a benefit under this Act";

(2) in paragraph (2). by inserting before the
comma at the end the following: "or to ob-
tain a benefit under this Act";

(3) in paragraph (3)—
(A) by inserting "or with respect to" after

"issued to";
(B) by adding before the comma at the end

the following: "or obtaining a benefit under
this Act"; and

(C) by striking 'or" at the end;
(4) in paragraph (4)—
(A) by inserting "or with respect to" alter

"issued to";
(B) by adding before the period at the end

the following: "or obtathing a benefit under
this Act"; and

(C) by striking the period at the end and
inserting ", or"; and

(5) by adding at the end the following new
paragraphs:

"(5) to prepare, file, or assist another in
preparing or filing, any application for bene-
fits under this Act, or any document re-
quired under this Act, or any document sub-
mitted in connection with such application
or document, with knowledge or in reckless
disregard of the fact that such application or
document was falsely made or, in whole or in
part, does not relate to the person on whose
behalf it was or is being submitted; or

"(6) to (A) present before boarding a com-
mon carrier for the purpose of coming to the
United States a document which relates to
the alien's eligibility to enter the United
States, and (B) fail to present such document
to an immigration officer upon arrival at a
UnIted States port of entry.".

(b) DEFINITION OF FALSELY MAXE.—Section
274C (8 U.S.C. 1324c), as amended by section
129 of this Act, is further amended by adding
at the end the following new subsection:

"(f) FALSELY MAXE.—For purposes of this
section, the term 'falsely make' means to
prepare or provide an application or docu-
ment, with knowledge or in reckless dis-
regard of the fact that the application or
document contains a false, fictitious, or
fraudulent statement or material represen-
tation, or has no basis i law or fact. or oth-
erwise fails to state a fact which is material
to the purpose for which it was submitted.".

(c) CONFORMI?'G AMENDMEI''T.—Section
274C(d)(3) (8 U.S.C. 1324c(d)(3)) is amended by
striking "each document used, accepted, or
created and each instance of use, acceptance,
or creation" each place it appears and insert,-
ing "each document that is the subject of a
violation under subsection (a)".

(d) ENHANCED CIvu. PENALTIES FOR DOCU-
MEN'I FRAUD IF LABOR STANDARDS VIOLA-
TIONS ARE PRE5EN'T.—Section 274C(d) (8
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U.S.C. 1324c(d)) is amended by adding at the
end the following new paragraph:

"(7) CIvIL PENALTY.—(A) The administra-
tive law Judge shall have the authority to re-
quire payment of a civil money penalty in an
amount up to two times the level of the pen-
alty prescribed by this subsection in any
case where the employer has been found to
have committed willful or repeated viola-
tions of any of the following statutes:

"(I) The Fair Labor Standa.rds Act (29
U.S.C. 201 et seq.) pursuant to a final deter-
rnlnation by the Secretary of Labox' or a
court of competent jurisdiction.

"(ii) The Migrant and Seasonal Agricul-
tural Worker Protection Act (29 U.S.C. 1801
et seq.) pirsuant to a final determination by
the Secretary of Labor or a court of corn-
petent jurisdiction.

"(iii) The Family and Medical Leave Act
(29 U.S.C. 2601 et seq.) pirsuant to a final de-
termination by the Secretary of Labor or a
court of competent jurisdiction.

"(B) The Secretary of Labor and the Attor-
ney General shall consult regarding the ad-
ministration of this paragraph.".

(e) WAiVER BY ATrORNEY GENERAL.—Sec-
tion 214C(d) (8 U.S.C. 1324c(d)), as amended
by subsection (d), is further amended by add-
ing at the end the following new paragraph:

"(8) WAIVER BY ATTORNEY GENER.AL.—The
Attorney General may waive the penalties
imposed by this section with respect to an
alien who knowingly violates paragraph (6) if
the alien is granted asylum under section 208
or withholding of deportation under section
243(h).".

(fl EFFECTIVE DATE.—
(1) DEFn4ITION OF FALSELY MAXE.—Sectlon

214C(f) of the Immigration and Nationality
Act, as added by subsection (b), applies to
the preparation of applications before, on, or
after the date of the enactment of this Act.

(2) ENHANCED CIVIL PENALTIES.—The
amendments made by subsection (d) apply
with respect to offenses occurring on or after
the date of the enactment of this Act.
SEC. 1St NEW EXCLUSION FOR DOCUMENT

FRAUD OR FOR FAJLURE TOEDOCU
Section 212(a)(6)(C) (8 U.S.C. 1182(a)(6)(C))

is amended—
(1) by striking "(C) Misrepresentation" and

Inserting the following:
"(C) Fraud, misrepresentation, and failure

to present documents"; and
(2) by adding at the end the following new

clause:
"(iii) FRAUD, MISREPBESENTATION, AND

FAILURE TO PRESENT DOCUMENTS.—
"(I) Any alien who, in seeldng entry to the

United States or boarding a common carrier
for the purpose of coming to the United
States, presents any document which, In the
determination of the immigration officer, is
forged, counterfeit, altered, falsely made,
stolen, or inapplicable to the person present-
ing the document, or otherwise contains a
misrepresentation of a material fact, is ex-
cludable.

"(U) Any alien who is required to present
a document relating to the alien's eligibility
to enter the United States prior to boarding
a common carrier for the purpose of coming
to the United States and who fails to present
such document to an innigration officer
upon arfval at a port of entry into the Unit-
ed States is excludable.".
SEC. 132. LIMITATION ON WrrRHOLDING OF DE-

POIAT1ON AND OTHER BENEFITS
FOR ALmNS EXCLUDABLE FOR DOC-
urir FRAUD OR FAILING TO
PRESENT DOCUMENTS, OR EXCLUD-
ABLE ALIENS APPREHENDED ATSE

(a) INELIGIBILITY.—Section 235 (8 U.S.C.
15) is amended by adding at the end the fol-
lowing new subsection:
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"(d)(1) Subject to paragraph (2), any alien

who has not been admitted to the United
States, and who Is excludable under section
212(a)(6)(C)(iii) or who s an alien described
In paragraph (3), is ineligible for withholding
of deportation pirsuant to section 243(h),
and may not apply therfor or for any other
relief under this Act, except that an alien
found to have a credible fear of persecution
or of return to persecution in accordance
with section 208(e) shall be taken before a
special inquiry officer for exclusion proceed-
ings in accordance with section 236 and may
apply for asylum, withholding of deporta-
tion, or both, in the course of such proceed-
ings.

"(2) An alien described in paragraph (1)
who has been found ineligible to apply for
asylum under section 208(e) may be returned
under the provisions of this section only to a
country in which (or from which) he or she
has no credible fear of persecution (or of re-
turn to persecution). If there is no country
to which the alien can be returned in accord-
ance with the provisions of this paragraph,
the alien shall be taken before a special in-
quiry officer for exclusion proceedings in ac-
cordance with section 236 and may apply for
asylum, withholding of deportation, or both,
in the coirse of such proceedings.

"(3) Any alien who is excludable under sec-
tion 212(a), and who has been brought or es-
corted under the authority of the United
States—

"(A) into the United States, having been
on board a vessel encountered seaward of the
territorial sea by officers of the United
States; or

"(B) to a port of entry, having been on
board a vessel encountered within the terri-
torial sea or internal waters of the United
States;
shall either be detained on board the vessel
on which such person arrived or in such fa-
cilities as are designated by the Attorney
General or paroled in the discretion of the
Attorney General pursuant to section
21.2(d)(5) pending accomplishment of the pur-
pose for which the person was brought or es-
corted Into the United States or to the port
of entry, except that no alien shall be de-
tained on board a public vessel of the United
States without the concurrence of the head
of the department under whose authority the
vessel is operating.".

(b) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.—Section
237(a) (8 U.S.C. 1227(a)) is amended—

(1) in the second sentence of paragraph (1),
by striking "Deportation" and inserting
"Subject to section 235(d)(2), deportation";
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tion 994(p) of title 28. United States Code, the
United States Sentencing Commission shall
review its guidelines on sentencing for peon-
age, involuntary servitude, and slave trade
offenses under sections 1581 through 1588 of
title 18, United States Code, and shall amend
such guidelines as necessary to—

(1) reduce or eliminate any unwarranted
disparity found under subsection (b) that ex-
ists between the sentences for peonage, in-
voluntary servitude, and slave trade of-
fenses, and the sentences for kidnapping of-
fenses and alien smuggling offenses;

(2) ensure that the applicable guidelines
for defendants convicted of peonage, involun-
'tary servitude, and slave trade offenses are
sufficiently stringent to deter such offenses
and adequately reflect the heinous nature of
such offenses; and

(3) ensure that the guidelines reflect the
general appropriateness of enhanced sen-
tences for defendants whose peonage, invol-
untary servitude, or slave trade offenses in-
volve—

(A) a large number of victims;
(B) the use or threatened use of a dan-

gerous weapon; or
(C) a prolonged period of peonage or invol-

untary servitude.
SEC. 134. EXCLUSION RELATING TO MATER1/L

SUPPORT TO TERRORISTS.
Section 212(a)(3)(B)(iii)(m) (8 U.S.C.

1182(a)(3)(B)(iii)(m)) is amended by inserting
"documentation or" before "identification".
PART 4—EXCLUSION AND DEPORTATION

SEC. 141. SPECIAL EXCLUSION PROCEDURE.
(a) ARRIVALS FROM CONTIGUOUS FOIEIGN

TERRrTORY.—Section 235 (8 U.S.C. 1225) is
amended—

(1) by redesignating subsection (b) as sub-
section (b)(1); and

(2) by adding at the end of subsection
(b)(1), as redesignated, the following new
paragraph:

"(2) 11 an alien subject to such further in-
quiry has arrived from a foreign territory
contiguous to the United States, either at a
land port of entry or on the land of the Unit-
ed States other than at a designated port of
entry, the alien may be returned to that ter-
ritory pending the inquiry.".

(b) SPECIAL ORDERS OF EXCLUSION AND DE-
PORTATION.—Section 235 (8 U.S.C. 15), as
amended by section 132 of this Act, is further
amended by adding at the end the following:

"(e)(1) Notwithstanding the provisions of
subsection (b) of this section and section 236,
the Attorney General may, without referral
to a special inquiry officer or after such a re-
ferral, order the exclusion and deportation of

and any alien If—
(2) in the first sentence of paragraph (2), by "(A) the alien appears to an examining im-

striking "If' and inserting "Subject to sec- migration officer, or to a special inquiry off!-
tion 235(d)(2), If'. cer If such referral is made, to be an alien
SEC. 133. PENALTXES FOR INVOLUNTARY . who—

VITUDE. "(i) has entered the United States without
(a) AMENDMENTS TO TrrLE 18.—Sections havIng been Inspected ad admitted by an

1581, 1583, 1584, and 1588 of title 18. United. Immigration officer pirsuant to this section,
States Code, are amended by striking "five" unless such alien affirmatively demonstrates
each plate it appears and Inserting "10". to the satisfaction of such immigration offi-

(b) REVIEW OF SEWrENCING GuT.Durs.— cer or special inquiry officer that he has
The United States Sentencing Commission been physically present in the United States
shall ascertain whether there exists an un- for an uninterrupted period of at least two
warranted disparity— years since such entry without Inspection;

(1) between the sentences for peonage, in- "(ii) is excludable under section
voluntary servitude, and slave trade of- 212(a)(6)(C)(iii);
fenses, and the sentences for kidnapping of- "(lii) is brought or escorted under the au-
fenses in effect on the date of the enactment. thority of the United States into the United
of this Act; and States, having been on board a vessel en-

(2) between the sentences for peonage, in- countered outside or the territorial waters of
voluntary servitude, and slave trade of- the United States by officers of the United
fenses, and the sentences for alien smuggling States;
offenses in effect on the date of the enact "(iv) is brought or escorted under the au-
ment of this Act and after the amendment thority of the United States to a port of
made by subsection (a). entry, having been on board a vessel encou-

(c) AMENDMENT OF SNTENCn4G GUIDE- . tered within the territorial sea or internal
LXr4ES.—Pursuat to its authority under sec- waters of the United States; or
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"(v) has, arrived on a. vessel ansport.ug: "JtmICXALEVmW OF ORDERS OF DEPORTATION,

aliens to the United States without such CLUSION, AND SffCIAL CLUSON
alien having received prior official author- "SEC. 106. (a) AppucLE PROVXSIONS.—Ex-ization to come to. enter. or reside• in the cept as provided in sabseçtion (b). 3Ud.icialUnited.States or review of a final order of exclusion or depor-"(B) the Attorney General has determined tation is governed only by chapter 158 ofth&t the numbers or circumstances of' aliens title 28 of the United States Code, but in noen route to or arriving n the United States, such review maya court. order the tang ofby land, sea, or air, present an exaordinary additional evidence pursuant to Seconmigration situation. 2347(c) of title 28. United States Code."(2) As used m this section, the phrase 'ez-. "(b) RzQummrs.—(1)(A) A petition fortraordlnary migration situation' means the judIca1 revew must be Sied not later thanarrival or 'mnent arrival in the United 30 days after the date of the final Order of ex-States or its territorial waters of aliens who clsion -or deportation, excet that m theby their numbers or .c2rcumstances SbstaD-. case of any specially deportable Cx1min1

• tally ezceed the capacity for the lnspection alien. (as defined in section 242(k)). there• and e.mition of sach aliens. shall be no )udiclal review of any na1 ordei"(3)(A). Subject to subparagraph (B). the of deportation.
• determination of whether there exists an. cx- "(B) The alien shall serve and file a.brief in'aord1na migration situation or whether connection with a petition' for• 3udlcial re

• to invo1e the provisions o paragraph (1)(A) view not later than 40 day-s after the date on
-. or (B) is committed to the sole. and exclusive wbch the administrative record is available.discretion -ofthe Attorney General. and may serve and file a reply brief not later"(By The provisions of this sabsection may than 14 day-s after service of the bxief of thebe invoked under pãxagTaph. (1)(B) for a Attorney General, and the court may not ex-nod not to exceed 90 days, unless, Within tend these deadlines ezcept upon moon forsuch 90-day period or an extejislon thereof dauthized by this subparagraph, the Attor- '(C) If an alien fails to ifie a brief in con-ney General determines, after consultation necon with a petition for.. udiciaI reviewwith the Coxrmuttees on the Judiciary ofthe. within the time provided in this paragraph,

• Senate and the House of -Bepresentatives, the Attorney General may move to g34jgthat an exaordiary mration situation the appeal, and the conr shall grant such

_____

continues to warrant sach procedures c motion unless a manjest in3usticewo1d re-min1ng n effect for a additional 90-day-nod.
. "(2) A petition for judicial review shall be"(4) When the Attorney General invokes filed with the court of £ppeaIs for the judi-the provisions of clause, (111). (iv), or (v) of ca1 eircu.tt in -wbich the specii inquiry offi-paragraph (1XA) or.paraaph (1)(B), th At- cer completed the proceedings.torney General may, ursuant to this section "(3) The respondent of a petition for 3udI-and sections 235(e) and 106(f). suspend. cial review sbafl be the Attorney GenéiaLwhole or in part, the operation of

The petition sbafl be served on the Attorneytion regulatiens regarding the ,. pection General and on the officer or employee o theand exclusion of aliflS.
Immigration and 'Naturalization Service in'-'-"(5) No alien may. be ordered specially ex-'
'cbarge 01 the Service d1sict in which thecluded under (1)
final order of exclusion or deportation was"(A) such alien is eliIble .to seek, and
entered. Service of the petition on the officerseeks, asylum under section 208; and
or employee does not stay th deportation of"(B) the Attorney General deternunes,
an alien pending the court's decision on thethe procednre described in .secon 208(e),
petition,unless the court orders otherwise.that such alien has a credible fear of persecu-. "(4)(A) cept as provided in paragraphtion on account of race. religion. nation9J7
'(S)(B), the court of appeals Shall decide. theIty, membership in a particular social group, petition only on .the 'adrrñnistrati.ve recordor political opinion, in the country of such on which the order of exclusion or deporta..,

• Person's nationality, or in the case of a tion is based and the AttOrney General'sson having no nationality, the Counizy in flnIiñgs of act' shall be conclusive unless awhich such person last habitually resided. reasonable adjudicator wouI be compelledAn alien may be returned to a county in
conclude to the conary.which .the alien does not have a credible

"(B) The Attorney- General's discretionar3'of persecution and from which the.alien does
judgment whether.to grant relief under secnot have a credible fear of return to,
tion 232 (c) or (1), 244(a) or.' (d), or 245 shalltion.
be conclusive and sll not be subject to re-"(6) A special exclusion order entered
view.accordace with the provIslon of .h4

"(C) The -Attorney General's discretionarysection Is not 'subject to adm1n1sative re-
judgment whether to ant reLief under sec-view, except thatthe Attorney General shall
tion 208(a) thall be conclusive unless man!-provide by regulation for prompt review of
festly contary to law and an abuse of disce-such an order against an applicant who
tion.c1as under oath, or as permitted under

"(5)(A) If the petitioner c]2ms to be a na-penalty of perinry- under section 1746 of title- tional of the UDited States the court of28, UnIted States Code, after having, been appeals finds from the pleadings and affwarned of the penalties for falsely making
vits that no genuine issue of mteria1 factsuch claim dersach conditions, to be. and about the petitioner's Dationality. is pre-appears to be, 1aWmuI]y admitted for perma-
sented. the court shall decide the nationalitynent residence. .

• cialm."(7) A special exclusion order entered in
"(B) If the petitioner claims to be a na-accordance with the provLsion of .h4

tional of the United States and the court 'ofsection shall have the same effect as if the
appeals that a genuine issue of mate-alien had been ordered excluded and 'deported
riai fact about the petitioner's nationality ispQrsuant to section 236, except..that judicial
presented, the court shall transfer the pro-review of. such an order Shall be available
ceeding to the district cont of the Unitedonly under section 106(f).

"(8) Nothing in this subsection may be con- States for the judicial district in which the
strued as requiring an mquiry before a . petitioner resides for a new hearing on the
ciai inquizy officer in the case of an alien nationality c1am .and a 'decision on that
crewnian.". caim as if an action had been brought in the
SEc. uz. SR UiNZNG .JUDICW.. REVIEW'OF district court tinder section 2201 of title 28,

ORDERS OF CLUSION OR DEFOE- United States Code.
TAiION, "(C) The petitioner may have the national-

(a) IN GENEaAL.—Section 106, (8 U.S.C. ity c]a1ni decided only as provided' in this
1105a) is amended to read as follows: • section.
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"(6)(A) If the validity of an order of'depor-

tation has not been judica1ly decided; a de-
fendant in a criminii roceed1ng charged
with violatthg snbsecon (d) or (e) of section
242 may ba11enge the validity of the order in
the imin1 proceeding only by filing a sep
arate motion before trial. The districtcourt,
without a jury, shall decide the motion be-
fore trial. . •

"(B) If the defendant' claims in the motion
to be a national of the United States and the
district court finds that no genuine Issue of
material fact about the defendant's na-tonal-
ity is presented,- the court shall. decide the
motion only on 'the. administative record on
which the deportation order is based. The' ad-
mlnistrative flndlngs.of fact are conclusive if
supported by reasonable, sabstt1ai, 'and
probative evidence on the record considered
as a whole..

"(C) if the defendant 1aAms in the motion
.to be a national of the United Sta.tesnd the
district court finds that a gellurne issie of
material fact about.the defendant's national-

• ity is presented, the court shall hold a new
hearmg on the nationality claim and decide
thaVcam as if an action had: been brought
under section 21 of'.title. 28, UnIted States
Code. ,. • • •.

"(D) If the dsict court rules tba the de-
portation order Is invalid, the coarV Shall
t1mI the indicent. The United States
Government.ay appeal the dni1 to the
court ofappea]s for the appropriate cfrcnit
withIn 30 days.The defendantmaynot lUea
petition for reviéw,.under this section during
the crm11 proceeding.. The defendant may-"
have the nationality claim decided oxily as
ovided in th1 section.

"(7)Thls subsection—
"(A). does not prevent the Attorney. Gen-

eral, after a final order o deportaZion has
been Issued, from 'detalnthg the alien under.
secon 242(c);

"(B) does not relieve the alien from com-
plying w±th subsection d) or (e) of section
242and . , - ' -

"(C) except as provided in paragraph (3),
.does not require. the Attorney General to
defer deportation of the alien.

"(8) The record and briefs do not have to be
printed. The court of appeals shall review
the proceethg' on a .tyewritten record an.
on typewritten bniefs.

"(c) •RU11TS FOR PETITION.—A peti-
tion for review of an order of exclusion or de-
portation shall s,te whether a court has
npheld the vafldity of the order. and, if so,
shall state the name of the court, the date of
the court's ruling, and the Jdnd of proceed-
ing.

"(d) REVIEW OP FnAx. ORDERS.—
"(1) A court may review a final order of ex-

clusion or deportation only if—
"(A) the alien has exhausted, all adxnnis-

trative remedies available to the alien as a-
matter of night; and

"(B) another court has not decided the va-
lidity of the order, unle5s, subject to paxi-.
graph (2), the reviewing court nds that the
petition presents grounds that could not
have been presented in the prior judica1 pro-
ceedingor that the remedy provided by the
prior proceeding was inadequate or inetlee-
tive to.test the validity of the order. -

"(2) NothIng in paragraph (1)(B) may be
construed as creating a night of review if
such review would be inconsistent with sub-
section (e), (f), or (g), or. any other provzzon
of this secon.

"(e) NO JUDICIAL REVIEW ?OR ORDERS OF
DEPORTATION OR EXCLUSION TD
AOAmST CEaTn CIi ALmNS.—Not-
withstanding any other provision of law, any
order of exclusion or deportation against an
alien who is ezcludable or deportable by rea-
son of having cãmmltted any criminal of-
fense described in subparagraph (A)(lii), (B),
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(C), or (D) of section 241(a)(2), or two or more
offenses described in section Z1(a)(2)(A)(i),
at least two of which resulted in a sentence
or confinement described in section
241(a)(2)(A)(i)(fl), is not subject to review by
any court.

"(1) LThnTED REVIEW FOR SPECIAL CLU-
S!ON AND DOCUMENT FAuD.—(l) Notwith-
standing any other provision of law, except
as provided in this subsection, no court sball
have juridiction to review any nthviduaI
determination or to hear any other cause of
action or cialni arsng from or relating to
the implementation or operation of sections
208(e), 212(a)(6)(iil), 235(d), and 235(e).

"(2)(A) Except as provided in this sub-
section, there thall be no judiciai review of.—

"(i) a decision by the Attorney General to
invoke the provisions of section 235(e);

"(il) the application of section 235(e) to ffl-
dividual aliens, including the deterzr2ination
made under paragraph (5); or

"(iii) procedures and policies adopted by
the Attorney General to implement the pro-
visions of section 235(e).

"(B) Without regard to the nature of the
action or claim, or the identity of the party
or parties bringing the action, no court sball
have 3urisdiction or authority to enter de-
clamtory, injunctive, or other equitable re-
lief not specifically authorzed in this, sub-
section, or to certify a dass under R411e 23 of
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.

"(3).Judicial review of any cause, c1am, or
individual determination made or arising
under or• relating to section 208(e),
2i2(a)(Wi), 235(d), or 235(e) sball only be
available in a habeas corpus proceeding, and
shall be Iimted to determinations of—

"(A) whether the petitioner is an alien;
"(B) whether -the petitioner was ordered

specially excluded; and -

"(C) whether the petitioner can prove by a
preponderance of the evidence that he or she
is a then lawfully a4mitted for permanent.
residence and is entitled to such further fn-
quiry as is prescribed by the Attorney Gen-
eral purnant to section 235(e)(6).

"(4)(A) In any case where the court deter-
mines that the petitioner—

"(i) is an alien who was not ordered spe-
cially excluded wider section 235(e), or

"(ii) has demonstrated by a preponderance
of the evidence that he or she is a lawful per-
manent resident,
the court may order no remedy or relief
other tba to require that the petitioner be
provided a hearing in accordance with sec-
tion 236 or a determination in accordance
with section 235(c) or 273(d).

"(B) Any alien who is provided a hear2ng
under section 236 pursuant to these provi-
sions may thereafter obtain Judicial review
of any resulting final order of exclusion pur-
suant to this section.

"(5) In determining whether an alien has
been ordered specially excluded under sec-
tion 235(e), the court's inquiry sball be urn-'
ited to whether such a order in fact was is-
sued and whether it relates to the petitioner.
There sball be no review of whether the alien
is actually excludable or entitled to any re-
lief from exclusion.

"(g) NO COLLATERAL AT'rAcL—In any ac-
tion brought for the assessment of penalties
for improper entry or reentry of an alien
under section 275 or 276, no conrt shall have
3uxisdiction to hear claims attacking the va-
lidlty of orders of exclusion, special exclu-
sion, or deportation entered under section
235, 236, or 242.".

(b) RCISSxON OP ORDER--Section
- 242B(c)(3) (8 US.C. 1252b(c)(3)) is amended by

striking the period at the end and inserting
"by the special inquiry officer. but there
shall be no stay pending further admin1sa-
tive. or udiciai review, unless ordered be-
cause of indlviduaily compelling cir-
cwnztaices.".
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(c) CLERICAL AMENDMENT.—The table of

contents of the Act is amended by amending
the item relating -to section 106 to read"as
follows: -

"See. 106. Juthcial review of orders of depor-
tation, excltsion, and special
exclusion.".

(d) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The aiendments
made by subsections (a) and (b) sball apply
to all final orders of exclusion or deportation
entered, and motions to reopen filed, on or
after the date of the enactment of this Act.
SEC. 143. CIVfl. PENALTS AND VISA INEUGfl-

YW, FOR FAU.UBE TO DEPART.
(a) ALIENS SUBJECT TO AN OaDER OF CLU-

SIONR DEPORTATION.—The Immigration and
Nationality Act is aiended by inserting
after section 274C (8 U.S.C. 14c) the follow-
ing new section:

"CIVU. PENALTIES FOR FAILURE TO DEPART

"SEC. 274D. (a) Any alien subject to a final
order of exclusion and deportation or depor-
tation who—

"(1) wiflfully fails or refuses to—
"(A) departon time from the United States

pursuant to the order;
"(B) make tme1y application in good faith

for travel or other documents necessary for
departure; or

"(C) present himself or herself fOr deporta
tion at .the time .nd place required by the
Attorney General; or -

"(2) conspires to or takes any action de-
signed to prevent or hamper the alien's de-
partiire pursuant to the order,
shall pay a civil penalty of not more than
$500 to the Commissioner for each day the
alien is rn-violation of this section.

"(b) - The Commissioner sball deposit
amounts received under subsection (a) as off-
setting collections in the appropriate appro-
prations account of the Service.

"(c) Nothng in this section sball be con-
sned to diminich or qualify any penalties
to which an alien may be subject for activi-
ties proscribed by section Z12(e) or any other
section of this Act.". -

(b) VISA OvERSTAYER.—The Immigration
and Nationality Act is amended in section
212(8 U.S.C 1182) by thserting the following
new snbsection

"(p)(1) Any lawnlly admitted non-
immigrant who reuiains in the United States
for more than 60 days beyond the period au-
thorized by the Attorney General sball be in-
eligible for additional nonimimgrant or hn-
migrant visas (other than visas ava]ab1e for
spouses of United States citizens or aliens
lawfully admitted for permanent residence)
until the date that is—

"(A) 3 years alter the date the. non-
immigrant departs the United States in the
case of a nonimmigrant not described in
paragraph (2); or•

"(B) 5 years after the• date. the non-
immigrant departs the United States in the
case of a nonimnigrant who without reason-
able cause fails or refuses to atteflor re-
main in attendance at a proceeW.ng to deter-
mine the nonixnmigrant's deportability.

"(2)(A) Paragraph (1) sbafl not apply to
any lawfully admitted noni.mmigrant who is
descrThed in paragraph (1)(A) an who dem-
oDsates good cause for rerg in the
United. States for the entirety of the period
(other than the first 60 days) during which
the noimmigrant remained in the United
States without the authorzation of the At-
torney General.

"(B) A final order of deportation sbafl not
be stayed on the basis of a claim of good
cause made under this subsection.

"(3) The Attorney General shall by regula-
tion establish procedures neceary to mple-
ment this section.".

(c) ETh'EClTVE DATE—Subsection (b) sball
take effect on the date of iinp1emetation of
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the automated entry-exit conol system de-
scribed in section 201, or on the date that is
2 years .after the date of enactment of this
Act, whichever is earlier.

(d) AMENDMENTS TO Tt OP CONTENTS.—
The table of contents of the Act is amended
by inserting after the item relating to sec-
tion 274C the following:
"Sec. 274D. Civil penalties for failine to de-

part".
SEC. 144. CONDUCr OF PROCEEDINGS BY ELEC-

TRONIC )MS.
Section 242(b) (8 U.S.C. 1252(b)) is amended

by insertg at the end the following new
sentences: "Nothing in this subsection pre-
cludes the Attorney General from authoriz-
lug proceedings by video electronic media,
by telephone, or, where a requirement for
the alien's appearance, is -waived or the
alien's absence is agreed to by the parties, in
the absence of the alien. Contested full cvi-
dentiary hearings on the merits may be con-
ducted by telephone only with the consent of
the alien.". -

SEC. 145. SUBPOENA AUrBORITY.
(a) CLUSION PROcEEDINGs.—Section

236(a) (8 U.S.C. 16(a)) is a.mended in the
ffrst sentence by rnsertng "issue subpoe-
nas," after "evidence,"-

(b) DOTATION PROCEEDINGS.—Section
42(b) (8 U.S.C. 1252(b)) is amended in the
1rst sentence by nserflng "issue subpoe-
nas," after "evidence,".
SEC. ]46. LANGUAGE OF DEPOftTATION NOTIC

RIGHT TO COUNS -

(a) LA1GUAGE OF NOTICE.—Section 2428 (8
U.S.C. 1252b) is axnnded. in subsection (a)(3)
by sthng "under this subsection" and all
that follows through "(B)" and inserting
"under this sub.ection".

(b) PRIWLEGE OF COUNSEL.—(1) Section
24(b)(i) (8 U.S.C. 1252b(b)(1)) is amended by'
nsertAng before the period at the end the fol-
lowlng ', except that a hea.r2ng may be
scheduled as eazly as 3 days after the service
of the order to 'show cause if the alien has
been conttnued in custody subject to section
242".

(2) The parenthetical phrase in section 292
(8 U.S.C. 1362) Is amended to read as follows:
"(at no expense to the Gover23ment or unrea-
sonable delay to the proceedings)".,

(3) Section 2428(b) (8 U.S.C. 1252b(b)) Is fur-
ther amended by inserng at the end the fol-
lowing new paragraph:

"(3) RtL OF coNsTauc'rIoN.--Noth1ng n
this subsection may be consued.to prevent

the Attorney General from proceeding
aganzt an alien pnrant to section 242 if
the time period described in paragraph (1)
has elapsed and the alien has failed to secure
counseL".
SEC. ]47. ADDITION OF NONThQ.UGBANT VISAS 10

TYP OF VISA D FOR COUN-
TRIES REFUSING 10 ACCEPT DE-.
PORTED A1

(a) IN GENER.aL.—Section 243(g) (8 U.S.C.
1253(g)) is amended to read as follows

"(g)(1) If the Attorney General determines
that any country upon request denies or un-
duly delays acceptance of the return of any
alien who is a national, citizen, subject, or
resident thereof, the Attorney General sball
notify the Secretary of such fact, and there-
after, subject to paragrapi (2), neither the
Secretary of State nor any consular officer
sball issue an immigrant or nonimxnigraflt
visa to any national, citizen, subject, or resi-
dent of such country.

"(2) The Secretary of State may waive the
application of paragraph (1) if the Secretary
determines that such a waiver is necessary
to comply with the terms of a. eaty or
international agreement or is in the national
interest of the United States."

(b) EFPECTIVE DATE—The amendment
made by subsection (a) sbafl apply to coun-
tries for which the Secretary of State gives
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thsctjons to United States consular offi-
cers on or after the date of the eflactnlent.of
thisAct. -.
SEC. 14& AUTHORIZATION OF SPEaAL FUND

FOR COSIS OF DEPOrA11ON.
In adthtion to any other funds otherwise

available n any- fiscal year for such purpose,
there are authorized to be appropriated to
the Immigration and Naturalization Service
$10,000,000 for use without fiscal year limita-
tion for the purpose of—

(1) executing fãnal orders of deportation
pursuant to sectIons 242 and 242A of the Im-
migration and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1252
and 1252a); and

(2) detaining aliens prior to the execution
of final orders of deportation issued under
such secons. -

SEC. 149. POT PROGR!iM W iCRE*SE EWI.
CIENCY IN REMOVAL OF DtA1NED

(a) AUTHORITY.—The Attorney General
shall bonduct one or more pilot proams to
study methods for ncreas1ng the efficiency
of deportation and. exclusion proceedings
against detained aliens by Increasing the
availab1fty of pro bono counseling and rep-
resentation for sich aliens. Any such pilot
program may provide for administrative
grants to not-for-profit organizations n-
volved in the counseling and representation
of aliens in immigration proceedivgs. An
evalnation component shall be Included In
any such pilot program to test the efficiency
and cost-effectiveness of the services pro-
'cided and the replicabilfty of such programs
at other locations.

(b) AURORIZAON Op APPOpaILnozqS.—
There are authorized to be appropriated to
the Deparuent of Justice such sums as may
be neceary to caxxy out the program or
programs described In subsection (a).

(c) STATTyroay CONS unON.-.-NOth1 In
this section may be construed as creating a
right for any alien to be represented in any
exclusion or deportation proceedijg at the
expense of the Government
SEC. 150. LIMITATIONS ON RELP FROM CLU-

SION AND DE 01 rATION.
(a) LTh1TATjON.—Sectjon 212(c) (8 U.S.C.

1182(c)) Is amended to read as follows:
"(c)(1) Subject to paragraphs (2) through

(5), a.alien who is and has been lawfully ad-
mitted for permanent residence for at least 5
years, who has re5lded In the United States
continuously for 7 years after having been
lawffly admitted, and who is returning to
such residence after having temporarfl]y pro-
ceeded abroad voluntarily and not under an
order of deportation, ay be admitted In the
discretion of the Attorney General without
regard to the provisions of subsection (a)
(other than paragraphs (3) and (9)(C)).

"(2) For purposes of this subsection, any
period of continuous residence safl be
deemed to end when the alien L5 placed In
proceedings to exclude or deport the alien
from the United States.

"(3) NothIng contained in this subsection
shall limit the authority of the Attorney
General to exercise the discretion authorized
under section 211(b).

"(4) Paragraph (1) shall not apply to an
alien who has been convicted of one or more
aggravated felonies and has been sentenced
for such felony or felonies to a term or terms
of mprizonment totalling, in the aggregate,
at least 5 years.

"(5) This stibsection shall apply only to an
alien in proceedings under section 236.".

(b) CAcnoN Op DEPORTATION—SeC.
tlon 244 (8 U.S.C. 1254) is amended to read as
follows:
"CANCELLAnON OP DEPORTATION; ADUsr

OP STATtYS; VOLUNTARY DPARrtJRz
"SEc. 244. (a) CAzcExrjoN op DEPORTA-

TI0N.—(1) The Attorziey General may, in the

Attorney General's dscretlon, cancel depor-
tation in the case of an alien who is deport-
able from the United States and—

"(A) is, and has been for at least 5 years, a
lawful permanent resident; has resided in the
United States continuously for not less than
7 years after being lawfully adinitted and
has not been convicted of an aggravated fel-
ony or felonies for which the alien has been
sentenced to a term or terms of imprison-
ment totaling, in the aggregate, at least 5
years;

"(B) has been physicafly present in the
United States for a continuous period of not
less than 7 years siiice entering the Umted
States; has been a person o good moral char-
acter during such period; and estab1ies
that deportation would result In extreme
hardship to the alien or the alien's spouse,
parent, or child, who is a citizen or national
of the United States or an alien lawfully ad-
mitted for permanent residence;

"(C) has been physically present in the
United States for a cofltinuous period of not
less than three years since enteruig the
United States; has been battered or sub-
jected to exeme cruelty in . the United
States by a spouse or parent who is a United
States cittze or lawful permanent resident
(or Is the parent of a child who Is a United
States citizen or lawful permanent resident
and the child has been battered or subjected
to extreme cruelty In the United States by
such citizen or permanent resident parent);
has been a person of good moral character
during all of .such period In- the United
States; and establishes that deportation
would result In ext'exne hardship to the alien
or the alien's parent .or child; or

"(D) Is deportable under paxaaph (2) (A),
(B), or (D), or paragraph (3) of section 241(a);
has been physicafly present In the United
States for a cont1uous period of not less
than 10 years urimedlately following the
comxnison of an act, or the assumption of a
status, conztitutthg a ground for deporta-
tion, and proves that during all of such pe-
riod he has been a person of good moral char-
acter and Is a person Whose deportation
would, In the opthlon of the Attorney Gen-
eral, result In exceptional and exeme1y un-
usual badshlp to the alien or to hts spouse,
parent, or child, who Is a citizen of the Unit-
ed States or an alien lawfafly admitted for
permanent residence.

"(2)(A) For purposes of paragraph (1), any
period of continuous residence or contnuons
physical presence in the Umted States shafl
be deemed to end when the alien Is served an
order to show cause pursuant to section 242
or 242B.

"(B) An alien Ehafl be considered to have
failed to maintain continuous physical pres-
ence In the Uziited States under paragraph
(1) (B), (C), or (D) if the alien was absent
from the United States for any single period
of more than 90 days or an aggregate period
of more than 180 days.

"(C) A person who is deportable under sec-
tion 241(a)(2XC) or 241(a)(4) sbaLl not beè]Tgi-
ble for relief under thAs section.

"(D) A person who Is deportable under sec-
tion 241(a)(2) (A), (B), or (D) or section
241(a)(3) shall not be eligible for relief under
iaragraph (1) (A), (B), or (C).

"(E) A person who bas been convicted of aZ
aggravated felony shall not be eligible for re-
lief under paragraph (1) (B), or (C), (D).

"(F) A person who is deportable under sec-
tion 241(aXl)(G) shall not be eligible for re-
lief under paragraph (1)(C).

"(b) CoNwous PsxrAz PRESENCE Nor
REQUIRED BECAUSE OP HONoaL SERv1c D
ARMED FoRcEs AND PR.ESENCE UPoN ENTRY
INTo SVcE.—The requirements of continu-
ous residence or continuous physical pres-
ence in the United States specified In sub-
section (a)(1) (A) and (B) shall not be applica.
bie to an alien who—
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"(1) has served for a minimum period of 24

months 'in an active-duty status in the
Armed Forces of the United States and, L
separated from such service, was separatec
under honorable conthtjons, and

"(2) at the time of his or her enlsent or
induction, was In the United States.

"(c) ADJsrz. op STATtI5.—The Attor-
ney General maycancel deportation and ad-
just to the statu.s of an alien lawfully admit-
ted for permanent residence any alien who
the Attorney General determines meets the
requjrement àf subsection (a)(1) (B), (C), or
(D). The Attorney General shall record the
alien's lawful admission for permanent resi-
dence as of the date the Attorney General
decides to cancel such alien's removal.

"(d) ALN CREWMEN; NONThfMIGRANT -
CRANGE ALS ADMITTED TO RECEIVE GRAD-
UATE MEDICAL EDUCATION OR TRAINDG;
OTHEE.—.The. proviSions of subsection (a)
shall not apply to an alien who—.

"(1) entered the United States as a crew-
man after June 30, 1264;

"(2) wa admitted to the United States as
a nonimn,1ant alien described in section
101(a)(15)(J), or has acquired the statu.s of
sich a nonimmlgrant alien after admission.
in order to receive graduate medical edu-
cation or training, without regard to wheth-
er or not the alien Is subject to or has ful-
iEled the two-year foreign residence require-
ment of section 212(e); or

"(3)(A) was admitted to the United States
as a-nothnmigrant alien descnbed in section
1O1(a)(15)(J), or has acquired the status of
such a nonimmigrant alien alter admjon,
other than to receive graduate medical edu-
cation or. a1n1ng

"(B) s subject to the two-year foreign resi-
dence requirement of section 212(e); and

"(C) has not fU]flhled that requirement or
received a waiver thereof, or, In the case of
a foreign medical graduate who has received
a waiver pursuant to section 220 of the Immi-
gration and Nationality Technical Correc-
tions .Act of 1994 (Public Law 103-416), has
not fulfilled the requirements of section
214(k).

'(e) VOLUNTARY D'A U1tE.-{1)(A) The
Attorney General may permit an alien vol-
untarily to depart the United States at the
alien's own expense—

"(1) In. lieu of being subject to deportation
proceedings under section .242 or prior to the
completion of such proceedings, if the alien
is not a person deportable under section
241(a)(2)(AXjjj) or section 241(a)(4); or

"(11) after the completion of deportation
Proceedings under section 242, only if a spe-
ca1 Inquiry officer determines that—

"(I) the alien Is,. and has been for at least
5 years Immediately preceding the alien's ap-
plication . for -voluntary departure, a person
of good moral charactez-

"W) the alien Is not deportable under sec-
tion 241(a)(2XA)(ffi) or section 241(aX4); and

"(m) the alien establishes by clear and
convincing evidence that the alien has the
means to depart the United States and In-
tends to io so.

"(B)(1) In the case of departure pursuant to
subparagraph (A)(i), the Attorney General
may require the alien to post a voluntary de-
parture bond, to be surrendered upon proof
that the alien has departed the United
States within the time specified.

"(11) If any alien who is authorized to de-
part voluntarily under this paxagraph Is fi-
zianciafly unable to depart at the alien's own
expense and the Attorney General deems the
alien's removal to be in the best interest of
the United. States, the expense of such re-
moval may be paid from the appropnation
for enforcement of this Act

"(C) In the case of departure pursia.t to
subparagraph (A)(ii), the alien shall be re-
quired to post a voluntary departure bond, in
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an amount necessary to ensure that the or withholding of deportation and whose ap- which provides for methods to dtet multiple
alien will depart,. to be surrendered upon plicaton bas not been adjudicated or whose unlawful 'envies by aliens into the United
proof that the alien has departed he United application has been denied but who has not States. The pilot program may include the
States within the thne specified. exhausted every appeal right"; and development and use of interior repatriation.

"(2) If the alien fails voluntarily to depart (2) by £nserting after the first sentence in third country repathation, and other dis-
the United States within the time period subsection (a)(1) the following new sen- incentives for.multiple unlawful entries into
specified in accordance with paragraph (1), tences: "Any alien stowaway thspected upon the United States.
the alien shall be subject to a civil penalty of arrival m the United States is an alien .who (b) REPOPr.—Not later tha. 35 months
not more than 3500 per day- and Shall be ineli- is excluded within the meaning of this sec- after the date of the enactment of this Act,
gible for any. further relief under this sub- tion. For purDoses of this section the term the Attorney General, together with the Sec-
section or subsection (a). 'alien' includes an excluded. stowaway. The retary of State. shall submit a report to the

"(3)(A) The Attorney General may by regu- provisions of this section concerning the de- Committees on the Judiciary of the House of
lation limit eligibility for voluntary depar- portaton of an excluded alien Shall apply to Representatives and of the Senate on the op-
tare for any class or classes of aliens. the deportation of a stowaway under section eration of the pilot program nuder this sec-

"CS) No court may review any regulation 273(d).". tion and whether, the pilot, program or any
issued under subparagraph .(A). , (c) CARRIER LtABUITY FO Co's OF DrEN- part thereof should be extended or made per-

"(4) No court shall have jàrsd1ction over TION.—Section .273(d) (8 U.S.C. 13(d)) xnaxxent.

an appeal from denial of a request for an amended to readas follows: , SEC. ZS. PU01 PROGRAM ON USE OF CLOSED

order of voluntary departure under para- "(d)(1) It shall be the duty of the owner, Mfl.I1'ARY BASES FOR THE DETEN.

graph (1), nor Shall ay court order a stay of charterer, agent. consignee, commanding. of- TION OF CLUDABLE OR DEPORT-

an alien's removal pending consideration of ficer, or master of any vessel or aãraft ar- -. A ALIENS.

any claim with respect to voluntary deper- riving at the United States from any p1ce (a) EsrABLISEME!T.—The Attorney General

ture.". . outside the United States to detain on board and the Secretary of Defense shall joit1y es-

(c) CONrORMnG AMENDMENTS.—(1) Section or at such other place as may be designated tablish a pilot program for up to two years

242(b) (8 U.S.C. 1252(b)) is amended by st-Ak- by an 1mmigraton officer any alien stow- determine the. feasibility of the use of

ng the last two sentences. away until such stowaway bas been military bases.avaflable through the defense

(2) Section 242B (8 U.S.C. .1252b) is amend- spected by a immIgraton officer. -
base realignment and closure process as de-

ed— "(2) Upon xnpection of an aiien w•y tenton centers for the I migration and Nat-

(A) in subsection (e)(2), by s1king "sec- by n immIgration officer, the Attorney nra3izaton Service.

tion 244(e)(1)" and nsexting "section 244(e)"; General may by regu]aton take immediate , (b) REPORr.—Not later than 35 months

and custody of any stowaway and Shaii charge after the date of the enactment of this -Act.

(B) in subsection (e)(5)— the owner, charterer, agent, consignee, com-
the Attorney General, together with the Sec-

• (j) by striIng "suspension of deportation" manding officer. or master of the vessel or retary of State, Shall sutmit a report to the
Committees on the Judiciary of the House of

and inserting "caziceUation of deportation"; aircraft on wbich the stowaway bas arrived Representatives and of the Senate, the Com-
and the costs of detaining the stowaway.

• (ii) by thserting "244." before. "245". "(3) It shall be the duty of the owner, imttee on National Security of the House of

(d) AMENDMENT ro TABLE OF coN- charterer, agent, consigxiee, commanding of- Representatives. ad the Commfttee on
rSNTs:—The table of contents of the Act is ficer, or master of any vessel or aircraft ar- Armed Services of the. Senate, on the fea-

amended by amending the. itexn relatixg to rivmg at the United States from any piace siblilty of using military bases closed

section 244 to read as foUows: ouide the United States to deport any alien, through the defense aze realignment and

"Sec. 244. Cancellation of deportation; ad- stowaway on the vessel or aixcraft on wbich clostre process as detention centers by the•

justment of status; voluntary such stowaway arrived or on another vessel Immigration and Natnralimtion Service.
SEC. 164. PBTSICAL AND TAL MA-

departure.". or arcrat at the expense of the vessel or -
(e) EFFECTIVE DATES.—(1) The amendments craft on. which such stowaway arrived when Section 234 (8 U.S.C. 1224) is amended to

made by subsection (a) Shall take effect on required to do so by an immigration officer. read a follows:
the date of the enacnent of this Act, ad "(4) Any person who fsfls to comply with
Shall apply to all applications for relief paragraph (1) or (3), Shall be subject to a fine "PHYSICAL AND MENTAL A4ATIONS

under section 212(c) of the Immigration and of $5000 for each alien for each failure to "SEC. 234. (a) ALNS COVERED.—Each alien

• Natona1Ity Act (8 U.S.C. 1182(c)), except comply, payable to the Commissioner. The within any of the following classes of aliens

that, for purposes of determining the Piod Commissioner Shall deposit amounts re who is seeking entry 1to the United States

of contlauons residence, the amendments ceived under this paragraph as offsetting col- shall undergo a physica.I ad mental exam-

made by subsection (a) shall apply to lections to the applicable appropriations ac- ination in accordance with this section:

aliens against whom proceecliDgs are com- count of the Service. Pending final deter- "(1) Aliens applyiDg for visas for admission

menced on or after the date of the enacnent uwiaton of liability for such fine, no such to the United States for pemanent res-
of this Act. vessel or aircraft shall be graiited cleaxaxice, dence.

(2) The amendments made by subsection except that clearance may be granted upon "(2) Aliens seeking admiss±on to the Unit-

(b)shall take effect on the date of the enact- the deposit of a sum sfficient to cover such ed States for perma.nent resideiice for whom

ment of this Act. and Shall apply to all appli- fine, or of a bond with sufficient surety to se e.mitions were not made under para-
cations for relief under section 244 of the lEn cure the payment thereof approved by the graph (1).

migration ad Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. Couimissioner. "(3) Aliens within the UDited States seek-

1254), except that, for purposes of determin- "(5) An alien stowaway Inspected upon ar- ing adjustment of status under section 245 to

iug the periods of continuous redence . rival Shall be considered an excluded alien that of aliens lawfully admitted to the Unit-

continuous pbysical presence, the amend- under this Act. - , ed States for permanent residence.

ments made by subsection (b) Shall apply "(6) The provisions of section 235 for deten- "(4) Alien ewmen entering or in as1t
all aliens upon whom an order to show cause tion of aliens for emiton before a spe across the United States.

is served on or alter the date of the enact- cial inquiry officer and the right of appeal "(b) DESCRIPTION OF ATION.—(1)

ment of this Act.
provided for n section 236 Shall not apply to Each examination required by subsection (a)

(3) The amendments made by subsection aliens who arrive as stowaways, and iiosuch Shall include—

(c) Shall take effect on the date of the enact- aliens Shall be erxthtted to land. ia..the Unit- "(A) an examination of the alien for any

ment of this Act.
ed States, except temporarily for medlca.I pbysical or mental defect or disease and a
treatment, or pursuant to such reguJatons certification of medical findings made in ac-

SEC. 351. L]EN STOWAWAYS. as the Attorney General may prescribe for cordance with subsection (d); and
(a) DEFZNrrION.—Section 101(a) (8 U.S.C. the departure, removal, or deportation of "(B) an assessment of the vaccination

1101) is amended by adding the foUowing new such alien from the United States- record of the alien in accordance with sub-
pzaph "(7) A stowaway may apply for asylum section (e).

"(47) The term 'stowaway' meaz any alien under section 208 or withholding of deporta- "(2) The Secretary of Hea'th and Human
who obtains transportation without the con- tion under section 243(h). pmsuant to such Services Shall prescribe such regu]tions as
sent of the owner, cbarterer, master, or per- regu1atons as the Attorney Gexeral may . may be necessary to carry out the medical
son in commad of any vessel or aircraft tabUb". , exaixiinations required by subsection (a).
through concealment aboard such vessel or sc 1Z2. PILOT PROGRAM ON WIERIOR REPA- "(c) MEDICAL CAMflERS.—
afreraft. A passenger who boards with a valid IBIATION AND OTHER WHODS 'r() "(1) MEDICAL OFFICERS.- -(A) cept a pro-
ticket is not to be cozsidered a stowaway.". DETER r.IIJLIIFLE UU4WFUL EN- vided in paragraphs (2) and (3), nhitiocs

(b) cLtmum.—.Section 237 (8 U.S.C. TRIES. under this section shall be conducted by
1227) is amended— . (a) ESTABLISHMF2T.—Not later than 180 medical officers of the United States Pzblic

(1) in subsection (a)(1). before the period at days alter the date of the enactment of this Heath Services. -

the end of the first sentence, by inserting the Act, the Attorney General, after consulta- "(B) Medical officers of the United States
following: ",or unless the alien is an ex- tion with the Secretary of State. shall estab- Pzblic Hea'th Service who have had special-
cluded stowaway who has applied for asylum lish a pilot program for up to two years ized trathiiig in the diagnosis of iiisa.nity and
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mental defects shall be detailed for duty or
employed at such ports of entry as the Sec-
retary may designate, in consultation with
the Attorney General.

"(2) Crvn. SBGEONS.—(A) Whenever medi-
cal offlces of the United States Public
Health Service are not avatlable to perform
exanhtions under this section, the Attor-
ney General, In consultation with the Sec-
retary, shall designate Clvii surgeons to per-
form the exa.mi1ttjons.

"(B) Each civil Surgeon designated under
subparagraph (A) thafl—

"(1) have at least 4 years of professional ex-
pereice unless the Secretary determines
that special or extenuating Circumstances
justify the desigaton of an Individai hav-
ing a lesser amount of professional experi-
ence; and

"(if) satisfy such other elig1bBitreqnfre-
ment as the Secretary may rescrbe.

"(3) PMEL PBYSICIjS.—1n the case of ex-
amlnations under this section abroad, the
medical examiner shall be a panel physician
designated by the,Secretaiy of State, in con-
su1taton with the Secretary."(d) C mnco OP MEDICAL FnDnGs.—
The medical exanthiers safl certify for the
1normatjon of Immigration officers and spe-
cial inquiry officers, or consular officers, as
the case may be, any pbysical or mental do-.
feCt or disease observed by suCh examjxers in
any such alien.

"(e) V.&CCDTATION AZSESST.—(1) The as-
sessment referred to in subsection (bXl)(B) is
an assement of the alien's record of re-
quired vaccines for preventable diseases, £n-
Cludlng mumps, measles, rubefla, polio, teta-
nus, diphtherj& toxoids, pertussis,
hemophu-flue type B, hepatitis type
B, as well as any other diseases specified as
vaCc1no-prevenble by the Advisory Com-
rnlttee on Immunization PractiCes.

"(2) Medical examjer shall educate aliens
on the 1mportaice of 1mmunizatons aid.
shall create an immnftion record for the
alien at the time of x,njntion

"(3)(A) Each alien Who has not been vac-
cinated against measles, and each alien
under the age of S yeaxs who has not been
vaccinated against polio, must receive such
vaccination, unless waived by the Secretary,
and must receive any other vaccination de-
terxnlned necessary by the Secretary prior to
arrival in the United States.

"(B) Aliens who have not received the en-
tire series of vaccinations prescribed in pam-
raph (1) (other than measles) shall return to
a designated civil surgeon within 30 days of
arrival in the United States, or within 30
days of adjnsent of status, for the remain-
der of the ccnatons.

"(f) APPEAL OP MICAL A(ATION
FDDINGS.—Ay alien determined to have a
health-related grounds of exclusion under
paragraph (1) of Section 212(a) may appeal
that determination to a board of medical of-
ficers of the Public Health Servzce, which
shall be convened by the• Secretary. The
alien may introduce at least one expert med-
ical witness before the board at is or her
ow cost and expense.

"(g) FuNDnG.—(1)(A) The Attorney Gen-
eral shall Impose a fee upon any person ap-
plying for adjustment of status to that of an
alien lawfully admitted to permanent resi-.
dence under section 209, 210, 245, or 245A, and
the Secretary of State shall impose a fee
upon any person applying for a visa at a
United States Consulate abroad who is re-
• quired to have a medical examination in ac-
cordance with subsection (a).

"(B) The amounts of the fees required by
subparagraph (A) shall be established by the
Secretary, n consultation with the Attorney
General and the Secretary of State, as the
case may be, and shah be set at such
amouxrts as may be necessary to recover the

full Costs of establishing ad administering
the civil surgeon and ,anel hys±cian pro-
grams, including the costs to the -Service,
the Department of State. and the Depart-
ment of Hea1th.ad Hwnan Services for any
additioia1 expenditures associated with the
adrn1n1sation of the fees Collected.

"(2)(A) The fees Imposed under paragraph
(1) may be collected as separate fees or as
surCbarges to any other fees that may be col-
lected in connection with an application for
adjustu1entof status under section 209, 210,
245, or 245A, for a v1, or for a waiver of ex-
cludabflity under paragraph (1) or (2.) of-sec-
tion 212(g), as the case may be.

"(B) The provisions of the ACt of August
18, 1856 (RevIsed Statutes 1726—28, . U.S.C
4212-14), concerning accounting for consular
fees, shall not apply to fees collected by the
Secretary of State under this Section.

"(3)(A) There is established on the books of
the Treasury of the United States a separate
account which shall be known as the 'Medi-
cal nfnntions Fee Account'.

"(B) There shall be deposited as offsetting
receipts into the Medical mi'1ntions Fee
Account all fees. collected. under paragraph
(1). to remain available tI1 expended.

"(C) Amounts In the Medical mi,itions
Fee Account shall be available only to reim-
burse any. appropriation currently avaflable
for the programs established ),y this section.

"(h) •DEPfl'IONS—AS used in this sec-
tion—

"(1) the term medical examiner' refers to
a medical officer, civil surgeon or panel phy-
sician, as described in subsection (c); and

"(2) the term 'Secretary' means the Sec-
retary of Health aiid Hinan Services.".
SEC. 155. triCAflON REQUTR FOR

FO EEALTH.CAEE WOR
(a) IN GNEm.—Section 212(a) (8. U.S.C.

1182(a)) is amended—
(1 bg redesgnatjng paragraph (9) as para-

graph (10); ad
(2) by Inserting alter Paragraph (8) the fol-

lowing new paragraph:
"(9) UcERrmmr FOREIGN ALTh-CARE

WORS.—(A) Any alien who seeks to enter
the United States for the purpose of perform-
ing labor as a health-care worker, other than
a physician, Is excludable unless the alien
presents to the cosu1ar officer, or. In the
case of an adjusnent of status, the Attor-
ney General, a certhicate from the Commis-
sion on Graduates of Foreigxi Nurs1ig
Schools, or a cercate from an equivalent
independent credentiaijng organization ap-
proved by the Attorney GeneaI £n consnlta-
tion with the Secretary of Realth and
Hnn2an Services, verifying that—

"(i) the alien's education, training, license,
and experience—

"(I) meet all applicable statutory and reg-
ulatory requirements for entry Into the
United States under the c1asflcation speci-
fied In the application;

"(11) are comparable with that required for
an American health-care worker of the ae
type; and

"() are authentiC and, n the case of a li-
cense, unenCumbered; —

"(ii) the alien has the level of competence
in oral and wivten English considered by the
Secretary of Health and Human Services, in
consultation with the Secretary of Edu-
cation, to be appropriate for health care
work of the Idnd in whiCh the alien will be
engaged, as shown by an appropriate score
on one or more ziationafly recognized, com-
merciafly avaflable, standardized asse-
ments of the applicant's ability to speak and
write; and

"(iii) if a majority of States licensing the
profession In wbch the alien Intends to work
recognize a test PredActng the success on the
profession's licensing and cérti1Icaton ex-
aminaton, the alien has passed sach a test.
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"(B) For purposes of s1bpararaph (A)(if),

determination of the tandardJzed tests re-
quired and of the minimum scores that are
appropriate are within the sole discretion of
the Secretary of Health and Human Services
and are not subject to nrther administrative
or judicial review.".

(b) CON'ORMING AMNDMEN"r8.—
(1) Section iO1(f)(3) is amended by siking

•"(9)(A) of section 212(a)" and
"(1OXA) of section 212(a)".

(2) Section 212(c) is amended by sthng
"(9)(C)".and inserthlg"(1OXC)".
SEC 156. INCREASED BAR TO REENTRY FOR

ALNS P1VIOSLy (OVED.
(a) IN GE 1—SectJon 212(a)(6) (8 U.SC.

1182(a)(6)) is amended—
(1) In subparagraph (A)—
(A) by sjkjng "one year" and Inserting

"five years"; and
(B) by Inserting ", or within 20 years of the

date of any second or subsequent deporta-
tion," alter "deportation";

(2) In subparagraph (B)—
(A) by redes1gnat1g clauses (if), (W), and

(iv) as clauses (lit), (iv), and (v), respectively;
(B) by Inserting after c]atise (i) the follow-

Ing new clause;
"(if) has departed the United States while

an order of deportation is outstanding,";
(C) by sik1ng "or" after "removal,"; and
CD) by inserting "or (c) who seeks admis-

sion -withIn 20 years of a second or subse-
quent deportation or removal," after "fel-
oily,".

(b) RENTEY OP Dowr. .ALmN.—Section
276(aXl) (8 U.S.C. 1326(a)(1)) is amended to
read as follows:

"(1) has -been arrested and deported, has
been excluded and deported, or his (Ieparted
the United States while an order of exclusion
or deportation Is outstandi.ng, and there-
after' '. . -

SEC. 1S'7. EL. A11O OP CONSULATE SEOP.
PING EOR VIStOVERSTAYS.

(a) IN GENE—Section 2 (8 U.S.C. 1202)
is amended by adding at the end the follow-
Ing new subsection:

"(gXl) In the case of an alien who has en-
tered and remained in the United States be-
yond the authorized period of stay, the
alien's non1mznigrat visa shall thereafter
be Invalid for reentry thto the United States.

"(2) A±z alien desczibed In paragTaph (1)
shall be Ineligthle to be readmltted to the
United States as a nonimznlgrant subsequent
to the expfration of the alien's authorized
period of stay, except—

"(A) on the basis of a visa Issued In a con-
siiiar office loted In the country of the
alien's natlonailty (or, if there is no office In
suCh country, In such other coI3suJar office
as the Secretary of State shall specify); or

"(B) where extraordinary cjrcnmtaces
are found by the Secretary of State to
exist".

(b) E Ec'rrvE DATE.—The amendment
made by this section shall apply to visas is-
sued before, on, or after the date of the en-
actznent of this Act.
C. 15a 1NCrr!ENT AS A BASXS FOR ICLV.

SION FROM THE UNiTED STA1S.
Section 212(aX3)(B) of the Immigration and

Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1182(aX3)(B)), is
amended—

(1) by striking "or" at the end of clause
(i)(I);

(2) In clause (i)(II), by Inserting "or" at 'the
end; and

(3) by inserting after clause (iXfl) the fol-
lowing new sibclaise:

"Cu) has, under circumstances indicating
an intention to cause death or seriois bodily
harm, incited terrorism, engaged in targeted
racial vilification, or advocated the over-
throw of the United States Government or
death or serious bodily harm to any UniZed
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States citizen or United States Government
official,". - -

SEC. 159. CONFORMING AMENDMENT TO WITH-
HOLDING OF DEPOWFAIION.

Section 243(h) (8 U.S.C. 1253(h)) is amended
by adding at the end the following new para-
graph: -

"(3) The Attorney General may refrain
from deporting any alien if the Attorney
General determines that—

"(A) such alien's life or freedom would -be
threatened, :in the country to which such
alien would be deported or returned, on ac-
count of race, religion, nationality, member-
ship in a partIcula.r social group, or political
opinion, and

"(B) deporting such alien would violate the
1967 United Nations Protocol relating to the
Status of Refugees."..

PART 5—CRINAL ALIENS
SEC. 161. AMENDED DEFINITION OF. AGGRA-

VATED FELONY.
(a) IN GENERAL.—Seotion 101(a)(43) (8

U.S.C. 1101(a)(43)) is amended—
(1) in subparagraph (D), by striking

"$100,000" and inserting "$10,000";
(2) in subparagrapbs (F), (G), and (0), by

striking "is at least 5 years" each place it
appears and inserting "at least one year";

in subparagraph (J)... -
(A) by striking "sentence of 5 years' im-

prisonment" and inserting "sentence of one
year imprisonment"; and

(B) by striking "offense described" and in-
serting "offense described in section 1084 of
title 18 (if it is a second or subsequent of-
fense), section 1955 of such title (relating to
gambling offenses), or";

(4) in subparagraph (k)—
(A) by striking "or" at the end of clause

(1);
(B) by adding "or" at the end of clause (ii);

and
(C) by adding at the end the following new

clause:
"(iii) is described in section 2421, 2422, or

2423 of title 18, United States Code (relating
to transportation for the purpose of prostitu-
tion), if committed for commercial advan-
tage.";

(5) in subparagraph (L)—
(A) by striking "or" at the end of clause

(i);
(B) by inserting. "or" at the end of clause

(ii); and
(C) by adding at the end the following new

clause:
"(Il) section 601 of the National Security

Act of 1947 (relating to protecting the iden-
tity of undercover agents)";

(6) in subparagraph (M), by striking
"$200,000" each place it appears and inserting
"$10,000"; -

(7) in subparagraph (N)—
(A) by striking "of title 18, United States.

Code"; and
(B) by striking "for the purpose of com-

mercial advantage" and Inserting the follow-
ing: ", except, for a first offense, if the alien
has affirmatively shown that the alien com-
mitted the offense for the purpose of assist-
ing, abetting, or aiding only the alien's
spouse, child, or parent (and no other indi-
vidual) to violate a provision of this Act";

(8) in subparagraph (0), by striking "which
constitutes" and all that follows up to the
semicolon at the end and inserting the fol-
lowing: ", except, for a first offense, if the
alien has affirmatively shown that the alien
committed the offense for the purpose of as-
sisting, abetting, or aiding only the alien's
spouse, child, or parent (and no other indi-
vidual) to violate a provision of this Act";

(9) by redesignating subparagrapbs (F) and
(Q) as subparagrapbs (R) and (5), respec-
tivelr,

(10) inserting after subparagraph (0) the
following new subparagrapbs:
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"(P) any offense relating to commercial peditiously as possible. Notwithstanding any

bribery; counterfeiting, forgery, or traffick- other provision of law, the Attorney General
ing in vehicles, whose identification numbers shall not release such felon from custody.
hve been altered for which the term of un- "(B) The Attorney General shall have sole
prisonment imposed (regardless of any su.s- and unreviewable discretion to waive sub-
pension of imprisonment) is at least one paragraph (A) for aliens who are cooperating
year, - with law enforcement authorities or for pur-

'(Q) any offense relating to perjury or sub- poses of national security.".
ornation of perjury for which the term of im- (c) PERIOD U WHICH TO EFFECT ALIEN'S DE-

prisonment imposed (regardless of any sus- !A.RJBE.—Section 242(c) is amended—
pension of imprisonment) is at least one (1) in the first sentence—
year," and . (A) by striking "(c)" and inserting "(cXl)";.

(11) in subparagraph (R) (as redesignated), and
by striking "15" and inserting "5". (B) by inserting "(other than an alien de-

- (b) EFFECTiVE DATE OF DEFINITION.—SeC- scribed in paragra.ph (2))"; and
tion 101(a)(43) (8 U.S.C. l101(aX43)) is amend- (2) by adding at the end the following new
ed by adding at the end the following new paragraphs
sentence: "Notwithstanding any other provi- "(2)(A) When a final order of deportation is
sion of law, the term applies regardless of made against any specially deportable crimi-
whether the conviction was entered before, nal alien, the Attorney General shall have a
on, or after the date of enactment of this period of 30 days from the later of—
paragraph, except that, for purposes of sec- "(1) the date of such order, or -

tion 242(f)(2), the term has the same meaning "(ii) the alien's release from incarceration,
as was in effect under this paragraph on the Within which to effect the alien's departure
date the offense was coxurnitted.". . from the United States.

(c) APPLICATION WFFKHOLDING OF DEPOR-
"(B) The Attorney General shall have sole

TATION.—Section 243(h) (8 U.S.C. 1253(h)), as
and unreviewable discretion to waive sub-

amended by section 159 of this Act, is further
paragraph (A) for aliens who are cooperating

amended in paragraph (2) by

__

with law enforcement authorities or for pur-
sentence and inserting the following: "For' poses of national security.

"(3) Nothing in this subsection shall bepurposes of subparagragh (B), an alien shall construed as providing a right enforceable by
be considered to have committed a particu- or on behalf of any alien to be released fromlarly serious crime if such alien has been custody or to challenge the alien's deporta-
convicted of one or more of the following: tion.".

"(1) An aggravated felony, or attempt or (d) UNLAWFUL RE-
conspiracy to commit an aggravated felony, ENTR-z.—Sectlon 242(f) of- the Immigration
for which the term of Imprisonment imposed and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1252(f)) Is
(regardless of any suspension of imprison- amended.—
ment) is at least one year. (1) by inserting "(1)" ImmedIately after

"(2) An offense described in subparagraph "(f)"; and -

(A), (B), (C), (B), (H), (I), (J), (L), or subpara- (2) by adding at the end the following new
graph (E)(ii), of section 101(aX43), or an at- paragrap
tempt or conspiracy to commit an offense "(2) Any alien who has unlaWfully reen-
described in one or more of such subpara- tered or is found in the United States afterPb5.. having previously been deported subsequent
SEC. 1 INELIGIBUTI'T OF AGGRAVA5D 'to a cony ction for any criminal offense coy-

ONS FOR ADJUSIMENT OF 1' ered in section 241(a)(Z) (A)(iit), (B), (C), or
Section 244(c) (8 U.S.C. 1254(c)), as amended (D), or two or more offenses described in

by section 150 of this Act, is further amended clause (if) of section241(a)(2XA), at.least two
by adding at the end the following new sen-. of which resulted in a sentence or confine-
tence: "No person who has been convicted of mont described in section 24l(a)(2)(A)(i)(),
an aggravated felony shall be eligible for re shall, in addition to the pnhTrent provided
lief under this subsection.". . ' for any 'other crime, be punished by Impri-
SEC. sea IPEDOUS DEPORFASION CSEAHES onment of not less than 15. years.".

NO ENFORCEABLE BIGHT FOR AG- (e) DEPINTFION.—Section Z4 (8 U.S.C. 1252)
GRAVAIED FELONS. is amended by adding at the end the follow-

Section 225 of the Immigration and Nation- Ing new subsection:
ality Technical -Corrections Act of 1994 (Pub- "(k) For purposes of this section. the term
lic Law 103-416) is amended by striking "sec- 'specially deportable criminal alien' means
tion 242(i) of the Immigration and National- any alien convicted of an offense described in
ity Act (8 U.S.C. 1252(1))" and inserting "see- subparagraph (AXiii), (B), (C), or CD) of sec-
tions 242(1) .or 242A of the Irninigration and tion 241(a)(2), or two or more offenses de-
Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1252(1) or 1252a)". scribed in section 241(a)(2XA)(li), at least two
SEC. 164. CVHI'ODY OF ALIENS CNVIC1tD OF of-which resulted in a sentence or confine-

AGGRAVATED FELONIES. ment described in section 241(a)(2)(A)(i)().".
(a) ExCLTSI0N AND DEPOaTATION.—Section SEC-lOS. JUDICUL DEPORFAS'ION.

236 (8 U.S.C. 1226) is amended in subsection (a) IN GENERAL.—Section 242A (8 U.S.C.
(e)(2) by inserting after "unless" the follow- 1252a(d)) is amended—
jug: "(A) the Attorney General dIermines, (1) by redesignating subsection (d) as sub-
pursuant to section 3521 of title 18, United section (c); and
States Code, that release from custody is (2) in subsection (c), as redesignated—
necessary to provide protection to a witness, (A) by striking paragraph (1) and inserting
-a potential witness, a person cooperating the following:
with an investigation into malor criminal "(1) AUTgOR1TY.—Notwitbstanding any
activity, or an immediate family member or other provision of this Act, a United States
close associate of a witness, potential wit- district court shall have jurisdiction to enter
ness, or person cooperating with such an in- a iudicial order of deportation at the time of
vestigation, and that after such release the sentencing against an alien—
alien would not be -a threat to the comma- "(A) whose criminal - conviction causes
nity, or (B)". such alien to be deportable under section

(b) CTJS'rODY UPON RELEASE FROM INCAS- 241(a)(2)(A)Wi) (relating to conviction of an
CERATION.—Section 242(a)(2) (8 U.S.C. aggravated felony);
1252(a)(2)) is amended to read as follows: "(B) who has at any time been convicted of

"(2)(A) The Attorney General shall take a violation of section 276 (a) or (b) (relating
into custody any specially deportable crlmi- to reentry of a deported alien);
nal alien upon release of the alien from in- "(C) who has at any time been convicted of
carceration and shall deport the alien as ex- a violation of section 275 (relating to entry
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of a alien at a improper time or place ad
to misrepresentation ad concealment of
facts); or

"(D) who is otherwise deportable prsua.nt
to any of the paragrapbs (1) through (5) of
section 241(a).
A United States Magistate shall have juris-
diction to enter a judicial order of deporta-
tion at the time of sentencing where the
alien as been convicted of a misdemeanor
offense and the alien Is deportable under this
Act."; ad

(B) by addiig at the end the following new
paragrapbs:

"(5) STATE CODRT FINDING OF DEPOTABE-
rr—(A) On motion of the prosecution or on
the court's ow motion, any State court
with jurisdiction to enter 3udgrnents in
criminal cases is author2zed to make a find-
ing that the defendant is deportable as a spe-
cially deportable crimiia1 alien (as defined
in section 242(k)).

"(B) The finding of deportability under
subparagraph (A), when incorporated in a
final judent of coaviction, shall for afl
purposes be conclusive on the alien ad may
not be reexamined by any agency or court,
whether by habeas corpus or otherwise. The
court thall notify the Attorney General of
ay flndig of deportability.

"(6) STIPULATED JUDICIAL ORD OF DEPOR-
TATION.—The United States Attorney, with
the concurrence of the Commissioner, may, -

PUISfl&t to Federal Rule of .Crmina1 Proce-
dure 11, enter Into a plea agreement which
calls for the alien, who is deportable under
this Act, to waive the right to notice and a.
hearing under this section, ad stipulate to
the entry of a judicial order of deportation
from the United States as.a condition of the
plea agreement or as a condition of proba-
tion or supervised release, or both. The Unit-.
ed States District Court, In both felony ad
misdemeanor cases, ad the United States
Magistrate Court in misdemeanors cases,
may accept sich a stipulation ad shall have
ur1sd1ction to enter a judid1 order of de-
portation pursuant to the terms of such stip-
ulation.".

(b) CoNPoRWG ADMENTS.—(1) Section
512 of the Immigraon Act of 1990 is amend-
ed by sthking "242A(d)" ad inserting
"242A(c)".

(2) Section 130007(a) of the Violent Crime
Control ad Law Enforcement Act of 1994
(Public Law 1O3-) is amended by stri]dng
"242A(d)" ad inserting "242A(c)".
SEC. 16& STWULA1 CLUSION OR DEPOrA-

TION.
(a) EXCLUSION AND DEPOaTAT!ON.—.Section

236 (8 U.S.C. 16) is amended by adding at
the end the following new subsection:

"(f) The Attorney General shall provide by
regulation for the entry by a special inquiry
-officer of a order of exclusion ad deporta-
tion stipulated to by the alien ad the Serv-
ice. Such a order maybe entered without a
personal appearance by the alien before the
special inquiry officer. A stipulated order
shall constitute a conclusive determination
of the alien's excludability ad deportabllity
from the United States.".

(b) APpREsxoN AND DEPORTAON.—.Sec-
tion 242 (8 U.S.C. 1252) is aiended in sub-
section (b).—

(1) by redesignat.ng paragrapbs (1), (2), (3),
ad (4) as subparagrapbs (A), (B), (C), ad
(D), respectively;

(2) by inserting "(1)" znmediately after

(3) by sthking the sentence beginning with
"Except as provided in section 242A(d)' ad
inserting the following:

"(2) The Attorney General shall further
provide by regulation for the entry by a spe-
cial inquiry officer of an order of deportation
stipulated to by the alien ad the Service.

Such an order may beenteed without a per-
sonal appearance by the alien before the spe-
cial Inquiry officer. A stipulated order shall
constitute a conclusive determination of the
alien's deportabthty from the United States.

"(3) The procedures prescribed in this sub-
section and in section 242A(c) sbaU be the
sole ad exclusive procedures for determin-
ing the deportability of a alien."; ad

(4) by redesigang the tenth sentence as
paragraph (4); ad

(5) . by redesignating the eleventh ad
twelfth sentences as paragraph (5).

(c) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.—(1) Section
106(a) is amended by iking "section
242(b)".ad inserting "section 242(b)(1)".

(2) Section 212(a)(6)(B)(iv) is amended by
striking "section 242(b)" ad inserting "sec-
tion 242(b)(1)".

(3) Section 242(aXl) is amended by sthking
"subsection (b)" ad Setthg"sibsection
(b)(1)". . -

(4) Section 242A(b)(1) Is amended by strik-
ing "section. 242(b)" ad inserting "section
242(b)(1)".

(5) Section-242A(c)(2)(D)(ii), as redesignated
by section 165 of this Act, is. amended by
Striking "section 242(b)" ad inserting "sec-
tion 242(b)(1)".

(6) Section 4113(a) of title 18, United States
Code, is amended by striking "sectiàn
1252(b)" ad iserth g"section 1252(b)(1)".

(7) Section 11(e) o title 28, United States
Code, is amended by striking "section 242(b)
of such Act (8 U.S.C. 1252(b))" ad inserting
"section 242(b)(1) of snch Act (8 U.S.C.
1252(b)(1))"

(8) Section 242E(c)(1) is amended by sik-
ing "section 242(b)(1)" ad inserting "section
242(bX4)". : -

(9) Section 242B(e)(2)(A) is amended by
striking "section 242(b)(1)" and Inserting
"section 242(b)(4)".

(10) Section 242B(e)(5)(A) Is amended by
strildng "section 242(b)(1)" and inselting
"section 242(b)(4)'.'.
SEC. 167. DOtI1ON AS A CONDITION OF

PROBATION.
Section 2563(by of title 18, United States

Code, is amended—
(1) by siki. "or" at the end of paragraph

(21);
(2) by striking the period at the end of

paragraph () and iEsertthg "; or"; and
(3) by adthng at the end the following new

paragrapb
"(23) be ordered deported by a United

States Disict Court, or United States Mag-.
istrate Court, pursuant to a stipulation en-
tered Into by the defendant ad the United
States under section 242A(c) of the Irnmigra-
tion ad Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1252a(c)),
except that, in the absence of a stipulation,
the United States District Court or the Unit-
ed States Magistrate Court, may order de-
portation as a condition of probation, if,
alter notice ad hearing nrsuant to section
242A(c) of the Immigration ad Nationality
Act, the Attorney GeieraI dexnoxistratesby
clear ad convincing evidence that the alien
is deportabie.".
SEC. 168. ANNUAL REPORT ON CEThUNAL ALJS.

Not later than 12 months after the date of
the enactment of this Act, ad aiua.Uy
thereafter, the Attorney General shall sub-
mit to the Committees on the Judiciary of
the Rouse of Representatives ad of the Sen-
ate a report detailing—

(1) the number of illegal aliens incarcer-
ated in Federal ad State prisons for having
committed felonies, stating the number in-
carcerated for each type of offense;

(2) the number of illegal aliens convicted
for felonies in ay Federal or State court,
but not sentenced to incarceration, in the
year before the report was submitted, stat-
ing the number convicted for each type of of-
fense;
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(3) programs ad plans underway in the De-

parment of Justice to ensure the prompt re-
moval from the United States of criminal
aliens subject to exclusion r deportation;ad

(4) methods for identifying ad preventing
the unlawful reentry oT aliens who have been
convicted of criminal offenses in the United
States and removed from the United States.
SEC. 169. UNDERCOVER- DVESrIGA.T1ON AV-

TRORIIY. -

(a) AUTEORrrIES.—(1) In order to conduct
any undercover investigative operation of
the Immigration ad Naturalization Service
which is necessary for the detection ad
prosecution of crimes against the United
States, the Service is authoiized—

(A) to lease space within the United
States, the District of Columbia. ad the ter-
ritories and possessions of the United States
without regard to section 3679(a) of the Re-
vised Statutes (31 U.S.C. 1341), section 3732(a)
of the Revised Statutes (41 U.S.C. 11(a)), sec-
tion 305 of the Act of June 30,1949 (63 Stat.
396; 41 U.S.C. 255), the third undeslgnated
Paragraph under the
ous" of the Act of March 3, 1877(19 Stat. 370;
40 U.S.C. 34), section 3648 of the Revised
Statutes (31 U.S.C. 3324), section 3741 of the
Revised Statutes (41 U.S.C. 22), ad sub-
sections (a) and. (c) of section 204 of the Fed-
eral Property and Aduinistrative Services
Act of 1949 (63 Stat. 395; 41 U.S.C. 254 (a) ad
(c));

(B) to establish or to acquire proprietary
corporations or busmess entities as p of
a undercover operation, and to operate such
corporatiáns or business entities on a com-
mercial basis, without regard to. the provi-
sions of section 304 of the Government Cor-
poration Control Act (31 U.S.C. 9102);

(C) to deposit funds, Including the proceeds
from such undercover operation, In barks or
other financial institutions without regard
to the provisions of section 648 of. tle 18 of
the United States Code, ad section 3639 of
the Revised Statutes (31 U.S.C. 3302); and

(D) to use the proceeds from such under-
cover operations to offset necessary ad rea-
sonable expenses incurred in such operations
without reg.rd to the provisions of section
3617 of the Revised Statutes (31 U.S.C. 3302).

(2) The authorization set forth in para-
graph (1) ay be exercised only upon written
certification of the Commissioner of the Im-
migration ad Naturalization Service, in
consultation with the Deputy Attorney Gen-
eral, that any action authorized by para-
graph (1) (A), (B), (C), or (D) is necessary for
the conduct of such undercover operation.

(b) UNtYSED Fws.—As soon as practicable
after the proceeds from an undercover nves-
tigative operation, carried out under para-
graph (1) (C) or (D) of subsection (a), are no
longer.necesry for the conduct of such op-
eration., such proceeds or the balance of such
proceeds remain_mg at the time shall be de-
posited Into the Treasury of the United
States as miscellaneous receipts.

(c) poar.—if a corporation or business
entity estab]J.shed or acquired as part of a
undercover operation under subsection
(a)(1)(B) with a net value of over S50,000 is to
be Iiqwdated, sold, or otherwise disposed of,
the Immigration ad Naturalization Service,
as much in advance as the Commissioner or
his or her designee determine practicable,
shall report the crctmstauces to the Attor-
ney General, the Director of the Of1ce of
Management ad Budget, ad the Comptrol-
ler General of the United States. The pro-
ceeds of the liquidation, sale, or other dis-
positiou, after obligations are met, shall be
deposited in the Treasury of the United
States as misce1ianeo receipts.

(d) AuDrS.—The ImmigratIon and Natu-
ralization Service shall conduct detailed fi-
nailcial audits of closed undercover oper-
ations on a qiarterly basis ad shall report
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the results of the audits in wntng to the. nationals ad in esunng that they serve the tion, prosecution, ad deportation of a nsDeputy Attorney General. balance of their senteices. : who have committed a criminal offen inSEC. 170. PRISONER TRANSFER TREATIES. (e) TBJLINING FOREIGN LAW ENFORCEMENT the United States;

(a) NEGOTIATIONS WiTa OTHER COUNTRIES.— PESONNEL.—(1) Subject to paragraph (2), the (3) changes in the treaties that may be flec-
(1) Congress advises the President to begin President shall direct the Border Patrol essary to increase the number of aliens con-
negotiate ad renegotiate, not later than 9() Academy ad the Customs Service Academy victed of criminal offenses who may be
days after the date of enactment of this Act; enroll for training an appropte number transferred pursuant to the treaties;
bilateral prisoner transfer treaties, provid- of foreign law enforcement personnel, and. methods for preventing the nn]awful re-ing for the incarceration, in the of shall make appointments of foreign law en- entry into the United States of aliens who

- the alien's nationality, of any alien who— forcenient personnel to such academies, have been convicted of criminal offenses in(A) is a national of a country 't py necessary- to further the following United the United States and transferred pursuantStates law enforcement goals: to the treaties;to such a treaty; and
(B) has been convicted of a of- (A) prevention of drug S2fl12ggUg and other (5) any recommendations by appropriate

fense under Federal or State law and who— cross-border criminal activity; officials of the appropriate government agen-
(1) is not in lawful immigration status in (B) preventing illegal immigration; and cies of such counties regarding programs to

'the United States, or (C) preventing the illegal entry of goods achieve the goals of, and ensure full conipli-nZo the United States (including goods the. ance with, the treaties;(11) on the basis of conviction for. a crlmi-
sale of whicñ is illegal in the United States, (6) whether the recommendations undernal offense under Federal or State law, or on
the entry of which would cause a quota to be this subsection require the renegotiation ofany other basis, is subject to deportation
exceeded, or which have not raid the appro- the treaties; andunder the Jxnmigration and Nationality Act, priate iuty or

(7) the additional funds required to iniple-for the duration of the prison term to whidh (2) The appointments described In para-the alien was -sentenced for the offense re- graph (1) shall be made only to the eztent ment each recommendation under this sub-
section.ferred to in subparagraph (B). ADy such there is capacity In such academies beyond

agreement may provide for the release of what is required to vain United States citi- SEC. 170& uSING ALIEN FOR IMMORAL PUR. -such alien, pursuant to parole procedures of zens needed in the Border Patrol and POSES FILING REQUIREIW4T.
that country. toms Service, and only of personnel from a Section 2424 of title 18, United Btates Code,(2) In entering into negotiations under country with which the prisoner ansfer is aiended—paragraph (1), the Piesident may consider treaty has been stated to be effective in the (1) in the first undesagnated paragraph ofproviding for appropriate compensation, sub- most recent report referred to in subsection subsection (a)—Ject to the avaiJability of appropriations, in (d). .

- (A) by striking "alien" each place it ap-cases where the United States is able to (f) AUTHORZAflON OF APPBOPRLtTIONS. pears;independently verify the adequacy of the There are authorized to be appropriated such (B) by inserting alter "individual" the firstsites where aliens wifi be misoned and the Sums as may be necessary to carry out this place it appearsthe following: ", knowing orlength of time the alien is actually incarcer- section. in reckless disregard of the fact that the in-ated in the foreign country under such a SEC.. 170A. ISONER ANSFER TREES dividual.is an aliexi" andtreaty. . STUDY (C) by striking "within three years alter(b) SENSE OF CoNGRSS.—It is the sense of (a) REPORT TO CONGSS.—Not later than that individual has entered the Unitedthe Congress th— 180 days alter the date of- the enactment of States from any country, party to the ar-(1) the focus of negotiations for such agree- this Act, the Secretary of State and the At-
rangement adopted July 25, 1902, for the sup-ment should torney General shall submit to the Congress pression of the white-slave traffic";(A) to expedite the ansfer of aliens un- a report that describes the use and effective-

(2) in the second undesignated paragraph oflawfully in the United States who ae (or ness of the prisoner transfer eaties with
subsection (a)—about to be) incarcerated in United States the three counties with the greatest number

of their nationals Incaxcerated In' the United (A) by S riking "thirty" and inserting1SOflS
States in removing from the United States "five bnsuiess"; and(B) to ensure that a. transferred prisoner
such incarcerated nationais. . (B) by siking "within three years alterserves the balance of the sentence imposed (b) USE OF TREATY.—The report under sub- that individual has entered the Unitedby the United States
sectiân (a) shah include— States from any country, -party to the said(C) to eliminate any requirement of (1) the number of aliens convicted of a arrangement for the suppression of theoner consent to such a ansfer, and cr1mna1 offense in the United States suce white-slave traffic,";(D) to aflow the Federal Government November 30, 1977, who would have been' or (3) In the text following the third undesig-the States to keep their orgina1 prison sen- are eligible for ans1er pwrsuant to the trea. nated paragraph of subsection (a), by sk-tences in force so that tansferred prisoners ties; lng "two" and inserting "10"; andwho return to the United States prior to the (2) the number of aliens described In (4) in subsection (b), before the period atcompletIon of thefr or1iua1 United States graph (1) who have been taiisferred pursuant the end of the second sentence, by insertingsentences can be returned to custody for the to the treaties; ", or for enforcement of the provtsions ofbalance of their prisons sentences;

(3) the number of alieDs described in para- section 274A' of the Jxnmigration and Nation-(2) the Secretary of State should give graph (2) who have been incarcerated in full ality Act".ority to concluding an agreement with anY compliance with the teaties; SEC. 170C. IECHNICAJ.. CORRECTIONS TO yb-country for which the Predent determines (4) the number of aligns who are incarcer- LENT CRIE CONTROL ACT ANDthat the number of aliens described in SUb ated in a pena] instut1on in the United . TECHNICAL CORRECTIONS ACT.section (a) who are nationals of that country Sta who are eligIble for transfer pursuant (a) IN GEp&i—The second subsection (i) -in the United States represen a nhcant to the teaties; and of section 245 (as added by section 130003(c)(1)percentage of all such aliens in the United (5) the number oI ailens described In para- of the Violent Crime Control and Law En-States; and graph (4) who are incarcerated in Fedea1, forcement Act of 1994; Public Law 103-322) is(3) no new eaty providing for the ansfer State, and local penal institutions in the redesignated as subsection Ci) of such sec-of aliens from Federal, State, or local Umted States. tion.ceration facilities to a foreign incarceration (c) RECOMMENDATIONS.—The report under (b) CONFORMING AJdENDMENT.—Sectionfacifity should peri1t the alien to refuse the subsection (a) shall include the recommenda- 241(a)(2)(A)(fl(I) (8 U.S.C. 1251(a)(2XA)(j)(I)) istransfer. tions of the Secretary' of State and the At- amended by stking "section 245(1)" and in-(c) PRISONER CONSENT.—Notwithstandjng torney General to increase the effectiveness se• "section 245(j)".any other provision of law, except as re- and use of, and full compliance with, thequred by treaty, the ansfer of an alien treaties. In considering the recormnenda- c Dsx OF JuDIcL ORDER.—(1) Section
from a Fedeial, State, or local incarceration tions under this subsection, the Secretary 242A(cX4), as redesignated by section 165 of
facility under an agreement, of the type re- and the Attorney General shall consult w'th this Act, is amended by s-iidng "without a
ferred to in subsection (a) shall not reqwre such State and local officiUs in areas dis- decision on the mrits".
consent of the alien. ppoonately impacted by aliens con- (2) The aiendment u3ade by this - sub-

(d) ANNUAl. BEPORT.—Not later than 90 victed of criminal offenses as the Secretary section shall be effective as if originally in-
days alter the date of the enactment of this and the Attorney General consider appro- cluded in section 223 of the Immigration andAct, and amualiy thereafter, the Attorney pr'iate. Such reconimendatjons safl ad- Nationality TecbDical Corrections Act ofGeneral shall submit a report to the Com- cre 1994 (Public Law 103-416).
xnjttees on the Judiciary of the Rouse of (1) changes in Federal laws, regulations, SEC. 170D. DEM0NSrRArIoN PROJECF POR ThEN-Representatives and of the Senate stating and policies affecting the identflcation, TIFICATION OF IILEGAL.ALIENS INwhether each prisoner transfer treaty to prosecution, and deportation of aliens who INCARCERATION FACLm OF ANA-which the United States is a party has been have committed criminal offenses in the
effective in the preceding 12 months in bring- United States; (a) AtrrHORrry—The Attorney General islug about the rettru of deportable incarcer- (2) changes in State and local laws, regula- authorized to conduct a project demonstrat-ated aliens to the country of which they are tions, and policies alfect2ng the identifica- ing the feasibifity of identifying illegal
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aliens among those Individuals who are An-
carcerated in local governmental pnson îa-
cthties prior to arraign1ent on crminaI
char'es. -

(b) DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT.—The project
authorized by subsection. (a) shall include
the det&i1 to the city of Anaheim, California,
of an employee of the igraton and Natu-
ralization Service having expertise in the
identification of illegal aliens for the pur-
pose of training local officials in the identi-
fication of such aliens.

Cc) TERMINATIOrt—The authority of this
section shall cease to be effective 6 months
alter the date of the enactment of this Act.

• Cd) DEFINmON—AS used in this section,
the term "illegal alien" means an alien in
the United States who is not within any of
the following classes of aliens:

(1) Aliens lawfully admitted for permanent
residence.

(2) Nonimmgrant aliens described n sec-
trnn 1O1(a)(15) of the Immigration and Na-
tionality Act.

(3) Refugees.
(4) Asylees.
(5) Parolees.
(6) Aliens having deportation withheld

under section 243(h) of the Immigration and
NationaJity Act.

• (7) Aliens having temporary residence sta-
tus.

PART S—MISCELLANEOUS
SFC. 171. IMMIGRATION EMERNCY PROVI.

SIONS.
(a) RBtJRSEMr OF FEDERAL ACENCIES

FROM IMMIGRATION EMERGENCY FtJND.—Sec-
tion 404(b) (8 U.S.C. 1101 note) is. amended—

(1) in paragraph (1)—
(A) after "paragraph (2)" by siking "and"

and inserting a comma, -
(B) by stnking "State" and inserting

"other Federal agencies and States",
(C) by inserting", and for the costs associ-

ated with repatriation of aliens attempting
to enter the United States iflegafly, whether
apprehended within or outside the territorial
sea of the United States" before "except",
and

(D) by adding at the end the following new
sentence: "The fund may be used for the
cost of such repatriations without the re-
quirement for a determination by the Presi-
dent that an immigration emergency ex
ists."; and

(2) in paragraph
(A) by inserting "to Federal agencies pro-

viding support to the Department of Justce
or" after "available"; and

(B) by msertng a comma before "when-
ever".

(b) VESSEL MOvEMENr CONTR0LS.—Sectjon
1 of the Act of Jime 15, 1917 (50 U.S.C. 191) is
amended n the first sentence by inserting
"or whenever the Attorney General deter-

• mines that an actual or anticipated mass mi-
gration of aliens en route to or arnving off
the coast of the United States presents ur-
gent circumstances requiring an iminedite
Federal response," after "United States,"
the first place it appears.

Cc) DELEGATION OF IMMIGRAT1ON ENFORCE-
MENT AtJTHOR1y.—Section 103 (8 U.S.C. 1103)
is amended by adding at the end of sub-
section (a) the following new sentence: "In
the event the Attorney General determines
that an actual or imminent mass influx of
aliens arriving off the coast of the United
States, or near a land border, presents ur-
gent circwnstances requiring an immediate
Federal response, the Attorney General may
authorize any specally designated State or
local law enforcement officer, with the con-
sent of the head of the depa.rtrient, agency,
or establishment under whose junsdjction
the individual is serving, to perform or exer-
cise any of the powers, privileges, or duties

conferred or imposed by this Act or regula-
tions issued thereunder upon officers or em-
ployees of the Service.". -

SEC. 172. AUTEOBITY TO DETERMINE VISA PROC.
ESSD'iG PROCEDURES.

Section 202(á)(1) (8 U.S.C. 1152(a)(1)) is
amended—

(1) by inserting "(A)" after "NoN-
DSCMfl'AflON.—";a

(2) by adding at the end the following:
"(B) Nothing in this paragraph shall be

construed to limit the authority of the Sec-
retary of State to determine the procedures
for the processing of in2mjgrant visa applica-
tions. or the locations where such applica-
tions will be processed.".
SEC. 173. JONT STUDY OF AVTOMAIED DATA

COLLECTION.
(a) STTJDY.—The Attorney General, to-

gether with the Secretary of State, the Sec
retary of Agriculture, the Secretary of the
Treasury, and appropriate representatives of
the air transport industry, shall jont1y un-
dertake a study to develop a plan for making
the transition to automated data collection
at ports of entry.

(b) REPORT—Nine months alter the date of
enactment of this Act, the Attorney General
shall submit a report to the Coxmmttees on
the Judiciary of the Senate and the House of
Representatives on the outcome of this joint
initiative, noting specific areas of agreement
and disagreement, ad recommending fur-
ther steps to be taken. Including any sugges-
tions for legislation.
SEC. 174. AUTOMATED ENTRY-T 'CONIOL

Not later than 2 years alter the date of the
enactment of this Act, the Attorney General
shall develop an automated entry and exit
control system that will enable the Attorney
General to identify, through on-line search-
ing procedures, Iawfally admitted non-
immlgrazits who remain in he United States
beyond the period authorized by the Attor-
ney General.
SEC. 175 USE OF LEGAUZAflON AND SPECIAZ

AGRICULTURAL WOBEER INPORMA.
TION.

(a) CONFIDENTIALrrY OF INFORZAflON.—Sec-
tion 245A(cX5) (8 U.S.C. 1255a(c)(5)) is amend-
ed by "except that the Attorney
General" and inserting the following: "ex-
cept that the Attorney General shall provide
information furnished under this section to a
duly recogrnzed law enforcement entity in
connection wth a criminal investigation or
prosecution, when such iflfornmtion is re-
quested in writthg by such entity, or to an
official coroner for purposes of amrinatvely
identifying a deceased individual (whether or
not such ndividua1 is deceased as a iesult of
a crime) and".

(b) SPEci AcRIcuzjrw WORs.—Sec-
tion 210(b)(6)(C) (8 U.S.C. 1160(b)(6)(C)) is
amended—

(1) by striking the period at the end of sub-
paragraph (C) and inserting a comma; and

(2) by adding in full measure margin aZtr
subparagraph (C) the following:
"except that the Attorney General shall pro-
vide information fnri.shed under this sec-
tion to a duly recognized law enforcement
entity In connection with a criminal- inves-
tigation or prosecution, when such informa-
tion is requested in writing by such entity,
or to an official coroner for purposes of al-
flimatively identifying a deceased individual
(whether or not such indi'iduaI is deceased
as a result of a crime).".
SEC. 176. RESCISSION OF LAWFUL PERMANENT

RESENT STATVS.
Section 246(a) (8 U.S.C. 1256(a)) is amend-

ed—
(1) by insertmg "(1)" 2mmediately after

"(a)"; and
(2) by adding at the end the following new

sentence: "Nothing in this subsection re-
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qwres the Attorney General to rescind the
alien's statns prior to commencement of pro-
cedures to deport the alien under section 242
or 242A, and an order of deportation issued
by a special inquiry officer sbaii be sufficient
to rescind the aUen' status.".
SEC. 177. COMMUNICATION Lj'w,N FERAL,

SFATE, AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT
AGENCJES, AND T ThflGRATION
AND MATURA1JZON SERVICE.

Notwithstanding any other provision of
Federal, State, or local law, no Federal.
State, or local overfl1nent entity sbafl pro-
hibt, or in any way restrict, any govern-
ment entity or any official within its juris.
diction from sending to, or receiving from,
the Immigration and Naturalization Service
information regarding the immigration sta-
tus, lawful or unlawful, of any person.
SEC. 178. AtJTHOEflY TO USE VOLUNIEERa

(a) ACCEPT&NCE OF DONATED SgRvzcES.—
Notwithztandi.ng any other provision of law,
but subject to subsection (b), the Attorney
General may accept, administer, and utilize
gifts of services from ay person for the pur-
pose of providing administrative assistance
to the Immigration and Naturalization Serv-
ice in administering - programs relating to
naturalization, adjudications at ports of
entry, and removal of crAininal aliens. Noth-
ing in this section requres the Attorney
General to accept the service of any-person.

(b) LilTATION—Such person may not ad-
minister or score tests and• may not ad,u-
dicate.
SEC. 179. AUTEORITY TO ACQU1R FEDERAL

EQUIPMENT FOR BORDER.
In order to facilitate or improve the detec-

tion, interdiction, and reduction by the Im-
migration and Naturalization Service of iile-
a1 immigration into the United States, the
Attorney General is authorized to acquire
and utilize any Federal equipment (Includ-
ing, but not limited to, fixed-wing aircraft,
helicopters, four-wheel. drive vehicles, se-
dans, night vision goggles, night vision
scopes, and sensor units) determined avail-
able for ansfer to the Deparnent of Jus-
tice by any other agency of the Federal Gov-
erEment upon request of the Attorney Gen-
eral.
SEC. 180. LIMITAIION ON LEGALIZATION LmGA-

TION.
(a) LThrATION ON COURT JURISDICTION.—

Section 245A(f)(4) is. amended by addg at
the end the following new subparagraph:

"(C) J1mIsDIcTIoN OP COUBTS.—Notwith-
standing any other provision of law, no court
shall have jurisdiction of any cause of action
or claim by or on bebalf of any person assert-
ing an interest under this section unless
such person in fact filed an application under
this section within the period specified by
subsection (a)(1), or attempted to file a com-
plete application and application fee with an
authorized legalization officer of the Imini-
gration and Naturalization Service but had
the application and fee refused by that offi-
cer.".

(b) EPFECTWE DA.—The amendment
made by this section shall be effective as if
originally included in section 201 of the Im-
migration Control and Financial Respon-
sibility Act of 1986. - -

SEC. 181 LIMITATION ON ADJUSTMENT OF SFA.
TUS.

Section 245(c) (8 U.S.C. 1255(c)) Is amend-
ed—

(1) by striking "or (5)" ad inserting "(5)";
and

(2) by inserting before the period at the end
the following: "; (6) any alien who seeks ad-
justxrient of status as an employment-based
immigrant and is not in a lawful non-
immigrant status; or (7) any alien who was
empioyed while the alien was an nauthor-
ized alien, as defined in section 274A(h)(3), or
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who has otherwise violated the terms of a
nonimmigrant visa".
SEC. 182. REPO ON DETENTION SPACE.

(a) IN GENERAL.—Not later than one year
after the date of the enactment of this Act,
the AttOriey General shall submit a report
to the Congress estimating the amount of de-
tention space that would be required on the
date of enactment of this Act, in 5 years, and
in 10 years, under various policies on the de-
tention of aliens, including but not limited
to-

(1) detaining all excludable or deportable
aliens who may lawfully be detañed;

(2) detamng all excludable or deportable
aliens who previously have been excluded,
been deported, departed while an order of ex-
cluzion or deportation was outstanding, vol-
untarily.departed nuder section 244, orvol-
untarily returned after being apprehended
while violating an imimgration law of the
United States; and

(3) the c1rrent policy.
(b) ESTIMATE OF NUMBER OF ALThNS RE-

LEASED iro TEE COMMUN1TY.—Such report
shall also estimate the number of excludable
or deportable aliens who have been released
into the community in each of the 3 years
prior -to the date of enactment of this Act
under circumstances that the Attorney Gen-
eral believes justified detention (for exam-
ple, a s1flcant probability that the re-
leased aLien would not appear, as agreed, at
subsequent exclusion or deportation proceed-
jugs), but a lack of detention failities re-
quired release.
SEC. 1 COMPENSAflON OF IMMIGRATION

DGE&
(a) COMPENSATION.—
(1) IN GENERAI..—There ha11 be four levels

of pay for special inquiry officers of the De-
parnent of Justice (in this section referred
to as "immigration judges") under the Im-.
migration Judge Schedule (designated as IJ-.
1, IJ-2, IJ-3,. and IJ-4, respectively), and each
such judge shall be paid at one of 'those lev-
els, in accordance with the rovirnons of this
subsection.

(2) RATES OF PAY.—<A) The rates of basic
pay for the levels established under para-
graph (1) shall be as follows:

70 pcet of the next to
• highest rate of basic
'pay for the Senior Ex-
ecutivé Service.

IJ-2 - ...; 80 percent of the next to
•

highest rate of basic
pay for the Senior Ex-
ecutive Service.

1.1-3 ..... 90 percent of the next, to
highest rate of basic

• pa for the Senior c-
ecutive Service.

1.3-4 ..... 92-percent of the next to
hlgbest raze of basic
pay for the Senior Ex-
ecutive Service.

(B) Locality pay, where applicable, hail be
calcu]ated into the basic pay for immigra-
tion judges.

(3) APPOINTMENT.—(A) Upon appointment.
an izxurngration judge thall be paid at IJ-1.
and 'shall be advanced to IJ-2 upon comple-
tion of 104 weeks of service, to LJ-3 upon
completion of 104 weeks of service in the
next lower rate, and to LJ—4 upon completion
of 52 weeks of service in the next lower rate.

(B) The Attorney General may provide for
appoinient of an immigration judge at an
advanced rate under such circuustances as
the Attorney General may determine appro-
priate.

(4) TRAzSrnON.—Judges serving on the Im-
migration Court as of the effective date of
this subsection shall be paid at the rate that
corresponds to the amount of time, as pro-
vided under paragraph (3)(A). that they have
served as a.n immigration judge.
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(b) EFFECI'IVE DATE.—SubSection (a) shall

take effect 90 days alter the date of the en-
actment of this Act.
SEC. 184. ACCEPTAX4CE OF SrATE SERVICES TO

CARRY OUT ThThflGRAT1ON .
FORCEMENT.

Section 287 (8 U.S.C. 1357) is amended by
adding at the end the following

"(g)(1) NotwithstandiD.g section 1342 of
title 31. Umted States Code.. the Attorney
General may enter into a written agreement
with a State., or ay political subdivision of
•a State, pursuant to which an officer or em-
ployee of the State or subdivision, who is de-
term3ned by the Attàrney General to be
qualified to perform a function of an inuni-
gration officer in relation to the arrest or de-
tention of aliens in the United States. may
carry out such function at the expense of the
State or political subdivision and to the ex-
tent consistent with State ad local law.

"(2) An agreement nnder this subsection
sball require that an officer or employee of a
State or political subdivision of a. State per-
forming a function under the greexnent
shall have knowledge of. and adhere to, Fed-
eral law relating to the function, and shall
contan a written certification that the offi-
cers or employees .perforing the function
under the agreement have received adequate
trainiDg regarding the enforcement of rel-
evant Federal immigration laws.

"(3) In performing a function under this
subsection.- an officer or employee of a State
or political subdivision of a State shall be
subject to the direction ad supervision of
the Attorney Gneral.

"(4) In performing a function under this
subsection, an officer or employee of a S.te
or political subdivzion of a State may use
Federal property or facilities, as provided in
a written agreement between the Attorney
General and the State or subdivision.

"(5) With respect to each officer or em-
ployee of a State or politica' subdivision who
is authorized to perform a function under
this subsection, the specific powers and du-
ties that may be, or are required to be. exer-
cised or performed by the individual, the du-
ration of the authority of the individual, and
the position of the agency of the Attorney
General who is required to uperv1se and di-
rect the Individual, shall be set forth in a
written agreement between the Attorney
General and the State or politia1 subdivi-
sion.

"(6) The Attorney General may not accept
a service under this subsection if the service
will be used to disp]ace ay Federal em-
ployee.

"(7) Except as provided in paragraph (8), an
officer or employee of a State or political
subdivision of a State performing functions
under this subsection sball not be eated as
a Federal employee for any purpose other
than for purposes of chapter 81 of title 5,
United States Code, (relang to compensa-
tion for injury) and sectioDs 2671 through
2680 of title 28, United States Code lating
to tort c1ams).

"(8) An officer or employee of a State or
political subdivision of a State acting under
color of authority under this subsection, or
any agreement. entered into nuder this sub-
section, sa1i be considered to be acting
under color of Federal authority for purposes
of determining the liability, and immunity
from suit, of the officer or employee in a
civil action brought under Federal or Stare
law.

"(9) Nothing in this subsection shall be
coztrued to require aiy State or political
subthvzion of a State to enter into an agree-
ment with the Attorney General under t
subsection.

"(10) Nothing in this subsection shall be
construed to require an agreement nnder
this subsection in order for ay officer or
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employee of a State or political subdivision
of a State—

"(A) to communicate with the Attorne:
General regarding the immigration status of
any individual, including reporting knowl-
edge that a particular alien is not lawfully
present in the United States; or

"(B) otherwise to cooperate with the At-
torney General in the identflcation, appre-
hension, detention, or removal of aliens not
lawfuily present in the United States.".
SEC. 185. ALIEN WTNESS COOPERAXION.

Section 214(JX1) of the Immigration and
Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1184(j)(1)) (relating
to numerical limitations on the number of
aliens that may be provided visas as non-
immigraDtS under section 101(a)(15)(5)(ii) of.
such Act) is amended—

(1) by striking "100" and inserting "200";
and

(2) by striking "25" and inserting "50".
Subtitle B—Other Coiflrol Measures

PAKF 1—PAROLE AUTHORITY
SEC. 191 JS#IBLE ONLY ON A CASE-BY.CASE

BASIS OR HUMAMTARIAN REA-
SONS OR SIGNF1CAN PUBUC BEN-

Section 212(d)(5)(A) (8 U.S.C. 1182(d)(5)) is
amended by striking "for emergent reasons
or for reasons deemed strict'y in. the public
interest" and msertig "on a case-by-case
basis for, urgent humanitarian reasons or sig-
nfficat public benefit".
SEC. 1. flCWSION U WORLDWIDE LEVEl.. OF

FAMILY-SPONSORED IMMIGRANTS.
(a) IN GENER&L.—Section 201(c)' (8 U.S.C.

1151(c)) is amended—
(1) byamendin paragraph (1XA)(Ii) to read

as follows:
"(ii) the sum of the number computed

nnder paragraph (2) and the number com-
puted under paragraph (4), plus"; and

(2) by adding at the end the followiDg new
paragraphs:

"(4) The number computed under this para-
graph for a fiscal year is the number of
aliens who were paroled into the United
States under section 2]2(d)(5) in the second
preceding fiscal year and who did not depart
from the United States within 365 day's.

"(5) IZ a.y alien described in paragmph (4)
is subsequently athriltted as an alien lawfully
admitted for permanent residence. such,alien
shall not agarn be considered for purposes of
paragraph (1).".

(b) INCLUSION OF PAROLED A1ms.—Section
2O (8 U.S.C. 1152) is amended by adding at
the end the following new subsection:

"(XX1) For purposes of subsection (a)(2), an
immigraDt visa shall be considered to have
been made available in a fiscal year to ay
alien who is not an alien lawfully admitted
for permanent residence but who was paroled
into the United States nnder section 212(d)(5)
in the second preceding fiscal. year and who
did not depart from the United States within
365 days.

"(2) If a.y alien described in paragraph (1)
is subsequent'y admitted as an alien lawfully
adnitted for 'permanent residence, an immi-
grant visa sbaJl not aga be considered to
have been made available for purposes of
subsection (a)(2).".

PART 2—ASYLUM
SEC. 193. LThILTATIONS ON ASYLt'M APPUCA-

TIONS BY JLIENS USING DOCU-1S FRAVDULENTL.Y OR BY -
CLUDAELE APPEEDED
AT SEA; USE OF SPECIAL ECIAYSION
PRocEDuEE.

Section 208 (8 U.S.C. 1158) is amended by
striking subsection (e) and inserting the fol-
lowing:

"(e)(1) Notwithstanding subsection (a), any
alien who, i seeking entry to the Umted
States or boardiDg a common carrier for the
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purpose of coming to the United States, pre- such procedure pursuant to subparagraph (A)
sents any document which, in the determina- may consult with a person or persons of the
tion of the immigration officer, is fraudu- alien's choosing prior to the procedure or
lent, forged, stolen, or mapplicable to the any review thereof, in accordance with regu-
person presenting the document, or other- lations prescribed by the Attorney General:
wise contains a misrepresentation of a mate- Such cosu1tation shall be at no exese to
rial fact. may not apply for or be granted the Government and shall not delay the
asylum, unless presentation of the documeiat process.
was necessary to depax- from a country in "(6) An alien who has been deterniied
which the alien has a credible fear of perse- under the procedure described in paragraph
cution, or from which the alien has a credi- (5) to have a credible fear of persecution
ble fear of return to persecution, and the shall be takes before a special inqUiry officer
alien traveled from such country directly to for a hearing in accordance with section 236.
the United States. "(7) As used in this subsètion, the term

"(2) Notwithstanding subsection (a). an 'asylum officer' means an i migration offi-
alien who boards a common carrier for the cer who— -
purpose of coming to the United States "(A) has had professional training in coun-
through the presentation of any document try conditions, asylwn law. and interview
which relates or purports to relate to the techniques; and
alien's eLigibility to enter the United States. "(B) is supervised by an ofcer who meets
and who falls to present such doèument to an the condition in subparagraph (A).
immigration officer upon arrival at a port of "(8) As used in this section, the term 'cred-
entry into the United States, may not apply ible fear of persecution' means that—
for or be granted asylum, unless presen- "(A) there is a substanta1 likelihood that
tation of such 4ocument was necessary to de- the statements made by the alien in support
part from a country in which the alie'has a of the alien's claim are true; and
credible fear of persecution, or from which "(B) there Is a sign1flcat possibility, th
the alien bas a credible fear of.retir to per- Light of such statements and of country con-
secution. and the alien traveled from such ditons, that the alien could establish dig!-
country directly to the United States. biity as a refugee within the meaningofsec-

"(3) Notwithstanding subsection (a), an tion 1O1(a)(42)(A).".
alien described in section 235(dX3) may not sec. i. UM1Th.TION ON ASYLUM CLMMS.
apply for or be granted asylum, unless the Section 208(a) (8 U.S.C. 1158(a)) b amend-alien aveled directly from a country in ed—whic1 the alien has a credible fear of perse- (1) by striking "The" and inserting the fol-cution. or from which the alien bas a credi- low "(1) cept as provided in paragraphble fear of return to persecution. (2), the"; and"(4) Notwitbstand±ng paragraph (1). (2). or
(3), the Attorney General , d- (2) by adding at the end the following:
traordinary circumstances, permit an alien "(2)(A) An application for asylum filed for

the £irst time during an exclusion or depor-described in any such paragraph to apply for
asylum. taton proceeding shall not be considered if

"(5)(A) when an Immigration. officer the proceeding was commenced more than
determined that an alien has sought entry one year after the alien's entry or admission
under either of the circumstances described Into the United States.
in paragraph (1) or (2), or is an alien de- "(B) An application for asylum may be
scribed In section 235(d)(3), or s otherwise an considered, notwithstaid1ng subparaaph
alien sub3ect to the special exclusion proce (A). if the applicant shows good cause for not
dure of section 235(e), and the alien bavmg filed within the specified period of
cated a desire to apply for asylum or for time.
withholding of deortaton under section 1S& LIMITAflON ON WORK ABORZAflON
243(h), the imuiigraton ofcer shall refer the
matter to an asylum ofcer. Section 208(8 U.S.C. 1158), as aznended by

"(B) Such asylum ofcer shall Interview this Act, is further amended by adding at the
the alien, In person or by video conference, end the following new subsection:
to determine whether the alien has a cij "(fX1) An applicant for as1um may not en-
ble fear of persecution (or of return to perse- gage In employment In the United States un-
cution) in or Irom— less such applicant has submitted-an applica-

"(I) the country of such alien's nationality tion for employment authorization to the
or. in the case of a person having no nation- Attorney GeneraL and, subject to paragraph
ality, the country In which such auen (2). the Attarney General has granted such
habita11y resided, and author1tion.

"(U) In the case of an alien seeking asylum "(2) The Attorney General may deny any
who has sought entry under either of the ciz- application for, or suspend or place. condi-
cumstances desczibed In paragraph (1) or (2), tons on any grant of. autorJzation for any
or who is desc1bed In section 235(d)(3), the applicant for asylum to engage In employ-
country In which the alien was last present ment In the United States.".
prior to attempting entry Into the United SEC. 196. UCA RESOUR FOR UC
States. ING ASYLUM APPUCâIION BAC.

"(C) If the officer determines that the LOGS.

alien does not have a credible fea of perse- (a) PURPOSE AND PERIOD OF AUXBOB.IZA-
cuton In (or of, return to persecution from) TION.—For the purpose of reducing the nuxn-
the country or countries referred to In sub- ber of appl1catons pending under sections
paragraph (B), the alien may be speclafly cx- 208 and 243(h) of the Immigration and Na-
cluded and deported In accox-dailce with see- tonality Act (8 U.S.C. 1158 and 1253) as of the
ton 235(e). date of the enacnent of this Act, the Attor-

"(D) The Attorney General sMli provide ney General shall have the authority de-
by regulation for the prompt supervisory re- scnbed In sabsectons (b) and (c) for a period
view of a deterInaton under subparagraph of two years, begning 90 days after the date
(C) that an alien physically present In the of the eEac1ent of this Act.
United States does not have a credible fear (b) PROCEDURES FOR PROPEETY ACQWSflION
of persecution In (or of return to persecution ON LEisnG.—Notwithstanding the Federal
from) the country or counIes referred toIn Property and Adzninisatve Services Act of
subparagraph (B). 1 (40 U.S.C. 471 et seq.). the Attorney Gen-

"(E) The Attorney General shall provide eral is authorized to expend out of funds
information concerning the procedure de- made avail&ble to the Department of Justice
scribed in this paragraph to persons who for the administration of.. the 1nunigraton
may be eligible. An alien who is eligible for and Natona1ity Act such amounts as may be
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necessary for the leasing or acquisition of
property to carry out the purpose described
in subsection (a).

(c) USE OF FEaE 1. BrmEzs.—(1) In order
to carry out 'the purpose described in sub-
section (a). the Attorney General may em-
ploy temporarily not more than 300 persons
who. by reason of retirement on or before
January 1, 1993, are receiving—

(A) annuities under the provisions of sub-
chapter UI of chapter 83 of title 5, United
States Code. or chapter 84 of such title;

(B) annuities under any other retirement
system for employees of the Federal Govern-
ment; or

(C) retired or retainer pay as retired offi-
cers of regular components of the uniformed
services.

(2) In the case of a person retired under the
provisions of subchapter UI of chapter 83 of
title 5, United States Code—

(A) ne amounts 'may be deducted from the
person's pay,

(B) the annuity of such person may not be
terminated,,

(C) payment of the annuity to such person
may not be discontinued. and

(D) the annuity of such person may not be
recomputed, under section 8344 of such title,
by reason of the temporary employment an-
thorized in paragraph (1).

(3) In the case of a person retired under the
provi&ons of chapter 84 of title 5, United
States Code—

(A) no amounts may be' deducted from the
person's pay,

(B) contributions to the Clvii Service Re-
tirement and Disability Fund may not be
made, and

(C) the annuity ofsuch person may not be
recomputed, under section 8468 of such title,
by reason of the temporary employment au-
thorized In paragraph (1).

(4) The rered or retainer pay of a retfred
officer of a regular component of a uni-
formed service may not be reduced under
section 5532 of title 5, United States Code, by
reason of temporary employment authorized
In paragraph (1).

(5) The President shall apply the provisions
of paragraphs (2) and (3) to persons receiving
anxn.ities descñbed in paxagraph (1)(B) In' the
same manner and to the same extent as such
provisions apply to persons receiving annu-
ities descñbed In pazaaph (1)(A).

PAW 3—CUBAN ADJUStMENT ACF
SEC. 197. BEPAL AND CEPTION.

(a) Pi.—Subject to subsection (b),
Public Law 89-732. as aznended, s hereby re-
pealed.

(b) SAvnGs PaovIsIoNs.—(1) The provi-
sions . of such -Act sball continue to apply on
a case-by-case basis with respect to Individ-
uals paroled Into the United States pursuant
to the Cuban M1graton A-ee1ent of 1995.

(2) The Individuals obtaining lawIui.perma-
nent resident statuundersuch provisions in
a flzcal year shall be teated as if they were
family-sponsored Immigrants acquiring the
status of aliens lawfully admitted to the
United States In such fiscal year for pur-
poses of the world-wide and per-country lev-
els 'of imm1graton described In sections 201
and Z)2 of the Lmzn1graton and Nationality
Act, except that any individual who pre-
viously was included In the number com-
puted under section 201(c)(4) of the Imxnlgra-
tion and Nationality Act, as added' by sec-
tion 192 of this Act, or had been counted for
purposes of section 202 of the Immigration
and Nationa1ity Act, as amended by section
1s2:of this Act, shall uot be so treated.

Subtitle C—Egective Dates
SEC. 198 EFFECIDIE DATE.

(a) IN GENERAL.—Except as otherwise pro-
vided In this title and subject to subsection



(b), this title, ad the amendments made by local government entty shall consider any
this title. sba3i take effect on the date of the. ineligible alien as resident when to do so
enactment of this Act. would place such alien in a more favorable

(b) OTE EFFECTIVE DATES.— position, regarding access to, or the cost of.
(1) EFFECTWE DATES FOR PROVISIONS DEAL- any benefit or government service, .than a

flqG WITH DOCUb FRAUD: REGUIATIQNS TO. United States citizen who is not regarded as
Th!PIEMENT.— such a resident.

(A) IN GENERAL.—The amendments made (3) NOflIICATION OF ALNS.—
by sections 131. 132, 141. and 195 shau be ef- (A) IN GENERAL.—The agency administer-
fectve upon the date of the enactment of ing a program referred to in paragraph (1)(A)
this Act d shail apply to alieDs who arrive or providing benefits referred to iD para-
i or seek admission to the United States on graph (1)(B) shall, dfrectly or, in the case of

or after such date. a Federal agency. through the States, notily
(B) RGuITIoNS.—NotwjthstandiDg any individually or by public notice, all ineli-

other provision of law, the Attorney General gible alien& who are rceiviiflg benefits under
may issue interim ftnal regulations to imple- a program referred to in paragraph (1)(A). or
xnent the provisions of the amendments list- are receiving benefits referred to n para-
ed jfl subparagraph (A) at any time on or graph (1XB), as the case may be, imrne-
after the date of the enactment of this Act. diately prior to the date of the enactment of
which regulations may become effective this Act and whose eligibthty for the pro-
upon publication without prior notice or op- gram is terminated by reason of this sub-
portunity for public comment. section.

(2) ALN SMUGGLING, CLUSION. MD DE- <B) FAiLuRE TO GiVE NOTICE.—Nothiflg in

poTATIoN.—The amendments made by sec- subparagraph (A) shall be coiztrued to re-

tons 1, 126. 128. 129. 143, and 150(b) n quire or authorize continuation of such eligi- -

apply with respect to offenses occurring on bility if the notice required by such para-
or after the date of the enactment of this graph Is not given.

Act.
(4) LThilTATION ONPRGNACY SERVICES FOR

• TFLE 11—F ANCIALRESPONSmEITY
UNDOCUMENTED AI.IENS.—

(A) 3-YEAR CONTINUOUS RESENCE.—An In-
Subtitle A—Receipt of Certain Govermnent eligible alien may not receive the services

Benefits described In paragraph (1)(A)W) u1ess such
SEC. 201. INELIGIBILflY OF EXCLUDABLE, DE. alien can establish proof of continuouS resi-

PORTABLE, D NoNmmfIGEMT dence In the United States for not less than
3 years. as determined in accordance with

(a) PLThLTC A SISTANCE AD BENEPTrS.— section 245a2(d)(3) of title 8. Code of Federal
(1) IN GE .—Notwithstand1 Reg]atons as in effet on the day before

other provision of law, an ineIigible alien the dte of the enactment of this Act.
deflned in subsection (1X2)) shaU not be eligi- (B) LIMITATION ON CPElU)ITt1RES.—Not
bleto receive— more than $12O,00o,000 in outlays may be e-

(A) any benefits under a public peded under title of the Social Secu-
program (as defiDed in subsectioii (f)(3)). ex- rity Act for reimbursement of services 4e-
cept.— scribed in paragraph (1)(A)(J.i) that are pro-

(i) emergency medical services under title vided to individuals described in subpara-
of the Social Security Act, graph (A).

(Ii) sub3ect to paragraph (4), prenatal and. (C) COnwD SE&VICES BY CURRENT
postpartum services under title XIX of the STATES.—States that have provided services
Social Security Act, described in paraaph (1)(A)(ii) for a period

(iii) short-term emergency disaster relief, of 3 years before the date of the enactment of
(iv) assistance or benefits under the Na- this Act shall continue to.provide such serv-

tional School Lunch Act, ices and shall be reimbursed by the Federal
(v) assistance or benefits under the Cbfld Government for the costs incurred in provid-

Nutrition Act of 1966. ing such services. States that have not pro-
(vi) public health assztance for = vided such services before the date of the en-

tions and, if the Secretar' of Health and actment of this Act, but elect to provide
•

Human Services determines that it is nec- such services after such date, shall be reim-
essary to prevent the spread of a serious bursed for the costs incurred in providing
communicable disease, for testing and such services- In no case shall States be re-
ment for such diseases, and qmred to provide services in excess of the

(vii) such other service or assistance (such amounts provided in subparagraph (B).
as soup kitchens, crisis counseling, interven- (b) ULoYMENT BENETrrS.—Notwith-
tion (including intervention for domestic standing any other provision oflaw, only eli-
olence), and short-term shelter) as the AttOT gible aliens who have been granted employ-
ney General specifies. in the Attorney Gen- ment authorization pirsuant to Federal law,
eral's sole and unreviewable discretion, after and United States citizens or natona1s, may
consu1taton with the heads of appropriate receive unemployment benefits payable out
Federal agencies, if— of Federal funds, and such eligible aliens

(I) such service or aSsztance is delivered at may receive only the portion of such benefits
the coxrzmw3ity level, including through pub- which is attributable to the authorued em-
lic or private nonprofit agencies; ployment.

(U) such service or assistance is necessary (c) SOCIAL SECUB1TY B1NEFrTS.—
for the protection of Life, safety, or public (1) IN GENER.AL.—NotWlthStanthflg any
health; and other provision of law, only eligible aliens

() such service or assistance or the who have been granted employ ent author-
amount or cost of such servzce or assistance izaton pursuant to Federal law and United
is not conditioned on the recipient's income States cizen or nationals may receive any
or resources; or benefit under title U of the Social Security

(B) axiy grant. contract, loan, professional Act, and such eligible aliens may receive
license, or commercial license provided or only the poron of such benefits which is at-
funded by any agency of the United States or thbutable to the authorized employment.
any State -or local government entity, ex- (2) NO RE1WD OR REThBURSEMET—Not-
cept, with respect to a nonimxngraflt au- withstanding any other provision of law, no
thorized to work in the United States, any tax or other contribution reciuired pursuant
professional or commercial license required to the Social Secur2ty Act (other than by an
to engage in such work, if the nonimmigrant eligible alien who bas been granted employ-
is otherwise qualified for such license. ment authorization pursuant to Federal law,

(2) BENEmS OF RESn)ENCZ.—Notwithztaud- or by an employer of such alien) shall be re-
ing any other provision of law, no State or funded or reimbursed. in whole or in part.

(d) HOUSING ASS TANCZ PROGWdS.—Not
later than 90 days after the date of the enact-
ment of this Act, the Secretary of Housing
and Urban Development slia.U submit a re-
port to the Committee on the Judiciary and
the Committee on Ban]dng, Housing, and
Urban Affairs of the Senate, and the Corn-
xnittee on the Judiciary and the Coxnrnittee
on Ban.ug and Financial Services of the
House of Representatives.. describing the
manner in whichthe Secretary is enforcing
section. 214 of the Housing and Community
Development Act of 1980 (Public Law 96-399;
94 Stat. 1637) and containing statstcs with
respect to the number of individuals denied
financial assistance under such section.

(e) NONPROFIT, . CKAR1TA3I.E ORGANLZA-

TIONS.—
(1) IN GE?Ep.AL.—Nothflzg in this Act shall.

be coxztrued as requiring a nonprofit cbari-
table organization operating any program of
assistaxice provided or fwded, in whole or in
part, by the Federal Government to—•

(A) determine, verify, or otherwise require
proof of the eligibility, as determmed under
this title, of any applicant for benefits or-as-
sistancé under such program; or

(B) deem that the income or assets of any
applicant for benefits or assstace under
such program include the income or assets
described in sction 204(b).

(2) NO EFFECT ON FEDERAL AUTHOR.1T TO
Dt1'ERMNE . cOMPLIAZ4CE.—Nothing in this
subsection shall be construed as prohibiting
the Federal Government from determining
the eligibility, under this section or section
204, of any individual forrn benefits under a
public assistance program (as defined in sub-
section (f)(3)) or for government benefits (as
defixied in subsection ()(4)).

(f) DEFnrrzONS.—For the purpOses of this
section—

(1) AGI.E Ai.mx.—The term "eligible
alien" means an indIvidna.1 who is—

(A) an alien lawfully adinftted for perma-
nent residence under the Immigration and
Nationality Act,

(B) an alien granted asylum under section
208 of such Act,

(C) a refugee admitted under section 207 of
such Act,

CD) an alien whose deportation bas been
withheld under section 243(h) of such Act. or

CE) an alien paroled into the United States
under section 212(dX5) of such Act for a pe-
riod of at least 1 year.

(2) DELIGIBLE .AUEN.—The term "ineligible
alien" means an individual who is not—

(A) a United States citizen or national; or
(B) an eligible alien-
(3) PUBLIC ASISTCE PROGRAXI —The term

"public assistance program" means any pro-
gram of assistance provided or funded, in
whole or in part, by the Federal Government
or any State or local government entity, for
which eligibility for benefits is based on
need.

(4) GOVERNMENT BENEFTrS.—The term "gov-
ernment benefits" includes—

(A) any grant, contract. loan, professional
Ucense, or commercial license provided or
funded by any agency of the United States or
any State or local government entity, ex-
cept, with respect to a nonixnmigrant au-
thorzed to work in the Uxited States, any.
professional or commercial license required
to engage in such work, if the nonimmigrant
is otherwise qnalffied for such license;

(B) unemployment benefits payable out of
Federal funds;

(C) benefits under title U of the Social Se-
cunty Act;

(D) financial assistance for proses of sec-
tion 214(a) of the Housing and Community
Development Act of 1980 (PubliQ Law 96-399;
94 Stat. 1637); and

(E) benefits based on residence that are
prohibited by subsection (a)(2).
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SEC. 203. DEFINiTION OF 'PUBLIC CRARGE" FOR

PUBP OFDEPOR'rATION.
(a) Iii GENSRAI..—Sectlon 241(a)(5) (8 U.S.C.

1251(a)(5)) is amended to read as follows:
'"(5) PUBLIc CHARGE.—
"(A) IN GENRAL—AnY alien who during

.the public charge period becomes a public
charge, regardless of when the cause for be-
coming a public charge arises, is deportable.

"(B) CEPTIONS.—Subparagraph (A) shall
not apply if the alien is a refugee or has been
granted asylum, or if the cause of the alien's
becoming a public charge—

"(1) arose after entry (in the case of an
alien who entered as an immigrant) or after
adjustment to lawful permanent resident
status (in the case of an alien who entered as
a nonixnmigrant), and

"(U) was a physical Illness, or physical In-
jury, .so serious the alien could not work at
any job, or a mental disability that required
continuous hospitalization.

"(C) DEI'INITIoNS.— -

"(1) PUBLIC CHARGE PERIOD.—For purposes
of subparagraph (A), the term 'public charge
period' means the period beginning on the
date the alien entered the United States and
ending—

"(I) for an alien who entered the United
States as an immigrant 5 years after entry,
or

"(IL) for an alien who entered the United
States as a noni=igrant, 5 years after the
alien adjusted to permanent resident status.

"(U) PUBLIC CEARGE.—For purposes of sub-
'paragraph (A), the term 'public charge' in-
chides any alien who receives benefits under
any program described in subparagraph (D)
for an aggregate period of snore than 12
months.

"(D) PRoGHAMs DESCRmED.—The programs
described in this subparagraph are the fol-
lowing:

"(I) The aid to' families with dependent
children program under title fT of the Social
Security Act.

"(ii) The medicaid program under title XIX
of the Social Security Act.

"(lii) The food stamp program under the
Food Stamp Act of 1977.

"(lv) The supplemental security income
program under title XVI of the Social Secu-
rity Act.

"(v) Any State general assistance program.
"(vi) Any other program of assistance

funded, in whole or in .part, by the' Federal
Government or any State or local govern-
ment entity, for which eligibility for bane-
fits is based on need, except the programs
listed as exceptions in clauses (I) through
(vi) of section 201(a)(1XA) of the Immigration
Reform Act of 1996.".

(b) CONSTRZXCTION.—Nothing in subpara-
graph (B), (C), or (D) of section 241(a)(5) of
the Immigration and Nationality Act, as
amended by subsection (a), may be construed
to affect or apply to any determination of an
alien as a public charge made before the date
of the enactment of this Act.

(c) RHvTEw OF STATUS.— -

(1) IN GENERAL.—In reviewing any applica-
tion by an alien for benefits under section
216, section 245, or chapter 2 of title Ill of the
Immigration and Nationality Act the Attor-
ney General shall determine whether or not
the applicant is. described in section
241(a)(5)(A) of such Act, as so amended.

(2) Gaouns FOR DENZAL.—If the Attorney
General determines that an alien is described
in section 241(a)(5)(A) of the Immigration
and Nationality Act, the Attorney. General
shall deny such application and shall insti-
tute deportation proceedings with respect to
such alien, unless the Attorney General exer-
cises discretion to withhold or suspend de-
portation pursuant to any other section of
such Act.

(d) EmcrivE DATE.—Thls section and the
amendments made by this section 'shall
apply to aliens who,enter the United States
on or after the date of. the enactment of-this
Act. and 'to aliens who entered as non-
immigrants before such date but -adjust or
apply to adjust their statni after such date.
SEC. 203. REQUNTS FOR SPONSOR'S APiS-

DAV1F OF SUPPORT.-
(a) oRcnaBn.r1'y.—No affidavit of sup.

port may be relied upon by the Attorney
General or by any consular officer to estab-
lish that an alien is not excludable as a pub-
lic charge under section '212(aX4) of the Im-
migration and Nationality Act unless such
affidavit is executed as a contract—

(1) which is legally enforceable against the
sponsor by the sponsored individual, or by
the 'Federal Government or any State, dis-
.trlct, territory, or possession of the United
States (or any subdivision of such State, dis-
trlct territory, or possession of the Vnlted
States) that provides any benefit described
in section 241(a)(5)(D), as amended by section
202(a) of this Act, but not later than 10 years
after the sponsored individual last receires
any such benefit;

(2) in which the sponsor agrees to finan-
cially support the sponsored individual, so
that he or she will not become a public
charge, until the sponsored individual has
worked in the United States for 40 qualifying
quarters or has become a tTnited States citi-
zen., whichever occurs first, and

(3) in which.the sponsor agrees to submit
to the jurisdiction of any Federal or State
court for the purpose of actions brought
under subsection (d) or (e).

(b) Fousss.—Not later than 90 days after
the date of the enactment -of this Act, the
Secretary of State, the 4ttorney General,
and the Secretary of Health and Human
Services shall jointly formulate the affidavit
of support described in this section.

(c) NOTIFICATION OF CHANGE OF ARESS.—
(1) GENERAL BEQUsnHANT—The sponsor

shall notify the Attorney General and the
State, district, territory, or possession In
which the sponsored individual is currently a
resident within 30 days of any change of ad-
dress of the sponsor during the period sped-
fled in subsection (aXi).

(2) PENtLTY.—Any person subject to the re-
quirement of paragraph (1) who fails to sat-
isfy such requirement-shall, after notice and
opportunity to be heard, be subject to a civil
penalty of—

(A) not less than $250 or more than $2,000,
or

(B) if such failure occum with knowledge
that the sponsored individual has received
any benefit described In. section 241(aX5)(D)
of the Immigration and Nationality Act, as
amended by 'section 202(a) of this Act, not
less than $2,000 or more than $5,000.

(d) REIMBURSEMENT OF GOVERNMENT I-
PENSEn.-

(1) IN GENERAL.—
(A) REQUENT FOR REm4BtJRsEMENT—pon

notification that a sponsored individual has
received any benefit described in section
241(a)(5XD) of the'lmmigratlon and National-
ity Act, as amended by section 202(a) of this
Act, the appropriate Federal, State. or local
official shall request reimbursement from
the sponsor for the amount of such assist-
ance. ' . -

(B) REGuIATIONs.—The Coinmi1oner of
Social Security -shall prescribe such regula-
tions as may be necessary to carry out sub-
paragraph (A). Such regulations shall pro-
vide that notification be sent to the spon-
sor's last known address by certified mail.

(2) ACTION AGAINST SPQNS0R.—If within 45
days after requesting reimbursement, the ap-
propriate Federal, State, or local agency has
not received a response from the sponsor in-
dicating a willingness to make payments, an
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action may be brought against the sponsor
pursuant to-the affidavit of support.

(3) FAJIUun TO MEER REPAYMENT TERMS.—If
the sponsor agrees to. make payments, but
fails to abide by the repayment terms estab-
11shd by the agency, the agency may, within
60 days of such failure, 'bring an action

.against thesponsor pursuant to the affidavit
of support.

(e) JURtSDIC'rION.—
(1) IN GENERAL.—An action to enforce an

affidavit of support executed under sub-
section (a) may be brought against the spon-
sor in any Federal or State court—

(A) by a sponsored individual, *ith respect
to financial support or

(B) by a Federal, State, or local agency,'
with respect to reimbursement.

(2) COURT MAY NOT DECLn.E TO ERAR CASE.—
For purposes of this. section, no Federal or

.State court shall decline for lack of subject
matter or personal jurisdiction to hear any
action brought against a sponsor under para-
graph (1) if—

(A) the sponsored individual is a resident
of the State in which the court is located,' or
received public assistance wltIle residing in
'the State; and

(B) such sponsor has received service of
process In accordance with applicable law.

(1) DEPE1TIONS.—For purposes of this sec-
tion—

(1) SPONSOR.—The term "sponsor" means
an individual who—

(A) Is a United States citizen or national
or an alien who is lawfully admitted to the
United States for permanent residence;

(B) is at least 18 years of age;'
(C) is domiciled in any of, the several'

States of the United States, the District of
Columbia, or any territory or possession of
the United States; and

(D) demonstrates the means to maintain
an annual income equal to at least 125 per-
cent of the Federal poverty line for the indi-
vidual and the individual's family (including
the sponsored alien and any other alien spon-
sored by the individual), through evidence
that includes a copy of the individual's Fed-
eral income tax return for the 3 most recent
taxable years (which returns need show such
level of annual income only in the most re-
cent taxable year) and a written statement,
executed under oath or as permitted under
penalty of perjury'under section 1746 of title
28, United States Code, that the copies are
true copies of such returns.
In the case of an individual who is on active
duty (other than active duty. for training) in
the Armed Forces of the United States, sub-
paragraph (D) shall be applied by substitut-
Ing "100 percent" for "125 percent".

(2) FEDERAL' POVERTF LINE.—The term
"Federal poverty line" means the level of in-
come equal to the official poverty line (as
defined by the Director of the Office of Man-
agement and Budget, as revised annually by
the Secretary of Health and Human Services,
in accordance with section 613(2) of the Om-
nibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981 (42
U.S.C. 9902)) that is applicable to a family of
the size involved.

(3) QUALIFYING QU.ARTEn.—The term "quali-
fying quhrte" means a three-month period
in which the sponsored individual has—

(A) earned at least the i-ninn'ium necessary
for the period to count as one of the 40 quar-
ters required to qualify for social security
retirement benefits;

(B) not received need-based. public assist-
ance; and

(C) had income tax liability for the tax
year of which the period was part.
SEC. 204. .ATrRIBUTION OF SPONSOR'S INCOME

AND RESOURCES TO FAMILY-SPON-
SORED WaUGRANrs.

(a) DEEMEG REQTJIREMENT FOR FzDrn.az.
AND FEDERALLY FUNDED PROGRAMS.—Subject
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to subsection (d), for purposes of determlnAng
the eligibility of a alien for benefits, and
the amount of benefits, under any public as-
sistance program (as defined in section
201(fX3)), the income and resources described
in subsection (b) shall, notw1thstanthig any
other provision of law, be deemed to be the
income and resources of such alien.

(b) DEEMEI INCOME D RESOURCES.—The
income and resources described in this sub-

.section include the Lncome and resources
of—

(1) any person who, as a sponsor of an
alien's entry into the United States, or In
order toP- enable an alien lawfully to remain
in the United States, executed an affidavit of
support or siflaragreement with respect to
such alien, and

(2) the sponsor's spouse.
• (c) LNOT OP DEE?O PERIOD.—The re-

• qnlrenlent of subsection (a) shall apply for
the period for which the $pozor has agreed,
in such affidavit or agreement, to provide
support for such alien, or for a period of S
years beginning on the day such alien was
first lawfully in the United States after the
execntion of such affidavit or agreement,
whichever period is longer.

(d) CEp'rxoNs.—
(1) IBDIGENCE.—
(A) IN oRAL.—If a determination de-

scribed in subparagraph (B) is made, the
amount of income and resources of the spon-
sor or .the sponsor's spouse which sbafl be at-
tributed to the spotsored alien shall not ex-

ceed the amount actuafly provided for a pe-
riod—

(I) beginning on the date of such deter-
mination and ending .12 months after such
date, or

(U) if the address of the sponsor is on-
kxiown to the sponsored alien, beginning on
the date of such deterzrunation and ending
on the date that is 12 months after the ad-
thess of the sponsor becomes known to the
sponsored alien or to the agency (which shall
Inform such alien of the address within 7

• days).
(B) DErm4ATION DESCRXBED.—A deter-

mination described in this subparagraph is a
determination by an agency that a sponsored
alien would, in the absence of the assistance
provided by the agency, be unable to obtain
food and shelter, taking into account the
alien's own income, pins any cash, food,
housing, or other assistance provided by
other individnais, including the sponsor.

(2) EDUCATION ASSISTANCE.—
(A) IN OENAL—The requirements of sub-

section (a) shall not apply with respect to
sponsored aliens who bave received, or have
been approved to receive, student assistanôe
under title IV, V. IX, or X of the Bigher Edu-
cation Act of 1965 in an academic year which
ends or begins in the calendar yea in which
this Act is enacted.

(B) DuRION.—The exception described in
subparagraph (A) sai1 apply only for the pe-
riod normally required to complete the
course of study for wbich the sponsored alien
receves assistance described in that sub-
paragrapb

(3) CTA4 S}VICES D SSISTACE.—The
.requirements of subsection (a) shall not
apply to any service or assistance described
in section .201(a)(1)(A)(vil).

(e) DEEMflG .AUTHOrrY TO STATE AND
Loci.z. AGENC!ES.—

(1) IN OENERAL.—NoVWthStandiflg any
other provision of law, but subject to excep-
tions equivalent to the exceptions described
in subsection (d). the State or loca' govern-
ment may, for purposes of determining the
eligibility of a alien for benefits, and the
amount of benefits, under any State or local
program of assistance for which eligibility is
based on need, or any need-based program of
assistance administered by a State or local
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government (other than a program of assist-
ance provided or funded, in whole or in part,
by the Federal Government),. require that
the income and resources described in sub-
section (b) be deemed to be the income and
resources of such alien.

(2) LENGIB OP DEEMING PEBOD.—Subject to
exceptions equivalent to the exceptions de-
scribed in subsection (d), a State or local
government may impose the requirement de-
scribed in paragraph (1) for the period for
which the sponsor has agreed. in such affida-
vit or agreement, to provide support for such
alien, or for a period of 5 years beginning on
the day such alien was first lawfully in the
United States after the execution of such af-
fidavit or agreement, whichever period is
longer.
SEC. 205. VERI CATION OF SIUDENT ELIGI-

BUZIT FOR POS1SECONDARY FED.ER STVD PU4ANcIAL ASSIST-
ANC

(a) REPORT REQUfENT.—Not later than
one year after the date of the enactment of
this Act, the Secretary oiEducation and the
Commissioner of Social Secnrity shall joint-
ly submit. to the Congress a report on the
computer matchig program of the Depart-
ment of Education under section 484(p) of the
Higher Education Act of 1965.

(b) REPORT EMENTS.—The report shall
inclñde the following

(1) An assessment by the Secretary and the
Commioner of the effectiveness of the
computer matching ogra.xn. and a )nstlfica-
tion for such assessment.

(2) The ratio of inaccate matches under
the program to successful matcies.

(3) Such àther inforxnation as the Sec-
retary -and the Connnlssioner joint'y con-
slder.approprmte.
SEC. 206. AUTUOBX1Y OF STATE AND LOCAL-

- TJES TI) urr ASSISWCE TO
ALS A11D TO DISIINGUISH
AMONG CL*ES OF ALS IN PRO.
VJDING GENERAL PUBLIC AsSlsr-
ANCE.

(a) IN GENZB.AL.—Subject to subsection (b)
and notwithstanding any other provision of
law, a State or local government may pro-
kibit or otherwise limit or restrict the eligi-
bility of aliens or classes of aliens for pro-
grams of general cash public assistance fur-
fished under the law of the State or a politi-
cal subdivision of a State.

(b) LmATION.—The authority Drovided
for under subsection (a) may be exercised
only to the extent that any probibitions,
limitations, or restrictions imposed by. a
State or local government are not more re-
sictive than the prohibitions, Ilm.ttatioris,
or resthctions Imposed under comparable
Federal programs. For purposes of this sec-
tion. atthbution to an alien of a sponsor's
income and resources (as described in section
204(b)) for purposes of determining eligibility
for, and the amount o, benefits shall be con-
sidere less resthctive tha.n a prohibition of
eligibility for such benefits. - —
C. 207. EAEP 1NCOIfl TAX C1T D

TO INDPJWUALS NOr rrz4S OR
LAWFUL PERMM((F 8ID

(a) IN GRAL.—
(1) LrATION.—Novwthstandg any

other provision of law, an individual may not
receive an earned income tx credit for any
year in which such individual was not, for
the entire yeas, either a Uthted States citi-
zen or nationa1 or a lawful permanent resi-
dent.

(2) IDENrIFICATION NUMB} REQoED.—SeC-
tion 32(cXl) of the internal Revenue Code of
1986 (relating to Individuals eligible to claim
the eanied income tax credit) is amended by
adding at the end the following new subpaa-
graph:

"(F) IDENTIYIC&TION NUMBER REQUE-
MENT.—The term 'eligible thdividual' does
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not include any individual who does not in-
clude on the return of tax for the taxable
year—

"(i) such individual's taxDayer identifica-
tion number, and

"(il) if the individual is married (within
the meaning of section T703), the taxpayer
identification -number of such. individnal's
spouze.".

(b) SPECIAL IDENnFICA'rIoN NUMBER—Sec-
tion of the internal Bevenne Code of 1986
is amended by adling at the end the follow-
ing new subsection:

"(k) IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS.—Solely for
purposes of subsections (c)(1)(F) and
(cX3)(D), a taxpayer dent1flcation number
means a social security number issued to an
individual by the Social Security Admins-
tration (other than a social security number
issued pursuant to clause ),(or that por-
tion of clause () that relates to clause (II))
of section 205(c)(2)(B)(1) of the Social Secu-
rity Act).". •

(c) TENSION OP PROCEDURES APPLICABLE
TO MA .'LAflCAL OR CLERICAL ERRORS.—
Section 6213(g)(2) 'of the internal Revenue
Code of 1986 (relating to the deflzition of
mathematical or clerical errors) i.s amend-
ed— -

(1) by striking "and' at the end of subpara-
graph CD),

(2) by striking the period at the end of sub-
paragraph (E) and inserting ", and", and

(3) by inserting after subpazagraph E) the
following new subparagraph:

"(F) an unintended omission of a correct
taxpayer identification number required
under section 32 (relating to the earned in-
come tax credit) to be included on a re- -
turn?'.

(d) EFFECTiVE DArE.—The amendments
made by this section shall apply to taxable
years beginning after December 31, 1995.
SE 20& CIASED MA CRAL P

ALTIES R FORGING OR COUNl.
F!NG SEAL OF A IER4%L DE-
PAIr1T. OR AGENCY TO PACUJ.
TA1 BE?1T FRAUD 3' /J UN
IAWTULWL

Section 506 of title 18, United States Code,
is amended to read as follows:
"5O6. Seals of departwenta or agencies

"(a) Whoever—
"(1) falsely makes, forges. counterfeits,

mutilates, or alters the seai of ay depart-
ment or agency of the United States, or any
facsimile thereof;

"(2) knowIngly uses, affixes, or Impresses
any such fraudulently made, forged, counter-
feited, mutilated, or altered seal or facsimile
thereof to or tpon any certificate, nstrn-
ment, comntion, document, or paper of
any desc ption; or

"(3) with fraudulent intent, possesses,
sells, offers for sale, furnishes, offers to fur-
nis, gives away, offers to give away, trans-
ports. offers to tra_DspOrt, inipozts. or offers
to import any such seal or facsimile thereof.
Icnowlng the same 'to have been so falsely
made, forged, counterfeited, mutilated, or al-
tered.
s1l be fined under this title, or Imprisoned
not more than 5 years. or both.

"(b) Notwithstanding subsection (a) or any
other provision of law, if a forged, counter-
feited, mutflated, or altered sea.1 of a depart-
ment or agency of the Uxilted States, or any
facsimile thereof, is—

"(1) so forged, counterfeited, mutflated, or
altered

"(2) used, affixed, or impressed to or upon
any certificate, Izislalament. comTTnsion,
document, or paper of any description; or

"(3) with fraudulent intent, poessed, sold.
offered for sale, fuxzisbed. offered to furnish.
given away, offered to give away, tans-
ported, offered to ansport, Imported, or of-
fered to Import,
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SEC. 210. CO JTAflON OF TJIRGEThD ASSIST- Cc) ADM sRATIoN.—Tbj section shall beANCE. administered by the Attorney Generai, inSection 412(c)(2) (8 U.S.C. 15(c)(2)) consultation with the Secretary of Healthamended by adding at the end the following and Human Services.new subparagraph: Cd) EFFECTrV DATE.—Th1S section 'shall"(C) Except for the Targeted Assistance not apply to emergency methcal services fur-Ten Percent Discretionary Program all

nished before October 1. 1995.grants-made available under this paragraph
SEC. 213. PU.OT PROGRAMS.for a fiscal year shall be allocated by the Of-

fice of Refugee Resettlement in a manner (a) rnoi CouT Bo CRoss-
that ensnres that each quaiifythg county re- flG FEES Pfl.O'l' PROJECTS.—In addition to
ceives the sane amount of assistance for the land border fee pilot projects extended by
each refugee and entrant residing in the the fourth proviso under the heading "Im-
county as of the beginning of the fiscal y. migration and Naturahzaton Service, Sa1-
who arrived in the United States not eariler ries and Expenses" of Public Law 1O3—121 the
than 60 months before the begmning of such Attorney Generai may establish another
fiscal year."... suchpilot project on the northern laDd bor-

stht1ti R—Misllaneons -ovisions der and another such pilot project on the
southern land border of the United States.SEC. 211. RTJRSNT OF STXES AND tO.

CALIS FOR E1RGENCY MEDI (b) AUTOMATED PERMrr PtLOT PROJECTS.—
CAL ASSISTANCE FOR CEMN D. The Attorney Generai and the Commissioner
LEGAL of Customs are authorized to conduct pilot

(a) RuRsfrr.—The Attorney Gen- projects to demonstrate—
eral shah, subject to the avauabiity of ap- (1). the feasibility of expanding port of
propriations, fully reimburse the States and entry hours at desigated ports of entry on
political subdivisions of the States for cost the United States-Caad border or•
inciixed by the States and political subdvi- (2) the use of desigDatéd ports of eny
sions for emergency ambulance service pro- after working hours through the use of card
vided to any alien who.,— reading machines or other appropr1a.te:tech

(1) entered the United States without in- nology.
spection or at a.y time or place other than SEC. 214. VSE OF PVBLIC SCBOOLS BY NON.as desigzted by the Attorney General; DGR FOREIGN STUDENTS.

(2) is under the custody of a State or a po- (a) PERSONS ELIGLE FOR- STulitical subdivision of a State as a result of VISAS.—ction 101 (a)(15)(F). (8 U.S.C.transfer or other action by Federai authori- 11O1(a)(15XF)) is amended— - -ties; and (1) in clause (i) by stri].ng "academic high
(3) is being treated for an injury suffered school, elementary school, or other academic

while crossing the mnternationai border be- institution or in a 'anguage trainizig pro-
tween the United-States and Mexico or be- graxn" and inserting in lieu thereof "public
tween the United States and Canada. elementary or public secondary school (if the(b) STATUTORY CONSTRtJCTION.—Nothiig alien shows to the satisfaction of the con-this section requires that the alien be ar- siua.r officer at the -time-of application for arested by.Federal authorities before entering visa, or of the Attorney Generai at the timeinto the -custody of the State or political, of application for admission or adjustment ofsbdivision. status, that Ci) the -alien will in fact reun-(c) AtJTH0RIZATI0N OF APPR0PEIATI0NS.— burse such public elementary or public sec-(1) AtJTHORXZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS.— ondary school for the fuji. usubsidjzed per-There are authorized to be appropriated tO capita cost of providing education at suchthe Attorney Generai such sums as may be school to an individual pursuing such anecessary to carry ot the provisions of this course of study, or (II) the school waivessection. such reimbursement), private elementary or(2) STATLrrORY CONSTRtJCTIoN—Notbig private secondary school, or postsecondarythis Act may be construed to prevent the At- academic institution, or in a language-train-torney Generai from seeking reimbursement andfrom an alien described in subsection (a) for (2) by inserting before the semicolon at thethe costs of the emergency medical servces end of clause (ii) the following: ": Provided,provided to the alien. That nothing in this paragraph shall be con-SEC. 212. IBEATMENT OF ZNSES SCF 10 sued to prevent a child who is present inEMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES -

CEP'FION. the United States in a noninmigant status
(a) IN GENERAL—Subject to such amounts other than that conferred by paragraph (B),

as are provided -in advance in appropriation (C), (F)(i), or (M)(i), from seeking ad.mizslon
Acts, each State or locai governnent that to a public elementary schooi or public sec-
provides - emergency mediôal services ondary school for which such child may 0th-
tbrogh a public hospital, other public facil- erwise be qualified.": - -

ity, or other. facility (incldng a hospital (b) cCLuSIoN OF STUDENT VISA ABtYSERs
that is eligible for an additionai pa'ment Section 212(a) (8 U5.C. 1182(a)) is amended
justment under section 1886(d)(5)(F) or sec- by adding at the end the following new para-
tion 1923 of the Social Security Act). or graph: -

through contract with another hospitai—e "(9) STUDENT VISA ABtYStS.—Any alien de-
facility, to an individual who is-an alien not scribed in section 1O1(aXl5)(F) who is admit-
iawfully present in the United States, is en- ted as a student for study at a private ele-
titled to receive payment from the Federai mentary school or private secondary school
Government for its costs of providing such and who does not remain enrolled. through-
services, but only to the extent that the out the duration of his or her elementary or
cost of the State or local government secondary school education in the United
not fully reimbursed through any other Fed- States, at either (A) such a private school, or
erai program and cannot be recovered from (B) a public elementary or public secondary
the aJ.ien or other entity. - school (if (I) the alien is in fact reimbursing

(b) CONu'rIoN OF IMMIGRATIoN Sm- such public elementary or public secondary
TUS.—NO payment shall be made under this school for the full, unsnbsidized per-capita
section with respect to services furnished to cost of providing education at such school to
aliens described in subsection (a) unless the an individual pursiug such a course of
State or local governnient establishes that it study. or (II) the school waives such reim-
has provided services to such aliens in ac- bursement) is excludable"; atd
cordnce with procedures established by the Cc) DEPORTATION OF STUDENT VISA ABT.7s-
Secretary of Health and Human Services, ERS.—Section 241(a) (8 T.T.SC. 1251(a)) isafter consultation with the Attorney Gen- amended by adding at the end the following
eral and State and local officials. - new paragraph:
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with the intent or effect of facilitating an
unlawful alien's applicatioD for, or receipt
of. a Federal benefit, the penalties which
may be imposed for each offense under sub-
section (a) shall be two times the maximum
fine, and 3 tixnes the mamum term of im-
prisoninent, - or both. that would otherwise be
imposed. for an offense under subsection (a).

"Cc) For purposes of this section—
"(1) the term 'Federai benefit' means—
"(A) the issuance of any graDt, contract,

loan, professionai license. or commercial li-
cense provided by any agency of the United
States or by appropriated funds of the Unit-
ed States: and - -

"(B) any retirement. welfare, Social Secu-
rity. health (incldin treatment of an emer-
gency medical condition in accordance with
section 1903(v) of the Social Security Act (19
U.S.C. 1396b(v))), dzability, veterans, public
housing. education, food stamps, or uiiem-
ployment benefit, or any similar benefit for
which payments or assistance are provided
by an agency of the United States or by ap-
propriated fund. of the United States:

"(2) the term. 'u1awful alien' meats an in-
dividual who is not— -

"(A) a United States citizen or &tional;
"(B) an alien lawfully admitted for perma-

nent residence under the Immigration and
Natioxiality Act; -

"(C) an alien granted asylum under section
208 of such Act:

- -

"(D) a refugee admitted under section 207
of such Act; . --

"CE) an alien whose deportation has been
withheld under section 243(b) of such Act: or

"(F) an alien paroled •into the United
States under section 215(d)(5) of such Act for
a period of at least 1 year and -

"(3) each thstance of forgery, counterfeit-
ing, mut.1ation, or alteration sia1l con-
Stitte a separate offense under. this sec-
tiofl".
SEC. 209. STATE OPflON UNDER T MEDICA

PROGRAM TO PlACE ANfl-flAVD
INVESTIGATORS IN BOSPITALS.

(a) IN GErERax..—Sction 1902(a) of the So-
cial Securfty Act (42 U.S.C. 1396a(a)) is
amended—

(1) by striking "and" at the end of para-
graph (61);

(2) by striking the period at the end of
paragraph (62) and inserting "; and"; and

(3) by adding after paragraph (62) the fol-
1owng new paragraph: -

"(63) in the case of a State that is certified
by the Attorney Generai as a high illeg1 im-
migration State (as determined by the At-
torney Generai), at the election of the State,
establish and operate a program for the
placement of anti-fraud investigators in
State, county, and private hospitals located
in the State to verify the imzigration status
and income eiigibility of applicants for medi-
cal assistance under the State p1a prior to
the furnishing of medical assistance.".

(b) PAYMr.—Section 1903 of the Social
Security Act (42 U5.C. 1396b) is amended—

(1) by stri].ng "plus" at the end of para-
graph (6); •.. -

(2) by striking the period at the end of
paragraph (7) and inserting ": plus"; and

(3) by adding at the end the following new
pa.ragraph:

"(8) an amount equal to the Fed medi-
cal assistance percentage (as defined in- sec-
tion 1905(b)) of the total amount expended
during such quarter which is attributable to
operating a program under section
1902(a)(63).".

Cc) EP'FECTrrE DATE.—The amendments
made by subsections (a) and (b) snail take ef-
fect on the rst dy of the first calendar
quarter beginning after the date of the en-
actment of this Act. -
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"(6) STUDENT VISA ABUSERS.—Any alien 'de-

scribed in section 1O1(aX1S)(F) who is admit-
ted as a student for study at a private ele-
mentary school or private secondary school
and who does not remain enrolled, through-
out the duration of his or her elementary or
secondary school education in the Umted

• States, at either (A) suc1 a private school, or
(B) a public elementary or public secondary
school (if (I) the lien is In fact reimbursing
such public elementary or public secondary
school for the full, unsubsidized per-capita
•àoSt of providing education at such school to
an individual pursuing such a course of
study, or (fi) the school waives suc1 reim-
bursement), is deportable".

This section shall become effective 1 day
after the date of enactment
SEC. 215. PUØr PROGRAM TO COLLECT DOR-

MATION RELATION TO NON-
GBANT FORE1J SruDE?ns.

(a) IN GENERAL.—(1) The Attorney General
and the Secretary of State shall jointly de-
velop and conduct a pilot program to collect
eleconicai1y from approved, colleges and
universities in the United States the infor-
matibn described in subsection (c) with re-
spect to aliens who— -

(A) have the status, or are app1yng for the
statuz, of nonlxxmilgraiits under section
1O1(a)(15)(F), (J), or (M) of the Immigration
and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C.' 11O1(a)(1S)(F),
(J), or (M); and

(B) are nationals of the counties des-
ignated under subsection (b).

(2) The pilot program shall commence not
later than January 1, 1998.

(b) Cov COtWTRIES.—The Attorney
General and the Secretary of State shall
jointly designate counties for purposes of

• subsection (aXlXB). The Attorney General
and the Secretary shall initially designate
not less than five countries and may des-
ignate additional countries at any- time
while the pilot program is being conducted.

(C) INFORMATION TO BE COLLECTED.—
(1) IN GENER.L.—The information for col-

lection under subsection (a) consists of—
(A) the identity and current address in the

United States of the alien;
(B) the nonlmmigrant classification of the'

alien. and the date on which a visa under the
classification was issued or extended or the
date on whcha change to such cIassffication
was approved by the Attorney General; and

(C) the academic standing of the alien, In-
cluding any disciplinary action taken by the
college or university against the alien as a
result of the alien's convicted of a thme.

(2) FERPA.—The Family Educational
Eights and Privacy Act of 1974 (20 U.S.C.
1232g) shall not apply to aliens described n
subsection (a). to the extent that the Attor-
ney General and the Secretary of State de-
termine necessary to carry out the pilot pro-
gzm.

(d) PARTICIPATION B COLLEGES AND UNI-
ERSITmS.—(1) The information specified in
subsection (c) shall be provided by approved
colleges and universities as a conditon of—

(A) the continued approval of the colleges
and nmversities under section 1O1(a)(15)(F) or
(M) of the Immigration and Nationality Act,
or

(B) the issuance of visas to aliens for pur-
poses of studying, or otherwise participating,
at such colleges and universities In a pro-
gram under section 1O1(a)(15)(J) of such Act.

(2) JI an approved college or u.niversity
fails to provide the specified 1nformtion,
such approvals and such issuance of visas
shail be revoked or denied.

(e) FuzNG.—(1) The Attorney General and
the Secretary shall use funds collected u.nder
section 281(b) of the Immigration and Na-
tionality Act, as added by this subsection, to
pay for the costs of carrying out this section.

(2) Section 281 of the Imxngration and Na-
tionality Act (8 U.S.C. 1351) is amended—
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(A) by inserting "(a)" after "SEC. 28L"; (b). .DEPORTATION OF ALIENS WRO HAVE

and ' FALSU. CLAIMED U.S. C1TLZENSWP.—SeCtion
(B) by adding at the end the following-. 241(a). (8 U.S.C. 1251(a)) is amended by adding
"(b)(1) In addition to fees that are pre- at the end the following new paragraph:

scribed under subsection (a), the Secretary of "(6) FALSZL' CLAIMING CrnZENSEIP.—.Any
State shall Impose and collect a fee on afl alien who falsely represents, .or has falsely
visas issued under the provisions of section represented, himself to be a citizen of the
1O1(a)(15)(F), (J),. or (M) of the ImmIgration United States is deportable".
and Nationality Act' With respéct to visas. SEC 217. VOTING BY ALIENS.
issued under the prcvtsions of section (a) CRThUNAL PENALTY FOR VOTING B
1O1(a)(15)(J), this subsection shall not apply ALThNS ZN FEDE1.AL EJ.ECTION.—Title 18, Unit-
to those "J' visa holders whose presence in ed States Code, is amended by adding the.fol-
the United States is sponsored by the United lowing new section:
States government" "*61L Voting by aliens

"(2) The Attorney General shall Impose "(a) It shall be unlawfUl for. any alien taand collect a fee on afl changes of non- vote In any election held solely or In part for
immigrant status under section 248 to such the purpose of electing a candidate for the
classifications. This subsection shall not office of President, Vice President,. Presi-
apply to those "J" visa holders whose pies- dentlal elector, Member-of the Senate, Mem-
ence In the United States is sponsored by the ber of the House of. Representatives, Dde-
United States government, gate from the D1sict Colwnbia,.or Resi-

"(3) cept as provided in section 205(g)(2) dent Conunissioner, unless—
of the Immigration Refoirn Act. of 1996, the "(1) the election zs held parUy for 'some
amount of the fees imposed and collected other pnpose;
under pazagrapbs (1) and (2) shall be the "(2) aliezis are authorized to vote for suck
amount which the Attorney General and the other purpose under a State constitution or
Secretary jointly determthe is necessary to statute or a local ordinance; and
recover the costs of conducting the iD.forum- "(3) voting for sucks other purpose is con-
tion-collection program described in sub- ducted independently of voting for a can-
section (a), but may not exceed $100. didate for such Federal Offices, In suc1 a

"(4) Funds collected under paragraph (1) manner that an alien has the opportnnlty to
shall be available to the Attorney General vote for such other pnrose, but not an op-
and the Secretary, wIthout regard to appro- portunity to vote for a candidate for any àne
priation Acts and without fiscal year ltzxilta- or more of such Federal offices."
tion, to supplement funds otherwise avail- "(b) Any person who violates this section
able to the Department of Justice and the shall be ned not more than $5,000 or Impris-
Department of State. respectively." oned not more than one year or both";

(3) The amendments made by paragrapbs (b) CLUSION OFALNs WHO HAVE UNLAW-
(1) and (2) shall become effective April 1, PULL VOTED.—Section . 212(a)(8 U.S.C.
1997.

• 1182(a)) is amended by adding .at the end the
(1) Jozr RZpORT.—Not later than five following new paragraph

years after the commencement of the pilot "(9) UNLAWFUl. VOTRS.—Any alien who has
program estab]ised under subsection (a), voted th .vlolation of any Federal, State, or
the Attorney General and the Secretary of local constitutional provision, statute, ordi-
State Shall joIntly submit to the Cmmittees ñance, or regu]ati'on is excludable." :
on the Judiciary of the United States Senate (c) DEPORTATION OF ALThWS WHO HAVE UN-
and House of Representatlives on the oper- LAWFULLY VOrEn.—Section 241(aX8 U.S.C.
ations of the pilot program and the feasibil- 1251(a)) s amended by adding at the end the
ity of expanding the program to cover the following new, paragraph:.
xationals of afl countries. "(6) UNLAWFUL V(YrRS.—Any alien who has

(g) WORLDWIDE APPUCABL1TT. OF P voted In violation of any Federal, State, or
GRAi1.—(1)(A) Not later than six months lOcal constitutional provision, statute, ordi-
alter the submission of the report nance, or regulation is deportable".
by subsection (1), the Secretary of State and SEC. 218 CLUS!ON GROUNDS FOR OFENSES
the Attorney General shall joIntly com- O} DOMIflC VIOLENCE, STALKING,

• AGA CDRE ANDmence expansion of the pilot program to
OFcover the nationals of an COuntX'ies.

. (a) IN'Gw.—Sectjon 241(a)(2) (8 U.S.C.(B) Such expansion shall be completed not 3251(a)(2)) is amended by adding at the edlater than one year after the date of the sub- the followthg:mission of the report referred to In sub- "(E) VIOLENCS. VIOLATION OF PRO-• section (
' TECTION ORDER, CRS AGAINST CKTLDRN(2) After the program has been expaxded, srLnG.—(i) Any alien who at anyas provided In paragraph (1), the Attortiey -. time after eny is convicted of a crime ofGenexal and the Secretary of.State may, on domestic violence is deportable.a perodic basis, joIntly revise the amount of "ii Any alien who at any time after entrythe fee imposed and collected under section engages in conduct that.vio]ates the portion281(b) of the Immigration and Nationality of a protection order that involves protec-Act in order to take into account change5 In tion against credible threats of violence, re-the cost of carrying out the prOgran. peated harassment, or bodily Inry to the(h) DEFINrrION.—As used In this section, person or persons for whom -the protectionthe pbrase "approved colleges and univer- order was issued is deportable.sities" means colleges and universities ap- "(iij) Any alien who at any time afterproved by the Attorney General, in consulta- entry is convicted of a crime of stalking istion with the Secretary of Education, under deportable.subparagraph (F), (J), or CM) of section "(iv) Any alien who at any time alter1O1(a)(15) of the Immigration and Nationality entry is convicted of a crl1ne of child abuse,Act (8 U.S.C. llO1(a)(15)). child sexual abuse, ci1d neglect, or child

SEC. 2i6.PAISE CLAIMS OF U.S. Cflfl1P. abandozunent is deportable.
(a) CCLUSION OF ALs WHO HAvE FAI$E- "(F) CRIMEs OF SEXUAL VIOLENCE —Any

LY CL&IMED U.S. CrrIzENsutp.—Section alien who at any time after entry is con-
212(a)(9) (8 U.5C. 1182(a)(9)) is amended by victed of a crime of rape, aggravated sod-
adding at the end the following new subpara- omy, aggravated seuaI abuse, sexual abuse.graph: abusive sexual contact or other crime of

"(D) FiSELy cLAmmG CrnZENsH1'.—Any sexual violence is deportable.".
alien who falsely represents, or has falsely (b) DEPna'rxONS.—Section 101(a) (8 U.S.C.
represented, himself to be a citizen of the 1101(a)) is amended by adding at the end the
United States is excludable." following new paragraphs:
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"(47) The terth 'crime of domestic violence'

means any felony or misdemeanor crime of
violence committed by a current ár fornie"
spouse of the victim, by aperson with whom
the victim shares a child in common, by a
person who is cohabiting with, or as
cobabited with the victim as a spouse, by a
person similarly sitnated to a spouse of the
victim under the domestic or fainfly violence
laws of the juriSdicjon where the offense oc-
curs, or by any other adult person against a
victim who is protected from that person's
acts under the domestic or family violence
laws of the United States or any State, In-
d.ia.u iba1 gOverent, or unit of local gov-
.ernment.

"(48) The term fprotection order' meais
any injunction issued.for the purpose of pre-
venting violent or threatening acts of domes-
tic violence, iDcludlng temporary or final or-
ders issued by civi1.crjmnaj courts (other
than support or child custody orders or p'o-•
visions) whether obtained by filing an inde-
pendent action or as a pendente lite order in
another proceeding.".

(c) This section will become effective one
day after the date of enactment of the act.

Subtitle C—Effective Dates
SEC. 1. EFFECTIVE DAS.

(a) IN GEELtL.—Except as provided in
subsection (b) or as otherwise provided in
this title, this title and the amendments
made by this title shall take effect on the
date of the enactment of this Act.

(b) B'Ers.—The provisions of section
201 and 204 sbail apply to benefits ad to ap-
plications for benefits received on or after
the date of the enactment of this Act.

SIMPSON AMENDMEN'r NO. 3744
Mr. DOLE (for Mr. SIMPSON) proposed

an amendment to amendjen No. 3744
proposed by Mr. SIMPSON to the bill S.
1664, supra; as follows:

In pending amendment strike all after the
word "SECTION 1." and insert the following:
SBO ITII.E REFERENCES Di ACt

(a) SH0Rr TrrLE.—.Thjs Act may be cited as
the "Jmmigraton Control and FnanciaLRe-
sponsbility Act of 1996".

(b) REPERENCES iN Acr.—Except as other-
wise specificajjy provided In this Act, when-
ever in this Act an aiendmnent or repeal is
expressed as an amendment to or repeal of a
provsion, the reference sbail be deemed to
be made to the Imnigration and Nationality
Act (8 U.S.C. 1101 et seq.).
SEC. 2 TABLE OF CONTES.

The table of contents for this Act is as fol-
lows:
Sec. 1. Short title; references in Act.
Sec. 2. Table of contents.

TIThE I—ThOiflQRATION (ONTROL
Subtitle A—Law Enforcement

Pars 1—Additional Enforcement Personnel
ad Facilities

Sec. 101. Border Patrol agents.
Sec. 102. Investigators.
Sec. 103. Lard border inspectors.
Sec. 104. Investigators of visa overstayers.
Sec. 105. Increased persounel leveis for the

Labor Department.
Sec. 106. Increase in flS detention facilities.
Sec. 101. Hiring and traiting standara.
See. 108. Construction of fencing and road

improvements in the border
ares near San Diego, Calfforia.

Part 2—Verification of Eligibility to Work
and to Receive Public Assistance
5UBPAET A—DE EL.OPM11' OF NEW

VERWICAfl0N 5YSTEM
Sec. 111. Establishment of new system.
Sec. 112. Demonstration projects.

Sec. 113. Compoller General monitoring
ad reports.

Sec. 114. General nonpreemption of esting
rights and remedies.

Sec. 115. DeftiAtions.
5UBPAT B—STRENGTHENiG STG

VERIFICATION PROCtJRES
Sec. 116. Changes in list of acceptable em-

ploy ent-veriflation docu-
ments.

Sec. 117. Treatment of certain documentary
practices as unfair imigra-
tion-related employment prac-
tices.

Sec 118. Improvements in identification-re-
lated documents.

Sec. 119. Enhanced civil penalties if labor
standards violations are
present.

Sec. 120. Increased number of Assistant
United States Attorneys to
prosecute cases of unlawful em-
ployment of aliens or document
fraud

Sec. 120A. Subpoena authority for. cases of
unlawful employment of aliens
or document fraud

Sec. 1208. Task force to improve public edu-
cation regarding unlawful em-
ployment of aliens and unfair
mungration-reated employ-
ment practices.

Sec. 120C. Nationwide flngerprintjig of ap-
prehended aliens.

Sec. 120D. Application of ve±'i1icaton proce-
dures to State agency referrais
of employment.

Sec. 120E. Retention of verification forni.
Part 3.—Alien SmuggliDg Document Fraud

Sec. 121. Wiretap authority for investiga-
tions of alien sthugg3ing or doc-
ument fraud

Sec. 1. Amendments to RICO relatiEg to
alien smuggling and document
fraud offenses.

Sec. 123. Increased criminal penalties for
alien smugg1in.

Sec. 124. Admissibility of videotaped witness
testimony.

Sec. 125. Expanded forfeiture for alien smug-
g1g ad docnmet fraud.

Sec. 126. Cthziináj forfeiture for alien smug-
gling or document fraud

Sec. 127. Increased criminal , penalties for
fraudulent use of government-
issued documents.

Sec. 128. Criminal penalty for false state-
ment in a document required
under the immigration laws or
owingly presenting docu-
ment which fails to contain
reasonable basis In law or fact.

Sec. 129. New criminal penalties for failure
to disclose role as preparer of
false application for asyltimor
for preparing certain post-con-
viction applications.

Sec. 130. New document fraud offenses; new
civil penalties for document
fraud

Sec. 131. New exclusion for document fraud
or for failure to present docu-
meats.

Sec. 132. Lintitation on withholding of de-
portation and other benefits for
aliens excludable for document
fraud or failing to present docu-
ments, or excludable aliens ap-
prehended at sea.

Sec. 133. Penalties for involuntary ser-
vitude.

See. 134. Exclusion relating to material sup-
port to terrorists.

Part 4—Exclusion and Deportation
See. 141. Special exclusion Procedure.
Sec. 142. Streaniliing judicial review of or-

ders of exclusion or deporta-
tio.
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Sec. 143. Civil penalties for failure to depart.
Sec. 144. Conduct of proceedings by elec-

ronic means.
Sec. 145. Subpoena authority.
See. 146. Language of, deportation notice;

right to counsel.
Sec. 147. Addition of nonimmigrant visas to

types of visa denied for coun-
tries refusing to accept de-
ported aliens.

Sec. 148. Authorition of speca1 'fund for
costs of deportation.

Sec.. 149. Pilot proa21 to increase effi-
cency in removal of deta.jned
aJieis.

Sec. 150. Uxuitations on relief from exclu-
sion ad deportation.

Sec. 151. Alien stowaways.
Sec. 152. Pilot progran on interior repatri-

ation and othir methods to
multiple unlawful entries.

Sec. 153. Pilot progra!n on use of closed
military bases for hedetention
of excludable or deportablé
aliens.

Sec. 154. Requirement for immunization
against vaccine_preventable
diseases for aliens seekthg per-
manent residency.

See. 155. Certification requirements for for-
eign health-care workers.

Sec. 156. Increased bar to reentry for aliens
previously removed.

Sec. 157; E1innation of consulate shopping
forvza overstays.

Sec. 158. Incitement as a basis for exclusion
from the United States.

Sec. 159. Conforming amendment to with-
holding of deportation.

Part 5-Criminal Aliens
Sec. 161. Amended definition of aggravated

felony..- -
Sec. 1. Ineligibility of aggravated felons

for adjustment of status.
Sec. 163. Expeditious deportation creates no

enforceable right for aggra-
vated felons.

Sec. 164. Custody of aliens convicted of ag-
gravated feloies.

Sec. 165. Judicial deportation.
Sec. 166. Stipulated exclusion or deporta-

tion.
Sec. 167. Deportation as a condition of pro-

bation.
Sec. 168. Annual report on criminal aliens.
Sec. 169. Undercover investigation author-

ity.
See. 170. Prisoner transfer 'eaties.
Sec. 170A. Prisoner transfer treaties study.
See. 170B. Using alien for unmoral pnrposes,

filing requirement.
Sec. 170C.' Technical corrections to Violent

Crime Control Act and Tech-
nical Corrections Act.

Sec. 170D. Demonstration project for identi-
fl,tion of illegal aliens in in-
carceration facility of Ana-
)ieim, Califorma

Part 6—Miscellaneous
Sec. 171. Immigration emergeffcy provisions.
Sec. 172. Authority to determine visa proc-

essing procedures.
Sec. 173. Joint study of automated data col-

lection.
Sec. 174. Automated entry-exit control sys-

tem.
Sec. 175. Use of legaiizatio ad special agr-

cultural worker information.
Sec. 176. Rescission of lawful permanent

resident status.
Sec. 177. Con .njcatio between Federal.

State. and local government
agencies. ad the Immigration
and Naturalization Serv2ce.

Sec. 178. Authority to use volunteers.
Sec. 179. Authority to acquire Federal equip-

ment for border.
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Sec. 180. Limitation an legalization litiga-

tion.
Sec. 181. Limitation on adjustment of sta-tu
Sec. 182. Report on detention space.
Sec. 183. Compensation of special inqwry of-

ficers.
Sec. 184. Acceptance of State servces to

carry out Immigration enforce-
rnent.

Sec. 185. Alien witness cooperation.
Subtitle B—Other Conol Measures

Part 1—Parole Authority
Sec. 191. Usable only on a case-by-case basis

for humanita.rIan reasons or
significant public benefit.

Sec. 192. Inclusion in worldwide level of 1an-
ily-sponsored immigrants.

Part 2—Asylnm
Sec. 193: Limitations on asylum apphca-

tions by aliens using documents
fraudulently or by excludable
aliens apprehended at sea; use
of special ezclusion procedures.

Sec. 194. Thne limitation on asylum c]ams.
Sec. 195. Limitation on work authonzation

for asylum applicants.
Sec. 196. Increased resources for reducing

asylwn:app]Ication backlogs.
Part 3—Cuban Adjustment Act

Sec. 197. Repeal and exception.
TiTLE U—FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
Subtitle A—Receipt of Certain Government.

Benefits
Sec. .201. Ineligibility of excludable, deport-

• able, and nonlxnmigrant aliens.
Sec. 202. DefinItion of "public charge" for

purposes of deportation.
Sec. 203. Requirements for spozor's affida-

vit of support.
Sec. 204. Attribution of sponsor's income

and resources to family-spon-
sored mnugrants.

Sec. 205. Verification of student eligibility
for postsecondary Federal stu-
dent financial assistance. -

Sec. 206. Authority of States and localities
to limit assistance to aliens
and to distinguish among class-
es of aliens in providing general
public assistance.

Sec. 207. Earned income tax credit denied to
individuals not citizens or law-
ful permanent residents.

Sec. )8. Increazed maximum criminal pen-
alties for forging or cozuter-
feiting seal of a Federal depart-
ment or agency to facilitate
benefit fraud by an unlawful
alien.

Sec. 2. State option under the medicaid
program to place anti-fraud in-
vestigators in hospitals.

Sec. 210. Computation of targeted assist-
ance. -

Subtitle B—Miscellaneous Provisions
Sec. 211. Reiznbrsement of States and lo-

calities for emergency medical
assistance for certain illegal
aliens.

Sec. 212. Treatment of expenses subject to
emergency medical services ex-
ception.

Sec. 213. Pilot programs.
Subtitle C—Effective Dates •

Sec: 221. Effective dates.
Subtitle A—Law Enforcement

PART i—ADDITIONAL ENFORCEMENT
PERSONNEL AND FACILITIES

SEC. 101. BORDER PATROL AGErS.
(a) BORDER PATROL AGENrS.—The Attorney

General. in fiscal year 1996 shall increase by
no less thai 700, and in each of fiscal years
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1997, 1998, 1999, and 20CC, saU increase by no Secretary of Labor shall give priority to the
less than 1,000, the number of positions for employment of multilingual candidates v-no
full-time, active-duty Bàrder .Pao1 agents are proficient in both English and such cher
within the Immigration and Naturalization language or languages as may be spoke in
Service above the number of such positions the region in which such inspectors are . :-
for which funds were allotted for the preced- ly to be deployed.
ing fiscal yeas. SEc. 106. INCREASE INS DETENTION FACZU.

(b) BORDER PiROL SUPPORT PERSONNEL.— TIES.
The Attorney General, in each of fiscal years Subject to the availability of appropria-
1996, 1997, 1998, 1999, and 2000, ay increase tions, the Attorney General shall provide for
by not more than 300 the number of positions an increase in the detention facilities of the
for personnel in support of Border Patol Immigration and Naturalization Service to
agents above the number of such positions at least 9,000 beds before the end of fiscal
for whixh funds were allotted for the preced- year 1997.
ing fiscal year. 5. ioi. DJBiNGAZD TRAINING STANDAS.
SEC. 102. ThWESI1GATORS (a) REVIEW OF BIBING ST&NDARDS.—Within

(a) AUTBORIZATION.—There are authorized 60 days of the eacnent of th.is title, the At-
to be appropriated to the Deparnent of Jus- torney General shall review all prescreening
tice such funds as may be necessaryto en- and hringstadards to be utilized by the
able the Commissioner of the Inimigration Immigration and Natnralization Service to
and Naturalization Service to increase the increase peisonnel pursuant to this title and,
number of Investigators and support person- where necessary, revise those standards to
nd to ixivestigate potential violations of sec- enznre that they are consistent with rel-
tions 274 and 274A of the Immigration and evant standards of profession1t.
Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1324 and 1324a) by a (b) CBRTIFICAflON.—At the conclusion of
number equivalent to 300 full-time active- each of the fiscal years 1996, 1997, 1998, 1999,.
duty inveStigators in each of fiscal years and 2000, the Attorney General shall certify
1996, 1997, and 1998. in writing to the Congress that all petsonnef

(b) LnflTTION ON OvEwm,.—None of the hired pursuant to this title for the previous
funds made available-to the Immigration and fiscal year were hired pursuant to the appro-
Naturalization Service under this section priate staadards.
shall be available for administrative cx- Cc) REVIEW OF TRAiNING STA.NDARDS.—(1)
penses to pay any employee overtime pay in Within 180 days of the date of the enactxnent
an amount in excess of 325,000 for any fiscal of this Act, the Attorney General shall re-
year. view the suIflciency of all traiDiDg standards
SEC. 103. LAND BORDER INSPECTORS. to be utilized by the jnmigration and Natu-

In order to e1in,i'te undue delay in the rallzation Service in aining all personnel
thorough inspection of persons and vehicles hired pursuant to this title.
lawfully attempting to enter the United (2)(A) The Attorney General sball snbmit a
States, the Attorney Gnera1 and the Sec- report to the Congress -on the resnits of the
retary of the Treasury shall mcrease, by ap- review conducted under paragraph (1), in-
proximately equal numbers in each of cluding—
years 1996 and 1997, the number of ftifl-thne Ci) a description of the status of ongoing ef-
land border inspectors assigned to active forts to update and improve training
duty by the Immigration and Naturalization throughout the Immigration and Naturaliza-
Service and the United States Customs Serv- ton Service, and
ce to a level adequate to assure ffl stafiing Ui) a statement of a timeframe for the
during peak crossing hours of afl border completion of those efforts.
crossing lanes currently in use, u.uder con- (B) In addition, the report shall disclose
struction, or whose construction has been those areas of aig that the Attorney
authorized by Congress, except such low-uze General eterrn1nes require additional or on-
lanes as the Attorney General may des- gothg review n the future.
ignate. SEC. 108. CONSTRUC1'ION OF FENCING AND ROAD

ThWBOV1S IN T BORDERSEC. io. OF VISA OVETAY• AR ?E SAN DIEGO, CALifOR-

There are authorized to be appropriated (a) IN GENtRAL.—The Attorney Genera'the Department of Justice such funds as ma shall provide for the consaction along thebe necessary to enable the Commissioner of 14 miles of the international land border be-
the Immigration and Naturalization Service tween the United States and Meco, start-to increase the number of thvestigators and ing at the Pacific Ocean and extending east-support personnel to investigate visa over- ward, of second and tbird fences, in additionstayers by a number equivalent to 300 - to the exstng reincorced fence, and fortime active-duty investigators in fiscal y roads between the fences.
1S96. (b) PROMPT ACQUISTrION OF NECESSARY
SEC. 105. INCREASED PERSONNEL LEVELS FOR EASEMENTS.—The Attorney General shall

THE LABOR DEPAINT. promptly acquire such easements as may be
(a) IVESTIGATORS.—The Secz'etary of necessary to carry out this subsection and

Labor, In consultation with the—Attorney s1aJ commence cons,iction of fences -
General, is authorized to hire in the Wage mediately following such acquisition (or con-
and Hour Division of the Department of clusion-of portions thereof).
Labor for Iiscal years 1996 and 1997 not more Cc) ATIrEORIzAT!ON O APPROPRIATIONS.—
than 350 investigators and staff to enforce There are authorized to be appropriated to
existing legal sanctions against employers carry out this section not to exceed
who violate current Federal wage and hour siz,oooooo Amounts appropriated under this
laws. subsection are authorized to remain avail-

(b) ASSIGNME?T OF ADDrTIONAL PERSON able until expended.
NEL..—Individuals employed to fill the PAEF 2—VERIFICATION OF ELIGIBILITYtional positions described in subsection (a) To WORE AND TO RECEIVE PUBLIC AS-shall be assigned to investigate violations of
wage and hour laws in areas where the Attor-
ney General has notified the Secretar' of Subp A—Development of New Verification
Labor that there are high concentrations of
aliens -present in the United States in viola- SEC. ilL ESrABLISW4ENT OF NEW SYSTEM.
tion of law. (a) LN GENERAL.—(1) Not later than three
.c) PREERENCE 'OR BILINGUAL WAGE AD years after the date of enactment of this Act

OTJft L'SpcroRs—lz hiring new wage and or. within one year after the eid of the last
our inspectors pursuant to this section, the reDewed or additional demonstration project
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(if any) conducted pursuant to the exception
in section 112(a)(4), whichever is later, the
President shall—

(A) develop and recommend to the Con-
gress a plan for the establishment of a data
system or alternative system (in this part
referred to as the "system"), subject to sub-
sections (b) and (c), to verify eligibility for
employment in the United States, and iinmi-
gration status in the United States for pur-
poses of eligibility for benefits under public
assistance programs (as defined in section
201(f)(3) or government benefits described in
section 201(f)(4));

(B) submit to the Congress a report setting
forth—

(i) a description of such recommended
plan;

(ii) data on and analyses of the alter-
natives considered in developing the plan de-
scribed iii subparagraph (A), including anaiy-
ses of data from the demonstration projects
conducted purstto section 112; and

(ifl) data on and analysis of the system de-
scribed in subparagraph (A), including esti-
mates of—

(I) the proposed use of the system, on an
industxy-sector by industry-Sector b2s3s;

(11) the public assistance programs and
goverDment benefits for which use of the sys-
tern is cost-effective and otherwise appro-
priate;

(m) the cost of the system;
(IV) the financial and administrative cost

to employers;
(V) the reduction of undocumented work-

er in the United States labor force resulting.
from the system;

(VI) any unlawful discrnnination caused by
or facilitated by use of the system;

(Vfl) any privacy intrusions caused by mis-
use or abuse of system;

(V) the accuracy rate of the system; and
(IX) the overall costs and benefits that

would result from implementation of the
system.

(2) The plan described in pazagraph. (1)
shall take effect on the date of eEactment of
a bill or joint resolution approvng the plan:
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agencies and used in the. system, for the pur-
pose of emin2.tion, copying, correction, or
amendment, and a method that ensures no-
tice to individuals of these procedures.

(F) A verification that a person is eligtble
for employment in the United States may
not be withheld or revoked under the system
for any reasons other than a determination
pursuant to section 274.A of the Immigration
and Nationality Act

(G) The system must be capable of accu-
rately verifying electronically within 5 busi-
ness days, whether a. person has the required
immigration status in the United States and
is legally authorized for employment in the
Un,ted States in a substantial percentage of
cases (with the objective of not less than 99
percent).

(H) There must be reasonable safeds
against the system's resulng in unlawful
discnxniDatory practices based on national
origin or cizenship status, including—

Ci) the selective or unauthorized use of the
system to verify eligibility;

(ii) -the use of the system prior to an' offer
of employment;

• (iii) the exclusion of certain individuals
from considemtiön for employment as a re-
sult of a perceived likeUhood that additional
veriCication will be recuired, beyond what is
required for most job applicants; or

(iv) denial reduction, termthation, or un-
reasonable delay of public assistaDce to an
individual as a result of the perceived likeli-
hood that such additional verification will
be required.

(2) As used this subsection, the term
"busuiess day" means any day other than
Satmday, Sunday, or any day on which the
appropriate Federal agency is closed.

(d) BMEDIES AND PENALTIES FOR tTNLAW-
FUI. DIScLOSuRE.—

(1) CIVIL REMEDIES.- -

(A) RIGHT OP INFORMATIONAL PBIvACY.—The
Congress declares that any person who pro-
vides to an employer the iforrnation re-
quired by this section or section 274A of the
Immigration and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C.
14a) has a privacy expectation that the in-
foruiation will only be used for compliance
with this Act or other applicable Federal,
State, or local law.

(B) CIVIL ACTIONS.—A employer, or other
person or entity, who knowingly and will-
fully discloses the information that an em-
ployee is required to provide by this section
or section 274A of the Immigration and Na-
tionality Act (8 U.S.C. 1324a) for any purpose
not authorized by this Act or other applica-
ble Federal, State, or locaL law sbail be lia-
ble to the employee for actual damages. An
action may be brought in any Federal, State,
or loca,1 court havizig jurisdiction over the
matter. .

(2) CRIMINAL pENALs.—Any employer, or
other person or entity, who willfully and
1owingly obtains, uses, or discloses infor-
mation required pursuant to this section or
section 274A of the Immigration and Nation-
ality Act (8 U.S-C. 1324a) for any purpose not
authorized by this Act or other applicable
Federal, State, or local law shall be found
guilty of a msdemeanor aud fined not more
than $5,000. -

(3) PRIVACY ACT—
(A) I GNEP.AL.—Afly person who is a Unit-

ed States citizen, United States national,
lavful permanent resident, or other employ-
men -athorized alien, and who is subject to
verification of work authorization or lawful
presence in the United States for purposes of
benefits eligibility tinder this sectioE or sec-
tion 112. shall be consdered an individual
under section 552(a)(2) of title 5. United
States Code. with respect to records covered
b this section.

(B) DEflsITION.—For purposes of this para-
graph, the term "record" means an item.
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(A) The system must be capable of reliably

deteziining with respect to an individual
whether— -

(i) the person with the identity claxned by
the individual is authorized to work ip the
United States or has the xnmigration status
being claimed; and

(ii) the individual is claiming the identity
of another person.

(B.) Ay document (other than. a document
used under section 274A of the Immigration
and Nationality Act) required by thesystem
must be presented to or examined by either
an employer or an adminisator of public
assistance or other government benefits, as
the case may be, and—

(i) must be in a form that is res3stant to
counterfeiting and to tampering; and

(il) must not be required by any GoverD-
ment entity or agency as a national identi-
fication card or to be carried or presened ex-
cept—

(1) to verify eligibility for employment i
the United States or mmigration status i
the United States for purposes of eligbility
for benefits under public assista.UCe programs
(as. defined in section 201(0(3) or government
benefits described in section 201(f)(4));

(U) to enforce the Immigration and Na-
tionality Act or sections 911, 1001, 1028, 1542,
1546, or 1621 of title 18, United States Code;
or

- (Dl) if the document was designed for an-
other purposes (such as. a license to drive a
motor vehicle, a certificate of birth, or a so-
cial security account number card issued by
the AdmiDisation), as required under law.
for such other purpose.

(C) The system must not be used for law
enforcement purposes other than the pur-
poses described in subparagraph (B).

(1)) The system must ensure that informa-
tion is. complete, accurate, verflable, and
timely. Corrections or additions to the sys-
tem records of an individual provided by the
individual, the Admjnistratio, or the Serv-
ice, or other relevant Federal agency, must
be checked for accuracy, processed, and en-
tered into the system within 10 business days
after the agency's acquisition of the correc-
tion or additional iform&tion.(b) OBJEcrxvs—The plan described in sub- (E)(i) Any personal Information obtained

section (a)(1) shall have the following objec- in connection with a demonstration project
tlves: . under section 112 must not be made available

(1) To substatiafly reduce illegal immi- to Government agencies, employers, or other
gration and unauthorized employment of persons except to the extent necessa.ry--
aliens. (I) to verify, by an -indivdual who is au-

(2) To 'increase employer compliance, espe- thorized to conduct the employment ver-
cia.Uy in Industry sectors known to employ ffication process, that an employee is not an
indoctimented workers, with laws goverDing unauthorized alien (as defined In section
employment of aliens. 274A(h)(3) of the immigration and National-

(3) To protect individuals from national °" ity Act (8 U.S.C. 1324a(h)(3));
1gm or cit zenship-baed unlawful thscrmii- (II) to take other action reqaired to carx
nation and from loss of privacy caused by out section 112;
use, imsuse, or abuse of Personal infor'ma- () to enforce the himigration and Na-
tion. ' tioality Act or section 911. 1001, 1028, 1542,

(4) To minizize the burden on bniness of 1546, or 1621 of title 18, UnIted States Code;
verIication of eligibility for employment or
the United States, Including the cost of the (IV) to verify the indivdual's iinmigratie
system to employers, status for proses of determining eligibility

(5) To ensure that those who are ineligible for Federal benefits under public assistance
for public assistance or other government progmms (defiDed in section 201(iX3) or gov-
benefits are denied or terminated, and that eminent benefits described in section
those eligible for public assistance or other l(jD(4))
government benefits sbaJl (ii) In order to ensure the integrity, con-

(A) be provided a reasonable opportunity fidentiality, and security of system forma-
to submit evidence indicating a satisfactory tion, the system and those who use the sys-
unmigration status; and tern must maintain appropriate adin1n.isa-

(B) not have eligibility for public assist- tive, technical, and physicaI safeguards, such
ance or other govermxent benefits denied. as—reduced, terminated, or unreasonably d (1) safeguards to prevent unauthorized dis-
lyed on the ba.sis of the individual's closure of personal information. iDcluding
g-ration status intil such a reasonable oppor- passwords, cryptography, and other tech-
tunity has been provided. nologies;

(c) SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS-—-(l) A verifica- (R) audit trails to monitor system use; or
tion system may not be unplemented under (m) procedures giving an individual the
this section unless the system meets the fol- right to request records containing personal
lowi requirements: - jformation about the individual held by
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collection, or gronping of information abont
an individual which—

(i) is created, maintained, or used by a
Federal agency lor the purpose of determi-
ing-

(I) the individual's authorization to work
or

(fl) immigration status in the United
States for purposes of eligibility to receive
Federal, State or local benefits in the United
States; and

(ii) cont&ths the individuals's naxne or
identifying number, symbol, or any other
idenfier assigned to the individual.

(e) MPLOY SAFEGUAIWs.—An employer
shall not be liable for any penalty under sec-
tion 274A of the Immigration and National-

• ity Act for employing an unauthorized alien,
if—.

(1) the alien appeared throughout the term
of employment to be prima fade e1gible for
the employment under the requirements of
section 274A(b) of such Act;

(2) the employer followed all procedures re-
quired tn the system; and

(3)(A) the alien was verified under the sys-
tem as eligible for the employment; or

(B) the employer discbarged the alien with-
in a reasonable period after receiving notice
that the lAnai verification procedure had
failed to verify that the alien was eligible for
the employment.

(1) RSTRIcnON ON USE OF DOCUMZNTS.—If
the Attorney General determines that any
document described in section 274A(bXl) of
the Immigration and Nationality Act-as es-
tablislilng employment authorization or
identity does not reliably establish such au-
thorization or identity or,. to an unaccept-
able degree, is betng used fraudulently or is
being requested for purposes not authorized
by this Act the Attorney General may, by
regulation, prohibit or place conditions on
the use of the document for purposes of the
system or the verification system estab-
lished tn section 274A(b) of the Immigration
and Nationality Act.

(g) P&OTECTION FROM LIABU1TY POE AC-
TIONS TAKEN ON TEE BASIS OF INFORMATION
PROVIDED BY T VERI'ICATION SysrEM.—No
person shall be civilly or cilminaliy liable
under section 274A of the JmmigTation and
Nationality Act for any action adverse to an
individual if such action was taken in good
faith reliance on information relating - to
such individual provided through the system
(tncludiug any demonstration project con-
dncted under section 112).

(Ii) STArUroEy CONSTRUCflON.—The provi-
sions of this section supersede the provfsions
of section 274A of the Immigration and Na-
tionality-Act to the extent of any inconsist-
ency therewith.
SEC. 122. DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS.

(a) AuTHORrr.—
(1) IN GENERAL.—(A)(i) Snbject to clause

(il), the President, acting through the Attor-
ney General, safl begin condüctng several
local and regional projects, and a project in
the legis]ative branch of the Federal Govern-
ment, to demonsate the feasibility of alter-
native systems for verifying eligibility for
employment in the United States, and mm3-
gration status ifl the United States for pur-
poses of eligibility for benefits under public
assistance programs (as defined in section
201(0(3) and government benefits described
in section 201(0(4)).

(ii) Each project under tbs section shail be
consistent with the objectives of section
111(b) and this section and sball be conducted
in accordance with an agreement entered
into with the State, locality, employer,
other entity, or the legisiative branch of the
Federal Government, as the case may be.

(iii) In determining which State(s), locaJ-
ities, employers, or other entities shall be
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designated for such projects, the Attorney
General thaiI take tnto account the esti-
mated number of eclud.abie aliens and de-
portable aliens in each State or locality.

(B) For pirposes of this paragraph, the
term "legislative branch of the Federal Gov-
ernment" tnclndes all offices described in
section 101(9) of the Congressional Account-
ability Act of 1995 (2 U.S.C. 1301(9)) and all
agencies of. the legislative branch of Govern-
ment.

(2) DESCRIPTION OF PtOJECTS.—Demonsa-
tion projects condncted under this sub-
section may tnclnde,. but are not limited to—

(A) 'a system which allows employers to
verify the eligibility for employment of new
employees using Adn,1nisation records and,
if neceary, to condnct a cro-check using
Service records;

(B) a simulated linkage of the eleconic
records of the Service and the Adminisa-
tion to test the tecbnical feasibility of estab-
llzhng a linkage between the actual elec-
tronic records of the Service and the Aini1n-
stration;

(C) improvements and additions to the
elecon1c records of the Service and the Ad-
ministration for the. purpose of using such
records for verification of employment eligi-
bility;

(D) a system which allows employers to
verify the continned eligibility for employ-
ment of employees with temporary work an-
thorization;

(E) a system that requires employers to
verify the validity of employee social secu-
rity account. numbers through a telephone
call, and to verify employee identity through
a United States passport, a State driver's li-
cense or ldentiflcation document, or a docu-
ment issued by the Service for purposes of
this clause;

(F) a system which is based on State-issued
driver's licenses and identification cards
that incinde a machine read.able soca1 secn-
rity account number and are resistant to
tampering and counterIeiting and

(G) a system that reqxires employers to
verifywith the Service the immigration sta-
tus of eveqr employee except one who has at-
tested that he or she is a United States citi-
zen or national.

(3) COMMENCEMENT DATE.—The first dem-
onstration project under this section sba]i
commence not later than six months alter
the date of the enacet of this Act.

(4) TERMINATION DA.—The anthority of
paragraph (1) shall cease to be effective four
years after the date of enactment of this
Act, except that, if the President determines
that any one or more of the projects con-
ducted pursnant to paragraph (2) should be
renewed, or one or more additional projects
should be condncted before a plan is rec-
ornmended under section 111(aXl)(A), the
President may condnct such jroject or
projects for np to an additional three-year
period, withont regard to section
274A(d)(4)(A) of the Jmmigration.nd Nation-
ality Act.

(b) OSJEcTIvES.—The objectives of the
demonstration projects condncted under this
section are—

(1) to assist the Attorney General in meas-
uring the benefits and costs of systems for
verifying eligibility for employment in the
United States, and immigration status in the
United States for purposes of eligibility for
benefits under pnblic assistance programs
defined in section 201(0(3) and for govern-
ment benefits described in section 201(0(4):

(2) to assist the Service ad the Adininis-
tration in determining the accuracy of Serv-
ice and Adrnixiistration data that may be
used in snch systems; and

(3) to provide 'the Attorney General with
information necessary to make determiEa-
tionz regarding the likely effects of the test-
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ed systems on employers. employees, ad
other individuals, incinding information on—
.(A) losses of employment to indivdua1s a
a result of inaccurate information in the sys-
tem;

(B) unlawful discrimination;
(C) privacy violations;
(D) cost to individual employers, inclnding

the cost per employee and the total cost as
a percentage of the employers payroll; and

(E) thzzellness of initial and final verifica-
tion determinations.

(c) . CONGRESSxONM CONSULTATION.—(1) Not
later than l2monthz after the date of the en-
actment of this Act. ad axinually thereafter,
the Attorney General or the Attorney Gen-
eral's representatives shall consult with the
Committees on the Judiciary of the House of
Representatives and the Senate regarding
the demonstration projects being condncted
under tIüs section.

(2) The Attorney General or her represent-
ative, in fnlfilling the obligations described
tn paragraph (1), shall submit to the Con-
gress the estimated cost to employers of
each demonstration project, incinding the
system's indirect and amAnistratIve costs to
employers.

(d) IMPLEMENTATION.—In carrying out the
projects described tn subsection (as, the At-
torney General shall—

(1) support and, to the extent possible, fa-
cilitate the efforts of Federal and State gov-
ernment agencies in developing—

(A) tamper- and counterfeit-resistant docu-
ments that may be used in a new verification
system, including drivers' licenses or sin,i1,r
documents issued by a State for the pnrpose
of identification, the social security account
number card issued by the Administration,
and certificates of birth in the United States
or estab4hing United States nationality at
birth; and

(B) recordkeeping systems that would re-
duce the frandulent obta.thng of such docu-
ments, inclndng a nationwide system to
match birth and death records;

(2) rewre appropriate notice to prospec-
tive employees concerning employers' par-
ticipation tn a demonstration project, which
notice shU contain information on filing
complaints regarthng misuse of information
or unlawful discrimination by employers
participating in the demonstration; and

(3) require employers to establish proce-
dures developed by the Attorney General—

(A) to safeguard all personal information
from unanthorlzed disclosure and to condi-
-tion release of such 1nfornation to any per-
son or entity npon the person's or entity's
agreement to safeguard such information;
and

(B) to provide notice to all new employees
and applicants for employment of the right
to request an agency to review, correct, or
amend he employee's or applicant's record
and the steps to follow to thake such a re-
quest.

(e) REPORT OF ArrORNEY GENRAL.—Not
later than 60 days before the ezpimtion of
the authority for s-absection (a)(1), the At-
torney General sba.1l submit to the Congress
a report contanLng an evalnation of each of
the demonstration projects conducted under
this section, including the findings made by
the Comptroller General under section 113.

(0 Sysi RZQUIREMENTS.—
(1) IN GENERAL.—Demonstration projects

conducted nnder this section shall substan-
tially meet the criteria in 'section 111(c)(1),
except that with respect to the criteria in
subparagraphs (D) and (G) of section
111(c)(1), such projects are required only to
be likely to substantially meet the criteria,
as determined by the Attorney General.

(2) SU ERSEDING Emcr.—If the Attorney
General determines that .ay demonstration
project conducted under this section snb-
stantal1y meets the criteria in section
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fl1(c)(1), other thaii the criteria in subpara-
graphs CD) and (G) of that section, and meets
the criteria m such subparagraphs (D) and
(G) to a sufficient degree, the requirements
for participants in such ro)ect sball apply
during the reznainAng period of its operation
in Lieu of the procedures required under sec-
tion 274A(b) of the Immigration and Nation-
ality Act. Section 274B of such Act sball re-
maAn fully applicable to the participants m
the project.

(g) AUTORIZATIO op APpRopm1oNs.—
There are authorized to be appropriated such
sums as may be necessary to carry out tb.is
section.

(h) STATUTORY CONSTRUTION.—The provi-
sions of this section supersede the provsions
of section 274A of the Immigration and Na-
tionality Act to the extent of any Inconzist-
ency therewith.
SEC. US. COMPTROLLER GENERAL •MONITORD(G

AND REPOft
(a) IN GENER.—The Comptroller General

of the United States shall tack. monitor,
and evaluate the .compliace of each dem-
onstration project with the ob)ectives of sec
tions 111 and 122, and shall verily the results
of the demonstration pro)ects.

(b) RESPONSIBflITXES.—
(1-) COLLECTION OP flFORMATION.—The

Compoller General of the. United States
shall collect and consider information on
each requirement described in section
111(a)(1)(C).

(2) TR.AC1G AND RECORDn4G OF PRC-
TICES.—.The Comptroller General shall track
and record unlawful discriminatory employ-
ment practices, if any, resulting from the
use or disclostre of-inforxn_atjon pursuant to
a demonstration project or npjementatjon
of the system, using such methods as—

(A) the collection and analysis of data;
(B) the uze of hiring audits; and
(C) uze of omputer audits, including the

comparison of such audits with hiring
records.

(3) MAINTENANCE OP DATA.—The Comptrol-
ler General shall also maintain data on un-
lawful discrinatory practices occurring
among a representative sample of employers
who are not participants in any project
under this section to serve as a baseline for
compariSon with similar data obtained from
employers who are participants in projects
under this section.

(c) REPors.—
Cl) DEMONSfltATION PROJEC'rS.—Beginnjng

12 months alter the date of the enacthent of,
this Act, and annnaily thereafter, the Comp-
troller General of the United States shall
submit a report to the Committees on the
Judiciary of the House c Representatives
and the Senate setting forth evaluations of—

(A) the extent to which each demonstra-
tion project is meeting each of the require-
ments of section 111(c); and

(B) the Comptroller General's preliminary
fxidings made under this section.

(2) VERIFICATION SYSTEM.—Not later than
60 days after the submzssioA to the Congress
of the plan under section 111(a)(2), the Comp-
oller General of the United States shall
submit a report to the Congress setting forth
an evaluation of—

(A) the extent to which the proposed sys-
tem, if any, meets each of the requirements
of section 111(c); and

(B) the Compoller General's findings
made u.nder this section.
SEC. 114. GENERAL NONPREEMPTION OF ST-

ING RIGHTS AND REMEDIES.
Nothing in this subpart may be construed

to deny, impair, or otherwise adversely af-
fect any right or remedy available under
Federal. State, or local law to any person on
or after the date of the enactment of this
Act except to the extent the right or remedy

is inconsistent with any provision of this
part.
SEC. 115. DEFXNIIIONS.

For purposes of this subpart-a-
(1) ADM]NISTRATION.— The term "Adminis-

tration" means the Social Security Adrninis-
ation.

(2) EMPLOflENT AUTHORIZED ALIEN.—The
term "employment authorized alien" means
an alien who has been provided with an "em-
ployment authorized" endorsement by the
Attorney General or other appropriate work
permit in accordance with the Immigration
and Nationality Act.

(3) SERVICE.—The term "Service" means
the Immigration and Naturalization Service.

Subpart B—Stxengthening Existhig.
Verification Procedny

SEC. 116. CRANGES IN usr OF ACCEPTABLE EM-
PLOYMENT-VERIFICAXION DOCU-

'(a) AUTROR1T To RBQumE SOCIAL Skcu-
RT ACCOUNT NUMBERS.—.Section Z4A (8
U.S.C. 1324a) is amended by adding at the end
of subsection (b)(2) the following new sen-
tence: "The Attorney General is authorized
to require an individual to. provide on the
form described in paragraph (1)(A) the indi-
vidual's social security account number for
purposes of comp1yng with this section.".

(b) CHANGEs n. ACCEPTABLE DOCUMENTA-
TION POE EMPLoY'r AUTHORIZATION AND
IDENTITY—

(1) REDUCTION IN NUMBER OP ACCEPTABLE
EMPLOYMENT-VER1pICATIo DOCUMEN1'&—Sec-
tion 274A(b)(1) (8 U.S.C.1324a(b)(1)) is amend-
ed—

(A)msubparagraph (B)—'
(i) by striking clauses (ii), (ill), and (iv);
(ii) by redesignating clause (v) as clause

(ii);
(iii) in clause (i), by adding at the end

"or";
(iv) in clause (ii) (as redesignated), by

amending the text preceding sibclause (I) to
read as follows:

"(ii) resident alien card, alien registration
card, or other document designated by regu-
lotion by the Attorney Generj, ifthe docu-
ment—"; and

(v) in clause (ii) (as redesignated).—
(I) by striking "and" at the end of sub-

clause (I);
(IL) by striking the period at the end of

subclause (fl) and inserting ", and"; and
(lEE) by addiDg at the end the following new

subclause:
"Cm) contains appropriate security fea-

tures."; and
(B) in subparagraph (C)—
(i) by •"or" after the "semicolon"

at the end of clause (1);
(ii) by striking clause (ii); ad
(iii) by redesignatjg clause (iii) as clause

(ii).
(2) AUTHORiTY TO PROEIB1T USE OP CERTATh

DOCUMENTS.—If the Attorney General find
by regulation, that any document described
in section 274A(b)(1) of the Inunigration and
Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1324a(b)(1)) as es-
tablishing employment authorization or
identity does not reliably establish such au-
thorization or identity or is being used
fraudulently to an unacceptable degree, the
Attorney General may prohibit or place con-
ditions on its use for purposes of the verifica-
ton system established in 'section 274A(b) of
•the Immigration and Nationality Act under
section 111 of this Act.

(c) EP'tc'rIvE DATE.—Thé anendments
made by subsections (a) and (b)(1) shadl apply
with respect to hiring (or recruiting or refer-
ring) occurnng on or after such date as the
Attorney General shall designate (but not
later than 180 days after the date of the e-
actment of this Act).
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SEC. 117. TREATNT OF CERrAm. DOCUMEN-

TARY PRACTICES AS UNFAIR ThThU-
GRAT1ON-REIAID EL%WNT
PRACflCES

SectiGn 274B(a)(6) (8 'U.S.C. 1324b(a)(6)) is
amended—

(1) by striking "For purposes of paragraph
(1), a" and iflSertng "A"; and

(2) by striking "relating to the hiring of in-
dividuals" and inserting the 'following: "if
made for the purpose or with the -intent of
discrümnating against an individual in vio
lation of J.ragraph (1)".
SEC. 118. IMPROVEMENTS IN IDENTIFICATION.ADDOC

(a)Bm CERTIFICAS.—
(1) LIMrrATION ON ACCEPTAXqCE.—(A) No

Federal agency, including but not )iinited to
the Social Security Administration and the
Department of State, and no State agency
that issues driver's licenses or identification
documents,. may accept for any official pur-
pose a copy of a birth certificate, as defined
in ragraph (5). unless it is issued by a
State 'or local government registrar and it
conforms to standards described in subpara-
graph (B).

(B) The standards described in this sub-
paragraph are those set forth In regulations
promulgated by the Secietary of Health and
Human Services, after consultation with the
Association for Public Health Statistics and
information Systems (APHSIS), and shall in-
clude but not be limited to—

(i) Certification by -the agency issuing the
birth certificate, and'

(ii) use of safety paper, the seal of the issu-
ing agency,. and other features designed. to
limit tampenng, counterfeiting, and use by
impostors.

(2) LXMrrATION ON ISSTJMJCg.—(A) If one or
more of the conditions described in subpara-
graph (B) is present, no State or loc1 gov-
ernment agency may issue an official copy of
a birth certificate pertaining to an individ-
ual unless the copy prominently notes that
such individual is deceased.

(B) The conditions described in this sub-
paragraph include—

- (i) the presence on the original birth cer-
tificate of a notation that the individual is
deceased, or

(ii) actual knowledge by the-issuing agency
that the Individual is deceased obtained
through information provided by the Social

• Security Adxninizatjon, by an inrstte
system of birth-death matching, or other-
wise.

(3) GRAXTS TO STATES.—(A)(1) The Sec-
retary of Health and Htiman Services shall
establish a fund,. administered through the
National Center for Health Statstics, to pro-
vide grants to the States to encourage them
to develop the capability to match birth and
death records, within each State and among
the States, and to note the fact of death on
the birth certificates of deceased persons. In
developAng . the capability described In the
preceding sentence, States shall focus first
on persons who were born after 1950.

(ii) Such grants shall be provided in pro-
portion to population and in an

- amount
needed to provide a substantial incentive for
the States to develop such capability.

(B) The Secretary of Health and Human
Servces shall establish a fund, adnistered
through the National Center for Health Sta-
tistics, to provide grants to the States for a
project in -each of S States to demonstrate
the feasibility of a system by wbich each
such State's office of vital statistics would
be provided, within 24 hours, sufficient infor-
mation to establish the fact of death of every
individual dying in such State.

(C) There are authorized to be appropriated
to the Department of Health and Human
Services such amounts as may be necessary
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to provide the grants described in subpaa-
graphs (A) and (B).

(4) .REPORT.—Not later than one year alter
the date of the enacent of this Act, the
Secretary èf Health and Human Services
shall submit a report to the Congress on
ways to reduce the fradu1ent obtaining and
the fraudulent use of birth certificates, iii-
cluding any such se to obtain a social secu-
rity account number or a State or Federal
document related to identification or immi-
gration.

(5) CERTIFICATE OF BIRTH.—As used this
section, the term "birth certificate" means a
cerflcate of birth registered in the United
States.

(6) rIvE DATE.—Ths subsection shall
take effect on October 1, 1997.

(b) STATE-ISSUED DRIVERS LICENSES.—
(1) SOCIAL SECURiTY ACCOUNT NUMBER.—

Each State-issued driver's license and identi-
fication document sball contain a social se-
curity account number, except that this
paragraph shall not apply if the document is
issued by a State that requires, pursuant to
a statute eEacted prior to the date of enact-
ment of this Act, or pursuant to a regulation
issied thereunder or an adminisative pol-
icy, that—

(A) every applicant for such license or doc-
ument submit the number, ad

(B) an agency of such State verify with the
Social Security Administration that the
number is valid and is not a number assigned
for use by persons without authority to work
in the United States.

(2) APPLICATION PROCFS.—The application
proce for a State driver's license or identi-
fication document shall include the presen-
tation of such evidence of identity as is re-
quired by regniations promulgated by the
Secretary of Transportation, alter consulta-
tionwith the American Assodation of Motor
Vehicle Administrators.

(3) FOa.i or LICkINSE AND 1DENr1rICATION
DOCUMENT.—Each State driver's license and
Identification document shall be in a form
consistent with requirements set forth in
regulations promulgated by the Secretary of
Transportation, after cons.t1tatlon with the
American association of Motor Vehicle Ad-
rninjztrators. Such form sball contain secu-
rty features desigued to limit tamerng,
counterfeithig, and use by impostors.

(4) LIMiTATION ON ACCEPTANCE OF LICSE
AZD IDENTIFICATION DQCUMENT.—Nelther the
Social Security Administration or the Pass-
port Office or any other Federal agency or
any State or local government agency may
accept for any evidentiary purpose a State
driver's license or dent1icatiàn document in
a form other than the form described in
paragraph (3).

(5) TEC'r'VE DATE.—ThIZ subsection shall
take effect on October 1, 1997.
SEC. 119. ENUANCED CIV!I PALTS IF LABOR

SANDAEVS VIOLAflO4S AREPRE
(a) IN GENE1UL.—Sectlon 274A(e) (8 U.S.C.

1324a(e)) is amended by adding at the end the
followthg

"(1O)(A) The administrative law Judge shall
have the authority to require payment o a
civil money penalty in an amount p to two
times the amount of the penalty prescribed
by this subsection in any case wbich the
employer ba.s been found to have committed
a willful violation or repeated violations of
any of the following statutes:

"(I) The Fair Labor Standards Act (29
U.S.C. 201 et seq.) pnrsuat to a final deter-
mination by the Secretary of Labor or a
court of competent jurzdictlon.

"UI) The Migrant and Seasonal Agricul-
tural Worker Protection Act (29 U.S.C. 1801
et seq.) pursuant to a final determination by
the Secretary of Labor or a court of com-
petent jurisdiction.
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"(ill) The Fam1y ad Medical Leave Act

(29 U.S.C. 2601 et seq.) pursuant to a final de-
termination by .the Secretary of Labor or a
court of competent jurisdiction.

"(B) The Secretary of Labor and the Attor-
ney General shall consult regarding the ad-
ministration of this paragraph.".

(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments
made by this section shall apply with respect
to offenses occurzing on or after the date of
the enactment of this Act.
SEC. 120. CASED NVMBER OF ASSTSTA

UNITED STMES ATtORYS TO
PROSECUTE CASES OF UNLAWFUL
EMPLOYMENT OF AlIENS O DOCIJ-

FRAUD.
The Attorney Gener1 s authorized to hire

for fiscal-years 1996 and 1.991 sich additional
Assistant United States Attorneys as may be
necessary for the prosecition of actions
brought under sections 274A and 274C of the
Iigration and Nationality Act and sec-
tions 911, 1001, 1015 throug 1018, 1028, 1030,
1541 through 1544, 1546, and 11 of title 18,
United States Code. Each such additional at-
torney shall be used pthnarily for such pros-
ecutions.
SEC. 12M. SUB AAtXBORflT FOR CAS OF

UNLAWFUL •. EMPLOYMENT OF
AL(S OR DOCUMENT PRAVD.

(a) IMMIGRATION OmCER Au'rHokrrY.—
(1) UNLAWFUL EMPLOY3NT.—Sectlon

274A(eX2) (8 U.S.C. 1324a(e)(1)) is amended—
(A) by striking "and" at the end of sub-

paragraph (A);
(B) by striking the period at the end of

subparagraph (B) and inserting", and"; and
(C) by inserting after subparagraph (B) the

followng new subpaxagraph:
"(C) immigration oftcers des1gnaed by

the Commissioner may compel by subpoena
the attendance of witnesses and the produc-
tion of evidence at any designated place
pnor to the filing of a complaint in a case
under paragraph (2).".

(2) DoCUdENT FRAUD.—,Sectlon 274C(d)(1) (8
U.S.C. 1324C(dXl)) is amended—

(A) by at the end of sub-
paragraph (A);

(B) by striking the period, at the end of
subparagraph (B) and inserting ", and"; and

(C) by insertiig after subparagraph (B) the
following new subparagraph:

"(C) immigration officers desigxiated by
the Connicioner may compel by subpoena
the attendance of wltnees and the produc-
tion of evidence at any deigEated place
prior to the filing of a complaint a case
under paragraph (2).".

(b) SEcrAEy or LOi SUBPQENA AU-
TEORITY.—

(1) Ii GENERAL.—Cbapter 9 of title U of the
Immigration and Nationality Act is amended
by adding at the end the following new sec-
tion:

"SEcRETAaY OF LA3O1 SUBPOENA AUTHORiTY

"SEc. 294. The Secretary of Labor may
issue subpoenas requiring the.ttendance
and testimony of witnesses or the production
of any records,. books, papers, or documents

connection with any 1vestigation or
hearing condocted in the enforcement of any
immigration program for which the Sec-
retary of Labor has been delegated enforce-
ment aithority under the Act. In such hear-
ing, the Secretary of Labor may administer
oaths, examine witnesses, and receive evi-
dence. For the purpose of anysuch hearing
or investigation, the authority contained In
sections 9 and 10 of the Federal Trade Com-
mission Act (15 U.S.C. 49, 50), relating to the
attendance of witnesses 2nd the production
of books, papers, and dccuments, shall be
available to the Seetary of Labor.".

(2) CONFOBMmG AMNDMENT.—The table of
contents of the Immigration and Natioziality
Act is amended by inserting after the item

S4229
relatthg to section. 293 .the following new
item:
"Sec. 294. Secretary of Labor subpoena a-

thority.".
SEC. 120B. TASK FORCE TO IMPROVE PUBUC

EDUC&1ION REGJBDING UMAWFUL
EMPLOYMENT OF ALIENS AD UN-
FA EW?tUGRATION-RELAIED EM-
PLOY PRACflCES

(a) EsTABLsBir.—The Attorney General
shall establish a task force within the De-
partment of Justice charged with the respon-
sibility of—

(1) providing advice and guidance to em-
ployers and employees relating to unlawful
employment of aliens under section 274A of
the Immigration and Nationality Act and
unfair irnin1graion-related employment
practicesunder ZZ4B of such Ac1Z and

(2) assisting employers complying with
those laws.

(b) COMPOSLTION.—The members of the task
force shall be designated by the Attorney
General from among offlcers or employees of
the Immigration and Naturaiization Service
or other components of the Deparuent of
Justice.

(c) ANNUAL REPORT.—.The task force shall
report annually to the Attorney General on
its operations.
SEC. 120C. NATIONWThE PURPRDTRG OP AP-

rukNDED ALNS.
There axe authorized to be appropriated

such additional sums as may be necessary to
ensure that the program "mENT", operated
by the Immigration ad Naturalization Serv-
ice pursuant to section 130007 of Public Law
1O3.-3, shall be expanded into a nationwide
program.
SEC. 220D. APPUCAflON OP VERffICTION PEO-

CEDURE TO SVIE AGENCY RER-
RALS OF EMPLOYMENT.

Section 274A(a) (8 - U.S.C. 1324a(a)) is
ainened by adding at the end the followthg
new paragraph:

"(6) STATE AGENCY REFERRALS.—A State
employment agency that refers any Individ- -
ual for employment sl3ail comply with the
procedures specified in subsection (b). For
purposes of. the attestation requirement
subsection (b)(1), the agency employee who
is primarily involved in the referral of the
individual shall make the attestation on be-
half of the agency.".
SEC. 120E. uE1rION OFVERIFICAIION FORM.

Section 274A(b)(3) (8 U.S.C. 14a(b)($)) is
amended by insert$ng after "must retain the
form" the following: "(except in any case of
disaster, act of God, or other event beyond
the control of the perzon or entity)".
pAge $—AL SMUGGLU'G DOCUMENT

FRAUD
SEC. 121. WFAP AVTHORTFY FOR ESTIGA-

TIONS OF ALIEN SMUGGLING OR
DOCUNT AVft

Section 2516(1) of title 18, UnIted States
Code, Is amended—

(1) paragraph (c), by •'or section
1992 (relating to wrecking trains)" and in-
serting "section 1992 (relatthg to wrecking
trains), a felony violation of section 1028 (re-
lating to production of false identLilcation
documentation), section 1425 (relating to the
procurement of citzens1p or ationali
tion in1awfui1y), section 1426 (relating to the
reproduction of naturalization or citizeEship
papers), section 1427 (relating to the sale of
naturaiition or citizenship papers), section
1541 (relating to passport issuance without
authority), section 1542 (relating to faLse
statements in passport applications), section
1543 (relating to forgery or false use of pass-
ports), section 1544 (relating to misuse of
passports), or section 1546 (relatIng to fraud
and misuse of visas, perni.its, and other docu-
ments)";

(2) by str1kng "or" at the end of paragraph
(1);
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(3) by redeSignating paragraphs (in), (n),

aDd (0) as paragraphs (n), (0), and (p), respec-
tively; and

(4) by inserting after paragraph (1) the fol-
lowing new paragraph:

"(m) a.violation of section 274, 2??, or Z78 of
the Immigration aDd Nationality Act- (8
U.S.C. 1324, 1327, or 1328) (relatIng to the
smuggling of aliens);".
SEC. 1. ADD1TIONAL COVERAGE IN RiCO FOR

OFTENSES RELM'ING TO ALN
SMUGGLING A1D DOCUNT
FEAUD

Section 1961(1) of title 18. United States
Code, is amended— - -

(1) by striking "or" after "law of the Unit-
ed States,";

(2) by Inserting "or" at the end of clause
(E);and

(3) by adding at the end the following "(F)
aiiy act, or conspiracy to coxnmt ay act, in
violation of—

"(i) section 1028 (relating to production of.
false identification documentation), section
1425 (relating to the procurement of citizen-
ship or nationalization unlawfully). section
1426 (relating to the reproduction of nat-
rahzation or citizensbip papers), section 1427
(relating to the sale of naturalization or citi-
zensbip papers), section 1541 (relating to.
passport issuance without authority), sec-
tion 1542 (relating to false statements in
passport applications), section 1543 (relating
to forgery or false use of passports), or sec-
tion 1544 (relating to misuse of passportS) of
this title, or, for personal financial gain, sec-
tion 1546 (relating to fraud and misuse of
visas, permits, ad other documents) of this
title; or -

"(Ii) section 274. 2??, or 278 of the Immigra-
tion and Nationality Act.".
SEC. 123. INCBEASTh CRThUNAL PENALTIES FOR

ALIEN SMUGGL
(a) IN GE1*BAL.—SectiOn 274(a) .(8 U.S.C.

1324(a)) is amended—
(1) in paxagraph (1)(A)—
(A) by striking "or" at the endof clause

(ili)
(B) by siking the comma at the end of

clause (iv) and inserting ";or"; aDd
(C) by adding at the end the following new

clatse:
"(v)(I) engages in any conspiracy to com-

mit any of the preceding acts, or
"(Ii) aids or abets the commission of ay of

the precethng acts,";
(2) in paragraph (1)(B)—
(A) in clause (i), by thsertlng"or (vXI)"

after "(A)(O";
(B) in clause (U), by stri1ng "or (iv)" and

nserting"(iv), or (v)(fl)";
(C) in clause (iii), by skiDg "or (iv)" and

thsertg "(iv), or (v)"; aDd
(D) in clatse (iv), by striking "or (iv)" and

inserting "(iv), or (v)";
(3) in paragraph (2)—
(A) in the matter preceding subparagraph

(A). by striking "for each transaction con-
stjtutiDg a violation of this paragraph, re-
gardless of the nimiber of aliens involved"
and inserting "for each alien in respect to
whom a violation of this paragraph occurs":
and -

(B) in 'the matter following subparagraph
(BXjii), by striIng "be fined" and all that
follows through the period and inserting the
following "be lined under title 18, United
States Code, and sba.U be imprisoned for a
first or second offense, not more than 10
yeais. and for a third or subseQuent offense,
not more thaD 15 years."; and

(4) by adding at the end the following new
,aragraph:

"(3) An person who hires for employment
an alien—

"(A) b'owing that such alien is an imau-
thorized alien (as defined in section
274A(h)(3)), and

"(B) knowing that such alien bas been
brought into the United States in violation
of this subsection,
shall be lined under title 18, United States
Code, and shafl be imprisoned or not more
than 5 yeaxs.". -

(b) SMUGGLING OF' ALIENS WHO WILL COM-
.or CRmiS.—Section 274(a)(2J(B) (8 U.S.C.
1324(a)(2)) is amended—

(1) by striking "or" at the end of atse
(ii);

(2) by redesignating clause. (iii) as clause
(iv); and

(3) by inserting after clause (ii) the follow-
ing new clause:

"(iii) an offense committed with the in-
tent, or with substantial reasQn to believe,
that the alien unlawfully broght into the
United'States will commit an offense against
the United States or any State punithable by
imprsocment for more thaxi 1 year or".

(c) SENTENCING GUIDELINES.—
(1) I GzNaAL.—PurSaant to its authority

under section 994(p)' of title 28, United States
Code, the United States Sentencing Commis-
sion shall promulgate sentencing guidelines
or amend existing sentencing guidelines for
offenders convicted of offenses related to
smuggling, transporting, tarboring, or in-
ducing aliens in violation of section 214(a)
(1)(A) or (2)(B) of the Immigration and Na-
tionality Act (8 U.S.C. 1324(a) (1)(A), (2)(B))
in accordance with this subsection.

(2) RQULEMNTS.—I carrying out this
subsection, the Comiission sba.1l, with re-
spect to the offenses described in paragraph
(1)-

(A) increase the base offense level for such
offenses at least 3 offense levels above the
applicable level in effect on the date of the
enacent of this Act

(B) review the sentencing enhancement for
the number of aliens involved (U.S.S.G.
2L1.l(b)(2)), and increase the sentencing en-
hancement by at least 50 percent above the
applicable en1ancement in effect on the date
of the enactment of this Act;

(C) impose an appropriate sentencmg en-
hancement upon an offender with 1 prior fel-
ony conviction arising out of a separate and
prior prosecution for a offense that In-
volved the same or similar underlying con-
duct as the current offense, to be applied in
addition to any sentencing enhancement
that would otherwise apply pursuant to the
calculation of the defendant's criiniDal his-
tory category;

(D) uapose an additional appropriate sen-
tencing enhancement upon an offender with
2 or more prior felony convictions arising
out of separate and prior prosecutions for of-
fenses that involved the same or sxni1ar un-
derling conduct as the current offense, to be
applied in addition to any sentencing en-
hancement that would otherwise apply pur-
suant to the calculation of the defendant's
criminal history category;

(E) impose an appropriate sentenCmg en-
hancement on a defendant who, in the con
of couunitting an offense described in this
subsection—

(i) murders or otherwise causes death, bod-
ily injury, or serious bodily injury to an in-
dividual;

(ii) uses or brandishes a firearm or other
dagerOu5 weapon; or

(iii) engages in conduct that consciously or
rek1esly places another n serious danger
of death or serou5 bodily injury;

(F) consider whether a downward adjust-
ment is appropriate if the offense conduct in-
volves fewer than 6 aliens or the defendant
committed the offense other than for profit;
and

(G) consider whether any other aggravat-
ing or mitigating circumstances warrant up-
ward or downward sentencing adjustments.
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(d) EFFECTIVE DArE.—This section and the

amendments made by this section thall
apply with respect to offenses occurring, on
or after the date of the enacnent of this
Act.
SEC. 124.. AD)nSSmfl.ITY OP VIDEOTAPED WIT-

NESS TESIIMONY.
Section 274 (8 U.S.C. 1324) is amended by

adding at the end thereof the foilowing new
subsection: -.

"(d) Notwitbsta.udiflg ay provision of the
Federal Rules of Evidence, the videotaped
(or otherwise audiovisually preserved) 'depo-
sition of a witness to a violation of sub-
section (a) who has been deported or other-
wise expelled from the United States, or is
otherwise unable to testffy;may be admitted
into evidence in an action brought for that
violation if the witness was available for
cross eyrrntion and the deposition other-
wise complies with the Federal Rules of Evi-
dence.".
SEC.. 125. ANDED FORFEITURE FOR ALN

SMUGGL1G 'DOCUMENT
FBAIJD.

(a) IN GENER.AL.—Section 274(b) (8 U.S.C.
1324(b)) is amended—

(1) by amending paragraph (1) to read as
follows: ' -

"(1) Ay property, real or personal. which
facilitates or is intended to facilitate, or has
been or is being used in or is intended to be
used in the commission of, a violation of, or.
conspiracy to violate, subsection (a) or sec-
tion 102S, 1425, 1426, 1427, 1541, 1542, 1543, 1544,
or 1546 of title 18, United States Code, or
which constitutes, or is derived from or
traceable to. the proceeds obtained directly
or indirectly from a commizson of a viola-
tion of, or conspiracy to violate, subsection
(a) or section 1028, 1425, 1426,1427, 1541, 1542,

1543, 1544. or 1546 of title 18, United States
Code, safl be subject to seizure and'forfeit-
ure, except that—

"(A) no property used by ay person as a
common carrier in the transaction of busi-
ness as a common carrier sball be forfeited.
under the provisions of this section unless it
shall appear that the owner or other person
in cbarge, of such property was a cousentizig
party or privy to the unlawful act; -

"(B) no property sball be forfeited under
this section by reason of ay act or omission
established by the owner thereof to bave
been committed omitted by ay person
other than such owner while such property
was unlawfullY in the possession of a person
other than the owner in violation of, or in
conspiracy to violate, the criminal laws of
the United States or of ay State; and

"(C) no property shall be forfeited under
this paragraph to the extent of an interest of
ay owDer, by reason of ay act or ornissLon
established by such owner to bave been com-
mitted or omitted without the knowledge or
consent of such owner, unless such act or
oriiission was committed by an employee or
agent of such owner, and facilitated or was
intended to facilitate, the commission of a
violation of, or a conspiracy to violate, sub-
section (a) or sectioi 1028, 1425, 1426, 1427,
1541, 1542, 1543, 1544, or 1546 of title 18, United
States Code, or was intended to further the
bus2ness mterests of the owner, or to confer
ay other benefit upon the owner.";

(2) in paragraph (2)—'
• (A) by striking "conveyance" both places
it appears and inserting "property"; and

(B) by striking "is being used in" and in-
serting "is being used in. is facilitating, has
facilitated, or was intended to facffltate"

(3) in paragraph (3)—
(A) by inserting "(A)" immediately after

"(3)", and
(B) by adding at the end the following:
"(B) Before the seizure of any real property

pursuant to this section, the 'Attorney Gen-
eral shall provide notice and an opportunity
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to be heard to. the owner of the property. The
Attorney General shall prescribe such regu-
lations as may be necessary to carry out this
subparagraph.";

(4) in paragraphs (4) and (5), by striking "a
conveyance" and "conveyance" each place
such phrase or word appears and inserting
"property"; and

(5) in paragraph (4)—
(A) by striking "or" at the end of subpaxa-

graph (C);
(B) -'by sikthg the period at the end of

subpax3gxaph (D) and inserting "; or"; and
(C) by adding at the end the following new

subpaxagraph
"(B) ansfer custody and ownership of for-

feited property any Federal, State, or
local agency pursuant to section 616(c) of the
Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. 1616a(c)).".

(b) EFFECTiVE DATE—The anendment5
made by this section shall apply with respect
to offenses occurring on or after the date of
the enacent of this Act.
SEC. 126. CEIFUNL FORFEiTURE FOR AL

SMUGGL1NG UNlAWFUL EW1.OY-
MENT OF ALNS OR DOCU)NT
BAUD.

Section 274 (8 U.S.C. 1324(b)) is amended by.
redesiating subsections (c) and (d) as sub-
sections -(d) and. (e) and inserting after sub-
section (b) the following:

"(c) CEmin&z. FoRPrruaE.—(1) y person
convicted of a violation of, or a conspiracy
to violate, subsection (a) or.section 274A(a)
(1). or (2) of this Act, or sèctio 1028,: 1425,
1426, 1427, 1541, 1542, 1543, 1544, or 1546 of title
18, UnIted States Code, shall forfeit to the
United States, regardless of any provision of
State law—

"(A) any conveyance, Including any vessel,
vehicle, or aircraft used In the commission
of a violation of. or a conspiracy to violate,
subsection (a); and

"(B) any property real or personal—
"(i) that constitutes,. or is derived from or

is traceable to the proceeds obtained direcUy'
or Indirectly from the conunissioD of a viola-
tion of, or a conspiracy to violate, subsection
(a), section 274A(a) (1) or (2) of this Act, or
section 1028, 1425, 1426, 1427, 1541, 1542, 1543,
1544, or 1546 of title 18, United States Code;
or

"ni) that 13 used to facilitate, or is in-
tended to be used to facilitate, the commis-
sion of a violation of, or a conspiracy to vio-
late,. subsection (a), section 274A(a) (1) or (2)
of. this Act, or section 1028, 1425, 1426, 1427,
1541, 1542, 1543, 1544, or 1546 of title 18, United
States Code.
The court, in imposing sentence on such per-
son, shall order that the person forfeit to the
United States all property described in this
subsection.
"(2) The ftii forfeiture o property

under this subsection, including any seizure
and disposition of the property and any re-
lated administrative or judicial proceeding,
shall be governed by the provisions of sec-
tion 413 of the Comprehensive Drug Abuse
Prevention and Control Act of 1970 (21 U.s.C.
853), other than subsections (a) and (d) of
such section 413.".
SEC. 127. CREASED CRDIINAL PENALTIES fOR

FLWDULENT USE OF GOVERN.VED DOC
(a) PENALTiES FOR FR.UD AND MISUSE OF

GOVERNMENT-ISSUEI) IDENTIFICATION DOCU-
MENTS.—(1) Section 1028(b) of title 18, United
States Code, is amended to read as follows:

"(b)(1)(A) An offense under subsection (a)
that is—

"(i) the production or transfer of an identi-
fication document or false identification
document that is or appears to be—

"(I) an identification document issued by
or under the authority of the Umted States;
or

"(fl) a birth certificate, or a driver's li-
cense or personal identification caid;
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"(U) the production or transfer of more

than five identification documents or false
identification documents; or

"(ill) an offense under paragraph (5) of such
subsection (a);,
sball be punishable under subparagraph (B).

"(B) Except as provided in paragraph (4), a
person who violates an offense described In
subparagraph (A) shall be punis±iable by—

"(i) a fine under this title, unprisonxnent
for not more than 10 years, or both, for a
first or second offense;

"(ii) a fine under this title, mprlsonment
for not more than 1 years, or both, for a
thfrd or subsequent offense.

"(2) A person coDvicted of an offense under
subséction.(a) that is—

"(A) any other productilon or transfer of an
identification document or false identifica-
tion document; or

"(B) an offense under agraph (3) of such
subsection;
sball be punishable by a fine under this title,
imprisonment for not more than three yeaTS,
or both.

"(3) A' person convicted of an offense under
subsection (a), other than an offense de-
scribed In aragzaph '(1) or' (2), sbafl be pun-
isbable by a fine under this title, imprison-
xnent for not more than one year, or both.

"(4) Notwithstanding axy .other provision
.of this section, the rnimnm term of impris-
oninent that may be imposed for an offense
described In paragraph (1XA) shall be—

"(A) if committed to facilitate a drug af-
fickthg cnme (as defined in section 929(a) .of
this title), 15 years; and

"(B) if committed to ficffltate an act of
internatioxial terrorism (as defined in sec-
tion2331 of thi title), 20 years.".

(2) SectIons 1541 through 1544 of title 18,
Umted States Code, are amended by sthldng
be fined under this title, imprsoned not
more than 10 years, or both." each place it
appears and inserting the following:

", except as otherwise provided in this sec-
tion.be—

"(1) fined under this title, imprisoned for
not more than 10 years, o? both, for a first or
second offense; or

"(2) fined under this title, imprisoned for
not more than 15 years, or both, for a thfrd
or subsequent offense.

"Notwithstanding any other provision of
this section, the mirnm term of imprison-
ment that may be imposed for an offense
under this section—

"(1) if con3xnitted tofacilitate a drug at-
ficI.ng crime (as defined in section 929(a) of
this title), is 15 years; and,

"(2) if committed to' facilitate an act of
international terrorism (as defined in sec-
tion 2331 of this title), is 20 yeaxs.".

(3) Section 1546(a) of title 18, United States
Code, is amended by fined under
this title, imprisoned not more than 10
years, or both." and nsertig the following:

", except as otherwise provided in this sub-
section, be— —

"(1) fIned under this title, imprisoned for
not more than 10 years, or both, for a'first or
second offense; or

"(2) fined under this title, imprisoned for
not more than 15. years, or both, for a third
or subsequent offense.

"Notwithstanding any other provxsion of
tbs subsection, the maximum term of im-
prisonxnent that may be imposed for an 'of-
fense under this subsection—

"(1) if committed to facilitate a drug af-
ficking crime (as defined in section 929(a) of
this title), iS 15 years; and

"(2) if committed to facilitate a act of
international terrorism (as defined n sec-
tion 2331 of this title), is 20 years.".

(4) Sections 1425 through 1427 of title 18,
United States Code, are amended by striking
"be fined not more than $5,000 or imprisoned
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not more than five yea.rs, or both" each
place it appears ad thsert1ng ", exce;. as
otherwise provided n this section. be—

"(1) fined under this title, imprisoned for
not more than 10 years, or both, for a first or
second offense; or

"(2) fined under this title, imprisoned for
not more than 15 years, or both, for a third
or subsequent offense.

"Notwithstanding. any 'other provision of
this section, the uiximum term of imprison-
rnent that may be imposed for an offense'
under this seCtion—

"(1) if committed to facilitate a drug traf-
ficking cnme (as defined in section 9(a) of
this title), is 15 years; and

"(2) if committed to facilitate an act of
international terrorism (as defIned in sec
tion 2331 of this title); is 20 yea.rs.'.

(b)CHAzGEs TO T SENTENciNG LEVELS.—
(1) IN GENERAL.—Pursuant to the Commis-

sion's authority under section 994(p) of title
28, United States Code, the United States
Sentencing Commission shall promulgate
sentencing guidelines or aen4 eiisting sen-
tencing guidelines for offenders convicted of
violating, or conspiring.to violate, sections
1028(b)(1), 1425 through 1427, 1541 through
1544, and 1546(a) of title 18, United States
Code, in accordance with this sabsection.

(2) REQUIRENTs.—In carrying out this
subsection, the Co,nm1ion shall, with re-
spect to the offenses referred to In aragzaph
(1>-

(A) Increase the base offense level for such
offenses at least 2 offense levels above the
level in effect on the date of the enactment
ofthisAct

(B) review the sentencbg enhancement for
number of documents or passports Involved
(U.S.S.G. 2L2.1(bX2)), and increase, the up-
ward adjnsnent by at let 50 percent above
the applicable en±lancement in effect on the
date of the enac1ent of this Act;

(C) impose an appropriate sentencing en-
hancement upon an offender with 1 prior fel-
ony conviction arising out of a separate and
prior prosecution for an offense that in-
volved the same or smflar underlying con-
duct as the current offense, to be applied In
addition to any Sentenctn enhancement
that would otherwise apply pursuant to the
calculation of the defendait's crrnini j-
tory category;

(D) impose an additioxial appropriate sen-
tencing enhancement upon an offender with
2 or more prior felony convictions arising
out of separate and pnor'prosecutions for of-
fenses that involved the same or similar un-
derling conduct as the current offense, to be
applied in addition to any sentencing en-
hancement that would otherwise apply pur-
suant to the calculation of the defendaDt's
criminii history category;

(B) consider whether a downward adjust-
ment Is appropriate if the offense conduct in-
volves fewer than 6 documents, or the de-
fendant committed the offense other than for
profit and the offense was not committed to
facilitate an act of international terrorism;
and

(F) co1sider whether any other aggravat-
Ing or mitigating circumstances warrant up-
ward or downward sentencing adjustments.

(c) E?PEcTrv DA.—This section and the
amendments made by this section shall
apply with respect to offenses occurring on
or after the date of the enactment of this
Act.
SEC. 1. CRDAL PLTY FOft FALSE StATE-

rtuNT fl A DOCUMENT REQUUE1)
UNDER THE ThnGRAflON LAWS OR
KNOWINGLY PRESENTING DOCU-
MENT WHICH FAILS TO CONTAIN
REASONABLE BASIS IN LAW OR
FACT.

The fourth undesig'nated paragraph of sec-
tion 1546(a) of title 18, United States Code, is
amended to read as follows:
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"Whoever knowthgly makes under oath, or

as permitted under penalty of perjury under
section 1746 of title 28, United States Code.
knowlng]y subscribes as true, any false
statement with respect to a material fact n
any application, affidavit, or other document
required by the mirmgration laws or regula-
tions prescribed thereunder, or knowingly
presents any such application, affidavit, or
other document wich contains any such.
false statement or which falls to contain any
reasonable basis i law or fact—".
SEC. 129. NEW CRIMINAL PENALTIES FOR FAIL.

VEE TO DISCLOSE ROLE AS PRE-
PARER OF FALSE APPLICATION FOR
ASYLUM OR FOR PREPARING CER

•TA2 POSTcONVICTION .APPUCA.
flONS.

Section ZI4C (8 U.S.C. 1324c) is amended by
adding at the end the following new sub-
section:

"(e) CBIMXNAL PENALTIES FOR FAILURE TO
I)ISCLOSE ROiE AS DOCUMENT PRERARER—(1)
WboeverIn any matter within the junsdic-
tion of the' Service under section 208 of this
Act, knowingly and wiBully fails to dis-
close, conceals, or covers up the fact that
they have, on behalf of any person and for a
fee or other remuneration, prepared or as-
sisted n preparing an application which was
fa1se1yrnade (as defined in subsection (f)) for
immigration benefits pursuant to section 208
of this Act, or the regulations promulgated
thereunder, shall be guilty of a felony and
shall be fined in accordance with title 18,
United States Code, frñprisoned for not more
tha 5 years. or both, and probited from
preparing or assisting in preparing, whether
or not for a fee or other remuneratioD. any
other such application.

"(2) Wboever, having been convicted of a
violation of paragraph (1), knowingly and
willfully prepares or assists n preparrng an
application for mmgation benefits pursu-
ant to this Act, or the regulations promul-
gated thereunder, whether or not for a fee or
other remuneration and regardless of wheth-
er n any matter within the Jir1sdictlon of
the Service under section.208, shall be guilty
of a felony and sball be ned1n accordance
with title 18, United States Code, impr2soned
f6r not more than 15 years, or both, and pro-
hibited from preparing or assisting In prepar-
ing any other such application.".
SEC. 130. NEW DOCUMENT FRAUD OFFENSES;

NEW CIVU. PENAL1 FOR DOCV•& ERAUD.
(a) ACTIVITIES -PROEJBrrED.—Section ZI4C(a)

(8 U.S.C. 1324c(a)) is amended—
(1) i paragraph (1), by inserting before the

comma at the end the following: "or to ob-
tam a benefit under this Act";

(2) In paragraph (2), by inserting before the
comma at the end the following: "or to ob-
tain a benefit under this Act";

(3) i paragraph (3)—
(A) by inserting "or with respect to" alter

"issied to";
(B) by adding before the comnm at the end

the followlng "or obtaining a benefit under
this Act"; and

(C) by strlldng "or" at the end;
(4) in paragraph (4)—
(A) by inserting "or with respect to" after

"issued to";
(B) by adding befor.e the period at the end

the following: "or obtaining a benefit under
this Act"; and

(C) by striking the period at the end and
inzerting", or"; and

(5) by adding at the end the following new
paragraphs:

"(5) to prepare, file, or assist another i
preparing or 111mg, any application for bene-
fits under this Act, or any document re-
quired under this Act, or any document sub-
mitted in connection with such application
or document, with knowledge or in reckless
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disregard of the fact that such application or
document was falsely made or. in whole or In
part, does not relate to the person on whose
behalf it was or is beIng submitted: or

"(6) to (A) present before boarding a com-
mon caxrier for the purpose of coming to the
Uxuted States a document which rel2.ts to
the alien's eligibility to enter the United
States, and (B) fail to present such document
to an imiigration officer upon arrival at a
United States port of enty.".

(b) EFmITION, OF FALSELY MxE.—Sectlon
ZI4C (8 U.S.C. 134c). as amended by section
129 of this Act, is further amended by adding
at the end the following new subsection:

"(1) FALSELY MAKE.—For purposes of this
section, the terni 'falsely make' means to
prepare or provide an application or docu-
ment, with knowledge or in reckless dis-
regard of the fact that the application or
document contains a faise, fictitious, or
fraudulent statement or material represen-
tation, or has no basis in law or. fact, or oth-
erwise fails to state a fact which is material
to the purpose for wch it was submitted.".

(c) CONPORNG AMENDMENT.—Section
ZI4C(d)(3) (8 U.S.C. 134c(d)(3)) is amended by
striking "each document used, accepted, or
created and ea.cb instance of use, acceptance,
or creation" each place it appears and insert-.
ing "each document that is the subject of a
violation under subsection (a)".

(d) NBANCED CI PENAI.TZES FOR DOCU-
MENT FRAUD Th' LABOR ST.&NDBDS VIOLA-
TIONS ARE PBESENT.—Sectlon ZI4C(d) (8
U.S.C. 1324c(d))is amended by adding at the
end the following new paragraph:

"(7) CIv PENALTY.—(A) The administra-
tive law judge shalibave the authority to re-
quire payment of a civil money penalty i an
amount up to two times the level of the pen-
alty prescribed by this subsection In any
case where the employer has been found to
have committed willful or repeated viola-
tions of any of the followuig statutes:

"(i) The Fair Labor Standards Act (29
U.S.C. 201 et sega.) pursuant to a final deter-
mination by the Secretary of Labor or a
court of competent irisdiction.

"Ui) The Migrant and Seasonal Agricnl-
tural Worker Protection Act (29 U.S.C. 1801
et seq.) pursuaDt to a Linal determination by
the Secretary of Labor or a court of com-
petent ursdiction.

"(iii) The Faxniiy and Methcal Leave Act
(29 U.S.C. 2601 et see.) pursnat to a final de-
termination by the. Secretary of Labor or a
court of competent jurisdiction.

"(B) The Secretary of Labor and the Attor-
ney General shall coEsult regarcliuig the ad-
ministration of this paragraph.".

(e) WAIVER BY ATFORNEY GENERAL.—Sec-
tion ZI4C(d) (8 U.S.C. 14c(d)), as amended
by sabsection (d), is further amended. by add-
ing at the end the following new paragraph:

"(8) WAIVER BY ATrORNEY GENBRAL.—The
Attorney General may waive the pena1tes
imposed by this section with respect to an
alien who knowingly violates paragraph (6) if
the alien is granted asylum under section
or withholding of deportation under section
243(h).".

(1) EmCTWE !ATE.—
(1) I)EFflrr1ON OF FALSELY MAJCL—Section

74C(f) of the Immigration ad Nationality
Act, as added by subsection (b), applies to
the preparation of applications before, on, or
alter the date of the enactment of this Act.

(2) ENHANCED CIVU. PENALTXES.—The
amendments made by subsection (d) apply
with respect to offenses occnrrmg on or alter
the date of the en&ctment of this Act.
SEC. 131. NEW EXCWSION FOR .DOCThINT

FRAUD OR FOR FAILURE TO
•PRESENT DOCUMENTS.

Section 212(a)(6)(C) (8 U.S.C. 1182(a)(6)(C))
is amended—

(1) by striking "(C) Misrepresentation" and
inserting the followir.g
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"(C) Fraud, misrepresentation, and fa1ure

to present documents": and
(2) by adding at the end the followmg new

clause:
"(iii) FRAUD, MISRPBESEZ4TATXON, AND

FAUBE TO PRESENT DOCUMENTS.—
"(I) Any alien who, in seeking entry to the

Uxuted States or boarding a common carrier
for the purpose of comiDg .to the United
States, presents any document which, i the
determi.nation of the immigration officer, is
forged, counterfeit, altered, falsely made,
Stolen, or iimpplicable to the person preseit-
ing the document, or otherwise contains a
misrepresentation of a material fact, is ex-
cludable. . -

"(U) Any alien who is reqnired to present
a document relating to the alien's eligibility
to enter the United States prior to boarding
a common carrier for the purpose of coming
to the United States and who fa1s to present
such document to an Immigration officer
upon arrival at a port of entry iiito the Unit-.
ed States is excludable.".
SEC. I LflWIAiION ON WIOLDTNG OF DE-

• POATION AND OTEER BENEFIIS
FOR ALIENS EXCLVDABLE FOR DOC-

- VMENT FRAUD OR FAfl.D6 TO
• PRESENT DOCUMENrS, OR CLVD..

ABLE M1ENS .4PPBEBEPJDED .A
SE

(a) DIGm1LITY.—Section 235 (8 U.S.C.
15) is amended by adding at the end the fol-
lowing new subsection:

"(d)(1) Subject to paragraph (2), any alien
who has not been admitted to the United
States, and who is excludable under Section
212(a)(6)(C)(iii) or wbo is an alien described
in paragraph (3), isineligible for withholding
of depor.tion pursnat to section 243(h),
and may not apply therefor or for any, other
relief under this Act, except that a alien
found to have a edible fear of persecution
or of return to persecution in accordance
with sectjon 208(e) sbafl be taken before a
special inquiry officer for exclusion proceed-
ings in accordance with section 236 and may
apply for asylum, withholding of deporta-
tion, or both, in the course of. such proceed-
ing

"(2) An alien described In paragraph (1)
who has been found ineligible to app]y for
asylum under section 208(e) may be retnrned
under the provisions of this section only to a
county in which, (or from which) he or se
has no credible fear of persecution (or of re-
tnrñ to persecution). If there is no county
to which the alien can be returned in accord-
ance with the provisions of this paragraph,
the alien shall be taken before a special In-
qufry officer for exclusion proceedings in ac-
cordance with section 236 and may apply for
asylum, withholding of deportation, or both,
in the course of such proceedings.

"(3) Any alien who is excludable under sec-
tion 212a), and who bas been brought or es-
corted under the authority of the United
States—

"(A) into the United States, ha.ving been.
on board a vessel encountered seaward of the
territorial sea by officers of the United
States; or

"(B) to a port of entry, having been on
board a vessel encountered within the tern-
tora1 sea or Internal waters of the Uxuted
States;
shall either be detained on board the vessel
on which such person arrived or in such fa-
cilities as are designated by the Attorney
General or paroled in the discretion of the
Attorney General pursuant to section
212(d)(5) pending accomplisbflent of the pur-
pose for which the person was brought or es-
corted into the United States or to the port
of entry, except that no alien shall be de-
tained on board a public yessel of the United
States without the concurrence of the head
of the department under whose authority the
vessel is operatig."•
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(b) CONFORMING AMENDMEN'rS.—SectiOfl

237(a) (8 U.S.C. 1221(a)) is amended—
(1) in the second sentence of paragraph (1),

by stnking "Deportation" and inserting
"Subject to section 235(d)(2), d3portation";
and -

(2) in the first sentence of paragraph (2), by
striking "If" and inserting "Subject to sèc-
tion 235(d)(2). if".
SEC. 133. PLTffS FOR INVOLUNTARY SER

- VUDL
(a) AMENDMENTS TO TrrLE 18.—Sections

1581, 1583, 1584, and 1588 of title 18, United
States Code, are amended by striking "five"
each place it appears and inserting "10".

(b) REVIEW OF SEXTECmG GUIDELXNES.—
The United States Sentencing Commission
Shall ascertain whether there exISts an un-
warranted thsparity---

(1) between the sentences for peonage, in-
voluntary servitude, and slave trade of-
fenses, and the sentences for kidnapping of-
fenses in effect on the date of the enactment
of this Act; ad

(2) between the sentences for peonage. in-
voluntary servitude, and slave trade of-
fenses, and the sentences for alien smuggling
offenses in effect on the date of the enact-
ment of thz Act and after the amendment
made by subsection (a).

(c) AMENDMENT OF SENTENCING GUIDE-
LflES—PursUant to its authority under sec-
tion 994(p) of title 28, United States Code, the
United States Sentencing Commission shall
review its guidelines on setencng for peon-
age, involuntary servitude, and siave trade
offenses under sections 1581 through 1588 of
title 18, United States Code, and shall amend
such guidelines as necessary to—

(1) reduce or eliminate any unwarranted
disparity found under subsection (b) that ex-
ists between the sentences for peonage. in-
voluntary servitude, and slave wade of-
fenses, and the sentences for ]ddnapping of-
fenses and alien smuggling offenses;

(2) ensure that the applicable guidelines
for defendants convicted of peonage, involun-
tary servitude, and slave trade offenses are
sufflcienUy sthngent to deter such offenses
and adequately reflect the heinous nature of
such offenses; and

(3) ensure that the guidelines reflect the
general appropriateness of ethanced sen-
tences for defendants whose peonage. invol-
untary. servitude, or slave trade offenses in-
volve—

(A) a large number of victims;
(B) the use or threatened uze of a dan-

gerouz weapon; or
(C) a prolonged period of peonage or invol-

untary servitude.
SEC. 134. EXCLUSION BELP.TING TO MATEUIAL

suppoRt TO TEERoars.
Section 212(a)(3)(B)(hi)() (8 U.S.C.

1182(a)(3)W)(iii)(]II)) is amended by inserting
"documentation or" before "ident1icat1on".
PART 4—EXCLUSION AND DEPORTATION

SEC. 141. SPECIAL EXCLUSION PROCEDURE.
(a) AB.R.rVALs FROM CONTTGUOUS FORmGN

TERRXrORY.—Section 235 (8 U.S.C. 1225) is
amended—

(1) by redesignating subsection (b) as sub-
section (b)(1); and

(2) by adding at the end of subsection
(b)(1), as redesignated, the following new
paragraph:

"(2) if an alien subject to such further in-
quiry has azzived from a foreign territory
contiguous to the United States. either at a
land pore of entry or on the land of the Unit-
ed States other than at a desigated port of
entry, the alien may be returned to that ter-
ritory pending the inqury.".

(b) SPECLAL ORDERS O EXCLUSIOi AND DE-
PORTAflON.—Section 235 (8 U.S.C- 1225). as
amended by section 132 of this Act. is further
amended by adding at the end the following:
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"(e)(1) Nowithstading the provisions of

subsection (b) of this section and section 236,
the Attorney General may, without referral
to a special inquiry officer or after such a re-
ferral, order the exclusion and deportation of
any alien if—

"(A) the alien appears to an examining im-
migration officer, or to a special inquiry offi-
cer if such referral ,s made, to be an alien
who—

(j) entered the United States without
having been..inspected and adiriitted y an
immigration officer pursuant to this section.
unless such alien affirmatively demonstrates
to the satisfaction of such immigration offi-
cer or special inquiry officer that he a.s
been phssia1ly present n the United States
for an uninterrupted period of at least two
years since such entry without inspectioi;

"(ii) is excludabe under section
212(a)(6)(C)(th);

"(iii) is brought or escorted under the au-
thority of the United States into the United
States, having been o board a vessel en-
countered outside of the terntorial waters of
the United States by officers. of the United
States;

"(iv) s brought or escorted under the au-
thority of the United States to a port of
entry, having been on board a vessel encoun-
tered withxx the territorial sea or interia1
waters of the United States; or

"(v) has arrived on a vessel transporng
aliens to the United States without such
alien hav2ng received prior offlca1 author-
ization to come enter, or reside in the
United States; or

"(B) the Attorney General has determined
that the numbers or c1rcurflstaces of aliens
en route to or arriving th the United States,
by land, sea, or air, present an exaordinary
migration situation.

"(2) As used in this section. the pbrase 'ex-
traordinary migration situation' means the
arrival or imminent arrival in the United
States or its terntorial waters of aliens who
by their numbers or circumstances substan-
tially exceed the capacity for the inspection
and examination of such aliens.

"(3)(A) Subject -to subparagraph (B), the
determination of whether there exists an ex-
traordinary migration tuation or 'whether
to invoke the provisions of paragraph (1) (A)
or (B) is committed to the sole and exclusive
discretion of the Attorney General.

"(B) The provisions of this subsection may
be invoked under paragraph (1)(B) for a pe-
riod not to exceed 90 days, unless, within
such 90-day period or art extension thereof
authorized by this subparagraph, the Attor-
ney General detexuanes. after consultation
with the Committees on. the Judiciary of the
Senate and the House of Representatives,
that an extraordinary migration situation
continues to warrant sch procedures re-
mini1g in effect for an additional90-day pe-
riod.

"(4) When the Attorney General invokes
the provisions of c]ause (iii), 1J or (v) of
paragraph (1)(A) or paragraph (1)(B). the At-
torney General may. pursna.Dt to this section
and sections 235(e) and 106(1), stzspend. in
whole or in part, the operation of hnrnigra-
tion regulations regarding the inspection
and exclusion of aliens.

"(5) No alien may be ordered specially ex-
cluded under paragraph (1) if—

"(A) such alien is eligthle to seek, and
seeks, asylum under section 208; and

"(s) the Attorney General determines, in
the procedure described in section 208(e),
that such alien has a credible fear of perseci-
tion on account of race, religion. national-
ity. membership in a particular social group.
or political opinion. in the country of such
person's natioziality. or in the case of a per-
son naving o xationaJity. the country in
which such person last habitually resided.
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An alien may be returiled to a country in
which the alien does not have a credible fear
of persecution and from which the alien does
not have a credible fear of return to persecu-
tion.

"(6) A special exclusion order entered in
accordance with the provisions of this sub-
section is not subject to adminisative re-
view. except that the Attorney General shall
provide by reu1ation for prompt review of
such an order against an applicant who
claims under oath, or as permitted under
penalty of perjury under section 1746 of title
28, United States Code, alter having been
warned of the penalties for falsely making
svch claim under such conditions, to be. and
appears to be. lawfully admitted for perma-
nent residence.

"(7) A special exclusion order entered in
accordance with the provisions of this sub-
section shall have the same effect as if the
alien had been ordered excluded and deported
pursuant to section 236, except that judicial
review of such an order shall be available
only nuder section 106(1).

"(8) Nothing in this subsection iry be con-
strued as requiring an inquiry before a spe-
cial inquiry officer in the case of an alien
crewman."..
SEC. 142. S .EA.fl.fl(G JUDICIAL EEVIEW OP

ORDERS OF C1.USION OR DEPOR-
TAUON.

(a) IN GENEB.AL.—Section 106 (8 U.S.C.
1105a) is amended to read as follows:
"JUDICIAL REVIEW OP ORDERS OF DEVOIV?ATIO,

CLUSON, AND SPECIAL EXCLUSiON
"SEC.. 106. (a) APPIICABLE PROVISIONS.—Ex-

cept as provided in subsection (b), judicial
review of a final order of exclusion or depor-
tation is governed oDly by chapter 158 of
title 28 of the Unfted States Code, but in no
such review may a court order the taking of
additional evidence pursuant. to section
2347(c) of title 28, Unfted States Code.

"Co) EEQu?EN'rS.—<1)(A) A petition for
judicial review must be ified not later than
30 days after the date of the final order of ex-
clusion or deportation, except that in the
case of any specially deportable criminal
alien (as defined in section 242(k)), there
shall be no )udicial review of any final order
of deportation.

"(B) The alien shall serve and file a br&ef in.
coEnection with a petition for judicial re-
view not later than 40 days after the dateon
which the administrative record is ava]able.
and may serve and file a reply brief not later
than. 14 days after service of the brief of the
Attorney General, and the court may not ex-
tend these deadlines except upon motion for
good cause shown.

"(C) I an alien fails to file a brief in con-
nection with a petition for judicial review
within the t]me provided in this paragraph,
the Attorney General may move to dismiss
the appeal. and. the court shall grant such
motion unless a manifest nustice would re-
sult.

"(2) A petition for 3uthcial review sball be
filed with the court of appeals for the judi-
cial circuit in which the special inquiry offi-
cercornpleted the proceedings-

"(3) The respondent of a petition for judi-
cial review shall be the Attorney General.
The petition shall be served on the Attorney
General and on the officer or employee of the
Immigration and Naturalization Service in
cbarge of the Service district in which the
final order of exclusion or deportation was
entered. Service of the petition on the officer
or employee does not stay the deportation of
an alien pendIng the court's decision on the
petition, unless the court orders otherwise.

'(4)(A) Except as provided i paragraph
(S)(B), the court of appeals shall decide the
petition only on the administrat.ve record
on which the order of exclusion or deporta-
tion is based and the Attorney C-enerals
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ündings of fact sball be conâlnsive nn1es a
reasonable adjudicator would be compelled
to conclude to the contrary.

"(B) The Attorney General's discretionary
judgment whether to grant relief undersec-
tion 212 (c) or U), 244 (a) or (d), or 245 shall
be conclusive and safl not be subject to re-
view.

"(C) The Attorney General's discretionary
judgment whether to grant relief under sec-
tion 208(a) shall be conclusive un.less mani-
festiy conary to law and an abuse of discre-
tion.

"(5)(A) If the petitioner claims to be a na-
-tional of the United States and the court of
appeals fiuds from the pleadings and affida-
vits that no genuine issue of material fact
about the petitioner's nationality is pre-
sented, the court safl decide the nationality
claim. -

"CS) If the petitioner claãins to be a na-
tional of the United States and the court of
appeals finds that a genuine issue of mate-
riaa fact about the petitioner's nationality is
presented, the court safl transfer the pro-
ceeding to the district court of the United
States for the -judicial disict in which the
petitioner resides for a new hearing on the
nationality claim and a decision on that
claim as if an action had been brought in the
district court under section 2201 of title 28,
United States Code.

"(C) The petitioner may have the national-
ity claim decided only as provided in this
section.

"(6)(A) If the validity of an order of depor-
tationhas not been judicially decided, a de-
fendant in a in"i?1 proceeding charged
with violating subsection (d) or(e) of section

• 242 may chaflenge the validity of the order in
the criminal proceedAg only by filing a sep-
arate motion before thai. The district court,
without a jury, safl decde the motion be-
fore ia1.

"(B) If the defendant claims in the motion
to be a national of the United States and the

-- distict court Lnds that no genuine issue of
material fact about the defendant's national-
ity is presented, the court shall decide the
motion only on the administrative record on
which the deportation order is based. The ad-
ministative findings of fact are conclusive if
supported by reasonable, substantial, and
probative evidence on the record considered
as a whole. -

"(C) If the defendant clamz in the motion
to be a national of the United States ad the
district court finds that a genuine issue of
material fact about the defendant's national-
ity is presented, the court shall hold a new
hearing on the nationality c1am and decide
that clain as if an action had been brought
under section .2201 of title 28, United States
Code.

"CD) If the district court rules that the de-
portation order is in-a1id, the court safl

the indictment. The United States
Government may appeal the dismissal to the
court of appeals for the appropriate circuit
within 30 days. The defendant may not file a
petition for review under this section during
the criunal proceeding. The defendant may
have the nationality claim decided only-as
provided in this section.

"(7) This subsection—
"(A) does not prevent the Attorney Gen-

era!, after a final order of deportation as
been issued, from detaining the alien under
section 242(c);

"CS) does not relieve the alien from com-
plying with subsection (d) or (e) of section
242; and

"(C) except as provided in paragraph (3),
does not require the Attorney General to
defer deportation of the allen.

"(8) The record and briefs do not have to be
printed. The court of appeais shall review
the proceediDg on a typewritten record and
on typewrftten briefs.

"(c) REQUIBZMENTS FOR PETITION.—A peti-
tion for review of an order of exclusion or de-
portation safl 5tate whether a court has
upheld the validity of the order, and, if so,
shall state the name of the court, the date of
the court's ruling, and the kind of proceed-
rng.

"(d) REvIEW OF FflAL ORDERS.—
"(1) A court may review a final order of ex-

clusion or deportation oiily if—
"(A) the alien has exhausted all adminis-

ative remedies available to the alien as a
matter of right; and

"(B) another court has not decided the va-
lidity of the order, unless, subject to para-
graph. (2), the reviewing court finds that the
petition presents grounds that could not
have been presented in the prior judicial pro-
ceeding or that the remedy provided by the
prior proceeding was inadequate or ineffec-
tive to. test the validity of-the order.

"(2) Nothing in paragraph (1)(B) may be
construed as creating a right of review if
such review would be incOnsistent with sub-
section (e), (±), or (g), or any. other provision
of this section.

"(e) NO JUDICIAL BVIEw FOR ORDERS OF
DEPORTATION OR EXCLUSION ENTERED
AGAINST CERTAIN CRDAL ALIENS.—Not-
withstanding any other provision of law, any
order of exclusion or deportation against an
alien who is excludable or deportable by rea-
son of having coimxiltted aniy criynind of-
fense described insbpaxagraph (A)Oii), (B),
(C), or (D) of section 241(a)(2), or two or more
offenses described in section 241(a)(2)(A)(jj).
at least two of which resulted in a sentence
or confinement desqrbed in section
241(aX2)(A)(iXfl), is not subject to review by
any court.

"(1) LIMITED REViEW FOR SPECIAL CLU-
SION AND DOCDT1ENT FRAUD.—(l) Notwith-
standing any other provision of law, except
as provided in this subsection, no court .shafl
have jurisdiction to review ay individual
determination or to hear any other cause of
action or claim azising from or relating, to
the implementation or operation of sections
208(e), 212(a)(6)(iii), 5(d), and 235(e).

"(2)(A) Except as provided in this sub-
section, there shall be no judicial review of—

"(i) a decision by the Mtorney General to
invoke the provisonsof section 235(e);

"(ii) the application of section 235(e) to In-
dividual aliens, inc1udin the determitation
made under paragraph (5); or

"(iii) procedures and policies adopted by
the Attorney General to implement the pro-
visions of section 235(e).
- "(B) Without regard to the nature of the

action or claim, or the identity of the party
or parties bringmg the action, no court safl
have jurisdiction or authority to enter de-
claratory. injunctive, or other equitable re-
lief not specifically authorized in this sub-
section, or to certify a class under Rule 23 of
the Federal Riles of Civil Procedure.

"(3) Judicial review of ay cause, claim, or
individual determination made or arising
under or relating to section• 208(e),
212(a)(6)(iil), 235(d), or 235(e) shallox1y be
available in a habeas corpus proceeding, and
shall be linited to determinations of—

"(A) whether the petttioner is an alien:
"(B) whether the petitioner was ordered

specially excluded; and
"(C) whether the petitioner can prove by a

preponderance of the evidence that ne or she
is an alien lawfully adnitted for permanent
residence and is entitled to such further in-
quiry as is prescribed by the Attorney Gen-
eral pursuant to section 235(e)(6).

"(4)(A) In any case wiere the court deter-
mines that the petitioner—

"U) is an alien who as not ordered spe-
cially excluded under section 235(e). or

"(u) has demonstrated by a preponderance
of the evidence that he or she is a lawful per-
manent resident.
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the court may order. no remedy or relief
other than to require that the petitioner .be
provided a hearing in accordance with sec-
tion 236 or a determination in. accordance
with section 235(c) or 273(d).

"(B) Any alien who is provided a heazing
under section 236 pursuant to these provi-
sions may therealter obtain judicial review
of any resulting final order of exclusion pur-
suant to. this Section.

"(5) In determining whether an alien has -
been ordered specially &xcluded under sec-
tion 235(e), the court's inquiry shall be lim-
ited to whether such an order in fact was is-
sued and whether it relates to the petitioner.
There shall be no review of whether the alien
is actually excludable or entitled to any re-
lief from exclusion.

"(g) NO COLERAij- ATrACL—In any ac-
tion brought for the assessment of penalties
for improper entry or reentry of an alien
under section 275 or 276, no court safl have
juzisthction to hear claims attacking the va-
lidity of orders of exclusion, special exclu-
sion, or deportation enteled under section
235, 236, or 242.".

(b) REScISSION OF
• ORDER—Section

Z42(c)(3) (8 U.S.C. 1252b(cX3)) is amended by
striug the period at the end and inserting
"by the special inquiry officer, but there
shall be no stay pendingfurther adxnfliistra-
tive or judicial review, unless ordered be-
cause of 1ndividuZiy compelling -cir-
cuxnstances.".

(c) CLERICAL AMENDMEr'r.—The table. of
contents of the Act is amended by amending
the item relating to section 106 to read as
follows:
"Sec. 106. Judicial review of orders of depor-

tation, eiclusion. and special
exclusion.". -

(d) EFFECTIVE DATE—The amendments
made by subsections (a) an (b) siaL1 apply

-to all final orders of exclusion or deportation
entered, and motions to reopen filed, on or
after the date of the enactment of this Act.
SEC. 1@. CIVIL PENALTIES ND VISA INEIIGIBIL-

• fl'Y, FOE FAILURE TO DEPA. -
(a) ALIENS SUBJECT TO 14 ORDER OF EXCLU-

SION OR DEPORTATION.—The Immigration ad
Nationality Act is amended by insertiDg
after section 274C (8 U.S.C. 1324c) the follow-
zng new section:

"CiVIL. PENALTIES FOR FflUBE TO DEPA1T
'SEô. 274D. (a) Any alien subject to a final

order of exclusion and deportation or depor-
tation who—

"(1) willfully fails or refuses to—
"(A) depart on time from the United States

pursuant to the order;
"(B) make timely application in good faith

for travel or other documents necessaxy for
departure; or

"(C) present bimsej.f or herself for deporta-
tion at the time and place required by the
Attorney General; or -

"(2) con_spires to or takes any action de-
signed to prevent or hamper the alien's de-
parture pursuant to the order,
shall pay a civil penalty of not more than
$500 to the Commissioner for each day the
alien is in violation of this section.

"(b) The Commissioner sbafl deposit
amounts received under subsection (a) as off-
setting collections in the appropriate appro-
pri&tions account of the Service.

"(c) Nothing in this section shall be con-
strued to dimnigh or qualify any penalties
to which an alien may be subject for activi-
ties proscribed by section 242(e) or any other
section of this Act".

(b) VISA OVERSTAYR—The Iniinigration
and Nationality Act is a.rnended in section
212 (8 U.S.C. 1182) by inserting the following
new subsection:

"(p)(1) Any lawfully admitted non-
iniznigrant who remains In the United States
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for more than 60 days beyond the period an-
thorized by the Attorziey General shall be in-
eligible for additional noninmigrant or im-
migrant visas (other than visas available for
spouses of United States citizens or aliens
lawfully admitted for permanent residence)
until the date that Is—

"(A) 3 years alter the date the non-
1nxflgrant depai the United States in the
case of a nonmm1grant not described in
paragraph (2); or

"(B) 5 years after the date the non-
• immigrant departs the United States in the

case of a nonImnigrant who withont reason-
able cause fails or refuses to attend or re-
nain in attendance at a proceeding to deter-
mine the nonmTnigrant's deportability.

"(2)(A) Paragraph (1) shall not apply to
any lawfully admitted noniiigrant who is
described in paraaph (1XA) axkd who dem-
onstrates- good cause for retinirg in the.
United States for the entirety of the period
(other thali the first 60 days) during winch
the nonimTnigrant remained in the United
States withont the authorization of the At-
torney General. -

"(B) A final order of deportation shall not
be stayed on the basis of a c'aim of .good
cause made under this subsection.

"(3) The Attorney General sball by regula-
tion establish procedures necessary to imple-
ment this section.".

(c) EFFECTIVE DATE.—.Subsection (b) shall
take effect on the date of implementation of
the automated entry-et conol system de-
scribed in section 201, or on the date that is
2 years after the date of nactrnent of this
Act, whichever is earlier. -

(d) AMENDME r0 TABLE OF CONTENTS.—
The table of contents of the Act is amended
by inserting after the item relating to sec-
tion 274C the foflowing
"Sec. 274D. Civil peEalties for failure to de-

part
SEC. 144. CONDUCT OF PROCEEDINGS BY ELEC-

?RONIC flANS.
Section 242(b) (8 U.S.C. 1252(b)) is amended

by inserting at the end the following - new
seutences: "Nothing in this subsection pre-
clndes the Attorney General from anthorz-
thg proceedings by video electronic media,
by telephone, or1 where a reqniremeut for
the alien's appearance is waived or the
alien's absence is agreed to by the parties, in
the absence of the alieu. Contested. full evi-
deutiazy heanngs on the merits may be con-
dncted by telepbone only with the consent of
the alien.". -

SEC. 145. SUBPO AurBOmTY.
(a.) EXCLUSION PROCEEDnGS..—Section

236(a) (8 U.S.C. 16(a)) is amended th the
first sentence by Inserting "issue. subpoe-
nas," after "evidence,".

(b) DEPORTATION PEOCBEDINGS.—Section
242(b) (8. US.C. 1252(b)) is amended ID the
first sentence by iiserting "issue snbpoe-
nas," after "evidence,".
SEC. 146. LANGUAGE OF DEPOR1ATION NOTICE;

BIGF TO COUNSEL.
(a) LA1'GUAGE OF Noric&—Section 242B (8

U.S.C. 1252b) is amended in snbsection (a)(3)
by striking 'under this subsection" ad all
that follows thràugh "(B)" aDd inserting
"under this snbsection".

(b) PRIVILEGE OF COUNSEL.—(1) Section
242B(b)(1) (8 U.S.C. 1252b(b)(1)) is amended by
icsertng before the period at the end the fol-
lowinr ", except that a hearing may be
scheduled as early as 3 days after the service
of the order to show cause if the alien has
been continued in custody subject to section
242".

(2) The parenthetical phrase in section 292
(8 U.S.C. 1362) is amended to read as follows:
"(at no expense to the Government or urea-
sonable delay to the proceedings)".

(3) Section 242B(b) (8 U.S.C. 1252b(b)) is fur-
ther amended by insertiDg at the end the fol-
lowing new paragraph:
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"(3) RULE OF 0ONS'TRUCTION.—Nothlng in

this subsection may be construed to prevent
the Attorney General from proceedizig
against an alien pursuant to section 242 ii
the time period described in paragraph (1)
has elapsed and the alien has failed to secure
counsel."
SEC. 147. ADDITION OF NOND!MIGRN 'VISAS TO

TYPES OF VISA DENIED FOR COUN-.
TRIES REFUSING TO ACCEPT DE-POEDAL

(a) N GENERAL.—Section 243(g) (8 U.S.C.
1253(g)) is amended to read as follows:

"(g)(1) If the Attorney General determines
that any country upon reqnest demes or un-
duly delays accepfance of the return of any
alien who' is a. national, citizen. subject, or
resident thereof, the Attorney General shall
notify the Secretary of such fact, and there-
after, subject to paragraph (2), neither the
Secretary of State nor any consular officer
shall Issue an Immigrant or uonlmxnlgrant
visa to any natiQnal, citizen. subject, or resi-
dent of such county.

"(2) The Secretary of State zflaywaive the
application of paragraph (1) if the Secretary
determines that such a waiver is necessary
to comply with the terms of a eaty or
international agreement or is in the national
interest of the United States.".

(b) EFFECTIVE DTE.—The amendment
made by subsection (a) shall app'y to coun-
tries for which the Secretary of State gives
instructions to United States consular offi-
cers on or after the date of the enacent of
thlsAct.
SEC. 14& &UOUW21ON OF SPECIAL FUND

FOR COSTS OF DEPORTATION.
In addition to ay other funds otherwise

available i.n any fiscal year for such pnrpose,
there are anthorized to be appropriated to
the I imigraton aDd Naturalization Service
$10,000,000 for use without fiscal year limita-
tion for the purpose of—

(1) ezecutiug final orders of deportation
pursuant to sections 242 aDd 242A of the Im-
migration and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1252
and 1252a); and

(2) detaining aliens prior to the execution
of final orders of deportation issued under
such sections.
SEC. 149. PU.OT PROGRAM TO INCREASE EFI?I.

CIENCY U4 REMOVAL OF DETAINED
• ALa

(a) AtrrBORITY.—The Attorney General
shall -conduct one or more pilot programs to
study methods for increasing the efficiency
of deportation and exclusion proceedings
against detained aliens by increasing the
availability of pro bono counseling aDd rep-
resentation for such aliens. Any snch pilot
program may provide. for administrative
grants to not-for-profit organ3zations In-
volved in the connseliDg and representation
of aliens in immigration proceethngs. An
evaluation component shall be inclnded in
any such pilot program to test the efficiency
and cost-effectiveness of the services pro-
'cided and the replicability of ih programs
at other locations.

(b) AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS.—
There are anthorized to be appropriated to
the Department of Justice such sums as may
be necessary to carry out the program or
programs described in subsection (a)..

(c) STATUTORY CONSTRTJcTION.—Nothing in
this section may be construed as creating a
right for axy alien to be represented in any
exclusion or deportation proceeding at the

.expense of the Government.
SEC. 150. UMrrATIONS ON RElIEF FROM EXCLtJ-

SION AND DEPOAflON.
(a) LIMrrATION.—SectiOzi 212(c) (8 U.S.C.

1182(c)) is amended to read as follows:
"(c)(1) Snb3ect to paragraphs (2) through

(5), an alien who is aDd bas been lawfully ad-
mitted for permanent residence for at least 5
years, who has resided in the United States
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contñnous1y for 7 years after having en
lawfully admitted, and who is return to
such residence after having temporarily pro-
ceeded abroad voluntazily and not under aD
order of deportation,. may be admitted in the
discretion of the Attorney General without
regard to the provisions of subsection (a)
(other than paragraphs (3)-and (9)(C)).

"(2) For purposes 'of this subsection, aty
period of continnons residence shall be
deemed to end when the alien is placed th
proceedings to exclnde or deport the alien
from the United States.

"(3) Nothing contained in this snbsection
shall limit the. anthority of the Attorney
General to exercise the discretion anthonzed
under section 211(b).

"(4) Paragraph (1) sbafl not apply to an
alien who has been convicted of one or more
aggravated felonies ad has been sentenced

- for such felong or felonies to a term or termz
of imprisonment totalling, in the aggregate,
at least 5 years.

"(5) Tbs subsection shall apply oxly' to an
alien in proceedings under section 236.".

(b) CANCELLATION OF DEPORTATION.—Sec-
tion 244 (8 U.S.C. 1254) is amended toread as
follows:
"CMCELLATION OF DEPORTATION; AUSXMBNr

OF STATUS; VOLNTA3Y DEPARTURE.
"SEC. 244. (a) CANCELL'.TION OF DEPORTA-

TION.—(1) The Attorney General may, th the
Attorzley General's thscretion, cancel depor-
tation in the case of an alien who is deport-
able from the United States and—

"(A) is; and as been for at least 5 years, a
lawful permanent resident; has resided in the
United States continnonsly for not less than
7 years after being lawfully admitted; aDd
has notbeen couvicted of an aggravated fel-
ony or felonies for wh.ich the alien as beeD
sentenced to• a term or terTns of imprison-
ment totaling. in the aggregate, at least 5y3;.

'(B) has been physically present in the
United States fora.continnous period of not
less than 7 years since entering the United
States; has been a person of good moral char-
acter during such period; aDd establishes
that deportation would result n extreme
hardship to the alien or the alien's spouse,
parent, or child, who is a citizen or. national
of the United States or an alien lawfully ad-
nutted for peruanent residence;

"(C) has been physically present in the
United States, for a continnous pericd of not
less than three years- since entering the
United States; has been battered or snb-
jected to extreme cruelty in the United
States by a spouse or parent who is a United
States citizen or lawful permanent resident
(or is the parent of a child who is a United
States citizen or lawful permanent resident
and the child has been battered or subjected
to extreme cruelty in the United States by
such citizen or permanent resident parent);
has been a person of good moral cbaracter
during all of such period in the United
States; aDd establishes that deportation
would result in extrenie hardship to the alien
or the alien's parent or child; or

"(D) is deportable under paragraph (2) (A),
(B). or ID), or paragraph (3) of section 241(a);
has been pbysically present th the United
States for a continnois period of not less
thai 10 years immediately fol1owxig the
commission of a act, or the assumption of a
status, constituting a ground for deporta-
tion, aDd proves that during all of such pe-
riod he has been a person of good moral cbar-
acter aDd is a person whose deportation
would, in the opinion of the Attorney Gen-
eral, result in exceptional and extremely un-
usual hardsh.ip to the alien or tohs spouse,
parent. or child, who is a citizen of the Unit-
ed States or an alien lawfully admitted for
permanent residence.
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"(2)(A) For purposes of paragraph (1). any

period of continuous residence or contnuóus
physical presence in the United States shall
be deemed to end when the alien is sexved au
order to show cause pursuant to section 242
or 242B.

"(B) An alien shall be considered to have
failed to maintain continuous physical pres-
ence ixi the United States under paragraph
(1) (B), (C), or (1)) if the alien was absent
from the United States for any single period
of more than 90 days or an aggregate period
of more than 180 days.

"(C) A person who is deportable under sec-
tion 241(a)(2)(C).or 241(a)(4) shall not be eligi-
ble for relief under this section. -

"CD) A person who is deportable under sec-
- tion 241(a)(2) (A), (B), or CD) or section

241(a)(3) shall not be eligible for relief under
paragraph (1) (A). (B), or (C).

"(E) A person who bas been convicted of an
aggravated felony Shall not be eigb1e for re-
lief under paragraph (1) (B), or (C). (I)).
• •"(F) A person 'who is deportable under sec
tian 241(a)(1)(G) shall net be eligible for re-
lief under paragraph (1)(C).

• "(b) CON UOUS PHySIc PRESENCE Nor
REQUIRED BCAtJSE OF HONORABLE SERVICE
ARMED FORCES A1D PBESENCE UPON ENTRY
INTO SERVICE.—The requirements of continu-
ous residence or continuous physical pres-
ence lxi the United States specified in sub-
section (a)(1) (A)and (B) shall not be applica-
ble to an alien who—

"(1) as served for a minimum period of 24
months in - an active-duty status. ID the
Mined Forces of the United States and, if
separated. from sich service, was sepaated
under honorable conditions, and

"(2) at the time of his or her enllstmentor
induction, was in the United States. -

• "Cc) ADJUSrMENT OF STATTJS.—The Attor-
ney General may cancel deportation and ad-
just to the status of an alien lawfully admit-
ted for permanent residence any alien who
the Attorney General determines meets the
requirements of subsection (a)(1) (B). (C), or
CD). The Attorney General shall record the
alien's lawful admission for permanent resi-
dence as of the date the Attorney General
decides to cancel sich alien's removal.

"(d) AIJEN CREWMEN; NONThMxcR.Arir -
CHANGE ALIENs Arnwrn To REcEIvE GRAD-
UATE MEDICJtL EDUCATION OR TRAINING;
O"rBER.—The provisions of subsection (a)
shall not apply to an alien who—

"(1) entered the United States as a crew-
man after Jine 30.1964;

"(2) was admitted to the United States as
a nommYnigrant alien descnbed in section
1O1(a)(15)(J), or has acquired the status •of
such a nonimmigrat alien after admission.
in order to receive graduate medical edu-
cation or training, without regard to wheth-
er or not the alien is subject to or as ful-
Lilled the two-year foreigD residence reqwre-
ment of section 2i2(e); or

"(3)(A) was admitted to the United States
as a nonimiiigrant alien described in section
1O1(a)(15)(J), or as acquired the status of
such a nonimmigrant alien after adiIssion,
other than to receive graduate medical edu-
cation or training;

"(B) is sibject to the two-year foreigD resi-
dence requirement of section 212(e); and

"(C) as not fulfilled that requirement or
received a waiver thereof, or, lxi the case of
a foreigD medical graduate who as received
a waiver pursuant to section 220 of the Immi-
gration and Nationality Technical Correc-
tions Act of 1994 (Public Law 1-416), ha.s
not fulfilied the requirements of section
214(k).

"Ce)• VOLUNTARY DEPAETUBE—(1)(A) The
Attorney General may permit az alien vol-
intaxi1y to depart the United States at the
alien's own expense—.

"Ci) i lieu of beixig subject to deportation
proceedings under section 242 or prior to the

completion of such proceedings, if the alien
is not a person deportable sunder section
241Ca)(2)(A)(jjj) or section 241(a)C4); or

"Cii) after the completion of deportation
proceedings under section 242. only if a spe-
cial ixiquiry officer determines that—

"(I) the alien is, and as been for at least.
5 years immediately preceding the alien's ap-
plication for voluntary departure, a person
of good moral character;

"(U) the alien is not deportable under sec-
tion 241Ca)(2)(A)(Jji) or section 241(a)(4); and"() the alien establishes by clear and
convincing evidence that the alien the
means to depart the United States and in-
tends to do.so.

"(B)(i) In the case of departure pursuant to
Subparagraph CA)W,. the Attorney General
may require the alien to post a voluntary dc-
parture bond, to be surrendered upon proof
that the alien as departed the Umted
States within the time specified.

"(ii) I any alien who is authorized to de-
part voluntaxily under this paragraph s fi-
nancially unable to depart at the alien's own
expense and the Attorney General deems the
alien's removal to be ID the best interest of
the United States, the expense of such re-
moval may be paid from the appropriation
for enforcement of this Act. -

"CC) In the case of departure pursuant to
Subparagraph (A)Cil), the alien sball be re-
quired to post a voluntary departure bond, in
an amount necessary . ensure that the
alien will depart, to be surrendered upon
proof that the alien as departed the United
States withiü the time specified.

"(2) I the alien fls voluntaily to depart
the United States within the time period
specified ixi accordance with a.ragraph (1),
the alien shall be sibject to a civil penalty of
not more than $500 per day and hall be ineli-
gible for any further relief under this sub-
section or subsection (a).

"(3)(A) The Attorney General may by regii-
lation limit eligibility for voluntary depar-
ture for any class or classes of aliens.

"(B) No court may review any regulation
issued under sibparagraph (A).

"(4) No court shall have jurisdiction over
an appeal from denial of a request for an
order of voluntary departure under para-
graph (1), nor shall y order a stay of
an alien's removal pending consideration of
any claim with respect to voluntary depar-
ture".

• Cc) CONFORnr4G .AENDMENTS.—(1) Section
242(b) (8 U.S.C. 1252(b)) is amended by strik-
ing the last two sentences.

(2) Section 2423 (8 U.S.C. 1252b) Is amend-
ed—

(A) ixi sibsection (e)(2), by striking "sec-
tion 244(e)(1)" and inserting " section 244(e)";
and

(B) lxi subsection (e)(5)—
Ci) by stril ng" suspension of deportation"

and izzerting "cancellation of deportation";
and

(ii) by inserting "244." before "245". - —
Cd) AMENDMENT TO THE T3LE OF CoN-

TENrS.—The table of contents of the Act is
amended by amending the item relatixig to
section 244 to read as follows:
"Sec. 244. Cancellation of deportation; ad-

justment of status; voluntary
departure.".

Ce) E ECr1vz DAT.—(1) The amendments
made by sibsection (a) shall take effect on
the date of the enactment of this Act, and
shall apply to all applications for relief
under section 212(c) of the Immigration and
Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1182(c)), except
that, for purposes of determining the period
of continuous residence. the arnendn,ents
made by subsection (a) sai1 apply to all
aliens against whom proceectings are com-
menced on or after the date of the etactment
of this Act.
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(2) The amendments made by subsection

(b) shall take effect on the date of the enact-
ment of this Act. and shall apply to all appli-
cations for relief under section 244 of the un-
migration and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C.
1254), except that; for purposes of determin-
ing the periods of continuous residence or
continuous physical presence, the amend-
ments made by subsection (b) shall apply to
all aliens upon whom an order to show cause
is served on or after the date of the enact-
ment of this Act.

(3) The amendments made by subsection
Cc) shall take effect on the date of the enact-
ment of this Act.
SEC. 151. ALN STOWAWAYS.

(a) DEFIN1TXON.—Section 101(a) (8 U.S.C.
1101) is amended by addixig the following new
paragraph:

"(47) The term 'stowaway' means any alien
who obtains transportation without the con-
sent of the owner, charterer, master, or per-
son ID conhxnand of any vessel or aircraft
through concealment aboard such vessel or
aircraft. A passenger who boards with a valid
ticket is not to be considered a stowaway.".

(b)VDABfl1Ty.—Seetjofl 237 (8 US.C.
17) is amended— • . -

(1) ixi subsection (a)(1), before the period at
the end of the Lrst sentence, by inserting the
following: ", or unless the alien is an ex- -
cluded stowaway who as applied for asylum
or withholding of deportation ad whose ap.
plication has not been adjudicated or whose
application as been denied but who as not
exhausted every appeal right"; and

(2) by inserting aZter the ffrst sentence lxi
subsection (a)(1) the following new sen-
tences: "Any alien stowaway uispected upon
amval lxi the United States is an alien who
is excluded witbii the meaning of this sec-
tion. For purposes of this section. the term
'alien' ixicludes an excluded stowaway. The
provisions of this section concerning the de-
portation of an excluded alien shall apply to
the deportation of a Stowaway under section
273(d).". -

Cc) CARRrER LIABILrrY FOR Cosrs OF DETEN-
TION.—Sectiofl 273(d) (8 U.S.C. 1323(d)) is
aiended to read as follows:

"(d)(1) It. shall be the duty of the owner,
charterer. agent, consigxiee, commanding of-
ficer, or master of any vessel or aircraft ar-
riving at the United States from any place
outside the United States to detain on board
or at such other place as may. be designated
by an immigration officer any alien stow-
away until such stowaway as been in-
spected by an immigration officer.

"(2) Upon inspection of an lien stowaway
by an immigration officer, the Attorney
General may by regulation take immediate
• custody of any stowaway and shall charge
the owner, charterer, agent, consigDee, com-
manding officer, or master of the vessel or
aircraft on which the stowaway as arrived
the costs of detaining the sthwaway.

"(3) It shall be the duty of the owner,
charterer, agent, cosigDee, commanding of-
ficer, or master or any vessel or aircraft ar-
rivng at the United States from any place
outside the United States to deport any alien
stowaway on the vessel or aircraft on which
such stowaway arrived or on another vessel
or aircraft at the expense of the vessel or zr-
craft on which such stowaway amved when
required to do so by an ixnxrtigration officer.

"(4) Any person who fails to comply with
paragraph (1) or (3), sball be subject to a fine
of $5,000 for each alien for each failure to
comply, payable to the Commissioner. The
Commsioner shall deposit amounts re-
ceived under this paraRraph as offsetting col-
lect2ons to the applicable appropriations ac-
count of the Service. Fending final deter-
mixiation of liability fo such fine, no such
ve5sel or aircraft sai1 be granted clearance,
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except that clearance may be grated upon
the deposit of a sum sufficient to cover such
fine, or of a bond with sufficient surety to se-
cure the payment thereof approved by the
Commissioner.

"(5) An alien stowaway inspected upon ar-
rival sball be considered an excluded alien
under this Act.

"(6) The provisions of section 235 for deten-
tion of aliens for examination before a spe-
cial inquiry officer and the right of appeal
provided for in section 236thail not apply to
aliens who arrive as stowaways, and no such
aliens shail be permitted to land i.n the Unit-
ed State5. except temporarily for medical
teatU1ent, or pursuant to such regulations
as the AttorDey General may prescribe for
the departure, removal, or deportation of
such alien from the United States.

"(7) A stowaway may apply for asylum
under section 208 or withholding of deporta-
tion under section 243(h). pursuant .to such
regulations. as the Attorney General may es-
tablish.".
SEC. 152. PILOT PROGR1.M ON TN1RIOR REPA-

TRIAIION D OR DIETHODS TO
DR MULTiPLE UNLAWFUL EN-

TR1
(a) BSTABTISBMENT.NOt later thafl 180

days after the date of the enactment of this
Act, the Attorney General, after consulta-
tion with the SecretarY of State. shall estab-
lish a pilot program for up to two years
wbic provides for methods to deter multiple
unlawful entries by aliens into the United
States. The pilot program may include the
development and use of interior repatriation.
third country repatriation. and other dis-
incentives for multiple unlawful entries into
the United States.

(b) BPORT.—NOt later than 35 months
after the date of the enaãtment of this Act,
the Attorney General, together with the Sec-
retary of State, shall subnit a report to the
Committees on the Judiciary of the House of
Representatives and of the Senate on the op-
exation of the pilot program udder this sec-
tion and whether the pilot program or any
part thereof should be extended or made per-
manent.
SEC. 153. PU.OT PROGRAM ON USE OF CLOSED

Mfl1TARY BASES FOR TUE DEIEN-
TION OF CLZJDAELE OR DEPORT-

ABLE ALIENS.
(a) EsTABLISBME.—The AttorDey General

and the Secretary of Defense sia1l jointly es-
tablish a pilot program for up to two yeaxs
to determine the feasibility of the use of
military bases available through the defense
base realignment and closure process as de-
tention centers for the Immigration and Nat-
u±auization Service.

(b) EEPORT.—NOt later than 35 months
after the date of the enactment of this Act,
the AttorEeY General, together with the Sec-
reta.ry of State. shall submit a report to the
Committees on the Judiciary of the House of
Representatives and of the Senate, the Coin-
mittee on National Security of the House of
Representatives, and the Committee on
Armed Services of the Senate, on the fea-
sibility of using military bases closed
through the defense base realignment and
clos1re process as detention centers by the
Immigration and Naturaaization Service.
SEC. 154. PESICAL AND MENTAL AMIA-

TIONS.
Section 234 (8 U.S.C. 1224) is amended to

read as follows:
"PHYSICAL AND MENTAL EXAMINATIONS

"SEC. 234. (a) ALIENS COVRZD.—Ea alien
withir any of the following classes of aliens
who is see1ng entry into the United State5
shall widergo a physical and mental ezalfl-
ination n accordance with this section:

"(1) Aliens applying for visas for admission
to the United States for permanent resi-
dence.
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"(2) Aliens see1ng admission to the Unit- "(B) Liens who have not received the en-

ed States for permanent residence for whom tire series of vaccinations prescribed in para-

examinations were not made under para- graph (1) (other than measles) shall revurn to

graph (1).
a designated civil sirgeon within 30 days ,f

"(3) Aliens within the UnitedStateS seek- - arrival in the United States, or withIn 30

ing adjustment of status under section 245 to days of adjustment of status, for the rema

that of aliens lawfully admitted to the Unit- der of the vaccinations.

ed States for permanent residence. "(i) OF MEDICAL .ANThATIO

"(4) Alien crewmen entering or in transit FINDINGS—AnY alien determined to have

across the United States.
health-related grounds of exclusion under

"(b) DESCRIPTION OF INATION.—(1)
paragraph (1) of section 212(a) may appeal

ach examination required by subsection (a) that determination to a board of medical of-

.•fl include—
ficers of the Public Health Service, which

"(A) an examination of the alien for any sbai.1 be convened by the Secretary. The

physical or mental defect or disease and a alien may introduce atleast one expert med-

certification of medical findings made in ac- ical witness before the board at his or her

cordance with subsection (d); and
own cost ad expense.

"(B) an assessment of the vaccination
'(g) FNDflG.—(1)(A) The AttorDey Gen-

record of the alien in accordaDce with
eral sball impose a fee upon any person ap-

section (e).
plying for adjustment of status to that of an

"(2) The Secretary of Health and Hnmail alien lawfully admitted to pemanent resi-

Services shall prescribe such reg]ations as dence under section 200. 210, 45, or45A. and

uay be necessary to caxry out the medical the Secretal7 of State sbai.1 impose a fee

examinations required by subsection (a). upon any person applYiDg for a vise, at a

"(c).MEDICAL RS.—
United States consulate abroad who is re-

"(1) MEDICAL OFPICERS.—4A) Except as pro- quired to have a medical examination in ac-

vided in paraapbZ (2) and (3). examinations cordaflce with subsection (a).

under thit- section shall be conducted by '(B) The amounts of the fees required by

medical officers of the United States Public
subparagraph (A) sball be established by the

Health Services
Secretary, in consultation with the Attorney

"(B) Medical officers of the United States
General and the Secretary of State. as the

Public Health Service who have had case may be, and shail be set at such

ized training in the diagnosis of insanity d amounts as may be necessary to recover the

metal defects sbafl be detailed for duty or
costs of establishing ad athnflSteTflg

employed at such ports oL entry as the Sec-
the civil sl2rgeon and panel physician pro-

retaxy may designate. in consultation with
grams, including the costs to the Service,

the AttorDey General.
the Department of State. and the DePart-

"(2) CiVIL SUEGEONS.—4A) Whenever meu-
*ient of Health ad Huxnafl Services for any

cal officers of the UDited States Public
additional expenditures associated with the

Health Service are not available to
administration of the fees collected.

"(2)(A) The fees imposed under paragraph
(1) may be collected as separate fees or aexaminations under this section, the Attor-

ney General, in consultation with the Sec- surcharges to any other fees that may be col-

retary. sbai.1 designate civil surgeons to per- lected in connection with an application for
adjustment of status under section 209, 210,

form the examinations.
"(B) Each civil surgeon designated under 245. or 245A, for a visa, or for a waiver of ex-

subparaaPh (A) shall— cludabthty under paragraph (1) or (2) of sec-

"(i) have at least 4 years of professional tion 212(g), as the case may be.

perience unless the Secretary determiDes "(B) The provisions of te Act of August

that special or extenuating circumStances 18, 1856 (Revi.$ed Statutes 1726-28, U.S.C.

justify the desiflation of an individual hay- 4212—14), concerning accounting for consular

ing a lesser amount of professional experi- fees, shall not apply to fees collected by the

ence; and Secretary of State under this sectioD.

"(ii) satisfy such other eligibility require- "(3)(A) There is established on the books of

ments as the Secretary may prescribe. the Treasury of the United States a separate

"(3) PANL P CLANS.—irx the case of ex- account which sa1I be 1uown as the 'Medi-

aminatiofls under this section abroad, the cal Examinations Fee Accouxit'.

medical examiner sai1 be a Dsnel physician "(B) There sball be deposited as offsetting

desigDated by the Secretary of State, in con- receipts into the Medical Examinations Fee

sultation with the Secretary. Account all fees collected under paragraph

"(d) CERT1ICATION Oi MEDICAL FINDINGS.— (1), to remain available until expended.

The medical examiners sa1l certify for the "(C) Amounts in the Medical a.niinations

formation of immigration officers and spe- Fee Account shall be available only to reim-

cial inquiry officers, or consular officers, as burse any appropriation currently available

the case may be, any physical or mental de- for the programs established by this section.

fect or disease observed by such examiners in "(h) DEFINrrIONS.—AS used in this sec-

any such alien.
tion—

"(e) VACCUATION ASsESSMENT.—-(l) The as- "(1) the teru 'methcal exaniifler' refers to

sessrnent referred to in subsection (b)wcB)-is a medical officer, civil surgeon. or panel pliy-

an assessment of the a3.ien's record of re- siclan. as described in subsection (c); and

qutred vaccines for preventable_diseaSes. in- "(2) the term 'SecretarY' mea the Sec-

cluding mumps, measles. rubella, polio, teta- retary of Health and Bunan Services.".

nus, diphtheria toxolds. pertussis. SEC 155. CERTIFICATION REQ1ThREME IOR

hemophilus-iflflue type B, hepatitiS type
VOR BEALTHCABE WORKERS.

B, as well as any other diseases specified as (a) IN GENEaAL._Section 22(a) (8 U.S.C.

vaccine-preventable by the Advisory Corn- 1182(a)) is amended—

mittee on immunization practices.
(1) by redesgnatflg paragraph (9) as para-

"(2) Medical examinerS sbafl educate alieDs graph (1Q); and

on the importance of immunizations and (2) by inserting after paragraph (8) the fol-

shall create a immunization record for the lowing new paragraph:

alien at the thne of exaiiunaUon. "(9) UNCE1TTh'IED FO1tEGN EBALfliCARZ

"(3)(A) Each alien who has not been vac- WOREERS.—(A) Any alien who seeks to enter

cinated against measles, azid each alien the Umted States for the purpose of perform-

under the age of 5 years who has not been ing labor as a health-Care worker, other than

vaccinated agaiSt polio, mzt receive such a physician, is excludable unless the alien

vaccination, unless waived by the Secretary, presents to the consular officer, or, in the

and must receive ay other vacciDatio! de- case of . adjustment of status. the Attor-

termined necessary by the Secretary prior to ney General, a certificate from the Cox1mis-

arrival j the tjnited States. sioii on Graduates of Foreign Nursing
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Schools, or a certificate from an equivalent
independent credentialing organization ap-
proved by the Attorney General In consulta-
tion with the Secretary of Health and
Human Services, verifying that—

"(i) the alien's education, training, license,
and experience—

"(I) meet all applicable statutory and reg-
ulatory requirements for entry into the
United States under the classification speci-
fled in the application;

"(II) are comparable with that required for
an American health-care worker of the same
type; and

"(III) are authentic and, .in the case of a li-
cease, unencumbered;

"(ii.) the alien has the level of competence
in oral and written English considered by the
Secretary of Health and Human Services, in
consultation with the Secrethry of Edu-
cation, to be appropriate for health care
work of the kind in which the alien will be
engaged, as shown by an appropriate score
on one or more nationally recognized, com-
mercially available, standardized assess-
ments of the applicant's ability to speak and
write; and

"(ill) if a majority of States licensing the
profession in which the alien intends to work
recognize a test predicting the success on the
profession's licensing and certification en-
amination, the alien has passed such a test.

"(B) For purposes of subparagraph (A)(ii),
determination of the standardized tests re-
quired and of the minimum -scores that are
appropriate are within the sole discretion of
the Secretary of Health and Human Services
and are not subject to further administrative

- or judicial review.".
(b) CONFORMING AMENDMHN'rS.—
(1) Section lOl(tX3) is amended by striking

"(9)(A) of section 212(a)" and inserting
"(lO)(A) of section 212(a)".

(2) Section 212(c) is amended by striking
"(9)(C)" and Inserting "(lO)(C)".
SEC. 156. INCREASED DAB W 1TRT FOR

ALIENS PREVIOUSLY REMOVED.
(a) IN GENEB.AL—Section 212(a)(6) (8 U.S.C.

ll82(aX6)) is amended—
(1) in subparagraph (A)—
(A) by striking "one year" and inserting

"five yearn"; and
(B) byinserting ", orwitbin 20 years ofthe

date of any second or subsequent deporta-
tion," alter "deportation";

(2) in subparagraph (B)—
(A) by redésignating clauses (ii), (ill), and

(iv) as clauses (iii), (iv). and (v), respectively;
(B) by inserting after clause (I) the follow-

ing new clause;
"(ii) has departed the United States while

an order of deportation is outstanding,";
(C) by striking "or" alter "removal,"; and
(D) by e•"or Cc) who seeks admis-

sion within 20 years of a second or subse-
quent deportation or removal," alter "fel-
ony,"- -

(b) REENTRY OF DEPORTRD ALIEN.—Section
276(a)(l) (8 U.S.C. l326(a)(l)) is amended to
read as follows:

"(1) has been arrested and deported, has
been excluded and deported, or has departed
the United States while an order of exclusion
or deportation is outstanding, and there-
alter".
SEC. 157. ELIMINATION OF CONSULAIH SHOP.

PING FOR VISA OVEnsTAYS.
(a) IN GENua.—Section 222 (8 U.S.C. 1202)

is amended by adding at the end the follow-
ing new subsection:

"(g)(l) In the case of an alien who has en-
tered and remained in the United States be-
yond the authorized period of stay, the
alien's noninunigrant visa shall thereafter
be invalid for reentry into the United States.

"(2) An alien described in paragraph (1)
shall be Ineligible to be readmjtted to the
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United States as a nonininigrant subsequent
to the expiration of the alien's authorized
period of stay, except—

"(A) on the basis of a visa issued In a con-
sular office located in the country of the
alien's nationality (or, if there Is no office in
such country, in such other -consular office
as the Secretary of State shall specify.); or

"(B) where extraordinary circumstances
are found by. the Secretary of, State to
exist".

(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendment
made by this section shal apply to visas is-
sued before, on, or after the date of the en-

.acent of this Act.
SEC. 158. INC1T1T AS A BASS FOR EXCLU.

SION FROM THE UNiTED FtA1'F
Section 212(a)(3)(B) of the Immigration and

Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 11(a)(3)(B)), is
amended—

(1) by striking "or" at the end .of clause
(i)(I);

(2) in clause (i)(U), by inserting "or" at the
end; and

(3) by inserting after clause (i)(U) the fol-
lowing new subclause:

"(Ifi) has, under circunistances indicating
an intention to cause death or serious bodily
harm, incited terrorism, engaged in targeted
racial vilification, or advocated the over-
throw of the United States Government or
death or serious bodily harm to any 'United
States citizen or United States Government
official,".
SEC. 159. CONFORMING AMENDHENT TO WITH.

• HOlDING OF DEPOHI'85'ION.
Section 243(h) (8 U.S.C. 1253(h)) is amended

by adding at the end the following new para-
graph

"(3) The Attorney General may refrain
from deporting any alien if the Attorney
General determines that—

"(A) such alien's life or freedom would be
threatened, In the country to which such
alien would be deported or returned, on ac-
count of race, religion, nationality, member-
ship in a particular social group, or political
opinion, and

"(B) deporting such alien would violate the
1967 United Nations Protocol relating to the
Status of Refugees.".

PART S—CRIMINAL ALIENS
SEC. 161. A4DED DEFINITION OF AGGRA-

VAi'ED FELONY.
(a) IN GENERAL.—Section l0l(a)(43) (8

U.S.C. flol(aX43)) is amended—
(1) in subparagraph a)), by striking

"$100,000" and inserting '$10,000";
(2) in subparagraphs (F), (G), and (0), by.

striking "is at least 5 years" each place it
appears and •"at least one year";

(3) In ubparagraph (J)—
(A) by striking "sentence of 5 years' im-

prisonment" and inserting "sentence of one
year imprisonment"; and

(B) by striking 'offense described" and in-
serting "offense described in section. 1.Q4 of
title 18 (if it is a second or subsequent of-
fense), section 1955 of such title (relating to
gambling offenses), or";

(4) in subparagraph (K)—
(A) by striking "or" at the end pf clause

(I);
(B) by adding "or" at the end of clause (ii);

and
(C) by adding at the end the following new

clause:
"(iii) is described in section 2421. 2422, or

2423 of title 18, United States Code (relating
to transportation for the purpose of prostitu-
tion), if committed for commercial advan-
tage.";

in subparagraph (L)—
(A) by striking "or" at the end of clause

(i);
(B) by inserting "or" at the end of clause

(ii); and
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(C) by adding at the end the following new

clause:
"(iii) section'60l of the National Security

Act oT 1947 (relating to protecting the iden-
tity of undercover agents)";

(6) in subparagraph (M), by striking
"$200,000" each place it appears and inserting
"$10,000";

(7) in subparagraph (N)—
(A) by S"of title 18, United States•

Code"; and
(B) by striking "for the purpose of com-

mercial advantage" and inserting the follow-
ing- ", except, for a first offense, if the alien
has affirmatively shown that the alien com-
mitted the offense for the purpose of assist-
ing, abetting, or aiding only the alien's
spouse, child, or parent (and no other indi-
vidual) to violate a provision of this Act";

(8) in subparagraph (0),by striking "which
constitutes" and all that follows up to the
semicolon at the end and inserting the fol-
lowing-. ", except, for a first offense, if the
alien has affirmatively shown that the alien
committed the offense for the purpose of as-
sisting, abetting, or aiding only the alien's.
spouse, child, or parent (and no other indi-
vidual) to violate a provision of this Act";

(9) by redesignating subparagraphs (P) and
(Q) as subpaxagrapbs (E) and (5), respec-
tively;

(10) by Inserting after subparagraph (0) the
following new subparagraphs

"(P) any offense relating to commercial
bribery, counterfeiting, forgery, or traffick-
ing in vehicles whose identification numbers
have been altered for which the term of Im-
prisonment imposed (regardless of any sus-
pension of Imprisonment) Is at least one
year

"(Q) any offense relating to perjury or sub-
ornation of perjury for which the term of un-
prisonment Imposed (regardless of any sus-
pension of imprisonment) Is at least one
year;" and

(11) in subparagraph (R) (as redesignated).
by striking "15" and inserting "5".

(b) EFFECTIVE DATE OF DEPINITION.—SeC-
tion 10l(a)(43) (8 U.S.C. llOl(aX43)) is amend-
ed by adding at the end the following new
sentence: "Notwithstanding any other provi-
sion of law, the term applies regardless of
whether the conviction was entered before,
on, or after the date of. enactment of this
paragraph, except that, for purposes of sec-
tion 242(fX2), the term has the same meaning
as was in effect under this, paragraph on the
date the offense was committed.".

(c) APPLICATION TO WITHHOLDING OF DEPOR-
TATI0N.—Section 243(h) (8 U.SC. 1253(h)), as
amended by section 158 of this Act, is further
amended.in paragraph (2) by striking the last
sentence and Inserting the following- "For
purposes of subparagraph (B), an alien shall
be considered to have committed a particu-
larly serious crime if such alien has been
convicted of one or more of the following:

"(1) An aggravated felony, or attempt or
conspiracy to commit an aggravated felony,
for which the term of imprisonment imposed
(regardless of any suspension of imprison-
ment) is at least one year.

"(2) An offense described in subparagraph -
(A). (B). (C), (E), (H), (I). (J), (L), or subpara-
graph (K)(ii), of section 101(a)(43), or an at-
tempt or conspiracy to commit an offense
described in one or more of such subpara-
graphs.".
SEC. lea. INELIGIBILrrY OF AGGRAVATED

ONS FOR ADJVSTHENT OF STATUS.

Section 244(c) (8 U.S.C. 1254(c)), as amended
by section 150 of this Act, is further amended -

by adding at the end the following new sen- -

tence: "No person who has been .convjcted of
an aggravated felony shall be eligible for re-
lief under this subsection.".
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SEC. 163. EXPEDITIOUS DEPORTAIION CREATES (e) DEFiNITION.—SectiOfl 242 (8 U.S.C. 1252)
NO ENFORCEABLE RIGHT FOR AG is amended by adding at the end the follow-
GRAVATED FELONS. ing new subsection:

Section 225 of the Immigration and Nation- "(k) For purposes of this section, the term
ality Techn.icai Corrections Act of 1994 (Pub- 'specially deportable criminal alien' means
lic Law 103-416) is amended by striking "sec- any a.iien convicted of an offense described i
tion 242(i) of the Immigration and National- subparagraph (A)(iii), (B), (C), or (D) of sec-
ity Act (8 U.S.C. 1252(i))" and inserting "sec- tion 241(aX2), or twoor more offenses de-
tions 242(i) or 242A of the Immigration and scribed in section 241(a)(2)(ARii), at least two
Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1252(i) or 1252a)". of which resulted in a sentence or confine-
SEC. 164. CUSTODY OF ALIENS CONVICTED OF ment described in section 241(a)(2)(A)(iXII).".

AGGRAVATED FONThS. SEC. 165. JUDICIAL DEPORTi1ON.
(a) CLUSION AIW. DEPORTATION.—Section (a) IN GERAL—Section 242A (8 U.S.C.

236 (8 U.S.C. 16) is amended in subsection 1252a(d)) is amended—
(e)(2) by inserting after "tnless" the follow (1) by redesignating subsection (d) as sub-
ing: "(A) the Attorney General determines, section (c); and
pursuant to section 3521 of title 18, United (2) in subsection (c), as redesignated—
States Code, that release from custody 15 (A) by striking paragraph (1) and inserting
necessary to provide protection to a witness, the following:
a potential witness, a person cooperating "(1) ATJTHoRrry.—Notwithstanding any
with an investigation into major other provision of this Act, a United States
activity, or an immediate farnfly member or district court shall.have jttrisdiction to enter
close associate of a witness, potential Wit- a judicial order of deportation at.the time .of
ness, or person cooperating.with such an in- sentencing against an alien—
vestigation, and that after such release the "(A) whose criminal conviction causes
alien would not be a threat to the coznmu- such alien to be deportable under section
nity, or (B)". 241(a)(2)(A)(iii) (relating to conviction of an

(b) CUS)DY UPON EZ.EASE FROM INCAB aggravated felony); - -

cERArxoN.—Section 242(a)(2) (8 U.S.C. -"(B) who has at any tme.beeñ convicted of
1252(a)(2)) is amended to read as foBoWS: a violation of section 276 (a) or (b) (relating

"(2)(A) The Attorney General shafl take reentry of a deported alien);
into custody any specially deportable "(C) who has at any time been convicted of
nal alien upon release of the alien from a violation of section 275 (relating, to entry
carceration and sixall dePort the alien of an alien at .an improper time' or place and
peditiously as possible. Notwithstanding to misrepresentation a' concealment of
other provision of law, the Attorney General facts); or
shall not release such felon from custody. "(D) who is otherwise deportable pnrsuaiit"(B) The Attorney General shall have sole
ad unreviewable discretion to waive sub- any of the paragraphs (1) through (5) of

section 241(a).
paragraph (A) for aliens who are cooperating A United States Magistrate shall have jurs-
with law enforcement authorities or for pr- diction to enter a judicial order of deporta-
poses of national security.".

(c) P1OD n wmc ro DE- tion at the time of sentencing where the
pARTImE.—Section Z42(c) is amended— alien has been convicted of a misdemeanor

(1) in the first sentence—
offense and the alien is deportable under this

(A) by striking "(c)" aDd inserting" (c)(1)"; Act."; and

and
(B) by adding at the end the following new

(B) by inzertg "(other than an alien de- paragraphs.
scribed in paragraph (2))"; ad "(s) STATE COtTRT FINDING OF DEPORTABflr

(2) by adding at the end the following new rrL—(A) On motion of the prosecution or on

paragraphs:
the court's own motion, any State court

"(2)(A) When a final order of deportation is with jurisdiction to enter judgments in
made against any specially deportable crimi- crimi.nal cases is authonzed to make a find-
nal alien, the Attorney General shall have a ing that the defendant is deportable as a spe.
period of 30 days from the later of— ' daily deportable criminal alien (as defined

"(i) the date of such order, or in section 242(k)).
"(ii) the alien's release from incarceration, "(B) The finding of deportability under

within which to effect the alien's departure subparagraph (A), when incorporated in a
from the United States. final Judgment of conviction, shall for all

"(B) The Attorney General shall have sole purposes be conclusive on the alien and may
aDd mreviewable discretion to waive sub- not be reexamined by any agency or court.
paragraph (A) for aliens who are cooperating whether by habeas corpus or otherwise. The
with law enforcement authorities or for pur- court shall notify the Attorney General of
poses of national security. any fmding of deportabiity.

"(3) Nothing in this subsection shall be "(6) STIPULATED .TUDIcIAL ORDER OP DEPOR-
construed as providing a right enforceable by TATION.—The United States Attorney, with
or on behaif of any alien to be released from the concurrence of the Commissioner, may,
custody or to challenge the alien's deporta- pursuant to Federal Rule of Criminal Proce-
tion.". dure 11, enter a plea agreement which

(d) CRIMINAL PNALT1 FOR UNLAWUL RE- calls for the alien, who is deportale under
ENTIy.—Section 242(1) of the Irnixligration this Act, to waive the right to notice and a
aDd Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1252(1)) iS hearing under this section, and stipulate to
amended— the entry of a judicial order of deportation

(1) by insertiDg " (1)" immediately after from the United States as a condition of the
"(1)"; and plea agreement or as a condition of proba-

(2) by adding at the end the following new tion or supervised release, or both. The Unit-
paxagraph: ed States District Court. in both felony and

"(2) Any alien who. has unlawfully reen- misdemeanor cases, and the United States
tered or is found in the' United States after Magistrate Court in rnisdemea.orS cases,
having previously been deported subsequent may accept such a stipulation and shall have
to a conviction for any criminal offense coy- jurisdiction to enter a )uthcial order of de-
ered in section 241(a)(2) (A)(ii), (B), (C), or portation pursuant to the terms of such stip-
(D). or two or more offenses described in ulation."
clause (ii) of section 241(a)(2)(A), at least two (b) CONFORMING AMENDMEN'rS.—(l) Section
of which resulted in a sentence or confine- 512 of the Immigration Act of 1990 is amend-
ment described in section 241(a)(2)(A)(i)(fl). ed by striking "242A(d)" and inserting
si:iall. in addition to the punishment provided "242A(c)"
for any other crime, be punished by impris- (2) Section 130007(a) of the Violent Crime
onment of not iess thaa 15 years.". Control and Law Enforcement Act of 1994
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(Public Law. 103-322) is amended by striking
"242A(d)" and inserting "242A(c)".
SEC. 166. STIPULATED EXCLUSION OR DEP()RT&-

lION.
(a) CLUSION AND DEpoRTATION.—Section.

236 (8 U.S.C. 16) is amended by adding at
the end the following new subsection

"(1) The Attorney General shail provide by
regulation for the entry by a special inquiry
officer of an order of exclusion and deporta-
tion stpu1ated to by the alien aDd the Serv-
ice. Such an order may be entered without a
personal appearance by the alien before the
special inquiry officer. A 'stipulated order
shall constitute a conclusive determination
of the alien's excludability and deportability
from the United States.".

ib) APPBflENSION MD DEPORTATION.—Sec-
tion 242 (8 U.S.C: 1252) is amended in sub-
sQction(b>—

(1) by redesignating pa.ragraphs (1), (2), (3),
and (4) as subparagraphs (A), (B), (C), aDd
(D), respectively;

(2) by iserug "(1)" immediately after
"(b)"; -

(3)by siking the sentence beginning with
"cept as provided in section 242A(d)" and
inserting the following:

"(2) The. Attorney General shall further
provide by regulation for the entry by a spe-
cial inquiry officer of an order of deportation
stipulated to by the alien and the Service.
Such an order may be entered without a per-
sonal appearance by the alien before the spe-
cial inquiry 'officer. A stpu1ated order shall
constitate a conclusive deterrn.thation of the
alien's deportability from the United States.

"(3) The procedures prescribed in this sub-
section aDd in section 242A(c) shall be the
sole and exclusive procedures for deterrnin-
ing the deportability of an alien."; and

(4) by redesignating the tenth sentence as
paragraph (4); and

(5) by redesigatLflg the eleventh and
twelfth sentences as paragraph (5).

(c) CONFORMiNG AMENDMENTS.—(1) Section
106(a) is amended by siking "section
242(b)" and inserting "section 242(bXl)".

(2) Section 2]2(a)(6)(B)(iv) is amended by
striking "section 242(b)" and rnsertiug"sec-
tion 242(b)(1)'.

(3) Section 242(a)(1) is amended by striking
"subsection (b)" and inserting "subsection
(b)(1Y'.

(4) Section 242A(b)(1) is aniended by strik-
ing "section Z42(b)" and inserting "section
242(b)(1)".

(5) Section 242A(c)(2)(D)(ii), as redesignated
by section 165 of this Act, is amended by
triki.ng"sction 242(b)" and inzertthg"sec-

tion 242(b)(1)".
(6) Section 4113(a) of title 18, United States

Code, is amended by striking "section
1252(b)" and iDsertixlg "section 1252(b)(1)".

(7) Section 1821(e) of title 28, United States
Code, is amended by striking "section 242(b)
of such Act (8 U.S.C. 1252(b))" and izerting
"section 242(b)(1) of such Act. (8 U.S.C.
1252(b)(1))".

(8) Section 242B(c)(1) is aniended by strk-
ing "section 242(b)(1)" and inserting "section
242(b)(4)".

(9) Section 242B(e)(2)(A) is amended by
striking "section 242(b)(1)" and inserting
"section 242(b)(4)".

(10) Section 242B(e)(5)(A) is amended by
striking "section 242(b)(1)" and inserting
"section 242(b)(4)".
SEC. 167. DEPORTATION AS A CONDITION OF

PROBATION.
Section 3563(b) of title 18, United States

Code, is amended—
(1) by striking "or" at the end of paragraph

(21);
(2) by striking the period at the end of

paragraph () and inserting "; or"; and
(3) by adding at the end the following new

paragraph:
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"(23) be ordered deported by a United

States District Court, or United States Mag-
istrate Court, pursuant to a stipulation en-
tered into by the defendant ad the United
States under section 242A(c) of the Immigra-
tion and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 125a(c)),
except that, in the absence of a stipulation,
the United States District Court or the Unit-
ed States Magistrate Court, may order de-
portation as a condition of probation, iL
after notice and hearing pursuant to section
242A(c) of the Immigration and Nationality
Act, the Attorney General demonstrates by
clear and convncing evidence that the ali'n

- is deportable.".
SEC. 168. ANNUAL REPORT ON CRThUNAL ALIENS.

Not later than 12 months after the date of
the enactment of this Act, aDd annually
thereafter, the Attorney General sbafl sub-
mit to the Committees on the Juthciay of
the Rouse of Representatives and of the Sen-
ate a report detailing—

(1) the number of illegal aliens incarcer-
ated in Federal and State prisons for baying
committed felonies, stating the number in-
carcerated for eachtype of offense;

(2) the number of illegal aliens convicted
for felonies in any Federal or State cotirt,
but not sentenced to incarceration, in the
year before the report was submitted, stat-
ing the number convicted for each type of of-
fense;

(3) programs and plans underway in the De-
partment of Justice to ense the prompt re-
movai from the United States of criminal
aliens subject to exclusion or deportation;
and

(4) methods for dentffying and preventng
the unlawThl reentry of aliens who have been
convicted of riynin1 offenses in the United
States and removed from the United States.
SEC. 169. UNDERCOVER INVESTIGATION All-

THOR1TY.
(a) AuTEoRrrS.—(1) In order to conduct

any undercover investigative operation of
the Immigration and Naturalization Service
which is necessary for the detection and
prosecution of crimes against the United
States, the Service is authorized—

(A) to lease space within the United
States, the Disthct of Columbia, and the ter-
ritories and possessions of the United States
without regard to section 3679(a) of the Re-
vised Statutes (31 U.S.C. 1341), section 3732(a)
of the Revised Statutes (41 U.S.C. 11(a)), sec-
tion 3 of the Act of June 30. 1949 (63 Stat.
396; 41 U.S.C. 255), the third undesignated
paragraph under the heading "Miscellane-
ous" of the Act of March 3, 1877 (19 Stat- 370;
40 U.S.C. 34), section 3648 of the Revised
Statutes (31 U.S.C. 34), section 3741 of the
Revised Statutes (41 U.S.C. 22), and sub-
sections (a) and (c) of section 204 of the Fed-
erai Property and Adini.nisative Services
Act of 1949 (63 Stat. .395; 41 U.S.C. 254 (a) and
(c));

(B) to establish or to acquire proprietary
corporations or business entities as part of
an undercover operation, and to operate such
corporations or business entities on a corn-
mereial basis, without regard to the provi-
sions of section 304 of the Government Cor-
poration Control Act (31 U5.C. 9102);

(C) to deposit funds, including the proceeds
fror such undercover operation, in banks or
other inacial ixistitutions without regard
to the provisions of section 648 of title 18 of
the United States Code, ad section 3839 of
the Revised Statutes (31 U.S.C. 3302); and

(D) to use the proceeds from such under-
cover operations to cffset necessary and rea-
soiable expenses incurred in such operatioEs
withou.t regard to the provisions of section
3617 of the Revised Statutes (31 US.C 3302).

(2) The authorization set forth in para-
graph (1) may be exercised olytpon written
certification of the Comirnssioner of the un-
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migration and Natura]ization Service, in
consultation with the Deputy Attorney Geti-
eral, that any action authorized by para-
graph (1) (A), (B), (C), or (D) is necessary for
the conduct of such undercover operation.

(b) UNUSED FuwDS.—As soon as practicable
after the proceeds from an undercover inves-
tigative operation, carried out under para-
graph (1) (C) or .(D) of subsection (a), are no
longer necessary for the conduct of such op-
eration, such proceeds or the balance of such
proceeds remaining at the time shall be de-
posited into the Treasury of the United
States as miscellaneous receipts.

(c EEPORr.—If a corporation or business
entity established or acquired as part of an
undercover operation under subsection
(a)(1)(B) with a net value of over S50,000 is to
be liquidated, sold, or otherwise disposed of
the Imiigration and Naturalization Service,
as much in advance as the Commissioner or.
his or her designee determine practicable,.
shall report the circumstances to the Attor-.
ney General, the Dfrector of the Office of
Management nd Budget, and the Comptrol-
ler General of the United States. The pro-
ceeds of the liquidation, sale, or other dis-
position, after obligations are met, shall be•
deposited in the Treasury of the United
States as miscellaneous receipts.

(d) AUDrrS.—The Immigration and Natu-
raiition Service shall condut detailed. 11-
nancial audits of closed undercover oper-
ations on aquarterly basis an'd shall report
the results of the audits in Writing to the
Deputy Attorney General.
SEC. 170. PRISON TRANSFER TBEAJES..

(a) NEGOTIATIONS WiTH OTHER COUrBS.—
(1).Congress advises the President to begin to
negoUate and renegotiate, not later than 90
days after the date of enactment of this Act,
bilateral prisoner ansfer treaties, provid-
ing for the incarceration, in the county of
the alien's nationality, of any alien who—

(A)is a national of a county that is party
to suth a treaty; and

(B) has been convicted of a criminal of-
fense under Federal or State law and who—.

(1) is not in lawful immigration status in
the United States, or

(ii) on the basis of conviction for a crmi-
nal offense under Federal or State law, or on•
any other basis, is subject to deportation
under the Immigration and Nationality Act,
for the duration of the prison term to which
the alien was sentenced for the offense re-
ferred to in subparagraph (B). Any such
agreement may provide for the release of
such alien pursuant to parole procedures of
that country.

(2) I enterng into negotiations under
paxagraph (1), the President may consider
providing for appropñate compensation, sub-
ject to the availability of appropriations, in
cases where the United States is able to
independently verify the adequacy of the
sites where aliens will be imprisoned and the
length of time the alien is actually incarce
ated the foreign country under such a
treaty.

(b) SENsE OF CONGRESS.—It is the sense of
the Congress that—

(1) the focus of negotiations for such agree-
ments should be—

(A) to expedite the transfer of aliens un-
lawfully in the United States who are (or are
about to be) incarcerated in United States
prisons,

(B) to ensure thai a transferred prisoner
serves the balance of the sentence imposed
by the United States courts,

(C) to elirrrnate any requirement Cf pris-
oner consent to such a transfer, and

CD) to allow the Federal Goverrnent or.
the States to keep their original prison sen-
tences in force so that transferred prisoners
who return to the United States prior to the
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com$etion of their original United States
sentences can be returned to custody for the
balance of their prisons sentences;

(2) the Secretary of State should give pri-
ority to concluding an agreement with any
couny for which the President etermnes
that the number of aliens described in sub-
section (a) who are natioEais of that country.
in the United States represents a signhficat
percentage of all such aliens in the United
States; and

(3) no new treaty providing for the transfer
of aliens from Federal, State, or local incar-
cération facilities to a foreigu incarceration
facility should permit the alien to refuse the
.trasfer.

(C) PRISONER CONSENT.—NotwithstafldLflg
any other provision of law, except as re-
quired by treaty, the asfer of an alien
from a Federal, State. or local incarceration
facility under an agreement of the type re-
ferred to i subsection (a) shall not require
consent of the alieE.

(d) ANNUAL REWORr.—Not later than 90
days after the date of the enactment of this
Act, and annually thereafter, the. Attorney
General shall submit a report to the Com-
mittees on the Judiciary of the Rouse of
Representatives and of the Senate stating
whether each prisoner transfer treaty to
which the United States is a pa.rty has been
effective in the preceding 12 months in bring-
rng about the return of deportable ncacer-
ated aliens to the country of which they are
natioaisand in ensuring that they serve the
ba]a.nce of their sentences.

(e) TRAINDG FOREIGN LAW FORCENT
ftRSONNEL.—(1) Subject to paragraph (2). the
President sba.U direct the Border Patrol
Academy and the Customs Service Academy
to enroll for training an appropriate number
of foreign law enforcement personnel, and
shall make appointments of foreign law en-
forcement personnel to such academies, as
necessary to further the following United
States law enforcement goals:

(A) prevention of drug smuggling ad other
cross-border Cr"- activity;

(B) preventing illegal immigration; and
(C) pi'eventing the illegal entry of goods

into the United States (including goods the
sale of which is illegal in the United States,
the entry of which would cause a quota to be
exceeded, or which bave not paxd the appro-
priate duty or tariff).

(2) The 'appointments described in para-
graph (1) shall be made only to the extent
there is capacity in such academies beyond
what is required to train United States citi-
zens needed in .the Border Patrol and Cus-
toms Service, and o11y of personnel from a
country with which the pzisoner transfer
treaty has been stated to be effective in the
most recent report referred to in subsection
(d).

(f) AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATION5
There are author2zed to be appropriated such
sums as may be necessary to carry out this
section.
.C. 170A. PRISONER TRANSFER TREATIES

STUDY.
(a) RPoaT TO CONGRESS.—Not later tbaxi

180 days after the date of the enactment of
this Act, the Secretary of State and the At-
torney General shall submit to the Congress
a report that describes the use and effective-
ness of the prisoner transfer treaties with.
the three countries with the greatest number
of their nationals incarcerated in the United
States in removing from the United States
such incarcerated nationals-

(b) USE OF TREATY—The report under sub-
section (a) shall include—

(1) the number of aliens convicted of a
criminal offense in the United States since
November. 30, 1977, who woald have been or
are eligible for transfer pursuant to the trea-
ties;
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(2) the number of aliens described zn para-

graph (1) who bave been transferred pursuant
to the treaties;

(3) the number of aliens described in para-
graph (2) who have been incarcerated in full
compliance with the treaties;

(4) the number of aliens who are incarcer-
ated zn a penal. institution in the United
States who are eligible for transfer pursuant
to the treaties; and

(5) the number of aliens described i pam-
graph. (4) who are incarcerated zn Federal,
State, and local penal institutions in the
Umted States.

(c) RECOMMENDATIONS.—The report under
subsection (a) shall znclude the recommenda-
tions of the Secretary of State and the At-
torney General to increase the effectiveness
ad use of, ad full compliance with, the
'eaties. Ii considering the recommenda-
tions under this, subsection, the Secretay
and the Attorney General shall consult with
such State and local officials 2n areas dis-
proportionately impacted by aliens con-
victed of crinn1 offenses as the Secreay
and the Attorney General consider appro-
priate. Such recommendations shall ad-
dress—

(1) cbnges n Federal laws, regulations,
and. policies affecting the ident1cation,
prosecution, ad deportation of aliens who
bave comitted crirnini offenses in the
UDited States;

(2) cba.nges in State and local laws, regula-
tions, and policies affecting the identffica-
tion, prosecution, and deportation of aliens
who bave committed a criminal offense th
the UDited States;

• (3) cbange in the treaties that may be nec-
eary to iücrease the number of aliens con-
victed of criminal, offenses who may be
transferred pursnant to the treaties;

(4)methods.for preventing the unlawful re-
enty znto the United States of aliens who
have .been convicted of CimiTd offenses in
the United States and transferred pursuant
to the treaties; . -

(5) any recommendations by appropr2ate
officials of the appropriate govermnent agen-
ciesof such coun1es regardingprograxns to.
achieve the goal of, and ensure full coxnpli-
ance with, the treatieg -

(6) whether the recommendations under
this subsection require the renegotiation of
the treaties; and

(7) the additional funds required to Imple-
ment each recommendation under thts sub-
section.
SEC. 170B. USZNG ALIEN fOR IMMORAL PUR.

POSES FILING REQUIREMENT.
Section 2424 of title 18, UDited States Code,

is amended—
(1) in the first nndesignated paragraph of

subsection (a)—
(A) by strikg "allen" each place it ap-

pears;
(B) by inserting after "znthvidual" the first

place it appears the following ",knowing or
th reckless disregard of the fact that the zn-
thvidnal is an alien"; and

(C) by striking "within three yeaxs after
that nthvidua1 has entered the United
States from any conny, party to the ar-
rangement adopted July 25, 190Z for the sup-
pression of the wbite-siave taffic";

(2) Zn the second nndesignated paragraph of
subsection .(a)—

(A) by sulking "thirty" and inserting
"five business"; and

(B) by striking "withAn three years after
that znthvidual has entered the Umted
States from any couny, party to the saad
arrangement for the suppression of the
white-slave traflc,"; -

(3) in the text following the third undesig-
nated paragraph of subsection (a), by strik-
thg "two" and inserting '10"; and
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(4) th subsection (b), before the period at dent that an immigration emergency ex-

the end' of the second sentence, by inserting ists."; and -

", or for enforcement of the provisions of (2)in paragraph (2)(A)—
section 274A of the Immigration and Nation- (A) by inserting "to Federal agencies pro-
ality Act". viditig support to the Department of Justice
SEC. alec. TECHNICAL. CORBECflNS ro vio- or" after "avaflable"; and -

LENT CRIME CONTROL ACT AND (B) by 3nserting a comma before "when-
TECHNICAL CORRECTIONS ACT. ever". -

(a) IN GENEw.—The second subsection (i) (b) VESSEL MovEMENT CONTROLS.—Section
of section 245 (as added by section 1)OO3(c)(1) 1 of the Act of Juie 15, 1917 (50 U.S.C. 191) is
of the Violent Crime Control and Law En- amended in the first sentence by inserting
fórcement Act of 1S94; Public Law 1Q3-2) Is "or whenever the Attorney General deter-
redesignated as subsection (j) of such sec- mines that an actual or anticipated mass ml-
tion. . gration of aliens en route to or arriving off

(b) CONFORMDG AMENDMENT.—Secton the coast .of the UDited States )resents ur-
241(a)(2)(A)(i)(I) (8 U.S.C. 251(a)(2)(A)(i)(I)) is gent circumstances requiring an immedAate
amended by strfking "section 245(i)" and in- Federal response," after "UDited States,"•
serting "section 245(j)". the first place it appears.

(c) DENIAL OF JuIICIAL ORDER..-(1) Section (c) DELEGATION OF IMMIGRATION ENPORCE-
242A(cX4), as redesignated by section 165 of MENT AUTHOfflTY.—Section 103 (8 U.S.C. 1103)
this Act, is amended by sth1ng "without a is amended by adding at the end of sub-
decision on the merits". section (a) the following new sentence: "In

(2) The amendment znade by this sub- the event the Attorney General determines
section shall be effective as if original]y in- that an actual or imminent mass influx of
cluded &n section 3 of the Immigration and aliens arriving off the coast of the Umted
Nationality Tecbnical Corrections -Act of States, or near a land border, presents ur-
1994 (ThzbIc Law 103-416). gent circumstances requiring an mxnediate
SEC. hoD. DEMONIRT1ON PRO.JEc'r FOR IDEN- Federal response, the Attorney General may

TffICAION or A1s ui authorize any specially designated State or
nqcABCERArIoN FACU.1TY OF &. local law enforcement officer, with the con-
HElM, CALWORNIA.

• sent of, the head of the department, agency,
(a) AUTHORrrY.—The Attorney General is or establishment under whose 3flr2sdiction

authorized to conduct a project demonstrat- the individual is serving, to perform or exer-
jug the feasibility of identifying illegal cise any of the poweI, privileges, or duties
aliens among those ththviduals who are n- conferred or imposed by this Act or regula-
carcerated th local governmental prison Ia- tions issued thereunder upon officers or em-
cilities prior to arraignment on crmina.I ployees of the Service.".
charges. C. 172. A7rHORrIY TO DNE VISA PROC-

(b) DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT.—The project ESSDJG P)CEDUEES.
authorized by subsectioza (a) shall include Section 202(a)(1) (8 U.S.C.' 1152(a)(1)) is
the detail to the city of Anaheim, Califorma, amended.— -

of an employee of the Immigration and Natu- (1) by insertixig "(A)" after "NON-
ralition Service baying expertise in the DZSCRdINATION.—"; and
identification, of illegal alien for the pur- (2) by adding at. the end the following
pose of trthilng local officiasin the identi- "(B) Nothing th this paraaph shall be
fication of such aliens, construed to ],ixnit the authority of the Sec-

(c) TERATiON.—The authority of this retary of State to determine the procedures
section stall cease to be effective 6 months for the processing of immigrant visa applica-
after the date of the enactment of this Act. tions or the locations where such applica-

(d) DZFflIoN.—As used zn this section, tions Will be processed.".
the term "illegal alien" means an alien in SEC. 173. JOEIT STUDY OF AIYrOMA.IED DAiYA
the United States who is not within any of COLLECTION.
the following classes of aliens: (a) STUDY.—The Attorney General, to-

(1) Aliens lawfully admitted for permanent gether with the Secretary of State, the Sec-
residence. retary of Agriculture, the Secretary of the

(2) Nonimmigi-ant aliens described n sec- • Treasury, and appropriate representatives of
tion 101(a)(15) of the Immigration and Na- the air tranport industry, shall jointly u-
tionaltty Act. dertake a study to develop a plan for Tnalerng

(3) Refugees. the anzition to automated data collection
(4) Asylees. at port of eny.
(5) Parolees. (b) REP0RT.—Nthe months after the date of
(6) Aliens having deportation withheld enactment of this Act, the Attorney General

under section 243(h) of the Immigration and sa1l submit a report to the Committees on
Nationality Act. the Judiciary of the SeDate and the House of

(7) Aliens bavliig temporary residence sta- Representatives on the outcome of this joznt
tus. initative, nothig specific areas of agreement

6—MISCELLANEOUS and dLagreement, and recommending fur-
ther steps to be taken, zncluthng any sugges-SEC. 171 D&UGEflON EMEEGENCY PROVI tions for legis1tion.SI N

• SEC. 174. M7OMAXED ENTRY.T CONTEOL
(a) REIMBURSEMEN'r OF FEDERAL AGENCIES

FROM IMMIGRATION Ec FUNt.—Sec- Not later than 2 y after the date of the
tion 404(b)' (8 U.S.C. 1101 note) is amended— enactment of this Act, the Attorney General

(1) in paragraph (1)— sa11 develop an automated entry and exit(A) after "paragzph (2)" by s1king "and" control system that will enable the Attorney
and Inserting a comma, General to identify, through on-line search-(B) by "State" and Inserting ing procedures, lawfully admitted non-
"other Federal agencies and States", immigrants who remain In' the Umted States

(C) by inserting ". and for the costs asOci- beyond the period author2zed by the Attor-ated with retrJ.ation of aliens attempting ney General.
to enter the UIted States illegally, whether SEC 175. USE OF I.EGAL1ZTION AJD SPECIAL
apprehended within or outside the territora1 AGRICULTURAL woiin
sea. of the United States" before "except", TION.
and

. (a) CONDEI'TALrrY OF NFORAION—Sec-
(D) by adding at the end the followuig new tion 245A(c)(5) (S U.S.C. 1255a(c)(5)) is amend-

sentence: "The fund may be used for the ed by striking "except that the Attorney
costs of such repatriations without the re- General" and znsertng the following: "cx-
quirement for a determination by the Presi- cept that the Attorney General shall provide
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information furnished under this. section to a
duly recognized law enforcement entity in
connection with a criminal investigation or
prosecution, when such information is re-
quested in writing by such entity, or to a
official coroner for purposes of aflirmatively
identifying a deceased individual (whether or
not such individual is deceased as a result of
a cnine) and".

(b) SPECIAL AGRrnULTURAL WORXERS.—Sec-
tion 210(b)(6)(C) (8 U.S.C. 1160(b)(6)(C)) is
anended—

(1) by striking the period at the end of sub-
p2.ragraph (C) and inzerting a càxnxna: and

(2) by adding' in fnlI measure margin after
subparagraph (C) the following:
"except thatthe Attorney Genera' thall pro-
vide information furnished• under this sec-
tion to a duly recognized law enforcement
entity in connection with a crirnin inves-
tigation or prosecution, when such informa-
tion is reQuested in writixg by such entity,
or to an offica1 coroner for purposes of af-
uirmatively identIying adeceased Individual
(whether or not such individual is deceased
as a result of a crime).".
S}C. 176. RESCISSION OF LAWFUL PERMANENT

• RESZDENT STATUS.

Section 246(a) (8 U.S.C. 1256(a)) is amend-
ed—

(1) by inserting "(1)" immediately after
"(a)"; and

(2) by adding at the end the following new
sentence: "Nothing In this subsection re-
qufres -the Attorney Genera' to rescind the
alien's statnz pnor to commencement of pro-
cedures to deport the alien under section 242
or 242A, and an order of deportation issued
by a special inquiry officer shall be sufficient
to rescind the alien's status.".
SEC. 177. COMMUNICATION rwr FEDERAl,

grATE, AND LOCAL GOVERN
• AGENCIES AND T JMMIGRAflON

• AND NAflJRALIZATION SERVICE.

Notwithstanding any other provision of
FederaL State, or local law, no Federal,
State, or local govertiment entity shall pro-
bibit, or in any way resict, any govern-
ment entity or any official w1thn its juris-
diction from sending to, or receiving from,
the ThExllgration and Naturalization Service
information regarding the immigration sta-
tnz, lawful or unlawful, of any person.
S}C. 178. MTHOE1T TO USE VOLVNERS.

(a) ACCEPTAZqCE OF DONATED SERVICES.—
Notwithstanding any other provision of law.
but subject to subsection (b), the Attorney
Gnera may accept, administer, and utilize
gifts of services from any person for the pur-
pose of providing administrative assistance
to the 1mxngration and Naturalization Serv-
ice in a4xninistering programs relating to
natnralimtlon, adjudications at port of
eny, and removal of rim1nd alienz. Noth-
ing in this section requires the Attorney
Genera' to accept the services of any person.

(b) Li)drrATION—Such person zay not ad-
minister or score tests and may not adu-
dicate.

179. AUTHORITY TO ACQUIB FEDERAL
EQUIPNT FOR BORDER.

In order to facilitate or improve the detec-
tion. interdiction, and reduction by the hn-
migration and Naturalization Service of ille-
gal immigration into the United States, the
Attorney General is authorized to acquire
and utilize any Federal equipment (mclud-
rng. but not limited to. fixed-wing aircraft.
helicopters, four-wheel drive vebicles,' se-
dans, night vision goggles, night vision
scopes, and sensor units) determined avail-
able for transler to the Department of Jus-
tice by any other agency of the Federa' Gov-
ernxnent upon request of the Attorney Gen-
eral.
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SEC. 180. LIMiTATION ON LEGALIZATION LITIGA-

TION. -

(a) LThUTATION ON COURT JURISDICTION.—
Secton. 245A(f)(4) is aniended by adding at
the end the following new subpazagraph:

"(C) JURISDICTION OF COUR'1'S.—Notwith-
standing any other provision of IaTw, no court
shall have jurisdiction of.an cause of action
or claim by or on behalf of a.fly person assert.-
ing an interest under this section unless
such person in fact .ffled an application under
this section wlthi the period specified by
subsection (aXi), or attempted to file a com-
plete application and application fee with an
authorized legalization officer of the Imm-
gration and Naturthzation Service but hø4
the application and fee refused by that offi-
cer.".

(b) .EFFECTLVE DA°TE.—The' amendment
made by this section shall $ effective as if
originally included in section 201 of the Im-
migration Contol and Ftha3icial ResDon-
sibifity Act of 1986.
SEC. 18L LThUZA21ON ON ADJUSTMENT OF STA-

TU
Section 245(c) (8 U.S.C. 1255(c)) is amend-

ed—
(1) by sthking "or (5)" and inserting "(5)";

and
(2) by Inserting before the period at the end

the following: ";(6) any alien 'who seeks ad-
'justment of status as an employ-nient-bas&d
immigrant and is not in a lawful non-
immigrant status; or (7) any alien who was
employed while the alien was an unauthor-
zed alien, asdefined in section 274A(h)(3). or.
who has otherwise violated the terms of a
nonixnnigrant visa".
SEC. 12 REPOET ON DETENIION'SPACE.

(a) IN GENERAL.—Not later than one year
after the date of the eactthent of this Act,
the Attorney General shall submit a report
to the Congress esthnatthg the amount of de-
tention space that would be required on the
date of enactment of this Act, in 5 years, and
in 10 years, under various policies on the de-
tention of alieis.. Including but not limited
to-

(1) detaIning all excludable or deportable
liens who may lawfully be detane1;

(2) detaining all excludable or deportable
aliens who previously, have been excluded,
been deported, departed wbile a order of ex-
clusion or deportation was outstanding, vol-
untaxily departed under section 24.4, .or vol-
untarily retnred after beIng apprehended
wbile violating an immigration law of the
United States; and ' • -

(3) the current policy.
(b) EsrmiA°TE OF NUMBER OF ALIENS RE-

LEASED bTo THE COMMUNITY.—Such report
sbafl a1so estimate the nuniber of excludable
or deportable aliens who have been released
into the community in each of the 3 years
prior to the date of enactment of this Act
uDder circumstances that the Attorney Gen-
eral believes justified detention (for exam-
ple, a significant probability that the—re-
leased alien would not ajpear, as agreed, at
subsequent exclusion or deportation proceed-
ings), but a lack of detention facilities re-
quired release.
SEC. 183. COMPENSATION OF ThThXIGR.T1ONDGE

(a) COMPENsATION.—
(1) IN GCN.AL.—There shall be four levels

of pay for special inquiry officers of the De-
partment of Justice (in bis section referred
to as "immigration judges") under the Im-
migration Judge Schedule (designated as IJ-
1. IJ-2, IJ-3. and IJ-4. respectively), and each
such judge shall be paid at one of those lev-
els. in accordance with the provisions of this
subsection.

(2) B.ATES OF PAY.—(A) The rates-of basic
pay for the levels established under para-
graph (1) sa1l be as follows:
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70 percent of the next to

highest rate of bask
pay for the Senior Ex-
ecutive Service.

80 perCent of the next to
highest rate of basic.'
pay for the Senior Ex-
ecutive Service.

90 percent of the next to
hight raze of basic
pay for the Senior Lx-
ecutiveService.

92 percent of the next to
bight rate of basic
pay for the Ser1br
ecutive Service.

(B) Locality pay, where applicable, shall be
calculated Into the basic pay for immigra-
tion judges. '

(3) APPOINThrENT.—(A) Upon appointment.
an immigration judge shall be paid at IJ—1.
and shall be advanced to IJ-2 upon cómple-
tion of 104 weeks of service, to IJ-3 upon
completion of 104 weeks of service in' the
next lower rate, and to IJ—4 upon completion
of 52 weeks of service In the next lower rate.

(B) The Attorney General may provide for
appointment of an Immigration judge at an
advanced rate under such circwnstances as
the Attorney General may determme appro-
priate.

(4) TRSmON.—Judges serving on the hn-
migration Court as of the effective date of
ths.subsection thall be paid at the rate that
corresponds to the amount of time, as pro-
vided under paragraph (3)(A), that they have
served as an Immigration judge.

(b) EFFECTLVE DA°TE.—Subsecton (a) shall
take effect 90 days after the date of the en-
actment of this Act.
SEC. 184. ACCEPTANCE OF STATE SERVICES TO

CARRY OUT ThfMIGRAflON EN-FoRcfr.
Section 7 (8 U.S.C. 1357) is amended by

adding at the end the following:
"(g)(1) Notwithstanding section 1342 of

title 31, United States Code,. the Attorney
General may enter Into a written agreement
with a State, or any 'political subdivision of
a State, pursuant to wbich an officer or em-
ployee of the State or subdivision, who is de-
termined by the Attorney General to be
qualified to pexforxn a function of an immi-
gration officer In relation to the arrest or de-
tention of aliens in the United States, may
carry out such function at the expense of the
State or political subdivision and to the e-
tent consistent with State and local law.

"(2) An agreement under this subsection
shall require that an officer or employee of a
State or political subdivizion of a State per-
fornnDg a function under the agreement
shall have knowledge of. and adhere to, Fed-
eral law rela.ting to the function, and shall
contain a written certification that the offi-
cers or employees performing the function
under the agzeement have received adequate
training regarding the enforcement of rel-
evat Federal immigration laws.

"(3) In performing a function under this
subsection, an officer or employee of a State
or political subdivision of a state shall be
subject to the direction and supervision of
the Attorney General.

"(4) In performing a fction under this'
subsection, an officer or employee of a State
or political subdivision of a State may use
Federal property or facilities, as provided in
a written agreement between the Attorney
General and the State or subdivision.

"(5) With respect to each officer or em-
ployee of a State or political subdivisioi who
is authorazed to perform a function under
this subsection, the specific powers and du-
ties that may be. or are required to be, exer-
cised or perfornied by the individual, the du-
ration of the authority of the individual, and
the position of the agency of the Attorney
General who is required to supervise and di-
rect the individual, sball be set forth in a

iJ—1

LJ-2

IJ-3

IJ-4
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written agreement between the Attorney adImitted for permaflet residence, such aiie
General ad the State or political subdivi- sa1l ot again be considered for purposes of
sion. paragraph (1).".

"(6) The Attorney General may not accept (b) INCLUSION OF PAROLED ALIENS.—SeCtio

a service under this subsection if the service 202 (8 U.S.C. 1152) is amended by adding at
will be used to displace any Federal em- the end the following new sibsection:
ployee.

"(fXl) For purposes of subsection (aX2), an
"(7) Except as provided in paragraph (8), 'n inmigraut visa shall be -.cosidered to have

officer or employee of a State or political been made available in a fiscal year to a.ny
subdicision of a State performing functions alien who s not an alien lawfully admitted
under this subsection shall not be treated as for permanent residence but who was paroled
a Federal employee for any purpóe other iD.to the United States under sectio 212(d)(5)
than for piuposes of chapter 81 of title , i the second preceding fiscal year and who
United States Code, (relating to compensa- did not depart from the United States within
tion for injury) and sections 2671 through 365 days.

2680 of title 28, Umted States Code (relating
"(2) If any alien described in paragraph (1)

to tort claims).
is subsequently admitted as an alien lawfully

"(8) An officer or employee of a State or• admitted for permanent residence, an immi-

political subdivision of a State actiñ under grant visa sball not again be considered to
color of authority inder this sibsection, or

have been made available for purposes of
any agreement entered into under this sub- subsection (a)(2).".

setion, shall be considered to be acting PART 2—ASYLUM

under color of Federal authority for purposes SEC. 193. LiMITATIONS ON ASYWM APPIICA.

of determining the liability, and immunity TIONS BY ALNS USING •DOCU-

from suit, of the, officer or employee in a
FRAUD ITLY OR BY EX-

CLUDABLE ALIENS APPREHENDED
civil action brought under Federal or State USE OF SPECIAL EXCLUSION
law- . PROCEDURES.

"(9) Nothing in this subsection shall be Section 208 (8 U.S.C. 1158) is amended by
consued to require any State or political strikixig sibsectio (e) and inserting the fol-
sibdivsion of a State to enter into an agree- lowi
1ent with the Attorney. General under thLS "(e)(1) Notwithstanding sbsectfon (a), any
subsection. alien who, in seeking entry to the United

"(10) Nothing in thz sibsection States orboading a conmon carxier for the
construed to require an agreement under purpose of coining to the United States, pre-
this sibsection n order for any officer or sents any document which, in the determina-
employee of a State or political SUbdiViSio tion of the iminigration officer, is fraudu-
of a State— lent, forged, stolen, or inapplicable to the

"(A). to communicate with 'the Attorney person presenting the document, or other-
General regathng the immigration status of wise contains a misrepresentation of a mate-
any individual, including reporting knowl- rial fact, may not apply for or be grauted
edge that a particular alien is not lawfully asylum, unless presentation.of the document
present in the United States; or was necessary to depart from a country m

"(B) otherwise to cooperate with 'the At wbich the alien has a credible fear of Perse-
torney General in the identification. appre- cution, or from which the alien has a credi-
hension, detention, or removal of aliens not ble fear of return to persecution. and the
lawfully present in the United States.". alien traveled from such country directly to
SEC. 185. ALIEN WrrNS COOPERATION, the United States

Section 214UX1) of the Immigration and "(2) Notwithstanding subsection (a), an
Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1184(j)(1)) (relating alien who boards a common carrier for the
to numerical limitations on the number of purpose of coming to the United States
aliens that may be provided visas as non- through the presentation of any document
immigrauts under section 101(a)(15)(5)(ii) of wbich relates or purports -to relate to the
such Act) is amended— alien's eligibility to enter the UDited States,

(1) by striking "1®" and ierthig"200"; and who fails to present such document to an

and
rnmiigration officer upon arrival at a port of

(2) by sthking "25" and inserting "50". entry into the United States, may not apply
for or be granted asylum, unless preset-

Subtitle B—Other Control Measures tatio of such document was necessary to de-
PART 1—PAROLE AUTHORITY part from a country in which the alien has a

SEC. 191. VS.ABLE ONLY ON A CASE-B1CASE credible fear of persecution, or from which
BASIS FOR the alien has a credible fear of return to per-
SONS OR SIGNIFICM'IT PUBLIC B secution, and the alien traveled from such
EfiT. country direcUy to the United States.

Section 2i2(dX5)(A) (8 U.S.C. 1182(d)(5)) "(3) Notwithstanding- subsection (a), an
amended by striking "for emergent reasons alien described in section 5(d)(3) may not
or for reasons deemed sict1y n the public apply for or be granted asylum, unless the
1nterest" ad inserting "on a case-by-case alien traveled directly, from a country in
basis for urgent humanita.nan reasons or sig- which the alien has a credible fear of perse-
nilicant public benefit". cutio, or from which the alien a credi-
SEC. 192. INCLUSION IN WORLDWIDE LEVEL OF ble fear of return to persecution.

FAMU.Y-SPONSORED flUGRMTS. "(4) Notwithstanding paagmph (1), (2), or
(a) IN GENZRAL.—Sectiorl 201(c) (8 U.S.C. (3), the Attorney General may, under cx-

1151(c)) is anended— traordinary circumstances. perxnit an alien
(1) by amending paragraph (1)(A)(ii) to read described in any such paragraph to apply for

as follows: asylum.
"UI) the snxxl of the number computed "(5)(A) When an immigration officer has

under paragraph (2) and the number com- determined that an alien has sought entry
ptted under paragraph (4), plus"; and under either of the circwstances described

(2) by adding at the end the following new i paragraph (1) or . (2), or is an alien de-
paragraphs: scribed in section 235(d)(3), or is otherwise an

"(4) The number computed under this para- alien subject to the special exclusioii proce-
graph for a fiscal year is the number of dure of section 235(e), and the alien has mdi-
aliens who were paroled into the United cated a desire to apply for asylum or for
States under section 2i2(d)(5) in the second withholding of deportation under section
preceding fiscal year and who did ot depart 243(h), the immigration officer shall refer the
from the United States within 365 days. matter to an asylum officer.

"(5) If any alien described in paragraph (4) "(B) Such asylum officer sball interview
is sibequent1y admitted as an alien lawfully the alien, in person or by video conference,
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to determine whether the alien -bas a credi-
ble fear of pexsecution (or of return to perse-
cution) in or from—

"(i) the country of such alien's nationality
or, in the case of a person having no nation-
alty, the country n which sich a1ie 1at
habitually resided, and

"(ii) in the case of an alien seeking asylum
who has sought entry under either of the cir-
cumstances described i paragraph (1) or (2),
or who is described in section 235(dX3), the
country in wbich the alien was last present
prior to atteixzptng entry into the United
States.

"(C) If the officer deterrniDes that the
a1ien does not have a credible fear of perse-
cttion in (or of return to persecution from)
the country or countries referred to in sub-
paragraph (B), the aiie may be specially ex-
cluded and deported in accordaDce with sec-
tio 235(e).

"(D) The Attorney General shall provide
by regQ]ation for the prompt supervisory re-
view of a determi.nat1O under. subparagraph
(C) that an alien physically present n the
United States does ot have a credible fear
of persecution in (or of return to persecution
from) the country or countries referred to in
subparagraph (B). .

"(E) The Attorney Geerai shall provide
thlormation cocerLing the procedure . de-
scribed in this paragraph to persons who
may be eligible. An a1ie who' is e•bl-for
Such procedure pursuant to subparagraph (A)
may consult wlth.a person or persons of the
alien's choosing pror to the procedure or
any review thereof, in accordaxce with regii-
latiozis prescribed by the Attorney General.
Such consultation shall be at Do expense to
the Governxnet and shall not delay the
process.

"(6) An alien who. has been determined
under the procedure described in paragraph
(5) to have a credible fear of persecution
shall be taker before a special inquiry officer
for a hearing in accordaiice with section 236.

"(7) As used in this subsection, the term
'asylum officer' meaLS a mxnigration oW-
cer who— -

"(A) has had professioxial training n coun-
try coiiditiozis, asylum law, and interview
techniques; ad

"(B) is supervised by a officer who meets
the condition in subparaeraph (A).

"(8) As used m this section, the term 'cred-
ible fear of persecution' means tbat—

"(A) there is a substa.nthl likelihood that
the statements made by the alien in support
of the alien's c1am are true; and

"(B) there is a significant poibility, n
light of such statements and of country con-
ditios, that the alien could establish eligi-
bifity as a refugee within the meaning of sec-
tio 1O1(a)(42)(A).".
SEC. 194. ThIE L.ThILTATION ON ASYI.VM CLAXMS

Section 208(a) (8 U.S.C. 1158(a)) is arned-
ed—

(1) by sikixig "The" ad inserting the fol-
lowing "(1) except as provided in paragraph
(2), the'.'; and

(2) by adding at the end the following
"(2)(A) An application for asylum filed for

the first time durng an excIusio or depor-
tation proceeding shail not be considered ii
the proceeding was commenced more than
one year alter the alien's entry or admisso
into the United States.

"(B) An application for asylum may be
considered, notwithstanding sibparagraph
(A), if the applicant shows good cause for ot
having filed within the specified, period of
time.".
SEC. 195. LThTATION ON WORK AUTBORWiTION

FOR ASYLUM APPLICANTS.
Section 208 (8 U.S.C- 1158). as amended by

this Act, is further amended by adding at the
end the following new subsection:
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PART 3—CUBAN ADJUSTMEN Acr èssary to prevent the spread of a serious

SEC. 191. EEPL AND CEpT1oN. communicable disease, for testing and treat-
(a) REP.AL.—ZnbJect to subsection (b): ment for such diseases, and

Public Law 89-732. as amended, is hereby re- (u) such other service or assistance (such
peale& a. soup kitchens, crisis counseling, .interven-

(b) SAVINGS PROVISIONS.—(1) The provi- tion (including intervention for domestic vi-
slons of such Act shall continue to apply on olence). and short-term shelter) as the Attor-
a case-by-case basis with respect to indJvid- ney General specifies, in the AttorDey Gen-
uals paroled into the Unite4 States pursuant eral's sole and unreviewable discretion, alter
to the Cuban Migration Agreement of 1995. consultation with the heads of appropriate

(2) The 1ndvidua1s obtairdng lawful perxna- Federal agencies, if—
nent resident status under such provisions in (I) such service or assistance is delivered at
a fiscal year ahali be treated as if they were the conmiunity level. lclud1ng throcgh pub-
family-sponsored immigrants acquiring the lic or private nonprofit agencies;
status of aliens lawfully admitted to the (II) such service or assistance is necessary

United States in such fiscal year for pur- for the protection of life. safety, or public
poses of the world-wide and per-country 1ev- health; ad
els of Immigration desibed in sections 201 () such service or assistance or the
and 202 of the Immigration and Nationality amount or cdst of stich service or assistance
Act, except that any indvIdna1 who re- is not conditioned on the recipient's income
viously was included in the number corn- or resources; or
puted under section 1(c)(4) of the Imrnigra- (B) any grant, contract, loan, professional
tion and Natioiiality Act, as added by sec- license, or commercial liceiise provided or
tion 192 of this Act, or had been counted for funded by any agency of the United States or
purposes of section 202 of the Immigraion any State or local govertment entity, ox-
and Nationality Act, as amended by section cept, with respect to a nonimmigrant aü-
192 of this Act, shall not be so eated. thorzed to work In the United States, any

Subtitle C -Effective DtCS professional- or commercial license requfred
SEC. 198 EFFEC1IVE DA1. to engage in such work, if the noniinmigrant

Is otherwise qualified for such license.(a) IN GENZRAL.—cept as otherwise (2) BENEprrs OF RESIDENCE.—Notwithstand-vided In this title and subject to subsection
(b), this title, and the amendments made by ing any other provision of law, no State or
this title, shall take effect on the date of the local government entity shall consider any
enactment of 1° ineligible alien as a resident when to do so

(b) Gr EFFEcTIVE DATES.— would place such alien in a more favorable
(1) EFFECTIVE DATES PROVISIONS DEAL- position, regarding access to. or the cost of,

ING wrr DOCUMENT FRAUD; 1EGULATIONS
any benefit or government service, than a
United States citizen who is not regaded asUdPLT.- sach a resident. -(A) IN G2RAL.—The amendments made

by sections 131, 332, 141, and 195 sa.ll be ef- NOTXICATION OF ALmNS.—

fective upon the date of the enactment of (A) IN GZNERL.—The agency -administer-
this Act and thall apply to aliens who arrive jug a program referred to In paragraph (1)(A)

• in or seek admission to the United States on or providing benefits- referred to ID pam-
or alter such date. graph (1XB) sball, directly or, in the case of

(B) REGW ONS.—Notwithstanding a Federal agency, through the States, notify
othex provision of law. the AttorDey General Indlv-idnaily or by. public notice. all ineli-
may issue Interim ithal regiIations to Imple- g'ible aliens who are receiving benefits under
ment the provisions of the amendments 1 a program referred to In paragraph (1)(A), or
ed In subparagraph (A) at any time on or are receiving benefits referred to In pam-
alter the date of the enactment of this Act, graph (1XB), as the se may be, imme-
wbich regulations may become effective diately prior to the date of the enactment of
upon publication without prior notice or op- this Act and whose eligibility for the pro-
portunity for public .comfllent. g1 S terminated by reason of this sub

section.(2) AI SMUGGLING, EXCLUSION, AND DE-
PORTATION.—The amendments made by. sec- (B) FAnUR TO GIVE NOTICE.—Nothing In

tions 1, 126, 128, 19, 143, and 1) subparagraph (A) shall be consned to re-
apply with respect to offenses occuriing on quire or authorize continuation of such eligi-
or alter the nate of the enactment of bility If the notice required by such para-
Act . graph is not given.

(4) LmaTATION ON PREGNAZCY SERVICES FOR
TITLE U—FANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

Subtitle A—Receipt of Certain Governmexit (A) 3-Yw CONTINUOUS RESIDENCE.—An in-
Benefits eligible alien may. not receive the services

SEC. 201. INEUGffiU.nT OF CLUDABLE, DE- described n paragraph (1)(A)(ii) unless such
POABLE, AND NOND1IGEA1T alien can establish proof of continuous resi-
ALIENS. dence In the United States for not less than

(a) PUBLIC AssIsTcE W BENEFITS.— 3 years, as determined n accordance with
(1) IN GBNERAL.—Notwithztandiflg-- any section 245a.2(d)(3) of title 8, Code of Federal

other provision of law. an ineligible alien (as Regulations as ID effect on the day before
defined in subsection (f)(2)) shall not be eligi- the date of the enactment of this Act.
ble to receive.— (B) L1MrrATION ON EXPENDrrURES.—Not

(A) any benefits under a public assistance more than $120,000,000 in outlays may be cx-
program (as defined in subsection (f)(3)), ex- pended under title XIX of the Social Secu-
cept— rity Act for reimbursement of services de-

(1) emergency medical services under title scribed n paragraph (1)(A)(ii) that are pro-
of the Social Security Act, vided to ndividna1s described in subpara-

(ii) subject to paragraph (4), prenatal and graph (A).
postpartum services under title XIX of the (C) CONTINUED SERVICES BY CURRENT
Social Security Act, STATES.—StateS that have provided ser'ices

(ill) shorn-term emergency disaster relief. described n paraaph (1XA)(ii) for a period
(iv) assistance or benefits under the Na- of 3 yeas before the date of the enactment of

tional School Lunch Act, this Act Shall continue to rovide such serv-
(v) assistance or benefits under the Child ices and shall be reimbursed by the Federal

Nutrition Act of 1966, Government for the costs incurred in provid-
(vi) public health assistance fr iminuniza- ing such services. States that have not pro-

tions and, if the Secretary of Health and vided such services before the date of the en-
Human Services determines that it is nec- acnent of this Act, but elect to provide
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"(0(1) An applicant for asylum may not en-

gage In employment n the United States un-
less such applicant has submitted an applica-
tion for employment authorization to the
Attorney General and, subject to paragraph
(2), the AttorDey General ha. granted such
authorization.

"(2) The Attorney General may deny any
application for. or suspend or place condi-
tions on any grant of author3zation for any
applicant for asylum to engage In employ-
ment In the United States.".
SEC. 196. INCREAS RESOURCES FOR RUC-

ING ASYLUM APPUC(4310N BACK-

(a) PUEPOS MD PERIOD OF AtrrHORIZA-
TION.—For the purpose of reducng the num-
ber of applications pending under sections
208 and 243(h) of the Immigration and Na-
tionality Act (8 U.S.C. 1158 and 1253) as of the
date of the enactment of this Act, the Attor-
ney General shall have the authority de-
scribed n subsections (b) and (c) for a perod
of two years, beginnIng 90 days alter the date
of the enactment of this Act.

(b) PROCEDURES FOR PROPERTY ACQUTSTTION
ON LEASING.—NotWithstanding the Federal
Property and Administrative Services Act of
1949 (40 U.S.C. 471 et seq.), the Attorney Gen-
eral is authorized to expend out of fds
made available to the Department of Justice
for the amiistratioñ of the Immigration
and Nationality Act such amounts as may be
necessary for the leg or acquisition of
property to carry out the purpose describedn subsection (a).

(c)USE OF FEDERAL BrmE.—(1) In order
to carry out the purpose described in sub-
section (a), the AttorDey General may em-
ploy temporarily not more than 300 persons
who, by reason of retirement on or before
January 1, 1993, are receiving—

(A) annuities under the provisions of sub-
chapter ifi of chapter 83 of title 5, United
States Code, or chapter 84 of such title;

(B) annuities under any other retirement
system for employees of the Federal Govern-
ment; or

(C) retired or retainer pay as retired offi-
cers of regu1a components of the uniformed
services.

(2) In the case of a person retfred under the
provisions of subcbapter 1 of chapter 83 of
title 5, United States Code—

(A) no amounts may be deducted from the
person's pay,

(B) the annuity of such person may not be
terminated,

(C) payment of the annuity to such person
may not be discontinued, and

(D) the annuity of such person may not be
recomputed, under section 8344 of such title,
by reason of the temporary employment au-
thor3zed In paragraph (1).

(3) In the case of a person retired under the
provisions of thapter 84 of title 5, United
States Code—

(A) no axnount may be deducted from the
x*rson's pay,

(B) contributions to the Civil Service Re-
tirement and Disability Fund may not be
made, and

(C) the annuity of such person may not be.
recomputed., under section 8468 of such title,
by reason of the temporary employment au-
thorized in paragraph (1).

(4) The retired or retainer pay of a retfred
officer of a regular component of a uni-
formed service may not be reduced under
section 5532 of title 5, UnIted States Code, by
reason of temporary employment authorized
in 9axagraph (1).

(5) The President shall apply the provisions
of paragraphs (2) and (3) to persons receiving
anntxities described in paragraph (1)(B) in the
same manner and to the same extent as such
provisions apply to persons receiving annu-
ities described n paragraph (1)(A).
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such services after such date, shall be reim- (2) INELIGIBLE ALm;—-The term "ieI1gible
bnred. for the costs incurred th providing alien" means an idividua1 who is not—
such services. In no case sb&J States be e- (A) a United States citizen or national; or
quired to provide services iii excess of the (B) an eligible alien.
amounts provided in subparagraph (B). (3) PUBLiC ASS1STAI'CE PROGRAM.—The term(b) UNom BENEFrIS.—Notwith- "public assistance program" means ay pro-
standing ay other provision of law, only. eli- gram of assis.nce provided or funded, iii
gible aliens who have been granted employ- whole or iii part, by the Federal Government
ment authorization pursuant to Federal law, or ay State or localgovernment entity, for
and United States citizens or nationa]3 may which eligibility for benefits is based on
receive unemployment benefits payable wit need.
of Federal funds, and such eligible aliens (4) GOVERNNT BENEYLTS.—The term "gov-
may receive only the portion of such benefits ernment benefits" includes—
which is attributable to the authorized em- (A) any grant, contact, loan, professional
ployment. license, or commercial license provided or

(c) SOCIAL SECtJBITY BENEflTS.— funded by ay agency of the United States or
(1) IN GENEBL.—NotWihSta1ding aDy State or local government entity, cx-other provision of law, only eligible aliens cept, with respect to a nonimmigrant au-who have been granted employment author- thorized to work in the United States, yization pursuant to Federal law and United professional or commercial license requiredStates citizen or nationals may receive to engage iii such work, if the nonimmigrantbenefit under title U of the Social Security is otherwise qualified for such license;Act, and such eligible aliens maq receive unemployment benefits payable out ofonly the portion of such benefits which is at- Fedi fundstributable to the authorized employment.. (C) benefits undeI title II of the Social Se-(2) NO REFUND OR R tBSEMET.—Not- curity Act;

withstanding any other provision of law, no (D) financial assistance for purposes of see-tax or other cont ibution required Pursuant tion 214(a). of the Housing .and Communityto the Social Security Act (other than by an Development Act of 1980. Public Law 96-399;eligible alien who has. been gTanted employ- 1); and -

ment authorition pursuant to Federal law, (E) benefits based on. residence that areor by an employer of such alien) thØ.1I prohibited by subsection (a)(2).funded or reimbursed, iii whale or in.part. SEC . DEFINITION O CEARGE FOR(d) HOIJSThG ASSISTANCE PROGILAMS.—Not PURPOSES OP DEPO°flON.later than 90 days after the date of the enact- (a) IN GENERAL.—Section 241(a)(5) (8 U.S.C.ment of this Act, the Secretary of Housixig 2251(a)(5)) is amended to read as follows:and Urban Developnient shall subxrilt a re- PUBLIC CUAGE.—port to the Comimttee on the Judiciary and "(A) GNERAL.—Any alien who duringthe Committee on Banking, Housing, and the public charge period becomes a publicUrban Affairs of the Senate, and the Com- charge, regardless of wheii the cause for be-mittee on the Judiciary and the Committee comiug a public charge arses, is deportable.on Banking and Finaicia1 Services of the cCEpflONs.—Subparagraph (A) thallHouse of Representatives, descr2bmg the not apply 1f the alien is a refugee or has beenmanner iii whic1 the Secretary is enforcing gTanted asylum, or if the cause of the alien'ssection 214 of the Housing and COflXflfl1ty becoming a public charge— -Development Act of 1980 (Public Law 96-9; "(i) arose alter entry (in the case of an94 Stat. 1637) and containing statistics with alien who entered as an mgra1it) or afterrespect to the number of Individuals demed
Iinancial assistance under such section. adjustment to lawful permanent resident

(e) NONPROFiT, status (in the case of an alien who entered as
TIONS.— a nonhznmigrant), and

(1) IN -G4ER.M...—Nothing iii this Act "(ii) was a physical illness, or physical in-
be construed as requiruig a nonprofit chari- jury, so serious the alien could not work at
table organization operating ay program of any job, or a mental disability that required
assistance provided or funded, iii whole or connuous hospitaii.tion..
part, by the Federal GoverEment to— "(C).DEFDrrIONS.—

(A) determine, verify, or Otherwise require "(1) PUBLIC CHGE PERJOD.—For purposes
proof of the eligibility, as detemined under of subparagraph (A), the term 'public cbare
this title, of any applicant for benefits or as- pmo<1' means the period beginning on the
sistance under such program; or date the alien entered the Umted States and

(B) deem that the income or assets of ending— -

applicant for benefits or assistance under "(I) for an alien who entered the, United
such program include the income or assets States as an izxuxugrant, 5 years after entry,
described th section 204(b). or -

(2) NO EFFFC'r ON FEDAL AITHORIrY "(II) for an alien who entered the United
DETERMINE c0MPLIANCE.—Nothin_g ti5 States as a noniminigrant, 5 years after the
subsection shall be construed as prohibiting alien adjusted to permauent resident status.
the Federal Government from determining "(ii) PuBLIC CKAGE.—FOr purposes of sub-
the eligibility, under this section or section paragraph (A), the term 'public charge' iii-
204, of any individual for benefits under a cludes aDy alien who receives benefl under
public assistance program (as defined in sub- ay program described in sibpaxagraph (D)
section (0(3)) or for government beneflts (as for an aggregate period of more than 12
deIned in subsection (f)(4)) months.

(1) DEFirnoNs.—For the purposes of this "(D) PROGRAIIS DESCRIBED.—The ograms
section— described in this subparagraph are the fol-

(1) EuGirn.E I&—The term "eligible lowing:
alien" means an individual who is— "U) The aid to fmilies with dependent

(A) an alien lawfully admitted for perma- children program inder title IV of the Social
nent residence under the Immigration and Security Act.
Nationality Act, . "(ii) The medicaid program under title XIX

(B) an alien granted asylum under section of the Social Security Act.
208 of such Act "(iii) The food stamp program under the

(C) a refugee admitted under section 207 of Food Stamp Act of 1977.
such Act, "(iv) The supplemental security income

(D) an aiien whose deportation has been program under title XVI of the Social Secu-
withheld under section 243(h) of such Act, or r2ty Act.

(E) an alien paroled into the United States "(v) Any State general assistance program.
under section 212(d)(5) of such Act for a pe- "(vi) Any other program of assistance
nod of at least 1 year.

, funded, in whole or in part, by the Federal
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Government or any State or local govern-
ment entity, for which eligibility for bene-
fits is based on need, except the prograns
listed as exceptions in clauses (i) through
(vi) of section 201(a)(1)(A) of the Irxxmigration
Reform Act of 1996.".

(b) CONsucrxON.—Nothing in subara-
graph LB), (C), or (D) of section 241(a)(5) of
the Immigration and Nationality Act, as
amended by subsection (a), n2ay be consued
to affect or apply to any deternination of an
alien as a public charge made before the date
of the enacent of this Act.

(c) REvw OF' STATUS.—
(1) Di GENERAL.—4n reviewing any applica-

tion by an alien for benefits under section
Z16, section 245, or chapter 2 of title m of the
Imxnigration and Nationality Act the Attor-
ney General shall determine whether or not
the applicant is described iii section
241 (a)(5)(A) of such Act, as so amended.

(2) GROUNDS FOR DENIAL.—If the AttorDey
General determiDes that an alien is described
in section 241(a)(5)(A) of the Immigration
and Nationality Act, the. Attorney General
thall deny such application and thall thsti-
tute deportation proceedings with respect to
such alien, unless the Attorney General exer-
cises discretion to withhold or suspend de-
portation pursuant to ay other section of
such Act.

(d) EFFEflVE DATE—This section and the
amendments made by this section thall
apply to aliens who enter the United States
on' or after the date of the enactment of this
Act and to aliens who entered as non-
immigrants before such date but adjust or
apply.to adjust their status after such date.
SEC. 203. REQUUEIlIS FOR SPONSOR'S AP1-

DAVF OP SUPPO.
(a) ENoRcEAi.rr.—No affidavit of sup-

port may be relied upon by the Attorney
General qr by any coEsular officer to estab-
lish that an alien is not excludable as a pub-
lic charge under setion 22(a)(4) of the un-
migration and Nationality Act unless such
affidavit is executed as a contact—

(1) which is legally enforceable against the
sponsor by the sponsored uithvidual, or by
the Fdera1 Goverxixnent or any State, dis-
trict, territor', or possession of the United
States (or y subdivision of such State, dis-
trict, territor', or possession of the United
States) that provides ay benefit describedi section 241(a)(5XD), as amended by section
202(a) of this Act, but not later than 10 years
after the spoDsored individual last receives
ay such beneftt;

(2) in which the sponsor agrees to flnan-
ciaJly support the sponsored individual, so.
that he or she will not become a public
charge, vntii the sponsored individual has
worked in the Umted States for 40 qualifying
quarters or has become a United States citi-
zen, whichever occurs first; and -

- (3) in which the sponsor agrees to sbnut
to the jurisdiction of aDy Federal or State
court for the purpose of actions brought
under subsection (d) or (e). -

(b) FOMS.—Not later than 90 days after
the date of the enactment of this Act, the
Secretary of State, the Attorney General,
and the Secretary of Hearth and Human
Ser,-ices shall jointly formulate the affidavit
of support described in this section.

(c) NOTIFICATION OF CRGE OF ADDRESS.—
(1) GENERAL REQUIREMENT.—The sponzor

thall notify the Attorney General and the
State, disict, territor', or possession in
which the sponsored individual is currently a
resident within 30 da's of any change of ad-
dress of the sponsor during the period speci-
fied in subsection (aXI).

(2) PENALr.—Any person subject to the re-
qufrement of paragraph (1) who fails to sat.-
isfy such requirement shah, after 2otice and
opportunity to be heard, be subject to a civil
penalty of—
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(A) not less than S250 or more than 2,000, In thecae of an individual who is on active

or duty (other than active duty for training) in
(B) if such failure occurs with 1owledge the Armed Forces of the United States, sub-

that the sponsored individual has received paragraph CD) shall be applied by substitut-
any benefit described in section 241(a)(5)(D) ing "100 percent" for "125 percent".
of the Immigrton and Nationality Act, as (2) FEDERAL PVEFY LINE.—The term.
amended by section 202(a)- of this Act, not "Federal Doverty line" means the level of in-
less than :2,000 or more tban $5,000. come equal to the official poverty line (as

• (d) RED&BtJRSEMENT OF GO ERNMENT - defined by the DfreCtor of the Office of Man-
PENSES. agement and Budget, as revised annually by

(1) IN GENERAL.— the Secretary of He3ith and Human Services,
(A) REQUEST FOR REIMBURSEMENT—Upon in accoance with section 673(2) of the Om-

notification that a sponsored individual has nius Budget Reconciliation Act of 1S81 (42received any benefit described in section U.S.C. 99)) that is applicable to a family of
241(a)(5)(D) of the Immigration and National- the size involved.ity Act, as amended by section 202(a) of ,.hi QUALIFYG QtJATER.—The term "quail-
Act, the appropnate Federal, State, or loCal fying quarter" means a three-month periodofficial shall request reimbursement from in which the sponsored individual has—the sponsor for the amount of such assist,. (A) earned at least the minimum necessary
ance for the period to count as one of the 40 quar-

(B) REGULATI0Ns.—The Commissioner of ters required to qualily for social secwtySocial Security thall prescribe such regula- retirement benefits;tlons as may be neceSsaryto C2Y OUt SUb- (B) not received need-based public assist-
• paragraph (A). Such regulations shall '° ance; and -.'ride that notification be sent to the spon- (C) had income tax liability for the ta.sor's last knowii address by certified year of which the period was part.

(2) ACTION AGAmST SPONSOR.—If
SEC. 204. AIThIBUTION OF SPONSOWS INCOMEdays alter requesting reimbursement, the ap- -m RESOURC! TO PAMflN-SPON.propriate Federal, State, or local agency has

not received a response from the sponsor - (a) DEEMING REQUIEEMENT FOR FEDERAL
dIcating a willingness to make payments, an AX4D FE 11.Y F3 PROGRJiMS.—Subjectaction may be brought against the sponsor subsection (d), for pirposes of determixuzig
pursuant to the alfidavit of support. the eligibility of an alien for benefits, and

(3) FAILURE TO MEET REPAYMENT TEBMS.—If the amount. of benefits, under any public as-the sponsor agrees to make payments, but sistance program (as deed in section
fails to abide by the repayment terms estab- 201(f)(3)), the income and resources described
lished by the agency, the agency may, withn in subsection (b)sba1l, notwithstandflg any
60 days of such failure, bring an action other provision of law, be deemed to be the.
against the snsor pursuant to the affidavit income and resources of such alien.
of support. (b) DEEMED INCOME AND RSOUCES.—The

(e) JtIRISDIC?ION. income and. resources described in this sub-
(1) IN GENERAL.—An action to enforce an section include the income and resorces

affidavit of support executed under sub- of—
section (a) may be brought against the spon- (1) any person who, as a sponsor of an
sor In any Federal or State court— alien's entry Into the United Stes. or in

(A) by a sponsored individual, with respect order to enable an alien lawfully to remain
to financial support; or in the United States, executed an affidavit of

(B) by a Federal, State, or local agency, support or similar agreement with respect to
with respect to reimbursement. . such alien, and

(2) COURT MAY No'r DECLINE TO HEAP. CASL— (2) the sponsor's spouse.
For purposes of this section. no Federal or (c) LENGTH OF DMuG PERIOD.—The re-
State court shall decline for lack of subject quirement of subsection (a) shall apply for
matter or i,ersonal ursdiction to hear any the period for which the sponsor has agreed,
action brought against a sponsor under para- in such aIda'uit or agreement, to provide
graph (1) if— support for such aiién, or for a period of 5

(A) the sponsored individual is a resident years beginnIng on the day such alien was
of the State in which the court Is located, or first ]awfully in the United States alter the
received public assistance while residing in execttlon of such affldavjt or agreement,
the State; and whichever period is longer.

(B) such sponsor has received service of. (d) FCE?flONS.—
process in accordance with applicable law. (1) INDIGENCE.—

(f) DEFINTrIONS.—For purposes of this sec- (A) IN GENER.AL.—If a determination de-
tion— scribed In subparagraph (B) is made, the

(1) SFoNSOa—The term "sponsor" méaEs amount of income and resoUrces of the spon-
an individual who— •. sor or the sponsor's spouse Which sbail be at—
• (A) is a United States citizen or national tributed to.the sponsored alien thall not ex-

or an alien who is lawfully adxnitted to the ceed the amount actually provided for a pe-
United States for permatent residence; nod—

•(B) is at least 18 yeas of age; . (i) beginning on the date of such deter-
(C) is domiciled in any of the several miation and ending 12 months alter such

States of the United States, the District of date, or
Columbia, or any territory or .posseion of (ii) if the address of the sponsor is un-•
the United States; and kiiown to the sponsored alien, beginning on

(D) demonstrates the means to maintain the date of such determination and endiig
an annual income equal to at least 125 per- on the date that is 12 months after the ad-
cent of the Federal poverty line for the mdi- dress of the sponsor becomes known to the
vidual and the individual's family (including sponsored alien or to the agency (which.shali
the sponsored alien and any other alien spon- inform such alien of the address within 7
sored by the individual), through evIdence days).
that includes a copy of the individual's Fed- (B) DETERMDATION DESCRBED.—A deter-
eral income ta.x return for the 3 most recent mation described in this subparagraph is a
taxable yeas (which ret rs need show such determination by an agency that a sponsored
level of annual income only in the most re- alien would, in the absence of the assistance
cent taxable year) and a written statement, provided by the agency, be unable to obtain
executed under oath or as permitted under food and shelter, taking into account the
penalty of perjury under section 1746 of title alien's own income, plus any cash,, food.
28. United States Code, that the copies are. housing, or other assistance provided by
ue copies of such returDs. other individuals, inc1udiig the sponsor.
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(2) EDUCATION ASSISTANCE.—
(A) IN GNERAL.—The requirements of sub-

section (a) shall not app]y with respect to
sponsored aliens who have received, or have
been approved to receive student assistance
under title iv, v, 11, or X of the .igher Edu-
cation Act of 1965 in an academic year which
ends or begins in the calendar year in which
this Act is enacted.

(B) DIJRATION.—The exception described in
subparagraph (A) shall.apply only for the pe-
riod normally required to complete the
course of study for which the sponsored alien
receives assistance described in that sub-
paragraph.

(3) CERTir SVZCES'AND ASSISTANCE.—The
requirements of subsection (a) shall not
apply to any service or assistance described
in section 201(a)(1XA)(vii).

(e) DEEMING ATHOR1TY V STATE AND
LOCAL AGENCXES--—

(1) IN GENERAL.—Notwithstanding any
other provision of law, but subject to ecep—
tlons equivalent to the exceptions described
in subsection (d), the State or local govern-
ment may, for purposes of determining the
eligibility of an alien for benefits, and the
amount of benefits, under any State or local
program of assistance for which eligibifity is
based on need, or any need-based program of
assistance aiministered by a State or local
goverxxxent (other. than a prograu. of assist-
ace provided or funded, in whole or. in part,
by the Federal Government), require that
the income and resources described In sub-
section (b) be deemed to be the income and
resources of such alien.

(2) LENGTH OF DEEMING PEIOD.—SubjeCt to
exceptions equivalent to the exceptions de-.
scribed in subsection (d), a State or local
government may impose the requirement de-
scribed in paragraph (1) for the period for
which the sponsor has agreed, in such affda-
vit or agreement, to pro'ride support for such
alien, or for a• period of 5 years beginning. on
the day such alien was first lawfully in the
United States after the execution of such al-
fidavit or agreement, whichever period is
longer.
SEC. 2O5 VERIFICATION OF STUDENT EUGI-

BILITY FOR POSTSECONDARY FED-
ERAL SVD NCIAL ASSISr.
ANCE.

(a) REPORT BQUtREMENT.—NOt later than
one year alter the date of the eEactment of
this Act, the Seeta.ry of Education and the
Commissioner of. Social Security thall joint-
ly submit to the Congress a report on the
computer matching program of the Depart-
ment of Education under section 484(p) of the
.igher Education Act of 1965.

(b) REPORT EMENTS—The report shall
Include the follow3ng

(1) An assessment by the Secretary and the
Commissioner of the effectiveness of the
computer matching program, and a justifica-
tion for such assessment.

(2) The ratio of inaccurate matches under
the program to successful matches. .

(3) Such other information as the Sec-
retary and the Comnussioner jointly con-
sider appropriate.
SEC. 2O6 AUTHORiTY OF STATES MW LOCAL.

rs TO i.mur AssISrANcE TO
ALThNS AND TO DISTINGUISB
AMONG CLAES OF ALIENS IN PRO-
VIDING GENERAL PUBLIC ASSIST-
MICE.

(a) IN GENRAL.—Subject to subsection (b)
and 'notwithstanding any other provision of
law, a State or locai government may pro-
hibit or otherwise liniit or restrict the eligi-
bility of aliens or classes of alieDs for pro-
grams of general cash public assistance fur-
nished under the law of the State or a politi-
cal subdivision of a State.

(b) LIMITATION.—The authority provided
for under subsection (a) nay be exercised
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only to the extent that any prohibitions.
limitations, or restrictions imposed by a
State or local government are not more re-
strictive than the prohibitions, limitations.
or restrictions imposed under comparable
Federal programs. For purposes of this sec-
tion. attribution to an alien of a sponsor's
income and resources (as described in section
204(b)) for purposes of determining eligibility
for, and the amount of, benefits shall be con-
sidered less restrictive, than a prohibition of
eligibility for such beneflts
SEC. 207. EARNED INCOME TAX CREDiT DENThID

TO fl4D1VIDULS NOT CITINS OR
LAWFUL PERMMF RDENTS.

(a) IN GENERAL—
(1) LIM1TATION—Notwitbstading any

other provision of law, an individual may not
receive an earned income tax credit for any
year in which such individual was not, for
the entire year. either a United States citi-
zen or ntiona1 or a lawful permanent resi-.
dent.

(2) IDENTThICATION NUTBER REQtYffiED—SeC-
tion 32(c)(l) of the Internal Revenue Code of
1986 (relating to individuals eligible to claim
the earned income tax credit) is amended by
adding at the end the oiowing new subpara-
graph: -

"(F) fl)ENrIFXCA'rlON NUMBER .REQUIRE-
MENr—The term 'eligible individual' does
not include any individual who does not in-
clude on the return of tax for the taxable
year—

"(i) such individual's taxpayer identflca-
tion ntmber, and

"(ii) if the individual is married (within
the meaning of section T703), the taxpayer
identification number of such individual's
spouse." -

(b) SPECIAL IDENTWICATION NT.ThBEP..—Sec-
tion 32 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986
is amended by add4ng at the end the follow-
ing new subsection:

"(k) IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS.—Solely for
purposes of subsections (c)(1)(F) and
(c)(3)(D), a taxpayer identification number
means a social security number issued to an
individual by the Social Security Adminis-
ation (other than a social security number
issued pursuant to c1use (U) (or that por-
tion of clause (ifi) that relates to clause (s))
of section 205(c)(2)(B)(i) of the Social Secu-
rity Act)"

(c) EXTENSION OP PROCEDURES APPLICABLE
TO MATEEMATICAL O CLERICAL ERRORS.—
Section 6213(g)(2) of the Internal Revenue
Code of 1986 (relating to the definition of
mathematical or clerical errors) is amend-
ed—

(1) by striking "and" at the end of subpara-
graph (D).

(2) by string the period at the end of sub-
paragraph (E) and wzertlng ". and". and

(3) by inserting alter subragraph CE) the
following new subparagraph:

"(F) an unintended omission of a correct
taxpayer identification number required
nader section 32 (relating to the earned in-
come tax credit) to be included on a re-
tur ' ' -

(d) EFFECTIVE DATE—The amedinents
made by ths section shall apply to taxable.
years beginning alter December 31, 1995.
SEC. 208. INCREASED MAXIMUM CRThW(AL PEN

ALTIES FOR FORGING OR COUNR.
FE1ITNG SEAL OF A FEDERAL DE-
PA1flT OR AGENCY TO FACflJ-
TATE BENEFIT FRAUD BY AN UN-
lAWFUL ALIEN.

Section 506 of title 18. United States Code,
is amended to read as follows:
'5O6. Seals of departments or agencies

"(a) Whoever—
"(1) falsely makes, forges. counterfeits.

mutilates, or alters the seai of any depart-
ment or agency of the United States, or any
facsimile thereof;
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"(2) knowingly uses, affixes, or Impresses migration State (as deterniined by the At-

any such fraudulently made, forged, counter- torney General), at the election of the State.
feited, mutilated, or altered seal or facsimile establish and operate a program for the
thereof to. or upon any certificate. rnstru- placemnt• of anti-fraud investigators in
ment. commission, document, or paper of State, county, and private hospitals located
any description; or in the State to verify the irnnigration status

"(3) with fraudulent intent, possesses; and thcome eligibility of applicants for mcdi-
sells, offers for sale. fiirthshes, offers to fur- cal assistance under the State plan prior to
nish, gives away, offers to give away, trazas- the furizhing of medical assistance."
ports, offers to transport, imports, or off&s (b) PAYMENT.—Section 1903 of the Social.
to import any such seal or facsimile thereof Security Act (42 U.SC. 1396b) is amended—knowzng the same to have been so Ialsely (1) .by stiking "plus" at the end of pam-
made, forged, counterfeited, mutilated. or graph (6);
tered, (2) by striking the period at the end ofshall be fined under this title, or irnprsoned paragraph (7) and inserting "; plus"; andnot more than 5 years, or both.

"(b) Notwithstanding subsection (a) or (3) by adding at the end the following new
other provision of law, if a forged, counter- paragraph:
feited. mutilated, or altered seal of a depart- "(8) an amount equal to the Federal mcdi-
ment or agency of the United States. or any cal assistance percentaga (as defined in sec-
facsimile thereof. tion 1905(b)) of the total amount expended

"(1) so forged, counterfeited, mutilated, or durthg such quarter which is attributable to
altered; operating a program nnder section

•"(2) used. affixed, or impressed to or upon
any certificate, instrument, commission, (c) EFFECTiVE DATE.—The amendments'
document, or paper of any description; or . made by subsections (a) and b) shall take ef-

"(3) with fraudulent intent, possessed, sold, fect on the first day of the first calendar
offered for sale. furnished, offered to furnish, quarter beginng alter the date of the en-
given away, offered to give away, trans- actment of this Act.
ported, offered to traisport, imported, or of- SEC. 210. COMPVL&TION OF TARFED ASSIST-
fered to import, - MCE.with the intent or effect of facilitating an
unlawful alien's application for, or receipt Section 412(c)(2) (8 US.C 15(c)(2)) is
of, a Federal benefit, the penalties which amended b;. adding at the end the following
may be imposed for each offense under Sub- new subpaaagraph:
section (a), sball be two times the maximum "(C) Except for the Targeted Assistance
fine, and 3 times the mamnm term of im- Ten Percent Discretionary Program, all
prlsonment, or both, that would otherwise be grants made available under this paragraph
imposed for an offense under subsection (a)- for a fiscal year sball be allocated by the Of-

"(c) For purposes of this section— lice of Refugee Resettlement in a manner
"(1) the term 'Federal benefit' means— that ensures that each qualifying county re-
"(A) the issuance of any grant, contact, ceives the same amount of assistance for

loan. professional license, or coznmerciai li- each refugee and entrant residing in the
cense provided by any agency of the United county as of the beginning of the fiscal year
States or by appropriated funds of the Unit- who arrived in the United States not ealier
ed States; and than 60 months before the beginning of such

"(B) any retirement, we]ire, Social Secu- fiscal year."
rity, health (including eatment of an emer- Subtitle B—Miscellaneous Provisionsgecy medical condition in accordance with
section 1903(v) of the Socia' Security Act (19 SEC. 211. RETh1EURSEThNT OF AThS AND 1.0.
U.S.C 1396b(v))), disability, veteralls, public CALITIES FOR EMERGENCY DI-
housing. education. food stamps; or unem- CAL ASSISrANCE FOR CEMN il.-
ployment benefit. or any similar benefit for --

which payments or assistance are provided (a) REIMBURSEMENT.—The Attorney Gen-
by an agency of the United States or by ap- eral sba]1, subject to the availability of ap-
propriated ftmds of the United States; propriations, fully reimburse the States and

"(2) the term 'unlawful alien' means an in- political subdivisions of the States for costs
dividuai who is not,— incurred by the States and political subdivi-

"(A) a United States citizen or national; sions for emergency ambulance servce pro-
"(B) an alien lawfully admitted for perma- vided to any alien who-.-

nent residence under. the Immigration and (1) entered the United States without in-
Nationality Act; spection or at any time or place other than

"(C) an alien granted asylum under section as designated by the Attorney General;
208 of such Act; (2) is under the custody of a State or a po-

"(D) a refugee admitted under section 207 litiàal subdivision of a State as a result of
of such Act;

. transfer or other action by Federai authori-
"CE) an alien whose deportation has been ties; and

wIthheld under section 243(h) of such Act; or (3) is being treated for an injury suffered -
"(F) an alien paroled iUto thC... United while crossing the international border be-

States under section 215(d)(5) of Such Act for tween the United States and Mexico or be-
a period of at least 1 year; and tween the United Ztates and Canada.

"(3) each instance of forg€ry, counterfeit- (b) STATOY CONSTRJCTION.—Nothing ining, mutilation, or alteration shall con- this section requires that the alien be ar-stitute a separate offense .nder this sec- rested by Federal authorities before entering
SEC. 209. SIATE OPIION mto te custody of the State or political

subdivision.PROGRAM TO PLACE Afl.FRAL1D
INVESFIGATORS D.i HoSPrrALS. (c) AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIA'rIONS—

(a) IN Gsa&i.—Section 3.9O(a) of the So- (1) AtJTBORzATION OF APPROPRIATIONS.—
cial Sectrity Act (42 U.S.C. 1396a(a)) is There are authorized to be appropriated to
amended— the Attorney General such sums as may be

(1) by striking "and" at the end of para- necessary to carry out the provisions of this
graph (61); section.

(2) by strikiug the period at the end of (2) STATtrrOy CONSTRUCTIOrt—Nothicg in
paragraph (62) and inserting "; and"; and this Act may be construed to prevent the At-

(3) by adding alter paragraph (62) the fol- torney General from seeking reimbursement
lowing new paragraph: from an alien described in subsection (a) for

(63) in the case of a State that is certified the costs of the emergency medical services
by the Attorney General as a high illegal im- provided to the alien
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SEC. 222. TREA1TIENT OP ENSES SVBJECr TO

RGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES EX-
CEPTION.

(a) IN GENAL.—Sub)ect to such amounts
a.s are provided in advance in appropriation
Acts, each State or local government that
provides emergency medical services
through a public hospital, other public facil-
ity, or other facility (including a hospital
that is eligible for an additional payment ad-
justment under Section 1886(d)(5)(F) or sec-
tion 1923 of the Sbcial Security Act), Or
through contract with another hospital or•
facility, to an individual who is an alien not
1aw1i11y present in the United States, is en-
titled to receive payment from the Federal
Government for its costs of providing such
services, but only to the extent that - the
costs of the State or locai government are
not fully rexnbnrsed through any other Fed-
eral program and cannot be recovered from
the alien or other entity.

(b) CONPmMATI0N OP IMMIGR.TIoN Sm-
Tus.—No payment shall be made under this
section with respect to services furnished to
aliens described in subsection (a) unless the
State or locaLgoverment establishes that it
has provided services to such aliens in ac-
cordace with procedures established by the
Secretary, of Health and Human Services,
after consultation with the Attorney Gen-
eral and State and local officials.

(c) ADMINISTRATION.—Thjs section shall be
administered by the Attorney General, in
consultation with the Secretary of Health
and Human Services.

(d) EPPECTIVE DATE.—TIIiS section shall
not apply to emergency medical services fur-
mshed before October 1, 1995.
SE 21 PILOT PROGRA

(a) ADDITIONAL C0M3WTER BORDER CROSS-
ING FEES Paor PRoJc'rs.—k addition to
the land border fee pilot projects extended by
the fourth proviso under the heading Im-
migration and Naturalization Service. Sala-
ries and Expenses" of Public Law 103-121, the
Attorney General may establish another
such pilot project on the northern land bor-
der azid. another such pilot project on the
southern lad border of the United States.

(b) AUTOMATED PERr PIIOT Pao.IEcTS—
The Attorney General and the Commissioner
of Customs are author1zed to conduct pilot
projects to dexnonztrate—

(1) the feasibility of expanding port of
entry hours at designated ports of entry on
the United States-Canada border; or
'(2) the use of designated ports of entry

after working hours through the use of card
reading machines or other appropriate tech-
nology. -

SEC 214 USE OP PUBLIC SCHOOLS BY NON-
Thf!tflGRAT FOREIGN STUDENTS.

(a) PERSONS ELIGIBLE Fo STUDENT
VISAS.—Section •lOI(a)(15)(F) (8 U.S.C.
1lOl(a)(15)(F)) is anended—

(1) in clause (i) by striking "academic higth
school, elementary school, or other academic
institution or in a langiage training pro-
gram" and inserting in lieu thereof "public
elementary or public secondary school (if the
alien shows to the satisfaction of the con-
sular officer at the tine of application for a
visa, or of the Attorney General at the time
of application for admission or adjustment of
status. that (I) the alien wifl in fact reim-
burse such public elementary or. public sec-
ondary school for the full, unsubsidized per-
capita cost of providing education at such
school to au individual pursuing such a
course of study. or (U) the School waives
such reimbusernent), private elementary or
private secondary school, or postsecondary
academic stitution, or in a lauguage-train-
in program": and

(2) by inserting before the semicolon at the
end of c'ause (ii) the following: Provzded,
That nothing i this paragraph shall be con-
str'ed to prevent a child who is present in
the United States in a nonimmigrant status
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1232g) shall not apply to aliens described n
subsection (a) to the extent that the Attor-.
ney General and the Secretary of State de-
termine ecessay to carry out the pilot pro-
gram.

(d) PARTICW.TION BY COLLEGES AND UNI-
vERsrrs.—(1) The information specified in
subsection (c) shall be provided by approved
colleges and universities asa condition of—

(A) the continued approval of the colleges
and universities under section lOl(a)(15)(F) or
(M) of the Immigration and Nationalitr Act,
Or

(B) the issuance of visas to aliens for pur-
poses of studyiig, or otherwise participating,
at such colleges and uiversties in a pro-
gram under section 101(a)(15)(J.) of such Act.

(2) Il an approved college or imiversity
fails to provide the specified information,
.such approvals and such issuance of visas
shaLl be revoked or denied.

• (e) FUDING.—(1) The Attorney General and
the Secretary shall use funds collected under
section 281(b) of the Immigration and Na-
tioality Act, as added by this subsection, to
pay for the costs of carrying out this section.

(2) Section 281 of the Immration and Na-
tioa1ity Act (8 U.S.C. 1351) is anended—

(A) by inserting "(a)" after "SEC. L";
and

(B) by adding at the end the following:
"(b)(1) In addition to fees that are pre-

scribed under subsection (a), the Secretary of
State shall impose and collect a fee on all
visas issued under the provisions of section
1Ol(a)(15)(F), (3), or (M) of the Immigration
and Nationality .Act. With respect to visas
issued under the provisions of section
1Ol(a)(15)(3). this subsection shall not apply
to those "J" visa holders whose presence in
'the United States is sponsored by the United
States government."

"(2) The Attorney General sai1 impose
and collect a fee on all changes of non-
immigrant status under section 248 to such
classmcations. This subseôtion shall not
apply to those "3" visa holders whose pres-
ence in the Utited States is sponsored by the
United States government."

"(3) Except as provided in section 205(g)(2)
of the Immigration Reform Act of 1996. the
amount of the fees imposed and collected
under paragraphs (1) and (2) shail be the
axxiont which the Attorney General ad the
Secretary jointly determine is necessa. to
recover the costs of conducting the informa-
tion-collection program described in sub-
section (a), but may not exceed 100.

"(4) Fr.nds collected under paragraph (1)
sball be available to the Attorney General
and the Secretary, without ieard to appro-
priation Acts and without fiscal year limita-
tion, to supplement funds otherwise avail-
able to the Department of Justice and the
Departflient of State, respectively."

(3) The a.menthnents made by paragraphs
(1) and (2) sa11. become effective April 1,
1997.
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other than that conferred by paragraph (B),
(C), (F)(i), or (M)(i), from seeking admission
to a public elementary school or public sec-
ondary school for which such child may 0th-
erwise be quaiilied.";

(b) cCLTJSIoN OP STuDEicT VISA ABUSERS.—
Section 212(a) (8 U.S.C. 1182(a)) is amended
by adding at the end the following new para-
graph: - '

"(9) STUDENT vis. ABTJSERS.—Any alien de-
scribed in section lOl(a)(15)(F) who is admit-
ted as a student for study at a private ele-
mentary school or private secondary school
and who does not remain enrolled, through-
out the duration of bis or her elementary or
secondary school education in the United

• States, at either (A) such a private school. or
(B) a public elementary or public secondary
school (if (I) the alien is in fact reixxibursing
such public elementary or public secondary.
school for the full, unsubsidized per-capita
cost of providing education at Such school to
an individual pursuing such a course of
study. or (II) the school waives such reiu-
brsement) is excludable"; and

(c) DEPORTATION op STuDr VISA ABTJS-
ERs.—Section 241(a) (8 U.S.C. 1251(a)) is
amended by adding at the ed the fo1owing
new ragraph:

"(6) SltmExT ViS.A AEUSERS.—Ally alien de-
scribed in section lOl(a)(15)(F') who is admit-
ted as a Student for study at a private ele-
mentary school or private secondary school
and who does not remain enrolled, through-
out the duration of his or her elementary or
secondary school education in the United
States, at either (A) such a private school, or
(B) a public elementary or public secondary
school (ii (I) the alien is in fact reimbursing
such public elementary or public secondary
school for the fall. unsubsidized. per-capita
cost of providing education at such school to
an individual pursuing such a course of
study, ' or (II) the school waives such reim-
bursement), is deportable".

This section shall become effective I day
after the date of enactment.
SEC. 215. Pfl.OT PROGRAM TO COLLECT. INFOR-

MATION RELATION TO NON.
ThIilGRANT FOREIQ4 STUDENTS.

(a) IN GENL.—(l) The Attorney General
and the Secretary of State thall jointly de-
velop and. conduct a pilot program to collect
electronically from approved colleges and
universities in the United States the infor-.
mation described in subsection (c) with re-
spect to.aliens who—

(A) bave the status, or are applying for the
status, of nonirnmigrats under section
1O1(a)(15)(F), (J), or (M) of the Imnigration
aud Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. llO1(aX15XF),
(J), or (M)); and

(B) are nationals of the countries des-
ignated under subsection (b.

(2) The pilot program shall commence not
later than January 1.1998.

(b) Cov COtNTRE$.—The Attorney
General and the Secretary of State sball
jointly designate countries for purposes of
subsection (a)(1)(B). The Attorney General
and the Secretary shall' initially desgate
not less than five coutres and may des-
iguate additional countries at any time
while the pilot program is bethg conducted. (1) JoINr REPORT—Not later than five

(C) INPOBMATION TO BE COLLECTED.— years after the commencement of the pilot
(1) IN GZNERL.—The information or col- program established under subsection (a),lection under sibsection (a> consists 0f the AtToruey General and the Secretary of(A) the identity and current address in the State shall jointly submit to the CommitteesUnited States of the alien; on the Judiciary of the United States Senate(B) the non]mnugrant classificaton of the and Rouse of Representatives on the oper-alien and the date on which a visa under the ations of the pilot program and the feasibii-classification was issued or extended or the ity bf e ding the progran to cover thedate o which a change to such classification XP&fl

was approved by the Attorney General; and nation of countnes.
(C) the academic standing of the alien. in- (g) WORLDWIDE APPLICBU..rrY O THE PRo-

cludig any disciplinary action taken by the GAM.—(l)(A) No later than six months
college or tniversity against the alien as a alter the submission of the report required
result or the alien's being convicted of a by subsection (1). the Secretary of State ad
crime. . the Attorney General shafl joiutly com-

(2) FERpA.—The Family Educational mence expansion of the pilot prograz to
Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 (20 tLSC. cover the nationals of all countries.
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SEC. 218 FECLUSION GROUNDS FOR OFFENSES
OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE, STALKING,
CRIMES AGAINST CHILDREN, AND
CRIMES OF SREtJAL VIOLENCE.

(a) IN GENERAi..—Sectjon 241(a)(2) (8 U.s.c.
1251(a)(2)) is amended by adding at the end
the following:

- .(E) D0ME5'rlc VioLmCE, VIOLATION OR PRO-
TECTION ORDER, CRIMES AGAINST -CRILDREN
AND STALICNG.—.(i) Any alien. who at any
time after entry is convicted of a Cr rue of
domestic violence is deportable.

"(ii) Any alien who at any time after entry
engages in conduct that violates the portion
of a protection order that Involves protec-
tion against credible threats of violence, re-
peated harassment, or bodily injury to the
person or persons for whom the protection
order was issued is deportable.

"(iii) Any alien who at any time after
entry is convicted of a crime of stalking Is
deportable.

"(iv) Any alien who at any time after
entry is convicted of a crime of child abuse,
child sexual abuse, child neglect, or child
abandonment is deportabe,

"(i') CRIMES OP SEXUAL VIOLCE.—Any
alien who at any time after entry is con-
victed of a crime of rape, aggravated sod-
omy, aggravated sexual abuse, sexual abuse,
abusive sexual contact, or other crime of
sexual violence Is deportable:'.

(b) DEFXNfl'jONS.—Section 101(a) (8 U.5.c,
1101(a)) is amended by adding at the end the
following new Paragraphs:

"(47) The term crime of domestic violence'
means any felony or misdemeanor crime of
violence committed by a current or former.
spouse of the victim, by a person with whom
the victim shares a child in common, by a1person who is cohabiting with or has
cohabited with the victim as a spouse, by a
person similarly situated to a spouse of the
victim under the domestic or family violence
laws of the jurisdiction where the offense oc-
curs, or by any other adult person against a
victim who is protected from that person's'461L Voting by aliens acts under the domestic or family violence

"(a) It shall be unlawful fo any alien t . laws of the United 5tates or any state, In-
vàte in any election held solely or in part for dian tribal government, or unit of local gov-the purpose of electing a candidate for the ernment.
office of President, Vice President, Presi- "(48) The term protectlon order' means
dential elector, Member of the 5enate, Mem-. any injunction issued for the Purpose of pre-
ber of the House of Representatives, Dele- venting violent or threatening acts of domes-
gate from the District of Columbia. or tic violence, including temporary or finalor-
dent commissioner, unless— ders issued by civil or criminal courts (other

"(1) the election is held partly for some than support or child custody orders or pro-
other pm-pose; visions) whether obtained by filing an inde-

"(2) aliens are authorized to vote for such pendent action or as a pendente lite order in
other purpose under a state constitution or another proceeding.".
statute or a local ordinance; and (c) This section will become effective one

day after the date of enactment of the act."(3) voting for such other Purpose is con-
Subtitle C—Effective Datesducted independently of voting for a can-

didate for such Federal offices, in such a SEC.211.EFFEC'I1VEDA
manner that an alien has the opportunity to (a) IN GENEuaI..—Except as provided invote for such other purpose, but not an subsection (b) or as otherwise provided inportunity to vote for a candidate for any one this title, this title and the amendmentsor more of such Federal offices." made by this title shall take effect on the"(b) Any person who violates this section date of the enactment of this Act.
shall be fined not more than 35,000 or impris- (b) BENEPITS.—The provisions of section
oned not more than one year or both"; 201 and 204 shall apply to benefits and to ap-

plications for benefits received on or after 1(b) ExcLusIoN OP ALIENS WHO HAVE UNLAw-
day after the date of the enactment o thisFULLY V0TED.—5ection 212(a)(8 Act.1182(a)) is amended by adding at the end the

_____

following new paragraph:
"(9) UNLAWFUL V0TERS.—Any alien who has LOTT AMENDMENT NO. 3745

voted in violation of any Federal, State, or Mi-. LOTT proposed an amendment tolocal constitutional provision, statute, ordi- the motion to recommit proposed bynance, or regulation is excludable."
Mr. DOLE to the bill S. 1664, supra; as(c) DEPORTATION OP ALIENS WHo HAVE UN- follows:

LAWFTJUy VOTED—5ction 241(a) (8 U.5.C. Add at the end of the instructions the fol-1251(a)) is amended by adding at the end the lowing: "that the following amendment befollowing new paragraph:
reported back forthwith"."(6) UNLAWFUL vo'I-Eas.—Any alien who has Add the following new subsection to sec-voted in violation of any. Federal, 5tate, or tion 182 of the bill:local constitutional provision, statute, ordi- (c) STATE.MENT OP A.MOL'NT op DETEr1oNnance, or regulation is deportable". 5PAcE IN PRIoR YL(us.—5uch report shall

Ap,-il 25, 1996

also state the amount of detertion spa:
available in each of the 10 years prior to tht
enactment of this Act. .

DOLE A ENDM.ENTNO; 3746 -

Mr. DOLE proposed an amendment to
amendment No. 3745 proposed by Mr.
I'I'• to the bill 5. 1664, supra; as fol-
lows:.

At the end of the amendment add the fol-
lowing:

5ection 178 of the bill Is amended by add-
ing the following new subsection:

(c) Er-pzc-rr DATE.—ThiS section shall
take effect 20 days after the effective date ofthis Act

(B) 5uch expansion shall be completed not
later than one year after the date of the sub-
mission of the report referred to in sub-
section (f).

(2) After the program has been expanded,
as provided in paragraph (1), the Attorney.
General and the 5ecretary of 5tate may, on
a periodic basis, jointly revise the amount of
the fee imposed and collected under section
281(b) of the Immigration and Nationality
Act in order to take Into account changes in
the cost of carrying out the program,

(h) DEPINITION.—AS used in this section,
the phrase "approved colleges and univer-
sities" means colleges and universities ap-
proved by the Attorney General, in consulta-
tion with the 5ecreta.ry of Education, under
subparagraph (F),- (J), or (M) of section
101(a)(15) of the Immigration and Nationality
Act (8 U.S.C. 1101(a)(15)).

SEC. 216. FALSE CLA$ OF cImers,
(a) EXcLUSIoN op ALIENS WHO HaVE FALSE-

LY CLAIMED U.S. CrrizENSHIp,—Section
212(a)(9) (8 U.S.C. 1182(a)(9)) is amended by
adding at the end the following new subpara-
graph: . . . -

"CD) FALSELY CLAE,CNG CrrXZENSIEP.—Any
alien who falsely represents, or has falsely
represented, himself to be a citizen of the
United 5tates is excludable."

(b) DEPORTATION OP ALIENS WE0 HaVE
FALSELY CLAIMED U.S. C1'flZENSKIP,—Sectloa
241(a) (8 U.s.C, 1251(a)) is amended by adding
at the end the following new paragraph:

"(6) FALSEzY cLAIMING Cfl'IZENSIHP.—Any
alien who falsely represents, or has falsely
represented, himself to be a citizen of the
United 5tates is deportable"
"SEC. 217. VOTING BY ALIrr4S.

- CRIMINAL PENALTi' FOR VOTING BY
ALIENS IN FEDELtI. ELECTXON.—Title 18, Unit-
ed States Code, is amended by adding the fol-
lowing new section:
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AMENDMENTS SUBM1mD

THE IMMIGRATION CONTROL AND
FINANCIAI RESPONSIBLry ACT
OF 1998

SNOWE AMENDMENTS NOS. 3747—
3748

(Ordered to lie on the table.)
Ms. SNOWE ,submjtted two anend-

ments tended to be proposed by her
to amendmcnt No. 3743 proposed by Mr.
SPSON to the bill (S. 16&) to amend
the Irnmiratjon and Nationality Act
to increase control- over irnrr_igratj on
to the United States by increasing bor-
der patrol and investigative personnel
and detetjon facilities, improving the
system used by employers to verify
citizenship or work-authoed alien
status, increasing pen&lties for alien
smuggling and document fraud, and re-
forming asylum, exclusion, ad depor-
tation law and prodedu.res; to redtce
the use of welfare by thens; and for
other purposes; as follows:

AMENDMENT No. 3747
At the end of the matter proposed to be in-

serted by the amendment. insert the follow-ing:
TITLE lEt—MISCELLANEOUs PROVISIONS

SEC. 301. REPORT ON A EGAIIONS OF RARASS.
MENT BY CANADij CIJSTOMs

(a) STt'DY AND REvIEw.—
(1) Not later than 30 days after the enact-ment of this Act, the Comjniioner of the

United States Customs Service shI initiate
a study of allegations of harassment by Ca-
.nadian Customs agents for the purpose of de-terrin cross-border cozmecjj activity
aion the United States-New Brujswjck bor-
der. Such study shall include a review of the
possible connection between any incidents of
harassment with the discriminatory imposi-
tion of the New Bru.nswick Provincial SalesTax (P5T) tax on goods purchased in the
United States by New Brunzwjck residents,

- and with any other activities taken by the
Canadian provincial and federal govermen
to deter ross-border commercial activities.

(2) Th conducting the study in subpara-graph (1), the Coznjssioner shall coslt
with .representjv of the State of Maine,
local govern_Inents, local businesses, and any
other knowledeab1e persos that the Corn-
zxissjoner deems important to the comple-
tion of the study.

(b) REPORT.—NOt later thazi 120 days after
enactrzent of this Act, the Comznssioner of
the United States Custoxs Service thafl sub-
mit to Congre a report of the study and re-
view detailed in subsection (a). The reportshall also include reconnendajo for steps
that the U.S. goverflment can take to help
end harassment by Canathan Custo agentsfoad to have occurred.

AMEDMEN' No. 3748
At the end of the matter proposed to be in-serted by the amendment, insert the foUow-ing

TITLE rn—MiSCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
5EC. 301. SENSE OF CONGRESS ON THE DISCRflfl.

NATORY APPLICATION OF THE EW
BRUNSWIcK PROVtCrA. SALES
TAX.

(a) FINDINC5.—The Corgress f1ds that,—
(1) n July 1993, Canadian Customs officers

beg.n collectjn an 11% New Bru5wjck Pro-
vincial Sales Tac (PST) tax o goods pur-

ABRAHAM (AND OTRS)
ANDMNT5 NOS. 3749-3750

(Ordered to lie on the table.)
Mr. ABRA.HM (for hise1f, Mr.

FEINGOLD, and Mr. DEWn) Submit ted
two amendments intended to be pro-
posed by them to amendment No. 3743
proposed by Mr. SmxPsoN to the bill S.
1644, supra; as follows: -

AMENDMZNT No. 3749
In section 112, after subparagraph (a)(1)(ifl,

insert the followrng
"(lv) Deonstratjon projects under this

section sh1l not be conducted in ay State
that has not enacted legislation authoizi
the Attorney General to conduct such
pro)ects withn its junsdiction."

DMENT No. 3750
In section 112, after.subparagi'aph (a)(1)(ii),

insert the foUowing
"(iv) Deinonst-aon projects under this

section shall not be codcted in any State
that has not enacted legislation declarjn
sucn projects shajj ot be conducted within
its juisdjc!oi.'

ABRAHAM (AND OTHERS)
AMENDMENTS NOS. 3751-3752

(Ordered to lie on the table.)

(Ordered to lie on the table.)
Mr. GRAHAJI submitted seven

amendments intended to be proposedby him to amendment No. 3743 pro-posed by Mr. SmpsoN to the bill S.
1664, supra; as follows:

AMErqi No. 3753
On page 177 in the matter proposed to be

inserted, beginnjn on line 9 strike all that
follows through line 4 on page 178.

ADMENT No. 3754
Begxnnjn on page 188, strike line 11 and

aLl that follows through line 2 on page 192.

DM No. 3755
Beginning on page 192. Strike line 3 and all

that follows through line 4 on page 198.

AMtDMEN No. 3756.
Beginning on page 198, strike line 5 and all

th&t follows through line 5 on page 202.

AMENDMENT No.3757
Beginning on page 210, strike line 22 and

all that follows through liie 9 on page 211.

AMENDMENT No. 3758
Begining on page 177, line 9, strike all

through page 211. line 9. and iEzert the fol-lowing:
Subtitle C—Effective Dates

SEC. 197.EFPECrzy DATES
(a) IF GENEw.Excep a.s otherwise pro-vided in this title and subject to subsection

(b), this title, and the amendments made by
this title, stall take effect on the date of theenactrzent of thist.

(b) E'PEc'r1vE DATES—
(1) Effective dates for provisions dealing

with document fraud; reg,iations to iznple-ment.—
(A) Ic GNERAL.—The amendments made

by sections 131. 132, 141. and 195 shall be ef-
fective upon the date of the enactment of
th.ts Act and shall apply to aliens who arr2ve
in or seek admission to the United States onoz after sich date.

(B) REGU IoN5.—Notw ding any
other provision of law, the Attorney General
may i5sue interim final regulations to imple-
ment the provisions of the amendments list-
ed in subparagraph (A) at any time on or
after the date of the enactment of this Act,which regujatjo may become effective
upon publication without prior notice or op-
portunity for public comment.

(2) AL1N SMUGGLING, EXCLU5ION, AND DZ-
PORTATION._The amendments made by sec-
tions 122. 126. 128, 129, 143, and 150(b) shall
apply with respect to offenses occurring on
or after the date of the enactment of this
Act.
TflE U—Ffl ANCIAL RSPONSUrry
Subtitle A—Receipt of Certain Govenrnent

Benefits
SEC. 201. INELIGIB1LIT OF EXCLUDABLE DE.

PORTABLE, AN!) NOgG&4J
ALIENs.

(a) PUBLIC ASSIsTANCE AND PTrs.—
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AMENDMENT No. 3752
Strike sections 111—115 a.d 118.

GRAHAj AMENDMENTS NOS. 3753-
3759

chased ft the United States by New Bruns-. Mr. ABRAHAM (for himself, Mr.wick resjdes, an acticu that i3S causeci se- FEINGOLD. Mr. DEWINE, Mr. 1NHOFE. Mr.vere economic harm to U.S. bLls1nesses 1 MacK, Mr. Lorr, and Mr. LBErcated in proximity to the border with New s1bmitted two arendments intendedB,npediment
cross-border rade to be proposed by them to amendment

compoun the damage already done from No. 343 proposed by Mr. SIMPSON tothe Caxaclian government's imposition of a the bill 5. 1644. supra: as follows:7% taon all goods bougtt by Canadians in •. AMDME No. 3751the United States;
Strike sectcs 111—115.(3) collection of the New Brunswick Pro-

vinia Sales Tax oz goods purchased outside
of New Brunswick is collected only a)og the
U. S.-Can.ad ian border—not aog New Bruns

_____

wjcks borders with other Canadan prov-
inces—.thus being adrninstered by Canadian
authorities n a rnaner uniquely discrimina-
tory to Canadians shopping in the United
Sta.es;

(4) in February 1994. the U.S. Ta4e Rep-
resentative (USTR) publicly stated a inten-
tion to seek redress from the discr2minatory
app1ication of the PST under the dispute res-
olution process in Chapter 20 of the North
American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA),
bt the United States Government has still
not made such a claim under NAFTA proce-
dures; and

(5) initially, the USTR argued that filing a
PST claim was delayed only because the dis-
pite mechajsrn under NAFTA had not yet
been fina1zed. but more than a year after
such meha1sin has been put in place, the
PST claim has still not been put forward by
the USTR.

(b) SENsE o' CONGSS.—It is the sense of
Congress that—.

(1) the Provincial Sales Tax levied by the
Camdian Province of New Bru.nswick on Ca-
uadia citzeis of that province who pur-
chase goods i the United States violates the
North American Free Trade Agreement ii its
discriminatory application to cross-border
trade with the United States and damages
good relations between the United States
and Canada; and

(2) the United States ade Representative
should move forward without further delay
n seeking redress uiader the thspute resolu-
tion process in Chapter 20 of the North
American Free ade Agreement for the dis-
criminatory application of the. New Bruns-
wick Provincial Sales Ta on U.S.-Canada
cross-border trade.
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(1) IN GL.—Norwithstdjng any

other provision of law, an ineligible alien (as
defined in subsection (f)(2)) shall not be eligi-
ble to receive—

(A) any benefits under a public assistance
program (as defined In subsection (f)(3)). ex-
cept—

(i) emergency medical services under title
Xix of the Social Security Act.

(ii) subject tc paragraph (4), prenatal and
postpartum services under title of the
Social Security Act.

(iii) short-term emergency disaster relief.
(iv) assistance or benefits under the Na-

tional School Lunch Act.
(v) assistance or benefits under the Child

Nutrition Act of 1966.
(vi) public hea1th assistance for immuniza-

tions ana. if the Secretary of Realth and
Ruman Services determines that it is nec-
essary to prevent the spread of a serious
communicable disease, for testing and treat-
ment for such diseases, and

(vii) such other service or assistance (such
as soup ititchens. crisis counseling, interven-
tion' (including intervention for domestic vi-
olence), and short-term shelter) as the Attor-
ney General specifies. in the Attorney Gen-
eral's sole and unreviewable discretion, after
consultation with the heads of appropriate
Federal agencies, if—

(1) such service or assistance is delivered at
the community level, including through pub-
lic or priva.te nonprofit agencies;

(11) such service or assistance is necessary
for the protection of life, safety, or public.
health and

() such service or assistance or the
amount or cost of such service or assistance
is not conditioned on the recipient's income
or resources; or

(B) any grant, contract, loan, professional
license, or commercia.l license provided or
funded by any agency of the United States or
any State or local govern_meat entity, ex-
cept, with respect to a nonimmnigrant au-
thorized to work in the United States, any
professional or commercial license required
to engage in such work, If the nonimmigrant
is otherwise qualified for such license.

(2) BENEFrrS os' RnsmENcE.—Notwithstand-
ing any other provision of law. no State or
local government entity shall consider any
ineligible alien as a resident when to do so
would place such alien in a more favorable
position, regarding access to, or cost of, any
benefit or government service. than a United
States citizen who is not regarded as such a
resident.

(3) NOTIFICATION OP ALls.—
(A) L' GENEL.L,—The agency administer-

ing a program referred to in paragraph (l)(A)
or providing benefits referred to in para-
graph (l)(B) shall. directly or, In the'case of
a Federal agency, through the States. notify
individually or by public notice. all ineli-
gible aliens who are receiving benefits under
a program referred to in paragraph (l)(A), or
are receiving benefits referred to in para-
graph (1XB), as the case may be, imme-
diately prior to the date of the enactment of
this Act and whose eligibility for the pro-
gram is terminated by reason of this sub-
section,

(B) FAILURE To GVI NOTICE.—Nothing in
subparagraph (A) shall be construed to re-
quire or authorize continuation of such eligi-
bility If the notice required by such para-
graph is not given.

(4) LIMrrvIoN ON PREGNANcy sERVIcEs P'oR
UNnOCUMENTED .tL15.—

(A) 3-ran OONTINtotjs nzsmENcE.— in-
eligible alien may not receive the services
described in paragraph (l)(AXiI) unless such
alien can establish proof of continuous resi-
dence in the United States fcr not less than
3 years, as determined in accordance with
section 245a.2(d)(3) of title 8. Coce of Federal
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Regulations as in effect on the day before
the date of the enactment Cf this Act.

(B) LIMiTATION ON DpZNDITTEEs.—Not
more than 3120.000.000 in outlays may be ex-
pended under.title of the Social Secu-
rity Act for reimbursement of services de-
scribed in paragraph (l)(A)(ii) that are pro-
vided to individuals described in subpara-
graph (A).

(C) CoNT'UEn SERV1CS BY CURRENT
5TATE.—States that have provided services
described in paragraph (l)(A)(ii) for a period
of 3 years before the date of the enactment of
this Act shall continue so provide such serv-
ices and shall be reimbursed by the Federal
Government for the costs incurred in provid-
ing such services. States that have not pro-
vided such services before the date of the en-
actment of this Act, but elect to provide
such services after such date, shall be reim-
bursed for the costs incurred in providing
such services. In no case shall States be re-
quired to provide services in excess of the
amounts provided in subparagraph (B).

(b) UNiPLOYr Bmcuprrs.—Notwith-
standing any other provision of law, only eli-
gible aliens who have been granted employ-
ment authorization pursuant to Federal law,
and United States citizens or nationals, may
receive unemployment benefits payable out
of Federal funds, and such eligible aliens
may receive only the portion of such benefits
which is attributable to the authorized em-
ployment.

(c) SoCIAL SECURITY Btr.tFITs.—
(1) IN GENERAL.—Notwith.standjng any

other provision of law, only eligible aliens
who have been granted employment author-
ization pursuant to Federal law and United
States citizens or nationals may. receive any
benefit under title fl of the Social Security
Act, and sich eligible aliens may receive
only the portion of such benefits which is at-
thbutable to the authorized employment.

(2) No REFUND oa BR5E5.—Not-
withstanding any other provision of law, no
tax or other contribution required pursuant
to the Social Security Act (other than by an
eligible alien who has been granted employ-
ment authorization pursuant to Federal law,
or by an employer of such alien) shall be re-
funded or reimbursed, in whole or in part.

(d) RoIJsnG AssIsTANCE PROGRAMS.—NOt
later than 90 days after the date of the enact-
ment of this Act, the Secretary of Rousing
and Urban Development shall submit a re-
port to the Committee on the Judicia'y and
the Committee on Banking, Rousing, and
Urban Affairs of the Senate, and the Com-

mittee on the Judiciary and the Committee
on Banking and Financial Services of the
Rouse of Representatives, describing the
manner in which the Secretary is enforcing
section 214 of the Rousing and Community
Development Act of 1980 (Public Law 96—399;
94 Stat. 1637) and containing statistics with
respect to the number of individuals denied
financial assistance under such section,

Ce) NoNPRoFIT, CHARITABLE ORGANIzA-
TIONs,—

(1) L GENEItAL.—Nothing in this Act shall
be construed as requiring a nonprofit chari-
table organization operating any prcgram of
assistance provided or funded, in whole or in
part, by the Federal Government to—

(A) determine, verify, or otherwise require
proof of the eligibility, as determined under
this title, of any applicant fcr benefits or as-
sistance under such program: or

(B) deem that the income or assets of any
applicant for benefits or assistance under
such program include the income or assets
described in section 204(b).

(2) No £FFnc'r o AtrrEoRrrY To
na'ERstm-z coHPtlANcE.—Nothing in this
subsection shall be construed as prohihitin
the Federal Gcvernrnent from determining
the eligibility, under this section or section
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204, of any Individual for benefits inder
public assistance program (as defineL in sui-
section (f)(3)) or for government benefits (as
defined in subsection (1X4)).

(1) DEE qI'I'xoNs,—.For the purposes of this
section—

(1) ELIGraLE ALmN.—The term "eligible
alien" mean_s an individual who Is—

(A). an alien lawfully admitted for perma-
nent residence under the lznniigrntion and
Nationality Act,

(B) an alien granted asylum under section
208 Cf such Act.

(C) a refugee admitted under section 207 of
such Act,

CD) an alien whcse deportation has been
withheld under section 243(h) of such Act, or

CE) an alien paroled into the United States
under section 212(d)(5) of such Act for a pe-
riod of at least 1 year.

(2) LNIGmLE ALItr.—The term "ineligible
alien" means an individual who is not—

(A) a United States citizen or national; or
(B) an eligible alien.
(3) PUBLIC ASSISTANCE PBOGRAM.—The term

"public assistance program" means any pro-
gram of assistance provided or funded, in
whole or in part, by the Federal Government
or any state or local government entity, for
which eligibility for benefits is based on
nee& -

(4) GOvEB Mm'T BENEFrrs.—The term "gov-
ernment benefits" includes—

(A) any grant, contract, loan. professional
license, or commercial license provided or
funded by any agency of the United States or
any State or local government entity. ex-
cept, with respect to a nonimm_igrant au-
thorized to work in the United States, any
professional or commercial license required
to engage in such work. if the nonimmigran;
is otherwise qualified for such license;

(B) unemployment benefits payable out of
Federal funds;

(C) benefits under title fl of the Social Se-
curity Act:

CD) financial assistance for purposes of sec-
tion 214(a) of the Rousing and Community
Development Act of 1980 (Public Law 96-399:
94 Stat. 1637); and

(B) benefits based on residence that are
prohibited by subsection (a)(2).
SEC. sea. REQUBsES FOR SPONSORS APP!.

DAVTr OF SUPPORT.
(a) PORCEABnITY._No affidavit of sup-

port may be relied upon by the Attorney
General or by any consular officer to estab-
lish that an alien is not excludable as a pub-
lic charge under section 2l2(a)(4) of the Im-
migration and Nationality Act unless such
affidavit is executed as a contract—

(1) which is legally enforceable against the
sponsor by the sponsored Individual, or by
the Federal Government or any State, d.is-
trict. territory, or possession of the United
States (Cr any subdivision of such State, die-
t'ict, territory, or possession of the United
States) that provides any benefit as defined
in section 201(f)(3) but not later than 10 years
after the sponsored individual last receives
any such benefit:

(2) in which the sponsor agrees to finan-
cially support the sponsored individual, so
that he or she will not become a public
charge, until the sponsored individual has
worked in the United States for 40 qualifying
quarters or has become a United States citi-
zen, whichever occurs first; and

(3) in which the sponsor agrees to submit
to the jurisdiction of any Federal or State
court for the purpose of actions brought
under subsection Cd) or (e)

(b) FORM5.—Not later than 90 days after
the daze of the enactment of this Act. the
Secretary of State, the Attorney General.
and the Secretary of Health and Human
Services shall jointly formulate the affidavit
cf support described in this section.
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(c) NOTIFXCATIO' OF C OF ADDRESS.—
1) GErcEE QiIREMEjr.—The sponsor

shall notify the Attorney Generai and theState, dIstrict, territory, or possession in
which the sponsored ndivduj is crently a
resident within 30 days of ay charge of ad-
dress of the sponsor during the peod speck-
fied in subsection (a)(1).

(2) PENALTY.—Ay person subject to the re-
quirement of paragraph (1) who f&1s to sat-
isfy su< reQuirernet Sh2.1, after notice and
oportunjty to be heard, be subject to a civii
pena1y of—

(A> not ess than S250 or more than S2.000,or
(B) if such failure occurs wfth knowledge

that the sponsored .id±vidtai has received
any benefit described n section 201(0(3) not
less thau 2,OOOO or more than $5,000,

(d) R URSEMENT OF Gov'r EX-
PZNSES.—

(1) LN GENEkAL—
(A) REQUEST FOR EEIMTJRSEMENT._IJPOn

notification that a spOnsored individual has
received ay benefit descnbed in section
201(f)(3) of this Act, the appropriate Federal.State, or local official shzll reQuest reim-
bursement from the Spoor for the aznouof such assistance.

(B) REGtJLATION$._The Commissioner ofSocal Security shall prescribe such regxila-tions s may be necessai-y to carry out sub-
Pa-agraph (A). Such regulations sha3i pro-
vide that notfjcation be sent to the spon-
sor's last own address by ceitified mail.

(2) ACTION AGAINST SPONsOR.—If within 45
days after requestjg reimbursement the ap-
propriate Federal, State, or local agency has
not received a response from the sponsc: rn-
dcating a willicgness to make payments a
action nay be brought against the sponsor
pursuant to the aZfiavjt of support.

(3) FAEURE TO MEET ? PAY1ENT TERMS.—Ifthe spoo agrees to make payiets, but
fafls to abide by the repayment terms estab-
lished by the agency, the agency may. within60 days of such failure, bring an action
again_st -the sponsor pv.rsat to the afdavit
of support.

(e) JURI$DXCflON,—
(1) IN GENJ,—n action to eflforce an

afidavt of support executed under sub-
section (a) xxlay be brought agaj.ns the spot-
sor n any Federa.i or State court—

(A) by a Sponsored individual, with respect
to financial support; or

(B) by a Federal, State, o: local agency,
with respect to rein'.bursement

(2) COvET MAY NOT DECLXE TO HEAR CASE,.--
For purposes of this section, no Federal or
State cort shall decline for lack of subject
n2atter or persoa.i jurisd1ctjo to hear any
action brought against a sponsor under para-graph (1) if—

(A) the sponzore individual is a resident
of the State i which the court is ioc.ted, or
received public assistance while residing nthe State; and

(B) such 5posor has received service of
process in accor.ce with apli cable law.

(±) DEFfl1TIONS......FOr purposes of this sec-tion—
(I) SPONSQR.—The term "sponsor' means

an individual who—
(A) is a United States citizen or natioaj

or a alien who is lawfuUy adrntted to the
United States for permanent residence;

(B) is at least 18 yeazs of age;
(C) is domiciled in y of the seera2

States of the U.ited Stares. the Distr±ct cfColumbia, o ay territory or Dossession of
the United States: ad

(D) demonstes the means to mzntajn
a anIual income eia1 to at least 125 per-
cent of the Federal povety line or the ndi-
v1du2.j and the individual's fzxnily (nc1uthñg
the sponsored alien and any other then spoi-sored by the individual). through evideflce

that includes a copy of the individual's Fed-
era income tax return fo the 3 rnos recent
tacable years (which returns reed show such
level of annual income only in the most re-
cent taxable year) and a written statement.
executed under oath or as pezrntted under
penalt of perj'rv under section 1746 of title
28, tnited States Code, that the copies are
true copies of such returns.
In the case of an individual who is on active
duty (other than acive duty for tr iig) in
the Arned Forces of the United States, sub-
paragraph (D) shall be applied by substitut-
ing "100 percent" for "125 percent".

(2) FEi. POVERTY LINE.—The tem
"Federal poverty line' means the level of in-
come equal to the official poverty line (as
cefined by the Director of the Office of Man-
agement and Budget, as revised an.ually by
the Secretary of Health and Human ServAces,
in accordance with section 673(2) of the Om-
nibzs Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981 (42
U.S.C. 9902)) that s applicable to a family of
the size involved.

3) QuLrpyn QUAETER.—The term "quali-
fying quarter" means a three-month period
in which the sponsored ithvidual has—

(A) earned at least the minimum necessary
for the period to court as one of the 40 clar-
ters required to qualify for soc:ai security
retjremet benefits;

(B) not received need-based public 2.ssist-
ance; and

(C) has income tax liability for the tax
year o1 which the period was part.
SEC. 205. VERTh'ICATION OF STUDENT ELIGI-

BIIXY FOR POSTSECONDy }ED-
tEAL STUDENT FCIAL ASSIST.
ANCE.

(a) REPORT REQTThREMENT.—NOt later than
oe year after the date of the enactment of
this Act, the Secretary of Education and the
Cornmxssoner of Social Security thalX ;oirit.
iy submit to the Congress a report on the
con2p:er xnatch.ng program of the Depart-
riezt of Education ude section 484(p) of the
Higher Education Act of 1965.

(b) REPORT ELEMENTS.—The report shall
include the following:

(1) An asses&nent by the Secretary ad the
Comniissjoner of the effectiveness of the
computer matching program, ad a justifica-
tion for such assessment.

(2) The ratio of inaccurate mzches under
program to successful matches. -

(3) Such other information as the Sec-
retary and the Coimissioiier joint!y con-
sider appropiate.
SEC. 206. AT7rHORrry OF SrAS AND WCAIrrzs TO. LIMIT ASSISTA4CE TO

AliENS AND TO DISTGUISfi.
AMONG CLASSES OF ALNS IN PRO-
VIDING GETRAL PUBLIC ASSIST.
ANCE.

(a) L' GZP..,Subject to bsection (b)
and otwthstandjng any other p:ovsion of
law, a State or local goernient may pro-
hibit or otherwise limit or restrict the eligi-
b±Uty of aliens or classes of aliens for pro-
grains of general cash public assstaDce fur-
nished under the law of the State or a poit-
Cal subdivision of a State.

(b) LIMiTATIO,—The authority ovided
for inder subsection (a) my be exercised
cn!y to the extent that aay prohibitions,
hitatjons, •or resictions iiposed by a
State or local government are iot ziore re-
strict±ve than the prohibitions, liitatjons
or resictj-ons imposed tinder conpa-ab1e
Federal progr. Fo; purposes of this sec-
tio, atibuion to a alien of a sponsor's
icorne ad resources (as described in secion
204(b)) for pupose of deterrning eligbi!ity
for, and the amomt of. benefits shall be con-
sidered less restrictI-e than a prohibition of
eligibility for such 'oeefits.
SEC. 207. EAEND NCOZ TAX CREDIT DENIED

TO LMDIVfl)VALS ?OT CrflNS OR
LAWFUL PER ThT RESDTS.

a) IN GENERAL—
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(1) LATIOr,_Notwjthdi, any

other provision of law, an individual may not
receive an earned incone tax credit for aIvyear in which such individual was not, for
the entire year, either a United States citi-zen or national or lawfti perrnznent resi-
deflt. -

(2) INDIVIDUAL NUMBER REQU.ED.—Sectjon
21(c)(1) of the Internal Revenue Code or 1986
(relating to individuals eligible to claim the
ea.red income tax credit) is amended by add-ing at the end the oilowing new subpara-
graph:

"(F) IDE Ico NuMBa 1.EQUIRE-
ME!'rr.—me term 'eligible individual' does
not include any individuaj who does not in-
clude on the retuin of tax for the tazable
year—

"(1) such individual's taxpayer identifica-
tion number, and

"(ii) if the individual is marjed withIn
the meaning of section 7703). the taxpayer
identiflcaon nu'nber of such individual's
spouse.".

(b) SPECIM IENTrF!CATION N'M8ER.—Sec-
tion 32 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986
is amended by adding at the end the follow-i new subsection:

"(k) IDE?\'TTh'ICATION NtJMBERS.—Solely forpurposes of subectjons (c)(1)(F) and(c)(3)(D), a taxpayer identiflcatio nurnber
means a social security nuffiber issued to anindividual by the Social Security Adrninis-
tration (other th_ar a social security number
issued pursuant to clause () (or that por-
tion of clause () that relates to clause (fl))
of section 205(c)(2)(B)(i) of the Social Sec-rity Act),".

(c) EXTEZSIOS OF PROCDt3RE5 APPLICABLE
TO ATMATC1. OR CLEPJcAL ERRORS,—
Section 6213(g)(2) of the Thterai Revenue
Code of 986 (relating to the definition of
mathematical or clerical errors) is a.med-.
ed—

(1) by striking "aid" at the end of subpara-
graph (D).

(2) by stnking the period at the end of sub-
paragraph (E) and inserting ', and", ad

3) by inserting alter subparagraph (E) the
following new subparagraph:

"(F) a intended omission of a correcttaxpayer identiLjcatjon number required
under section 32 (relating to the earned n-
come tax credit) to be incltded on a re-turn.",

(d) EPEECTIVE DATE,—Tlje amendments
made by this section shall app!y to t2.xable
years beg'ning after December 21, 1995.
SEC. 208. INCREASED MAUM CJJ

ALTIES FOR FORGING OR COUNTER.
FElTING SEAL OF A FEDERLi. DE-
PA!TMENT OR AGCY TO FACILI-
?A1t BENEFIT FRAUD BY AN UN-LVX. ALN.

Section 506 of title 18, Tnited States Code,
is anended to read as follows:
SEC. 506. SEALS OF DEPARTMENTS OR AGEZ-

dES.
"(a) Whoever—
"(1) a1sely makes, forges, cou.3terfeits.

mutilates, or alters the seal of ay depart-
rnent or agency of the Un.tted States, or aiy
acsinii!e thereof:

'(2) kowig-!y uses, affixes, or impresses
axy such fraduient1y made. forged, counter-
feited, uti1ated, or altered seal or facsimfle -

thereof to or upon any certificate, instu-
rnet, cornrnizson, document, or paper of
auy descrptioi; or

"(3) with fraudulent ±ntent, possesses.
sells, offers for sale, furnishes, offers to fur-
nsh, gves away, offers to ive away, trans-
port3. ofIer to taspo-t, imports, or offers
to irpor any such seai or facsimile thereof,
knowing the sa.ne to have been so falsely
made, forged, counterfeited. 1uti1ated, or al-
tered, shall be fined under this ti1e, or im-
prisoned not more than 5 yearz, or both.
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"(5) Nctwithstaxding subsection (a) or any

other provisiofl of law, if a forged, counter-
feited. mullted, or altered seal of a depart-
ment or agency of the United States, or any
facsirr.iie thereof. is—

"(1) so forged. counterfeited, mutilated, or
altered;

"(2) used, affixed. or iixipressed to -or upon
any ceriflcate, thztruznet. commission,
aocument. or paper of an' description; or

"(3) with fraudulent, possessed, sold, of-
fered for sale. furnished, offerec to furnish,
given away. offered to give away, •trans-
torted, offered to transport imported, or of-
fered to import,
with the intent or effect of facilitating an
zniawfu1 a1en's application for. or receipt
of. a Federal benefit, the penalties which
may be imposed for each offense under sub-
section (a) shall be two times the maximum
fije, and 3 times the xrlazimum term of im-
prisoIniet, or both, that would otherwise be
imposed for an offense under subsection (a).

"(c) For purposes of thz section.—.
"(1) the term 'Federal benefit' meats—
"(A) the issuance of any grant, contract,

loan. professional license, or commercial 11-
cease provided by ay agency of the United
States or by appropriated funds of the Unit-
ed States; and

"(B) any retfrement, welfare, Social Secu-
rity, health (inc.ludthg eatn1ent of an emer-
gency medical condition in accordance with
section i9O3v) of the Social Security Act (19
U.S.C. I396b(v))), dizabthty, veterans, public
housing, education. food stamps, or unern-
ployinent benefit, or any similar benefit for
which pa'ments or assistance are provided
by an agency of the United States or by apr.
propriated funds of the United States;

"(2) the term 'nnlawfalalien' means a in-
thvidua.1 who is not—

"(A) a United States citizen or national;
"(B) an alien lawfully admitted for perma-

nent residence under the Immigration and
Nationality Act;

"(C) a alien granted a.sylum under section
208 of such Act; -

"(D) a refugee admitted under section 207
of such Act;

"(E) an alien whose deportation has been
withheld under section 243(b) of such Act: or.

"(F) an alien paroled into the United
States unde section 215(d)(5) of such Act for
a period of at least 1 year; and

"(3) each instance of forgery, counterfeit-
ing, mutilation, or alternation sball con-
stitute a separate offense under this sec-
tion.'
SEC 209. SrATE OPrION UNDER MEDICIJD

PROGRAM TO PLACE ANfl-FR
VESrIGATORS IN HOSP1T

(a) IN GENERAL.—Sectjon 1902(a) of the So-
cial Security Act (42 U.S.C. 196a(a)) is
amended— - -

(1) by sikin "and" at the end of para-
graph (61);

(2) by striking the period at the end of
paragraph (62) and nzerting ": and "; ad

(3) by adding a.Iter Paragraph (62) the fol-
lowing new Paragraph:

"(63) in the case of a State that is certiLied
by the Attorney General as a high iLlega.1 mi-
migTation State (as determined by the At-
torney Genera.I), at the election of the State.
establish and operate a progtam for the
placement of anti-fraud investigators in
State, county, and private hospitals located
in the State to verify the immigration status
and income eligibility of applicants for medi-
cal assistance under the State plan prior to
the furisiag of medical assztaxce.".

(b) PAYMENT.—Sectjon 1903 of the Social
Security Act (42 U5.C. 1396b) is amended.—

(1) by striking "plus" at the end of para-
graph (6);

(2) by striking the period at the end of
paragraph 7) ad isertig "; plus"; and

(3) by adding t the en the followi new
paragraph:

"(8) an amount equal to the Federal inedi-
cal assistance percentage (as defined in sec-
tion 1905(b)) of the total amount expended
durixg such quarter wch £s atthbtable to
operating a program under secion
1902(a)(63):'. -

Cc) EFECrXVE DATE —The amendments
made by subsections (a) and (b) shall take ef-
fect on the first day of the ffrst calendar
quarter begizmflg aster the date of the en-
actrnent of th.is Act.

S4331
Strike on page 211. line 1 tugh line 9,

and Insert:
'(C) The Secreta-y shall conduct an assess-

ment of immigration ends, c-ent fznding
practices, ad zeeds for assistance. Pa.rticu-
lar attention should be paid to the fiids to-
ward the counties inpacted by the arrival of
Cuban ad Eaftia itdividua to determine

.whether there is a continued need fo assist-
ace to such couities. If the Secretary deter-
mines, after the assessment of subparagaph
(C). that no compelling need exists in the
counties impacted by the arrival of Cuban
and haitian entrants, all grants, except that
for the Targeted &ssistace Ten Percent Dis-
cretionary Program, made available under
this paragzaph for a fiscal year shall be allo-
cated by the Office of Refugee Resettlexient
in a manner that ensures that each qualify-
ing county receives the same amount ofas-
sistance for each refugee ad entrant resid-
ing in the county as of the begthmng of the
fiscal. year who arrived in the TJnited States
not earliertha 60 months before the beg2n-
ning of such fiscal year".
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AMENDM14TNO. 375
At the appropriate place in the matter pro-

posed. to be inserted by the amendment, in-
sert the foI1owig new section:
SEC. . tJNFVNDED FEDERAL L'TEBGOVERN.

MENTAL MANDATES.
(a) IN GE..'ER.AL.—Notwithztading any

other provision of law, not later than 90 days
a.Iter the begnrnng of fiscal year 1997, and
ana.1ly thereafter, tue determ.thations de-
scribed. in subsection (b) shall be made, and
if any such determination is affirmative, the -

_____

requirements 2mposed on State ad local
governments under this Act reatng to the GRARA1JI AMENDMENTS NOS. 3762-
afLrxnative determination shall be sus- 3775
pended. . -

(b) DETERJATI0N DESCRXBEI.—A deter- (Ordered to lie on the table.)
rninatlon described in tbis subsection means GRA.EAM submitted 14. amend-
one of the foLlowtng: ments intended to be proposed by them

(1) A determination by the responsible Fed-' to amendment No. 3743 pzoposed by Mr.
eral agency or the respozsible State or local SThPsON to he bill S. 1664, supra; as
adxthnisterjng agency regarding whether the follows:costs of adminLstcriDg a requirement im-
posed on State and local govexment under ANDMENo. 3762
this Act ezceeds the estimated net savings in On page 198, beginning on line 11, strike all
benefit expenditures. - through rage 201, liDe 4, and insert the fol-

(2) A determination by th resposib1e Fed lowxng for benefits, the inconie and re-
eral agency, or the resDonsible State or local Sources described in subsection (b) shall, not-
admiizterig agency, regardg whether withstandi any other provision of law, be
Federal fding is insuZflcient to fully fmd deemed to be the income ad resources of
the costs imposed by a requirement imposed such alien for purposes of the following pro-
on State .ad local governments under this .ms
Act. (1) Supplementary security income under

(3) A determination by the responsible Fed- title XVI of the Social Security Act;
eral agency, or the resDonsible State or local (2) Aid to Families with Dependent Cbil-
£dxninisterin agency. regarding whether ap-. dren under title 1V of the Social Security
plication of the requirement on a State or Act;
local government would sigfficantly delay (3) Food stamps under the Food Stamp Act
or deny services to otherwise. eligible mdi- of 19?7;
vjduaj in a manner that would hinder 'the (4) Section 8 low-income housmg assist-
protection of life, sa!ety, or public health. ance under the United States Housing Act of

-

.-

GRAHAM (AND O'iRS) (5) Low-rent public honsig under the
AMENDMENT No. United States Housing Act of 1937;

(6) Section 236 interest reduction payments(Ordered to lie on the table.) under the National Housing Act:
• Mr. GRABAJs[ (for himself, Mr. DOLE, (7) Home-owner assstace payments nnder

Mr. MACX, and Mr. ABRz) proposed the Nationii Housing Act;
an to amendment No. 3743 proposed by (8) Low income rent supplements under the
Mr. SnpSoN to the bill S. i664 supra Housing and Urban Development Act of 1965:
as follows: (9) Rural housing loans der the Housing

Act of 1949;Beginnmg on page 177, strike line 13 and (10) Rural rental housing loans under theall that follows through line 4 on page 178. Housing Act of 1949; -inserting the foLlowing: (11) Ruxa rental assistance under the(b) Notwithstauding any other provision of
this Act, the repeal of Public L.aw Housing Act of 1949;
made by tbz Act shall become effective oiy (12) Rural housthg repair loans ad grants
upon a determation by the Presidentnnder under the Housm Act of 1949;
section 203(c)(3) of the Cuban Liberty and (13) Farm labor housing loans and grants
Democratic So11darty (LIBTAD) Act of under the Housing Act of 1949:
1996 that a democratically elected govern- (14) Rural housing preservation grants
ment in Cuba is In power. under the Housing Act of 1949;

____

(15) Rural self-help technical ass2stace
grants under the Housing Act of 1949;GRAHAM (AND MACK) (16) Site loans under the Housing Act ofADMENT NO. 3761 1949; and

(Ordered to lie on the table-) (17) Weatherizat2on assistance under the
Mr. GRAHAM (for himself and Energy Conservation and Protection Act.

MACI.Z) submitted an amendment in- (b) DEEMED L'cog AND RES0URCE5.—The
tended to be proposed by them to Income and resources described i this sub-

section icude the income azid resourcesamendment No. 3743 proposed by Mr.
SnsoN to the bill 5. 1664. supra: as (1) ay person who. as a sponscr of anfollows: aliens entiy into the Uted States. or ii
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order to enable an alien lafy to remain
in the United States, executed an aifidavit of
support or similar agreement with respect to
such alien, and

(2) the sponsor's spouse. _..
(C) LENGTh OF DEEMED PZRIOD.—The re-

quirement of subsection (a) shall apply for
the period for which the sponsor ha agreed,
i such affidavit or agreement, to provide
support for such alien, or for a period of S
years beginin on the day uc1 alien wa
first lawfully i the United States alter the
executioi of such affidavit or agreement,
whictheve peo is longer.

(d) CEPTJON INDICENCE.—
(1) IN GEEP..L—If a determination dc-

scribed in paragraph (2) is made, the amount
of income anci resources of the sponsor or the
sponsor's spouse which sa1I be attributed to
the sponsored alien shall not ecceed the
amount actually provided for a period—

(A) beginn on the date of such deter-
mination and ending 12 months alter such
date, or

(B) if the address of the sponsor is un-
known to the sponsored alien, beg!nmn on
the date of such deterrninatio and ending
on the date that is 12 months alter the ad-
dress of the sponsor becomes kDow to the
sponsored alien or to the agency (which shall
inform such alien of the address within 7
days).

(2) DETERMINATION DESCRiBED.—A deter-
mination described in this pa.r2.graph is a de-
termination by an agency .that a sponsored
alien wo1d. in the absence of the assjstaice
provided by the agency, be uLabie to .obtain
food or shelter, taking in to accoint the
alien's own income, plus any cash, food,
housing, or other assistance provided by
other idividu2.2S, including the sponsor.

AMENDMwr NO. 3763
On page 190. begiximg on lire 9. strike all

through page 201, 1ie 4, and insert the fol-
lowing'.

(ii) The food stamp program under the
Food Stamp Act of 19'VT.

(iii) The supplemental security income
progam under title XVI of the Social Secu-
rity Act.

(iv) Any State general assistance program.
• (v) Any other program of assistance fund
ed, n whole or in part, by the Federal Got-
ernment or any State or local government
entity, for which eligibility for benefits is
based on need, except the programs listed as
exceptions in clauses (i) through (vi) of sec-
tion 201(a)(1)(A) ad the exceptions listed in
section 204(d) of the Immigraion Reform Act
of1996. -

(b) CONS cTION.—Nothin in subpar-
graph (B). (C), or (D) of section 241(a)(5) of
the immigration and Nationality Act, as
amended by subsection (a). may be construed
to affect or apply to any detennation of an
alien as a public charge made berore the date
of enactment of this Act.

(c) REVIEW OF STATUS.—
(1) IN GENZR.AL.—In revewin any applica-

ton by a alien for benefits under section
216. section 245, or chapter 2 of title of the
Imigration ad Nationality Act, the Attor-
ney General snafl determine whether or not
the - app1icat is described in section
21(a)(5)(A) of such Act, as so amended.

(2) GROT.NDS FO DBNiAL.—If the Attorney
General deterrmnes thax an alien is described
in section 241(a)(5)(A) of the Immigration
and Nationality Act, the Attorney General
shall deny such application and shah insti-
tute deportation proceedings with respect to
such alien, unless the Attorney General exer-
cises discretion to withhold or sispend de-
po-tation pursuant to any other secion of
such Act.

Cd) EFFECTIVE DATE.—Tbis section ad the
arnedments made by this section shall

apply to aliens who enter the United States
on or after the date of enacrnent of this Act
ad to aliens who entered as nonimmigrants
before s'xeh date but adjust or app]y to ad-
just their status after such date.
SEC• 203. FOR SPONSOR'S ATI-

DAVIT OF SUPPORT.
(A) ENFORCEABIury.—No affidavit of sup-

port may be relied upon by the Attorney
General or by any consu1r officer to estab-
lizh that an a!ien is not excludable as a pub-
lic charge tinder sectioii 212(a)(4) of the Im-
rnigatioi a.d Nationality Act unless such
affidavit is executed as a contract—

(1) which is legally enforceable against the
sponsor by the sponsored individual, or by
the Federal Government or any State. dis-
trict. territory, or possession of the United
States (or any subdivision of such State, dis-
ict, territory, or possession of the Umted
States) that provides any benefit described
in section 241(a)(5)(D), as amended by sect!o
202(a) of this Act. but not later than 10 years
after the sponsored individual last receives
any sach benefit.

(2) in which the sponsor agrees to finan-
cialy support the sponsored individual, so
that he or she will not become a public
charge, until the sponsored individual has
worked in the United States for 40 qualifying
quarters o has become a United States citi-
zen, whichever occurs first; and

i which the sponsor agrees to submit
to the jurisdiction of any Federal or State
court for the purpose of actions brought
under-subsection (d) or (e)

(b) FORz.S.—Not later tba 90 days alter
the date of the enacent of this Act, the
Secretary of State. the Attorney General.
ad the Secretary of ea1th and Humaii
Serv2ces shall joit1y formulate the affidavit
of support described Lu this section.

(c) NOTIFICATION OF CEANGE OF ADDRESS.—
(1) GENZRAL REQtJEMENT—The sponsor

shall notiZy the Attorney General ad the
State, disict, territory, or possession in
which the sponsored individual is currently a
resident within 30 days of any thane of ad-
dress of the sponsor diirzn the period speci-
fied i subsection (a)(1).

(2) P .ITY.—Any person subject to the re-
quirement of paragraph (1) who fails to sat-
isfy such requirement sa11. alter notice and
opportunity to be heard, be subject to a civil
penalty of—

(A) not less than S250 or more than OO0, or
(B) if such failure occurs with 1mowlede

that the sponsored thdividual has received
any benefit described in section 241(a)(5)(D)
of the Immigration and Nationality Act, as
amended by section 202(a) of this Act, not
less tba $2000 or more thaii £5000.

(d) REDBURSEMENT OF GOVERJMENT EX-
PENSES.—

(1) IN GENR.AL.—
(A) RSQEST FOR Rm&1RSEMENT—Upon

notification that a sponsored individual has
received any benefit described in section
241(a)(5)(D)•of the Imrnigation and National-
ity Act, as amended by section 202(a) of this
Act, the appropriate Federal, State. or locai
official shall request reimbursement from
the sponsor for the amount of such assist-
ance.

(B) REGt'LTIONS.—The Comm2ssoner of
Social Security shall prescribe such regula-
tions as may be necessary to ca out sub-
paragr.ph A). Such reg'.1ations shall pro-
vide that notification be sent to the spon-
sor's last known address by certified xiiail.

(2)• ACTION AGAINST SPONSOL—If withir 45
days after requestn remburzement. the ap
propriate Federal, State, or locai agency has
not received a response from the sponsor in-
thcating a willingiess to make payments, an
action may be brought against the sponsor
pursuant to the aIfidav1t of support.

(3) FxLuRz TO MEET REPAYMENT PS—I
the sponsor agrees to make paynents, but

April 29, 1996
fails to abide by the repaymett terns estb-
lished by the agency, the agency may, within
60 days of such fai2ure. bring an action
against the sponsor pursLnt to the affidavit
of support.

(e) JURISDICTION.—
(1) LN CENERAL.—An action to enforce an

affidavit of support executed under sub-
section (a) may be brought agast the spon-
sor in ay Federal or State court—

(A) by a sponsored individual, with respect
to financial support: or

(B) by a Fedez'al. State. or local agency,
with respect to reimbursement.

(2) COURT MAY NOT DECLINE TO HEAR CASE.—
For purposes of this section, no Federal Cr
State court shall decline for lack of subject
matter or personal jurisdiction to hear ay
action brought against a sponscr under pa.ra-
graph (1) if— -

(A) the sponsored individua] is a resident
of the State in which the court is located, or
received public assistance while residing in
the State; and

(B) such sponsor has received service of
process in accordance with applicable law.

(ID DEFIN1TIONS.—For pnrposes of this sec-
tio— -

(1) SPONSOR—The term "sponsor" means
aD individual who—

(A) is a United States citizen or ationa1
or an alien who is lawfully admitted to the
Umted States for permanent residence;

(B) is at least 18 years of age;
(C) is domiciled in any of the several

States of the United States. the District of
Columbia, or any territory or possession of
the United States; and

(D) demonstrates the means to maintain
an annual income equal to at least 125 per-
cent of the Federal poverty lire for the ixidi-
vidual and the individual's family (1ncludin
the sponsored alien and any other alien spon-
sored by the individual), through evidence
that includes a copy of the individual's Fed-
eral income ta. return for the 3 most recent
taxable years (which returns need show such
level of annual income only in the most re-
cent taxable year) and a written statement,
executed under oath or as permitted under
penalty of perjury under section 1746 of title
28, TJnited States Code, that the copies are
true copies of such retnrs.
In the base of an individual who is on active
duty (other than active duty for training) in
the Armed Forces of the United States, sub-
paragraph (D) sa1l be applied by substitut-
in "100 percent" for "125 percent".

(2) POVERTY LINE—The term
"Federal poverty line" means the level of in-
come equal to the official poverty line (as
defined by the Director of the Office of Man-
agement ad Budget, as revised annually by
the Secretary of Health and Human Services,
in accorda.uce with section 673(2) of the Om-
rnbus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981 (42
ThS.C. 9902)) that is applicable tà a family of
the size involved

(3) QUALIFYDG QUARTEL—The term "quali-
fyin quarter" means a three-month period
in which the sponsoed indivithial has—

(A) earned at least the minimm necessary
for the period to count as one of the 40 quar-
ters required to qualify for social security
retirement benefits;

(B) not received need-based public assist-
ance; and

(C) had income tax liability for the ta
year of which the period was pazt.
SEC. 204. ATrRIBt7rION OF SPONSOR'S INCO

AND RESOURCES TO FAMU.X-SPOr-
SORED ThThUGRANIS

(a) DEEMING RQUIREMEN'r FO FEDERAL
AND FEDERALL.Y FUNrEX) PROGRMS.—Subject
to subsection Cd), fo purposes of deteruiin
the eligibility of a alien for benefits, and
the amouflt of benefits, under ay public as-
sistance prograri (as defined in section
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201(f)(3)), the income and resouces described under title . o the Social Security Act (B) an eligible alien.in subsection (b) shall, no thstading any (other than services for which .n exception (3) TJ3 ASSISTANCE PROGRJM—The t mother proiision of law, be deemed to be the is prdvxded under paragraph (3)(B))—. "public assistance program" me any pro-income and resources of such alien. (1) the requirements of subsection (a) shall gram of assistance provided or funded, in(b) DEEMED INCOME A1'D RESOURCES.—The not apply to an alien lawfully adnuttèd to whole or in part, by the Federal Governentincome and resources described in this sub- the Uaited States before the date of the en- or any State or local governlzjent entity, forsection include the income ad resources actrnent of this Act; and which eligibility for benefits is based onof—

. (ii) for an alien who has entered. the United neeth(1) any person who, as a sponsor of an States on or after the date of enacnent of
. (4) Gov BEzEFrrs; The term "gov-alien's entry int the United States, or in this Act, the income and resources. described ernment beneiits" includes— -order to enable a . .Len lawfW.ly to remain in subsection (b) shall be deemed to be the (A) ay grant, contract, loan, professionalin the United States, executed an affidavit of income of the alien for a period of wo years license, or commercial license provided orsupport or siiñ1ar agreement with respect to begin1ng on the day Such alien was first funded by an agency of the United States orsuch alien, and - lawfully in the United States. ay State or local government entity, ex-(2) the sponsor's spouse. . —

. cept. with respect to a nonimmjgrat au-(c) LENGTf OP DEMThG PZRIOD.—The re- AMENDMENT NO. 3764
. thorzed to work in the United States, anyquirenient of. subsection (a) shall apply for On page 2O1 strike lines 1 through 4 and n professionaj or. commecia1 license requiredthe period Lor which the sponsor has ad, srt the following tongage i such work, if the noijgrantin such affidavit or agreement, to provide SVICES D ASSISTANCE.—The is otherwise qualified for such license;support for such alien, or for a period of 5 requirements of subsection . (a) shall not (Bnnempioyment beeflts payable out ofyears begi1ng on the day such alien w apply to— Federal funds;first lawfully in the United States after the (A) any services or asistace described in (C) benefits under title']I of the Social Se-execution of such affidavit or agreement, section.201(a)(1XA)(vji); and curity Act; -whichever period 13 longer. (B) in the case of an eiigible aliexr (asde (D) flnacial assistance !or purposes of sec-(d) CCPflONS—' scribed in section 1()(I)).—. . tion 21.4(a) ofthe Rousing and Commnmty(1).1NDIGENc— (i) any cae orservices provided to an alien I)evelopment Act of 1980 (Public Law 96-399;(A) IN GENERAL—If a deteriinat±on de- for an emergency medical cond1ton, as de- 94 Stat 1637); andscribed in subparagraph (B) is made, the fined in section 1903(v)(3) of the Soca1 Secu- CE) benefits based on residence that areamount of income &d resources of the spon- rity Act; and . prohibited by.subsecon (a)(2).sor or the sponsor's spouse-which shall be (U) any public health assistance for mmu-.• SEC. 2ODEFINTflON OF PVBLIC CEARGE" FORthbnted to the sponsored alien shall not ex- mzations and izzimuniz.able diseases, and for

. PURPOSES OF DEPOftLU1ON.ceed the amount actually provided for a e the tesg and eatinent of communicable (a) IN GENZRAL.—,.Secton 241(a)(5) (8 U.5C.nod—
- diseases. 125(a)(5) iamended to read as follows:(i) beginning on the date of such deter- (4) DIC. SEPVIC FO LEGAL flC- (5) PTJBUC c.—mination and. ending 12 months after such GRANTS.— "(A) GENAL.—Any alien who duringdate, or

. (A) I GEZWR.AL.—Notwithztandiflg flY the public. charge-period becomes a public(ii) if the address of the sponsor. is un- other provision of law, for purposes of deter- charge, regardiess;of when the cause for be-known to the sponsored alien, beginning on mining the eligibility for medical assistance conung a pnblicchazge arises, s' deportable.the date of such dtermia.tion and ending under title X of the Social Security Act •' (A) shallon the date that Is 12 months after the ad- (other thau services for wbch an exemption not app1 if the alien is a refugee or as beendress of the sponsor becomes known to the is provided under paIa.gTaph (3XB)>— granted asylnx,. if the alien is a Cuban orsponsored alien or to the agency (which shall
- U) the rethrexnents of subsection (a) sb&U Haitian enant (within the meang of sec-inform such alien of the address wIthin 7 not apply to an alien lawfully admitted to tion 50i(e) of the Refugee Education ASSISt-- days). the Unated States before the date of enact- ance Act of 1980) or if the cause of the alien's(B) DETMINATION DESCRIBED.—A deter- .ment of this Act;and becomjng a public charge—xnination described in this subparagraph is a•. (ii) for an alien who has entered the Uniteddetermination by an agency that a sponsored States on or after the date of enactment of -.

No. 3767alien would, in the absence of the assistance this Act, the income and resources describedprovided by the agency, be unable toobtajn' in subsection (b) shall be deemed to be the On page 181, beginning on line 19, strike afl
food . or. shelter, taldng into account the income of the alien for a period of two years through page 182, line 2.
alien's own income, plus any cash. food, begthmng on the day such alien was first - —housing, or other assistance provided by lawfully in. the United States. . A2%NDMENT NO.3768other individuals, mcluding the sponsor. — .

- On page .201, beween lines 4 and 5, insert(2) EDUCATION ASSXSTANCt.—
No. 3765 the followg(A) IN GEERAL.—The. requirements of sub-

On ge 190, strike lice 9 through line 25 <4) DXC SVICES FOR LEGAL LMMX-section (a) shaLl not apply With respect and insert the following: GR.ANTS.—The requirements of subsection (a)sponsored aliens who ve received, or have (ii) The food stamp program under the shall not apply in the case of any servicebeen approved to receive, student assistance
Food Stamp Act of 1 provided under title XD of the Social Secu-under title IV, V, or X of the Righer Edu- (j) The supplemental security income nity Act to an alien lawfully admitted to thecation Act of 1965 in aa aca exElcyear which

ends or begins in the calendar year in which program under title XVI of the Social Secu- United States before the date of the enact-
ment of th.is Act.this Act is enacted. rity Act.

(iv) y State agency assistance program. —(B) I)UBATION.—The -exception described
(v) Any other program of assistance fund- ANDMENT No 3769subparagraph (A) shall apply only for the

ed, inwhole or 1n-pazt, by the Federal Gov- On page 201. lineS, insert the followingnod normally required to complete the ernment or any State or iocal government (4) MEDICAID SVICES FOR LEGAL ii-course of study for which the sPonsored alien
entity, for which eligibifivy for benefits is GB..4S—Notwthsding any other provi-receives assistance described in that sub-
based on need,. except the programs listed as sion of law, for purposes of deterni.ing the
exceptions in claises (ii through (vi) of sec- el±gibiity for medical ass2stance uuder title(3) CERTAIN SERVICES AND ASSISTANCE—The
on 201(a)(1)(A) and the exceptions listed in XD of the Social Security Act, the mcomerequirements of subsection (a) .shal1 not section 204(d) of the Immigration Reform Act and resources descnbed in subsection (b)apply tO—•
of 1996.

. shall be deemed to be the income of the ,lien(A) any services or assistance described in
— for a period of wo years begrnnig on thesection 201(a)(1)(A)(vii); ad

NO. 3766 day such ahen was first lawfully in the Unit-(B) in the case of an eligible alien (as de-
scribed In section 201U)(1))—. On page 186 line 24 through page 188 line z, ed States.

(i) any care or services provided to an alien strike everything and insert the following —
for an energency medical condition, as de- after the.word'been:' .

. AMEZ'DMENT No. STZO
fined in section 1903(vX3) of the Social Secu- w±thheid under section 243(h) of such Act, On page 201, strike jines 1 throigh 4. andnity Act; and (E) an alien paroled into.the United States insert the following:Ui) any public health assistance for immu- under section 212(d)(5) of such Act for a pe- (3) CERTA SERVICES AND S5ITACE—Thenzations and in'.munjzable diseases. a for nod of at least 1 year, or reqiiremens of subsection (a) shall notthe testing and treatment of cornmun±cable (F) a alien who is a Cuban or Haitian ex- apply to—diseases. trant (within the rneaing of section 501(e) of (A) any servce or assistance described in(4) MED:CAID SERVICES FOP. LEGAL Ix the Refugee Eduction ASsstaice Act of section 201(a)n)(A)(vii); or

1980). (B) in the case or an eligible alien (as de-(A) IN CENEaAL.—No:withtathng any (2) L'ELIGLE AU.—The term ineligble iined in section 201(f)(1)).—cther provision of law. icr purposes of deter- -u1ien means an inthvjdual who is flot—
. (I) any emergency medical seice undernin the eigthty ror dicai asistce (A) a t'ited States citizen or atioa1: or titie XD of the Social Security Act; or
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(ii) any public health assisaxce for imu-

nizations and, if the Secretary of Health anä
Human Services determines that it is nec-
essary to prevent the spread of serious con'.-
muxicable disease, for testing and treatment
o such disease.

AME?DMENT No. 3771
• On page 201. strike lines 1 through 4. and
insert the following:

(3) CERTAIN SERVICES AND ASSISTANCL—The
reuirement of subsection (a) shall not
apply to—

(A) any service or assistance described in
section 2Ol(aX1)(A)(vi): and

(B) medicare cost-sharing provided to a
qualified medicare beneficiary (as such
terms are defined under section 1905(p) of the
Sociai Security Act.)

AMDM No. 3772
On page 201, strike lines 1 through 4, and

insert the following:
(3) CERTAIN SERVICES A2D ASSISTMC.—The

requirements of subsection (a) shall notappyto—
(A) any service or assistance described in.

section 201(a)(1)(A)(vii); and
(B) in patient hospital services provided by

a disproportionable-share hospital for which
an adjustment in payment to a State under
the medicaid program in made iu accordance
with section 1923 of the Social Security Act.

AMENDMENT No. 3773
On page 201, strike lines 1 through 4, and

insert the foflowing
(3) Cm SERVICES AND ASS1STAC.—The

requirenents of subsection (a) shall not
apply to—

(A) any serv2ce or a.ssstace descnbed th
section 201(a)(1)(A)(vii);

(B) medicaid services pro'ided under titie
X of the Social Security Act:

(C) public health assistance for imznuniza-
tions and testing and treatment seices to
prevent the spread of cornmuziicable di.s-
eases.

(D) maternal and child health services.
block graits under titie V of the Social Se-
curity Act:

CE) services and assistaxice povde under
titles UI.. 1711, azid V of the Public Health
Service Act;

(F) preventive health and health services
block grants under title of the Public
Health Service Act;

(G) rnigTat hea!th center grants under the
Public Health Seivice Act: and

(H) commnjty health center grants under
the Public Health Service Act,

AMEDME%'T No. 3774
On page 180, lines 13 and 14. s.ke "sen-

ous". -

AMErDMEN'r No. 3775
Strike page 180. line 15, through 181 line 9.

and thsert: "treatment for such diseases.
"(vii) such other service or assistance

(such as soup kitchens, crisis counseling,
in.tervetjon (nclud!ng intervention for do-
nestc violence) and short-teri shelter) as
the Attorney Genera! specifies, in the Attor-
ey Geueral's s1e and ureviewable discre-

after consultation with the heads of ap-
propriate Federal agencies, if—

"(I) such Service or assistance is delivered
at the cornmuity ievei. including through
public or pr!vate.nonproft gec:es;

"(fl) s.ich service or assistance is flecessary
for the protection of life, safety. or public
bealth; ad

"() such service or assistaice or the
amount Or cost of such sercice or assistance
is ot conditioned o the recipients iflcome
or resources; and

'(vi5J) in the case of nonimmigrant. n-
grant workers and their dependents. Head
Start programs under the Head S't Act (42
U.S.C. 9831 et. seq.) and other educational.
housing and health assistance being provided
to such class of aliens as of the date of enact-
ment of this Act, or".

FEfl'STEIN (AND SIMON)
AMENDMENT NO. 3776

(Ordered to lie on the table.)
Mrs. FEINSTEIN (for herself and Mr.

SIION) submitted an amendment in-
tended to be proposed by them to
amendment No. 3743 proposed by Mr.
SIMPSON to the bill 5. 1664, supra; as
follows:

Beginning on page 99, strike Ene 10 and all
that follows through line 13.

FEflSTEfl (AND BOXER)
AMENDMENT NO. 3777

(Ordered to lie on the table.)
Mrs. FEflSTE (for herself and

Mrs. Bo) submitted an amendment
intended to be proposed by them to
amendment No. 3743 proposed by Mr.
SThPSON to the bifl 5. 1664, supra: as
follows:

Beginning on page 10, strike 1ie 18 and all
that follows through line 13 on page 11 and
insert the following
SEC. 108. CONSFRUC?ION OF PHYSICAL BAR.RRS DEPWfl OF TECH.

NOWGY, AND PBOVE?,TS TO
ROADS IN TEE BORDER AREA NEAR
SA4 DZEGO. CAL1POR.'A.

There are authorized to be appropnated
funds not to exceed £12,000,000 for the con-
suction, expansion, improvement, or de-
ploynent of pbysica barriers (including
multiple fencing and bollard style concrete
columns as appropnate), all-weather roads.
low light television systems, lightthg, sen-
sors. ad other technologies along the inter-
naional land border between the United
States and Mez!co south of San Diego. Cali-
foria for the purpose of detesting and deter-
ring unlawful entry across the border.
Amounts appropriated under th.is section are
auhorzed to remit available until
expended.

FEflSTEfl AMENDMENTS NOS.
3778—3779

(Ordered to lie on the table.).
Mrs. FESTEfl. submitted two

amendments intended to be proposed
by her to amendment No. 3743 proposed
by Mr. SmPsoN to be the bifl 5. 1664,
supra; as foflows:

AMENDMENT NO. 3778
On page 198, between 1ies 4 ad 5, insert

the fdliowng:
(g) SPoNSoB5 SOCIAL SEcuRrrY ACCOOT

NUMBEE Rp.Qt'IR To BE PRoVIED.—(1)
Each affidavit of support shall include the
social secuxity account nurnber.of the spon-
sor.

(2) The Attorney General in consiitatio
with the Secretzry of State shall develop z
aitomated systen to maintain the data of
social sec1r1ty account numbers provided
der paragraph (1).

(3) The Attorney General shall sbzit an
artual report to the Congress setting forth
for the most recent iscai year for wnich
data are available—

(A) the nnrnber of sponsors under this sec-
tion and the number of sponsors in compli-
ane with the flacial obligations of this
section: and
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(B) a compa.'isor of the data set. forth

under subparagraph (A) with similar data for
the preceding f.sca1 year.

AMENDMENT No. 3779
Beginning o page 193, strike line 1 and all

that follows through line 4 o page 196 and
insert the followng:

(3) n which the sponsor agrees to submit
to the jurisdiction of any appropriate court
for the purpose o actions brought under sub-
section (d) or Ce).

(b) FOR.MS—NOt later than 90 days after
the date of the enactment of this Act, the
Secretary of St.te. the Attcrey General.
and the Secretazy of Health and Hixnan
Services shall oint1y ormu1ate the affidavit
of supporrdescribed in this section.

(c) NOTIFICATION OF C-kNGE OF ADDRESS.—
(1) GErERAL REQUIREMENTS,—The sponsor

shall notify the Attorney General and the
State, district, territory, or possession in
which the sponsored individua is currently a
resident within 30 days of ay change of ad-
dress of the sponsor during the period speci-
fied in subsection (a)(1).

(2) PENALTY.—A.Ey person subject to the re-
quirement of paragraph (1) who fails to sat-
isfy such requirement sh1l, after notice and
opporEjty to be heard, be subject to a civi.i
penalty of—

(A) not less that $250 or more than $2,000.
or

(B) if such fathre occurs with knowledge
that the sponsored individual has received
any benefit described in section 24l(a)(5)(D)
of the Immigration and Natioa.lity Act, as
amended by section 202(a) of this Act, not
less than S2.000 or more than S5.000.

(d) B BtPSEMENT op GOVERNMENT EX-
PE5ES.—

(1) IN GENER.AL—
(A) REQUEST FOR REBURSEMENT.—pon

notification that a ponzored individuai bzs
received any benefit descrbed in section
24l(a)(5y(D) of the L'nmigratio and National-
ity Act, as amended by section 202(a) of this
£ct, the appropriate Federal, State. o loca'
official tha.1l request reimbursement from
the sponsor for the amount of such assist-
ance.

(B) R tJl..AI'IONS.—The Commissioner of
Social Security s1l prescribe such regiila-
tions as may be necessary tc carry out sub-
paragraph (A). Such regu1ation shall pro-
vide that notification be sent to the spon-
sor's last kow address by certified rna.il.

(2) ACTTON AGAINST s?0N50R—If within 45
days after reqesting reimbursement, the ap-
propriae Federal, State, or local agency has
ot received a response from the sponsor in-
dicatg a willingness to make payments. an
action may be brought against the sponsor

the affidavit of support.
(3) FtsR TO MEE'r R$PAYMENT TER1s—If

the sponsor agrees to make payments, but
fails to abide by the repayment teriis estab-
lished by the agency, the agency may. within
60 days of such failure, br2ng an action
against the sponsor pnr5i: to the aidavt
of s1pport

(e) JURIsDIc'rIo.—
(1) IN GZNERAL—Afl action to enforce an

affidavit of support executed under sub-
section (a) may be brought agaAns the spoxi-
sor in ay approprzte court.—

(A) by a zponsorea id.tvidual. with respect
to flnacia1 support: or

(B) by a Federal. State, or local agency.
with respect to reimbursement.

(2) COZRT MA NOT DEcLE 1'O HEAR cASE.—
For purposes of this section, no ppropiate
cot sha.!l decline fo: lack o subject matter
or persoa1 juz-isthction to iear any action
brought against a sponsor under parzaph
(1) ff—

(A) the sponsored idvidual is a resident
of the State iz which the court is located, or
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received public assistance while residing in
the State; and

(B) such sponsor has received service of
process in accordance wfth applicable law.

(f) DEFITIoN5.—For purposes of this sec-
tion—

(1) SPONSOR.—The term "sponsor" means
an mthvidual who—

(A) is a United States citizen or national
or an alien who is jawfnily admitted to the

• United States for permanent residence;
• (B)is at least 18 years of age;

(C) is domiciled in any of the several
States of the United States. the Dlstrict of
Columbia. or any territory or possession of
the United States; ad

(D) demonstrates the rrieas to m.aitai
an annual come equal to at least 125 per-
cent of the Federal poverty line for the mdi-
viduai and the individual's family (mcluding
the sponsored alien and any other alier spon-
sored by the mdividual), through evidence
that mcludes a copy of the mdividuaa's Fed-
era income tax return for the 3 most recent
taxable years (which returns need show such

• level of annual thcome only in the most re-
cent taxable year) and a. written statement,
executed under oath or as permitted under
penalty of perjury wider section 1746 of title
28, United States Code, that the copies are
true copies of such returns.
1 the case of an mdividuai who is on active
duty (other than active daty for training) m
the Armed Forces of the United States, sub—
paragraph CD) shall be applied by substitut-
ing "100 percet' for "125 percent".

(2) FEDERAL POVERTY LINE.—The term
"Federal poverty Line" means the level of m-
come eoua1 to the official poverty line (as
defined by the Director of the Office of Man-
agement and Budget, as revised annually by
the Secretary of Health and Human Services,
in accordance with section 673(2) of the Om-
nibus Budget Beconcajation Act of 1981 (42
U.S.C. 9902)) that is applicable to a family of
the size involved.

(3) QUALThG QUARTER.—The tem3 "quail-
lying quarter" means a three-month period
in wkiich the sponsored individual has— -

(A) earned at least the minm necessary
for the period to court as one of the 40 qua.r-
ters reqwred to qualify for social security
retirernet bexiefits;

(B) not received xieed-based public assist-
ance; ad -

(C) had income tax liability for the tax -

year of which the period was part.
() Ap OPaI COUBT.—The term "appro-.

priate court" means—
(A) a Federal court, In the case of an ac-

tion for reimbursement of benefits provided
or funded, in whole or in part, by the Federal
Government ad

(B) a State cotrt, i the case of an action
for reimbursement of benefits provided under
a State or local program of as3istance.

LEAHY AMENDI.mNTS NOS. 3780-
- 3787

(Ordered to lie on the table.)
Mr. LEAHY subm.itted eight amend-

ments intended to be proposed by him
to amendment No. 3743 proposed by Mr.
SIMPSON to the bill S. 1664, supra; as
follows:

AMEN'r No. 3780
Strike sections 131 and 132.
Strike section 141 and insert the following:

SEC. 141. SPECIAL EXCLZISION L'.' rRAOR.
DINARY M1GRATON SITUATIONS.

(a) LN GENBi.—The Immigratlo and Na-
tionality Act is amended by adding after sec-
tio 236 (8 U•S.C. 16) the following ew sec-tio:

"SPECIAL EXCLUSION IN ERAORDNA1Y
MIGRATION SITtJATION5

"SEC. 236A. (a) LN GEIEiuL.—
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"(1) Notwithstanthng the ptovisons of sec- "(3) The Attorney General shall provide in-

tions 235(b) and 236. and subject to sub- formation concerning the procedures de-
section (c), if the Attorney General deter- scribed in this section to ay alien wo is
mines that the numbers or circumstances of subject to such provisions. The alien may
aliens en route to or arriving in the United consult with or be represented by a person orStates, by land. sear or air, present an cx- persons of the alien's choosing according to
traordlnary migration situation. the Attor- regiations prescribed by the Attorney Gen-ney General may, without referral to a spe- eral. Such consultation and reresetation
cial inqw.ry officer, order the exclusion and shall be at no expense to the Government
deporttion of any alien who is found to be and shall ot unreasonably delay the proc-
excludable under section 212(a) (6)(C) or (7). ess.

"(2) As used in this section, the term 'cx-
traordiay migration stnation' means the
arrival or imminent arrival in the United
States or its territorial waters of alieDs who
by their nwnbers or circumstances substan-
tially exceed the capacity of the inspection
ad einthtjon of such aliens.

(3) Subject to paragraph (4), the deter-
mination whether there exists an exaor-
dinary migration situation within the mean-
g of p2ragraphs (1) a.d (2) is committed to
the sole and exclusive dizcretio of the At-
torney GeneraL

"(4) The provisions of this subsection ray
be invoked under paragraph (1) for a period
not to exceed 90 days. uiüess within such 90-
day period or eztensio thereof, the Attor-
ney General determines, after consultation
with the Committees on the Judiciary of the
Senate and the House of Representatives,
that an extraorthary migration situation
continues to warrant such procedures re-
m2ining in effect for an additional 90-day pe-
nod.

"(5) No a1ie may be ordered specially ex-
cluded under paragraph (1) if—

"CA) such alien is eligible to seek asylum
under section 208; ad

"(B) the Attorney General deterUi1es, In
the procedure described in subsection (b),
that such alicE. has a credible fear of persecu-
tion o account of race, religion, naonal-
ity. membership in a partcu1ar social group
or political opirno in the country of such
person's nationality, or in the case of a per-
son having no nationality, the country in
which such person last habitually resided..

"(6) A special exclusion order entered in
accordance with the provisions of this sec-
on is ot subject to adxniuistrative review
other than as provided in this sectioxi, except
that the Attorney General sbali provide by
regu]ao for a prompt adminisative re-
view of such an order against an applicant
who c1ais under oath, or as permitted
under penalty of perjury under section 1746
of title 28, United States Code, after having
been warned of the penalties for falsely rnak-
ing such c1a.i under such codftions. to
nave beexi, and appears to have been, law-
fully admitted for peraet residence.

"(7) A special exclusion order entered in
accordance with the provisions of this sec-
tion shall have the saxne effect asif the alien
had been ordered excluded and deported pur

_____

sua.nt to sectlo 236.
"(8) Nothing in this sizbseco shall be

consed as requiring an inquiry before a
special Inquiry officer In the case of an alien
crewTia.n. -

"(b) PBOCEDU FOa Usmc SPECIAL EXCLU-
SI0N.—(1) the Attorney Geera1 has de-
termiDed pursuant to this section that an ex-
traordinary rnigratio s1tatio exists and
an alien sub3ect to special exclusion under
such section has indicated a des2re to apply
for asylum or withholding of deportation
under section 243(h) or has Indicated a fear of
persecution upon return., the mmigratio of-
ficer shall refer the matter to an asylum oUi-
cer.

"(2) Such asylw officer sbafl interview
he alien to determine whether the alien has
a credible fear of persecution (or of return to
persecution) in or froni the country of such
a1iens natioa1ity, or th the case of a person
saving no nationality. the country in wkiich
such alier last habitually resided.

"(4) The application for asylum or with-
holding of deportation of an alien who has
been detertued under the procedure de-
scribed in paragraph (2) to have a credible
fear of persecution shail be determined n
due course by a special mquiry officer dnrg
abearig o the exclusion of such alien..

"(5) If the officer determines that the alien
does not bave a credible fear of persecuton
in (or of return to persecution from) the
country or countries referred to in paragraph
(2), the alier may be specially excluded and
deported in accordance with th.is section.

"(6) The AttorEey General shall provide by
regulation for a single level of administra-
tive appellate revew of a special exclusion
order entered In accordance with the provi-
sions of this section. -

"(7) As used in th sectioxi, the term asy-
luxn officer' means an immigration officer
who—

"(A) has had extensive professional train-
ing in country conditions asylum law, and
interview techniques;

(B) has had at least one year of experi-
ence adjudicating affirmative asylum appli-
cations of aliens who are not in special ex-
clusion proceedings; and

"(C) is supervised by an officer who meets
the qualifications described, in subpaza.-
graphs (A) and (B).

"(8) As used in this section, the term cred-
ible fear of persecution' means that, in light
of statements and evidence produced by the
alien in support of the alien's claim, and of
such other fac as are known to the officer
about country conditions, a claim by the
alien that. the alier is eligible for asylum
under section 208 would ot be manifestly
unfonnded.

"(c) ALN5 FLEEING ONGOING ARMED CoN-
FLXC'r, TORTURE, SYSTEMATIC PERSECUTIoN,

OTEER DEPRrVATIONS OF Hu24
R1OHS.—Notwith.stadJng any •other ovi-
sion of this sectioxi, the Attorney Geera1
may, in the Attorney Geerai's discretion,
proceed in accordance with section 236 with
regard to any aLien fleeing froni a country
where—

'(1) the governmet (or a group within the
country that the governxnet is unable or
uwithn to control) engages In—

"(A) torture or other cruel, ithuman, or
degrading treaent or pnrnshment;

"(B) prolonged arbitrary detention without
cbarges or tail;

"(C) abduction, forced disappea.ce or
c1andestne detention: or

"(D) systematic persecution; •or
"(2) o ongomg armed conflict or other cx-

traordinary conditions would pose a serious
threat to the alien's personal safety.".

"(b) CONFORMG AME?DMENTS—(1XA) Sec-
tion 235(b) of the Jirimigration and National-
ity Act (8 US.C. iZ5b) is amended to read as
follows:

"(b) Each alien (other than an alien crew-
man), and except as otherwise provided in
subsection (c) of this section and in section
273(d), who may not appear to the ezainin
office at the port of arrival to be clearly and
beyond a doubt entitled to land sa1l be de-
taned for further inquiry to be conducted by
a special mqxiry officer. The decision of the
exanining immigration officer. If favorable
to the admission of any alien, shall be sub-
ject to challenge by any other immigration
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officer and Such challenge shall operate to
take the alien, whose prviIege to land is so
cballenged. before a special inqniry offker.".

"(B) Section 237(a) of the Immigration and
Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1227(a) is amend-
ed—

(i) in the second sentence of paragraph
(1), by striking "Subject to section 235(b)(1y,
deportation" and inserting "Deportation
and

(ii) ir. the first sentence of Paragraph (2).
by striking 'Sibject to section (b)(l), if' andinserting "If'.

(2yA) Section 106 of the Inunigration and
Nationaliv Act (8 U.S.C. 1105a) is amended—.

(i) by striking subsection (e); and
(ii) by axnenthDg the section heading to

read as follows: "judicial review of orders of
deporation and exclusion".

(B) Section 235(d) (8 U.S_C. 1225d) is re-pealed.
(C) The Item relating to section 106 in thetable of contents of the Immigration and Na-

tionality Act is amended to read s follows:
"106. Judicial review of orders of deportatjon

and excltsion.".
"(3) !secton 241(d) (8 U.S.C. 1251d) is re-

pealed.
• In section 142, strike the new section 106(f)

of the 1zmigratjon and Natioaiity Act (8U.S.C. 1105f).
Sike section 193.
On page 178. line 8. sike "and subject tosubsection (b),".
Strike section 198(b). -

AMENDMENT No. 3781.
Sike section 198(b).

AEN' No. 3782
Strike section 193.

AMENDMENT NO•3783
In section 142. strike the new section 106(f)

of the Immigration and Natona1jty Act (8
U.S.C. 1105f).

AMDMEN NO. 3784
Sike section 141 and insert the following

SEC. 14L SPtCIAL LtCLUSIO? IN EXTRAOR.
• DINARY MIGRATION S1TUAjIONS.

(a) D GENERj.—The Immigration and Na-
tionality Act is amended by adding after Sec-
tion 236 (8 U.S.C. 16) the follow2ng flew sec-tion:

SPECIAL EXCLUSION £XTRAORDINEy
ilGRATION SITUATIONS

"SEC. 236A. (a) 1 GENERAL.—
"(1) Notwithstadg the provisiàns of Sec-tions 5(b) and 236, and subject to sub-

section (c). if the Attorney General deter-
mines that the nuzribers or crczmstans of
aliens en route to or arriving in the United
States, by land, sea, or air, present an ex-
traordinary migration situazion, the Attor-
ney General may, without referral to a spe-
cial inqrnry officer, order the exclusion and
deportation of any alien who s found to be
excludable under section 212(a)(6)(C) or (7).

'(2) As used in this section, the term 'ex-
traordinary migration sitimtjon' mea.t the
arrival or imminent arrival in the United
States or its territorial waters of aliens whoby their numbers or circumstces substan-
tia1y exceed the capacity of the inspection
and exaznation of sich aliens.

'(3) Subject to paragraph (4), the deter-
mination whether there exists an extraor-
diary migration sitimtion within the rnea-
ing of paragraphs (1) a.ud (2) is committed to
the sole and exclusive discretion of the At-torney General.

"(4) The provisions of this snbsection may
be invoked under paragraph (1) for a period
not to exceed O days, u1ess within such 90-

day peziod or extension thereof, the Attor-
ney General detexmjes after consultation
with the Commites on the Judiciary of the
Senate and the House of Representatives.
that an extraordinz.y. migration situatioz
continues to warj-axit such procedures re-
maining in effect for an additional 90-day pe-rod;

'(5) No alien may be ordered specially ex-
cluded under paragraph (1) if—

"(A) such alien is eligible to seek asylum
under section 208: and

"(B) the Attorney General determines, in
the procedure described in subsection (b),
that such alien has a Credible fear of persecu.
tion on account of race. religion, national-
ity. niembers1p i a particular social group
or political opinion in the cou of such
person's nationality, or in th case of a per-son having no nationzlity, the country in
which such person last.habitually resided.'(6) A special exclusion order entered in
accordance with the provisions of this sec-tion is not subject to administrative rev2ew
other than as provided in this section, except
that the Attoey General shall provide by
regnlatio for a prompt athnjnjstjative re-
view of such an order against an applicant
who claims under cath, or as permitted
under penalty of perjury under section 1746
of title 2g. United States Code. a!ter having
been warned of the penalties for fely xnak-
ing such claim under Such conditions, to
have been, and appears to have been, law-
fully admitted for permanent residence.

"(7) A special exclusion order entered in
accordance with the provisions of this sec-
tion shall have the same effect as if the alien
had been ordered excluded ad deported pur-
suant to Section 236.

"(8) Nothing in this subsection shall be
cons,.ied as requiring an inqry before apecia1 inq-y officer in the case of an aliencrewin&.

"(b) PaOCEDtJ FO USING SPEct xci.u-
SION.—(1) When the Attorney General has de-
terxnined pursuant to this section that an cx-
aordinary migration situation exists andan alien subject to special exclusion under
such section has indicated a desfre to apply
for asylum or Withholding of deportation
under section 243(h) or has indicated a fear of
persecntion upon return, the immigration of-
ficer shall refer the matter to an asylum offi-cer.

"(2). Such asylum officer shall interview
the alien to determine whether the alien has
a credible fear of persecntjon (or of return to
persecntion) in or from the couny of such
alien's natioa1ity, or in the case of a peson
having no natioa1ity, the country in which
such alien last habitually resided.

"(3) The Attorney General shall provide in-.
forznatio concernmg the procedures de-
scribed in this section to any alien who ssubject to such prov1sjos. The alien may
cousujt with or be repesented by a person or
persons of the alien's choosing according to
reg,ilations prescribed by the Attorney Gen-eral. Such cosutaton and repre$enation
shall be at no expen_se to the Government
and saJ.1 not unreasonably delay the proc-ess.

"(4) The application for asylum or with.
holding of deportation of a alien who has
been determined under the procedure de-
scribed in Paragraph (2) to have a credible
fear of persecution sball be determined in
due coxse by a spec al inquiry offlcer during
a hearing on the exclusion of snch alien.

'(5) If the officer determines that the alien
does not have a credible fear of persecutionin (or of retu to persecntion from) the
country or countries referred to in Paragraph
(2), the alien may be specially excIided and
deported in accorcjace with this section,

'(6) The Attorney General shall provide by
regulation for a single level of administra-
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tive appelja review of a special exc1uson
order entered in accorda.nce with the povj-sions of this section.

"(7) A used in this section. the tern asy-
lam officer' means an immigration officer
who—

'(A) has bad extensive professioaI
thg in co1try conditions, asylum law, aridinterview techniques;

"(3) has had at least one year of experi-
ence adjudicating affirnatve asylum appli-catios o aliens who are not ix special cx-clusion proceedings: and

'(C) supervised by an officer who meets
the qualifications described i subpa-a-
gaphs (A) atd (B).

"(8) ALsed in this section, the term 'cred-
ible fear of persecution' rneas that..ir light
of Statements and evidence produced by the
alien i support of the alien's claim, and of
such other facts as are known to the officer
about country conditions, . claim by theiien that the alien is eligible for asylum
under section 208 would not be manifestlyunfounded.

"(c) ALZENS FEELl ONGOING ARMED CON.
PLICT, Toaru, SYSTEMATIC PERSECUTION,
AND OTHER DEPP.IVAT1OS OP HUMAN
R1GETS.NOtWithStding any other provi-
sion of this section, the Attorney General, inthe Attorney General's discretjo. proceed in
accordance w2th section 236 wth regard to
any alien fleeing from a county where-.
"(1) the government (or a gToz within thecouny that the govern_ment is unable or
unwilling to control) engages in—

"(A) torture or other cruel, inhuman, or
degrading treatment or punishment:

(3) prolonged arbitrary detention without
charges or trial;

"(C) abduction., forced disappearance or
cladestjne detention; or -

"CD) systematic persecution; or
"(2) an ougoing armed conflict or other cx-

traordinazy conditions would pose a serious
threat to the alien's personal safety.".

'(b) CONPORMING AMENDMEN7S._.(1)(A) Sec-
tion 235(b) of the Immigration and National-
ity Act (8 U.S.C. 15b) is amended to read as
follows:

"(b) Every alien (other than an alien crew-
mazi), and ezcept as otherwise provided j
subsection (c) of this section and in section
273(d). who may not appear to the exarninmg
officer at the port of arrival to b&ciearly and
beyond a doubt entitled to 1ad shail be de-
tained for further inquiry to be coDducted by
a special inquiry officer. The decision of the
ezaminng imnxigration officer, if favorable
to the admission of aty alien. whose privi-
lege to land is so challenged, before a special
inquiry officer.".

"(3) Section 237(a) of the Immigration and
ationaIity Act (8 U.S.C. 122a) is amended—.

"(i) in. the second sentence of paragraph
(1). by striking "Subject to section 235(b)(1),
deportation" ad inserting "Deportation";
and

"(ii) iii the first sentence of paragraph (2),
by striking 'Subject to section (b)(1), if".and
inserting '11".

"(A) Section106 of the Immigration and
Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1105a) is amended—

'(i) by siking subsection (e); and
'(ii) by aiending the section heading to

read as follows:.' TICL REVW OF OR-
DERS OF DEPORTATION AND EXCLU-
SION".

"(B) Section 235(d) (8 U.S.C. 15d) is re-
pealed.

"(C) The item relating to secto 106 in the
table of contents of the I migratio ad Na-
tion_ality Act is amended to read as follows:
"106. Judicial review of orders of deportation

and exclusion".
"(3) Section 241(d) (8 U.S.C. 1251d) Is re-

pealed.
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£MENDMENT No. 3785

Strike sections 131 and 132.

AMENDMENT No. 3786
On page 178. line 8. strike "and subject to

subsection (b),".
Strike secon lSBhb).

AMENDMENT No. 3787
Beginning on.page 180. strike line 6 and all

that follows through page 201. line 4. and in-
sert the following:

(iv) assistance or benefits under—
(I) the National School Lunch Act (42

U.SC. 1751 et seq.),
(II) the Child. Nutrition Act of 1966 (42

U.S.C. 1771 et seq.),
(lfl) section 4 of the Agriculture and

Consumer Protection Act of 19'73 (Public Law
93-86; 7 U.S.C. 612c note).

(IV) the Emergency Food Assistance Act of
1983 (Public Law 98-8; 7 U.S.C. 612c note).

CV) section 110 of the Hunger Prevention
Act of 1988 (Publiâ Law 100-435; 7 U.S.C. 612c
note), and

(VI) the food distribution program on In-
dian reservations established under section
4(b) of Public Law 88—525 (7 U.S.C. 2013(b)),

(v) public health assistance for imxnuniza-
tious and. if the Secretary of Health and
Human Services determines that it is nec-
essa.ry to prevent the spread of a serious
comjuunicable disease, for testing and treat.
ment for such diseases, and -.

(vi) such other service or assistance (such
as soup kitchens, crisis counseling, interven-
tion (including Intervention for domestic vi-
olence), and short-term shelter) as the Attor-
ney General specifies, in the Attorney Gen-
eral's sole and unreviewable discretion, after
consultation with the heads of appropriate
Federal agencies, If—

(I) such service or assistance is delivered at
the community level, including through pub-
lic or private nonprofit agencies;

(fl) such service or assistance is necessary
for .the protection of life, safety, or public
health: and

() such service or assistance or the
amount or cost of such service or assistance
is not conditioned on the recipient's income
or resources; or
-(B) any grant, contract, loan, professional

license, or commercial license provided or
funded by any agency of the United States or
any State or local government entity, ex-
cept, with respect to a nonimmigrant au-
thorized to work in the United States, any
professional or Commercial license required
to engage in such work, if the 000hznmigrant
is otherwise qualified for such license.

(2) BENEIT1'S OF REZIDENCL—NotWithStd..
ing any other provision of law, no State or
local government entity shall consider any
ineligible alien as a resident when to do so
would place such alien in a more favorable
position, regarding access to, or toe cost of.
any benefit or government service, than a
United States citizen who is not regarded as
such a resident.

CS) NOTIFICATION OF ALIENS.—
(A) L' GENERAL.—The agency administer-

log a program referred to in paragraph (l)(A)
or providing benefits referred to in pars.-
graph (1)(B) shall. directl7 or. in the case of
a Federal agency, through the States, notify
individually or by public notice, all ineli-
gible aliens who are receiving benefits under
a program referred to in paragraph (l)(A), or
are receiving benefits referred to in para-
graph (1)(B, as the case may be. imme-
diatelV prior to the date of the enactment of
this Act and whose eiigibility for the pro-
gram is terrnited by reason of this sub-
section.

(B) FA2JRE TO GIVE No'r:CE.—Not'iag in
subparagraph A) shall be construed to re-
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this title, of any applicant for benefits or 35-
sistance under such program or

(B) deem that the Income or assets of any
applicant for benefits or assistance under
such program include the income or assets
described in section 204(b).

(2) No EFFECT ON FEDERAL AUTHORITY TO
DETERMINE COMPLIANCE.—Nothjng in this
subsection shall be construed as prohibiting
the Federal Government from determining
the eligibility, under this section or section
204, of any individual for benefits under a
public assistance program (as defined in sub-
section (f)(3)) or for government benefits (as
defined in subsection (f)(4)).

(I') DEFINmONS.—For the purposes of this
section—

t1) ELIGmLE ALIEN—The term "eligible
alien" means an Individual who is—

(A) an alien lawfully admitted for perma-
nent residence under the Immigration and
Nationality Act.

(B) an alien granted asylum under section
208 of such Act,

(C) a refugee adnitted under section 201 of
such Act,

CD) an alien whose deportation has been
withheld under section 243(h) of such Act, or

CE) an alien paroled into the United States
under section 212(d)(5) of such Act for a pe-
riod of at least 1 year.

(2) INELIGmLE ALIEN.—The term "ineligible
alien" means an individual•who is not—

(A) a United States citizen or national; or
(B) an eligible alien.
(3) Puutjc ASSISTANCE PROGRAM.—The term

"public assistance program" means any pro-
gram of assistance provided or funded, in
whole or in part, by the Federal Government
or any State or local government entity, for
which eligibility for benefits is based on
need.

(4) GOVERNMENT BENEFrrS—The term "gov-
ernment benefits" includes—

(A) any grant, contract, loan, professional
license, or commercial license provided or
funded by any agency of the United States or
any State or local government entity, ex-
cept, with respect to a nonimmigrant au-
thorized to work in the United States, any
professional or commercial license required,
to engage in such work, if the nonimmigrant
is otherwise qualified for such license;

(B) unemployment benefits payable out of
Federal funds; -

(C) benefits under title IL of the Social Se-

quire or authorize continuation of such eligi-
bility ff the notice required by such para-
graph is not given.

(4) LIMITATION ON PREGNANCY SERVICES FOR
UNDOCUMENTED ALIENS.—

(A) 3-yRA co!rrzNuous RESmENcE.—An in-
eligible alien may not receive the services
described in paragraph (1XA)(ii) unless such
alien can establish proof of continuous resi-
dence in the United States for not less than
3 years, as determined in accordance with
section 245a..2(d)(3) of title 8, Code of Federal
Regulations as in effect on the day before
the date of the enactment of this Act.

(B) LIMITATION ON EXPENDrrURES.—Not
more than 3120.000,000 in outlays may be ex-
pended under title l of the Social Secu-
rity Act for reimbursement of services de-
scribed in paragraph (1)(A)(Li) that are pro-
vided to individuals described in subpara-
graph (A).

(C)• CONTINUED SERVICES BY CURREN'r
STATE5.—States that have provided services
described in paragraph (1)(AXil) for a period
of 3 years before the date of the enactment of
this Act shall continue to provide such serv-
ices and shall be reimbursed by the Federal
Government for the costs incurred in provid-
ing such services. States that have not pro-
vided such services before the date of the en-
actment of this Act. but elect to provide
such services after such date, shall be reim-
bursed for the costs incurred in providing
such services. In no case shall States be re-
quired to provide services in excess of the
amounts provided in subparagraph (B).

(b) UNsSrPL0mENT BENEFITS.—NotWith-
standing any other provision of law. only eli-
gible aliens who -have been granted employ-
ment authorization pursuant to Federal law,
and United States citizens or nationals, may
receive unemployment benefits payable out
of Federal funds, and such eligible aliens
may receive only the portion of such benefits
which is attributable to the uthorIzed em-
ployment..

(c) SOcIAL SECURITY BENEFrrs.—
(1) IN GENERAL.—Notwithstanding any

other provision of law. only eligible aliens
who have been granted employment author-
ization pursuant to Federal law and United
States citizen or nationals may receive any
benefit under title U of the Social Security
Act. and such eligible aliens may receive
only the portion of such benefits which Is at-
tributable to the authorized employment.

(2) No REFUND OR R!BURSEMEN'T.—Not- curity Act;withstanding any other provision of law,
(D) financial assistance for purposes of sec-tax or other contribution required pursuant

tion 214(a) of the Housing and Communityto the Social Security Act (other than by an
Development Act of 1980 (Public Law 96-399;eligible alien who has been granted employ-

Stat. 1637) andment authorization pursuant to Federal law,
' (E) benefits based on residence that areor by an employer of such alien) shall be re-
prohibited by subsection (a)(2).funded or reimbursed, in whole or In part.

(d) HOUSING ASSISTANCE PROGRA45.—Not SEC. 202. DEFINITION OF 'PUBLIC CKARGE" FOR
later than 90 days after the date of the enact- PURPOSES OF DEPORTATION.
ment of this Act. the Secretary of Housing (a) IN GENEaAL..—Section 241(a)(5) (8 U.S.C.
and Urban Development shall submit a re- l25l(a)(5) is amended to read as follows:
port to the Committee on the Judiciary and "(5) PUBLJC CEARGE.—
the Committee on Banking, Housing, and "(A) L' GEsaAL.—Any alien who during
Urban Affairs of the Senate. and the Corn- the public charge period becomes a public
mittee on the Judiciary and the Committee charge regardless of when the cause for be-
on Banking and Financial Services of the coming a public charge. arises, is deportable.
House of Representatives, describing the "(B) CCEPTIoNS....Subparagraph (A) shall
manner in which the Secretary is enforcing not apply if the alien isa refugee or has been
section 214 of the Housing and Community granted asylum, or if the cause of the alien's
Development Act of 1980 (Public Law 96-399: becoming a public charge—
94 Stat. 1637) and containing Statistics with "(I) arose after entry (in the case of an
respect to the number of Individuals denied alien who entc-red as an Immigrant) or after
financial assistance under such section. adjustment to lawful permanent resident

(e) NONPROFIT, CHARiTABLE ORGANIZA- 5tatus (in the case of an alien who entered as
TIONS.— a 000hlzlrnigrant), and

(1) IN GSNEn.4L.—Nothing in this Act shall "(ii) was a physical illness, or physical in-
be construed as requiring a nonprofit chari- jury, so serious the alien could not work attable organization operatingany program of any job, or a mental disability that required
assistance provIded or funded, in whole or in continuous hoSpitalization,
part, by the Federal Government to— "(C) DamNrrlONs.—

(A) determine, verify, or otherwise require "(i) PUBLIC CHARZE PERXOD.—For purposesproof of the eligibility, as determined under of subpar graph (A). the term 'public charge
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period' meais the period beginning on the after the sponsored individual last receivesdate the ahe entered the United States and any such benefit:
ending— (2) in which the sponsor agrees to finan-"(I) for an alien who entered the United cially support the sponsored individual, soStates as an irr.migrant, 5 years after entry, that he or she will not become a publico. charge, ut1l the sponsored individual has"(U) for ai alien who entered the United worked in he United States br 40 qua1ifyinStates as a nonimmigrat, 5 years after the quarters or has become a United States citi-alien adjusted to permanent resident status. zen. whichever occurs first: and

"(ii) PUBLIC CRARGE.—For pm-poses of sub- (3) in which he sponsor agrees to submitpaagrap (A). the term public charge' in- to the jurisdiction of aiiy Federai or Statecludes any alien who receives benefits under court for the purpose of actions brought
ay program descrthed in subparagraph (D) tinder subsection (d) or (e).for an aggregate period of more than 12 (b) FORMS.—Not later than 90 days aftermonths. the date of the enactment of this Act, the

'(D) PROGRAMS DESCRIBED.—Te programs Secreta.-y of State, the Attorney General.described in this subparagap are the fol- and the Secretary of Health and Humanlowing Services shal] jointly for1mlate the affidavit"(i) The ai to families with depdent of support desczibed i this section.
cildre program under title IV of the Social (c) NOrrnCATION OF CHANGE OF ADDRESS.—Security Act. (1) GENERAL REQUIRZMENT.—The sponsor"(ii) The xnedicad program under title XIX thall notify he Attorney General and theof the Social Security Act. State, district, territory, or possession in"(iii) The food stanp prograrn under the Which the sponsored individual is currently aFood Stan, Act of 1977. resident within 30 days of any chge of ad-"(iv) The supplemental security income dress of the sponsor dur±ng the period speci-program under title XVI of the Social Secu- fled in subsection (a)(1).rity Act. (2) P LTY—Any person subject to the re-"(v) Any State general ass!stance program. Quirement of paragraph (1) who fails to sat-"(vi) Any other program of assistance isfy such requirement s1i11. after notice and.funded. in whole or in part, by the Federal opporujy to be heard, be subject.zo a civilGoernmet or any State or local govern- penalty of—ment entity, for which eligibility for bene- (A) ot less thzn S250 or more than SZ000,fits is based on need, except the programs

listed as exceptions in clauses (i) through
(vi) .of section 201(a)(1)(A) of the ImmigratIon
Reform Act of 16."..

(b) CONSTRUCTION.—NOthfl in subpara-
graph (B). (C). or (D) of section 241(a)(5) of
the Immigration and Nationality Act. as
amended by subsection (a). may be construed
to affect or apply to any detemination of an
alien as a public charge made before the date
of the enactment of this Act.

(c) REVIEW OF STATUS.—
(1) L' GENERAL.—In reviewing any applica-

tio oy an alien for benefits under section
216, section 245, or chapter 2 of title m of the
Immigration and Natiouality Act, the Attor-
ney General siaall determine whether or not
he applicant is described i section
22.(a)(5)(A) of sich Act. as so amended.

(2) GROUNDS DENIAL.—If the Attorney
General determes that an alien is described
in section 241(a)()(A) of the 1mm.igratio
and Natioali Act, the Attorney General
shall deny such -application ad sa2l insti-
tute deportation proceedings with respect to
such alien. unless the Attorney General exer-
cses discretion to wIthhold or suspend de-
portatio pursuant to any other section of
such Act.

(d) EFPECTIVE DATE.—ThIs section and the
amendrnets made by. this section sa1i
apply to aliens who enter the tThited States
on or after the date of the enacnent of this
Act and to aliens who entered as• non-
imIrUgrats before such date, but adjust or
appiy to adjust their status aZter such date.
SEC. 203. REQVIREThNTS FOR SPONSOR'S A-

DAVIT OF SUPPORT
(a) NE'RCEABILITY.—No affidavit of sup-

port may be relied upon by the Attorney
General or y any consu).zr officer to estab-
lith that a alien is not excludable as a pub-
lic czrge under section 212(a)(4) of the Im-
rnigatio and Nationality Act viess such
affldavt s eceuted as a contract—

() which is iegaJiy enforceable against the
sposo by the sponsored individual, or by
the Fedea1 Government or ay State, dis-
ti, territory, or possessiofl o the United
States (or any subdivisiofl of sc State. dis-
trict, territo-y, or possess.on Cf the United
States) that provides any benei described
in section 241(a)(5)(D), as aeded by section
2(a) of this Act. but not later 10 sears

or
(B) if such failure occurs with knowledge

that the sponsored individual has received
ay benefit described in section 21(a)(5)(D)
of the Immigration and Nationality Act, as
amended by section 202(a) .of this Act, not
less than 2.OOO or more than S5.000.

(d) RE BTJRSEME1T OF GovERNME -
'PENSES—

(1) I1 GENEftAL.—
(A) REQUEST FO REBTJRSEMENT.—Upon

notification that a sponsored individual has
received any benefit described ii section
241(a)(5)(D) of the Inmigration and National-
ity Act. as amended by section 202(a) of this
Act, the appropriate Federal, State, o local
official shall reQuest reimbursement from
he sponsor for the amount of such assist-
ance.

(B) ' REGTJLATION5.—The Commissioner of
Social Securit3r shadl prescribe sich regula-
tons as may be necessary to carry out sib-
paragraph (A). Such regu1atios shall pro-
ride that notification be sent to he spo-
sor's last Ixown address by certified mail.

(2) ACT1O AGAINST SPONSOR—If with.th 45
days after requesting reimbursement, the ap-
propriate Federal, State, or local agency has
not received a respoxse from the sponsor in-
thcating a willingness to make payments, an
action may be brought against the sponsor
pursiant to the affida-it of support.

(3) Fim TO MEET REPAYMENT MS.—If
the sponsor agrees to make payments, bt
fails to abide by the repayment terms estab-
lished by te agency, the agency may, within
60 days of such failure, oring an action
against the sponsor pursuant to the affidavit
of support.

(e) JURSICTION.—
(1) L' C EP.AL—An action to enforce an

affidavit of support ezecuted under sub-
section (a) may be brought against the spot-
sor in any Federal o State court—

(A) by a sponsored inthvidzzai. with respect
to financial sppo-t or

(B) by a Federal, State. or ]ocal agency.
with respect to reimburseme.

(2) COUPT MAY NOT DECI.UE TO AR CASE.—
For purposes of this section. no Federal or
State court shfl decline fo lack or subject
matter oz persoual jurisdiction to hear any
action b-otght against a spozisor under para-
graph (1) if—
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(A) the sposoed individual is a resident

of the State in which the court is located, or
received public assistance while residing in
the Srate: and

(B) such sponsor has received service of
process in accordance with applicable law.

(f) DEFnrrior.s.—For purposes of this sec-
tion— -

(1) SPONSOR—The term "sponsorS' means
an individual who—

(A) is a United States citizen or national
or an alien who is lawfully admitted to the
United States for perrna.ent residence;

(B) is a: least 18 years of age;
(C) is domiciled in any of the seerai

States o the United States, the District of
Columbior any territory or poSsessiox of
the United States: and - -

(D) demonstrates the means to maintain
an annual income equal to at least 125 per-
cent of the Federal poverty line for the indi-
vidual and the inthvidals family (including
the sponsored alien and any other alien spo-
sored by the individual), through evidence
that includes a copy of the individual's Fed
erai income tax return for the 3 most recent
taxable years (which returns need show such
level of annual income only in the most re-
cent taxable year) ad a written statement,
executed under oath or as permitted under
pen.1ty of pejury under section 1746 of title
28, United States Code, that the copies are
true copies of such retus.
In the case of an individual who is on active
duty (other than active duty for training) in
the Armed Forces of the United States, sub-
paragraph CD) Sball be applied by substittt-
ing "100 percent" for "125 percent"

(2) FEDERAL ?OVERTY LE—The term
"Federal poverty line" means the level of in-
come equal to the officiai poverty line (as
defined by the Director of the Office of Mae-
agement and Budget, as revised aaaily by
the Secretary of Health ad Human Services,
in accordance with section 673(2) of the Om-
nibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981 (42
U.S.C. 9902)) that is applicable to a family of
the size involved

(3) QZ UFYING QU.RTE.—The term "quali-
fyig quzter" means a three-month period
in which the sponsored indivithial has.—

(A) ea.red at least the minimrn necessary
for the period to count as one of the 40 quar-
ters reqzired to qualify for social security.
retirement benefits;

(B) .o: received need-based public assist-
ance; and

(C) had income tax liability for the tax
year of which the period was pat
SEC. 204. ATIIUBUTION OF SPONSOR'S INCOME

TO FAMILY-5P0N.
SOREI) nGRrS.

(a) DEEMING REQTJIREMENT FOt FEDERAL
AD FEDERALLY Ft5NDE PROGR.AMS.—Subject
o subsection (d), for pu_—poses of determinthg
the eligibility of an alien for benefits, ad
the amount of benefits, under ay public a-
sistace program (as defined in section
201(f)(3)), the income and resources described
in subsection (b) shall, notwithstanding any
other provision of law. be deemed to be the
income ad resources of such alie

(b) DEEMED INCOME AND RESOURCES.—The
income and resources described in this sb-
section include the ncorne and resources
of—

(1) ay pero who, as a sponsor of a
alien's eny 1to te United States, o' in
order to enable an alien lawfui!y to remain
i the tnfted States, executed an affidavit of
support or smiir agreeietwih respect to
such aien, ad

(2) the spoflsor's spouse.
(c) LENGTH O DELMxG FPiOD.—The re-

quirernet of subsection (a) 'shall apply for
the period for wch the spoisor as agreed,

such affidavit or agreement, to rovide
stppor for such alien, or for a period of S
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years beginning on the day such alien was
first lawfully in the TJni-ted States after the
execution of such affidavit or agreement,
whichever period is longer.

Cd) EXCEPTIONS.—
(1) INDZGENCE.—
(A) IN GEi.tL.—If a determination de-

scribed in subparagraph (B) £5 made, the
amount of income nd resources of the spon-
sor or the-sponsor's spouse which shall be at-
triouted to the sponsored alien shall not ex-
ceed the amount actually provided for a pe-
rioti—

(i). beg-inning o the date of such dete:-
ziination and enthng 12 months after such
date, or

(ii) if the address of the sponsor is u-
known to the sponsored alien. beginning o
the date of such determination and enthng
on the date that is 12 months after the ad-
dress of the sponsor becomes kori to the
sponsored alien or to the agency (wiich shall
inform such alien of the address within 7
days).

(B) DETSRMINATION DESCRIBED.—A deter-
xnination described in this subparagraph is a
determination by an agency that a sponsored
alien would, in the absence of the assistance
provided by the agency, be unable to obtain
food aid shelter, taking into account the
alien's owx income, phis any cash, food.
hoising. or other assistance provided by
other indivduas. including the sponsor.

(2) EDUCATIoN ASSISTANCE.—.
(A) IN GENERAL.—The requirements of sub-

section (a) shall not apply with respect to
sponsored aliens who have received, or have
been approved to receive, student assistance
under title IV. V. . or X of the Higher Edu-
cation Act of iS65 in an academic year which
ends or begins in the calendar year in which
this Act is enacted.

() DURATioq.—The 'exception described in
subparagraph (A) shall apply o1y for the -pe-
riod ormaUy required to complete the
course of st.xdy for which the sponsored alien
receives assistance described in that sub-
paragraph.

(3) CERTAIN SERVICES AND ASSI$?ANCE.—The
reuirexnents of subsection (a) sa1l not
apply to any service or assistance described
in clause (iv) 0: (vi) of section 201(a)(1)(A).

EUTCSON (AND LEAHY)
AMENDMENT NO. 3788

(Ordered to lie on the table.)
Mrs. HUTCHISON (for herself and

Mr. LEARY) Submitted an amendment
intended to be proposed by them to
amendment No. 3743 proposed by Mr.
SIMPSON to the bill S. 1664, supra: as
follows:

At the appropriate place in the matter pro-
posed to be inserted, insert the following ew
section: -

SEC. . APPEOPRLTIONS FOR CRXMXNAL ALiEN
- TRACNG CENTER.

Section i3OOO2b) of the Violent Crime Con-
trol and Law Enforcement Act cf 1994 (8
U.S.C. 1252 note) is arneded—

(I) by insertir.g "and" after "1996;". anti
(2) by striki paragraph (2) and all that

follows through the end period and inserting
the followthg:

"(2) S5.000.000 for each of fiscal years 1997
through 2001.".

MURRAY AMENDMENT NO. 3739
Mrs. MTJRR.AY submitted an amend-

ment intended to be proposed by her to
amendment No. 343 proposed by Mr.
SriPsoN to the bill S. 1664. supra: as
fo11ow:

BRADLEY AMENDMENTS NOS. 3790-
3792 -

(Ordered to Lie on the table.)
Mr. BRADLEY submitted three

amendments intended to be proposed
by him to amendment No. 3743 pro-
posed by Mr. SnXPSON to the bill S.
1664, supra; as follows:

AMNi,mr'r No. 3790
On page 47 of the a.mendmez, strike line 1

and ali that follows through line 21 and in-
ser the following-.
SEC. . ENFORCEMENT OF EMPLOYER SANC-

TONS.
(a) E5TABu5i OF NEW,TIcE.—There

shall be in the 1mmigrtion and Natu.raUza-
tion Service of the Department of Justice a
Office for the Enforcement of Employer
Sanctiors (in this section referred to a.s the
'Office").

(b) FtJNCTI0NS.—The fuctons of the Oflce
esabIished under subsection (a) shall be—

(1) to investigate and prosecute violations
of section 274A(a) of the Immigration ad
Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1324a(a)); and

(2) to educate employers o the reauire-
ments of the law and i other ways as nec-
essary to prevent employment discrimina-
tion.

(c) AtYrH0RIZATI0N OF .APPROPRIATION5—
There are authorized to be appropriatei to
the Attorney General $100.000.000 to carry
out the fizctons of the Office established
under subsection (a).

AMENDMENT No. 3791
On page 7. line 4. before the period insert

the ol1owing "of which nxiiber not less
than 150 fuU-tme active-duty investigators
i each such fiscal yea: sh1l perform only
the futions of thvestigatig and prosecut.
in violations of section 214A(a) of the Inmi-
g-ration and Nationality Act (8 TJ.S.C.
i.324a(a))."

AMENDMENT NO. 3792
On page 47, strike lines 1 through 21 ar.d in-

sert the following:
SEC. 1203. OFFICE FOR EMFtOYER SANCTIONS.

(a) ESTLIsjE1'; FUNCTIONS,—There is
established within the Deparcment of Justice
an Office for Employer Sanctions charged
with the reposibiity of—

(1) provdig advice and g-iñdance to em-
ployers anci employees relating to u!awfzj
erripioyrnent or aliens under sectic,n 274A of
the Imrigratio and Natoajjty Act and
uflfair imxzigrationreiated exp1oymenz
practices under 274B oI such Act:

(2) as1sting emplo.yers n complyjig with
those iws; and

(3) coordmating other functions related to
the eiorcexent under this Act of ernploye:
se.ctions.

(b) COMP()SITION.—The meibers of the Of-
fice sm1l be designted by te Attorfley Gen-
eral from rrong officers or emploes of the
Immigration and NatuaEzatio Service or
other cornponects or the Department of Jus-
tice.

c) ANtAL REPORT.—The Office sb.il re-
port annually to the Atox-ey General on its
operat:ocs.

S4339

(Ordered to lie on the table.)
Mr. WELLSTONE submitted thr€.

amendments to be proposed by him to
azziendment No. 3743 proposed by Mr.
SPsON to •the bill 5. 1664, s1pra: as
follows:

AMDxz' No. 3193
On page iSO, after line 25, add the follow-

ing:
"(E) SPECLL RULE 'OR BATEaZD Woj

AND C ILDR.—(j) Fcr purposes of any de-
tezzjnatjon under subpa.ragraph (A), and ex-
çpt as provided under ciause (ii). the aggre-
gate period saU be 48 months within the
first 7 years of entry lithe alien ca dem-
o1strate that (I) the alien has been battered
or subjected to extreme cruelty in the (Jnit-
ed States by a spouse or a parent, or by a
member of the spouse or parent's family re-
siding in the same household as the alien ad
the spouse or parent consented or acquiesced
to such battery or cruelty, or (II) the alien's
child has been battered or subjected to ex-.
treme cruelty in the United States by a
spouse or parent of the alien (without the ac-
tive participation of the alien in the battery
or extreme cruelty), or by a member of the
spouse or parent's famil3 residig in the
same household as the alien when the spouse
or parent consented or acquiesced to and the

• alien did not actively participate in such
battery or crielty, and the need for the pub-
lic benefits received has a conizection to the
battery or cruelty described in subclause (I)
or(fl).

"(ii) For the purposes of a determination
under subparagraph (A), the aggregate period
may exceed 43 months within the first 7
years of entry if the alien can demonstrate
that any battery or crzelty under clause (ii)
is ooing, has led to the issuance of an
order of a judge or an administrative law
judge or a prior determination of the Serv-
ice, and that such battery or cruelty hzs a
causal relationshio to the need for the bene-
fits received.

AMEWMENT No. 3794
On page 202 of the amendment, between

Lines 5 and 6, izert the foiowing.
(f) SPEcz ROLE FOR BATrERED WOMEN

AX'.'D CHILDaE.—Notwithstandjng any other
provision of law, subsection (a) thai! not
apply.—

(1) for up to 48 moth.s if the alien can
demonstrate that (A) the alien has been bat-
tered or subjected to eztreme cruelty in the
United States by a spouse or a. parent, or by
a rnernbe of the spouse or parent's fauiily
residing in the same hoxsehold as the alien
ad the spozse or parent consented to or ac-
quiesced to such battery or cruelty, or (B)
the alien's child tas been battered or sub-
jected to extreme cruelty in the United
States by the spouse or parent of the alien
(without the active paricpation of the alien
in the battery or cruelty), or by a member of
the zpouses or parent's famUy residing in
the saxr.e houzehod as the aiie when the
souze or parent consentei or acquiesced to
.nd the alien did not acvely pa.rticiate in
such battery or cruelty, and the battery or
cruelty described n clause (i) or (ii) has a
causal e1ationslp to the need for the ,ublic
benerits applied: and

(2) for rore than 48 months if the aliei c2.n
demotrate that such battery or cruelty
under parzgraph 1) is ongoing, has led to the
issi.ace of a orzier of a judge or adrninist.-a-
tite law judge cr a prior deternination of
the Service and ti'at such battery or cruelty
has a usa1 re!atiosjp to the need for the
beefit received.

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD — SENATE
Or. page 201 of the. matter proposed to be WELLSTONE AMENDMENTS NOinserted, between Iflies 4 and 5, jflser the fol-

- 3793...3795lowing
(4) Cu..DRr FOTD ELIGIBLE FOR FoSTE.

CA3E, TaA2srr1oN LiVING PROGRAMS, OR
ADOFrION ASStSAcCE A?TER ENTRY.—The re-
quirements of subsection (a) shall not apply
with respect to any alien lawfully admitted
to the United States for permanent. residence
who is eligible for foster care, a tran.stiona1
living program, or adoption assistance under
titie IV of the Social Security Act.
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O page 187 of the 8'nenthoent, alter line 3.
insert the fo1oig

(F) a ahen who—
() as been battered Cr subjected to ex-

trerne cue1ty the United States by z
spouze or a parent, or by a member of the
spouse or parenvs family residing in the
szrne household as the alien and the spouse
or parent consented or aouiesced to snch
battery or crueltr; and

(E) has petitioned (or petitions with1 45
cays arter the first application for means-
tested govermet assistance under SSI,
AFDC, social services block grants; Medic-
aid, food stamps, or housing assistance) for—

(1) status as a Spouse ofa ci1d of a United
States cit2en pnisuant to clause (ii), (iii), or
(iv) of section 204(a)(1)(A) of the Immigration
ad Nationality Act,

(U) classification pursuant to clause (ii) or
(iii) of section 204(aX1XB) of the Act, or

(m) suspension of deportation and ad.just-
ment of status pursnat to section. 244(a)(3)
of such Act, or

(ill) is the beneficjaryof a petition for sta-
tus as a spouse or cfld of a United States
citizen pursuant to clause (1) of section.
204(a)(1)(A) of the ImmigTation and Natioiai-
Ity Act, or of a petition filed for c1asiflca-
tion pursiant to clause (I) of section
204(a)(1)(B) of such Act; or

(G) a alien whose cbild—
(I) as been battered or subjected to ex-

treme cruelty in the United States by a
spouse or a parent of the alien (without the
active participation of the alien i the bat.-
tery or exweme cruelty), or by a member of
the spouse or parent's faiily residing the
Sane household as the alien and the spouse
or parent consented or acquiesced to such
battery or cruelty, and the alien did, not ac-
tive1 rticipate in such batZery or cruelty;
and

(ii) has petitioned (orpetitous within 45
days after the first application for assistance
from a means-tested goverxnent assistance
program) for— -

(1) status as a spouse or a child of a United
States citizen prsuat to caue (ii). (ill), or
(iv) of section 204(a)(1)(A) of the Imxngration
and Nationality Act,

CU) classification pursuant to clause (ü) or
(iii) of section 204(aXl)(B) of the Act, or

(m) suspeuson of deportatcn and ast-
ment of status pursuant to section 244(a)(3)
of such Act, or

(in) is the beeflciary of a petition br sza-
ts as a souse or cid or a Uuited States
citizen pursuant to clause (1) of section
204(a)(1)(A) of the Ixnmgratio and National-
ity Act, or of a petition filed for ciassLflca-
tion pursuant to clause (1) of section
204(a)1O(B) or such Act.

STY (AND OTEERS)
ADISNT NO. 3796

(Ordered to lie on the tab1e)
Mr. STRY (for bise1f, Mr. COCH-

EAN, Mr. COVERDELL, Mr. Iot, Mr.FmcIo, Mr. Hs, Mr. Tos,
Mr. WABN Mr. PRESSLER, Mr. BYRI,
Mr. Co.Ts, Mr. GRAMs, Mr. L0TT, Mr.
T3tB4oND, Mr. CRAIG, Mr. SThPSON,
ad Mr. Mt3RKowS) subiitted a
amendment intended to be prop3sed by
them to amendment No. 3743 proposed
by Mr. SrPSON to the bUJ S. 1664,
supra; as follows:

At the pporiate piace i the bill. insert
he foliowing:
SEC. . L/NGtJAG OF GOVERNNT AC OF

1S9C.

(a) SB0RT TrI2.—This sectiou my be
c:ted as the "Laiguage of Goerrnent Act
011996".

(b) FINDINGs AND CONSTBUCTXON—
(1) FINDflGS.—The Congress fnas and de.

c12.es that— -
(A) the United States is conpnsed of rnj-

vidis and groups from diverse ethnic, cul-
ura.1, and lingrnstc bakgounds;

(B) the United States has beeflted and
contiue to benefit from this rich diversity;

(C) tbrouhout the history of the Nation,
te coxrmon thread bidig those of differ-
thg backgotnds ha been a common lan.
guae:

CD) n order to preserve unity in d.verzfty,
and to prevent division along lingiistic
lines, the TJited States should miitain a
langge common to all people;

CE) Eg1ish as historioaJy been the com-
mon language ad the language of oppor-
tunity in the United States.

(F) Native American 'anguages have a
unique szatus because they exist nowhere
else in the world, ad in creating a language
policy for the United States Government,
due cousderation must be given to Native
American languages and the policies and
laws assisting their sm-vival, revitalization,
study, ad use;

(G) a purpose of this Act is to help immi-
grants better assinilate ad take full advan-
tage of econoc and occupational opportu-
alties in the United States;

(H) by lea.ring the 2glish language, ixn-
migrants will be empowered w-th the lan-
guage skills and literacy necessary to be-.
come resonsible citizens ad productive
workers in the United States.

(1) the use of a single common lagage in
the conduct of the Federal GoverEments of-
ficia. buz3ness will promote efficiency and
fairness to all people:.

(J) EDg]ish should be recognized in law as
the language of official business of the Fed-
eral Government ad

(K) any monetary sanngs derived by the
Federal Government from the enacnent of
this Act should be used for the teacbig of
non-English spea.king immigrants the• Eng-
lish language. -

(2) CONSTRiON.—The amendments made
by subsection (c)—

(A) are not intended in any way to dis-
cr2Eii3ate or estrfct the rights of any 1di-
vidv.al i the United States.

(B) are not intended to cizcourage or pre.
vent the use of languages other that English
in any nonofficial capacity; and. -

(C) except wheie a estig ]&w of the
tTnited States threct1y. conavenes the
amedxnents made by subsection (c) (such as
by requiriug the use of a langnage other than
English for official bsmesz of the Gove-
meet of the United States), are not intended
to repeal exstn 1&ws of the United States.

(c) ENGLISE AS TEE OFFICIAL LANGU,&GE OF

(1) Iz GENL..—Tjt1e 4, tTnited States
Code, is amended by adding at the end the
foliowin new chapter -

C2APTER 6—LANGUAGE OF THEGOVERT
"Sec.
"161. Declaration of officizi language or Gov-

erment.
"162. Presec-ing and eanci the role of

te official 1angu.ge.
"163. Ofcial Goerment actites ir Eng-

lish.
'164. Standing.
"165. Defiitious.

161. Dedaration of othcial ]angu2ge of
Gover!uzaent
"The offlc2j 1agrnge of the Goveriént

of the Uuited States is EDglis.
162. Presevxng and eithazicing the role of
the official i&nguage
"The Got'ernet shall bve afflra.

tive obligation o preserve and ece the
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role of Englas the official langiage o the
United States Governxent. Such obligation
sh2.U include encoiragg greater opportuni-
ties for itthvd-als to 1eax the Elish lan-
guage.' 163. Ofiica1 Governnient activities in Eng-

lish
"(a) Cot'cT op BUsEtSs—The Govern-

ment shall conduct its official business in
English.

"(b) Dzw.. o SEPV1CES.—NO person shall
be denied services, assistance, or facilities,
directly or indirectly provided by e Gov-
ernment soe1y because the person commu-
nicates it Engiish.

"(c) ENf1TLEMV,T.—EverV person in the
tnited States is entitled to—

"(1) comnumcate with the Government in
English;

"(2) receive information fron2 or contribute
information to the Government in Engijh;
and

"(3) be informed of or be subject to official
orders in English.
" 164. Standing

"Any person alleging injury arising from a
violation of this chapter thall have standing
to sue in the courts of the United States
under sectious O1 and 2202 of title 28. Unit-
ed States Code, and for such other relief as
may be considered appropriate by the courts.

165. Definitions
"For purposes of this chapter-.
"(1) GOVERNMENT.—The term 'Govement'

neans all branches of the Govermnent of the
United State and all en2ployees and officials
of the Government of the United States
wiie performing official business.

"(2) OFFiCIAL BusEsS.—The term 'official
business' means those governmental actious.
documents, or policies which are enforceable
with the full weight and zuthonty of the
Government, but does not include—

"(A) use of Indigenous languages or Native
Amer2can langiages, or the teathig of for-
eign langtrnges in educational settings;

"(B) actious, documents, or policies that
are ot enforceable in the United States;

"(C) actions, documents, or policies nec-
essary for iternationa1 relatious, trade, or
commerce;

"(D) actious or documents that protect the
public health or the environment:

"CE) atious that protect the rights of vic-
tms of cres or CrirniLal defendzts;

"(F) documents that uti)ize terms of art or
pbrases form 1&nguages other than giish;

"(G) biingualeducation, biligiial ballots,
or activities pursuant to the Native Airier-
ica Laguages Act (25 U5.C. O1 et seq.);ad

"(s) elected officials, who posses a pro-
ficiency in a language other than Eiiglish,
using that language to provide iforrnaon
orally to their constituents.".

(2) CON'ORG DNT.—Tbe table of,
chaptes for title 4, United States Code, is
amended by adding at the end the follown
ew item:
'6. Language of the Gover1uent 161".

(d) PREEMPTI0N—'Th_js section (and the
àtnenments made by this section) sbali not
preempt any aw of ay State.

(e) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments
made by subsection (c) shaU take effect upon
the date of enactment of this Act, except.
that no st may be commenced to enforce or
determine rights under the amendments
until January 1.1997.

FA.CLOTE A1NDMENT NO. 3797
(Ordered to lie on the bill.)
Mr. FACLOTH subrnited a

anendmett inteuded to be proposed by-

CONGRE5SJON RECORD—SENA
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him to amendment No. 3743 proposed '(i) is GENERAL—The employer ha.s offered
by Mr. SIMPSON to the bill S. 1664, to provide housEg to E—2A a2iez ad those
supra; as follows: worers not reasonably able to return to

their residence within the same day. withoutA the appropriate place in the matter pro- charge to the worker. The employer may. at Section 218 (8 TJ.S.C 1188) is arneded by
striking ozt subsection (C) and inserting inpcsed to be inserted, insert the following ew the employers option. provide housing meet.- 1!eu thereof the foUowig'section: ing applicable Federal standards for tem-

SEC. . RZVXEW OF CONTRACTS WXTH ENGLISH porazy labor camps. or provide reta1 or pub- "(c) The following rules sail apply to the.x'JD CWLCS TEST ENflTIES. lic accommodation type housing tvhich issuance of labor certifications by the Sec-
meets applicable local cr state standards for retary under this section:
such housing. "(1) DELINE FOR FflING PPI2CATIos.—

"Ui) HOtsno •ALLOWACE AS ALTER- The Secretary may not require that the ap-
ATWE.—1n lieu of offering the housing re- plication be filed more than 40 days before
quired in clause (i), the employer may pro- the first date the employer requires the
vide a reasonable housing allowance to work- labor or services of the H-2A worker.
ers ot reasonably able to retT.lrn to their.: "(2) NOTICE wrr SEVEN DAYS OF DEI-
place of residence within the same day; but CCIES.—
only if the Secretary determ.tnes that hous- — "(A) The employer shall be notified th-
ing is reascnably available within the ap- writing within seven calendar days of the
proximate area of eiployment An employer date of filing, if the application does no
who offers a housing allowance ptzsuant to neet the criteria described in sbsectio (b)
this sibparagrapn shall not be deemed to be for approval.
a housing provider Qnder section 203 of the "(B) If the application does not meet such
Migrant and Seasonal Agricultural Worker criteria, the notice shall specif the specific
Protection Act (29 U.S.C. 1823) merely by-viz- deficiencies of the application and the Sec-
te of prov.ding such housrng allowance. retary sa1l provide an opportunity for the

"(iii) SPECIAL BOJSING ST.DARDS FOR proipt resbm.ssion of.a mothed aplca-
SHORT DURATION EMPLOYMENT.— The Sec- tion.
retary shall promulgate special regu1atios "(3) ISSZLNCS OF CERTTh'!CATION.—
permitting the provision of short-term tem- "(A) The Secretary sball provide to the
porary housing for workers employed in oc- employer. not later tha.xi 20 day-s before thecpatios in which employment is expected date such labor or services are first required
to last 40 days or less. . to be perfonred, the certification described

"(iv) TRANSrnOAL PERIOD POR PROVISION in subsection (a)(1)—
OF SPECIAL HOUSING STDARDS IN OThER EM "U) with respect to paragraph (a)(1)(A) if
PLOYMENT.—For a pthod of five years after the employer's application meets the i-the date of enactment of this section, the tena described in subsection (b). or a sate-Secretary siai1 approve the provision of meat of the specific reasons why such certifi-housing meeting the stada.rds described in cation can not be made, adclause (iii) in occupations expected to last "(ii) with respect to subsection (a)(1)CB), tolonger than 40 days iD areas where available he extent that the employer does not actu-housing meeting the crtera descnbed in ally have, or has not been provided with thesubparagraph (i) is found to be insufficient. na.uies, addresses and Social Security rnrn-"(iv) PRE-EMPTION OF STATE !sD LOCAL bers of workers referred to the employer whoAARDS—The standarts described are able, willing and qualified and have idi-claases (ii) and (iii) shall preempt any State cated they will be available at the time adand local Standards governing the provisIon place needed to perform such labor or ser-of temporary housing to agricultural work- ices on the terms and conditions of the jobers.

. offer approved by the Secretary. For each"(C) RZIMBURSEMENT OF TRANSPORTATION worker referred, the Secretary shall also pro-COSTS.—The employer has offered to reim- vide the employer with information suffi-burse H—2.A. aliens ad workers recruited cient to permit the employer to contact thefrom beyond norinal comxirntig distance the referred worker for the purpose of reconiri-most economical common cazrier tra.spor-
ing the worker's avatlability for work at thetatlon charge and reasonable subsistence time and place needed.from the place from whict the worker comes "(B) If, at the time the Secretary deter-to work for the employer. (but not more mires that the employer's job offer meetsthan the most economical common carrier
the criteria described in subsection (b) theretraxisportation charge from the worker's nor-
are already ø.nfilled job opportunities in themal place of residence) if the worker com-
occupation and area of intended employmentpletes 50 percent of the anticipated penod of
for which the employer is seeking wàrkers.employment If the worker recruited from
the Secretary shall provide the certificationbeyond normal cornxuting distance com-
at the same time the Secretary approves thepletes the penod of- employment, the em-

ploy-er will provide or pay for the worker's employer's job offer."
transportation and reasonable subsistence to (d) Section 218 (8 U.S.C 1188) is amended by
the worker's next place of employment, or to striking out section (e) and iusertiug in lieu
the worker's normal place of residence, thereof the following:
whichever is less. "(e) EXPEDrTED APPEALS OF CERrAIr4 DE-"CD) Gur OF EPLOYMENT.—The em- MATiOS.—The Secretary shall provideployer has offered to guarantee the worker by reguiatio for an expedited procedure foremployment for at least three-fourths of the the review of t1e nonapproval of an employ-workdays of the employer's actua.l period of er's job offer pursuant to subsection (c)(2)employment in the occupation Workers who and of the denial of certication in whole orabandon their ezuployment or tflU in part pursuant to subsection (c)(3) or. atnated for cause shall forfeit this ga.rantee. the applicant's request. a de novo adxnkis-"(6) PREFERENCE FOR U.S. WORXEFS.—The trative hearing respecting the nonapprowalemployer has not assured on the application or denial."that the employer will provide employment
to all qualified Uited States workers who (e) Section 218 is amended—
apply to the employer ad assure that they (1) by redesXgating subsections (1) through
will be available at the time and place need- (1) as subsections (g) through (j), respec-
ed until the time the employer's foreign tively; axd
workers depart for the employer's place of (2) by adding the foliowing after subsection
employment (but riot sooner than 5 days be- (e):
fore the date workers are needed), and will "(1) The following procedures shall apply
give preference in employment to United to the consideration of petitions by the At-
States workers who are immediately avail- tortiey Geerai under this section:
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able to fill job opportunities that beccme

- avai1abl after the date work in the occzpa-
tion begins.".

(a) IN GENERL.—The Attorney General of
the United States sa1l rnvestgate and sub-
mi a report to the Congress regarding the
practices of test etZles authorized to ad-
minister the English and civIcs tests prsu-
ant to section 312.3(a) of title 8, Code of, Fed-
eral Regulations. The report shall inchde
any findthgs of fraudulent practices by the
testmg entities.

(b) PRZLThRY AND FINAL REPORTS—Not
later than 90 days after the date of the enact-
ment of thz Act, the Attorney General shall
submit to the Congress a preliminary report
of the findings of the investigation con-
dcted pursuant to subsection (a) and shall
submit to the Congress a final, report within
275 days afterthe suxnission of the prelimi-
nary report.

CRAIG AIVNDMENT NO. 3798

(Ordered to lie on the bill.)
Mr. CRAIG submitted a amendment

intended to be proposed by him to
amendment No. 3743 proposed by Mr.
SpSoN to the bill 5. 1664, supra; as
follows:
- At the appropriate place insert the follow-
ing
SEC._. H-ZA WORKERS.

(a) Section 218(a) (8 U.S.C. 1188(a)) is
anended—

(1) by redesigEaing paragraph (2) as para-
graph (3); and

(2) by inserting after paragraph (1) the fol-
lowing

"(2) In considering a employer's petition
for admission of H-2A aliens the Attorney
General shall consider the certification deci-
sion of the Secretary of Labor azd shall con-
sider any countervailing evidence submitted
by the eriployer with respect to the non-
availability of United States workers and
the employer's compliance with te require-
mnents of this section, aud may consult with
the Secretary of AgricIture.".

(b) Section 218(b) (8 U.S.C. 1188(b)) is
amended by striking out paragraph (4) and
isert2ng the following:

"(4) DETERMINATION BY THE SECRETARY.—
The Secretary deterjnes that the employer
has not filed a job offer for the position to be
filled by the alien with the appropriate local
office of the State employment security
agency havmg jurisdiction over the area of
intended employment, or with the State of-
fice of such an agency 51 the alien will be em-
ployed in an area within the jurisdiction of
more tb.an one local office of such an agency,
which meets the criteria of paragraph (5).

"(5) REQUrRED TERMS AND CoNrnoNS OF
EMPLOYMENT.—The Secretary determines
that the employers job offer does not meet
one or zore of the following cnteria:

"(A). REQU1RD RATE OF PAY.—The em-
ployer has offered to pay H—2A aliens and all
other workers in the occupation the area
of intended employment not less than the
greater of—

"(1) the median rate of pay for similarly
employed workers in the area of intended
employment, or

"(1:) an Adverse Effect Wage Rate of not
less than 110 percent of the minimum wage
required to be paid under the Fair Labor
Standards Act, but not less tha.n S5.OO per
hour.

"(B) PROVISXON OF HOTJSING—
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"(1) EX?EDITED PROCESSING OF PETXTIONS.—

The Attorney General shall provide an expe- -
thted procedure for the adiudcat1on. of peti-
tions filed under this section, and the notifi-
cation of visa-jssujn coDsulates where
aliens seeking admission under this section
will apply for visas andfor ports of entry
where aliens will seek admission under this
Section with.in 15 calendar days from the
date such petition is flledby the employer.

"(2) EXPEDITED AMENDME'TS TO PETI-
TIONS.—The Attorney General shall provide
an expedited procedure for the amendment of
petitions to increase the number of workers
on or after five days before the employers
date of need for the labor or services n-
volved in the petition to replace referred
workers whose continued avai1bility for
work at the time and place needed under the
terms of the approved )ob offer can not be
confirmed and to replaôe referred workers
who fail to report for work on the date of
need and replace referred workers who aban-
do their employment or are terminated for
cause, and for which replacement workers
are not immediately available pursuant to
subsection (b)(6).".

() Section 218(g) (8 U.S.C. 1188(g)) is
amended—

(1) by redesignating paragraph (2) as paxa-
graph (2)(A); and

(2) by iserti after aragraph (2)(A) the
followjng

"(B) No employer shall be subject to any
liability or punishment on the basis of an
employment action or practice by such em-
ployer that conforms with the terms and
conditions of a job offer approved by the Sec-
retary puxsuat to th.is Section,, nnless anduntil the employer has been notified that
such certification has been amended or in-
validated by a final order of the Secretary orof a court of competent .rsthctjoD.".

(h) Section 218(h) is amended by adthn at
the end thereof the following

"(3) No court of the United States shah
have )urisdiction. to. issue any restrainjg
order or temporary or pema.nent injunction
prevenng or delay the issuance by theSecretary of a certiflcati pursuant to this
section, or the apDrovaj by the Attorney
Geera1. of a petition to iirtport an alien as
an R-2A worker, or the actual importation of
any such alien as an H-2A worker following
such ap,rovaJ by the Attorney General.".

EATFIELD ADMENT NO. 3799
(Ordered to lie on the table.)
Mr. HATFIELD submitted an amend-

ment intended to be proposed by him
to amendment No. 3743 proposed by Mr.
SflPSON to the bill S. 1664, supra; as
follows:

At the appropr2ate place, insert the follow-
ing -

SEC.. AVAILABU.ITY OF FORMS AX INS O7ICEs.
All regional and district offices of the J.m-

zigmtion and Natxiraiizatjon Service shall
save available to the public on-site, the
forms necessary—

(1) to facilitate etxy of persons legally ad-
m.isslble as nmigrants, or as vizitors,

(2) to obtain asylum, temporary or pern.a-
nent resident status, EatzaUtion, or em-
ployment authozatjon, and

(3) to obta any other service or benefit
for which the Service is reSpoxsjbje.
SEC.. SSE OF ThE SENAIE EGARpjNG INS

PUBLIC SERVICES.
It is the sense of the Senate that the Immi-

gration and Natuialjzatjon Service (here-
alter referred to as the 'SINS") should devote
adequate resources to assnn that the pub-
lic has access to flS services, documents,
and personnel.

ROBB AMENDMENTS NOS. 3800-3802
(Ordered to lie on the table.)
Mr. ROBB submitted three amend-

ments intended to be proposed by him
to amendment No. 3743 proposed by Mr.
SThXPSON to the bill 5. 1664, supra; as
follows:

AMENDMENT No. 3800
On page 26, line 17, strike the period and

insert "; and".

AMENDMENT No. 3801
On page 26, between lines 17 and 18, insertthe following
(R)(i) A system which utilizes innovative

authentication technology such as fIner-
print readers or smart cards to verify eligi.
bility for employment or other applicable
Federal benefits.

Cti) For purposes of this subparagraph, the
term "smart card" means a credit card-sized
device containj 1 or more integrated cir-
cuits or containing technology that will fa-
cilitate idivjda1 verification.

AMNDMEwr No. 3802
On page 26, line 12, strike "and" the secondplace it appears.

GRAHAM (AND SPECTER)
• AMENDMT NO. 3803

(Ordered to lie on the table.)
Mr. GRAHAM (for himself and Mr.

SPECTER) proposed an amendment to
amendment No. 3743 proposed by Mr.
SIMPSON to the bill 5. 1664, supra; as
follows:

ENDME?r NO. 3803
On page 198, beginning on line U, strike a]i

throigh page 201, line 4, and insert the fol-
lowing for benejts, the incothe ad re-
sources described n subsection (b) sha1, not-
withstanding any other provisioa.of 'aw, be
deemed to be the income and resources of
such alien for purposes of the followi pro-
grams:

(1) Supplementay security income under
title XVI of the Social Secnty Act;

(2) Aid to Families with Dependent Chil-
th'en under title. IV of the Social Security
Act;

(3) Food stan under the Food Staip Act
of 1977;

(4) Section 8 low-income housmg assist-
ance under the United States Ronsing Act of
1937;.

(5) Low-rent public hosiug under the
United States Rousing Act of 1937;

(6) Section 236 interest reduction payments
under the National .Rosing Act;

(7) Rome-owner assistance payments under
the National Rousing Ac

(8) Low income rent supplements under the
Rousing and Urban Development Act of 1965;

(9) Rural housing loans under the Rousing
Act of 1949;

(10) Rural rental housing loans nnder the
Rousing Act of 1949;

(11) Rural rental assistance under the
Rousing Act of 1949;

(12) Rural houig repa.r. loans and grants
under the Rousn Act of 1949;

(13) Farm labor housing loaDs and grants
under the Rouzng Act of 1949;

(14) Rural housing preservation grants
under the Rouzth Act of 1949-

(15) aural self-help technical assistance
grants under the Rousi Act of 1949

(16) Site loans under the Rousing Act of
1949 and

(b) DEE?X) LNc0ME im• RESOURCES.—The
Income and resources described i this sub-
section include the income and resources
of—
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(1) any person who. as a sponsor of an

alien's entry into the United States, or inorder to enable an alien lawfully to remain
in the United States, executed an affidavit of
support or similar agreement with respect tosuch alien, and

(2) the sponsor's spouse.
(c) LENGTH OF DEEMiNG PERIOD.—The re-

quirement of subsection (a) shall apply for
the period for which the sponsor has agreed,
in such affidavit or agreement, to provide
support for such alien, or for a period of 5
years beginjng on the day such alien was
first lawfully in the United States alter the
execution of such alfidavit or agreement,
whichever peiod is longer.

(d) CPT1ON FOR INDICENCE.—
(1) 1 CENERA.—If a determnajo de-

scnbed in paragraph (2) is made, the amount
of income and resources of the sponsor or the
sponsor's spouse which shall be attributed to
the sponsored alien shall not exceed the
a.nount actaJJy provided for a period—

(A) beginning on the date of such deter-
mination ad ending 12 monhs alter suchdate, or

(B) if the address of the spoDsor is un-
known to the sponsored alien, beginnijg onthe date of such determjtjon and ending
on the date that is 12 months alter the ad-dress of the sponsor becomes known to the
sponsored alien or to the agency (which shallinform such alien of the address within 7
days).

(2) DP.rmAN DESCEIBED.—A deter-
miation described in this paragraph i a de-
termination by an agency that a sponsored
alien would, in the absence of the assistance
provided by the agency, be unable to obta1
food or shelter, taking into account the
alien's own incon2e, plus any cash, food,
housing, or other aszistace provided by
other inthvidua1, including the sponsor.

ABRAHAM (AND OTHERS)
ADMENT NO. 3804

(Ordered to lie on the table.)
Mr. ABRAHAM (for. himself, Mr.

DEWn, and Mr. Ro) submitted an
amendnient intended to be proposed by
them to amendment No. 3743 proposed
by Mr. SmtSoN to the bill 5. 1664,
supra; as follows:

At the appropriate place in the amendment
isert the following four new sections:
SEC. -. EUMINA3'ION OF REPEITrIVE REVIEW OF

DEPO1ATION ORDERS EN'I
AGAINST CRDIWAL ALIENS.

Section 242b (8 U.S.C. ].252b) is amended
by—

(a) redesignating subsection (1) as sub-
section (g); and

(b) adding the following new subsection (1)
to read as-follows-—

(1) CRDAI. Azs.—No alieü convicted ofany imi1 offense covered in Section
1251(a)(2)(A) (i) or (iii) or (B)—(D), shall be
granted more tba one admnistratjve hear-
ing and. one appeal-to the Board of J.migra-
tion Appeais concerning orrelatin to such
alien's deportation. Ay claims for relief
from deportation for which the rmini
alien may be eligible must be raised at that
time. Under no cfrcnmsta.nces may such a
crirnitai alien request or be granted a re-
opexxing of the order -of deportation or any
other form of relief tinder the law, including
but not limited to claims of ineffective as-
sistace of counsel, alter the ealier of:

(i) a deterxmuaton by the Board of J.tr.mi-
gTation Appeals afflrrn such order or

(ii) the expiration of the period in which
the alien is permitted to seek review of such
order by the Board of Immigration Appeals.
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SEC. . ELThATION OF' MOTIONS TO REOPEN

ORDERS OF EXCLUSION ENTERED
AGADFF CRThmAL ALS.

Section 236. 8 U.S.C. 16, is amended by
adding the following sentence to the end of
suosection (a): "There shall be no udicia1 re-
viCw of any order of exclusion, or any issue
related to an order of exclusion, entered
against an alien found by the Attorney Gen-
eral or the Attorney General's designee to be
an alien described in Section 212(a)(2) (8
U.S.C. 1182(a)(2)) or of any administrative
ruling related to such an order."
SEC. . .A1'4SION OF THE BOAED OF ThIMIGRA-

TION APPEALS; NUMBER OF SPE-
CIAL INQUIRY OFFICERS; ATTORNEY
SUPPORT srpp.

(a) LN GENERAL—Notwithstanding any
other provision,,of law, effective October 1.
1996, there are authorized to be employed
within the Department of Justice a total of—

(1)24 Board Members of the Board oil ii-
gration Appeals;

(2) 334 special inQuiry officers; and
(3) a number of attorneys to suppärt the

Board and the special Inquiry officers which
is twice the number so employed as of the
date of enactment of this Act.

(b) AUTHORIZATION 'OF APPBOPRLTI0NS.—
There are authorized to be appropriated to
the Department of Justice such sums as may
be necessary to pay the salaries of the per..
sound employed under subsection (a) who
are additional to such personnel employed as
of the end of fiscal year 1996. -

SEC. - PROfflBITION UPON THE NATURALIZA-
TION OF CERTA CRflAz.

• ALIENS.
Section 40(a) (8 U.S.C.. 1424) is amended

by—
(a) Inserting "or who have been convicted

of certain crimes" after "or who favor totali-
tarian forms of government" and.

(b) in subsection (a)—
(1) replacIng "of this subsection," with "of

this subsection; or" in paragraph (6)
(2) adding new paragraph (7) to read as fol-

lows—
"(7) who has been Convicted of any crimi-

nal offense Covered in Section 1251(a)(2)(A) (i)
or (iii) or (B)-.(D)."

BOXER A NDMENTS NOS. 3805—
3806

(Ordered to lie on the table.)
Mrs. BOXER. Submitted two amend-

mentS intended to be proposed by her
to aniendruent No. 3743 propoSed by Mr.
SSPSON tc the bill S. 1664, supra; asblows:

AENDMmrr NO. 3805
At the appropriate place in the bill, insert

the following:
SEC.,.. SUPPORT OF DEMONSTRATION

PROJECTS.
() Fons.—'he Congress makes the fol-

lowing flndings:
(1) 'tmerican democracy performs best

when the maximum number of people subject
to its laws participate in the political proc-
ess. a; all levels of government.

(2) Citizenship actively exercised will bet-
ter assure that individuals both assert their
rights and fulfill their respcnsibilitjes of
membership within our poiitica! community:
thereby benefiting all citizens and residents
of the United States.

(3) A number of private and charitable or-
ganizations assist in promoting citizenship,
and the Senate urges them to continue to do
so.

(b DtMONSTRATION PROJECTS.—The Attor-
ney General shall make available funds
under ti:s section. in each of 5 consecutive
years beg:nning with 1996). to the Immigra-
tion and Naturalization Service or to other

public or private nonprofit entities to sup-
port demonstration proJects under this sec-
tion at 10 sites throughout the United
States. Each such project shall be designed
to provide for the adminiStration of the oath
of allegiance (under section 337(a) of the Im-
migration and Nationality Act) on a business
day around the 4th of July for approximately
500 people whose application for naturaliza-
tion has been approved. Ea'ch project shall
provide for appropriate outreach and cere-
monial and celebratory activities.

(c) SELECTION F SrrES.—The Attorney
General shall, in the Attorney General's •i
cretion, select diverse 'locations for sites on
the basis of the number of naturalization ao-
plicants living in proximity to each site and
on the degree of local community participa-
tion and support in the project to be held at
the site. Not more than 2 sites may be 10-
cated In the same State. The Attorney Gen-
eral should consider changing the sites se-
lected from year.to year.

(d) AMOU4TS AVAflABLE; USE OF FtlqD5.—
(1) AMoimrr.—The amount that may be

made available under this section with re-
spect to any single site for a year shall not
exceed 35,000.

(2) USE.—Funds provided under this section
may only be used to cover expenses incurred
carrying out symbolic swearing-in cere-
monies at the demonstration sites, including
expenses for—

(A) cost of personnel of the Immigration
and Naturalization Service (including travel
and overtime expenses),

(B) local outreach,
(C) rental of space, and
CD) costs of printing appropriate brochures

and other information about the ceremonies.
(3) AVAILABILITY OF FTJND5—Funds that are

otherwise available to the Immigration and
Naturalization Service to carry out natu-
ralization activities (including funds In the
Immigration Examinations Fee Account,
under section 286(n) of the Immigration and
Nationality Act) shall be available under
this section.

(e) APPLICATION.—111 the case of an entity
other than the Immigration and. Natuzaljza-
tion Service seeking to conduct a dem-
onstration project under this section, no
amounts may be made available to the en-
tity under this section unless an appropriate
application has been made to, and approved
by. the Attorney General, in a form and
manner specified by the Attorney General.

(1) STATS DErtNED.—For purposes of this
section, the term "State" has the meaning
given such term in section 1Ol(a)(36) of the
Immigration and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C.
1101(a)(36)).

AMENDMENT No. 3806
At the appropriate place :n the bill, insert

the following new section:
SEC. - CRIMINAL PENALTIRS FOR HIGH SPEED

FLIGHTS FROM BORDER
POD"i'S.

(a) FINDINGS.—Congress makes the follow-
ing findings:

(1) Border checkpoints are an important
component of the national strategy to pre-
vent illegal immigration.

(2) Individuals fleeing border checkpoints
and leading law enforcement officials on
high speed vehicle chases endanger law en-
forcement officers, innocent bystanders, and
the fleeing individuals themseives.

(3) The pursuit of suspects fleeing border
checkpoirtt is complicated by overiapping
jurisdiction among Federal, State, and local
law enforcement officers.

(b) HQR S?Ezn -Fucrr FROM BORDER
CaECCF'OINTS.—Chaptor 35 of title 18, United
States Code. is amended by inserting the 101-
lowing new section:

S4343
758. High speed night from border check-
point
"(a) Whoever flees or evades a checkpoint

operated by the Immigration and Naturaliza-
tion Set-vice, or any other Federal law en-
forcement agency in a motor vehicle after
entering the United States and flees Federal,
State, or local law 'enforcement agents in ex-
cess of the legal speed limit shall be impris-
oned niot more than five years.".

Section 1251(a)(2)(A) of title 8, United
States Code, 15 amended by inserting the fol-
lowing new subsection:

"(v)-High speed flight
"Any alien who is convicted of high speed

flight from a checkpoint (as defined by sec-
tion 758(a) of chapter 35)."
—Section 1182(a)(2)(A)(j) of title 8, United
States Code, is amended by inserting th fol-
lowing new subsection:

"(m) A violation of section 758(a) of chap-
ter 35."

WYDEN (AND OTRS)
• A NDMENT NO. 3807

(Ordered to lie on the table.)
Mr. WYDEN (for himself, Mr. Lsavy,

Mg. KL, Mr. CRAIG, MrS. FESTEfl,
Mr. LoTr, Mr. COCI.AN, Mr. Lt7G.R,
and Mr. HELMS) Submitted an amend-
ment intended to be proposed by them
to amendment No. 3743 proposed by Mr.
SXPSON to the bill, Supra as follows:

At the end of the matter proposed to be in-
serted by the amendment, insert the foLlow-
ing-

TiTLE rn—MISCELLANEOUS PRO VISIONS
SEC. 30L REVIEW AND REPORT ON H-2A NON.

IMMIGRANT WOREERS PROGRAM.
(a) SENSE OF TEE C0NCRESS.—It is the sense

of the Congress that the enactment of this
Act may impact the future availability of an
adequate work force for the producers of our
Nation's labor intensive agricultural com-
modities and livestock. -

(b) RZVW—ThC Comptroller General
shall review the effectiveness of the H-2A
nonimmjgt-ant worker program to ensure
that the program provides a workable safety
valve in the event of future shortages of do-
mestic workers aiter the enactment of this
Act. Among other things, the Comptroller.
General shall review the program to deter-
mine—

(1) that the program ensures that an ade-
quate supply of qualified United States
workers is available at the time and place
needed for employers seeking such workers
after the date of enactment of this Act:

(2) that the program ensures that there is
timely approval of applications for tem-
porary foreign woz-kers under the E-'2A non-
immigrant worker program in the event of
shortages of United States workers after the
date of enactment of this Act;

(3) that the program ensures that imple-
mentation of the B-2A nonimmigrant worker
program is not displacing United States agri-
cultural workers or diminishing the terms
and conditions of employment of United
States agricultural workers; and

() i and to what entent the B—2A non-
immigrant worker program is contributing
to the problem of illegal immigration.

(c) R,EPOR'I'.—Mot later than December 31,
1996. or three mouths after the date cf enact-
ment of this Act, whichever is sooner, the
Comptroller General shall submit a report to
Congress setting forth the findings of the re-
view condacted under subsection (0).

(d) DEFINrrtCNS.—As used in this section—
(1) the term "Comptroller General" means

the Comptroller General of the United
States: and
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(2) the term "H-.2A noim.'nigrant worker zationaj units of a contractor that the Attor- (2) CONTRACT TERMS.—This sec!o neitherprogram" means he program for the adrnis- ney General determines are not in compli- authorizes nor requires any additional cer-sion of o minig—at aliens described in sec- acce wth the A employment, provisions. tification provision, clause, or requirementtion IO1(a(1S)(E)(ii)(a) of the Ixmnigratjon (3) PPJ0D.—The period of a debarxnet to be ic1udea in ay contract or contractand Nationality Act. unde this subsection shall be one year. cx- solicitatiozi.

cept that the head of the executive agency (3) No NEW RIGHTS AIW BEX'EPrTs,—Thj sec-ILARKIN AMENDMENT No. 3808 may extend the debarment for additional pe- tion may not be construed to create anyrioths of one year each if. using the proce- right or benefit, substantive or procedural,(Ordered to lie on the table)
dures established pursuant to section 274A(e) enforceable at law by a party against theMr. HARKLN submitted ai amend- of the Irr2r1igmtion and Nationality Act (8 United States. including any deptment orinent intended to be proposed by him usc, 1324a(e)), the Attorney General deter- agency, officer, or employee of the Unitedto amendment No. 3743 proposed by Mr. mines that the orgazation unit of the States.

SThIPSON to the bill S. 1664, supra: contractor concerDed continues not to corn- JtJDICIAL .RVIEw.-Thjs section does notfollows: ply with the A employment provisions. preclude judlca] review of a final agency de-
(4) LISflNG,—The Administrator of General cision in accordance with chapter 7 of title 5,At the appropriate place in the matter

Services shan list each debarred contractor United States Code.
(i) DEFIN1ON5,—I this section:

posed to be inserted, followIng
and each debarred orgaizationa,1 unit of a

(1) AGENCY,—The term "execi-
SEC. DEBARMENT OF FEDERAL CONTRACTORS

contractor on the List a! Parties Excluded
tive agency" as the meaning given that

NOT IN COMPLIANCE WITH ThThfl
GRATION ACT from Federal Procurement and Nonprocure-

terni in section 4 of the Office of Federalment Prograin that. is maintained by the
Procurement Policy Act (41 U.5C. 403).(a) POLICY.—It is the policy of the Uited Adixiinistrator. No debarred contractor and

(2) CONTRACTOL_The term "contractor"States no debarred organizational unit of a conac- means any Individual or other legal entity(1) the heads of executive agencies in pro.. tor sba]1 be eligible to participate in anycuring goods and sevces should not con- procurement, nor in any nonprocremeflt ac- (A) dfrectly or indirectl (through and a.1-tract with an employer that -not tjvtjes, of the Federal Government. üiite or otherwise) submits Offers for or isplied with paragraphs (1)(A) and (2) of see- (d) GULATXONS AND ORDEP.S. awarded, or reasonably may be expected totion 274A(a) of the Immigration and Nation- ATIOREY GENERJ.z..—
- submit offers for or be awarded, a Federalality Act (8 U. S.C. 14a(a)) (hereafter in t (A) ACTHORy.—The Attorney General Government conact, ncludjn a conactsection referred to as the "INA employnent may prescribe suth reg,i1atoz and issue for cazr'iage under Federal Goverznent orprovis2ons"), which: prohibit unlawful em- Such orders as the Attorney General consid-. commercj bills of lading, or a subconactployment of aiien_s;.and -. ers necessary to carry oUt the resonsbil- under a Federal Goverxnent contract; or(2) the Attorney General should ftifly and ities of the Attorney General under this see- (B) conducts business, or reasonably mayaggressively enforce the antId1scrjition tion. - be expected to conduct business, with theprovisions of the Imrnigraton and. National- (B) CONsULTjoN.... oposing .regnia- Federal Government. as an agent or rep-ity Act. tions or orders that aZfect the executive resentatve of another contractor.(b) FORCEMENT.— agencies, the Attorney General shall consult

(1) AUThoR1,—. with the Secretary of Defense, the. Secretary SIMON A1NDMENTS NOS. 3809—(A) IN GENERALUsing. the procedures es- of Labor, the Ad1istmtor of General Serv-
3810 -tablished pursaEt to section 274A(e) of the ices, the. Adn)jnistator of the National Aero-

Izmigrataon and Natonaity Act (8 U.S.C. nautics and Space-Admitration, the Ad- SThON submatted two amend-1324a(e)), the Attorney General may conduct. miisator. for Federal Procuremet Policy, mets intended, to be proposed by himsuch investigations as ate necessary to' de- and the. heads of ay other executive agen- tO'amenent No. 3743 proposed 'by Mr.termAne whether a conactor or an j- cies that the AttorDey General cosiders.ap. - SThPSQN to the bill S. 1664, supra; aszational unit of the contractor is nOt' propriate. follows;ply-ig with the A empjoyinent provisIons. (2) FEDERAL AcQwsrrzoN RGtU.ATION.—The
No.(B) Copx.& RFanGs.—The Attor-' Federal Acquisition Regulatory Council - in section a), at page 190. Sike line 16ney General— sa11 amend the Federal Acquisition Regula-

and all that follows through line 25 and in-(i) sa11 receive and may' investjga,te a.uy tion to the extent necesry to provide for'
sert the followjngcomplaint by an employee of any such entity 'impIeentation of the debarment reson-

"(v) Any State general cash assistance pro-that alleges noncomp1iace by such entity sibilfty d other related responsiilites as-with the INA employment provisioz; and signed to heads of-executive agencies under
- "(vi) Financial assistance as dened i sec-(ii) in conducting the investigation, shall this section.

tion 214(b) of the Housing and CorEmunityhold such hear2ngs as are necessary to deter- (e) INTERAGENCY COOPERATION.—The head
Development Act of 1980.".mire whether that entity is not in compli- of each. executive agency. sa11 cooperate -ance with the A employment provisions. 'with, and provide such information and as- AMENDMENT No. 3810(2) ACTIONs o DZ RZflNATIONs o -NON- . sisance to, -the Avtorney General as i nec-

- In section 204, at page 201, alter line 4. in-COMPLIANCE.—. -, essary. for the Attorney General to perform sert the following subparagraph (4):(A) ADrOR1qET GR4L—Whenever the At. the duties - of the Attorney General undex (4) AL5 DISABLED -r ENTRY.—The re-torney General deter1nes that a. contractor this section.
- qthrenent5 of subsection (a) shall not applyof an organtional unit of a conactor is (1) DELEG&TXON.—The Attorney General,, with respect to any alien who has been law-not in cozip1ance with the ZA employnent the Secretary, of Defense, the Adirnsator fully admftted to the UEited States for per-provisions. the Attorney General shall a.ns- of General Services, the Adminjsttor of the manent residence, and who sice the date ofmit that determination to the head of each National Aeronautics and.Space Administra- such lawful admission. as become blind orexecutive agency that conacts with the tion, and the head of any other executive - disabled, as those ters are deflned in theconactor and the heads of other executive agency may delegate the perfonnance -of any Social Security Act. 42 U.S.C. 1382j().agetcies that the Attorney General deter- of the functions or duties of that official

_____

nines it appropriate to notify. under this section to any officer or employee
: SIMON (AND OTRS)(B) READ o COXTRACTING AGENCY.—UPOÜ of the executive agency under.the jnristhc-
ANDMENT N0S. 3811-3813receipt of the deterrnin_ation, the head of a on of that official.

contracting executive agency snail consider (g) IMPLEMENTATION Nor To BURDEN PRO- (Ordered to lie on the table.)the conactor of au organiztio unit of cugz PRoczss CESSvELy.—This sec- Mr. SIMON (for himself, Mr. GRAaAM,the contractor foz. deberent, and shall take tion shall be implemented in a aner that Mrs. FEINSTEIN, ad Mrs. MUP..RY) stb-sh other action as may be appropriate, n least bzrdens the procurement process of the nutted three amendments intended toaccordzxce with applicable procedures and Federal Government.
be proposed by him to amendment No.standards set forth n the Federal Acquisi— (h) CONSUCTZON......
3743 proposed by Mr. SIrIPSoN to thetiOñ Re1at!on. (fl rxSCRATIoN.—Ncthjng in this(C) NON VwBry OF rELcNATxoN.— section relieves employers of the obligation bill 5. 1654, supra; as follows:The Attcrney Geziera.rs deterij&tjon. not to avoid unfair imIigration-re1ated employ- AMEDMNT NO. 3811revewable debaret proceed1gs. xne.t practices as reQuired by— In Section 204(c), at page 199, line 4. sike(c) DMEf. (A) the atIdiscriminatjon provisoz of ".or for a period of 5 years beginning on thei) AUThGRITY.—The head o au executive sactioz 2743 of the Irnniigratjon and Nation- day suci alien was iL-st lawfully in the Unit-ageflcy may debar a coztractor o n orani- a.lity Act (8 U.S.C. 1324k), icluthg the pro- ed States after the execution of s1c} aa-zatona1 uflit of a contractor on the basis of os of szbsectio (a)(6) of thzt section vit or agreeIaen, wcheer period isa deter on of the Atcriey Gefleral oceg the reaent of certj doca- loger.that it is not i carnpiace with the flA entary practices as unfair irigration-re- —einploymet prov±sjons. !at; ernplovrnet practices a ME!'DMENT NO. 3812(2) ScOr'L—e coz,e cf the deba.-met (3) aH other atithscininatjon reQire- In Section 2O4e)(2). a; page 202. line 2.genez1y sould be 1iited to those oraj- ets of appl!cablg law. sike ". cr for a period of 5 ea.s beg.nning
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on the day Sich alien was first lawfully in
the United States after the execution of such
afidavit of support or agreement, whichever
period is longer".

AME1DMENT NO. saia
Strike page 199, lire 4. and all that follows

through page 202, line 5, and insert the foi.
lowing:

"to provide support for such alien.
"Cd) EXCEPTIONS.—
(1) INDtGENCS.—
(A) IN GENEP.AL.—If a determiatio de-

scribed in subparagraph (B) is made, the
amount of income and resources of tne spon-
sor or the sponsor's spouse which shall be at-
trbuted to the sponsored alien shall not ex-
ceed the amount actually provided for a pe-
.1OQ—

(I) beginning on the date of such deter-
mination aud ending 12 months after such
date. or

(ii) if the address of the sponsor is u-
known to the sponsored alien. beginning on
the date of such determination and ending
on the date that is 12 months after the ad-
dress of the sponsor becomes known to the
sponsored alien or to the agency (which shall
in1orm such alien of the address within 7

days).
(B) DTERATION DESCRmED.—A deter-

xnination described in this subpaxagaph is a
deteinatio by an agency that a sponsored
alien would. th the absence of the assistance
provided by the agency, be unable to obtain
food and shelter, taking into account the
alien's ow income, plus any cash, food,
Iouzing, or other assistance provided by
other uzdiiduz1s, incluthng the sponsor.

(2) EDUCATZON ASSISTANCE.—
(A) IN GENERAL.—The requirements of sub-

section (a) shall not apply with respect to
sponsored aliens who have received, or have
been approved to receive, student assistance
under the title IV. V. IX. or X of the E.igher
Education Act of 1965 in an academic. year
which ends or begins in the calendar year i
which the Act is enacted.

(B) DtP.ATION.—The exception described in
subparagraph (A) shall apply only for the pe-
riod normally required to complete the
course of study for which the sponsored alien
receives assistance described in that sub-
pararapb.

(3) CEaTw SERVICES AND ASSISTANCE.—The
requirements of subsection (a) shall not
apply to any service or assistance described
in section 201(a)(1)(A)(vii).

(e) DMG AUTEORr1'Y TO STATE iii
LOCAL AGENCXS.—

(1) IN GEEPL.—Novwithstandng any
other provision of law, but subject to excep-
tions equivalent to the exceptions described
in subsection Cd), the State or local govern-
rnent may, for purposes of determining the
eligibility of an alien for benefits, and the
amount of benefits, under any State or local
program of assistance for whAch eligibility is
based on need, or any seed-based program of
assistance adxriinjtered by a State or local
government (other than a pogram of assist-
ance provided or funded, in whole or in part..
by the- Federal Government), require that
the income and resources described in sub-
section (b) be deemed to be the income and
resources of such alien.

(2) LENGTH OF DEEMING PEEIOD.—Subject to
exceptions equivalent to the exceptions de-
scribed in subsection (d). a State or local
government may impose the requirement de-
scribed In paragraph (1) for the period for
which tb sponsor has agreed. in such affida-
vit or agreement, to provide support fo such
alien.

SIMON (AND DEWDE) AMENDMENT
NO. 2814

(Ordered to lie on the table.)
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Mr. SIMON (for himself ad Mr.

DEWNE) submitted an amendment in-
tended to be proposed by them to
amendment No. 3Z43 proposed by Mr.
SIIPSON to the bill 5. 1664, supra: as
follows:

In Section 202(a). at oage 188, line 19, after
"deporable", insert "for a period of five
yeaxs after the imxxugrat becomes a public
charge, as defined in subsection (c)(ii)".

SIMON A1NDMENT NO. 3815
(Ordered to lie on the table.)
Mr. SIMON proposed a amendment

mtended to be proposed by him to
amendment No. 3743 proposed by Mr.
SUIPSON to the bill 5. 1664, supra; as
follows:

On page 106. at line 15, strike "(1) (A), (B),
or (C)" and insert "(1) (B) or (C)".

KEEDY AMENDMENTS NOS. 3816-
3832

(Ordered to lie on the table.)
Mr. KENNEDY submitted 17 amend-

rnents intended to be proposed by him
to the bill S. 1664, supra as follows:

A3DMENT NO. 3816
On rage 37 of the matter proposed to be in-

serted, beginDing on line 12, sike all
through line 19, and insert the foflowing:

(a) IN GENERAL.—Paragraph (6).of section
274B(a) (8 U.S.C. 1324b(a)(6)) is amended to
read as foflows:

"(6) TEEATMZ1T OF CERT DOCtTh1EITAP.Y
PACTZCES AS PLOD PR.CTICES.—

"(A) LN GENER.AL.—For purposes of para-
graph (1) a person's or other entity's request,
in order to satisfy the requirements of sec-
tio 274A(b), for a4thtioaI or different docu-
ments than are required under such section
or refusal to honor documents tendered that
on their face reasonably appear to be genu-
inc shzfl be treated as an unfafr immigra-
tion-related employient practice relating to
the hiring of individuals. A person or other
entity may not request a specilic docuxnent
froni among the documents permtte by sec-
tion 274A(b)(1).

"(B) vEEx1CATIoN.—Upon expira.tion of
an employee's eznployuent author2zation, a
person or other entity shall reverify employ-
ment eligibility by requesting a document
evidencing emp1oyient authorzation in
order to satisfy section 274A(b)(1). Roweve.
the person or entity may not request a spe-
cific document from among the documents
pernitted by such section.

"(C) ABn1TY TO PRESENT PERMiTTED DOCU-
MENT.—Nothing in this paragraph thall be
construed to prohibit an izdividual from pre-
senting any document or combinaticn of doc-
uments permitted by section 274A(b)(1).".

(b) LIMrI'ATIONS ON COMPI.Arnrs.—Section
2743(d) (8 U.S.C. 1324b(d)) is amended by add-
ing at the end the foflowmg new paragraph:

"(4) LThITATION5 ON ABUT1'Y OF OFFICE OF
SPECLAL CO5EL TO 1LE COMPLAXNTS fli DOC-
UMENT BU5E CASES.—

"(A) IN GEaAL.—Subject to subsection
(a)(6)(A) and (B), if an employer—

"Ci) accepts, without specifying, docu-
Inents that meet the requirements of estab-
lising work authorzation,

"(11) xnainta.is a copy of such documents
in an official recor', ad

"(iii) such documents appear to be genuine.
the Office of Speca1 Counsel shall not bring
a action alleging a violation of this section.
The Special Counsel shall not authorize the
filing of a compliant under this section if the
Service has informed the person or entity
that the dccuments tendered by an indivd-
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ua.l are not acceptable for purposes ' sats-
eying the requirements of section 274.,(b).

"(B) ACCEP'rANCE OF DOCUME4T—Ezcept
provided in subsection (aX6)(A) ad (B), a
person or entity may not be charged with a
viGlatio of subsection (a)(6)(A) as long as
the employee has produced. ad the person
or entity has accepted, a document or docu-
ments from the acceptec list of documents,
and the document reasonably appears to be
genuine on its face."

(c) GOOD FArr DEFE!5E.—Section
274A(a)(3) (8 U.S.C. 1324a(a)(3)) is azneded to
read as follows:

"(3) DEPEsE.—A person or entity that es-
tabiises that it has complied in good faith
with the requirements of subsection (b) with
respect to the hiring, recruiting, or referral
fv employient of an alien in the TJited
States as established an affirmative defense
that the person or entity has not violated
paragraph (1)(A) with respect to such hiring,
recruiting, or referral. This section sil
apply, and the person or entity shall not be
liable uder paragraph (1)(A). if in complying
with the requirements of subsection (b), the
person oz entity requires the alien to
produce a document or documents accept-
able for purposes of satisfying the require-
xnents of section 274A(b), and the document
o documents reasonably appear to be genu-
ine on their face ad to relate to the ithvid-
ual, u1ess the person or entity, at the time
of lure, possesses knowledge that the inthvd-
ual is an unauthorized alien (as dened in
subsection (h)(3)) with respect to such em-
ployment. The term "knowledge" as c.sed in
the preceding sentence, mean_s actual knowl-
edge by a person or entity that a individual
is an unauthorized alien, or deliberate or
reckless disregard of facts or circuxnstaces
which would lead a person or entity. through
the exercise of reasonable care, to know
a'oout a certain condition.".

ANDT NO. 3817
On page 37 of the matter proposed to be in-

serted, beginig on line 9, sike all
through line 19.

A3ENDME11T No. 3818
On page 181, lire 9, sthke "or" and insert

"and
"(vii) any prograxxi of stident assistance

under titles IV, V. . and X of the Higher
Education Act of 1965; or". -

ANENDMENT NO. 3819
On page 200, strike lines 12 through 25, and

insert the follOwing'.
(2) EnuCATION ASSXSTANCE.—The require-

ments of subsection (a) shall not apply to
ay assistance provided ander any program -
of student assistance under titles IV, V. IX.
and X of the sigher Education Act of 1965.

AMDMENT NO. 3820
Beginning on page 200, line 12, sthke all

that foflows through page 201. line 4, ad in-
sert the foiowing

(2) CEaTXN FEDERAL PROGR&MS.—The re-
quirements of subsection (a) shall not apply
to any of the following

(A) Medical assistance provided for emer-
gency medical services under title of the
Social Security Act.

(B) The provision of short-tern, non-cash.
i kind emergency relief.

(C) Benefits under the NatioaI School
Lunch Act.

(D) Assitace under the Child Nutrition
Act of 1966.

(E) Public health assistance for immuniza-
tions with respect to immunizable diseases
and for testiig ad treatment of cornxnu-
nicble diseases.

(F) The provision of services directly relat-
ed to assisting the vicths of domestic yb-
lence or ckild abuse.
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(G3 enefit under programs of student as-

sistance ñnder titles IV. V. DL a X of te
Kigher Education Act of 1965 and titaes 111.
VIZ, ad V of the Public Health Service
Act

(H) Benefits under meas.tested plograms
under the Elementary and Secondary Edt-
cation Act of 1965.

(I) Benefits under the Eead Start Act.
(J) Prenatal and postpartum services under

title XIX of the Social Security Act.

AMENDM'T No. 3821
Beginning on page 200, line 12. strike all

that follows througb page 201. line 4, .nd I-
ser the foflowinr

(2) CETAI FEDERAL PROGRAMS—The re-
quirements of subsection (a) snaIl not apply
to ay of the following:

(A) Medical assistance provided for emer-
gency medical services under title of the
Social Security Act.

(B) The provision of short-term non-cah,
n kind emergency relief.

(C) Benefits inder the Nation&i School
Lunch ct -

(D) ssstace under the Child Nutrition
Act of 1996.

CE) Pb1ic health assistance for immuniza-
tions with respect to ünmuizable diseases
ad for tesng and eatment of commu-
nicable diseases.

(F) The provision of services directly relat-
ed to asszting the victmz of domestic yb-
lence or child abuse.

(G Benefits under programs of student as-
sistance under titles IV, V. IX. ad X of the
Eiger Education Act of 1965 .ad titles ,
VII. and V of the Public Health Service
Act.

(B) Benefits under means-tested programs
under the Elementary ad Secondary Edu-
cation Act of 1965.

(I) Benefits under the Head Start Act.
(J) Prenatal ad pos parnm services under

title of the Social Security Act.
.AZNDMENT No.

On page 201 after line 4. insert the Lollow-

(3) CTm SVIC AD ASSISTANCE.—The
reqnirenients of subsection (a) sball not
apply to—

(A) any service or assztance described in
section 201(a)(1)(A)(vu);

(B) pre- aI and postpartum services pro-
vided un: a State p1a under title XIX of
the Social Security Act.

(C) services provided der a State plan
under such title of such Act to individuals
who are less than 18 years of ace; or

CD) services provided, under a State plan
under such title of such Act to au alien who
is a veteran, as deñned n section 101 of title
38, TJnted State Code.

AMENDMENT NO. 3823
On page 190. after 1ne 25, insert the follow-

(E) ccpror TO DEFtrrION OF PVBLIC
CR GEL—Not lthstanding ay program de-
scnbed in Subparagraph CD). for purposes of
subparagraph (A), the teri 'public charge'
shall not nc1ude any alien who receives any
benefits, services, or assistance under a pro-
grain described in section 204(d).".

AMENDMT No. 3824
On page 190, after line 25, i.nsert the follow-

.1fl
"(E) EXCEPTION TO DEP1fl1oN OP PUBLIC

CHARGE.—Nowithstadjng any program de-
scribed th subparagraph CD) for purposes of
subparagraph (A). the term 'p.iblic chzrge'
shfl no include ay alien who receives any
services or assistance descrbed in section
204(d)(3).".

AMENDMENT No. 325
On page 182, sthke lines 22 and 23. and in-

sert the following
(4) LXMITAfl0N ON PREGNANCY sEVICEs POR

UNDOCtJMEIcrED ALEr4s.—Notw2thstading
ay other provision of Iw, the fo11owig
subparagi-apbs. shall apply to the provision of
pregnancy services for ineligible aliens:

A.MENDM NO. 3826
At the apprcpriate place in the bül. insert

the following new section:
SEC. . LThflAflON ON EPENDURES EOR

PREGN4NC.RELATED SERVICES TO
UNDOCLThWN'IED ALNS.

Section 1903 of the Social Security Act (42
U.S.C. 1396b) is amended by insextng after
subsection (k), the following new subsection:

"(I) Notwithstanding any other p:ovizion
of law, for ay fiscal year, not more than
12O,OOO.OOO may be paid under this title for
reimbursement of services described in sec-
tion 201(a)(1)(A)(n) of the Immigration Con-
ol ad Fiancia1 Responsibility Act of 1996
that are provided to ndtvidua1s described in
section 201 (a)(4)(A) of such Act.".

AMENDMENT No. 3827
At the appropriate place in the amend-

ment. insert the foUowig new section:
SEC. . LThCTATION ON ENDflVRES UNDER

THE MEDICAID PROGRAM I'OR
PBEGNANCY-REIJITED SERVICESPRO TO UNDOCUED
ALIENS.

Beg2nng with fiscal year 1997 and each
fiscal year thereaZter, w±th respect to pay-
ments for expenditures for services described
in section 201(a)(1)(A)(jj) that are prov2ded to -

in&vlduals described n section 201(a)(4)(A)—
(1) the Federal Government has no obliga-

tion to provide paynent with respect to such
expenditures in excess of $120,000,000 during
any such fiscal year ad nothing in section
2O1(a)(1XA)(jj), section 201(a)(4)(A), or ttie

of the SocaI Security Act shall be con-
sued as providing for an entitlement, under
Federal law In relation to the Federal Gov-
erment, in an inthidua1 or person (includ-
ing any pro'ider) at the time of prvision or
receipt of such services; and

(2) a State sball provide an entitlement to
any person to receive ay service, yment,
or other benefit to the extent that such per-
son would, but for this section, be entitled to
such service, payuzent, or other benefit
under title. of the Social Security Act.

AMENDMENT No. 3828
On page 182, line. 2 of the matter proposed

to be inserted, insert the follow'ng new sen-
tence: "The preceding sentence shall not
apply to any preschool, elementary, second-
ary,. or adult educational benefit.

ADME No. 3829
On page 8, line 17. before the period insert

the foUowflg: "except that not more than
150 of the nnnber of investigators authorized
in this subparagraph shall be designated for
the purpose of carrying out the responsibil-
ities of the Secretary of Labor to condtzct ìñ-
vestigations, pnrsa.nt to a complaint or oth-
erwise. where there is reasonable cause to
believe that au employer has made a mis-
representation of a material fact on a labor
certification application under section
212(a)(5) of the Immigration ad Nationality
Act .or has failed to comply w2th the terms.
and conditions of such an application".

A'r No. 3830
On page 56 of the matter proposed to be in-

serted, strike 1ie 17 through line 20, ad in-
sert the following:

(d) EMERGENCY Aorry SENTEWING
COMMISSION.—The Comniission zzay pro)u1-
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gate the uie1ines or arnendrnets Provided
for under this sect1o a soon as Practicable
in accodace with the procedure set forth i
setiot 21(a) of the Sentencing Act of 1987. as
though the authority under that Act had iot
expired.

(e) EP -rrvE DATE.—This section ad the
amendments made by this section shall
apply with respect to offenses occrxing on
or after the date of the eac1ent of this
Act.

AMEDMEN' No. 3831
On page 69 of the matter proposed to be in-

serted, striie line 12 through line 15. and in-
sert the foflowing

(c) ErEcy UTRoRXTT TO SE'TENCING
COMMXSSIO._The Commission may pomul-
gate the guidelines or aniendmens provided
for under this section as soon as pract1able
i accordance with the procedure set forth £n
section 21(a) ol the Sentencing Act of 1987, as
though the authorny under that Act not
expired.

(d) EFPCTIVE DATE.—TbIs section ad the
amendments made by this section shall
apply with respect to offenses occurring on
or after the date of the enactment of this
Act.

AM N.qr No 3832
On page 81 of the matter proposed to be in-

serted, between lines 9 and 10, insert the fol-
lowing:

(d) EMERGENCY AUTHORrI'Y TO SENTENCXNG
COZSXON.—The Comnission may pomul-
gate te gizidejines or amendments provided
for under this section as soon as practicable
n accordance with the procedure set forth in
section 21(a) of the Sentencing Act of 1987. as
though the authority under that Act had not
expired. -

(e) EFFEc'rrv DATE.—ThIS section ad the
amedinents made by this section shall
apply with respect to offenses occurring on
or after the date of the enacnent of this
Act.

DEWINE (AND OTHERS)
AMENDMENT NO. 3833

(Ordered to lie on the table.)
Mr. DEWE (for nise1f, Mr. ABa-

• EAM and Mr. FGox.) submitted an
amendixent intended to be proposed by
them to the bill S. 1664, supra as fol-
lows:

In section 104, ske "300" and insert
"600";
Iu section 105(a), sike "350" and insert

"700".

DEWINE (AND ABRAHAM)
AIvtENDIiENT5 NOS. 3834-3835

(Ordered to lie on the table.)
Mr. DEWfl'E (for himself and Mr.

ABR.1) submitted two amendments
intended to be proposed by them to
amendment No. 3745 proposed by Mr.
L0TI to the bill S. 1664, supra: as fol-
lows:

ANIThmNT NO. 3834
At the end of the amendment to the in-

suctions to the motion to recommit, insert
the following:

The lagnage on. page 155, section 172. is
null, void. ad of no effect.

AENDMr'T No. 3835
At the end of the amendment to the in-

stniction to the motion to recommit, inset
the following new section

The language on page 177. between iines 8
2.n 9. is deemed to have the following inser-
tion:

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD — SENATE
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SEC. 197. PE1EC11J7ON FOR RESISTANCE TO

COERCIVZ POPULAT1O COOL
M1HODS

Section 1O1(a)(42) of the Inmigration and
Nationality Act (8 tLS.C. 1101(a)(4j)) Is'
amended by adthg at.the ed the following:
For purposes of determinatjons under this

Ac. a person who has bees forced to abort a
Pregnaflcy, or to undergo. sich a procedure.
or for otter resistance to a coercive Popu-
lation control progi. shall be deemed to
have been persecuted on account or political
opinion, and a person who bas a well founded
fear that he or she will be forced to undergo
sich a procedure or subjected to persecntion
for sich failure, refusal, or ressZaflce shall
be deemed to have a well foiided fear of per-
secution on accont of political opthon.'"

DEWE (AND OTEERS)
AMENDNT NO. 3836

(Ordered to lie on the table.)
Mr. DEWflE (for hinself. Mr. ABRA-AM and Mr. FzGOLn) submitted an

amendment intended to be proposed by
them to amendment No. 3735 proposed
by Mr. LoTr to the bill S. 1664. supra:
as follows:

At the end of the amendment to the in-
structios to the motion to recommit, insert
the foliowin:

The langiage on page 37. secton 118. 2S
null, void, and of no effect.

DEWflE (AND OTRS)
AMENDMENT NO. 3837

(Ordered to lie on the table.)
Mr. DEWINE (for himself, Mr. Kw-

NEDY. and Mr. FGoLD) submitted an
amendment intended to be proposed by
them to amendment No. 3745 proposed
by Mr. Lorr to the bill S. 1664. supra;
as follows:

At the end of the amend.rnent to the iz-
structions to te motion to recommit, insert
the foUowig:

The 1anga.ge on page 174 of the bill, at the
ed of line 4. is deemed to inc1ide the follow-
ir insertiofl:

'(b) As used in tbis section, "good cause"
mcltides, bit s not limited to, cir-
ctnszances that caged aftez the applicant
entered the U.S. and that are relevant to the
appjjct's eligibility for asylum: physical
or neta1 disability: threats or reibiion
agast the applica.nvs relatives abroad; at-
tempts to file affiiuatie1y that were usuc-
cessil because of tecbnical defects; efforts
to seek asylrn that were delayed by the
ternpor.ry uavailabiliy of professjoj as-
sistance: the illness or death of the appJi-
cait's legal representative; or other extei-
ating circmstaces as determined by the
Atoriey GeneraL"

BRYAN AMENDMENT NO. 383S
(Ordered to lie on the table.)
Mr. BRYAN submitted an amend-

ment intended to be proposeU by him
to amendment No. 3743 proposed by Mr.
5mPsoN to the bi1 S. 1664, supra; as
follows:

At the appropriate place in the matter pro-
posed to be iz'.serted by the arendment, in-
sert r.e o11owthg
SEC. . EXCLUSION OF CERTAIN ALIENS FROM

FAMILY vrr PROGRAM.
Section 301(e) of te Immigratjo Act of

199C (8 u.S.C. 1255a note) is arneded to readas foilows
'(e) ZxcE?r:oN Oa CZTAL' ALIs.—A

al:e s ot e1zb1e for a ew grant or exten-

son of benefits of this section if the Attor-
ney General finds that the alien—

'(l) bas bees convicted of a felony or 3 or
more misdemeanors n the tnzted States.

"(2) is described in section 243(h)(2) of the
Inrnigration and Nationality Act. or

"(3) bas con'mitted au act of juvenile de-
linqnency which if comnitted by an adi1t
woild be c1assfied as.—

"(A) a felony crrnie of violence that has an
element the use or attempted use of pbysical
force agast the person of another or

"(B) a felony offense that by its nature in-
volves a subsZanta1 risk that pyscal force
agarnzt the person of another may be ed in
the course of corxmittg the offense.".

KYL AMENDMENT NO. 3839
(Ordered to lie on the table.)
Mr. KYL submitted an a.mendment

intended to be proposed by hfln to the
bill 5. 1664, supra: a follows:

At the end of the amendments, thsert the
foUowig
SEC. . LUTATION ON .4DflJSThNT OF STATUS

OF DDIVU)UAIS NOT LAWFULLY
PRESENT J TEE UNITED STATES.

(a) IN GENERL.—Section 245(1) (8' U.S.C.
1255), as added by section 506(b) of the De-
partment of State and Related Agencies Ap-
propriations Act. 1995 (Public Law 103-317.
108 Stat. 1765). is amended in paragraph (1).
by inserung "pursuant to section 301 of the
IxnrrligTation Act of 1990 is ot reqnred to
depart from the United States ad who"
after who" the first place it appears.

(b) AUTHORITY To CaARGE FEZ.—Notwith-
standing any other provision of jaw, the Sec-
retary of State is authorized to cbarge a sup-
plexnental fee to any imnñgrant 'isa appli-
cant who previously entered the United
States withoit inspection, or who wü em-
ployed whfle living in the United States n
violation of the terms ad conditions of the
applicant's visa status at that time. Such
s1pplementa1 fee sball be no greater than the
fee for an immigrant visa. No such fee shall
be assessed if the applicaut is under the age
of seventeen, or 2$ the spouse or ccld of a
idividua1 who obtained temporary or per-
maent status under section 210 or 245A o
the Irnmigraton ad Nationality Act or sec-
tion Z)2 of the Imñgration Reforn2 ad Con-
trol Act of 1988.

(c) UsE OF FS.—Findz collected znder
the anthority of sibsectio (a) as a supple-
mentai fee shall be deposited as an offseztng
collectioi to any Department of State appro-
pration only to recover the costs of cosar
operations. Sich funds shall reuian aval-
able until expended.

(d) SuPpL .'rAL NATtYRE OF FEEs—Any
s1pp1ementa1 fee imposed in accord with (b)
sa1l be n addition to other fees irnposed by
the Deparient of State relating to adju-
dication, processing and issuance of immi-
grant visas.

(e) EFFECTIVE DAit.—(1) The aznedrnent
made by s1bsection (a)(1) shall apply to ap-
pIicatons for adjustment of statis filed after
September SO. 1996.

WELLSTONE AMENDMENTS NOS.
3844—3847

(Ordered to lie on the table.)
Mr. WELLSTONE stbmitted four

amendments intended to be proposed
by him to amendment No. 3743 pro-
posed by Mr. SIMPSON to the bill S.
1664, supra: as follows:

AY.zr No. 3844
A; the appropriate place in the matter pro-

posed to be inserted by the arnelthnent, n-
serz the foliwing:
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SEC. - CONFmEnAuy PROVISION. FOR CE?.

TA ALIEN BATTERED SPOUSES
AND CHDRt

(a) L GERAL.—With respect o inforrna-
tion provided pursuant to section 15O(b)(C) of
this Act and Except as provided n snb-
section (b). in no case may the Attorney
General, or any other official or employee of
the Deparnient of Justice (including any bi-
reai or agency of such deparvet)—.

(1) make an adverse deter:nination of ad-
missibiity or deportablity 'o a alien under
the Immigration ad Natioa]jty Act using
only forrnatoL furEished solely by—.

(A) a spouse or parent who as battered the
alien or the alien's children or subjected the
alien or the alien's children to ezeme cru-ely,or

(B) a, member of the alien's spouse's or par-
ent's family who has battered the alien or
the alien's cbld or subjected the alien or
alien's child to exerne cruelty,
nnless the alien has been convicted of a
cxme or crimes listed in seCtion 241(a)(2) of
the Immigration and Nationality Act;

(2) nake any publication whereby iforma-
tion furnished by any particular individual
ca. be idettüed;

(3) permit aiiyone other thai te sworn of-
ficers and employees of the Department, bn-
reai or agency, who needs to exaxnine snch
inlormatjon for legitimate Department, bi-
reau, or agency purposes, to examine ay
publication of any idividu.1 who files for
relief as a person who as been battered or
subjected to extreme cruelty.

(b) czprIoNs.—(1) The Attorrzey General
may provide for the firishing of iMor.-
tion furnished under this section in the same
manner and circuztaces as census inior-
uiation my be disclosed by the Secretary of
Coerce under section 8 of title 13, United
States Code.

(2) The Attorney General may provide for
the ftzrising of iforrnation furEished
under this section to law e!orceiient offi-
cials to be used solely for legitimate law en-
forceinent purposes.

/ AME2DMEKr No. 3845 -.

On page 106. line 9, strike the period an
insert the following: except that the Attor-
ney General may extend the time period de-
scribed i this subparagraph for aliens eligi-
ble for relief under paragraph (1)(C).".

ADsfr No. 3846
At the appropriate place, insert the follow-

ing:
SEC. . CEPT1ON TO DEORTAEnIry.

(a) I GERAL.—Section 241 of the Inzni-
gration and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1251) is
axnended by adcilg at the ed the following
new subsection: -

(d) The provisions of subsection (d) of this
section stall not apply to persons who are
batteredo subjected to extreme cruelty per-
petrated by a United States citizen or lawful
permanent resident spouse or parent who—

"(1) is eligible for status as a spouse or a
child of a United States citizen prsmnt to
clause (ii), (iii) or (iv) of section 204(a)(1)(A)
of the Irnmigr.tion and Nationality Act;

(2) is eligible for classification pursuaxit
to clauses cii) or (ill) of section 204(a)(1XB) of
the Act:

"(3) is eligible for suspension of depora-
zion and adjustment of stas pursuant to
244(a)(3) of the Act: or

"(4) is the beneficiary of a petition for sta-
ts as a. spouse or child of a Urited States
citizen prsuat to clause (i) of section
2O4(a)(j)(A or the Act. o of a petition filed
for classification pursuant to c1aise () of
section 4(a)(1)(B) of such Act.'

(b) C.uci.j'xos or DEO1rxroN.—Sec.
t1o 244(a)(i(C) o the Irnrnigraz.ion atd Na-
tonality Act (S 1.S.C. 1254(a)(3), as added by
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section 150 of this Act. is further amended by
inserting after "aliens parent or ciid" the
followthg ". or who meets the critena or
this subsection and s excjudb1e under sec-
tion 212(a) except for ragrnphs (2). (3).
(9XA) of section 212(a)".

ANDMEr No. 3847
At the end of the matter proposed to be i-

serted by the aiendment. insert the follow-ng
SEC. . TREATh'T OF CTAD ALIENS WBO

SERVED WITh SPECIAL GUERRflIA
UNITS IN lAOS.

(a) W17E op GUS L.GVAGE REQu-1'r FOR Cr ALIENS WHO SERVED WITH
SPECIAL UNS n LAOS.—The re-
quirement of paragraph (1) of secto 312(a)
of the Immigration and NatonaIity Act (8
U.S.C. 1423(a)) sh8ll not apply to the natu-
ra1on of ay person who—.
-(1) served with a special guerrilla uit op-

erating from a base ID Laos i support of the
United States at any time during the period
beginning February 28. 1961, and ending Sep-
tember 18. 1978. or

(2) is the spouse or Widow of a person de-
ScribediDragaph(1).

(b) NATt1RAZJ.Z.T1ON THROUGB 5EvIcE fl A
SPECIAL Gvi. UNrr IN LAOS.— -

(1) Iz GEERAL.—The first sentence of sub—
section (a) and subsection (b) (other than
paragraph (3)) of section 329 of the Iimigra-
ton and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1440) shaii
apply to an alien who served with a special.
guexria unit operating from a base i Laos
ID support of the United States at any time
during the period beginning February 8,
1961, and ending September 18, 1978, ID the
Lame manner as they apply to a alien who
has served honorably n an active-duty sta-
ts n the military forces of the United
States during the period of the. Vietnam hos-
tilities.

(2) PROOF—The igraton ad Natu-
mlizato Service shall verify a alien's
service with a guerrilla unit described th
P2r2raph (1) through—

(A) review of refugee processing docu-
mentation for the alien,

B) the affldvit of the alien's superior ofui-
cer,

(C) originnl documents,
CD) wo affidavits from persons who were

also servug with such a specAaI guerrilla
unit ad who persoiai1y knew of the a2ie's
Service, or

CE) other appropriate proof.
(3) CONSTRUjOx.—The Service safl lb—

emily conzne the provisions Of-this sub—
section to take into account the difficulties
inherent i proving service ID such a guer-
rilla unit.

KO AMENDMEIcT NO. 3848
(Ordered to lie on the table.)
Mr. KO subiitted a amendment

mtended to be proposed by him to
amendient No. 3743 by Mr. SI2!PSON to
the bill S. 1664, supra; as follows:

On page 1, between lines 16 ad 11. insert
the foflowing
SEC. 304. MAfl.OJWER BEE BUSINESS.

(a) COGRESsIO FDflGS.—The Con-
gess makes the following findings:

(1) There s a sub taxtia1 n2ail-order
bride" business in the United States. With
appro,mately 200 cpnarnes in the United
States, an esth&ted 2,000 to 3.500 ezic

find wives through mail-order bride
Catalogs each year. Nowever, there are no of-
ici2i statistics available on the number of
mail-order brdes entenng the United States
each year.

(2) The cornpaies engzged in the mali-
order bride business earn substantiai profits
from their businesses.

(3) Although many of these mail-order
marrzages work out. n mE.y other cases.
anecdotal evidence suggests that xail-order
brides often fd themselves in abusive rela-
t2onspS. There s also evidence to suggest
that a,substantal wnber of mail-order mar-
nages cons1ttè xriarnage fraud under Unit-
ed States law.

(4) Many mafl-order brides comes to the
Uted States uDaware or igorat of United
States izrinigration law. Mail-order brides
who are battered spouses often thitk that if
they flee e. abusive marr3age. they will be
deported. pfte the ct1zen spouse threatens
to have them deported if they report the
abuse.

(5) The gration and Naturalization
Service estimates the rate of maxnage fraud
between foreign nationals ad United States
ctzes or legal permanent residents as up
to fxve percent. It Is unclear what percent of
those marriage fraud cases ongiated as
mail-order narriages.

(b) INFORMATION D1SSMjjoN..—Each
IDternatonal matchmaking organization
doing buzmess the United States shall ths-
seminate to recrixits. upon recruitment, such
mmigraton and naturalization thIoiation
as the Immigration ad Nat alizatioz Serv-
ice deems appropr2ate, therecruit's native
language, mcluding information regarding
conditionai perxna.Dent residence status, per-.
maent resident status, the battered spouse
waiver of conditional peraent redent
status requirement, marnage fraud pen-
alties, imagraDts' rights, the unregii]aed
nature of the business, and the study añ-
dated i subsection (c).

(c) STUDY.—The Attoruey General, in con-
sultation with the Comzss1on of Imn-iigra-
tion ad Nax22izaton ad the Violence
Against Women Offlce of the Department of
Justice, shall conduct a study to determiie,
among other things—

(1) the.number of mail-order marriages:
(2) the extent o arr±age fraud arising as

a result of the services provided by mter-
n&tiotsl matchmaking orgarnzatons;

(3) the ezent to wch maii-order spouses
utilize section 244(aX3) of the Immigration
ad Nationality Act providing for waiver of
deportation in the event of abuse, or section
204(a)(1XA)(üi) of such Act providing for self-
• petitoEig for perma.Dent resident status; -

(4) the extent of domestic abuse i mail-
order ma'riages; ad

(5) the need for continued or expanded reg-
niatlon ad educ&on to implenient the ob—
jectives of the Violence Against Women Act
of 1994 n this area.

(d) Rorr.—Not later than one year after
the date of eDacent of this Act, the Attor-
ney General shah submit a report to the
CoDgress setting forth the resnits of the
study conducted mder siibsetion (c).

(e) Cn PLTT—(i) The Attorney Get-
erai shall impose . civil penalty of not to ex-
ceed S20,000 br each violation of subsection
(b).

(2) Any penaity under paragraph (1) may be
imposed only after notice and opportunity
for a agency earig on he record ID ac-
corda.nce with sections 554 through 557 of
title 5, United States Code.

(f) D wnoNs.—As used ID this stion-
(1) I'IATIONIL ACAG ORG.AA-

TION —The term "iDterationa1 match-
orgaizaton" means a Corporation,

partiersp, business, or other legal eiitity,
whether or ot organized der the laws of
the United States or any State, that does
busIDess ID the Uflited States and for pot
offers to United States citizens or periaent
resident aliezs, dtig. mamoiaj, or o-
cia! referrai services to nresent, noncti-
zens, by—

(A) a exchaxige of names, telephone num-
bers. addresses, or stajts;
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(B) selection or photographs; or
(C) a social environment po'ided by the

organization in a country other thai the
United States.

(2) RECaTflT—The term "recruit" means a
nocitjzen. nonresident person, recruited b
the mtenatjonal matchmaking orgaxuzation
for the purpose of providing dating, mat-
rimonial, or social referral services to Unit-
ed States citzezs or permaen; resident
aliens.

KELMS (A1'D OTHERS)
ANDMENT NO. 3849

(Ordered to lie on the table.)
Mr. LMS (for himself, Mr. CRAIG.

and Mr. GRAM) Submitted an ã.rnend-
ment intended to be proposed by them
to the bin 5. 1664, supra; as follows:

At the ap,roprjate place ID the amend-
mnent, add the following-.

SEC. . (a) Notwithstanding ay other pro-
vision of law, none of the funds made avail-
able, or to be made avai.lable, to the Legal
Services Corporation may be used to provide
uinacai assistance to ay person or entty
that provides legal assista.nce for or on. be-
half of any alien. n]ess the alien is present
i the United States ad xs—

(1) a alien lawfully admitted for perrna-
nent resxdence as defined section 101(a)(20)
of the Immigration and Natxonality Act (8
U.S.C. 1101(aX2O): or

(2) an alieD who—
(A) is married to a United States citizen or

is a parent or an uximarried child under the
age of 21 years of such a citizen; ad

(B) bas filed a applicato to adjust the
status of the alien to the statzs of a lawful
Permanent resident under the immigration
ad Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1101 et seq),
which appflcation has ot been rejected;

(3) an alien who is lawfully present i the
United %tates pusuat to a admission
under section 207 of the Immigration and Na-
tionality Act (8 U5.C. 1157) (relating to refu-
gee admiSSion) or who has been granted asy-
lum by the Attoruey General under such Act:

(4) a alien who is lawfully present ID the
United States as a result of withholding of
deportation by the Attorney General pursn-
at to section 243(h) of the Immigration ad
Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1253(h));

(5) a alien who is lawfully present i the
United States as a result of beIDg gx'aiited
conditionai entry to the United States before
April 1, 1980, pursua.Dt to section 2(a)(7) of
the Immigration ad Nationality Ac (8
U.S.C. 1153(a)(7)). as in effect on March 31.
1980, because of persecution or fear of perse-
cution on account of race, religion, or politi-
cal calamity. -

HUTCifiSON (AND KYL)
• AMENDMENTS NOS. 3850-3851
(Ordered to lie on the ta.ble.)
Mrs. HUTCEISON (for herself and

Mr. KYL) subiitted two amendments
intended to be proposed by them to the
bill 5. 1664, supra; as follows:

AET No. 3850
At the end of the appropriate place. iflsert

the following new section:
SEC. . REDEPLOYr.NT OF BORDER PATROL

PERSON).tL LOC&TED AT INTERIOR
STATIONS.

'The Iinigratio ad NatraiIzatio Serv-
ice shafl, when redeploying Border Patrol
personnel from interior stations, act in con-
jction with ad coordinate with state ad
loca.1 law enforcement agencies to cusLire
that such edepoyrne; does not corn-
promise or degrade the law efcrcernent
functions arid capabilities creitly per-
formed t IDteror Border Patrol stations.
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AMEWDMr NO. 3851

At the approcrat place insert the follow-
ing new Section:
SEC. . DISQUALXFICAT!ON PROM ATrA4G

NON 'ThflGLwr OR PZRLyE
RESIDENCE STATUS.

(a) DISAPPROVAL OF PETrflONS._Sectjon
204 of the Immigration and Nationality Act
(8 U.SC. 1154) is amended by adding at the
end the following new subsectiofl: -

"(1) Restrictions on future entry of aliens
apprehended for violating ünmigration 1aw.

"(1) The Attorney General may not ap-
prove any petition for lawful permanent resi-
dence status filed by an alien or any person
on beaif of an alien (other than petitjo
filea by or on behalf of spouses of U.S. citi-
zeus or of aliens lawfzliy admitted for per-
manent residence) who has at any trne been
apprehended £n the United States for (A)
entry without inspection, or () failing to
depart froxri the United States within one
year of the expiration of ay non1mmjgrat
visa, untH the date that is ten years aster
the alien's departjre or removal from the
United States.

(b) VIOLATION. OF GR.rIoq LAW AS
GRoJms FOR CCLUSION.—Sectjon 212(a)(6)
of the Immigration and Natioaiity Act (8
U.S.C. 1182(a)(6)) s amended by adding at the
end the following new subsection:

"(G) Ahens previously apprehended.
"Any alien who Ci) has at ay time been

apprehended in the United States for entry
without thspection, or (ii) has failed to de-
part from the United States within one year
of the expiration date of ay noniminigrat
visa, unless such alien has applied for and
been granted asylum or refugee status in the
United States or has a bona fide applicatjo
for a.sylum pending, is excludable u.ntil the
date that is ten years after the alien's depar-
t.re or removal from the United States.".

(c) DENIi. OF ADJUSTMEZT OF STATUS.—
Section 245(c) of the Iznmigration and Na-
tionaj.ity Act (8 U.S.C. 1255(c)) is amended—

(1) by striking "or (5)" and inserting "(5)";and
(2) by ierting before the period the fol-

lowing "or (6) any alien who (A) has at ay
time been apprehended jn the United Statesfor entry without inspection, or (B) has
failed to depart from the United States with-in one year of the expiration under section208 date of ay nonimznjgrant visa, unless
such alien has applied for and been granted
asylum or refugee status in the United
States or has a bona fide application for a.sy-lui pending.".

(d) EXCEP IONS..ectjon 245 (8 U.S.C. 1254)is amended by adding at the end the follow-ing new subsection:
"(k) The following periods of time shall beexcluded from the deterjjtion of periodsof unauthoed stay under subsection

(c)(6)(B) ad section 204(j):
(1) Ay period of time in which an alien is

under 18 years of age.
(2) Ay period of trne in wbich an alienhas a bona fide application for asylum pexid-

• ing under section 208.
(3) Any period of trne during which analien is provided authotion to engage in

employment in the United States (includingsuch an authorization under section
244A(a)(1)(B)). or in which the alien is the
spouse of such an alien.

(4) Any period of time during wbich th
alien is a beneuiciaxy of fa.mi,ly unity protec-
tion pursuant to section 301 on the Iznmigra-
tion Act of 1990. -

(5) Any period of time for which the alien
dexrionstras good cause for remaining inthe United States without the authorizationof the Attorney General.

SNOWE AMENDMENT NO. 3852
(Ordered to lie on the table.)

SIMPSON l4EN'rs NO. 3853-
3855

(Ordered to lie on the table.)
Mr. SIMPSON submitted three

amendznent intended to be proposed
by him to anendment No. 3743 pro-
poSed by him to the bill 5. 1664, supra;
as follows:

AENDMEN'r No. 3853
Amend section 112(a)(1)(A) to reid as fol-

lows:
(A)(i) Subject to clause (ii) and (iv), the

President, acting through the Attorney Gen-
e1. shall begin conductjg several local or
regonaI projects, and a project th the leg-is-
lative branch of the Federal overflment. to
demonstrate the feasibility of alternative
Systems for verifying eligibility for employ-
ment i the United States, and immigration
status in the United States for purposes of
eligibility for benefits under public assist-
ace programs (as defined in section 201(Z)(3)
and government benefits described in section
301(f)(4)).

(ii) Each project under this section shall be
consistent with the obectjves of section
111(b) and this section and shall be conducted
in accordance with a agreement entered
into with the State, locality, employer,
other entity, or the. legislative branch of the
Federal Government, as the case may be.

(iii) In determining which State(s), local-
ities. employers, or other entities sbail be
designated for such projects, the Attorney
General shall take into account the esti-
mated number of excludable aliens and de-
portable aliens in each State or locality.

(iv) At a mixiimniu. at least one project of
the kind described in paragraph (2)(E), at
least one project of the kind described in
paragraph (2)(F). and at least one project of
the kind described in paragraph (2)(G), shall
be conducted.

Section 112(1) is amended to read as fol-
lows:

(1) SYSTZM REQUmE.NT5—
(1) IN GENER .—Demonztration projects

conducted under this section shall substa-
tially meet the criteria in section 111(c)(1),
except that with respect to the criteria in
subparagrap CD) ad (G) of section
111(c)(1). such projects are required only to
.be likely to substantially meet the criteria,
as deteriined by the Attorney General.

(2) StJPERSEDJG EPFECr.—(A) If the Attor-
ney General determines that any demonst-
ton project conducted under this section
sübztantia.ily meets the criteria in section
111(c)(1), other than the criteria in subpara-
graphs (D) and (G) of that section, and rreetsthe criteria in such subparaz-ap (D) and
(G) to a sufficient degree, the requiremen
for participants in such project shall apply
dirig the remaijn period of its operation
in leu of the procedures required under sec-
tion 274A(b) of the Ixnznigation and Nation-
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ND No. 3854
Sec. 112(a) is axnended on page 31. after line

18. by adthg the following new szbsecion:
"(i) DEFINTION OF REGIONAL POJECT..For

purposes of th.is section. the terni "regionaj
project" means a project conducted in a geo-grapbica area wbich Includes more than a
single locality but which is smaller thau aentire State.".

AENDMENT NO. 855
sec. 18(b), on page 42, delete liües 18

through 19 and insert the followthg
"(5) EFPEcTrvEEs5 DPTES.—
"(A) Except as otherwise provided in sub-

paragraph (B) -or (C). this subsection shall
take effect on October 1. 2000.

"(B)(i) With respect to driver's licenses or
identification doeuznents issued by Statesthat issue sich licenses or documents for a
period of validity of six years or less, pam-
graphs (1) and (3) shall apply beginig on
October 1. 2000, but only to licenses or docu-
nients issued to an individt for the first
time and to replacement or renewal licenses
issued according to State law.

"(ix) With respect to driver's 1iceses or
identification docwuents issued in Statesthat issue such licenses or documents f'or a
period of validity of more than si yea.rs,
paragraphs (1) ad (3) shall apply—.

"(I) duriDg the period of October 1. 2000
through September 30, 2006, only to licenses
or documents issued to an indjvdual for the
first time and to replacement or renewal li-
censes ssued acorthng to State law, and

"(i) beginning on October i. 2006, to all
driver's licenses or identification documents
issued by such States.

"(C) Paragraph (4) shall take effect on Oc-tober 1.2006."

SIMPSON AMENDMENT NO. 3856
(Ordered to lie on the table.)
Mr. SIMPSON Submitted an amend-

ment intended to be proposed by him
to the bill 5. 1644, supra; as follows:

At an appropna place. insert the follow-ing new section: -

SEC. . 4POVING AND pRoItcG ThE I.
TEGRITY OF T SOCIAL SECURiTy
ACCOUNT NVMBE CARD.

(a) LpROv TO Ciw.—
(1) IN GEJERAL.—For Purposes of carrying

out section 174.A of the hnxnigration and Na-tionality Act, the Cornrnssioner of Social
Security (in this section referred to as the
Commissioner-') shall make such improve-

ments to the physical desg, technical spec-
ifications, and materials of the Social Secu.
rity account number card as are necessary to
ensure that it is a genuine official docirnent
and that it offers the best possible security
against counterfeiting, forgery, alteration,and misuse.

(2) PEaFOJANCE STANDs—Th making
such improvements required in paragraph (1).
the Cornznjssjoner shall make the card as se-
cure agant counterfeiting as the 100 dollar
Federal Reserve note, with a rate of counter-
feit detection comparable to the 100 dollar
Federa. Reserve note.
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Ms. SNOWE ubmitted a arnendmeut ality Act. Section 274B of such Act shafl re-intended to be proposed by her to main fully applicable to the partjcptsarnendnieut No. 3743 proposed by Mr. the project. -

S1ZfPSON to the bill S. i, supra: as (B) If the Attorney General iake the de-
ter'rnization referred to in subparagraph (A),follows:
the Attorney General may require other, orAt the end of the matter proposed to be x- all, employers i the. geograpcal area coy-serted by the amendment, insert the follow- ered by such project to partici.te in it dur-
ing the rernaiing period of its operation.'rrr m—uscELI-Eo PROVISIONS (C) The Attorney General may not require

SEC. 301. CUSTOMS SERVICES AT CERTAIN . ny employer to participate in s'ach a projectpoais. . except as provided in subparagraph (B).
Section 13031(c)(2) of the Consolidated Om-

nibus Reconciliation Act of 1985 (19 U.S.C.
58c(c)(2)) is amended by inserting "(or an air-
port that is eected to receive core than
50.000 interationaj passengers an.nually)"
alter "port of entry."
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(b) UsE p1om r VERWICATION._

Beginning on January 1, 2006, a docnient de-
scnbed in section 274A(b)(j)(C) of the Immi-
gration and Nationality Act s a secured so—
cia] secrty account number card (other
than such a card which specifies on the face
that the issuance of the card does not au-
thorize exnploynent in the United States).

(c) A NAflON IDEIcATIoN CA.—
Cares issued pu1-suat to this section sbaj
not be required to be carried upon one's per-son and nothing in this section shall be con-
strued as authorizing estabiishment of a na-
tional identmcatjon card.

(c) No NEW DATABASS.—Notbjn in this
section sbi1 be COflSued as authorizing the
establisbment of any new databases.

(e) EDUCtfloN CJJpAIGN._The Comrnis-
sioner of Iniigration .nd Naturalization, nconsultation with the Corioner of So-cia.1 Secunty, shfl conduct a comPreheive
campaign to educate employers about the se-
curIty features of the secured social secrty -card and how to detect counterfeit and
fraudn_Iently used social security accountnnxnbe cards.

(1) Atj. IPQRTS.—The Cosoner
of Socia1 Security, Sh_afl submft to Congress
by July 1 of each year a report on—

(1) the og?ess and status 'of developing a
secured social security account number card
under this section.

(2) the incidence of counterfeit production
and fraudnjent use of soca1 secrty account
number cards, and

(3) the steps being taken to detect ad pre-.vent such couterfeig and fraud.
(g) GAO AVD—The Copo]jer

Genera] thafl perforn an annual audit, the
results of which are to be presented to the
Congre by January 1 of each yea, on the
performan of the Social Security Adins-at1on in eeg the requireients in sub-section (a).

(h) ESES._.No costs incurred in devel-
oping and issuing card_s under this sectionthat are above.the costs that won_Id ]mve
been Incurred for cards issued in the absence

• of this section shall be id fo out of any
Tm_st Fund es ab11se under the Socia.l Se-
crty Act. There are authorized to be appro-pnated such ss as rn&y be necessary to
carry out this section.

SIMPSON AMENDMJTS NOS. 3857-
3858

(Ordered to lie on the table.)
Mr. SIMPSON submitted two amend-

meats intended to be proposed by im
to a.nendment No. 3743 proposed by
him to the bIll S. 1664, supra; as fol-
lows:

A)dEm1- No. 3857
Amend section fl8(aX3) to read as follows:
(B) The conditions desjbed in this. sub-

paragraph Inciude—
() the presence on the origia1 birth cer-

tificate of a notation that the inthvidnal isdeceased, or
Cu) actual owledge by the issuing agencythat the nthvidn is deceased obtajned

through nforation provided by the Soca1Security Adminisatjon b an interstate
system of brth-eath zxzatching, or other-wise.

(3) GLINTS O SDAES.—(A)(i) The Sec-
retary of Health and Human Services, in con-
sultation with other agencies designated by
the President, sbafl establish a fund. admizi-
istered through the National Center for
Health Statistics, to pxovide grants to the
States to encourage the to develop the Ca-
biUty to match birth and death records,
within each States and aiong the States,and to note the fact of death on the birth

certi1cates of deceased persons. In develop.
ig the capability described n the Preceding
sentence. States shall focus first on persons
who were born after 1950.

(ij) Such grants shail be provided in pro-portion to popn_Iaton and in an anount
heeded to provide a substatja.l incentive for
the States to develop such capability,

No. 3858
In section 118(a) on page 41. strike es 1and 2. and insert the following
"(6) EFFc'rxVE DArES.—
"(A) Except as otherwie provided in sub-

paragraph (B) and in paragraph 4), this sub-
section sai1 take effect two years after theeactiet of this Act.

"(B) Paragraph (1)(A) shall take effect two
years after the Ubijssion of the report de-
scribed in paragraph (4)(B)."

SThPSON ADME NO. 3859
(Ordered to lie on the table.)
Mr. SIMPSON submitted an amend-

ment intended to be proposed by him
to the bfl.1 5.1664, supra; as foUows:

Section 118(b)(1) is amended to read as fol-lows:
(b) S2&1-Issun DRIVERS LIczqss.—
(1) Soci sECrry Accotnr &z_

ach State-issued driver's license and Identi-
fication document sbafl contain a soca1 se-curity account number, except that this
Paragraph hai1 not apply if the document orlicense is issued by a State that requires,
prsua.nt to a statute, regulation, or admin-
istrative policy which was respectively, en-
acted, Promn_Igated, or implemented. prior tothe date of eDacent of tbs Act, that,—

(A) every app1icat for such liceEse or doc-
ument stibmt the tumber, and

(B) a agency ofuch State verify with theSocial Security A&nijtion that the
number is valid and is not a numberaSsjed
for use by persons without authorfty to work
in the United States, but not that the nuzn-ber appear o the carL

SIMPSON AMENDMENTS NOS. 3860-
3862

(Ordered to lie on the table.)
Mr.. SIMPSON submitted tbree

amendments intended to be proposedby hin to amendment No. 3743 pro-
posed by him to the bill 5. 1664, supra;as follows:

No. 3860
Th section 118(a), on rage 40, line 24. after

"brt]" ilisert: "of—
"(A) a person born in the United States, or
"(B) a person borti abxoad who is a cizen

or ationaj of the United States at birth,
whose birth is".

No. 3861
Amend section 118(aX4) to read as follows:
(B) The Secretary of Health and Huna

Services shall establisb a fund. administered
through the National Center for Health Sta-
tistics, to p1ovide grats to the States for aproject in each of 5 States to deonste
the feasibility of a system by which each
such State's office of vita] statistics won_jd
be provided. within 24 hours, sufficient infor-
rnation to establish the fact of death of every
individnal dying in such State.

(C) There are authorized to be apj,rcpriated
to the DepVrnent of Health ad Hurna
Services such amounts as may be necessary
to pxrovlde te grants descnbed in subpa_a-
grapbs (A) and (B).

(4) REPORT.—(A) Not later than one year
after the date of the enactment of this Act,
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the Secretary of Health and RurnaL Serv2cesshall submit a report to the Congress on
ways to reduce the fraudn_jent obtaining and
the fraudn_Ient use of birth certificates, in-
cluding any such use to obtain a social secu-rity account number or a State ox Federa]
douxnent related to identification or imxni-gration.

(B) Not later than one year after the date
of enacnlent of this Act, the agency des-
igilated by the President in ragraph (1)(B)shall submit a report setting forth. and ex-
plaimng, the regulatio described th suchparagrap

(C) There are authorized to be appropriated
to the Department of Health and Human
Serujces-Qch arnouts as may be necessary
for the pxrepaatjon of the report descrjbed in
subparagraph (A).(5) CEj op used in this
section, the term "birth certifica" ineas acertiflte of birth reg-istere in the UnitedStates.

A No. 3862
.Aend section 118(a)(1) to read as follows:(a) BTB CIICAS.
(1) LmwrATION ON Accp'rAzcE._(A) NoFedera' agency, inciuding but not limited tothe Social Security Admiittion ad theDepartment of State, and no Sta agency

that issues driver's licen_ses or idenflcation
dOcunents, may accept for any official pur-
pose a copy of a birth certificate, as defined
in paragraph (5), unless ft is issued by a
State or local authorized custotha of record
and it conforms to standard_s described in
snbpara-aph (B);

(B) The standards described in thz sub-
Paragraph are those set forth in reg-u1atiosprouIgated by the Fede agency des-igated by the President after consiltatjonwith such other Federaj agencies as the
President Sbail desigiate and with State
vital statistics offices, and shall—

(I) inciude but not be
(I) cerificatjon by the agency issuing thebirth certicat and
Cu) use of safety paper, the seal, of the issu-

ing agency, and other features designed tolimit tampering. counterfeiting, and
photocopyjn_g, or otherwise duplicating, forfraudtjent pur,oses.

(ii) not require a single deszg to which the
offlca1 birth certillcate copies issued byeach COnfoi; and

(iii) accommodate the differences between
the States in the manner and form i which
birth record_s are stored and in how birth cer-tficate copies are produced from suchrecords. -

(2) .LTAT1ON ON 1sSZANcE—(A) If one or
more of the conditions described in subpaa-
graph (B) is present, no State oz local gov-
erent agency may issue an official copy of-a bfrth certilicate pertaining to an individ-ual un1es the copy proent1y notes that
such indLvidnaj s deceased.

ROTH A NDNENT NO. 3863
(Ordered to lie on the tableS)
Mr. ROTE submitted an amendment

intended to be proposed by him to the
bIll 5.1664, supra; as foUows:

Begnnjg on page 184, line 11. s'ike all
through rage 185, line 2. and insert the fol-
low-i.ng-

(c) Socx&j. SECURITY BETrs.—(1) Secon
202 o(the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 402)
is amended by adding at the end the follow-
ing new Subsection:

"(y)(1) Notwithstathg ay other provi-sion of law and except as provided in paza-
graph (2), no 1onth.!y benefit under this title
sbi1 be pay-able to ay alien in the United
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States for any month during which such
alien is not lawfully present in the United
States as determined by the Attorney Gen-
eral.

"(2) Paagmph (1) sball not apply in ay
case where entitlement to such benefit is
based o an application filed before the date
of the er1acnent of this subsection."

REID AMENDMENTS NOS. 3864-3865
(Ordered to lie on the table.)
Mr. REID submitted tvo amend-

ments intended to be proposed by him
to amendment No. 3743 proposed by Mr.
SIMPSON to the bill 5. 1664, supra; as
follows:

AThMENT No. 38&1
At the appropriate place in the matter pro-

posed to be inserted, insert the fo11owig new.
section:
SEC. - PASSPOrFS ISSUED FOR CHUDREN

UNDER1S.
(a) IN GENEtL.—Sectjon 1 of title IX of

the Act of. J.ine 15; 1917 ( U.S.C. 213) is
amended— . .

(1) by szrikthg"Before" and inserng "(a)
IN GENERAL.—Before", and

(2) by adding at the end the following new
subsection:

"(b) PAZ5PORTS IS5UED FO• CLDREN
16.—

"(1) SIGTURs RQtmi.—In the case of
a child under the age of 16, thewr'jtten appli-
cation required as a prerequisite to the issu-
ance of a passport for such child bafl be
sigued by—

"(A) both parents of the child if the child
lives with both parents;

"(B) the parent of the child having primary
custody of the child if the child does not live
with both parents; or

"(C) the surviving parent (or legal gtazd-
Ian) of the child, if 1 or.both parents are de-
ceased.

"(2) WAjV.—The Secretary of State xnay
waive the reQurethents of paragraph (1)(A) if
the Secretary determines that cr-
cumstances do not permit obtaining the sig-
natures of both parents.".

(b) EYECTIVE •D.ATE.—The a.mendxnents
made by this section shah apply to applica-
tons for assports.fl1ed on or after the date
of the enactment of this Act;

AMENDMENT No. 865
At the appropriate placeth the matter pro

posed tc be inserted by the amendment, in-
sert the following:
SEC. . FEMALE GTAL )flyrlL.4noN.

(a) CONGRssIoN.u.. FXNDINGs—.T CON-
GR.ES5 FIND5.THAT—

(1) the practice of female genital mutila-
tion is carzied out by members of certain
citur.1 and re1igIos groups within the
United States;

(2) the practice of female genital mtila-
t.ton often results n the occurrence of phys-
ical and psychological health effects that
haxnthe women involved:

(3) such mutilation infricges upon the
uarantees of nghts secured by Federal and
State law, both statutory and constitti-tioai:

(4) the uniie circumstances surrounding
the practice of female genital mutilation
place it beyond the ability of ay sthgle
State cr local jurisdiction to ôontrol;

(5) the practice of female genital mutila-
tio can oe -prohibited without abridging the
exercise of any rights guaraneec under the
Firs; Amendment to the Constitution or
under any other law; and

(6) Congress has the aifirrxative power
under sectic 8 of article I, the necessary
and proper clause. secio 5 of the Four-

teenth Amendment, as well as under the
teay clause of the Conztitutio to enact
such legislation.

(b) SASIS OF ASYLTJM.—(1) Section 1O1(a)(42)
(8 U.S.C. UO1(a)(2)) is amended—

(A)—by inserting after "political opinion"
the first place it appeazs: "or because the
person has been threatened with an act of fe-
male genital muti1ation';

(B) by inserting after "political opinion"
the second place it appears the following:",
or who has been threatened with an act of fe-
male genital mutilation";

(C) by isertir.g after "political opinion"
the third place it appears the following: "or
who ordered, threatened, or participated in
the performance of female gemtal mutila-
tion"; and

(D) by adding at the end the following new
sentence: "The term 'female genital mutila-
tion' means a action described in .Section
116(a) of title 18, United States Code.".

(2) Section243(h)(1) (8 U.S.C. 1253(h)(1)) is
amended by thsérting after "politcal opin-
ion" the following'. "or wo1d be threatened
with an act of female genital mutiiation".

.(c) CoNDUCT.— .

(1) IN GEZERAL—Chapter 7 of title 18, Unit-
ed States Code, is amended by adding at the
end the following new section:

116. FenaIe genital multilation -

"(a) Except as provided in. subsection (b),
whoever knowingly circumcises, -excises, or
infibulates the whole or any part of the labia
majora or labia mlnora or clitoris of another
person who has not attained the age of 18
years sbail be ed under this title or im-
prsoned not more than S years, or bot.

"(b) A surgical operation is ot a violation
of.this section if the operation is— -

"(1) necessary to the hea1h of the person
o whom it is perf5rmed. and is performed by
a person licensed in the place of its peform-
ance as a medical practittoner or

"(2) performed on a person n labor or who
has just gives birth and is performed for
medical purposes connected with that labor
or birth by a person licensed in the plce it
is performed as a medical practitioner, mid-
wife, or person in training to become such a
practitioner or midwife.

"(c) In applying subsection (b)(1), o ac-
count shall be taken of the effect o the per-
son on whom the operation is to be per-
forned of any belief on the part of that or
any other person that the operation is re-
quired a a matter of custom or rita1.

"(d) Whoever knowingly, deates to any per-
son medical care or services or otherwise dis-
criminates against ay person in the provi-
sion of medical care or services, because—

"(1) that person has undergone female cir-
cumcision, excision, or inflbulation; or

"(2) that person has reQuested that female
circumcision, excision, or infibulation be
performed on any person;
shall be fined under this title or imprisoned
not more than one year. or both.".

"(2) C0NFORMXNG AMENDMET.—The table of
sections at the beginni of chapter 7 of title
18, United &ates Coae, is amended by add.thg
at the end the following new item:
"116. Femade genital mutilation.".

(d) EFFEc'rrvE DATE.—Subsectjon (c) sball
take effect on the date that is 180 days after
the date of the enactment of this Act. -

SIMPSON AMENDNT NO. 3866
Mr. HATCH (for Mr. SIIPSON) pro-

posed an amendment to amenthent
No. 3743 proposed by Mr. S1PsON to
the bill 5. 1664. supra: as follows:

In the table of contents, in the item relat-
ing to section 152, insert "deter" after
"other nethods to".

S4351
On page 56, between lines 16 and 17. inzert

the following:
(d) EMERGENCY AUTE0RrrY TO SENTENCING

COMM!SSI0N.—The Commission shall promiil-
gate the guidelines or amendments provided
for under this section as soon as practicaNe
in accordance with the procedure set forth in
section 21(a) of the Sentencing Act of 1987. as
though the authority under that Act had not
expired.

On rage 56, line 17, strike "(dr' and insert
"(e)".

On page 69, between lines 11 and 12, insert
the following: .

(c) EMERGENCY ATEoRrT'T TO SErEciG
COMMISSION.—.The Commission shall prornul-
gate the guidelines or amendments provi'1ed
for der this section as soon as practicable
icco±ance with the procedure set forth in
section 21(a) of the Sentencing Act of 1987. as
though the authority under that Act-had not
expired. . . .

On page 69, line 12, strike "(c)" and insert
"(d)". .

On page 81, between lines 9and 10, insert
the following

(d) EMERGENCY ATEoR1TY TO SErTENCING
COMMIS,SION.—The Conmission shall prorn1-
gate the guidelines or amendments provided
for der this section as soon as practicable
in accordance with the procedure set forth in
section 21(a) of the Sentencing Act of 1987, as
though the a.athority under that Act had not
expired..

(e) EFPnvE DATE.—This section and the
amendments made by this section s1Jl
apply with respect to offenses occurring on
or after the date of the enactulent of this
Act.

On page 164, Ue 12, after "United States".
insert the following: "(inchiding the trans-
portation of such aliens across_State lines to
detention Centers)".

On page 175, lines 1 ad 2, sthke "sib-
sections (b) ad (c)" ad insert in lieu there-
of "subsection (b)".

Beginning o page 175, strike line 13 and
all that follows through line 8 on page 177.

On page 180. strike lines 6 through 9 and in-
sert the following

(iv) assistance or benefits under—
(I) the National School Lmch Act (42

U.S.C. 1751 et seq.), 0

(fl) the Child Nu'i1on Act of 1966 (42
U.S.C: 1771 et seq.),

() section 4 of the Agriculture and
Constmer Protection Act of 1973 (Public Law
93-86; 7 U.S.C. 6]2c note),

(IV) the Eznergecy Food Assistance Act of
1983 (Public Law 98-8; 7 U.S.C. 612c note),

(V) section 110 of the flunger Prevention
Act of 1988 (Public Law 100-435; 7 U.S.C. 622c
note), ad

(VI) the food distribution progralx2 on In-
dian reservations estabjished der section
4(b) of Publi Law 88-525 (7 U.S.C. 2013(b)),

On page 180. line 10, strike "(vi)" and in-
sert "(v)".

O page 180, line 16, strike "(vii)" ad irL-
se "(vi)". 0

On page 201. lines 3 and 4, strike "section
201(a)(1)(A)(vjj)" and inset "clause (iv) or
(vi) of section 201 (a)(1)(A)".

On page 181, line 13. strike "except' and all
that follows through line 18 and wert the
following: "except—.

"(i) if the alien is a noniraziugant alien
authorized to work in the United States—

"U) any professio1 or commercial license
required to engage in such work. if the non-
immigrant is otherwise qualified for such li-
cense; or

"(U) any contract provided or funded by
such an agency or entity: or

"(ii) if the alien is an alien who is outside
of the United States, any contract provided
or ftinded by such an agency or entity.".

Oii page 187, line 19, strjke "except" and all
that follows through lire 24 and insert the
following: "except—
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"(i) if the alien is a noninznAgrant aien

authorized to work in the United States—.
"(I) any professionai or commercJa1 license

required to engage in such work, if the non-
inrnigrant is otherwise quaiifled for such Ii-
cease: or

"(ii) any contract provided or funded by
Such an agency or entity; or

"(ii) if the alien is an aiien who is outside
of the United States, any contract provided
or funded by such an agency or entity.".

On ge 181, line 24. insert "ezcept elemen-
tary or secondary education" after "govern-
Iflent service"..

Begimng on page 184. line 11. sike all
through page 185, line 2. and insert the fol-
lowing:
• Cc) socx SEcuErn' BENEFfl'S.—Sectjon 202

o the Sociai Security Act (42 U.S.C 402) is
aended.by adding at the end the following
new subsection:

"Linitation on Payments to A1.teris
'(y1) Notwithstanding any other prom

sion of law and except as provided in ara-
graph (2). no monthly benefit under this title
shall be payable to any alien in the united
States for any month during which such
alien is not 1awfiLly present in the united
States as determined by the Attorney Gen-
exal.

"(2) Paragraph (1) thafl not apply in any
• case where entitlement to such benefit is
based on an app1icaon filed before the date
of the enacent of this subsection.".
• On page 186, line 24. strike "or".
On page 187, line 3, strike the period and

insert", dr".
On page 187. after line 3, insert the follow-

ing:
(F) an alien who—.
i) has been battered or subjected to cx-

eme cruelty in the united States by a
• Spouse or a parent, or by a member of the•
Spouse or parent's family residing in the
same household as the alien and the spouse

.or parent consented or acquiesced to such
battery or 'uelty and

• (ii) has petitioned (or petitions Within 45
days after the first application for means-
tested governinet asstance under SSI,
AFDC, social services block grants; Medic-
aid, food stamps, or housing assistance) for—

(I) status as a spouse or a cbild of a united
States cizen pursuant to clause (ii), (iii), or
(iv) of section 204(a)(1)(A) of the Immigration
and Nationality Act.

(U) classthcation pursuant to clause (ii) or
(iii) of section 204(a)(1)(B) of the Act, or

() sisensjon of deportation and adjust-
•ent of status pursnzrn to section 244(a)(3)
of Such Act, or

(iii) is the beneficiary of a petition for sta-
-: tus as a spoizse or child. of a united States

• citizen pursuant to clause (I) of section
204(a)(1)(A) of the Immigration and National-
ity Act, or of a petition filed for classiflca-
tio pursuant to clause (i) of section
204(a)(1)(B) of such Act; or

• (G) an alien whose child—
(i) has been battered or sibjected to cx-

reme cruelty in the united States by a
ouse or a paxent of the alien (without the
active participation of the aiien in the bat-
tey or extreme cruelty), or by a member of
the spouse or parents Saily. residing n the
same household as the alicE ad the spouse
or parent consented or acquiesced .to such
ba:ery or cuelty, and the then did not ac-
tively participate in such battery oz cruelty;

Cii) hs petitioned (or petit±cs witbiii 43
• days after the first applicat!on for assistance
from a rne2ns-teste.d gcverrnent assistance
pog'rarn) for—

(I) status as a sose or a child of a United
States citizen pzrsaut to ciatse (ii), (111), or
Civ) of secti 2O(a)(1)(A) of the Immigration
ad Naticaiity Act,

(II) classificaon pusuat to clause (ii) or
(Lu) of section 204 (a)(1XB) of the Act, or

() sispensjon of deportation and adjust-
nent of status pursuant to section 244(a)(3)

of such Act, or
(iii) is the beneficiary of a petition for sta-

tus as a spouse or child of a United States
citizen pursuant to clause (i) of section
204(a) (1 )(A) of the Immigration and Nationai-
ity Act, or of a petition filed for classifica-
tion

On page 188. liDe 16. strike "Any" ad in-
sert "Except as provided i subparagraphs
(B) and CE). any".

On age 188, line 1.9. after "deportable" in-
sert "for a period of five years after the im-
migrant iast receives a beneZit during the
public charge period under any of the pro-
grains described in subparagraph CD)".

On page 190. line 25. strike the quotation
ar and the period the second place it a-
pears.

Ox page 190, after hue 25, add the follow-
ing

"(E).SPECI RULE FO BATTERED WOMEN
•AND CEDREN.-..(i) For purposes of any deter-
mnation under Subpaagraph (A), and except
as provided under clause (U), the aggrete
period shall be 48 months Within the fIrst 7
years of entry if the alien can demonsate
that (I) the alien has been battered or sub-
jected to exeme cruelty in the united
.States by a spouse or a parent, or by a mem-
ber of the Spouse or parent's family residing
in the saie household as theajjen and the
spouse or pazent consented or acquiesced to
Such battery or cruelty, or (U) the alien's
child has been battered or stibjected to ex-eme cruelty the• united States by a
spouse or parent of the alien (without the ac-
tive participation of the alien in the battery
or extreme cruelty), or by a member of the
spouse or parent's family residing in the
same hosehojd as the alien when the spouse
or parent consented.or acquiesced to and the
alien did not actively participate in such
battery or cruelty, and the need for thepub-
lic benefits received has a connection to the
battery. or cruelty described in subclause (I)
or (U).

"Cli) For the purposes of a determination
under subparagraph (A), the aggregate period
may exceed 48 months Within the first .7
years of eny if the alien can deonsate
that any battery or cruelty under clause (ii)
is ongoing, has ied to the issuance of an
order of a )udge or an admi1strative law
judge or a prior determiton of the Serv-
ice, and that such battery or cruelty bas a
causal relatiosh,ip to the need for the bene-
fits receivedpursnant to clause (1) of section
204(a)(1XB) of such Act.

Ox page 190, line 25, insert after "1996" the
following: "or any student assistance re-
ceived or approved for receipt under titie IV,
V. IX, or X of the sigher Education Act of
1965 in an acade'nc year which ends or be-
gins ic the calendar year in which this Act is
enacted until the matreuiation of their edu-
cation".

On rage 191, line 12, sike "described in"
and insert "deportable under".

On .ge 2S, line 15, stke "described in"
and insert "deportable under",

On page 199, line 14, after "law", insert
except as provided in section 204(cX2)".

On page 199, line 1, after "Cc) LENG2'R OF
DEflG PEuOn.—', insert "(i)"

On page 202. between lines 5 and 6. inSert
th fo1lowig

(f) S'scLi. Ri yo Brri WOMEN
AND CILDREN—Noiwithstathng ay other
provisic of law. subsecon a) sa1l ot
apply—

(1) for up to 48 months if the alien can
dernosrte that (A) the ajieL has been bat-
tcred or subjected to extreme cruelty it theited Saes by spouse or a parent. or by
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a member of the spouse or parent's family
residing in tne same household as the alien
and the spouse or parent consented to or ac-
quiesced to such battery- or cruelty, or (B)
the alien's child 1as been battered or sub-
jected to extreme cruefty in the united
States by the spouse or parent of the alien
(without the active participation of the alien
lxi the battery or cruelty), or by a member of
the spouse's or parent's faxuily residing in
the same household as the alien when the
spouse or parent consented or acquiesced to
and the alien did not actively participate in
such battery or cruelty, and the battery or
cruelty descr2bed in clause Ci) or (ii) has a
causal relationship to the need for the public
benefits zplied; and

(2) for more than 48 months if the alien can
demonstrate that such battery or cruelty
under paragraph (1) is ongoing. has led to the
issiance of an order of a judge or admixiistra-
.tive law judge or a prior determination of
the Service and that such battery or cruelty
has a causal relationship to the need for the
benefits received.
.Beginnzg on page 203,- Strike line and

all that follows through line 3 on page 206.
O-page.214, between lines 21 and , insertthe followng -

Subtitle C—Rousing Assistance
SEC. L SBOr ITrLE.

This subtitle may be cited as the "use of
Assisted Housing by Aliens Act of 1996".
SEC. . PRORAXING OF FINANCIAL ASSIST-

ANC
Section 214(b) of the Housing and Commu-

nity Development Act of 1980 (42 U.S.C.
1436a(b)) is amended—.

(1) by Inserting "(1)" after "(b)"; and
(2) by adding at the end the following new

paragraph
"(2) If the ]igibiUty for finacia1 assist-

ance of at least one mexuber of a family has
been affirmatively established under the pro-

• gram of Ithanca1-assistance and under this
section, ad the eligibility of one or more

• family members has not. been affirmatively
established under this section, any financial
assistance m&de avail&ble to that fzmily by

• the Secretary of Housing and urban Develop-
ment shall be prorated, based on the number
of Inthv-zduals in the family for whom elig'i-

• bility has been aIfirative1y estabIshed
• under the progran of fjnancial assistaxice
and under this section, as compared With the
total number of individaL5 wo are mem-
bers of the family.".

LEC. rn ACIIONS D CASES OF ThRMINATXON OF
FD(ANCJAL ASSISTANCE

Section 214(c)(1) of the Housing and Com-
munity Development Act of 1980 (42 tLS.C.
1436a(cXi)) is amended—

(1) in the matter preceding sbaragraph
(A), by s-iking "may, In its thscretion" and
insercig "sball";

(2) in subparagraph (A), by adding at the
end the following 'Fianca1 assistance con-
tiued under this subparagraph for a fai1y
may be provided only on a prorated basis,
under which the aznout of fthacia1 assist-
.ance is based on the percentage of the total
number of members of the family that are e-
igible for that a.ssistace under the program
of financial assistance and under this sec-
tion."; and

(3) in sibaragaph (B)—
(A) . by si1g '6-month period" and all

that fcllows through the e.zd of he sbpa-a-
graph and insertjg "sije 3-month pe-
riod.";

(B) by isetig '(i)" after "(B)":
(2) Nothiflg i this subsectic () snaii aX-

fect any obatioD or liability of a,y !zdi-
vida1 or employer under title 21 of zbtit1e
C of the Intern_al Reeue Code.

CS) No more thai eighteen mor.ts follow-
ing enact of this Act, the Compol1er
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General is directed to conduct ad complete
a study of whether, and to what extent, itdi-
vidzais who are not author2zed to work in.
the Uuite States are qualifying for Old Age,
Survivors, and Disability Insnraxice (OASDI)
benefits based oii their earnings record..

(C) by striking "Any deferral" and insert-
ing the foUowing

"(ii) Except as provided i clause (iii) and
sbjec to clause (iv), any deferral"; and

(D) by adding a the end the following new
clauses:

"(üi) The time period described clause
(ii) shall not apply in the case of a refugee
under section 207 of the Immigration and Na-
tioa1ity Act or an individual seeking asy-
i-am under section 208 of that Act.

"(iv) The time period described m clause
(ii) shall be extended for a period of 1 month

the case of ay individual who is provided,
upon request, with a hearing uDder this sec-tio'.
SEC. 21. VEBiPICAIION OF BMIGRATION SIA.

TUS MJD ELIGIBU.ITY FOR FINAN.
CL.L SSSFMCE.

Section 214(d) o the Housing and Comxnu-
nity Development Act of 1980 (42 U.S.C.
1436a(d)) is amended—.

(1) in the matter preceding paragraph (1).
by inserting "or to be" after "bemg";

(2) m paragraph (1)(A), by adding at the
end the following: "If the dec1ar.tion states
that the individual is not a citizen or na-
tioa1 of the Utited States and that the mdi-
vidual is younger than 62 years of age, the
declamton shail be verified by the Immigra-
tion and Natra.1ization Service. If the dcc-
lazation states that the individual is a citi-
zen or natioa1 of the United States, the Sec-
retary of Hozi.cg ad Urban Development
may request verification of the declaration
by reqtirig -presentation of documentation
that the Secretary considers appropnate, in-
cluding a united States passport, resident
alien card, alien regist2tion card, social se-
curity card, or other documentation.";

(3) in paragraph (2)—
(A) the tatter preceding subparagraph

(A), by strig "on the date of. the enact-
ment of the Housing ad Community Devel-
opment Act of 1987" and inzertthg "on the
date of enacent of the Use of Assisted
Housing by Aliens Act of 1996 or applying for
flDa.nclal assistance on ox' after that date";
and

(B) by adding at the end the following:
"Is the case of an individual applying for fl-
nancial assistance on or after the date of en-
actment of the Use of Assisted Housing by
Aliens Act of 1996, the Secretary may not
provide any such assistance for the benefit of
that individual before documentation is pre-
sented and verified under paragraph (3) or
(4).":

(4) in paagrph (4)—
(A) in .the matter preceding subparagraph

(A), by sig "on the date of the eimct-
ment of the Hoisg and Community Devel-
opment Act of 1987" and insertthg "on the
date of enactment of the Use of Assisted
Housing by Aliens Act of 1996 or applying for
financial assistance on or after that date";

B) in subparagraph (A)—
(i) D clause (i)—
(1) by insertzg", not to exceed 30 days."

after "reasonable opportunity'; and
(U) by strig "and" at the end; and
(ii) by striking clause (ii) and inserting the

following
"(ii) in the case of any individual receiving

assistance on the date of enactment of the
Use of Assisted Housing by Aliens Act of
1996. may not delay, deny, reduce, or termi-
rate the eIigbi1ity of that individual for Ii-
nac:ai assistaflce on the basis of the immi-
gration status of that itdividuai until the
expiration of that 3G-day period; and
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"(Ui) in the case of any individual applying

for financial assistance on or alter he date
of enacnent of the Use of Assisted Housing
by Aliens Act of 1996, may not deny the ap-
plication for such ssistance on the basis of
the immigration status of that individta1
unt.il the expiration of that 30-day period;
and": and -

(C) -in subparagraph (B), by striking c1a.ise
(ii) and inserting the following:

"Ui) ped.ing such verification or appeal,
the Secretary may not—

"(I) in the case of any individual receiviug
asistace on the date of enactment of the
Use of Assisted Housing by A3.ies Act of
1996. de1y, deny, reduce, or terminate the
eligibility of that individual for financa1 as-
sistance on the basis of the immigration sta-
tus of that individual; and•

"(U) in the case of any individuai applyuig
for financial assistance on or after the date
of enacuent of the Use of Assisted Housing
by Aliens Act of 1996. deny the application
for such assistance on the basis of the immi-
gration status of that individual; and";

(5) paragraph (5), by striking "status—"
and all that follows through the end of the
paragraph and inserting the foUowing "sta-
tus, the Secretary shall— -

"(A) deny the application of that individ-
ual for ünancial assistance or terzni.Date the
eligibility of tha idividua1 for ancia1 as-
sistance, as applicable; and. -

"(B) provide to the indivrduai written no-
tice of the determination under this para-
graph and the right to a fair hearing proc-
ess."; and

(6) by siking paragraph (6) ad inserting
the following

"(6) The Secretary sball terminate the eli-
gibility for Ithancial assistance of an individ-
ual and the members of the household of the
individual, for a period of not less than 24
months, upon deterirnng that such divid-
ual has knowingly permitted another di-
vidual who is not eligible for szch assistance
to reside in the public or assisted housing
unit of the individual. This provision sball
not apply to a family if the ineligibility of
the ineligible mdividual at issue was consid-
ered m calct.ilatmg any proration of assist-
ance provided for the family.". -

SEC. s. PEOHIBflON OF SANCTIONS AGAINST
ENT1TS MAKING 'ZNNCIP.L AS-
SISTANCE ELIGIBUITT DE'ltRMJNA-
TIONS.

Section 214(e) of the Hous2ng and Commu-
nity Development Act of 1980 (42 U.S.C.
1436a(e)) is amended—

(1) in paragraph (2), by adding "or" at the
end:

(2) paagTapli (3), by adding at the end
the following "the response from the Immi-
gration and Natura.lization Service to the ap-
peal of that individual."; and

(3) by siking paragraph (4).
SEC. 6. ELIGIBUZIY FOR PUBUC AZ4D AS-

SISTED EOUSG..
Section 214 of the Housing and Commiuiity

Development Act of 1980 (42 US.C. 1436a) is
amended by adding at the end the following
new subsection:

"(h) VERZFICATxO OF ELIGIBILITy.—
"(1) IN GENER.AL—Except in the case of an

election under paragraph (2)(A), no individ-
ual or family applying for financial assist-
ance may receive such financial assistance
prior to the affirmative establishxuett and
verification of eligibility of that individual
or family under this section by the Secretary
or other appropriate entity. -

"(2) RULES APPLICABLE TO PUBLIC EOTJST2G
AGENCIES.—A public housing agency (as that
term is defined in section 3 of the United
States Housing Act of 137)—

"(A) may elect not to comply with this
section; and

"(B) in complying with this section—
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'(i) may initiate procedures to affira-

tively establish or verify the eligibility f a
individual or family under this sect: .u at
any time at which the public housing acy
determines that such eigbility is ID
tion, regardless of whether or not that idi-
vidual or fan,ily is. at or near the top cf the
waiting list of the public houzing agency;

"(ii) may afflruatively establish r verify
the . eiibility of an individual or family
under this section in accordance with the
procedures set forth in section 274A(b)(1) of
the Ixunigration and Nationality Act; and

"(iii) shall have access to any relevant in-
formation contained m the SAVE system (or
any successor thereto) that relates to any in-
dividual or fanii.iy applying for finaciai as-
sistance.
-<3) ELIGIBILrrY 0P FAMILS,—For pur-

poses of this subsecticn. with respect to a
family, the term 'eligibility' means the eligi-
bility of each family member.".
SEC. 7.REGULATIONS.

(a) ISSUCE.—Not later the 60 days
aster the date of enacent of this Act, the
Secretary of Houzig and Urban Develop-
cent shall issue ay regulations necessary

to inplement the amendments made by this
part. Such regulations shall be issued in the
form of an terim final rule, which shall
take effect upon issuance and shall tot be
subject to the provisions of section 533 of
title 5, Uuited States Code, regarding notice
or opportuxiity for comment.

(b) To ISsUE—If the Secretary
fails tQ issue the regulations required under
subsectic (a) before the date specfied in
that subsection, the regulations relating to
restrictions on assistance to noncitzens.
contained in the final rule issued- by the Sec-
retary cf Housing and Urba Developient it
BIN-2501-AA63 (Docket No. R-95-1409; FR—
2383-F--050), pib1ished in the Federal Register
on March 20, 1995 (Vol. 60. No. 53; pp. 14824—
14861), shall not apply after that date.

On page 214, line 22, strike "Subtitle C"
ad insert "Subtitle D".

On rage 215, line 3. strike "section" and in-
sert "sections".

At the end of the bill, add the following
new title:
TITLE rn—MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

SEC. 301, CRNGES REGARDI?G VISA APPLICA-
TION PROCESS.

(a) NONIMMIGR'T APPLICATIONS.—Section
2(c) (8 U.S.C. 1202(c)) is amended—

(1) by siking all that follows after "Cnft-
ed States;" thráugh "maxta1 status;": and

(2) by adding at the end thereof the follow-
ing- "At the discretion of the Secretary of
State, application forms for the various
classes of nouiminigrant admissions de-
scribed in section 1O1(a)(15) may vary accord-
mg to the class of v3sa beIng requested.'.

(b) DIsPosrrIoN OF APPLICATI0NS.—Section
2(e) (8 U.S.C. 1202(e)) is amended—

(1) m the first sentence, by striking"re-
quired by this section" and inserting "for an
xm.igant visa": ad
(2) m the third sentence—
(A) by icserting "or other document" after

"stamp,": and
(B) by striking "by the cons.Iar officer".

SEC. 302. VISA WAIVER PROGRAM.
(a) EXTENSXON OF PROGaAM.—Section 217(1)

(8 U.S.C. 1187(f)) is amended by striking
"1996" and inserting "1998".

(b) REPEAL OF PROBATIoNARY PROGR.AI.—
(1) Section 217(g) (8 U.S.C. 1187(g)) is re-
pealed.

(2) A country designated as a pilot program
country with probationary sta.ts under sec-
tion 217(g of the nmiigration ad National-
ity Act (as in effect prior to the date of en-
actment of this Act) sa.1l be subject to paa-
graphs (3) and (4) of that subsection as if
such pa.agr.pbs were not repealed.
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Cc) DTR.ATION ANt) T MINATIoN Ol' DES;NA-

TION OF PILOT PROGRAM COUTasEE,_Section
217, a,s amended by this section, is firther
amended by adding at the end the foilowing

"(g) DURATION AND TERMINATION OF DES-
IGNATION,—

'(1) PEOGRAJ COUNTRIEs.—(A) Upon deter-
mination by the Attorney General that a•
visa waiver program country's disqualifica-
tion rate is 2 percent or more, the Attorney
General shall notify the Secretary of State.

"(B) If the program country's disqualifica-
tion rate is greater than 2 percent but less
than 3.5 percent, the Attorney General and
the Secretary of State shall place the pro-
gram country in probationary status for a
period not to exceed 3 full fiscal years fol-
lowing the year in which the designation ofthe country as a pilot program country ismade.

"(C) If the program country's disqualifica-
tion rate is 3.5 percent or more, the Attorney
General and the Secretary of State,.acting
jointly, shall terminate the country's des-
ignation effective at the beginning of the
second fiscal year following the fiscal year in
which the determination is made.

"(2) END OF. PROBATIONARY STAT'US.—(A) If
the Attorney General and the Secretary of
State, acting jointly, determine at the end of
the probationary period described in sub-
Paragraph (B) that the program country's
disqualification rate is less than 2 percent,
they shall redesignate the country as a pro-
gram country.

"(B) Ii' the Attorney General and the Sec-
retary of State, acting jointly, determine at
the end of the probationary period described
in subparagraph (B) that a visa waiver coun-try

"(i) failed to develop a machine readable
passport program as required by subpara-
graph (C) of subsection (c)(2), or

"(ii) has a disqualification rate of 2 percent
or more,
then. the Attorney General and the Secretary
of Ste shall jointly terminate the designa-
tion of the country as a visa waiver program
country, effective at the beginning of the
first fiscal year following the fiscal year in
which in the determintjon is made.

'(3) DIScaEnON' TERMINATION.—Not..
withstanding any other provision of this sec-
tion, the Attorney General and the Sec-
retary of State. acting jointly, may for any
reason (including national security or failure
to meet any other requirement of this sec-
tion), at any time, rescind any waiver under
subsection (a) or terminate any designation
under subsection Cc). effective upon such
date as they shall jointly determine.

"(4. EFFECTIVE DATE 05' TERMINATION.—Na-
tionals of a country whose eligibility for the
program Is terminated by the Attorney Gen-
eral and the Secretary of'State, acting joint-.
ly, may continue to have paragraph
(7)(B)(I)() of section 212(a) waived, as au-
thorized by subsection (a), until the coun-
try's termination of designation becomes ef-
fective as provided in this subsection.

"(5) NONAPLCTY OF CERTAIN PROVI-
SIONS.—Pa.ragraplis WC) and (3) shall not
apply unless the total number of nationals of
a designated country, as described 1n para-
graph (6XA), is in excess of 100.

"(6) DEFINrrXON.—por purposes of this sub-
section, the term 'disqualification rate'
means the ratio of—

"(A) the total number of nationals of the
visa waiver program country—

"(i) who were excluded from admission or
withdrew their application for admission
during the most recent flical year for which
data is available, and

"(ii) who were admitted as nonhznugrart
visitors during such fiscal year and wo vio-
lated the terms of such admission, to

"(B) the total number of nationals of that
country who applied for admission as non-
immigrant vsitors during such fiscal. year.".
SEC. 303. TECHNICAL AJSENDME?.rr.

Sedtion 212(d)(11) of the Immigration and
Nationality .ct (8 U.S.C. 1182(d)(11)) is
amended by Inserting a "comma" after "(4)
thereof)".
SEC. 304. CRflIfINAL PENALTIES FOR HIGH SPEED

FUGEI FROM flGRATION
CEECEPORTS.

(a) FINDINGs.—Congi-ess makes the follow-
ing findings:.

(1) Immigration checkpoj.nts are an impor-
tant component of the national strategy to
prevent illegal immigration.

(2) Individuals fleeing immigration check-
points and leading law enforcement officials
on high speed vehicle chases endanger law
enforcement officers, innocent bystanders,
and the fleeing individuals themselves,

(3) The pursuit of suspects fleeing irnmi-
gration checkpoints is complicated by over-
lapping jurisdiction among Federal, State,
and local law enforcement officers.

(b) RiGH SPEED 'LIGET PROM BORDER
CEsczponts._.Ch_aptéi. 35 of title 18, United
States Coae, is amended by inserting the fol-
lowing ew section:
" 758. High speed flight from immigration

checkpoint
"(a) Whoever flees or. evades a eckpoint

operated by the Immigration and Naturaliza-
tion Service or any other Federal law en-
forcement agency in a motor vehicle after
entering the United States and flees Federal,
State, or local law enibrceznent agents in ex-
cess of the legal speed limit shall be impris-
oned not more than five years.".

(c) GRoUNDS Poa
. DEPORTATjON.—5ecton

241(a)(2XA) (8 U.S.C. 1251(a)(2)(A)) of title 8,
United States Code, is amended by inserting
the following new subsection:

"Cv) HiGH SPEED FLIGUT.—Any alien who is
convicted of high speed flight from a check-
point (as defined by section 758(a) of chapter
35) is deporsable."
SEC. 305. CHILDREN 'BORN ABROAD To' UNITED

STASES MOlRS; lEANS-)flSSION'REQUr,
(a) AMEEDI,in'rS TO IMMIGRATION ANI) NA-

TIONALII'Y ACT TscmljcAL CoRREcu'io's ACT
OF 1994.—.Section 101(d) of the Immigration
and Nationality Technical Corrections Act of
1994 (Public Law 103-416) is amended to read
as follows:

"(d) APLxcnn.rry o TRANSMIsSION as-
QUMENTS.—Notwithstanding this section
and the amendments made. by this section,
any provision of-law relating to residence or
'physical presence in the United States for•
purposes of transmitting United States citi-
zenship shall apply to any person whose
claim of citizenship Is based on the amend-
ment made by subsection (a), and to any per-
son through whom such a claim of citizen-
ship is derived."

(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendment
made by this section shall be deemed to have
become effective as of the date of enactment
of the Immigration and Nationality Tech-
nical Corrections Act of 1994.
SEC. SOG. FEE FOR DIVERSIFY ISflGRANT LOT.

TERY.
The Secretary of State may establish a fee

to be paid by each immigrant issued a visa
under subsection Cc) of section 203 of the Im-
migration and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C.
1153(c)). Such fee may be set at a level so as
to cover the fun cost to the Department of
State of administering that subsection, in-
cluding' the cost of Processing all applica-
tions thereunder. All such . fees collected
shall be deposited as an offsetting collection
to any- Department of State approriation
and shall remain availabje for obligation
until expended. The provisions of the Act of
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August 18, 1856 (Rev. Stat. 1726-23; 22 LT.S.C.
4212—14), concerning accounting for consular
fees, shall not apply to fees collected prsu-ant to this section.
SEC. 30& SUPPORT OF DEMONSTRATION

PROJECTS FOR NATURAL4'flON
CEREMONIES

(a) FINDINGS.—The Congress makes the fol-lowing findings:
(1) American democracy performs best

when the maximum number of people subject
to its laws participate in the political proc-
ess, at all levels of government.

(2) Citizenship actively exercised will bet-
ter assure that individuals both assert theirrights and fulfill their responsibilities of
membership within our political cominun;y,
thereby .benefiting all citizens and residentsof the United States.

(3). A number of private and charitable or-
ganizations assist in promoting citizenship,
and the Senate urges them to continue to doso.

(b) DEMONSTRATION PROJECi'S.—The Attor-ney General shall make available funds
under this,section, in each of 5 consecutive
years (beginning with 1996), to the Immigra-
tion and Naturalization Service or to other
public or private nonprofit entities to sup-
port demonssion projects under this sec-tion. at 10 sites throughout the United
States. Each such project shall be designed
to provide for the administration of the oath
of allegiance (under section 337(a) of the Irn-
migration and Nationality Act) on a business
day around the 4th of July for appronimately
500 people whose application for naturaliza-
tion has been approved. Each project shall
provide for appropriate outreach and cere-
monial and celebratory activities.

(c) SELECTION OF S1TES.—The Attorney
General shall, in the Attorney General's dis-
cretion, select diverse locations for sites on
the basis of the number of naturalization ap-
plicants living in proximity to each site and
on the degree of local community participa-
tion and support in the project to be held at
the site. Not more than 2 sites may be lo-
cated in the same State. The Attorney Gen-
eral should consider 'changing the sites se-
lected from year to year.

• (d) AMOuNTS AVAn.ABLE USE OF FUNDS.—
(1) AMOTINT.—The amount that may be

made available under this section with re-
spect to any single site for a year shall not
exceed $5,000.

(2) USE.—Funds provided under this section
may only be used to cover, expenses incurred
carrying out symbolic swearing-in cere-
monies at the demonstration sites, including
expenses for—

(A) cost of personnel of the Immigration
and Naturalization Service (including travel
and overthne expenses),

(B) local outreach.
(C) rental of space, and

"(D) costs of printing appropriate brochures
and other information about the ceremonies.

(3) AVAILABILITy OF Fulms.—Funds that are
otherw2se available to the Immigration and
Naturalization Service to carry out natu-
ralization activities (including funds in the
Immigration Examinations Pee Account.
under section 286(n) of the Immigration and
Nationality Act) shall be available under
this section.

e) APPLICATION..In the case of an entity
other than the Immigration and Naturaliza-
tion Service seeking to conduct a dem-
Oflsti'ation project under this section, no
amounts may be made available to the en-
tity under this section tnless an appropriate
application has been made to, and approved
by, the Attorney General, in a form and'
manner specified by the Attorney General.

(1) STATE DEpIiED.—Por purposes of this
section, the term "State" has the meaning
given such term in section 101(a)(36) of the
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Immigration and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C.
11OI(a)(36).
SEc. 3O9 REVIEW OP CONTRACTS wrr ENGLISH

.'sND CIVICS TEST ENTITIES.
(a) IN GENE&tL—The Attorney General of

the United States shall investigate and- sub
mit a report to the Congress regarding the
practices of test entities authorized to ad-
minister the English and civics tests pursu-
ant to section 312.3(a) of title 8. Ccde of Fed-
eral Regulations. The report shall include
any findings of fraudulent practices by the
testing entities.

(b) AND REPORTS.—Not
later than 90 days after the date of the enact-
mect of this Act, the Attorney General shall
submit to the Congress a preliminary repcrt
of the findings .of the investigation con-
ducted pursuant to subsection (a) and shall
submit to the Congress a final report within
275 days after the submission of the prelimi-
nary report.
SEC. 310. DESIGATION OP A UNED STATES

CUSTOMS ADMR'ISTRA1WE BUILD-
ING.

(a) DESIGNrION,—The United States Cus-
toms Administrative Building at the Ysletaj
Zaragosa Port of Entry located at 797 South
Zaragosa Road in El Paso, Texas, shall be
known and designated as the "Timothy C.
McCaghren Customs Administrative Build-
ing".

(b) RE5'E cns.—Any reference in a law,
map, regulation, document, paper, or other
record of the United States to the building
referred to in section 1 shall be deemed to be
a reference to the "Timoth_y C. McCaghren
Customs Administrative Building"
SEC. an. WAIVER OF FOREIGN COUNTRY RESI-

DENCE REQUIRE1NT WITH RE-
SPECT TO INTERNATIONAL ICAL
GRADUATES

(a) EXTENSION OF WAIVER PROGRAM—Sec-
tion 220(c) of the Immigration and National-
ity Technical Corrections Act of 1994 (8
U.S.C. 1182 note is amended by striking
"June 1, 1996" and inserting "June 1, 2002".

(b) CONDITIONS ON FEDERALLy REQUESTED
WAIVERS.—S€ctioU 212(e) of the Imrxiigration
and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1184(e)) is
amended by inserting after "except that in.
the case of a waiver requested by a State Dc-
partment of Public Health or its equivalent"
the following: "or in-the case of a waiver re-
quested by aa interested United States Gov-
ernment agency on behalf of an alien de-
scribed in clause (iii)".

(c) RESTRICTIONS ON FEDERALLY REQUESTED
WAIVERS._Section 214(k) (8 U.S.C. 1184(k)) is
amended to read as follows:

"(k)(1) In the case of a request by an inter-
ested State agency or by an interested Unit-
ed States Government agency for a waiver of
the two-year foreign residence requirement
under section 212(e) with respect to an alien
described in clause (iii) of that section, the
Attorney General shall not grant such waiv-
e: unless—

"(A) in the case of an alien who is other-
wise contractually obligated to return to a
foreign country, the government of such
country furnishes the Director of the United
States Information Agency with a statement
in writing that it has no objection to such
waiver; and

"131(i) in the case of a request by an inter-
ested State agency—

"(I) the alien demonstrates a bona fide
offer of full-time employment, agrees to
beg:n employment with the health facility
or organination named in the waiver applica-
tion wIthin 90 days of receiving such waiver.
and agrees to work for a total of not less
than three years unless the Attorne- Gen-eai daterrr.ines that extenuating ci:-
cumstaces exist. 3'ich as closure of the fa-
cility or hacdshjp to the alien would justify
a lesser period of time); and

"(fl) the alien's employment continues to
benefit the public interest; or

"(ii) in the case of a request by an inter-
ested United States Government agency—

"(I) the alien demonstrates a bona fide
offer of full-time employment that has been
found to be in the public interest, agrees to
begin- employment with the health facility
cr organization named in the waiver applica-
tion within 90 days of receiving such waiver.
and agrees to work for a total of not less
than three years (unless the Attorney Gen-
eral determines that extenuating cir-
cumstances exist, such aslosure of the fa-
cility or hardship to the alien would justify
a lesser period of time); and

"(fl) the alien's employment continues to
benefit the public interest;

"(C) in the case of a request by an inter-
ested State agency, the alien agrees to prac-
tice -medicine in accordance with paragraph

• (2) for a total of not less than. three years
only in the geographic area or. areas which
are designated by the Secretary of Health
and Human Services as having a. shortage of
health care professionals; and

"CD) in the case of a request by an inter-
ested State agency, the grant of such a waiv-
er would not cause the number of waivers al-
lotted for that State for that fiscal Year to
exceed 20.

"(2)(A) Notwithstanding section 248(2) the
Attorney General may chaffge the status of
an alien that qualifies under this subsection
and section 212(e) to that of an alien de-
scribed in section 1O1(a)(1S)(R)(i)(b).

"(B) No person who has obtained a change
of status under subparagraph (A) and who
has failed to fulfill the terms of the contract
with the health facility or organization
named in the waiver application shall be eli-
gible to apply for an immigrant visa, for per-
manent residence, or for any other change of
nonimmigrant status until It is established
that such person has resided and. been phys-
ically present in the country of his national-
ity or his last residence for an aggregate of
• at least two years following departure from
the United States. -

"(3) Notwithstanding any other previsions
of this subsection, the two-year foreign resi-
dence requirement under section 212(e) shall
apply with respect to an alien in clause (iii)
of that section who has not otherwise been
accorded status under section lO1(a)(27)(H)—

"(A) in the case of a request by an inter-
ested State agency, if at any time the alien
practices medicine in an area other than an
area. described in paragraph (l)(C); and

"(B) in the case of a request by an inter-
ested United States Government agency, if
at any time the alien engages in employment
for a health facility or organization not
named In the waiver application.".
SEC. 312. CONTINUED VALIDiTY OP LABOR

TIFICATIONS ANt) PETITIONS FOR
PROFESSIONAL ATHLETES.

(a) LABOR CERTIflCA'flON.—,Section 212(a)(5)
is amended by adding at the end the follow-
ing:

"CD) PSOFESS;ONAL ATIILETES,—The labor
certification received for a professional ath-
lete shall remain valid for that athlete after
the athlete changes employer if the new em-
ployer is a team In the same sport as the
team wnich employed the athlete when he
first applied for labor certification here-
under. For purposes of this subparagrap,
the term 'professional athlete' means an in-
dividual who is employed as an athlete by a
team that belongs to the National Hockey
League, the National Football League, the
National Basketball Association, Major
League Baseball, or any minor league which
s affiliatec with one of the forgoing

leagues.".
(b) PYITflOXS,—Section 204(aXl)(D) is

anended by adding a; the end the tollcwing
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new sentences: "A petition for a profOssionai
athlete will remain valid for that atli1e•
after the athlete changes employers provide
that the new employer is a team in the same
sport as the team which employed the ath-
lete when he first applied fcr labor certifi-
cation hereunder. For purposes of the preced-
ing sentence, the term 'professional athlete'
means an individual who is employed as an
athlete by a team that belongs to the Na-
tional Hockey League, the National Football
League, the National Basketball Associa-
tion, Major League Baseball, or any minor
league which is affiliated with one of the
foregoing leagues.".
SEC. si3, MAIL-ORDER BRIDE BUSINESS.

(a) CONGaE$SIoAL FINDINGS.—The Con-
gress makes the following findings:

(1) There is a substantial "niail-order
bride" business in the United States. With
approximately 200 companies in the United
States. an estimated 2,000 to 3,500 American
men find wives through mail-order bride
catalogs each year. However, there are no of-
ficial statistics available o the number of
mail-order brides entering the United States
each year.

(2) The companies engaged in the mail-
order bride business earn substantial profits
from their businesses.

(3) Although many of these mail-order
marriages work out, in many other cases,
anecdotal evidence suggests that mail-order
brides often find themselves in abusive rela-
tionships. There is also evidence to suggest
that a substantial number of mail-order mar-
riages constitute marriage fraud under Unit-
ed States law.

(4) Many mail-order brides come to the
United States unawsire or ignorant of United
States immigration law. Mail-order brides
who are battered spouses often think that if
they flee an abusive marriage, they will be
deported. Often the citizen spouse threatens
to have them deported if they report the
abuse.

(5) The Immigration and Naturalization
Service estimates the rate of marriage fraud
between foreign nationals and United States
citizens or legal permanent residents' as
eight percent. It is unclear what percent of
those marriage fraud cases originated as
mail-order nla.rriages.

(b) INFOazeATION DISSEMATION.—Each
international matchmaking organization
doing business in the United States shall dis-
seminate to recruits, upon recruitment, sncn
immigration and naturalization information
as the Immigration and Naturalization Serv-
ice deems approprIate, in the recruit's native
language, including information regarding
conditional permanent residence status, per-
manent resident status, the battered spouse
waiver of conditional emianent resident
status requirement, marriage fraud pen-
alties, immigrants' rights, the unregulated
nature of the business, and the study man-
datad in subsection (c).

(c STtroy—The Attorney General. in coil-
sultauon with the Commissioner of Immi-
gration and Naturalization and the Violence
Against Women Office of the Deua-uent of
Justice, shall conduct a study to determine.
among cther things—.

(1) the number of mall-order murrmages;
(2) the extent of marriage fraud arising as

a result of the services provided by inter-
national matchmaking organizations;

(3) the extent to which mail-order spouses
urthze section 244ta(3) of the Immigration
and Nationality Act providing for waiver of
deportation in the event of anuse. or section
2O4(a)(1)(A)CIil cf such Act providing for sIf-
;et:tiothng for permanent resident status;

(4) the extent of domestic abuse in mail-
crder n-.a.rriages: and
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(5) the need for continued or expanded reg-

ulation and education to implement the ob-
jectives of the Violence Against Women .ct
of 1994 n this area.

(d) E.EPORT.—Not later thzn oe year after
the date of enactment of this Act, the Attor-
ney General shall submit a report to the
Congress setti forth the results of the
study conducted under subsection Cc).

Ce) Cxvu. PEALTY—(1) The Attorney Gen-
eral shall impose a civil pea1ty of not to ex-
ceed Z20.000 for each vio1ion of subsection
(b).

(2) Any pena.1y under paragraph (1) may be
imposed oniy after notice and opporzumty
for an agency hearing on the record in ac-
cordance with sections 554 through 557 of
title 5, United States Ccde.

(f) DEFBZrnOIS.—AS used. in this section:
(1) INTERNATIONAL MATCHMAEZI?.G ORGANIzA-

TION.—The tern "international match-
making or anizaton" means a corporation,
partnership, bsness, or other lea1 entity,
whether or not organized under the laws of
the United States or any State, that does
business in the United States and for profit
offers to United States citizens or Per2mnent
resdent aliens, dating, maimonial, or so-
cial referral services to noEresident, nonc.it-
zens, by—

(A) an exchange of names, telephone num-
bers, addresses, or Statistics;

(B) selection of photographs; or
(C) a soci.1 environment provided by the

organation fl a county other than the
Uted States.

(2) RZCFtTT.—The term "recruit" means a
noncitizeu, nonresident person, recruited by
the interationa1 match k1ng organizatjon
for the purpose of. providing dating, mat-
rimona1, or soc1 referral servicesto Unit-ed States citizens or pexa.nent resident
aliens. -

SEC. — APPROPRIATIONS FOR CR1WWL
- AL TRACJG CENTER.

Section 130002(b) of the Violent Crine Con-
tol atd Law Eforcernent Act or 1994 (8
U.S.C. 1252 note) is amended—

(1) by nserting "and" alter "1996", and
(2) by striking paragrzph (2) ad all that

follows through the end period and izerting
the follcwthg

"(2) 35.000,000 for each of fiscal years 1997
through 2001.".
SEC. . BORDER PATROL MVSEtJM.

(a) AT7rHORTrY.—
Notwithstanding section 203 of the Federal

Property and. Administratlve Services Act of
1949 (40 U.S.C. 484) or ay other provision of
law, the Attorney General is authorized to
asfer and convey to the Border Patrol
Msem d Memorial Library FouDdation,
incorporated in the State of Texas snch
equipment, artIacts, and memorabilia held
by the Immigration and NatuzaIizaton Serv-
ice as the Attorney General xnay determine
is necessary to ftrther the purposes of the
Museum and Foundation.

(b) TECc ISTACE.—
The AtorEey General is author1zed to pro-

vide technical assista.ce, through the detail
of personnel -of the ixnznigation and Natu-
ralization Service, to the Border Pao1 Mu-
seum and Memoal Ubrar FoundatIon for
the purpose of demonsating the use of Zhe
items transferred under section 1.
SEC. - PU.OT PROGRAMS TO 'PEBbUT BONDqG.

(a; IN GEtRAL—The Attorney General of
the United States sali establish a pilot pro-
garn in S flS District Offices (at least 2 of
wbich are in States selected for a dernostra-
tion project under section 112 of this Act) to
reure aliens to post a bond in lieu of the a!-
fidav:t requirements in section 203 of the un-
Ir1igraon Conol and Financial Respon-
sibility Act of 1996 and the deeming require-
ments in section 204 of such Act. Any pilot

prograr,' established pzrsuant to this sub-
section shal! require an alien to post a bond
in an amount sufficient to cover the cost of
benefits for the alien and the alien's depend-.
ents under the programs described in section
241(a)(5)(D) of the Immigration and National-
ity Act (8 U.S.C. 1251(a)(5)(D)) and sha.ll re-
mainin effect until the alien and all mem-
bers of the alien's family permanently de-
part from the United States, are naturalized,
or die. Suit on any such bonds may be
brought under the terms and conditions set
forth in section 213 of the 1mnigratio and
Nationality Act. e

(b) RECtJLATIONS.—NOt later than 180 days
.fter the date of the enactment of this Act.
the Attorney General snail issue regulations
for establishing the pilot programs, includ-
ing—

(1) criteria and procedures for—
(A) certifying bonding companies for par-

ticipation in the progran. and
(B) debazxnent of any such company that

fails to pay a bond, and
(2) criteria for sett1g the amount of the

bond to assure that the bond is in an amount
that is not less than the cost of roiding
benefits under the progr2.1s described i sec-
tion 241(a)(5)(D) for the alien and the a.Lie's
dependents for 6 months.

(c) AUTHOR.IZATION OF APPROPIATIONs—
There are authorized to be appropriated such
sums as nay be necessary to carry out this
section.

(d) ANzctjA.L REPORTrNG EEQtP..EMENT.—The
Attorney General sa1I report anDu&ly to
Congress on the effectjven of the pilot
program, once within 9 months and again
within 1 year and 9 months after the pilot
proga.m begins opexting.

(e) StNSET.—The pilot stall sun-
setafter 2 years of operation.
SEC. TO CLARIFt 1 JURISDICTION TO HEAR

DISPtIrES RELATING TO AFFIDAVITS
OF SUPPORT.

(a) L' Beginning on rage 193,
Sthke line 1 and all that follows through line
4 on page 198 and insert the following:

(3) in wbich the sponsor agrees to submit
to the jurisdiction of any, appropriate court
for the purpose of actions brought uder sub-
section (d) o (e).

(b) FORS.—NOt later than 90 days after
the date of the enactment of this Act, the
Secetary of State, the AttorEey General,
and the Secretary of Health and Human
Services shall joint'y foxmulate the affidavit
of szpport described in this section.

Cc) NOTIFICATION OF cliAzGE OF ADDRESS.—
(1) QUt—The sponsor

sa1i notify the Attorney General and the
State, district, territory, or possession in
which-the sponsored individual is czrrentiy a
resident within 30 days of any change of ad-
dress of the sponsor during the period speci-
fied in subsection (a)(1).

(2) ?NALTY—Any persc,n subject to the re-
qtireinent of paragraph (1) who faiis to sat-
isfy sc requirement shall. after notice and
opportunity to be heard, be subject to a civi'
penalty of—

(A) not less than $250 or more than 32,000,
or

(B) if such failure occzrs with knowledge
that the sponsored individual has received
any benefit described in section 241(a)(5)(D)
of the Irrixng'xatjon and Nationa.Uy Act. as
amended by section 202(a) of this Act, not
less thai S2000 or more thai $5,000.

(d) 1JpL'r OF GOVERNMENT Ex-
PE'SES.— -

(1) L GENERAL—
(A) RtST FOR

notification that a sponsored individual has
received any benefit described i section
241(a)(5)) of the Immigration ad National-
ity Act. as amended by section 202(a) of this
Act. the approprmte Federal, State. or loca1
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official shail request reixnbuement fromthe spcnsor for the amount of such assist-ance.

(B) REGtnu'IONS.....The Cornrissioner ofSocial Security shail prescribe such regula-
tions as may be necessay .o carry out sub-
paragraph (A). Such reguiatio shall pro-
vide that notification be sent to the spon-
sor's last known address by certified mail.

(2) ACTION AGAINST SPONsOR—If withth 45
days after requesting reimbursement the ap-
propriate Federal, State, or loca.1 agency ha.s
not received a response from the sponsor in-
dicating a willingness to make payments, an
action may be brought aga:st the sponsor
pirsuant to the affidavit of support.

(3) FAgURE TO MEET EPAYMENT TERMS.—I
the sponsor agrees to make payments, but
fails to abide by the repayment terms estab-
lished by the agency, the agency zn&y, w1th1
60 days of such fa1ure, bring an action
against the sponsor pursuant to the aIfidav:t
of support.

(e) JUBSDICTION.—
(I) IN GENERL.—A action to enforce anaffidavit of support execned, under sub-

section (a) may be brought against the spot-
sor in ay appropriate cou-t---

(A) by a sponsored individual, with respect
to fianc.1 support; or
-(B) by a Federal, State. or local agency,with respect to reixnbursemen
(2) COURT MAY NOT ECT..flE TO AR CASE—

For purposes of this section, no appropriate
court shall decline for lack of subject zatter
or personal jurisdiction to hear any actiofl
brought against a sponsor under paragraph
(1) if—

(A) the spored individual is a redent
of the State in which the court is located, or
received public assistance while residing n
the State; and

(B) such sponsor has received service of
process in accoriance with applicable law.

U) DEF1TION5—For pirposes of this sec-
tion—

(1) SPQNSO—The term "sponsor" means
an individual who— -

(A) is a United States citizen or ationai
or an alien who is awfu1ly admitted to the
United States for perxaflent res!dence;

(B) is at ieast 18 yea.rs of age;
(C) is domiciled in ay of the several

States of the United States, the District of
Columbia. or 2.ny territory or possession of
the United States; and -

(D) demosates the means to mancain
an anua1 income equal to a: least 125 per-
cent of the Federal poverty line for the idi-
vidual and the individuaj's fa.mily (incIding
the sponsored alien and any other lie spon-
sored by the individual), tbrough evidence
that includes a copy of the inthvidta1's Fed-
eral income tax return for the 3 most recent
taxable years (which returns need show such
level of annual income only in the most re-
cent taxable ye.r) and a written statemeflt,
executed under oath or as permitted. under
penalty of perjury under section 1746 of tftle
28, United States Code, that the copies are
-ue copies bf such retu-n.
In the case of an individual who is on-active
duty (other than active duty for training) in
the Armed Forces of the United States, sub-
paragraph CD) saU be applied by substtut-
ig "100 percent" for "125 percent".

(2) FEE POVERTY LD'E.—The tern
"Federal poverty line" means the level or in-
come equal to the official poverty line (as
defined by the Director of the Office of Mae-
agement and Budget, as revised annually by
the Secretary of ReaIth and Human Services.
i accordance with section 6732) of the On-
nibs Budget econciLiatjon Act of 1981 (42
U_s_c. 9902)) that is applica1e to a family of
the size involved.(3) Qz.yy QiYATER—The terri "qu1i-
fying garter" rnens a three-rrionth period
in which the sponsored idiviaua! has—
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(A) earned at least the minimum necessary "Any alien who (1) has at any time beer

for the period to count as one of the 40 qua- apprehended i the United States for entry
ters required to qualify for social security without inspection, or (Li) has failed to de-
retirement beefts: part from the United States within one year

(B) not received need-based public assist- of the expiration date of any nonimmigrant
ance; ad visa, unless such alien has applied for ad

(C) had ncorne tax liability for the tax been granted asylum or refugee status n the
year of wkich the period was part. U1ted States or has a bona fide app1icaon

(4) APPROPRZATE COUET.—The term "appro- for asylum pending, is excludable until the
pr2ate court" means— date that is ten years after the alien's depar-.

(A) a Federal court. in the case of an ac- ture or removal from the United States.".
tion for reimbursement of benefits provided (c) DIAL OF ADJUSTMZNT OF STATUS.—
or funded, in whole or in part, by the Federal Section 245(c) of the Iuimig'ration and Na-
Goverment; ad tionality Act (8 U.S.C. 1255(c)) is amended—

(B) a State cour, in the case of an action (1) by sikin "or (5)" and iusertng"(5)":
for reimbursement of benefits provided under ad
a &ate or local program of assistance. (2) by insertng before the period the fol-
SEC. - SPONSOR'S SOCIAL scuiuy ACCOUNT lowing: "or (6) any alien who (A) has at any

NUMBEB. - tiae been apprehended n the United States
On page 193, between lines 4 ad 5, insert for ent7 without iizspection. or (B) has

the following: failed to depart from the United States with-
(g) SPONSOR'S SOCIAL SECV' ACCOWT in one year of the expiration under section

NUMBER REQUmD TO BE PBOVmED.—(l) 208 date of any nonnigxant visa, unless
Each affidavit of support shall 1ncmude the such alien has applied for ad been granted
social security account number of the spon- asylum or refugee status in the United
sor. States or has a bona fide application for asy-

(2) The Attorney General simli develop an lnm pending.".
aitomated system to maintain the data of (d) EXCEPTIONS.—Section 245 (8 U.S.C. 1254)
soca1 secu.rity account numbers provided is amended by adding at the end the follow-
under paragraph (1). ng new subsection:

(3) The.- Attorney General shafl subnut an "(k) The foliowng periods of time sha1 be
annual report to the Congiess setting forth excluded .from the determination of periods
for the most recent fiscal year for which of unauthorzed stay under subsection
data are. avaIlable— .(c)(6)(B) and section 204(1):

(A) the nber of sponsors under this sec- (1) Ay period of iliac in which a alien is
tion and the number of sponsors in compli- under 18 yeaxs of age.
ance with the Linancial obligations of this (2) Any period of tine which an alien
section: and has a boEaflde:application for asylnm pend-

(B) a conparzon of the data set forth ing uuder secon 208.
under subparagraph (A) hmi1.r data for (3) Any period of .tme- during which an

• the preceding fiscal year. alien. is Drovded authorization to engage n
SEC. .. 1lNIMUM STATE INS PRESENCE. employment 1the United States (icludng

• (a) IN GENER.AL.—Section 103(8 U.SC 1103) such .a authorization under secon
is amended by adding at the end the follow- . 244A(a)(1)CB)). or in whch the alien is the
ing new subsection, spouse otsuch an alien.

"(e) The Attorney General snaIl ensure (4) Any .period of time during which the
that no State is allocated 1ewer than lOfull- . alien s a beneflcia oiaily unity protec-
time acve duty agents of the Immigration- tion pursua to. section 301 on the Immigra-
ad Naturalization Service to carry out t tion Act of 1990.
e1orcement. e-n'".tions. and ispections (5) Any. period of time for which the alien
functions of the Service for the pmposes of demonsates good cause for remaining in
effective enforcement of the I gration the UnitedSta.tes without the authorization
and Nationality Act.". of theAttorney General.

(b) EmCTTvE DATE.—The amendment At the appropriate place nert the follow-
- made by snbection (a): shall take effect 90 ing new section:
days after the date. of enactment of this Act. SEC. . PSSPO1S ISSUED - FOR CHR.DRE1

At the appropriate place In the bill, insert VNDER 16.
the following-. . --(a) IN GENAL.-.Section 1 of tIe of
SEC. . DISQUALIFICATION FROM ATr.AINU4G the Act of June. 15, 1917 (22 U.S.C. 213) is

NONThflGRANT OR PERMANENT .amended—
RESIDENCE SrATrJS (1) by striIng "Before" and insertng"(a)

(a) DISAPPROVAL OF PrrTTONS.—Section IN GR.&L.—Before", and
204 of the I mtigratio and ationality Act (2) by adding at the end the. following new
(8 U.S.C. 1154) is amended byadding.at the subsection.
end the following new subsection: "(b) - PssPoa'rs ISSUED FOR CHILDREN

"(i) Resictions on fnture entry of aliens UwE 16.—
apprehended for vo1ating immigration laws. "(1) SIGNATURES REQUmED.—Ifl- the case of
• "(1) The Attorney General may not ap- a child under the age of iS. the written appli-

prove ay petition for lawful permanent resi- cation required as aprereqisite to the issu-
dence stus filed by an alien or any person ace of a pa.sspor for such child shall be
on bea1f of a alien (other than petitions signed by—
filed by or on behalf of spouses of U.S. citi- "(Ar both parents of the child if the child
zens or of aliens lawfully admitted for per- lives with both parents;
manent residence) who has at ay time been "(B) the parent of the child having primary
apprehended in the United States for (A) custody of the child if the child does not live
entry without inspection, or (B) Iai1ing to with both parents; or
depart from the United States within one "(C) the swvivthg parent (or leai gua.rd-
year of the ezpiratlon of ay nouimnigrat ian) of the child, if 1 or both parents are de-
visa, until the date that is ten years after ceased.
the alien's. deartire or reiova1 from the "(2) W.iVR—The Secretary of State ir.ay
United States:'. waive the requirerents of paragrapn (l)(A) if

(0) ViOLxriO OF LMMIGRA'10N LAW AS tne Secretary deterrnies that cir-
GROUNDS FOR EXCLtSION.—Section 212(a)(6) cwstances do not permit obtaixi the sig-
of the Inxrgrtion a2d Naiona1ity Act (8 natures of bOth parents:'.
t.SC. 1182(a)(6) is amended by adding at the (b) EEcrIvE DATE.—The amendments
end the followi ew subsectioc: iade by this section shall app1 to applica.

"(G) Aliens previously apprenended: t1os for passports filed *
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SEC. CLUS1ON OF cRrA ALIENS FROM

FAMXIX UNITY PRGGRAM.
SECrION 301(e) of the Immigration Act of

.1990 (8 U5.C. 1255a note) is amended to ra
as follows:

"(e) EXCEPTION FOR CEaTAXN ALIENS.—A
alien is not eligible for a new grant or exten-
sion of benefits of this section if the Attor-
ney General finds that the-alien—-

"(1) has been convicted of a felony or 3 or
more misdemeanors in the United States,

"(2) is described in section 243(h)(2) of the
Immigration and NationaLity Act, or

"(3) has committed an act of juvenile de-
linquency which if committed by an adult
would be classified as—

"(A) a felony crime of violence that has an
element the uze or attempted use of physical
force against the person of another: or

"(B) a felony, offense that by its na.tre izi-
volves a substantial risk that phyical force
against the person-of another may be- used n
the course of committing the offense.".
SEC. . TO SURE APP.ROPRIAfflY STRINGENT

PENALTIES OL'CONSP1BiNG WiTH
OR AISTING AN LN TO COMUT
AN OFFENSE UNDER THE CON.
TROLLED SANCES IMPORT AND
EXPO Acr.

(a) not later than 6 months following en-
acnent of this Act, the United States sen-
tencin Commission sbafl conduct a review
of the guidelines applicable to an offender
who conspires with or aids or abets, a person
who is not a citizen or Daonal of the United
States in cornmittng any offense under.se-
ton 1010 of the Controlled Substance import
ad port Act (21 U.S.C. 960).

(b) following such review, pursuant 40 sec-
tion 994(9) of Title 28, United Stases Code,
the Commission shall promulgate sentencing
guidelines or amend . exisng sentencing
guidelines to ensure an appreriately stit-
gent seEzence for such offenders.
SEC. . TO MODIFY 40 QUARItES" FORSTAYAT.

ROME SPOUSES AND DEPENDENT
CDREN

Sike secon 203(a) and insert the follow-
ing

(a) B QRCEABXL1TY.--(1) No affidavit of
support may be relied upon by the Attorney
General or by any consular:offlcer to estab-
lish that an alien is not excludable as a pub-
lic charge under section 2i2(a)(4) of the 1i-
migraon and Nationality Act unless such
aüdavit is executed as a contact—

(A) which is legally enforceable agaicst the
sponsor by the sponsored individual, by the
Federal Government. ad by any State, dis-
ct, territory, or possession of the Umted
States (or any subdivision of suc}i State. dis-
.ict. territory, or possessIon of the Umted
States) which provides any benet described
in section 241(aX5)(D), but not later than 10
years after the sponsored individual last re-
ceives any such benefit:

(B) iu which the sponsor agrees to finan-
ca.lly support the sponsored izdividual. so
that he or she will not become a public
charge. uiiti the posored individual has
worked in the United States for 40 qua.1ffyi

• quarters; and
(C) n which the sponsor agrees to submit

to the jurisdiction of ay Federal or State
court for the purpose of actions brought
under subsection (d) or (e).

(2) In deternunin the number of qualify-
ing quarters for which a sponsored individual
has worked for purposes of paragraph (1)(B).
an individual not meeting the reqzirements
of subparagraphs (A) and/or (C) of subsection
U)(3) for any quarter shall be treated as
meeting such requirenents if—

(A) their spouse met such requirezuents for
such quarter aDd they liled a joint income
taz return covering such quarter. cr

(B) the indivithal wo claimed such indi-
vidual as a dependent on a income tax re-
turn covering such quarter met such req'.iire-
rnents fo such qarer.
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TiTLE —MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
SEC. 301. REVIEW MD ON H NON.

Th1IGLtNT WORKERS PROGRA
(a) SENSE OF THE CONGRESS.—It is the sense

of the CongTesS that the enactment of this
Act may impact the future availability of an
adequate work force for the producers of our
Nation's labor intensive aricu1tural corn-
mothties and livestock.

(b) RVW.—The Comptroller General
shall review the effectiveness of the H—2A
nonimmigrant worker program to
that the program provides a workable safety
vaiue in the event of future shortages of do-
mestic workers after the enactment of this
Act. Among other things, the Comptroller
General smfl review the proga.m to deter-
mine—

(1) that the program ensu_res that an ade-
quate supply of qualified United States
workers is available, at the time and place
needed for employers seeking such workers
after the date of enactment of this Act;

() that the program ensures that there is
timely approval of applications for tem-
porary foreigD workers under the H-2A non-
imiigrant worker program in the event of
shortages of United States workers after the
date of enactment of this Act;

(3) that the progiam ensures th&t imple-
mnentation of the H-2A nonixnmigrat worker
program is not thsplacing United States agri-
cultnral workers or diminishing the terms
and conthtions of employment of United
States agricu1tra1 workers; and

(4) f and to what extent the H—2A non-
minAgrant worker program is contributing
to the problem of illegal imnigrat1on.

(c) EpoET.—Not later than December 31,
1996, or three months after the date of enact-
ment of this Act, whichever is sooner, tbe
Comptoller Generai shall submit a report to
Congress setmg forth the uindizigs ofthe re-
view conducted under subsection (b).

(d) DEFIRrrI0NS.—AS used in this section—
(1) the term "Compoller' General" means

the Comptoller General of the United
States; and

(2) the term "H—2A nonixnniigra.nt worker
program" means the progia.m for the adznis-
sion of nornm1ugrant aliens described in sec-
tion 1O1(a)(15)(H)(ji)(a) of the Immigration
and Naoality Act.
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AMENDMNT5 SUBMLrr.iJ

THE ThGRATION CONTROL A�D
FINMCIAL RESPONSIB]LITY ACT
OF 1996

FDTE AMENDMENT NO. 3867
(Ordered to lie on the table.)
Mrs. FEDSTEIN submitted an

amendnzent intended to be proposed by
her to the bin (S. 1664) to amend the
Inimigration ad Nationality Act to in-
crease contol over immigration to the
United States by incréazmg Border Pa-
trol ad investiga.tve personnel and
detention facilities, improving the sys-
tern used by employers to verify cit-
zenship or work-authoijzed alien sta-
tus, Dcreastg penalties for alien
ugg1ig and document fraud, and re-
forming, asylum, excluzion, and depor-
tation law ad procednres; to reduce
the uze Q_welfare by aliens; and for
other purposes; as follows:

AMND(E No. 3867
Begx1n2ng OD mge 99, stlke 1ie 10 and all

that foflows through line 13.

FESTE1N (AND BOR)
AD3NT NO. 3868

(Ordered to lie on the table.)
Mrs. FEflSTEfl (for herself and

Mrs. BoR) submitted an amendment
intended to be proposed by them to the
bill 5.1664, supra; as follows

AT No. 3868
Beginning on page 10. strIke line 18 and au

that foflows through liDe 13 on page U and
nsert the foflowthg
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SEC. i CONSTRUCTION OF PHYSICAL BAR-R, DEPLOys(r OF TRcE.

NOLOGY, AND Th1PROVnaS TO
• ROADS IN HE BORDER AREA NEAR

SAN DIEGO. CALffOI
There are authorized to be appropriated

funds not to exceed $12,000,000 for the con-
Sttnction, expansion. improvement, or de-
ployment of physical barriers (including
multiple fencing and bollard style concrete
coluinni as appropriate), all-weather roads,
low light television systems, lighting, sen-
sors, and other technologies along the inter-
national land border between the United
States and. Mexico south of San Dingo, Cali-
fornia for-the purpose of detecting and deter-ring unlawful entry across the border.
Amounts appropriated under this section areauthorized to remain available until ex-
pended.

ms'r No. 3869
On page 398,-between lines 4 and 5, insertthe fo]lowlng

- (g) SpoNsoR's SOCIAL . SECVB1TT ACCOUNT
NtmBna Rannnn To BE PRovmnn—..{1)
Each affidavit of support shall include the
social security account number of the spon-sor. . -

• (2) The Attorney General, in consultation
with the Secretary of. State,shafl develop an
automated system to maintain the data ofsocial security account numbers provided
under paragraph (1)

(3) The Attorney General shall submit an
annual report to the Congress setting forthfor the most recent fiscal year for which
data are available—

(A) the number-of sponsors under this sec-tion and the number of snsors in compli-
ance with the financial obligations of thissection; and . -

(B) a comparison of the data set forth
under subparagraph (A) with similar data for
the preceding fiscal year. -

- Amze.rmr- No.3870.
-Beginning on page 193, sn-ike line 1 and all

that follows through line 4 on page 198 and
Insert the fo]lowing -

(3) in which the sponsor agrees to submit
to the jurisdiction of any appropriate court
for the purpose of actions brought under sub-
section (d) or (e).

- (b) FORMS.—NOt later than 90 days afterthe date of the enaczenj of this Act, theSecretary of State, tle Attorney General,and the Secretary of Bealth and Bnma
Sex-vices shall jointly formulate the affidavit
of support described in this section.

(c) NosuriCAT'oN OF CRAE OP ADDRES5—
(1) GENxm,i. BEQUm'r_The sponsor

shall notify the Attorney General and theState, district, territory, or possession in
which the sponsored individual is currently a
resident wIthj 30 days of any change of ad-
dress of the sponsor during the period speci-
fied in subsection (a)(1),

(2) PF2MLT7 —Any person subject to the re-
quireznent of Paragraph (1) .who fails to-sat-

- isfy such requirement shall, after notice and
opportunity to be heard, be subject to a civil
penalty of—

(A) not less than $250 or more than $2,000,or
(B) if such failure occurs with knowledge

that the sponsored individual has received
any benefit described in section 241(a)(5)(D)
of the Immigration and Nationality Act, as

axrlnded by section 302(a) of this Act, not
less than $2,000 ox-more than $5

(d) Os' GOVnnIThiENT Ea-
Psuqsns— .. . .

(1) IN GENERAL— -

• (A) REQtInsT FOR RtYRSEMEN'r._Upon
notification that a sponsored individual has
received any beneflt described in section
.241(a)(5)(D) of the Immigration and National-
ity Act, as amended by. section 202(a) of this
Act, the appropriate Federal, State, -or local
official shall request reimbursement from
the sponsor for the amount of such assist-.ance.

(B) RGULToNS—.The Cornnilssioner of
SociaL Security shall prescribe such regula-
tions as may be necessary to carry out sub-
paragraph (A). Such regulations shall pro-
vide that. notification be. -sent to the spon-
sor's last known address by certified mail.

(2) AcTION AGAINST SF soL—If Within 45
days after requesting reimbursement, the ap-
propriate Federal, State, or local agency has
not received a response from the Sponsor in-
dicating a willingness to make payments, an
action may .be brought.against the sponsor
pursuant to the affidavit of support.

(3) Fanuu TO SIEET RER&YSONT TEaMS—If
the sponsor agrees to make paymen, but
fails, to abide by the repayment terms estab-
lished by the agency, the agency may, Within60 days of such failure, bring an action
against the sponsor pursuant to the affidavit
of support. -

(e) JTE'iC''joL •. .

(1) IN GmrmAL.—An action 'to enforce anaffidavit of support executed
- under sub-

section (a) may be brought against the spon-sor in any appropriate court—
(A) by a Sponsored individual, with respect

• to financial support; or
•

• (B) by a Federal, State, or local agency,with respect,to reimbursement.
(2) Corner star xor DECLE To REAR ca.sn—

For purposes of this section, no appropriate
court shall decline for lack of subject matter
or personal jurisdiction to hear any action
brought against a sponsor under paragraph
(1) 11 - • -

(A) the •sponsored individual Is a resident
of the State in which the court is located, or
received public assistance while residing inthe State; a.nd

(B) such sponsor has -received sex-vice of
process in accordance with applicable law.

(1) D FnmsoNs.—For purposes of this sec-tion— . -

(1) SPONSo1—The term "sponsor" meansan individual who—
(A) is a United States citizen or national

or an alien who is lawfully admitted to the
United States for permanent residence;

(B) is at, least 18 years of age;
(C) is domiciled in any of the several

States of the United States, the District of
Columbia, or any territory or possession ofthe United States; and

CD) demonstrates the means to maintain
an annual inome equal to at least 125 per-
cent of the Federal poverty line for the indi-
vidual and the individuaj's family (including
the sponsored alien and any other alien spon-sored by the individual), through evidence
that includes a copy of the individual's Fed-
eral income tax return for 3 most recent tax-
able years (which returns need show such
level of annual income only In the most re-
cent taxable year) and a written Statement,
executed under oath or as permitted under'
penalty of perjury under section 1746 of title
28, United States Code, that the copies ofsuch returns. -

Iii the case of an individual who is on active
duty (other than active duty for training) in
the Armed Forces of the United States, sub-
paragraph CD) Shall be applied by substitut-
ing "100 percent" for "125 percenj"
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(2) FEDERAL POVERyy LEqE.—Tbe term

"Federal poverty line" means the level of in-
come equal to the official poverty line (as
• defined by the Director of the Office of Man-
agement and Budget, as revised annually by
the Secretary of Health 'and Rmian Services,
in accordance with. section 673(2) of the Om-
nibns Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981 (42
• U.S.C. 9902)) that is applicable to a family of
the size Involved - -,

(3) .QUAL'y QUARTER.—The term "quali-fying quarter" - means a three-month in
which the sponsored nthvidual has—
• (A) earned at least the minirnun necessary

for the period to count as one of the 40 quar-
ters required to qualify for social securityre-emenj benefits; -

(B) not received need-based public assist-
ance; and

(C) had income tax• liability ibr the tat.yearofwhichtheperiodwpax- -

(4) -ApPR0pBL&'rE Cotiur.—phe term "appro-
priate court", means—

(A) a Federil court, in the case of an ac-
tion for reimbursement of benefits provided
or funded, in whole or in part, by the Federal

overnment,- and • • •

(B) a. State court, in the case of an action
for reimbursement of benefits provided under
a State or local program of assistance.

SIMPSON AMENDMEN'r NO. 3871
Mr. SIMPSON proposed an amend-

ment to amendment No. 3743 proposed
by him to the bin 5. 1664, supra as fol-
lows: , - • • -

SectIon 204(a) is amended to read as fol-lows:
• (a) - DEEMING RBQ,'-x- FOR. FnnAI,-

txm Fnnnaaux Frnroun PRoGRases.—Subjecj
to subsection (d), for purposes of deteivriinjng
the eligibility of an alien for benefits, and
the amount of benefits, under any Fedemi
progi-azu of assistance, or any program of as-

• sistance funded in whole or In part by the
• Federal Government, for which eligibility
for benefits 'is based on need, the income and
resources described in subsection (b) shall,
notwithstanding any other provision of law,
be deemed to be the income and resources of
such alien_. •

WELLSTONE NO. 3872
(Ordered to lie on the table.)
Mr.. WELLSTONE submitted an

-amendment intended to be proposed by
him to the bill 5. 1664, supra as fol-
lows: •

At the appropriate place, Insert the follow-ing: • -

SEC. - TREATMENT OF CERTW ALIENS WHo
SER wrm SPEC GVERRmaA
UNiTS ZN LAOS. -

• (a) Wazv oF Ea'GLIZH LANGUAGE REQUUtE-
MENT FOR CERTAIN Ai.mys wHo SEam WITH
SPECIAL GuEap.nr UNiTS IN LAos—The re-
quirement of Paragraph (1) of sectIon 312(a)
of the Immigration and Nationality Act (8
U5.C. 1425(a) shall not apply to the natu-
ralization of any person who—

(1) served with a special guerrilla unit op-
erating from a base in Laos in support of the
United States at any time during the period
beginning February 28, 1961, and ending Sep-
tember 18, 1978, or , . -

(2) is the spouse or widow of a person de-
scribed in Paragraph (1). •' • -

(b) NATURALTZTION TREOUGH SERVrm IN A
SpucIAL Gtmaan, U-rr IN Laos.—

(1) IN GENERAJ,—'fhe first sentence of sub-
section (a) and subsection (b) (other than
pa.ragraph (3)) of section 3 of the Immigra-
tion and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1440) shallapply to an alien who served with a special

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD — SENATE

FE1NSTEfl AMENDMENTS NOS. -
• -

, 3869—3870

• (Ordered to lie on the table.) -

Mrs. • FEflSTELN - submitted two
amendments' intended to be proposed
by her to the bill 5. 1664, supra; as fol-
lows: . - '. • . -
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guerrilla unit operating from a base in Laosin support of the United States at any time
during the period beginning Februa.ry 28,
1961. and ending September 18. 1978. in the
same manner as they apply to an alien who
has served honorably in an active-duty sta-tus in the military forces of the United
States during the period of the Vietnam hos-tilities.

(2) PROOF.—The Immigration and Natu-
ralization Service shall verify an alien's
service with a guerrilla unit described in
paragraph (1) through—

(A) review of refugee processing docu-
mentation for the alien,

(B) the affidavit of the alien's superior 0111-cer,
(C) originaj documents,
(D) two affidavits from persons who were

also serving with such a special guerrilla
unit and who personally Irnew of the alien's
service, or

(B) other appropriate proof.
(3) CON5TRtJC770N,—fle Service shall lib-

erally Construe the provisions of this sub-
section to take into account the difficulties
inherent in proving service in such a guer-rilla unit

SNOWE AMENDMENTS NOS. 3873-
3874

(Ordered to lie on the table)
Ms. SNOWE submitted two amend-

ments intended to be proposed by her
to the bill S. 1664, supra as follows:

AME'D'I' No. 3873
At the appropriate place, insert the follow-

ing:
SEC. - oirr ON ALLEGjIONS op' n.nass-

- By CANADIA2' CUSTOMS
AGENTS.

(a) STunT AND Rnvmw.—
(1) Not later than 30 days after the enact-

ment of this Act, the Comznimioner of the
United States Customs Service shall initiate
a study of allegations of harassment by Ca-
nadian Customs agents for the Purpose of de-terring cross-border commercial activity
along the United States-New Brunswick bor-
der. Such study shall include a review of the
'possible connection between any Incidents of
haraamnent with the discriminatory imposi-
tion of the New Brunswick Provincial Sales
Tax (PST) tax on goods purchased in the
United States.by New Brunswick residents,
and with any other activities taken by the
Canadian provincial and federal governmen
to deter cross-border commercial activities, -

(2) In conducting the study in subpara-
graph (1), the Commissioner shall consult
with representatives of the State of Maine.
local governments, local businesses, and any
other Irnowledgeable persons that the Com-
missioner deems Important to the comple-
tion of the study.

(b) RQn1'.—Not later than 120 days after
enactment of this Act,, the Cornmiqioner of
the United States Customs Service shall sub-
mit to Congress a report of the study and re-
view detailed in subsection (a). The report
shall also include recommendations for steps
that the U.S. government can take to help
end harassment by Canadian Customs agents
found to have occurred.

AMEcDMmr No. 3874
At the appropriate place, insert the follow-

ing:
SEC.

chased in the United States by New Bruns-
wick residents, an action that has caused se-
vere economic harm to U.S. businesses lo-
cated in pronirnity to the border with New
Brunswick;

(2) this impediment to cross-border trade
compounds the damage already done from
the Canadian govermuent's imposition of a
7% tax on all goods bought by Canadians inthe United States:

(3) collection of the New Brunswick Pro-
vincial Sales Tax on goods purchased outside
of New Brunswick is collected only along the
U.S.-Canadian border—not along New Bruns.-
wicll's borders with other Canadian prov-
inces—thus being administered by Canadian
authorities in a manner uniquely discrimina-
tory to Canadians shopping in the United
States;

(4) in February 1994, the U.S. Trade Rep-
resentative (USTR) publicly stated an atten-
tion to seek redress from the discriminatory
application of the PZT under the dispute res-
olution process in Chapter 20 of the North
American Free Trade Agreement (NAPTA),
but the United States Government has still
not made such a claim under NAFTA proce-
dures; and

(5) initially, the USTP. argued that filing a
PST claim was delayed only because the dis-
pute menhantern under NAFTA had not yet
been 'finalized, but more than .a year after
such mechanicn, has been put -mn place, the
PST claim has still not been put forward by
the USTR.

(b) SE2sE OF' CONGRESS.—lt is the seme ofCongress that-
(1) the Provincial Sales Tax levied by the

Canadian Province of New Brunswick on Ca-
nadian citizens of that province who pur-
chase goods in the United States violates the
North American Free Trade Agreement in its
discriminatory application to cross-border
trade with the United States and damages
good relations between the United States
and Canada: and

(2) the United States Trade Representative
should move forward without further delay
in seeking redress under the dispute resolu-
tion process in Chapter 20 of the North
American Free Trade Agreement for the dis..
crimnatory application of the New Bruns-
wick Provincial Sales Tax on U.S.-Canada
cross-border trade.

GRAj AIVNDMEN'rs NOS. 3875-
3880

(Ordered to lie on the table.)
Mr. GR.ARAM submitted six amend-

ments intended to be proposed by him
to the billS. 1664, supra as follows:

AMmmasuz-r No. 3875
Beginning on page 198, strike line S and all

that follows through line Son page 202.

Awamrr No. 3876.
On page 177 in the matter proposed to be

inserted, beginning on line 9 strike all that
follows through line 4 on page 178.

Aatmmass!'T No. 3877
Beginning on page 188. strike line 11 and

all that follows through line 2 on page 192.

AMENDMm'r No. 3878
Beginning on page 192, strikeline 3 and all

that follows through line 4 on page 198.
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(b), this title, and the amend2jents made by
this title, shall take effect on the date of the
enactment of this Act.

(b) Ormm Errucrxvs DATES—
(1) ES ci'jty DATES FOR PROVI5Iol5 DEAI,

G WITS Doctmfm' FRAUD; RZGUITjoN5 TO
IMPLEMEN'r.—

(A) l2 GENERAL,—fle amendments made
by sections 131, 132, 141, and 195 shall be ef-
fective upon the date of the enactment of
this Act and shall apply to aliens who arrive
in or seek admission to the United States on
or after such date.

(B) REQ A1oNs._Notwitbsdmg any
other provision of-law, the Attorney General
may issue interim final regulations to Imple-
ment the provisions of the amendments list-
ed in—subparagraph (A) at any time on or
after the date of the enactment of this Act.
which regulations may become effective
upon publication without prior notice or op-
portunity for public comment,

(2) ALms SMUGGLING, CCLtJ5IoN, AND DE-
PORTATION.—The amendments made by sec-
tions 122, 126, 128, 129, 143, and 150(b) shall
apply with respect to offenses occurring on
or after the date of the enactment of thisAct.
TITLE fl—FENA14c BESPONSIBfl1Ty

Svnmsx.z A—BEcEIp op Cmsm
GOVERr Bmrs

SEC. 201. INELIGZBU.fly OF SECLEDAaix, DE.
POBrABLE, AND NON ThflGRJtNTAL&

(a) PUBLIc AssIs'i'ica m Bmnprrs.—
(1) IN GEN AL.—NoVw1ths5adng any

other provision of law, an ineligible alien (as
defined in subsection (0(2)) shall not be eligi-
ble to receive—

(A) any benefits under a public assistance
program (as defined in subsection (0(3)), ex-cept-

(i) emergency medical services under title
Of the Social Security Act, -

(ii) subject to paragraph (4), prenatal and
postpartum services under title of the
Social Security Act.

(iii) short-term emergency disaster relief.
(iv) assistance or benefits under the Na-

tional School Lunch Act,
(v) asstce or benefits under the Child

Nutrition Act of 1966.
(vi) public health assistance for immuniza-

tions and, if the Secretary of Health and
Human Services determines that it is nec-
essary to prevent 'the spread of a serious
communicable disease, for testing and treat-
ment for such diseases, and

(vii) such other service pr assistance (such
as soup kitchens, crisis, counseling, inter-'
vention (including intervention for domestic
violence), and short-term shelter) as the At-
torney General specifies, in the Attorney
General's sole and unreviewable discretion,
after consultation with the heads of appro-
priate Federal agencies, if—

(I) such service or assistance is delivered at
the community level including through pub-
lic or private nonprofit agencies:

(It) such service or assistance is necessary
for the protection of life, safety, or public
health and

(lIt) such service or assistance or the
amount or cost of such service or assistance
l.a not conditioned on the recipient's income
or resources; or

(B) any grant, contract, loan, professional
license, or commercial license provided or
funded by any agency of the United States or
any State or local government entity, ex-
cept, with resect to a noninimigrant au-
thorized to wprk in the United States, any
professional or conimercia,l license required
to engage in such work, if the nonirumigrant
Is otherwise uaiifled for such license,

(2) BENEFrrS OP RESniENCE—NotwithSd
ing any other provision Cf law, no State or

CONGRESSJON RECORD — SENATE

A'DMENT No. 3879SENSE OF CONGRESS ON TEE DISCRThO-
Beginning on ge 177, line 9 strike allNATORY APPLICATION 05 'tHE NEW

BEUNSwICg through page 211 line 9 and insert the follow-
ing.

(a) F7l'DnGs.—fle Congress finds that— SUD'ITuLE C—EpFEcriv DATES
(1) in July 1993, Canadian Customs officers SEC. 197. EFFECTIVE DATES.

began collecting an 11% New Brunswick Pro- (a) IN GENERA.L.—Except as otherwise pro-vincial Sales Tax (PST) tax on goods pur- -vided in this title and subject to subsection



local government entity shall Consider any
ineligible alien as a resident when to do so
would place such alien in a more favorable
position, regarding access to, or the cost of,
any benefit or goverment service, than a
United States citizen who is not regarded as
Such a resident.

(3) Nrr'icr ox- tLIENs.—
(A) IN GEEEAL.—The agency administer-

ing a program referred to in paragraph (l)(A)
or providing benefits referred to in para-
graph (l)(B) shall, directly or, In the case of
a Federal agency, through the States, notify
individually or oy public notice, all ineli-
gible aliens who are receiving benefits under
a program referred to in paragraph (1XA), or
are receiving benefits referred to in para-
graph (1)(B), as -the case may be, mime-
diately prior to the date of the enactment of
this Act and whose eligibility for the pro-
gram is terminated by reason of this sub-section. . -

(B) Fauun TO OWE NOTICE.—Notbing in
subparagraph (A) shall be construed to re-
quire or authorxze continuation of Such eligi-bility if the notice required by such para-graph is not given. -

(4) Ln4rrtros ON PREGN42Cy nmVIcns ron
tINDOCUMENTm ALmNs—

(A) 3-yna CON'rmuous RE in-
eligible alien may not receive the services
described in paragraph (1)(A)(ij) unless such
alien can establish proof of continuous resi-
dence in the United States for not less than
3 years. as determled in accordance with
section 245a.2(d)(3) of title 8, Code of Federal
Regulations as in effect on the day before
the date of the enactment of this Act.

(B) LTh1ITAtoN Os mmwrruRES.Not
more than 3120,000,000 in outlays may be ex-
pended under title XDC of the Social Secu-rity Act fox- reimbursement of services de-
scribed in paragraph (1)(A)(ii) that are pro-
vided to individuals described in subpara-graph (A).

(C) CONtUED SERVICES BY CUBRENT
STATES.—States that have provided services
described In paragraph (1)(A)(ii) for a period
of 3 years before the date of the enactment of
this Act shall continue to provide such serv-
ices and shall be reimbumed by the Federal
Government for the costs incurred in provid-ing Such services. States that have not pro-
vided such services before the date of the en-actaient of this Act, but elect to provide
such sex-vices after such date, shall be reim-bursed for the costs incurred in providing
such services. In no case shall States be re-quired to provide services in excess of the
amounts proctded in subparagraph (B).

(b) UN PLOYMEN'r BENEFrrs,-.-Notwith,.
standing any other provision of law, only eli-gible aliens who have been granted employ-
ment authorization pursuant to Federal law,
and United States citizens or nationals, may
receive unemployment benefits payable outof Federal funds, and such eligible aliens
may receive only the portion of such benefitswhich is attributable to the authorjzed em-ployment.
(c) Soct, SEcraryBgy._
(1) IN' GENERAL._Notwithatanthng any

other provision of law, only eligible alienswho have been granted employment author-
ization pursuant to Federal law and United
States citisens or natjonajs may receive any
benefit under title U of the Social SecurityAct, and such eligible aliens may receive
only the portion of such benefits which is at-
tributable to the authorized employment.(2) No REFtND on
withstang any other provision of law, notaz or other contribution required pursuant
to the Social Security Act (other than by an
exig'ible alien who has been granted employ-
ment authorization Pursuant to Federal law,
or by an employer of such alien) shall be re-
funded or reimbursed. in whole or in part.

(d) HOUSING Assisraycs ThoGnaS.—Not
later than 90 days after the date of the enact-
ment of this Act, the Secretary of Housing
and Urban Development shall submit a re-
port to the Committee on the Judiciary a-nd
the' Committee on Banking, Housing, and
Urban MIairs of the Senate, and the Com-
mittee on the Judiciary and the Committee
on Baniring and Financial Services of the
House of 'Representatives,, describing the
manner in which the Secretarj is enforcing
section 214 of the Housing and Commuty
Development Act of 1980 (Public Law 96—399-
94 Stat, 1637) and containing statistics with
respect to the number of individuals denied
financial assistance under such section.

(e) NoNpltox-rr, cEIPABLE OnsANma-
'flOSS.— -

(1) IN GENER.AL.—NOth±ZIg in this Act shall
be construed as requiring a nonprofit chari-
table organization operating any program of
assistance provided or funded, in whole or in
part, by the Federal Government to—

(A) determine, verily, or otherwise require
proof of the eligibility, as determined under
this title, of any applicant for benefits or as-
sistance under such program; or

(B) deem that the income or assets of any
applicant for benefits or assistance under
such program .include the income or assets
described in section 204(b).

(2) No EPFECI' ON FEDER.A AVTEORI'IT TO
DBYERMXNE C0MPLIANCE_Nothjng in this
subsection shall be construed as prohibiting
the Federal Government from determining
the eligibility, under this section or section
204, of any individual for benefits under a
public assistance program (as defIned in sub-
section (f)(3)) or for government benefits (as
defined in subsection (f)(4)).

(f) DEPHflIo.-.'or' the purposes of thissection— -
(1) BLIGIBLE ALXEN.—The term "eligible

alien" means an individual who is—
(A) an alien lawfully admitted for perma-

nent residence under the Immigration andNationality Act,
(B) an alien granted asylum under section

208 of such Act,
(C) a refugee admitted under section 207 ofsuch Act,
(D) an alien whose deportation has been

withheld under section 243(h) of such Act, or
(B) an alien paroled into the United States

under section 212(d)(5) of such Act for a pe-riod of at least 1 year.
(2) INELIGIBLE AL,ms —The term "ineligible

alien" means an individual who is not—
(A) a United States citizen or national; or
(B) an eligible alien.
(3) Punt.Ic ASSI Ta PROG54—'he term

"public assistance program" means any pro-
gram of assistance provided or funded, inwhole or in part, by the Fedemi Government
or any State or local government entity, for
which eligibility for benefits is based onneed,

(4) Govwosanrx- BzsuFns—me sex-zn "gov-
ernment benefits" includes—.

(A) any grant, contract, loan, professional
license, or commercial license provided or
funded by any agency of the United States orany State or local government entity, ex-
cept. with respect to a nonimmigrant au-
thorized to work in the United States, any
profess:onal or commercial license required
to engage in Such work, if the nonimmigrant
is otherwise qualified for such license;

(B) unemploymen5 benefits payable out ofFederal funds;
(C) benefits under title U of the Social Se-cux-ity Act;
(D) financial assistance for purposes of Sec-

tion 214(a) of the Housing and Community
Development Act of 1980 (Public Law 96-.399
94 Stat. 1637); and

(B) benefits based on residence that are
pronibited by Subsection (a)(2).
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SEC. 203. REQTJRE POE SPONSOR'S AFr:.

- DAVfl'.Op St'PPOjey.
(a) ENPORCEABU,rrY._No affidavit of sun-

port may be relied upon by the AttorneyGeneral or by any consuJa' officer to estab-
11th that an alien is not excludable as a pub-
lic charge under section 21.3(a)(4) of the un-
migration and Nationality Act unless Suchaffidavit is executed as a contract— -

(1) which is legally enforceable against the
sponsor by the Sponsored individual, or bythe Federal Government or any State, dis-
trict, territory, or possession of the' United
States (or any subdivision of such State, dis—
trict, territory, or possession of the UnitedStates) that provides any benefit as defined
in,section 201(f)(3) but not later than 10 years
after the sponsored individual last receivesany such benefit;

(2) in which the sponsor agrees to finan-
cially' support the sponsored individual, sothat he or she will not become a public
charge, until the sponsored individual has
worked in the United States for 40 quaiifyg
quarters or has become a United States citi-
zen, whichever occurs first; and -

(3) in which the sponsor agrees to submitto the lurisdiction of any Federal or State
court for the Purpose of actions brought
under subsection (d)'or (e).

(b)PORMs_Not later than 90 days afterthe date of the enacent of this Act, theSecretary of State, the Attorney General,
and the Secretary of Health and Human
Services shall jointly formulate the affidavit
of support described in this section.

(c) NoTrrIca,uoN ox- CHAxc op ADDRESS.—(1) Gmaj,. EEQUIBEMT......The sponsorshall notify the Attorney Genes-st and theState, district, territory, or possession in
which the sponsored individual is currently a
resident within 30 days of any change of ad-
dress of the sponsor during the period speci-
fied In subsection (a)(1).

(2) P rr—any person subject to the re-
quirement of Paragraph (1) who fails to sat-isfy -such requirement shall, after notice and
opportunisy to be heard, be subject to a civilpenalty of—

(A) not less than $250 or more than 32,000,or
(B) if such failure occurs with haowledgethat the sponsored individj has receivedany benefit described in' section change

201(f)(3) not less than $2,000 or more than
(d) Ru. PP Govnm,'scErr Ez-PENsE-
(1) IN GENEHAL.— -
(A) REQUEST FoR BEThosUBSEMIBT-_Up0

notification that a sponsored individual hasreceived any benefit described in section
201(f)(3) of this Act, the appropriate Federal,
State, or local official shall request reim-
bursement from the sponsor for the amount
of such assIstance. -

(B) REGULaTIONS_The Conimiss loner- ofSocial Security shall prescribe such regula-tions as may be necessary to carry out sub-
Paragraph (A). Such regulations shall pro-vide that notification be sent to the spon-
sor's last haown address by certified mail.

(2) AcTION AGAINst' spossoxs—j within 45days after requesting reimbursement the ap-
propriate Federal, State, or local agency has
not received a response from the sponsor in-dicating a willingness to make payments, anaction may be brought against the sponsor
Pursuant to the affidavit of support.

(3) Fiu.unz'ro MEET RIB'AflTTSS_If
the sponsor agrees to make payments, butfails to abide by the repayment terms estab-lished by the agency, the agency may, within60 days of such failure, bring an action
against the sponsor pursuant to the affidavitof support.

(e) Juuxsnic'rioy._
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(1) IN GL.—A action to enforce an comput mahjng prograxn, and a iustIca-affidavit of support executed under sub- on for such assessment.section (a) may be brought aga2nst the spon- (2) The ratio of inaccurate matches undersor in any Federal or State court— the program to successftj matches.(A) by a sponsored indivd&1, With respect (3) Such other iIormation as the Sec.to fInanca1 Support; or retary and the Commissioner jointly con-(B) by a Federal, State, or local agency, Sider appropriate.wth respect to rembuzsement.

sec. o& ALTrBORZTY OF 1S AND LOCAL.(2) COURT MAY NOT DECLE TO HEAR CASE.—
flES 1) LIMIT ASSISFANCE 10For pur,oses of this section, no Federaj or ro DIS1ThGIJISState court shall decline for lack of subject
AMONG CLASSES OF ALIENS EJ PRO.natter or persona' jurisdiction to hear ay VJDDG GENERM. PUBLIC ASSIST.on brought against a sponsor under para-

(1) jf_ (a) IN GENE.L—Subject to subsection (b)tA) the. sponsored inthviduaj is a resident and not thstandja any other provision ofof the State in which the court is locate& or law, a State or local govern_xnent may pro-received public assistance while resdig j hibit or otherwise Limit or restrict the eigi-the State; and .bility of aiens or classes of aliens for pro-(B) such Sponsor has receved service of ams of general cash public assistance fur.process n accordance With applicable law. fished uDder the law of the State or a poUt!-(f) DEFmrrjozqs._For purposes of this sec- cal subdrnsjon of a State.tion—
(b) LIMrtATI0N.-_me authoxity provided(1) SPONSOL—The tern "sponsor" means for under subsection (a) may be exexcsedan individual who—. only to the exnt that ay prohjbjtio,(A) is a United States C1zen or national

inñtations, or restrictions posed by aor an alien who is lawftfly admitted to the
State or local government are not more re-United States for permanent residence;
stctve than the prohibitions, litations,(B) is at least 18 yeaxs of age; or resictions - imposed under compaztble(C) is domiciled in a of the several
Federal programs. For purposes of this sec-States Of.the United States, the District of
tion, attribution to an. alien of a sponsor'sColumbia, or ay territory or possession of•
income and resources (as described in sectionthe United States; d
204(b)). for purposes of detei1ngejjgjbffity(D) deonstates the means to ma1nta
for, ad the amont of, .bene1ts sa11 be con-an annual income equal to at least
sidered le restrictive than a prohibition ofcent of the Feder1 poverty line for the
eligibility for such benets.vidual and the individual's iInI]y (including
C. 207. EARNED DCOME TAX CD1T DENDthe sponsored alien ad ay other alien spon-

O DDIVDUALS NOT ORsored by the• individual), through evidence
• that c1udes a copy of the individnaj's Fed-

(a) IN GE1.—• eral income taxretnn for the 3 most recent aytaxable yeas (which returns need show level other ovzion of law, an individual my notof annual inconie only in the most recent
receive an earued income tax credit for anytaxable year) and a Wrtten statement, exe-
yea in which such inthvidnaj was not, forcuted under oath or as permitted UDder pen-
the entire yeax, either a United States citi-.aity of pernry uDder section 1746 of title
zen or national or a iawui pexmanet resi-• United States Code, that the copies are ne dent.copies of such

- (2) IDZTtF1CArION .irm REQTJflED.—Sec.In the case of an individual who is an active tion 32(c)(1) of the Internal Revenue Code ofduty (other than active duty for ifl) 1986 (relating. to individuals eiible to c1amthe .Arixied Forces of the United States, sub- theearned income tax credit) is amended byparagraph. (D) safl be applied by substu
adding at the ed the folloWing new subpara.lug 1OO percent" for "125 percent".
gTapi:(2) PEDEaj. pov LDL—The "(F) Iico NWER REtEM"Federal poverty line" means the level of in .—The te 'eligible individnaj' does not in-come equal to the official poverty line (as
dude any individual who does not include ondefined by the Director. of the Offlce of the return of tax for the ta.Table year—ageet and udget, as revzed anuafl_y by

"(1) such individual's taxpayer idenca-- the Secretary of Health and uma Services,
tion number, andaccordaic with section 673(2) of the Om- "(ii) if the individual is married (wthnnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981 (42 the meaning of secon 7703), the taxpayerU.S.C. 9902)) that is.appljcable to a fa.tnily of idetffication number of such individual'sthe size involved,
spouse.".(3) QuMm'Tfl QUATER.—The tXU1 qfl21j

(b) SPEcmi. IDENTIF1CAION NtER.—$ec.fyg quarter" means a tbee-moth Period
- tion 32 .of the Internaj. Reveue. Code of 1986in which the sponsored individual b.S
i5arnendedby adding at the end the !ollow-(A) earned at least the xz1nimu.m necessary ing new subsection:for the perod to count as one of the 40 quar- . IDm'TIPIC1ON N s.—Solely forters required to quality for social security purposes of subsections (c)(1)(F) andret3rement benefits;
(c)(3)(D) a taxpayer idetiflcatjon number(B) not received need-based public

- means a social security number issued to anance; and
individual by the SOcial Security Admms-(C) has income tax liability for the
ation (other than a socaI security numberyear of which the period was
2ssued puxsnnt to clause (fl) (or that por-C. 205. VWICATION OF STUDENT EUGI-

BILFY FOR po coiwy tion of clause (lfl) that relates to clause (U))
ERAL STVDENT PANC1AISiST. of section 205(c)(2)(B)(i) of the Socaa Secu-
ANCE. rity Act).".(a) Bo REQ .r.—Not later than Cc) crENSoN o' PRocv AP?ucone year after the date of the enactment of TO MAT&t!riCL OR CLERICAL RORS.—

this Act, the Secretary of Education and the Section 13(g)(2) of the Interial Revenue
Commissioner of Social Securty shall joint,- Code of 1986 (relating to the definition ofly subiit to the Congress a report on the rnahematicaj or cierical elTors) in amend-
computer rimtchiug- program of the Deoart- e&—
ment of Education nader secion 4&4(p) of the (1) by strikjg "arid" at the ed of subpaa-
Higher Education Act of 1965 graph.(D), -

(b) REPO 'rs.—me report sa2i (2) by si king the period at the end of sub-clude the fo]jowi pa-agraph (E) and inserting ", and", and(1) An assessment by the Secretary and the (3) by ie-tig after stbpagmph (E) theComissioer of the effectivee of the fo1lowig new sbpa.ragraph:
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(F) an uniDtended ofl)jSSjon of a corectaxpayer identjflcation number require.

under section 32 (relating to the earzied in-come tax credit) to be included on a re-tarn.".
(d) EPFECTTVE DATE.—The arnenthnents

made by this section shall apply to tax&ble
years beginning after December 31.. 1995.
SEC. & CFEASEi)

ALTES FOR FORGING OR COUNTER.
FErT1G SEAL OF A FEDERAL DE-
PAR1r OR AGENCY 1) FACILI.
TATE BENEFIT FRAtJD BY AN UN.
I4WFVL ALIEN.

Sedtion 506 of title 18, UnIted States Code,
is amended to read as follows:

"Sec. 506. Seals of depaxtments or agencies"(a) Whoever—
"(1) falsely makes, forges, couZterfeits,

mutilates, or alters the seal of any depart-
ment or agency of the United States, or any
facsinifle thereof;

"(2) knowingly uses,. affixes, or nnpresses
any such frauduiently made; forged, courter-
feited, mntilated_, or aitered seal or facsmfle
thereof to or upon any certificate, uistr-ment, cojo, document, or paper ofany descrion; or

"(3) with fraduiet intent, Possesses,sells, offers for sale, frnisaes, offers to fur-
nish, gives away, offers to give away, as-
ports, offers to transport, iinport, or offersto import a.ny such seal r facsfle thereof,owin the sae to have been so falsely
made, forged, coufltereited, mutilated, or al-
tered, thafl be fined under this title, or nu-
prisoned notmore than 5 years, or both.

"(b) Notwithstadjng subsection (a) or ay
other provision of law, if a forged, counter-
feited, mutilated, or altered seal of a depart-
ment or agency f the United States, or ay
facsimile thereof, is—.

"a) so forged. conterfejted, mutilated, oraitered
"(2) used. affixed, or 2npressed to or uponany cerflcate, iSuent, commission,

document, or paper of ay description; or
"(3) with fraudulent intent, possessed, sold,

offered for sale, furnished, offered to furnish,
given away, offered to give away; ans-
ported, offered to t an port, imported, or of-
fered to Import,
With the intent or effect of facilitating an
unlawful a)ieii's application for, or receipt
of, a Federal benefit, the penalties which
may be nnposed for each offense UDder sub-
section (a) sbaii be two thnes the maximuu
fine, and 3 times-the axnum term of ixn-
prisonmenz, or both, that would otherwise be
zmposed for an offense under subsection (a).• "(c) For purposes of this section—

"(1) the terni 'Fedea1 benefit' means—
(A) the issuance of ay gtant, conact,

loan,. professjo license, or connjercjal U-
cense provided by any agency of the United
States or by appropriated funds of the Unit.-edStates;an

"(B) any retiretent, welfare, Social Secu-
rity, health (including eatment ofan enier-
gency medical condition n accordance With
section 1903(v) of the Social Security Act (19
U.S.C. 1396b(v))), disability, veterans, public
housing; education, food stamps, or unern-
loyment benefit, or ay similar benefit for
wb.ich payments or assistance are provided
by an agency of the United States or by ap-
propriated fdz of the United States;.

(2) the term 'un]awfti alien' means an iD-
dividual who is not—

"(A) a United States citizen or natioDai;
"(B) an aLien lawfully admitted for perma-

nent residence under the 1nnigration and
Nationality Act;

"(C) an then granted asylum uDder sectiofl
208 of such Act;

(D) a refugee dniitted under section 207
of such Act;

"(E) a alien whose depotatjon has been
Withheld under section 243(h) of such Act; or
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"(F) an aIie paroled into the United

States under section 215(d)(5) of such Act for
a period of at least 1 year; and -

(3) each instance of forgery, counerfer-
ing, mutilation, or alterat1o shall con-
stitute a separate offense nader this sec-ton.".
SEC. 209. SrAlt OFflON UNDER ThE MEDICAID

PROGRM TO PLAcE Afl4
flVrSTIGATOi N OSPITALS.

(a) IN GE L.—Section 1902(a) of the So-
ca1 Secty Act (42 U.S.C. 1396a(a)) is
amended—

(1) by stri] gand" at the end of para-
graph (61);

(2) by sikig the period at the end of
parag-aph (62) and msertig and"; a.nd

(3) by addg after paragraph (62) the fol-
lcwing new paragraph:

the case of a State that is certified
by the Attorney General as a high illegal m-
migration State (as determined by the At-
tozey Gezieral), at the election of the State,
estab]sh ad operate a progrni for the
placement of anti-fraud investigato ir
State. county, ad private hospitals located
in the State to verify the mm1gration status
and income el.±gibj]fty of applicants for medi-
cal- assistance under the State plan prior to
te furnishing of medical a.ssistace.".

(b) PAMqT.—$ectjo 1903 of .the Soca1
Security Act (42 U.S.C. 1396b) is arneded—

(1) by striking 'plus" at the end of .ra-
graph (6);

(2) by string the period at the ed of
paragiaph (7) ad inserting "; plus"; and

(3) by adding at the end the following new
paragraph

(8) an amount equal to the Federal medi-
cal assistance percentage (as defined in sec-
tion 1905(b)) of- the total axnont expended
durg such quarter which is attributable tooperating a program nader section
1902(a)(63).".

Cc) EPtc'rrvE DAT.—The amendments
made by sQbsections (a) and (b) shall take ef-fect o the first day of the first caleda
quarter beginning after the date of the en-
actinent of this Act.

AMDM'r No. 8O
At the appropriate p1ae in the matter pro-

posed to be inserted ly the amendment, in-
serb the foUowing new section:
SEC. . UNFUNDED FEDERAL IGOvEp.4.

• TAL )tANDATE&
(a) L' GENE L.—Notwithstandjng ay

other provijon of law, not later than 90 days.
after thefl begjning of fiscal year 1997 ad
annaafly thereafter, the determjnatjoz de-
scrbed in subsectjo (b) shall be iriade, and
if any such determinatjo is affirmative, the
requfrrets mposed on State and locai
govern_meets nader this Act re1ating to the
affizmative determiatjon shall be sus-
pended..

(b) DETERMZNAT1ON DESCRXBED.—A deter-
miatio described in this subsection meansone of the followg

(1) A deten atio by the responsible Fed-
eral agency or the responsible State or local
adm1steri agency regadjg whether the
coss of adzninistering a requirement im-
posed on State and local governient under
this Act exceeds the estrnated et savrngs i
benefit expenditures.

(2) A deterrnjnatio by the responsible Fed-
era.1 agency, or the responsible State or localadiinistexg agency. rega.-dig whether
Feder1 funding is insufflciet to fully fund
the costs imposed by a requirement imposed
o State ad local goveinets under tb.is
Act.

(3) A deterrnjation by the espozisjbj,e Fed-
eral agency. or th resposibie State or local
administering agency, regarding whether ap-plicat1o of the requiremet o a State or

local govern_ment would siguiflcat1y delay
or deny services to otherwise eligible inth-
viduals in a manner that would hinder the
protect io of life, safety, or public health.

GRAHAM (AND OTHERS)ADNT NO. 3881
(Ordered to lie on the table.)
Mr. GRAAM (for himself, Mr. DOLE,

Mr. MACK, Mr. BiDLEY, Mr. EEIs,
ad Mr. ABRAEAM) submitted - an
amendment intended to be proposed by
them .te the bill S 1664, supra as fol-
lows:

Begining on page 177, sike line 13 and
afl that follows through line o page 178,
inserting the followg

(b) Northwithstandjng any other provizion
of this Act, the repeal of Public Law 89-732
made by this Act shall become effective ouIy
upon a determination by the President nader
section 2(c)(3) of- the Cuban Liberty and
Deznocatc Solidarity (LThTAD) Act of
1996 that a dernocraticany elected goverE-
znent in Cuba is in power. -

GRABAM A3NDMENT NO. 3882
(Ordered to lie on the ta.ble.)
Mr. GRAEAM submitted an amend-

ment intended to be proposed by him
to the bill S 1664, supra; as follows:

Strike o page 211. ie I through line 9,
and insert:

(C) The Secretaiy shall conduct an assess-
ment of irniigraton rends, current funding
practices, and seeds for assistance. Particu-
lar atteton should be raid to the fnds to-
ward the conties impacted by the arrival of
Cubafl and Ra.itia indivjdu2.ls to determine
whether there s a continued need for assist-
ance to such counties. If the Secretary deter-
mines, after the assessment of subparagraph
(C), that o compelling need exists in the
conties impacted by the arrival of. Cuban
ad Eaitian enats, all grants, except that
for the Targeted Assistance Ten Percent Dis-
cretonary Program, made available nader
this paragraph for a fiscal year shall be allo-
cated by the Office of Refugee Resett1met
in a manner that ensures that each qt1ify-
lng co1nty receives the same anont of as-
sistance for each refugee and enrat resid-
.ng n the conty as of the begnnjng of the
fsca1 year who arrved in the United States
ot eazlier than 60 months before the begin-
ning of such fiscal year.".

GRAHAM (AND SPECTER)
AcDMENT NO. 3883

(Ordered to Lie on the table.)
Mr. GRAHAM (for hinse1f and Mr.

SPECTER) submitted an amendment in-
tended to be proposed by them to the
bill 5. 1664, supra as follows:

O page 198. beginning on line U, sike all
throagh page 201. lthe 4, and insert the fol-
lowing-.

for beDeilts, the income ad resources de-
scribed in subsection (b) shall, nowthstd
mg any other provision of law, be deemed to
be the icorne ad resources of such a1ie for
purposes of the foUowing programs:

(1) Supplementary security income under
title XVI of the Social Securty Act:

(2) Aid to Families with Depedet Cbil-
dreg under title IV of the Social Security
Act;

(3) Food stamps under the Food Stamp Act
of 1977;

(4) Section 8 low-income housing assist-
ance under the United States Hou.sig Act of
1937:
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(5) Low-rent public housing uflder •the

Umted States Housing Act of iSa?;
(6) Section 236 interest reduction payments

nader the Natona1 Housing Act;
• (7) Hone-owner assistance payments under
the National Rousing Act: -

(8) Low income rent supplements under the
Housing ad Urban Developrnet Act of 1965;

(9) B.nraj housing loans nder the Housing
Act of 1949;

(10) Rural rental housing loans under the
Housing Act of 1949

(11) Rural rental ass stance nde the
Housi.zg Act of 1949;

(12) Rural housmg repair loans ad grants
nader the Housing Act of 1949;

(13) Farm labor housing loans and grants -
nader the Houzng Act of 1949;:

(14) Rural houg preservatjo grants
nader the Housizig Act of 1949;

(15) Rural self-help; technical asssta.nce
grants under ;he Housing Acof 1949; and

(16) Site loa.ns nader the Eousing Act of
1949;

(b) DEED INco Aw RSOURC.—The
income ad resources described in this sub-
section include the income a.td resources
of—

(1) any pezson who, as a sponsor of an
alien's entry into the United States, or in
order to enable an aliefl lawfully to renai
i the United States, executed an affidavit of
support or similar agreement with respect to
such a1ie. and

(2)the sponsor's spouse.
(c) LENGTH OF ])ELMJG PEBI0D.—The re-

quireznent of subsection (a) shall ap1y for
te.period for wjch the sponsor has agreed.
in Such affidavit or agreement, to provide
zuppor for such alien. or for a period of 5
yearz beginning on the day such alien wa.s
first lawfully in the Umted States after the
execution of such affidavit or agxeenet,
whichever period is longer.

(d) ccap'rIoN og LIGc— -

(1) IN GENAL.—If a determination de-
scribed in pazagraph (2).is made, the amount
of income and resources of the sponsor or the
sponsor's spouse which shall be atibuted to
the. Sponsored alieii shall not exceed the
a.mouzit actually provided for a period—

(A) beginning o the dae of such deter-
mination and ending 12 months after zachdate, or

(B) if the address of the sponsor is n-
kow to the sponsored alien, beginning othe date of such determination and ethg
o the date that is 3-2 months after the ad-
dress of the spozor becomes kowD to the
sponsored alien or to the agency (which shall
inform such aIie of the address within 7

(2) DAoN DESCRE.—A deter-
mination described in this paragraph is a de-
termination by an agency that a sponsored
alien would. iD the absence of the assistance
provided by the agency, be unable to obtain
food or shelter, tang into account the
alien's ow income, plus any cash, food.
housing, or other assistance provided by
other indivjduajz, including the sponsor.

GRAHM LMENDMENTS NOS. 3884-

(Ordered to lie on the table.)
Mr. GRAHAM submitted 10 amend-

ments intended to be proposed by him
to the bill 5. 1664, supra; as follows:

AMEwDMx' No. 3884
On ag 190, benziing o line 9, strike all

through page 201. line 4, and insert the fol-
lowig-

(ii) The food stamp program under the
Food Sta.rnp Act of 1977.

(iii) The sppleietai secunty income
proga1i under title Xvi of the Social Secu-
rity Act.
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(iv) Any State general a5sistance progrant
(v) Ay other progmiri of assistance fund-

ed. in whole or n part, by the Federal Gov-
erment or ay State or local government
entity, for wblch eligibility for benefits iz
based o need, except the prograzn listed as
exceptions jj clauses U) through (vi) of sec-
tion 201(a)(l)(A) ad the exceptions listed in
section 204(d) of the linrngratjon Reform Act
of 1996.

(b) CONSTRUC'floN.—Nothing in subpara-
graph (B), (C). or (D) of section 241(a)(5) ofthe Immigration and Natioa1ity Act, as
azxiended by subsection (a), may be construed
to affect oz apply to ay determination of an
alien as a public charge made before the date
of enacent of this Act.

(c) REVIEw O STATUS.—
(1) IN GENERAL.—I reviewig ay appIa-

tion by an alien for benefits under section
216. section 245, or cbapter 2 of titae III of the
Ixr.migration and Natioualfty Act, the ttor-
ney General shall determine whether or not
the applicant is described in, section
241(a)(5)(A) of such Act, as so amended.

(2) GaouNDs FO1 DEAL.—If the Attorney
General determines that an alien is described
in section 241(a)(5)(A) of the Irniigration
and Natioaijty Act, the Attorney General
shall deny such application. ad shii insti-
cute deportation proceedings th respect to.
such alien, unless the Attorney General exer-
oases discretion to withhold or sflsed de-
portation prsuat to any other section ofsuch Act.

(d) E p.crivE DAE.—Tbjs section wd the
amen&Tlents made by this sector thafl
apply to aliens who enter the tited States
on or alter the date of enacent Of this ct
and to aliens who entered as noniigrts
before such date but adjust or apply to ad-
just their status after such date.
SEC. 2c3. QvmDcris FOR SPONSOES AFFI.

oAvrr op SVPPOItT.
(a) amdavit of sun-

port &y be relied upon by the Attorney
General or by ay consular officer to estab-
lish that an alien is not excludable as a pub-

• lic c11arg under section 212(aX4) of the Im-
• igraton ad Natioa1fty Act uiiless such

afdavjt is executed as a contract,—
(1) which is legally enforceable aga±nzt the

sponsor by the sponsored idivdual, or by
tle Federal Govermet or ay State, dis-
ct, terr2tory, or possessIoi of the United
States (or ay subdivision of such State, dis-
ict, territory, or possession of he Urnted
States) that provides ay benefit described

• in section 241(a)(5)(D), as amended by section
202(a) of this Act, but no: later than 10 yeaz
after the spotsoed idivjduaj last receives
ay such benefit.

(2) in which the sposcr agrees to finan-
cially support the sponsored individual, sothat he or the will not becone a public
cha.rge, ntiJ the sponsored mdivjduaj has
worked in the Uxited St2tes for 40 qua1ifyng
qnarte-s or has become a United States citi-
zen, wblchever occ'.zm first; ad

(3) in which the sponsor agrees to submit
to the ju.risthctjon of ay Federal or State
court for the pz'pose of acticns brought
under subsection (d) or (e).

(b) FORMs—Not later than 90 days after
the date of the enzcent of this Act., the
Secretary of Sate, the Atorey GeDerai,
ad the Secretary o! Health ad Han
Services safl oi.:y foriu1ate e affldavt
or support described i ts secon

c) NOiCATIoN OF CRAIcGE OF ADESS.—) T.—The sponsor
thall notify the Attorfley General a the
State, diStrict. erritov. or possesio in
whic± the spor.sord ndiv±2 is curzently a
reide within 30 days o ay cze of ad-.
des or the sosor drig the eriod sped-
fled in sbzection (axl).

(2) PEALTL—Ay persofl subject to the re-
u±reInent of arph (1) wo fails to sat—
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lsfy such reqrent shall. after notice ad 28. Sted States Code, that the cop areopport',nty to be heard, be subject to a civil true copies of sucth rethrs.penalty oc—

Iz the case of a idividua1 who s on actve(A) not less than 25O or more than 2000. or duty (other tba.n actve duty foz .i1ng n(B) if such failure occurs with knowledge
the Armed Forces of the Unfted States, sub-that the sponsored lnthvidual s received
p&agraph CD) shall be applied by substi-any benefit described i section 241(a)(5)(D)
mg"lOO percent" for "125 percent".of the Iznrnjgraton and Nationality Act, as (2) FEB.L POVERTy LE.—The termanended by section 202(a) of this Act, not
"Federal poverty line" uleans the level or in-less than 32000 or more th2D 35000.
come to the official poverty 1ie (as defined(d) BdBUP.ZEMENT OF Coy ENT
by the Dfrector of the Office of MagementPEN5ES—
and Budget, as revised annuy by the Sec-(1) IN GE?ERAL.—
retsry of Health and. Hwn Services, in ac-(A) REQZYEST 2BRSEh.—Upon
cordance with section 673(2) of the Omnibusnotthcatjon that a sponsored inthidual
Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981 (42 U.S.C.received an benefit described in section
9902)) that is applicable to a family of the241(a)(5)(D) of the 1mmigratio and NatioDal-
slze iVolved.• ity Act, as amended by section 2(a) of this

QL1PTING Qt3AZp.—fle term "quail-Act, the appropriate Federal, State, or local
official shall request reimbursement fying quarter" uieaDs a three-month periodin which the Sponsored individua] has—the sponsor for the amount of such assist-ane (A) earned at least the mini.mum necessary

(B) REGULATIoNS—The Coxnissioner of for the period to count as one of the 40 quar-
Social Security shall prescrbe such reguja- ters required to qualify for social secrity
tios as &y be necessary to carry out sub- rereet benefits;
paragraph (A). Such reg1at1ons (B) not received need-based public assist-
vide that nofIcation be sent to the ance; and
sor's last ow address by certrned mail. (C) had incoxe tax 1i&bili:y for the tax

(2) ACTION AGA.IST SPONSOR.—If year of wblch he perod was part.
days after reqestg reimbursement, the ap- 204. ATTEVTION OF SPONSOR'S DWOME
proprrnte Fede-a1, State, or local agency bas RESOVRCs TO FAMIIXSPON.
not received a response from the sponsor in- SORED GRANrS
dicatixig a willingness to make y'xnent. n (a) DG REQb- FOR EL'ER
action may be brought against the sponsor AND FRAIL? FUNDED PROGR.&.Ms.—Subject
prsat to the afflda-jt of suport. • to subsection Cd), for purposes of deteiniig(3) Fvp. the eligThility of an alien for benefits, and
the sponsor agrees to make paymens, bt the aont of benefits, nader any public as-
faAls to bde by the repaynent terms estab- slstance Program as defined in section
1shed by the 2gency, the agency 201(fX3)), the income and resources desCribed
60 days of such aflure, brag an action zbsection (b) shall, notthsag ay
against. the sponsor pirsua to the affidavit other oviso of law, be deemed to be the

income and resources of such alien.or support.
(e) JiSDxcTIo.— . . (b) D INco AND SOBCS—The
(1) L' G'E.&L.— action to eorce income atid resonres described In this sub-

affldavft of stipport ezecuted tnder sub- section in1ude the incone a.d resources
section (a) me.y be brought agast the spon- of
sor in ay Federal or State court— • (1) ay peson who, as a sponsor of a

(A) by a Spcored m&v-idua, wizb respect iien's ez' into the United Stases. or n
to iianciai s1pport; or order to enable an alien iwi11' to rem.ft

(B) by a Federal, State, or iocai agency, i the United States. execated an affidavz of
with respect to rembexient. support o ag et with respect to

(2) COURM,y NOT DECLDqE To B CASE.—. 5ch aiiei, ad
Fo '.irposes of this secticn, no Federal or (2) tbe spoisor's spouse
State court shall decie for 12.ck of subject (c) LENGTH OF DEEMG P.IOD.—Tbe re-
matter or personzi jui.sdicton to he av quiimet of subsection (a) sbafl appy for
acon brought against a sponsor er the period for which the sponsor has 2.geed,
graph (1) in s-ch affidavit or ageemet, to provide

(A) tbe sponsored divjdua] is a resident spprt for such aie, or fo a period of 5
o' the State in wb1c� the court is located. or yeas begthnmg o the day sc a1eii was
received public assistance while resjng in flrst 1&wfui3y i e Unted Stae after thethe State; d exectjon of such affdavt or agreernet,

(B) such sponsor bas recei7ed service of whichever period is longer.
process in accordce wfth appcable law. (d) CCEPflONS.—

(1) DThIONs.—For purposes of this sec- (1) INDIGENCE—
(1) I GENERAL—If a determination de-

(1) SPONSOL—The term "s)csor' means scribed in subparagraph (3) is xade. the
an ind.tviduaj who— amc.it of incoue d resources of the spot-

(A) is a United States citizen o national so or the sponsor's spouse which SaU be at-
or an alien who s iawThiiy admitted to the 1buted to the sponsored a1en shall ot cx-
United States for perrria.ent iesidece; ceed the arnon.t acuafly provided for a e-(B) is a least 18 yes of age;
(C) is domiciled i y of the seve1 (I) beginrnug on the date of such deter-Sa.tes of the tnjted Ste, the Disit of rnnztion and ending 12 mots after stchCoumoja, or ay territory or possession of da, o

the Uflited States; and (ii). if the address or the spcsor i u-CD) demosates the xnezs to .ita± ko to the spoDsred alic, beg1g onan aua1 icme equal to at least 25 per- the date of such deter r ato a. er.irzgcw: o the Fede po7erty line for the iith- on he date that is 12 .mos after the ad-duai a the jthvdia1' fazily rcdng tress or the sposo becoznes tc thethe posoed aiie and. ay other alien spot- sponscre a1ie or to the agency which shallsored by the ind-i.iuaj). thiogh evidence 1Ior such aiie of the ess withi 7that z1udes a copy of the ind.tvid3's Fe.-I- ys).era icme tax eur or the 3 rns recent (B) DEtrIoN DESC.—A deter-tazb1e pea_-s (which rets xeed stow ao dsr!,ed this S'.bp aap s alevel or pj icoiie ci te cst re- de;eriaion by a agency that a sposrecent taxable yea.) and a written statemen;. aliex wouid, i ;he absee of the 2.ssistaceexecuted nde .oah or as perited under provided br te aecy, be 2bIe to obanpe1ty of perury de sectiofl 1746 or ttie food or shelter, taig itc' acco1t the
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2iet's ow income, phis any cash, food,
housi.n, or other assista.ce prcvided by
other individuals, iEcludlng the sponsor.

(2; EUCZON SZISTcZ.—
(A Ii GNERAL.—The requirements of sub-

section (a) shafl not apply with respect to
sponsored alIens who have received, or have
been approved to receive, sdent as1stance
under itie fli, V,. , or X of the Higher Edu-
cato Act of 965 i an aadernc year which
ed or beg'ns ft the ca1edar year in w1ch
this Act is erncted.

(B) DtLoN.—Tie excepto described in
sibparagraph (A) shafl apply o1y fcr the e-
iod noraiy recired to complete the
course of stu1y for which the sponsored alieE
received assistac descrhed i that sub-
paagrah.

(3 CTi SERVICES ASSZSTACL—The
equ2reme2ts of sabsecton (a) siafl not
apply to— -

(A) ay services or assistance described 1
scto 1(a)(i)(A)(vii); and

(B) In the 'ase of an eligible alien (as de-
crbed iu secon 1(fX1))—

(1) any caxe or ser1ces provided to an alieE
for a emegeEcy mdcai coditon, as de-

- ined in secio 1903(vX3) of the Social Secu-
.tyAct;ad -i) any public hesith a3sista1ce for 1xzmu-
I.tioEs and xrnunjb1e dzeases, and for
the tesicg and eaient of cornmuicable
d.lseascs.

(4) MDic SVICES FOR LEGAL --
(A) IN GENERAL—Notwithstanding ay

ether prv'sio of law, for purposes of deter-
-mg the eligibility for methcai assisaice
nader tiUe of the Socai Security Act
(other than services or which an exceptoE
is provded nnde paagap (3)(3))—

(i) the reu-rements of sibsection (a) safl
Eot apply to an alien ]awfulIy admitted o
the United States before the date of the en-
acent of this Act; and

(ii) for an alicE who has entered the nited
States o or after the date of enactment of
this Act, the income aild resoirces described
in subsection (b) shali be deemed to be te
thcome of the alien for a period of two years
begmning on the day such alien was flrst
]awIufly in the United States.

ADMr No. 3885
Ox- page )1, sVzke lines 1 through 4 and in-

sert the following:
(3) CT& SVCES JtqD ASSISTANCE.—The

requirements of subseczioE (a) sball no;
apply to—

(A) any services or assstace described In
section 1(a)(1)(A)(vij); and

(B) in the case of an eligfble aliezi (az de-
scribed in sectioE 1(1)(1))— -

(1) ay care or services provided to an alien
for an emergency medical cond.ition, as de-
fined in section 1903(vX3) o the Social Secu-
rity Act; and

(ii) any ublc health assistance for Lnmu-
rnzat.ions and imzntznizable diseases, and for
the testing and eatment of cornmuncable
thsease

(4) MEDxc SVICES POR LEGAl. IMMZ-

(A) Iz GNAL.—Notwfthstathng any
other rovisioE of law, for purposes of deter-
mii the eligibility for med.tcal assistance
under title XIX of the Social Security Act
(other than services for which an exception
is rovded under paragraph (3)(E))—

(i) the requiremeEts of subsection (a) shall
not apply to an alien ]awf.Uy admitted o
the tEited States before the date of the en-
actueEt of this Act; and

cii) for an alieE wo has entered the United
States o or after the date of enact1ent of
this Act, the Income ad resources described
in subseci (b) sz11 be deeied to be the

income of the alieE for a period of two years
beting- o the day such aliefl was first
lawffly £n the United States.

AMDMT No. 2886
OE pare 1O, strike line 9 thicigh line25

and ther the foflowig:
(ii) The food stamp pog-a under the

Food Stamp Act of 1977.
(hi) The silemexita1 sc2rity coie

prograr u.der title XVI of the Social Seci-
rity Act.

(iv) Ay State geEeml assistaflce program.
(v Any cther prog'rm of z$sistance fund-

ed. 1i whoie r i part, by the Federal Gov-
enent or ay State or local g3vernneEt
entity, for which eligibility for bEefits i
based o need, except the pogras listed as
exceptions in clauses (i) through (vi) of sec-
tioE 1(a)(i)(A) ad te exceptions listed n
ectic 2D4(d) of the Imrnigraon Reform Act
of 1996.

A3D?. No.3887
OE page 186 lire 24 trogh ae 188 ]e 23,

sr1ke every-thhg and insert the follow'g
after the word "been." -

with:ueld tznder secticn 243 (h) of such Acr..
• (ES' a aiien 'aoled into the 1ted Sates
under section 212(dX5) of ch Act fcr a pe-
nod of at least lyear, or

(F) a aiien whois a Cuban or Bia en-
trait (withlE e mea.ing of ectoE 501(e) of
he Refugees Educao Assstance Act of
1980).

(2) XNBLIGrBLE AL4.—Te term "ine1gible
ailen" eas r. indi'ridui who Is rot—

(A) a Uted Staze citizeE or atioa; or
(E)-an eligible alien.
(3) PUBLIC ASSISTANCE PROGRAM.—The term

"iblic assistauce rogrzn" means zy r,ró-
gra.n of assistance provided or funded, in
whole or in rt, by the Federal Goverrnett
cr any State or locai government entity, for
which eligibility for benefits is based o
need. -

(4) Govr BrrS.—The term "gov-
ernment bexiefits" includes—

(AIay grant, conact, loan, professional
license, or cornercia1 license provided or
fnnded by a agency of the Unfted States or
any State or local government entity. - ex-
cept, with respect to a noninmgrant au-
thorzed to work in the United States, any
professional or commerc license required
to engage in such work, if the nonmigant
is otherwise qualified for such license;

(B) unemployment benefits payable out of
Federal funds;

(C) benefits nnder title fl of the Social e-
curity Act;

CD) financial assistance for purposes of sec-
tion 214(a) of the Housing and Community
Development Act of 1980 (Public Law 96-399;
94 Stat. 16a7);and

CE) benefits based oE residence that are
prohibited by subsectioE (a)(2).
SEC. 2. DEFINIflON OF PVBUC CHARGE? FOR

PURPOSES OFDEPOR?AT'ION.
(a) IN GNL,—Section 241(a)(5) (8 U.S.C.

124(a)(5) is aieEded to read as follows:
"(5) PUBLIc CHARGE.—
"(A) Ii GEERA.—Any alien who during

the public charge period becomes a public
charge, regardless of when the cause for be-
comixLg a public barge arises. is deportable.

"(B) cP'rIoNS.--Subparagraph (A) shall
Eot apply if the a1eE is a refugee or has been
granted a3ylum, if the alien is a Cuban or
RaXtian eEaDt (within the meaning of sec-
on 501(e) of the Refugee Education Assist-
ace Act of 1980) or if the cause of the alien's
becoming a public charge—

AM'r No. 3888
O page 181, beginEthg oE line 19, strIke all

through page 18'2, line 2
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AENtMT Nc. 3339

.O page 1, between ]iue3 4 and 5.
the foflowng

(4) MEIicxi SERVICES POR LEGAL C-
GRS.—The equiremets of subsccn a)
sa1] ot apply in the ease Cf a se.—-(ce
provided under titie of the Social Sec-
rity Act to z aL1ie lawfti!y admitted to the
UIted States before the date of te encr-
ment of this Act.

N. 3890
C page 201. 1ie 5, iDsert the ro1owir.g:
(4) Mzirc SZVICES 'OR LEGAL mcc-

C-rs.—NotwithstaxdIng any other pov-
sion of law, ptzoses of deteriç te
eigbilty for rnedica ssizace uthr
X of the. Social Security Act, the ce
a resources described in subset±c (b)
safl be deemed to be the income of the .iie
for a period of two years beg5.ng c the
day snch alien w.s first lawfy iii the ZJt-
e States.

ADMENT Nc. 3391
On page 201. Sike hues i thro '1, ad

insert he Uowg
(3) svics D ASSI4C.—Th

requreinents of subsection (a sbafl
apply to—

(A) ay servce or as1staxce described th
secto )1aX1XAXvii); or

(B) In the case of a eligible a1e (as de-
fined section 201(0(1))—

(i) ay emergency edicai serie izzdet1e of the Social Security Act; or
(U) ay pubii health assistance for lmmu-

nizatios and. ± the Secretary of Health ad
Hiaz Services determines that it is eec-
essay to prevent the spread of seros ccm-
rni.icable disease, for testing nd treameEt
of such diseases.

AMEwMENTNo. 3892 -

On page )1, sike lines 1 throgt 4, ad
izsert the foUowiEg

(3) C'rw SVICES A1Ja SSISTACL—The
requfrements of sthsectio (a) hafl not
apply to—

- (A) ay service or assistaiice described n
section 1(a)(1)(AXvii); and

• (B) in patient hospital services provided by
a disproportionate share hospital for which
an aduztmet. iE .payient to a State under
the medicaid progran is made accordance
with sectioE 1923 of the Social Security Act.

- ADr No. 3893
'On page 301. sike lines I through 4, and

nsert the followiEg -
(3) CEar SVIC! AND ASSISTANCE.—The

reqairements of subsection (a) shaal
apply to—

(A) any servzce. or.assistace described i
section 1(aX1XAXvi);

(B) medlcatd services provided under titie
of the Social Security Act;

(C) public health assistance for immuniza-
tions and testing and eatmeEt services to
prevent the spread of commmcable ths-
eases.

CD) material and child health services
block grants nnder the title V of the Social
Seccrity Act:

(E) services and assistance provided nnder
titles Il. V, and V of the Public Health
Service Act;

(F) preventive health and health servces
block grants uEder title XIX of. the PubI1
Health Service Act;

(G) xmgrat health center grauts nnder the
Thbiic Health Service Act; and

(E) community health center grants ude
the Public Health Service Act.

RE AI4ENDNTS NOS. 3894-3895
(Ordered to lie o the table.)
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Mr. RE]]) submitted two amend-

merits intended to be proposed by him
to the bill S. 1664. supra as follows:

AD?4E"r No. 394
At the appropriate place Insert the follow.

ng new section:
SEC. . PASSPORS ISSVED FOR Ca1LDREq

TJNDERI6. -

(a) IN G R—Section 1 of tftle of
the Act of June 15. 1917 ( U.S.C. 213) iz
amended—

(1) by striking "Before and inserting "(a)
I G .—Before. and

(2) by adding at the end the following new
sibsection:
"(b) PAssPos 1ssuE POE CLDi

UZDER 16.—

"U) SIGNATtES REQtm,—In the case of
a child under the age of 16. the written app]i-
cation required as a prereqmsjte to the lssu-
ace of a passport for such ch1d shall be
sigLed by—

"(A) both rents of the child if the chjjd
lives with both parents; -.

"(B) the paxent of the thud having primary
custody of the child f the child does not live
with both parents; or

"(C) the surv1vjzg parent (or legal gnard-
i.t) of the child, if 1 or both parents are de-
ceased.

"(2) WAIV—The Secretary of State may
waive the requirements of paragraph (1)(A) if
the Secretary determines that cir-
cumstances do not permit obtaining the.sig-
natires of both parents.'.

(b) EFrIvE DAm—The amendments
made by this section shall apply to applica-.
tions for passports filed on or after the date
of the enacent of this Act. -

ADT No. 2895
At the apoja place in the bill ert

the following-a
SEC. FE1AIZ GThL MU7TIO

(a) CONGRSIONAL DDGS—Te Con-
flnd8 that—

(1) the practice of female genital mua-
ton is carried out by members of certain
cultcr*1 and religious groups within the
United States;

(2) the practice of fea1e genital mutila-
tion often results in the occvrence of pbys-
ical and psychological health effects that
hazin the women involved;

(3) such mutilation infringes upon the
garanteez of rights secured by Federal and
State law, both statutory ad constltii-
tional;

(4) the unique cfrcm.stances surrounding
the practice of female genital mutiatjo
place it beyond the ability of ay single
State of local jusdictjon to cono1;

(5) the practice of fem_aie genital mu1a-
tion can be prohibited without abridgjn_g the
ezercse of ay rights guaz2nteed under the
First Amendment to the Constjttlon or
under any other law; and

(6) Congress has the a!firinative power
under section 8 of aticle I, the necessary
and proper clause, section 5 of the Fonz-
teenth Amendment, as well as under the
eaty clause of the Constitution to enact
such legisiatlon

(b) BASIS OP As LVM—(1) Section 1O1(a)(42)
(8 U.S.C. 1101(a)(42)) is aneded—

(A) by insertjg after "political opimon
the first place it appears: "or because the
person has been threatened with an act of fe-
male genital utilaon";

(B) by inseng after "political opinion
the second place It appears the following ",
or wo as been threatened with an act of fe-m1e geita niutilation";

(C) by 1nsertjig alter 'po1itcal opinion
the third place it appears the followmr "or
who ordered, threatened., or ticipated in

BRADLEY ANDMENTS NOS. 3896-
.3898

(Ordered to lie on the table.)
Mr. BRADLEY submitted three

amendments intended to be proposed
by him to the bifl S. 1664, supra as fol-
lows: -.

No. 96 -

At the end of the bill, add the following
new title: -

TITLE m—MzSCELLANOUS PROVISIONS
SEC. 301. ENFORCEMENT OF.?MPLOYER SMC-

(a) EsTxs'r Op NEW OcL—There
shall be in the Imgration ad )aturaliza-
tion Serv'ice of the Dernent of Justice an
Office for the Enforcement of ployer
Sanctions (in this section referred to as the
"Office").

(b) F cTxoNs—The fnctions of the Office
established under subsection (a) safl be—

(1) to investgate ad prosecute violations
of section 274A(a) of the hnmi.tjon aid
Nationajjty Act (8 U.S.C. 1324a(a)); ad
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(2) to educate employers on the require-

xnets of the law ad in other ways as nec-
essary to prevent employment disc nina-tion.

(c) AtrrHoRrz'zoN OP APPROPRXA1oS_
There are authorized to be appropriated to
the AttorDey General S100.000,000 to carry
out the fnctions of the Orfice established
under subsection (a). -

A!ENDMEN No. 3897
At the end of the bill, add the followiDg

new title:
TITLE m—MISCELLEOUS PPO VISIONS
C 301. EESflGATORS OF VAWFEJI. EM-

PLOYMENrACT1VrnES
Of the number of investigators authorized

by sectó1O2(a) of this Act, not less than 150
fufl-tthe active-duty investigators in each
such fiscal year thall perform only the func-
tions of investigatjg and prosecuting viola-
tions of section 274A(a) of the Iminigraton
ad NatonaJity Act (8 U.S.C. 1324a(a)).

GRAHAM AMENDMNT5 NOS. 3899-
3902

(Ordered to lie on the table.) -

Mr. GRAHAM subtted four amend-
ments intended to be proposed by him
to the biLl 5.1664. supra; as follows:

ADMr No. 3899
Beginning on page 210, strike line and

all that follows through line 9 on page 21.

A3mcz' No. 3900
Qn page 201, sike lines 1 through 4. and

insert the followthg
(3) Cr SvICEs Am ASSSTANCE.—the

reqrements of subsection (a) shall not
apply to—

(A) ay service or assistance described in
section 201(a)(1)(AXVjI); ad

(B) medicare cost-sharing provided to a
Qaa1ifled uethcare beneficiazy (as sich
terms are defined under section 1905(p) of the
Social Security Act).

AMr No. 2901
On page 180. lines 13 ad 14. strike "seri-

o1s...

AErj' No. 3902
Stike page 180. line 15. through 181 li.ne 9.

ad insert:
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the performance of female genital xnutila-
tion; and

(D) by adding at the end the following new
sentence: "The term 'female genital nutiIa-
tion means an action described i section
116(a) of title 18. UnitedStates Code..

(2) Section 243(h)(1) (8 U.S.C. 1253(h)(1)) is
anended by inserting alter "political opin-
ion the following: "or would be threatened
with an act of female genzta1 mutilation.

(c) CRD.mL CONDUCT.—
(1) IN GZNER—Chapter 7 of title 18. Unft-

ed States Code, is amended by adding at the
end the following ew section:
i 116. Female genital mnti1aton

"(a) Except az provided in subsection (b).
whoever knowing1y circumcises, excises, or
infibuistes the whole or any part of the labia
rnajora or labia minora or clitoris of another
person who has not attained the age of 8
years shall be fined under thz title or im-
pr2soned not more than 5 years, or both.

"(b) A Surgical operation is not a violation
of this section lIthe operation is—

"(1) necessa to the health of the person
AMDMET No. 3898on whom it is performed, and is performed by

a person licensed in the place of its perfoin- At the end of the bill, add the following
ance.as a medical practitioner or new title:

"(2) performed on a person in labor or who TiTLE m—MIsCE1rANUS PROVISIONS.has just given birth and Is performed for SEC. 301. OcE FOR EMPLOYER SANCTIONS.ethcai purposes coxinected wth that labor (a) FNCr1ONS.—Th isor birth by a person licensed in the place it established within the Departent of Justiceis performed as a medicai practitioner, !flid an Office for ployer Sanctions chargedwife, or person in traning to become such a with the responsibility of—Practztoner or midwife. (1) providing advice and g"jd"(c) In applying subsection (b)(1), no ac-
ployers and employees relating to unlawfulcount s1afl be taken of the effect on the per.
employment of alienz under section 774A ofson on whon the operation is to be per. the Irnmtgraton and Nationajjty Act adfoned of any belief on the pa.rt of that or unfair mmigmton-reated employmentany other person that the operaton
practSces undei 774B of such Act;Qaired as a matter of custom or ritual.

(2) assistiug employers i conplying with"(d) Whoever Iowig?y denies to Y those laws: adson medca1 csre or services or otherwise dis-
(3) coordinating other ftnctjons related tocrimixlates against ay person in the pro-cl-

the enforcement under th.is Act of employerzion of medical care or services, sanctofls."(1) that person has ndergone feniale cir-
(b) COMPOS1TION.—The iexnbers of the or-cumcisio. excision, or infibuistion; or ' fice shall be designated by the AttorDey Gen-"(2) that person bas requested that female

eral from among officers or employees of thecircumcision. exczio, or infibulation
Jmznigratio and Naturalization Service orperformed o any Person;
other coxnponets of the Department of Jns-shall be fined under this ti1e or imprisoned tice.not more than one year. or both..".

(c) ANNUAL REFQRT.—The Office shall re-(2) CONPORMmG AMDMEN'r—The table of port anuaiiy to the AttorDey General on itssections at the beginning of chapter 7 of title.
18. United States Code, is amended by adding -

_____

at the end the following new item:
"116. Female genital mutilation".

(d) Emc'rlvE DAm—Subsection (c) shall
take effect on the date that s 180 days after
th date of the enacnent of this Act.
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that cannot be performed by other INS per- not to exceed 90 days, u1ess within such 90-sonnel. day eriod or extension thereof, the ..or-(4) The transfer of 200 Border Paol agents ney General deterinjnes, alter conu1za.tjon
from interior statioEs to the Southwest bor- with the Comzmttee oi the Judiciary of theder, which would not increase the total num- Senate and the liouse of Representatjve,
ber of law enlbrcement personnel at INS, that an extaordjnay migration situation
would, cost the federal government approxi- continues to warrant such procedures. re-mately oaoo manjng in effect for an additional 90-day pe-

(5) The, cost to the federal government of rio&
hning. new cruna1 investigators and other "(5) No alien may be ordered specially cx-
personnel for interior stations is likely to be cluded under paragraph (1) if—
greater than the cost of retaing Border Pa- "(A) such alien is eligible to seek asy1ui
ol agents at interior under section 208; and

(6) The first recommendation of the report '(B) -the AttorDey Genera.1 .deterrnjes,
by the National Task Force on Immigration the rocedae described in ..subsection (b),
w to increa the nnnber of Border Paol that Such aliec as a credible fear of.persecu.
agents at the interior tio. tion on account of ice. religion,. ationai-

(7) Therefore, it is the of the Con- InembershJp in a particular social group
gress th2. . . ofpo1jticai opinion. In the 'contry of.sucn

(A) the US. Border Pao1 plays akey role person's nationality, or in the case of a per-in . aprehendig ad deporting Udocu- son having no nationality, the country in
mented aliens th_roghout the United States; which such persoa last habitajjy reside&

(B) interior Border. Paol stations play a "(6) A special exclusxon order enter in ac-
unique and cr1tica role in the agency's cordance with .teprov1os,of this secon
'fbrcement ion and serve as an, invaluable is not subject to a4mistrative review other
second 'ine cf defense In conomn_g megai than as provided n this section, except that

the Attorney General shall plovjde by regu-imigraon and its penetration to the inte- laon for a proipt administjve review ofnor of our Country;
an .. order. against an 'applicant who(C) a redeployment of Border Patrol agents

- c]ams .uder oath, or 'as permitted underat interior stat1ons-wod. not be cost-effec-
penalty of perjury under section 1746 of titletive.and is.annecessary in view of plans to
28, Uiited States-Code, after having beennearly' double .the.number of Border Patrol
warned of the penalties for falsely mngagents over the next five years; and
such clazm under such., Conditions, to have) the INS should lifre, train aid assag
bee ad appears 'to have been, lawfully ad-new staff based on a. sog Border Paol

'itted for pera.nent residence.presence' both on the Southwest border and
"(7) A speca1' exclusion order enteied inin interior stations that support.,border en-

. accordance .with the provisions of this sec-forcement.
.tion shall have the same effect as if the alien
had been ordered exchided and deported pur-
suat to Section 226.

"(8) Nothing in. tbs subsection sa.11 be
consued as reqwrg a quiry before a
pec1a1 inquiry officer in the case of an alien

ewan.
"(b) USING SPzci.,cczu

SoN—(1) Wben the Attorziey General has de-
terijed pursuant to this section that an ex-
aorthna.ry miation situaon exists ad
an alien subject to special exclusion udei
such section has indicated a desire to apply
for asylum or witbholding or deportation
uEder section 243(h) orha.s indicated a fear of
persecntion upon return, the immigration of-
ficer shaJi refer thE matzer to an asylum offi-
cer.

"(2) Such asylum officer shall intvjew
the alien to deteruijne whether the a1ie has
a credible fear of persecution (or of return to
persecution) i or from the country of such
alien's nationality, or in the case of a person
having no atioaflty, the country in which
such alien last habitually resided.

"(3) The Attorney General shall provide in-
formation onceruing the procedures de-
scibed in this section to any alien who is
subject to such provzions. The a1ie. may
cons-ult with or be represented by a person or
persons of the alien's' choosing according to
regulations prescribed by the Attorney Gee-
eral. Such coEzu.Itation ad represetatjon
shall be at no expense to the Governxent
ad,shajj ot unreasonably delay .the proc-
ess.

"(4) The applieatjon for asylum or with-
holding of deportation of a alien who has
teen determed under the rocedure de-
scred in paragraph (2) to have a credible
fear Gf persecution-sbafl be determmed in
due course by a speca1 inquiry of cer.drng
a hea.rig on the exclusion of such alien.

"(5) 1.1 the ofcer deternines that the alien
does not have a credible fear of persecutjo
in (or of ret.ru to perseutio frcm) the
country or countries referred to in paraaph
(2), the alien may be specially excluded and
deported i accordance with this section.

"(6) The Attorney Generai shall provide by
reguiaton for a single level of admitiistra-
tive appellate review of a specaI exciusio
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eanent for such diseases,

(vu) such other service or assjstace (such
as soup kitchens. crisis counseling, interven-
tion (thcluding intervention for domestic v-
olence), and short-term se1ter) as the Attor.
ney General specifies, In the 'Attorney Gen-
eral's sole and unrevjewable thscreo, after
consultation with tae heads of appropnate
Federal agencies, if—
'(IY such service or assistazice is delivered at

the commnity level, incluthg through pub-
lic or private nonprofit agencies;

.W) such service or assistance is necessary
for the 'protection of life, safety, or public
health; and

() such service or 'assistance or the
amount or cost of'such service or assistance
is not condZ1oned, on the recpients income
or resources; and -

• (viii) In the case of norninigrat migrant
worIers and' their dependents, Read Start
prograzns under the Read Start 'Act (42
U.S.C. 9831 et. seq.) and other educational,
hot2ing and health assistance being provided
to snch class of aliens as of the date Cf enact-
ment of this Act, or

'G-RAM.M EIDN'TS NOS. 3903-
3904

(Ordered to lie on the table.)
Mr. 'G-R.AJflf. subimtted two amend-

ets- Intended to be proposed by hi
to the bill . 1664, supra as follows:

AD.tr No. 3903
At the end, insert the following:

SEC.. DEVELOPMENT OF COVNi$
ANF'SOCIALSECVRTrY CARS

(a) DVELOPMr.—NOt later than 1 y LARY (AND ORS)
after the date of eacnent of. th3.Act, the ' AMENDMENT NO. 3905Comxnjioner of Sociaa Security (herea!ter (Ordeied to lie on the table.)this section referred to as the 'Comi- sir. (for himself, Mr.sioner") sxa11, in accordance with this sec-

DEW, and Mr. HA.TFmLD) snbrrijttedtion. develop a counterfeit-resistant social
.aamendznent intezided to be proposedsecurity card, Sich card shah—

(1) be made of a durable, tamper-resistant by them to the bin S. 1664. .supra; asateria1-such as plastic or polyes, follows:
(2) employ technologies that provide secu- At. the end of the bill, add the foI1owgnity features, such as magnetic stripes, TiTLE m—MISCELLANOUS PROVISIONSholograms. ad inte ated,crcufts, and

- SEc. 301. (a) Nowithstaudjng any other(3) be developed so as to provide Inthvid-
projon of this Act,. sections 131, 132, 141,nais with reliable proof of ctzenhip or'
193.and 198(b)sa1l have no force or effect.legal resident a1len 5tatuz

(b)• Sect1o 106(f) of' the Immigration and'(B) ocvs FR IssuCE.—The Corn-
-' Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1105(1) is repealed.issioer shall make a social security c3d (C) The Iuixnigrntjon and Nationality Act isof the type described In Subsection a) avail- amended by adding after section Z36 (8 U.S.C.able, at cost, to any- indivdua1. xequestag

16) the foUowng new sect1or: -such a card to replace a card previously Is-
cwsIoN INsued to such inthvdua.I.

- S1TtATXONS(c) CoUTp-i CARD Vol.-
"SEC. 236A. (a) INtmrr FOR IND1V1DtLS.—The CO=iS
"(1) Nowithstaiid1n the provisions of.sec-soner may not require any individnal to ob-

tions 235(b) and. 236, and 'subject to sub-tam a social security card of the. type de-
section (c), if the Attorziey General deter-sci-ibed in subsection (a).
xnnes that the numbers or circmstauces of
aliens en route to or arriving In the UnitedAE No. 3904
States, by land, sea, or air, 'present an ex-At the end, insert the followng
aordinary rn1ation sftua1on, the Astor-—. FINDINGS RELAThD TO ROLE OF ey General may .withouz referral to a spe-.DERIOR BORDER PATROL STA.

. cial inquiry of.cer, order the- exclusion andTIONS.
deportation of any alien who is found to beThe Congress makes the fol1owig findings:
excludable under section 21(a)(6)(C) or (7)-(1) The Im igaon and Naturalization "(2) As used in this section. the term 'ex-Servce has drafted a preliminary plan for raordina,y migration' situation' means thethe removal of 200 Border Paol agents from arrival or ±uirninent arva1 In. the unitedthtenior stations ad the ansIer of these States or its territorial waters of aliens.whoagents to the Southwest border. by thefr numbers or circumstances substan-• (2) The INS has stated that it intends to tially exceed the capay of the insDectioncarry out this transfer without disrupting and ecamIat1on of such aliensservice and support to the commfljties in "(3) Subject o paragraph (4), the deter-which ntenior Statcns are located. rr1naton whether there exts an extraor-(3) Bneflngs conducted by Spetej In dinay migration situation within the meau-communties with interior Border Paol ig of paragrap (1) and (2) is committed tostations have revealed that Bore Patrol the sole aid excus1ve discretion of the At-agers a; interior statioxs, p icu.121y torney General.those, located in Southwest border States, "(4) The prov-isios of this subsection mayperform vaiuable law enforcement fuctons be invoked uiider paragraph (1) for a period
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order entered in accordance with the provi-
sions of this section.

"(7) As used in this section, the term 'asy-
lum officer' means an immigration officer
who—

"(A) has had extensive professional train-
ing in country conditions, asylum law, and
interview techniques;

"(B) has had at least one year of experi-
ence adjudicating affirmative asylum appli-
cations of aliens who are not in special ex-
clusion proceedings; and

"(C) is supervised by an officer who meets
the qualifications described In 'subpa.ra-
graphs (A) and (B).

"(8) As used in this section, the term 'cred-
ible fear of persecution' means that, in light
of statements and evidence produced by the
alien In support of the alien's claim, and of
such other facts as are known to the officer
about country conditions, a claim by the
alien that the alien is eligible for asylum
under section 208 wonld not be maniiestly
unfounded.

"Cc) ALmNs FLEEnG ONGOnG AJ Con-
FLICT, TonTuns, SYSTEMATIc PERSECUt'loN,
A20 Or D IVATI0NS OP HtiM
RIG S—Notwjthstaading any other provi-
sion of this section, the Attorney General
may, in the Attorney General's discretion,
proceed in accordance with' section 236 wIth
regard to any alien fleeing from a country
where—.

"(1) the government (or a group within the
country that the government is unable or
unwilling to control) engages in—

"(A) torture or other cruel, Inhuman. or
degrading treaent or pnnihment;

"(B) prolonged srbtrary detention without
charges or trial;

"(C) abduction, forced disappea,z'ance or
clandestine detention: or

"(D) systematic persecution: or
"(2) an ongoing armed conflict or other ex-

traordinary conditions would pose a serious
threat to the alien's personal safety.?'.

(d) Coiyoasmc. A's.—a)(A) Sec-
tion 235(b) of the hnrnigration and National-
ity Act (8 U.S.C. 1225b) is amended to read as
follows:

"(b) Every alien (other than an alien crew-
man), and except as otherwise provided in
subsection Cc) of this section and in section
273(d), who may not appear to the examining
officer at the port of arrival to be clearly and
beyond a doubt entitled to land shall be de-
tained for further inquiry to be conducted.by
a special inquiry officer. The decision of the

2?rlirflng immigration officer, If favorable
to the admission of any alien, shall be sub-
ject to challenge by any other immigration
officer and such challenge shall operate to
take the alien, whose privilege to land is so
challenged, before a special inquiry officer.".

(B) Section 237(a) of the Immigration and
Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1227a) is amended—

(I) in the second sentence of paragraph (1),
by sthlting "Subject to section 235(b)(1), de-
portation" and inserting "Deportation"; and

(ii) in the first sentence of Paragraph (2),
by striking "Subject to section (bXl), if and
inserting "If".

(2)(A) Section 106 of the Immigration and
Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1105a) is amended—

(i) by strilting. subsection (e); and:
(Ii) by amending the section heading to

read as follows: "JuD:cz.ax R.Evmw oF oans
OP DEPOaTATION AND CLUSjoN".

(B) Section 235(d) (8 U.S.C. 1225d) is re-
pealed.

(C) the item relating to section 106 in the
table of contents of the Immigration and Na-
tionality Act is amended to read as follows:
"106. Judicial review of orders of deportation

and exclusion.".
(3) Section 241(d) (8 U.S.C. 1251d) is re-

pealed.

LEAHY A.MENDMENTS NOS. 3906-
3910

(Ordered to lie on the table.)
Mr. LEAHY submitted five amend-

ments intended to be proposed by him
to the bill S. 1664, supra; as follows:

A.M'DMT No. 3906
At the end of the bill, add the following

TITLE m—MISCELLNEOUS PROVISIONS
SEc. 301(a). Notwithstanding any other pro-

vision of this Act, the Immigration and Na-
tionality Act is amended by adding after sec-
tion 236 (8 U.S.C. 1226) the following new sec-
tion:

"SPECIal, ExCLUsIo E EXTRAoRDDY
MIGRJTIoN S1Tt'ATIoNS

"SEC. 236A. (a) Ix.,' G'AL.—
"(1) Notwithstanding the provisions of sec-

tions 235(b) and 236, and subject to sub-
section (c), if the Attorney General deter-
mines that the numbers or circumstances of
aliens en route to or arriving in the United
States, by land, sea, or air, present an ex-
traordinary migration situation, the Attor-
ney General may, without referral to a spe-
cial inquiry officer, order the exclusion and
deportation of any alien who is found to be
excludable under section 212(a) (6)(C) or (7).

"(2) As used in this section, the term 'ex-
traordinary migration situation' means the
arrival or imminent ari-ival in the United
States or its territorial waters of aliens who
by their' numbers or circumstances substan-
tially exceed the capacity of the inspection
and examination of such aliens.

"(3) Subject to paragraph (4), the deter-
ruination whether there exists an extraor-
dinary migration situation within the mean-
ing of paragraphs (1) and (2) is committed to
the sole and exclusive discretion of the At-
torney General.

"(4) The provisions of this subsection may
be invoked under paragraph (1) for a period
not to exceed 90 days, unless within such 90-
day period or extension thereol. the Attor-
ney General determines, after consultation
with the Committees on the Judiciary of the
Senate and the House of Representatives,
that an extraordim.ry migration situation
continues to warrant such procedures re-
mnaining in effect for an additional 90-day pe-
riod.

"(5) No alien may be ordered specially ex-
cluded under paragraph (1) if—

"(A) such alien is eligible to seek asylum
under section 208; and

"(B) the Attorney General determines, in
the procedure described in subsection (b),
that such alien has a credible fear of persecu-
tion on acccunt of race, religion, national-
ity, membership in a particular social group
or political opinion in the country of such
person's nationality, or in the case of a per-
son having no nationality, the country in
which such person last habitually resided.

"(6) A special exclusion order entered in
accordance with the provisions of this sec-
tion is not subject to administiative review
other than as provided in this section, except
that the Attorney General shall provide by
regulation for a prompt administrative re-
view of such an order against an alicant
who claims under oath, or as permitted
under penalty of perjury under section L746
of title 28, United States Code, after having
been warned of the penalties for falsely mak-
ing such claim under such conditions, to
have been, and appears to have been, law-
fully admitted for permanent residence.

"(7) A special exclusion order entered in
accordance with the provisions of this sec-
tion shall have the same effect as if the alien
had been ordered excluded and deported pur-
suant to Section 236.

"(6) Nothing in this subsecticn shall .be
construed as requiring an inquiry before a
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special inouiry officer in the case of an al:en
creWman..

"(b) Paoc,p2 oa USEG SPEci Exctu-
ST0N.—(l) When the Attorney General has de-
tennined pursuant to this section that an ex-
traordinary migration situation exits and an
alien subject to special exclusion under such
section has indicated a desire to apply for
asylum or withholding of deportation under
section 243(h) or has indicated a fear of per-
secution upon return, the immigration offi-
cer shall refer the matter to an asylum offi-
cer.

"(2) Such asylum officer shall interview
the alien to determine whether the alien has
a credible fear of persecution (or of return to
persecution) in or from the country of such
alien's nationality, or In the case of a person
having no- nationality, the country in which
such alien last habitually resided. -

"(3) The Attorney General shall provide in-
formation concerning the procedures de-
scribed in this section to any alien who is
subject to such provisions. The alien may
consult with or be represented by a person or
persons of the alien's choosing according to
regulations prescribed by the Attorney Gen-
eral. Such consultation and representation
shall be at no expense to the Government
and shall not unreasonably delay the proc-ess.

"(4) The application for asylum or with-
holding of deportation of an alien who has
been determined under- the procedure de-
scribed In Paragraph (2) to have a credible
fear of persecution shall be determined in
due course by a special inquiry officer during
a hearing on the exclusion of such alien.

"(5) If the officer dete-nijnes tb_at the alien
does not have a credible fear of persecution
in (or of return to persecution from) the
country or countries referred to in paragraph
(2), the alien may be specially excluded and
deported in accordance with this section.

"(6) The Attorney General shall provide by
regulation for a : single level of administx'a-
tive appellate review of a special exclusion
order entered in accordance with the provi-
sions of this section.

"(7)As used in this section, the term 'asy-
lum officer' means an immigration officer

"(A) has had extensive professional train-
ing in country conditions, asylum law, and
interview techniques;

"(B) has had at least one year of experi-
ence adjudicating affirmative asylum appli-
cations of aliens who are not in special ex-
clusion proceedings; and

"(C) is supervsed by an officer who meets
the qualifications described in snbpara-
graphs (A) and (B).

"(8) As used in this section, the term 'cred-
ible fear of persecution' means that, in light
of statements and evidence produced by the
alien in support of the alien's claim, and of
such other facts as are known to the officer
about country conditions, a claim by the
alien that the alien is eligible for asylun
under seution 208 would not be manifestly
unfounded.

"Cc) ALrsn.'s FLEEING ONGOING .&R.MED Cog-
PLICT, Toxr'uax, SYSTEMATIC

. PEasEctrrIoN,
Ornxa DEPnIVA'flONs op Ht.ir

RIGE'i'E.—Norwithstanding any other provi-
sion of this section, the Attorney General
may, in the Attorney General's discretion,
proceed in accordance with section 236 with
regard to any alien fleeing from a country
where—

"(1) the government (or a group within the
country that the government is unable or
unwilling to control) engages In—

"(A) torture or other cruel, inhuman, cr
degrading treatment or punishment;

"(B) prolonged a'bili'ary detention without
charges or trial;

"(C) abduction, forced disappearance or
clandestine detention; or
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"(D) systexnatlc persect1on; or
"(2) a- onorng armed conflict or other ex

aordinary conditions would pose a serious
threat to the alien's personal safety.".

ADr No. 3907
At the end of the bill, add the followlnr

TiTLE m—ScELLAOUs PROVISIONS
SBc. 301. Notwithstanthng any other.pv.

sion of this Act, Sectio3z 131. 132.141, 193 and
198(b) shall have no force or effect.

ADrNO. 3908
At the end of the bill, add the followr

TiTLE rn—MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
SEC. 301(a). Section 235(b) of the Immigra-

tion and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1mb) is
amended to read as follows:

"(b) Every alien (other than a alien crew-
man), ad except as otherwise provided In
subsection (c) of this section and In section
273(d), who may not appear to the eamiing
offlcer at the port of arrival to be clearly and
beyond a doubt entitled to land simil be de-
tamed for further inquiry to be conducted by
a special inquiry offlcer. The decision of thePYniring immigration offlcer, if favorable
to the admission of any alien, shall e sub-
ject to challenge by any other iijgazJon
officer and such challenge shall operate to
take the aLter, whose privi'ege to ]&nd is so
challenged. before a speca1 Inquiry officer.".

(2) SectIon. 237(a) of the Itnmigration and
Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 17a) is amended—

(1) In the second sentence of paragraph (1),
by siking "Subject to section 4(bX1), de-
portation" and iDsertng "Deportauon"; ad

(ii) In the first sentence of paragraph (2).
by sing 'Sub3ect to section (b)(1), if' ad
inserting "Ii".

(b)(1) Section 106 of the Immigration ad
Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1105a) is amended—

(i) by si]ng subsection (e); ad
(ii) by amending the section heading to

read as follows: "JUDjct BZVW OP ORDERS
OP DEPORTAjO. AND EZCLtSION".

(2) Section 235(d) (8 U.S.C. 15d) Is re-
pealecL -

(3) The item relating to section 106 in the
table of contents of the Immigration and Na-
tionality Act is aniended to read as follows:
"106. Judicial review of orders of deportion

ad exc1uion.".
(c) Section 241(d)(8 U.S.C. 151d) is re-

pealed.

A3Diz' No. 3909
At the end of the bill, add the followmg

TITLE rn—MrSCELLNEOUS PROVISIONS
SEc. 301(a). Section 106(f) of the I..igia-

tion and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 11051) is
repealed.

AMD No. 3910
At the end of the bill add: The la.ngQage on

page 180, line 6 ad all that follows through
page 201. line 4, of the Dole amendment
deemed to read:

(iv) assistance or benefits under—
(I) the National School Lunch Act (42

U.S.C. 1751 et seq.),
(IL) the Cbild Nuition Act of 1966 (42

U.S.C. 1771 et seq.),
(]fl) section 4 of the Agriculture and

Consumer Protection Act of 1973 (Public Law
93-86; 7 U.S.C. 612c note).

(IV) the Emergency Food Assistance Act of
1983 (Public Law 98-8; 7 U.S.C. 612c note),

(V) section 110 of the Hunger Pzevention
Act of 1988 (Public Law 100-435; 7 U.S.C. 612c
note), ad

(VI) the food disbution progmm o In-
dian reservatio established under section
4(b) of Public Law 88-525(7 U.S.C. 2013(b)),

(v) public health assistance for i.muiu.a-
tio and, if the Secretary of Health ad

Human SerTices determines that it is nec-
essary to prevent the spread of a serious
corn nnicable disease, for testing ad teat-
ment for such thseazes, ad

(vi) such other service or assistance (such
as Soup kltchev.s, crisis counseling, mterven-
tion (includg intervention for domestic vi-
olence), ad snort-term shelter) as the Attor-
ney General specifies, In the Attorney Gen-
eral's sole and nnreviewable dscretio, after
consultation with the heads of appropriate
Federal agencies, if— -

(I) such service or assistance is delivered at
the commnjty level, Including through pub-
lic or private nonprofit agencies;

(IL) such service or assistance necessary
for the protection of life, safety, or public
health; ad

(III) such service or assistance or the
amount or cost of such service or assistance

not conditioned on the recipient's income
or resources; or -.

GB) any grant, contact, loan, professionaj
license, or ccmmercia license provided or
funded by ay agency of the United States or
any State or local government entity, ex-
cept, with respect to nonimmigrant au-
thorzed to work In the United States, ay
professional or commercial licezise reqnired
to engage such work, if the non1mgrant
is otherwise ua1ed for sc license,

(2) Bqzyrrs op RE.—NotwitbStd..
ing any other ovilon oZ law, no State or
local government entivy shall consider ay
ineligible alien as a rsiden when to do so
wo1d place such alien In a more favorable
position, regarding access to, or the cost of,
any benefit or government service. tba a
United States c1tzen who is not regarded as
such a resident.

(3) NOTIFICATION OP ALiS.—
(A) IN GENAL.—The agency admjster-

ing a progr3m referred to in paragraph (1)(A)
or providing benefits referred to in paa-
graph (1)(B) shall, directly or, In the case of
a Federal agency, through the States, nofy
individually or by public notice, all ineLi-
gible aliens who are recevrng benefits under
a. prograi referred to In paragraph (1XA), or
are receiving benefits referred to 1 para-.
graph (1)(B). as the' ca3e may be, imme-
diately prior to the date of the enactment of
this Act ad whose eligibility for the pro-
gram is terminated by reason of sub-
section..

(B) FAnR TO GrVE NCE.—Notthig n
subparagraph (A) skafl be constued to re-
qnire or author ze'contlnua.tjon of such eigi-
blilty if the notice requfred by such para-
graph is not given.

(4) LThLTAnON ON PREGNCT SEEVICES FOR
UNDOCUMEqTED ALIENS.

(A) 3-y .CoNTWoUs BSENcE.— in-
eligible alien niay not receive the services
deszbed n paragTaph (1)(A)(iI) unless such
alien can establish proof of continuous resi-
dence In the United States for not less tba
3 yeaxs as determined in accordaxce with
section 245a.2(d)(3) of title 8. Code of Federal
Regulations as In effect on the day before
the date of the enacentof this Act.

(B) LIMI'TATIoN oN PEND1TUflES.—Not
more than 3120.000,000 In outlays may be ex-
pended under title XIX of the Socai Secu-
rity Act for reimbursement of services de-
scribed. In Paragraph (1)(A)(ii) that are pro-
vided .to Individuals described in subpar-
graph (A).

(C) CONTINUED SERVICES BT CtmRZNT
ST.&1S.—States that have provided services
desibed In paragraph (1XA)(il) for a period
of 3 years before the date of the enactment of
this Act shall continue to provide such serv-
ices and thafl be reimbursed by the Federal
Governent for the costs incurred in provid-
ing such services. States that have not pro-
vided such services before the date of the en-
act2nent of this Act. but elect to provide
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such services after such date, s]iali be re-bursed for the costs iñced :rovith:
such services. In o case shall St.es be:
quired to provide services in excess of t
arnouts provided in subparagraph (B).

(b) UNMPLOYN'r' BNEETTS.—NotWith-
standing azy other provision of law, only eli-
gible aliens who have been graxtted employ-
ment authorzatjon pursuant to Federal law,
ad United States citzeis or nationals, may
receive uemploymet benefits payable out'
of Federal fUnds. ad such eligible aliens
may receive only the poron of such beneflt
which aibutable to the authorized em-
ployxflent.,

(c) SOciAL SEctmury BrrS,—
(1) IN GENERAL.Notwithstajiding any

other provision of law, only eligible aliens
Who have been granted employment author-
ization pursut to Federal law and United
States citizen or nationals may receive any
benefit under title II of the Social Security
Act, ad such eligible aliens may receive
oriy the portion of such benefits which is at-
butable to the authorized employment.

(2) No REFUND oR RBURSECT._NOt-
w1thsta.udjg any other provision of law, no
tax or other contribution requfred pursuant'
to the Social Security Act (other than by a
eligible alien who has been granted employ-
ment authorization pursuant to Federal law.
or by a employer of such alien) safl be re-
funded or reibnrsed, in whole or In part.

(d) HOUSING ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS.—Not
later than SQ days after the date of the enact-
ment of tbis Act; the Secretary of Housing
and Urban Development sbafl submit a re-
port to the Committee on the Judciaxy ad
the Committee on Banking, Housing, and
Urban Affairs of the Senate, ad the Com-
mittee on the Judic1a-y ad the Committee
on Banking ad Finaxzcial Services of the
souse of Representatives, describing the
manner in which the Secretary eIorcing
section 4 of the Houzmg ad CommunIty
Develo,ment Act of 1980 (Public Law 96-399;
94 Stat. 1637) ad 'containing .Statistics w2th.
respect to the nniber of individuals denied
fna.ncia1 assistance under such section.

(e) NONPROTr, CEARrTABLE ORGANIZA-
TIONS.—

(1) IN G&L.—Nothing in this Act shall
be cosxed as requiring a nonprofit chari-
table orgaiization operating ay program of
assistance provided or funded. in whole or in
part, by the Federal Government to—

(A) determine, verZy, or otherwise reqwre
proof of the eligibility, as determined under
this title, of ay applicant for' benefi or as-
sistance under such program; or

(B) deei that the income or assets of any
applicant for benefits or assistance t2nder
such program Include the Income or assets
described In section 204(b).

(2) No PECT ON FEDAL AVTBORITY D0
CO IAZcE.—Nothjtg in this

subsection sball be consued as prohibiting
the Federal Governient from deterTnlfling
the e1igiblIty, under this section or section
204, of any individual for benefits under a
public assistance proam (as defined in sub-
section (1)(3)) or for government benefits (as
de1ned subsection (1X4)).

(1) DE'fli1TIoN5.—For the purposes of this
section—

(1) ELIGIBLE ALIEN.—The term e1igible
alien" meats a individual who is—

(A) an alien lawfully adtted for perma-
nent res1dece under the Immigration ad
Nationality Act,

(B) an alien granted asy1ixn under section
208 of such Act,

(C) a refigee athnxtted under section 207 of
such Act.

CD) a alien whose deportation has been
wittheld under section 243(h) of such Act, or

(E) an alien paroled into the United States
under section 212(d)(5) of such Act for a pe-
riod of at least 1 year.
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(2) L\UG1BLE ALIEN.—The term "ineligible

alien" means an inthvithzal who is not—
(A) a United States ct3zen or national: or
(B) an eligible alien.
(3) Pt7BLIc ASSISTANCE PaOG.—The term

"public assistance program' means any pro-
graIn of ass1stance provided or funded, in
whO'e or ir part, by the Federal Government
or any State or local goveent entity, for
which eligibility for benefits is based on
need.

(4) GOVERNMENT BEFr1S.—The term 'gov-
erment benefits includes—

(A) any grant, coact, loan, professjonaa
license, or commercial license provided or
fmded by any agency of the United States or
ay State or local govenent entity, ex-
cept, with respect to a nonirnxnigrat au-
thorized to work in the United States, any
professional or commercial license required
to engage in such work, if the nonümigrant
is otherwise qualified for such license;

(B).unernployment benefits payable out of
Federal funds; -

(C) benefits under title 11 of the Social Se-
curity Act;

(D) financial aSSiStaice for purposes of sec-
tion 214(a) of the Housing and Comninity
Development Act of 1980 (Public Law 96-399
94 Stat. 1637); ad

(E) beneIts based on residence that are
prohibited by subsection (a)(2).
SEC. 202 DEPDflON OF PUBUC CRARGE FOR

PURPOSES OF DEPORrAT1ON
(a) 1 GENZaL.—Section 241(a)(5) (8 T.LSC.

1251(a)(5)) is amended to read as follows:
'(5) PUBLIC CEABGE.—
(A) i GEB.AL.—ADy alien who daring

the public charge period becomes a public
charge, regardless of when the cause for be-
coming a public cbarge arises, is deportable.

'(B) WPT1ONS.—Subpa-agmph (A) sa1l
not apply if the alien is a refugee or has been
granted asylum, or if the muse of the alien's
becoming a public charge—

"(i) arose after en' (in the case of an
alien who entered as an immigrant) or alter
adustient to lawful perul2.nent resident
statts (in the case of an alien who entered as
a nonimgrant). and

"(ii) was a.pysical illness, or physical in-
3ury, so serious the alien could not work at
ay job, or a. mental disability that reqtired
conuous hospitalization.

"(C) DDmors.—
"(i) Puixc CRARGE PxOD—For purposes

of subparagraph (A), the term 'public charge
period' means the period bening on the
date the aJien entered the T.Jnited States ad
endg—

"(I) for an alien who entered the United
States as an immigrant, 5 years after en',
or

"(U) for an alien who entered the United
States as a. nonimmigrant, 5 years after the
alien adjusted to permanent resident statts.

"(ii) PUBLIC caRGE.—For purposes of sub-
paragzaph (A), the term 'public cbarge' in-
cludes any alien who receives benefits under
ary progTam descrbed in subparagraph CD)
for an aggregate period of xiiore than 12
months.

'(D) PROGR.A!S DESCRmED—The progra.ms
described in this sub.i'agaph are the fol-
lowiug

"Ci) The aid to families with dependent
children progian under title IV of the Socai
Secirity Act.

"(ii) The medicaid program nader title XIX
of the Social Secunty Act.

"(th) The food sanp program under the
Food Stamp Act of 177.

(iv) The sipplemeta1 security ncoxie
prograi unde title XVI of the Social Secu-
rity Act.

"(v) Ay State general assistance progran.
"(vi) Any other progran of assistancefded, whole or in part, by the Federal

Government or ay State or local govern-
ment entity, for which eligibility for bene-
ts s based on need, except the prograxns
list.ed as exceptions in clauses (i) through
(vi) of section 201(a)(i)(A) of the Immigration
Reform Act of 1996.".

(b) CONS crIoN.—Nothjng in subpara-
graph (B). (C). or CD) or section 241(a)(5) of
the Irxuigration and ationa1ity Act, as
amended by subsection (a), may be conztx,ied
to affect or apply to any determiuation of an
alien as a public charge made before the date
of the enactment of this Act.

(c) REVIEW o STATJS.—
(1) IN GEN.AL—Th reviewrng any applica-

tion by an alien for benefits under section
216, section 245, or ch_apter 2 of title o the
Immigration and Nationality Act. the Attor-
ney General safl detenune whether or not
the applicant is descñbed n section
241 (a)(5)(A) of such Act, as so axnended.

(2) GROtnDS OR nEI.—If the Attorney
Generzi determines that an alien is described
in section 241(a)(5)(A) of the Immigration
axd Natioxality Act, the Attorney General
thai] deny such application 8.d shall sti-
tute deportation proceedings with respect to
such alien, unless.the Attorney General exer-
cises discretion to withhold or suspend de-
portation purszat to- any other section of
such Act.

(d) EFFECTIVE DATE.—ThIS section and the
amendments made by this section shall
apply to aliens who ester the United States
on or alter the date of the enactent of this
Act and to aliens who entered as non-
immigrants before such date but adjust or
apply to adyast their statts after zuch date.
SEC. 203. REQUUTS FOR SPONSOR'S AFFI.

DAVIT OF SVPPORt
(a) Ezpoicizzry.—No affidavit of sup-

port may be relied upon by the Atoruey
General or by any consular officer to estab-
lish that an alien is not excludable as a ptb-
lic cbazge under section 212(a)(4) of the I-
migration ad Nationality Act unless such
affidavit is executed as a conact—

(1) which is legally enforceable against the
sponsor by the sponsored individtial, or by
the Federal Governent or any State. dis-
trict, territory, or possession of the United
States (or any subdivizon of such State, ths-
trict, territory, or possession of the United
States) that provides sny benefit described
in section 241(a)(5)(D), as amended by section
202(a) of this Act but. not later tba.n 10 yeas
after the sponsored inthviuaa last receives
any such benefit;

(2) in which the sponsor agrees. to f1aii-
ciiiy support the sponsored iiidividual, so
that he or she will not become a public
charge, until the sponsored individual has
worked in the United States for 40 Q2ai1fyiflg
quarters or has become a United States citi-
zen, whichever occurs first; and

(3) in which the sponsor agrees to submit
to the jurisdiction of ay Federal or State
court for the purpose of actions brought
under subsection (d) or (e):

(b) .FOMs.—Not later tha.n 90 days after
the date of the enacent of this Act, the
Secretary of State, the Attorney Genera!.
and the Secretary of Health and Huxnan
Services shall jointly formulate the affidavit
of support descr2bed in this section.

(c) NO'rIF'ICATXoN O CRA14GE OF ADDRESS.—
(1) GEr'..a.L REQtx!BErr.—The sponsor

shall notify the Attorney General and he
State, district, territory, or possession in
which the sponsored iDdividual is currently a
resident within 30 days of any change of ad-
dress of the sponsor durrng the period speci-
fied i subsection (axi).

(2) person subject to the re-
quirement of pazagraph (1) who fails to sat-
isfy such requirement shall, after notice and
opportunity to be heard, be subject to a civil
penalty of—
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(A) not less than 25O or more than 32.000.

or
(B) if such fa1ure occurs with knowledge

that the sponsored individuzl has received
ay benefit described in section 241(a)(5XD)
of the Irnrxiigration and Nationality Act, as
amended by section 202(a) of this Act, not
less than S2.000 or xiore than $5,000.

(d) fi BVsc' o Gov2mT -
PESES.—

(1) It" GENERAL.—
(A) REQUEST yo RtRSEM'1.—Upon

notification that a sponsored individuaj has
received any benefit described in section
241(a)(5)(D) of the lmxuigration ad National-
ity Act, as amended by section 202(a) of this
Act, the appropriate Federal, State, or local
official thall request reimbursement from
the sponso or the amount of such assist-
ance.

(B) BEGtLATIorS.—The Commissioner of
Social Security sbafl prescribe such reguja-
tions as may be necessary to carry out sub-
paragraph (A). Such regulations thaIl pro-
vide that notiflcaion be sent to the spon-
sor's last 1ow address by certified mail.

(2) ACTIoN AGA11'ST SPONSOR.—If within 45
days after requesting reimbursement, the ap-
propriate Federal, State, or local agency has
not reoeived a response from the sponsor in-
dic.ting a wilhtngess to make payments, an
action may be brought against the sponsor
pursuant to the affidavit of support.

(3) FuRE To MT BEPA!NT RMS.—If
the sponsor agrees to make payments, but
fails tà abide by the repayment terms estab-
)izhed by the agency, the agency may, witkth
60 days of such failure, bnng an action
against the sponsor pursuant to the affidavit
of support.

(e) JBISD1c'flo?.—
(1) IN GAL.—A action to enforce a

adavit of support executed under sub-
section (a) may be brought againz the spon-
sor in any Federal or State court—

(A) by a sponsored individual, with respect
to financial support; or

(B) by a Federal, State, or local agency,
with respect to rembrsernent.

(2) COtRT MAY N DECLE TO HEAR CASE—
For purposes of this section, no Federal or
State court shall decline for lack of subject
matter or personal jursthction to hear ay
action brought against a sponsor under para-
graph (1) f—

(A) the sponsored individual is a resident
of the Szate in which the court is located, or
received public assstance wbile residg in
the State; and

(B) such sponsor has receved service of
pocess in-accordance with applicable law.

(f) DEp1rnowS.—Tor purposes of this sec-
tion—

(1) S?ONS0R.—The term. "sponsor" means
an idividnai who—

(A) is a united States citizen or national
or an alien who is lawfully adjtted to the
United States for permanent residence;

(B) is at least 18 years of age;
(C) is domiciled in ay of the several

States of the United States, the District of
Columbia, or ay -territory or possession of
the United States; and

• CD) demonsates the rneas to maintain
an annual ncome equal to at least 125 per-
cent of the Federal poverty line for the mdi-
viduaa axd the iDdividual's fa.1y (including
the sponsored alien ad any other alien spon-
sored by the individual), through evidence
that includes a copy of the inthvid's Fed-
eral income tax retirn for the 3 most rece:
taxable years (which returns need show such
level of annial income only in the most re-
cent taxable year) ad a written statemezt.
executed under oath or as permitted der
pea.1ty of perjury under section 1746 of title
28; United States Code, that the copies are
true copies of such returz.
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In the case of an ththvidual who is on active
duty (other than a tive duty for rairnng) in
the Armed Forces of the United States, sub-
paragraph (D) shall be applied by substtit-
ng "100 percent" for '125 percent".

(2) F.AL POVERTY LZNE.—The term
"Federal poverty line" means the level of in-
come equal to the official poverty line (as
defined by the Director of the Office of Man-
agenient and Budget, as revsed annually by
the Secretary of Health and Human Services,
in accordance with section 673(2) of the Om-
nibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981 (42
U.S.C. 9902)) that is applicable to a Zami]y of
the size involved..

(3) Q1ALTYr12JG QUATZR.—The term "quali-
fying quarter" means a three-month penod
in wbich the sponsored d1vidua1 has—

(A) earned at least the zmnimnrxi necessary
for the period to count as one of the 40 quar-
ters required to qualify for soca1 security
re.rement benefits;

(B) not received need-based public assist-
ance; and -

(C) had income tax liability for the tax
year of which the period was part.
SEC. 204. ATBIBVTION OF SPONSOR'S INCO

AND IiESOVRCES TO FA3W..T.SPON-
SORED DOUGRAN

(a) DG BQU ENT FOR FEDI.
Am FED1&z.i.x PtIND PROGR1S.—Subject
to subsection (d), for purposes of determthing
the eligibility of an alien for benefits, and
the amount of benefits, under any public as-
sistace program (as defined in section
)1()(3)). the income and resources described
in subsection (b) shall, notwitbztandlng any
other provision of law, be deemed to be the
income and resonrces of such alien.

(b) DMEr) L'co AND RESOtiBCS.---The
income ad resources descnbed In this sub-
section Inckde the income ad resources
of—

(1) any person who, as a sponsor of an
alien's ey to the United States, or in
order to enable an alien lawfully to remain
in the United States,. executed an affidavit of
support or similar aeement with respect to
such alien, ad

(2) the sponsor's spouse.
(c) LENGTH OF DG P1oD.—The re-

quirement of subsection (a) sba11 apply for
the period for which the sponsor has agreed.
In such affidavit o agreement, to provide
support for such alien, or or a period of 5
yeax beguming on the day such alien was
first lawlnfly in the United States after the
execution of such affidavit or ageeent,
whichever penod is longer.

(d) crxoNs.—
(1) IiDxGcL—
(A) LN GENER.AL.—T.r a deteiation de-

scnbed i subraraph (B) is made, the
amount of income ad resources of the son-
sor or the sponsor's spouse which shafl be at.-
buted to the sponsored alien safl not ex-
ceed the amount actually provided for a pe-
nod—

(1) beginning on the date of such deter-
mination and ending 12 months after such
date, or

(ii) jf the address of the sponsor is un-
known to the sponsored alien, beginning on
the date of such determination and ending
on the date that is 12 months after the ad-
dress of the sponsor becomes ow to the
sponsored alien or to the agency (which safl
inform such alien of the address within 7
days).

(B) DrEg.MAIoN DESCREi—A deter-
x.nation described In this subparagraph is a
deterjnation by an agency that a sponsored
alien would. i the absence of the assistance
provided by the agency, be v.nabie to obtLin
food ad shelter, taking into account the
alien's ow iziconie. plus any cash. food.
honsftg, or other assistance provided by
other id1v1dua1s. Including the sponsor.

(2) EDUCArION ASSISTANCE.—
(A) IN GENB.AL.—The requirements of sub-

section (a) sh1l not apply w-ith respect to
sponsored aliens who bave received, or have
been approved to receive, student assistailce
under title Pt. V. X, or X of the Higher. Edu-
cation Act of 1965 ID an acadeic year wbjch
endz or begins in the Calendar year in wbich
this Act is enacted.

(B) DuaoN.—The exception described in
subparagraph (A) sa3J. apply only for the pe-
riod normafly required to complete the
course of study for which the spoDsored alien
receives assistazce described that sub-
paragraph.

(3) CEaTAfl S VICES MD ASSISTMCL—The
rèqmrements of subsection (a) shafl not
apply to any service or assistance described
i clause (iv) or (vi) of section 201(a)(1XA).

HtJ'TCBISON (AND EDY)
AMDNT NO. 3911

(Ordered to lie on the table.)
Mrs. HTJTCHISON (for herself ad

Mr. KENNEDY) submitted an amend-
ment intended to be proposed by them
to the bill S. 1664, supra as follows:

Ou page 210, iie 1. after "medical asaist-
ace" ixzert the followlng "(other than
medical ass2stance for an emergency methcal
condi,tion as deflned i section 1903(v)(3) of
the Social Security Act)".

HU'rCSoN A NDMEN'r NO. 3922
(Ordered to lie on the table.)
Mrs. EUTCKISON submitted an

amendment intended to be proposed by
her to the bill 5. 1664, supra; as follows:

At the appropriate place, insert the follow-
ing new Section:

SEC. .—The 1nm1gration nd Naturaliza-
tion ervice safl, wh2n redeployuig Border
patrol personnel from interior stations, co-
ordiaté. with ad act in conjunction with
state and local law enlorcement agencies to
ensure that such redeployment does not de-
grade or compromise the law enforcement
capabiites ad functions currently per-
formed at Interior Border Paol stations.

WELLSTONE ADMENTS NOS.
3913—3914

(Ordered to lie on the table.)
Mr. WELLSTONE submitted two

amendments intended to be proposed
by him to the bill 5. 1664, supra; as fol-
lows:

.AMENDM4T NO. 3913
At the end of the bill, add the following:

ITrLE m MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
SEC. . TATr OF CIW' AL1S WRO

SVED wrra SPkCI?.L GRU1A
VNXTS IN lAOS.

(A) WMvER OP E1GLISH LA�WUAGE RE-
QEMT FOB CrAD ALNs wBo Sv
WrrH Sptj. Gu n.LA U!'lTs LAOS.—
The requwement of paragraph (1) of section
312(a) of the lmniigration ad Nationality
Act (8 US.C. 14(a)) shall not apply to the
naturalization of any person who—

(1) served with a special guerffla t op.
eratg from a base in Laos i support of the
Uted States at any time dtzrthg the period
beginniiig February 28. 1961, ad ending Sep.
tember 18. 1978. or

(2) is the spouse or widow of a person de-
scribed in paragraph (1).

Ib) NATtrR.L.IzoN ThROUGH SVIcE A
SPECIAL Gt'ERRLA UNrr 12 LAoS.—

(1) IN GEN1R.L.—The first sentence of sub-
section (a) ad subsection (b) (other than
paragraph (3)) of section 329 of the Immig'ra-
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tion and Nationaiity Act (8 U.S.C. 1440) sa1i
apply to an alien who served with a scial
gierril1a unit operating from a base i Laos
in support of the United States at any tme
durg the period beginning February 28,
1961, and endIng September 18. 1978, in the
same xnaner as they apply to an a1ie who
has served honorably in an active-duty sta-
tus in the riilitary forces of the United
States during the period of the Vietwn hos-
tilities.

(2) PROOF.—The Imigration and Natu-
ralization Service shall verify an alien's
service with a guerrilla unit described in
paragraph (1) through—

(A) review of refugee processing docu-
rnentation for the alien,

— (B) the affidavit of the alien's supenor offi-
cer. -

(C) origthai documents, -

(D) two affidavits from persons who were
also serving with such a special guerr]ia
nit ad who personally knew of the alien's
service, or -

(E) other appropriate proof.
(3) CoNSrRtJc'rxoN:—The Service thall lib-

emily construe the provisions of this sub-
section to take to account the difculties
inherent in proving service in such a guer-
rilla ut. - -

AMENrn.'r No. 3914
At the end of the bill, add the follow3ng

SEC.. WAIVER OF APPJCATION z p
- JUSMENT OF SIXUS OF CEAXNBTZALN

.Notwitbsta41ng any other provision of
this Act. section 245(i)(1) remains In effect
and is further amended as follows:

(1) by redesignating clauses (i). (ii), ad
(ill) as subclauses (I). (It), ad (m). respec-
tively;

(2) by edesigating subaragraphs (A) ad
(B) as clauses U) and (ii). respectively;

(3) by inserting "(A)' immediately after
"(1)(1)"; ad

(4) by addi.g at the end the following:
"(B)(1) The AttorDey General may waive

the sum specified In subparagraph (A) in the
case of an alien who ha.s been battered or
sub)ected to extreme uelty by. a spouse,
parent, or member of thefl spouse or parent's
fanfly resid1zg i the same household as the
alien (if the spouse or parent consented to or
acquiesced to such battery or cruelty) when
such waiver would enhance the saZety of the
alien or the alien's thud.. -

"(ii) A aJ,jen shall not be exciudable under
section 212(aX4) as a public charge on the
grounds that the aien requested or received
a waiver nader this subparagraph.".

KERRY AMENDrYNT NO. 3915
(Ordered to lie on the table.)
Mr. KERRY submitted a amend-

ment intended to be proposed by him
to the bill 5.1664, supra as follows:

At the appropriate place in the bill, thsert
the following new section:
SEC. DEBARMENT OF FEDERAL CoNTRAcrO!

NOT IN COMPLIANCE wri D1!.
GRATION AND NATIONALTrY ACT
E(P1OYMET PROVISXONS.

(a) Poucy.—It is the policy of the United
States that.—

(I) the heads of executive agencies In pro-
curmg goodz and services should not con-
tract with an employer that has not com-
plied with paragraphs (1)(A) ad (2) of sec-
tion 274A(a) of the Iuigration and Nation-
ality Act (8 U.S.C. 1324a(a)) (hereafter in this
section referred to as the "INA employment
pov5iions"), which proh±bit uawful em-
ployment of aliens; ad

(2) the Attorney General should fully and
aggressively enforce the antidiscriiuatjon
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provisions of the 1nmjgxatjo and National-
ity Act.(b) oic-T_

(1) AtTioL"ry._
(A) IN GE —flsig the procedures es-

tablished pursuant to section 274A(e) of the
Imlnigxation and Nationality Act (8 fl.S.C.
1324a(e)), the Attorney General may conductsuch invest ations as ae necessary to de-
ternine whether a contractor or an organi-
zational unit of a contractor is not comply-
ig with the INA employment provisions.

(B) CO?LAIN'rS AND ARG$.—The Attor-ey General—
(1) shall receive and may ivestiga &ycozplaInt by a employee of any stch entitythat aueges noncoliance by stch entity

with the flA employment provisions; and(ii) in conducting the investigation shallhold such hearings as are necessary to deter-mire whether that entity is not in comp1i-
ance with the flqA employment provisIons.

(2) ACTIoNS ON DrrcAT1ONS O NON-
COMPLIANCE.—
(A) Aroy G.._Whever the At-

torney General determines that a contracror an oaniato unit of a contractor isnot in compli with the flA employment
provisions, the Attorney General shall trans-mit that deter inatio to the head of each
executive agency that contrac with the
contractor and the heats of othe executiveagencies that the Attorney General deter-mines it appropriate to notify.

(B) RE.AD Ok' CONTRAC'G AGENCT.—flponreceipt of the determjtjon the head of a
contracting executive agency shall considerthe cotracto: or an orgazatjol unit ofthe contractor for debarment, and shall take
such Other action as may be apprpte inaccordance with applicable proceduzes ad
Standards set forth in the Federal AcqU2sj-on Reg,21ajOn.

(C) NONREVEW 0k' DJAON_
The Attorney Generaj's determnajon s notrev ewable in debarment proceedings.

(c) DEBAMN_-..
(1) AVTH0RJTT._..The head of a executiveagency may debar a conacto or an organi-zatioa.1 unit of a conactor on the basis ofa deterrnjtjon of the Attorney Generalthat is not in compliance with the INA em-

ployment provisions.
(2) SC0PE.—The scope of the debarment

generally should be hmited to those organj-zational units of a coactor that the Attor-
ney Generaa dete.rmje are not in coip1i-
ace with the ThEA employment Provisions.

(3) Period of a debarment
i1der this subsection thaJl be one year, ex-cept that the head of. the executive agency
niay extend the debarment for adthtioaj pe-nods of one year each if, using the proce-
dures eStab1ished puxsu&nt to section 274A(e)of the Iigxation and Nationajity Act (8tLS.C. 14a(e)). the Attorney General deter-mes that the nlt of the
conacto concerned contjnu not to corn-
piy with the ThEA employment provisions.(4) LISTG.—The Adniflsttr of General
Services shall iist each debarred contractor
and each deba.zed organ zatoaJ unit of a
contractor on the List of Pa_-ties Excluded
from Fedezal Procurement and Notproe
ment Progra.s that is maitajed by theAdXiinjsttor No debaed conacto andno debarred organ1zaon unit of a conac-
tor shall be eligb1e to participate i ayprocureeDt, nor any nonprment ac-
vjties, of the Federal GoveTjent

(d) REGuLIoxS &ND Ozs.—
(1) ATroLy GRAL.— -
(A) AUTBoRZ._The Attorney Generalzay Prescribe such regu1atons ad issuesuch orders as the Attorney Geeraj consd-ers necessa to carry out the respobji-ities of the Atoey Geera1 under this sec-tion.

(B) CONSXLTATIO._Th poposig regula-tios o orders that affect the executive
agencies, the A;toruey General shall consult
with the Secetary of Defense, the Secietary
of Labor, the Administrator of Gneraj Serv-
ices, the Ath nstrato of the Nazion&1 Aero-
nautics and Space Adrnnistraon, the Ad-
xniistrator for Federal Procurement Policy.
ad the heads of any other executve age-
cies that the Attorney Gener considers ap-propriate.

(2) PEDEAL ACQLISrI7ON REGTLATI0N._The
Federal Aqujsjon R.eguitory Council
shall amend the Federal Acqniztjo Regula-tio to the extent necessaxy to provide for
rp1ementatjon of the deba.-ment respon-
sibility and other related responsjbjljtie as-
signed to heads of execuzive agencies undert.ts section.

(e) INT.AGENCT COOPEaoN—The head
of each execiti7e agency shall cooperate
with, and provide Such inforzntion and as-
sistace to, the Attorney General as is nec-
essary for the Attorney General to perform
the duties of the Attorney General underthis section.

(1) DELEGATI0N.—The Attorney General,
the Secretary of Defense, the Administrator
of General Services, the Admjnstator of the
National Aeronaucs and Space AdnItra-
tion, and the head of any other executive
agency ay delegate the perforace ofanyof the functions or duties of that official
under this section to any oLficer or employee
of the executive agency Under the juristhc-tio of that official.

(g) I Pt .NTATIO NOT 'ro BtED PRO-
Ct7REME PROCESS CESS r—Thjs sec-
ton shall be mpIexnented in a maer that
least burdens the procurexxient process of tneFederal Govermet

(h) CONSi'RUCT1O._
(1) A SCRTh'ATION._NOthing in this

seco relieves e1ployers of the obliatjon
o avoid uzfafr iimjgration_re1a employ-

inert practices as required by—
(A) the antithscrimition provisions of

section 2743 of the Immigration and Nation-
aJfty Act (8 TJ.S.C. 14b), including the pro-
vAsios of sibsecton (aX6) of that seczon
concerning the eatment of cerain docu-
mentai-y practices as unfair iImigxaionre..
lated exxiployme practices; and

(B) all other atithsc ation require-
meats of applicable law.

(2) CoNnucr i.S.—Th_js section neither
athonzes nor requires .ay addtioj cer-
tification provision, clause, or .req'iirernent
to be included i any contractor contract
solicitation.

(3) No NEW RIGHTS &ND BNF1TS.—Thj sec-tion may not be consued to create any
right or' beeflt. szbstantive or procedur2,,
e!oceàble at law by a party against the
flnited States, including ay deparent or
agency, officer, or employee of the flnited
States.

(4) JUDICIAL RVW.—j section does not
preclude juthciaj review of a ina1 agency de-.
cxsjo in accordance with chapter 7 of title 5.
flited States Code.

(i) DPI TflONS—Th this section:
(1) E cvrrv AGE'Cy.—The term "execu-

tive agency" as the mean.tng gien that
te.-rn in section 4 of the Office of Federal
Procurement Policy Act (41 tLSC.403).

(2) Co'CL_The term "contractor"
means any inthvjda1 ox other legal entity
that— -

(A) threcty or d�ect1y (through a affil-
iate or otherwise). sbmjts orrers for or ,.s
awarded, or rezsonably may be expected to
sibrit offers for or be awarded a Federal
Government contract. inc1udig a conact
or cariage under Federal Govenment or
cornxnerjJ bius of iadig. or a subcontract
unde: a Federal Govermet contract; o:

(B) conducts business, or reasoab1y may
be epeted to conduct business, wth the
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Federal Governrnent as an agent o rep-
resentative of another contractor.

HTJTCEISON (AND KENNEDY)
ADM N0. 3916

(Ordered to lie on the table.)
Mrs. HUTCHISON (for herself aidMr. KEzci.ty) Submitted an- amend-

meat intended to be propoSed by them
to the bill S. 1664, Supra as followS:

At the end of the bill add the following
The language on page 210, line 1, after

"medical assiStance" is deemed to have in-serted the foliowing "(other than nedical
assistance for an emergency medicaj condi-
tion as defined in section 1903(v)(3) of the So-cial Sectu'ty Act)".

KENNEDY AMENDMENTS NOS. 317-
3942

(Ordered to lie on the table.)
Mr. KENNEDY subrntted 26 amend-

meatS intended to be Proposed by him
to the bill S. 1664, supra; as foiiow5:

No. 3917 -

At the end of the bifi insert:
SEC.
(a) L' INotwthstandjjig section117 of this Act, paragraph (6) of section2743(a) (8 ILS.C. 14b(a)(6)) is amended toread as fo1lows
"(6) TBLTENr Ok' CEP.T OCM'ry

PRACTICES AZ PRACTICES.—"(A) IN GtRL._FOr pux'poes of para-graph (1), a person's or other entity's re-
quest, j order to satisfy the requirements ofsection 274A(b), for additional or different
docrnents than are required ude? suth sec-tion ox' refisa to honor docuicents tenderedthat o their face reasoab1y appear to begenuine sball be eated as an unfair imrni-
gxatzon-read employmett pracce relatin to te biing of inthvidnaj. A person orother enty iay not request a specf1c docu-
ment from a.inog the dOcuxnets permitted
by section 274A(bX1).

"(B) expL-ation or
a employee's employment autborzation aperson or other entity sa1l reveriy emp1oy-ient eligibifity by requestjg a document
evidencjg employment authorization inorder to sats1y section 274A(b)(1). However,
the person or entity may not "eques a spe-
ciflc doment from among the docwijents
perT1ted by such section.

"(C) AB.1TT 1'O PRESENr PERrrrEr) DOCt-
MEZ'T.—Nothjng in this paragraph sial1 be
coused to prohibit an individual from pre-
senting an_y docunient or combination of doc-
uments perjtted by section 274A(b)(1).".

(b) LIMIThTIOS ON COTs_NotwIth
standing section 117 of this Act, Section
2743(d) (8) fl.S.C. 1324b(d)) is amended by
addiDg at the. end the fo1lowg new .ra-graph:

"(4) LXMITAONS ON AB.ITY Ok' O7IcE Ok'
SPECIAL COUSi. TO FILE COMPLA.
1ThzE2'r ABUSE CASES.—

"(A) L' G._Subject to susectio
(a)(6) (A) and.(B), if an employer—

"(i) accepts, without Specifying, docu-
meats that meet the requixemen of estab-1izhixig work authorzao,

"(ii) ma tai.ns a copy of such douents
i an official record, and

.(jjj) such doctments appear to be geruine.
the Office of Specia1 Counsel sbafl not brng
an action aiiegig a violation of this section.
The Special Conse] shall ot authoe thefiling of a coiplaint i1der this section if the
Service has informed the persot o: eti;y
that the documents tendered by a divd-uai are not acceptab3e for purposes of satis-
fying the reuirenients of section ZTi&Cb).
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"(B) Accp OF Doc r.Excpt asprovde in subsection (a)(6) (A) and (B), apersoz or etiy iiay not be cha-ged with aviolato of subsection (a)(6)(A) as long asthe emtloyee ims produc2&. ad the personor etty has accepted, a.docet or dou-ents from the accepted list of docen,ac1 the docnment reasoabIy appears to bege1e o its race.".

(C) GooD SNothd
g sect,r& 117 Cf this Act, Section 274(a)(3)( US.C. 1324a(a)(3)) is amended .o reah asfollowz:

"(3) DEYENSL-_ person or entity that es-
tabUshes that it has cox1plied 1 good faithwith the requJremei of Subsecon (b) withrespect to the thg, recruiting, or referraj
fc ez1ployment of an alien ix the UnitedStates has esb±j a arfirmn. defensetb&t the peson or entity as not o1ated
Paragraph (1)(A) '1th respect to Such Liring,recrig or reerzai. This section sb.aflapply, and the erson Cr entity shall not beliable uflder paragraph (1)(), 11 n com1yjngwith the ureents of subsection (b), thepersofl Or enty requires the alien o

• produce a docut or docets accept.
• able fcr purses of satisfng the require-xnets of section 274A(b), and the doc'nenCr dccumen reasoay appear o be genu-£e on their face aid tc relate to the idivid-ai, r1ess the person or entity, at the timeof re. osse$ses knowledge that the £thvid-nai s z uiauthorzed a1 (as defined istbsectjon hX3)) with resect to such em-ployiet. The term "]ow1edge" as used inthe rccedirg setece, means actual ow1-

edge b3 a person or entity that a indi7idjis az Uauthorzed aiie, or de]iberae orreck1e thsregard of facts or circusts
which would lead a person or et1ty, thiogthe ezercise of reasonable care, to kzowabct a certa coXdjtion,".

AmM No. 3918
On page 37 of the bill, begizinthg on 11eZ2_,strike all through. line 19, ad insert the fol-lowing
(a) IN GEE2L._Pa.Ph (6) of sectjcn

274B(a) (8 U.S.c. 1324b(aX6)) is amended toread as follows:
"(6) O DOCUMEry

PRACDICBS AS ELOyP3ArC.."(A) L' GtRAL,-._For purposes of pam-graph ci), a person's or other etty's re-quest, in order to satisfy the requirements ofsection 274.(b). for additional or differentdocuments than are required uderstzch sec-tion or refusal to honor documents tenderedthat on their face reasonably appear to begenuine shall be treated as an Unfa.jr ixmj-.gratjon-relad employrxient PXaCtice relat-ing to the hirthg of A person orother entity may not request a specific docu-ment from among the documents permjtdby section 274A(b)(1).
"(B) RVCAT1ON.....Upon expfratjo ofan employee's emp1oynent authorzatjon, aperson or other entity shall rever2fy employ-ment eligibility by requesng a documentevidencing employment authorition inorder to satisfy section 274A(b)(1). Rowever.the person or entity may not reque a spe-cific document from among the documents

permitted by. such section.
'(C) AB-I TO PR6r PEaMrz-r DOCtJ-

MENr.—Not1nng in this paragraph shall beCoflSed to proibt a individual from pre-senting ay document or Cornbna.tjon of doc-uments permj by section 274A(b)w,",(b) LTArrIoNs ON COLection
274B(d) (8 tJ.5.C. 1324bxd)) is axnendeI byadding at the end the following new para-gTaph.

'(4) LXMITATIONs ON ABflXTY O OFFICE opSPECIAL C0CNSEL I'O FILE COMPLs N DOC-Urs ABTJ5E CSS.—

No. 3919
At the end of the bill insert:
SEC. . NotW1thstaa1ng section 117 of this

Act, section 274 of the I 2mjgraton and Na-
tiona1zatjon Act shall rernan In effect.

AmM NO. 3920
On pare 37 of the matter proposed to be in-serted, beginnIng on Jine 9. strike allthrough line 19.

ANDr No.
At the endof the bill lnsert
SEc. . Notwith.stang ay provjson ofthis Act, no program of student assistan

under titles IV, V. IX, and X of the Higher
dcatjon Act of 1965, shall be subject to thedeeEgovsjo of this Act.

A1q No. 3
On j,age 181, Jine 9, sike 'or" and itsert"and
"(vii) any program of student assistajce

under titles IV, V. IX, and X of the &gher
ducatjon Act of 1965; or".

AM' No. 393
At the end cf he bill insert.

AMm No. 3926
Beginjng on page 200, hne 12, strike allthat follows through page 201. line 4, and in-ser the following:
(2) CEaTAm FEDERAL PROGB.AS_The re-quireznents of subsection (a) safl not.applyto ay of the following:
(A) Medical assstaflce provided for emer-

gency medical services under title XIX of theSocial Security Act.
) The PrOvision of short-term non-cash,in kind emerecy rthef.
(C) Benefits under the National SchoolLunch Act.
(D) Assistance under the Cblld NujonAct of 1966.
() Pib]ic health assistance for imrnunzza-tio with respect to i1munzable diseasesand for testing and eatment of cornmu.nicable thseases.
(P) The ProVision of Services directly relat.ed to assisting the vctns of domestic vio-

lence or ch.1d abuse.
(G) Benefits under progran of student as-

sistance under titles IV, V. . and X of theHigher ducatjon Act of 1965 and titles .Vfl. and V of the Public Realth ServiceAct. -
(H) Benefits under neais-test prograunder the E1eznentay and Secondary Edu-cation Act of 1965.
(I) Benefits under the Head Start.(J) Prenatal ad postpa.r1 services undertitle XDC of the Social Security Act.

AMy-r No. 3927
! the ed of the iU insert:

CON(RESSION RECORD SENATE
- S444]."(A) I G _-$bjt to subsection SEC. . NOtw thstancUg any rovsiofls(a)( (A) and (B), if a enplcyer__. this Act, the public charge requjreien"u) accepts, without ecf'Lg, docti- this Act s1ai ot apply to any assistancemen that meet the requ-em of estab- Provided der any program of student as-lisig work athorizaon

sistance under t11e IV, V, , and X of the"(ii) mai a copy of such docies Kgher Educatjo Act of 1965.in an offjci record, and
"WI) such docuens appear to be genuine, •

No. 3924the Office of Special Cose1 thzll nCt bring At the end of the bill insert:an action ailegig a violation of ts section. szc Ei)tcj'io ASSISTANCE,_The publicThe Seciai Course] shall not athorze the c1age requirenets of this Act sha.1i notfiling of a comjv nader this Section the pp1y to any assistance 2rovlded under azySerjce has thforme the person. or entity program of szudent asistace der titlesthat the documents tzldered by an individ- IV, V. !X, and X of theBigher ducon Actual are not acceptable for Lo$es of satis- of 1965.f7ing the reqeents of section 74A(b).
"(B; ACC TANCE O' DOCU"r._Except as

No.sprovided i s2bsect1o (a)(6) (A) and (B), a —a. - e of e bill insert:person or enity rny not be charged wfth a
Czr FEE1cj. ?ROGR4.MS._Not.volation of subsection (a)(6XA) as loV.

wlthtandg the 9rOVons of tki Act, thethe epoyeè has produced, and the person
deenug equfrements of Act shall not•or entity s accepted, a document or docu- apply o ay of te foflowg•rnets from the accepted Izt o documents.

(A) Medicai ass±stace provided for erner-and the document reascably apeaxs to
gecy methcaj services under 1e of thegeue on 1t5
Social Security Act.(c) GOOD DEFENsE._Sect1o

B) The provio of shcr-te, non-cash,274A(a)(3) (8 U.S.C. 1324a(aX3)) is amended to k emergecy relief.read as follows:
(C) Benefits uzder the Nationa1 &hool"(3) DFENS.-. person c entity that es-

Lunch Act.tab1shes that it bas comUed in good faith
(B) Assistance under te .Chjd Nutr±joWith the requi-e,e of Subsection (b) with

Act of 166.reseet to the bfrng, zecrtng, or refrrai
hth ajse for inimunjzafor enpIoyment cf an aie z the Uted

d!seases
States has established an affirmative defense ad for testng ad eatment of cominu-that the person oi entity has not. violated

fllCa'ole tseaae.paragra (1)(A) with respect to such h1f
(P) The provsjofls of serice dArect]y re-recritng, or refsrai. Ts section Sha.fl lated to asistg the victims Cf doniestic vi-app!y, ad the person or entity shall not be

olece or chUd abuse.liable nnder paragraph (1XA). if i coplyg
(G) Benefits der rograxzis of student as-with the eqnreens of subsectoE (0), the

sisance '.inder titles IV, V. IX, £nd X of theperson or enty requires the aiie to Righer O.ucaou Act of 1965 ad titles, ,produce a document or documents accept. VU. and V àf the Public Reaith Serviceable for purposes of sati$fyg the require- Act.zents of section 274Ab), .nd the document (B) Benefits 1nder mns- prograor docnents reasonably appear to be genu- under the E1eetay and Secondajy Edu-inc on thefr face ad to relate to the nd1vd..
cation Act of 1965.ual, nixiess the person or entity, at the time

(I) Benefits urder the Read Start Act,of hire, possesses ]owledge that the individ- (J) and posparxn Services underual is an Unauthorized alien (a. defined 1n title X of the Social SecurityAct.subsection th)(3)) with respect to such em-
ployment, The tern "k1owledge" as used izthe preceding sentence, means actual knowl-
edge by a person or entity that an indivjduajis an UEauthoed alien or deibete or
reckless thsregard of facts or cfrcu5
w12ich would lead a person or entity, through
the exercise of reasonable care, o knowabout a certa condition.".
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SEC. - Notwithstanding this Act, the

deeming requirements of this Act shall not
apply to ay of the foUowing

(A) Medical assistance provided for elner-
gency medical services under title XD of the
Social Security Act.

(B) The provision of short-, non..h,
in nd emergency relief.

(C) Benefits nader the National School
Lunch Act.

(D) Assistance under the. Child Nutntjon
Act of 1966.

(E) Public health assistance for immuniza-
tions with respect to immunizable diseases
ad for testing ad treatment of comznu-
mcable diseases.

(F)The provison of services directly relat.-
ed to assisting the victhzs of domestic vio-
lence or child abuse.

(G) Benefits under programs of student as-
sistace under titles IV, V. IX, ad X of the
Higher Education Act of 1965 and titles ]fl,
Vfl, and vm of the Public Health Service
Act. -

(H) Benefits nader means-tested programs
under the Elementary ad Secondary Edu-
cation Act of 1965.

(I) Benefits under the Bead Start Act.
(J) Prenatal ad postpartum services under

title XIX of the Social Security Act.

Dr No. 3S28
Beglnnixig on page 200. line 12, sike all

that follows through page 201, 1e 4, and in-
sert the foflowig

(2) CERXAm 'EI)ER.&L PROGRAMS.—The re-
quirements of subsection (a) shall not. apply
to any of the fofloing

(A) Medical assistance provided for emer-
gency medical services under title of the
Soca1 Security Act.

(B) The provision of short-term, non-cash,
in nd emergency relieL

(C) Benefits under the National School
Lunch Act.

(D) Assistance under the Cbild Nutñtion
Act of 1S66.

(E) Public health assistance for immuni-
tions with respect to mmunizable diseases
and for testing ad eanent of columu-
mcabledseases.

(F) The provis2on of services directly relat-
ed to assistixig the victims of domestic vio-
lence or child abuse.

(G) eefits under progiains of stdet as-.
sistance under titles IV, V. IX, ad X of the
Higher Education Act of 1965. and titles ,
VIZ. ad vm of the Public Health Service
Act.

CE) Benefits under means-tested progm
under the EIemetary ad Secondary du-
cation Act of 1965.

(I) Benefits nader the Bead Start Act.
(J) Prenatal and postpartum services under

title of the Social Security Act.

wr No.
At the end insert
SEC. - Now1thstandjng this Act the

deeming requirements of this Act safl not
apply to—

(A) ay service or assistance described in
section 201(aXl)(A)(vi1);

(B) prenaa1 ad postpartum services pro-
vided under a State plan nader title of
the Social Security Act;

(C) services provided under a State plan
under such title of such Act to individuals
who are less than 18 yeazs of age; or

(D) services provided under a State plan
under such title of such Act to an alien who
is a veteran, as defined in section 101 of title
38. uited States Code.

-DMT No. 3930
On page 20 after line 4, insert the follow-

zng

(3) CT 5vIcES .&XD ASSISTANCE.—The
requ3re!uents of subsection (a) shall not
apply to—

(A) any service or assistance described lxi
section 201(a)(1)(A)(vj);

(B) prenatal ad pos tuni services pro-
vided under a State plan under title XIX of
the Social Security Act;

(C) services provided under a State plan
under such title of such Act to individnajs
who are less than 18 yeas of age; or

(ID) services provided under a State plan
under such title of such Act to an alien who
is avetera, as defined i section 101 of title
38. United States Code.

AEwMr No. 3931
At the end of the bill Insert:
SEC.
(E) cE'now TO DEFDrfloN OF PtTBIIC

CflARGE.—Notwithstajng this Act, for pur-
poses of this Act, the terTn public cbazge"
sh11 not include ay alien who receives any
beneflts, services, or assistance nader a pro-
gram described i section 204(d).

AEwMr No. 39
On page 190. after line 25, insert the follow-

ing
(E) CioN To DEPrrION OF PUBLIC

CflARGE.—Notwithstathg .a rograni de-
scribed in subparagraph (ID), for purposes of
subparagraph (A). the term public charge'
shall not include any alien who receives ay
benefits, services, or assistance nader a pro-
gram described ii section 204(d)."

ADr No. 3933
At the end insert:
SEC. - (E) cEPTIoN TO flEPflTfloN OF PUB-

lIC CflARGE.—Notwithstandjjg any program
described in this Act, for puxoses of this
Act, the term public cbazge' shall not m-
dude ay alien who receives ay services or
assistance described in section 204(d)(3).

No. 3934
On page 190, alter 1ie 25. insert the follow-

ing:
(E) cEPr1oz TO DE1TION oF PUBxc

CflARGE.—Notwitbstanthng any program de-
scribed lxi subparagraph (ID), for purposes of
subp2ragraph (A), the term public charge'
shall not include ay alien who receives any
servces or assistance described in section
204(d)(3).".

AMENDr No 3935
At the end of the bill insert:
SEC. - LrIoN ON P GNANC 5VICES

)'OR UNDOCU ALIENS.—Notwfttand-
ing any other provision of law, the subpaz-
graphs listed in section 201 sa11 apply to the
provision of pregnancy ser,ices for ineligible
aliens:

AMEicDNr No. 3936
On ge 182. sth.ke hues 22 and 23, ad in-

sert the following-.
(4) LIMITATION ON PBEGNA1CY- SERVICES FOR

DOCUrED ALN5.—Notjthstandj
ay other provision of law, the followmg
sbpaagraps shall apply to the provision of
pregnancy services for ineligible aliens:

No. 3S37
At the end of the bill, inset the following

new sectio
SEC. - LIMiTATION ON W3RE FOR

PREGNANCY.REIATED SERVICES 10UNDOCU
Section 1903 of the Social Secuity Act (2

u.S.C. 1396b) is amended by thzerting after
subsection (k). the foflowing new subsection:

(l) Notwithstanding any other prOvision
of law, for a. fiscal year, not uiore than
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120,000.000 may be paid under this title for

reimbursement of services described in sec-
tion 201(a)(1)(A)(jj) of the 1mnigration Con-
trol and Finz.nciaj Responsibility At of 1996
that are provided to individuals described in
section 201(a)(4)(A) of such Act.".

A'rM No. 3938
At e end of the bill insert the following

new section:
SEC. - LIMITAI7ON ON EXPENDUEES VNDER

TEE MEDICAID PROGRAM FOR
PRGNANCY.REIA1tD SECES
PROVED TO UDOCVrEATc

Begnnig with fisca' year 1997 ad each
fiscal year thereafter, with respect to pay-
meats for expenditures for services described
in section2Ol(a)(1)(A)(ij) that are provided to
inthvidi&s described in section 201(a)(4)(A)—

(1) the Federal Government has no obliga-
tion to provide payment with respect to such
expenthtui-es in excess of oOOO,OOO during
any such fiscal year and nothing in section
201(a)(1)(A)(jj), section 201(a)(4)(A), or title
XIX of the Social Security Act shall be con-
strued as providg for an entitlement, nader
Federal law in relation to the Federal Gov-
ernrent, in an individual or person (includ-
ing any provider) at the thne of provision or
receipt ofsuch services; ad

(2) a State shall provide an entitlement to
any person to receive ay service, Payrnet,
or other benefit to the extent that such per-
son would, but for this sectioa, be entitled to
such service, payment, or other benefit
under title of the Social Security Act.

Ar No. 3939
At the end of the bill insert:
The provson of section 201 of this Act

shall ot apply to ay preschool, elemen-
tary, secondary, or a41t educational bene-
fit.

ADMET No. 3940
O page 182. line 2 of the matte: proposed

to be inserted, insert the following new sen-
tence: The precedthg sentence shall not
apply to any preschool, elementary, second-
azy, or adult educational benefit."

AM No. 3941
At the end of the bill insert:
SEc. - LmdlmTION.—NOt more than 150 of

the number of investigators author'zed in
section 105 of this Act shall be desgated for
the puxpose of carrying out the responsibil-
ities of the Secretary of Labor to conduct in-
vesgations, pursuant to a comp1&nt or 0th-
erwise, where there is reasonable cause to
believe that an employer as made a mis-
representation of a material fact on a 1&bor
certilication application under section
212(a)(5) of the Immigration and Nationality
Act or has failed to comply with the terms
and conditions of such a application".

AMEND1' No. 392
On page 8, 1ie 17, before the period izsert

the following-. except that not more than
150 of the nuinbe? of ivesgators authorized
in this subparagraph shall be designated for
the purpose of carrying out te responsibil-
ities of the Secretary of Labor to conduct in-
vestigations, pursuant to a complaint or oth-
erwise, where there is reasonable cause to
believe that an employer has made a mis-
representation of a material fact on a labor
certiflcation application under section
222(a)(5) of the lmxuigration and Nationality
Act or has fa1ed to comply with the terms
and cod!tions of such an application".

SThPSON AMDMENTS NOS. 3943-
3945

(Ordered to lie on the table.)
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Mr. SThtPSON submitted three

amendments intended to be proposed
by him to the bill S. 1664, supra; as 101-
lows:

AsmmMm'r No. 3943
Section 201(aXl) is amended—
(1) by delet paragraph (AXI1) and re-

numbering the following sections accord-
ingly. -

AmrDsssT No. 3944
Section 201(aXl) is amended—
(2) by deleting paragraph (4).

A1mMENT No. 3945
Section 201(a)(1) Is amended—
(1) by deleting paragraph (A)(li) and re-

numbering the. following sections accod-
ingly; and

(2) by deleting paragraph (4).

KENNEDY ANDIVNTS NOS. 3946-.
3947

(Ordered to lie on the table.)
Mr. KENNEDY submitted two

amendments intended to be proposed
by him to the bill 5. 1664, supra as 101-
lows:

- Am3r No.3946
At the appropriate place add the followinr

SEC . UCREASE IN THE MINThIUM WAGE RATE.
Section 6(a)(1) of the Fair Labor Standards

Act of 1938 (29 TJ.S.C. 206(a)(l)) is amended to
read as follows:

"(1) except as otherwise provided in this
section. not less than $4.25 an hour during
the period endIng July 4. 1996. not less than
34.70 an hour during the year beginning July
5. 1996.. and not less than.35.1S an hour after
July 4. 1997;".

- A.MENDMENT No. 3947
At the appropriate place add the following:

SEC. . XNCBEASE1N THE MINIMUM WAGE RATE.
Section 6(aXl) of the Fair Labor Standards

Act of 1938 (29 U.S.C. 206<a)(1)) is amended to
read as follows:

"(1) except:as otherwise provided in this
section. not less than $4.25 an hour during
the- period endIng July 4. 1996. not -less than
$4.70. an hour during the year begInning July
5. 1996. and not less than $5.15 an.hour after
July 4. 1997;".
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AMENDMENTS SUxi-r.iw

TEE ThUGRATION CONTROL AND
FANCIAL RESPONSIBU1rrY ACT
OF 1996

SThPSON NO. 3951
Mr. SThPSON proposed an amend-

ment to amendment No. 3734 proposed
by him to the bill (S. 1664) to amend
the Ixnigration ud Nationaiity Act
to i.crease control Over irnigration
to the United States by increasing Bor-
der Patrol and investigative personnel
and detention facilities, improving the
system used by employers to verify
citizenship or work-authorized alien
status, 1.creasng penalties for alien
sniuggling and document fraud, and re-
forning asylnm, exclusion, and depor-
tation. law and procedures; to reduce
the use of welfare by aliens; and for
other purposes; as follows:
SEC. . ADSTRAT1VE REVIEW OF ORDERS

Section 274A(e)C7) is amended by striking
the phrase ", withix 30 days,".

Section 274C(dX4) is ainenaed by siking
the phrase ",within 30 days,",
SEC. - SOCIAL SECURI1Y ACt

Section 1173(d)(4)(B)) of the Soca1 Security
Act (42 U.S.C. 1320b-7(dX4)(B)) ismended by
strikg subsection (i) and Inserting the fol-
lowing new subsection:

"(1) the State sbail anit to the Immi-
grton ad Nauralimtion Service either
photostatic or other nfli copies of such
documents, or information from such docu-
ments, as specifled by the Immigration ad
Naturaiirnion Service, for official verifica-
tion,".
SEC.. HOUSiG AND COWrIY DEVELOP-

MENT ACT OP 1960.
Section 214(d)(4)(B) of the Hoiizizig and

Community Development Act of 1980 (42
U.S.C. 143a(dX4)(B)) is amended by siking
subsection (I) and insertig the following
new subsection:

"(1) the Secretary safl tait to the
Imxgraon and Natra1ization Service ei-
ther phoostat or other smi1a copies of
such documents, or lnZormatjon from such
documents, as specified y the Iuxnigration
ad Nattrajzatjo Service, for oüca1 ver-
iflcatio,".
SEC. . EIG EDVC#.TIO ACr OF 16S.

Section 484(g)(B) of the Biger Edcatio
Act of 1965 (20 US.C. 1091(gX4XB)) is aznend-
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ed by Siking subsection (i) and rnserting
the followg new subsection:

"(I) the :ztitution sai1 transmit to the
1nn1gation a.d Naturalization Service ei-
ther photostatic or other similar copies of
such documents. 'or ifonmtion from such
documents, as specfled by the rnigat±on
and Naturalization Service, for official ver-
ification.".
SEC. - JUDICIAL REVIEW OF ORDE OF CW.

SION AND DEPORTATION.
Page 87. at the end of line 9. insert at the

end of the following:
"JudiciE.Z review of all quesions of law and

fact, including interpretation and applica-
tion of costtutora1 and statutory provi-
sions. ax'isig from any acon taken or pro-
ceethng brought to ezc1ude or deport an alien
from the Urnted States tinder Title II of this
Act shall be available o1y in the jud.tcial re-
view of final order of exc1izion or deporta-
tion under this section. If a petition filed
tmder this section raises a constztiona1
issue that the court of appeals fldz presents
a geEnine sse of material.fact that cannot
be resolved on the basis or the adm1is'a-
tive record, the court thafl taner the pro-
ceeding to the thstrict court of the United
States for the judicial thsict in which the
Detitione resides or is detained for a new
heari.ng on the constiuonai. claim as if the
proceedings were originafly Itiated in dis-
thct court. The rocednre in these cases in
the district court is governed by the Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure."
SEC. . LAND ACQUISITION AUTHORITY.

Section 103 of the Immigration and Nation-
allty Act (8 U.S.C. 1103) is amended by redes-
igatng sibsections "(b)", "(c)', and "(d)"
as sibsecons "(c)", "(d)". ad "(e)" accord-
xig1y, and inserting the following new sub-
section "(b)":

"(b)(1) The Attorney General may contract
for or biy any interest in land, including
temporary use rights, adjacent to or in the
vicinity of an nternatioa1 land border when
the Attorney General deez the land essen-
tlaJ to control and guard the bodaries and
borders of the United States against ay vio-
lation of this Act.

"(2) The Attorney Gener2.1 may contract
for or by ay interest n land idened pnr-
suat to subsection (a) as soon as the lawful
owner of that interest fixes a price for it and
the Attorney General considers that price to
be reasoab1e..

"(3) When the Attorney Genera] nd the
lawful owner of an interest idenfAedpursu-
ant to subsection (a) are nab1e to agree
upon a reasonable pnce. the Attorney Gei-
eral may cornence condenaton proceed-
ings pursuant to 40 U.S.C. 257.

"(4) The Attorney Genera.1 may accept for
the United States a gift of y interest in—
land identfied pusna.nt to subsection (a)."
SEC . V1CES 10 FA..Y ERS OF D5ornc TTTrn IN 1 LINE OF

DUrY.
SEC. 4. [8 U.S.C. 1364]—Trasportation of

the Rexna.lns of Immigration Officers and
Border Pao1 Agents Killed zn the lAne of
Thity.

(a) Notwithstaxding any other provision of
law, the Attorney General may expend a-
propriated funds to pay for

(1) the a.nsortation of the remains of
any 1m.igrtion Officer or Bcrer Patrol
Agent 1Ied n the line of duty to a place of
burial located in the United States, the Com-
monwealth of Puerto Rico. or the territories
and possessions of the Uiiited States;

(2) the trnsporatio of the decedent's
spouse and minor chil&-en to ad from the
same szte at rates o greater tha. those es-
talished fo: of2cai governet avei: and

(3) ay oher menoria service sacioned
by te Derent of Justice.

May 2, 1996
(b> The Department of Jztice may prepay

the costs o ay tansportation authorized
by this section.
SEC. . POW AND DUTIES OF l ATTORNEY

GENERAL AND XE COMr,flSSIONER.
Section 1 of the Immigration and Nation-

alit' Act (8 U.S.C. 1103) is axnended In sub-
section (a) by add1g the followg after the
last sentence of that. subsection:

"The Attorney General, in support of per-
sons in adxnizüstive detention in non-Fed-
eral iStitzons. is authorized to rn2.ke pay-
rnents from fudz appropr2&ted for the ad-
Ininisation and enforcement of the laws re
lang to Immigration, natura1zation. and
alien registration for necessary clothing,
medical care, necess&y guard hire, and the.
hoig. care, and security of persons de-
tained by the Service pursuant to Federal
law under. Intergovernmental service aee-
ment.s with State or local nts of govern-
ment.. The Attorney Gener1, n support of
persons in admistrative detention in non-
Federal 1stitztio. is 1rther author2zed to
enter into cooperative agreements with any
State, territory, or political subdiv-iion
thereo for the necessary cosuctio,
phydcal reovaon, acqcisitio of equip-
ment, supplies or xiateriajs required to es-
tablish acceptable conditions of coement
and detention serv'ces in ay State r local
)nrisd.iction which agrees to povde guaran-
teed bed space for persons detaIned by the
Immigration and Natraiition Service."

Section 1 of the Iigraion and Nation-
ality Act (8 U.S.C. 1103) is amended in sib-
secon (b) by addiug the following

"The Commssjoner ay enter into cooper-
ative agi'eexnents with State and local law
eforcemet agencies for the purpose of as-
sisting in the enforcement of the ixnr-
tion laws of the United States."
SEC. . PEECLEARANCE AVTBORflT.

Section 1(a) of the Immigration ad Na-
tionality Act (8 U.S.C. 1103(a)) is amended by
adding at the end the following

"After consultation with the Secretary of
State, the -Attorney General may authorize
officers of a foreign comtry to be stataoDed
at preaarance facilities in the Umted
States for the purpose of ensuring that per-
sons veUng from or through the United
States to that foreign country comply with
that cointry's n1igration a.d. related laws.

• Those officers ui&y ezercise sich authority
and pen om such duties as tiuited States im-
migrataon officers are suthanzed to exercise
and perform in that foreign country under
reciprocal agreement, and they than enjoy
such reasonable privileges and ximtinities
necessary for the perforince of their duties
as the goernment of their couy. extends
to United States migration officers."
• Ox page 173. Une 16. insert "(a)" before the

word "Section".
O page 174, a the end of line 4, insert the

foIl owing
"(b) As used i this sectioD. "good case"

ay Include, but is not thted to, dr-
culnstances that changed after the app1icat
entered the U5. and that are relevant to the
app1icat's eligibility for asylum; physical
or mental disability; threats of retribution
against the applicant's relataves abroad: a-
tempts to 1e a1rmtive)y that were unsuc-
cessfui because of tecbiicai defects; efforts
to seek asylum that were delayed by the
temporary avaiiabiity of professional as-
sisance: the illness or death of the 2.ppli-
cant's legal representative: or other extenu-
ating cfrcumstaces as determined by the
AVtorey GenezaL"

Page 106. line 15. ske "(A), B). or CD)"
ad insert "(B) or (D)".

At the appropate $ace i the na;ter pro-
posed to be iflserted by the amendment. i-
set the following.
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SEC. . CONFWALTY PRO'VISIOZ4 PR CER.

TAi AL1I2 BA.saau SPOUSES
AND CKLDREN.

(a) IN GENxxax..—Wjth respect to informa-
tion provided pursuant to section 150(b)(C) of
this Act and except as provided in subsection
(b). in no case may the Attorney General, or
any other ofticia.l or employee of the Depart-
ment of Justice (Including any bureau or
agency of such department)—

(1) make an adverse determInation of ad-
missibility or deportabil.ity of an alien under
the Immigration and Nationality Act using
only information furnished solely by—

(A) a spouse or parent who has battered the
alien or the alien's children or subjected the
alien or the alien's children to extreme crc-
elty,.or —

(B) a member of the alien's spouse's or par-
ent's family who has battered the alien or
the alien's child or. subjected the alien or
alien's child to exteme cruelty,
unless the alien has been convicted of a
crime or crimes listed in section 241(a)(2) of
the Immigration and Nationality Act;

(2) make any publication whereby informa-
tion furnished by any particular Individual
can be identified;

(3) permit anyone other than the sworn of-
ficers and employees of the Deparmient, bu-
reau or. agency, who needs to examine such
information for legfrimate Deparunent, bu-
reau, or agency purposes, to examine any
publication.of any individual who files for
relief as a person who has been bantered or
subjected to extreme cruelty.

(b) rcE?rxoNs.—(1) The Attorney General
may provide for the furnishing of informa-
tion furnished under, this section in the same
manner and circumstances as census infor-
mation may be disclosed by the Secretary of
Commerce under section 8 of title 13. United
States Code

(2) The Attorney General may provide for
the furnishing of information furnished
under this section to law enforcement offi-
cials to be used solely for legitimate law en-
forcement purposes.
SEC. . DE ELOPt' OF PROTOTYPE OF COL'-

TERFETT-RESI$TANT SOCIAL SECj- -
RITY CARD REQUUD.

(a) DEVELOPsszsr._
(1) IN GENERAL—The Commissioner of So-

cial Security (hereafter in this section re-
ferred to as the "Commissioner") shall in ac-
cordance with the previsions of this section
develop a prototype of a counterfeit-resist-
ant social security card. Such prototype card
shall—

(A) be made of a. durable, tamper-resjstt
material such as plastic or polyester,

(B) employ technologies that provide secu-rity features, such as magnetic str:pes,
holograrv.s,d integrated circuits, and

(C) be developed so as to provide individ-
uals with reliable proof of citizenship or
legal resident alien status.

(2) ASSIS N BY ATtORNEY GENERAL,—
The Attorney General of the United States
shall provide such information and assist-
a.nce asthe Commissioner deems necessary
to achieve the purposes Cf this section.

(b' S'rt,nr t'n Rnpour.—
(1) IN GENERAL.—The Commissioner shall

conduct a study and issue a report to Con-
gress which examines different methods of
improving the social security card applica-
tion process.

(2) ELEMENTS 05' STt'Dy.—The study shall
include an evaluation of the cost and work
load implications of issuing a counterfeit-re-
sista.nt social security card for all individ-
uals over a 3, 5, and 10 year period. The study
shall also evaluate the feasibility and cost
implications of imposing a user fee for re-
placement cards and cards issued to individ-
uals who apply for such a card prior to the
scheduled 3. 5, and IC year phase-In options.
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(3) Dtst'ymios OF REPOaT.—Copies of the

report described In this subsection along
with a facsimile of the prototype card as ae-
scribed in subsection (a) shall be submitted
to the Committees on Ways and Means and
Judiciary of the House of Representatives
and the Committees on Finance and Judici-
ary of the Senate within 1 year of the date of
the enactment of this Act.

(c) AVTuoajz,'IoN OF APPRCPEIA'3toNs.—
There are authorized to be appropriated and
are appropriated from the Federal Old-Age
and Survivors insurance Trust Fund such
sums as may be necessary to carry out the
pus-poses of this section.

Page 15, lines 3.2 through 14. strike: "(other
than a document used under section 274A of
the Immigraticn and Nationality Act)"
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